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An MIT Education
for Our Times

Earlier in this century, people looked to science
and technology to light the path of progress.
This is no longer the case. That erlt and
somewhat nalve, optimism has been Meiaos0d
by a shepticism and by an alarmIng decline In
scientific iteracy In this country. This declne
refloots, in part, the difficulty of keeping up
with fields which grw and change with astonish-
ing speed. But there Is also, among the public, -
an ignorance, weriness, and discomfort about
most things scientific and technological....

it is clear, however, that the future development
not only of this nation, but of the world, is
inexorably tied to continued scientific progress
and to the humane and thoughtful applications
of science. What is needed is not a retreat from
science and technology, but a more complete
science and technology.

We must strive to develop among ourselves,
among our students, and in the public at lage,
an understanding of the fact that engineerIng
and science are, by their very nature, human-
ltic enterprises.

Scientific Inquiry is, at once, a most natural and
highly refined expression of the human mind
and spirit. it Is derived from native curiosity
about the nature of our worldwnd about the
universe, and it results in spesulations and
concepts which help to give meaning and
order to that world. Engineering and technology
are both natural and socially derived enter-
prises. They offer suggestions of agenda - on
goals and priorities - for scientific inquiry ...
Ultimately, I believe, this Inquiry and these enter-
prises must rest where they begin, with con-
cern for the human condition.

The attention to the humanistic elements and
the human consequences of all that we do
must be broadly shared. For, not only do we
need a more complete science and technology,
but we need to understand - and to engage -
the larger social, cultural, and historical domains
of which they are a part. We must oontinue to
be a sanctuary for the constructive criticism of
the technological enterprise and of the larger
society These principles must be bult Into the
academic programs of our students - both
undergraduate and graduate - and they must
be reflected in the lives and activities of all who
choose to be a part of this Institution....

For over a century, MIT has been a place
where exceptional people from all walks of lit.
come together to work and to study, As such,
MrT has a responsibility to Itself and to the
nation to be open - and to reach out - to tig
moat talented and promising people, regard-
les of race or sex.... For the sake of Mrf and
for the world we help to build, we would do
well to share the vision of Margaret Mead artic-
ulated nearly 50 years ago, but no lass relevant
today:

f w am so achisve a dwher culture, rich In
confresng vlues, w must recognze fw
gamut of human potnniatls, and so wave a
ies6 atbibry social fabrc, one In ich each
diverse human gift wi find a fittng place.

Rom the Inaugural Address of
Paul E. Gray
President
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This Is MIT

An Overview

On February 20, 186, four yars alter approval
of iS founding charterI the tassachusells inati-
tute of lchnology opened itA doors to admit
the first class of 15 students. The event meried
the culmination of an effort by Wiliam karton
Rogers, Mie founder and first praadent, to
create a new kind of educational Insitution
releant to the Imes and to the nations need,
where students would be educated in the appi-
cation as wON as the acquisldon of knowledge. A
distinguised natural scientst, Rogers stressed,
too, the Importance of basic research, and
beieved that professional competence was
best fostered by the couping of teaching and
research and attention to real-world problems.

Toda#t education and islated research continue
to be MIT central purpose, with relevance to
the practical world as gulding principle. The
Institute san independent, coeducagional,
prIvately endowed univrslt it is broadly orga-
nized into five academic Schoole - Architecture
and Planning, Engineering, Humanities and
Socilo Science, Management, and Science -
and the Whtaker Collge of Heath Sciences,
lechnologg and Management Within these
Schools and the College are 22 academic
departments, as waN as many interdepartmen-
tal laboratories, centers, and divisions which
extend beyond the tradional departmental
boundaries.

MWTs total enrollment is approximately 9,500,
almost evenly dMded betwen undergraduate
and graduate students. In 19-87, MIT stu-
dents came from all 50 states and the District
of 4olumbla, Puerto W, the Virgin islands,
Guam, and 97 foreign countries. The plopor-
tion of Internatonal students at the Intute,
about 24 percent, is one of the highest In an
American university.

. The MIT faculty numbers approximately 1,000,
wNh a total teaching staff of just under 1.900.
Most faculty appointments are In one or more of
the academic departments, but faculty mem-
bers also work in the many Interdepartmental
laboratorIes, centers, and divisions. Most iso-
ulty at MIT teach both graduate and undergrad-
uate students. Undergraduates often register
for graduate classes; many undergraduates and
all gaduate students parcipate, often together,
In advanced research.

This intermbdng of ages discipines, and nation-
aliss, which Is characteristo of MIT deeply
influences the 1i1 and experience of every
member of the academic community, bringing
together students and teachers, biologists and
archiects, humaniets and engineers, young
and aid. The resuit Is an academic environment
with a strong focus on excellence and a diverse
range of Interests.
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The Academic Program

The purpose of the academic program at MI
is to give students a sound command of basic
principles, a versatility of insight and perspec-
tive concerning natural and social phenomena,
the habit of continued learing, and the power
that comes from a thorough and systematic
approach to learning. rom these attributes
comes the best assurance for continued pro-
fesslonal and personal growth, especially in
today's rapidly changing world.

The two essential parts of all MIT educational
programs are teaching and research. Both of
these ativtles carried on together have greater
power than either performed alone. While
advancing human knowledge and understand-
Ing, research makes special contributions to
the Institute's educational program. it provides
experience In both theory and experiment for
students and faculty and ensures that class-
room teaching Is up to date. Teaching, at the
same time, provides a asetting in which the
relevance, accompiahments, and vitality of
research are continually clarifled and assessed.

Each of the 22 academic departments offers
one or more degree programs or Courses' of
study By and large, students pursue a degree
in one of the departments. Degrees are awarded
on the basis of satisfactory completion of
requirements in each program. Descriptions of
departmental programs for graduate and under-
graduate students are given in Chapter VII of
this catalogue. More deaied information may
be obtained by oonuin the ndMduAl depart-
ments. The various Soools and Departments
are Hated as follows:

School of Architecwe and Panning
Architecture
Urban Studies and Planning

School of Engineering
Aeronautics and Astronautics
Chemical Engineering
CMI Engineering
Electrical Engineering and Computer

Science
Materials Science and Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engiaering
Ocean Engineering

School of Humanities and Social Science
Economics
Humanities
Unguistics and Philosophy
Poitical Science

Sloan School of Mnagment
Management

School of SOlence
Appied Biological Soences

Chemistry
Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary

Sciences
Mathematics

Whigher Collge of Helh Sciences,
1bhnolegm end Minagsment
Brain and Cognitive Sciences

The academio programs of both undergraduate
and graduee students are based upsn a core of
genr ilndlutle and departmentl requirements
There Is enough lexibilty howeve, to allow
each student in claboraion with a faculty
advisorw to develep n indvidual program in
response to his or her own interests and preps-
ration. For example, there is a growing number
of students who conentra their sludies in
areas that oross departmental ines. Among
these are programs In fields such as planetary
and aspe science, communications, heath
solences and technology visual arts, transpor-
tation, urban studies, energy and many others,
which are described In Chapter VI

Undergraduate Courses at MIT lead to the
degree of Bachelor of Solence (8.B.), Graduate
degrees awarded Include Mater of Archtc-
ture (MArch.), Maeer of Solence (S.M.), Mas-
ter In City Planning (M.C.1:), Engineer (each
degree designates the field In which it is
awarded,1 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), and
Doctor of Science (SoD.

For most undergraduates, degree-granting pro-
grams, Including those that provide periods
of on-the-job experience off campus, require
four years of fiji-time study for the Bachelor
of Science.

MIT is accredIted by the New Engand Assoola-
tion of Schools and Colleges. information about
coreditation by specific professional organize-

lis Is isted within Chapter Vu of the calalogue.
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Academic Calndar

The soademio calendar provides a lmowrk
for-oduuuli proume and outural ewne,
and Amhly inunoset IN parnem of om-
pusl A t f et art eherUy ater
Labor Day and *d&beform Chwlma and fte
opdng term starts Me f ull Mek In february
and ends In mid-Mtay

Te January indpende At rodA) 
provides a ignlflwn dimension to educaional
soalies. The time during AP may be devoted
to research, oludy In a fluid of te students
InkitrA travel, relatln, or WseodgOnn of new
areas of interest. During tis time more enw
500 speoal acU b, Including m, fld tr
seminars and "MISure indMdual project, and
intensive subjetsand workshops, are nltered
on te campu There re also numerous off-
campus dvlMu, including fluid tripe and Ne-
demlo proects abroa

During me regular summer session, MIT oters a
seleodon of Me ojtge avalable during te
academic year, s well as a few subjects
deelgned for special Inste and needs.

7

10

26

27

31

See111ier

1-2

7

8-9

9

10

26

Last day to pesiion for September
Advanced Standing Exam and to
return apr~ceton ard for Poelponed
Finals

Payment for first term due

1Imnsfer Student Orientation Wesek
begins

Reshman Orientation Week begins

Graduate Student Orientation Weak
begins

Advanced Standing Exams and
Potpn nal

Labor Day (HiOday)

inmational Open House

Regietraton Day

First day of classes

Appoanon for advanced degrees in
February due in Ragletrars Ofoe,
E19-36. $20 fee after this date.

Oeber

9 Add Dee.Lat day to add ube to
rgio. $20procesing charge
for any add alkwed aller hie date.
Last day for juniors and se rot to
change an eleolive to or from P/F
grading.

12-13 Columbus Day Vacation

19 Deadine for Studeni to turn in
Reshman Evalualon Penn.

23 Deadline for Instruotors to tum in
Reshman Evalualon Poms

Neumber

11 valerlas Day 0d
20 Lset day to petitn for December

Advanced -a Exam

20 Prop Date. Last day to cancel utgeols
fom legniib InUndsamitmust
peiinn to Commtee on Academic
Performance; gr"d"u must peMon
to Commigoe on Graduste School Pol-
Icy for a cancellation after this date.
$20 procesaing charge for any drop
allowed altar til date.

26-27 ThankgMng Voaonn

30 Second-term registration material
avaleble in Buiding 10 Lobby

December

4 Last day for changing thesis t.
$20 fee afer Vile date.

10 Last day of classes

10 Deadline for students to turn In Fresh-
man Evaluation Forms

15-18 Rnal exam period

18 RegIstration material for second term
due in Nglabar's 000c, E19-335.
$20 fine for registraion received ater
this date.

19 Chriatmas acaion begine (through
January 4)

29 Deadine for instructors to turn In Fh-
man Evaluation rorms
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19"8

3 Last day of Christmas WsAtion

4 First-term grade reports mailed

4 First day of Independent ActMiles
Period

8 Doctoral theses due for January

11 Payment for second term due

15 Theses, other then doctoral, due for
January

15 Last day to go on or off February
degree lot

15 Last day to ptition for February
Advanced Standing Exam and to
return application card for Postponed
Finals

18 Martn Luther King, Jr.'s Birthday
(Hoaday)

27 Last day of Independent Activities
Period

28 Vacation begins (through January 31)

31 Last day of vacation

1

2

4

Registration Day

First day of classes

Grade reports for January period
mailed

6 Advanced Standing Exams and
Postponed Finals

15-16 Wahington's Birthday Woation

19 Application for advanced degrees
In June due in Registrar's office,
El 9-335. $20 fee after this date.

March May

4 Add Date. Last day to add subject to 2-3 Mrst-term megstration materil
registration. $20 processing charge alatle In Su 10 Lobby
for any add allowed afer this date. Reietenes copis of nw subject
Last day for juniors and seniors to descriptions avalable In departmental
change an elective to or from P/F headquarters, 1braries, and the
grading. Informalion Center.

18 Deadline for students to turn In 6 Theses, other than doctoral, due for
Reehman Evaluation Forma second term

21-25 Spring acation 12 Lat day of classes

28 Deadine for instructors to turn In 13 Last day to go on or off degree Not
Reshman Evaluation Forms

16-18 Anal exam period

April 19 Registration material for continuing
students due in Registr'rs Oflfik

8 Last day for changing doctoral thesis El 9435. $20 fine for any n
tie. $20 fee after this date. received fom continuing stu

this date.
15 Summer session registration material

available In Registrar's Offloe, El 9-335 27 Commencement exercises

18-19 Patriots' Day Acation 30 Memorial Day (HOfay)

22 Drop Date. Last day to cancel subjects
from registration. idAigreduede must June
petition to Committee on Academic
Performance; graduates must petlUin 3 Second-term jrade reports
to Committee on Graduate School Pol- home address
loy for a cancellation after this date.
$20 processing oharge for any drop 8 Summer Session begins (tt
allowed after this date. August 17)

22 Last day to petition for May Advanced
Standing Exam

29 Doctoral theses due for second term

29 Summer session registration material
due In the Registrar's Office, El 9-335

egistratlon
dents after

mailed to

hrough



Educational Resources

A special feature of education at MIT Is the
opportunity for students and faculty to partial-
pate together In research aoMtiae. The Indl,-
tuot devoles substantial resouroeb of Its own to
such undertakings and reosives subatantial
grants fom both Industry and government in
support of such work.

MIT has unusual felite for this research,
some of which are unique among educational
Inelltutiona. There are more than 70 special
laboratories on the campus. In general, the
Inetlule's policy is to make these factlie avail-
able to studente - with the result that nearly al
of Mirs laboratories are shared by undergradu-
asts, graduate student, and faculty members
working together In close collaboratIon on
ongoing prjlec.

Many of theae research faciitse are described
In this catalogue by the departments wilch
operate them. In addition to laboratories orga-
nised within departments, there Is a large num-
ber of Interdepartmental laboratories and cen-
tars, estabished to facilate work In flakde
which oross the ines of traditional disciplines.
Undaduate and graduate Interdepartmen-
tal opportunities and major Interdepartmental
organizations and research faclifte are de-
scribed in Chapter VL

ndornalon 0yente (1i)

Information proessing for MITs teaching and
research programe utisee the latest develop-
ments In compuler technolog Including a broad
spectrum of proeeIeng power from personal
machines to large mult-user $1oseseystems,
IS provides a full range of support servics,
Including pubic terminale, documenaton, edu-
cation, user-cnaulIng, no en oxensve library
of application and alaems softwre. in addition,
there are many local departmental and labora-
tory facilits which meet more specialized com-
puting requirements, and many faculty and
staff have acoess to personal computers. An
increasing number of these computers Is
attached to networks which provide convenient
communication between users and the dIstri-
bution of computing resources.

L4e hneUt Schoo

The Lowell Institute School was established at
MIT In 1903 to provide evening inetruction In
tenhnical subeacta for residents of the Boton
area. 1bday the School offers subjacts In the
areas of modern techn that are not readily
avaliable at other evening t alevel
geared to the pracdoing technician who has an
Associate degree or equivalent experience,

The programs can broaden an indvdual's our-
rent skillevel or prepare a technician for
employment In a new field. There Is strong
emphasis on practical aspects, combined with
suffoient theory to provide an adequate foun-
dation of understanding.

Subject ofered by the School do not carry
MIT oredit, but certificates are awarded to
those who complete a satislactory program.
Further Information may be obtained by con-
tacting Dr. Bruce D. Wedlock, Dlrector, Lowell
Insetute School, Room E19-73, It Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139.
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Ubraries

Supporting both the teaching and research
activities at the institute are the MIT Ubraries,
with holdings of 2 million volumes. More than
20,00 current journals and perlodliale and
extensive back fies provide comprehensive
resources in all major fielde. These oe enriched
by numerous special coleotone, including
microfiche, sideS, recordings, photographs.
and maps. Through MIT's membership in the
Boston Ubrary Consortium, graduate etudents,
faculty members, and research staf have access
to exteneve research coetonOr outelde the
Institute.

The Ubrary system, with headquarters in the
Charles Hayden Memorial Ubrary building,
includes lbraries for each of the insttute's five
Schools and the WhitaWr College, with several
branches and reading rooms: the Rotch Ubrary
of Architecture and Planning (with a separate
Skidmore Room for visual colctions); the Dewey
Ubrary (economics. industrial management
industrial relations, and polNical sclence); the
Barker Engineering Ubrary (with a separate
Aeronautics and Astronautics Library); the
Humanities Ubrary (with a Music Ubrary and a
Reserve Book Room); the Science Ubrary (with
the Undgren Ubrary for the earth and plane.
tary sciences and Chemistry Reading Room);
the Schering-Plough Ubrary for the Whitaker
College; the Student Center Reding Room; the
Institute Archives and gpeal Collseotons; Rare
Books; and the MIT Museum and Historoal
Colleofns.

Al of the services ogered by a fine research
library are vellable: reference and informaton,
interibrary loan, bibiographic guidance, com-
plate microfilm and photocopying feclits. and
retrieval from machine-readable databases. The
Libraries primary serve Institute students. fac-
uits slag members, and their famlis. Others
wishing to use the facilities may apply to the
Associate Director for Public Servies, Room
148-308, for a ibrary privilege card.

P AMmW

Project Athena is a major Insitute-wide experi-
ment to integrate modem computer and com-
municatlone capabilties into al phases of the
educational process. Athena principal goal is
to help undegraduate students learn more
creatively and fully in a wide range of disol-
pines. 1b meet this goal, the project makes
grants of curriculum development funds to
explor the potenti uses of computation In the
MIT curriculum. MIT faculty, workdng with stu-
dents. are designing software tools that will
result in innomtlve changes in the way ace-
demic subjects are taught During 19887,
approximately 110 subjects used the resulte of
these development efforts.

in large measure, Project Athena has been
made possible by major grants of equiprnent
software, maintenance, and on-campus staff
support from Digital Equipment Corporation
and IBM Corporation, totaling nearly $50 million.

There are 14 pubic clusters on the MIT cam-
pus. The network, by the finish of the 1987-88
academic year will contain approximately 1,100
work stations located in academic faciNis,
laboratories, libraries, and lving groups.

The CoWuNl for te Ar at MIT

Student sotlviles In the arts are supported
through the Grants Program of Mir Council
for the Arts.

Founded in 1971, the Council lea mel-supporting
organization compoed of 100 alumni and
friends of the arts .2ne Institute. The Grants
Program, adminliered by a committee, ofers
direct financial support to Individual sudents,
faculty and staff, and to MWT organizatione and
actMs. Its purpose is to stmulate and sup-
port artistic actity at the institute. Previous
experience with the arts is not neceesery; exper-
imentaion, interdisciplinary projeot and broad
student partulpation are encouraged. Grant
awards range from a few hundred to several
thousand dollars.

The Council for the Arts also Issues a calendar
of arts events taking place at theInstitute and
a newsletter describing particular arts activitise
or Individuals active in the MIT arts communt,
and offers technical assistance in program plan-
ning and funding opportunities for argts.

MIT Pres

The MIT Press, one of the counts largest
university presses, publishes books and jour-
nals that enjoy worldwide ciroulation: pros&-
sIonal, reference, and scholarly books; graduate
and undergraduate texts; and books for general
audiences. Books and journals published by
the Press have won many awards, Including the
National Book Award, and a wide variety of
citations for graphic and scholarly excellence.

I-----'-~''~I~-.. >1
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The Campus

Mit 14-acre campus extends for more than
a mile along the Cambridge elde of the broad
Charles River Basin facing historic Deacon Hill
and the central sections of Boston. Most sa-
demic actMtles are brought together in a group
of Interconnected buildings designed to permit
maximum flexibility and easy communication
among t departments and Schools. The exten-
sl"e athletic plant and playing fields are on the
campus, as are the recreatlonal buildings, dor-
mitories, and dining hails. This arrangement
contributes greatly to the sense of unity and
interdepartmental Involvement that character-
ize the Institute.

At the eastern end of the campus are the Alfred
R Sloan Building and the distinctive Grover M.
Hermann Building, which house activities in
management, economics, international studies,
and political science. Adjacent to them Is
Easigate, a 29-story apartment tower for mar-
ried students. A building at 70 Memorial Drive
was recently renovated, and contains class-
room and office space for the Sloan School and
the Program in Science, Technology, and Soci-
ety. Also located on this and of campus are the
buildings for the Whitaker College of Health
Sciences, Technology, and Management, and
the Medical Department Health Services Can-
te, completed In early 1982. The Whitaker
College Building houses research laboratories,
classrooms, a lbrary and reading room, and
headquarters for the College. The Health Ser-
vices Center provides facilities for medical, den-
tal, surgical, and other specialties; a pharmacy;
and an infirmary. The newest building on cam-
pus Is the Arts and Media Technology facilty,
also known as the Wiesner Building, completed
in 1985. This facility houses a newly created
interdisciplinary laboratory called the Media
Lab; office space for the Council for the Arts
and the Committee on the Visual Arts; and the
Albert and Vra Ust Visual Arts Center, which
comprises three exhibition geleries and a film/
video theatre.

A commanding feature of East Campus Is
McDermott Court, In which a great sculpture
by Alexander Calder re in bold contrast to
the facade of the 20-story Center for Earth
Sciences, the Cecil and Ida Green Building.
Surrounding McDermott Court are student res-
Idences, Vlhar Memorial (which housse a din-
Ing hal and enack bar, the graduate student
pub, and student sallity oles), Hayden Ubrary,
the Camle Edouard Dreyfus Chemistry Build-
ing, and the Ralph Landau Building, which
houses the Department of Chemical Engineering.

The Insttute's main buildings, enclosing the
Kilin Court, were designed by Wteis Bosworth,
Class of 18gg, and were dedicated in 1916.
Banked by rhododendrons and ined with tall
shade trees, the Killian Court opens to a wide
view of the Charles Rlve, the low brick build-
ings of old Boston, and the concrete and glass
towers that rise above them.

Interconnected with these central buildings are
the Center for Life Sciences (the Dorrance and
the Whftmie buildings), the Ka yor Compton
Laboratories (electronics and nuclear science),
the EGG Education Center (with lecture and
laboratory faclities for the Department of Elec-
trical Engineering and Computer Sclence), the
Canter for Maeials Science and Engineering
(the Annevar Bush Building), the Center for
Space Research (the Ronald McNair Building),
the Sloan Laboratory, the Guggenheim Labors-
tory, and the Center for Advanced Engineering
Study

West aMpu
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Across Massachusetts Anue, on West Cam-
pus, l the Student Center (the Julius Adams
Stretgon building), which containe social rooms,
cafeterIas, oft$cs for student actUs, musIC
roome, a spacious reading room, and recre-
ational and commercial faollitles. The Student
Center Platel bounded on the wast by Kresge
Auditorium and on the east by the Chapo. Both
building were designed by Ero Saarinen. The
auditorium contains a large concert hal seang
1,200, altte theatre, offies, and rehearsal
rooms. The Chapel Is used regularly for religious
services by all faiths and Is open throughout

the day for meditation. The Chapel' unusual
deegn Includes an exterIor moat that refloote
light in changing patterns on the Interior wale
Adacent to h ChapellI the Center for Ad-
vanced VIsual tudis,

Located throughout the campus Is an oulland-
ing collection of contemporary environmental
Sculpture including works by Henry Moore,
Loulse Neveleon, Alexander Calder, Pablo
PlOasSeo, and bry SmIth. This collection high-
lights the hitory, art, and architecture of the
institute.

Along Memorial Drive and facing out on the
Chare River are addional student reeldences,
among them the serpentne Usher House, which
was designed by the Finnish architect Alvar
Aato. Wesigate, an apartment complex for mar-
ried students, and the lng reedence tower for

* mIprftew
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grduate students are located at the western-
most and of the campus. Also on Wst Cam-
pus are the du Pont Athletic Canter and playing
fields for Soccer, lacrosee, basebali, oll ,
touch foolboll, rugby, cricket, track, and tennis.
The Athletics Center Includes an Ioe rink end
feid house, and Rockwell Cage Socommodate
varsity and intramural bsetlball, voleyball,
and badminton. MIT Seinbrenner Stadium
includes a six-lane, 400-Mete, all-weather run-
ning track, the first of Its kind In North America.
The Stadium also includes faclles for the
steeplechase and field events, with a game field
inside the track oval for Intercollegiate footbal,
Woce, lacrosse, and fluid hockey gWm.

The Charles River Basin, which Is two miles
long and a third of a mile wide, le a maor
featurs of MITs phyelcal environment, and the
Pierce Boathouse and the Wlter C. Wood
Soling Pavilion provide means for extensave
activity In crew and in saling.

Prospective students and their familise are
encouraged to take a student-guided tour of
the campus. 1bur leave from the information
Center In the lobby of the Rogers Building
(Room 7-121) at10 am and 2 pm Monday
through flday. Visitors are welcome at the
Admissions Reception Center after the tour
(Room 10-100).

RMOvigsNovener iM5
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The Boston Environment

MIT lain Cambridge, Massachusetts, on the
north bank of the Charles Rlver, facing the city
of Boston. The Wity of Cambdidgs, beat known
as the residence of MIT and Harvard Is home to
many students and young profeulonale, espe-
acly near the two campuses. The city also has

a strong ethnic character with tightly-knit Por-
tuguese, Italian, and Irish neighborhoods.

Within a two-mile radius of the institute are the
Museums of Slence and Mlne Arts, the Gardner
Museum, the New Engand Conservalory of
Music, Symphony Hall, the New Engand Aquar-
lum, and the Boston Pubic Ubrarx as well as
Fenway Park and Boston Garden-arenas for
professlonal basbenl, basktba, and hockey
games. Students can travel asiy to the theatre
district wher pre4roadway plays are previewed
and local productions are staged. Among the
numerous cultural organizations In the area are
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the Boston
Pope, the Boston Ballot Compas the Opera
Company of Boston, the Boston Center for the
Arts, Boston University's Huntington Theatre
Compant the Loeb Drama Center, and the
American Repertory Theatre.

MIT is one of more than 50 schools located
within the Boston ares. Others include Harvard
Universlt Radife College, Boston Universly,
Northeastern Univresi Boslon College,
Brandels UnivertTt sUnivernlt Simmons
CAWlgs, Wellesit College, and many spoel-
ized 2rofsssinal art and music schools. The
oonoentration of academlo, cutural, and Intel-
lectual activities In the Boston area Is one of the
largest in the countr% and there le an extraor-
dinary variety of young people, over 250.000,
from all over the country and the world.

An hour or two away from MIT by car are the
mountains of Vermont and New Hampshire, the
ocean beaches of Cape Cod, the laeks and
rivers of Maine, the small clusters of fishing
towns along the New Engand coast, and many
historcal places of interest - Salem, Sturbridge,
Lexington, Concord, and Plymouth In Massa-
chusets alone. The four distinct seasons of
New England, combined with the varied land-
scape, offer unimIted possiblities for recreation
- ekling, mountain climbing, hiking, sailing,
canoeing, kayaking, swimming, and camping.

I
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Organization of the
Institute

The institute's board of trustees is known as
the Corporation, over which the Chairman pre-
sides. Its members include approximately 75
disnguished leaders of solence, engineering,
industry and educaton, and (ex officlo) the
President, Weasurer, and Secretary of the Cor-
poration. Between quarterly meetings, the
Corporation functions through Its officers and
Executive Commiles.

The Corporation appoints Visiting Committees
for each department and for certain of the
other major activities at the Institute. These
Committees, whose members are leaders In
their respective professions, provide counsel to
the departmente and in turn make recommen-
dations to th Corporation concerning depart-
mental activites.

The Insitute's chief executive offioer Is ta Pres-
ident. In addition, senior administrative officers
of the institute include the Provost, the Associ-
ate Provosts, and Vice Presidents. The Provost
Is the senior academic officer and has Institute-
wide responsibilities for academic programs In
education and research. In this capact the
Provost works closely with the Associate Pro-
vosts and the Deans, each responsible for the
undergraduate and graduate programs In one
of the five academic Schools. The Institute. 22
academic departments, each under the lead-
ership of a department head, are organized
within the five Schools and the Whitaker
College.

The President pilaides over the faculty of the
Institut, which onsists of i professors, cer-
tain professors emerili, and a number of admin-
letrative onfosrs (ox o1ol1s). Of00rs of the
faculty are the President of the irstitute, and the
Chairman, the Assolate Chairman, and the
Secretary of the Faculty.

The Academic Council I responsible for the
overall administration of the Institute. This group
consists of the senior officers, the vice presi-
dentsihe deans, the chairman of the faculty
and the director of libraries. Department heads
and directors of laboratories and centers join
them to form the Faculty Council.

Educational policy for the institute is determined
by the faculty. The MIT faculty meets monthly
and conducts much of its business through a
number of elected standing committees. The
Faculty-Policy Committee (FPC), which includes
student members, maintains a broad overview
of the inestuWs academic programs, deals with
a wide range of policy issues of concern to the
facufty, and coordinates the work of the faculty
committees. The Chairman of Mu Faculty chairs
the FPC.

The Dean for Undergraduate Education has
responsiblities in appraising undergraduate
education at MrT and gng impetus to new
directions and efforts. The Dean of the Gradu-
ate School is concerned with coordinating
educational policies of the graduate programs,
and the Dean for Student Affairs is directly
concerned with all aspects of student life.

The management of research activities, which
are financed through contracts with gern-
mont and lndustry, is eupported by ma Ofofe of
Sponsored Programs. The Industial Uslson
Program provides Industry and other orgeniza-
tions access to research resources at MIT and
a meane of exchanging information with their
MIT counterparts. Through the Program, tech-
nological developments made at MIT are trans-
ferred to industry for commerclal appiloation,
helping to Ink work at the institute to the solu-
tion of societal problems.

The MIT Alumni Association has a comprehen-
eve program for keeping some 85,000 men
and women, who have studied at MIl; informed
of Institute affairs. For example, the Alumni
Association publishes bchnology Reveuw a
nationally circulated journal of contemporary
affairs In ecience, architecture, engineering,
humanities, management, and other fields
represented among MIT alumni. There are nearly
70 regional MIT clubs throughout the world.
The Alumni Fund, through which alumni con-
tribute to the financial mainstream of the insti-
tute, ranks annually among the country's most
successful. Alumni activities include confer-
ences, class reunions, and seminars In Cam-
bridge and major cities throughout the United
States, as well as a program of communications
and directories.

The Association of MIT Alumnae Is an organiza-
tion of former MIT women students with a
continuing Interest In women currently studying
at the insitute. The group maintains and admin-
isters its own funds for special financial aid to
women students.
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Campus Activities

There is much more to an MIT education than
study and research in classrooms and labors-
tories. Over 200 actMiles and services are
available which complement strictly academic
pursuIts, and provide numerous opportunities
for students to grow and develop new Interests.
This chapter describes the range of activities
on campus; the institute's housing and dining
programs; and the advisory, counseling, and
medical services available to students.

Undergradu d Suadn Geernment

The MIT Undergraduate Association, to which all
undergraduates belong, Is the major under-
graduate governmental body. it is assisted by a
variety of committees. The Finance Board coor-
dinates budgets and allocates funds to student
organizations. The Student Center Committee
helps manage the faolity develops programs,
and operates a 2**hour ooffehouse. The Stu-
dent Committee on Educational Polly proposes
educational reforms. while the Course Evalua-
tion Guide activity publishes a review of dourses
offered at the Institute. it also provides student
feedback to the departments and the Institute
on Important egucational Issues. The Student
Information Processing Board operates free
computer services for student uee and advises
on computer polIcy at the Institute. The Assool-
ation of Student ActMiles coordinates progrs.,
recognizes new activities. and allocaes space.
The Nominations Committeerencommends stu-
dent reprsentathes for more than 50 faculty
and administrative commtte. The Social Com-
mittee produces the mjor socl vintfs of the
year, such as autumn and spring weekends.

The International Students' Association repre-
sents the interests of International students at
the Institute and sponsors a newsletter assem-
blies, and other events.

All living groups, both fraternities and Institute
Houses, elect governing councils responsible
for the functioning of their houses. in addition to
sponsoring social events, these house coun-
oils handle most judicial matters within the
respective houses. lb deal with problems of
common concern, the fraternities have joined in
the Interfraternity Conference (IFC), while the
institute Houses have formed the Dormitory
Council. The IFC operates a central food pur-
chasing agency, coordinates and supervises
Rush Week, and works to Improve relations
between fraternities and Boston's Back Bay

community by sponsoring an area clean-up
and beautification program. the Dormitory Coun-
cil coordinates common house activities such
as freshman orientation, major social events,
and handles Inter-house judicial problems.

Each class at MIT annually elects a president
and executive committee to handle various
class activities.

Graduate Student Government

All graduate students are represented by the
Graduate Student Council. The Council is com-
posed of elected representatives of all Courses,
Ashdown House, Tang Hall, Green Hall, Easigats,
Westgate, and international students. The organ-
ization encourages social, academic, athletic,

cultural, and other extracurricular activities; pro-
motes closer relations between graduate stu-
dents and faculty outside formal academic
exerclases; and volcs ideas and suggi
of graduate students. The Graduate S
Council nominates two students to serve on
the faculty Committee on Graduate School Pol-
icy and has representation on several other
standing ocmmitees of the Institute. As a ser-
vice to the graduate student community the
Council also produces amonthly newsletter
entied The Gradua Student Nw.

Atet

Athletics and recreation play an important role
In the ee of many students at MIl and the
Institute encourages everyone to participate In
some type of program. Instruction is available
in a wide variety of activiles many of which are
considereC Ifetime sports

Last yea approximately 800 men and women
were active In intercollegiate varsity sports
whil other students, seekdng more informal
activiMes joined club and Intramural teams.
The popular intramural program regularly attracts
more than two-thirds of the undergraduates
and a significant number of graduate students.
Last year, there were 1,180 teams with an
estimated 11,770 total participants. In addition,
MIT's saling program attracts another 1,500
students. facult, stall, and alumni, and extends
seling privileges to their famiies,

MIT sponsors varsity sports for men In base-
bell, basketball, crew (heavyweight and light-
wgight), cross country, fencing, golf, gymnastics
Indoor and outdoor track, lacrosse, pIstol, rife,
sailing, sdng, soooer, squash, swimming, ten-
nle, volleyball, water polo, and wrestling. In
addition, there are womeas varsity teams in
basketball, cross country cr fencing, field
hooks% gymnasts saling, soccer, softball,
swimming, tennis, and volleyball. Competon
includes New Engand colleges and some Ivy
League schools. Club varsity sports Include
football and men's lo hockey.

M"
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There are Intramural programs in backgam- The LSC Is financed by it
mon, badminton, basketball, bowling, chess, and current films. Films a
cross country, cycling, fencing, football, fris- campus nationality group
bee, hockey, pool, saling, soccer, softball (fast Center Committee.
and slow pitch), squash, swimming, table ten-
nis, tennis, track (indoor and outdoor), volley- Religlus Orgsnlaations
ball, water polo, weight ifting, and wrestling.

There are 34 club sports including archery,
badminton, contemporary dance, figure skat-
Ing, ultimate frisbee, judo, karate, women's
lacrosse, rugby (men and women), graduate
soccer, table tennis, white-water kayaking, and
canoeing.

MIT's excellent facilities include the Athletics
Center (with an Indoor track and ice hockey
rink), the du Pont Athletic Center, Alumni Swim-
ming Pool, Wood Salling Pavilion, and Pierce
Boathouse. The 20-acre Briggs playing fields
Include the du Pont outdoor tennis courts, nine
softball diamonds (two with lights), and a muli-
purpose Omniturf synthetic surface. The J. 8.
Carr Tennis Center includes four Indoor courts.
Rockwell Cage was renovated to accommodate
varsity and intramural basketball, volleyball, and
badminton. Steinbrenner Stadium features a
400-meter all-weather track, one of the best in
the nation.

L-ctures, Seminars, and Films

The Lecture Series Committee (LS) is a
student-run organization which brings outstand-
Ing and controversial speakers to the campus.
LSC also has cosponsored, with MIT depart-
ments or other campus groups, events of cul-
tural, entertainment, or educational significance.

a program of classic
r also presented by
e and the Student

There are currently 16 active and long-standing
student religious organizations on campus
wh:ch are based in the Chapel and the Student
Center. Ministers representing the major faiths
devote all or a large part of their time to
on-campus aoNte, counseing IndMdual stu-
dents, and advising student religious orga-
nizations.

in accordance with the Chapel's interdenomi-
national status, the Institute has not appointed
an institute Chaplain or Dean of the Chapel. MIT
conaldors that one of its responsibilities is to
maintain an atmosphere of religious freedom for
all and to provide opportunity for the exercise
of all spiritual Interests.

Student Pubkotions

Student publications at MIT include The Tech, a
student newspaper published twice weekly;
Fgo; Tchnique, the senior yearbook; Rune, an
annual literary magazine; How to Get Around
MIT (NowmbGAMT), the MIT community guide;
and The Graduate Student Nlwa, a publication
of the Graduate Student Council. Students may
also contribute their talents to the Institute
House newspapers and to a variety of depart-
mental and organizational newsletters.

Special interest Groups

There are more than 80 non-athistic activities
and clubs at MIT (many of them open to both
faculty and students), including the Outing
Club, the White Water Club (canoe and kayak),
the Speech and Debate Soolety, the PM local
broadcasting station (WMBR), the MIT Society
for Women Engineers, and the Student Art
Association.

Many students are actively engaged in social
service work in the Greater Boston area. Groups
such as the interfraternity Conference and Alpha
Phi Omega, the national service fraternity spon-
sor active social service programs.

in addition, MIT also has a variety of clubs
geared towards students' backgrounds and
lifestyles. The MIT Black Student Union (BSU)
runs a variety of programs in education, cul-
ture, and black students' issues. The over 30
International student groups on campus spon-
sor many programs, including discussion groups
and social events. MIT has an active organiza-
tion of gays, called Gays at MIT (GAMiT, which
organizes weekly awareness programs and
discussion groups, and sponsors social events
throughout the year. The Technology Commu-
nity Women (rTW), Is composed of wives of MIT
students, both undergraduate and graduate,
and sponsors a variety of monthly programs as
a social and service organization.

There is a variety of dance activities and clubs
at MIT The Folk Dance Club, the Tech Squares,
the Ballroom Dancing Club, and various foreign
student groups provide regular opportunities
for dancers at all levele of ability The MIT
Dance Workshop presents formal programs
and supervised Instruction as well as sponsors
periodic special courses by professional danc-
ers from the Boston area.

Smaller interest groups include bridge, chess,
model rocket, railroad clubs, and strategic
games.

1bohnolog Community Association (TCA)

Managed by undergraduates, TCA conducts a
diversified program of year-round services to
the MIT community, including a book exchange,
duplicating machines and silkscreening facli-
ties for student use, and an annual blood donor
drive. TCA also channels volunteers Into urban
community service projects.
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The MIT Museum

A variety of theatrical performances is presented
on the campus by both student organiWations
and prolsesional groups.

Dramashop Is a student drama group which
functions under the supbrvilion of the Director
of the Drama Program, and includesa set and a
costume designer and a technical director.
Each year this group presents at least two
malor productions of full-length plays and sev-
eral workshop produotions of one-act plays
directed, designed, and acted by students.
Further Information on the Drama Program may
be found under the School of Humanities and
Social Science.

The Musical Theatre Guild presents two major
and two smailer-scale musical productions
each year including Tch Shom an original
student-written musical which Is usually pro-
duced In the spring term. MIT students are
given first priority In filling all manager, director,
designer, orchestr cast, and technical posikios

The MIT Community Players is composed of
graduate students, as well as undergraduates,
faculty staff, and their famines. Each year they
present, under professional directon, three
full-stage productions-two during the academic
year and one during the summer.

The MIT Shakespeare Ensemble, composed of
MIT and Weneslay students and a professional
director, presents two main productions each
year and maintains an extensive repertory of
scenes. The Ensemble tours its fall production
throughout the Northeast and also performs at
Boston-area high schoolo and Institutions. The
Ensemble also conducts an apprentice pro-
gram that offers training in Shakespearean
acting.

In addition, a few undergraduate lving groups
on campus occasionally produce and present
musical theatre performance&s

MIT is a musical community. it has a busy
season of musical activities and programs
performed by many different musical groups, all
of which are open to both undergraduate and
graduate students. These groups include the
Symphony Orchestra, Concert Sand, Chamber
Music Soclety Festival Jaz Ensemble, Concert
Jaz Band, and Gospel Choir. There are also
two a capelia groups, the Logarhythms (an
all-male vocal club), and a coed popular-music
group, the Chorallarles. The Choral Society
which drawe its 180 members from the entire
MIT community performs both classical and
contemporary choral works.

These organizations give public concerts on the
campus, participate In joint concerts on other
northeastern oiege campuses, and take ped-
odic concert tours throughout the East and
Midwest.

Chamber music groups, symphonic groups,
and concert soloists appear at the Institute
each year as part of the Humanities Series
sniled Music at MIT Additional chamber music
concerts given by faculty and students are
regularly scheduled throughout the year. Other
professional musical events are sponsored at
the Institute by various campus organizations.

Committee on te Visual Arts

The Committee on the Visual Arts administers a
variety of progams intended to increase under-
standing and appreciation of contemporary art
and design. Exhibitions, events, artist residen-
cles, and other special projects take place
within, or orginate and expand from, three
galleries In the new Albert and Vera Ust Visual
Arts Center. The Catherine i Stratton and Ust
Student Loan collections provide prints on loan
to students for the academic year following an
exhibition each September. The MIT Permanent
Collection of paintings, sculpture, drawings,
and photography Is sited In ofices and pubic
spaces throughout the Insitute and Is particu-
larly noted for outdoor sculpture and contem-
porary works on paper.

Educational actvities include tours, lectures,
Interdiscipinary events, and an extenolve pub-
ications program In conjunction with Ust Visual
Arts Center activities.

The MIT Museum collects and preserves mate-
rials associaed with MIT hiatory presents eaxi-
biwons, and sponsors educatonal programs.
The Museum maintains two on-campus gler-
les, the Hart Nautical Galleries and the Margaret
Hutchinson Compton Gallery, In addition to its
main facility at 265 Massachusetts Onue.

The Hart Nautical Collections maintain a fine
exhibition of paintings, prints, photographs,
ship plans and models, and working drawings
of yachts and small craft by web-known 20th-
century designers.

Exhibitions In the Compton Gallery illustrate the
Institute's programs and fields of inquiry.

Tibet House

Tlbot House, an old New England farmhouse In
South Pomfret, Vermont, Is administered by the
Office of the Dean for Student Affairs. it we a
gift by Laurence Rockefeller to be used by the
MIT community.

The atmosphere at Talbot House Is relaxed and
comfortable. Meals are prepared by a staff
cook and served family style. Members of the
MIT community take advantage of the tranquil-
Ity at albot House to retreat from the hetoi
pace of city Ife. The most frequent visitors to
the house have been members of clubs, lving
groups, and academic groups. Some groups
hew gone for recreation and a study break;
others have found Talbot House to be an excel-
lent setting for special projects, seminars, work-
shops, or research discussions.

Any group from the MIT community ranging In
size from 15 to 27 people, may request the use
of Talbot House. A number of considerations Is
weighed In determining which groups can be
accommodated.
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Housing

Undergraduate Single
Student Housing

At the undergraduate W* MrT Is essenally a
residential university Of the total undergraduate
student body of 4,500, about 2,700 single men
and women ive In the ten Institute Houses on
the campus, and about 1,350 single men and
women are In other residence goups including
31 fraternnles, the cooperaie MIT Student
House, and the Womenfs Independent Uving
Group. The opening of a new undergraduate
residence In 181 now allows for the housing of
some transfer and readmitted students.

The central purpose of the residential system Is
to provide an environment conducive to per-
sonal development as well as academic achIeve-
ment. The Institute reils graly on the Initiative
and responsibility of both individual students
and student government organizations in the
residences.

Faculty families chosen for their understanding
of and deep Interest In students lve In each of
the Institute Houses. They are not charged with
formal academic or operational responsiblI-
ties; Instead, they welcome Informal associa-
tions with their fellow residents. In all of the
Institute Houses and in some fraternities, Grad-
uste Resldents also provide personal and aca-
demic assistance to undergraduates.

particularly gain from assodaons with upper-
class students and partiolpation In residenos
programs. Therefore, all unmarried freshmen
who cannot commute dely from their own
homes or those of close relatives In the Greater
Boston area are required to live on campus.
Exceptions to this on-campus ving requirement
may be made with the approval of the Assool-
ate Dean for Student Affair.

Insillet Houses

Rooms in the inaliute Houses are engaged for
the full academic year. For the year 157-88,
the average rents for the Houses range from
$gg1 to $1,302 per term.

A student cancelling a room assignment after
the stated deadine of July 10 will be chged a
cancellation fee. A student withdrawing from
MfT during a regular term will receive a refund
based on proration of the term rental ower 16
weeks of ocoupancy.

Everett Moore Baker House

Bsxley Hall

Burton-Conner

East Campus Houses - Munroe, Hoyden, Wood,
Goodale, Bemie, and Aiooit

With the exception of McCormiok Hall (all German House
female), the inOute Hausea hAeW coeducaional Russian House
iving facilse. However most of the coed Houses Spanish House

also have ingle-sex"ling areas within the
House. While we are unable to guarantee the Random Hall
assignment of a freshman to aW particular
House, an effort Is made to sign students to Senior Houses - Were, Atkinson, Runkle,
one of their top choloes. It Is also usually poo- Holman, Nichols, and Craft
alble to transfer from one House to another after
the first term. 500 Memorial Drive

Student governing groups establish and ad-
minister House regulations and maintain so-
ceplable standards of community behavior.
Residential student gowernments also organize
a wealth of social, athletic, and Intellectual
programs for House members. In the Instltute
House system a tax dstermined by the resi-
dents of each House Is collected by MIt and
turned over to the House government to help
support these activiles. indMdual fraternity
chapters haew similar charges to support their
extracurricular programs.

The Institute believes that it Is to the great
advantage of all undergraduates who do not
live at home to reside "on campus" - that Is, to
live In an Institute House, one of the 31 frater-
nity residences, the Women's Independent Liv-
ing Group, or the MIT Student House. Rishmen
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Meal 11ine for 198748

The meal plans for al MIT students, graduate
and undergraduate, provide a wide range of
options, fiexibity and financial equity

MIT Food Services offers the following Student
Mial Plans for 1987-88. Thee plans simplify
the MIT Meal Plan system and begin to elmi-
nate system Inequities while providing the sup-
port still necessary to operate the House
Programs.

if you lvo In one of the four houses with a dining
room, you will still need to purchase a House
Plon. This includes Baker, MacGrego, McCormick
and 500 Memorial Drive reeldets. Howsve, the
1987-88 House Plan Is one price, $805 per term
for all underclass House residents.

Please note that In 1987-88, Juniors and seniors
in dining room housos are exempt from the
$605 House Plan, and remain on the $570 and
$495 plans for this year only. The House Plan
works In the IndMdual Houses as follows:

Mes$ at MacGregor, McCormick, and 500
Memorial Drive are purchase on the ongoing A
La Carte House Plan basis. Students on this
plan can also use their cards at any of the
cash locations on campus Including, the Stu-
dOnt Center 20 ChImneys, 500 Memorial Drive
Sneok Bar, and Walker and PrItchett Lounges.

Meals at Baker House are provded on a House
Plan that charges the fixed prices Indicated
below for breakfast, lunch, and dinner for a
choice of entree, vegetables, and de$rts. All
beverages, salad bars, soups, and breads are
included in this House Plan total meal price.

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

$2.50
$3.85
$5.85

Students will be able to use their plans during
IAP Unused balances for plans other than
those with House dining rooms will be refunded,
les a $20 administrative fee, or may be car-
ried forward to the next term.

Detailed Information about the dining plans,
their use during IAR the options available, the
minimum requirements, refunds, and how to
use the program Is available In the UnderWdu-
ase Aesdence book and In the Food Service
Vall-Dine Office In Room E18-375.

ROeties,oSrorties, and Independent Uing
Grupe

MIT recognizes a total of 35 fraternIties, sorori-
ties, and Independent living groups. Twenty-
five of thee are natlonally affiliated fraternities,
two are local, five are coed - one of which Is a
co-op based on financial need (Student House)
- onels all female, and two are currently
unhoused nationally afilated women's fraterni-
ties (sororties). These groups are dispersed in
the Boston, Brookine, and Cambridge commu-
nitIes. The interfraternity Conference (IFC) rep-
resents these groups In the MIT community.

Each fraternity sorority, and Independent lving
group, Is self-governing, manages all of Its
operations and maintenanos, and develops Its
academic, social, membership, recreational,
and external policies and programs. These iv-
ing situations provide a unique experience in
leadership, community planning, and group
Interactions.

Approximately 95 percent of the faternity soror-
Ity, and independent lving group freshmen are
pledged during "Residence/Orentation Week,"
which is held in September just prior to regis-

Students can buy an additional entree by using
their *I-0ne card on an A La Carte basis, and
also use thelr card at any of the cash locations

noned above.

Students lng In other houses or off campus,
can purchase the House Plan described above,
or purchase an Open Plan. The price for an
OpO Plan is $250 per term.

All students wishing to Increase their balance in
any of the plans may do so at any time In $25
Increments and can use either plan to pur-
chase meals at the House dining rooms, or for
A La Carte purchases at any of the MIT Food
Services on campus. An 800 per term plan is
avalable to all students wishing to save t time
involved in periodicaliy increasing their belanos.

tration. Normally about 375 freshmen, as well
as a few upperclassmen and transfer students,
accept Invitations to join these groups.

Tile Wmeas Independent
UVing Group

The WIL Is a non-dormitory living group for
women ina renovated residence a short dIs-
tance from campus. The living group offers a
sense of community and allows for indepen.
dence and self-governance similar to the fra-
ternities. WILD Is also a member of the
Interfratemity Conference.

Coop-reN Uving

The MIT Student House is an independent,
coeducational, cooperative lMng group for
financially needy students. it Is owned by
a corporation of House alumniL The 30 under-
graduate members maintain the residence and
do all the work except for mejor repair. Stu-
dents cooperate In the management of the
House and the academic, recreainal, and
sool aspects of student lie. Savings per mem-
ber are at least W00 a year. Student House Is
also a member of the interfratsrnity Conference.

OlI Campus Student Houing

Students who do not live on campus will find
help In locating accommodations In the Of
Campus Housing Service, Room E18-301 MIt
Listings of available rentals In the Greater
Boston area are maintained. The staf atempts,
on an IndMdual basis, to help studentslocate
the type of accommodations that will best suit
Individual preferences and finances. All cor-
respondence should be addressed to Off Cam-
pus Housing Servloe, Buliding El 8-301, 77
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachu-
setts 02139.

iAdlilonalhnormaeion

Additional Information on undergraduate hous-
ing and appliction procedures is oontelned in
the pubilcation Undergraduate Aesidence at
MT Each first-year student is automatically sent
a copy of this brochure about three months
before registration day of the term for which he
or she has been admitted to MIT Othrs may
request copies from the Office of the Dean for
Student Affairs, Room 7-133, MIT Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (017) 253-4051. Infor-
mation about fraternities also may be obtained
by writing to lnterfraternity Conference, Rlom
W20-413, MIl Cambridge, Massachusetis 02139.
Information on the MIT Student House may be
obtained by wriltng toth Preside, Mit u-
dont House, 141 Bay State Road, Boston, MaW-
sachuses 02215.



Married Student HousingGraduate Single Student
Housing

Approximately 30 percent of the single gradu-
ate students reslde an the campus In Avery
Alen Ashdown House, Ping *Wn Tang Real-
dance Hall, and Ida Planhbuigh Green HaN.
Except during the summer students must be
registed for each semester in order to reside
In on-oampus student housing.

Ashdown is 

Ashdown House, located on the corner of Maw-
sachusetta henue and Memorial Drive, directly
acrose from the main buildings of MR; houses
391 sinle graduate men and women In single,
double, and triple rooms.

A member of the faculty, who is familar with the
aims and problems of graduate students,
resides with his family In the House, serving as
ths Faculty Family In Residence. A student
House Executive Commlttee, acting with the
advice and assistance of the Faoulty Resident,
plans and operates the activities program.
Ashdown House, with foolities for social and
cultural events, Is a center of graduate student
activities.

Rooms In Ashdown House are rented for a full
academic year; rents rang. from $2,208 to
$2,510 per person for the academic year,
depending on the type of room.

Green Hal

Opened In the spring of 1911, Green Hall
accommodates 46 single groduate women in
32 single and eight double rooms. The com-
pieely refurbished dormitory is centrally located
on Memorial Drive within five minutes walking
distance of the athletic and Student Centers,
and the main campus buildings.

Rooms am furnished with a bed, desk, chair.
lamp, end dresser, and range from 2,188 to
$2426 psr person for the academi year. Rooms
In Green Hall are ranted for the full academic
yearbeginning September 1 and Include all
utUhlee except pdivete telephone.

An MIf faculty family resldes In the Hall and
assists student leaders in planning social and
orientaton activities. Community oooking fadE-
ties are avalable on each fldor, or residents
may purchase meals on a charge plan or a Is
carte In nearby McCormick Hall.

ng Hal

Tang Hall, located on the far western end of the
campus, houses 404 single graduate man and
women in two-, three-, and four-bedroom apart-
ments. The apartments, unfurnished except for
wall-to-well carpeting, drapes, and kichen appl-
anoes, are rented on a 12-month license to
each occupant, beginning September 1. Rants
range from $237 to $281 per occupant per
month and include all utilties except telephone.
Community faelies are available In this build-
Ing, two tennis courts are located nearby, and
limited parking Is available nearby at a nominal
annual fee.

More complete information on ail graduate resl-
dences may be found in A PrAcufltanning
Guide for Now Graduate Studens, which is auto-
matcally maled to al entering graduate students.

Residence In married student housing is imited
to regular undergraduate and graduate mar-
ried students registered and atlanding MIT
whose spouses are present In the residence,
and to single parents with at least one child In
residence. Except during the summer, students
must be registered for each semester In order
to reside in on-oampus student housing.
Assignments are made on a one-year loense-
agreement basis beginning on September 1 of
each yearu Apartment rents range from $471 to
$701 per month and include all utiulnes except
telephone.

Married student housing is managed by the MIT
Housing Office, Room E18-301,MIT Since
accommodations In Eastlgate and Westgate are
ilmited, married students seeking apartments
also are advised to contact the Olf Campus
Housing Service.

WNOte

This five-building complex, located at the west
end of the MIT campus, provides 209 apart-
ments for married student famiNes.

Westgate consists of a 18-story tower with 90
one-room efflciency apartments and 60 one-
bedroom unit, and four three-story garden-
type buidings with a total of 59 two-bedroom
apartments.

bstgate
Located adjacent to Kendall Square at the east
end of the MIT campus, Eastgate is a 29-story
apartment tower with 197 family units for mar-
ried students.

In the tower building there are 94 one-bedroom
apartments, 84 lger one-bedroom apartments,
and 19 two-bedroom apartments.
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Student Services

Advising and Counseling Medical

The institute ofers a variety of advising and
counseling resources. By intention, they are not
centralized In a "ocunseling center." A student
Is free to choose the resource that appears to
be most helpul. Counseling, as the word is
used here, refers to casual conversaeons and
to scheduled appointments; It ranges from the
providing of information to skilled psychotheraw

The eslmen fAndbook and how to Get Around
AgT Net In detail the counesling resources at
MIT Only a short summary is given hers. Each
student has a faculty adviso. The Office of the
Dean for Student Aglsra/Student Assistance Ser-
vloes offers counseling services to an students,
whether the situation is academic or personal
or both. The office has special responelbliftss
for international students, women, minorIties,
and handloiapped students. Faculty and gradu-
at resldents and tutors are avalable in the
Institute Houses, and some fraternitis have
graduate residents. Requenl a student is able
to get the help he or she wants from a fellow
stdent or from an Instructor who Is not oli-
Melly a faculty advisor. Coaches and actvity
advisors can be helpful as won.

Several offiese spoilze In particular areas.
They include the Student Financial Aid Office,
which Includes student employment; the AIO-
glous Counselors: and Career Services and
Proprofeesional Advising. The Campus Poce
are frequentiy of help to students. For students
considering particular flelds, there Is a Premed-
loial Advisory Councl, a Prelaw Advisory Coun-
oil and a Foreign Study Advisor

The servioes provided by the Medioal Depart-
ment are described next. The psychiatriast
psychologlsts, and social workers from the Med-
ical Department are considered by many Mtu-
dent to be among the Insttutes most skilled
counselors.

The MIT Student Health Program conslsts of
medical ssvloss available on campus and a
hospital Inebrance plan in which all regular
students are automatically enrolled unless they
submit a written request to waive coverage.

Medica Service On Campus

The MIT Medical Department isa mulspsolalty
group practice that employs 23 ful-time and
40 part-time physilans as well as other profes-
alonel support personnel. The Department's
medical staff provides care In Internal medicine,
surgery, pediatrics, gynecology, obstetrics,
orthopedios, ophthalmologs optometry (Includ-
ing contact lens services), urologg allary,
neurology, nutrition, endocrinologs dermatologyt
otolryngology gastroenterology, pathology,
podiatry radlolog psychlatry and social work.
The Department provides a pharmacy as wall
aslaboratorY X-rao and other diagnosti testing
foolities. A health education service and a
patient advocate am also avalable. A mejor-al of the Department is to prafide high-quats
accessible medical care. Students are encour-
aged to choose an Inteist as a personal
physician to coordinate their health cars.

A dental service provides dental treatment
to students and their spouses on a fee-for-
service basis. A pediatric service provides care
for students' children on a fee-for-servlce
basis. Excepor emergenoles, visit are by
appointment.

An 18-bed Inpatent Service provides care for
students and spousse with acute Illness or
contagio0 diseases. This service Is for patients
who ochnot be cared for in their ing groups
but who do not need to be admilled to a general
hospital. Chldren am not admitted to the Inp-
tient Service but are referred to a nearby pedi-
atrio hospital. Patients requiring major surgery
or treatment for serious lness are sent to one
of the Boston-ares hospitals where their ae is
usually supervised by one of the Medical Depart-
ment physicians.

Visis to the Medical Department a- by appoint.
ment, except in smergencles. The regular hours
of tho Department are from 8:30 am to 6 0m,
Monday through Wlday except for hoidays At
all other times, urgent medical care Is available
through the After-Hours Service. Students
should call 253-1311 day or night for medical
advlos. If a student is too I0 to come to the
Health Servloes Center wIthout assistance, the
Medical Department should be notied and will
recommend suitable help.

All regular and special students - entiled
to most health cars services at th Hesith
Servicss Center (Building 623) at no charge.
Students will be blled for completion of pro-
entry medical forms and Immunizations, obstet-
rical care, routine eye examInatins, eleOWe
podlatry, contact lerI serviose, hearing aid
evaluations. ar piercing, dental care, missed
appointments, contraceptive devioea preacrip-
Non drugs, and those surgical procedures that
should be covered by the student's hosptal
insurance policy Student spouses may use the
Department by paying for each viit, or receive
the same benefte as a student by paying the
$350 Health Service fee for coverage from
September 1, 1987 through August 31, 1S.
(Off-campus medical services re not covered
unless authorized In advance by the MIT Medi-
cal Department)

Prior to matriculation, every student, undergrad-
uste or graduate, Is required to submit an MIT
entrano medical form. The form, which is oom-
pleted by the student and his or her personal
physician, Is returned to the chIef of the Student
Health Program. This form consists of hitori-
cal Information, Immunization record, physical
examination, and specIfed laboratory studies.
freedom from activs tuberculoals as evidenced
by an Intradermal skin test or chest X-ray Is
mandated by public health requirements and
cannot be waived. By state law or Medical
Department requirements, students must be
Immune to mesles, rubella (German mossles),
mumps, polo, tetnus, and diphtheria before
arriving at MIT If a student has not returned the
pre-entry physlcal form by the time he or she
enters MIl the student wIN be required to have
a phyWloal examination by the Medical Depart-
ment staff. There wiN bee charge for this
service and for any required ImmunIzations
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Office of Career Services
and Preprofessional Advising

Child Care Services

MIT Student Bue Cros and lue ShId
Hoopkel i1oneene

The cost of off-campus hospitalization and med-
Ical care is extremely high - In Boston-area
hospitals, it exceeds $650 per day. For this
reason, it Is extremely Important that students
have adequate health Insurance for themselves
and their families. All regular students will be
automatically enrolled and blled for imiklual
membership In the MIT Student Blue Cross
and Blue Shield plan. Students who want lamy
noverage must submit a new enrollment form
each academic year. Students who already
have equivalent hospital insurance may submit
a Waiver Request Form, enclosed in the July
Medical Department mailing and also available
in E23-308. New waiver request forms must be
filed each academic year Non-US citizens
must submit a copy oftheir insurance policy to
the Student Health Program Office (E23-308),
together with the completed waiver request.

Special students taking two or more courses
are eligible to purchase the MIT Student Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, but are not enrolled
automatically.

Annual Rates (September 1, 1987-
August 31, 1988)

MIT MIT Student
Medical Blue Cross and

Department Blue Shield Plan

Student included in tuition $300

Spouse $380
or fee for service

Child(ren) fee for service

$948

$300

The Office of Career Services and Preprofes-
elonal Advising serves students seeking Infor-
mation, advice, or counseling on employment,
opportunities for further study, and careers.

The Career Services staff is happy to talk with
students on an individual basis about their
plans. The Offlice also arranges seminars at
which alumni and others discuss the rewards
and frustrations of their own career fields. The
Office maintains a compreh'ensive library con-
taining Information on careers, specfc employ-
era in Industry and government, courses of
graduate study, ellowships, and opportunities
for work and study abroad. In addition, infor-
mation on premedical and prelaw studies, as
well as other details about professional post-
graduate education, is available.

A wealth of information is available on educa-
tional and job opportunities for minority stu-
dents. The Office Is a cosponso, along with the
Admissions Office, of the Pathway to te Future
Program for students from underrepresented
minority groups.

More than 400 companies, government agen-
cies, and graduate schools make recruiting
visits to the Office each year. These visits are
publicized in descriptive notices that are
posted throughout the Institute. All bone fide
employers are given access to the facilities of
the Office on equal terms. Their coming to the
campus gives students a valuable opportunity
to discuss employment prospects with different
organizations,

Students who are unclear about their career
plans are also encouraged to come in. Doubts,
worries, and questioning are a natural part of
career planning, and the counseling compo-
nent of the Office can assist in addressing these
Issues.

The Office, through its Alumni Placement sec-
tion, Is In continual correspondence with
employers seeking experignod personnel.
Notices of vacancies are received from ali
parts of the nation and abroad. The Office also
assists alumni interested in a change of job or
of career.

These services and others ar described in the
MI7 Careers andbook which the Office pub-

ishes twice a year. Students are welcome to
come by and pick up a copy.

Any Individual with career Interests, questions,
or concerns should call (617) 253-4733 (or
4737) or stop by Room 12-170.

The Child Care Office helps families with young
children locate suitable child care arrange-
ments. There are three programs operating on
the MIT campus that can accommodate ohl-
dren from Infancy to age five. Al of the pro-
grams reflect the grest diversity of cultures that
one finds at the institute.

Family Day Care is organized by the Child Care
Office and is an arrangement in the home of a
day care provider who has been licensed by the
Commonwealth of Massachuset Each family
day care home operates Independenty offering
its own attitudes and activities. The Child Care
Office puts providers and users in touch with
each other Actuel arrangements are made by
the families involved. Fees range from $3.00 to
$4.00 per hour. Famly day care homes are
located in Eaatgate and Wasigets, as well as in
other parts of Cambridge and surrounding
communities.

lbchnology Chnldren's Center, Inc. (O) Is a
private, nonprofit corporation that operates
two programs on campus for children who are
at least two years and nine months old:

The Half-Day Program follows the academic
calendar and offers a morning program from
8:30 am to 1 pm. Children may be enrolled for
two, three, or five mornings a week, with class
rooms located in Eastgate and in Westgate.
Waekly fees for the 1987-88 school year are
$63 for five mornings, $66 for three mornings;
and $65 for two mornings. There is also an
eight-week summer program.

The Day Care Program offers full-time, year-
round care from 8 am to 5:30 pm, Monday
through R'iday. The center is located at Essigae.
The weekly fee for 1987-88 is $120.

The Child Care Office maintains Information
about child cars In other parts of Cambridge
and surrounding communities. Every effort is
made to find the arrangement that is most
suitable for an indMdual family. Further infor-
mation may be obtained from the Child Care
Office, Room 4-14, MIT Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02139, (617) 253-1592, or TOC, 60
Wadsworth St., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02142, 253-5907.
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Academic Programs

The Freshman Year

The undergraduate programs at MIT are de-
signed to help students develop the understand-
ing, maturity, and capabilities needed to meat
the challenges of modern soolty An MIT edu-
cation has its roots In a wide variety of discl-
pInes, with a view to joining the power of these
disciplines with a concern for human values
and social goals. As undergraduates, students
are encouraged to develop a basic knowledge
and a continuing Interest In a given field, and to
become creative Intellectual explorers who know
how to keep learning on their own.

One of the most exciting features of undergrad-
uate education at MIT Is the opportunity for
students to join with faculty In ongoing research
projects. Such experiences, through the Under-
graduate Research Opportunities Program,
encourage Intellectual commitments and self-
direction, and often provide a focus for stu-
dents' undergraduate studies. There Is also an
independent Activities Period each January dur-
Ing which students can spend time In work-
shops, independent research projects, Intensive
seminars, field trips, lecture and film series,
and other activities that do not easily fit Into the
traditional academic calendar.

MIT students base their studies on a core of
subjects in science, mathematics, and the
humanities, arts, and socIal sciences (the Gen-
eral Institute Requirements), and then go on to
major In one of the engineering fields, In the
physical or life sciences, In management, In
architecture or urban studies and planning, or
In an area In the humanities or social sciences.
In the first year, most students take a program of
subjects from a variety of options In mathemat-
ice, physics, chemistry, and humanities. During
the second year, students generally continue
their studies with subjects meeting the various
institute requirements and with the beginning
subjects in the departmental programs. In the
third and fourth years. students concentrate
on the departmental program that they selected
as their major Course of study.1

In addition to departmental programs, it also is
possible to study and even major in one of a
growing number of Interdepartmental fields,
such as energy studies, biomedical engineering,
communications science, humanities and engi-
neering, and humanities and science.

in addition to the departmental or major pro-
gram, there Is time for students to take elective
subjects each year. These elective opportuni-
ties allow students to follow special interests or
to enrich their educational background. A stu-
dent may also use elective time to prepare for
advanced study In a professional field such as
medicine or law; for graduate study in an area
in which MIT gives no undergraduate degree; or
for advanced study In an interdepartmental
field.

For me' students, the program for the S.B.
normally requires four years of full-time study.
To complete work for a bachelor's degree in
any Course, each student must fulfill the Gen-
oral institute Requirements and must complete
the departmental program specified by that
Course. Details on General Institute Require-
ments and on selecting a major Course of
study are discussed later in this chapter.

The various undergraduate Courses are described In Chaptar
Vi. At the InaMul, the ospltanted word Cours relers to an
organized curriculum leading to a specfd degree. The
lowerossed word eourses or eubleet, an the othe hand relara
to the individual classe. Each Course Is deselgnated by a
Roman numeral; Individual subioeta ae given Arabio numerala
to correepond with te Course numbers. For example. Course I
and Course I-A are curricula In Civil Engineering; 1.05 IndI-
cate. a sublect glven In Ci Engineering. The Department or
ClMi Engineering as a whole is also referred to as Course I or
course 1.

During the first year at MIT most students take a
program that Includes subjects In mathemat-
los, physics, chemistry, and the humanities,
arts, and social sciences, In order to enable
first-year students to study In ways that best
suit their preparation and learning styles, there
is a variety of ways to complete the core sub-
JKcts, as well as prepare for further undergrad-
uste study. Students may choose from a range
of specified subjects or may enroll in one of
the distinctive freshman programs called Con-
course, the Integrated Studies Program, and
the Experimental Study Group, which are de-
scribed later in this chapter.

In order to fulfill the Institute degree requirements
(listed later In this chapter), those freshmen fol-
lowing the more traditional subject-by-subject
format may choose one of four sequences in
mathematics; one of two subjects In the chem-
Istry area; one of two sequences In physics;
and from a designated list of subjects In the
humanities, arts, and social sciences. Students
have five options from which to choose to sat-
isfy the first phase of the WViting Requirement

A typical program for the first year includes two
terms of physics, two terms of calculus, sub-
jects in the humanities, arts, or social sciences,
one term of chemistry, plus one or more elec-
tive subjects, often including an undergraduate
seminar or a Reshman Advisor Seminar (where
the faculty leader of the seminar is also the
student's freshman advisor). All subjects taken
by freshmen are graded on a pass/no record
basis. Some freshmen also elect to become
involved In the Underg'aduate Research Oppor-
tunities Program, described later In this chap-
ter. Entering students with degree credit for one
or more of the first-year subjects may substi-
tute more advanced subjects or may use the
time made available for electives or Science
Distribution subjects. The procedures by which
degree credit at entrance Is earned are de-
scribed under Admissions In this chapter.

Most students build their freshman programs
from among the basic subjects mentioned
above. The Concourse Program, the Integrated
Studies Program, and the Experimental Study
Group, which offer alternatives to the more
traditional lecture/recitation, subject-by-subject
format, have their own faculty, meeting place,
and methods of operation. In these programs,
students make progress comparable to that of
other freshmen, but the manner in which indi-
vidual Institute degree requirements are met
varies both between the programs and among
students within each program. In all three pro-
grams there Is an especially high level of
student-faculty Interaction.
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Concourse Progm

A student who chooses the Concourse Program
becomes a member of a group of about 60
freshmen working with a team of five to seven
faculty members in a year-long program of
study that deals with interactions of ideas and
methods from engineering, solence and humani-
ties. Concourse has operated as an alternative
program for freshmen since 1971, and has
been made a regular part of the MIT curricu-
lum. A main goal of the Program l to explore
both the unity and conflict of humanistic and
technical viewpoints and Ideas. The general
approach Is not only to achieve competence In
the separate disciplines but to examine the
mutual relevance of freshman calculus, physics,
chemistry, biology, and humanities In the con-
text of topics such as Information theory, com-
putation, physiological psychology, perception,
the structure of history, the uses and oonstruc-
tion of models, and the mind-body problem.

The Concourse faculty members, representing
different professional disciplines, collaborate
closely In the planning and teaching of the
curriculum, which fully treats the subject mat-
ter of Institute Requirements while branching
out into related toplcs. Regularly scheduled
class sessions are supplemented by various
kinds of less formal activities. A student may
carry at least one subject per term outside the
Concourse Program. Subject matter of the
Concourse Program Is aranged so that the
student receives credit for all of the first-year
General institute Requirements upon successful
completion of the program. The structure of
Concourse promotes close and suslained con-
tact between students and faculty, and pro-
vides a coherent and balanced approach to the
diversity of disciplines and research activities
at the institute.

The program supervisor for 1987-88 is Professor
Jerome Y Letvn. A detailed description of the
program may be found In the Freshman Hand-
book or may be obtained by writing to Con-
course, Room 20C-224, MI Cambridge,
Massachusetts 0213g.

-it Stude Program

The integrated Studies Program (ISP) offers a
group of about 60 freshmen and upperclass
students an opportunity to explore technology-
related Issues alongside their freshman year or
departmental requirements. ISP Is designed for
students interested in pursuing a serious con-
corn for the humanistic and social contexts of
science and technology In their education, it
especially seeks students who look for "dual
competency" In scienoe/engineering and in
the humanities, arts, and social sciences.

The goals of ISP are threefold: 1) to highlight the
connections between mathematics, science,
and engineering, and, In turn, between science
and technology and their cultural, social, his.
torical, ethical, and economic contexts; 2) to
enrich the Intellectual ife of freshmen and
upperclass students by seminars, guest speak-
ers, and Informal social events; and 3) to
promote fulfilling interactions among faculty,
students, and staff who share similar academic
interests and social activities.

For freshmen, ISP offers the General Institute
Requirements In calculus, physics, and chem-
istry. Students attend the regular Institute lec-
tures In these subjects, but their recitations
(small-group classes the augment the lectures)
are held in ISR The recitations are designed to
link these subjects so that related concepts in
the different disciplines are Illustrated and
clarified.

Freshmen and upperclass students alike are
encouraged to participate In ISP's "portfollo"
of fall and spring Humanities subjects, which
connect technology-related issues to literature,
history, anthropology, the arts, philosophy, and
ethics. ISP also omer a single unifying project
or seminar In the first semester for all members
of the Program, based on a different theme
each year, which Illustrates some major con-
nection between the sciences or technology
and the humanities or social sciences. This
seminar is offered both for its academic con-
tent and for the bonding it enhances among all
members of the Program - faculty, staff, and
students of all levels.

M. (Experimental StudY Group)

ESO is a small academic community at MIT that
offers an Individualized program in the core
subjects for freshmen and sophomores. Stu-
dents enrolling Ir ESO can study a variety of
subjects In mathematics, physics, chemistry,
humanities, social science, and computer sci-
ence through a combination of tutorials, semi-
nars, small recitation sections, study groups,
and Independent study projects. In contrast to
the set structure of the regular curriculum,
ESG's flexibility allows students to go at their
own pace whenever possible, and to organize
their schedules as they wish.

ESG's small clans also allow students to
Interact more often with faculty and follow
students than is typical In larger classes In the
regular curriculum. Depending on the nature of
the course material, students may choose their
own topics of concentration to suit their aca-
demic Interests. Although ESG can be a full-
time activity for freshmen, students usually
take one or two courses In the regular curricu-
lum that are not offered In ESG.

In addition to offering a comprehensive aca-
demic program for freshmen and sophomores,
ESG also provides a place where students and
staff can study and socialize together. Each
year, approximately 45 freshmen, 20 sopho-
mores, 10 staff members, and 20 upperclass
tutors (who have been In ESO as freshmen)
participate In ESG. Staff members are drawn
from MITs Departments of Mathematics, Chem-
istry Physics, and from the Schools of Engl-
neering and Humanities and Social Science.
Interaction among community members Is
facilitated not only through seminars, study
groups, and tutorials, but also through commu-
nity activities such as weekly luncheons and
weekend trips.

More Information may be found In the Reshman
Handbook, or by writing to ESG, Room 24-612,
MnT Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

The mix of several opportunities - formal
coursework, seminars, discussions, a "home
bass" In the ISP Lounge, and the easy access
to faculty and tutors - provides a setting In
which students can discover both the diversity
and coherence of the disciplines they study, In
a congenial atmosphere of mutual support

A detailed description of ISP can be found in
the Ashman Handbook or by writing the Inte-
grated Studies Program, Mr; Room 20C-1 17.
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
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Selection of Major
Course of Study

Freshman Handbook

The preceding brief overview of the first-year
academic program Is meant to convey the
nature and scope of the options available, but It
is hardly a sufficient basis for the individual
freshman to plan his or her year. Shortly after
they are admitted to MIl; freshmen receive the
Reshman Handbook, a compendium of detailed
Information on academics, athletics, extracur-
ricular activities, the advisory system, and an
outline of Residence/Orientation Week. Fresh-
men also receive the Undergraduate Residence
book, which describes housing options. The
Handbook, also distributed to freshman advi-
sors, is a primary refernce docuient for the
first year.

Freshman Grading

Freshmen receive formal grades of either pass
or fail in all subjects they take; failing grades In
the freshman year do not appear on the perma-
nent record. Pass/no record grading for fresh-
men is designed to meet a variety of objectives;
among them are a reduction of the stresses of
the first year (anxiety about time, class rank, the
failure to do A work) and the development of
more mature attitudes about learning and about
managing one's time. At the middle and end of
each term, freshmen and their Instructors, In turn,
are asked to complete written evaluations of the
student's work. This process usually provides
the student with a more comprehensive and
useful evaluation than A-F grades alone.

Credit Umit for Reshmen

A freshman may register and receive credit for
subjects totaling a maximum of 60 credit units
In the fall term and 63 credit units In the spring
term. Petitions for individual exceptions should
be submitted to the Committee on Academic Per-
formance. However, the Committee enforces the
credit limit rigidly and only allows exceptions
on purely technical grounds. Credit earned for
passing an Advanced Standing Examination will
be counted toward this credit limit unless such
an exam is takln either Ir, the September or Feb-
ruary examination period. In view of the require-
ment that ROTC students take one ROTC subject
each term, all AS-, MS-, aid NS-numbered sub-
Jects are excluded frum this credit limit.

Many entering students have a preference for a
specific field, while others have interests in
several areas and have not yet decided on a
field of concentration. A substantial percentage
of those who do enter with a decided prefer-
ence, however, later find other areas more to
their liking; therefore, students should be pre-
pared to examine with an open mind the wide
range of Courses available at the institute. Stu-
dents are encouraged to attend departmental
orientation programs to seek out and talk with
faculty and others who have experience in
fields of potential interest They are also urged
to select electives that will help them think
about possible majors. For many this consider-
ation of fields will reinforce existing convic-
tons, while for others it will open up new avenues
of interest. MIT may, however, limit enrollment In
particular fields of study to balance resources
with student Interest.

Each of the 21 undergraduate Courses com-
bines the study of basic principles with the
study of their practical applications. This combI-
nation, studied in depth, helps to foster motiva-
tion for the lifelong learning necessary for
professional competence.

Students usually choose a Course at the end of
the first year, though they need not do so until
the end of their second year. There is sufficient
overlap and flexibility so that a change In
Course can be made with relative ease in the
second year. Thus, even though a student may
have doubts about which of two Courses to
choose, he or she usually finds it wise to enroll
in one of them for a year to get the true flavor of
being an undergraduate in that department.

All undergraduate and graduate academic pro-
grams, as well as faculty listings, for each of
the Institute's departments are described fully
In Chapter VIl, entitled Departmental Degree
Programs.

Each student entering MIT is assigned an advi-
sor who assists the student in designing an
effective program of study appropriate to Indi-
vidual interests and aspirations. For Instance,
the selection of elective subjects is an Impor-
tant consideration, one that students should
discuss in depth with their advisor.

Detailed Information on undergraduate registra-
tion may be found In Chapter V, Academic
Procedures and Institute Regulations.

Advanced Standing Examinations

1b qualfy for an Advanced Standing Examination,
a student must never have been registered for
or attended class in the subject concerned. A
freshman who takes such an exam shell receive
the grade of P for passing performance, but no
record will be kept of faling performance. For
all other students, a grade ranging from A to F
as usual will be recorded on the transcript Any
passing grade entities a student to full credit for
the subect. For freshmen, such credit will count
toward the 60- or 03-unit credit limit unless the
exam is taken either in the September or Feb-
ruary examination period (see Credit Limit
for Freshmen).

Elee

Any subject offered by the Institute is open to
first-year students, provided they satisfy the
prerequisites. There are several hundred sub-
Jects without prerequisites from which a stu-
dent may select during the freshman year.

Electives can be used for several different pur-
poses. For example, many students who are
undecided about their eventual program of study
will use some part of their elective time to get
more information about the various departments
or fields they are considering. Other students
who are more certain of their professional goals
will use elective time to explore areas of sec-
ondary Interest Still others will choose to begin
work on departmental or Institute requirements,
deferring subjects of a more supplemental
nature until a later year The study of a lan-
guage also may be started or continued.
Reshmen should select electives that best suit
their Individual needs.

Undeigraduat. Seminars and Freshman
Advisor Seminars

The Undergraduate Seminar Program offers stu-
dents an opportunity to interact closely with
faculty members on topics which are of current
Interest.

The Freshman Advisor Seminars also have
proven particularly effective in achieving this
kind of close interaction. In these seminars, the
seminar leader Is also the freshman advisor for
the approximately eight seminar participants.
Seminars vary tremendously both In style and
topic. Some are oriented around small group
discussions; others have speakers, go on field
tripe, or engage In "hands-on" research. Many
topics are Interdisciplinary In nature.
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Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program (UROP)

Women's Studies

Most seminars carry six units of pass/fall credit,
and the class size is generally restricted to a
small group. Titles and descriptions of semi-
nars to be offered In the upcoming term are
published In the fReshman Advisor Seminar
and Undergraduate Seminar Progrm booklets,
published twice yearly. Copies of the current
booklets are available in the Undergraduate Aca-
domic Support Office, Room 7-104.

Junior/Senior Pass/fell Option

A student may opt to take a total of two subjects
on a pass/fall basis during his or her junior
and senior years. This option is intended to
provide students with an opportunity to broaden
their education by taking subjects that may not
be In their area of expertise without concern
for its effect on their academic record. it is
therefore expected that this option will be des-
ignated at the time the student Initially registers
for the subject, but the deadline for this deci-
sion Is Add Date. Such subjects may not be
used to fulfill either an institute or a depart-
mental requirement.

Program for 1Wo Bahelor's Degrees

A student may work for two Bachelor's degrees
to be received separately or concurrently. He
or she must submit to the Registrar (at least two
full terms before the student would normally
receive the second of the two 8.S. degrees) a
petition that indicates the desire to work for
two degrees. The petition must have been
approved by faculty advisors in each of the two
departments concerned. The requirements of
each department must be satisfied and the
combined program mustcontain at least 90
units In addition to the requirements for one of
the degrees. Both faculty advisors should take
responsibility for examining the entire program
in the same way as they would for a candidate
for a single S.B. degree. Students should con-
suit the Student Financial Aid Office regarding
any impact this arrangement might have on
eligibility for MIT or Federal financiei aid.

Information about the Simultaneous Award of
lWo Masters' Degrees and the Simultaneous
Award of a Bachelor's and Master's Degree may
be found in Chapter IV of this catalogue.

UROP Invites undergraduates to participate with
MIT faculty and staff members in a wide range
of research activities In every academic depart-
ment and most interdisciplinary laboratories.

There are many advantages to becoming In-
volved In such pursuits as early as possible In
an undergraduate career: establishing ties to
faculty; having access to the advising, coun-
seling, and tutoring resources of a professional
group; trying out a potential major; acquiring
data-gathering and laboratory techniques; ex-
ploring the frontiers of a field; undertaking
topics not amenable to the classroom; facing a
real-world problem; and establishing a focus
for educational experiences. Through UROP
students can come to have a better under-
standing of the Intellectual process of Inquiry,
while experiencing an opportunity for personal
and professional growth.

Ground rules for participating in UROP are con-
tained in the UROP Directory. Coordinators for
institute departments, laboratories, and offices
are Nted under each Drectory entry. These
people are prepared to assist students, but a cer-
tain amount of footwork and negotiation will be
required in order to achieve a satisfying collab-
oration. The UROP experience will be unlike any
other; its benefits and rewards are great, but ex-
pectations and standards are commensurately
demanding. Call or visit the UROP Office at any
time, Room 20B-141, (617) 263-5049 for advice,
consolation, or congratulations.

The Women's Studies Program at MIT offers
students an opportunity to gain a new and
exciting perspective on existing disciplines. The
Program seeks to include women and gender
as categories of analysis In all traditional schol-
arly Inquiry. Though the conditions and quality
of women's lives have differed from those of
men in most cultures and periods of history,
academic research and course content often
fall to consider the role of gender in social
systems. The primary objective of the Woman's
Studies Program is to encourage the reexami-
nation and reinterpretation of existing data, and
to promote the discovery of new knowledge
about women and gender.

The Women's Studies Program provides students
a unique opportunity for interdisciplinary study
through various subjects offered at MIT The
core subject, Introduction to Women's Studies,
asks students to challenge traditional assump-
tions and questions in a variety of disciplines,
including literature, history, psychology, philos-
ophy, anthropology, and biology, and the Pro-
gram's perspectives have significant Implications
for any course of Inquiry.

The faculty members involved in the Women's
Studies Program are Dr. Ruth Perry, Program
Director and Senior Lecturer in Literature and
Women's Studies, and 20 faculty drawn from
all areas of the institute, offering subjects in the
Departments of Linguistics and Philosophy,
Brain and Cognitive Sciences, Biology, Archi-
tecture, and Humanities. There also are oppor-
tunitiss to pursue gender-related topics in Urban
Studies and Planning; Management; the Pro-
gram In Science, Technology, and Society; and
the Undergraduate Seminar Program. Women's
Studies offers distribution subjects as well as a
field of concentration under the Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences Requirements. The
subjects are listed in the SP section of Chapter
Vill In this catalogue. Degree programs In Wom-
en's Studies are available by petition.
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Preprofessional Advising
and Education

The Women's Studies Research Room, housed
next to the Program's offices In the Humanities
Ubrary, offers faculty and students a central
location for the study of women and gender. it
contains a core library of relevant materials,
including books and journals. Outside the
Research Room l a small lounge area, avail-
able during Hayden Ubrary hours, where mem-
bers of the community can meet and exchange
ideas. The Women's Studies Program also func-
tions as an Information clearinghouse for all
students interested in Women's Studies classes
at MI; Wellesley or Harvard. A wide range of
announoements and Information relevant to
feminist scholars in the Boston area and others
interested in Women's Studies Is posted on the
bulletin board.

Further information about the Women's Studies
Program may be obtained by contacting Dr.
Ruth Perry, Director, Women's Studies Program,
Room 14E-316, MI, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-8844.

Within the Office of Career Services (Room
12-170), the Preprofessional Advising programs
serve students who are interested In pursuing
professional postgraduate education, particu-
larly In the fields of medicine, law and psychol-
ogy. The staff In the Office works closely with
both the Premedical Advisory Council and the
Prelaw Advisory Council.

Premedical Education

Each year, between 8 and 10 percent of the
senior class, as well as alarge number of
alumni and graduate students, go on to medical
study. Students in nearly every Course of study
are represented among the applicants. At MIl;
students have great flexibility in their choice of
major fields, and are encouraged to take advan-
tage of the diversity of subjects offered at the
Institute. Students major in their chosen course
of study and complete medical school entrance
requirements through a selection of electives;
such programs fully meet the specifications of
the Association of American Medical Colleges.
MIT applicants continue to excel in their admis-
alons rates to medical schools.

The Premedical Advisory Council, whose mem-
bers are directly Involved in medical pr'ctice,
medical research, or student counseling, pro-
vides guidance and information to students
Interested In medical careers. The Office of
Career Services and Preprofesslonal Advising,
Rooms 12-170 and 12-185, (617) 253-4737,
maintains Medical College Admissions Test
application forms, school catalogues, A Pre-
Medical itndbook for MT Student, and other
information pertinent to medical study. Students
Interested in medicine are encouraged to make
an appointment in the Preprofessional Office by
at least the second term of their sophomore
year. Students Interested in medicine are as-
signed to a premedical advisor at that time.

Prelaw Education

A number of MIT students enter law school
each year. Law schools do not require a partic-
ular undergraduate program as a condition for
admission; students from every Institute School
have been admitted to law school. Prelaw stu-
dents should consult members of the Prelaw
Advisory Council regarding preparation for a
legal education and make contact with the
Preprofesslonal Office during their junior or
senior year.

The Preprofessional Advising Office maintains
the catalogues of accredited law schools, the
dates and application materials for the Law
School Admissions Test, and other information
pertinent to the study of law A Handbook for
MIT Students Interested In Law has been pre-
pared to answer questions commonly asked by
students interested in a legal education. The
Handbook contains information on the selection
of law schools, the admissions decision pro-
cess, and the wide range of roles for lawyers.
Copies of this and other helpful publications
are available in the Office of Career Services
and Preprofesslonal Advising. Please see the
section on Law-Related Studies in Chapter VI of
this catalogue for a further discuasion of oppor-
tunities and programs In this area.

Educaton Studies

MIT students may receive certification to teach
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts by
taking a prescribed series of subjects through
the MIT-Wllesley Exchange Program. (MIT
Room 7-108, 617/253-1668). Subjects in politi-
cal science, psychology, humanities, and man-
agement deal with specific educational problems.
Students are encouraged to consult the faculty
in the Education Department at Wellesley to
plan their programs as early as possible.



ROTC Programs

Air Force ROTC Program

Military training has existed at MIT ever since
the institute opened its doors. More than 12,000
officers have been commissioned from MI; of
which more than 150 have reached the rank of
general or admiral. Three branches of the mili-
tary operate Reserve Officer 1aining Corps
Programs at MIT: the Army, Navy/Marine, and
Air Force. Athough eligibility requirements may
differ slightly between the three services,
described later In this section, the following
conditions are common to all programs:

1. Application to any ROTC program is voluntary.
2. Admission to ROTC programs at MIT is

selective.
3. All three programs admit men and women.
4. Genemra it is desirable that students enter a

ROTC program at the beginning of their
freshman year However, entry during the
second semester of the freshman year either
semeester during the sophomore year, or at
the beginning of the junior year is available,
through special programs.

5. Students must complete the ROTC program,
including summer training, and earn their
Bachelor's degree in order to be eligible for
a commission.

6. All students may compete for full tuition
scholarships, which commence at the start
of either the freshman, sophomore, or junior
year

7. Enrollment as a scholarship recipient beyond
the freshman year generally creates an obli-
gation for four years of active service or, in
some cases, for alternative service involv-
Ing reserve duty.

8. Enrollm mt as a nonscholarship freshman or
sophomore In any program does not Incur a
military service obligation.

9. Participants must agree by contract to main-
tain levels of aptitude and academic perfor-
mance established by the three programs.
Participants also contract to remain physi-
cally quaified. Breach or willful evasion of
this scholarship contract could lead to a
period of enlisted service or to repayment of
scholarship funds.

Specific information concerning benefits, ROTC
training programs, career opportunities, and
contractual obligations can be obtained from
the program offices listed in this section.

The Air Force ROTC program provides students
the opportunity to become Air Force commis-
sioned officers while completing their under-
graduate or graduate degree. it Is designed to
develop the leadership and management skills
essential for an Air Force officer while prepar-
ing the student for assignment in a career field
related to his or her academic specialty The
Office of Aerospace Studies offers two programs
- one of four years and one of two years - for
students to qualify for commissions.

The Four-Yar Program

The four-year program consists of classroom
and Leadership Laboratory work during the
four undergraduate years and one summer
training period of four weeks between the
sophomore and Junior years at a United States
Air Force Base. it is possible for students with
three academic years remaining to enroll in the
four-year program by combining the first two
years.

The first two years of the four-year program are
known as the General Military Course (GMC).
Upon completion of the GMC and summer field
training, students may compete for entry into
the Professional Officer Course (POC). Selec-
tion Into the POC is based on academic apti-
tude and performance, successful completion
of the GMC and field training, and recommen-
dation of the Professor of Aerospace Studies.
All cadets in the POC receive a $100 nontaxable
allowance each month.

Students desiring to pursue an advance degree
may apply for delayed entry to active duty.
Advanced degree programs are also available
through the Air Force Institute of Technology
for selected officers.

The wo-Yew Program

The two-year program Is for those students who
do not complete the first two years of the
four-year Air Force ROTC program. Such stu-
dents may apply as undergraduates (during
their sophomore or subsequent years) or grad-
uates If they have two years remaining in their
academic program at MIT In leu of completing
the GMC, these students receive six weeks of
field training at an Air Force base during the
summer preceding their entry into Air Force
ROTC. They receive the same benefits and
complete the same academic program required
of POC members In the four-year program.
Students applying for the two-year program
may also compete for scholarships.

Scholarships

Air Force ROTC scholarships are available on a
competitive basis to qualified applicants in
selected academic majors. Each scholarship
pays tuition and required fees. Scholarship
recipients also receive an allowance for text-
books and a $100 nontaxable allowance each
month during the academic year. Scholarships
for 3 1/2, 3, 2 1/2, and 2 years are available In
addition to the four-year scholarships offered to
high school seniors.

Program of Instruction

First year (6 units): AS 11, AS 111, AS 12, and
AS 121. Second year (6 units): AS 21, AS 211,
AS 22, and AS 221. Third year (14 units): AS 31,
AS 311, AS 32, and AS 321. Fourth year
(14 units): AS 41, AS 411, AS 42, and AS 421.
These courses are described in Chapter Vii.
The Aerospace Studies curriculum emphasizes
the history, organization, and mission of the Air
Force, including its role in national defense strat-
egy and American society. Academic classes
and leadership laboratory activities provide train-
ing and practical experience In developing
leadership and managerial skills. Scholarship
cadets must also UliN Enlish composition and
foreign language requirements.

111ibi1ty boquIrements

To be eligible for the Air Force ROTC scholar-
ship program and the POC, students must be:
1) citizens of the United States; 2) physically
qualified in accordance with existing Air Force
regulations; and 3) enrolled at MIT, Harvard,
Tufts, or Welleeley as a full-time student

Applloaton Procedure

Eligible freshmen can sign up for the AFROTC
Program by registering for Aerospace Studies
courses (AS 11 and AS 111). Incoming fresh-
men are advised to contact the AFROTC office
as soon as they have been- notified of admission
to the institute. Other interested students
can apply by a personal visit to the Office of
Aerospace Studies, Room 20E-1 11, MIT
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, or by calling
(617) 253-3755. The director of the program
is Colonel Gary G. Nelson, Visiting Professor
of Aerospace Studies.
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Army ROTC Program

AN students at MIT Harvard, ift, and MWieley
Colege are *gObe to enroll In the Army Reserve
Officer 1eining Corps Program hosted at MffT
the completion of which leads to a commslan
s a Second Lieutenant In the Regular Army

Army Reserve, or Army Nullonal Guard. Rwehmen
and aophomores normally enroll in the stan-
dard four-year program, while graduate students
and selected undergraduate with two or more
academic years remaining may apply for the
Army ROCV two-year program. Sucoessu com-
pletin of both academic and summer training
requirements qualifies the student for commis-
sIon upon graduation.

The academic portion of the Army ROTC pro-
gram conslats of the Program of instruton as
Nated and one related subject per year plus a
90-minute leadership laboratory each week.
Although the normal pattern Ia for the student to
progres through the Mtary Science programs
aequenlny Indivdual studente mas on a case-
by-caro basia, be granted credit for part or all
of the fast two years for appropriate academic
or miitary work experience, Selected subjects
may be ofered during the Summer session.
Elective subjects accepted for the ROTC pro-
gram are derived primarily from the humanities,
poltical science, management, and psychology
areas. They are intended to nM In the poten-
tlal o~focr a balanced appreciation of the devel-
opment and dynamics of mlitary and social
Institutions and their Interrelationship Wih soi-d
ety, as wON as an understanding of the interao-
tions and management of individuals In groups.
The purpose of this Integrated approach to
ROTC Is to develop officers sidNed not only in
the pragmatios of Mitary OWnce, but In the
related human and social Institutions s wel.
The selection of approved elective subjects Is
riot rigid, and any relevant subjects may be
selected by the student and approved by the
Professor of Miltary Science.

Students completing the ROTC program win
receive commisslons upon graduation and go
on to serve as an asie or reserve duty officer.
The commitment depends upon the students
choice of commissioning program, scholarship
status, and the needs of the service. Commis-
alons are offered in all of the Army's functional
branches with actual branch assignment deter-
mined by the needs of the Arm, the desires of
the student, and the academic background
and experience of the student

Enrollment in the first two years of the four-year
program is voluntary and does not obligate the
student to any type of actie or reserve duty
bommitment. However, ROTC scholarship stu-
dents continuing the program beyond the fresh-
man year may Incur an activ duty or reserve
duty obligation.

The summer training requirement for students
In the four-year program Is limited to the six-
week ROTC Advanced Camp, which normally Is
completed between the junior and senior years
Students at the Advanced Camp are paid at the
rate of half the pay of a Second Lieutenant,
and are furnished food, housing, equipment,
and medical care at Government expense, plus
mileage to and from the camp location.

1wo-, three-, and four-year scholarships are
available each yea, and are awarded on the
basis of a national competition. in general, the
echolarships cover the cost of tuition, books
and supplies (a fat rate), and fees, plus a
stipend of $100 per month. Nonecholarehip
students in the final two years of the program
receive the $100 per month stipend. Details on
the scholarship program may be obtained by
contacting the Army ROTC Department.

in addition to the requirements outined above,
Army Airborne, Ranger, Air Assault, Aviation,
Northern Warfare, and other Military schooling
and training programs are avallable on a volun-
tary basis to qualified students. Full details on
these programs are also available from the
Arny ROTC Department

Program of Instruction

One Institute elective subject is required for
each year In additon to the folowIng. Frst
year: MS 111 and MS 121. Second year: MS
21, MS 211, and MS 221. Third year: MS 31,
MS 311, and MS 321. Fourth year: MS 41, MS
411, and MS 421. These subjecs are decribed
In Chapter VIP. The MIiNtary Science courses do
not earn MIT credit; however, partiolpation In at
least two years of the ROTC program satiefes
one-half of the InsitWs Phylcal Education
Requirement.

Mity -quit
The requirement for entry into the Basic Court
of the four-year progam Is that the student
must be able to qualify for a commission before
reaching his or her 30th brthda. A nancltwn
may participate In and complete the first two.
years of the program, but must at lest become
a permanent resident allon In order to enroll In
and complete the final two years, and receive a
commission in the reserves.

Quaified applicants for the two-year program
must successfully pass an aptitude teat and an
Army physical examination. Velerans and our-
rent members of the Army Reserve or National
Guard may receive credit for the first two years
of the program.

Apv"m"o Proeedures

Application for the four-year program normally
Is effected by enrollment In MS 111. Students
enroll In this course during the regular registra-
tion period at ME The student should contact
the Aty ROTC Department If addtional infor-
mation Is desired.

Students Interested in the two-year program
should apply through the Army ROTC De-
partment. Further detals may be obtained from
the Army RO=C Department, Room 20E-1 26,
MIl; Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-4471. The director of the program
is Leutenant Colonel Edward D. Hammond,
Corps of Engineers, Visiting Profeesor of
Miiary Science.

"Wwr"
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Naval ROTC Program

The purpose of the Naval ROTC program Is to
provide Instruction and training In essential
Naval Science subjects, which when coupled
with t prescribed MIT engineering or science
curricula, quaty selected stAdents for com-
missions In one of the many specialties In the
Navy Primary officer program options available
to commisslonees Include nuclear propulsion
training, submarine, surface or flight training,
and the Marine Corps.

The Naval ROTC unit at MIT offers two officer
development programs. The Scholarship Pro-
gram provides full tuition, certain fees, use of
books and uniforms, and $100 per month Ior
two or four years. All scholarship students Incur
a four- or five-year active duty obligation
depending on duty option.

The College Program consists of both the four-
and two-year programs. These students receive
Naval Science books and all uniforms In addi-
tion to $100 per month during the last two
academic years. Students in this program must
complete one summer cruise after their Junior
year and incur a three-year active duty obligation.

NROTC Navy-Marine Corps College Program
students may gain scholarship status by com-
peting for a Chief of Naval Education and bTin-
Ing scholarship. College Program students may
apply after completion of at least one semester.
Competition Is annual, and nomination Is
obtained through the Professor of Naval Science.

iwo-year Scholarship and College Program stu-
dents attend the six-week Naval Science Insti-
tute at Newport Rhode Island, prior to begin-
ning the junior year, This is to bring their
training up to the point of the four-year stu-
dents before entering the advanced course. All
students receive travel costs to and from this
summer training, as well as the current active
duty pay rate during the course.

Harvard, Wellesley College, and Tufts students
are eligible for both the Scholarship and Col-
age programs.

Upon completion of the program and receipt of
a Baccalaureate degree, the student Is com-
missioned as an Ensign, US Navy or Second
Lieutenant, USMC, In the case of Scholarship
Program students, and as Ensign US Naval
Reserve or Second Lieutenant, USMC Reserve
In the case of College Program students. All
newly commissioned officers report directly to
actve duty. Upon completion of the active duty
period, the officer may be released to inactive
duty, but must retain the commission for a total
of eight years from the date of its original
accaptance.,

Program of instruction

The NR=C program of Instruction encompasses
the soienc of nautical matters and principles
of management - all vital to being a naval
officer. The program has three interacting and
equally Important aspects. The first aspect con-
sists of the professional academic subjects
taught by the Office of Naval Science (outlined
below). The second aspect consists of the
academic subjects taught by the Institute. In
addition to recommended coursework, one
year of calculus and physics and one term of
an Indo-European or Asian language are
required. The third aspect consists of the pro-
fessional training gained from leadership labo-
ratorles (three hours a week throughout the
year), tours conducted to local naval facllities,
short cruises aboard naval vessels, and pracoal
navigation and piloting practice conducted
aboard training craft at Newport Rhode Island.

Students entering their sophomore year, who
are eligible for the four-year College Program,
can complete the requirements for commissioning
In three years by beginning with the second-
year Naval Science curriculum and making up
the two missed Naval Science subjects (NS 11
and NO 12).

While completing degree reqLirements In one of
the MIT Courses, all students In the Naval
ROTC program must take the following subjects
prior to graduation (none of which gives MIT
credit). First year (0 units): NS 11 and NS 12.
Second year (10 units): NS 21 and NO 22.
Third year (14 units): N8 31 and NS 32. (NS 12,
N8 21, and NO 31 are normally given In con-
junction with MIT accredited seminars.) Fourth
year (8 units): NO 41 and NS 42. For Marine
Option students only: NO 33, or a staff-specifIed
MIT subject such as S8 321, In lieu of NS 31;
NO 34 In lieu of NS 32; and NO 43 In lieu of NO
42. These subjects are described In Chapter
Vill.

Egiy Requiement

To be eligible for the four-year Naval ROTC
program, an entering student must be: 1) a
cltizen of the United States; 2) at least 17 years
of age and not more than 27 1/2 years of age
by June 30 of the year of college graduation;
3) physically qualified, and total visual acuity
must meet the current standards, correctable to
20-20 by the use of lenses.

Application Procedure

Further Inquiries should be addressed to the
Commanding Offioer NROTC and Naval Admin-

itratie Unit, Room 20E-1 25, MfT Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, or any US Navy Recrulting
Station.
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Study at Other Universities

Available Programs

Many opportunites are open for study in for-
sign countries through participation In one of
the excellent programs adminlstered by non-
proft educational oraniations or through an
Individually program. Plans for study
abroad should be worked out by each student
with his or her fculty advisor and the OCnoe of
Career Services and Preprofeasional Advising,
Room 12-170, (617) 23-4736. The Office of
Career Services can provide a great deal of
assistance and Information as a student plans
for study at another college or univeralty
Athough almost any feld can be studied abroad,
it Is generally advisable to take most profes-
slonal subjects at MIf By emphasing the lan-
guage, Iterature, history and culture of the
hot country, the war abroad can be a valuable
learning experience.

EfgetWe worldng command of the language of
the host country Is vital. By conscientious work
In language subjects here, vaen a student with-
out prior study fequeny can achieve proll-
coenoy in a foreign language by the beginning
of te Junior year If he or she begins by the
second term of the freshman yearu. l orienta-
tIon period provided by most organised pro- ,
grams will be a neosesary complement In many
oaess. For a mature student with exceptional
competence In the language and some *Mo-
edge of the culture, an individual program may
be deelrable, but caeflul planning Is ale essenl.

A student on an approved junior-year abroad
program maintains, without payment of MIT
tultion, oficial MIT regltration as an "under-
graduate on foreign study" and thereby stu-
dent aid status and dormitory priority 1btal
cots Including travel sometimes are Iees than
that at the hinsttuts.

Students who have participated In an approved
one-war program may normally expect to
receke one Year of equIvalent credit toward
their MIT degree, upon suocesful completion
of their studies and subsequent return to MIT

Doemenis lar uMAN

This pogram provide. the opportunity to spend
from one semester to one year at another
academic Inslltutlinfor the pursuit of work
generaly not ealuae at MIT A student on
such an approved program maintains without
payment of Mrr tumon, omlalMIr regimtrton
as an "undergsua aludying AN" with Slu-
dent aid statu and dormitory priority. Approvai
for Domesdo Nar AWy atus requires that

1
the student show that the objecties of the
planned program of study are consistent with
his or her overal deee progim at MIT and
that he or he has the academic end personal
qualflaotons that will ensure maximum benefts
imm the experience;

2
the student demonstrate that the planned pro-
gram of study draws on resources avallable at
the second Institution that are not generally
available at MIT or at the inatiutions with which
MIf has oros-regltraution prvilges; and

3
the student be accepted bys school of e5lab-
Bhed academic merit for a program InvoMng
a work iced comparable to that at MIT

Those atudents Interested In these programs
should consult the Office Of Career Service.,
Room 12-170, (617) 253-4735.

ohmrd uwrty

A Imited number of MIT undergraduates Is
permitted to tale one or two subjects at Harvard
University (Foulty of Arts and Solenes) for
degree credlt at no extra charge, proided the
subjects ae not ogered regularlyt Mt Crose-
regstibn Is normally ited to upperocssemen
who must be regularly enrolled at MIT and
paying ful tuiton for the term In question. No
more than two regular subits nor more than
one Intensive subject may be taken at Harvard
in any one term. Arrangements ae made through
the Hum-nlism Arle, and Social Sclences 011s.

~Masebyur chnge

Pariilplon in the WAeley-MIT Ehopange
Program can -xpand the educIaional opportu-
nites for students of each Iiudtion. Under this
progsm, sludent may croes-reglter for any
course. at theother school, with Uonly mret-
mant being that they present the necsseary
prereqistes. MIT sudents may use WAllsoley
ocurses to meet certain instiute rquiremente,
as described later In the sction.

A sma, Iberal arts oolege for women located
on a 500-acre woodland campus 20 mlee
weat of 1oeon, WlA6leeley College provides a
dierent y no lees chalenging environment
for learning and ng om that of MIT

Welesley and MIT operate free weekday bus
service between the two campuss for slu-
dents who amreos-reglotered. The ride is
about 50 minutes each wrA so students should
plan for at least one hour between thir Welseley
and MIT oiseess. Cros-regered students
have priority in boarding, but others with MIT or
Welesley identlodlon cards may use the bus
on a space-avallable basis.

MIT students register for a Welleye course
simply by pufing the couces name and num-
bar on their MIT registration form or correction
form In the space marked "Cross
at Weleelsy." Students must also at
Weieeley during the first two weeks of classes.

Wallselsy subjects and grades are recorded on
audents' MIT tnscripes. Unlees otherwise
sed In the Waleley &AIft a semester cour e
receves one VWllesy unit of credit, which
equal 12 (3-0-9) MIT unis (or the equivalent of
one subject when used to saeefy the General
Inltute Requrements).

MIT students receive letter grades for their
Wefelsy courses unle 1) the course is desig-
nated mandatory oreciunonored" by Walleslt
2) they are freshmen under Mfrs "pass/
no record"requirement, or 3) they are juniore
or senior using one of their two MIT eletoives
for pasellaL Under Welleslay's credit/nonoredit
eylftm, credit iW awarded for C-l work
or above.

Students may tale Welesley courses to meet a
variety of MIT distribution and concentraon
requirement There am, howeve some rearlo-
tions and special procedures, which are
described as follows.
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Students generaly cannot substitute lesley
courses for MIT Science Core courses (Chem-
Istry, Physlos, and Calculus) or Laboratory
Requirement courses. They may take Welleeley
courses to satisfy Science Distribution Require-
ments, but need the approval of the Committee
on Curricula.

To meet the Distribution portion of the MIT
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences Require-
ment, students may take the Wellesley courses
Dated under the various fields In the HASS
Distribution section in this chapter. Mieeley
courses may be designated as part of the
Concentration in the Humanities, Arts, and Social
Solences at the discretion of the designated
advisor in that Feid of Concentration. Students
may use Wollesley courses as unrestricted
electives toward fulfilling the Humanities, Arts,
and Social Sciences Requirement, but they
must petition to do so. Petitions may be obtained
from the Exchange Office at MIT or from Ruth
Spear in the Humanities, Ar to, and Social
Sciences Office, 14N-409, (617) 253-4443
(who can also answer questions pertaining to
the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
Requirement).

Wellesley subjects may be used to fulfill depart-
mental requirements with the permission of a
faculty advisor.

Most examinations at Wellesley are ofered on a
self-scheduled basis. Wellesley's academic cal-
ender differs from MIT's. Students are responsi-
ble for meeting Wellesley's end-of-term dead-
lines. Students may obtain Information on
end-of-term procedures from the Exchange
Office at MIT

Students unable to complete their work due to
grave emergency or Illness should contact the
Exchange Coordinator at Wellesley within 24
hours of the deadline to get further instruotions.

Students may take physical education classes
at Wellesley on a space-avalable basis and may
apply these classes toward their MIT physical
education requirements.

MIT students receive full library prIvleges at the
Wellesley College Library.

The foil ing areas of study are available at
Wallels :

Anthropology
Art
Astronomy
Biological Sciences
Black Studies
Chemistry
Chinese
Classical CivIzation
Computer Science
Economics
Education
English
French
Geology
German
Greek 4nd Latin
History

Italian
Japanese
Language Studies
Mathematics
Medieval/Renalssance

Studies
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Religion
Russian
Sociology
Spanish
Theatre Studies
Women's Studies

Complete details on registration procedures and
programs, as well as copies of the Wellesley
Bulletin and class schedules, are available in
the Exchange Office at MIT in Room 7-103,
(617) 253-1668. The Exchange Office at Weliesley
Is located in Room 341A, Green Hall, 235-0320
x2321 (through the MIT tie line: 187-2321).

2 2
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General Institute
Requirements

Science Requirement

Tb be recommended for the degree of Bachelor
of Science, students must have attended the
Institute not less than three regular academic
terms (two terms for Classes entering prior to
September 1988), which ordinarily must Include
the term of graduation. Students must have
satisfactorily completed programs of study
approved In accordance with the des and
regulations of the faculty, Including General
Institute Requirements and the Departmental
Program of the Course In which the degree Is to
be awarded. A student must petition the Com-
mittee on Curricula for any substitutions In the
General Institute Requirements. Departures from
the Departmental Programs are allowed with
departmental permission. The Departmental
Program and the total degree requirements are
shown for most Courses In Chapter VII of this
catalogue.

To be recommended for the degree of Bachelor
of Science, students must have satisfactorly
completed the General Institute RequIrements
(including the Writing and Physical Education
requirements) described on the following pages,
and Departmental Program requirements. Some
changes have been made recently In the degree
requirements; the following informeAlon Is
apploable to the Clss entering In Sep-
tomber 1986 and Subsequent Classes:1

General ineauteflsquhments

Weue Rehme" et 5 subjects
Chemisty (3.001 or 5.1 1)
Physnm (8.01 or .012 and
8.02 or 8.021 or 8.022)
Calculus (18.01 or 18.011 or 18.012 or
18.013 and 18.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023)

slieness Ilesquiesent 8 subjects
solens OUNIhn NeqMiee 3 subjects

bsi h e 1 subect
n mr a n7nlent

he degr requremente
l1b be 1tisOed ho in tage s
crd uner the qu-i y

As specified or each Course, 1 r unor In addition to e

subenefral inthe -esl ueReeetadmsThe dogree equrement or Claes entring Mrr prior to
Se)ptmb 1986 e shown In ent egenue Pro-
wan". chpter (Chapter V11. bllr setd. generally WAl
0sdae uNde t retirement OWs #Ap* to Mu Cie 0"
join when NWy ene WT
2
Oepartinntal program can specify or expeo up to thre
sub from Muo Genral insttt W~f WWuret nust
ON* pOssibl dt lea 48 unt In unrsstriltied elecive (usually
More). T11e toe11Mo0I.1 99 unt does nad Include ROT
s-bsf " t-

MIT expects its graduates to have an under-
standing and appreciation of the basic con-
cepts and methods of toe physical sciences.
These concepts and methods are needed in
most degree programs at the Institute. More
Importantly, they are an essential part of the
background that MIT graduates bring to their
roles as professionals and as broadly educated
citizens In a world deeply Influenced bt sci-
ence and technology.

To provide this understanding, the institute offers
a variety of programs by which the student can
fulfill the scienca laboratory, and science distri-
bution requirements. These programs Introduce
the student to three basic elements of the
scientific method: experimental foundations and
techniques, mathematical analysis, and concep-
tual models for experimental facts. Important
experimental, as well as conceptual, aspects
are introduced by the chemistry requirement
and by the laboratory requirement Mathemati-
cal methods common to much of science and
technology are explored In the calculus require-
ment. Basic concepts that underlie many phys-
Ical phenomena are defined and elucidated In
the physics and In the science distribution
requirements.

In addition to a rigorous Introduction to the
sciences, these requirements are Intended to
stimulate and challenge each student to review
critically his or her knowledge and to explore
alternative conceptual and mathematical formu-
lations which may provide better explanations
of natural phenomena or may lead to better
applications of technology.

The development of critical and constructive
approaches to both theory and practice In
science, engineering, and other professions Is a
central objective of the Institute's educational
programs.

Chemeis

The requirement can be satisfied by taking
either 3.091 Introduction to Solid State Chem-
istry or 5.11 Principles of Chemical Science.
3.091 Is designed for students who are partic-
ularly Interested In the chemistry of the solid
state. 5.11 presents an Introduction to chemis-
try with an emphasis on basic principles and
their applications.

The Institute requirement In physics may be
satisfied through a variety of combinations of
first- and second-term physics subjects. The
sequence 8.01 -8.02 is the "standard" combI-
nation. A majority of students find this sequence
suited to their needs. 8.012-8.022 covers essen-
tially the same subject matter as 8.01-8.02, but
Is more advanced mathematically; calculus Is
used freely from the beginning of the term.

The student Is not obliged to follow through the
whole of any of the above sequences as a
package, should some other choice become
more suitable. There are many possibies for
switching from a first-term subject In one
sequence to a second-term subject in another.
In particular, there is a single second-term
subject, 8.021, suitable for students who
(whether or not they plan to take further phys-
los) wish to study a broader range of topics
than Is available In 8.02 or 8.022.

Caloulus

The Department of Mathematics offers three
standard calculus sequences: 18.01-18.02,
18.011-18.021, and 18.013-18.023. These se-
quences seek to present calculus as it will
actually be used In science and engineering.
The subjects differ in several respects: content
and Intensity (see subject descriptions for
details), structure (homework and testing prac-
tices vary), and prerequisites (18.011 assumes
a year of high-school calculus and 18.013
assumes some background In calculus).

A fourth sequence, 18.012-18.022 Calculus
with Theory, assumeo an extensive background
In calculus, and emphasizes proofs.

Students with advanced placement or advanced
standing credit for 18.01 will lose it upon
taking 18.01 or 18.013. However, for students
taking 18.011 or 18.012, It wil be replaoed by
six units of elective credit.
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VWiting Requirement

The primary objectIves of this General Institute
Requitement are: to ensure minimum standards
of writing proficiency for all undergraduates,
with special emphaesi on wrlting In students'
professional fields, and to see that dear, efte-
tive writing Is valued and fostered throughout
the curriculum as an important part of an MIT
education.

The basic features of the Requirement are early
evaluation, a variety of modes of completing
the Requirement, and Institute-wide involvement.
The Requirement Is to be satisfied In two
phases: Phase One Is concerned with basic
expository writing competence that should be
expected of any educated person. The options
for satisfying this stage are:

a) achieving, prior to entry a score of 750
or above on the College Board Achieve-
ment Test In English Composition with
Essay.

b) passing the Freshman Essay Evaluation
during Residence/Orientation Week. An
optional English as a Second Language
(ESL) version Is avalable.

C) receMng a grade of pass In any one of
the following expository writing subjects:
21.334 Expository Olting 11 for Under-
graduate*: English as a Second Lan-
guage, 21.730 Expository Witing, 21.731
Writing and Experience, or 21.732
Introducpon to Tbohnical Communication;
or any equivalent subject in Project inter-
phase, the Experimental Study Group, the
Integrated Studies Program, or Concourse.

d) submitting a five-page paper of exposi-
tory prose written for any MIT subject
and judged satisfactory by the professor
of the subject and by faculty evaluators
for the Requirement Papers for any given
semester will be accepted until the end
of the fifth weaek of the following term.

Students normally complete this stage by the
end of the freshman year.

Phase1wo Is designed to engage upperclass
students in the more speilaiued forms of writ-
Ing that are necessary within their professional
disciplines. These encoM whah go beynd
the writing experiences provided by the Human-
Itles, Arts, and Social Sciences Requirement,
occur over an extended period in the middle
years of students' undergraduate careers. Phase
lo should be satisfied by the end of the Junior
year

Options for completing this phase are:

a) receiving a grade of B or better for the
quality of writing in a cooperative sub-
Ject within the general area of a student's
professional field. Many engineering sub-
jects (especially In laboratory and design)
include Instruction by VMitlng Program
faculty. Such cooperative arrangements
prode opportunities for satisfying Phase
1Wo.

b) receMlng a B or better in any one of the
following advanced subjects In scientific
and engineering writing: 21.339 Work-
shop in Witing for Science and Engi-
neering: English as a Second Language,
21.340 Workshop in fting for the Social
Sciences and Architecture: English as a
Second Language, or 21.780 Science
and Engineering V&ting.

c) submitting a 10-page paper of exposi-
tory prose from any MIT subject or UROP
activity within the general area of a stu-
dent's professional field that Is judged
satistactory by the professor or supervi-
sor and by faculty evaluators for the
Requirement.

Students submitting papers must first pick up a
cover sheet from the ofice of the Committee on
the YItIng Requirement (Room 20C-105) for
the subject Instructor to sign. Instructors are
encouraged to use the cover sheet to comment
on the student's writing before signing the
sheet and gMng it to the student. The student
then returns the paper and the over sheet to
the Committee office.

The Committee on the VMting Requirement has
published a brochure on the Requirement and
resources that may be used to satisfy it. Copies
of this brochure and other material are avall-
able from Bonnie Wters, Coordinator of the
Committee on the VA-lng Requirement, Room
20C-105, (617) 253-3039.

MIT provides a substantial and varied program
in the humanities, arts, and social sciences
that forms an essential part of the education
of every undergraduast, This propam is Inended
to ensure that students develop a broad under-
standing of human soolty its traditions, and its
Institutions. This Requirement enables students
to deepen their knowledge In a variety of cul-
tural and disciplinary areas and encourages
the development of sensbildes end skis vital
to an effective and satisfying ie as an indMd-
ual, a professional, and a member of sooety.

More speoflcoafy, the objectives of the program
are to develop: 1) skills In communication, both
oral and written; 2) knowledge of human culures,
past and present, and of the ways in which they
have influenced one another; 3) awareness of
concepts, ideas, and systems of thought that
underlie human activitles; 4) understandin of
the social, polltl and economic fremewrk of
our society; and 6) sensitty to modes of com-
munication and self-expression in the arts.
Work in these areas will, where appropriate,
display a special concern with the relation of
science and technology to society.
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Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences Requirement



The student's program In the humanities, arts,
and social scienoes Is based on the following
Institute Requirement:

1
Every candidate for a bachelor's degree must
have completed a minimum of eight term
sutdeets (of at leat nine units each) In the
humanities, arts, and social sciences, normally
at the rate of one subject each term.

2
Dlstvhution. At least three of the eight subjects
must be chosen from a specially designated
let of humanities distribution subjects. The three
subjects are to be selected from three separate
flelds from the following list and may be taken at
any stage of the student's undergraduate career.

3
Conoentration. Before the third year, each stu-
dent selects a field of concentration. The
requirements for concentration are set by each
field and consist of either three or four sub-
jects. An Individual's program of concentration
is arranged In consultation with a designated
advisor In the field. A distribution subject In a
given field may be counted also as one of the
required concentration subjects In the same
field with the permission of the concentration
advisor. In individual cases, a special Interdisci-
plinary program of concentration may be
arranged with the approval of an advisor desig-
rated by the Dean of Humanities and Social
Science. This approval must be obtained ahead
of time, before the desired combination of
subjects has beer; completed.

The following fields of anoontration currently
are offered:

American Studies
Anthropology/Archaeology
Economics
Film and Media Studies
Foreign Languages and Literatures
History
Labor In Industrial Society
Latin American Studies
Linguistics and Philosophy
Literature A (Read in English)
Literature B (Read in a Foreign Language)
Music
Political Science
Psychology
Religious Studies
Russian Studies
Science, Technology, and Society
Sociology
lraditions and Texts
Urban Studies
Visual Art and Architecture
Womens Studies
Witing

Students interested in exploring or registering
for a field of concentration should speak with
an advisor designated by that field. Descrip-
tions of the offerings of each field and a list of
advisors may be obtained at the appropriate
department headquarters or at the Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences Office.

HASS infornation

For detailed Information on distribution subjects
or on the concentration requirements in any
field, and for assistance with any aspect of the
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences Require-
ment, students should visit the HASS Informa-
tion Center, Room 14N-409, (617) 253-4441.

Distribution Subljots

Humanities distribution subjects are humanistic
in orientation, of broad general interest, with a
subject matter clearly drawn from one or more
of the disciplines in the Humanities, Arts, or
Social Sciences. Such subjects meet in sec-
tions small enough to allow discussions in
which every student can participate, and -
except for some art subjects - they call for a
substantial amount of writing, The character of
such subjects varies from field to field, and
each field has established criteria for the selec-
tion of Humanities distribution subjects. These
criteria have been published, along with a guide
to Humanities distribution subjects, by the
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences Informa-
tion Center.

Almost all of th ;se subjects are without prereq-
ulsites and are appropriate for students at all
levels. Students are encouraged, though not
required, to take one or two distribution sub-
jects in their freshman year, In order to begin
satisfying the institute Requirement and to sam-
ple the offerings of different fields.

Students are free to take more than the neces-
sary minimum of three distribution subjects;
those taken In excess of the minimum may be
used as electives toward completion of the
eight-subject requirement or in some cases,
with the approval of the relevant field, may be
accepted as part of a program of concentration.
Note, however, that In no case may more than
one subject in a given field be counted toward
both distribution and concentration.

Beginning in academic year 1988-89, the Distri-
bution component to the Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences Requirement will be changed
to provide increased intellectual structure and
cohesion. For 1987-88, entering students
should consult the following list of humanities
distribution subjects to meet the Requirement
Continuing students can satisfy the Rs'ilrement
with subjects already taken from the humanities

distribution list that appeared in the 1988-87
course catalogue. In addition, they may complete
the requirement with subjects not yet taken In
two alternative ways: 1) with subjects from the
distribution list In the 1987-88 catalogue, or
2) with subjects from the distribution list in the
1986-87 catalogue. This second method is done
by petitioning to the School of Humanities and
Social Science.

The following l the list of subjects offered for
humaniltes distribution credit:

Antheopolog/Archaeology
21.50 Introduction to Anthropology
21.501 Understanding Other Peoples
21.502 Culture, Nature, and Human Nature
21.503 Introduction to Archaeology: Paths to

Civilization
21.530J The Contemporary Family [SP 456JJ
21.540 Technology and Culture

Economics

14.63 Labor in industrial Society
14.71 TopIcs in Economic History

im and Mdi Studies

21.010 Literature and Film
21.031 The Film Experience

21.204
21.234
21.264
21.277

21.350
21.351
21.352
21.353
21.356

21.357

21.369
21.376

21.390
21.391
21.392
21.411

21.416J
21.450

21.460
21.461
21.480

21.481

Rench IV
German IV
Russian IV
Spanish iII

History

The Ancient World I: Greece
The Ancient World II: Rome
The Middle Ages I
The Middle Ages i
History of the Western World 1:
1500-1815
History of the Western World il:
1815-1970
Marx, Darwin, and Freud
Imperial and Revolutionary Russia:
Culture and Politics
Amerloan History to 1665
American History Since 1866
Wer, Money, and Sex
Amerloan Ideas and Culture: The
Modern Age, 1920-1980
American Women's History [SP 420JJ
The History and Culture of the
African Heritage
East Asian History: China
East Asian History: Japan
The Middle East: lom the Rise of
Islam to World War I
The Middle East In the 20th Century
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LIngOStis and Phloophy

24.00 Introduction to the Problems of
Philosophy

24.01 Contemporary Moral Issues
24.07 Classics in the History of Philosophy
24.08 The Human Mind
24.09J Classics in Political Philosophy

[17.113J11
24.900J The Study of Language [21.321J]

1tesrature A1

(Read In English)

21.001 Foundations of Western Literature:
Homer to Dante

21.002 Classics of European Literature
21.003 introduction to Fiction
21.004 Introduction to Poetry
21.005 Introduction to Drama
21.000 introduction to American Literature
21.009 Shakespeare
21.021 Comedy
21.022 ftlgedy
21.101 The American Novel
21.296 Introduction to European and Latin

American Fiction
21.297J Sex Roles in Fiction: Europe and Latin

America [SP 432J)
21.304 Modern European Drama
21.314 Slavic Civilzation: Gods, Demons, and

the Supernatural
21.317 Russian Novel of the 1th Century

Literue B11
(Read In the Foreign Language)

21.211 Introduction to French Literature
21.216 French Culture and Society I:

From the Occupation to the Mitterand
Years

21.239 Introduction to German Literature
21.240 German Culture and Society:

1750-1914
21.285 Introduction to Spanish Culture
21.287 Twentieth-Century Latin American

Literature

Music

21.60 introduction to Music
21.622 Western Music after 1760
21.625 Vivaldi, Bach, and Handel
21.631 Symphonic Music
21.636 Jazz
21.641 Harmony and Counterpoint I

Po~ Scence

17.107 Introduction to Political Theory:
Individual and Community

17.11 3J Classics in Political Philosophy [24.09,1]
17.201J Politics and Public Policy [11.007J)
17.241 Introduction to the American Political

Process
17.243 American Poltics and Social Change
17.401 Just Wars, Total Wars, and Nuclear

Wars
17.403 American Foreign Policy In a

Changing World
17.501 The Quest for Equality and

Development in Third World Countries
17.543 Political Change in Latin America
17.707J Mass Communication and American

Culture [4.933J)

Relgious stuis

Wellesley Religion 107:
Crises of Belief In Modem Religion

Wellesley Religion 108:
Introduction to Asian Relgions

Wellesley Religion 262:
The Formation of islam

STS 101

STS 200
STS 201

STS 210

STS 300

STS 301

STS 323

STS 502

STS 600

STS 602

Slence, 1bohnoog, and Society

The Development of Science in the
16th to 18th Centuries
The Scientific Revolution
History of 10th- and 20th-
Century Science
American Science Since the
1930s
History of Technology In
Americal 1:1787-1876
History of Technology in
America I: 1876-the Presei
Arms, Power, and the
Engineer/Miltary Enterprls a rid
Technological Change
The Profession of
Engineering
Tochnological Society and
Its Critics
Perspectives on Technology

Wellesley Sociology 102:
The Sociological Perspective

Welesley Sociology 103:
Social Problems

'aditions and Texts

21.708 The Bible
21.709 The Greeks

Urban Studies

11.005 Urban Social Structure and Process
11.00& American Society: Values, Institutions,

and Variety [1 7.257J]
11.013J American Urban History I [21.412J]
11.01 4J American Urban History 11 [21.413J]
11.165 Law and Public Policy

Visual Art and Architeture

4.601 Topical Studies in the History and
Theory of Art

4.605 Introduction to the History and
Theory of Architecture

4.642 1 9th-Century Art
4.651 20th-Century Art
4.802 Visual Form and Expression
4.901 Creative Seeing

Women's Studies

SP 401 Introduction to Women's Studies

Vlting

21.735 Writing and Reading the Essay
21.755 Miting and Reading Short Stories
21.760 Miting and Reading Poems
21.777 The Scientific Essay

Studen may clic only one oletributon suibeot in ULratue,
~ flmrom Ild A or S.

2
Students wo hae innm any tir*d- or bltulravl oreIgnlanguage aubject a &aierbullon aubleot may not take a
w iets trn urum tsay trib O bulion aequeman
unles It li n a dtan foren languag

ents ma get only one oatxuon auot in u te.
@N we Idm a A o .
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Science Distribution
Requirement

Elective Subjects The Science Distribution Requirement is met by Science Distribution Subjects
taking three subjects designed for this pur-

The remainder of the eight-subject Requirement, pose. Available subjects are listed below No 1.00 introduction to Computers and
above and beyond Distribution and Concentra- more than one of the subjects used to fulfill the Engineering Problem SoMng (3-1-8)
tion, may be fulfilled by the approved subjects Requirement can be taken In the student's own 1.04 Behavior of Physical Systems 1 (3-2-7)In the humanities, arts, and social sciences. department, and no more than two of the three 1.12 Computer Models of Physical andThese elective subjects may be chosen from subjects can be used to satisfy the student's Engineering Systems (3-0-9)
among most undergraduate subjects offered in Departmental Program. (For Classes entering 1.32 Introduction to Engineering Geology
the School of Humanities and Social Science, a MIT prior to September 1986, students fulfill the (3-3-6)
substantial number of subjects in the School of Requirement by studying subjects totaling 36 1.59J Materials of Construction (3-0-9)Architecture and Planning, and a smaller num- units, of which no more than 12 units may be 2.01 Mechanics of Solids (4-0-8)
ber from the other Schools. (Please note, how- taken In subjects offered by a student's own 2.02 Introduction to Systems Dynamicsever, that subjects in the Sloan School of department). Subjects designated "J," which (4-0-8)
Management cannot be used to satisfy the are offered jointly by faculty members in the 2.101 Computer Models of Physical andHASS Requirement unless the subject descrip- student's own department, also fall under the Engineering Systems (3-0-9)tion specifically Indicates it may be used for departmental limitation. If 3.091 or 5.11 is used 2.20 Fluid Mechanics (4-0-8)this purpose.) Appropriate subjects taken by to satisfy the General institute Requirement in 2.40 Thermodynamics (4-0-8)cross-registration at Harvard University or Chemistry, then it cannot be used for the 3.00 Thermodynamics of Materials (4-0-8)Wellesley College may also count toward the Science Distribution Requirement. Science Dis- 3.05 Computer Models of Physical andRequirement; however, a petition must be sub- tribution subjects normally are taken in the Engineering Systems (3-0-9)miffed. Graduate Subjects (designated "G") second year, but students who have the proper 3.07 Introduction to Ceramics (3-0-6)may be used to satisfy the Requirement only by prerequisites may begin taking them In the first 3.091 Introduction to Solid-Statepetition, which must include the Instructor's year. Chemistry (5-0-7)1
signature. 3.10 Chemical Physics of Materials (4-0-8)

Through Science Distribution subjects, the stu- 3.11 Mechanics of Materials (4-0-8)Further information on elective subjects may be dent can broaden and deepen the educational 3.143J Materials of Construction (3-0-9)found in the Guide to the Humanites, Arts, foundation !n basic science begun in the first- 4.30 Basic Structural Theory (3-3-6)and Social Sciences, available in the Humani- year program. These subjects are designed to 5.11 Principles of Chemical Scienceties, Arts, and Social Sciences Office, Room give each student the opportunity to proceed (5-0-7)14N-409. further In areas already studied, or to explore 5.12 Organic Chemistry 1 (5-0-7)
other areas of potential interest. 5.60 Chemical Thermodynamics (4-0-8)

5.61 Physical Chemistry (4-0-8)
The available Science Distribution subjects vary 6.002 Circuits and Electronics (4-2-9)
in approach and emphasis. Some give a sys- 6.018 Statistical Mechanics and
tematic introduction to the fundamental con- Thermodynamics (4-0-8)
cepts and principles of a field; others illustrate, 6.034 Artificial Intelligence (4-0-8)
through examples, some of the attitudes, con- 6.041 Probablistic Systems Analysis (4-0-8)
carns, and methods that are characteristic of 6.071 Introduction to Electronics (4-2-6)
professional work in a field. 6.524J General Physiology (3-0-9)

7.01 General Biology (4-0-8)
Most departmental programs require 48 units in 7.05 General Biochemistry (5-0-7)
the second year. In many cases, subjects 7.51J General Physiology (3-0-9)
required by a department are also on the list of 8.03 Physics i11 (5-0-7)
Science Distribution or Laboratory Requirement 8.04 Quantum Physics 1 (5-0-7)
subjects. Thus students following a particular 8.20 Introduction to Special Relativity
Departmental Program may simultaneously (2-0-7)
satisfy some part of the Science Distribution 8.211 Introduction to Quantum Physics
and Laboratory Requirements. (5-0-7)

8.243 Modern Optics (3-0-9)
8.263 Physics of Fluids (3-0-9)
8.282 Introduction to Astrophysics and

Astronomy (3-0-9)
8.286 The Early Universe (3-0-9)
8.291J Planetary Science 1 (3-0-9)
8.292J Planetary Science 11 (3-0-9)
8.293J Dynamical Astronomy (3-0-9)

Not acoeptable as Science Distributin Subject, i taken to ful
the Gen"ra1n*Mau lemequirmnn chemsry
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Laboratory Requirement

10.11 Computer Models of Physical and The Laboratory Requirement of one subject of 3.081 Materials Laboratory (2-6-7)
Engineering Systems (3-0-9) at least 12 units or two subjects of at least 6 4.071J Design with Microclmate (3-6-3)

10.13 Chemical Engineering units is met by enrolling in subjects expresaly 4.315J Structural Engineering Laboratory
Thermodynamics 1 (4-0-8) designed for this purpose. The available sub- (0-3-3)

12.01 Introduction to Geology (3-4-5) jects are listed below The Laboratory Require- 5.310 Laboratory Chemistry (2-8-2)
12.02 Chemistry and Physics of Minerals ment Is normally fulfilled In the first two years. 5.311 Introductory Chemical

and Rocks (3-4-5) Experimentation (2-8-2)
12.107 introduction to Geophysics (3-0-9) A typical Laboratory subject offers the student 6.101 Introductory Electronics Laboratory
12.113 Astronomy: Stars and Galaxies an opportunity to set up and carry out experl- . (3-8-1)

(3-0-9) ments dealing with phenomea of the natural 6.111 Introductory Digital Systems
12.114 Astronomy: Solar System (3-0-6) world. Under faculty superviski, the student Laboratory (3-7-2)
12.131J Planetary Science 1 (3-0-9) plays a substantial role in planning a) the design 6.121J Bloelectronics Project Laboratory.
12.132J Planetary Science 11 (3-0-9) of the experiment, b) the selection of the mea- (2-8-2)
12.133J Dynamical Astronomy (3-0-9) surement technique, and c) the procedure to be 6.141 Energy and Electromechanical
12.21 Physics of the Ocean (3-0-9) used for validation of the data. Systems Project Laboratory (0-10-2)
13.00 Computer-Aided Hydrostatics and 6.151 Semiconductor Devices Project

Hull Surface Definition (3-3-6) Hypotheses are formulated and then tested by Laboratory (0-12-0)
13.51 Computer Models of Physical and comparing them with the results of the experi- 6.161 Modern Optics Project Laboratory

Engineering Systems (3-0-9) ments. The student then compares and discusses (2-8-2)
14.30 Introduction to Statistical Method in the experimental results in terms of the current 6.162 Image ilansmission Systems Project

Economics (4-0-8) state of knowledge and prepares progress and Laboratory (0-12-0)
15.053 Introduction to Management Science final reports of the work. 6.163 Strobe Project Laboratory (2-8-2)

(4-0-8) 6.182 Psychoacoustics Project Laboratory
15.852 Principles of Dynamic Systems I The Laboratory subjects call for a major com- (3-4-5)

(3-0-9) mitment of the student's attention to one or a 7.011 Introduction to Experimental Biology
16.001 Unified Engineering 1 (5-2-5) few experimental problems and emphasize as (2-8-5)
16.008 Computer Models of Physical and much as possible work of project type rather 8.11 Physics Project Laboratory 1 (1-6-5)

Engineering Systems (3-0-9) than routine experimental exercises. They are 8.12 Physics Project Laboratory II (1-6-5)
18.03 Differential Equations (4-0-8) designed to stimulate the student's resourceful- 8.287J Observational Techniques of Optical
18.05 Introduction to Probability and ness and ideas. Astronomy (3-4-5)

Statistics (3-0-9) 9.50 Research In Brain and Cognitive
18.08 Linear Algebra (4-0-8) The Laboratory Requirement is not intended Sciences (2-8-2)
18.063 introduction to Algebraic Systems primarily to teach specific techniques for later 9.63 Laboratory in Cognitive

(4-0-8) experimental work, provide broad coverage of a Science (0-6-6)
18.313 Probability (4-0-8) particular field, or be a complement to a spe- 11.185J Design with Microcllmate (3-6-3)
18.440 Probability and Random Variables cific subject. The Laboratory subjects are 11.188 Social Research Methods (3-8-3)

(4-0-8) planned to give each student, at an early stage 12.066 Analysis of Geological Materials
18.703 Modern Algebra (3-0-9) of the educational experience at MIT, an oppor- (2-6-4)
18.710 Abstract Linear Algebra (3-0-9) tunity to work on one or a few experimental 12.117J Observational Techniques of Optical
22.006 Computer Models of Physical and problems, exercising the same type of Initlativs Astronomy (3-4-5)

Engineering Systems (3-0-9) and resourcefulness as a professional would in 1 3.901 Ocean Engineering Laboratory I
22.02 Introduction to Applied Nuclear similar circumstances. (1-5-0)

Physics (3-0-9) 13.902 Ocean Engineering Laboratory I
22.03 Engineering Design of Nuclear Power Laboratory Requrement SuWsets (1-5-0)

Systems (3-0-9) 14.31 Econometrics (3-4-5)
22.04 Radiation Effects and Uses (2-1-9) 1.101 Decision Analysis Laboratory (0-3-3) 15.301 Managerial Psychology Laboratory

1.102 Tansportation Laboratory (0-3-3) (2-6-4)
1.105J Structural Engineering Laboratory 16.622 Experimental Projects I (1-7-4)

(0-3-3) 17.203 Evaluation Research Laboratory
1.106 Laboratory Projects in Environmental (3-5-4)

Fluid Mechanics (0-3-3) 20.002 Laboratory In Applied Biology (2-8-5)
1.107 Aquatic Chemistry and Biology 22.069 Undergraduate Plasma Laboratory

Laboratory (2-6-4) (1-8-3)
1.53 Constructed Facilities Project 22.09 Principles of Nuclear Radiation

Laboratory (0-3-3) Measurement and Protection (2-6-4)
2.671 Measurement and Instrumentation HST 575J Bloelectronics Project Laboratory

(2-3-4)1 (2-8-2)
2.672 Project Laboratory (1-3-2)
2.86 Manufacturing Processes and

Systems (3-3-3)1

Students takIng 2.871 or 2.86 (9 unIts) receive 6 unit of
laboratory credit
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Physical Education
Requirement

The institute expects a students to complete
the Physical Education Requirement by the end
of the sophomore year. By that time, a student
should have accumulated the required eight
points of physical education credit (four coures)
and should have passed the swimming teat or
taken a beginning swimming course. Credit
may be earned by participation In the Intercol-
legiate program (four points for each sport in
season). A maximum of our points (one point
per year) may be earned by physical activities
within the ROTC programs.

There are Advanced Credit Examinations avall-
able for physlcal education credit in a number
of different activities, including a physical fit-
ness test .Wo points of credit are awarded to
students who pass one of these profickincy
tests. Appointments are made with the Director
of Physical Education. These exams mu be
completed no later than one wesk prior to the
lest day of classes for that year. A maximum of
four points may be gained through Advanced
Credit Examinations.

Sophomore transfer students must complete
four of the eight-point Physical Education
Requirement, plus the swim test lansfer stu-
dents beyond the sophomore year ar not
subject to the Requirement.

The program consists of both individual and
team activities, with the major emphasis placed
on the development of skiNs that can be utlized
in later Ife. A student who elects individual
sports such as golf, tennis, saling, or squash
will receive a strong background In the funda-
mentals of the sport Instruction in physical
education classes often leads to Intercollegiate
or intramural participation.

Physical education courses are ofered in four
quarters - two quarters for each semester -
and also during the independent Activities
Period. Students eiser for thse courses in,
the gymnasium on the day of or the day afler
the academic registraton and on a specific
date halfway through each semester.

Fret Quarter:
Aerobic dance, archery ballet I, i=, jaz, partner
dance, introduction to dance, touch football,
ultimate frisbee, golf, lacrosse, pitol, rugby,
saling, scuba, sculing, exercise fitness, swim-
ming (beginning), table tennis, ral Chi, tennis
(beginning and intermediate), weight training,
and yogw.

Second Guarter.
Aerobic dance, badminton, basketball funda-
mentals, ballet I, U, jan, partner dance, intro-
ductin to dance, fencing, hockey, judo, karats,
pistol, exercise fitness, saing (beginning),
squash, swimming (beginning and intermedI-
ate), table tennisweight training, and yoga.

IAP:
Aerobit dance, badminton, ballet i, jatz, partner
dance, fencing, hocke" box lacross, pistol,
exercie fItness, aiaing (beginning), figure slut-
Ing, squash, tennis (intermediale and advanced).

Thirt Quarter:
Aerobic dance, baketball, baet I , jazz, part-
ner dance, fencing, figure saing, hockey, judo,
karate, pitol, scuba, exercise ftness, skating
(beginning), squash, swimming (beginning,
advanced beginning, andIntermediate), volley-
bel, weight training, advanced ieaving (panrt 1),
and yoga.

Pouth Quertar
Aerobic dance, archery, ballet i, ii, Jan, partner
dance, ultimate frisbes, lacrosse, golf (begin-
ning), pitol, sang, scuba, soulng, exercise
finess, softball, squash, swimming (beginning
and advanced techniques), tennis (beginning
and Intermediate), weight training, advanced
Ufesaving (part 2), and yoga.

Upon entering MIl; each Student must submit a
record of a medical examination and take a
swimming test Students who fa the swimming
test are expected to take beginning swimming.
if the medical examination indicotes any disabil-
ity that might Emit physical activities, athletio
requirements may be modified after oonsula-
tion with the MIT Medical Department,



Independent Activities Period

Program information

independent Activities Period (lAP) Is a three-
and-one-half week period In January when
faculty members and students are freed from
the riM of regularly scheduled classes for
flexible teaching and leaMing and for inde-
pendent study and research. Students are
encouraged to explore the educational resources
of the Institute not only by indMdually arranging
projects with faculty members, but also by
organizing and participating In special IAP
aOtM$les. Or they may pursue interesta Inde-
pendently either on or off campus.

lAP is part of the academic program of the
institute - the "1" in MIT's "4-1-4" academic
calendar. Although grades are not emphasized,
students may earn academic credit for work
directed by a faculty member.

Aties

More than 600 actMiles are offered each year
on a wide range of subjects, toth academic
and nonacademic. IAP activities are organized
mostly by individual volunteers only one or two
months in advance. They may be organized or
attended by anyone at the institute: faculty
student, or employee.

Students find organizing IAP activities a reward
Ing challenge. For many, it is their first opportu-
nity to develop and teach a program from their
own ideas. In doing so, they acquire organiza-
tional and leadership skills that prove invaluable
to their careers.

The lAP Activities Planning Sheet offers tips on
organizing an actMty, and provides an applIca-
tIon form for publiciWing the activity In the lAP
Guide. Funds are avalable from the Institute
and indMdual departments and organizations
to help defray expenses. New and student-led
actMitles receive priority from the institute's IAP
Activities Fund.

'1ition, Room, and Board

Full-time students In either the first or second
semester do not have to pay additional tuition
or room fees to the Institute during IAP Stu-
dents can purchase additional points on their
fall-term meal plan to cover IAI or they can
purchase a new plan for IAP and the spring
term at the beginning of January.

Acedemio Cdit and Grades

Most activities do not offer credit. However, it Is
possible for a student to earn academic credit
by doing work under the dIrection of a faculty
member for a subject listed in the-MIT course
catalogue. The total cumulative credits a stu-
dent can earn for all subject Is limited to six
credit hours, except by special authorization. A
department head may approve the awarding of
up to 12 units In a single subject, but in all
other oases, undergraduates must petition for
approval from the Committee on Curricula, and
graduate students from the Committee on Grad-
uste School PoWi. Credits received by freshmen
during IAP are not counted toward their credit
limits for the spring or fal term.

A student wishing to receive credit must work
out the details IndMdually with a faculty super-
visor who will choose an appropriate subject
listed In the course catalogue and determine
how much credit is to be offered. In keeping
with the generally unstructured nature of IAR
there Is no formal registration process.

During.lAR all work done for credit under a
special problem subject number Is graded
pass/fall. However, If a regular subject Is offered
In intensive form, letter grades may be given.

Students are asked to remind their faculty super-
visors that their IAP grades must be turned in
by the last day of LAP Grade reports wil be sent
to the students and to their departments at the
beginning of the spring semester. Students not
receMng grade reports when expected should
check promptly with their supervisors or the
Registrar' Office to be sure the grades are
submitted and recorded. Late credit and grades
must be submitted on special reporting forms
by the end of the following spring term. IAP
grades wil not be accepted after the end of the
academic year.

VaWrn' eneis

Full-time students receiving Veterans' benefits
have been certified for the entie academic
year. Because the period between the first day
of winter vacation and the beginning of the
second term is more than a calendar month, VA
regulation. require that IAP be treated as a
separate term, much the same as Summer
Session. lb ensure uninterrupted benefits for
IAR students must notify the Student Financial
Aid Offioe, Room 6-119, (617) 268-4971, by
December 1, of their inteht to attend IAP full
time. Students must receive Wredit, Le., a letter
or pass/fall grade, to be entitled to VA benefits.

Anyone who receives VA benefits for IAP but
fails to earn sufficient credit will have to return
the money. Veterans should make sure their
instructors turn In their grade sheets to the
Registrar's Office on the last day of IAP

Specisal tudents

Applications for special-student status solely
for IAP will not be accepted. Special students
admitted to the first or second term do not
automatically have IAP privIleges. Those admit-
ted by the Director of Admissions must consult
the Admissions Office concerning their status
during IAR Former students readmitted as spe-
cial students by the Committee on Academic
Performance (CAP) or the Office of the Dean for
Student Affairs (ODSA) must consult the appro-
priate offloe for permission to participate In IAP
if the special student has paid full tuition dur-
Ing the first term or is admitted to do so in the
second, there will not be an additional tuition
charge for IAP If the student has not been
paying full tuition, he or she will be charged
either the minimum special student fee or the
amount necessary to bring tuition for the term
up to full tuition.

Special students wanting credit for IAP work
should consult Ronald P Smith, Room E19-341,
(617) 263-4781, If they were admitted by CAP
or WOSA, or the Admissions Office If they were
admitted by the Director of Admissions.

Student Exohanges

A one-for-one exchange between an MIT stu-
dent and someone from another school Is
permitted during IAR provided the students
themselves assume responsibility for all arrange-
ments, travel expenses, and any additional tul-
tion and living expenses. If the other school
waives tuition for the MIT student, MIT will roolp-
rocate. The MIT Admissions Office may also
walve the application fee If the other school
does so.

MIT students wishing to set up an exchange
should contact the IAP Office, Room 7-103,
(617) 26-1668. Students from outside MIT
should ask the appropriate office on their own
campus to contact th LAP Office. Because MIT
will not admit special students solely for IAR
students from other schools can attend IAP only
as part of a one-for-one exchange.

The institut's regular cross-registration with
Welesley College remains In effect during IAP
MIT studentseare encouraged to take advantage
of their flexible schedules during IAP to partlol-
pate in Wellesley's winter term. In return,
Wedlesley students are invited to join IAP
activities.

4 I
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Freshman Admissions

-condary School P-eparatin

The majority of undergraduate mer, and women
enter MIT as members of the freshman class,
directly folowing completion of secondary school
studls. Most good pubic, parochial, and Inde-
pendent secondary schools In the United States
and equivalent schools In other countries pro-
vide suitable preparation for the student who
takes full advantage of the opportunities that
such schools afford. The efforts of secondary
schools to achieve regional accreditation are
encouraged by MIT

The preparatory course in high school should
be a broad one. The applicant should be able
to read with Intelligence and sensitivity and to
express Ideas clearly In oral and written form.

In mathematics, emphasis should be on thorough
mastery of fundamental principles, operations,
and definitions rather thaa on covering a wide
range of toplos. The applicant must have suffi-
olent preparation for the study of calculus.

Work In the sciences should stress basic con-
cepts and quantitative understanding, both In
classroom work and In the laboratory settIng.
Chemistry and physics are particularly appro-
priate preparation for the freshman-year scl-
ence subjects at MIT

MIT encourages the study of history and of
foreign language In depth. The choice of lan-
guages should be guided by the educational
opportunities open to each student, by special
Interests or cultural ties, and by the nature of
his or her probable future work.

MIT expects that its apploants will have taken
the broadest, most rigorous program available
to them In high school. Ideal preparation for
study at MIT would Include English (four years),
history/social studies (two or more years), math-
8matics through trigonometry or beyond (four
years), laboratory sciences (biology, chemistry,
and physics), and a foreign language. Inter-
ested students whose high school program
does not match this In every detail are also
urged to appi since the selection of an entering
class with broad Interests will be guided as
well by the quality of the applicant's work; by
special strengths; and by apparent promise on
grounds of Intellect, character, and particular
goals.

- ion Pmoedurs

Applicants are encouraged to write during their
Junior year for information. Candidates In their
last year of hIgh school must complete the
application process by January 1 of the year of
Intended entrance. Early Action is available with
a November 1 deadline. There Is a $40 appl-
cation fee. Notices concerning the admission
decision will be mailed in early April. MIT "ay
limit enrollment in particular fields of study to
balance resources with student interest,

Personal Conferences (Intrv )

Each applicant for admission to the freshman
class is required to have a personal confer-
ence with a designated member of the MIT
Educational Counol near the apploant's home.
Council members are MIT graduates who have
been selected for their ability to represent MIT
and for their interest in young people.

Each applicant wil be referred for a conference
to a member of the Council. This conference is
an essential part of the final application and
must take place between May 1 of the junior
year and December 15 of the year prior to
entrance,

Prospective applicants and their families are
welcome at the Admissions Office Monday
through Friday between 9 am and 4 pm.
Student-guided tours of the campus leave the
Information Center each weekday (except holl-
days) at 10 am and 2 pm. Students and par-
ents are welcome at the Admissions Office after
the tour for a group seskun with a member of
the staff.

Proj interphas

In order to help newly admitted students make
a successful transition from high school to the
pace and style of MIl; a special summer ses-
slon is available, called Project Interphase. This
program offers subjects in math, science, and
the humanities which build on the regular
entrance requirements. it Is available by invita-
tion at no expense to the student

Deferred Admissions

Occasionally, students wish to take a year off
between secondary school and college. in
such cases, we recommend following normal
admissions procedures, as if going directly on
to college, and then requesting deferral. if dur-
Ing the "deferred" year students take post-
secondary school academic work approximating
a full course load, they must reapply as trans-
for students rather than matriculate as deferred
freshmen.

- MIT has always encouraged students to move
had academically according to their caps-

blides, it offers four procedures by which stu-
dents entering from secondary schools may
receive credit and/or placement: 1) the College
Board Advanced Placement Program; 2) G.C.E.
A-levels, the International Bacoalaureate and
other foreign exams; 3) college transcript; and
4) Advanced Standing Examination at MIT

Students who take college-level subjects offered
In their schools In cooperation with the College
Board Advanced Placement Program should
take the appropriate three-hour examinations
admInistered by the Board each year in May
and Instruct the Board to send the scores to
MEr Degree credit for MIT subjects, and, where
appropriate, advanced placement, Is given on
the basis of a high achievement in the tests
(normally a score of four or five). High scores
on the humanities, arts, and social sciences
tests will enable students to receive credit
(9 units) applicable to the unrestricted elective
requirements only. This credit will not reduce
the General institute Requirement of eight one,
term subjects in the areas of Humanities, Arts,
and Social Sciences.

in some secondary schools, selected students
take college-level subjects at alocal college.
Such students may submit an official transcript
from the college showing subjects taken and
grades earned In order to receive MIT credit
under the regular college transfer procedures

Students may be notified of the credit offered
before registration. If notifloation has not been
received, verify credit before registration with
the Director of Advanced Placement, Admis-
alons Office, Room 3-108.

Entrance Examinations

All candidates are required to take the following
tests: the SAT or ACT and three one-hour'
Achievement Tests in 1) Leve I orLevel 1
Mathematics, 2) Physice or Chemistry or BIol-
ogy, 3) English or History. (Test requirements
vary for International students. See the section
on Entrance Examinations for international Appli-
cants later in this chapter for more details.)

: ..........- ........ .............. ..... . .. 11. .A . . 1- ' ..4.. 1
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International Undergraduate
Admissions

These examinations are offered in the principal
cities of the United States and abroad. The test
dates, locations, and fees for the SAT and
Achievement Tests are outlined in an Informa-
tion Bulletin that may be obtained from most
guidance offices or by writing directly to the
College Board, Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey
08540. Residents of western North America,
Mexico, Australia, Pacific Islands, Japan, and
China should apply to the College Board, Box
1025, Berkeley, California 94701. Information
about the ACT may be obtained by writing to
American College Testing Service, Box 168,
Iowa City Iowa 52243.

Candidates for admission for September 1988
must have completed the SAT or ACT and the
three Achievement Tests by the January 1988
testing date. The SAT or ACT or up to three
achievements may be taken on any scheduled
test date. Note that the closing dates for regis-
tration are usually four to six weeks (five to
seven weeks outside the United States) before
the test date. The testing agency should be
requested to send all scores directly to MIT A
student taking physics or chemistry in the'ju-
nior year should probably take the achievement
test in that subject during the spring of that
year.

Early Action

MIT requires a complete set of application mate-
rials before considering a candidate for admis-
sion. A student who takes all the required tests
by the November test date and files all of the
application material by November 1 of the senior
year may request the Committee on Admis-
sions to review the application by mid-December.
If the test scores, school grades through the
junior year, and other qualifications are so excel-
lent that the applicant will clearly be accept-
able later, the Committee will offer admission
Immediately; if it feels that it should compare
the application with those of other candidates, it
will hold the application until the usual time in
April. A student who seeks early consideration
in this way is free to file applications at other
colleges and, if offered admission at MIT is net
required to reply to the Institute before the
candidates' reply date in early May. This, there-
fore, is not an "early decision" plan in the
usual sense.

The MIT undergraduate student body includes
many citizens of other countries. These stu-
dents normally join the freshman class after
completing seconder,, school at the highest
level. Students are encouraged to plan on com-
pleting the Higher School Certificate, the Gen-
eral Certificate of Education at the Advanced
Level, the Baccalaureate, the Maturite, or the
Gymnasium, even though decisions on admis-
sion to MIT are made in April, prior to the time
when most exams are normally taken.

All citizens of foreign countries, except foreign
citizens attending secondary schools in the
United States, should begin the application pro-
cess as outlined below

Application Procedures

Students should write to the Director of Admis-
alone at least a year before they plan to enter
MIT for information about application procedures.
The Admissions Office will send a Preliminary
Application form, which should be returned
pNmptly. Final Application materials will be
forwarded to those whose Preliminary form is
approved. All documents must be completed in
English or accompanied by attested translations
of the original into English. In order to receive
consideration, the Final Application must be
completed and returned by January 1, and the
required tests (including, if appropriate, the Test
of English as a Foreign Language - TOEFL)
must be taken by the January test date. All
students are urged to register for the tests at
least six to eight weeks In advance of the
testing date.

Preliminary Application forms or initial letters of
inquiry about admission received after No-
vember 15 will be too late for the next fall term.

Personal Conferences

Applicants will receive Instructions about arrang-
ing a personal conference with a local MIT
alumnus. If no one is available in the home area,
the Interview will be waived.

Facility In Engish

Lectures, laboratory sessions, and written or
oral examinations at MIT are conducted in
English. All applicants must present evidence of
their ability to carry on their studies in English.

Entrance Examinations for international
Applicants

The College Board tests listed In the Entrance
Examination section of this chapter are the
required entrance examinations. If English is not
the applicant's native language, the following
group of tests may be substituted: the Test of
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) and
two Achievement Tests - Physics, Chemistry, or
Biology - and either the Math Level I or Level 11
Achievement Test.

TOEFL Is administered by the Educational Testing
Service. Students wishing to take the TOEFL
must do so no later than the January test date;
an earlier test date is preferable. Write directly
to the Educational Testing Service, Princeton,
New Jersey 08540, USA, for registration ma-
terial and information.
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Admissions

Special Student
Admissions

Students who have completed two or more
terms with h h standing at a recognited col-
lege, un engineering school, or junior
college and who are enlled to honorable dis-
missal may be admitted to MIT by transfer.

A transfer studenrs eligibility for admission will
be determined by the Committee on Admis-
sions after a review of his or her record. MIT
may not be able to accept applications in a
given year for those departments whose enroll-
ments exceed eduostional resources. The
Department of Electrical Engineering and Com-
puter Solenos Is currently not open to trans-
fars. This condition may change, Owever. In the
meantime, other departments at the Institute
ofer curricula that may satisfy the student's
intefest the Admissions Office welcomes inquiry
from aN transfer applicants.

lansfer applications may be submitted at not
les than one-year Intervals. it Is not custom-
ary to admit as a transfer a student with only
three terms needed to complete the degree.

lransfer applicants will be asked to take the
tests prescribed In this chapter's section on
Entrance Examinations for freshman applicants
If they have not already done so. lransfer
applicants from foreign countries are admitted
only for September.

International transfer students should read care-
fully the sections on Entrance Examinations
and Entrance Examinations for International
Applicants In this chapter.

Apploation Procedures

College students considering transfer to the
Institute should file a Preliminary Application
for Admission with Advanced Standing three
months before the final application deadline.
These forms can be obtained from the Admis-
sions Office. The Director of Admissions will
advise the applicant of those parts of the regu-
lar entrance requirements whlch must be ful-
filled and will arrange to have the final application
materials sent.

The applicant must assure that the following
documents are submitted:

A completed Application for Admission with
Advanced Standing, Indicating all subjects that
will have been completed at the time of transfer,
and a nonreturnable fee of $40. Final applica-
tions should be submitted by April 1 for entry In
September and by November 15 for entry In
February.

2
A certified transcript of the college record to
date, including a statement of good standing.
A certified statement covering subjects subse-
queny taken should be sent as soon as it is
available.

3
Catalogue pages describing all subjects which
win have been completed.

4
Three evaluation reports, including two from
faculty instructors and one from the Dean of
Students or the applicant's chief faculty advisor.
These forms should be sent directly to the
Director of Admissions by the endorsers.

5
A report from the secondary school attended.
The report should be made on the form pro-
vided with the Final Application and should be,
sent directly from the secondary school to the
Director of Admissions.

6
Standardized test reports, as appropriate.

As soon as the completed application has been
reviewed, the applicant will be informed of the
decision. In some cases, action may be deferred
until final grades are available.

Applaetions for Finanolal Aid

An Intention and a wish to apply for financial
aid may be shown on the admission application
form in space provided for that purpose.

Adv-ne CreW

Students admitted by transfer may expect to
receive credit for subjects of study completed
elsewhere that are substantially equivalent to
corresponding Institute subjects. A grade above
the lowest passing grade Is necessary.

A student in another college contemplating later
transfer to MIT should plan a program of stud-
ies to Include as much as possible of the
mathematics, physics, and humanities as is
Included in the typloal first two years of MIT

Applicants admitted with advanced standing in
architecture will be placed in the design
sequence In accordance with their performance
on their first problem.

All remaining questions concerning credits must
be settled within two weeks after the opening
of the academic year In these cases, the stu-
dent should consult the Director of Admissions.

The Institute can accept a limited number of
undergraduates who wish to carry on special
studies and who are not degree candidates at
MIT The students enroll as Special Students;
they enjoy moat of the privileges of the regular
student but are not elgible for campus hous-
ing or-financial assistance from MIT Special
Student stus il granted for one nm o* ad
a new application for this status Is required for
any successive terms. Admission as a Special
Student does not carry any implication for other
applaion. Appnicants must present scademlo
credentials of high quality or evidence of pro-
fessional experience relevant to the propdsed
program. Admission is subject to available places
in the classroom, iaboratory or studio.

The Director of Admissions wil supply appkoa-
tion forms upon request There Is an appica-
tion fee of $40 for the first application; it is not
required for renewl appliostions within one
academic year

Deadlines for filing apploations are August 1 for
fal term, January 1 for spring term, and May I
for summer term.

/
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Costs for Undergraduate Students

student costs for the academic
year 1748 atMT will be about $1600. This
Includes tution, comprehensive health cars
services at the MIT Medical Department.' and
an esiata for the costs of room and board,
books, supplies, and personal expenses. Cost
of travel obviously varies significantly and Is
not Included. The cost of books and suppies,
clothes, ladry, recreation, and other p-rsonal
necseitles very widely depending upon inter-
ets, tastes, and needs, but typically total about
$1,030. There are many kinds of dining and
housing arrangements at MIT and the range of
student expenses for room and board Is broad.
The ( PIent Financial Aid Olffce uses a stan-
dard anowance of $4,470 for room and board.
Thus, total costs for most undergraduates dur-
ing the 1987-4 academic year will be in the
rang of $17,500 to $20,400 (excluding cost
of travl), depending upon specific choices.

The fodowing ar the basic tuition and fees at
MIT for the academic year 1987-88 (which are
reviewed and Nikely to Increase each year):

1ition $12,500
Hospital and Accident
Insurance Poloy' 300

The tuion for all regular undergraduates In the
first and second terms Is $6,250 per term. Full
tuion In either term of the current year covers
the January independent ActMtes Period. Tl-
ion rates for the Summer ession are published
each year In the Summer Session Catalogue,
available In March.

Pa*ed of fte WWfn teeenoe 0 d gularand On ed fel*-
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ftn Wtkftwwy Chwgseawe me tar omplen of pmentvy

fut"s OWm end 10munW obminee cao. roUt&sVA
mRn men, sleo -0 po ftr conno- ione oefa.l hewdng

aw duon, ewr plarching, dental oemissed apo
men1t conlopVredelos psulMON drugm andto

be couered byt a eudenre hoepal end coiMent Inaumnce
2
The MIr Sudent inuanen cm ero h leaga." n (other 0n In
te Mr trnne due to aoMente or anee The InMumane Is
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Regular undergraduate students who have per-
mission to take only a few subjects are initially
charged full tuition. They may then apply to have
their tuition charged at the rate of $200 per
unit with the approval of the Faculty Advisor
and, if not a degree candidate, with the addi-
tlonal approval of the Dean for Student Affairs.
in such cases, there Is a minimum fee of
$1,200 for subjects and a minimum of $520 for
S.B. thesis. Upon recommendation of a depart-
ment, the Dean for Student Affairs, in the case
of an undergraduate student may set a special
tuition rate In unusual circumstances.

Special Students are charged at the rate of
$200 per unit taken either for credit or not for
credit. This unit fee applies up to a maximum of
$6,250 per term and is subject to the foliowing
minimum ees:

Members of the MIT Community $1,200
Other Special Students 1,800

Cooperative programs offered by MIT provide
Industrial and research experience through a
series of work assignments interwoven with
regular study at th Institute. The tuition fees
for cooperative programs are as follows:

Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Course XVI-B
Mechanical Engineering, Course l-B
Ocean Engineering, Course XHI-C
June-August (15 months), $12,500

Electrical Science and Engineering or
Computer Science and Engineering,
Course VI-A
Engineering Internship Program
July 1 to June 30, $12,500

Materials Science and Engineering,
Course ill-B
September-August, $12,500

In each case, the first $6250 is due on the date
when the first-term tuition Is normally due, and
the addtional $6,250 is due on the date when
the second-term tuitin is normally due. Upon
recommendation of the Department a special
tuition rate for any cooperative program may be
set in an unusual case.

A student withdrawing before the start of a term
is not charged any tuition for that term, and any
tuition payments previously made for that term
will be refunded. Students withdrawing during
the first or second term are charged one-twelfth
of the stated tuition for the term for each week
from the starting date of the term, with a mini-
mum two-week charge. A student is financialy
obligated to the Institute for the tuition appropri-
ate to the program approved by his or her
Faculty Advisor or Graduate Registration Officer
at the begniIng of the term. Any subsequent
reduction In fees is based on the date that
cancellation of a subject or withdrawal from the
Institute is effected. At that time, any excess
payments which the student has made will be
refunded.

If the student receives financial aid through one
of the Title IV Federally based student financial
aid programs, and aid Is reduced as a conse-
quence of the reduced tuition, the total amount
of Title IV aid (minus work earnIngs) is divided
by the total amount of aid awarded (minus
earnings), to determine the amount to be
credited toward the student's charges and the
amount to be returned to the 1tle IV programs.

Mbooeneow Pes

Appication fee for undergraduate
admission

Late registration fee

Fee for lte fling of degree application

$40

20

20

Proelng Charges for Late Change. in

A late change in registration, which requires the
approval of the appropriate faculty committee,
is defined as adding a subject after the fth
week or dropping a subject during the last
three weeks of a term. mhe processing charge
for late changes Is $20 for on subject or $25
for more than one subject In a petition. There Is
an additional charge of $20 for a retroactive
change after the end of the term.

The miscellaneous fees and processing charges
Noted above are nonrefundable, unless levied
in error.

3
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Financial Aid

Grants, Loans, and
Employment

Payment of 'uiltion and Other Charges

The Bursar's Office sends Student Account
Statements and payment information to all
students approximately three weeks prior to the
beginning of each term. Students must make
full payment of the amount due by the date
specified on the Statement A late payment
charge of 1.5% per month (18% annual per-
centage rate) will be assessed if the payment Is
not received by the due date. New charges and
credits that occur after the Initial Statement will
appear on a subsequent Statement.

The Bursary Payment Plan Is an alternative to
payment of full fees at the beginning of each
term. Under this plan, a student makes pay-
ments In four monthly Installments with a .83%
monthly (10% annual percentage rate) finance
charge on the remaining balance. To particlapte
in this plan, the student must sign a Bursary
Payment Plan Agreement, which Is available
from the Bursar's Office.

The MIT Parent Loan Program Is a monthly
Installment plan that allows parents to pay for
four years of college costs over a longer period
of time. Loans, at a moderate Interest rate, are
available to parents who are US citizens with an
annual Income between $25,000 and $125,000.
Information on the Parent Loan Plan may be ob-
tained from John Rogers, MIT Parent Loan Plan,
Box 160, Boston, MA 02101, (617) 253-4134.

All outstanding charges must be paid, or satis-
factory arrangements made with the Bursar's
Office, before a student will be allowed to regis-
ter at the beginning of a term, or, if a degree
candidate, to have his or her name on the
degree list.

The Student Financial Aid Office provides grants
and loans based on the financial need of the
Individual student, as determined by analysis of
a statement of family financial condition. This
will be provided by means of the Financial Aid
Form of the College Scholarship Service. A
copy of the most recent parental Federal tax
return Is also required In support of aid
applications.

MIT Is fortunate In having received gifts from
many benefactors, alumni, and friends to help
support the educational needs of MIT students.
There are currently more than 500 such schol-
arships from which student aid Is annually
drawn. Additionally. there are about 60 loan
funds that have been establshed for special
purposes. The Student Financial Aid Office
reviews applications and makes awards from
the most suitable Institute grant and loan
resources. Applicants need not request aid
from a specific fund. Any need that is not met
by a grant may be offset by long-term loans or
employment.

Students are expected to work and/or borrow
as the first Incremental portion of their aid.
Student loan funds allow the student to pay
part of the cost of his or her education on
long-term credit under favorable financial terms.
Howeve, loan fund capital is limited, and MIT
student loans are granted only on the basis of
demonstrated financial need. Undergraduate
loans are provided from several sources, Includ-
Ing the Perkins Loan Program, the Guaranteed
Student Loan (GSL) Program, and the instituWs
own Technology Loan Fund.

Jobs are not assigned; rather, students are
expected to arrange employment most suitable
to their own talents and available time. The
Student Employment Office maintains Ratings
of positions to assist students seeking jobs.
Employment Is usually avalable on campus in
dining facilities, residence hails, offices, librar-
lee, and laboratories. Listings of off-campus
positions are also available. Students' earnings
from part-time work depend on experience,
and, of course, availability of time.

Al students considering MIT are strongy urged
to explore all areas of financial assistance,
Including government scholarship and loan pro-
grams. A number of states sponsor scholarship
programs for residents, and Information con-
cerning eligibility may usually be obtained from
secondary school guidance counselors. The
Federal Guaranteed Student Loan Program for
students and the Parent Loans for Undergradu-
ate Students Program are administered by
individual states. Local banks and lending Insti-
tutions should be able to answer initial Inquir-
les concerning the availability of loans under
these programs.

Parents of students considering MIT might also
want to reqvest additional Information about
the Institute! Parent Loan Plan (briefly described
in the Payments section) and other long-term
financing options.

I
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Applications for
Financial Aid

Enterin Reehmen

Students who wish to be considered for finan-
cial aid should complete the appropriate form
Included with the Application for Admission. In
addition, the Financial Aid Form (FAF) appropri-
ate to the applicants state of residence must be
submitted to the College Scholarship Service.
An application for admission Is not prejudiced
by an application for aid. The two decisions are
entirely Separate - need criteria have no bear-
ing on admissions, and admissions criteria
have no part In determining qualifications for
aid. There Is no reason to be deterred from
applying concurrently to MIT for admission and
aid.

International Studente

MIT has small amounts of grant and loan funds
that are made available to exceptionally well-
qualified International undergraduate students
who demonstrate financial need. International
students who wish to be considered for finan-
cial aid should complete and return the appro-
priate form Included with their admissions
material by the February date specified. Be-
cause financial aid funds are severely limited,
students should seek aid from sources other
than MIT international students should make
sil awangements for their financial oblgetions
to MfT for Vir etrie stay in the UnitAd 0tates
before -eving their oontries

bwnsfer Students

Transfer applicants who wish to be considered
for financial aid may obtain an application form
and detailed Instructions by completing the
Request for MIT Financial Aid Application
Included in the Admissions packet.

Upp-rANs Studente

MIT awards are made on an annual basis, and
reciplents are required to reapply each year for
continued assistance In the following year.
Uppercasse financial aid applications are sent
to the term addresses of current aid recipients
in early February; upperolass students who
have not been receMng assistance may also
apply at this time by obtaining the new forms
from the Student Financial Aid Office. Part of
the application process involves providing a
copy of the most recent parental Federal tax
return, and all applicants are expected to apply
concurrently for a Federal Poll Grant, a state
grant where applicable, and for any and all
renewable grants received In prior years.

A student's eligibility for MIT undergraduate
grant funds will end when the student receives
an Initial degree, or after the equivalent of eight
terms, whichever occurs first. Elgiblity for Poll
Grants may continue beyond the eighth term,
under some conditions, but ends with the tak-
Ing of an Initial degree.

Elgibility for undergraduate loans continues
through all undergraduate programs; and, of
course, a student becomes eigible for the higher
loan maximums that pertain to graduate stu-
dents upon admission to a graduate program.
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Graduate Education
at MIT

Organization of the
Graduate School

For almost a century, the MIT Graduate School
has provided an Ideal environment for advanced
study by faculty and students working together
to extend the boundaries of knowledge. The
Institute has traditionally been a national leader
In engineering graduate education, and Its doc-
toral programs In mathematics and the physical
and life sciences have also attained national
prominence. In addition, top-ranked graduate
programs In economics, political science, lin-
guistics, architecture, urban studies, and man-
agement have broadened the spectrum of
graduate education.

The most important factor in the effectiveness
of the graduate programs at MIT Is the quality
of the faculty MIT Is proud of its nationally and
internationally recognized faculty of scholars
and academic leaders, who are also effective
teachers and research collaborators,

The broad scope and high quality of its gradu-
ate education have made MIT an International
leader. About a third of Its graduate students
come from foreign nations. In recent years, an
increasing number of minority students have
participated In academic work at al levels.
Although MIT has always welcomed women
graduate students, the Institute has seen over
the last few years an increase In the number of
women attending MIT's graduate programs,
particularly those In nontraditional fields of study.
This broad representation of students from
diverse backgrounds has contributed greatly to
the richness of the MIT community and to the
excellence of the Graduate School.

Graduate education at MIT places special
emphasis on the relevance of science and
technology to the complex problems of society.
Such problems typically require an Interdislci-
pinary approach Involving expertise In several
different departments.

Extensive resources for graduate study have
developed naturally at MIT from a long tradition
of emphasis on contributions to new knowl-
edge. The wealth and diversity of teaching and
research resources are described In the depart-
mental sections (Chapter VII).

Although most graduate students find their Inter-
ests served by programs available within a
single department, many elect to work in inter-
disciplinary fields (described In Chapter VI),
which may reach Into two or more departments
and Involve interdisciplinary work In any of
MfTs laboratories. Special committees provide
guidance in certain areas such as biomedical
engineering, economics and urban studies, envi-
ronmental engineering, instrumentation, man-

agement of technology, medical engineering,
medical physics, operations research, technol-
ogy and polcy, transportation, and health policy
and management In other fields, Interdepart-
mental programs are administered by ad hoc
committees appointed for each student and
approved by the Dean of the Graduate School.

MIT's libraries are a major resource for gradu-
ate study. Comprehensive collections are avail-
able In fields where MIT concentrates its teaching
and research efforts. Through participation in
the Boston Ubrary Consortium, graduate stu-
dents, faculty members, and research staff
have access to extensive research collections
outside the Institute.

Another resource for graduate study la the
cross-registration programs with Harvard Uni-
versity Wfelesley College, and joint degree pro-
grams with the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. Umited study opportunities are also
available at Brandeis University, tUfts Univer-
alty and Boston University. Details are given
later in this chapter.

Graduate students are encouraged to use MIT's
extensive athletic facilities. Teams composed of
undergraduate and graduate students partici-
pate In Intercollegiate compettions, and the
Intramural athleto program.

Graduate students also are welcome to share In
the cultural and social activities and recreatonal
facilities at MIT Concerts and dramatic perfor-
mances are frequently given by institute groups
and professional performers. Leaders In many
fields give lectures and seminars on the cam-
pus, which are open to all members of the
Institute community. MIT students also take
advantage of the numerous cultural and Intel-
lectual opportunities In the Boston ares, Includ-
Ing free admission to the Boston Museum of
Fine Arts and the Museum of Science. A more
detailed description of campus activities can be
found in Chapter 11 of this catalogue.

Independent Aalvites Period

During the January Independent ActMties Period
(lAP), graduate students may pursue their own
Interests, Including theslis research and prepa-
ration for qualifying exams. They also may lead
or participate in actMiles specially organized
for this three and one-half week period.

Graduate students should read the section on
lAP in Chapter liI of this catalogue for details
concerning credit, VA benefits, and special stu-
dent status.

The administration of the Graduate School rests
with the President, the Provost, and the Ascl-
ate Provost of the Institute, the Dean and Asso-
clate Deans of the Graduate School, and the
Committee on Graduate School Pofet whose
members include a faculty member from each
department offering graduate degrees, and two
representatives from the Graduate Student
Council. The Institute has a single faculty that Is
responsible for both undergraduate and gradu-
ate Instruction.

Each department exercises a large measure of
autonomy for Its graduate programs, under
general guidelines established for the institute
as a whole. Each department has a depart-
mental committee on graduate students, includ-
Ing one or more graduate registration officers,
to administer department and institute graduate
procedures.

More detailed Information about the organiza-
tion, rules, regulations, and procedures of the
Graduate School Is given in the Graduate School
Manual Copies are available from the Offlice of
the Dean of the Graduate School (Room 3-138,
617/253-4860) and from department gradu-
ate offices.
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General Requirements for
Graduate Degrees

Master's Degrees

Graduate students may pursue work leading to
any of the following degrees: Doctor of Philos-
ophy Ph.D.; Doctor of Science, Sc.D.; Engineer's
degrees; Master of Science, S.M.; Master of
Architecture, M.Arch.; and Master In City Plan-
ning, M.C.R Graduate programs are described
In IndMdual department statements In Chapter
VII.

Each graduate student Is officially enrolled In
one department or Course. The programs are
not limited, however, to subjects offered In a
single department. Subjects and research pro-
grams may be chosen from several departments,
with the approval of the departmental faculty
advisor to ensure that the overall program Is
Integrated and well balanced with respect to a
major field of study.

A student who expects to come to MIT for an
advanced degree after earning an undergradu-
ate degree elsewhere should give careful atten-
tion to undergraduate prerequisites as outlined
by each department or program elsewhere In
this catalogue. For more specific Information, a
student should consult the department or pro-
gram In which he or she wishes to enroll.

MIT degrees are "resldence" degrees In the
sense that a major portion of the work must be
done on campus in association with the faculty,
other graduate students, and the Institute com-
munity. The amount of time required to attlain
any one degree varies.

Degrees are awarded by the Corporation of the
Institute upon the recommendation of the fac-
ulty. Favorable faculty action Is based upon
approval by the Committee on Graduate School
Policy on recommendations from the appropri-
ate departmental committees on graduate stu-
dents.

Master of Science With and Without
Sp"oollotion

For the degree of Master of Science, the student
must have satisfactorily completed a program
of study of at least 66 units, of which 42 units
shall be "A" subjects, and a thesis, approved
by the department In which he or she Is enrolled.
If 34 units of "A" subjects and the thesis are in
a single approved program, as determined by a
departmental committee on graduate students,
the degree will be recommended with speOfica-
tion In this program; otherwise, the degree will
be recommended without specification. The
same high standard of academic performance
In a program approved by a departmental com-
mIttee on graduate students Is required for
either degree.

The choice of area of specalization must be
approved by the committee on graduate stu-
dents of the department In which the student Is
enrolled. Approval of the entire program must
be obtained from this commIttee and from the
student's faculty advisor. A special Interdepart-
mental committee, approved by the Dean of the
Graduate School, may be appointed to super-
vise a program In an Interdepartmental field.

The satisfactory completion of the Master's
degree requires the student to be In residence
as a full-time regular graduate student for a
minimum of one regular academic term (not
the summer session). Every degree candidate
worldng on a thesis must register for thesis In
all semesters during which his or her thesis
research or writing Is actually In progress and
during the term his or her name appears on the
degree list.

Master of Arohitecture

The graduate degree of Master of Architecture
Is awarded upon the satisfactory completion of
a program of study of at least 164 subject units
approved by the Department of Architecture, of
which 96 units must be In "A" subjects, and the
completion of a thesis acceptable to the Depart-
ment of Architecture. The candidate must also
have been In residence for a minimum of four
regular academic terms. A student who enters
without previous experience In a department of
architecture may take as long as eight aca-
demic terms to complete the degree.

Master In City Planning

For the degree of Master In City Planning, the
student must have satisfactorily completed a
minimum of 120 units, of which at least 42 units
must be "A" subjects. The student must also
have completed a thesis acceptable to the
Department of Urban Studies and Planning,
and have been In residence for a minimum of
two regular academic terms.

Simultneous Registration for lwo Maeter's
Derees

Single thesis, This degree plan Is Intended for
qualified graduate students who seek academic
recognition In two professional fields that,
although distinct, have a substantial InterdIsci-
plInary connection. The Interdisclplinarity Is
Implemented both by a balanced choice of
academic subjects, made with the advice of
each of two departments, and by selection of
the thesis topic.

To satisfy the minimum requirements for the
program, the student must complete (in addI-
tion to thesis units) at least 132 subject units, of
whloh 66 units are unique to each deoartment.
At least 42 of each group of 66 units must be
graduate "A" subjects. In those Instanoes where,
for a single regular Master's degree or program,
a department or program has established unit
requirements In excess of thsforegoing minima
the department or program requirements pre-
vail. Such excess of units In one department
may not be applied to the program In the other
department.

Students pursuing a Master In City Planning In
addition to a second Master's degree must
have both programs approved In the usual way,
but the subject units for the M.C.R can be
lowered at the discretion of the Department of
Urban Studies and Planning.

IndMduals who wish to qualify for a Master of
Science degree In Real Estate Development, In
addition to a Master of Architecture or Master In
City Planning degree, will be required to satisfy
all the subject requirements of each program.
SpecIfIcally, candidates for the M.Arch. degree
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must tale 164 subject units (ot which 96 units
must be "A" subjects), and M.C.R degre can-
didates must tale 120 subject units (of which
42 units must be 'W' subjecte). IndMduals who
wish to qualfy for the Master's degree In Real
Estate Development also must tale at est 66
subjecttunits unique to this program, of which
at least 42 units must be 'W' subjects. Students
may submit a single thesis sndded it Is accept-
able to the graduate committees of each pro-
gram. it is expected that such dual-degree
candidates will be In residence at least one
term longer than expected If enrolled In a
single-degree program.

Participation in a dual-degree program Is lim-
ited to students who are already registered In
one department and who meet the admissions
criteria of the second department. At least two
regular terms prior to completion of the pro-
gram, the student must submit to each depart-
ment a statement of educational objectives along
with a detailed program plan that includes a
description of the proposed thesis topic. The
total program must meet with the approval of
each department and a petitIon approved by
the Dean of the Graduate School descrIbing
the program must be filed with the Registrar.

The thesIs research mut be done under the
supervision of an approved member of one of
the two participating departmen with the other
department prolng a thesis reader. The the-
als must be of superor quality. The single theels
onnot be used to saoIly the thesle requirements
of any additional graduate degree programs.

In special cases, the Standing Committee of an
approed Interdlsolplinary Program may act In
leu of one of the two partiolpating departme

lwo hes Occasionally an Individual, already
admitted to the Graduate School, may wish to
simultaneously pursue two distinct Master's
programs, fulfilling the thesis requirement wit,
a separate thels for each degree program. In
such cases, the usual unit requiremente for
each program apply separately Registration f
two degrees Is contingent upon approval by 0t
second department of a raquest for admisslor
Such a request can be Initiated by a pelition
approved by both departments and approved
by the Dean of the Graduate School.

SlmultaneusAward of Bachelor' and

An undergraduate student of the Institute who is
enrmiled as a candidate for the Bachelor's
degree may be admitted by a department as a
candidate for the Master's degree. Students
must register as graduate students for at least
one regular academic term (not summer ses-
sion) to be recommended for the simultaneous
award of the Bachelor's and Masters degrees.
The thels submited for the Masters degree
may also be accepted by the department in
fulfillment of the undergraduate thesis require-
ment, if any. A student wishing to pursue this
type of academIc program must submit an
application for the Graduate School in the usual
way, as well as fle a petition with the Registrar,
which has been approved by the student's
undergraduate faculty advisor and the graduate
registration onlocr of the appropriate department,

The program for an Engineer's degree requires
more advanced and broader competence in
englneedng and science subjesl than for the
Masters degree, but with less emphasis on
original research than a doctoral program. In
general, the EngIneer's degree requires two
academic years beyond an undergraduate
degree.

The following Engineer's degrees are awarded:
Chemical Engineer (Chem.E.); CMI Engineer
(C.E.; Electrical Engineer (E..); Engineer In
Aeronautics and Astronautics (EAA.); Environ-
mental Engineer (En-L); Materials Engineer
(Mat.E.); Mechanical Engineer (Mech.E); Met-
allurgical Engineer (MetE.); Naval EngIneer
(NavE.); Nuclear Engineer (Nucl.E.); Ocean
Engineer (Ocean E.),

Satisfactory completin of a program of advanced
study and research approved by the appropri-
ato department or interdepartmental committee
of the School of Engineering is required. The
minimum program consists of at least 102 sub-
ject units (exclusive of thesis units) and the
completion of an acceptable thesis. the candl-
date must also have been In residence for a
minimum of two regular academic terms. Regis-
tratIon Is required of every degree candidate
working on a thesi In all periods during which
the thesis research or writing is actually In
progress and during the term his or her name
appears on the degree lst. A department may
accept a Master's thesis of superior quality for
the EngIneer's degree only If the student Intends
to use that document to fulfill the requirements
of a single Master's degree.

==r=
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Doctoral Degrees Cross Registration at Other
Institutions

MIT ofers the degrees of Doctor of Science
and Doctor of Phllosophy interchangeably in
the engineering and science departments
(except biology) and in the fields of medical
engineering and medical physiOs. The degree
of Doctor of Philosophy Is awarded in architec-
ture, biology economics, Inguistics, manage-
ment ph8loopft politcal solence, pyhologY.
urban studies and planning, and Whitaker Cal-
lge. These degrees certify creditable comple-
don of an approved program of advanced study
In addition to a research dissertation of high
qualty based on original research.

The two institute requirements for a doctorate
are: 1) completion of a program of advanced
study, Including a general examination, and
2) completion and oral defense of a thesis on
original research.

Graduate study and research leading to a doc-
toral degree must be pursued under the direo-
tion of the Committee aon Graduate School Policy
for at least four academic terms. In some
cases, the required period of residence may be
reduced, but in no instance can it be reduced
to less than two regular academic terms and
one summer session.

A student is enroled in a program of advanced
study and research approved by the depart-
ment The thesis research is in this same area,
but the program often includes subjects reach-
ing into several departments. If the field requires
substantal participation by two or more depart-
ments, an interdepartmental faculty committee,
approved by the Dean of the Graduate School,
should be appointed to supervise the student's
program.

Each doctoral candidate has a general exami-
nation in his or her program of study at such
time and In such manner as the departmental
or interdepartmental committee approvs. This
examination consists of both oral and written
parts.

Theab

A doctoral thesis requires at least one full-time
academic year of research, but most doctoral
research efforts take a substantially longer time.
Each doctoral candidate is required to register
for thesis in all periods during which work Is
actually in progress.

The investigation must be carried out under the
supervision of an MIT faculty member or senior
staff member appred by the department Work
already accompIshd elsewhere that has not
been spproved by a department cannot be
accepted in fulfillment of the thesis requirement

An oral examination on the thesis will be held
after it has been submitted and evaluated by
the examiners.

Non-RelIdent Doctoral Theis Research

While doctoral thesis research is ordinarily
carried out while the student Is in residence at
the institute, on some ocassions it may be es-
sential or desirable that the student be absent
from the campus during a period of his or her
thesis research or writing. Permission to be-
come a non-resident doctoral candidate must
be sought fom the Dean of the Graduale School
at least one month prior to Regltration Day of
the term during which the student wishes to
register In this category Consult the Graduate
School Manual for additional information on
non-resident status.

Minor Program

Although there is no Institute requirement of a
minor for the doctoral degree, certain depart-
ments require that candidates take a number of
subjects outside their maior field.

There Is no Institute language requirement; how-
everW several departments require that a candi-
date be able to read or speak one or two
foreign languages with intermediate compe-
tence. 1ploay, a student may satisfy the
requirement in one of three ways: 1) by fulfilling
the requirement before entrance by passing
one or more Intermediate or advanced sub-
jects with a grade of C or better; 2) through
examination by the Foreign Languages and
Literatures Section of the Department of Human-
ities; or 3) by tadng a two-term subject in a
language or languages offered by the Foreign
Languages and Literatures Section of the
Department of Humanities. Depending on stu-
dent demand, the Section offers a choice of
two-term language subjects, stressing the abil-
Ity to read or to speak in French, German,
Russian, or Spanish.

For the purpose of the second alternative, the
Section gives written examinations in French,
German, Russian, and Spanish once each term.
Examinations in other approved languages are
arranged individually upon request

Harvard Universlty

A regular, full-time graduate student at MIT may
enroll to take subjects (excluslve of thesl) at
Harvard without paying additional tuitin, pro-
vided that this enrollment does not exceed
one-heff of his or her total registration for the
term. Included in the above category are MIT
full-time Special Graduate Students. This coop-
eratve arrangement is not applicable to the
summer session.

Requests for registration under this cooperative
arrangement must be approved by the MIT
department of registration and should be oon-
fined to subjects that are not offered at the
student's own Institution. Students will not be
allowed to attend classes where additional
registrants put an undue load on the Instruc-
tors. The procedures to be folowed are given
In the Graduate School Aanual.

Wellele.MIT Exchange

Graduate students are eligible to participate in
the Weuealey-MIf Exchange Program. Weolesley
courses are not considered "A" subjects, but
may be acoepted for graduate credit toward a
student's degree with the approval of the depart-
mint. For details about the Exchange, see the
desciption of the Program in Chapter i of this
catalogue.

Wood Hole Oceanographlo InaWuon

MIT, in conjunction with the Woods Hole Ocean-
-graphlo Insitution, ofoe graduate degree pro-

grams in oceanography and oceanographic
engineering. All decislons, from admission to
the conferring of the joint degree, are made by
consensus of MIT/WHOI joint discipline com-
mittees. The programs in oceanography Involve
the Departments of Biology and Earth, Atmo-
spherlo, and Planetary Sciences at MI The
oceanographlo engineering programs involve
the MIT Departments of Cvil, Chemical, EMectri-
cal, Materials Solence, Mechanical and Ocean
Engineering. Information regarding the program
may be obtained from the MIT Joint Proam
Office or the Education Office at WHOL

Boston UniversIty

A cross-registration agreement has been made
between the MIT Departments of Economics
and Poliial Science and the African Studies
Pogram of Boston UnIversity. Delis of the
procedures to be followed an slmiar to those
for Harvard-MIT crossegistraon.
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Regular Graduate
Admissions

Brandeis University

A cooperative arrangement also exists between
the MIT Department of Urban Studies and
Planning and the Florence Haller Graduate
School for Advanced Studies in Social Welfare
at Brandeis University. Cross-registration Is
restricted to one or two subjects per term in
the areas of social welfare at Brandeis and
urban studies at MIT

1et Unnreft

A cross-registration agreement exists between
the MIT Department of Applied Biological Sci-
ences and the School of Dental Medicine at
Tuft University. mae program Is restricted.to
specific graduate subjects at each insutn.

A Regular Graduate Student Is an appiloant who
has been admitted to the Institute and is regis-
tered for a program of advanced study and re-
search leading to any of the post-baureate
degrees offered by MIT A student registered In
a program of study leading to the simultaneous
award of the degrees of Bachelor of Science
and Master of Science must apply to the Grad-
uate School and be registered as a graduate
student for at least one academic term (not the
summer session) of his or her program of study

To be admitted as a Regular Graduate Student,
an applicant must have received a Bachelor ,s
degree or Its equivalent from a college, univer-
lt~ or technical school of acceptable stand-

Ing. Applicants are evaluated by the department
In which they propose to register on the basis
of their prior performance and professional
promise. These are evidenced by academic
records, letters of evaluation from Individuals
familiar with the applicant's capabilities, and
any other pertinent data furnished by the appli-
cant. While high academic achievement does
not guarantee admission, such achievement, or
other persuasive evidence of professional
promise, is expected.

Some engineering departments require students
seeking a Doctoral degree to qualify first for a
Master's degree.

Undergaduate Requirement for Advanced

In addition to preparation in the specific field of
Interest, most departments require significant
work in mathematics and the physical sciences,
but some require as ite as a year each of
colege-level work In these disciplines. Require-
ments of individual departments are given in
Chapter VI of this catalogue. Students with
minor defiolencies in preparation may be admit-
ted to the Graduate School; however deficiencies
In prerequisite or general or professional sub-
jects must be made up before the student may
proceed with graduate work dependent on
them.

AppOati*n Procedures
Students normally enter the Graduate School in
September Howeve, in several departments,
suitable programs can be arranged for students
entering in June or February. Prospective appli-
cants should check with individual departments
about their dates for admission.

Students wishing to enter In June or Septem-
ber should apply on the prescribed forms by
January 14 (exceptions to that deadine will be
found in the application packet); candidates for
admission in February hould apply by No-
vember 1. Howver, applications submitted later
may be considered if vacancies still exist. Fees
wil not be returned to late applicants, but may

be applied to an application considered in the
next term. Candidate. for admission who are
also applicants for financial aid should observe
the same deadlines.

Applicants attending coleges or universities on
the semester system should apply before the
end of the fail semester for admission In June
or September, and submit a transcript of fal
grades as soon as it is available.

Applications for admission should be requested
from the Director of Admissions, Room 3-103,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Cam-
bridge, Massachuetts 02139. (Exceptions: the
Sloan School of Management and the Depart-
ments of Chemlatrg Phyaics, and Urban Stud-
Ws and Planning should be contacted directly
for application forms.) A $40 application fee
(except for the Master's Program in the Sloan
School, whom the fee Is $60 If applying from
the US and $70 Is applying from overseas)
must accompany all application forms. All
inquiries regarding graduate admission to the
Sloan School are sent to the Directors of the
Master's or Doctoral Programs (whichever Is
appropriate), Room E51-112, Ml; Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139. Applications for readmis-
sion after an absence of five years or more
must be approved by the Dean of the Graduate
School as well as the department.

Notification about admission for September Is
sent as soon as action is taken (usually before
April 1); for February applicants, notification
usually is sent as soon as the application is
complete. Admission of a student who is in the
final year of work toward a Bachelor's degree
may be conditionally approved until subsequent
evidence Is provided that the degree has been
awarded.

Inquiries about specific requirements for admis-
slon should be addressed to the chairman of
the appropriate departmental committee on
graduate students.

Examinatios

Many departments require applicants to submit
scores in the Aptitude Tst and the appropriate
Advanced Test of the Graduate Record Exami-
nation. Appicants are urged to consult with
appropriate departments to confirm test require-
ments and recommendations. For a test appi-
cation, write to the Graduate Record Examination,
Educational Testing Service, Box 966, Princeton.
Now Jersey 08640.

The Sloan School of Management requires that
all applicants, including those from foreign
countries, take the Graduate Management Ad-
mission Test (GMAl). For the locations and
dates at which this test may be taken, write to
GMAT Educational Testing Service. Princeton,
New Jersey 06N40.

. . .............. .. ...... .......... .1 - _- . . . .. .. . . , I.&L.
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International Graduate Special Graduate
Admissions Students

Graduate student applicants who are cfzens
of countries other than the United States must
have received a Bachelors degree or Its equiv-
alent from a college, universityt or technical
Institute. The academic record and a creden-
Usial must Indicate the ability of the candidate to
complete an approved program of graduate
study and research. Applicants are evaluated
by the academic departmnts. Admission Is
granted on a competitive basis. Competence In
written and spoken Englah Is expected.

Students whose native language Is not Engsh
and whose schooling has not been predomi-
nantly In Englsh, must take the Test of Engsh
as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). TOEFL Is
administered by the Educational Testing Ser-
vice. Students wishing to take the TOEFL should
do so no later then the November test date. A
score of 575 Is the minimum considered
acceptable. Wie directly to the Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey 08540,
USA, for registration material and Information.

The Final Application for Admission from Inter-
national Students may be obtained from the
Director of Admissions, Room 3-103, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, or, in the case of the
Sloan School, from the Directors of either the
Master's or Doctoral Programs, Room E51-112.
Applicants must submit complete application
materials to the appropriate office.

Please refer to the previous section concerning
individual departmental requirements for the
Graduate Record Examinations.

A Special Graduate Student Is one who usually
has received a Bachelor's degree and whose
Intended program of study Is essentially gradu-
ate In nature. Special students are not degree
candidates. AN applications are made through
the Admissions Office. Applications for the spe-
cific subjects will be evaluated and approved by
the Graduate Committee of the appropriate
department(s). Admission Is valid for only one
term; a student must seek readmission each
term to continue at the Institute. Those applying
for Special Graduate Student status for the
first time must pay a $40 application fee. A new
fee Is required after two terms. lb be allowed
to continue as a Special Graduate Student,
satisfactory academic performance must be
maintained.

The deadlines for filing Special Student app-
cations are May 1 for the summer term, August
1 for the fall term, and January 1 for the spring
term.

Citizens of countries other than the United
States whose native language has not been
predominantly English must submit the Test of
Engish as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) as
noted In the section on International Graduate
Admissions.

Admission as a Special Graduate Student does
not Imply any commitment on the part of the
Graduate School toward an Individual's admis-
sibility to Regular Graduate Student status
(degree candidate). If a Special Graduate Stu-
dent is subsequently admitted as a degree
candidate, subjects completed may be used in
partial fulfillment of requirements for an ad-
vanced degree. The department will determine
what subjects are acceptable. Registration as a
Special Graduate Student does not count toward
minimum residency requirements for an ad-
vanced degree nor for eligibility for non-resident
status.

Correspondence concerning admission as a
Special Graduate Student should be addressed
to the Director of Admissions, Room 3-103, from
whom application material and "Information for
Special Students" may be obtained.

Graduate Student Statue for Research
Staff Members

In view of their full-time responsibilities on
assigned research and their corresponding
salary scales, staff members of the Office of
Sponsored Programs (OSP), Lincoln Labora-
tory, or the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
may not be full-time Regular Graduate Stu-
dents, but may, under certain conditions, be
granted the status of Speili Graduate Stu-
dent However, an OSP appointee or an employee

of the Lincoln Laboratory or the Draper Labo-
ratory who desires to work for an advanced
degree must be admitted as a Regular Gradu-
ate Student and complete the residency and
other requirements of the degree program to
which the indMdual has been accepted. This
IndMdual may not continue to hold a research
staf appointment nor can any research work
while employed be Included as part of the
thesis for an advanced degree,

.Any OSP appointee or an employee of the
Uncoln Laboratory or the Draper Laboratory
may, by written permission from the director of
the division (or his or her designate), apply for
admission as a Special Graduate Student for
enrollment In one subject only per term (but
not thesis), either as a listener or for academic
credit Acceptance for such enrollment will be
granted I, In the opinion of the instructor, the
Individual is qualified to undertake the subject
and If section size permits. For this type of
enrollment, the student will be assigned to an
appropriate registration officer and will pay,
whether as a student or listener, the fee estab-
ished at the Special Student rate.

Oler mploymmnt

A graduate student may not interrupt an aca-
demic program to accept employment on the
academic, administrative, or research staff, or
as an hourly employee at Ml; the Lincoln
Laboratory, or the Draper Laboratory either
during the academic year or the surnimer, unless
the approval of the department head and of the
appropriate academic Dean has been obtained,
and unless the work as an employee is unrelated
to the student's thesis research. A thesis release
form indicating such approval must be submit-
ted to the appropriate Personnel Officer to
effect such employment A graduate student
may not Include In his or her thesis any mate-
rial based In whole or in part upon work done
while holding an academic or research staff
appointment.



Costs for Graduate
Students

The following are the basic tuition and fees at
MIT for the academic year 1987-1S (which are
reviewed and likely to Increase each year):
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The tuition for all regular graduate students,
Including graduate student stalf, in the first and
second terms is $6.250 per term. Full tuition In
either term of the current year covers the
January Independent Activities Period. The min-
Imum term tuition charge for registration for
doctoral thesis upon readmission as a resident
student Is $9,375, If not regisltered during the
preceding regular term. The tuition for all regu;
lar graduate students Including fellows, train-
ees, and academic staff In the 1987 summer
session was $4,200. Special tuition rates apply
to other students in the summer session. These
are pubished each year In the Summer See.
aor Catalogue, avaiable In March.

SpeMlal Students (except In the Sloan School of
Management) are charged at the rate of $200
per unit taken either for credit or not for credit
This unit fee appies up to a maximum of
$6,280 per term and Is subject to the folowing
minimum fees:

Members of the MIT Community' $1,200
Other Speolal Students 1,800
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Any reident graduate student making progress
toward s degree Is expeoled to register and Is
considered a full-time student If a graduate
student requires only part of a term to com-
plate the thesis, nItIaly, full tuition for the term
Is charged, and adjustments tu Won are made
at a later date. If the student registered for
thesis as a resident student in the immediately
preceding term, regular or summe, tuition for
theels will be adjusted after acceptanco by the
department of the completed document on the
basis of a pharge of $620 per week from the
starting date of the term, with a minimum of
$520 for the Masters or Engineers degree
and $1,040 for the Doctoral degree. If the imme-
diately preceding term was the summer term
and If the graduate student was not regislered
for thesis In that summer term, but was regis-
tered for thesis In residence in the previous
second term, the minimum tuition for thesis Is
$3.125. A student who continues to hold a
fellowship, traineeship, or gaduate saff appoint-
ment for the remainder of the term after delivery
of the thesis continues to be regarded as a
full-time student and the tuition will not be
adjusted. In unusual circumstances, the Dean
of the Graduate School may set special tuiltion
rates for graduate students.

Doctoral thesis research is ordinarily carried
out while the student Is in residence at the
Institute. Howve, on some oooslons, it may be
essential or deslrable that the student be absent
from the campus during a period of his or her
thess research. Permission to become a non-
resident doctoral candidate must be sought
from the Dean of the Graduate School atleast
one month prior to the opening of the term
during which the student wishes to register in
this category. Prior to submission, the request
must be approved by the student's theels super-
visor and by the representative to the Commit-
tee on Graduale School Poloy from the student's
department of registration. Students who are
permitted to undertake non-resident thesis
research must register as Non-Ritesident Doc-
toral Candidates ind pay tuition equal to
approximately 15 percent of the regular full
tuition ($g5 per term for 1987.88). R4owing
compliln of the noni-reident period the student
must retum to resident status for completion and
preeentatlon of the doctors thesls. If the student
requires only part of this first term back in real-
dence to complete the thesls, the tultion will be
adjused subject to a minimum of $3,125. Please
consult the Graduate S0o 4AS for additional
Information on non-resident status.

Cooperative programs olered by MI provide
industrial and research experience through a
Series of work assignments interwoen with
regular study at the Institute. The tuion Iee
for coopsatie programs are e fellows:

Aeronautics and Astronaut Course XM
Mechancal Engineering, Course il-S
Ocean Engineering, Course XI-C
June-August (15 months), $12,500

Chemical Engineering Practice,
Course X-A
September-January or February-Juns.
$050

Electrical Solence and Engineering or
Computer Science and Engineering,
Course VI-A
Engineering Internship Program
July 1 to June 30,1112,500

Materls Science and Engineering,
Course il-B
September-August, $12,500

in each case, the first $6,250 Is due on the date
when the first-term tuition is normally due, and
the additional $6,250 Is due on the date when
the second-term tuton is tn'.Ay due.

The tuiton fee for Special Graduate Students in
the Sloan School of Management (except for
employees of the Institute or their Oidren) Is
$340 per unit of registration, with a minimum
charge of $1,060. There la maximum charge
of $10,540 per term for fun-time speial gradu-
ote students enrolled in the program. Students
Interested In the Mompnt of lohnology
Program should con the Sloan School of
Management with regard to fees.

There is a professional activities fee of $100 per
regular term In the Master's Degree Prowrm In
the Sloan School.

A student wihdrawing before the start of a term
is not charged any tuiton for that term and any
tuiton payments previously made for that term
will be refunded. Students widrawing during
the first or second term are charged one-twelh
of the stated tuition for the term for each week
from the starting date of the term, with a mini-
mum two-week chag. A student s financilay
obligated to the Institute for the tution appropri-
ate to the program approved by his or her
faculty advisor or graduate registrtion ~oer
at the first of the term. Any subeequent reduo-
tion In fees Is based on the date that oancela-
tion of a subjeot or withdrawal froi the Institute
Is effeoled. At that time, OW excess paymert e
which the student has made will be refunded,
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Graduae LIVIng Cooe11

LivIng expenee for graduate students vary
wIdely depending on such factors as marital
status, svailablity of resources, Interests and
tastes. Monthly living coats (housing, food, and
personal pxpenses) range $750-1,400 for a
single graduate student $1,050-1,g00 for a
married graduate student, and $1,1;5-2,000
for a married graduate student with one Child.
These cost estimates do nat Include tuition,
books, or the Hospital and Accident Insurance
Poey. Campus housing for graduate students
Is imited and leas than half of the graduate
student population can be accommodated In
institute housing. On-campus dining opportu-
nities are avaiable to graduate students.

Migemmneus Fern
Application fee for graduate
admission

Application fee for Muster's Program
in Sloan School of Management

Domestic applicants
International applicants

Late registration fee

Fee for Doctoral degree language
exam (given at an unscheduled time)

Fee for late filing of
degree application

Fee for late thesis title
change

Library processing fees
Doctoral theses
All other theses for
advanced degrees

Penessig Charges for Late Chnes in The MITf.rent Loan Plan is a monthly inetilment
Regiel pln that pows Parents to pay for four years of

colege oss Over aWlonger period of time, Loene,
A late change in reglstration, whclh requires the at a moderate interest rate, are available o per-
approval Of the appropriate faculty committee, ants who ae US olse with an n ome
is defined as adding a subject after the fith between $26,000 an $124,000. Intmen
week or dropping a Subject during the last on the Parent Loan Plan may be *bI*ined om
three weeks of a term. The processing cha John Rogers, MIT Parent Loan Pn g 100,
for late changes Is $20 for one subjeot or a. Boston, MA 02101, (617) 263-4134.
for more than ono subject in a petition. There Is
an additional charge of $20 for a retroactive
change after the end of the term.

The miscellaneous fees and processing charges
Nted above are nonrefundable, unlesselevied
In error.

PeyIent of1iWl and Other Chwgee

All outstanding charges must be Pld, or 00s-
factory arrangements mde with the Burter's
office, before a studnt wi be lOwed to Oe-
ter at the beginning of a term, or, a degree
candidate, to have hit or her neme on the
degree lt

The Buresars Ofce benda Student Account
Statements and payment information to all

$40 students approxim&tely threeweeks prior to the
beginning of each term. Students must male
full payment of the amount due by the date
speoifled on the Statement A late payment

60 charge of 1.5% per month (18% annual per-
70 ontage rat) w ilbeaseed If the payment I

not received by the due date. New charges and
20 credits that occur after the initial Statement will

appear on a subsequent Statement

30 The Bursary Payment Plan Ia an alternative to
payment of full fees at the beginning of each
term. Under this pln, a etudnt makes pay-

20 ments In four monthly installments with a .63%
monthly (10% annual percentage rate) finance
charge on the remaining balaonce.1l pTrtlol-

20 pate In this plan, the student must eign a
Bursary Payment Plan Agreement, wich Is
available from the Bursar's Office.

35
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Financial Aid

Fellowships, ialneeships,
and Scholarships

MIT makes available financial support to grad-
uate students from a variety of sources and in
several different forms - fellowships, scholar-
ships, traineeships, teaching and research
asslatantshlps, the Federal College Work-Study
Program, and the Technology Loan Fund. Many
forms of support are granted solely on the
basis of merit, while others are granted on the
basis of financial need or a combination of
merit and need,

Neither every department nor the Institute Itself
has the financial resources to provide support
for all deserving students. Thus, it Is Important
that prospective students explore all sources
of aid available outside MIT to find means of
financing their graduate programs.

Information on fellowships and other financial
aid resources is available from departme its
and the Office of the Dean of the Graduate
School. Room 3-138. Information on loans and
the College Work-Study Program is available
from the Student Financial Aid Office, Room
5-119.

At MIT fellowships (and/or traineeships) differ
from scholarships. A fellowship award to a
graduate student covers tuition, partially or fully,
and In addition provides a stipend to help
defray lving expenses, A scholarship, In the
Graduate School context, covers all or part of
tuition only. Most awards are made on the basis
of academic merit; In some Instances, financial
need is a factor, but in any case, the recipient
must be enrolled as a regular resident student.

Insofar as fellowships, scholarships, and re-
search and teaching assistantship* are pro-
vided for tuition payments, these funds are
non-taxable.

Where fellowships are less than tuition, and
where an accompanying stipend exists, a por-
tion of the stipend may be applied against the
remaining tuition, and that portion excluded
from taxable income, always provided that the
terms of the fellowship do not preclude this.
Expenses for books, supplies, and equipment
required for courses may also be excluded
from taxable Income.

Stipends accompanying teaching assistantships,
on the other hand, are taxable regardless of
the amount of non-taxable tuitIon provided.

The Institute annually receives funds from indi-
vidual and corporate donors for the support of
fellowships and scholarships. In addition, gov-
ernment agencies and private foundations pro-
vide grants and fellowships - often directly to
outstanding students for use at institutions of
the student's choice. But occasionally these
funds are directed to MIT for institute designa-
tion of recipients.

Applicants to the Graduate School who seek
financial support from any of the fellowships,
tralneeships, or scholarships admInistered by
MIl; Including those granted by national agen-
cles and foundations for award by the Institute,
should check the appropriate items on the
regular Application for Admission to the Gradu-
ate School. Applicants will be considered for
awards for which they are eligible after they
have been accepted into a graduate program.
Currently enrolled graduate students who seek
financial support should consult with the appro-
priate departmental office.

Applications for fellowship aid for the academic
year, beginning In June or September, must be
filed by January 14. Applications for fellowship
aid filed after this date are considered only If
funds are available. Final acdon on applications
is taken on the recommendation of departments
to the Graduate School at the end of March,
after the announcement of awards to appli-
cants by the national agencies and foundations
under their national competitive programs. A
student who wins such a fellowship may be
eligible for only a supplementary award In
accordance with MIT's guidelines. For further
information on these guidelines, please see the
Graduate School Abnua.

In accordance with a resolution of the Council
of Graduate Schools in the United States,
endorsed by most graduate schools In the US, a
student has until April 15 to accept or decline
an offer. If a student does not reply to an ofer
by this date, it may be canceled.

Every student holding a fellowship, tralneeship,
or scholarship for graduate study at the Insti-
tute must register as a full-time regular gradu-
ate student for the period of the award. If a
student withdraws from the Institute before ten-
ure expires, the award must be relinquished,
and the student will be required to refund any
sum already paid to the extent that the Dean of
the Graduate School deems appropriate.
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Teaching and Research Loan Funds Other Employment
Assistantships Opportunities

MIT employs about 500 graduate students
each year as part-time instructors or teaching
assistants to aid the faculty In grading under-
graduate quizzes, instructing In the Ciassroom
and laboratory, and conducting tutorials.

The departments regard seriously the benefits
of a teaching assistantship as a preparation for
a career in university teaching, and the Institute
ofers a prize each year - the Goodwin Medal
- for conspicuously effective teachIng by a
graduate student

The units for which an instructor or teaching
assistant may register as a student are deter-
mined by the department in lght of the stu-
dent's assistantship duties, program of study,
and compensation.

Appointments to teaching assistantships are
made upon recommendation of the head of a
department A student who wishes to be con-
aidered for a teaching appointment should
write to the department Only full-time graduate
students who are candidates for advanced MIT
degrees may be appointed.

Each year about 2,000 graduate students at
MIT hold appointments as research assistants.
The principal duty of a research assistant is to
contribute to a program of departmental or
interdepartmental research.

Most students welcome the opportunity to par-
tiolpate as junior colleagues of the faculty in an
ongoing research project that frequently influ-
ence. their choice of thesis topi. Appoint-
ments to research aselstantships are made by
the department head to full-time tudents who
are candidates for advanced MIT degrees.

The units for which a research assistant may
register are determined by the department In
light of duties and program of study. Resrch
assistants are compensated on the bes of
time devoted to their research. in all cases they
must pay full tuition.

Teaching and research assistants receive sa-
pands for the servics that they provide; these
stipends are taxable income that is sublect to
withholding. Teaching and research assistants
also receive a non-taxable tuItion scholarship.

Students who receive financial support from
other sources (fellowships scholarships, etc.)
may receie supplementary atpends as teach-
ing or research assistants In accordance wih
Institute and departmental guidelnes.

A graduate student's first recourse for loan
assitance should be a Guaranteed Student
Loan (4). 1b establieh cnds egibty for this
need-based loan, it Is necessary to file 1) a
Financial Aid Aom (FP) through the Collge
Scholarship Service and 2) the MIT Graduate
Loan Appication. The maximum loan per year
Is $7,500, and interest for first-time G$L
borrowers is 8t. Massachusetts banks will lend
to reeldents of any state, and Mf is elsctroni-
COPy equipped to speed the processing of such
loans. Where a student qualfies for the maxi-
mum loan, MIT; as an authorized lender under
the Massachusetts GSL program, can make
the loan. Application forms and details of the
GSL application procedure may be obtained at
the Student Financial Aid Offc, foom 5-119.

4
For need remaInIng after a maximum GSL has
been obtained, nonFeders MIT loans from the
Technology Loan Fund are avalable, In deter-
mining need for this program, as well as the
GOL program, MIr compares student resources
available Including Assets using appropriate
student budgets. These standard budgets have
been developed for single and married stu-
dents and their deendents, if any and need is
determined within those Umie.1bohnology loans
bear 9% Interest and require a cosigner.

Other loans are avalable through outside agen-
0le that are not based upon a formal need
analysis. An example of this type of loan is the
Supplementary Loans for Students Program
(SLS). a Federally connected loan that is han-
dled through banks. Chls program was for-
merly called the PWS/ALAS programs.) Although
MIT Is not an SL Wlende, the Student Financial
Aid Office in Room 5-119 can provide Informa-
tion about this and other similar financing
plans.

Employment Is avalable both on or off campus.
The Student Employment Offce, Room 5-119,
keepa up-to-date Natings of job opportunities
which are open to graduate students. Some
positons are available direcly through the sca-
demlo departments, laboratories, and adminis-
trative offloes on campus.

Graduate students who hold full-time research
or teaching assetantahips or who receiv, full
support on fellowships or traineeships ae not
usually eligible for such employment. The Ofloe
of the Dean of the Graduate School should be
consulted for approval before undertaking such
employment

International students may work on campus,
but may require special permission from the
US government to work off campus. Citizens of
other countries should consult the Dean for
Student ANsre' international student advisor
before accepting employment.

Gradates dente

Regular resident graduate studpnts who haw
completed at least one graduate year at MIT or
new students who have been MIT underWdu-
ales may apply to the Dean for Student Affairs
for positions as Graduate ResAdents. Such powi-
tIons provide room and board but no stipend.

Students whom a not US citizens or who do not
possess a permanent resident visa are not
eligible for Federallans, nor re twh elle
for IT llee dug Ir ea at M.
International students must be prepared to meat
their expenses for the first year without recourse
to loans from the Institute. Continuing interna-
tional students should have a reasonable plan
to meet expenses at MIl which must not be
imited to MIT loans. A loans will require a
coigner whol s elmlien or permanent real-
dont of the Us or Canada.
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Academic Procedures

Registration

Complete Information on registration proceduree
may be found In the "MIT Registration Material"
packet, avalable each term to continuing stu-
dentsin December and May in the Buning 10
Lobby. After this time, the packet Is avallable In
the Registrar's Office, Room El 0-336. Additional
details may be found in the Guide tar Under-
grduelps and Faculty Advisors and the Gradu-
ate Schoo fnual.

Procedure for Retention of Student Oatus
at MIT

Once admitted (or readmitted) to MIl; a person
becomes a student at the start of the term for
which he or she was admitted. Regular student
status Is retained until graduation, unless the
student withdraws or Is disqualifled. For the fall
and spring terms, undruaduit and godeete
students must complete the folowing steps In
order to continue student status during that
term:

1) registration material Issued by the Registrar
must be completed and returned according to
Instructions; 2) eli instlute charges must be paid
when due, or satisfactory alternative arrange-
ments must be made with the Bursar; 3) registra-
tion forms must be approved by the student's
faculty advisor or registration offioer; and
4) the ID validation stcker must be pMcked up
by the student according to Instructions.

If a student has begun the registration process
but wishes to withdraw he or she must notify
the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs If an
undergraduate, or his or her registration officer
If a graduate student.

A person wishing to be reinstated as an under-
graduate must apply for readmission through
the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs. A
person wishing to be reinstated as a graduate
student must apply for readmission through the
Admisslons Office and the student's registre-
tion officer

People on campus who are not registered dur-
ing a term are not considered students and
have no student privileges.

Undergraduate and graduate students registered
In the spring term retain their student status
throughout the following summer, whether or not
they register for the summer session, and case
being students If they do not register In the fall.
Note, however, that graduate students maling
progress tward a degree during the summer
must register for the summer session in accor-
dance with the Graduate School regulations.

N ltr- n Procedures

All students register for their subjects on Regis-
tration Day at the beginning of each term. New
graduate students should pick ur fitterm reg-
istraton material during the summer in the
Registrar's Office, Room El 0-335.

All students at MIT are assigned an advisor
Advisors to freshmen are MIT faculty and staff,
assigned at the beginning of the freshman year.
(Freshmen may change advisors through the
Undergraduate Academic Support Office, Room
7-104.) Uppeaiss undergradutase who have
declared a major wil be assigned a depart-
mental advisor. Each graduate student is
assigned to a faculty member In his or her
department who also wves as the student's
registration offloor. Each student's program must
be approved by his or her advisor, and changes
may be made only with the advisor's approval.

AN subjects to be taken during the current term,
including theee, cross-registradon with Wllesiy
or Harvard, and ROTC, should be ated on the
Registration Form. The units for independent
study and thesis subjects should be indicated.
The units for thesis are isted as laboratory
units.

A third- or fourth-year undergraduate student
who wants to take an elective subject Pass/Fail
using the Junior-Senior Pass/Fal option should
be sure to indicate P/F beside the subject on
the Registration Form. The faculty advisor and
student should be sure that the subject to be
designated Pass/Fa isI not being used to fulfll
eiher a department or an institute requirement,
and that the student does not take more than a
total of two subjects under this option during
his or her junior and senior year. The Pass/Fail
option is not available to graduate students.

Correction Cards signed by the student's fac-
ulty advisor for undergraduates and registra-
tion ofoer for graduate students should be
used for all changes In registration after legie-
tration Day The specific deadlines for such
changes are isted In the academic calendar
In this catalogue (page 10). The instructor's
signature is also required if a subject is added
after the first week of the term. Al Correction
Cards should be hand delivered by the student
to the Registrar's Ofce, Room E19-335, or to
the Undergraduate Academic Support Offoe,
Room 7-104.

The Registrar's Offie sendS out a "Status of
Registration Form" to every student during the
fourth week of the term. Additional Status Forms
are sent out at three-weak Intervals to every
student for whom the Registrar has received a
Correction Card since the previous set of Sta-
tus Forma weas Issued. On these forms will be
Hated the student's program as it stands In the
Registrar's Office. This will confirm the sludent's
registration and point out any discrepanoies if
the Registrar's Office has received no change in
the student's record, then no further Status
Forms are generated after the fourth week of
the term.

The institute holds each student fully responsi-
ble for chooling the accuracy of his or her
initial Registration Form and any subsequent
Correction Cards submited to the Registrar's
Office, for ensuring that the Registrar is pro-
vided with a correct current mailing address,
and for carefully reviewing each Satus Of Reg-
istration Form generated by the egletrar to
make sure that it accurately rflects his or her
registragtion. Steps to eliminate any discrepan-
oles should be taken promptly by the student.
The student should keep copies of the original
Registration Form and all subsequent Correo-
tion Cards and Status of Registration Forms as
evidence of having followed these procedures.

If an .sdssgadueb wishes to add or drop a
ubject or (omak or change a Pass/Feli

designation after the deadline dates, the student
must petition the Committee on Academic Per-
formance (CAP), Room 7-103. Graduate stu-
dents must petition the Office of the Dean of
the Graduate School. Such petitions are not
automatically approved.

An undergraduate student who wishes to with-
draw during a term or arrange for a leave of
absence must ne a dean in the Student Assis-
toncs Services Secdon of the Dean's Office,
Room 5-106. Graduate students should consult
their department graduate offioes or the Office
of the Dean of the Graduate School.



Academic Performance
and Grades

SAW Cret and DsignatoVns

The credit hours (unis) for each subject Indi-
cate the number of hours spent each week In
class and laboratory plus the estimated time
that the average student spends each week
In outside preparation, for one regular term.
Each subject Is lted with three credit num-
bee, showing In sequence the units allotted to:
class: laborator design, or fieldwork; and
preparation. Each unit represents 14 hours of
work pe term. The total unit credit for a sub-
ject is obtained by adding together all the u nits
shown. The units for each subject are Indl.
cated in the subject descriptions lted in Chap-
ter VIl. Addional Information regarding subject
designations may be found at the beginning of
Chapter VII on the page tIed "Explanatory
Notes."

The typical uMergraduale student load, based
on a four-year program, is 45 to 48 units per
term. However, If approved by his or her faculty
advlsor, a student may follow a program Wead-
Ing to an S.. degree In either more or lss than
eight terms.

Ugt 1omd N geaI n I
by Unodergraduates

The institute feels that the concept of a four-
year residential ndlege, requiring a full-time
academic program, is nentral to the MIT under-
graduate experience. An MIT degree represents
not only a specifed number of credit units and
a collection of subjects, but an intansity and
continuity of Involvement In an academic enter-
priss and an Immersion in the culture of MiT as
well. In general, therefore, MIT Is not an appro-
priate place for pursuing an undergraduate
education on an extended, part-time basis.

4
Requests from students for Ugh-load registra-
tion slatus are handled under the following
poicy: Once enrolled as a regular student, an
undergraduate may not lapse to aight load of
subjects (register for fewer than 32 units) for
more than a to of two terms without petoning
the Committee on Academic Performance. The
CAP allows use of the ght load beyond a
second term only for very special circum-
stances. Arrangements to take a reduced load
of subjects should be initiated prior to the
beginning of the term. The procedure to be
followed in this regard Is described in the Guido
for Undergraduales and ecufty Adfors,

- toiamsesfar Undsngrceduss

Tb qualfy for an Advanced Standing Examina-
tion, an undergradua ue smut never
have been registered agended class In
the subject concerned. A freshman who tales
such an exam shall reove te grade of P for
passing performance, but no record wil be
kept of faling performance. Fr all other stu-
dents, a grede ranging fom A to F as usual will
be recorded on the transcrIpt Any passing
grade entes a student to full credit for the
subjet For freshmenouch credit will count
toward the 0- or g3-unit credit Mmi unless the
exam is taken eiher In the September or Feb-
ruary examination period (se Credit Umit for
R'eshmen In Chapter NI).

Gtade Repors and' lnlaat

Grade reports are Issued by the Registrar at the
and of each term and summer session to all
registered students. Students may order tran-
script* oftheir academic record at the Regis-
trar's 0100, Room E1-335, upon presentaton
of a receipt from the Cashier's Ofce, RooM
10-180, at a ost of $2 per cop

Find ExamInew

Final examinations are held at the end of each
term; the schedule is sued about two months
before the examination period. Each student is
held responsible for 1) obtaining an examina-
tion schedule at the Information Center, Room
7-121; 2) reporting any conIct in examina-
ions to the Schedula Ofice, Room 31g-338,
In the Office of the Registrar before the ilm
Imit given on the examination schedule; and
3) attending the final examinations required
In the subjeots for which he or he is registered.

No member of the instruong stal can exouse
a student from a scheduled final examinaion.
Absence from any final examination is equiva-
lent to a flling grade exspt on presentalon of
adequate evidence of elokness or other vaid
reason for the absence. The Osan for Student
AfaIrs (for undergreduee) or the Dean of the
Graduate School (for graduate students) may
permit a student whose term work hts been
satisfactory to take the next scheduled exami-
nation on the subject. The Instruclor mea, If the
evidence warrants, Issue a final grade without
requiring a postponed final examination.

It is the responlbfilty of the Committee on
Acadeni Performance (OAP) to see that mini-
mum sademic stadards proposed by the
Individual departments are consistent through-
out the Institute for undergraduates and con-
form with the rules and egult0one approved
by the facul In ow of th dus l nature of
student academIo performance, it Is imposel-
ble for the CAP to etf o rigidstandards of
academic performanomsb used throughout
the instiute. The Inttute -n y expects
undsrgaduets students to complets the require-
ments for a ,ins .3. degree In four years; this
establihee a normal Icd of subjols at approx-
Imately 45 units of credit per term. Normnst
however the CAP accepts a minimum acedemio
record of at least 3g units of credit wih a term
rating of .0 or above an a .0 scale at the snd
of any regular term, unless the Committee has
pelflcally notified an Individual student that a

higher level of performanoe Is required. (The
laIter would only occur as a result of Previously
poor performance.)

In case. where these orieria are not met, the
CAP considers the academic performance of
each student on an Individual bes.c Considera-
ion is given not only to the grades received in
the various subjlcts for whilOh the student is
registered, but also to the total number of
subject unit, the nature of the subjecs them-
selves, and all those factors in the student's
own personal situation that may have affected
his or her academio performance in a given
term. More detailed Information oenoing the
procedures followed by the CAP at the end of
term In reviewing the academic records of
undergraduate students Is given In the Ordde
for ndewpsduae end Acuny AddWw. This
booldet Is published by the CAP approidmOIely
every four years. Copies are mailed to a soph-
omor and undergraduate faculty advisors by
the Committee at the time of publiostion, and
additional copies may be obtained fom the
CAP Office, foom 7-103,253-4164.

For TeO IV an ndeqrlduale stu-
dent is to be maldng satisfactory
progress aslong satleest 33 unils per term
have been completed with a term rating above
3.0 at the end of any regular term. Al under-
graduates whose performance fals below this
standard will be considered, for T11 IV pur-
poss, to be under CAP review during the
subsequent term. A student will be considered
to be maldng satisfactory progress If the CAP
does not withdraw permission for the sludent to
coninue.

Aselismis*e0sedes
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Graduate Academic Standards

it Is the responsibility of the Committee on
Graduate School Policy (CG8P) to monitor
minimum academic standards for graduate stu-
dents and special graduate students in accor-
dance with the rules and regulations of the faculty
The CGSP reviews the academic records of all
graduate students at the end of each term
(Including the summer session), and students
with cumulative ratings of 3.5 to 4.0 are given
particular attention. Consideration Is given not
only to low grades, but to other factors affecting
a student's performance In meeting the require-
ments for the degree program In which he or
she is enrolled.

Recommendations for action by the CGSP are
made by departmental graduate committees.
Unless extenuating circumstances are found,
students who are not making satisfactory prog-
ress towards a degree may be denied permis-
sion to continue or may be warned that without
substantial Improvement In the following term,
they may be refused further registration In the
Graduate School.

More detailed Information concerning proce-
dures followed by CGSP may be found In the
Graduate School Anual. it Is also Important for
students to be informed of Individual depart-
ment requirements and expectations concern-
Ing academic performance.

For Title IV purposes, a gradgate student Is
considered to be making satisfactory progress
as long as his or her cumulative grade point
average exceeds 4.0, andif the number of
terms of enrollment does not exoeed five for an
S.M. candidate or 10 for a Ph.D. or So.D.
candidate. Graduate students whose perfor-
mance falls below this standard will be consid-
ered, for Title IV purposes, to be under CGSP
review during the subsequent term. A student
under CGSP review will be considered to be
making satisfactory progress If the CGSP does
not withdraw permission for the student to
continue.

Grades

The grades to be used for undergraduate and
graduale students who satisfactorily complete
the work of a subject bithe end of the term are:

A
Exceptionally good performance, demonstrating
a superior understanding of the subject matter,
a foundation of extensive knowledge, and a
skillful use of concepts and/or materials.
a
Good performance, demonstrating capacity to
use the appropriate concepts, a good under-
standing of the subject matter, and an ability to
handle the problems and materials encountered
in the subject
C
Adequate performance, demonstrating an ade-
quate understanding of the subject matter, an
ability to handle relatively simple problems, and
adequate preparation for moving on to more
advanced work In the field.
D
Minimally acceptable performance, demon-
strating at least partial familiarity with the sub-
ject matter and some capacity to deal with
relatively simple problems, but also demon-
strating deficiencies serious enough to make it
inadvisable to proceed further In the field with-
out additional work. [Note: Some departments
may require students with D-level performance
In certain prerequisite subjects within the
departmental program to do additional work
before proceeding with the follow-on subject,
which could Include retaking the prerequisite.)
P
When the use of the single passing grade P Is
authorized, it may reflect performance at any of
the levels, A, S, C, D.

The following notations am used by the Regis-
trar for satisfactory completion of work In the
circumstances indicated:

8, notation for credit awarded for work done
elsewhere.

SA notation for satisfactorily completed doo-
toral thesis. Doctoral theses are not graded.

The grades and notations to be used for sub-
ects not passed or not completed are:

F, failed. This grade also signifies that the stu-
dent must repeat the subject to receive credit

0, absent This grade Indicates that the student
was progressing satisfactorily during the term
but was absent from the final examination or
absent during the last two weeks of the term,
or both. An 0 grade carries no credit for the
subject. Unsatisfactory performance because
of absence throughout the term should be
recorded as F.

OX, absence satisfactorily explained to and
excused by the Dean for Student Affairs In the
case of an undergraduate student or by the
Dean of the Graduate School In the case of a
graduate student. The faculty member in charge
of the subject will be notified when an Ol
changed to an OX. An OX carries no credit for
the subject. However, the faculty member in
charge must provide the student the opportu-
nity to receive a credit-carrying grade. This
may be done with or without the Instructor
requiring a postponed final examination or
other additional evaluation procedure.

DR, a notation to be used only on the student's
Internal record for a subject dropped after the
fifth week of the regular term.

I, incomplete. The grade of I Indicates that a
minor part of the subject requirements has not
been fulfilled and that a passing grade Is to be
expected when the work is completed. The
grade I for the term remains permanently on the
studerns record even If/when the course is
completed. A typical example of a "minor por-
tion of the work required" might be a paper or
a laboratory report The work to be com-
pleted before the end of the fllYh week of the
succeeding term of the regular academic year
but the deadline may be extended with explicit
approval of the faculty member In chargs. Grad-
uste students must petition the Office of the
Dean of the Graduate School to record a grade
after a deadline. For undergraduate students, If
the work is not completed before the end of that
term (with the exception noted below), the I
grade will be changed to the notation R on the
Internal grade report and the student must
register for and repeat the subject in order to
receive credit When completion of the subject
requires resources which are normally but not
continuously available, this must be Indicated
on the form reporting the I grade and the work
must be completed in the earliest term in which
the resources are available.
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End-of-Term
Regulations

J, a notation assigned for work such as thesis,
UROl et "At Plant" registration (internship or
Industrial practic), which has progressed sat-
Isfactorly, but has not been completed. Grade
given upon completion of the work in a later
term also covers this term. Faculty members
and Instructors must obtain approval from the
Committee on Curricula to use the grade of J in
subjects other than those mentioned above.

U, a notation for thesis work that has not been
completed and In which progress has been
unsatisfactory Grade given upon completion of
the work in a later term also covers this term.
Unless a student's progress Improves signifi-
cantly the student may expect that grade to be
failing.

T, temporary notation. it is used for subjects
which cover the equivalent of one term's work,
but are scheduled over parts of two normal
grading periods. Prior approval must have been
obtained from the Committee on Curricula for
undergraduate subjects or the Committee on
Graduate School Poicy for graduate subjects.
This notation Is recorded only on the student's
Internal record. A permanent grade must be
assigned when the subject is finished.

The faculty Regulations governing end-of-term
examinations and assignments, together with
the aoculty Pollg Commtee's Interpretation,
are the fnowing, and apply to both undergrad-
uate and graduate subjects:

- Final examinations are held during the final
examination period following each term, and
must be scheduled through the Office of the
Reglstrar, as well as announced to the lass,.
before the end of the third week of the term. The
final examination scheduled In any subject can
last anywhere from one hour to three hours,

- For each subject that has a final sam, no
examination may be given and no assignment
may fall due during the last week of classes.

- Each subject In whloh no final exam Is given
may have at most one of the following during
the last week of classes: either a one-hour quiz
may be given during a regularly scheduled
class period or one assignment (term pape,
take-home exam, problem set oral presenta-
tion, etc.) may fal due. (A quiz of one and
one-half hours Is allowed, but only If done
within a regular class period.)

- it is Inappropriate for comprehensive exami-
nations (exams covering most of the term's
work) to be given at any time other than during
the final exam period.

- No classes, examinations, or exercises of any
kind may be scheduled beyond the end of the
last regularly scheduled class In a subject,
except for final exams scheduled through the
Registrar's Office. (The Architecture design
reviews that occur during finals week are con-
sidered to be equivalent to final examinations
and are scheduled by the Department.)

- No assignment of any kind may be given that
falls due aer the lest regularly scheduled
meeting of the class for that subject. This dose
not prevent an Instructor from gMng an exten-
sion to an Individual student but an extension
should not need to be given to the majority of
the class.

- Any departure from these rules requires the
permission of the CAP for undergraduate sub-
jocts or the CGSP for graduate subjects. Asking
students to vote on some deviation from the
rules is not an acceptable procedure.

- Mojor assignments should be assigned early
enough to allow students the opportunity to
manage their time effectively throughout the
term. Instructors are asked to provIde, during
the first three weeks of classes, a clear and
complete description of the requirements in
each subject Including the due dates for
required Work and the schedule of examina-
tions during the term.

Faculty or students with questions regarding
the interpretation or applcaten of any of these
provisions should contact the Chairman of the
fpoulty or request the assistance of the CAP,
Room 7-103, 253-4164.
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Institute Regulations

Polloies and Procedures

MT ssumesthat al students come to the
instItute for a erlous purpose and expects
them to be responsible Indiduls 40 demand
of themeselv hgh standards of honesty and
personal conduct Disappointmente in this
exp@oaoon hae been rare. Threfore, It Ie
MIT's polloy to have a few rules and rogula-
tin as are consistent with effiient adminietra-
tion and gen welfare

Fundamental to the principle of Independent
learning and professional growihli the fe-
quirement of honesty and integrity In the con-
duct of orde academic and nonsodemlo Nfe.
Maintenance of a hat iving end learning
envIronment requires that all members of the
communty exercies due respect forthe basic
rights of one snothe.

Academnis onsly

Cheeang, plagiarlem, unwauhred oogaboomln,
and other forms of academio dishonesty are
considered erious ofenes for which discilin-
ary penaties can be imposed.

Some academic ofeness by students can be
handled direoty between the faculty member
and the sludents Involved. in some case, it
may be nooessary for the department head to
review or otherwise to assist In, the resoluton of
the mater. When a dispute cannot be reaoed
satisfactorily wihin the department. a complaint
against a student can be broughto the Comw-
milee on Disoline, as explained in the ecOUoN
on Complaint and DisOilinary Procedure.

lafft" pot an udntm Absence and

Massachusetts state law regarding student
absence due to religious belefs has been
adopted by the Institute s follows:

Any student who is unable to attend classes or
perlolpar* In any examinaion, study or work
requirement on a particular day because of his
or her religious belef Is excused fom aw
such actvty. The student will be g the
opportunity to male up the work a we
missed, provided that the makeup work does
not create an unreasonable burden upon MIT

The insiulte wil not levy fees or charges of any
kind when slowing the student to maim up
missed work. In addition, no adverse or prejudi-
cal eloects will resut to sludents because they
have made use of these provisions.

Raclst behavlor, whether subtle or blatant, Is
unaceptble at MIT It will be addressed with
quick and deciive action whenever It occurs.
Racism and raolst behavior Interfere with an
Individual's growth and well-being In the aca-
demic and Iing environments at MIT

The Instute Is serious about the elimination of
raclm and is commied toe confdental and
thorough handing of ay alegation of racst
tehavior. in such situagin, It will be the insti-
tuwe iim to protect the rights of al Individuals
Involved and to safeguard the welfare of every-
one In the MIT communiy

Any member of the MIT community who believes
that he or she has encountered racist bWhaor
le encouraged to rae ths issue, or lodge a
compilnt. in accordance with eslAblshed griev-
anse procedures. Additonal informaion on pro-
cedures for following up on concerns regarding
racism and rmcist behwavor Is eyss from the
Ofoe of the Dean for Sludent Including
a brochure entied Ifu Can AW a Da iirence
that outinee paralel rutes within the ins*iute
for addressing racist behaior.

Additional information on conduct and disOc-
pine may be foind in the posion paper by the
Committee on Dwspline Nte Unfllons of
the MIT Code and Violatons of theLaw" which
Is available fom the Ofe of the Dean for
Student Afairs,

ineglue P1w an falsfeat

Harassment of ow kind is unacceptable at MIT
and is In coneit with the polis and Interesls
of the insiuts. Moreovr, many forms of harase-
ment have been rognived by Ve US Equal
Opportunity Commission and the courts as
violations of the oMi rights lws.

Hraesment Is defined se verbal or plyuloalon-
duct that he the intent or sgent of uneasonably
Interfering with any indedual's or group'aedu-
caional and/or work performance at MITor
creatng an iniidon, hostIle, or ofensive
educational and work awironment on or off
campus. Harassment on the basis of race, color,
sex, relgion, handlasp, ational origin, or
sexual orientaton includes harassment of an
indhtdual In terms of a stereotyped group
dheracteriallo, or because of that pereo l Idenif-
cation with a partular gOup. With reference
to sexual hareem% the definiion aOp includes
urvelcomed sexual advances and reques for
sexual favors wh"ch might be perceived as ex-
pliitly or Implclky affeong educational or
employment decisions conceming an inidual,

Any member of the MiT communty who beleves
that he or she has been harassed is enoour-
aged to raise e Iue, or lodge a complaint, in
accordance wth slbished -anc proce-
dures. Additonal informaion on procedures for
folowing up on harassment concerns le avll-
able from the Office of the Dean for Sudent
Agaira, inpuding a brochure entiied %#Some-
one, that uines Parael Mutes for addressing
harassment concerns.

Additinal Informaion on conduct and disci-
pine may be found In the postoion Pae by the
Commitee on DOpline entled Ina ions of
the MI Code and Violaons of Law" wilh Is
availebla fm the OfiO of the Dean for Student
Agaire,

inslitute Pdw anHming

In Scordance with Maseschusetllete law
(Chspt 635, the Instltue has adopted the
fdli Spomoy statement on te inis of hafing:

The term hazing Is defined by law as "any
conduct or metd of Inilon into any student
organi Mlon, Whter on public or privae prop-
ert which wIuy or recidessely endangere the
pWelcal or mental health of any student or
other person." Such conduct Includes but Is
not limied to besting; whipping; brwding; forced
cal sth ,s exposure to t weather od
consumpUn of any food, quo, beverage, drug,
or other substance; or any other brutal treat-
ment or forced phyeloal eotvny that may agect
the plWha alth or safety of te person.

According to te W anyone idenfed as the
princlpal orgeniser as welse any partolpent
In the crime halI be pUnIshed by a fine of not
more than $1,000 or by ImprIsonment for not
more than 100 das, or both.

Any person winessing a hafing inoident must
report the incident to the MIT Campus Pole.
RIaure to mai" such a report punishable by
a fine of not more than 600.

AN regiered students should receive a copy of
the law fromthe Omfi of de Dean for Student
Altre at the tm of tal registraion and are
required to sign an acnowledgement sating
they have recived a co. Anyone desiring a
copy of the law should contct the Deens
OM0.

MIT considers solS of haing to be extremely
serious ogenes to the community and wil
treat ofgendere socordingy. The MIT insrreter-
niy Conference has alo developed Is own
poloy on hazing hich isapplicable to aN
friaern ie, sororities and independent tving
groupS.
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Poliy Statement on the Us. of Alcohol

MIT supports the observance of all laws and
regulaions governing the sale, purchase, and
serving of alcohol bvMge by Al members
of Its community and expects that these laws
wil be adhered to at all events snaloeda with
the Insitute. This Includes actiles on the MIT
campus, In Mrf-approved Independent ving
groups, and at off-campus functions sponsored
or supported by MIT or any of Its afflated
groupS. A refeence guide to exling state
law Is available from the Offic of the Dean for
Student Affairs.

The Institute strongly encourages al faculty
staff, and students to become famlar with
thee laws and to consider the assoclated pen-
alties and other potental risks that can result
from violations.

Included In these laws ore those that govern
driving under the Infuence of alcohol, the
purchase of alcohol by and for persons under
the legal drinking age, and the serving of
alohol to persons who are either under age or
ntoxicated. It should ba noted that the drinking
age In Massachusetts was raised to 21 on
June 1, 1985.

The insttute does not intend through hs guide-
Ones or poles to restrict the responsible use
of alcohol by members of the MIT community
who are of the legal drinking age in Maesachu-
setts, or older. Howeve, eforts to observe
exiting laws and regulatons in an environ-
ment In which the msiority of the undesraduate
student body will nt be of drinking age will
almost certainly Impose some conatrints upon
those who are of age.

A more detailed policy satement on the use of
alcohol, Including the Insttute's fieeldence/
Orientstipn alcohol polog is available In the
000 of theDean for Student Afairs.

AN members of the MIT community ar expected
to conduct themselves with proper respoet for
one another and for each other's property

Improper use of Institute property or facltiss,
including keys computArs, telephones, and so
forth, or misuse of MI's name, or violation of
Institute regulation, may result In disciplinary
proceedings within the Institute, or legal pro-

'osedinge outside of MIT or both.

Off-campus misconduct Is not a basis for MIT
action unless the Institute conalders such mis-
conduct to be In vlolaion of the educatonal
mission of the Institute or to be aoleer and
present danger to Instiute funotions The inet-
tute reserves the right to determine hejurisdic-
tion on a case-y-case basis. Student status In
no enus renders an Individual student Immune
from the jurisdiction of civil or criminal courts
and other goernment authorites. AN MIT aotions
must conform with applable law

MIT handles Internally some Incidents that might
give rise to oi or iminallablly. Thisla
done with the understanding by the outside
ommuniy that MIT desls seriously with such
offenses. As Is the aes for many universitis,
local authorities often rely on MIT to resolve
such lesues as long as the Internal policies and
procedureS are efeotwe and adequate. MIT
action by itsef howve, don not preclude the
possibilty of other Judicial remedy.

If an Infracion causes a student to be Involved
both In Institute disOlInary proceedings and
In criminal proceedings, and f an itItute deci-
sion might prejudics the court ose, the inet-
tule will usually hold Ie decision in abeyanoe
untl after the criminal proceedings hae been
concluded.

MIT trditionally has pieced consderable r
sponslblilty on student g91erning groups to
deal with problemsin the student community
e.g., the Dormitory Council and the lnterfmter-
nlty Conferens. Nearly al Institute houses and

-ndependent residenosn haw Judicial prows-
dures that deal with disputes and violations of
rules and regulalions occurring In their fIng
groups.

Problems and disputes that cannot be resolved
at the local level are referred to the Ofie of
the Dean for Student Afairs for advice, guid-
anos, or resoltion. in appropriate cases the
Dean may pieo e 6eudent on disolpinary
warning or probatlon or may prohibit a student
from living in an Institule eseldence.

Students who beisve that they have been atsd
improperly for any reason are encouraged to
rais their concerns. DiffiultiesWith other stu-
dents should be pursued within the Iving group
or department when appropriale, or es brought
to the Commfee on Disolpins. Conoens misling
to academic or work situatiuns should be raised
direcdy with professors, Instrutors, academic
advieore, and immediate work supervisors - as
approprial to the nature of the problem.

If a problem cannot be resolved at this level,
students should either seek assance from
their department head or dean or ava them-
ses of the assistance of the Olhou of the
Dean for SGudent fair* or the Offe of the
Dean of the Graduate School. In situations
where a student feels wrongly accused and
unlusty penakIed, the sludent may reuest
advice and asisance from the Office of the
Dean for Student Affalrs regarding the poselbll-
Ity of rther dliscousslon among the parties or
referral of the case to the CommItee on Diol-
pine. Students may also bring oonoerns to the
atesntion of elther of the two Special Asslstants
to the Presldent

it Is Institute policy that individuals will not be
reprimanded or dIsoriminated agaInst for iN-
atng an inquIry or complaint and that the rights
of the individual against whom a complaint 1s
made wil be protected.

Anyone In the MIT community - including Indi-
viual students, faculty members, and employ-
se of the Institute - may bring a complaint
against a student to the Committee on Dild-
pine. The CommItee Is composed of sen
faulty members, five students, and the Dean
for Student Affairs, ox omkob. It adjudicates
cases of academic offenses, violatione of Inau-
tute regulatons and standards, and other infra-
tions alleged to have been committed by
students.
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Privacy of Student Records

A complaint against a student must be submit-
ted In writing to the Office of the Dean for
Students Aflairs or to the Chairperson of the
Committee on Discipline. There ar procedures
to protect the rights of a student, including
asaistance In preparing a defense. The student
who has been charged may select an advisor
from the MIT community to assist him or her in
preparing a response to the charge(s) and to
attend the Committee hearing with the student;
the person making the charge has the same
rights. Statements at a Committee hearing are
made by the person who brought the charge, by
the student who Is charged (if he or she
chooses to speak), and by witnesses. Detailed
procedures of the Committee on Discipline are
given in the "Statement of Discipline Committee
Procedures," which is available from the Office
of the Dean for Student Affairs. Among the
sanctions available to the Committee are repri-
mand, informal probation, formal probation with
or without monitoring, and recommendation to
the President that the student be suspended or
expeiied. Formal probation, suspension, and
expulsion are noted on the student's transcript
for a specified period. Such notation may be
removed upon written application to the Com-
mittee under conditions set forth in the state-
ment referenced earlier.

This procedure serves also as the grievance
procedure for students as required by Title IX of
the Federal Education Amendments of 1972
with regard to grievances arising out of alleged
discrimination on the basis of sex, and for
handicapped students alleging failure to com-
ply with Sections 603 and 504 of the Rehabili-
tation Act of 1973. Inquiries concerning the
institute's policies and compliance with app-
cable laws, statutes, and regulations (such as
Titse IX and Section 504) may be directed to Dr.
Clarence G. Willams, Special Assistant to the
President and Assistant Equal Opportunity
Offlo, Room 3-221, (617) 253-4656.

Additional information on conduct and disci-
pine may be found in the position paper by the
Committee on Discipline entitled "Infractions of
the MIT Code and Violations of Ia" available
from the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs.
A description of the grievance procedures for
persons employed at MIT is included in PNcies
and Procedures.

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
of 1974 (sometimes called the "Buckley Amend-
ment") gives students certain rights, consistent
with the privacy of others, to review records,
files, and data held about them on an official
basis by the institute, and also gives students a
right to challenge the content of those records,
fles, and data f at they believe are inaccurate,
misleading, or therwise In violation of their
privacy and other rights. This Act also Imposes
certain controls on access to Information about
students.

Under the Act. "education records" means those
records which are directly related to a student
and a maintained by MIf Education records
at MIT Include those that are k,t by the offices
of the Registrar, Admissions, Oan for Student
Affairs, Dean of the Graduate S&hocl, Bursar,
Student Financial Aid, URO 'Academic depart-
ments and advisors, standing committees of
the faculty, Alumni AssocizAion, and the Archives.
Certain records are not Included as education
records under the Act. They Include personal
files held by institute faculty and staff that are
not accessible or revealed to others, certain
records of the Campus Police, and medical
records maintained by the Medical Department

Review of Reords and Challenges to
Reord Content

Subject to the exceptions stated beok all edu-
cation records of the institute that are identified
with an individual student or former student will
be available for review at the request of that
individual. A student may make a request directly
to the custodian of the record or to the Office
of the Dean for Student Affairs. A student shall
not be permitted to review those specific por-
tions of his or her education record that refer to
other identified students. Individuals may chal-
lenge the content of their education record with
the custodian or through the Office of the Dean
for Student Afirs. If a dispute remains pertain-
ing to the accuracy or completeness of the
record, the student shad be afforded a hearing,

Information about students assembled prior to
January 1, 1975, under promises of confiden-
tiaty, explit or Implt, will not be made avail-
able for review by the concerned students
without the written consent of the author. A letter
of recommendation that was placed in a stu-
dent's education record after January 1, 1975,
will not be made avalable to the student for
review If the student has previously walved his
or her right to review that specific letter.

Under the Family Educational Rights and Pri-
vacy Act of 1974, en MIT student who has
applied for admission to, but has not yet
attended, another component unit of MIT (e.g.,
a graduate school or department) does not
have the right to review his or her education
record within that component unit unless and
until the student begins to attend that unit.
However, individual departments may choose to
disclose such Information to such a student

Although medical records maintained by the
Medical Department are not considered edu-
cation records under the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, they are regu-
lated by Msseachusetts law relating to the rights
of patients and residents of health facilities,
Under this law students have the right to
confidentiality of their medical records as wel
as the right to inspect and to obtain a copy of
these records.

Disclosure of nformadan about Students

Disclosure of information in education records
to persons within or outside the Institute, except
as Indicated bokw requires the student's writ-
ten consent. The vriten consent must be signed
and dated and must Include a specification of
the records to be disclosed, the purpose of the
disclosure, and the party to whom the disclo-
sure may be made. Upon request, the student
shal be provided with a copy of a record that is
disclosed pursuant to this consent. A record of
each request and of each disclosure must be
made part of the education records to which a
student has access. Institute officials may have
access, without the student's prior consent
and without a record being made, to specific
student records in which they have a legitimate
educational interest. For this purpose, Institute
officials Include both academic and adminis-
trative personnel. Only those institute officials
acting in a capacity intended to further the
educational interests of the student and posses-
Ing a clear need to obtain Information about
the student may have access to that informa-
tion. For example, faculty advisors may have
access to relevant education records of their
advisees. In addition, custodians of students'
educational records shal exercise responsibl-
ity to treat personal Information with appropri-
ate care and discretion and not exchange such
Information unnecessarily, and to ensure that
the transfer of information between persons not
in the same office or working group serves a
legitimate institute purpose. (Where such trans-
for Is unusual, prior notice should be given to
the individual and where practicable, permis-
slon should be obtained.)
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Motor Vehicles

Under the Family Educational Rights and Pri-
vacy Act, education records may be disclosed
without a student's prior consent to officials of
another educational Institution In which the
student seeks or Intends to enroll, or In which
the student Is enrolled concurrently In such
cases, the student must be notified of the die.
closure, provided with a copy of the disclosed.
records if he or she requests, and granted an
opportunity for a hearing to challenge the
contents of the disclosed records. All education
records that are released to persons or organi-
zations outside of MIT must be released on the
condition that they will be used only for their
stated purpose and that no other party will have
access to them without the student's written
consent. The disclosed material should contain
a statement to the effect that acceptance of
these materials constitutes an agreement to
abide by this condition.

Students who hold temporary, non-Immigrant
visas with F-1 classification are required by the
US Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS),
when applying for these visas, to authorize MIT
to release to INS, upon its request, certain
Information and documents about themselves.
A detailed description of the Information subject
to these requirements is available In the Office
of the International Students' Advisor. It Is MrTs
policy to release such Information only to the
extent required by law

Certain personally Identifiable Information from
a student's education record, designated by
the Institute as directory Information, may be
released without the student's prior consent
and without a record being made. This Informa-
tion includes name, term and permanent
addresses, term phone number, department
class, degrees received, dates of attendance,
and, for an Intercollegiate athletic team mem-
ber, weight and height. A student has the right
to withhold the designation of any or all of these
categories of Information on himself or herself
as directory Information. To exercise this right,
a student should submit by the end of the
second week of the fall term a request form
available from the Registrar. Intercollegiate ath-
letic team members who wish to withhold the
designation of weight and height as directory
Information should contact the Sports Informa-
tion Director In the Athletic Department. The
Student Direciory, although it contains most of
the information listed above, Is intended prima-
rily for use by members of the MIT community.
Information In the Dkhelry may be made
available to persons outside of MIT only In
response to Inquiries about spoofied Individu-
als. Providing the Directory or similar listings to
persons outside MIT or using the D ciory for
non-Institute purposes Is prohibited. Massachu-
selt law permits locai municlpilwl to obtain
census Information, similar to directory infor-

mation, pertaining to students living In MIT
residences. In the case of court orders or
subpoenas for Information, the affected Indi-
vidual should be notified Immediately and the
release of such information should then be
made only by an officer of the Institute who has
been specifically authorized to do so.

Adrnnitration of Institute Pofoy

Questions concerning this poicy may be directed
to the Dean for Student Affairs: Chairman of
the Committee on Privacy; or the Vlc President
In the Office of the President, who Is the senior
officer responsible for overseeing Institute oper-
ations with respect to the protection of Individ-
uaI privacy. Students who believe that their
rights under the Act have been abridged by the
Institute may file complaints with the FERPA
Office, Department of Education, Washington,
DC 20201.

Letters of Reconm-ndstion

A student's request for a letter of recommenda-
tion to be written by Institute faculty or staff
constitutes a consent to disclosure and should,
therefore, be made In writing.

A student or former student may voluntrily
walve his or her right to review or receive
copies of letters of recommendation or other
documents sent to MIT or written by a member
of the MIT facuty or staff In connection with
admission to educational Institutions, employ-
ment, or consideration for an honor or recogni-
tion. Such a walver must be In writing and
must Include adequate Identfloation of the con-
coerned individual, the author of the letter, and
the purpose for which the letter Is Intended.
Such walvers must not be required as a condi-
tion for admission to, receipt of financial aid
from, or receipt of any other servces or bene-
fits from any agency or Institution. Faculty and
staff should take care not to encourage waivers
unnecessarily.

Personal Filee of Peoulty and taf

The personal files of members of the faculty
and staff that concern students, Including
private correspondence and notes which refer
to students, are not regarded as education
records and are not per se subject to review by
students. Howeve, If the personal fles are
made available to others within the Institute or
to parties outside MiTthen they are a part of a
student's education records, and the student
has aright to review those personal fies.

All motor vehicles operated by students must
be registered each year with the MIT Campus
Police. aIlure to register will result in a $28
fine. This registration Is required whether or not
a paridng siker Is obtained. Students should
also note that state low requires that out-of-
state cars operated by students be registered
with the Campus Pollce.

Parking facilities at MIT are limited. In general,
the Istitute cannot provide parking for resi-
dent students. WIth the approval of the Dean for
Student Affairs, a fimIte&number of spapes is
available for assignment to student. with physi-
cal handicaps requiring use of an automobile
and to a fe~w other undergraduates. Parking Is
prohibited and towIng In efect on Memorial
Drive In front of MIT between thehours of 7 and
10 am. Students are advised to avoid bringing
an automobile to MIT, if possible.

Students who plan to bring motor vehicles to
Cambridge should take careful note of the
information regarding pertinent Massachusetts
laws mailed with registration material. In addi-
tion, since the rate of ca thefts In this state Is
one of the highest In the nation, serious con-
sideration should be given to equipping auto-
mobIles with anti-theft devices.
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A Interdepartmental Study and Remarch



Interdepartmental Study
and Research

Advances In knowledge and concern with the
functioning of modern asolety have led re-
searchers to become Interested In complex
problems that can no longer be adequately
dealt with from the vantage point of a single
academic department There Is thus an Increas-
ing tendency at MIT for faculty and students
from different fields to work together In a variety
of groups, laboratories, centers, and programs
that out across departmental or School ines.
Some of these opportunities lead to degrees or
form the basis for a "minor" program; many can
be explored through the various Interdepart-
mental orgeniateons and research faocitle wail-
able at MIf

These Interdepartmental educational opportu-
nities and research facilities are lted here and
described In detail in this chapter. The specific
opportunities available for undergraduale and
graduate students In each of these areas are
outlined within the description of the program
or facility.

Some of the Interdepartmental programs and
research facilities provide opportunities for
undergduates to engage In research or study
as part of a departmental major, and some
provide a way to broaden a student's educational
experience. Undergraduates enrolled In a vari-
ety of departments may find valuable po*siblIl-
ties for thesis work and participation In the
Undergraduate |esearch Opportunities Program
(UROP).

Most of the Institute's major Interdepartmental
organizations and research faciNUs Hted in
this chapter offer graduat* students opportuni-
ties for interdepartmental research, Including
theels topios (and oben research ansilantshipe).
Some of the Interdepartmental educational pro-
grams have been formally approved for gradu-
ate students by the Committee on Graduate
School Policy. An Interested student must be
admitted by one of the regular academic
departments In order to partiolpate in an Inter-
departmental program (except In Operations
Reserh). Each of thee programs has a stand-
ing faculty committee that administers the
program, but degrees in the field of study are
granted by the student's department of regis-
tration. The descriptions of these programs Indi-
cate In the title the advanced degree(s) that
are offered; e.g., (.L), (Ph.D.). Other study or
research opportunities may be fields of study
that lead to advanced degrees, elther as part
of departmental degree programs or as Inter-
departmental programs administered on a more
ad hoc basis.

The opportunities for interdepartmental study
and research at MIT Include:

Acoustics
Archaeology and Anclent Technology (see

Center for Materials Research in Archaeology
and Ethnology)

Artificial Inelligence Laboratory
Astronomy and Astrophysics
Bates Un6ar Accelerator (see Laboratory for

Nuclear Science)
Blomedical Engineering
Biotechnology Process Engineering Center
Bitter National Magnet Laboratory
Center for Advanced Engineering Study
Center for Advanced Visual Studies
Center for Biological Information Processing
Center for Cancer Research
Center for Cognitive Science
Center for Computational Research In

Economics and Management Science
Center for Environmental Health Sciences
Center for information Systems Research
Center for International Studies
Center for Materials Research In Archaeology

and Ethnology
Center for Materials Science and Engineering
Center for Real Estate Development
Center for Space Research
Center for bohnologt Pocy, and industrial

Development
Center for Tansportation Studies
Clinical Research Center
Cognitive Science Programs (see Center for

Cognitive Science)
Concourse Program for intst-Yaar Students
Draper Laboratory
Economics and Urban Studies
Energy Laboratory
Energy budy and Research
ESO (Experimental Study Group)
Health Sciences and Technology
Humanisio Studies (see Pograms for Double

Competence In Humanities/Social Science
and Science/Engineering)

Integrated Studies Program
Interdisciplinary Programs In Humanties
Interdisclpinary Research Opportunities for

Undergraduates (see UROP)
International Food and Nutrition Program
Laboratory for Computer Science
Laboratory for Electromagnetic and Electronic

Systems
Laboratory for information and Decision Systems
Laboratory for Manufacturing and Productivity
Laboratory for Nuclear Science
Laboratory of Architecture and Planning
Law4elated Studies
Lincoln Laboratory
Management of echnology Program
Materials Processing Center

Media Arts and Sciences
Middle East Program
Mineral Resources Engineering and

Management
Mining and Mineral Resources Research Insitute
MIT-Japan Science and Tchnology Program
Nuclear Reaor Laboratory
Oceanography and Oceanographlo Engineering
Operations Research Center
Operations Research
Plasma Fusion Center
Pnwr Engineering
Program in Polymer Science and Technology
Programs for Double Competence in Humanliss/

Social Science and Solence/Engineering
Real Estate Development (see Center for Reel

Estate'Development)
Research Laboratory of Electronics
Research Program on Communlations Pollcy
Science, Tchtology, and Society
Sea Grant Colege Program
Spectroscopy Laboratory
Statistics Center
Tohnology and Development Program
Technology and Policy
ransportation (se Center for Tlunsportation

Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program (UROP)

Undergraduate Seminars
Unspecified .S. Degree Programs for Interdis-

copinary Study
Wlsoe Astrophysical Observatory (see Astron-

omy and Astrophysics)
Welaos Geophysical Observatory
Whitehead Institute
Women's Studies
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AcoUoes

Acoustical study and research are carried out
within the Departments of Mechanical Engl-
neerng OeanEngIneerin, Elecrocl Engineer-
Ing and Computer Science, Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and Architecture.

Acoustical work generally supports the princi-
pal actites within the departments, such as In
communications, machine design, propulsion
and guidance, and structural design. Subjects
In acoustics have few prerequisites and can be
readily taken by students from any department
Undergaduates should be able to take several
acoustics courtes from the offerings of various
departments. At the graduate level, it is possi-
ble to set up more specialized Interdepartmen-
tal programs of study and research In acoustics.
The unspecified master's degree In engineer-
Ing allows one to specialize In acousics. Another
possiblity Is to enter the doctoral program of
one of the departments and to establish a
special faculty committee with representatives
of the appropriate departments for the program.
The degree received may be departmental or
designate a specialty In acoustics.

Acoustics subjects fal generally within te
categories. The first consists of basic subjects
at both undergraduate and graduate levels.
These subjects are taught within the Depart-
ments of ElectricalEngineering and Computer
Science, Mechanical Engineering, and Archi-
tecture. A second group of subjects supports
the various research actviis In acoustics.
These Include subjects In speech communioa-
tIon, neural physiology and perception of
speech, sound vbrtion and wave propagation,
aerodynamlo noise, and medical ultrasonics. A
third set of subjects lain "professional pran-
tlice," and Includes noise control, architectural
acoustics and sonar applications. A complete
Usting of th various acoustics subjects Is
contained In the brochure Acousfcs at MIT

Students wishing further information should
contact Professor Richard H. Lyon, Depart-
ment of Mechanical Engineering, Room 3-366,
MI, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617)
253-2214.

Arnfal ollaiiganc Lborsy

The prinary goal of the Artificial intelligence
Laboratory Is to understand how computers
can be made to exhibit intelligence. Two corol-
lary goals are to make computers more useful
and to understand certain aspects of human
Intelligence. Current research Includes work
on robotics, Enpsh-language understanding,

learning and automatic debugging, common-
sense reasoning, engineering problem solving,
manufacturing productivity computer architeo-
ture, and human development

Graduate students typically are enrolled In the
Departments of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, Mechanloal Engineering,
Drain and Cognitive Soienoes Mathematics, or
Ungulstlos and Phlosophy, Indergraduates get
Involved through UROP projects.

Robotics. This area Includes studies In vision,
tactile sensing, manipulation, and the Inteligent
connection of perception with action. Central
problems are the formulation of representa-
tions and the exploitation of natural constraints.

Design and Analysis Systems. Engineers design,
analyze, debug, and explain complex enginered
systems using reasoning that Is relatively deep.
Understanding be reasoning requmbe the ait
to deal with such notions as causality and the
Interaction of constraints. Applications apply
partcularly to mixed numerical and symbolic
computing environments for soentsts and on-
gineers, tesng and diagnosing electron c de-
vices, and programming environments.

Learning and Natural Language. Recent work
has concentrated on theories explaining how
new situations can be analyzed In terms of
remembered case studies and on Ideas that
enable the rules of natural language syntax to
be Inferred from examples. Applications are
oriented toward supplying decision makers with
usable computer expertise.

Computing Concepts. Sophisticated Ideas for
programming languages and computer archi-
tectures are a major research themrr Currant
work focuses on massively paralel machInes
and onscaldbib, message-oriented models of
computation'

Further Information Is avalable from Professor
Patrick H. Winston, DIreolo rArot Intellence
Laboratory, Room NE48-816, MIT Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 258-754.

Teaching and research in astronomy and astro-
physic at MIT are truly
Involving mom tan 25 faculty members of the
Departments of Physics; art, Atmosphlo,
and Planetary Sciences; Mathematics; Electri-
cal Engi ng and Compute SiN; and
Chemistry.The subjects ofered and the oppor-
tunitIes for graduatg and undegadat re-
search cover a correspondingy broad spectrum.

The observational programs emphasze the
application of modern technology to the study
of objects, as dIverse as the rings of planet and
olusters of galaxies. Por example, radio tele-
scopes, as sindfe dIshes or transcontinental
Interferometer arrays, are used to determine
the structure of radio galaxies and to analyze
the formation of complex molecules in inter-
stellar space. X-ray satellites am used to mea-
sure the temperature and composition of
Intergalactic matter and to study the propoerties
of thermonuclear exploslois on neutron strs
Plasma detectors on deep-space probes am
used to explo the properties of t Interplan-
etary medium and the magnetosphetes of the
planets out to Neptune. Radar scannbrs are
used from Earth and from planet-rbing space-
craft to map the topography Of Vous.
dimensional CCD arrays are used for Image
analysis on optical telescopes. Looking owd
the future possibility of gravity-wave astrnon
Instruments for the detection of gavatonal
radiation are now under development.

Some of the theoretical research Is related
directly to observational programs as In the
study of planetary ring systems, the Intepret-
tin of inteplantay plasm mesromert ,
and the evolution of X-ra binaries Othe efot
are devoted to understanding the geneal olr-
culation Of planetay mopheres, the dynam-
los of both Isolated and Interacting galaxies,
and problems of relatMtic and high-energy
astrophysics rnG11ng4 from the origin of the
uN In the ftSng to tw fmain of
galaxis, the me ims ofpenoma, and
the origins of cosmic rays

the George R. Wa*lsc, Jr., Astrophfyloal
Obeervtory Is a versatle faclty for research
and teaching In optical astronomy and dIrecty
supports the growing student and faculty inte-
est at MIT In astronomy and related solenote.
The Oboarvsoy located In nearby Waulfwr,
Massachusetts has two optical teescopes of
S- and 24-nOh diameter with unique eleo-

tronlc instrumentation. The telescopes am used
in formal Instruction, for student research
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projeots, and as teetbeds for Instrumentation to
be used with larger Instruments. Further Infor-
metion on the Mhilaoe Observatory may be
obteined by contaoting Professor James L
EIK Departmntof Earth, Atmospheric, and
Planetary sc e, Room 4-422, MIT Cam-
bridge, Maseachuaetts 02139, (617) 263-756
or 253-30.

The H1loutsel Redio Observllury provides
opportunlles for undergraduate and graduate
student research, both for spectroscopy of the
Interatellar medium and for very-long-baaeine
Interferometry. The Hisyalack Observatory Is
also located In Wastford.

The McGrow4HI Observaory a Kitt Peak In
Arizonale operated Jointy by Mit the Univer-
sky of Michigan, and Dartmouth College. It has
two teleoopes of 52-Inch and 95-Inch diame-
ter, both with modern Instrumentation.

Experimental programs with student participa-
tion involve Instruments launched on board
estellites and Interplanetary spacecrat. In addi-
tion, MIT students and taf observe at other ,
Installations such as the National Radio Astron-
omy Observatory In West Virginia and the
National Astronomy and lonoepherlo Observa-
tory In Arecibo, Puerto Rico, and they use the
telescopes of both the lt Peak National Ober-
vatory and the Cerro-Tololo Inter-Amerloan
Observatory In Chile.

Astronomy and astrophysics subjeots, which
am offered at the udegiidusie and grad-
to levels., ae primarily give by the Desprt-

mente of Physics and Earth, Atmospherlo, and
Planetary Solences. Further Information, Includ-
ing a omplete Not of astronomy and astro-
physics subjeots, may be obtained by con-
tacting Professor George Clark, Room 37-11,
MIT, Cambridge, Maseschuaels 02139, (617
253-642.

There are many gredute degree opportunltes
(SUD., Ph.D.) in biomedical engineering at MIt
and students and faculty In many departments
am conduting research In this area. These
research interests, spanning the fe solenoes,
physics, and engineeing, have led to the devel-
opment of programs of graduate study for etu-
dents wishing to pursue careere In these rapidly
evolving fRld. Each of these programs has
evowd out of the Interests and profesalonal
apecleale of the partilpating facul. Many are
based primly in the academic departments
of the School of Engineering and, therelare, are
avetable to students as regular departmental
actMvis. Virtually all of the engineerng studies

are In collaboration with life solentiats, many of
whom are members of medical faculties and
affillated with teaching hoespitale in the Boston
area.

There are currently four graduate programs In
biomedical engineering availble to graduate
students at MIT These are (In order of Increas-
ing medical and eiloal content: 1) depart-
mental programs in the School of Engineering;
2) MIT Interdepartmental Doctoral iromIn
Biomedical EngineerIng; 3) Harvard- Divson
of Health Scoences and 1ohnology Doctoral
Program In Medical Engineering and Medical
Phyalcs; and 4) combined M.D.-Ph.D. programs

The choice among the first three of these pro-
grams depends on the deelred breadth of
exposure to the medical and ie solenoes and
the career goals of the student, particularly
with respect to the clinical aspects of biomedical
engineering.

1) A student who le primarily attracted by a
baso engineering discline which le enpabae
to biological problems, and who intends to
pursue a professional engineering career which
may li outside the fild of biomedical engineer-
Ing, le advised to apply for the depertmental
program. A background In mathematios and the
phyilcal scoences le a necessary prerequisate
for graduate study In biomedical engineering
programs within the School of Enginedng,
Proparation in the ologial sciences, though'
desirable, Is not requre. Acie biomedical
research Is pursued In the Departments of
Aeronsutios and Astronautics, Chemical Engl-
neering, Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, Materials Science and Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Nuclear Engineering,
and Phyies.

Further Information on departmental programs
may be obtained from the graduate reglatration
officer of the appropriate department

2) The interdepartmental Doctoral Program in
Biomediocl s--gineering at MIT has been de-
signed for students who wish a broader expo-
sure to the Ob solences, and who wish to
pursue research of an InterdIsciplinary charac-
ter. This program le administered under the
auspices of the Harvard-MIT Commitee on
BiomedicalEngineering and Phloal slances.
The program l aimed at developing biomedical
engineers who can function well In both the
fields of engineering and ife sclences, as, for
example, bloogineers concerned with conto
systems and with Instrumentation for aerospaoe
medicine; blo materials solentiss Interested in
develpingmaediels for artnical organs and
prosthec devieos; experts in ld ow who
are seedng a deeper understanding of how the
cardioveascular eysemn functions; and systems

engineers Interested In designing automated
laboratories, model emergency rooms, operat-
Ing rooms, and patient faOMies Graduete su-
dent from any department who posse or are
completing an engineering meter's degree may
apply for admission. Students should normally
apply for admission to the MIT engineering
department most closely related to the field of
their undergraduate mqo, and should contact
Professor L R. *ung, Room 37-207, Mit Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139,(617) 253-7606.
The Guide ic dbnotl ANgseftWg anderlos
atMegandlrverddesorbes both educational
programs and research actvties. Copies are
avaIlable from Profeeeor Young at the above
address.

3) The HST Doctoral Program In Medical Engi-
neering and Medical Physics lea nominal five-
year program designed to educae IndMduals
who will be well qualfed as engineers or
physicists, and who, with extensive knowledge
of the medical soenoes, may engage in pro-
ducdve, IFependent Investigation of important
problems at the interlas of technology and
clinical me iline. The Program provides a thor-
ough gWdule experence In s olasical disci-
pine of engineering or physics, and also requires
considerable study in the basic medical oci-
ences. In addItion, sludente are afforded a
unique opportunity to learn Important clinical
skils and acquire an In-depth understanding of
clnical cars, medical decision making, and the
role of technology In patient care.

lb be conldsred for admission, students must
have compled at least a B.1. degree in an
engineering discipline or In PhysOIs. The GRE
Aptitude test and one advanced teat are alSW
requred. Those indbduais who have completed
only the bachelor's degree prior to matricula-
tion Inithe Program must apply simultaneously
to the HT Divislon and the appropriate gradu-
seo department. Admission to the MEMP Pro-
gram requires aflrative assesment by both
departmental and HST Admission committees.
Students who have completed a master's
degree need apply only to the HST Divson,
Fur ther Informan may be obtained from Pro-
fessor R, Q. MarK Room E2-419, MIT Cam-
bridge, Maschusest 02139, (617) 253-7616

4) The biomedical sciences curriculum of the
Harvard-MIT Divlon of Health S$ienos and
lTchnclogy leads to the M.D. at Harvard Medi-
cal School and may be combined with studies
leeding to the 8M. or the PhD. In one of the
MIT departments. Studente Intiested In such
combined degree prgame must apply inde-
pendenty to the department of interest and to
Hrvard Medical School. Further Informaton
may be obtained from Profeseor R. G. Mark,
Room E26419, MIT Cambrdge, Massachusets
02139, (617) 23-7118.



BIomedIcal engineering Is also of Increasing
interet to undergrnguete studentE at MIr Invee-
tigatione an such varied topios as blomaterials,
biological control systems, and mechanisms of
sensory perception, to name only a few Involve
faculty and students from moat of the engi-
nesring departments. Much of this research is
carried ot in interdspartmntal laboratories in
coabortion with workere from medical centers
In the Boeton ares. Undergraduate wishing to
explore this developing area have ample oppor-
tunity within their regular departmental maior
through electve subject special laboratory
projects, and the senlor thesls. These studies
should be of special Interest to students who
are enrolled In a premedical curriculum. Fur-
ther Information may be obtained fmm Profes-
sor L R. Nbung, Room 37-207, MIT Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-7605.

-itcnlg Pmoose -niern Center

Estabished at MIT through the NatIonal Solence
Foundation, the Blotehl Pro.es Engi-
neering Center (SPEC) a unique oppor-
tunity for education and research at the forefront
of bloechnology. At the BPEC, the fundamentals
of advanced manufacturing technologies are
developed through the application of engineer-
Ing Princlples to the Oie slenosw. Another
Important objectie of the SPEC is to estabish
active collaborative progras with Industry that
wil train professionals In the disciplines of blo-
technlogy, expand research actiVies, and
promote Innovaton. The BPEC Involves both
underguduste and gradule students and
post-doctoral felows. Reserch is led by 18
fsoulty members from the departments of
Chemical Engineering, SlologW Applied Biologi-
oaf Sciences, Nuclear Engineering, and Eleo-
trical Engineering and Computer Science.

The SPEC centraees the various programs
avalable for the study of biotechnology and
provides a structure for new educatonal Initla-
gves. for undergraduals., a atrng base In
chemical engineering provides an ideal back-
ground for further studies in biotechnology. A
liberal policy for elecoive courses in several
departmente is available to undergraduates In
order to fulf Interdisciplinary needs and foster
cross-dsciplinary education. In addition, re-
search opportuntes In biotechnology are avail-
able to all MIT undergraduates through the MIT
Undergradu t Research Opportunies Program
(ROP. URCP positions, for pay or for aca-
demic aredit a salable during the summer
and the academic yar.

Within the MS. and Ph.D. programs in Chemical
Engineering, biotechnology educaton focuses
on the necessary core subject In Chemical
Engeun, complemented by electives In
Chemical EgineeriBiolog Applied Biologi-
cal Solertoes, and Chemistry. Alternativets the
MA and Ph.D. program In lochemial ngI-
nerng is al through the Department of
Applied Biclogical Sciences. In thIs program,
other elective subes are drawn from the
departments of Checal Engineering, Chemis-
try, and Oilog and the doctoral qualifyng
examinations we prepared by members of the
three departments.

There are four main focal points for research at
SPEC:

Genmtce and Molecular Biology: Work is directed
toward the syntheels of human proleins (by
gene Insertion Into animal oel and yeasts).
Specific problems Include control of RNA
processing and translation, active expreselon in
stationary cll, and geneotic approaches to
control protein excretion.

Sloreselor Deslgn and Operation: This segment
of the research program invavee the develop-
ment of fundamental engineering prinolples for
large-scale production using animal cell cul-
ture, including bloraoctor design, scale-up, and
opeaton.

Eicient Recovery of Biochemical Processes:
Biologists and engineers mork together to
develop Innovatve yet generi ecludons for the
recovery of a variety of protein products and to
elucidate the fundamentals of unit operation of
biochemical product recove. Current programs
Include work on cross-Ilow memberan ftration,
exthacion of Intracellular proteins, affinity sepa-
rations chromatograph% and continuous adeo
tion processes.

Bochemical Poces ytms Engineering: Work
Is devoted to the development of systematio
engineering approaches and tools for the anal-
yale, evaluation, and control of complete bio-
chemical process flowheets. Projelet include
deegn of expert sytems for the development
of blochemical processes; synthesis and simu-
lation In the design of complete bloprocessing
systems; and syelematic approaches to model-
lng, analy*@el and control of biologloal processes

Further Information may be obtained from the
Ofisce of the Director, Professor Daniel I. C.
Wang, B1otechnology Process Engineering Can-
tar, Room 20A-207, MIt Cambridge, Massa-
chusets 02139, (671) 253-0605.

Si11er Nlnl Magnet -Laboay
The anois Sler Natonal Magnet Laboratorm
supported by the National Solence lFoundation,
conducts a program of research and develop-
ment in sOence and engineering In areas
InvoMng magnetic fields.

Continuous fields up to 30 teela are avalable In
a variety of configuratons. High magnetic field
and high resolution nuclear magnetO resonance
spectrometers are used for studies of mole-
cules of biological Interest Both the high field
magnets and the nuolear magnetic resonance
spectrometers are made available on a routne
bees to research groups from other MIT depart-
ments and bom institutions throughout the world.
In addition, the Laboratory operates pulsed
magnets (givIng fields up to 45 teela) and a
magneticaly ehielded room of wlk-In site.

The Laboratory's soid-slate physOis research
program is an experimental and theoretial
study of esmlonductore, magnetio material,
and superoonductor. Molecular biology stud-
les are carried out using high resolution nuclear
magneti resonance spectrometry and the
M*"ebsuer egeot

The Laboratory also conducts research and
development programs aImed at the practical
application of magneti fields to technology and
medicine. Current poJects include audies of
the weak magnetic fields of the human body
studies of magnetic eparaion techniques, and
Aeelopment of nuclear magnic reeonance
imaging systems.

Colaborative programs ar carried out with the
Departments of Physics, Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, Mchanical Engineer-
ing, Nuclear Engineering, Materials Soience
and Engineering, Chemistr and wih the Plasma
Fuelon Center. These collaborative programs
include participation by udar.duat and
gdua' students woin theses. Under-
graduate students in the program and
others are also employed.

Additional information may be obtained from the
Director of the Laboratorm Professor Peter
Wolg, Building NW14-3220, MIT, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-1567.
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The primary goal of the Center for advanced
Engineering Study (CAN8) Is to improve and
extend the capablities end egeoctiveness of
profesesionals in ng and the sOences
by providing lIarning opportunities on
campus and at the workplace. Through Its
varied programs, the Center creates vital com-
municaion Inks between Industry profession-
als and the academic/research community at
MIT In this weA the Center plays a critical role
in transferring important developments In new
and emerging scient and technological fields
to Industry.

The Advanced Study Program at CAES is
intended for engineers scientists, and techni-
cal managers who wish to pursue academic
studies on aompus that a tailored to their
needs and bokgmunds. Participants attend
academic courses and seminars, perform Indi-
vidual studies guided by feculty members, and
participate In ongoing research projects. Enml-
ment may be for one or more semesters, either
on a full-time or part-time basis. Participants
au pod with offices, computer facilies,
and a videolape library A certificate ls awarded
upon satisfactory completion of the Program.

CAES Video Courses extend the on-campus
academic program through the distribution of
video-based educWan. CA has produced
more than 60 In-depth, high-qualty video
courses in engineering, science, and manage-
ment. Each course is tOught by a loading
authority In the field and Is designed specifi-
caly for use by professionals at the workplace.
A course manual with problems and solutions Is
Included to enhance the learning experience.
An estimated 30,000 learners at a distance
utize these courses annualy

CAES also organizes on-campus symposia and
short courses which focus on partioular areas
of ongoing research of speoiic interest to indue-
try. These topia Imeeings are usually video-
taped and the tapes made available to indus-
trial organizations for wider dissemination of
the information

The Center works closely with the faculty In the
development of educational programs. The
selection of topics and the breadth of the cover-
age are influenced by industry needs. One of
the Center's long-term goals Is to develop such
programs cooperatively with Industry,

The coupling between CAES and the MIT cam-
pus is strong. Most video Course produced by
the Center are avaiable at the MIT ibraries for
use by students, hfoully and "la, And the
symposia are aways open to the MIT commu-
nity in addition, the Center is planning to Insta0
a satelli downink to receive a variety of
educatonal programs whlch will be made avai-
able to the Mrf community via the campus
television network.

The Center operaste a profeeelonallevel studio
complex In its building 9 headquarters where
the in-studie courees are developed with the
faculty Broadoast-qualty muMO-cNmera record-
ing and editing eguipment Is used In the pro-
duction of studio, as well as, in-classroom
courses and symposla.

Finaql the Center conducts research in innova-
tive production and pedagogical methods for
delivery of video-based educaonal programs
off-campus,

For more Informetion on CAES and Is various Pro-
gram, otProfesor heoul Ekelel Oeotor
Center for Advanced Engineering Stlud Room
9-215, Mn; Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
(617) 253-3783.

Center for Advanced Viul1uiee

The Center for Advanced Visual Studies pro-
vides artists of achievement with te opportu-
nity to explore new ardtic forms. Collaboration
through a working dialogue aet ween artisel,
scientists, and engineere Is of primary im-
portance In the exploration of new Oreative
oo~wes Mutua y benefloiSi contact between
artist and scient allows the artist to develop
the technical competence to utize advanced
technology.

The Centers main arse of interest are: envi-
ronmental art and design; developmental artis-
tic media work; interaction of art, SOeenos, and
technology; celebration; and education toward
the new arts - video, hlograplu computer-
aided design and programming, laser art, and
sky art.

A limited amount of work apaoe also Is avalable
for a small number of research feilows and
graduate student. Underradultes may par-
tilpate in the Center through UROR A cata-
logue lEtng the Centers educational oftrings,
in association with the Department of Architec-
lure, is avaable in the Ofe of the Olrcto,
Professor Otto Plans, 9ulding W11, 40 Masse-
chuselW Avenue, MRl Cambridge, Mmssoahu-
sette 02130, (617) 253-4415.

Center for Uhaeg intonneflhn Proueaig

The Center for S1ologlosl Information Proceesing,
eosablished in 1064 withIn the Whilkr College
of Health Sciences,1echnologo and Manage-
ment, serves as focal point for collaboration
among researchers in artifllal intefgence, engi-
neer. and the neurosolences, The purpose
of the "&te Is to fotelr an interdleclinary
approach to the study of information procesing
In the brain, where computational theories In the
uses of vilon and motor controlare developed
and tested within the framework of neurophyalo-
logical, psychological, and other experimental
approaches.

The Center brings together ficuty, postdocoeral
folowe, viling scientists, and students. Through
seminars, collaborative research eforts, and
informal internallon the Center promotes com-
munIoton among researchers from diverse
disciplins, complemening the computaional
approach with the necessary experimental tal-
ent hese ac"vies enable researohers with
compulational backgrounds to etudy the brain
sclences, whIs neurabiologlet and experimen-
tal psychologists train In the computational
research of brain function.

Rleseerch opportunities at the Center are avall-
able for a emall number of graduate students
who meet the requirements for admission in the
Departments of rain and Cognitve
Solences, Electrio Enginee and Computer
Solenoc, Malhmatics, Physics, and the Heard-
MIT Division of Hesith Sciences and lbhnlOgy,
The Center offers a IMited number of UROP
opportunities for undergroducts students.

Further information regarding current research
projeot and a Hating of memos published
by members of the Center are available from
the Assistant to the Director, Room E25-201,
MIl: Cambridge, Massachusetts 02130, (617)
253-0551.

Canter for Cancer Rssarsh

The Center for Cancer Research provides feoll-
ties for Interdepartmental work in various
phaese of fundamental cancer research. The
Centers faculty ue drawn from the Depart-
ment of Biology Graduate students in any of
the MIT departments may ask to do doctoral
theals research under the supervision of the
faculty of the Center. iN accepted, they may be
eigible for support as research assistant in
the Center Opportunities for undergaduate
research a avalable through the UROP pro-
gram. Seminars in cancer research both for
credit and as publi coloquia of the Center a



av~al.Further Information may be obtained
by contoting the Offie of the DIrector, Poies-
eor Philp A. Sharp, Room E17-110, Ml Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617) 2-400.

Center for Comnre Solene
CogniuslensRem

The Center for Cognitive Science provides an
Intellectual and adminlatrative focus for Indi-
vidual and collaborative research In cognitive
science at MlT In addition, a committee of the
Center disseminates Information about gradu-
ate and undergraduate study In cognitive
science.

Members of the Center represent the Depart-
ments of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, -inguistics and Phlloophy, and Brain
and Cognitive Sciences (which oger subjects
appropriate for training in cognitive science), as
well as the Artificial inteligence Laboratory
and the Research Laboratory of Electronics.

A number of cooperative activities Involving
members of the Center and scientists at other
Institutions with programs In cogntwe science
are planned or In progress, and the members
of the Center maintain active relations with
scientists workng at other academic, medical,
and research Institutions in the Boston area.

The Center administers a program of postdoc-
toni fellowships which bring young sholdar to
MIT to work with members on the Centers
research projects. In addition, a vilidng solen-
tist program Is maintained that brings more
senior researchers to the Cente. The Center
also coordinates a number of research orolects
In the areas of cognitive science pursued by
visiting and permanent members of the Center.
Computer-based laboratory and research facil-
ities are maintained within e Center to sup-
port the conduct of such research.

A Cognitive Science Seminar a series of collo-
quia, and the publication of an Occasional
Paper Series serve to disseminale scientific
Information and provide for the mutual exchange
of students and workers in the field.

Further Information may be obtained from Pro-
fessors Samuel Jay Vayser and Steven Plnker
Codirectors, Room 200-212, MIT Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-4149/4141.

The undewraduaft bachelors degree program
In cognitive science Is described under the
Department of Brain and Cognitwe Solencee In
Chapter VI of this catalogue.

At the- grdaelvlnomliteds6lnr
degree program is offered at present, Graduate
students who wish to have Information or guld-
ance about avaIlable resources across depart-
ments should consult the chairman of the
Committee on Graduate Studies in the Cogni-
ive SoienesProfessorS . J. Koye, Room
200-212, MIX Cambridge, Massoliuselts 02139,
(617) 253-4141.

Center for Computeanel Rosesh in
coanomies and Management Selence

This Center's purpose Is to advance knowledge
about modeling In economics, statistics, and
management. This Is accomplished through
algorthmic research and related softwieu devel-
opment, performed by researchers representing
the varied quantitaive disolpines that underla
modem computertinenelve modeing. These
disolpines Includ.. econometris statistics,
computer science, %nd operations research.
Computer Implementation Is performed using
interactive tools, Of WMch t 81n111 most impor-
tant is a comprehensive software environment
called TROLL TROLL contains programming
tools and standard funotlone that faciltate the
rpid Implementation of experimental algorithms
and also provides a modeling envsonment for
applied studies. The system provides all stan-
dard techniques, and many experimental ones,
for building and using econometric models.

Recent research at the Center has focused on
the evaluation and Improvement of model raI-
ablity using graphics, methods for coping wih
mutlocolinearity noninear optimization, robust
estimation, ARIMA time-series models, and the
use of artificial Intelligence concepts In statisU-
cal or econometric model building.

The Centers research ocmplements activities
In several MIT departments and laboratories.
The Onks Include active participation In Center
projects by faculty members of the Sloan
84ool of Managementi collaboration with the
Statistics Center and the Operations Research
Center on projects of mutusi Interest; and use
of Conter-developed software by the Depart-
mente of Economics, Political Science, and CMI
Engineering.

Several graduae students work as research
assistants at the Center, and undergrsduatee
participate In UROP projecs. Students some-
times use the Centers resources in doing

Further information may be obtained kom the
Acting Orectur Professor Roy E fsch, Room
E40-12, MIX Cambridge, Massachuses 02139,
(617) 263-8411.

The Center for Environmental Health Solences
was established through the collaborative sf-
forte of faculty in the Departments of Applied
Biological iences Chemt Chemical En-
gineering, and the MIT Energy Laborstory These
famuty m nowjinet by inculy tom the Depart-
mintsofCIIlEngineering end Mterials i8eenes
and Engineering to form on insalute-widseso-
clation wih the common gal of identfying the
chemicals reeponelibe for Induction of cancer,
genetic defects In humans, and respiratory dye-
function. recogniuing the environmental sources
of those chemlss and devising appropriate
means to reduce human exposure. The Center
Is funded by the National institute of Environ-
mental Healh Sciencse I assoolated resarch
programs am funded by VNSH; the Office of
Health and Environmental Research (US Depart-
ment of Enery), the Non Cancer Inellute and
the American Cancer Society These research
programs have prvided challenging Interdis-
clplinary problems for graduate and under-
graduate students.

Oil and coal combustion effluents, food con-
taminants, hazardous waste storage and die-
pol, and air and water pollution are among the
practical problem aeas in wiloh multscipli.
nary teams ar at work. A primary mode of
research Involves analytical chemists working
with engineering to measure and identify the
chemical components from experimental and
practical combustion systems or waste sies.
Toxicologists evaluate the biological activity of
the raw mixtures by measuring their mutageic
potency In bacteria and human cels. The
combination of analytical chemistry and toxicl,
ogy Is then used to identify specific compounds
In the mbitures that are responialble for the
biological activity. A second area of research Is
the study of the efgects of gaseous and partlou-
late combustion effuents on respiratory phyal-
ology A third area Is the development of means
to measure the preenos and biological efects
of environmental chemicals directly in humans.
this research is now expanding because of
recent advances in analytoal chemistry and
analytical genetics as applied to .uman blood
samples. The goal Is to discover which anvkion-
mental chemicals (If any) ae primarily respon-
sible for significant genetic changes In ordinary
humans. A special emphasis Is given to those
genetic changes know to be required for human
cancer,
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The findings of studies In all three reas have
stimulated primary research efforts In under-
standing both the mechanisms of compound
formation environmental distribution and bio-
lOgical actiy In humans.

The Center ODirector Is Willim G Thflt Professor
of Applied Biolog Room 16-666, M Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139, (671) 253-6220.

Center for Informellen 9ystems teserh

The Center for Information Systems Research
(CISR) was established at the Sloan School of
Management In 1974. CISR's actites focus on
research aimed at Improving the effectiveness
of Information-prooessing toclsand technlquse
avaflable to managers In the private sector and
polloymakers In the pbi sector. There Is a
recognized need to ins more effecte
relationships between academics and private
and public ascr managers In a joint pifort to
Improve computer-based Information systems.

Research at CISR Is pragmatic, problem-based,
and application-driven. Research eforts are
performed primarily in appicaton usres of Imme-
diate Interest to managers and polloymelrs.
A sat of corporate sponsors provides both
funding and assistance In defining and Investi-
gating significant research areas. Research on
fundamentam Issues affecting both the pubic
and privale soctors Is being performed in auch
areas as 1) managerial use of oomputers,
2) informatIon technology, 3) the management of
the Information etems fnction, and 4) the
Impact of Information sysesms on organlations.
C18R disseminales significant research find-
Ings to the Information syslems user community
through teachIng, seminars, working papers,
and publications.

The background of CISR's faculty ranges from
computer science and elecial engineedng
to lW oeychclogy, and orgsnixseonal beeAoer.

The Center for Internatlonal Studies engages In
research on International Issues and on foreign
developments that a of International interest.
The Center Is dedicated to advancing knowi-
edge of comparaive and interMonal studies
as well as with polioy analysis. There ars oppor-
tunless for graduate students to participate in
the Canter's research proleots. The Center
also has an soive program of research work-,
shops and vistors' seminars.

Located within the Center Is th Defense and
Arms Control Studies Program a paduate
teaching and ressarO program. The teaching
program is closely assoclated with the Poliiall
Soience Department and inoorporates an Impor-
tant focus on science and technology The
research program and a summer program on
nuclear weapons and anme centrol are under
the auspices of the Center.

The Center also maintains the MIT-Japan SiO-
once and Technology Program that provides
Internships In Japan for MIT science and engi-
neering students wi Japanse ngue cape-
bllies. supports a variety of Japan-related
research at Mfl maintains an interdisolpinary
project on the Japanese Tsohnology Process.
and Sponsors workshops and symposla.

Other areas of current research and Interest
Include Chin. science and technology; energy
poliy; food and nutrition; International conmft;
Internaionl migration and international ra-
tions Middle East society and polidcs; poliical
econmw of advenod industrial sociedes; poll-
kWal and economic deveopment; science and
publi policy; GSt eoudl y studies; and tech-
nology and development

Further Information may be obtained from the
D11101, Proessor My nsW t Room RO M384,
MIX Comf esaacstela 02139,
(617) 253-3140.

Canter for IteittAssq ea411 in Arvsseslsgy

Aohsbo(l and Aiegy nt %sufW"lndownoog

The Cente for 1Mhtrish mesish in Archesol-
ogy ad hinology (CMRA) encourages new
direcions for research in anthropology, arohas-
clogy at history and related humanistic and
socal scolno disclnes by provding them
wJth an expanded technical base in the sol-
anos of organic and Inorgani materls. The
Center wee estabiahed in 1977 and includes
ei instutons In the geale Booln area-
Boston University Bralndls UnIversity Harvard
Univesit th Univety of Mossachuselt, MIT,
the Museum of Pine Arts of Bolon, Tuf Uni-
varsits and Wtlealey College. MIT serves as the
Centers coordinaing noigOn.

The Center's research *Avites ue carried out
In a network of shared laboratories at member
insitutions which am used by sudents ad
facuty of thos ilutions a weI as by visting
scholars and graduate students who join the
Center for shorter pedods. The materials
resech laboratories include, among others.
metaiurga oeamics. 0ohis. archaeobotang
and tcoarchasology. The research program of
the Center ernphsizus rigorous laboratory
study of artifts ad other inds of cultural
remains In ordev to determine the nature and
structure of the matrialls of which U~ky are
conmposed and the extraction and processing
regimes they have undergone.

The Center offers greduats-el aubeots in the
CMRA Gradust Labortory (20-412). These
ar open to graduate students and senior

rom si participating inatlu-
tn Is hily laboratory ornted.
runs for afu yar and *oers asnge class of
matedals (O.g., ceramilos or malels), or a method
for Interprating archaeological data (e.g., com-
puters In archaeology).

Each year. a number of master's desss du.
do students in management Informimn eys.
tems perform their thes work anW course
projects in conjunotion with ongoing CISR
research. In addion, Ph.D. ad master's stu-
dents are often involved in CISR proots as
research assiants.

Further Information about the Center may be
obtained by contacting the Office of the Direo-
tor, Dr. John F RockMrt, Room E40-193, Sloan
School of Mangmnt MIT Cambridge, Mue.
eachusess 021 39(61?) 263-2348.



The Center runs a Summer institute, which
offers a one-month, Intensive laboratory course
open to graduate students and scholars from
Institutions throughout the United Stales and
abroad.

Further information about the Center may be
obtained from the Director, Professor Heather
Lechtman, Anthropology/Archaeology Program
and Department of Materials Science and Engi-
neering, Room 8-138, Mn Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02139, (617) 263-1375.

MIT also offers an undergradute program in
Archaeology and Ancient ibchnologs Through
a combination of archaeological fieldwork, lab-
oratory studies, and subjects, this pogram
attempts to Improve the understanding of how
pre-modern people adapted their material envi-
ronment to their needs. We also study how
cultures, Interacting with materials, produced
technological systems which, In turn, helped to
shape the cultures themselves. This area of
study combines the scientific examination and
experiments of the materials laboratory the
scientific excavation of archaeological sites, the
aesthetic feel of the technology and apprecia-
tion of Its products, and the historical and
anthropological study of the contexts of the
technologies in specific places and times. The
subjects, given In the Anthropology/Arohaeology
Program and In the Department of Materials
Science and Engineering, focus on different
ancient socletes and diftrent ancient technolo-
gies, and on the ethnooJghic record of the
use of materials and thniques in the produc-
tion of art and material oulture In general.

The specific projects currently under study In
the Laboratory for Research on Archaeological
Materials and In the field Include examination
of pre-Columblan metalworking In the Andes
and In Mesoamerloa, an investigation of the
change from tempera to oil medium in painting
of the llan Renelssance, and a reconstruction
of the agricultural system developed by the an-
clent Maya, Interested students should contact
Professor Heather LochtMan, Room 18-401,
Mn; Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617)
253-2172; Professor Arthur Steinberg, Room
208-131C, 253-956.

Cenier for MIeterll SEenee and Engineerng

Mkler research programs currently supported
by the Center emphasize interdisciplinary
research in the following areas of thrust 1) flow
and fracture in high-temperature aloys; 2)
defects In semconductors; 3) phase transitions
4) polymers; 5) innovations in high-strength
steel technology. These programs are funded
primarey through a grant from the National
Solence Foundation.

Partiolpating In CMSE-funded programs are
faculty groups from the Departments of Chemi-
cal Engineering, Cthemistry Electrical Engineer-
ing and Computer Science, Materials Science
and Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Nuo-
lear EngIneering,and Physics. Graduate and
undgudua students priipleate sctiuvely in
al aspects fi the CMSE research program.
Actual appointmet are handled by the aca-
demic departments.

CMSE maintains excellent modem central ser-
vice facilities such as crystal growing and
characterization laboratores; spectroscopic
faclItIes; scsnnkn, transmiskir and scanning-
transmission electon microscopy. analytical
compositional analysis; ion microprobe; Ion
Implanter; production of rapidly quenched par-
tioulatse of metallo, ceramic, electronic, and
polymeric materials; state-of-the art hifrh reso-
lution x-ray scattering at the Brookhaven
National Light Source; x-ray dfliration and x-ray
topographic techniques; a poyme facility; and
scanning Auger, E0, andLIED analysis aval-
able In the Surface Analytical Faolity. Also
available are the von Hippel Reading Room and
a student machine shop,

Annual MrI reports of research entitled Research
In AAWteas at Ag7 and polymer Research are
available through CMSE Administrative Office,
Room 13-2098, Ml Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139.

Center for Rel Estate D pmsnt

Real Estate eseloprment (SM,)

The Center for Rel fEtate Devlopiment nmo-
vides an intellectual focus for reerch on
lssues affecting the development process. Fac-
ulty associated with the Center are drawn from
the Departments of Architecture, Urban Studies
and Planning, CI Engineering, Economics,
and the Sloan School of Management. Current
research interests of the Center Include the
linkages between design quality and financial
performance; the interaction between taxpolloy
monetary polIo and the availability of capital
for development foreign Investment In real
estate; affordable housing; and research on new
forms of pubic-privat partnershIps. The Center
encourages InteractIon between members of the
development Industry and the academic com-
munity throe gh seminars, onoqula, lectures,
and a serse of summer courses. The Center is
supported In part through memberships from
firms and individuals aWive in the development
ndust.-

The Center also serves as the home for the
Master of Sdleneeln Reftal OWata mshswlst
program, an Interdepartmental degree program
which combines education in design, planning,
construeton management, finane, and mar-
lting. The program Is Intended to prepare
students to assume positions of responsiblity in
private development companies. financial Insti-
tuions, government agenoies, nonprofit devel-
opmsnt organizations, and consulting firms.
The program requires 12 months of Intersive
study. Further information about the Center or
the Master of Science in Real Estate Develop-
ment may be obtained from James Mol(.lar,
Director, Center for Real Estate Development
W31-310, MrE Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

Cedar for Spac0 Research

The Center for Space Research offers students,
faculit and professlonal research staff oppor-
tunities to participate In broadly based pro-
gram of space-related research. Its projects
draw upon the Interests and expertise of sclen-
tists and engineers from may Mif departments
and laboratories Research programs are car-
ried on, for example, in X-ray and planetary
astronon% spece plasma and gravitatonal pVW-
los, and the fe solences. These experimentel
studies usually Involve experiments carried by
balloons, sounding rockets, orbting 1tlies,
or deep space probes. The experimental pro-
grams are supplemented by closely related
programs of ground-based research in similar
flide and by laboratory development of suit-
able instrumioan for the space-based and
ground-basiA orlments. An c0ve program
of thewosal Ia In astrophy" sIs also
svaported by the Cater.

Laboratory fasolties include X-ray sources, par-
ticle acelerators, vacuum chambers, and con-
ventional electronic test and machine toot
euIpment. Extensive data handing and com-
putationai facilites are available for the analysis
and reduction of scientifc data. An experiened
and well-squipped group of engineers and tch-
niclans provides design, construction, and
testing of experiments in support of the flight
programs.

The variety of scientific and technical problems
that arise in these lnwalgations affords numer-
ous opportunities for greduste thesis research.
in addition there is mejor partiolpetion by under-
gradue students in programs of data analysIs
and in the development of new Instruments.
Further Information may be obtained from the
Office of the Dreto, Professor Gordon H.
Pengli, Room 37-241, MIl Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-7501.

I
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Center for 1ehnolggI Po
amnd Itr OmOtN

The Center for 1bchnolog Pco and Industrial
Welopment wAS stablshed In 196 within

the School of Engineering to underthle research
and teaching acdes addressing te complex
issues of technology and polloy.

The Center Is deeply Involved In investigating
how technology and Industrial development
can be advanced In a socially responsible
manner, requiring an approprIate rmx of public
polipy and private sctor Initiaties. More Imme-
dlatlly the Center seeks to build Internal
bridges to ink the many areas of MIr where
technology and poicy soities are under way
The collaborative work involves facuty from
engineering, science, laW manaement, and
the social sciences. The Center Is undertaking
long-term technology and poly projeots with
both national and International dimensions.

A Master of Science degree program In Taoh-
nology and Poliky was Initiated In 1975 by the
School of Engineering (see description under
Technology and Polcy In thIs chapter). This
program Is part of the teaching component of
the new Center for lohnology Poicy, and
industrial Development.

Graduate and undergraduele students inter-
ested in further information on the Center may
contact the Direotor, Professor Daniel Roos,
Building E40, MI Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139.

Cente r asportamlmn Stuise

loeaportat0In (&K)

The Center forsanap-ogn Studes was
established to promote intadepeenl coop-
eration In innovative research and to provide a
local Point for educational programs In trans-
portation within the Institute. The Ceante
research Involves all modes of transportation
both pasAnger and feight, In both the pubic
and privSe etos. It anges from broad con-
ceptual planning to the specifics of equipment
design and operaon analy sis

Th CentW protes Interaction among faculty
members from ai Schools at MIT as well as
other universities and organizations concerned
wih tranaporlmn, recognizing that ted oution
to complex problems requires cloe ties between
technologicalp001a001 and their socil, sco'
nona ecologol, and political ramiftons.

Recent research projects Include development
of algorithms and computer sonWtre for logwet-
cal and network problems; development of rail-
road track maintenance models; load planning
for 131. trucks; studies of the airine Industry
under deregulatin; development of dynamic
models of transportllon systems; finding weys
of Improving productivity In raroade, trucldng,
and transit; the design of transit networka;
comparisons of express bus and rail rapid
transit; development of specific standards for
hilghway maintenance and study of the perfor-
mano of materials used In road constructin;
studies of railroad equipment and automation
and how they might be Improved; the econom-
los of ocean transportation of oil; and guide-
lines for urban planning. The Center also has
been involved In mjor projects in Egypt, Spain,
and Brasil dealing wit infrastructure, ralroads,
and operantions management, and has receny
completed a mair International study on the
future of the automobile, Involving research
teams not only at MIT but also at other universi-
ties In the United States. Japan, West Germans
f4ance, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
Research sponsorship Includes a range of
govemmen and industrial oigainaona agord-
Ing students wide opportunities for Involvement
In newly evolving research areas. Full-time and
parttime research assistantships are awarded
to graduate students each year. Under.gdu-
aes also may participate in sponsored research
through UROR

Graduate programe leading to me maees and
doctoral degrees as wel as professional train-
Ing, are amiable through the departments asmo-
olaled with the Center, inoluding Aeronaudos and
Astronautics, CMI Engineering, Economics,
MechanicalEngineering, Ocean Engineering,
Political Science, Sloan School of Management
and Urban Studies and Planning.

The Moeter of Solence li Ianepertetn, an
Interdisciplinary degree offered by graduate
departments. but administered by the Center, Is
designed to prepare studente ether for cOreers
In transportation or for doctoral work. Students
with a variety of backgrounds Including eni-
neering, social sciences management, archi-
tecture, urban studies. and operations research
participate In the program. Entering students
should have a baslo knowledge of economics.
calculus, and probabty.

The degree requirements include 1) the sats-
factory completion of at least 72 units (typi-
cally 7-0 subjects), Including 18 units In core
subjects, 30 units In a program area, and 1
4nite of elecives, and 2) the presentation of an
acceptable thesis. The specified core consists
of two subjects - bansportation Systems Anal-
yss and bansportation Economics - and
establishes a common methodological frame-
work for analyzing a broad spectrum of trans-
portation problems.

The remainder of the program builds upon
specific program areas of professlonal Interest,
such as air ocean, urban, or freight transporta-
tion; traneporteion systems analyls; and trans-
portation logisaics and carrier management

Students admitted to te Master of Science In
anaportation may propose programs of work

In a escond field leading to a second Masters
degree. Some examples of second areas
include engineering, operations research, urban
studies and management The student must be
formally admitted for study In the second field
and must apply for admisesion at least two
regular terms before completion of the program.
Normally, the student must complete the sub-
ject requirements for both degrees but may
submit a joint thesis.

The Center for 1tanportation Studies attempts
to provide financial assistance, In the form of
felowships and research and teaching assis-
tantships, to all qualified students In fields
where the Center Is active.

Students interested In coming to MIT for trans-
portation studies or In learning more about the
Center and Its programs should write to Protee-
sor Joseph M. Suseman, Director, Center for
bansportation Studies, Room 1-123, MMf Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139. For each admit-
ted student an appropriate department of
registration will be alected based on me Indi-
vidual's background and area of speclalization.

Clinal Reesamh- CeMer

fte MIT Clinical Research Center Isa small,
fully equipped and staffed research hospital on
campus that enables Interested scientists to
perform research with human subjects and
allows students at all levels to gain experience
with human subjeots and human diessee.
Research projects in progrees are In the areas
of metaboism, psychiatrx neurclogy and Oni-
cal pharmacology Most projects Involve colab-
oration between basic and clinical scientists.



The solisof the Centerare open to all
departente in the Institute, and Its principal
kveslggeoeW are facuty members from miaw
different department. Although most patients
hoepitaled in te Cail Research Center
come from the Boston as, many are reerred
frm other parts of the United Slaee or from
abroad. Research opportunils are "aable
for wergreduet and grduat students
contemplaiMng career In the medcali scences
and for posldoctoral physlolans.

Further information may be obtained by contact-
Ing the ONe Of the Dreto, Dr. Richard J.
frtman, Room E17-446, M, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 23-301 or 3092.

Conowe poaom for Mrs budente

F6hhen who wish to have the ambince of a
smll school in their firat-yer studies may
elect the Concourse Program. Concourse ofer$
the standerd curriculum for reshman year
taught by MIT faculty in the solences and
humanltls. A grup of a Mt 80 studente tale
thes ocursee and are encouraged to work
together liuw y and tutors ae avaae to
students dimdogrhe Program covers, and pro-
vides credit for, the ins tiueRqufemmnt of
the firet year

Draper -aesoy
A number of research organItIons the
Boston-Cambridge ama has aiom Use with
MIT faculty members ~hlh may lead to oppor-
tuniise for Interdepartmental research. in per-
tcula, t.e Charlest ark Draper Laboratory
mainlines a slailonship with the Instiute that
permts students to engage in joint research
StMiles,

The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (formerly
the Instrumentaion Laboatory eperated fM
MIT on July 1.1973, to become an independent
nopr- reassroh end educalona orgmnisa-
tion. Medhaisn exst to permit the continua-
ion of joint research &o*nl eeand to allow the
Laboratory to continue It unique contributions
to the iMhltuiW educational program.

The professional flod of Interest has traditionally
been the Instrumenlation of practical problems
In dynamic geometr e.g., guidance and con-
trol of aerospace nd maine v4hls. The
Laboratory Ie misson-rented, Probably the
most paioleed achievement of t. Laboratory
has bean the Aollo guidance and control eye-
tem .rpw Labotory leadership in t. US

space program Is continig with th Spaeo
Shuttle Program. In addition, the Laboratory
has been broadening its arse of acthse In
instrumentatn to other fields such as eo-
phyical and oceanoraphic engineering,

The Laboratory experience in instrumaenation
has resulted In now computer solence actviee
and software applations in Industrial automa-
tion, control for advanced energy systems and
pecolaized communication.

A number of MIT faculty members maintains a
close asciation with the Laboratory and the-
e"e research opportunitles eet which fulfill the
residency requirement for an MIT In
all phases of systems engineering udg
beic theory mathematical nalyal, compur

design and evaluation (me-
chanical, electriaend optica) and sysemr
syntheis. Student e in direct daily aeocl-
ion with ow pMfesonal staf of engineers end
soengits of the abratory and thus learn to
apprecIate th economi ad humanas walg
as the technica, aspects of a system. tUder-
grduae and gixel s students also may be
employsd by the aboLOry and Work dircty
on aprojeen Thees nes pMide an
excellent technical Internship whlch gratly
broadens te studenW~s educational experience.

COL within wlld dislance of t. ma cam-
pus, is loated at 511h Square, Cambridge,
hMeuenhuemll02189.girler information may be
obtained by cont Ongr David Burh, (617)
288-25&3 or Institue extension 16$248g.

BonMamic and Urban Sudies (tDP".)

A dooloral progam Is ofered joindy by the
Departments of GEonomics end Urban Studie
and Planning at MIT Thiaprogram alms to
integrat th. analyti emphasis of onomics,
togeter with fs resaroh opportunits, with
the insitutional and palsy orientain of urban
studies. Both research and active intervention
Into urban problems benent kom auch a odm-
binstion beoses of the omplesy and oamt*
boundednes of urban issues. A wider variety
of career opportunis Ise aal"abletan to spe-
cldst in etr field alone. Students delng
to enter the progam mt be admitted to both
departments and then expiily t the Joint
Pogram. Specfc requtements arsfO 
ftoonil The same se fort. 1onomics Ph.D.
except: 1) only 2 meor f0s and no mnor
insead of two maior and two minor; 2) economic
history not required. kbena u&es the same as
for the USP Ph.D. except: substitution of an

Economlos general examination fold for one of
the required three Urben Stuigs fields. Onedis-
ertaton is rquired, wah aspanc by both
depatiimnts. The Prwn Ies adnlinisered by an
informal Stanig Commitee, compriing Pro
feesore Richar S. aleus, Jerome Rothsnberg,
and WNiam C. Wheaton.

Further information IS available from Professor
Jerome iothenberg, Room E62-8, MK Cam-
bridge, Mpshusen02139, (617) 208-2$74,
or from Ptimeor William C. Wheaton, Room
10-403,283-1723.

Energreator
Enugytriudy and Research
The eWy Laboratory was asishloed in 1972
to provide a focus for strengthening and
broadenig energy scovies on Oampus, wth

muphasis on conduotng research to answer
enegy u00ne or numinte eneg Isues.
Enegy ru eaoh projects this year
involve about 100 research staf, bg faculy, and
300 students from most of MlT' academic d-
pannnsraduat antd undergrduate studente
are an inteagml part oft.e interdIsclInary re-
search teas working; on both fundamental and
miNsion-odented poc that a " bot
technical and socioeconomic aspects of impor-
tent enegy lus.

The Enrgy Mele, Prding and Regulation
pr0 m conducts Mesaroh on t. structur
and regulation of the energy industries and
meorls, and te Initamcon between engy
marite and to maeenony Curent Nesmc
focuses on ". structuro and regulation of t
US eleo o utuy iustry; engy denanA
productvift and condo m r~ ; and on
dewnoping new metods for ewnusing lage-
scale energy echnology invesmnt when ley
pianning-veaes dr semple futu21 oN pries,
are uncertain.
The Cent for Energy PMay Ra foues
on polIcy research and analy and on mak-

reul 1 el111 ie and ueMto poloy hmeAlua
% support fr its a 80011064 ncludIng US
and internisonal corporate and nonoorori.
nteres grops, the Centr holds onftrce
to bng MIT rearchers togther with re-
senotaf e mnw y ernm ent and private
orgzalone to wore on egy-related poky

msus. The wor of the Cn leIs done by
rofesional ste" members from te Enegy

Laboratory and taouy and students fim si-
e MT deparienta (partioularly te ften
School of Mawnamnt and the Dopartmmnt of
Ecanamlo), and spol"t from the Cener



The Energy Engineering program focuse upon
research in the engineerng solenoes needed
to enhance energy use In technical industries.
Active reserch as Include tirmal pleema
material prooessing, automated welding, angi-
needng aly and deslgn methods, and
f'acture machanlosractunt control. The research
elm Is to bridge the gap between the science
base and exl*ung Industrial practice by provid-
Ing methods, models, and data that will sow
for Improvement In technical products and
prooen.

The Combustion Research Facilities program
emphasizes parallel modeing and experimen-
tal Invelgatlons of combuslion proceesee of
gaseous, liquid, and odlid fuels In both sleady
and unsteady operation. A special featumr of the
experimental studes Is that fundamental Name
data or* obtained in large-scale piot plant
combustor In ~hich the combusion-heat trane-
for processs closely elmulate industrial practice.

Research in the Hlgh-TUmperature Reaction.
and Health Effecto program concentrates on
the oxidation and pyrolyls of fuels and on
technkiue. for controling emlelone from these
proms. Studies of the formation of muta-
gent s. hydrocarbon combustion Involvo a team
eort among engineeing, analytical ohemisry,
and biological solenocs.

The SynthOdo Fuels Center focuses on research
on conversion of pimary energy resources to
lkluid and gaseous fuels. Energy companles
cooperate to support end oferW uidano to the
program. Current projects cover a broad range
of actifite - aigatog the comminuion of
energy mineras,* le$,olslw adoorplion of small
molecules, coal pyrolysls, slurry rheology, and
gee desulfudation.

The lineporteson Ptopulelon progrm conduote
research on both improving existing engines
and developing new conceps. AtAnM eare
based In the Sloan Automoie Laboratory and
inckude fundamental and appled research role-
vent to internal combustion engines, work on
alternallve propulsion concepts, and paoy and
technology studies.

The Advansed Energy Materls program exam-
ine new and smerging technologies In such
areas s electrodes and electrolyles for high-
density balleris and fuel call, syntheele of
oeramic powderusing laser heat suroces,
rapid soldiatlon of maten ceramics, solar
heaing/ooding, amorphouS phoovoltales, and
broad-band antireleclveo coatings.

Research in the Environmental program seeke to
identify and reduce the environmena Impacts
of energwralatd JaCOsend Involues a divere
range of research projects, Including ooling
systems for electris power plants, water man-
agement u associated With coal develop-
ment, impacts of acid rain, and local eloets of
air emleelons.

The Electric UUity progam ervee to inform
partiolpating companies about ongoing MIT
research act~ies, to identify and dicouse utility
neede and piodtes, and to dowelop research
proct responaive to those needs. The mem-
ber organizations currently participatng in the
program include 17 uilte; 10 other organiza-
tions Involved In eupplying fuel, equipment, or
services to the industry; and one governmemnt
agency.

The Nuclear program has the fdicwng broad
objeodves: 1) to provide direct technical conti-
butionsto nuclear plant reliability and safety
2) to iresges possIble Improvements In nu-
clear plant design for more ffloient utilization of
nuclear resouroses; and 3) to develop and
communloste information to Mu public and
nuclear power industry that wil Improve the
efficent utliaton of nuclear power.

The Energy-Effient Building and Systems
progum examines t behavior of exietng
buldlngs and oomponnts and see to develop
new technologes with beer energy eoiency
Current proJects include etudies of the transler
and acOumulation of moieturein struofures, air
circulation In interiors, ow enwilope materials,
and aging characteriotics of closed-coll onam
insulation

The Center for innowative Mining Systems le a
Joint program with Pennsylvania Slate Univer-
ety. Nle dreoted tward coal mining And empha-
sizes the development of smlNied systems
sutablefor remote control, ereby rmoving
miners from regions of high risk.

Further informaodn about the Energy Labora-
tory may be obtained by conating the Head-
quarters Office, E40-455, Mil; Cambridge,
Masachuset 02139 (617) 2U-3400.

Undergraduale program in energy ekidy and
resssh are avlable in most departments at
Mi including all those in the WWhool of Engil-
neeing. These prepare students for careers in
th energy field that can be entered immeds-
Asely upon aduasion. Such programs include
not only the bealo scoenose but also the appled
scienos, such as fuld and sid mechanics,
heat, controls; chemical prooesses, conamis,
and materials. Spoolated eubjasise d more
directly towards careers, as in explorniton for
and production of uranium end fossil fuels;
development of at"rnstie energy source. such
as solar, wind, and geothermal; petroleum
refining; manufacture of syntheto fuels; con-
ventonal nd nuclear generation of electric
power; snergy conservation In buildings, trans-
portation, and manufacturing; and energy pol-
Icy. In addition, al undergraduate engineering
programe provide preparaton for graduate work
In Mu floid of energy.

Many opportunities exatt for undergraduates to
work on energy-related roeearoh projecte
offered by Mu centers, laboratories, and ace-
domif departments. Thie researm can be done
for thsls or otheracademi oredt or for pay
under the Undergradual Research Opportuni-
tes Prgnam. Furmer Information, lndludhg Glts
of advieors, programs, subjectasend research
toplos related to energy is available though Mu
Ofic of uth Dean of Engineenng, Room 1-200,
Mrr; Cambridge, Maseachusett 02139.

Grduate progrme that prepar etudents for
careers in the ergy field awe avalable in al
of t Schools at MIT These aremany opportu-
nitis for students Interested in all speoe of
energy solenoe, engineering, menegement, and
poliy While uEnergy Laboratory pAvides a
focus for energy research at t Wnuts, a
gest deal of energy-related work Is also under
way In oher centers and aboratos, end in
Mu academic departments.
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Students interested In graduate work In the
nergy fild should fit gin admission to the

academic department whose program beet
matches their backreound and intereste. An
Indilualued program of advanced study and
research oan be ananged by a balance of
fundamental and Interdleolpinary subject.
that deal with dIverse aepota of energy #upply
utuilat, and poIo and by selectn of an
appropdate tees top . Energy advisors have
been appointed in each department to provide
informaton on eleotv subjeots, degree pro-
grams, and research opportunidos. A brochure
containing further informaton and the lit of
advisors 1l avaiable from the OfCe of the Dean
of Engineering, Room 1-206, Mr; Cambridge,
Maissohu=ee 02139.

BG8 (Eperimental taly Group)

ESG iSopen to h atemn and Isphase Inter-
$eted In participating In a smag informal aca-
deMic prgm that ogers adi primarny In
COetsu th tutodal seminars, and

dehdt of the program
can be found In Chapter U1, Undergraduts
Education. InformasOn can be obtained directly
hf MG by contatoing Profesor .lKm *ndver
or Holly Sweet. Room 24-612, MMf Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 283-7786.

Health Salhnoes andlbehnhlogy

MiTe programa In health solenoes and technol-
ogy are organised wthin the Marard-MIT Divi-
sln of Health Scienos" andIlbbhnology (HT).
The Slomedloal Engineeing portion of the HOT
progra ldesndbsd in ths chapterAdditonal
Informion about HOT may be found at the
end of Chapter VH in this catalogue.

tegrated Wes progrm0

The Integrated Studies Program olers a group
of about 60 freshmen and upperclase students
an opportuny to ink mathematos, eoisnce,
and engineerng subjects to each other and to
their soolal, cultural, and ethical contexts.
Freshman fuhull their Genereinstitute Require-
mert, and upperolass eludents complete some
of their departmental requirements, wie ex-
ploing these InterrelationshIp in eubleots and
seminare offered in ISP The Program is de-
crIbed in greater detl in Chapter II of this
oatalogue.

intrnealpinery Programs in Humardites

The School of Humanities and Social Sclence
ofers a number of suect and programs of
an interdlselinary nature for underadustes.
Descrptons of the various rdlsciplinary
prograins can be found under the School of
Humanities and Social Science In Chapter VII
of this catalogue.

isteroenal Food and Nutrilln Pregram

The International Food and Nutrition Program
(PNP), jointy established by the Department of
Applied Siologloel Sciences and the Center for
Intematonal Studies, provides an interdlacklin-
ary focus for pestudents Intereseed
In nutrition field studies, poicy anlyale, and
evaluation of appropriate nutrition interventions.
The Departmentsof oonomios, Polltos Sol-
ence, Urban Studies and Planning, and the
Anthropology and Archaeology Section of the
Department of Humanies ale partiipate. Grad-
uate students are someimes accepted but
must enter through and fulfil al degree require-
ments of their respeotive departments. IPNP is
affiliated wNh the Ofies of international Health
of the Harvard School of Pubic Health. Courses
at MIT and Harvard are available to full-time
students at eiher Institutin.

Representatve area in which iFNP works
Include the following: a) montoring the nutri-
tonal atusof populaions, Including assessing
moinu among vulnerable populilon goupu
b) determination of nutrition program benefts;
0) Interactona among such fators as nutrition,
maternal-chid health, ineftion, soclosoonomlc
and oultural characteristos, agricu"ure podey,
and sanitaton and other pubic health prob-
Iems; d) th effects of Income and price
changes and of subidIzed consumption pro-
grams on the nutritional intae of vulnerable
populatons; a) food and agricultur pollcles of
food-exporing nations s these relate to Inter-
national food needs; f) International food data
systems.

Further Informantin may be obtained from Pro-
fessor Whn S Sorimahaw Director of the IPNR
Room E36-456, M Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-101.

Loratory for Computer Slmenoe

The Laboratory for Computer Solence is an Inter-
departmental abratory whose principal goal Is
research In computer solence end engineedng.
The Laboratory Includes 16 research groups,
ourrenly elsffed by approximately 300 faculty,
students, and staff members, The aaeomic
members of the Laboratory are from the Depart-
ments of Electrical Engineering and Computer
SolenceHumanities, Mathematis, Archioure,
and the Sloan School of Management

The Laboratory for Computer Solence wa
established In 1003 for the advancement of
Unme-shared computer systems. It developed the
Compatble ime-Sharing System (CTS8), one
of the flrs time-shared eyletme in the wodd,
based on pioneering work at what we then the
MIT Computation Center. Subeequendt the Lab-
oratory developed Muos, an improved eyatem
that introduoed several new ooncepts In time-
sharing. These two major developments stmu-
lated research soivides in the application of
on-ine computing to such dhere fields as
engineering, architecture, mathematics, biolog
medicine, Ibrary science, and management
Since that time, the Laboratory's pursuits have
expanded, eadingto Poneering research in
Expert Systems, CuterNetworks, and Pub-
1o Cryplopgply The Laboratory le now engaged
in a broad front of research souvlies that ape
four prin-pareas: 1) Knowledge-Sased Gy-
tems; 2) Machines, Languages, and Systema;
3) Theory; and 4) Computers and People.

The Laboratory for Computer Solence foolers
partilipatan in reesarch by tmdergaduate
and gdsts abudenl Reseaarch selantehipa
am ailable to graduate students for work In
all aspens of the research progrm, and under-
gaduates may work at the Laboratory under
UOR Flities are prvided for theslemeearch
and special projects to both gradusle and
undergraduale students.

Further Information may be obtained by con-
tating Patriia Anderegg, Room N643-101,
MrC Camiddge, Massachusets 02139,
(617) 963-5628.
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Further insrmdcn may be obteined by con-
totng lMe O e of t 0loto, PRl*seor
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brdge, Maseachuselle 0g13, (f17) 34047.
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The Center for 0o i lb go solob-
tuhed ctober 1, 1 , len nintemnuvelre
Intendeolpiary cente r reseo in Sm hun-
dMone of MiteOnent machinee and contrl ye.
te and Is looed adminlethfvely wein r.
Laboratory fr in naion and Decision y-
tems. The Center is apested by a onsoroum
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consisting of Brown University Harvard Univer
sty and M: D. Banjoy K. Mitter.Professor of
Electrical Engineering at MnT serves as Direc-
tor of the Center with Professors Roger W
Brookelt and Donald McClure, from Harvard
University and Brown Universtm respectivet as
Associste Directors. The Center will Involve
approximately 30 faculty, 6 postdoctoral stu-
dents, and 18 Ph.D. students. The research
and educational mission of the Center Is directed
toward the further development of the concep-
tual and mathematical aspects of the study of
intelgent control systems, drawing on relevant
work In mathematcs, statistics, communications,
and computer sclence, as well as work in
control theory itself. Further Information about
the Center can be obtained hom Center Head-
quarters, Room 3506,(617) 253-2142.

Research opportunities are available in the Lab-
oratory for both undergraduate and graduate
students. Undergraduates may participate
through UROR

Further information may be obtained by con-
tacting the Offices of the Codirectors, Profes-
sor 8. K. Mitter, Room 35-304, MR; Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139 '617) 253-2141, and
Professor R. G Gaiags, Room 35-206,253-2533.

Laboratory for Mnusuturng and Produotivity

The Laboratory for Manufacturing and Produc-
tity is an interdisciplinary center for education
and research In manufacturing and productivity
at Mit The goal of the Laboratory is the
advancement of manufacturing science and
technology.

The Laboratory educates scientists and engi-
neers in the analysis and synthesis of prod-
ucts, processes, and manufacturing systems.
Fundamental research conducted in the Labo-
ratory leads to innovation In manufacturing pro-
cess technology and better understanding of
planning, design, and production operadons.
The Laboratory seeks to establish a rational
foundation for manufacturing increase based
on a systematic understanding of the complex
interactions among the many areas of manufac-
turing Including design, processing, assembly,
inspection, and quality control.

The Laboratory draws upon faculty and staf In
the Departments of Mechanical Engineering,
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Chemical Engineering, Materlals Science and
Engineering, and Ocean Engineeing, as well
as the Sloan School of Management Important
perspeNves are contributed by the representa-
tives of indusial firms associate with the
Laboratory's cooperative research programs.

Current research programs include lexible auto-
motion and robotics, polymer processing,
tribology, manufacturing quallt Intelligent man-
ufacturing systems, and manufacluring sence,

in addition to research projects sponsored by
indMdual organizations, a large proportion of
the Laboratory's work Is supported by several
consortis of industrial firms. Among these are
the MIT-industry Polymer Processing Program
and the 1ibology Research Program.

Opportunities for undsrgraduat and grmaleie
students are avaiable for thesis research and
UROP projects. A limited number of potdoo-
toral research positions are also avaiable.

Additional Information may be obtained from the
Dretor, Professor David E. Hard , Room 35-236,
MR; Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-2234.

Laboratory for Nuclear Selol
Eates" LinerAosleator Center
Center for Theosloil Pfetw

The Laboratory for Nucles Solenes performs
basic research in nuclear and elementary par-
tie physlos. it supports research interests of
faculty In the Department of Physics by main-
taining and administering faoiles adapted to
studies In high-energy and nuclear physics.
The Laboratory operates the Bats Unear Aocl-
orator Center, and the Center for Theoretoal
Physiso. In addition, the Laboratory provide$ a
machine shop, drafting and technical Illustra-
tion, electronics shop, and a computer facilty
for staff and students.

As part of the nuclear physics program, mem-
bars of the Laboratory are engaged in experi-
ments at the Bats Linear Accelerator, the
Brookhaven bndem-AGS Accelerator, and the
Los Alamos Meson Physos Faity The high-
energy physics program involves experiments
at the CERN in Geneva, Swerland, the Fermi
Ntonal Accelerator Laboratory the Stanford
Unear Acceeto, and at the Gran $asso Lab-
oratory in Italy,

Among many projects are theoretial studies of
nuclei and elementary particles; experimental
programs using a variety of delector techniques
to study strong, electromagneti, and week
interaon of elementary partcles and other
high-energy phenomena; application of high-
speed electronft computer techniques to the
problems of nuclear and elementary partile
date analysis; nuclear sludis heui avy.on
accelerators; and pograme In um-energy
nuclear research electrons, photons, pro-
tons, and pions.

Students participate in the ontre range of
reearoh programs In fuliling their graluate
and undWrgduate degree requirements or as
participants in UoR

Further Information may be obtained from
the Ofice of the Director, Profesor Arthur
Kerman, Room 92-606, MiT Cambdrdge,
Massachuseot 02139, (617) 2632056.

The 1 n H, Stoes (Jesw AssfelA tW snter
funded by the US Department of Energy for
use by Mrr research staff (principlly in the
Laborolaory for Nuclear Soince and the Depart-
ment of Physics), lavaiable for use through a
formal usere' organization to eligible eserchers
in the New England are and naionwide.

The Laboratory supports a broad program of
research in electromagneti interacton with
nuclei. aliis are available for high-preclionn/
high-resoluton electron scalering and photo-
reactions Including pion production. The mai-
mum electron energy available is 660 MeV; a
further increase to about 1 eV Is anticipated
at the end of 1067. A polaried eeton source
has begun operaton, making possible studies
of parity violation In electron scOteng and
spin elleots in nuclear reactions. Plans are
being developed to increase the duty factor to
nearly 100 percent

The research participation of physics students,
as f- laboratory selstants work-
Ing an and through gaduate
thess work, Is encouraged and forme an Impor-
tant part of the Bates program. A large number
ofstude from the universities of user physi-
clews as WONs from M; arm so involved.
Further information may be obtained from the
Director, Professor E. J. Monis, Room 26-57,
Mi! Cambrdge, Massachusells 02139,
(617) 253-6202.

Laberetory of Areiesalure mnd N lnning

The Laboratory of Archteure and Planning
(LPI, part of the Sohool of Architecture and
Planning, fosters research contributing to the
undadeidng, eduoftlli, and pracice of archi-
tecture, plf, real t developmen, and

Proiea currenly administered by the Labora-
tory focus On: nergy conservation and appro-
pdate technology; developmento techniques
for asessing the envirinmensilImpals of
davelopmentand fornedglfng disputes con-
orming such dvelopments; Wr archiecture;
neighborhood and community development; use
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of msalsea tool for pubic partcopation in.
-omuit planning; and innooatie approaches

to communicaing research findings to the
pubic. The LAPs primary are of development
Is buing technology and bilding ssessement.

The LAP provides a range of continaing educa-
ion opportunties Mor the architectural and

-nn pr-slbne The bAry aso pro-
mses the Integraton of rseaoh into the

educaional environment of the School and the
Instiute through the sponorshIP of lectures,
sminar and conferencs; a"ienili a upport

and a program of archgiter csse cludies. The
AP serves as the adminletratve base of the

MIT Sat Asian Architecture and Planning
Program.

The Laboratory Involves a wide variety of pea-
pie and iniuona both inside and outvkie
Mit including faculty and sludents *am MIr
dsermbente and c=nters, s Wetas fom other
eduaglonal nitutone; the alumnior te of hool
of Architoture and Planning; architelural and
planning practtoners; and olet groups such

as frms, pubic agencies, end ommunity
orgnisatone. LAP research nwohee gWiduat.
and underetiete baudents frm sevent Mfr
departmern, through research asslienelps
and UROP

Furthwr informaOn may be obtained from the
OMws of the DMaicor, Michael Joro, omn
4-200, Mn; Cambridge, MaesahuLwte 02139,
(617) 253-1360.

-a~eee 8.u.es
uMONUIdS and gud s atudents inter-

estdin thelgalor pubio poyapefs of
their ield or the legl profession In general, may
partiopae in a wide range of undergraduate
or graduate eubje, Among tle over 30 tow-
centured aubjecte in 10 departments are s*
iabi cowng the AmerIanlegal structure, the-uie process, ccnituWn %le t and legal
aspeot of planning. mangmsnt, enironmen-
tal agbir, ocen resources, onstrutin trans-
p n induial saft compulr ahnn,
and technology

in addition to severallawyWrs on the teaching
sage of many diferent departments, there are

Weowrs on t adminleheima stWg who We WMe
to shres their epedunces with studefit , Many
of thea lnddulb ao members of te PLaw
Advisory Counci, andwe pleased to asel t
student Interested In the lege pAislOn.

In recent years, a subelantia mnuber of MIT
undergraduates from noary every department
has gone on to law echooI. The technically
odendwndugadue taining evesauene
wol In law sched nd in future practe. Lam
achce are on very eager for MIT appincnt,

The O"los dfCareer Service and Preprofes.
seonal Advlelng, Room 12-170 and idom
12-16, (617) 263-4787, and members of the
P-L Advry Coun prode guidenes
and infnm for etudent interesled in going
to law echoo. The Chairman ofth Counci Is
Professor . D. NyLar. AN sitdents inlerested in
ae carser ehould phone or come by the
offles fMr information regarding law-related
sludies at MIT

Linesin iadstry

The Lincoln Laboratory Is a Federaly sponsored
center for ressarch and development In ad-
vanoed electronlos, with eolal emphaes on

aSpiOsW* to natonal defenpe. The Labora-
tory is eafegd and operated by MIr and located
in Lexington, Masehusetem

Unoon Laboralory asivise satnd som funds-
ment testl nsm in seneo, twough techno-
logial development of devicee and components,
to t dselgn and devlopment of comlea

eyatsm A coninuing program of research in
advanced electronlos technklue provides a
backgound etepedmnoe and ideas for work
in specipo grams, as woN as a eours of
nensinfioandtechnologIc l advose j.ar
chiean and miery appiostion,.

Spomfo prowms include asilte communlos.
sonf, reentry studes and technology computer

syvAems and dIglielstra procesebs image
proces own spa o moguwenc and air trafi
controL esearch alo is oonducted in the
flele f opm, *aid-elstedevics, radar eye-
Sums, and mdhne intelgence.

Opportunities for researh in many of these
tenmicalses ar m asble to MIT I"cuy
members and quibd uinwg due and -go-

mee atudene. inquideslney be directed toMr
Alan A, GOmetatein, Asellatnt to the Orectora,
UN A-l8 1(M?) 63-600, ealenaion 714, or

insaeiuenlnlon 181-7024.

Angemnt afIbhnhology Progam (M,)

The Management of lbohnology Program Is a
12-month masters dgee progrant, beginning
only in Jue ofech r, for ehnal proes-
aloneis wih a minimum of 1w years work
experience. Oered joiny by the School of
Engineeing and the Sloan Schel of Mange-
ment, the program focuses on management
principles Morindivduals whose carees require

incrasing manageial reepioneilty on te wall-
nical side of the orgentsaton.

The dgorous, I2-month curriculum, developed
and tughtby faculty hft both Shools, ads
to a MOer of Solence in the Management of
lbchnology and mamrls he lemni: 1) under-
lying 1ore subes in management prinioples
and analyomethods, s In-depth etudes on
manegement of technical p opame and organi-

lons, and 3) aiheele rleling to the manage-
ment of technical programs and orgaflksW
Partiopatnn deparntenle inolude the lmn
School of Management and al eight depart-
mnts in the School of Sngineering.

Appicaton mateil is avallble only through
the Program ofice and is due bek in that
omoe by ebruary 1. Requbementwor admis-
alon incude fe years of teOni*al work eps.
rience and an undergraduate technical desre.
in addion, at applcants plat tale the GMAT
and at foreign appicants must etbmit scome
frm the 1DgPL.

Appinaon material nd complete inforataon
on Program objeoes and the ououlMn am
albie tem teProgramOfics, Room 52-121,
MM; Cambrdge Mesaschusee 0213g, (817)
253-3733.

tiemdleasse- n center
The Materisis Procesing Center (MPG) tra-
ecends the tredlonal academic boundaries to
provide anintsclpinery focusen on rces
ig and performance of matels. The gMP's
foundasr reeksed ttte properties of e tyes
of ated~als ardes ionn their structure - grom
the mnner in which thi coneiluant atems
aggrugrie intootrysteineerrsy or e diser-
dered amorphous structures. A recurrdng theme
through at MPC reserch Is, threfor, the
interreletsrnships of alruolue-propertiseper-
formance through proesasig coet~

16 develop and expand #e.fundamental sciw
aIIo and technologialbaseof meldlero-

cesing, te MP fpollows a thre-pronged
approach with progrmsin leris Qaiery

a education andsechnodogyeuchante.



Fragments of mow basic yet crldolmalerl
processing problems are studied In normally
Isolated academic departments. Tb bridge these
dMulons and focus research on a processing
problem as a Wie, the MPC coordinales fAo-
ulty expertise and faclities from a number of
MIT departments, principally Materials Science
and Engineering, Chimiatry, Mechanicl Engi-
nearing. Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, and Chemical Engineering. MPG
research Incorporates all engineering materials,
including metali ceamlo poymedr, and slco-
tronic materials,

The MPC uses two educational programs to
attract outstanding students to the study of
materials processing. Special summer scholar-
ships bring exceptional undergaduae dudents
from across the country to MIT to partiolpate in
ongoing materials research projects. The MPC
awards fellowship appointments to outstanding
first-year gedlaste studente investigatng some
aspect of materials processing. Other graduate
students are supported by research programs
funded by grants and contracts through the
MPC. The MPG also conducts contnuing educa-
tion programs to help NMp professional engineers
and sentnidsts abrast of recent technological
Information.

The MPC builds upon the strong Unks that MIT
has traditionally had with both industry and
government. Through the industry Colleglum,
the MPG provides a forum for industrial repre-
sentatives to discuss their needs and problems
with researchers inthe university Each year
the MPC aponsors symposia on a variety of
materials processing topes to encourage the
flow of information on recent scientific and
technological developnients between the uni-
versity and industry. The MPC also encourages
and sponsors the appointments of industry
and government personnel as vislting faculty.
adjunct facult and peootonal researchers.

For more information, contact Professor R. M.
LatanileW Direor Room 8-202, (617) 28-407
or 2534466. or Dr. 0.9. Kennws Aosisant DireO-
tor, Rom 12-007 25"244. MIT Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139.

Media Arts and Sciences is an academio pro-
gran for Iadute students, and is aillated
with te Interdisciplinary iaboratery known as
the Media Lab. The program comprises 11
previously separate groups that now reside In
the Wlwner Budng, newly construoted for
this purpose. The Ph.D. In Media Arts and
Sciences Includes concentrations in epistemol-
ogy and eaming, electroni media, and com-
puter music. A description of the M.. program
can be found under the ScO of Archtecture
and Planning In Chapter VDI.

The faculty affiliated with this program believe
there le a unique discipline to be found at th
Intersection of the communIcations and cogni-
tive sciencs; one that Is expressed by the
Invention and creative use of mder electonic
media. Primary areas of application include
educaion, medicine. ectrono pulbhing, enter-
tainment, and the arts.

Midle East Program

The Middle East Program at MIT is an Interdisol-
pinary course of study taken in ocojunction
wit the gsells program Insa students cho-

n dThe focus is on technolo
development, and public poli It purpose is
to enable students with an Wiereet In the Mki-
die East to develop an expertise in the area,
within te contd of a oohrWn program of *dy.
The program Is designed to equip students with
an understanding of the procsesse of sotoeo-
nomio change, technologloal development. polit-
ical change, Institutional development, and
business and investment patterns In the region.
This program dro an Ms un~ue sn
In the ares of science and technology to ter
a course of study dIstinct from a conventional
"ares studies" approach to the Middle ausL

The Program is based on the partilpallon of fac-
ulty om the Departments of Pidtal Science,
CMI Engineerng 5conomics, and S n ludes
and Planning; te Hisr of t Depart-
ment of Humanmis ,t sWn , o,,f mad
mnt the Properv in Science. leohlmlhhM and
Soiety and t A Program in alm
Artetur ure ormaon Isa limble
bun Pofesso NM Chour, Departm tf Podt-
l Sc lence. Room 163-401. Mi? Cambridge,

Massachusets 02139, (617) 23-619&

inaand Mia tesources
Riesgrah Ingiuh

Th -i~n so "MinrlSaaeRp

lilMe (MMRIM wae founded to support and
aid In mt coordination of the wide variety of
academic aoivies and research programs
retated to mineral resources. In partoular, it

snowog"Intedisipliaryactivities for grs*
u~,suet arid calls attention to opportuni-
te for careers In Mineral resource engineering
and management The direct support of the
MMNR, w h omes from t US Department
of the Interlor, Includes funding for a imted
number of fellowahips and schlarshIps and
for some research activities.

The Departments of Civil Engineering; Mehn-
cal Enginerin; Mateials Science and Engi-
neering; Eart, Abmoepherlo, and Planetary
Sciences; Ocn g; Economics;
Management and ca Scioe are involved,
n sthe neiy abratory. Some of the majo
problems being addressed re finding mineralm
resources, 0ctng and processing tem
economically and in an env tIly accept-
abe mann' aWd reducing our need for mineral
resource nd substituting ON resource for t
othe. Uxldsgrsduete and gradiuatle Interdisciplin-
ary program of study In Mineral ResourcsE ngineering and Management (described W"r,
epresent academic s of t MMRR.

Information on t various activities of the Min-
MR and Mnea Resources Reserh Institute
and an departmental advisors and special pro-
Wo of dudy may be obtained from the

Moof t Olreclt Professor John F Eiott
Room 4-13, MIt Cambridge, Massachusets
02139, (817) 2534305

The Min Rgous E e ed Man-
aSment (S.M., Eng., Ph.D.) program provides
onral educational opportunities to reAduse
students with interest in he mineral resources
Nls The academic subjects and research mail-
abe throughout the Institt maim it possibl
to oifer program In several mr. of oncentr -
icn, leading to a variety of careers in the
mineral resources field. Sudies in the MREM
program can lead to te Engineer, Ph.D., or
Master of Science conspondng to te depart-
ment Of egisraon.

L



The MREMprogram conelsieoffour subpsme.
1) The exploration subprogram "posee stu-
dents to the geologloal, tohnical, and declelon
theorellcal aspecls of exPlOMn. 2) The trac-
tion subprogram provides a background for
design of surface or underground mines, selso-
tion and development of mining mchinery,
management of large promote, and resdution
of environmental problarms. 3) The processing
subprogram deepens t eudent' pyslal
and chemical education and leads to the analy-
d and design of industrial prosses includ-
Ing their managerial and environmental aspects.
4) The resource management subprogram
snoompasee a wide range - systems engi-
nering, economic, and pubic poioy - as
wON as problems of substitution and of related
eources (woter, energy). Emphasle in the re-

source managenent subprogram can be placed
on engineering, managenint, or pubio picy.
The resource managenent subprogram also
providee an MAIM general overvimi aImed at
students desiring a broader education.

For the Master of Solenc degree, a student
usualywo take at leastT percent of the
required credit unite fom one of the subprogrms
and the remaining credit unite fom one of the
oter subprogranm. Enginer and Ph.D. students
usualy will conoentrate at least half of their
credit units In one of the subprograms and take
the remaining credit unite from at least two of
the other subprograms. Research projeol suit-
abl for thesls work ar conducted in most of
th particlping deparbents (Urban Studies
and Pluning; CMi En**ee ; Chemical Engi-
nering; Mechnenoal ; Maler ma So-
enco and Engineering; Ocean Engineering;
Eaft AtmospheriO, and Planetary Solences;
Economics; Paoitical Science; Sloan School of
Munsgement.

Students desiring to pursuetheir studies In the
MRl94progr m should apply for admission to
graduate studies in e departmnt best suited
to ther interests.tudents w11l be awarded t
gUduael dege In this dartment.

A prospecus ontaining detaild information on
t MIM prom including n of ae-
domio sbJect in each of th subpqowm
possible research al. and t MM fao-
ulty v"ntoteo in each of t parolsaUng depart-
nluMe, mny be obtained hm Pofsor Hubt
H. EIntein, Room 1-330, MI Campridge,
Msschuselt 02130,(817) 25608.

The MIT-Japan SOence andlbohnology Pro-
gram wascreeled in 191 toostablshhMfasa
leader in the education of Amarloan scleniata
end engineers about Japan. An ansciated
goal l to foilitate coiubortlye rsearch among
Japanese and AmeriAn scholars. Both aims
are accompilehed through the development of
three areas of integrated acdivie - educaon,
research, and pubi service - in t US as
wel asin Jpan. The RoeIs admintered
by theCenter for iutt datMi
and l open to any wu gaduate and gedwe
at* student. Students usualy enrol in t pro-
gram au completing eir des"e requbemnle,
but can enter at any Utme.

The Program provIdes internehips to sIence
and engineering students who hem acquired
Japanese language ospebides and a cultural
understanding of c country A student Is sent
to jpan only Alter having sequivlent of
two-yars training In the Japaneso language
through oredit or noneredit study Sudents
must also asuosefuily complete additional
courses In Japanese scence, sooloity econom-
Io, plled, and history The Prom train
and supervises t placement f eight to ten
students asch year Some of c private firms
that have hoeted these interns arelbmhibe,
Nipon EWtri Company NEC), Matsuaha,
and Hitachl. Other interns have studied at Sc
Faculty of Engineering at bkyo and l*oo
univereifte, as well as at naonal laboraories.

Joint reesroIh oefrt at MIT under t aus-
plcas of S Program include an exchange
prgram, funded by thc Jpanese gor
for interninal energy poliy otKisin to
Energy Laboatory ad-Ceter for interational
Studies. The Sloan 1ohool of Management, Sc
Energy Labetorg Sc Laboratory fr ArchIso-
lure and Planning, and Se &ler *1snn
not Laboatory pardlpate in various
projects wlth~apanese scholars and preotiton-
era. In addition, c Pfogram has supported
research in Japanese ingosics for Prolect
Athena and a study of Sc management of
research and development in Japanese com-
puer frms.

in t pubic service area S Pmgsm span-
e severl workshops and symposla in its

~art to keep American government ad indus-
try abreast of Japanse scAngii and techni-
0aldevelopments

Further infnatn may be obtinedm fm Mo.
Patricla Gerok In S CObe f tc 011tor
Room 56-447.MI, Cambridge, Massahusents
02130. (617) 234142 or 2449.

The Nuclear Reacor Laboratory OU provides
Sfous for a wide rng of research pro-

grams tht involve use of nuolear radiatons,
Research programs in various MrIT department
and oenters insluding Piwe; Moala Sld-
once and Engineering; EartNmesphoric,
and Planetary Soience; Chemical Engineering;
Machals nei; Nuclow Engineering;
and Appled Siologcal S are supported
by the apablitie in fc Nit, Flbtie of ft
Nuclear Reactor Laboratory e also used for
teaching and research soviMe by other no-
tutons. fth Nil provides e10olal services to
regional hosptals and industries, .g., short-
hd lactopes for medcal purposes.

Current areas of research include apploloon.
of nuclear traoe nalyelto probleme I
phyalcal and engineering science, Ifs solenos,
geoslensee, and Sc environment neutron
and oulear physics; neutron scattering studies
of acids, Iqud, and dens gees radiation
efaece on iaertalpbulk and near surfaoe
rcad on a ale Of nuer an fusion

et;reactor ls: does reduco-
ion in power recolors and reactor enginering;
nuclear medicine; and lotope development

The NRL operates a 6-milon wadt ressroih
reactor (MIR-), which is one Of t largest
university mastors, Recent redeign and rebuid-
ing of MMIin- has sIgnIfntUy anhand the
neutron and prams-ra intenalty and Sc eo-
tor's verestity,

Experimental tfaltse and instrumentaion at
the NRL include neutron dircqtnmsters; 2-
and 3-aid, polarised beams; pin Uppers; neu-
tron inelastic scaering 0sotrometere; a neu-
tron interferomete; magnetic and cryogenic
semple contel; a wide variety of ample Iradi-
ation atiese with fast and slow neutron fluxes
up to 10"4 w omand eeO; a temperature-
controed in-pHe badky whch aMw imuina-
neou neutron and ion bombardment and a
fast resolor blanikt fac5y.

Oher experimental foeee and Ietrunenteion
include a thermal column wih large hchlum;
radlophemistry laborstories; hot oese for die-
meneng or teng; nuclear detoos equipnmt
trace analysis fateMs; a materials chereoleri-
gagn laboratory; and shilided hot oeen for
handing and testng radoacie materials.

Undergduate students ar involed in t
operatIon of Sc reactor and in Sc research
activilies through specoIal projects or senior
tes. Greadute student tels research is
carried on in-t various research afeas men-
toned erNer
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A ourrent summary report Is available and
describes the solivitles at the NAL In e
detai. For Information, Inquire at the Office of
the Director, Professor Ot K. Haring, Room
NW12-208, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-4201 or 4202.

Ooenography and Ooeenogrphic
Engineeing (lng,, Ph.D., USe,.)

MIT and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Insitu-
tion (WHOI) on Cape Cod ofer joint programs of
gradwts study and research for students with
special Interests In biological oceanography,
chemical oceanography marine geochemistry,
marine geology, marine geophysIcs, oceano-
graphic engineering, and physical oceanogra-
phy. These graduate programs are administered
by committees drawn from the faculty and staf
of both insitutions. Students accepted to the
Joint ProgAm have access to the extensive
Intellectual and physical resources avalable
for advanced study at both WHOI and MIT The
program Is described In detal at the end of
Chapter VII.

Opere nsRemr oenr 
OperaUsonereserc (lM., h.D.)

The Opeslone Reseh C-enter (ORC) pro-
Aides education and research opportunities for
students and facul terested s-In th Intdsc-
pNy fild of oe n research. Opeaos
research Is concerned with conceptualng
and Implementing Iahem l mnodels f
analyzing planning and operatng problems
arising In the public and private sectors. Gen-
orally speakdng. these ar ormative models
that am optimized to provide declin makers
with beter Insights into their deacsion problems
and to ast them in selcting the most effec-
live courses of ac .

The Operations Research Center Is organized
as an Intdopartmental oente, structured to
take advantage of the expertie of facuty drawn
from a ety of dpartmente, Including the
Sloan School of Management EOrdcal Engi
needng and Computer Science, Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Mathemallos, Cil Engineer-
Ing, Ocean Engineerng, rban Studies and
Panni, and Plos. The Center is composed
of approximately, 25 affliatd facoulty and 45
graduate sWtudns Bot a masers and a dcc-
toraj degree program ar offered. An important
feature of these programs Is their interdliplin-
ary structure. In addition to following a st of
core courses, students are encouraged to

design a curriculum that Is talored to their
professlonal and research Interests. The pro-
gram provides a strong background In the
theoretcal foundations of operations research
and the practical techniques used In building
models for a wide variety of applications. The
Center provides a range of micro-, mini-, and
mainframe computer oliales, with associated
sofiware, for model building and algorithmic
experimentation.

The core graduate curriculum for both S.M.
and Ph.D. degrees conslste of Applied Probe-
b~lly (6431), Decision Analysis (16.065), Applied
Statistics (16.075), and Introduction to Maths-
matial Programming (15.0816.251j). Mater's
degree students continue with three additional
graduate-level subjects and prepare a theses In
an areof research concentreion. Employment
opportunities for graduatee of the S.M. program
exist in technical stafs of private firms, often In
the services sector of the econom.A as planners
In governmental agencies, and in private con-
sulting firms.

Doctoral degree studenta are expected to take,
In addition to the core subjects, Discrete Event
Stochastic PMoOsese (6.20), Statisical Model-
ing and Data Analysis (15.076O18A57J), Net-
work Optlmitatlon (15.062), Combinatorial
OptimizationA415.0g3), and Nonlinear Pogram-
ming (1S,064J6.262J). Doctoral degree candi-
dates must quafy for pontinuation In the :
program by passing Qualifying and General
Examinatins which are taken In the i and
secondywars of a typically four-yar program.
Couroework in a minor program foNows, in
addition to pursuing an original research proj-
ect under the guidance of a doctoral disserta-
tion comitee The fortal academ Program
Is pplentem by teaching and reeesrch
assleantship opportunities for most doctoral
cadt Graduates of the PhAD program
often assume faculty or consulting positions In
the US eand abroad.

Students wishing to concentrate specfcally In
operations research at elther the masters
degree or doctoral dega lelmay apply
direoty to the interdepartmental graduate pro-
gram. This can be done by folowing general
MIT graduate admieelons procedures and by

"Opedngatinn Resarch - lisra-
med " hlaices on the appication

malerials requesting a departmental designain.

Further Information about te Operaions Re-
search Center and the degree programs Is
contained In a brochure en d G ue Edu-
caon f e Operans # esh Confer and is
available fom # Operations Research Cean
Wsbter Building (140-164), MIT Cambridge,

Massachusetta 02139. IndIvidual questions may
be addressed to either of the CodWrsotors,
Professors Thomas L Mgrandt and Amedeo R.
Odoni, or to Marcia V. Chapman, the Adminls-
tie Officer.

Plsma Pu001n Cenr

The Plasma Fusion Center, formed lI 1976.
provIdes a focus for expemental and theoret-
cal studles In plasma fusion physics and related
engineering dIsclInes. it provides the leader-
ship required for effectively undertldng all
Department of Energy-sponsored fusion re-
search at MIT The timely development of fusion
energy Ia one of the most urgent and techni-
cally complex chalenges facing ociety.

The Plasma Fusion Center fosters Independent
creatMty and helps Integrate the collective
fusion aotMlss into a cohesive program with
the following broader Institute goals:

- to provide, both nationally and internationalig
strong technical leadership for the develop-
ment of fusion energy;

- to provide the intelectual enionment for the
expert educational training of students,
research scientists, and engineers.

Fusion research activitles fal into six major
programmatic dMsions.

The Fusion Systems DMelon Is ooncerned with
ra- deen and resaor pylo" invstiga-

tions of the next generation of major toroldal
and mkr fusion devices; undersnig the
po-e" characteristics and technolgy requis-
mens of power-producIng fusion reao. and
developI new reactor deegn concepts and
aanced pln dondo both aolve
and passive measurements o eleotromagnetic
radiation.

The Mirror Confinement Systems Division is
developing an increoned understanding of basic
tandem mirror physos with mphse on stabi-
Ity properties thermal barrier formaton, and
RF heating. The subprogram areas Include the
TARA tandem mirror and CONOTANCE mirror
experments.

The Fuso lohnology and Engineei Dl-
Won aim to provide critical engineering sup -
por fr opeing confinement experimente
and adanced design projects. it also develope
advanced high-feldopper magnet c e
ad superoonducting mget noogy for
the national fusion program.
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The Applied Pilos Researb OMelon Is devel-
oping t basc expedimontland theorecal"
undestanding Of plem heaing and conine-
net propertlee, including reslerch on telsmak

and mIrror yelam, advanood fusion concepts,
fusion toy and computlilons, and disgnos-

Ncs ad iw devlopmot.

The lbrdida Confnement Experiments Divion
Is deweloping a basic understandIng of the
alabty and transport properis of high-tem-

plaslu torold plums a reotor-levol con-
dinen and d losing and teng conceps for
opim1:llon of heoroid ooninement approach
to magneto fusion. The subprogr ams
include te M OR tolaenk experinent

The Coheent Elochmagnelo Ow Generation
OMelon Is developing a balo experimental
and theore"ial understanding of coherent od-
agon geration by froe electrons for ww.-
lengths in the 1 jm to 1 cm range. Partcular

enha Is being pieced on ft development
of fe electron lasers, cyclotron mers (gyro.-
tronf), and nove radiagon sources.

In the last decade, many results of great ig-
nifloano to the internaonal eort to develop
fesion energy hoe been obtained In the
ALCAOR A and C high-field tolmeks, the

MOr experlmOnilels eOW in the Plasma Fusion
Center program. For example, ALA1TOR C
Ourently holds # w d cIsord in obtaining

the higheot product cO plme densky times
confinement time, and is also a world isader in
developing technIuesi o drw cunent by radio-
frequency so VOEsAngIR lWand CONNE

ae used to tludy prtcular reseroh aspocts
of tridal and minor-confined plues, respoo-

Uvely. The overal program has a balance
bttmn expedmonil and theoretcal sludies,.

Fusion actilles in Ve Depertments of Elootrl-
cal Engineedng and Comiputer Sclence. Mied-

als Solence and Enginerng, Mochanical
EnginednsrI Nuclear E nginseedng, ad PPhysl

as en a de Ranis gilter Naionsi Mwgnet
Laboratory end lhe Research Laboratory of
eoonics e a sd iM h I V e Plms Fusion
Center

The Centers pvogums proWvke an exoellent
forum for the training of sludents and priles-
slonel researchers. Appoiniatsly 76 saan
and1 eI udents ame currently

ino -e f l of thesis work; unde.rgdu-
Stlel sio paPIPIe Ilwugh JROR

FRdher inloninlon mal be oabtined from the
Oilos of ft 0lcaor Professor Ronsid C.
Ostodon. Roam NW6401, Cambddge,

Meseachusetls 0139. (617) 26-8102.

Pewe bnghinghe

Interdepartmental asedemio and researoh pro-
grams in pmwr engineering me ebb in
the Desartnans of A0enuloe andBMllnnsulos,
eleoal Engineerig and Compuer Slenos,

Mechanloal Enginsedng, Oan Enginesrdng,
and Nuclerinearinnese progassessr
a broad Ma o i issuet Resserch
is conducted at the Gs lirbine Laborator

Udooyfor Eloeoaneaoandl Elolbonio

Laboretorg Heat1anefer laborator% Cryogenic
Engineering Laborort and at the Nuclear
Reactor

A graduate student enroled in any of the above
departments may oonstruct from among vari-
ous subject agring. nd rosearch acilgsee an
academic progun and thes research ~tloh
he or she wilhesto pursus. in addion to
subjects treaing aeollo topics in pow engi-
nearing, many other reled scts are evall-
able on such topics sehermodynamIcs, Vuld
mechancs, heat baer, contro thwory materi-

alS, otres analwy vtrrtions, cryogenlos, and
combustion.

Research assistanlehips are avaible for grad-
ute student,&d acme pert4me employ-
med is avlable for undesgradustes. For further
Inlormnllon on the psOgrame and on fnancial
support contethe Graduale Reglstration O1-
cor of one of the participatng departmnt.

Prgumn in Pesmer s aelen atm

The Schocle of Enginee&ng and Solenes have
staleSed a graduateprogram in polymers it

Is open to qudifed studenatadmit'd to the
graduse poram of OW Mr department. It
consits of an inil asedemlo phas in uhich
al eludents participate {regarsas @o prevlous
background and research intesell, folowed by
reserch ina selected 1re 01 epaminealo.
The progam leads to t dntoral degme; if
desied, a masters desne can be obtained
though Vem luderre deparment

The core curriculum Wiken bydl eudent
prowise a common boso in f eld of poly-

mars. i is broad, rigorous, am owr boh
elementary and adhanced sulets spanning

teanie range frm te aoiouer I"ual to et
coninuum. This ourdAsm tekle up te first
two semesters in the gaduate progrm.

The tranMion from the cadmic phase to
reseaoh is mareked biye sumilhxamt,
1tlh consis of boIh oral andV e setions.
The ammaame O ed at #0 and of each
springm and mebased on te PPOT coe
curdioulum. SuccessUlcomplei0on of theem
leeds to selecton of a researh project and the
preparatlon and defense of a theis propoeseL

Anicuty mmbr a WT coan act as a ressh
supervisor. The thesis supervisor(s) adviss
the gaduate sludent one oonnuing bails
troughoutte tme of the researh poilect
Completin and s"00=Uc delne of the the-

Ms5 before PPST and deparMnl faculty fM
t requremens for the doctoral degree.

For more informaoon #s pogram, including
delsf of admission and finanall aid proas-

dur contect Poeisesor Robert . Cohen, DiC-
orl in flymer Solence ard bhnlog

I'3oom 1"-K Cambridg, Messachuses
02139. (617)23-116.

Programs for Double Competenes is
Nuuiula/s- e sal'eeSaid
belnen Ilgbles

A MrT rVe ae earal vs for an undigad-
uste student to achieve inteSlual "dual Oer-

soy" or "double ocmpstenc?, an educstisn
that includes dedy in depi in bali HumenwesI

So" Sclenos and mares
1) double nering mhlch bringo two
deges; 2) joint m odng, whi h combines
isclines ftm boh 0reas ina singh desre
progum - Course )00-E -umanies and ng -
nering) and)O0-8 umanitissand e nos);
3) a degree in a sclIence or -gineering deal-

pins, complemented by deL in a humaer
arts, or solw science Sld that gea sigOwicngy
beyond the ineihle Requirmente; 4)a dege
in a humanilies or scoald soleno dcilin
compleaenled by study in a alnceor

nearng hild lit goes Onicat beyn ft
inekM Reutements in ny of V0sa opt

theinterivpinyca ins mlnce, bih-
"eg anw sof

connecting and inagrge Ve two elsnite of
study

Further intrmaton may be cbtained 8rn Pe-
Iessor %1i MIl, Wrector of ts Humanbe,
At and OScolo Sciences Cmbs, Roto 1dl407,

MCambdidge, Masseohuset 0213. (g17)
255-4ddg, PlgleAsor fenneli leniston, Head of

e Pgogm in Sclno, Thntwiog and cook
et Room M1-110,23-40. or Professor

Mg" M-m r. Osan for l rg I
Educadon, Roam 200-1020 1.
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V
Sea Grant research strhes for balanced use of
oceans and oests, greater harvests of food
and useful materials from the sea, the prudent
extraton of ogfhore oil and undersea miner-
ale, and the application of engineering to
Imprmod methods of worldng In and on the
seas. At present, the-prinCIpal departments
Involved In Sea Grant research Include Appoed
Sigi Solenes, CMI Engineering, Michan-
lout Engineering, and Coean Engineering. Stu-
dents partiolpate directly In most Sea Grant
research projects at both graduate and under-
gdus levels, and support is available for
UROP t

The See Grant Program also supports innova-
tive education at MIT in ocean use and coastal
sone development. The Program has supported
new curricula and textbooks inthe fieldof
oaan engineering. A joint project with the

Massachusetts Maritime Academy Is providing
new educaonal opportunities for professlonal
flahermen.

MIT See Grant's Advisory Services publish
iechnical reports, sponsor symposia, and work
with local gWmrhents, businesses, and orge-
nisAllns to transfer comprehensive information
to the public on the many foats of resource
development In the oosan and coastal zones.
Joint research programs, conduetad with related
businesses and industres, assure the efficent
and timely dissemination of new technologies
and research results.

For mor information on Sea Grant Program
projects and services, contact the O=ie of the
Director, Professor Chryssostemos Chryssosto-
mle, Room 138-302, MI; Cambridge, Massa-
chusett 02139, (617) 253-7041.

The George Russeli Harrion Spectooow Lab-
oratory Is dedicated to advancing knowledge
of the structure and dynamics of atoms and
molecules and the properties of liquids, solids,
and bIological materials ultizng the techniques
of nodern spectrosow. These techniques
Include the use of lasers, signal processor.,
computers, and electrooptio devices.

The Spectroscopy Laboratory encourages par-
tiolpetion and collaboration among staff mem-
bers In various disciplines of science and
engineering. At. present, several departments
(prinipally Chemistry, PhysIcs, Biology Electri-
cal Engineering and Computer Science, Applied
Biologloal Solenoes, and the Harvard-MfT DM-
eOn of Healh Sciences and lbohnology) are
Involved. In addition, scientific visitors from the
US and abroad participate in the work of the
Laboratory.

Current research areas Include high-resolution
law spectroscopy of excited vibrational and
electronic molecular levels, CARS studiss, kinet-
Ics of intermediates in organo-metalli com-
plexes, laser optical pumping of atoms, Infrared
and optical double resonance experiments,
laser saturation spectroscopy coherent tran-
slants photon echoes, laser-nuclear epectros-
oopy superradlance. Rydberg atoms, structural
studies of biologlial molecules using Raman
techniques and X-ray diffraction data, technical
holograptly and applications of lasers in medicine.

Within the Laboratory Is the Laser Research
Center, supported by grants from the National
Science Foundation for physcal sciences re-
search and from the National instiutes of Health
for biomedical research. This Center makes
available to researchers from various university
and Industrial research Insitutons one of the
most extensive cooleons of lasers In the US
for spectroscopic research. 4AclitIs Include a
turnable Excimer Laser, three Nd:VAG Lasers,
five Pulsed y Laser, a Picosepond Dy Las,
several CW Ion and Dye Lasers, OW and Pulsed
CO Lasers, Pulsed and CW Raman Spectrom-
sters, microcomputers, and auxinary signal
processing equipment

Many graduael and undsrgradusle students
perform thesis research In the Laboratory;
UROP projects are offered In many areas of
laser research.

Further information on the Laboratory may be
obtained from the Office of the Director, Prof.e-
sor Michael Fold, Room 6-014, Mi Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-7700.

Sa10llesaCenter

The Statisic Center; In conjunction with coop-
eratIng depereents and schools, helps to coor-
dinate undergraduate programs In statistics and
ofere Interdepartmental MS and Ph.D. degress
In statidos, it also provides a focal point for
research, teaching, and consulting actves In
statistics and MIT

In order to concentrate (or minor) in Statistic
as an underpaduat, it is necessary to work
our aprogram that wil also fulfili the require-
ments of a department at Mit This is most
easily done in a department that has several
faculty members teaching statistics subjects,
e.g., CMI Engineering, Economlos, Mathemat-
ics, and the Sloan School of Management

A typical undergraduate program should Include
Probabilty (e.g., 1.440 tor 6.041),satdstic
(e.g., 16.075, 18.441, or 1.15), liner algebra
(16.80), and at least three additional statistics
ocuress, such as stochasti proseses (6.262,
18.445), time series analysls (18.446), model-
Ing and data analysIs (1.070), sampling (184),
experimental design (1 8.46), econometrics
(14.388), and decision analysis (15.065).

Since much of modern stalaidcs and data anal-
yele Involves computaMon, computer science
subjectO are also very useful. A coherent group
of three subjects In an area of application
(usually In the student's undergraduate depart-
ment) is also Important For those interestd In
the theoreticl aspects of statistic, these sub-
Jects could be partially replaced by subjects In
mathematics and/or computer science

For further Information, contact the Statistics
Center or Professor Roy Welech (Sloan School),
Professor Danel McFadden (Economis), Pro-
fessor Richard Dudley (Mathematics), or Pro-
fessor Voef She@I (CMI Engineering).

Students considering MIT for grIdune studyIn
statidos should seek the advice of the Stats-
tics Center about which department or School
would be most approprIate for admission to
MIT Once admitted to a department (or School),
students pursue 8.M. and Ph.D. programs In
statIstIcs in the department or under the gen-
eral guidance of an interdepartmental commit-
tee establihed through the Dean of the Graduate
School. The Statistcs Center can also provide
assistance -in obtaining financial support



The StatlstioCenter encourages graduate stu-
dents already at MIT to obtain a minor In
statistes or an M.S. In statistics while studying
for other graduate degree, especialy the Ph.D.

Usuall .M. degree programs can be com-
plated In one year by students with back-
grounds in linear algebra, probabilty, and
statistIce. A theel Is requind for the &M.
degree and almost an theses In recent years
have made contributions to applied projects.
The doctoral programs for students in statistics
can be individually planned in collaboration
with various MIT departments.

Major theoretical fields of Interest at the Statis-
tics Center are recursive estimation, robust
regression, categorical data analysis, statistical
computing and graphcs, detection of influe-
tial data, time-eries analysis, choice models,
econometrics, survival analysis, decision anal-
yeis, and probability theory.

Fields of appication have ranged from microbi-
ology and astrophysics to economics, and from
the health scIences to the Massachusetts lot-
tery. Departments in which Center members
are involved include Applied Biological Sciences;
CMI Engineering; Earth, Atmospheric, and Plan-
etary Solences; Economics; Electrical Engineer-
ing and Computer Science; Mathematics; and
the Sloan School of Management.

The satistil consulting service at the Center
gives students and faculty the opportunity to
collaborate with researchers at MIT and neigh-
boring institutions on projects covering the full
range of statistloal theory and practice on real
problems.

While much of theoretial statistics draws heav-
fly on mathemats, applied stadet is increas-
indly linked to computer solence via numerical
analysis, graphics, concurrent computing, and
the development of expert systems for data
analysis. These topi"s are a part of the rapidly
growing field of computational statistics, which
often forms a basic part ofthe Staistis Cen-
ter's Interdepartmental programs.

Further Informaetn, Including a #at of the 60
statistics subjects ofered at MIT, may be
obtained by contacting one of the Codircotora,
Proflessors Danrl Moledden, or Roy Wolsoh,
Room E40-111, Mfl; Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (817) 26384722.

lechnology and Development Progrm

The primary objectIve of the Tbchnology and
Development Program (TDP) is to provide a
focus at MIT for Interdisciplinary research and
education related to the role of solence and
technology in the socloeconomiW growth of
developing countries. More speolfloal the
goals of the TOP are to promote an awareness
among MIT faculty and students of the relatn-
ship between science, technology, and develop-
ment; to provide a focal point for the activities
of faculty tudents, and visiting scholars inter-
eated in the field of technology and development;
and to serve as a resource for organikations
outside MIT (government, academio, private
sector) that wish to explore the inautu's under-
standIng of developing countries - particularly
their soclosonomic and technological problems.

The TDP Is adminltered by a policy committee
with faculty from the Schools of Engineering,
Humanlie. and Social Science, and Management

The MIT/Cairo UnIversity WOhnological Planning
Program was initiated In 1976, under TOP
auspices, to assist Cairo University in the estab-
lishment of a Development Research and Tech-
nologloal Planning Center. Modeled on similar
centers at MIl; this organktion now provides
an Institutional mechanism at Cairo University
for faculty members to conduct contract re-
search with Egyptian and international organi-
zations on development topics. Recenty the
TDP has begun research on a regional and
country basis In Latin Amerlca, the Middle
East, Africa, and Asla.

TDP provides educational and research oppor-
tuntes for meOl's,ed lIes interested in
speciflo areas of technology and development
Admission to MIT must first be obtained from
the appropriate academic department The stu-
dent should then submit a proposal for study
to the TDP policy committee for approval. Details
of the program are available upon request
Students may receive financial support in the
form of research assistantships associated
with current TDP research projects.

Further information about the program, includ-
Ing a ist of current researoh projects, may be
obtained from the Office of the Director, Profes-
sor Roud Moavenzadeh, Room 1-173, MR; Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-7178.

1bhn- y and Paloy (M)

The Teclhnology and Policy Program prepares
young men and women for competent leader-
ship in the constructive development of tech-
nology it educates "engineers and scientists
with a diference," persons with both strong
technical foundations and skills In dealing with
Important social concerns. it is unique In the
opportunities it provides to combine a bass In
technology with skils In identifying, analyzing,
and implementing solutions to polioy issues.

Students in the Program work on problems in the
wide range of technological fields available at
MI, for example: computers, electroalo systems,
and communications; energy production and
management; Industrial innovation and pro-
ductdvity; dIsarmament; regulation of chemicals
and pollution; transportation; marine and min-
eral resources; office automation; space tech-
nology; and solar and nuclear energy A complete
Hlt of theses completed In the Program Is
available on request.

The Master of Science in Technology and Policy
leada directly Into practice, or continued study
at MIT or elsewhere. Challenging jobs in indus-
try, consulting, and government, both in the US
and abroad, are open to our graduates. Many
graduates of the Program proceed to doctoral
studies, either through departmental or Interde-
partmental arrangements. Othef obtain further
technical degrees or go on to law or business
schools.

The curriculum Is based on three subjects in
each of four areas: 1) advanced competence
In a specific technological area of the studenrs
chotoe; 2) methods of policy analysis such as
Engineering Systems Analysis (an EngIneerIng
School-Wide Electiv subject) and 15.011
Applied Mlorcsconomica; 3) the legal and poli-
cal context of policy development and speilt-
cally 17.202 or 17.220J The Policy Making
Process; and 4) a core of Integrative subjects.
Academic credit Is routinely granted for com-
parable studies done elsewhere.
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Student. determine Individual curriouls In con-
sultation with their faculty advisors. Wt expect
them to take full advantage of all the subjects
avaiable at MI and, through crow registra-
tion, at Harvard. Al students tae two core
subjects, TPP 1 IJ and TPP 12J Proseminar In
Technology and Poicy The Proseminar helps
students confront policy lss as they really
are - complex, difficult, often ill-defined, and
full of conflicting valuee. It is the element that
diatngulahee this Program from just a et of1
aubjecta, and It provides the common ground
where Students meet to discuss lsmues of tech-
nology and poicy

A theels Ia required. This is a major analysis in
the atudent's field of Interest. Students prepare
for the effort by taking TPP 13J Masters Semi.
nar. Thees frequently am published as reports
or professional papers. Many graduate$ regard
the thesis as the most significant part of their
education at MIT

Becas cI expreeslon is a practical neces-
Ots sAudnt. must demonstrate sufIcient writ-
Ing sklls before beginning their thesi. New
Students take a diagnostic wrien exam In
September. A seminar or course in teohnical
writing may be required, depending on the
results.

Students with prior interest and capabilities in
technology and policy can complete the degree
program In one calendr year. Others may need
an additional semester.

Student. typically obtain part-time jobs to sup-
port their education. These are moetly research
assalantships on MIT project. that match their
arM of speclatation, for example, In the
Center for Technology Policy and Industrial
Development and the Energy Laboratory A
number of students will also find it desirable to
work In off-campus Internships. Teaching
aseletantahips are also avalable.

Student funding Is available through a number
of gants and gifts to the Program. A Xerox
Fellowship Is awarded annually to a student
Intereeted in communications audies, Bernard
Rabinowiz Fellowships am awarded for leader-
ship In technology, a Champion international
Thesis Fellowship 1s available for work on envi-
ronmental Issuee, and several Jeeaie B. Noyes
Foundation grants support students In water
managemnt studies. Several other partial tui-
tion felowships are avalable and are awarded
on the basis of excellence and need.

The Program also ofers two prizes: Beet Thesis
Aard and the Alumni Aard for Excellnes
and eamdership, which carries a tuition stlpend.

Appicants should have a strong basis in engI-
neering or science. Apploations are reviewed
by the Program and the MIT department corre-
sponding tQ meir particular interests. This pro-
cese starts ruary 15 and candidales are
notified as soon as poisble

The Program enrolls about 25 student. each
year. We imIt the class to maintain close,
collagial relationships between faculty and stu-
dents, and to provde the best possible integra-
tion of Technology and PolIcy.

The steering committee for the Program consists
of faculty members and student representatives
from the Departments of Aeronautics and Astro-
naulins, Chemical Engineering, Ci Enginering,
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Materials Science and Engineering, Mechani-
cal Engineering Nuclear Engineering. Ocean
Engineering, Poitical Science, and Urban Stud-
les and Planning, as wel as from the Center for
1chnology Ploi and industrial Development,
the Energy Laboratoryt and the Program in
Science, Technology and Society.

Further Information may be obtained by contacting
the Chairman, Professor Richard de Neufvllle,
Room 1-138, M;T, Cambridge, Massachusells
02139. (817) 253-7693. the Associate Chairman,
Protissor Joel Clark, Room 8-413,253-6685, or
the Director of the Center for Technology Polo
and industrial Development, Professor Daniel
Roos, Room E40-202. 253-5322.

ndrrtdeeaerh Oppor-
Pmogam GMOP)

The Undergraduate Research Opportunities Pro-
gram (UROP) provides uSreidtes the
opportunity to participate with IN faculy and
research sN In a wide range of research
actiMs throughout the Inelulte. Students may
participate In ongoIng research or find a fac-
ulty sponsor for a self-originated project. aWork
may be done for credit, pay or on a voluntary
basis. The same academic standards apply to
all three modes,

The first several pages of the UCOIP Mecmory,
published each year, give details on how to get
started. Studnit are urged to read this belore
they embark on their research. information on
acme current projetIs la posted on UROP bulle-
tin boards In the main corridor of the instiute.
and in the UROP Ofic, Room 20W-141. New

rtings are announced each week in ich ith
Further information may be obtained by contact-
ing the staf at the UROP Offoe, Room 208-141,
or by calling (617) 253-5049.

Students interiletd in research also may con-
tact various laboratories and centers directly
For Information about the crtunlUes for inter-
disclinary research, M the descriptions of
the various interdepartmental laboratories, con-
ters, and programs In the IOPDfreclory and
In this chapter of the catalogue.

Undergraduate -eminars

The Undergraduate Seminar Program ofers an
opportunity for students to ideract with aculty
members In small, Informal class eltings. Sem-
Inars vary tremendously both In style and
topic; some are oriented around small, Informal
class discussions w&le ahe bring in speak-
era, go out on field trips, or involve extensive
laboratory projects. Some seminar instructors
also serve as a frehman advisor to students In
their class Many of the topics are interdisol-
plinarm and taught Jointly by members of several
departments Other saminar topics are of par-
tcular interest to. faculty members but an out-
side of their departments ueual scope. There-
fore, it is helpful to look through all of the
offerings for topics that may be of interest.

For more details about the program, Including
tites and descriptions of seminars, see the
undeegraduatl Sennr Boofet issued tWics
yealy This publication Is available from the
Undergraduate Academic Support OMi, Room
7-104. Mn; Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-3561.
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Un speoifed Degree Programs ftr
noterdleloelnry Study (6.)

In a number of departments it Is possible to
pursue a less specialized "maor," leading to
an undergraduate degree that does not specify
a professional field. lb enroll for such a degree
without specification, the student registers In
the normal way in the department chosen. The
flexibility of an unspecified degree program,
coupled with appropriate advice from the home
department and from other departments, can
give students a valuable opportunity for Inter-
departmental study.

Welse Geophysleal Observaeory

The George R. Waliace, Jr., Geophysical Obser-
vatory Is a unique research facility designed to
monitor ground motions and to aid in the devel-
opment and testing of new seismic and other
geophyalcal Instrumentation. It Is also a key
component of MIT's nine-staon seismic net-
work In New England.

The Observatory, located 35 miles north of
Boston In Westford, Massachusetts, has a large,
multi-room underground vault and a surface
control room. The vault has a controlled tem-
perature environment and Instrument piers rest-
ing directly on the basement granite. The
Observatory contains sensitive selemometers
and Instruments for monitoring ground tis and
the earth's tidal motions. The Observatory also
serves as a key station of the 0066C101
global seismic network. The surface building
houses a work area and control and recording
Instruments. Data from the Observatory are
telemetered directly to the Earth Resources
Laboratory of the Department of Earth, Atmo-
spheric, and Planetary ScIences. The data
from the Observatory and the New England
seismic network are recorded, analyzed, and
displayed by a dedicated HP-1000 computer
system, which Is supplemented by a DEC
MicroVAX computer. Data from the Observatory
along with the numerous resources of the
Department provide a unique facility ior under-
graduates, graduale students, and staff to
pursue research concerning the interior of the
earth.

Further Information may be obtained by contacting
the Director, Professor M. Nafi Tokes2, Room
E34-440, MIl Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-7852.

Whitehead Iinsitute for lemeiau search

The Whitehead Inetute for Biomedical Research
provides educational and research opportunities
for graduate and undergraduate students In the
biological sciences.

At the Institute, developmental biology Is studied
using the modern tools of molecular biology.
The goal Is to understand the processes by
which the fortlized egg develops Into a mature
organism.

Three major themes stand out in the Investiga-
tive strategies of scientets at the Whitehead
Institute. In approaches that focus primarily on
gene structure. sciendists examine the most
important Indivdual genes In a particular devel-
opmental system. A second approach to under-
standing development at the molecular level
employs defective developmental systems.
Researchers try to identify and analyze the
aNred gene that cause the developmental
defolt. A thid approach, that of call biology,
looks at the Interplay of the molecules pro-
duced by individual genes.

The Institute le an independent, free-standing
research facility adjacent to the MIT campus In
Cambridge COner. it Is alliated with MIT through
Its faculty, who are also members in the MIT
Department of Biology. Four other Independent
Investigators hold positions as Whitehead Inet-
tute Fellows. ApproxImately 175 scientists are
on the Institute safa.

Each year, a number of greduele students
pursue Ph.D. degrees at the Whitehead Insti-
tute through the MIT Department of Biology.
Undergrduele students pursue research ob-
Je-46i through the MIT Undergaduael Research
Opportunities Program (UROP).

Further information may be obtained through
the Office of the Director, Professor David
BaltImore, Whitehead Institute, 9 Cambridge
Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142,
(617) 258-5183.

Whmea'e Studke Propm

The Women's Studies Program offers unique
opportunites for Interdlciplinary study and
research for both undergraduae and graduate
students. The Progsm's oourses focus on the
social, historical, and cultural contributions,
experisnges, and percepilons of women. Stu-
dents can tale a Humanities concentralon or
major (by petition) In Womens Studies. The
curriculum includes two core subjects - Intro-
duotion to Womees Studies and Contemporary
Issues in Women's Studies - and a selection of
subjects from many departments at the Insti-
tut Special independent study topics and
UROP projects can be arranged. The primary
objective of Womerfs Studies Is to encourage
the reexamination and reinterpretation of exist-
ing data, as well as to promote new research
about women and genderi In al disciplines,
offering new perspectives in fields as diverse as
biology, psjchology, engineering, and Iterature.
1b faclitate interdepartmental research, the
Women's Sudies Research Room In the Humani-
ties Library ohger the MIT community a multi-
discipinary resource for the study of women
and gender. The Progm Is deecribed In greater
delail In Chapter 1 of this catalogue.
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Vil Departmental Degree Programs and
Requirements



School of Architecture and Planntng
Architecture (Course 4)
Urban Studie and Planning (Course 11)

The first university program in archiecture in
the United Slates began at MIT In 1865, and the
WeWod program in planning started in the
i30s. The present School of Archliteture and
Planning oonlinus in the forefront of architec-
ture and planning education, beneiting frm
the spooal collabatotions fostered in a univer-
siky of solnce and technology.

ldoy the School prepares students for pro-
feelonal careers that respond to the social,
aeltheto, and technical demands of a growing
variety of ients. The School Is partularly
conoerned with servloes foroommunltles that
traditionally have lacked access to professional
help. These goals are nourished by a culturally
diverse student body and faculty recrulted
with a special emphasis on minorities and
women.

D - m d peaai Pr g eOW

The School l host to the Department of Archi-
tecture and the Department of Urban Studies
and Planning. The departments oer undergad-
ua graduate-professional, and doctoral pro-
grams In architecture, planning, and media arte
and sciences. which prepare sludente for prao-
toe, research, and further study. Students have
had a variety of field experience In privale
ad pubc sector program.

1Wo special programs sow mid-career praoti-
ltners from minority communities. who work in
urban and regional development in the US and
In developing countries, to study and pursue
independent research during one academic
year. In addition, the general Insitute support
for croesrqglstralon at Harvard University gives
professional students the opportunity to enrich
their education at the Graduate School of Design
and the lannedy School of Government, among
oter areas.

interaonal engagements and their relation to
educational and profeslonel goals are an Im-
portent factor in the reach and inMuence of the
School. These include master's degree tracks
for planners In developing areas and design for
islamiO cultures, the Special Program In Urban
and Regional Studies (SPR), and the Age Khan
Program for Islamic Architecture.

The School's academic programs are shaped
by the search for new knowledge. This includes
independent scholarly research, with its written
products, and the consulting work that individ-
uals carry ou often as members of archMte.-
ture and planning firms.
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As part of a great research Institution, the
School provides a base for research In two
laboratories - the Laboratory of Architec-
ture and Planning and the Media Labora-
tory - as wel as in several programs and
the Center for Real REate Development
The School also profits from collaborations
with other parts of Ml especially in such
fields as operations research, transporta-
tion, and energy technology. As research
assistants, students have the opportunity to
gain field experience in the public and
private sectors and to formulate ideas for
new proposals.

Laboratory of Archtlecture and Planning

This Laboratory initiates and administers re-
search within the School, providing seed funds
that enable projects to expand their support
and move on to new sometimes Independent,
phases. Recent projects hoee represented the
areas of energy conservation and appropriate
technology building economics, design research,
environmental Impact asessment, dispute
resolution, solar design, special needs housing,
neighborhood and community development
and management of public participation for
large-scala urban design projects. Areas of
international focus Include housing for develop-
Ing yountries and architecture and planning In
Eaut Asia.

Center for Advanced Visual tudlee

Founded In 1967, the Center hosts a fellowship
program for students devoted to the explora-
tion of new artistic forms. The Center's main
areas of Interest are environmental art and
design; and the Interaction of art, science, and
technology.

Media Laboratory

in the late 1940, Mfl pioneered In relating
experiments In science and engineering to the
arts, which suggested an alliance through vis-
ual education of solentists and through the
opportunity for artists to be stimulated by the
tools and constructs of science and technol-
ogy. In 1963, innovations in computer systems
that manipulate spatial data were Introduced at
MIT; In 1972, the Department of Architecture
Introduced television-based computer graph-
ics. which resulted in the merger of video with
computers.

For a School concerned with the quality of the
human environment, an extension of scope to
Include the media environment has been as
reasonable as the extension years ago from the
physlcal to the social environment. The product

of that extension is the School-based, Institute-
wide Media Laboratory, In MIms new Wiesner
Building. The Laboratory draws together such
once discrete disciplines as fim, graphics, pho-
togapt music, and computer soience In com-
binations made possible by new digital video
technologies and by advanced computer appN-
cations capable of simultaneously manipulating
sound, Images, and data. Special emphasis Is
placed on the design of opportunities that
enhance human/machine Interaction. Some
current Media Laboratory projects cover com-
puter graphics, advanced television and movie
technology, spatial imaging, home computing,
speech recognition, and studies of the school
of the future.

Center for eel lstate Development

Much of what the School does Is assoolated
with real estate development. The Department
of Architecture educates students who, through
their skills In design, give form to real estate
development. The Department of Urbae Studies
and Planning teaches students to plan for and
manage the conseguences of investment and
disinvestment In the urban environment. The
research of each Department tries to under-
stand the processes that shape and influence
new development

Recognizing the need to better understand the
development process, the School created the
Center for Real Estate Development In 1983.
The Center sponsors a full agenda of research
on Issues related to real estate development it
also serves as the base for the Master of
Science In Real Estate Development an Inter-
departmental degree program that educates
students to assume positions of responsibility In
both public and private sector development
organizations.

computr Reoos L o
AUhn

A computer facility shared by the Departments
of Architecture and of Urban Studies and Plan-
ning Is the School's chief link with Project
Athens. In addition, several dozen work sta-
tions throughout the School are connected to
one another and to the rest of the Institute via
the Athena network. School faculty and stu-
dents are developing a computer-based design
support system that will enable exploration of
new multimedia approaches for computer-
assisted teaching of design and planning.

Ofme of the Dean
John do Monohaux, M.Arch.
Profesor of Architecture and Urban Panning
Dun

Loi A. Craig, BA
Associate Dean

Diane Motaughlin, MSA
Assistant Dean for Adminlstration

Deborah Cohen, MA
Assistant Dean for R eso Devlopent

Michael Jooff, M.C.R
Director, Laboratory of Architeture
and Planning

James Moldular, M.Arch., M.C.R
Director Center for Real Estate Delopmient

Nichvolas Negropontie, M.Arch.
Diretor, Media Laboratory

otto Plane, MA
Direolo, Center for Advanced
Visual Studies



Department of Architeture

W~lmean an Ptr*, Mim h.D
Profeso I achlue and Planning

intarin Mmd

Leon Sarnen Gro-saer, 9oD.
Professor Strucrmse

P abaft

Stanford Anderson MArch., Ph.D,
Plolesor of History and

(On leave, qpdng)

JMaln binart, M.C., MArch.
Professor of Archilature

Stephen A Bengtn, Ph.D.
Profeesor of Mea Rcihnology

John de MAnchaux, MArch.
Professor of Arohicture and
Planning
Dean, School of Archiecture and
Planning

N. John HNbraLn.
Prolfessor of Architecture

km Male, D0 Arch.
Profeasor of Archiaeolure

Richard La=ock= D.FA
Professor of Cinema

1bnnF Leve, S. Arch.
Prolsagor of Architecture and Urban
Stuie and Planning
Head, Department of Urban Studies
and Pl-nning

Ronald Bentley Lwoook, BArh., Ph.D.
ga ge an Pofsesor of vaeln for

I mam Cuiurve
Chaann Age MBan Progran #or

eanc Aroneolure

Henry A Millon, BArch..
MArch., Ph.D.
Professor of History and
Archewua
(Violng)

John Randolph My BArch.
Professor of Archliecture
(On eaWw)

Nicholas Poar Npoponlte
MArch.
Jerome B. Wisner Professor of
Media lohnoogy
Dreo, Media tabormtory

Seymour Aubrey Papert, Ph.D.
Prcfesor of Medial chnology

Oo PlaM, MA
Professor of Visul Design

DIremtor, Canter for Advanced Visual
Studle

Erich OhelMidar-fean 0D ung
Prolessor of Architecture

MaurieMth Smith, BArch.
POfessor of Arctoure

moles Plotr Zalewed,
D.1 oK. Sl.
Professor of Struacas

Assols o Pofsr

Edward H. Adelson, Ph.D.
Associae Proft or of Media Science

RniM Ban, Ph.D.
Associate Profssor of Buiding
Economics andlbchnology
Geore M mber Carer Deeopment
Professor in Construoton Management
(On ise, apdng)

Muriel Coopr S.PA
Associate Professor of Wual
Studies **

Eric Oluhoech, MArch., Ph.D.
Assocale Professor of Building
14chnology

Richard Ripoweld, BA
Associate Professor of VIal
De0gn

David Hodes Riedman, Ph.D.
Associate Prolessor of the History
of Architeoture

Sandra C. Howel, Ph.D.
Associate Profssor of Behavioral
Science In Architecture

Alex Paul Pentland. Ph.D.
Associate Probleaor of Computers,
Communloalon, and Des01n 1bohnology

Anne M. bgner, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of the History
of Art

Jan bmpler, MArch.
Associate Professor of
Archiecture

A..mod p was..r

SdMh K. L drmann, Ph.D.
Aslient Prfcessor of Mda.11ohnolbgy
Pukuh Caeer -lom nt fto
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Rosemary Grn- a MArch.
Assistant Proeor of Arhiktedlurn

W~lam Hubbard, DArch., &MArch..
Assistant Professor of Archihabires

Td hahow, MM.
Asdisant Po5fesor of Music and Medla

frank M1ie, MArdh.
Aselstant Professor of Computar-Alded
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Assistant Polessor of the History
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Y~er Tbba, Ph.D.
Assillant Professor of the
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Age Khan DWlopmeft Prolessor
In h Hitory of Islamic
Architecture
(on Is"e, Wring)

David ZeVar, Ph.D.
Assistant Profssor of Computer
Graphics
NEC Career Development Professor of
Computer and Communlo ne
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Adjunct Professor of Archilclure

Arun It Netral, B.Tch., M.S. Ph.D.
Adiunc Prolsasor of Media
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Richard Chestr Tomago, MArch.
Adjunct Professor of Archtecture
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11mothy E. Johnson, S.M.
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Department of A
(Course 4)

Wayne V. Andermen, Ph.D.
Probesor of e History of Art Emrrus

Lawrsnom Barnhart Anderson,
M.Arch.
Profssor of Archieolure,
Emeritus
Dean of the School of
Architecture and Planning,
Ermeritus

Herbert tynes Beckwih, M.Arct.
Professor of Architetur,
E oete

Pletro Beluechi, Dott. Ing., LLD.,
Sc.D., D.FA.
Professor of Architecture,
Emeritus
Den of the School of
ArcItcture and Planning,
Emritus

Horaclo Caminos, Ar.
Professor of Architecture,
Emeritus

Eduardo Fernando Catalano,
MArch.
Pruesor of Archtecture,

Albert George Henry Ditz, SO.D.
Professor of Building
Engineering, Emeritus

Gyorgy Kapse MA.
Insitute Profssoor, Emeritus
Professor of Visual Design,
Emeritus
Director, Center for Advanced
Visual Studies, Emertus

Robert Ormerod Preuseer
Professor of Visual Design,
Emeritus

Chester eSprague, M.Arch.
Profesawr of Architecture Emerits

Jerome Bert Wleaner, Ph.D.
Insitule Professa, Emernius
President, Emeritus

The Department of Architecture includes a num-
ber of diverse felds of interest in architecture
and the arts. The programs encourage students
to combine theoretial intmrest wih tangible
appliation and to coneider the social conese-
quenoes of their work. The diversiy of at-
tudes and worldng methods In the Department
maim possible a variety of alternative career
paths. Underraduate and graduate students
have the opportunity to structure their own
academic programs to suit their special asp-
tudes and Interests within an overall curricu-
lum framework.

The Department ofers five degree programs:
the Sachelor of Solence In Art and Design, the
Master of Architecture, the Master of Science in
Architecture Studies, the Master of Science in
Visual Studies, and the Doctor of Philosophy.
The Department Is composed of five discipine
groups: architectural design; architecture stud-
Isa; building technology; history, theory, and
Oriicism of architecture and art; and arts and
media technology. Studnta In each degree
program are encouraged to take subjects In the
different discipline groups.

Aroheelrd desi is taught from a broad
range of perspectives inking several common
oncerms: sie and context, use and form, build-

ing methods and material and the role of the
architect. Context is considered in terms of
existing and historical physical form (natural
and constructed) and soolological patterns of
use. The role of the architect is less often seen
as the sole creator of a completed building than
as a participant with user groups, or as a
generator of a structure to which users may
add or alter over time.

A broad range of architectural design studios is
offered. Rather than a single core curriculum,
the focus Ison a set of design projects of
ascendi mplexty. Intrduolery studios pro-
vide a ba.ec architectural design background
and vocabulary and help undergraduates
decide whether they want to continue in archi-
tecture. The design method studios provide a
range of experienoes of form-making in which
individual faculty present their partioular ways
of exploring a design lasue. The advanced
studios give graduate students the opportunity
to sharpen their skils and to develop their own
attitudes of form-making. In their theses, stu-
dents carry through a project of their own from
concept through theory and design to a final
product

The School's new computer center is available
to experiment with modeing techniques, graphic
repreeentalons, design methods, and assis-
tance with the design process neelf. in addlion.
students may participate in research work in
these are.

The stress In Arehltluue slides is on combin-
ing the study and practice of shaping the bui
environment with research on the built environ-
ment, on the forces which mold it, and on the
design process itself, and covers such areas as
large-scale physiel settings, behavioral stud-
ies, environmental programming, the form and
evaluation of oiles, design theory and method-
ology, deolsion-making procedures In design,
housing and settlement forms in developing
countries, and self-help processes. Central to
these topics Is the role of the ur as an active
force In the development of environments and
the role of the designer as an agent In the
process of human habitation.

Building technology Includes research and
teaching in building structures, construction
processes, industrialized building systems,
acoustics, energy In buildings, solar architec-
ture, and dayighting. FacuIty In the group offer
subjects and design studio expdriences exam-
Ining the technical and/or contextual aspects of
their fields. Students may then, for example,
have the opportunity both to study problems of
energy resources and technologies, and to use
what they have learned In designing physical
environments. Research faclities include the
Program for Energy Effioent Buldings and Sys-
tems and the MIT Solar Building No. 5.

The Histors thesory and url slem of ar hieso-
ture end art group emphasizes ways of devel-
oping and organizing concepts as well as
understanding the physlcal and social context
of an architect's and ardst's works. The group
Is most concerned with the creatIve process
itself, both In understanding the meanings of
architects' and artists' actions and, more
Importany, in being able to contribute directly
to analytical and design processes (including
work in architectural design studios).

The history of architecture offerings deal with
social and physical contexts of the built envi-
ronment on many scales. Whle not imited to
any particular period of time, they generally
focus on contemporary understanding relevant
to the basic premises on whloh architects
work. Theory and criticism of architecture serve
as the methodological bases for evaluation of
the premises, the process, the final product,
and the Implications (social, formal, and other)
of proposed action and non-action. They study
the development of and changes In significant
atitudes about archiectural works.
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Undergraduate Study

The Wener Building was completed In the
Spring of 1984. At that time, ten previously
separate groups from three departments moved
together to create a new InterdiscIplinary labo-
ratory caNed the Media Laborator and began
an academic Initiative called Mele Arts and
Selense. The academic program Includes doc-
toral studies In the field of Media lAhnology
with concentrations In epistemology and learn-
Ing, electronic media, and computer music. An
established Master of Science program that
Includes a concentration In visual studies runs
concurreny. The goal of both the research and
academic programs Is to bring together the
inventionS and creative use of modem media
and electronic means. Heavy emphasis Is
applied to the application of computers for
learning research, entertainment sciences, 3-D
Imaging, and the arts.

Only one subeot in the ftds of visual Arts and Design.
History of Art and Architecte, and Urban Studes used in
fumnnt oe Oepurtnonal Progian ny be used to
satieuy #W Humenile Arta and Sotel Soencee (HASS)

squiremnt Sludents cennot have the same dserlntnla
me or concenoIon and HAOS Peid or cncentraton.

The Department offers two undergraduate
courses of study: Course IV, leading to the
Bachelor of Science In Art and Design, and
Course V-B, leading to the Bachelor of Science.

Bachelor of Solen iIn Art and Design
Coures IV

Course IV offers a flexible program for students
In four possible areas of concentration: visual
arts (Including visual design, photography and
spatial Imaging, the Visible Language Work-
shop, and filmmaking); architectural design;
building technology (Including structures, build-
ing process, energy systems, and environmen-
tal control); and history, theorX and criticism of
architecture. Within a broad framework, stu-
dents develop Individual courses of study beat
suited to their needs and Interests.

The requirements for the S.B. In Art and Design
curriculum begin with an Introductory subject,
4.01 Issues In Architecture, designed to be
taken by freshmen and sophomores. The
remaining Restricted Electives Include begin-
ning work In the arts, architecture and the
building process, and the history and social
context of art and architecture.

Students should discuss their educational Inter-
ests and plans with a faculty advisor not later
than the beginning of the fall term of their junior
year The Department has prepared charts
which give the subjects requirements for each
of Its four areas of concentration. Each area of
concentration provides a variety of subjects
among which to choose, as well as an oppor-
tunity to get deeply Involved In a particular
subfild.

Students who plan to continue their studies for
the graduate degree, Master of Architecture,
must apply for admission to the graduate M~rch.
progam. Sbtu who have fulfilled the require-
ments for the Bachelor of Science In Art and
Design normally are able to satisfy the require-
ments for the MArch. In two years if they include
in their undergraduate program a sufflolent
number of professional subjects. This requires
careful use of a student's Unrestricted Electives.

Students who Intend to continue with graduate
studies In the visual arts, building technology,
and history, theory and criticism of architec-
ture should consult with an appropriate faculty
member to design a program of study which
establishes the basis for graduate study.

The degre requirements aplabe to claee that enterd
Wir prior to Sepember Im are given at Ut and of te
description of the daprtmenre undergrduAe pegrsm.

Bamhelor of Solence in Art and Design
CoureS IV

Degree requirements applicable to the Class
entering MIT In September 1986 (Class of
190) and subsequent Classes:*

aenseanhieigsualmse 17 Seatmue

Sciaenca Requirement
Huiamee, Ar. and Socil Solence Requirment (one
aubleNt an be sao~ned by subleota in the ospartmental
Progrem'
so"nce Distribution Requirement loan be estieed by 4.30,
Plus appropriate ubleotel
Laoratory Pequtiarn

3

1

a

TrAL Sublects 17
PLUS

eparaanlais Aem ua

s&Ar tMe be low am fote by eradi unit and by
pXsedes" W wIf a cow e l in ftoe
Ambiatad ulmm esS-
One aedi bOOn se o t e iw ex group:
Ge" Ip1 onbtry subise

4.01 tague In Architecture, 12
se a oelp lemignn
4.870 words, Images, GraphloA, Tod, and dema 12
4.26 Obserig Form In ontext 12; 4.01

or. a howtnmWenTeirnslogw
4.911 3-D compuerGhlos. 12
4.402J Building construction i, 12

G"ne 4 1 111"y of Art end Afarlifatem
4.1106 Introduction to the History and Theory of

Arohtteaturs. 9
4.642 Modern Art fromn impressionismn to Cubism, 9
4.6 s nelected Topics In Architecture - 170 to the

Present 9: 4.805
4.651 Modern Art frm Cublem to the Present, 9

Grow Isol nt
11.001 Introduction to Urban Design and Develoment, 12
11.002 Introduction to Public Policy Analogi and

Government Action. 12
11.131 The Urban Neighborhood, 12

Gros s Arte
4.823 Form and ceoln L 12
4.826 Form and COc1 9
4.921 Creative Phctography 1, 12

Planned adow up-tn
A coherent sM of SIX auhlecta MWi one of the following armsa
of concentration (in addition to a restricted electie In the area):
Architectural Design; Building Technology; Histor Theory
end Critclam of Architecture; vWal Arts. (A 21- at 24-unit
desagn eublect would count as two abet) See -dwiarnsnt
for detala.

unit in Ieperen l Pcoam Vst also eade seenemi
heilltefnquimmente (S-13)

UWs6trictd Eleullus at least 45

1W rAtlIe nAe for hem s"s Deme Uayond sem Gensm
neelute naquimmnte 10

INI somd4*Afgmm*"&wpbwAm



Graduate Study

-aher of Solenee Bulieler of Uslene i Art anci Deelgn The Department olers four graduate degree
C e V 0Corso IV programs - the Master of Architecturethe

Master of Soence In Architoure Studies, the
Course N-Bis ofered for students who find Degree requirements aplioable to Classes that Master of Sclence in Visual tudies, and the
that their besic Intellectual commitments are to enterd MIT prior to September 1986 (through Doctor of Philosophy,
subjecs within the Department of Architecure the Class of 18):
but whose eduoational obleothme out across The Master of Architecture Is awarded to stu-
departmental boundaries. These students may a e dents who complete a progrm, sccredied by
with the approvai of the Department. plan a the National Architectural Acorediting Board,
course of study that meets their individual needs &*n n that Is an essential step toward koensure for
and interests while including the fundamental H O __ a architectural practice.
areas within the Department For example, stu- eQUIrnent 7a
dents might create a coherent program com- sanwo" lbumon "Squtearns is
bining subjects In architecture with subjects In Labortory nQIment 15
urban studies and planning, computer sci-
ences, systems analysis, acousto, etc. .o Roya

As early as possible, students should discuss
their Interests and Intended programs with
Department faculty members. Students desiring
to follow this curriculum must submit to the
Department, not later than the beginning of the
fal term of their Junior year, a statement of
educational goals, Including a lot of the re-
stricted, planned, and unrestricted elecuves
selected to achieve these goals.

The Course N-B curriculum is similar to Course
IV except that students need tale only one
subject each from five of the six groups shown
In the Course IV curriculum, plus a coherent
program of planned eleoctives (96 units) leading
to a well-defined Interdisclplinary goal. Further
details may be obtained from the Department

Students In either program of the Department of
Architecture my, upon consutatIon with a
faculty advisor, exerole lexibilty In scheduling
completion of the General Institute Require-
ments. it should be emphasized, however, that
any program of studies that involves postpon-
ing first-year phyeics and mathematics imits
the poselbitlees of transferring enAdv (or
taking advanced subjects In) thos depart-
ments that presuppose the completion of most
of the General Institute Soence Requirements
by the end of the sophomore year.

subjOLe In e aIeds or VOWual Arts and Deslgn. Wielory or Art
and Arohaosre, and Urban saed used in uniment of t

Aft and oW S "est 0upinend t osie e uon"w
he* t Oft depa en ares of oncenHtton and KAS
Reid orCononteason.
2
heOleot 40. iXepted, on be used to ser ponrf t

Scleno. Oltrbar n nrssma nt, ereby prodang 12 addi-
linaI unie of Unrestricted EeA~vee.

Ssness ew lmv anG S i -
A#r or Saern aO" Uin mo

ORMI IN6WuIeNr esalet
4.01 'AesInArohusoane,12

GrouP a Deuln nemeaen
4.911 3-0 OnaAi Graphic. 12
4.26 Ober*e Fonn In COnte. 12; 4.01

4.30 8ai structuralThsorY 12; &.02, 16.02
4.402J uding oo ton .12

amr mmiupSTA "N ve-i~atger
4.406 tntrodu~oin flol Hft ry and To ry 0

Archiectre 9
4.642 Madam Art frm ln anMcoto cubsm 9
4.645 S td ftp in Arheur - 170 ttind

res rern M m um m Pent
4.64e8 t 0:4.606 i, bW O

4.46 Am1 ~ a Ldorpa Iben. and oaonnt
@kaiga 9; 4.606

4.6o1 Modm Art ro Cubism lo the Pesd 9

11.01 OnMuMb to Urban Design and DevW lKat 12
11.002 kWcduciln to Pubic Polm, Anebtis and

Oemment ActNn, 12
11.131 The Urban NSIebOrhoo, 12
GroupS Art
4.621 VisualPriects I, A
4.623 Form and Oign 412
4.625 Form and CoW 9
4.670 Word, imae, Graphics 1bol, And idoe 12
4.921 re*At Photogr pV L 12
4.971 kntreduanto Mov msdng. 13

PIN""a "'su e or is
A c01ohee e99 of imsbisot with one of the ftlOWWn ~ae o1
oNosntrmo (in additn toea restrocd stt in t area):

Archdrsioal" Degn Sulbt 7on e WlrM T Weory nd
Cretcm Of Archnecte; Vimual Arta. See Deparnent for
des N

unretend eiese 4s

LunW nequlred sur Sw 5. hoegee see

The Master of Solence In Visual Studies pro-
gram explore, arts and media technology; it
accepts only students who have already dem-
onstrated a high level of competence and
achievement In their fild and gives priority to
those who have had extensive computer pro-
gramming experience.

The Master of Science In Architecture Studies
program streses research and inquiry in the
built environment; the degree Is meant both for
students who already have their first profes-
slonal architecture degree and those whose
previous education matches the program.

The Ph.D. program Is an advanced degree pro-
gram initiated In the area of History, Theory
and Criticlsm, but is being expanded to other

~ra - epeoloally Design Methodology, and
Media lbchnology,

Meater of Architeosur

The Master of Architecture is awarded upon the
satisfctory completion of an approved pro-
gram of at least 164 units, of which 96 units
must be In "A' subjects, and an acceptable
thesls. Completion ordinarily requires at least
two years of residence beyond the insituts
undergraduate Bachelor of Science in Art and
Design. A substantial number of candidates
are admitted with a Bachelors degree from
other Insitutons. Those who have not yet stud-
led In a department of architecture require at
least three and one-ha Yea of residence to
fulfii the requirements for the M.Arch. degree.

The professional MArch. program Is seen s
being divere and open-rmded with many views
of an appropriate theory and practice of archi-
teoture available, yet with a general set of
shared concerns. These Include a commitment
to design, a concern for the behavior of people
and their participation In creating architecture,
an Interest in Inquiry and critclism, a view of
the environment as & ing and developing
phenomenon, an Interest In the relation between
the built environment and Institutions, a regard
for the material processes of building, and a
concern for the spatial and temporal contexts
of building&
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Architectural design studios are the center of
the M.Arch. degree program. Students must
recognize that there are many possible profes-
sional roles, and therefore must assume much
of the responsibility for structuring their own
educational programs. While the professional
curriculum specifies that a student study a
range of subjects In several Interrelated fields.
students In the M.Arch. program have a num-
ber of choices within each of the study areas
offered In the Department, and have the oppor-
tunity to concentrate In one area which they
may define.

Ieler of Science In Visual Studies

This program offers graduate education In vis-
ual studies and visual media with emphasis on
their technological development, communica-
tions applications, and use In and as art, it Is
open to students from varied backgrounds.

Ton previously separate or new groups have
been assembled from different departments at
MIT to form a new and unique Interdisciplinary
laboratory at the Media Laboratory. These
groups are: Electronic Publishing, Learning
Research, Advanced Television, Computer
Music, Spatial Imaging, Graphics, Human-
Machine Interface, Vision Research, Computer
Graphics and Animation, and Computers and
Entertainment.

As part of the curriculum, each student will
negotiate with his or her advisor an exceptional
distribution of Introductory subjects to cover
those areas In which the student has no previ-
ous proficiency or experience. Students In the
degree program are required to complete their
studies in a common culture which Includes
advanced placement or an MIT experience
with computer programming, video technology,
spatial Imaging, and studies of eplatomology.
The degree Is awarded upon satisfactory com-
pletion of an approved program of study and
submission of an acceptable thesis. The pro-
gram requires four semesters of residency one
of which may be a summer term. Upon comple-
tion, students may elect, as Is the norm, to
receive a masters degree without specification
rather than the Master of Science In Visual
Studies.

Meter of Sclence in Architecture Stludies

This program Is designed to provide a climate
for research and Inquiry which stresses the
Investigative component of understanding the
built environment it Is open to students with
professional degrees In architecture, or to stu-

dents with degrees In other fields who demon-
strata experience and significant achievement
In those fields. The 6.M.Aroh.S. degree Is
awarded upon satisfactory completion of an
approved program of study and the completion
of an acceptable thesis. The Department
requires two full academic years of residency.

The program has a strong Interest In the meth-
ode of Inquiry development and testing of
knowledge, and the building and application of
theory as it pertains to the built environment, it
allows students to specIanie In areas In whlch
they wish to obtain partloular abilities. The four
major areas of study are:
1) Environmental Design - a joint enterprise of
the Department of Architecture and the Depart-
ment of Urban Studies and Planning. Major
interests Include environmental design, models
and evaluation, policy analysis, behavior and
programming, and history and theory. 2) Hous-
Ing and Settlement Design - which conoen-
trates on issues of human habitation as related
to design, and deals with problems In develop-
ing countries. Sub-reas of research and teach-
ing are methods. behavior studies, technology
and settlement design. 3) Building Systems
Design - concentrating on the architectural
appications of various aspects of the technol-
ogy of building and their related systems.
Emphasis Is on energy systems, Industrialized
building systems, structural systems, and envi-
ronmental control In buildIng. 4) Design for
Islamic Cultures - which concentrales on ssues
concerning regional and cultural identity In the
design of buildings, and the relationship between
urban design and architectural form In Islamic
and other non-Western societies. Sub-areas of
research are appropriate building technology,
climate, conservation arid preservation, and the
development of new design vocabularies.

An additional area - History, Theory, and Criti-
clam - admits only a few S.M.Arch.S. students
each year. They work alongside doctoral stu-
dents In the program, and, as a result, are able
to carry their learning experience back to arct il-
tectural practice or design education. The
strength of the faculty In this area bes In the
period from the late Middle Ages to the present.

About 70 percent of the students In the
S.M.Arch.S. program come from outside the
United States; this encourages the exchange
of ideas across cultures. Students often use a
site In their home countries as a base for their
theses.

Doctor of Philoophy

The Ph.D. program In Architecture, Art, and
Environmental Studies Is primariy In the area
of History Theory and Criticism. it draws upon
the unique range of disciplines and probe-
slons within the Department of Architecture and
emphasizes the study of Western (19th and.
20th centuries) and Islamic architecture and
urbanism, and methodological Issues that
Inform or ink historical and practical work. A
small number of Ph.D. candidates may work In
close association with the faculty and its re-
search In two areas studies In architecture and
environmental structure; and studies Inislamio
architecture and urbanism (part of the Age
Khan Program for Islamic Architecture). In addi-
tion, some students are working In the area of
design methodology.

Candidates for the program should have a Mae-
ter's degree or the equivalent. Previous univer-
sity work may be In academic or professlonal
schools. and In the history of architecture;
some professional experience is recommended
also. Candidates with degrees from other Insti-
tutions are required to be In residence for two
academic years.

Each student admitted to the program should
consult with one principal professor to work
out both a three-person advisory committee
and a general plan of study. Progress through
the program follows a sequence of subject
work, qualifying papers, general examinations
In mjor and minor fields, and dissertation
wting and defense. Proficiency In two lan-
guages Is mandatory. Students are encouraged
to take subjects appropriate to their programs
in other departments at Mn; and at Harvard and
Wesllaley; active collaboration with Mrrs gal-
lery and exrdbitions program and with other
Institutions In the Boston-Cambridge area also
Is possible.

A new program under the Media Arts and Sci-
ences Program has been announced, which
leads to a Ph.D. In Media Technology. Initially
there are three areas of concentration: episte-
mology and learning, electronic media, and
computer music. The thrust of this new pro-
gram Is modern Information technology serving
as a vehicle for human expression, either artis-
tic or Intellectual.

Inquies

Further Information concerning undergraduate
and graduate academic programs In the Depart-
ment, admissions, financial aid, and assistant-
ships may be obtained from: Department of
Architecture, Room 7-303, MIT; Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-7791.
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Department of Urban
Studies and Planning

1%nney F Lee, BArch.
Proesor of Architecture
and Urban tudies and Planning
Head of the Department

John de Monchaux M.Arch.
Professor of Architecture and Planning
Dean, School of Architcture and
Planning

Aaron Pfeisher, So
Professor of Urban and Regional
Studies

Robert M. Fogelson, Ph.D.
Protesor of History and
Urban Studies

Bernard Joel Frieden, M.C.R1, Ph.D.
Professor of City Planning
Chair of the Faiouty

Ralph A, Galenhelmer, M.R.R, Ph.D.
Professor of Urban Studies
and Planning and CI Engineering
(On leave)
Gary Hack, M.Arch., M.U.R. Ph.D.
Proseor of Urban Design
(On leave)

Bennet Harrison, Ph.D.
Professor of Poitical Economy
and Planning

Frank Sidney Jones, MBA
Ford Professor of Urban Aflire

Langlsy Carleton Keyes, Ph.D.
Professor of City and Regional
Planning

Richard Charles Larson, Ph.D.
Professor of Urban Studies an
Electrical Engineering

Gary T Mari Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology
(On le.ae)

James Mosellar, MArch., M.C.R
Professor of Architecture and Planning
Direotor, Center for Real Estate
DavelopOnt
(Visitng)

Karen R. Polensle, Ph.D.
Proleseor of Regional Political
Economy and Planning

Wiliam Lyman Porter, MArch., Ph.D.
Professor of Architsoture and Planning

Martn Rein, M.S.W, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology

Uoyd Rodwin, M.PA, Ph.D.
ford intentional Prosesor
Direoor, Specl Program for
Urban and Regional Studies
(SPURS)

Donald Allen Schon, Ph.D.
Ford Professor of Urban Studies
and Education

Lawrence E. Susealdnd, M.C.R, Ph.D.
Professor of Urban Studies and
Planning

Lance Tylor, Ph.D.
Profssor of Nutritional
Economlos
(On leave)

Judith lndiler, PD.
Professor of Poitecal Economy

Michael Wheeler, J.D., LLM.
Professor of Law
Director of Education, Center for Real
Eslate Development
(Vielng)

As..aca Proftss

Lawrence Bacoq, J.D., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Law
and Envkonmena Policy

Philip L ClsA Ph.D.
Assoclet Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning
(On leave)

Joseph Fereirs, Jr., W.M.E.E, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban
Studies and Operations Resarch

Lynne Sayer Sagalyn, M.C.R, Ph.D.
Asacist Professor of Planning
and Real Estate Development

Wism Cody Wheston, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Economics
and Urban studies

Amilen Prfssr

Lauren S~nton, Ph.D.
Assislant Professor of Urban Studies
and Developing Areas

Denie DIPasquale, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Urban
Studies and Regional Planning
(Vielng)

Mrile G. Klapp, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Environmental
Studies and Planning
(On leave)

Edwin Mlendsz, Ph.D.
Aesaistant Professor of Urban Studies
end Planning

James R. Richardson, M.C.R, MArch.
Assistant Professor of Urban Design
(Viling)

Blhwepriye Sanyal, M.C.R, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Urban and
Regional Planning

J. Mark Davidson Schuste, Ph.D.
Asiant Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning

AdluntPreisftescre

Phip Bernard Harr, M.C.R
A4"unct Professor of City Planning

Metn H. King, M.Ed.
Ad"unct Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning
Director, Community Fellows
Program

larder Letusrre
Michael Joroff, M.C.R
Director, Laboratory of Archioclure and
Planning

Edward J. Logue, LLB.

Alan Shout Ph.D.

Leaturers

David L Birch, D.BA, Ph.D.
Senior Research Solert
Laboratory of Architecture
and Planning

James Caries, MA
(Vialing)

Loules Dunlap, Ph.D.

Dennis Renchman, M.C.P, MArch.
Director of Environmental Design

Don PiitreW, Ph.D.
(Visitng)

Jerry Priscol
(ViSiting)

Arthur Row M.C.R
Director of SPURS Summer Program
(Vialing)

Thomas A. Stokes, M.C.P

Pftwsswe EIntM

Roland Bradford Grelefs M.C.R
Professor of RegionaslManning,
Emertus

John bIker Howard, M.CP
Proesor of City PlManning,
Emeritus

Us Redflld Pseir,..-
Professor of Urtan Anthropolog
Emeritus
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Department of Urban
Studies and Planning
(Course 11)

Undergraduate Study

The Department of Urban Studies and Planning
(DUSP offers several degree and non-degree
programs: chelor of Solano In Planning;

astsr of City Planning; laster of Science in
Urban Studies nd Planning; Doolorate in Urban
Studies and Planning; Joint programs with the
Departments of Architecture, Civil Engineering,
Poliial Science, and Economics; a Special
Program in Urban and Regional Studies (for
mid-career professionals from lees developed
areas); the Community Fellows Program (for
mid-career professionals from communities of
color in the United States); and special student
status for part-time mid-career professlonase
interested In taking IndMdual courses

City and regional planners In the US and other
parts of the world are involved in a variety of
activities aimed at shaping the pattern of human
settlements and providing housing, public ser-
vices, employment opportunities, and other cru-
cial support systems that comprise a decent
living environment Planning encompasses not
only a concern for the structure and experi-
ence of the bult environment but also a desire
to harness the social, economic, poitical, and
technological forces that give meaning to the
everyday lives of men and women In residen-
tial, work, and recreational soltings. Planners
operate at the neighborhood, metropolitan, state,
or national level, In both the pubic and private
sectors. Their tasks are the same: to help frame
the issues and problems which receive atten-
tion, to formulate and implement programs and
policies responsive to indMdual and group
needs, and to work with and for various com-
munties in allocating both economic and natu-
ral resources most effioenty and most equitably

Planners are often described as "generalists-
with--speolaty." Spoolalties have been thought
of In functional terms (such as housing, trans-
portation, land use, health care) or in terms of
the geographic levels at which decision making
takes place (neighborhood planning, town plan-
ning, regional planning, planning for national
development). Subspoolaltles within the plan-
ning fild also have been described in terms of
the roles that planners are called upon to play
such as manager, designer, regulato, advocate,
evaluator, ur futurist.

The Department of Urban Studies and Planning
seeks to educate professionals and scholars
who as praocitioners are able to deal with the
processes of urban and regional development,
environmental planning and design, and pubic
policy analysls and implemenlation. The Depart-
ment Is committed to educating planners who
can advocate the interests of underepresented
constituencies.

A focus on practice and the development of
prctiloe-related skIlls Is central to the Depart-
ment particularly to students in the profes-
sional degree (M.C.R) program. One mens of
acquiring thee practoo-related sle and of
integating them with classroom knowledge is
through the Department's fieldwork and intern-
ship programs Through fieldwork, students
can acquire competence by working with capa-
ble pratoners and then bringi field experi-
enoes back into the academic asuing for
reflection and discussion Students may work
in community organizations or government agen-
ciss, or under the direction of faculty members
Involved In field-based projects for outside
olients. Academio credit Is awarded according
to the time committed. In some cases stiponds
are related to fieldwork or internship programs.

Spoolfic opportunities for concentration and
specialization avalable to students are Included
in the descriptions of the degree programs that
follow

During the month of January, the Department of
Urban Studies and Planning offer a series of
"mini-subjects" In specislzed fields not cov-
ered by the regular curriculum - unique oppor-
tunitles provided by the Instiute-wide January
independent ActMies Period. Some of these
are student-organized actMieS which subee-
quently have been Incorporated into the aca-
domic program.

Bnaghelsr of IMee In Planning
Cose XI- OpWion I

The Department of Urban Studies and Planning
offers an interdiscipinary proprofessional pro-
gram designed to prepar students for careers
a planners, analysts, advisors, end managers
in eiher the pubic or private sectors. Cours
work stresses knowledge and skills for: 1)
defining and responding to community needs
2) evaluating and designing public policies and
programs, and 3) allocang resources In an
eiolent and equitable manner.

The core of the program provides basic knowl-
edge of community and environmental sys-
tems; the social science concepts used to
describe them; and the methods and tech-
niques with which they can be analyzed,
planned, and changed. Students begin with one
introductory subject inked to either the design
or policy side of planning, plus three social
science subjects introducing basic concepts
from the discipines of sociology political aol-
ence, and economics The two-subject sequence
In planning and appled social research then
builds on these introductory subjects to develop
sklie In praotloal problem solving. Students are
aleo expected to sharpen their analytic ads
through both the required slatistios subject and
the laboratory.

Student participation In departmental researclb
and pubic sector Internshipe Is an important
part of the program. Faculty members will help
students formulate, design, and undertake a
personal projc synthesizing what they have
learned. The project may Involve a focused
attempt at analysis, or a report on a problem-
solng experience accomplished through a
fieldwork assignment or the result of a workshop.

Students are free to develop their own special-
izations In consultation with their advisors or
may select one of the three areas suggested by
the Department:

Invironmentsl Planning serves students seek-
Ing careers In managing and analyzing the
quality of the environment Students may subee-
quentiy become speoldsts in planning, lWr
engineering, or other "environmental profes-
alone" such as landscape architecture, water
resource management, and air pollution oqn-
trol. This specialization examines the form and
function of natural and urban systems, tech-
niques for describing and evaluating environ-
mental change, approaches to analyzing and
implemendng environmental policy and mecha-
nisms for assessing the cholofs posed by the
envrhonmenial Impaos of technololoal advances
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emphaszes the study of the built environment; Coure 3 - Opimn 1 Course XI- Option 2

nd tchniues of desocrbing, evaluagng, and
guidins and SiW chag. Students Degree requirements applicable to the Class This opdon, in cooperaion with Civi Engineer-
learn Interaions between omunrife. entering MIT in September 1986 (Class of Ing, Is designed for students who want to
and the people whb inhebit them. They acquire 1900) and subsequent Claesses:* combine the skils of the two fields, Such pro-
sile in defining needs and goals, In assessing grams concentrate, for example, on environ-
alternative development patterns end polies, aens orAt N mune 17 sie mental engineering, on transportation syslems
and methods for Implemening planned changes related to land development or on constructed
In urban areas. The speclaksaton relates @oo- sn es Maits. and eMnnnt plamg Ohr com-
nomic and poitial aspects of development to *" AtSO SOW 50015 Sdsnou [GO IA binafos are possible.
planing methods and theory OWes Inft OSeanenW sa be

0Pble Urben Maaement, and the Law
focuses on t nature of public institutions, the
processes of poicy formation, analysis and
Implementation, and research and manage-
ment techniques for planning and executing
public polioy Subjects examine bmotor that
influence public cholces - polital and eco-
nomic Interests, soalal structure, and value
considerations. lleidwork and internship sub-
jects give students experience which helps
develop sdile In analysis and management,
This specialization prepares students for sub-
sequent work in government, public administra-
tion and management, and law
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tMenequimmente 10

'nw degree requirements arpllcebtio Clasese tht entered
Mf'ror to epember 1560 eregher st the end cf ea
descriplmn ormle departmne undergraduate prouam.

The program is administered by a committee of
faculty representing the two departments. Appf-
cations are made drtly to this committee
through either department The committee
advises students on the choice of courses to
meet their study objectives.

This le a combined degree. The diploma names
only the 8.8. In Planning, but a leter provided
upon graduation by the Combined Prwom
Committee confirms the student's participation
in the program.

A~mue-tedhugasucha 1.0 ~dclntCIlesadSgnstt rbe o~gI ueeda
one aubleod



Baolelor of Solanoe in Planning
CourseX - Optlion 2

Degree-requirements applicable to the Class
entering MIT In 1900 (Class of 1900) and
subsequent Classes:*

GenI lisuute newkmnts 17 suiefts

science Rsquirment
Humansa, Arte, and Social Sciences H
(one subect can be salafled by 1.01J In
Dowartmental Programli
Sclence Diatribution equirement 2 aub
Gaed by 1.00 and 18.03 In theDpar
Laboratory Requiramntr
PLUS

Onwruni Mogam

I
-umnt

Bochelor of som i Planning
Course XI- OpOn 3
Urban d egialPlanning
in Developin Couni

This option provides training in urban studies
and planning In the setting of developing coun-
tries, it Is designed particularly for those stu-
dents who come from developing countries or
who are preparing to work in such places.

the Students electing this option must take one of
a the two Introductory subjects ofered by the

jots can be Department, the Urban Studies laborator, and
tmental Program] 3 the thesis; and a set of subjects In Issues of

1 regional development, and the politics, econom-
'OTAt subjcs IT los, and social aspects of development Elec-

fives are chosen In conference with the student's
umft advisor and are Intended to develop a basic

competence In analysis and planning in some
Su4e names below are Woned by a$c unit and by
prersquiee Nay (corWU- a in Naos)

equAred Saeiaie n
1.00 Introduction to Computers and Engineering

Problem Solving, 12
1.01J EngIneering Aspects of Economic AnalysIs, 12
1.02 OptimIzation Theory on Engineering Application, 12
1.03 Introduction to Probability and Statistics for

Engineere, 12:1.02,18.03
One the aong ft suftec":
11.001 Introducton to Urban Design and Development 12
11.002 Introduction to Pubio Policy Analysis and

Governnent Action, 12

18.03 DIserential Equations, 12:18.02

Penned Sneoee 72
"ncluding:

Subjects which assem breadth and depth
In the area of spoclalizaton (at least 18 unts)
CiI Engineering subets (at leat IS unit)
A special udies pjct or
thesle which requires a synthesis
of knowledge within the mcope of
the joInt program (at ladh 12 units)

unie In )perental Propa tat also satify Se GenOMM
hnuslhte nesuhementa (a
Unrestricted Slies 73

1Ielfunte equ1ed for stesl, Degre syond the
General hibut RequIrements 10

'The degree requirements appicable to classes that entered
MIT prior to September 196 arWS given at the end of the
description of the departments undergraduate program.

Up to 27 additional units of unrestricted sletives may be
obtained If three of the planned electis in the Departmental
Program are designated as the studenre Feld of Concentration.
2
SuggestedeSubject - 11.18

speciic areas.

The major problem area foci available are hous-
Ing, transportation, and urban polIcy, but
arrangements can be made to combine work In
oher departments suci Ra A rchitecture, Civil
Engineering, Economics, or illtlcalSolence.

Fve-Yar SL-M.C.R Option

MIT undergraduate planning majors may apply
for admission to the Departments Maler in
City Planning (M.C.R) Program at the end of
their junior year. Students accepted Into the
five-year program are exempted from the under-
graduate thesis requirement and receive both
the Bachelor of Science and the Master In City
Planning at the end of five yearsAdmission Is
limited to those undergiraduates who have dem-
onstrated exceptional professional promise. More
information on the five-year program can be
obtained from the Difector of the Undergraduate
Urban Studies Program or the Chairman of the
M.C.R Committee.

Bachelor of Solenoe In Planning
CoweX - Option 1

Degree requirements applicable to Classes that
entered MIT prior to September 1980 (through
the Class of 1989):

eam ne" haft"entumennt TA Unn

Schne" Re umnt so
Mun"Nk A't And Social
S- -. Requirement can be aOtbedy
Wiuliecte In the DepertMenel Program. plus
thre. Humanise Dstribuilon sublects toalng 27
Science Dbtrituiton Requkeme nt3
Laboraory Requirement canbe sised by
11.108 or 17.203 in the Dopartimenal Progum.

nf- illan

SUde a1mesre08 w aNeo m fed by credit unit
and by prarequies a ay (corquase in ace;

pequbluismse 100,114
G" h intredeben
on#e* of t tc#lo* two suldeob
11.001 Introduction to Urban Design and Development, 12
11.002 Introduction to Public Ponly Analyel and

Govemment Action. 12
Gu 1: socal Salmee
11.00S Urban Social Structure and Prcesas, 9
11.007J Polis and Pubic Policy 12
14.01 Eonmc Prlncoae 1. 9
G s : Planning and Apped lasineaaru
11.003 Planning and Applied Social easearch I, 12;

1 1.007J.,14.01
17.203 Evaluation Research Laboratory, 12
1IS Social Rsach Methods, 12

16.057 Compuler Dae Analysis Labomtory, 12
rmr Ws i: sadur Preset

Senior Project (10-24 units)

Panned a1e ee at Want 48

A 00har0n 1 NctOn of iv eubjacta
In planning end applied aow ciamnce
developed In oonaution with the
eludenra departmental edvso. The atudent
must Include at last one additional
accial science subject euch aa
11.00 uIrban Economics or 110141
American Urban History 1;
at leat 12 units of approved iniernship,
fiedwoK, or worihop experience; and
at leat three subjects comp ng an
approed area of spcallon (described in tet).

In eIrctad SeIeAs 52.7

1bl Unite nequed for tmeA. Degree s00

1
A compular-related subjet auch as 1.00 Introduction to

ormuters end Engineering Problem Solvng is suggesd as
onm subeL

I
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Graduate Study

Bachelor of Soles in Planning
CourseX - Option 2

Degree requirements to Claes that entered
MIT prior to September 1986 (through the
Class of 1989):

Gomm eb INumenO s '111un

Science RequWmes so
Humane ts. and Social
Scienoss Nequirement can be salaned
by 1.0iJ in the Departmenial Program,
plus appropIatS eublacte tolaing' s
Science Distribution Requirement
can beuteltdby .00and 18.03
In the Departmental program, plua
appropriate subjects totaing 12
Labcmtory Requiremon 12

-pertgannt P prem

Subject names below are kowed by crd~ unEt,
and by pwrequalea If any (corequiAlea In te"lc)
PesIed Suejestr 72

1.00 Introduction to Computers and Engineering
Problem Song. 12

1.01J Engineering Aspects of Economic Analyss. 12

1.02 Optimiation Theory on Engineering Appioatdo, 12
1.03 introduction to Probablty and Statistics for

Engineers, 12; 1.02, 18.03
Ons of t dcwfng tso subjecta:
11.001 Introduction to urban Design and Development. 12
11.002 Introduction to Pubic Policy Analysis and

Government Action, 12
plus

18.03 Dilferentlal Equallons, 12; 18.02

PleNn UsN ees: at het 73
including:
Subjects which assure breadth and depin
in the ama a specinallon (at leat 18 units)
Civil Engineering subjects (at least 18 unlts
A special atudies project or
thseis which rqulrs a syntheas
of knowledge within t scope of
the icint progrm (at least 12 unit

tLnrestrtetdi Et Iee at W" so 5

ieotlunu Pequied ar tr .. ee 30

Up to 27 additional units of unrestricted electives may be
obtained if tre of the planned slts I t Departmental
Program ae desigrated ashthe s n eid of Conowtdto.

suggeled subject - 11.1ss

The Department of Urban Studies and Planning
offers graduate work leading to the Master In
City Planning and the Doctor of Philosophy. The
Course Is open to students with varying back-
grounds. Urban studies, environmental studies,
architecture, political sclence, clvil engineering,
economics, sociology, law management, geog-
raphty, and public administration all offer suit-
able preparation. Appicants from other fields are
also accepted. Undergraduate preparation for
urban studies and planning usually differs from
that required for scientific degrees at MIT Fur-
ther Information concerning academic pro-
grams in the Department admissions, and
financial aid may be obtained from the Gradu-
ate Admissions Secretary, Room 7-333, MIT
(617) 253-2028.

MusteI In City Planning

The basic professional degree In the planning
field Is the Master in City Planning (M.C.R). The
Department of Urban Studies and Planning
provides graduate education for men and
women who assume professional role3 In public
and private agencies, in the United States and
abroad. The Department seeks to provide M.C.R
students with the skills and specialized knowl-
edge needed to fill traditional as well as emerg-
Ing planning roles.

The two-year M.C.R Program emphasizes the
mastery of the tools necessary for effective
practice and Is therefore distinct from liberal
arts programs In urban affairs. An intensive
course of study stresses skills for policy analy-
als and Institutional Intervention. The Master's
Program is recognized by the American Plan-
ning Association.

The M.C.R program offers professional training
mainly within the context of the institutional
processes and cultural values of mom developed
countries, and Is described In the following
paragraphs. For those students from developing
areas of the world or for those with a primary
Interest in such areas, a modified option Is
avallable, summarized In the subsequent seo-
tion on Master in City Planning for Developing
Areas. Because the M.C.R/DA program has a
departmental admissions process which explicitly
takes into account educational backgrounds
and professional experience acquired abroad,
applicants must specify Interest In the M.C.R/
Developing Areas option on their application
forms If they wish to be admitted to that program.

A student's plan of study in the M.C.R program
Is set forth In a program statement developed
jointly by the student and faculty advisor. The
program statement describes the purposes
and goals of study, the proposed schedule of

subjects, the Vianner In which competence in a
specialhation is developed, and an indication of
a possible thesis project topic. The program
statement is submitted at the end of the first
semester of study to the M.C.R Committee,
which mon"iors each student'S progress.

Degree qubment, Students are expected
to take a minimum of 30 credit units each term
(about three subjects) or a minimum of 120
total units, In addition to the thesis.

The Professlonal Carm, Three subjects, taught
In conjunction with each other during the stu-
dent's first term In the Department, constitute a
"core experience" which we view as central to
the professional program. The core subjects
are:

11.200 Planning and institutional Processes,
11.206 Core Practioum, 11.210 Political Econ-
omy for Planners, and 11.220 Quantitative Rea-
soning and Statistical Methods for Planning,
and are described in Chapter. Vil

it Is possible to test out of 11.210 and 11.220,
(not 11.200); the exams also serve to diagnose
students' own strengths and weaknesses.

M.C.R students select an area of spedmdhmn by
the end of the first semester, tallored to Individ-
ual students' Interests. Speclazatlons at the
M.C.R level Include:

Environmntal Desui involves conceptualizing
and guiding changes In the spatial environ-
ment Work in this area at MIT Involves acquir-
ing knowledge about the interactions between
people and the settings they Inhabit; under-
standing the historcal evolutlon of current forms
of settlement; learning methods for analyzing,
programming, designing, and Implementing
environmental change; anticipating and coping
with the Impacts of changes In the form and
functioning of human settlements; and develop-
ing processes for regulating and managing
environments over time.



Envirenmenl Paning and enmphasesm
the study of the legal, insiutional, eco-
nomic tools by which society conserves and
manages its environmental resources. Sub-
stntive areas of concern Includenergy boality
siting, pollution control, land us, growth man-
agement, and coastal zone management. Stu-
dets examine the interactions between bultl
and natural systems, techniques for describing
and evaluating changes In environmental qual-
lty approaches to environmental poloy analysis,
and mechanIsms for assessing the choloes
POd by the environmental Impacts of new
technology.

CaMMity PSvSlopment Integrates economic,
social and political theories of development
with planning methods. Emphasis Is on commu-
nity planning, Including the location and organ-
ization of community services and focliies; the
Impact of housing, capital, and labor markets
on the operation of the local economy; strate-
gies for Intervening In neighborhood Income
and employment structures; analysis of current
and alternative policies toard neighborhoods;
and the development of new techniques for
defining community needs, assessing alterna-
tive policies, and Implementing planned change.

Regal Rns reluPaiO Involves the study of
economic growth and locatonal change. Em-
phals is on the production and distributon of
goods and services; job creation and employ-
ment processes; development finance, trade,
migration, and capital tlows; techniques for
analyzing regional development; and the evalu-
ation of domestic, foreign, and International
regional economic policles. Cunnt, special
attention Is paid to domestic lesues and the
application of regional input-output technikues.

Houtsig end Rseelfst Dslepmet focuses
on the planning and management of urban
development, and especially on the design,
location, and financing of housing. Emphasis is
on analysis of the financial dimensions of real
estate, pubic policies that affect housing con-
ditIons and private development, Incentives In
the development sector, land use regulations,
and assessment of markets and housing needs.
Public-private partnerships for real estate devel-
opment construction Issues, and the operation
of financial markets are other Important sub-
Jects. Students may elect to pursue subjects
offered as part of the Real Estate Development
Program, which Is described In Chapter VL

1baching and research inlineportatien Plhn-
ning take place in several departments at MIT
CoordinationenI provided by the Center for
1lansportalen Stuies described in Chapter V.
1bplos of eoli interest include transports-
tion systems analyela, transportton poicy stud-
ls, transportation technology eseement, and
the management of trnsportaton enterprise. A
number of faculty members and students are
interested in the relationship between trnspor-
taton and prticular problems, Such as regional
development, urbanigation, and the pricing of
commodities. Work spans developed and less
developed countries.

Al students are required to submit a thels on
a topic of their choice. The Department encour-
ages M.C.R students to avoid the traditional
perception of the thesls as auminidlseertaion,"
and to think Instead of a olient-oriented, profes-
slonal document, which bridges academic and
professional oonoerns. While most of the thesis
work occurs during the last emester of the
second year, students are urged to begin the
process of defining athels topio early in the
second yer.

Students in the M.C.R Proram an encouraged
to integrate fleidwerk and inirMIl with
academic course work. The Department pro-
vides a variety of Individual and group field
placements involving varying degrees of faculty
participation and supervislon. Academic credit
Is awarded for field xperlence, although some
students choose Inatead to participate In the
work-study financial aid pram. The Depart-
ment also sponsors a variety of seminars In
which students have an opportunity to reflect
on their field experiences.

Metatr of City Planfing/Developing Areas
apd0n

The requirements for this professlonal degree
option are Similar to the regular M.C.R program.
Howeve while the core and specialized sub-
Jects of the regular program tend to emphasee
practice in developed countries, the MC.PJA
program places grater weight upon cultural
and institutignal comparisons and on the plan-
ning skils for regional and area growth and
development In Asia, the Middle East. AfrIcs,
Latin America, and the Caribbean region. Stu-
dents with an interest in the development prob-
Isme of disadvantaged regions In the United
Staes, Canada, Europa, and Japan sbould apply
to the regular M.C.R program.

As an aternatve to the core Subject 11.200
Planning and Instiutional Procesees, students
In the M.C.R/DA option ae required to take
11.205 Planning Reles and Instituins in Devel-
oping Countries, whIch dresses the role of
Insitutions In shaping planning prooses In
third world countries. Stdents may test out of
the other two required core subjects 11.210,
and 11.220, as decoribed eerier For some
speolauatimns under the M.C.R/D option (IndI-
cated by a* In the following paragraph), addi-
tional economlicos or quantlive methos courses
may be required after review of the students
prior course work and diagnostic test results.

Pmesibiie for specasto n under the M.C.PJDA
option Include: Planning Process and Imple-
mentllon, Natonal and Sub-Natonal Area Devel-
opment Problems and Pdolo Regional Economic
Theory and Planning,* wansportton and Urban
infrastructure,* ousing Problems and Polct
Urban Settement Planning and Urban Eco-
nomlos and Public Finance.* it Is also possible
to construct speolagations in environmental
design, real state, and land management

Simulaneosm Mealer's Dees in City
Plnnkg and Arlteture

Students who have been admitted to either the
Department of Urban Studies and Planning or
the Department of Architecture are invted to
propose progmm for joint work in the two
fields leading to degrees in both fields Degree
combinatons may be M.C.R-MArch. or M.C.R-
8.MArch.8. Program proposals must be made
prior to the students fnal academic year in the
first degre prgram and are considered during
the spring admiselons process. Normaly stu-
dentsa expected to meet the core require-
ments of both degrees, but may submit a joint
theels and count Some subjects completed for
one degree towards the other, thus decreasing
the overall time required for the two degrees.

Double degree programs may include an inno-
vatie combination of work in any of the felds
of Speciaization of the two departments. They
may represnt preparation for professionel roles
wh~ch bridge the two felds or the denition of
new roles which are needed but not yet defined.
Students pursuing dual degrees work with advi-
sors In both departments



SmIulneous Maeus Degrees in City
Planning and'Tranaportatlmn

Students who have been admitted to study for
the Maeter of City Planning or the Master of
Science In Tansportation are Invited to propose
programs for joint work leading to Masters
degrees in both fields. The details of this pro-
gram are described in Chapter Vi under the
Center for 1tansportation Studies.

SImultaneous MaeteI's in City
Plauing and 1tal elate

Students who have been admitted to the Master
of City Planning Program may propose pro-
grams which Include as well all of the required
subjects for the Master of Science in Real
Estate Developrient information on this pro-
gram Is given under the School of Architecture
and Planning at the beginning of this chapter
Students may submit a joint thesis and count
some subjects completed for one degree toward
the other, thereby decreasing the overall time
required for the two degrees.

Doctor of Phiosophy

The Ph.D. Is geared to serve in planning or
urban studies. Admission requirements are sub-
stantlally the same as for the Master's degree;
while, more emphasis Is placed on academic
preparation in the student's proposed area of
specialization. We do not require a M.C.R or
equivalent for admission for Ph.D. studies.

The doctoral program emphasizes the develop-
ment of fundamental research competence
and flexiblity In the exploration of questions
which no single academic discipline can address.
Students work under the mentorship of a fac-
ulty advisor They may center their activities on
any subfield in which the Department of Urban
Studies and Planning has faculty expertise.

Recent establishment of the Center for Real
Estate Development at MIT opens new oppor-
tunities for doctoral students to take advanced
work In real estate and participate in the
research program of the Center, which brings
together faculty and students with active pro-
fessIonals In real estate development compa-
nies. Specialized work is available In such
fields as real estate finance, development poli-
cles, and relationships between the public and
private sectors in city development.

After successful completion of a required first-
year doctoral paper and general examinaions,
each Ph.D. candidate must prepare a witen
doctoral dissertation evidenoing the capacity
to do independentresearch. lb be eligible for
financial aid, students In the Ph. program
must be registered for at least 30 oredit units
each term.

Students must take oral and writen general
examinations In two fields: a broad intellectual
discipline (design, economics, management
soience/operations research, oranasatonal
sociology, planning, public policy and P*olitic)
and an area to which this is applied (environ-
mental and natural resource policy, OnvIrn-
mental desIgn/built environment, heath polog
housing and real estate development, bor and
employment policy neighborhood community
development and negotiation and dispute
resolution). Students must also make an oral
presentation of their dissertation proposal to
department faculty.

Doctoral candidates require two to four terms of
study In residence before taking their exami-
nations and beginning their dissertations, al-
though the process may require up to six terms,
depending on prior preparation. The Ph.D.
requires completion of at least 180 credit units.
Previous work it MIT or elsewhere may count
toward the degree. The general requirements for
the Ph.D. are speclfied in Chapter IV.

Interested and qualified students can undertake
joint doctoral programs with the Department of
Political Science or the Department of Laonomios.

Ma=ts of Selense in Urban Studiesend

The meiority of graduate students in the Pepart-
ment are either Master of City Planning ski-
dents or doctoral candidates. Under speilai
circumstanos, hoee, admissien may be
granted to candidates seeldng the Master of
Science degree. the general requirements for
the SM. are givertIn Chapter IV. For further
informaion oneerming the S.M. option, con-
tact the Department led, Room 7-344, MRl

Non-depee Proame

A limited number of non-degree students are
admitted to the Department each term. This
s'li student status is especially designed

for mid-creer professionals interested in devel-
oping specialized skills, but it also Is available
to others.

Every year 10 to12 women and men from
various parts of the United States are selected
to participate in the Community Nllws
Prfanm, a 10-month non-degree program
which seeks to expose the Fellows to a ange of
poitical and ideological positns bearing on
the existee of people of color iM America and
the development of their communities, The
Program promotes the belief that people of
color in America cannot achieve maximal eco-
nomic and political development without the
sharing and/or pooling of their talents, skills,
and resources.

The Spalwe A gre for Urban and eglenal
Studges of I Areas ) pro-
vides an opportunity for a small number of
mid-career professiwonata to spend a year at
MIT studying the problems of urban and regional
change within a broad conext of national devel-
opment. The majority of stulents are from devel-
oping countries, and SPURS ofler participants
the opportunity to work with people Interested
in similar problems.

Further Information on these non-degree pro-
grams Is available from the Department

-I . I I -I - --; 1 11 _10111ORRIORM
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School of Engineering
Aeronautics and Astronautics Materials Science and Engineering

(Course 16) (Course 3)
Chemical Engineering (Course 10) Mechanical Engineering
Civil Engineering (Course 1) (Course 2)
Electrical Engineering and Computer Nuclear Engineering (Course 22)

Science (Course 6) Ocean Engineering (Course 13)

In this age of accelerating technological ad-
vances, coupled with increasingly scarce and
expensive resources, the profession of engi-
neering la occupying an increasingly important
role, both in creating the complex systems
society needs and wants and in ensuring that
these systems meet societal goals for the
human environment. Never have the challenges
and opportunities for careers in engineering
been more exciting or more promising than they
are today.

Engineering is a creative profession concerned
with developing and applying scientific knowl-
edge and technology to meet societal needs
within physical, economic, human, political,
legal, and cultural constraints.

The growing Influence of technology on all the
functions of society such as energy and natural
resource production, manufacturing and materials
processing, health care and human rehabilita-
tion, information, education, defense, construc-
tion, and transportation have created a large
demand for engineering graduates, not only to
enter the professional practice of engineering,
but to bring the strengths of an engineering
education to related fields such as law medi-
cine, management, and government.

The primary objectives of the School of Engi-
neering at MIT are to educate and prepare
men and women for leadership In Industry,
government, and educational Institutions; to
advance the knowledge base of the engineering
professions; and to influence the future direc-
tions of engineering education and practice.

The educational programs In the School empha-
size the understanding of fundamental prin-
ciples; facility with experimental, computational,
and analytical methods; development of skill in
the creative processes of engineering such as
design; and the development of a self-confi-
dence and versatility of mind that prepare the
Individual for a lifetime of learning and profes-
sional growth.

The academic departments in the School pro-
vide the primary homes for faculty students,
and degree programs, and provide continuity
and stability for the basic engineering disci-
plines. However, the departments Increasingly
share common interests in the broad areas of
application to which their individual disciplines
and technologies apply. Among the major appli-
cations of concern in most of the engineering
departments are energy supply, conversion,
and conservation; transportation (air and space,
ocean, urban, rail, and automotive); communi-
cation and information processing (including
computer design and utilization); manufactur-
Ing and processing; construction; materials and
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Engineering internship
Program

the extraction and processing of natural re-
sources; environmental Issue; and biomedical
engineering and biotechnology. The approxi-
mately 35 Interdepartmental centers, laborato-
ris, and programs In whlh the School Is
Involved provide the mechanisms and facilities
for faculty and students to undertake collabora-
tive research and engage in educaional programs
dealing with these and fther interdisciplinary
applioations of Importance to society. Many of
thee are described In Chapter Vi.

Through its departments and various interde-
partmental groups, the School of Engineering
olers a wide variety of educational programs.
Large numbers of undergraduale students often
enroll in some graduate subjects, and all stu-
dents are strongly encouraged to participate In
a variety of research, engineering appoations,
and pubic service projects. logether, these
activitIes and Interactions provide a rich educa-
tonal experience.

The School of Engineering offers formal gradu.
ate degree programs In both the departmental
areas and a number of Interdepartmental areas
Including Biomedical Engineering, Environ-
mental Studies Instrumentatioh, Operations
Research, Materials, Mineral Aesources EngI-
nearing and Management,1eohnology and Pol-
icy and Management of lTchnology. in addition,
numerous other Interdepartmental opportuni-
ties exist at both the undergraduate and gradu-
ate levels. With the faculty and resources of all
the departments available, the student is able
to develop a program that satlsfies his or her
own intellectual and professions o ves.
The student interested In an Interdepartmental
program will find It helpful to study the depart-
mental descrIptons as wal as to read the
specific seotons In Chapter Vi covering inter-
departmental opportunities that combine disci-
pnes from MiT's four other Schools with those
of the School of Engineering.

Uhndergraduate degree ar warded by the
departments of the School but can embrace
several Interdepartmental fields as well. Several
departments also offer "undesignated" degrees,
which lead to the Bachelor of Science without
departmental designation. The curricula for
these programs offer students opportunities to
pursue programs of studies that are broader
than could be accommodated within a normal
four-year departmental program.

Most undergraduate departmental degree pro-
grams in the School are accredited by the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Tech-
nology However, given their more general nature,
accredation has not been sought for any
undesignated degree programs. Holders of an
accredited-program degree can generaly take
examinatons for profeseional registration with

fewer years of experience than holders of
unacoredited or non-engineeing program
degrees. Als an accredited degree may be
required for certain Jobe. As the situaton varies
markedly from field to field, students should
disouss the question of acOredItation with their
lacuity advisors when considerIng undeslgnated
degree programs.

For undergraduates, the first-year curriculum
encompasses study of physics, chemistry,
mathematics, and humanitIes/social science.,
while sif ofedng students many opportunities
to male contact with engineering through under-
graduate seminateeeserch opportuntse, and
elective sublects. in the eacond year, students
typically continue thee studies with subjects
leading toward the fulfillment of the Science
Distribution; Laboratory; and Huranities, Arts,
and Social Sciences requirements. An under-
graduate student normally becomes ailiated
with a particular department as esdy as the
beginning of the eophomore year and from that
time on work olosely with an advisor from that
department or program. Alternaiel a student
may elect to delay this choice until the start of
the junior year without necessarily delaying
graduation beyond four years.

However, a studer1with an Interest In engineer-.
Ing Is encouraged to bome involved with one
of the engineering departments even during the
freshman year, for example, through the Under-
graduate Research Opportunities Program or
the Undergaduate Seminar Program.

Many opportunitles exist for individual Inita-
tive. For example, significant numbers of stu-
dents find it poseble to combine their primary
undergraduate degrees with a second under-
graduate degree In another area, such as man-
agement, potcal science, economics, one of
the solences, or another area of engineering.
Others organize their programs so as to receive
undergraduate and graduate degrees simulta-
neculy Compleion of the undergraduate degree
requirements In less than four years Is also
possible In scme case.

The School also offers an extensive program in
continuing edestlon through the Center for
Advanced Engineering Study. Its goal s to
Improve the capablitiss and effectiveness of
practicing engineers. PriorIty Is given to advanc-
Ing the arts and sciences of applications, rather
than remedial instruction, in both technical and
managerial-technIcal areas. Further detals on
this Interdepartmental program may be found In
Chapter Vi.

The Engineering internship Program Is nation-
ally recognized for Its excellence. It combines
traditional on-campus academic programs with
off-campus work experience In industry and
government. Such experience can be n IMpor-
tent aspect of a sound engineering education
and can also help students male more informed
choice. among the on-campus educational
offerings, as well as obtain a better understand-
ing of career opportunities available to them
after graduation.

The Engineering Internship Program Is similar
to the Vl-A internship Program In the Depart-
ment of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science.

Emphasis Is placed on ensuring that students
In the program are placed in rewarding "real-
world" company assignments that extend the
leaming experience into areas that are not
available at MIT Thre is extensive faculty par-
ticipation and advising in both the on- and
off-oampus components of the program.

The Engineering Internship Program Is designed
principally as a joint undergraduate and gradu-
ate program that leads to the simultaneous
award of the 8.S. and S.M. degrees In an engi-
nearing department upon successful completion
of all degree requirements.

Programs have been established In the Depart-
ments of Aeronautics and Astronautios (XVI-C),
Civil Engineering (1), Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science V), Materials Science and
Engineering *0-8), Mechanical Engineering (U-B),
Nuclear Engineering (XXi-A), and Ocean Engi-
nearing (Xlli-C).

Prog- n Desorision

The folowing general description Is typical of
most participating departments. Please see the
Nsting in the appropriate department for unique
features of each program.

Students normally enter the program In the
summer after their sophomore year at MIT
Sophomores In good standing In the School of
Engineering are eligible to apply for the pro-
gram and must be selected by a participating
company during the on-campus Interview
process.
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School-Wide Electives

The program consists of three work assign-
ments at the same industrial firm or govern-
ment agency. Work assignments of three months'
duration each occur after the student's second
year at MIT and one after the third year. During
the first term of the fourth year, a student
applies to the department for admisslon into the
graduate program. For those students who are
accepted to the graduate program, there is one
additional work assignment of seven months'
duration after the fourth year. Additional or
substitute work assignments are possible.

For those students who are not admitted to the
departmental graduate program or do not con-
tinue on to graduate school for other reasons,
the internship Program will terminate at the end
of the spring term of the fourth year at the S.B.
level.

Students who are accepted to the graduate
program will often do a combined S.B.-S.M.
thesis on a topic related to their work assign-
ment. Usually for such a thesis, the research
will be performed primarily in-plant during the
final work assignment, under the combined
supervision of company staff and an MiT faculty
memher.

Students are paid during their periods of resi-
dence at the participating companies and
should expect to receive a travel allowance.
There are no obligations on either side regard-
Ing further employment

Further information on the program may be
obtained from the department of registration or
from John R. Martuooelli, Director, Engineering
Internship Program, MiT Room 1-211, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-8051.

The School of Engineering olera a set of School-
Wide subjects, each of which is of Interest to
students from a number of departments in the
School. A School-Wide subject may: 1) Inte-
grate knowledge from several disciplines and
Illustrate the commonality of the Intellectual
underpinnings of the departments In the School
of Engineering, 2) be at the interface between
the academic program of the School of Engi-
neering and the programs of other Schools at
Mit 3) be a service subject to engineering stu-
dents and other students, and 4) be germane to
many engineeding students, without being cen-
tral to any one departmental program. A list of
current School-Wide Electives follows. Please
note that registration for these subjects takes
place through one of the departmental num-
bers. Subject descriptions may be found at the
end of the subject description chapter of this
catalogue.

Computer Models of Physal and Engineering
Systems U(2) SD
1.12, 2.101, 3.05, 10.11, 13.51, 16.008, 22.006

Engineering Riskl-enefit Analysis (A) G(2)
1.155, 2.943,3.577,6.938, 10.816, 13.621,
16.794, 22.82

Engineering Systeme Analysis (A) G(1)
1.146. 2.192, 3.56, 13.62, 16.784, 22.821

Entrepreneurship 0(2)
2.942, 3.566, 6.936, 10,801, 13.78, 16.672,
22.86

introduction to bohnology and Law U(1)
1.165, 2.998, 13.97, 16.792, 22.085

Inventions and Patents U(1)
3.172, 6.901, 16.673, 22.084

Management in Engineering U(1)
2.96, 6.930,10.806,13.52,16.993,22.002

Nuclear lr: Threat and boldence U(2) HAM
6.934, 8.208, 13.91, 16.994, 17.465, 22.003,
STS 558

Nuoler Weapone and Arms Control:
1echnology and Pofoy Issues G(1)
6.932,13.93, 16.995, 17.486, 22.841

Offloe of th Dean

Gerald Loomis Wilson, 80.D.
annever lush Professor
Profesor of Electrical and Mechanicl
Engineering
Dean

Jack Leo rrebrock, Ph.D.
Richard Cockburn Matlaurin
Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Associate Dean

Eric Johnson, 8.8., M.S.
Assistant Dean for Resource
Devlopnn

Donna R. Savioki, 8.8., MS.
Assistant Dean for Administration

John Ronald Martucoel, 8.M.
Director, Engineering Internship Program

school Professor* Witout
Depart entel Aiollon

Judah Leon Schwartz, Ph.D.
Professor of Engineering Science and Education

Nicholas A Ashlord, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Technology and Policy

Lawrence L Suoccareill, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Engineering and
Technology Studies

James M. Utterbeck, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Engineering
Director, Industrial Ualeon Program

Proftsom Emeil

Alfred Adolf Heinrich KeAll, rRerNat
Professor of Ocean Engineering, Emeritus
Ford Professor of Engineering, Emeritus

Myron THbu, Ph.D.
Professor of Engineering, Emeritus
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Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Eugene den-s Covsert, 5.D.
Profassor of Aeronauics and
AstOcnauoft
Head of the Department

Judean Richard Baron, So.D.
Professor of Aeronautlics and
AstrnsuoS

John Dugudl, 60.0.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Asbonaufts

Shaoul Ex.del, 60.0.
Professor of AeronaUic end
Astronaut and Electrical
Egng
Direotc, Center for Advanced
Enrinerng SudY

Edward Marc Greaser, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautis and
Astronsu s

Norman Dougas Ham, 60D.
Professor of Aeronauics and
Astrnautice

aller Mark Hoaftet, So.D.
Promesor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Karl Uno Ingard, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics and Pls

Jack Leo Karrebrock, Ph.D.
Richard Cookburn Maclaurin
Professor of Aeronauts and
Astronautics
Assoclate Dean, School of Engineering

Marten Ibodor Landahl, bkn.D.
Professor of Aeronautcs and
Astrnnuics

Jean ranecIe Louls Ph.D.
Profesor of Aeronauts and
Abncs
(On leave)

James Rh Mar, Sc.D.
Jerome Cir Hunesker
Professmr of Aerospace
Educaon

Winston Rcscms Marufy Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronaudos and
A -ronsubm

James Eft MoCuns, Ph.D.
Profeassr of Aeronautics and
As-roniuise

Earli-Mrtoin Murman, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautcs and
Aetronsllcs

Amsdeo Rodolf OdOni, Ph.D.
Professor of Aaronsuics and
Astronaulee and CM

Cdor, Opr-n Resa Center

Theodore Haush-Huang Plan, S.D.
Professor of Aeronautcs and
Aetrnaulcs

RobertWren Simpson, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronauts and
Astronaudes

Leon ling, Ph.D.
Proftesor of Aergnautos and
Astronautics

Wallace Earl Ander Velde, So.D.
Professor of Aeronaudos and
Asbenauics

Harold Ybhudae chman, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautce and
Astronaulos

Shella Evans Wdnali, So.0.
Abby Rochelller Mauze
Professor of Aeronautics and
Abnsuces

Emmett Alias Wime, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautcs and
Asronautios

Laurence Reiman wung, 80.0.
Proftesor of Aeronautis and
Astmnautioe
(On leave)

AM-mf esese m

Edward R'ancle Crawley So.D.
Associate Professor of Aronautis
and Astronaullos
(On leave, spring)

Alan Harry Epstein, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronauts

Robert John Hanamean, Jr, Ph.D.
Esther and Harold E. Edgerton
Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautis

Joseph Haralambos Haritonidla, Ph.D.
Assoclate Professor of Aeronautis and
Asbonautiec

Paul Ald Lagace, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Manuel Mrnep.sa8enches, Ph.D.
Associale Professor of Aeronautios
and Astonautics

Asshlmbnt Plollimmmoi

David Leo Aldn, 6.D.
Aselsilant Profesor of Aeronaulls
and Astronautics

SOven Robert Busesolarl, Ph.D.
Charles Slark Draper Assistant
Professor of Aeronauds and
Astronautics

Mark Drels, Ph.D.
Assilant Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautes

Michael Bryne Os, PhD.
Esther and Harold E. Edgerton
Assistant Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Sloven Ray Hall, Ph.D.
Boeing Aoisant Professor of
Aeronautis and Astronautics

Daniel E. Hastings, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Aeronautis
and Astronaudos

Belgacom Jer Ph.D.
Assistant Profesor of Aeronautis
and Astronauics

Lena Wavanl, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Aeronauics
and Astronautlis

Andreas Hubertus von Flotvo Ph.D.
Asellant Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

AdguntProfessore

Richard Horace SaWn, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of Aeronautis
and Astronautics

Rudrapatna V. Ramnath, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Sno Lectures"

Saui Sigmond Abarbanel, Ph.D.
Charles Oswald Cary
William Red Hawthorne, So.D.
Wo Tzu L, S.D.
Rune Harcourt Miller, MA
Robert Channing Seeman, Jr., S.D.
Edward Story Uylor, 8.9.
Henry Philip Whilaher S.M.
John Regnier Wiley ..

Letuwe

Paul Jon Cefola, Ph.D.
John Jacob Deyst, Jr., 80.D.
Donald Charles Fraser 0.0.
Betsy Gidifte, Ph.D.
John Howrlm, 80.0.
Stephen James Madden, Jr., Ph.D.
John Stanley Sinldewim, B.S.
John Pascal Vlnti, 8.D.
Leonard Stephen Wilk, M.S.
Joseph mnron, 6s.

ibaeical inetructore

Allan Ralph Shaw
L.ward Donald ifner, A.8.E.E.

Adminletraive 0lMow

Helen Robbine Rains

Aiminitreles tff

Phyllis A. Collymors, AA.
Anne M. Maynard
Elizabeth Zotos, BA.

ManioResearch Egnr

Charles MoMUater Oman, Ph.D,

Piist Research agne8 r

Choon 8001 Tn, Ph.D.

Aess erh Asoolies

Robert David Bruen, M.S.
Robert Halme. M.S.
James Francis Nash
Albert Thomas Supple, Jr., A.E.E.
Teva Regule, B.S.

Reswc EnIn

Raymond Anthony Ausrotas, M.S.
Rank Herman Durgin, EAA
Dennis Francis Xavier Mathalsel,
Ph.D.
John Demetrlos Pararas, Ph.D.

ReAmh -r"
Paul H. Bauer, .6.
Juan Ramon Cruz, 8..
Anne LaVIn, .6.
Hobart Lee Rensham B.6.E.E.
Margaret Louie Scott, 8..
Carl Francs arnerin, B.S.

- p ma
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Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics
(Course 18)

Ping Ma Le
Holly Esther Radthun, A.S.

Resmoh Afldse

James Dmper, Ph.
Byron Kurt Uchtenberg, So.D.
Alan Natapoff, Ph.D.
Gregory Zacharl Ph.D.

in Zhang, B.S.

Profeseors EneritS

Boip mell, S.M.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Emertun

Robert Loul Halfman, S.M.
Professor of Aeronautis and
Astronautlos, Emeritus

Otto Cad Koppen, .-B.
Profesor of Pight Whiole
Englnerlng, Emritus

Elmer Eugene Larrabee, S.M.
Assoolate Fofsesor of Aeronautios
and Astronautic, Emeritus

'oe Tzu U, So.D.
Profesor of Aeronautcs and
Astronautl, Emeritus
Senior Lectwre

Wlter McKa, S.M.
Probessr of Aeronauis and
Astronautios, Emerius

Rene Harcourt Miller, M.A
Profesor of Aeronautis and
Astronauts, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Robert Karl Mueller, O.D.
Anolte Proftesor of Aeronaudes
and AstronaUto Eneeus

Robert C t Seamane, J., So.D.
Prolsaso of AsronvAuts Ond
Astonautics ENNm
S -nor e ur

Edward Story 1bylo, S..
Profesor of ight Propulsion,
Emertus
Senior Lecturr

Henry Phlip Whitmkr S.M.
Proesor of Ameonautis and
Astronautis, Emertue
Senior Lolurer

Wmeer mlhef So.D.
Professor of Instrumentation
an Astronautics, Emetus

The OWeigeives of the Department of Aeronau-
tics and Astronautics are to provide a broad
education In the philoeophs approach and

dla!pise of aerospace engineering and to
conduct resarch at the forefront of awie
r of technologies critioal to the future
developnt of aeropacm, The aerospae com-
munity is unusual In hIe epha n advanced
techndoMl and In Its apbt for ge
complex vehicles and syslemA ~bieh demand
uniform exoellence in engineering and man-
agement It connually seals to aiance besl
understanding of a wide range of physical phe-
nomena; to conceive new devics and system.
based on this understanding, and to carry them
through the development process to praocal
use. It encompasses a wide range of talent,
from basis researchers to managers of ogenil-
ationa employIng thousands of enginr

The MIT Department of Aeronautics and Astro-
nauticl. equally unusual In Its amltlhent to
providing education for and accses to this broad
range of opportunties In aepace erigineer-
Ing. he sucoss In this endeavor Isindlcated by
the large numbers of he alumni to ae senior
managers In government and in mejor aero-
space firms, or in the forefont of basic research
In the engineering soliences. Th extensie
Involveent of he foculty with g ov t aid
Industry Is a further measure of the Depart-
menWs central mis in the aerospace communily

The aerospace vehicle - belts haeicspte, com-
merolal transport, satellite, or seos shuttle -
provides a focus for many aspected aerospaoe
engineering with which the Department deale,
Throughout he teaching and research aotMite,
the vehicles and the transportation sytm of
whilh they are ey elements mt and oor-
dinate the Instruction and rsearoh. The floufy
Is also alert to the applications of aerospace-
derived technologies to otter than aerospace
us resuling in a myriad of couping to the
Wownio and engineering reseroh omunbus.

At the undeeraduatelevel, the Department assit
to provide a broad introductin to aerospace
engineering, together with thorough beso edu-
cation in all of the dieclpinesorlil to san-
spec@. The departmental pogram comprises:
1) UnIfied Engineering, an introductory eubject
taught ooperatively by a number of senior
faculty members, covering all of the baic
disciplines in an Interrelated format as won
s experimental and sysems approaches;
2) a choice of Advanced iequired Subjects and
acoss to Electues providing greater depth In
each disciplinary area; and 3) the Experimental
Projects Laboratory In whlch each student con-
celves and executes an indiidual experiment
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Undergraduate Study

In addition, undergraduates are encouraged to
become involved In the research activities of the
Department through the Undergraduate Re-
search Opportunities Program. Research oppor-
tunities are outlined under Graduate Study.

The graduate teaching and research activities
of the Department are strongly Interwoven,
since the graduate subjects evolve from the
research and professional Interests of the faculty
and In turn serve to Introduce students to the
areas of active research. Teaching activities are
Informally organized Into six Divisions of Instruc-
tion: Mechanics and Physics of Fluids; Structures,
Materials, and Aeroelastioity; Propulsion and
Energy Conversion; Instrumentation, Guidance,
and Control; Biomedical Engineering; and Aero-
nautical and Astronautical Systems. Research
is conducted In several Departmental Laborato-
ries, each of which Is described briefly In the
section on Graduate Study. In addition, the
Department maintains close Interaction with
the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory.

nahelor of Siee in Aeronautios
and Astronutles
Course XVI

Undergraduate study In the Department leads
to the Bachelor of Science in Aeronautics and
Astronautics at the end of four years. The cur-
rioula provide flexibility to meet the needs of
professionals In aerospace activities ranging
from fundamental research to responsible engl-
nearing direction of large enterprises.

The required undergraduate curriculum provides
a core around which the student can build -
either to become a practicing engineer upon
receipt of the SB. or to continue on to gradu-
ate studies In any of the specialties, it Includes:
1) a fall-spring sequence of subjects called
Unified Engineering -IV, 21a set of Advanced
Required Subjects, 3) an Experimental Projects
Laboratory, and 4) a Systems Engineering subject

Unified Engineering is offered In sets of two
12-unit subjects In two successive semesters.
These subjects are taught cooperatively by a
number of faculty members. Their purpose Is
to introduce new students to the disciplines and
methodologies of aerospace engineering at a
basic level, with a balanced exposure to analysis,
empirical methods, and design. The areas cov-
ered include statics, dynamics, structures, fluid
mechanics, thermodynamics, propulsion, con-
trol, and systems engineering. Several labora-
tory experiments are performed and a number
of systems problems which Interrelate the discl-
plines are included.

Unified Engineering Is usually taken in the soph-
omore year; it fulfills the prerequisites for a
variety of Advanced Required Subjects and
Electives which deal more Intensively with sub-
jects In the six main areas of Aeronautics and
Astronautics described In the Introduction to
the Department Alternatively a student may
take Unified Engineering In the junior yar and
complete the Departmental requirements In the
senior year; this also provides a well-rounded
engineering education and excellent prepara-
tion for graduate study.

The Advanced Required Subjects treat more
completely and In greater depth the material to
which the student is introduced In Unified Engi-
neering and In the other basic required sub-
jects. T ensure adequate breadth of preparation
In each student's education, a distribution from
among the undergraduate subjects is required.

Each student has the opportunity in the Under-
graduate Pnsels Laboratory (16.622) to oOn-
celve, organize, and execute an Individual
experimental project under the supervision of
a faculty member. A proposal Is prepared; oral
and written reporting of the results are required.
The written project reports are crNically reviewed
for writing style and exposition by faculty from
the School of Humanities and Social Science.

The Systems Engineering subject requires stu-
dents, as a team, to pull together their under-
graduate education through the design of an
operating system such as a manned space
Station or a vertical takeoff airplane. For maxi-
mum beneft, students should complete 18.02
and 16.64 before taking 16.84, or 16.20 and
16.53 before taking 16.85.

Tb take full advantage of the unique research
environment of Mit undergraduates are encour-
aged to become involved in the research activi-
tie of the Department through UROR the
Undergaduate Research Opportunities Program.
Many of the faculty actively seek undergradu-
ates to become a part of their research team.
Specific areas of research opportunity are
outlined under Graduate Study. it also should
be noted that the advanced undergraduate
student, through careful selection and schedul-
ing of the elective freedom, can progress to
graduate subjects In one or more areas of
interest.

The Department recommends 1) that 3.091 be
used to satisfy the Institute Chemistry Require-
ment, 2) that an introdu9tory digital computing
programming subject such as 1.00, 2,10, or
6.001 be taken as early as possible, and 3) that
21.780 Scientific and Engineering flting be
taken as part of the Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences Requirement.

Any one of several programs ieads to the degree
of Bachelor of Science in Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and all are accredited by the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and lbch-
nology. if desired, the student may request an
unspecified degree, Bachelor of Sclence. This
degree Is not so accredited.

Pram I AAdsrets! wi A ~onsullosi Igi-
nearitg, Pfogram 1 is appropriate for students
desiring a broad exposure to aerospace engi-
neering In the normal four years of residence
at MI: The required subects may be supple-
mented with additional advanced undergradu-
ate subjects or graduate subjects according to
Individual Interests. Further details on concen-
trations in the si main areas of Aerghaulls
may be obtained from the Department

.............
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CoopmOe Proram
Course -

The cooperaWe program In Aeronautics and
Astronautics provides undergraduates the op-
portunity to particpate in professional Activities
In an aerospace organizan for about aeen
months before the senior ye, The program
permits completion of requirement for the
Bachelor of Science degree in four yas. Stu-
dent In this program become regular employ-
ses while woridng In the oompan, and are paid
at prevaling rates.

interesed students should contact the profes-
or in charge for detaills and an interview also,

etudente should arrange a soNhedule wih their
faculty advisor which permits an absence fm
MrT during ether the first or the second term
of the third year. One summer at Mrt usually
Is nesessary.

The curriculum requirements for this degree In
Course XVI-B are the same aseor Course XVI
with the addition of required registration for
16.80 industrial Pratoce durng the plant work
period, in place of eight units of eletve.

-gn g intnM hp Progwm
Cowle XV-0

The Department of Aeronautics and Astmnau-
tics participates in the Engineering Internship
Program (EI) admnisred by the School of
Engineering. it Is Intended as a five-year joint
8.8.-SM. program which feature pelod of
work at a partolpating company alternatng
with periode of study at MI See additional
detailed discusslon of this program in the intro-
duction to the School of Engineering.

Interested students apply for participation In
EP during the sprng term of their sophomore
year. Once a seleotion Is made and *apted
both the student and the company agree to
continue that assoclation to completion of the
Program.

The student earns six units of credit for each of
the two underaduals work pediods by reg-
Islering for 16.601. The student also eama12
units of 0 credit through registraton
for 1& durig the work peeleds a gradu-
ate student The following sprng and summer
terms he or she usually Is required to be at MIT
to completethe subjct requement and the
thesle report the Bachelor of Sieno and Ms-
ter of Solenee degrees are then awarded
simultaneously

The work experiences provided under Couree
XVI-C are the same as for Course XVI with
16.801 (twlce) used as 12 unte of electe. For
further information, please se the Department
EIP Coordinator.

Dobl Depee Program

Students may pursue two S.B. degrees under
the Double Degree Program outined in Chap-
ter I. In partlula, some students may wish to
combine a professional eduction in Aeronau-
tics and Ashnauts with a liberal education
which Inks the development and praocie of
solence and enginedng with their social, eco-
nomc, historical, and cultural contexts. For
them the Department of Aeronauti and Astro-
nautics and the Department offumanities In
cooperaon with the Pogram in Science, 1boh-
nologg and Socdty offer a double degree
progam which combines melra In Course XVI
and Couree XX. A detailed description of that
integrated degree program wi be found under
the decrption of the Program In Solence,
lechnology and Soolety

-n es

For additional Information concerning academic
and research programe in the Department,
admissions, suggested four-year undergradu-
ate programs, interdisciplinary programs, finan-
clie aid, elo., please write to the Department of
Aeronautics and Astronautics Undergraduate
Officoe, Professor Emmett A. Witmer, Room
33-208. Mrt Cambrdg, Masssachuslte 02130,
(617) 263-2270.

0a gelor of Solew Ien Aannaucs
and Agirenaullee
Ogww XVI

1AAeenuusel and Astrmnaunaimm

Degree requirements applicable to Classes that
entered MIT prior to September 106 (through
the Class of 1960):
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Graduate Study

BaIwlor of Solne in Arnautlas
and Astrnauties
Course XV

2 Aencau tlh l and Astronautlul
lnisOption

Degree requirements applicable to Classes
that entered MIT prior to September 196
(through the Class of 1989):
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Graduate study In the Department of Aeronau-
tics and Astronautics includes research work
culminating in a thesis and study of graduate-
level subjects In the Department and other
departments and schools at MIT Degrees are
awarded at the Master's, Engineer's, and Doc-
toral levels. The range of subject matter avail-
able Is best conveyed by brief descriptions of
the activities of the Departmental Divisions of
Instruction and the Departmental Laboratories.
More detailed Information may be obtained from
the Graduate Office or from individual faculty
members.

Divisions of Instruction end Research
Laboratoris

The graduate subject offerings of the Department
are informally organized Into six Divisions:
Mechanics and Physics of Fluids; Structures,
Materials, and Aeroelasticity; Instrumentation,
Guidance, and Control; Propulsion and Energy
Conversion; Biomedical Engineering; and Aero-
nautical and Astronautical Systems. Research
Is conducted In a number of research labora-
torles. A faculty member Is typically involved In
teaching graduate and undergraduate subjects
In one or more of the Divisions, and In conducting
research In one or more of the Departmental
Laboratories or at the Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory.

Mechanics end Physics of Pluids. Fluid mechan-
lce Is an essential discipline for diverse fields
of engineering which are concerned with mate-
rial, energy and Information transfer and its
consequences. The principles of fluid mechan-
ls are essential for an understanding of all
flight regimes covering a wide range of speeds,
altitudes, and fluid properties, from those
associated with low-speed flight transportation
to high-speed near-space operations, and
space travel.

Research In fluid mechanics Is carried on in
several Departmental laboratories. The focus of
the Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
Is on the development of Improved algorithms
and their application to external and Internal
flow fields. Emphasis in the Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory Is on turbulence structure and flow
stability The Molecular Beam Laboratory employs
techniques which examine the nature of Inter-
actione between the environment and vehicle
surfaces. Rotary wing aerodynamics and noise
are interests of the Helicopter Rotor Acoustics
Laboratory. The Center for Aerodynamic Stud-
les is concerned with the complex viscous flow
about complete flight vehicles. Several labora-
tories operate wind tunnels. The Wright Broth-
ers Facility Is used for airfoil and nacelle
research, rotor wing dynamics, aircraft devel-
opment and the simulation of wind loads on
ground structures. An acoustic tunnel ls equipped

with an anechoic chamber for noise research
on conventional and VTOL aircraft A low-
turbulence tunnel provides test channels par-
ticularly suited for transition and turbulence
Investigations as wall as airfoil study. In addi-
tion, several small open circuits are available for
fluid mechanics research and configuration
tests. All laboratories have access to several
Interactive computation systems and to experi-
mental equipment serving their purposes.

tructures, Marils, and Aserelastiulty The
manifest Importance of minimizing the struc-
tural weight fractions of aircraft and spacecraft
has motivated the aerospace engineer to cre-
ate new structural forms, to develop and exploit
new materials such as the filamentary com-
posItes, to invent new analytical and numerical
techniques for stress analysis, and to aggres-
sively pursue a better understanding of cata-
strophic failures and longevity. These advances
have stimulated many non-aerospace areas of
design.

Research activities for students Interested In
Struutures, Materials, and Aeroelastioity are
centered primarily In the Aeroelastic and Struc-
lures Research Laboratory the Technology Lab-
oratory for Advanced Composites, the Space
Systems Laboratory and the Gas Turbine Labora-
tory. Facilities Include vibration equipment, two
compuler-controlled universal testing machines,
an autoclave for the fabrication of filamentary
composite structural components, a blast cham-
ber which can contain catastrophic failures, a
large and a small chamber for the simulation of
zero-g structural behavior, wind tunnels, and a
blow down compressor facity for the study of
turbine engine aeroelastiolty Research Is being
conducted on the structural technology for
high-performance aircraft, commercial trans-
ports, general aviation aircraft, and sateliftes.
Other programs are directed toward the struc-
tural integrity of jet engines, the propeller bades
of the advanced turboprop, and large space
structures such as for a manned space station.
All of the research requires the development of
new experimental techniques as well as the
concurrent development of design methodologies
utilizing analytical as well as finite element
methods.

Inetrumsntton, Guidanos, end ControL Fac-
ulty members in this Division teach and per-
form theoretical and experimental research in
control and its applications, navigation sys-
tems, instrumentation, estimation, lasers, digital
systems, and other related topics.

One focus for the activities of the Instrumenta-
tion, Guidance, and Control Division Is the
Draper Laboratory which offers opportunities
for participation to students of US citizenship.
Many Department faculty and students are

in samdolowhowl"
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actively involved In research programs In this
laboratory on guidance sysems and oompo-
nenta for all types of flight vehicles. including
Inertial guidance, using the advanced facilties
of the lab for research on all phases of control
and guidanoe. in the past this work has resulted
In the development of many flight vehicle sys-
tems including the Apollo paoecraft navigation
and guidance systems. Further detail on the
Draper Laboratory Is given InChapter VI.

The Laser Systems Laboratory pioneers In the
development and application of laser technology
Specific activities Include: optical gyroscopes;
optical tequency standards; ultra-high-resolulon
spectroscopy and Interaction of Intense radia-
tion with atoms and molecules.

Other control-related research projects are car-
ried out In the Space Systems Laboratory and
elsewhere in the Department, with substantial
focus on the control of large flexible aseem-
bs In space.

Miomeln gngineedng, The Man-Vehiole Lab-
oratory applies control and instrumentation die-
cipinee to biological and psychological prob-
lems at the man-machine interface. It has been
selected to perform manned space exper-
mente on Spacelab-1 to investigale balance,
adaptaton to zero-g, and "spacs motn slok-
ness." In addition, it conduct flight simulator
studies on man In the loop vehicle display and
control, and air traffic control research. The
laboratory also works on bloinstrumentelon,
physiologicai control systemA and clinical appi-
oations of the aerospace soenes. Activtles
Include modeling of the human visual and ve-
tibular system, flight simulation, cognitive learn-
Ing and work on diagnostic Instrumentation for
diseases of the eye and ear.

Propullen and Energy Conversoln. This dM-
sion addresses, in teaching and research, those
disciplines and technologies of special Impor-
tance to propulsion and energy conversion.
Subjects are offered in aircraft and rocket
propulsion, and In advanced energy conversion.
The Gas irbine and Plasmadynamics Labora-
tory provides unique experimental and compula-
tional failities for research on fuld mechanics,
heat transfe, and aercelasdolity In turbo-
machinery, and for research on spacs propul-
sion and power systems. Actvities include the-
oretloal and experimental study of transonic
compreesore and stability of compression sys-
tems, computational and experimental study of
internal and external heat transfer in turbine
blading, advanced engine controls. seroiasUtolty
of rotors, electric propulsion devices, and MHD
power generation. The Laboratory has unique
experimental facilities for the study of turbo-
machinery In the blowdown ocmpreso, blow-
down turbine, and Internal cooing experiments.

Aegrnaulslt and Astrmnsullol SPsems, The
high levels of expenditure Involved in the devel-
opment of aeronautloal and astronautical sys-
tems, their complexity and dependence on a
variety of disciplines and the high degree of
Interaction among thee discipines have all
required the development of some method for
integrating the totalsystem and the develop-
ment of formal analyia tools to optimize it as
a whole rather than by parts lm this need
has grown the concept of systems engineerIng
whose sucoseful application to the space
program and to the analysis of transportation
systems has amply demonstrated Its eefftive-
nse as an engineering tool.

The broad coverag of systems engineering
clearly implies that the responslblities of the
engineer include far more than te design syn-
thesis and odhetruotn of devices and facli-
ts. The engineer must be aware of the scol
Implican of his or her work and design, not
only for maximum efficiency and safety, but
also for minimum disruption of the environment

Students Interested in working in aeronautical
and astronautical systems should place pri-
mary emphasis on a broad educational base
which should include subjects In most of the
dMalons described above. In addtion the stu-
dent should obtain training In the disciplines
which support systems analysis. such as prob-
ability and itatletc operations research, eco-
nomics, and computer science, and should also
maintain an awareness of the external disol-
plines which help hape society, such as eoo-
nomico lew and the social sclences. Most of
this material would be obtained in the graduate
program, and undergraduate students can
become prepared for a moreffective graduate
program by a judilious choice of undergradu-
ate elective subjects.

The research of the Sse Divlon is conducted
in the Flight U*aportation, the Space Systems.
and the VIOL Technology Laboratories. The
Flight lbansportation Laboratory conducts
research in may areas of flight transportation
covering airline operations. air traffic control
operations, aircraft navigation and guidance,
airport planning, and the appicallon of advanced
operations research techniques to transporta-
tion systems. The Space Systems Laboratory
analyzes concepts for space utilization and
exploration, including space manufacturing,
the design of large space structures. and space
transporaton.

Entcnce eqlulemnens for Graduate Study

In additon to the general requirements for ad-
mission to the Graduate School, appicants
must have a strong undergraduate background
in some of the fundamentals of aerospace engi-
neering and mathematics as desaribed In
Undergraduate Study. 1Wo terms of advanced
mathematics beyond 18.03 Differential Equa-
tions or it equivalent are required eiher prior
to, or as part of, all graduate programs. Gaps
In preparation van be filled early in the graduate
program.

New graduate students are normally admitted
as candidates for the degree of Master of
Science. Admission requirements for candi-
dates for the Engineer In Aeronautios and
Astronautics are more rIgorous and such admis-
sion is ordinarily considered only after the
candidate has spent some time In reslidence at
MIT Admission to the Doctoral program is
offered to students who have been accepted for
g study and hav passed the Dooloral
Quaifying Examination. The examination is usu-
ally taken during the first year of graduate
study In the Department, but not later than the
third term. The examinailon seeks to measure
the candidates fundamental understanding of
the principles underlying aerospace engineer-
Ing and aptitude for enginedngrearch.

The Department of Aeronautics and Astronau-
tics requires that all entedng graduate students
demonstrate satisfactory Engsh writing ability
by taking the ling Diagnostic Examination
ofterd by the Wing Program of the MIT-umanl-
ies Departent. The exam Is usually adminisrd
during the week after the initial date of iagistra-
tion InA4raduate School. Those whose eldils are
found deficient will be required to complete
remedial training specifically designed to fulfill
their individual needs.

In addition, foreign candidts whose language
of Instruoton has not been EnOl for at least
five years, must tale the MiT Ensh Evaluation
at for eign Gradute Students after roge-

tration. The examination is held in early Sep-
tember and late January. On the basis of
performance on this examination, the faculty
may prescribe rnedial oourses In Enlsh
offered at MnT

Mee of Slno. I Arnaui and

The general requirements for the Master of
Science degree are ted in Chapter IV. The
specific Departmental requirements are: an
acceptable thesis, and t lt subjcOt
units, typically In graduate subjects relevant to
the candidatefs area of technical interests Of
the 60 unkIs 42 units must be In "A" subjects of



which at least 21 units must be In Departmen-
tal subjects. To be credited toward the degree,
nonW' levl subjectamust carry a grade of S
or better. Pull-time sludents normally must be in
residence one ful academic year. Students
holding Rssearch Aselstantships will require a
longer period of residence.

The Department requires two terms of advanced
mathematioe beyond 16.03 DIfferential Equa-
Ons, one of which must be either 16.075 or
1.06 or their equivalents. This requirement

may be fulfilled eiher prior to or as a part of the
Master's program. The choice of subjects In
the area of major interest and the thess topic
ar arranged IndMdually by each student In
consultation with a faculty advisor; the program
of study must hen the approval of the faculty
adviso, who acts In behalf of the Department
faculty.

Malter of Sclenoe iTbchnology and Pogoy

Student Interested In applying their aeronaut[-
oal engineering background to problems of
policy and socioeconomic assesement of tech-
nology may apply for the Interdepartmental
Master of Sclence Program In Technology and
Poliy. This program combines subjects in
advanced technology with subjects In econom-
ics, systeme analysis. political science, and law
and engages the student In significant project
work integratng technology and pokiy, Gen-
sral requirements and application procedures
are described In Chapter V.

Meeter of Sclence In the Management of
1behnology

IndMduals who would Whe to apply their Aero-
nautos/Astronautios engineering background
and at ieast five years of technical work expe-
rience to issues In technical management may
went to explore the Program In the Manage-
ment oft Tohnology. Jointly developed and
offered by Mfrs School of Engineering and the
Sloan School of Management, this program
entais a rigorous twelve-month curriculum,
focusing on management principles for techni-
cal people In a technical environment. The
program is designed for scientists and engi-
neers on a career path requiring Increasing
managerial responsiblities for technical actM-
ties. Detals of the program and appication
procedures are described In Chapter Vi.

Engineer in Aronautlos and Astronatice

The Program leading to the degree of Engineer
In Aeronautics and Astronautics is offered for
students Interested In a greater breadth of
graduate subjects than isnormally associated
with a Master' or Doctoral program, and less
emphasis on research than required of Doo-

toral candidates. The minimum study program
of 162 subject unis must Include graduate
subjectsfrom each of the Divisions of Instruo-
tion, and the thesis work must have a strong
engineering, s dilinct krom a scentifo, orienta-
tion. 1Wo years beyond the Bachelor of Science
degree normally are required for completion of
this degree by afull-time student

Dotlor of Phlosophy and Doctor of Sience

The general requirements for this degree are
given In Chapter IV A candidate is admitted to
the Doctoral program upon passing the Doc-
toral Quanfying Examination. Alter solecting an
area for study and research, the candidate in
consuflation with the thesis supervisor forms a
doctoral thesis commiteewhich assists In the
formulation of the individual's research and
study prourms and moniors the satudent prog-
ress. The subjecls selected to fulf the malor
and minor program requirements must be
approved by the commitee. One foreign lan-
guage Is required and also must-be approved
by the student's commitse. The oandldat's
mastery of the major area Is tested by arwlten
and an oral General Examination administered
by the doctoral thesis committee after comple-
tion of the malor subjects.

Demonsrated competence for original research
at the forefront of aerospace engineering is the
final and major crierion for granting the Doo-
toral degree The candidaes thesie serves in
part to demonstrate such competence, and on
completion Is defended oranly in a presentation
to the faculty of the Department, which may
then recommend the award of the degree.

nedlo olpinary Prom e

The graduate division of the Department pardol-
pates in several Interdisciplinary fields which
are of special Importance for Aeronautics and
Astronautios in both research and the currioulum.

11omedicl nginsering, This program is avail-
able to students Interested In biomed lInstru-
mentation and physiologloal control systems
where the disciplines Inwohmd in Aeronautics
and Astronautics are applied to biology and
medicine. Graduate study based on this pro-
gram may be pursued wihin the Departmental
program, the Health Sciences andlbchnology
S.M.-Ph.D. Program in Medical Engineering and
Medical Physics, or the Interdepartmental Ph.D.
program In Biomedical Engineering. At the Mas-
ters degree level, studente In the Department
may spOOilse In biomedical engineering, em-
phasiting quantitative physiology Instrumenta-
tion and control, and blostatistics, or in man-

machine syslems and engineering psychelogy
and in instrumentation and steads. Fora
further description of these program, ples
see Chapter Vi under Blomedical Engineering.
Most biomedical engineering research in the
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics Is
conducted In the Man-Whicle ,aboretory.

Fggut'Iensprtamrn. For students Interested In
a career In Night transportation, there Is avall-
able a program which incorporates a broader
graduate educaion In dicolplines such ewsoo-
nomine management, laW and operations re-
search than ls normally pursued by candidetee
for degrees In Engineering. Graduate researh
emphaslsee one of the five aueas of light trans-
portaon: Flight Whiole Design and Control;
Airport Planning and Design; Air iTafic Control;
Air lenportation ystms Analyie; and Air-
Ine Ecohomics and Mauagement, with subjects
selected appropdately from thoeavallable In
the Departments of AeronautIce and Aatonau-
tics, Civil Engineering, Economics, and the
Center for lansportation Studie. A aspeclal
Interdepartmental program may be established
for the doctoral student (or participation In the
Operatns R4eearch Center Program may be
considered, see Chapter Vik

=,eeeh and Teshnag

Rnanlale assieance for graduate atudy may be
in theform of fellowships or research or teach-
Ing asslatentehpe. There are several endowed
and departments! fellowships which are granted
to students of exceptional promise. The Depart-
ment attempts to place a student In a labora-
tory In which the research actMity Is closely
relatd to the student's interests. Bth the fel-
lowship student and the research assistant
work with a faculty supervisor on a specific
research assignment of inter*et, which gener-
aly leads to a theels.

qrie

for addiional information concomirng academic
and reeeh in the Departent
admisslons, I nary programs, finan-
olei aid, assismntahips, eo., please contact the
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Graduate Olfice, Profeesor M. Y ohman,
Room 33-208, MIT Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-2260.
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Department of Chemical
Engineering
(Course 10)

Undergraduate Study

Chemical engineering is a broadly based dis-
cipine, having a deep Involvement with chem-
istry along with the applications of physics and
mathematics which are common to all engineer-
ing disciplines. In Its broadest sense, chemical
engineering is the creative application of chem-
istry to the solution of significant problems.
Chemical engineering Is making substanal
contributions to the development of clean energy
sources, to the provision of adequate food
supplies to the recreation of proper ecological
balances, to the advancement of medical/
engineering science, and to the economic pro-
duction of material goods,

The Department of Chemical Engineering at MIT
offers two undergraduale progr ms. One is
Course X, leading to the Bachelor of Science In
Chemical Engineering. This program Is accredited
by the Accreditation Board for Enginevring and
lbchnology and the American Institute of Chemi-
cal Engineers. The other program Is Course X-C
leading to the Bachelor of Science without
specification, which Is not accredited and
requiree ess study In formal chemical engi-
neering subjects.

The Department offers a wide selection of
gdue subjects and research leading to
advanced degrees In chemical engineering.
Important subject areas Include fuels and
energy, polymer chemistry surface and colloid
chemistry, biomedical engineering, biochemi-
cal engineering, chemical process develop-
ment, transport processes, and environmental
engineering. Many of our current undergradu-
atse find it attractive In the upperclas years to
take a variety of these graduate-level subjects.
This exposure is Invaluable In identifying poten-
til independent research interests for the stu-
dent Other students find these subjects to be
fruitful as terminal technical subjects prior to
moving on to work In teaching, government, or
management. Students Interested in the various
areas of graduate study In Chemical Engineer-
Ing should consult the asen on Graduate
Study which folows.

The School of Chemical Enginering Practice,
also described In detail In the iraduate sec-
tion, Involves one term of work under the direc-
tion of Institute staff resldent at the Practice
School Statons. There each student has a
unique opportunity to develop the ability to
apply basic professional principles to the solu-
tion of practical problems in industry.

The undergadualt curriculum in chemical engi-
nearing provides basic studies In phyelos and
mathematics, a major Ionoentrstln in chemis-
try, and a strong core of chemical engineering.
The four-year undergraduate programs, deigned
to develop judgmen Initiative, and responsibil-
it% give students conslderable Msiltude In anrng-
ing a selsotion of subjects that best fis their
needs. Those who expect to go on to graduate
school may therefore elect subjects which
strengthen their preparation for advanced work.

In addition to work In science and engineering,
students take an integrated sequence of sub-
Jects in the humanities and social sciences The
chemical engineer's progrees and accomplish-
ments are not determined solely by technologi-
cal competence; fully as Important are a
breadlh of outiook and an understanding of
abolsty. The curriculum proides a sound prep-
artion for going on to Jobs in Industry or
government, and for graduate work.

Chemical engineering also provides an Ideal
preparation for careers In medicine and related
fields of health science and technology. The
Department's strong emphaes on chemistry
provides excellent training toward medical
school. A suitable program of study may be
arranged within the regular curricula of Course
X or X-C. Interested students shoutd consult
with their faculty advisor.

A departmental brochure gives typical four-
year programs and provides advice In choos-
Ing electives In chemistry and chemical engi-
neering. Undergraduates are encouraged to
take part in the research activities of the Depart-
ment. Reshmen who want an early Inilal expo-
sure to chemical engineering should take 10.01
Engineering Concepts and Computer Methods.

Bachslor of Science in Chemioi
Engieerig
Course X

The student who decides early to major In
chemical engineering is encouraged to begin
taking professional subjects. For example, 5.11
Principles of Chemical Science, 5.12 Organic
Chemistry 1, and 10.01 EngIneering Concepts
and Computer Methods may be taken In the
freshman yea. If the subjects 10.13, 10.14,
16.03, and the additional required chemistry
course (5.13,15.62 or 7.05) are taen In the
sophomore year, the student is in an excelent
position for professional work In some depth in
the third and fourth years.

1 mofShudentelh use s.11 to US~ the Gense insnide
easin am~~m atole.12 addsol unne

Some students may wish to defer choice of a
major field or exercise maximum freedom dur-
ing the first two years. If the Science Distribution
Subjects chosen In the second w Include
18.03 and two are In the field of luld mechan-
Ice, thermodynamlos, chemistr4 biology or
chemical engineering, students can generaly
complete the requirements for a degree In
chemical engineering In two more years. Stu-
dents are advised to discuss their proposed
program with a Course X faculty advisor as
son s they become Interested in a degree In
chemical engineering.

Bahelor of Scienoe in Chemical
EngnfeerinCoues X

Degree requirements applicable to the Class
entering MIT In September 1986 (Class of
1990) and subsequent Classes:*
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Students In Course X-C are permitted to plan
programs Involving basic subjects in chemistry
and chemical engineering, but Instead of con-
tinuing In depth In these areas, can study In
other fields, such as other engineering disei-
pines, blology biomedical engineering, eco-
nomics, or management Course X-C has proven
to be sepolIaly attractive to students who wish
to specialize in chemistry, physics, biology, pat-
ent law or management while simultaneously
gaining a broad exposure to the engineering
approach to solving problems.

Students planning to follow this curriculum
should discuss their interests with a member of
the faculty of the Department At the time they
decide to enter the Course X-C program, pref-
erably by the first term of their senior year, they
should submit to the Department a statement
of goals and a program of subjects which
achiee their objectives. Students are assigned
a member of the Department faculty as an
advisor.

Departmental requirements for Course X-C are
5.11, 10.13, 10.14, and 10.301, plus a coher-
ent program of subjects (102 units) including at
east 30 units in chemical engineering. Further
details may be obtained from the Department

Pve-Year Programe/Joint Programs

in addition to offering separate programs lead-
ing to the Bachelor of Science and Master of
Science in Chemical Engineering, the Depart-
ment offers a program leading to the simuita-
neous award of both degrees at the end of five
years. A detailed description of this program is
available from the Graduate Registration Officer.
Students in the five-year program normally
enroll in the School of Chemical Etngineering
Practice.

For chemical engineering students interested in
nuclear applications, the Department of Chemi-
cal Engineering and the Department of Nuclear
Engineering offer a fiveyear program leading
to the Joint Bachelor of Science In Chemical
Engineering and Master of Science in Nuclear
Engineering. Such programs are approved on
an individual basis between the registration
officers of the two departments.

InquirIes

Additional information concerning undergradu-
at* academic and research programs, admis-
sions, and financial aid may be obtained by
writing to Dr. C. M. Mohr, Undergraduate Offl-
car, Department of Chemical Engineering, Room
66-405, MIT; Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(817) 253-2015.

Bsahelor of Soence In Chemical

Course X

Degree requirements applicable to Classes that
entered MIT prior to September 1986 (through
the Class of 1989):
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The technology of chemical engineerng in the
process Industries falls loosely into two cats-
godes- physical and chemical. Mile both types
are encountered In many Industrial problems,
graduate subjects of Instruction and research
am logically grouped in the corresponding
fields of engIneering operations and applied
chemistry. Most graduate students take some
work in each field, and In the School of Chemi-
cal Engineering Practice the problem assign-
ments Involve fundamentals In both areas.
Specific subjects In each of the following fields
of applied chemistry and engineering opera-
tions are described In Chapter VIII.

Appled Chemistry. The Department offers a
diversified program in applied chemistry, de-
signed for students who wish to broaden their
competence in the chemical aspects of chemi-
cal engineering. This program provides sub-
jects in industrial chemistry and chemical
thermodynamics; chemical kinetics and reactor
engineering, with emphasis on heterogeneous
and catalytic processes; and the physical chem-
letry of ion exchange, adsorption, and chrome-
tography The subjects listed under Fuel and
Fossil Energy Engineering and Materials Sci-
ence and Engineering also Include applied
chemistry. Much of the Department's research
activity falls into these areas, and unique labo-
ratory facifies are provided.

A well-rounded program in applied chemistry
might also include subjects given by other
departments In advanced organic, Inorganic, or
phyialcal chemistry; blochemist enzymology
or bacteriology; and physical metallurgy, elec-
trochemistry corrosion, or ceramics.

loehemis Engineering, Recent achievements
In molecular biology have greaty stimulated
Interest In biotechnology and offer exciting
opportunities to the chemical engineer. BW-
technology Is the Integation of bIochemistry,
microbiology, and chemical engIneering. BWo-
chemical engineering Is at the interface between
biological sciences and engineering principles,
important problems in this field In which the
Department has active research programs are
blocatalyals, microbial kinetics, transport phe-
nomena in biological and particularly microbial
systems, bloseparains, bloreactor design, con-
trol of microbial reactions, enzyme technology,
renaeable resource utiaton, and bioenginsering
of mammalian cell cultures. Students inter-
ested in biochemical engineering have the
opportunity to participate in an actve research
program while taking coursework in a variety of
relevant subjects offered by the Department.

'TAWr 10.26 or 10.27 must be Wen as a ssearnienu
eqement d nn leo ne used t sley 6s Rsaced

Subjects also are available In biochemistry,
microbiology enzymology and molecular biol-
ogy which are taught In other Departments
(Blology, Chemistry, and Applied Biological
Sciences.

0minnmi nnerinIg The application of chem-
loal engineering to problems in the lie aci-
ences and medicine has become an increasingly
Important ama of research. The broad back-
grounds of chemical engineers, spanning both
fundamental and applied aspects of chemistry
and physics, maim them uniquely qualified to
handle such tasks. Students interested in this
area have the opportunity to draw upon the
Department's diverse offering of subjects In
the chemical engineering sciences.

The Department's active graduate research pro-
gram In biomedicaNy related areas is charac-
terIzed by an Interdisciplinary approach to both
fundamental and appled problems. Many proj-
ects involve collaboration with physicians, sur-
geons, and ife solensts In other departments
and In local hospitals associated with Harvard
Medical School. Research topics Include the
rheology of non-Newtonian biological fluids,
mass transfer In blood and In artlfilll organs,
such as the artfcial kidney and blood oxygento,
synthesis of blood-compaIble synthetic bio-
maerlis membrane brnsport phnomen, syn-
thetic replacement of the lung surfactant, pyW
Icel propertIes of biopolymers, and ultrafitration
of solutions of biological macromolecules.

ResgRn En1neIng, Chemical reactor engI-
neering is concerned with the science and
technology of chemical reactions that take plaew
in reactors, leading to the production of useful
chemicals and materlais. it Involves the Interac-
tion between chemistry Auld mechanics, and
heat transler, and also Includes study of catalytic
reactions. The heart of a chemical plant or
refinery Is a resolo, surrounded by pumps,
heat exchangers, and separation equipment
Active research programs In many aspects of
this field are being carried out, and a number
of relevant course Is offered.

Press end Systems Engineedng, The variety
of graduate subject offerings provides oppor-
tunity for programs in process simulation, pro-
ces control, heat transfer, fluid mechanics,
and separations - subjects which are basic in
process engineering. Opportunities for research
of an advanced nature in these areas are
avaiable.

Programs also may include advanced subjects
In mathematics, instrumentation, fluid mechan-
los, metallurgy, and others offered in other
departments.
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Puel and Possil Energy Enginsermng, The prob-
lem of supplying energy economically while
meeting environmental constrsints is growing In
Importance and complexity, thus providing
opportunites for major research and engineer-
ing contributions in the fields of combustion
and fuel conversion. Combustion Involves all the
basic chemical engineering skllis and a knowl-
edge of high temperature chemistry and com-
plex radiative heat transfer. Fuel conversion
processes such as coal pyrolysis, gasIfIcation,
and Equeotion Involve the problems of the
chemistry of complex mixtures with an Impor-
tant requirement for seleotve production of the
desired products.

An Integrated program in the field typically
Includes subject In heat, momentum and man
transfer, thermodynamics, kinetics, combustion,
radiation, and a research problem In combus-
tion or fuel conversion. The Department's Fuels
Research Laboratory provides excellent facll-
ties for research on a wide range of problems.
Through cooperative programs with the Energy
Laboratory (described In Chapter Vi), it also
offers the opportunity to work In facities of
suffioient size to address many of the pressing
problems of fluldized bed and conventional
combustion of diffioult fuels on a reistc scale.
Control of pollutants In both fuel manufacture
and combustion Is a mejor thrust of the research
program.

Polsmers and MaterialeiEginehd. The Depart-
ment maintains an active and diversified gradu-
ate research program In surface chemistry,
polymer chemistry, and polymer physics and
offers a coordirs'iled Instructinl program In
these areas. Students whose Interests ie In the
direction of surface phenomena or polymeric
materiels thus have a rare opportunity to develop
specialized skills In these areas In an atmo-
sphere where the focus of attention Is on the
applied, as well as the basic, scientiflo aspects

Graduate research activities In these fields
Include topics such ase the rheology of bulk
polymers, polymer solutions and particulate
dispersions, molecular transport phen6mena In
polymers, structure and properties of elesto-
mere and microorystaline thermoplasts, perm-
selective membranes, polymers In turbulent drag
reduction and for medical application, selective
transformation of polymer surfaces by chemical
and high-energy radiation, and XPS studies of
polymer surfaces In relation to bulk composi-
tion, polymer blends, and block copolymers.
Collaboration between chemical engineering
and many other departments in the supervi-
slon of these research projects brings an Inter-
disciplinary approach to the entire program.

For students with strong Interest In materials
and an adequate background in chemistry or
chemical engineerng, theDepartment offers
special graduate curricula leading to the
degrees of Materials Engineer, Doctor of Sci-
once, or Doctor of Philosophy. These curricula
are designed to proride a properly Integrated
background In the science and engineering of
the major classes of matedals (metals, ceram-
los, and polymers) and also to specialize In
some depth In a selected area of the field.
Specific graduate programs In this area are
suggested by, and subject to the approal of, an
Interdepartmental committee on materials engi-
neering. Further detais may be obtained by
consulting the Department's Graduate 4egls-
tration Officer.

School of Chemical Engineering Practis

Since Hs Inception In 1916 the School of Chem-
Ical Engineering Practice has been a major
feature of the graduate education In the Depart-
ment in thie unique program students receive
Intensive Instruction to broaden their education,
not only In the technical aspects of the profes-
alon, but also In communication skil and human
relaions, which are frequently decisive In the
success of an engineering enterprise. The Prac-
tice School program stresses problem ecMng
In an engineering Internahip format, where Stu-
dents undertake projects at Industrial sites
under the direct supervision of resident MIT
faculty. Credit Is granted for participation In
Practice School In Neu of preparing a master's
thesis.

The operation of the Practice School is quite
similar to a small consulting company. The
resident staff work closely with the technical
personnel of the host companies In Identifying
project assignments with significant educational
merit, and with solutions that make important
contributions to the operation of the host plants.

At Practice School, students work on three or
four different projects. Groups and designated
group leaders change from one project to
another, gMng every Individual an opportunity
to be a group leader at least once.

Students In the Practice School Program are
required to demonstrate proficiency In or take
one graduate subject In each of the following
areas: Thermodynamics, Heat and Mass Dans-
far, Applied Process Chemistry, KInetics and
Reactor Design, and Applied Mathematics.

Advane Degrees

The foNowing advanced degrees are offered in
chemical engineering: the Master of Sciene in
Chemical EngIneerIng or the Master of Sciene
In Chemical Engineeing Practice; Chemical
Enginee, Environmental Engineer, or Maerdals
Engineer; Doctor of Science or Doctor of Phi-
losophy. Preparation equIvalent to 62 PhysIcal
Chemistry and 5.12 Organic Chemistry I1I
normaly essenIal for any graduate work In
chemical engineerng. More detaled descrip-
tions of each of the following programs can be
obtained from the graduate registratkeflnoer
In the Department.

MaSter of solo In Chemical Engineering.
Programs for the Master of Science In Chemi-
cal Engineering usually are arranged as a con-
tinuation of undergraduate profeslSonal training,
but at a greater level of depth and maturity he
general requirements for a Masters program
are given In Chapter IV lb comple the requIre-
ments of at least 66 subject units, of which 42
units must be In "A" subjects, together with an
acceptable thesis, generay takesone aca-
demic year

Master of lience in Chemical Enginedng
Praeste. The unit requirements for the Master
of Science in Chemical Engineering Praoie
(Course X-A) ar the same as those for the
Master of Science In Chemical Engineering,
except that 36 units of practice school experi-
ence may be accepted In leu of the Master's
thesis.

Bachelor of Soience graduates of this Depart-
ment can meet the requirements for the Master
of Sience in Chemical Engineering Prac*e
(Course X-A) In two terms. Beginning In the
September folowing graduation, students are at
the field stations until the end of Decembe,
and then return to the institute to complete the
program during the spring term. A almilar Prao-
tice School field program begins In February
and extends to the end of May.

For students who have graduated In chemical
engineering from other Institutions, the usual
program of study for the Master of Science In
Chemical Engineering Practice involves two
terms at the Instiute followed by the field station
work In the Practice School. Graduates in
chemIstry from other Institutions normally require
an additional term.
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mher of soaiees In lehnele and Poie
Sudent Interested in applying their chemical
enginedng backgroundio problems of polncy
and"oaomeocn4cmloeNeesamantof technology
may apply for the tardapartmentalMastr of
SolenceProgrm in lohnulogy and PROOMt
Thlsrogram ombines subec In advanced
technlOegy in the particular field of the ebu-
dent' choosing with subjects in economics,
eyVlem analIsl, political soleno, and law
Genema rquhrmente and application proco-
dures we decribed in Chapter VI.

Che -1 al-inese The Engineers degree is
ofered for those students who desire an
advanced graduate education In depth but who
are not iterested primariy in resserch. The
PogaN of sludy and esmearch noray includes
attendance at the Practie School, conpletlon
of an approvwd Integrated minor conssting of
atleast 24 unte ouiNede the Department A
detailed description of the Chemical Engineers
progam may be obtalned from the Graduate
Rnglisrafm Oice.

Materis ngisa Candidates Interested In
studying malerials engineering In t Depart-
ment of Chemical Engineering should hew
training equialent to that ofered by the Ins-
tute in hs undergramte programs in chemistry
or chemical enuineering. in general, two year
are requred for completon of the aerlais
Enginee.

Mwstrw of Salen i the nagement of

indMduals who would Ue to apply their chemi.
cal engineering background and at least fivn
yeareof technical work experience to isase in
technidel management may want to explore the
Program in the Management of lichnology.
Joiny deloped and wered by MIT's School
of Engineering and the Sloan School of Man-
ament th program enils a rigorous twelve-

month ountulum,fouig on management
princip10e for technical people In a technical
enskenment The program Is deelgned for sci-
en ts and engineers on a career path requir-
ing inoeasing managerialresponelbtais for
technical actvits. Details of the program and
appication procedures are described In Chap-
ter V

Dotor Of llenceer Daeer of phioplig
Admission to the docimel progm Is granted
only aar the candidast has peeed a writen
and Oml eXinon. The examinaton
Is given In January and M, it Is usually talen
at the and of the escond term in resIdence as a

du atudent antoughtudents with good
propation should atempt the gam afar one
term. It Is not necessary to complete a Master's
program in order to obtain a doctorale.

The raquirments for the dQotoral dege include
a program of advanced aluds a minor pro.
gram, anda thesis The program of advanced
study and resarch Is nonny carried out In
one of the fieldof chemicalongineering under
the supervision of one or more fay mem-
bere in the Department of Chemical Engineering.

The jicn progle wIn the seode Hse oees.
ogple hisiugn Isintended for students
whose primary career objectieIsoceano-
graphic engineering. The pogram is described
In more de"ai underen ecton at the ind of
this chapter on Mws Joint Program In Ocen-
ograpy and Oceanographic Engineering with
the Woode Hole Oceanogrphic Instuton.

Pnalasupp

The Department has a wide variety of financial
support for grduate students Including teach-
Ing and research ssaeantehips, felowships,
and loans. informaon about financial eis-
tance may be obtained by wftng to the Gradu-
ate Registbation Oflcer, but consideration for
awards cannot be given before the admissions
decisions hae been made.

-se

Additional Information concming graduate pro-
grams, admissions, fnancial ai stelanahips,
etah, may be obtained by writng to the Grduate
Ofcs, Department of Chemical Engineeing,
Room 66-366, M Cambridg, Massachusets
02139, (617) 253-4579.
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Department of Civil
Engineering

David Hunter Marks, Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering
Head of the Department

Professore

Gregory Bert Baeohe, Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering

Mohnen Mohamed Baligh, Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering
(On leave)

Moshe Emanuel Ben-Akiva, Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering

Rafaei Luis Bras, So.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
Director Parsons Laboratory
Director, Minority Introduction to
Engineering and Science

Oral Buyukozturk, Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering

Sale W Chisholm, Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering
Associate Chair of the Faculty

Jerome Joseph Connor, Jr., S..
Professor of Cvii Engineering

Richard Lawnce do NeufMiie,
Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering
Chairman, MIT hohnclogy and Policy
Program

Peter Sturges Eagleson, So.D.
Edmund K. Turner Professor of
CMi Engineering

Herbert Heinrich Einstein, S.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Ann Fetter Priedlender, Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering
and Economics
Dean, School of Humanities
and Social Science

Ralph A. Gakenhelmer, Ph.D.
Professor of Clvii Engineering and
Urban Studies and Planning
(On leave)

Lynn fiter Gelhar, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Donald R. F Harleman, Sc.D.
Professor of CMI Erg'neering
Ford Professor of Engineering

Charles Cushing Ladd, SO.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering

Steven Richard Lerman, Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering
Director, Project Athena

Robert Daniel Logcher, So.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
(On leava)

Ole Sechor Madsen, So.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering

Frederick Jerome MoGarry, S.M.
Professor of Civil Engineering
and Polymer Engineering
Director, ESummer Session

Chiang Chung Mel, Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering

Fred Moavenzadeh, Ph.D.
Professor of CivI Engineering
Willam E. Leonhard Professor of
Engineering
Director, bchnology and Development
Program

fRancois M. M. Morel, Ph.D.
Professor of Cvil Engineering

Amedeo Rodoifo Odoni, Ph.D.
Professor of Cvii Engineering and
Aeronautlos and Astronautics
Codirector Operatlons Research Center

Frank Edward Perkins, So.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
Dean of the Graduate School

Hormozd B. Poorooshasb, Ph.D.
Professor of CMi Engineering
Melting)

Ignacio Rodriguez-Iturbe, Ph.D.
Professor of Cvil Engineering
(Vislting)

Daniel Roos, Ph.D.
Professor of CMi Engineering
Japan Steel industry Professor of
Engineering
Dlrector, MIT Center for Technology,
Policy and Industrial Development

Wbeef Shefi, Ph.D.
Professor of CMi Engineering

Joseph Martin Sussman, Ph.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering
Director, Center for Transportation
Studies

Daniels Veneziano, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Robert Van Duyne Whitman, Sc.D.
Professor of Cvii Engineering

Nigel Henry Moir Wilson, Ph.D.
Professor of CMi Engineering

Lorne Jane Gibson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of CMi
Engineering

Philip Michael T Gsohwend, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Cvii
Engineering

Herold Faid Hemond, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of CMI
Engineering

Eduardo Kausel, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of CMi
Engineering

Victor C. U, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of CMi
Engineering

Dennis 0. McLaughlin, Ph.D.
Assoolate Professor of Cvii
Engineering

talheo Kendall MeMile, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Ci
Engineering
(On leave)

tzo Ohnlshl, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of CMi
Engineering
Me"ling)
S. Shysm Sunder, So.D.
Associate Prolesor of CMI Engineering
Henry L Doherty
Associate Professor
of Ocean Utilization

Keith Densmore snbach, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of CMI1
Engineering

Assi-tent Profeoe

Michael A. Celis, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of CMI Engineering

Sue MoNell, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of CMI
Engineering

John H. SlaIer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of CMi
Engineering

Alexander Slocum, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of CMI
Engineering
George Macomber Career Development
Assistant Professor
In Construction Management

Duwuru Sriram, Ph.D.
Assislant Professor of CMi Engineering

Senior Letoher

James Martin Seclorz Ph.D.

E. Eric Adams, Ph.D.
John!T Germaine, Ph.D.
Thomas F Humphrey, S.M.
Henry G. irwig, Ph.D.
Healis N. Koutsopoulos, Ph.D.
William J. LeMoseude, S.M.
John S. Miller, J.D.
James L Paddock, Ph.D.

Senlr Adminletive wE0e

icnd H. Kasistao, S.M.

Admine iAetanis

Paulette Chiles
Patricia Dxon
Loreta Hewitt
Maria Maranglelic
Theren Pyat

TohniclolVN

Deborah A. Levey

-PNde Pessorch Assmkb

Michael J. Marko% S.M.
Carl D. Martlend, C.E.

Charles H. Hellivwell. S.M.
Kenneth R. Maser, Ph.D.

-ponore Reassroh Sliff

Brian D. Brademeyr, S.M.
Shella L Frankel, M.A.
John MacFarlane, S.M.

Reserah Sl, A ialnhw

Theresa Lehane
Victoria Murphy S.A.

Posioctoel Associstes

Cif K K Lun, Ph.D.
Neil Martin Price, Ph.D.

bisieleSolel
Idahsru ishilkwa, Ph.D.
Kang-Sik Park, Ph.D.

VEngineer
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Department of Clvil
Engineering
(Course 1)

Rsvindsr Join, Ph.D
JAne K Koch, Pti.D
Robert T Martn, Ph.D.
Hugo Pam La Salis, Ph.D.
Louis Shafe, Ph.D.
Uri Shamir, Ph.D.

"rofessos Eme

John Melin S. M
Proesor of v Engineering
Emeritus

Robert Joseph Hansen, S.D.
Professor of CMI Engineering,
Emeritus

Myle Joseph HolleA Jr., S.M.
Profesor of Civi Engineering,
Emerits

Thomas wiiam Lambe, sc.D.
Edmund K. Urner Professor of Civil
Engineering, Emeritus

John Benson Wlbur, Sc.D.
ROeso of Engineering,

Emeritus

CMI enginering is the principal Instrument for
focusing humanity's soenific and technical
sldle on the creation of constructed facltdes
which advance a society toward the attainment
of basic objectle such as economic develop-
ment environmental protection, and social
wall-being.

The scope of civil engineering education and
research activites at MIT Is quite broad and
multifaceted. This stems directly from our reo-
ognition of the underlying characterisics of the
cMI engineering projects with which the cvii
engineer must ultmately deal. Such projects
are yp large and ooety with potentially
profound ewvironmental, social, and financial
impacts. Their design requires the cvil engineer
to deal with complex technological and sclen-
tific issues as well as difficult social and public
poicy quesilon. Therefore, our Department's
programs emphasize a broad understanding of
the highest levels of tel moimg available, the
behavior of the engineeing folity at a stems
level and the m I egmentI @WrtsatlonAl,
and Institutionel settings within which such
engineering systems operate. On the technol-
ogy dimension, our programs deal with ares
such as structural analysis and design, analyt-
lal mechanics, geolechnical engineering, mate-
rials, hydrodynamics, hydrology and aquatic
science. In the engineerng systems area, we
focus on such topics as economic analysis,
Information and computer systems, engineering
risk assessment, and operations analysis and
optimization. In the management. organizational,
and institutional ares, we address Issues such
as management of very large-scale engineering
projects, government regulation, industry struc-
ture, and instiutional Issues in engineering
project implementation.

Civil engineering professionals are concerned
with the critical problems of today's soclsty
For example, our energy needs demand proj-
eats of extraordinary scope and potential envi-
ronmental impact (e.g, the rans-Alasi. Pipeine,
offshore extraoon faciies). Rebunding the
decaying Infrastructure (e.g., highways, bridges,
urban water systems) In the United States
represents amjor technical and economic
challenge, as does the construction of new
infrastructure in the developiag world. The tech-
nology of underground feolilles for the safe
disposal of hazardous wastes and tunnals for
transport of people and commodities requires
new methodologies for analysis, design, and
risk assessment. The efficient transport of
goods and people requires innovative systems
planning and implementation of Infrastructure
as well as a basic understanding of the under-
yng economk, organikalon, and poltical
factors. The produoty of natural bodies of
wer depends upon a deeper understanding
of the interaction of manufactured subetances

with the biological systems exsling therein.
Ensuring the avalablity and effective utilation
of water for human consumption, irrigation,
and power generation, and protection of society
from the potential disaseir of floods or droughts
requires careful planning, design, and operation
of facilities as weli as an understanding of the
demands of sooty for this resource. Cvil
engineers play a leadership role in the concep-
tion, planning, realization, and operation of facil-
itles and systems that help solve problems in
all the above areas as well as others concerned
with basic human and societal needs.

As these applications Ilustrate, civil engineering
embraces a broad scope of activitles In plan-
ning, analysis, design, construction, manage-
ment. operation, and maintenance of a variety
of facility types, actiles which are brought to
bear on the solution of many kinds of complex,
multidimensional problems. it Is our belief that
the education of oMi engineers for future leader-
ship positions should provide a rigorous per-
specive on the latest technology and analytic
methods, as well as on opportunities to develop
the social science and management skills which
are required to assess needs, evaluate social
and environmental Impacts, and operate the
engineering enterprise. Such opportunities are
ensured through a broad curriculum and the
encouragement of interactions with other depart-
ments at MIT and neighboring universities.

Job opportunities In cMI engineering are quite
varied. Positions are available in large and
small consulting organizations, firms In a variety
of Industries, and agencies at all levels of
government both In the US and In the interna-
tional sector. Many of our students build upon
the technical, planning, and management skills
emphasized in our program to become involved
in the entrepreneurial activity of owning and
managing their own enterprises. Furthe, our
undergraduate programs are considered excel-
lent entries to graduate study In engineedng as
well as such fids as law and management.

The Department of Cvil Engineering is organ-
ied Into three funaional Divisions: Coistruuted
leos, VansptmOn %ysms, and W-r

Resources and gnvinmental Engineerng.
These Divsions represent the mejor professional
thrusts of the Department. At the same time,
many problems within CI Engineering tran-
scend any one of these Divilons. This is
reflected in the Department's educational and
research programs, Including those of Its Can-
ter for Construction Research and Education,
which draw upon and integrate the techniques
and coitoepts of the major functional areas.
Dealled descriptions of the programs of the
Divislons and the Center are contained in the
following pages.

I
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Undergraduate Study

In addition, the Department offers a number of
undergraduate and graduate subjects in the
following areas: information Systems and Com-
putational Methods; Analytical Mechanics; Engl-
neering Systems, Economics, and Management;
Engineering Risk Assessment and Probabilistic
Analysis; and Institutions and Public Policy -
which are of interest to students In a variety of
fields at MiT

The Department of Civi Engineering ogers two
undergraduate curricula for students see ng
a strong base for careers in oeM engineering or
related fields. Course 1, which leads to the
Bachelor of Science in CMI Engineering, is
designed for students having educational goals
which fail substantially within the soope of oMi
engineering. Course i-A, which leads to the
Bachelor of Science without designation, Is
designed for students having a well-defined
educational goal, whose attainment requires a
specially formulated program of study. Within
Course i-A the Department offers special options
In Engineering Systems and Computation and
In Environmental Science and Engineering.

Each of these curricula provides sufficient flexi-
bility to permit students to develop their own
special interests by taking subjects In the
Department of Cvil Engineering and other
departments. Undergraduates are encouraged
to participate In the research activities of the
Department and in many cases obtain degree
credit for such work.

Students often find there are advantages In
planning their programe for the third and fourth
years so they dovetal with possible graduate
study This Is readily accomplahed for those
students who embark on the Departmental Pro-
gram In their second year. Under certain cir-
cumstances students are permitted to work
toward undergraduate and graduate degrees
to be received simultaneously.

Bnahelor of Selenoe In CIg Engineering
Coure I

The curriculum for this degree is designed to
help the student develop problem-solving and
decision-making abilities which can be brought
to bear on civil engineering problems. The
seven-subject core of this curriculum introduces
the student to the Issues, problems, and meth-
ods of civil engineering. It provides a foundation
In the areas of analysis and computation, engi-
neering science, and systems and management
science, with emphasis on their application to
problems which arise within the scope of civii
engineering. Planned electives provide useful
knowledge of some particular area of civil engi-
neering in depth. This program (including the
internship Option) Is accredited by the Accredi-
tation Board for Engineering and lbchnology.

Bachelor of Solenos in CMI

Course I - Internhip Opion

Students who wish to gain industrial experience
as part of their undergraduate and graduate
programs may do so by applying to Course I
internship Option. The Engineering internship
Program Is described In delal In the School of
Engineering section of this chapter; additional
Information on the Course I internship Option
will be presented here.

The Internship Option requirements are the same
as for Course 1. In addition, provision is made
for students to be employed in the offices,
plants, or construction sites of participating
companies, The two undergraduate work assign-
ments are together considered equivalent to a
12-unit subject and may, by petition, be used
toward the planned electives requirement.

The program Is expected to be particularly
attractive to students who wish to study for the
combined S.B.-S.M. degree, requiring five years
for completion. Such students, if admitted to
the graduate school, then complete two further
work assignments, consisting of the summer
and the subsequent fal term folowing the fourth
year. A thesis for the S.M. degree is ordinarily
based on the Industrial experience. Twelve units
of graduate credit are awarded for these two
work assignments, in addition to regular thesis
credit for preparation of the S.M. thesis.

Students desiring to participate in the Intern-
ship Option should apply early in the second
term of their sophomore year.
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---- -m and Computation

This option Is designed for students who wish
to have a broad engineering-based systems
and computation program, but do not wish to
satisfy all of the requirements for the Bachelor
of Solience In CMI Engineering. The program Is
focused on software and system-analytic tools
for dealing with large and complex engineering
issues. it prepares students for careers in
diverse fields such as engineering model build-
ing, applications software development, large-
scale systems analyS, engineering application
of robotics and automation, and data acquisl-
tion and prooessing,

The ESAC option also provides a general engi-
neering systems and computation basis for
people who want to pursue graduate studies in
fields such as business management, opera-
tions research, planning, engineering project
management, as well as further study In appi-
cation areas such as transportation, energy, the
environment, and logisics
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This option is designed for students who wish to
acquire an in-depth knowledge of fundamental
hylol, chemi, and biologloal processes

mo with nayw and Msknll 
sullable kw addressing t problems of
human Impacts on the environment. The pro-
gram provides the education neoesary for
careers In envIronmental engineering, manage-
ment, and planning and forms a sodd founda-
tion for graduate study and research in both
basic and applied environmental disciplines.
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In addition to the Enlineering Systems and
Computation Option, the Department povids.
other programs under Course I-A. These pro-
grams are avaNable to students who cannot
achieve their goals through the Course I or I-A
oporgp described saf. There are le requied
subjeOts (1.00, 1.01J, 18.03 and two of the
following: 1.03.1.04,1.06,1.12), plus a oher-
Snt selecton of at least seven planned-eleioe
subjects, whilch meet a well-defined educational
goal. The planned electives are developed in
consultation with, and are approved by, a
member of the departmental faculty who agrees
to serve as the program advisor. Some options
specify a number of the planned electives (see,
for example, description of the options in Engl-
neering Systems and Computatn and in Envi-
ronmental Solence and Engineering).

Electives and leserch Opportunee

A lit of undergraduate elecWes In Civil Engi-
neering may be obtained from the Department.
Students registered in the Department are
encouraged to consider appropriate subjects
offered by other departments as part of their
elective programs.

Students wishing to work closely with a mem-
ber of the faculty on research may obtain
perission to register for thesis, or to enol in
1.99 Undegraduate Studies in Civil Engineer-
ing. Numerous poslblills for UROP prosectl
exist in the Department lb help undergradu-
als understand the professional chalenges of
CvIl Engineering as well as help etlablsh
working relationshipe with the faculty up to ten
S60 UROP traineehip are awarded to under-
graduates each spring.

'ne dee requkuments plel toolisetangleedi
d r pri o t he spr t Ms't nd e r nf

2.10 may be aepeted bypemans *aamt or 14.
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Graduate Study Divisions, Laboratories,
and Special Programs

The Department of CMI Engineering grants the
following advanced degrees: Master of Sol-
once; Master of lMnoe In CMI Engineedng;
CMI Engineer; Enwnmental Engineer; Doctor
of Solence; and Doctor of Phliosophy The ineal-
tutWs general requirements for thee degrees
may be found In Chapter IV. Detalled Informa-
tion on the departmental requirement for each
degree may be obtained from the Academic
Programs OMMoe, Room 1-281.

At the graduate level, research and education
go handin-hand. Students Interested In physi-
cal processes or in the analysls and design of
component faolities may work In a fundamen-
tal area such as soil, water, or structures.
Students interested in the planning, design,
construction, and operation of large-scale ays-
tame of faclities may work in such fielde as
transportaton, water resources, and other pub-
Oc and private systems,

The functional DMelons of the Department and
the Center for Construction Research each
have responsiblity for the administration of the
research and academia programs of the Depart-
ment, Including graduate admissions and re-
search asaistant, teaching sealant, fellowship
and tralneeship awards and assignments. Pro-
specive graduate students Indicate their pre-
ferred aliation when applying for admission.

leid of Advawed Study

Integrated programs of advanced study are
avaiable in the following areas: geotechnical
engineering, structural engineering and me-
chanics, construction engineering and man-
agement, transportation systems, hydrodynam-
ice and coastal engineering, hydrology and
water resource sysems, water quality control
and the aquatic envionment, and environmen-
tal engineerng.

Entaneo tequirements for Graduate Shdy

Applicants do not need to have an undergradu-
ate degree in olvil engineering.

Numerous opportunties for graduate education
in oMv engineering exft for students with
backerunds In other branches of engineering,
science, and certain social sclences. These
arise through the growth of interdepartmental
research and degree programs which bring
people otidbere backgrounds together In
search of solutions to maior societal problems.
Graduate students and faculty In the Depart-
ment have, for example, experience In eco-
nomlos, political science, eolology, architecture,
urban and regional planning, management,
biology gelogy and oceanography

Primary requirements for graduate study aem
for a keen Intellect combined with capabilily
and Interest In quantative approaches to real
problems. Prerequisites for each subjet are
given In the subject descripions. Students may
make up deficiencies in prerequlltee while
pursuing a program of graduate stud. All appli-
cants are required to submit sorese from the
GRE Aptitude bet.

Finanuls Assistane for GraMte Students

The research of the Department is an Integral
part of the study program, and approximately
100 gidusto students each year receive appoint-
ments so Research or lbaching Assistante,
Most of these appointments fully cor tuition
and reasonable living expenss In the Boston
area.

in addition to financial support, these appoint-
ments provide valuable educational experience
and, in the cae of Research Aesletanahips,
thesis opportunities.

A number of Fellowships are also avaliable for
graduate student

The academic and research programs of the
Constructed fellse DMelon are concerned
with the broad field of development, design,
analysis, and assessment of behavor of con-
structed facilites. Engineering programs In
geoochnical engineedng and in structural
design and analysis build upon subjects In
mechanical bebevior of materlale, engineedng
mechanics, appled probablity and statistics,
and oamputer-basd analy*asmtihods in demign-
Ing a program thatmeet particular needs and
interests. Sludnnts mayemphase a particular
engineering aia or combination, or may focus
more on one of several discIpinary areas -
including engineering risk aweesmeni, computer-
aided engineeing, analytical mechanlois, and
construction automation.

The major areas of research and teaching In
the Constructed Facllies Divielon are:

Gootoslhinelninehing, The -grdual pro-
gram in geolechnical engineering emphasites
fundamental principles of mechanls, materials,
ngind Oy mput al analysis,

uncortainty - that Jay the basis
for dealing wih the chaenging gectechnical
engineering prOleme of the future.

Basic gradua'e-vel subjcs In mechencOs,
dynamlos, numerical analysis, and probabilty
are taken Jointy with other ludents studying in
Constructed Failities A ries of subjNcs
dealing with the engineerng behavior of ON
and rock, and the measurement and evaluaton
of the prgperties of these maprtla 1 oflered.
The approach to the use of fundamerntalknowi-
edge, sie investgation and experience to ase
geotechnical engineeringpoblem Is developed
in subjects dealng with foundaions and under-
ground onstruotion. Advanced subjepts are
ofered oftn every other year - for example, in
constitutive modeling, soll dynamics, and
underground construction.

The maior areas of research are oat-gound
construction, geoochnical aspoots of earth-
qualken sinerng, underground construction,
stability onatural opes In rook contitutive
modeling of clay and sand, roboos In earth-
work engineering, pie foundations, applications
of probability and declion theory, mining
geotechnics, centdfuge model testing and In
soutesting - espeally for olshor eploatin,

t
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Stueture ndMe Mais. The graduate program
In structures and materials gives students a
broad understanding of the behavior of structures
and the materials from which they are made. In
the aiademiC program, emphasis Is placed on
structural mechanice, solId meohanics, and the
mechanical behavior of construction materials.
Additional subject In numerical methods and
risk asseesment In engineering are also recom-
mended for students In this program.

The current research program in structures
Includes projects on computer-alded struo-
tura engineering, Intelligent structural engi-
neering systems, structural performance of
joInts In precast concrete segmental bridges,
sod-structure Interaction under seismic loads,
and reliability of structures. In materials, the
current research program includes projects an
Innovative lightweight materials for construction
(e.g., fibre-reinforced cements, ceramics. cel-
lular materials, and structural sandwich pan-
els), ice mechanics. ice-structure Interaction
on ofshore structures in the Arct and fatigue
and multlaexal failure behavior of concrete.

The Geeashnisel Engineing feasarch
Laboratory conducts appliSd and fundemental
research on the engineerIng properties of soil
and rock and develops new experimental equip-
ment and field performance of material-
structure systems. The underlying objective is
to evaluate and Improve methods to predict the
behavior of constructed facilitise through the
Integration of property measurement; system
analyals, and field performance.

Inrisering Isk Assessmet Is Important for
cli engineering projects, since uncertainties
on site characterzation, loading, and con-
struction materials are large. In addition, labora-
tory tesing and In S experimentation produce
das, the slsodave terpreladon of which requies
the use of statistical procedures. The academic
program of the Division provides exposure to
probabity theor, statistkc, modeling with ran-
dam functione, reliability analysis, and risk-
based decision methods with an orientation
towards olvi engineering applications.

ComputerAlded ngineering Is based upon
the disciplinary areas of Information processing,
computational methods, and artificial InteM-
genoe. A series of speoific subjeOts In theory,
methodology, and practlce Is offered, and app-
cations are integrated In a number of civii
engineering subjects.

Analyluel Meahanlas presents an In-depth treat-
ment of the mechanics of solids and its exten-
slon to multiphase media. Students Interested
In engineering analysis can combine this pro-
gram with additional geotechnical and struc-
tural mechanics subjects.

The structures Laboratory Is an educational
facility for studying the behavior of structural
elements and structural systems. The special
laboratory equipment assists students In relat-
Ing theoretical predictions to actual response
and In visualizing the behavior of complex
systems. Students also design and construct
models of structural systems that are then
tested for verification of the design.

The Advanoed ConstructIon Matrils Laboestory
is both an educational and a research facilty. It
helps students relate the physical and mechani-
cal properties of construction materials to their
composltions. Current research Includes me-
chanioal behavior of concrete, asphatlo and
cementitious composites, fibrous composites,
cellular materials, composite sandwich panels,
ceramics, rocks, and ice.

n4g Engineering ystMS Laboratory
(M8814 Is comprised of faculty and students
whose main interest Nes in the applications of
artificial Intelligence techniques (Al) to engi-
neering problems. Computing facilities Include:
3 MicroVAX-l1s, 2 SUN-ls, TEKTRONIX graph-
ics workstation, 3 TEKTRONIX 4400 series Al
workstations, and 2 APOLLO. Software Includes
various Al programming tools and CAD paclages.

RIMURGENCEU

The laboratory for Resource Extraction Materi-
ala Energy Reservoir Geotechnical, Environ-
mental, and Construction Engineering provides,
an intellectual environment and facilities for
both theoretioal and experimental work with:
- Natural and construction materials
- Extraction and construction processes involv-

Ing those materials, and
- Structures built in or with those materials.

The ROMUl=ENCR Laboratory is a coordi-
nated, focused endeao, charaOeried by the
Integration of materials, processe, and struc-
tures and by a set of disciplines common to the
broader branches of engineering Involved.

'wenty-five faculty, 10 research staff, and
approximately 50 graduate and 50 undegrad-
uate students from the Departments of Civil
Engineering, Mechanloial Engineerng, Ocean
Engineering, Materials Science and Engineer-
ing, and Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary
Sciences are participating In this laboratory
which has not only a research but a very
strong teaching component.

TMnsportation Sotms Division

The educational and research programs of the
1iansporation Systems Division are based on
the philosophy that the analysis, delg and
aiplemstallon of transportation Improvements
result from combining: 1) quantitative analysis
of alternative solutions; 2) an in-depth under-
standing of specific problem areas spanning
freight passngen, urban, intercity and Interna-
tional transportation; and 3) knowledge of the
economic and Institutional seting In which
solutions are Implemented.

The academic programs of the DMlon refOt a
multi-modal orientation, emphasizing basic
methods of ahalysis and their applications to a
range of problems. The approaches lncludq a
synthesis of economics, statistics, and mathe-
maiel programming, as well as the tools of
management and the social solenes. Subject
ogerIngs stress both the technical analysis of
transportation systems and the social and pONt-
Jcal factors which must be considered In trans-
portation decisions, including subjects in various
appiostions areas.

The research In the Division also reflects a wide
range of methodological and substanve Inter-
ests. The current major research activitise in
which students are encouraged to participate
Include the foowini: logistcs; railroad opura-
tIons; trucking network planning planning; travel
demand analysis; network equilbration; micro-
computer applications In transportation oper-
tione; analysis of the US automobie industry;
freight and urban passenger transportation In
developing countries; regulation in the com-
mon carrier Industry; delsion support for car-
rier markelting; transit operations and planning;
Institutional and organizatinal isues In rans-
portation; and the relationship between trans-
portation and downtown retai aotvty

"!r"il



The facut students, and staff of the Vianspor-
tation Systems Divsion cisol partiolpate In
the MIT Centr for lGan r u Oites (CTM),
which coordinates transportation research and
educational activis at MIl The Interdepart-
mental touhf dt stulenee t Seope
tal ien ss" Iin cooperatioen with the osnter
for bnsportation Studies. Most Cvi Engineer-
Ing students studying transportation at the Ms-
teo'alevel ar enrolled In this Interdepartmental
program, although the Master of Science in ~
CMI Engineering degree Isestil offered for thdeo
students whose educational objectives are bet-
ter served by that program. Requirements for
the Master of Science in Vansportation and a
detailed description of the Center are contained
In Chapter Vi.

Wter Resourose and EnvInmenal
Engineering Divlin - Ralph M. Persons
Laborory

The programs of graduate study and research
Include both departmental and Interdisolplin-
ary programs in the analytical and managerial
aspects of water resources. A joint degree
program exists between MIT and the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution.

The educational and research programs are
broadly grouped In three areas: u.dynam-
los, Oseasl and O a 1nspi1 Engineering. A
wide selotion of subjects is offeredIncluding
theorstil and applied fluid mechanios, tldro-
dynamics of wave motion, beach erosion and
coastal sediment problems, wave Interaction In
harbors, offshore structures and arcti ice,
estuary and coastal circulation and water qual-
ity, energy extraction from waves and the ocean
thermal gradient, economic development and
environmental Impact assessment in the coastal
zone. Related subjects In Oceanography and
Ocean Engineering are offered by other depart-
ments at MIT and at Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic institution.

ayuelOgy and Wer Resource Systems. Em-
phasls Is on both deterministic and stochastic
representations of the hydrologic cycle Includ-
Ing hydrometeorology hydroolimatology, Infitra-
tion and runoff production, and groundwater
flow Ongoing Investigations cover catohment
gecmorphologM rainfall modelling and monitoring,
global water balance, monitoring network design
for surface and groundwaters; reservoir opera-
tions, Irrigation scheduling, spatial variablity In
surface and groundwater systems, remote sen
Ing and contaminant transport In groundwater.
Opportunities for participation In several field
projects exist Issues of water resources man-
agement and systems technology in solving
water problems are also of Interest

A-uel .eesi nd bnvisnmansi Enginasting.
Moar areas of activity Include: environmental
fluid mechanios, aquatio organic and Inorganic
chemistry plankton eoology and the develop-
ment of anslytical techniques for studies of
water contsminants and microorganisms. Em-
phases Is on the Interatin of hydodynamio
transport and blogsechomical transformation
processes in models designed to predict the
fate and effects of trace elements and organic
oompounds in groundwater, rivers, ao*e, stu-
arifs, and ooens.

Research Includes waste heat management,
harbor and oosOts modeling, local and regonal
water qualty, resource and land use manage-
ment and inclity siting, momilanlel/pgutant
inteerotion, hytoplanklon growth dynamlcs, inor-
ganic and organlo chemistry of surface and
groundwater, and wetland geochemistry.

The Ralph M, Porsone Labralors which houses
the Division, Is a major unit for research in the
water environment, containing more than 40,000.
square fest of alseimoms, teaching and research
laboratories (eight separate laboratory areas),
shape, compular failiftes, and ofties. Labora-
tory facilies exist for hydrodynamio studies
involvIng w moton, Jet turbulence and digu-
slon by means of laser-Doppler Instruments-
tion, flows with thermal and density streifiation,
and flows in porous medIa.Research faciltes
are also avmille for water analysis Inoluding
GC-MS, alpha spetrometry, laser correlation
spectroscopy and flow cytometry. A 3-dimen-
sional wave generator Is being constructed.
Computer facilteInclude a local area not-
work of 5 miorovax systems and personal
computers,

Center for Construeulln Research and
Eduosslon

The Center was established to provide closer
ties with the construction Industry, and reflects
a major commitment by the Department to
advances which can help the Industry meat the
opportunities and challenges for the next sev-
eal decades.

The Center provides a specific focus within the
Department for students, facuigt and Industry
personnel to Interact and collaborate on a wide
range of projects of particular Interest to the
construction Industry. For the student preparing
for a career In the construction Industry, the
Center offers advanced degree programs, Intern-
ships and summer jobs, and Industry-
sponsored thesis research opportunities.

The Center ourrently offers an Integrated gradu-
ate dOgree program In Consstrucionngineer-
lng ad Mamussent. As construction problems
become more complex, the Industry must oan-
trol, more reliably than ver, time, cost, and
qualit cope with new technologies and means
of production, and be conoerned with Inceos-
Ingly complex human reltions. There Is Inomas-
ing Interdependence between the Inception,
feasIblIty determination, design, and produo.
tion phases of devepment, with a corresponding
need for greater sophistiation in planning,
organizaton, and management

In addressing this need, the program in Con-
struction Engineering and Management encom-
passes the totaty of activities frbm the Initial
needs analysis for a faclity through economic
and technical feasiblity studies, environmental
and social Impact analyses, design, construc-
tion, and operation.

The research activities of the Center are highly
collaboratve and focus on: management (at
the Industry, and project ovals); resources (labor
materials, equipment, and finance); and tech-
nology (Innovation, productiit adaptation, and
transfer). Major research programs Include: the
role of construction in energy; technology and
productity; rebuilding Americas Infrastruc-
ture; management of superprojeots; computer
applications In oqnstruction; construction and
socio-economlc development; and construction
Industry competiiveness In the world market

The Center promotes and coordiates a nam-
ber of Halson activities with the construction
Industry, whilch provides ways for industrial
representatves to share their perspectives on
the educational and research needs of Industry.

Computer and Automallon Feslies

The Department maintains three networked com-
puter facilities, one In each of its dMlons.
Major academic and research services are
provided on 18 Digital MicroWx Us and Wx
Staon IS using VAX VMS and UNIX operating
systems. These machines support a large vari-
ety of languages, including FORTRAli C. AiCAL,
and Common USP; word processing aide includ-
ing SCRIBE and WPS, and subroutine Nbres
including IMSL, Pinpot, and SSP; and applca-
tions packages Including ICES STRUDL, LOGO,
ROADS, MAPPS, and the GDS CAD system.
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In additin to several clusters of IBM PC/Xrs and
PC/ATs, the Department maintains a variety of
CAD and Al workstations, including SUN 39,
Apollo DN-3000, and lidronix 4400s. All
machines except the PCs are networked together
for remote access, file transfer, and electronic
mall, and are connected to the outside world
through the feclities of the campus network.

The Department Is also doing extensive work in
the application of robotics, automation, and
remote sensing to problems in construction and
infrastructure rehabilitation. lb reduce cost and
Improve productivity and safety many research-
era have proposed the introduction of automa-
tion to the construction Industry. A method to

n and economically automate construo-
tion processes is currently being developed In the
Department of CMI Engineering at MI: Calem
ICADM (Integrated Construction Automation
Design Methodology), the method calls for inte-
grating the designers of the building system -
the architect the building contractor, and the
machine designer - and emphasizes the need
to simpify machine design by keeping workers
in the loop as machine operators.

Current examples of work in progress are the
Walibot (robot to build wals), the Blockbot
(robot to build masonry walls), and Studwelder
(robot to weld studs). Additional emphasis Is
placed on problems of large-scale metrology.
Full-scale prototypes of these machines are
currently being designed, bui, and tested by
students from CMI, Mechanical, and Electrical
enghieering departments.

Iner olpi:nary Prograre

In responding to the interdisoiplinary character
of many problems of interest, the Department
of CMI Engineering has added faculty with
training and professional experience in la
management, economics, political science, and
sociology, as well as In tmechanloal and electri-
cal engineering, ecology, chemistry, and geol-
ogy. Accordingy, departmental research and
subject offerings have been developed in many
Interdisciplinary areas of current and future
importance such as environmental engineering,
environmental management and control, pubic
service systems, urban engineering, engineer-
Ing and public policy, project evaluation and
management.

Undergaduates and graduate students can bud
educational programs in these and other areas,
and can select subects from among the oger-
ings of other departments of the institute, such
as Urban Studies and Planning, Architecture,
Management, Mathematis rEconomics, Poit-
cal Sciene, the Ile and earth sciences, and the
other fields of engineering. Each student's
educational and research program may be
arranged to reflect his or her personal and
professional goals, whether they are Intensive or
extensive in nature.

Interdisciplinary programs at the graduate level
are administered by Interdepartmental commit-
tees. Those of partiouler interest to students
frm civil engineering are in environmental
engineering, transportation, materials, applied
earth sclences, operations research, comput-
era and information systems, ocean engIneer-
Ing, public systems, the socia applications of
technology management of technology, and
mineral resources engineering and management

MUster of SlIee in Ibohnology and Paly

Students interested in applying their clvii engi-
neering background to problems of poicy, risk
assessment and strategio planning for technol-
og9 may apply for the Interdepartmental Ma-
ter of ScOence Program In 1bhnoliogy and Policy.
This program combines subjects in advanced
technology in the particular field of the stu-
dent's choosing with subjects in economics,
systems analysis, political science, and Isw
General requirements and applicaton prooe-
dures are described in Chapter VI.

Mlaster of Solence In the Management of
Thnolog

Students who would Ike to apply their oMI
engineering background, and at least five years
of technical work experience, to Issues in techni-
cal management may want to explore the Joint
Program in the Management of lbohn.logy
Jointly developed and offered by MiT' School
of Engineering and the Sloan School of Man-
agement, this Program entails a rigorous 12-
month curriculum, focusing on management
principles for technical people in a technical
environment The Program is designed for sci-
entsts and engineers on a career path requir-
Ing Increasing managerial reaponslblds for
technical activities. Details of the program and
application procedures are described In Chap-
ter VI.

Joint MfTWoode Hole Oseanographlo
1instiNuen - M
Course lW

A joint program with WHOI Is intended for
students whose primary career objeotive is
oceanographic engineering. Sudents divide their
academic and research efforts between the
campuses of the two Insitutions. While in real-
dence at MIT students enrolled in this course
follow a program almilar to that of other stu-
dents In this Department. The program is
described in more deta under the section at
the end of this chapter on MmTs Joint Program
in Oceanography and Oceanographic Engl-
nearing with the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution.

Mining and Mineral Resourase Rseearch
in-bt

The MMRRI coordinates academic and research
actMiles at MIT In the mineral resources field.
The MMRRI and its various academic and
research opportunitis e described in Chap-
ter Vi.

Inquiries

Detailed information about the academic poli-
cies and programs of the Department may be
obtained by writing to the Academic Programs
Office, Room 1-281, MIT; Cambridge, Maia-
chusetts 02139, or by calling (617) 253-7106.
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Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science
(Course 6)

Undergraduate Study

Many of the products and services In modem
society are based upon the work of electrical
engineers and computer sclentists

Electrical communicatori systems Involving
wires, optical fibers, or wireless technology
abound In radio, television, telephone, and
computer-communication networks. Modern
electronics has made possible sophisticated
Instrumentation systems for use In all branches
of the physical and biological sciences, as well
as In most areas of engineering. Electrical
machines and electronic circuits control a mul-
titude of systems that deeply affect our lies in
many ways. The large quantities of electric
power that serve society are provided by elec-
tric motors and generalors and are controlled
and distributed by complex transmission and
switching networks.

The tremendous reduction over the last decade
In the coat of digital electronic devices has led
to an explosive growth In the use of computers
and compulation. At the same time, our Increased
understanding of computer science has made
possible the development of new software sys-
tems of increased power, sophistication, and
flexibility.

Modern electronic systems are increasingy dig-
ital In nature, exceedingly complex, and would
be inconceivable without today's VLSI "chip"
technology. Indeed, such systems are so com-
plex that the principles of their design bear
great similarities to the design principles of
large software systems. Thus, computer science
and electronic system design require similar
backgrounds In many respects, and computer
aids to design are essential in this ever
expanding domain of engineering.

The pervasiveness and success of electrical
engineering and computer science are due in
large part to the conceptual models that eoctri-
cal engineers and computer scientists have
developed for the devices and systems with
which they must deal. These models are based
upon a background of mathematics and physi-
cal sciences, including the fundamental elec-
tric and magnetic properties of materials, and
are employed In a wide range of applied prob-
lems, Including both man-made and biological
systems. Accordingy, the focus of the under-
graduate curricula, and many of the subjects
offered for graduate students, Is on the funda-
mental principles and models of the electrical
and computer sciences. Elective subject. lab.-
oratory subject%, and thesls research comple-
ment this preparation by introducing more
speclafted techniques of analysis, design, and
experimentation in a variety of fields.

The Department's undergraduate programs pro-
vide the Intellectual tools and skills needed for
profesalonal work and form the basis for con-
tinuing study and learning that Is characterisfti
of engineering leaders. The heart of the under-
graduate programs Is a Common Core of sub-
lets (6.001. 8.002, 6.003, and 6.004, each
Including a laboratory component) which intro-
duces all undergraduate majors In the Depart-
ment to the principles of organIzing computer
software and hardware, as wll as to the funda-
mentals of electrical circuits and inear sys-
tems. it, as wall as many of the required subjects
in the separate programs described bokW
emphasizes mathematical and physical princi-
ples along with the techniques used in their
application to real problems. Beyond the required
subjects, students may elect additonal class-
room or laboratory subjects of a more special-
ized nature. Each student's program is developed
through personal discussion with, and guid-
ance from, his or her faculty advisor.

The Department offers two undergraduate pro-
grams: Program 1. Electrical Science and Engi-
neering; and Program 3, Computer Science and
Engineering. Versions of these two programs
combining study with Industrial engineering
practice are avanlable under the deelgnation
VI-A. Both programs are accredited by the Engi-
neering Acorediation Commileelon of the Accredi-
tation Board for Engineering and Technology.

The curriculum requirements Hated for the
Department programs are not rigid. Some vari-
ations are routinely permitted, while others are
considered on an individual basis. Approval of
requests for subslantial changes may be granted
to well-prepared students whose proposed
progrns are comparable to the Mated curricula
In breadth, depth, and Integrated approach to
a wl-defined educational objective. Changes
afectng the Common Core portion of the cur-
ricula, however, are rarely approved.

The major part of each curriculum consists of
classroom subjects presented In lecture-
recdation format These subjects provide an
organized Introduction to the principles and
methods of electrical engineering and com-
puter science - an introduction that Is rein-
forood by regularly assigned homework exercises
and, In many oases, elementary laboratory or
design problems. In addition to these class-
room subjects, there are two other important
components of each program: laboratory-
project subjects and undergraduate thesis.

Laboratory-project subjects expose the student
to the design of experiments, equipment, or
computer programs; the problems of Implemen-
tation; and the evaluation of results. Because of

the Importance of this experience, students are
expected to complete one Departmental Labo-
ratory subject In addition to the General Insti-
tute Laboratory Requirement

The undergraduate thesis Is the one part of the
curriculum In which the student bears the
primary responsibility for success. He or she
must take the Initiative In planning and execut-
Ing the work and must present the results both
orally and In a formal written report. There are
deadnes for the completion of thee tasks and
students must organize their efforts accord-
ingly. Students are encouraged to think about
thesis projects sarly since preliminary work
may begin even in the junior year.

Thi Departmental programs allow students to
choose a number of unrestricted electives,
some of which they are encouraged to select
from the areas of science and pubic ponet
engineering management, Inventions, entrepre-
neurship, finance, or managerial economics.
Other elective choices might, for example, lead
to a "minor" in Program 1 or Program 3, or to
gaining more experience with design activies.

All undergraduates are encouraged to acquire
Industrial experience during their program at
MIl Many aspects of engineering educsion
can be more effectively pursued on the job
than in the classroom, especially when students
see that the knowledge they have gained at MIT
does In fact help to solve real and important
engineering problems. This experience may be
acquired either through participation in the VI-A
Internship Program or twough appropriate sum-
mer jobs.

Additional Information about the Department's
undergraduate programs may be obtained from
Professor L A. Gould, Electrical Engineering
and Computer Solience Undergraduate Olnos,
Room 38-476, MI'; Cambridge, Massachusets
02139, (617) 253-7329.

ISBhelor of Science In Electrical
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Progam 1 prepares students for electrical engi-
neering careers in industry, research, or the
academic world. Through a proper eslection of
elecWve subjects students may get a good
foundation for an Industrial career in one of the
specalined branches of electrical engineering
or prepare themselves for graduate study lead-
ing to an academic or research career in
engineering or such related fields as physics,
mathematics, management, or some of the
esolal soences. Program 1 requires at least one



term of mathemats, including difierential equa-
tions, and one term of quantum physlos or
thermodynamics, beyond the Geneml Institute
Requrements. This background supports and
oomplements the CommonC and the requied
subjeots in electronIcs, electromagneti fleida,
and elecrodynamics. Addtonal restricted also-
thes Mlow the student to choose from the fidI
of Statllloel physics, probablity, or advanced
mathematics.

The MI 9lQI sI ' ngIneed0 g Opgan Is a
variant of Program 1 that prepares students for
a vetay of eares in biomedidal engineering
and fene. The required subjects In this
Optn c the same as those In the normal
Program 1 curriculum, with the addition of
three subjects In quantthte physiology: 6.021J
Cell nd lissues, 6.022J Organ itansport
Systems, and .023J Sensory and Motor Sys-
tems. The restricted eesotive requirement is
satisfied by a single choige from among the
subjects 6.041, 16.313, and 18440. Other
modifliations may be appropriate for students
who have specialized career objectives.

Most students In the 8loelectrical Engineering
Option will wish to Inlude several chemistry
and biology subjects in their programs. Note
that although 5.11 PridcIples of Chemical Sol-
ence, 5.60 Chemial Thrmodynamics. and 7.01
General Biology are not specfl required In
the Departmental Program thse subjects are
prerequisites for marry advancd chemistry
and biology subjles, Only students with a -d
high school preparation in chemlstry and
ogy should elect not to tbek .11 and 7.01.
Those who may be Interested In applying for
admisson to medical school probably will went
to elect additional chemistry and biology sub-
ledis. such as .810 Laboratory Chemisty, .12
OrgenIb Chemistry 1, and 7.011 Introduction to
Experimental Biology or 20.002 Laboratory in
Applied Biology. Further details about the
81oslectrloal Engineering Option may be obtained
from the Department.
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Degree requirements appllcable to the Class
entering MrT in September 196 (Claws of
1990) and subsequent Classes:*

baud eltaues seiisuimen ?Oalel

solnce -eameta
Humanls, Arts. and BOclW SolnoM neuSement 5
SolenCe Olntdon neqiement leb2ob *an be aoered
by &00 and 16.03 In fe DSeflmrnan isoamI 3
Labonty eqUimnent

TOTAL luieole 17
PLu
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Program 3 provides a broad background for
carvers In ompuler systems (Includng both
hardware and softwore Aspects) or in sophiell-
cated applications of computers to technical and
organiaional problems. It also provides a solid
preparation for graduate study leading to as-
demic or research careere In computer science
and related disclplines. This program Includes
the Common Coro, described erler, plus re-
quked subjects In ardicla intemgence, Solhwre
engineering, linear and modern algebra, and
theory of computation. Riestricted electves allow
the student to choose additional subjects In
computer systems or language Implementation,
algorithms, probablity, or robotios.

Although Program 3 Is designed for students
whose primary professional Interest is in com-
puter solence and related fields, it also provides
the background needed to apply computere In
other areas Howeve. students hose primary
professional Interest is In the use %f cmputera
wihin. partlcuisr edplne may be well advised
to undertale their major studies in that dIsO-
pline with an appropriate setoon of elect
subjects in computer science.
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Degree requirements applicable
entering MIT in September 1986
and subseiuent Clases:*
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uter Sleinee VIA kitemhl Program

The Vt-A internship Program combines indu-
mand trial and research experience with academio

work thrhua serIes of organjIed assign-
ments at ted compeneis interwoven with

to the Class the regular couree of study at Mlt Although
(Class of 190) students may stop at the achelor's degree,

the Program encourages simultaneous comple-
tion of the Bachelor's and Masters degrees by
the end of the fifth year with only the Meeinsr
thesis required for the two degrees. The work

* of the final two Vt-A Internship Assignments
UVn I normally serves as the basis for this thesis.

ambe Since the Vt-A internship Program maintains a
, n1063 continuing aslson between the participating

a companies and the faculty of the Department,
I students receive assignments of progressive

Toir. Sutsol 1 responsibility and sophistication that an usu-
ally more professionally rewarding than typical
summer jobs. While on internship Assignment.

u fudents are bona fide employees of the per-
ticIpating company and receive pay as well as

mat academic credit for their work.
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Second-year students who are registered and
in good standing in any of the regular pro-
grams of Course Vt may apply for admission to
the Vt-A Internship Program during the annual
selection period in Pebruary. Th Department
cannot guarantee the acceptance of a student
into the Program, howe, since openings are
limited and the participating companies make
the final seleotions.

Students In the WA internship Program usually
complete the Bachelor's requirements in the
normal four yearg, including a minimum of two,
but occasionally three, internship Assignments,
Academic credit is earned, while on Assign-
ment, by registering for 6.921 V-A internship
and, when approprIate, 6.92, Students may
request to tUe subjects after hours at sister
Institutions for traiheer credit at Mi; when it is
necessary for complellion of the Program within
the normal time span. VI-A students stopping at
the S.8. degree may substitute work done as
part of the Vt-A internship Program for the
Bachelor's thesis, provided the work Isapproved
by a faculty member and includes both a writ-
ten report in thesis format and an oral report at
Mit or at the company

Mendepe requlrment aost o oee se liieteed
Mr priori 01ee imhen meenoerm
d , deIer nMeR odoedufiePropem.

"ompetepwrereqllwe letdin hi out msetdesiese.

Students who wish to receive both a Masters
and a Sachelor's degree in the VI-A Internship
rogra must appfor admission to the MIT

Graduat chool rthe Junior year Oudents
admitted to the combined S../.M. program
are normally expected to complete four Assign-
ments with their cooperaing company.

The companles and laboratories partiolpetng In
the WA intemship Program provide a wide
spectrum of assignments In the various fields of

lcitrloal engineering and computer science,
as well as an exposure to the kinds of sovies
In which engineers are currently engaged. In
all case, Vt-A students must remain with the
company with w~ich they start the Program. At
the conclusion of the Program, students are not
obiged to acopt employment with their com-
pan nor is the company obliged to oger such
employment

Additional Information about the Vt-A Intern-
ship Program can be obtained from the Diac-
tor, Kevin J. Obcle, Vt-A Offlice, Room 3W-473,
MIf, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 263-4044.

Enginerng m logrm

Sophomore students In good standing In the
Deprtment mapply for admislon to the-chooineern intemnship Program (M)
A general of this program Is pro-

Idd n O of Engineering section of
this chapter Lt the Department's V-A Intern-
ship Program, the Engineering Internship Pro-
gram provides a way to comwine Industrial
experience with the Cours Vt academi program.

isctrical Engineering and Computer Science
sludents who ase acepted for the Engineering
Internship Program register for the usual pro-
gram of study lnlther Program 1 or Program
3. They reosiv acadomlc oredit for their two
undergraduate lP assignments by registering
for 6.926.

Participants In the Program are encouraged to
apply for admission to graduate school. f they
are accepted to and enter graduate school, they
complete their work experience with a seven-
month assignment at heir internship company.
They receive graduate academic credit for this
assignment by registering for 6.06, in many
cases they also sadsey thesls requirements for
both the 8.8. and the S.M. during the graduate
EIP assignment

Additional information about the Engineering
internship Program as it applies to lettioal
Engineering and Computer Science students
can be obtained from Pmroser Jame
Roberge, Rloo 36467, M) Cambrige
Massachusetts 02130. (417) 26360



Graduate Study

achelor of Selenie In Ilotrical Deehelor of Slenesin Computer The program of graduate education In the
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and fundamental fields of electrical engineering
and computer soience is oered to permIt

Degree requirements apploable to Classes that Degree requirements appNcable to Clases that students to develop strong theoretical black-
entered MIT prior to September 1986 (through entered MIT prior to September 1988 (through grounds. Seoond, moreeaf ed classroom
the Class of 1989): the Class of 1989): and laboratory subjects and a wide variety of
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Three advanced degree programs are offered. A
well-prepared student enrolled In the Master of
Solence degree program normally requires about
two years to complete formal studies and the
required teels research. With an additional
year of study a student who does superior
theels research can raceie the d a of
Electrical Engineer and Mster of

concurent The completon of the doctoral
program usually tahee about five and one-al
year beyond the Sachelor's degee. Th Depart-
ment, with rare exception, requires a dooLoral
candidate to haw completed a Meelr of Sol-
enos degree at MIT or eelswhere.

Theme are no fixed progame of study for thews
degreesEach student plans a Program In
consultation with a Graduale Ocunelor, a mem-
ber of the faculty whoes profeselonal field Is
related to the student's Interest, As the program
moue toward thesis reserch, It usually con-
tore In one of a number of areas, each chaseo-
tenixed by an activ research Program. Areas
of speclalzatlon In the Department which hae
active research programs and alated graduate
subject Include: systems, communication and
control; oomputer eolence; ariflola Inteligence;
electronlos, computere and systems; electro-
magneios and dynamics; energy conversion
deieos and systems; materials and deoes
VLSI ystem design and technology; communi-
cation and probabiliso systems; operations
research; optics and quantum electronios;
bloeleatnloal enlgineering; hig-vltg redlatlon
engineering; stroboscopio photography and
underwater sound.

In addition to graduate subjects In electrical
engineering and computer science, many stu-
dents find it proftable to study subjects in other

darmnssuch s W Biooconomics Un-
guics and Philosophy Management Mth

maticsl Physics. and Brain and Cognitive
Scencs

Umeeteted Seemme I'
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The Informal seminar Is an Important mecha-
nism for bringing together members of the
various research groups. About 16 sminares
meet every week. In these, graduate students,
faculty and visitors report their research in an
atmosphere of free discussion and criticism.
These open seminars are excellent places to
learn about the various research activities in the
Department.

Research activities in electrical engineering and
computer slience are carried on by students
and faculty in laboratories of extraordinary
range and strength, Including the Laboratory
for Information and Decision Systems, the
Research Laboratory of Electronics, the Labo-
ratory for Computer Sclence, the Artifiolal Intel-

genoe Laboratory the Center for Materials
Solence and Engineering, the Laboratory for
Electromagnetic and Electronic Systems, the
Energy Laboratory, the Center for Space Rs-
search, Lincoln Laboratory the High-Waltage
Research Laboratory, the Media Laboratory the
Rancls Sitter National Magnet Laboratory the
Operations Research Center, and the Strobo-
sooplo Light and Pulsed Sonar Laboratory Pull
descriptions of many of these laboratories,
including a Not of current projects, may be
found In Chapter VI.

Requirements for Gradults Study

Because the undergraduate backgrounds of
appliants to the Department are varied (elc-
trical engineering, computer science, physics,
mathematics, biomedical engineering, for *mm-
ple), no specific admissions requhments are
Hated The backgrounde of all applants are
studied carefully to assure that they meet the
principal prerequisites necessary for their
graduate programs. Applicants with unusual
academic backgrounds are encouraged to com-
munloate directly with faculty members in their
proposed area of study for advice. In any case,
superior aohlevement In undergraduate sciences
Is considered particularly important

Mester of lience in Electrical Engineering
and Computer Solence

The general requirements for the degree of
Master of Science are given In Chapter IV The
Department requires that the program include
at least four formal graduate-level classroom
or laboratory subjects (leted as "A" subjects).
Students working full time for the Master of
Science degree may take as many as four
classroom subjects per term. The subjects are
wholly elective and are not restricted to those
given by the Department The program of study
must be well balanced, emphasizing one or
more of the theoretical or experimental aspects
of electrical ongineering or computer science.
A thesis is required.

Able students who desire more extensive train-
Ing than is possible within the Maer of Sol-
ence program are encouraged to *udy for the
degree of Electrical Engineer This degree may
be awarded fr work in eiher Electrical Engl-
neering or Computer Science. The course of
studies for this degree Is elective, and a thels
is required. the program ordinarly requires at
lest four terms of graduate study beyond the
Bachelor of Science level. The general require-
ments for the Engineer's degree are given In
Chapter N The Department also requires that
the program include at least eight approved
graduate "N' subjects.

Doctor of Philosophy or Doctor of Sclence

The general requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy or Doctor of Soence are
given In Chapter N Doctoral candidates are
expected to perform thesis work, which is a
signifloant contribution to knowledge, and to
participate in the educational program of the
Department Students are normally required to
qualify for the Master of Science degree. The
quality of the thess submitted for this degree is
a major component In the decision to allow a
student to proceed in the doctoral program.
Students who enter with a Master's degree
must submit evidence of equivalent research
accomplishment.

Candidates for the doctoral program In areas
other than computer science are required to
take a written examination that evaluates their
undergraduate preparation for graduate study
This examinallon is taken in January of the first
year of graduate study An oral examination
covering both undergraduate and first-yar grad-
uate material is normally taken in the third term
of study An oral examination focused on the
student's specific field of sludy is normally
taken in the fifth term.

Doctoral candidates in computer science are
required to demonstrate preparation in several
areas considered by the faculty to be funda-
mental to graduate study in computer solence
at MIT This Is done by taking designated gradu-
ate subjects or by taking wrten examinations
in these areas. An oral examination is required
when this preparaton has been demonstrated,
usually during the second graduale year Another
examination with both written and oral compo-
nents, focused on the student's research area,
is taken in the third year.

A thess examination is required when the thesis
research is completed. An approved minor
program Is also required.

Joint MVToda Hoeu Ooeanographlo
nsitutin Prram
Course VIW

A joint program with WHOI Is Intended for
students whose primary career objective is
oceanographic engineering. Students divide their
academic and research efforts between the
campuses of the two Institutions. The program
Is described In more detal under the section at
the end of this chapter on Mfi's Joint Program
In Oceanography and Oosenographoic Engineer-
ing with the Woods Hole Oceanoraphlo Insituon.

Other Degree Programs

Graduate students enrolled In the Department
participate In several of the interdepartmental
degree programs described In detlal In Chapter
VL Among those programs are: Biomedical
Engineering, Management of lbohnology Pro-
gram, Operations Research, and 1bohnology
and Policy.

Psllowhipe and Research and Tching
AsalAantehip

Studies toward an advanced degree can be
supported by personal funds, by an award
such as the National Science Foundaton Psi-
lowship which the student brings with him or
her to MIT, by a fellowship or traineeship
awarded by MR; or by a graduate assistantehip.
Assistantshipe require participation In research
or teaching In the Department or In one of the
associlad iboratoies. Assistants normally rmg-
later for two or three scheduled classroom or
laboratory subjects, depending upon the terms
of their appointments, and may receive addi-
tional academic credit for their participation In
the teaching or research program. Many assis-
tents spend two years In a program leading to
the simultaneous award of the degrees of Mas-
ter of Science and Electrical Engineer; the
Department encourages assistants to pursue
such programs. A brochure on Research and
Graduate Study In Betrical Engineering and
Compular Swne at AUf describing research
2nd teaching opportunities In detal may be
obtained from the Department.

inquirie

Additional information concerning graduate aca-
domic and research programs, admissions,
financial aid, assistantships, oto., may be ob-
tained from Horace M. Smith, Jr., Room 38-444,
MIT Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-4605.
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Department of Materials Science
and Engineering

Morton Coreon femings, So-D.
1ola Profesor of Materials Processing
Head of the Department

Benjamin Lewis Aserbach, So.D.
Professor of Malerls Science

Robert Weierter Ballui, So.D.
Professor of Phyeloal
Metallurgy

Harvey Kont Bowen, Ph.D.
Professor of Ceramic Engineering
and Electrical Engineering
Ford Professor of Enginering
Director, Manufacturing and
Processing system$

Joel Phlp Clark, So.D.
Professor of Materials Systemse

Thomas Waddy Eagar, So.D.
Professor of Materials Engineering

John Frank Elioti, Sc.D.
Professor of Metallurgy
Drector Mining and Mineral Resources
Research Insuitute

Harry Constantine Gatos, Ph.D., Sc.D.
(honorls cause)
Professor of Electronic Materials
and Molecular Engineering

Unn Walker Hobbs, D.Phll.
Professor of Ceramics

Keith Huber Johnson, Ph.D.
Professor of Materials Science

Wilam David KIngAry, 80.0.,
Ph.D. (honoris cause)

ocera Profeseor of Ceramics
(On leave)

Ronald MAel" Lewtanon, Ph.D.
Shell Dlstushed Professor of
Matera Solnce
Direor, Materials Prosn Center

Heather Nan Leciaman, MA
Professor of Archaeology
and Ancient lechnology
Director Center for Materials
Research in Archaeology
and Ethnology

Koichi Masubuchi, D.Eng.
Professor of Materials Science
and Oceatn Engineering

Frederick Jerome MoGarry, &M
Professor of Polymer Engineering
and CNN Engineering
Director of Summer $ession

Regi Marc Noel Peloux, 80.0
Professor of Matarisle Engineering

Davi V Ragon, 60.0.
Professor of Matlilurgy and
Materials Salence
(Iiting)

Robert Michael Roe, 60.0.
Profssor of Materials Science
and Engineering

Kanneth Calvin Russell, Ph.D.
Professor of Metallurgy and Nuclear
Engineering

Julan Sley DLSO., Ph.D.
Profssor of Materials Engineering

Harry Louis 1lier; D.Eng.8c.
Professor of Ceramics and Electronic
Material$
Director Crystal Physice and Oplosi
Electronics Laboratory

John Bruce VAnder Sands, Ph.D.
PRoessor of Materiale Since

August Ferdinand WIlt, Ph.D.
Professor of Materials Science
Associate Directo, Maeria
Processing Center

Bernhardt John Wienach, Ph.D.
TDK Professor of Materials Science
and Engineering

loannia Wsliou "nnae, Ph.D.
Professor of Polymer Science
and Engineering
(On leve)

Assoolete Priomsso

Samuel imer Allen Ph.D.
Associate Proesesor of
Pleloal Metallurgy
(On leave)

Ronald George singer, s0.D
Associate RPreso of Materials and
Nuclear Engineering

Grahn Kalons, Ph.D.
Norton Associate Professor of
Malariate Engineering

Kazuhiro Nagaat, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Materials
Science
NVi~i

David Kays Roylance, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Matals
Engineering

Donald Robert Sodom Ph.D.
Associate Proessor of Materials
Enginering

Cerl Worne Thompson S, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Eleotronio
Materials

Gregory John Wesk, Ph.D.
Associate Profssor of Metallurgy

AolWWiRnliter

Stuart Bryan row, Ph.D.
AsslistProssor of Matrials
Manufauring

10t-Ming Chiang, So.D.
Milul Career Development Profesor
of Contemporary lechnology

Michael . Cima, Ph.D.
IBM Assistant Proessor of Ceramics
Processing

Niols Herbots, Ph.D.
IBM Assistant Prfessor of Elooonic
Materials

Andress Mortensen, 80.D.
Alcoa Asslstant Pressor
of MechaniOlMetllurgy

Michael F ubner, Ph.D.
EM Assistant Professor
of Polymers

David Albert Rudmen, Ph.D.
Either and Harold L Edgerton
Assistant Pressor of Electronic
Materls

R. Erik Sput, Ph.D.
John Chipman Assiant Prolessor
of Chemical Process Metallurgy

A4tete Piss

Unel C. imaring, Ph.D.
Ad"unt Professor of Electronic
Matriale

Michael erener e, DrJ.,
M.A, So.D.
Robert Louis Coable, S.D.
Morris Cohen, G.D., D.1keLn.
Niolas John Grant, 80.0.
Wlter Shepherd Owen, Ph.D.

Letr

Josph Tbor Bluher, BO..

110hnica ntruwtors

Joseph A. Adario
Petrick A. earney

Admlt* iw Oll0er

Joseph Mi hoel, S.M.

Admnlbi W" Aistant

Hestiur Bainger
Patricia Ellen Gevagan
Ann Austin Jacoby BA
Marguerite A. Meyr, BA
Michael O'Connell, BA

ImiorI m Reawah Assosiste

John S. Hoggerty So.D.
Jbek Lagoweki, Ph.D.
Robert Charles O'Handle, Ph.D.
Gregory Bruce Olson, Ph.D.

P11"Rin t ssrwoh Asoo*ste

Paul David Bristowe, Ph.D.
Jsms A. Cornb, Ph.D.
John Forbes Mandell. Ph.D.

nbesrgh Asnoabi

Mica Grupclo, Ph.D.
Enrique J. Lavernia, Ph.D.
Rua Nelsfabadl, Ph.D.

Petddic -IlAsooleem

Thomas A. Bemord, Ph.D.
Robert C. Cammarsls. Ph.D.
RInamals Chaeee, Ph.D.
Fu-Rong Chen, Ph.D.
Gyeong Man Chol, Ph.D.
Aik Conns Ph.D.
Jun Fang, Ph.D.
Frank R. Field , Ph.D.
Yuehe Her Ph.
Karen L Kavanagh, Ph.D.
Pradnyo V. Nagarkt, Ph.D.
Alekseander 0. Ostrogorskt Ph.D.
Juk Mae Schosnung, Ph.D.
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Department of Materials Science
and Engineering
(Course 3)

Undergraduate Study

Materials science and engineering comprises
the generation and application of materials-
related knowledge. it Is concerned with the
strufture n properties of materials, and the
ontrol of structure and properts ihrough

processing. Engineering goals include new
materials for improved devices and machines;
they also Include lower cost materials and
processes for improved Industrial productivity
and compettveness. Materals science and
engineering Is oritical to all other felds of
engineering, and advances In these other fields
are ofen Umied by advances In materials.

Materials with which the department concerns
Ielf include electronic materials, ceramics,
metals, and polymers. Modern computers and
other electronIO devices rely heavily on new,
electronlo materials Smiarly, new ceramics
and modem metal alloys ar critical to high
performance engines Including aerospace
engines, and polymeric materials continue to
show starting Improements for many engineer-
ing applicatichs.

Cuttng across these four materials classes are
the basic science and engineering of materl-
als. Materials eOlence emphasIzes the etudy of
the structure of materials and of structure-
property relations In marlels. It Is the physics
and chemistry of real materials. Almost all of
the properties of Importance to an engineer are
trucoure-senltiVel that Is, they can be modl-

fled In signifloont ways by changing the chemi-
cal composItion; the arangement of the stoms
or molecules In crystalline or amorphous con-
figuratons; or the si4e, ahaps, and orentation
of the crystals or other macroscopic units of a
solid, 1 understand how the usefl properties
of a material can be modified, It is nossary to
understand the relaionships between structure,
and properties and how the struoture can be
changed and controled by the various ohemi-
cal, thermal, or mechanical or other trealments
to which a material Is subjected during manu-
lfcture and in use. The fundamental underutand-
Ing of materials developed thicugh materials
science has replaced empiriciam as the baWss
for dovelopment of new matedrls. Whole classes
of new matedals such as semiconductors,
superocnductors, and some high temperature
aloys hew their roots In modem materlso
science.

All recent achievements In materials have
depended as much on developments In mate-
rls engineering as they have on materials
solence. YAWn developing proceeses for ep-
aration and Production of materials, and when
designing matedls for specffc appications,
the modern matedls engineer must have a
grasp of the modem engineedng sclences

including heat and mass transfer and chemical
kineis. He or she mustles haw a proper
concern for economic, social, and environmen-
tal factors.

Mateials processing Is a maor part of malerals
engineering. Improed performance of matedrls
depends directly on advances in processing.
There are also many example of challenging
engineering problems In reducing ths cost and
Improving the productivity of indutral process-
ing of materials. The Department has strong
academic and research acuvities In all aspects
of the processing of malerials, as wall as in other
parts of materials engineering.

The links between materials engineering and
materals science are very strong, and the two
activities are Interwoven In the Department
There are some subjects which all students of
materials should know - thermodynamics, kInet-
los, and certain aspects of sold mechanlos,
phyelos, and chemistry Suiable core subjects
In these areas are provided at the undegradu-
ste and graduate lewls. In addition, subjects
covering a wide variety of topls from sAid-
state physics to the analysis of matedals sye-
tae are ofered. By the selection of appropriate
subjects, the sludent can folow many different
paths through the science and engineering of
materials, with emphasis on engineering, sci-
ence, or a mIxture of the two.

Materials science and materials engineering
disilines seek to identify and understand the
principles, phenomens, and ideas that are basic
to al material. Many iarge industries today
manufacture pducts containing a large variety
of diferent materials, and their materials engi-
neers must acquire a working understanding of
the basic behavior of all of them. Howeve,
there also are many large industries In which a
chine clss of material (e.g., steelpolymers,
9as4es) is manufsatured and processed, and
their matedrls experts must have a knowledge
of various aspects of the science and engineer-
ing of one cies of material. Thus, programs
are provided in the Department which enable a
student to specialize In the science and engl-
neering of oamics, electronic materials, met-
als, or polymers.

Materials engineers and materials scientists,
whether generasts or specialists in a partiou-
lar class of material, are In continuing high
dvonand by industry and government for jobs
in research, development production, and man-
agement They find chalenging opportunities
in s wide variety of Important positions In oper-
an, development, and research in the fast-
growing electronlos induatrs in aeospace, in
consumer Industries, and In the basic mate-
rials preparaon and producing Industdes.

so!hlor of Selsee in Maeilis
1 -Iand INgiseig
Ceo"eM
The undergraduate program addresses the
divere needs of students who Intend to pur-
sue employment or graduate work In the engi-
neering or science of mteril. The declsion
to major iM this field may be reached byitu-
dents as te as the endof the sophomore year

For these reasons, the curriculum is flexible.
Understanding of materials Is developed from
a foundation of physical and engineering sol-
ences and a core of subjects In mechanics,
thermodynamcls, crylsi structu, and sthure-
property reistions. While these esseni sub-
jeots are taught within the Department using
relevant example* to Iluetrate the material,
appropriate substiutons of subjects taien in
other departments are permied Indeed,
encouraged when a student has somewhat
different educational objectives. The degree
programe in Course Il and Course Hi-B re
accredited by the Accreditoon Board for Engl-
neeing and ThOhnlogy, whereas the doge
program in Course IN-A Is not accredied.

The elseve program in materials is chosen,
with the help of an advo, to give depthln ne
or more specific materials areas (matallurayi
ceramics, polymers, electronic materdal) and
breadth across these areas. The technical ares
covered In theelective program Include the
extracton, preparation, and purification of mate-
rels; the processing and fabricSion of mater-
als by deformaton, heat treatment and phase
change; the study and control of struoure-
propIty relatins In mstsllo, ceramic, polymeic,
and eisotronic itateriels; and the physics of
asid materials In general, Many graduate sub-
jects are open to undergraduates with the
neceasery preparation.

Other choloes under the eetoive program are
also possible. A student may concentrale elec-
tive time on modern production or reserch
management technkues in the mtrials idue-
try, or on the technology appropriate to a spe-
cif industr% or the student may choose a
program which provides a sound bades In mate-
rels solence and engineerng from which a
coherent graduate program can be devloped.

I



Participation in laboratory work by undergrad-
uste Is ean integral pert of the curriculum.
Laboraories are not .aunIaed with particular
subjecs. and, especiany in thesis work, the
undesgeduate student has soons to exen-

aSbe faolities for research in materials.

The teaching floae, ame of loh em led
in the Center for Materlels science end Engi-
nearing and the Materls Processing Cente,
include an electron-optice laboratory; electron
microsopses and microanslyere; and complete
test apparatus for the study of mechanlosi,
thermal, electrical, and magnetic properties, in
the cefamics laboratories moat types of mfmo-
tory as well as electricl Oeramics and glassee
can be prepared and their properties studied.
P4olUlee for the grwth and charaoerizaton of
meqlilic and nonmtac crystals am aaNleble.
The chsmical metallurgy laboratories conaIn
equipment for the study of heat and mass flow
and for thermodynamic and kineic iWestige-
tions at high temperatures. as wel as for the
processing of various materials. The materials
processing laboratorise mr equipped for work
on deformation, soldifoaton, joining, and vapor
deposition as processing technique. Labora-
tories In polymsr structure and properties, sur-
Iso chemistry, and corrosion am also open to
undergraduates.

Student vwo decide before the sophomore
year to study materales soience and engineer-
Ing can f1olltate their ler progress by includ-
ing 16,03, 3.00. and 3,01 (or equivalents) in
their second-year subjects. The third and fourth
yeare may then be devoted to eud, in some
depth and with adequate prepareon, of aeas
such as ceramics, metalurgy polymers, and
electronic materials through appropriate use of
upperclas electie me.

Some students, on the other hand, do not wish
to make a choice of major unti their junior year
or may wish to use their upperciaes lective
time to the fullest possible extent in the second
year Genernit a poslble o complet the
Departmenta Program and Institute iequwre-
ments in two more years. especlly if one of the
second-year Science Distributon subjecte Is in
mechanics of soads.
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The curriculum requienents for Course ilI-A
are similar to, but more lexible than, those for
Course II. R'ur subjects are to be selected
from among 3.00, 3.01,3.10,3.11,3.13,3.181,
and 18.06; one leboratory subject from among
3.086, 3.075,3.061,3.062, and 3.084; and
three subjects from among the remaining
Restriled Electis shown under Course i. In
additln, the student and his r her advisor
should develop a program of six planned eleo-
tive subjects, which are not specified in terms
of departmsnt, in order to attOn the goal defned
by the student. Further deatl on the degree
requlemente and plannedselotive programs
may beobalhed from the iepsrtment.

Bachelor of Sclence in Materiel.
soenoe and nginsering
Coue 91.5

This program provides a student with industrial
experience concurrently with academic work
through onoperatve work assignments matched
to the students capablities. A faculty advisor
is assigned to each student to at together with
a company representative, as co-supervisor
during his or her work assignments. Care is
taken to ensure a more challenging and
rewarding experience than Is typical of most
surmer Job& Students san a salary during
their work periods and also receive academic
credit Growh In job reaponblity is expected
as the sludent progresses.

Admission to the program is preferably obtained
during the second year so that the work peri-
ods follow during that summer and the summer
of the third yenr This work progrwm, properly
reported, may be used to satisfy the undmrad-
usts theis requirement

An option availeble to students who wish to
contnue their studies into Graduate School
under the auspices of the UI-8 prograir Is the
conmined &..4M. degree, requiring five years
for completion. At the end of the enior wyar
such students then compsl two terms of
industrial protics and one term of on-campus
study during which time they complete the
subject requirements of t 8.M. degree. A
single thels, typaloly based upon the indus-
trial praocoe, suffces for both degrees. Su-
dents exercising this opton must follow the
normal applation procedure to the Graduate
School.

Studentselecing th Engineering internship
Progam, which is described in detall at the
beginning of the School of Engineering In this
chaplr would register in Course WOB.

The curriculum for Course Il- Is the same as
for Coure I, sxspt that 12 units of 3390/3.g1
IndustiaL Practice are substituted for the thesis,
Further deials may be obtained tom the
Depritment.

Additnal information regarding undergraduate
programs may be obtained from Professor
D. K. "oylanos. RAn 6-202, MITCambridge,
Massachuset 02130, (617) 253-330.
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Graduate Study

O -permn D-ges,

The Department offers the degrees of Doctor of
Philosophy and Doctor of Science In Ceramics,
In Electronic Materials, In Materials Engineer-
ing, In Materials Soience, In Metallurgm and In
P mr. it ofers the degrees of Master of
Science In these same fields and also offers
the degrees of Materials Engineer and Metllur-
glcal Engineer.

The fields are described briefly belom A descrip-
tion of 15 to 20 elective subjects in each of
these fields Is provided in Chapter Vill and In
literature available from the Department The
subjects 3.20 Thermodynamics of Materials
and 3.21 KInetic Processes of Materials are
basic to all degree programs and constitute a
required core for all graduate students enrolled
In doctoral programs in the Department This
requirement may be waived upon petition to
the Departmental Committee on Graduate Stu-
dents If it may be demonstrated that equivalent
coverage of this material has been secured In
previous study.

CerAmics. The field of ceramics Is concerned
with the science and engineering Involved in
the manufacturing, processing, and utilization of
a wide range of Inorganic materials which
Include oxides, nitrides, carbides, silioates, and
more complex compounds. Ceramic materials
are essential to many diverse Industries. In
recent years a large research and development
effort has resulted in Important extensions of
the useful properties of traditional ceramics
and has led to the development of many exot-
ing new materials. The core subjects are 3.20
Thermodynamics of Materials and 3.21 Kinetlc
Processes In Materials.

ElectronIc Malerale, The field of electronic
materials Is concerned with the sclence and
technology of materials for esmiconducting,
magnet, optcal, and superconduoUt device
applcations. it Is further concerned wt the
design and realization of useful materials
through understanding and control of the Inter-
play between electronic processes and struo-
tural aspects - atomic arrangements, defects,
Interfaces, and phase constitution and mor-
phology. Research within #)is field Includes
electronic materials processing in bulk and
thin-film form; characterization of the semicon-
ducting, optical, and magnetic properties of
crystalline and amorphous materials In relation
to their microstructure and composition; and
theoretical And experimental study of the eleo-
tronlo characteristios of sold-sold, -liquid, and
-ge Interfaces and their Implications for devices,
In addition to 3.20 and 3.21, the core subjects
are 3.43 Physics and Chemistry of Materials
and 6.732J Physics of Slids II.

Materials EngIneerIng. Materials engineering Is
concerned with technically and economically
feasible solutions to problems of materials pro-
duction and utilization. it Involves the synthesis
of fundamental and practical knowledge to
develop, produce, modify and apply materials
to meet specific needs. Research within the
field Involves Issues relating to physical and
chemical aspects of materials extraction, pro-
duction and utilization, to problems of innova-
tion, costs. quality and rellablity, and to societal
and environmental concerns. In addition to
3.20 and 3.21, the core subjects are 3,55 Mac-
roscopic lansport In Materials Processing and
3.56 Engineering Systems Analysis.

MatuI hl Solnss, Materials solence l the study
of common principles and fundamental phe-
nomena which undere the structure and prop-
erties of a wide range of materials: metals,
ceramilos, polymers. and electronic materials,
which are frequenty used In combination. The
common principles Involved are those associated
with electronic structure and bonding, atomic
arrangement, phase slablits and the role of
Imperfections and microstructure. Fundamen-
ta phenomena considered Include structural
and phase transformations; resotvity; mass
and charge transport; Interface behavior; and
the optical, electronic, and mechanical re-
sponse to Internal and external stimul. In
studying these principles and phenomena,
materials science employs many characteriza-
tion appmaches, drawing heavily on diffraction
and Imaging methods. as well as microanalysis
and computer modeling, to provide coherent
descriptions of materials structure and truc-
tural Imperfections to which particular materi-
als properties can be ascribed. In addition to

3.20 and 3.21, the core subjects are 3.271
Structure of Materials, 3.1 Phase nsforms-
tons, 3.33 Defects in Crystals, and 3,43 O -
Ice and Chemistry of Materials

Mstllurg This well-estabiead disclpline
encompasees the study of metallic als,
elemental, aoy, and composite. it Includes the
processing of ores and minerals; extracting
and refining of metals by chemical processes;
the melting, alloying, and casing of metals;
and control of structure by techniques such as
heat treatment and mechanical woring. The
relations between composItion, struoture, and
properties of metallo materials and the sudy
of the behavior of metals under serv cond-
tions are Important parts of the field, Metanurgy
Is viewed as a coherent discipne and all
candidates are expected to have a woridng
knowledge of both chemical and physical areas
- though not to the same depth. Suit-
able programs are l to be lndMduaedto, and
may be constructed In a number of ways from
the various subjects avaiable. In addton to
3.20 and 3.21,the core are 3.40
Physical Metallurgy and 3.0 Phycal Chemis-
try of Metellurgical Processes

Polyews. Synthetc high polymers, "platics,"
are long molecules, the principal constituents
of which are typically carbon, hydrogen, oxy-
gen, chlorine, and a few other elements.
Because of the unusual nature of carbon
bonding, an Infinite number of combinations
can be conceived and produced, with virtualy
all exhiblng low specific graviti ease of melt
forming, and a wide range of propertes.a depend-
Ing upon compolion, structure, and proesing
history. Both the science and the engineering of
materils have reached a high level of sophisi-
cation In this field: linear, cross-United, crystal-
line, amorphous, oriented, glassy rubbery,
strong, stiff, homopolymers, copolymers, ter-
polym bends, transprent, opaque, fled,
reinforced, alloys composes, laminates, and
adhesives are but a few of the descriptIve
aspects which can be controlled and manipu-
lated to achieve a desired profile of properties,

Numerous opportunities exist for a student to
concentrate on specific areas of polymer sol-
ence or engineering: physical propertes, me-
cha" behavior, chemiocl nihes and mod-
Ifloton, surf characteristics, environmental
Interactions, and combinatIons with other sub-
stances are a few examples. Each student
pureus a particular program of study and
research consistent with Individual Interkes, In
addlon to 3.20 and 3.21, the core subjects are
3.91J Mechanical Behavior of Plasts, 3.UJ
Thermal lnaltions. Opcal and Electrical
Behavior of Polymers, and 3.gM1 Polymer Syn-
thesis and Properties or 10.001 Syntheais of
Polyme
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The various graduate fields are not separated
by sharp boundaries. Each member of the
departmental faculty works in at least two of
these fields and a number of subjects appear in
common on the Nots of elective subjects in
each degree program; there is a great deal of
Interaction between the fields. The graduate
fields are also coupled to other actvities on
materials within the Insttute. Rculty from other
departments participate in the departmental
teaching and reearch In these fields. Subjects
offered by other departments are, whenever
appropriate, included In the recommended elec-
tives, and many departmental students partci-
pate in multidisolpinary research projects with
students and faculty from various parts of the
Institute.

Students are expected to learn the fundamen-
tale of their chosen field and to develop a deep
understanding of one or more significant aspects
of it The general examinations for the doctoral
degree are designed accordlny Afull range of
advancod-level subjects is offered in each
graduate field. In addition, arrangements can be
made for IndMdually planned study of any
topic. Apart from 3.20 add 3.21, students are
not required to take any specified subjects, but
it is strongy recommended that they take fur-
ther approprate core subjects unless they
have taken equivalent subjects earlier in their
careers. The selction of subjects and deci-
slons about combinations of subjects which
constitute a minor usually require much thought
by the student, as well as consultation with
facuty adviM

A large and active research program on the
structure and properties, preparation, and
processing of materials, with emphasis on
ceramics, metals, polymers, and electronic
materials, is oonducted in the Department. Grad-
uste research is an Important part of the
educatlonal process and much emphasis is
placed on the research thesis. Students choose
researoh proects fom many alemative oppor-
tunitise which exist within the Dpartment, and
work closely with an Individual faculty member.
The results of the research must be of sugi-
cient significance to warrant publicaton in the
scientific literature. There are a large number of
well-equipped research laboratorise in the
Department, and there Is much interaction
between them, including sharing experimental
facties and equipment Most members of the
Department also are members of the Center for
Materials Science and Engineering, which pro-
videe and aintains excelent central facilities
including a machine and instrument shop. The
Center promotes interdisclpinary research on
materials and Is described in Chapter VI.

Meeter of Sien4en in the Management of

Students who would le to apply their materials
solened and engineering background and at
least five years of technical work experience to
issuw In teOhnical management may want to
explore the Management of 1bohnology Progrm.
Jointly developed and r by MW School
of Engineering end the Sloan School of Man-
agement, this Pogram entails a rigorous twelve-
month curriculum, focusing on management
principles for technical people In a technical
envkonment ThqProgram is designed for sol-
entists and engineers on a career path requir-
ing Increasing managerial reeponsiblities for
technical actMtse Details of the program and
application procedures are described in Chap-
ter VI.

Master of Slenoe In lochnology and Poloy

Students interested In applying their materials
science and engineering background to prob-
lems of policy and socioeconomic asment
of technology may apply for the Interdepart-
mental Master of Science Program in Tachnol-
ogy and Pocy This progrn combines subjects
In advanced technologyIn the particular field of
the student's choosing with subjects in eco-
nomics, systems analyse, poitical science, and
law General requirements and application pro-
cedures are described In Chapter Vi.

Mineral Resources Engineering and
Mneet

Students in the Department with Interests in the
scientific, technical, and policy aspects of min-
eral resources can find related programs of study
and research In the areas of metaliurg ceramics,
and materials engineering. These actvits are
also coordinated with the Interdisciplinary pro-
gram in Mineral Resources Engineering and
Management described in Chapter VI.

Slmultaneous AWrd of Two Maeter of
S.e1nce Degres for Otudents ftm Other

Graduate students may seek two Master of
Science degrees simultaneously or in se-
quence, one awarded by the student's home
department and the other by the Department of
Materials Science and Engineering. The rules
covering the matter are found In Chapter I.
Additional information on requirements that must
also be met to obtan theMaster of Sciencs
degree from the Department of Materials So-
once and Engineering may be obtained from
the Deartment.

dlt W-Wo Hole Ocano h
in- -MUa
Course 1iW

A joint program with WHOI Is Intended for stu-
dents whose primary career objective la o1gno-
graphic engineering. The program is described
In more detal under the esotion at th end of
this chapter on MIT's Joint Program in Oceano-
graphy and Oceanographic Engineeng with
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Requiremente for Completion of
Graduate Degrees

The general requirements for completion of
graduate degrees are described In Chapter IV.
Students completing a Master of Science degree
are required to present a esminar summarizing
the thesis. The Department requis that candi-
dates for the doctoral degrees go through a
quaifying procedure before continuing with their
programs of study and research, and that they
satisfy a minor requirement Information on this
procedure and on the areas covered by the
general examination is available from the Chair-
man of-the Departmental Committee on Gradu-
ate Students.

Entrance Rquilrement for GraduoO

The general admissions requirements are given
in Chapter IV. Programs are arranged on an
Individual basis depending upon the prepara-
tion and Interests of the student. Those who
have niot atudi same thermodynamis and
kinetics at the undergraduate level are advised
to take 3.01 Physical Chemistry ofMaterials
and 3.02 Crystal Defecs and Phase lansfor-
mations Students wishing to do graduate work
in ceramics are asked to take 3.07 introduodon
to Ceramics unless they have had a similar
subject In their undergraduate programs.

1bechig end Research Aseletetea

The Department ofers asistantehips and fel-
lowships for graduate study Rsearch and
teaching assiatantships are avallable in the
fields in which the Department Is active.

inquiries

Additional Information regarding graduate pro,
grams, admlione, financial aid, etc., may be
obtained by writing to the Chairman of the De-
partmental Committee on Graduate GSudents,
Professor J. B. YAnder Sande, Room 8-303,
Mf, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-3329.
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Department of Mechanical
Engineering
(Course 2)

Engineering Is a creative profession concerned
ih the combining of human, material, and

economic resources to satisfy the needs of
sooey. Mechanical engineering Is one of the
broadest and most versatile of the engineering
proftselonis,

The educational program In mechanical engi-
neering prepares students for professional prac-
tice in an era of rapidly advancing technology. it
combines a strong base In the engineering
sciences (mechanics and materials, fluid and
thermal sciences, and systems and control)
with project-based laboratory and design expe-
rience. it strives to develop Independence,
creative talent, and leadership as well as the
capability for continuing professional growth.

Several broad areas of professional concentra-
tion described below are Illustrative of the
rewarding career opportunities for mechanical
engineering graduates In the years ahead:

Energy Conversion and Conservtlion. This
area Includes the technology associated with
the design, construction, and operation of equip-
ment for energy conversion and conservation,
especially the conversion of thermal, nuclear,
chemical, mechanical, and electrical energy.
New concepts In turbines, generators, boilers,
and Internal combustion enginss, as well as
heat pumps, fuel cells, thermionio converters,
and solar heating systems are of Interest.

Given the Importance of energy supply, this
field Is fundamental to our economy. Mechani-
cal engineering provides a broad background
for a career In almost all aspects of the power
and energy Industries,

Environmental Engineering, The approach to
environmental problems reflects the dual goals
of halting environmental degradation and of
designing technologies for consevving limited
material and energy resources. Vxamples In-
clude: modeling the transport of wlutants In
air and In weter; Increasing water supplies by
desainating salt water and by purifying waste
waters; recycling solid wastes; Increasing the
durablity of capital and consumer goods; con-
trolling te ecloglal impacts of thermochemical
pollutants; regulating thermal pollution by
upwding the heat-transfer technology of cooing
towers; improving food supplies by exploiting
the potentials of ewage and thermal wastes;
and reducing the levels of toxic chemicals
emitted from automobiles, alrcraft, and various
Industrial facilities.

These diverse actvities In the Depar anent share
a common commitment to reducing environ-
menial hazards while converting poential Nabl-
Illss Into materiel and energetic assets. This

commitment demands an understanding of
physical, chemical, and biological aspects as
well as of ecological processes

aMed 51ngkeering, There is a growing
recognition of the enormous potential of sol-
enos and engineedng for the advancement of
human health. This Includes deeper under-
standings of physiology, advanced methods of
medical diagnosis and theralw more egeotive
and economical health care systems, and the
development of devices concened with al the
foregoing.

An undergraduate foundation In engineering
can be directed ither toward a career ass
biomedical engineer, or toward medical school
and practice and research In medicine. The
Department of Mechanial Engineering, with its
course oferIngs In biomedioal engineering and
Its extensive research programs In medically
related topics, provides an excelent under-
graduate base for either of these directions.
Ample opportunity exists, through prolect lab-
oratories and teas, for engIneering-based med-
lcal research and/or clinical experienos.

MenufOturing and Materisle Proessing,
Mechanical engineers have a strong Interest in
the production of equipment, components, and
materials. The rhanufaeturing Industry com-
pras a major ement of the econom and its
productivity strongly Influences domestic living
standards and competitive poeltions In Interns-
tional trade.

industrial production encompasses a range of
subject areas from pure research to technical
management, Including physics of manufactur-
Ing processes; design and control of manufao-
turing processes and machinery; design,
Implementation, and operation of complex
manufacturing systems; and optimization of
processes and products islative to soletal
needs. This field Includes computer-controlled
automation of complete manulacturing systems,
and robotos.

Mechanics and Matsrial. More than ever, new
concepts In designs, the use of new materials,
plus the economio need to conserve materials
are challenging the Ingenuity and resource-
fulness of todays engineers In the area of
mechanics and materials. A disciplinary pro-
gram In mechanics and materials has many
diverse applications, and may Include courses
on the static and dynamic behavior of struc-
tures, acousois, the mechanics of con^nus,
the mechanrial behavior of conventional and
newly estabied enginedng malerilis, and
modern methods of computaional mechanics
to analyze alds and structures.

Mechanical -niern Dlgn, Design, in
the engineering sense of delberate creaion of
something new and useful, Is at the heart of
most of the diverse fields in mechanical engi-
neering. Design In itself can be rewarding, and
core courses provide the broad background
upon which advanced design courses In spe-
olflt disciplinary fields are bult Undergraduate
and graduate experience Includes courses rang-
Ing rom Introduction to design, through machine
elements, design projects, and computer-aided
design, to advanced design projects ofering
an opporunity to develop prototype equipment
Several thesis topics each year are strongly
oriented toward design, with ample opportunity
to conoce, desigh, build, and test Innovative
solutions to "real world" problems.

awportetion. The transportation of people
and goods vitally afects the economy and the
quality of lie. The growing need for beter
transportation services coupled with Inores-
Ing emphasis on safety environmental proteo-
tion, and energy conservation creates many
new and satisfying opportunities for mechanical
engIneeri graduates to contribute to this
Important f Mechanical engineering encom-
passes the basic technologies of transports-
tion, Including structures (vehicles, guide-weys,
and terminale), power and propulsion and
automation and control. The core program pro-
vides a sound background for entedng almost
any of the many transportation fields, but par-
tioularly those related to ground transportation.

SIIWNle, Computers and Ontrol, ThIs field
centers around the methodology for the analyt-
ical modeling, computer simulation, and control
of all types of engineering systems. it Includes
the application of compulers to engineering
analysis, optimization, and design, and the use
of feedback techniques and assoolated hard-
were to automate or control physical devices
or processes. The low-cost microprocessor is
already revolutionizing the design of devices in
such developing fields as automated manufac-
turing, power generaon, energy conservaun,
transportation, pollution control, and health cars.

Mechanical engineering provides the strong
engineerdng-sclence base needed for profes-
slonal work In this field combined with a range
of basic and applied course* and leboratories
In automatic control, system dynamics, comput-
em, and computer hardware design. Educational
opportunities are enhanced by local computer
fote whhaow students "handsor xpe-
dence In digital, analog, and hybdd computers
along with Interactive graphics.

7;~-~j~ 4,
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Undergraduate Study

Raserb Laboratories and
Progab

The Doepartment is organized into three dM-
aone: Mechanics and Materials, Thermal and
Fluid Solences, and Systems and Design, and
has aote research programs at the forefront
of a wide range of fields In these areas.

The educational opportunities afforded students
in mechanical engineering are enhanced by
the availabilty of a wide variety of research
laboratories and programs, and well-equipped
shops and computer facilities.

Many are Interdepartmental laboratories and
centers, described in detail in Chapter VI:

Center for Wansporthion Studies
n Laboratory

innovalion Center
Laboratory for Manutaoturing

and PrdulU*t
Ming anid Mnral RMsouroes

Reeeab insblte

Among the more important Departmental labo-
ratodis, and their major areas of research, are:

Acoustiic end Vstlons Laboratory - vibra-
tion and acoustical studies applied to a diverse
range of problem areas,

ido ft and Evelyn 5. Nlewman Laboratory for
Uc0mshsnies ad Huan Aehebltailon -
technology appropdate to human rehablitation,
including development of arifil limbs and
hip Implants, bai studies of human mobility
and side to the bind.

ise Gee Dynamics Laboratory - fluid
flow, chemical reactions, and excitation pro-
cassee occurring In the ids of power genera-
Uan and energy conversion.

Conibusiln and Propulsion Laboratory - com-
bustion-fluId mechanics problems arising from
irs, explosion hazards, and energy conversion.

Cryogenic Enginsesing Laboratory - super-
conducting electric generators and preserva-
tion of fving blomaterlals by freezIng.

Pers and Polymers Laboratories - fiber phys-
ios, textile processing dynamics, polymer engi-
nearing, and the development of biological
materials such as artficial sidn.

Fluid Mechanic Laboratory - research areas
which reflect the variety of appkostions of fluid
mechanics: nuclear power plant safety; envl-
ronmental proteotion; cardiovascu, pulmonary
and ocular flow systems; computational fluid
dynamics; laminar stability, turbulence, and
oscillatory flows.

Hest asfer Laboratory - heat transfer and
cooling in a variety of applications, including
electronic devices, nuclear power, thermal mod-
eling of biological tissue, and moisture migra-
tion in building materials.

Msn-Machie Systems L aboratory - Interac-
tions between people and the systems which
they control.

Machine Dynamics Laboratory - studies the
dynamics of high-speed mechanisme, machines
and control systems, and the use of dynamical
response data for operational diagnostics.

Mchanical Behsvlor of Materias Laboratory -
mechanisms of deformation and fracture pro-
casses in engineering materials.

Laboratory for Medical Ultrasonics - appica-
tion of ultrasonic radiation to surgery, diagno-
sis, and to the treatment of tumors through
hyperthermla.

Sloan Automotie Laboratory - fundamental
combustion studies, internal combustion engine
research, gas turbine and burner research, and
poicy and technology studies.

Surfa Laboratory - various aspects of tribol-
ogy, including high-speed friction, wear theory,
lubricstion, friction and adhesion, magnetic
recording and sliding electric contacts.

Vahile Dynamics Laboratory - improving the
dynamic performance characteristics of ground
transport vehicles and their guideways with
specific attention directed to dynamic perfor-
mance, safety ride quality handling, and cost

The undergraduate program provides a broad
intellectual foundation. A firm technical back-
ground is essential for a career as diversified
and challenging as that open to the mechani-
oal snginee. Beginning with mathematics, phys-
los, and chemistry, students acquire proficiency
in the engineering sciences: dynamics, mechan-
los, and properties of materials; fluid dynam-
Ics; heat and mass transport; thermodynamics;
systems analysis; and control. Further students
experience the ways in which sclentific kowl-
edge can be put to use in the devejopment and
design of useful devices and processes to solve
engineering problems. Mastery of this art,
largely by project-oriented work of a creative
nature, Is the primary object of subjects in
laboratory and design. Design experience often
Involves consideraton of economic, social, iegel,
and poltilo factors.

Bachelor of Sulenoe in Meohaniosi
Engine-rIg
Course i|

The Department provides many opportunities
for undergraduates to establish a close rela-
tionship with faculty members and their research
groups in the Department. Students Interested
In project work may consult their faculty advi-
sors or approach other members of the faculty.

The curriculum for the Bachelor of Solence In
Mechanical Engineering has been designed to
provide alternatives - through the Restrioted
and Unrestricted Electives - for students
having a wide range of career goals. The Depart-
ment recognizes In its curriculum three cate-
gories of students it wishes to serve: 1) those
who base their professional careers as mechan-
loal engineers on the bachelor's degre with no
further formal study; 2) those who proceed to
formal graduate study in mechanical engineer-
ing or in an allied field; and 3) those for whom
the undergraduate program provides a broad
base - In lItelectual style as well as Intelleo-
tual content - for further professional study
directed toward medicine, law business, or
Industrial management.

Thu departmental requirements provide a bal-
anood background in mechanical engineering
while allowing students who defer entering the
Department until the end of the second year to
graduate in the normal four-year period. (The
latter assumes that students have met the
General institute Science Requirements and
have taken 18.03 Difgerential Equations.) This
program is accredited by the Aoredtation Board
for Engineering and Technology.1
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The departmental program for the Bachelor of
Solence In Mschanlce Ingineering, Course 11,
conelist of three levels orresponding roughly
to te second, third and fourth Yare. The first
and eseond levels constitute the universal core
of subject required of all candidates for the
8.B. In Mechanical Engineering.

The first level provides a fundamental Introduo-
tion to mechanIcal engineering through courese
In System dynamics, Solid mechanics, manufac-
turng and malsriale processing, Instrumenta-
tion, and desilgn. The econd level emphasi-es
the baslc engineering sclences and their Inte-
gration through laboratory and design projects.
The third level consits of professional elec-

ves and leads Into areas of professional con-
centration, either In the engineering solences.
Group A; or the broader aspects of eggineering
systems and design, Group B. In the frmer
cegory students Interested In the technology
of fields such as bloengineering, pollution,
energ materials, and automatio control may
select additional courses from other engineer-
Ing departmoert and the School of Solence.
Some student may pleo more emphasis on
the humanities and social solenocs, as prepara-
don for geduate sudy In such fields as engi-
neerng of scil sAesms, technology and p019
law managemen technology ssessement and
medicine. All students ar required to complete
a thesls, wodng on an Individual basis with a
faculty or research-staff member.

Students are urged to contact the Undergradu-
ate Office s soon as they have declded to
enter mochanloial engineering s that feculty
advisors may be assigned. Students together
with their faculty advisors plan a program that
best utilies the two (24 unis) Restrioted Eleo-
tives and the 54 unie of Unrestricted Eleouves
avalable In the Course i dsgrs program.
Although the selection of elecwe courses lean
Indivdual deoleon, the faculty of the Depart-
ment has developed areas of professional con-
centration in Power and Energy Environmental
Engineeing, Manufaoturing and Materals Pro-
cessIng, BIomedical Engineering, and Comput-
era and Control. the detailed programs and
suggested eleOtve are avalable from the
Underaduate Office. These fields are not all-
Incluse; tAudentInterested In other profes-
slonal programs - Including Interdisciplinary
programs - should consult theIr faculty advi-
sor or the Department Head.

The Deparimsnt suggests stt 071 iboducllO to ebeonlos
beented,

Subluidans or isuct Aor enar content ma be permnned by
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Degre requirements appicable to the Class
entering MIT In September I986 (Class of
1 M) and subsequent Classes
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Bachelor of Science
Course 1.A

Many students have a defined gal which can
best be met by organizing a curriculum speclf-
loany taiored to that goal. To meet such needs
the Department oflers ti Bachelor of Solence,
with a signic~ant part of the curriculum made
up of Planned Electives. These ame chosen by
agreement between the student and a depart-
mental officw so that the complete curriculum
is coherent and In pursut of a clear objeoti.

FIor Instance, some Students may wish to go
more deply Into Some field of mechanical
engineering by choosing additional courses in
one of the probselonal eldos of concentaon
already mentioned, as well as Introductory
graduate courses from among the related ngi-
neeng solenoe, Others Interested In electo-
mechanical devices might ombinea
courees in dynamic systems na4y e
Abreatons with couressin eetric end
elntromagnetio field theory *udens ntnerested
In air pollution, fires, Internal-combustion
engines, and related fields Involving chemlisil
reaction might male up s psOaegs Invoving
work in fluid meohanics, heat transfer PWloal
chemistry, reacion kIneics, and statstical
mechanios. Sme combine subjOts In mechan-
cal engineedng with subjsols In economIcs
and management Students Interesed eiher in
medical school or in a career In blomedical
enginering may wish to develop bakgmrunds
in biology blochemistry, or physlology MW
other combination& are possible

6
Mudente must mecel asd w o r oaler in Wig caOe
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Students who wish to pursue this degree must
advise the Department's Undergraduate Offcer
by thebegnning oftheir Junior year In order
that there be adequate opportunity for planning
the complete curriculum. Iteglstraion for this
degree program requires approval In writing
from thaltogletrAion 0 Ier In charge of Couree
i-A. This program leading to the undeelgnated
Bachelor of Science Is not accredited by the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and 'boh-'
nolow and students should discuss the signif-
loanoe of this with thelr faculty advisor

The Course 1lA curriculum is similar to Course
I. Course li-A is substantially more fible In
that, in addition to thesls, students needo take
90 units kom among the ets of Required
Subjects and Restricted Eleodves shown under
Course' . The remaihder ofthe program is
Planned Eleives (conlitng of six subjects),
aimed at well-defnled educational goal, and
Unrestricted Electives, for a total program'
beyond the General institute Requirement of
10 units. Further details may be obtained from
the Daeertment

EngineerIng internsbis Program inEnginaming
Course 

Students who wish to gain industrial experience
during their undergraduate and graduate pro-
grams may do so by elocting to participate In
the Engineering Internship Program, described
In detail In th School of Engineering section,
through enrollment In Course H-B.

The Course degrees and ourricuier requirements
are the same as for Course 11; howve, in
addition, provislon Is made for the students to
be employed at the cooperaing companies.
The plant work at the undergraduate l0el con-
slsts of two summers, starting1|ith the summer
after the sophomore year. The plant work is
considered as equivlent toe 12-unit elctive
subject: .91 Engineering internship. This pro-
gram is accredited by the Acrediaton Soard
for Engineering and lbohnology,

Studentsln thik program interesed in graduate
study we noougedto apply for early gnduite-
school admiselon under t combined Bache-
lore a Masters program (See the following
sotin). A sudent In this Program may spend
an additional seven months (one summer and
one term) at the cooperaing company and write
a single combined bachelor's and maste
theis, Subject to approval of the theels super-
visor, the thesis may be related to the work

Addilional information may be obtained from
Professor Igor Paul. Room 3-61U B MR1 Cam-

.E. RE A 14&12BAA
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Undergraduates enrolled In other MIT depart-
ments may also earn the S.B. In Mephanical
Engineering by sadefying the previously de-
scribed Departmental requirements and com-
pleting a minimnum of 90 unis,4epeable to
the Department, beyond the units required for
the first S.B. Degree. if an 0., thesle Is com-
pleted In another MIT department, the Medhan-
ical Engineering thesls requirement is walved.
Further details may be obtained from the
Department

Some students maw wish to combine a profs-
sional education In Mbchanical Engineering
with a Iberal education which Inks the develop-
ment and Oarsdo of engineering with Its social,
economic, htlorial, and oulural contextis For
them, the Department of Mechanical Engineer-
ing and the Department of Humanities In coop-
eration with the Program In Sioence. Teohnology
and Society ofler a double degree program
which combines majors In Course i and In
Course L A detailed description of that Inte-
grated program will be found under the Pro-
gram In Science, lbohnlogy, and Society.

inquiries

Further Information on undergraduate programs,
admissions, and financial aid may be obtained
from Professor David Gordon Wison, Room
3-154, Mrf Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-2305.

Combined UeheloI0 and
Meses Degis Program

Some students who obtain early admiselon to
the graduale program may be permitted to
delay satisfying aN of the Bachelofe degree
requirments until their fifth yea, satifying the
requirements for both degres simultaneously.
This program permits students to complete
some beslo core graduate subjecte In their
senior year, leaving ime to te more advanced
subjects duringe graduate year. With prior
apprwal In their fourth year, students In this
program may combine the work of the Bache-
or'e and Master's theee Into a single thess of
scope comparable to both theses. The Master's
study may be within the Department or In a
cooperating department such as Nuclear Engl-
neering. Students Interested In these programs
should consuit the chairman of the departmen-
tal graduate committee early In the senior year.

B!Shelor of SolensN iMesheniasi
*nineng

Degre requirements apploble to Classe that
entered MIT prior to September 1966 (through
the Class of 1989):
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Graduate Study
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The Mechanical Engineering Department pro-
vides opportunities for graduate work leading
to the following degrees: Master of Science In
Mechanical Engineering, Master of Science
without spoolfloation of department, tho Mechani-
cal Engineer's degree, and the Doctor of Phi-
losophy (Ph.D.) or Doctor of Science (Sc.D.),
which differ in name only.

Most students who come for the Maters degree
take the degree with specification In Mechani-
cal Engineering. There are always some, how-
ever, who prefer to forego the specification In
order to ailow themselves more freedom In the
selection of courses. The two Masters degrees
have equal academic stature.

The Engineer's degree ofers preparation for a
career In advanced engineering practice. it
does so through a program of advanced course-
work which goes well beyond the Masters
level. This degree Is normally not used as a
stepping stone toward the Ph.D.

The Doctor of Phnosophy (or Science) Is the
highest academic degree offered. it is awarded
In recognition of completing a program of
advanced study and significant original re-
search, design, or development

Entranoe Requirements for Graduate Study

Applications to the Mechanical Engineering
Graduate School are accepted from persons
who have completed, or will have completed by
the time they arrive, a Bachelor's degree. Most
Incoming students have a degree in Mechanical
Engineering or some related branch of engl-
neering. The Departments admission oriterla
are not specific, however, and capable stu-
dents with backgrounds in different branches of
engineering or in science may gain entry.
However, to qualify for a graduate degree other
than the Masters without specification, the
candidate Is expected to have had at least an
undergraduate-level exposure to the core ME
subject areas (applied mechanics, dynamics,
fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, materials,
and design) and to be familiar with basic eleo-
tric circuits and electromagnetic field theory.
Those with deficiencies may be asked to make
up courses in certain areas before they graduate.

Applications for September entry are due on
January 15 of the same year, and decisions are
reported in March. Applications are also accepted
for February (second term) entry; these are
due on November 15 of the previous year, and
decisions are reported In December. Foreign
students applying from abroad are admitted
only if they have full financial support for the
first year.

The GRE (Graduate Record Examination) Is not
required for domestic students, though it is
recommended that students applying from
abroad take it and submit their scores, Stu-
dents applying from non-Enisfh-speeklng coun-
tries am required to take the TOEFL test (lbst
of English as a Foreign Language) and receIve
a score higher than 575.

ftn AbNiy -equieien
The Mechanical Engineering Department re-
quires that all Incoming graduate students
demonstrate satisfactory English writing ablity
or successfully complete appropriate training
In writing. This requirement reflects the facultys
conviction that writing Is an essential sidli for
an engineer with an advanced degree. AN incom-
Ing graduate students, native as well as for-
eign, must take the departmental writing ability
test, which is administered In September.
Depending on the resuts, a student will either
pass or be required to take a course in writing.

&hter of Science in Mehsnl-1 Sngkneering

To quafy for the Master of Science in Mechani-
cal Engineering, a student must complete at
least 66 credits of coursework (about six
courses). Of these, at least 42 must be "A-level"
graduate subjects, designated by the letter A
next to their titles in Chapter Vil The rest of the
t units may be for "G-level" subjects or
advqned undergraduate subjects that are not
requ'ements in the undergraduate Mechanical
Engineaing curriculum.

At least two of the subjects must be chosen
from a prescribed Hat of basic Mechanical
Engineering sciences, and the student must
also either have had prevlously or take as part
of his Master's program, two advanced maths-
matica subjects (e.g., 18.076 and 18.076, or
18.085 and 18.086).

Rnaiy a theeis Is required. The thesis Is an
original work of research, development, or
design, performed under the supervision of a
faculty member, and Is a major part of any
graduate program at MIT. A Master's student
usually spende as much time on his thes as
on his coursework. Details of the program are
available from the Departmental Graduate
Office. A Master's degree usually takes about 1
1/2 years to complete.

...........
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IndMduals who would Me to apply their mechan-
los engineering backround and at least five
year of technical work experience to lesue in
technicalmanagement may want to explore the
Program in the Management of lbOhnology.
Jointly developed and offered by MT' School
of Engineering and the Sloan School of Man-
agement, this prgram entails a rigorus twelve-
month curriculum, focusing on management
principles for technical people in a technioal
environment The program Is designed for sol-
entists and engineers on a career path requir-
ing Increasing managerIal responsibites for
technical actiMes Detlals of the program and
application procedures are described In Chap-
ter VI,

Meeter of cOence (without Speufieiohn)

The requirements for the Master of Science
without specification are that the student Oae
66 credit units of subjects, with 42 of them
being A level, and that he complete a thesis.
These are the minimum requirements for an
M.. degree at MlT The degree wihout speoifi-
cation and the one with specification have equal
academic stature. The degree without spOfi-
oatior does not, howeve, expiciotly confer an
association with the Mechanical Engineering
professlon, though such an association may be
Inferred from the studen's having been regie-
tered in the Mechanical neering Depart-
ment Students who opt for degre wNhout
specification usually have in ind specific pro-
grams of study with which they cannot Meet all
the MAM. degree requirements in the time
they have avable.

Mechanie Engineer's Degree

The Mechanloal Engineers's degree provides an
opportunity for furthur study beyond the Mae-
toe level for those who wish to enter engineer-
ing protios rather than research. This degree
emphaszes breadth of knowledge in Mechani-
cal Engineering and fs economic and social
Implications, and is quite distinct from the Ph.D.,
which emphasizes depth and originality of
research.

The Engineer's degree requires a broad pro-
gram of advanced coursework in Mechanical
Engineering and management, totaling at least
162 credit units (typically about 14 courses),
Including those talen during the Master's dege
program. The programli centered around the
apainin of enginee principles to advanced
engineerng problems and Includes an appll-
catons-oriented thesl, which may be an exten-
slon of a sunable Master's thesis. Detals of the

progam may be obtained frm the Departmen-
tel Graduate Office. An Engineers's degree
typiclly requires at least one year of study
beyond the Master's degree.

Doctor of Philosophy and Dolor of Science

The highest academic degree is the Doctor of
Science, or Doctor of Philosophy (the two differ
only in name). This degree is awarded upon the
completion of a program of advanced study,
principly at the insitute, and the performance
of iniflont original research, design, or

drso~ nt.

Students become candidates for the doctorate
by passing a dgorous quallfyng examination,
which they take no later than at the end of three
regular terms after arrival or after the comple.
tion of the Master's degree. The doctoral pro.
gram includes a meior program of advanced
study In the student's principal area of Intermst,
and a minor program of study in a diferent
field.

The principal component of the program is the
thess. The theels is a muo, original work that
malees a significant research, development or
desogn contribution In it field. The thesi and
the program of study are done under a fecuity
supervisor and a dootoral commites selectedi
by the student and his supervisor. the commit-
tee maies an annual examinaton of the can-
didates's progress and conducts a final exami-
nation based on the thesls. The doctoral pro-
gram usually takes a minimum of two years of
work beyond the Master's degree,

intrgesipnery prorams

Graduate studerits registered in the Mechanical
Engineering Department may elect to partol-
pate in interdisciplinary pograms of study. Pro-
grams a vailable In healt sciences and
technolog polymer science and technolog
technology and PoWo etc. There is also a jot
program between Mit and Woods Hole Ocean-
ographic Institute for students whose primary
career objectve is oceanographlo engineering.
Furthur information is aviable from the Depart-
mental Graduate Office.

AsetanteIpe and Phiowshps

The Department of Mechanical Engineering
offers three types of financial assistance to
graduate students: Feowshp, Research Asels-
tantehips, and lbching Assltantehipe,

A Fellowship provides the student with a direct
grant, and leaves him open to select his own
research project and supervisor. A number of
students in the Department are supported by
fellowships from outside agencies. TDepart-
ment Itself has very few fellowships to oer,
however.

The majority of students in the Department am
supported by Research Assistanrtshps, which
are appointments to work on partculariresearch
pmjes with partioular faculty members. The
faculty members procure research grants for
Various projects and hire graduate students to
carry out the research. The research is almost
inveriably structured so t it becomes the
student's thesis. An RA appointment provides a
full tuition scholarship (e., covers all tution)
plus a salary which is adequate for a single
person. The finanoal details are outlined in a
separate handout avalale from the Departmen-
tal Graduate Olffes. An RA may register for a
maximum of 24 units.(about two subject.) of
classroom subjects par regular term and 12
units in the summer term, and must do at least
the equivalent of 24 units of thesls (e., reearch
on the project) per term.

Teaching assistants are appointed to work on
specific subjects of instruction. As the name
implies, they usually assist a faculty member in
teaching, ofen Wading homework problems
and tutoring students. In the Mechanical Engi-
neering Department TAs are seldom used for
regular fuN-tim classroom teaching. eare
imited to 24 wits of credit per regular term,
including both classroom subjects and thesis.
The TA appointment does not usually extend
through the summer.

Experience has shown that the optimum gradu-
ate program consists of about equal measures
of coureework and research, consistent with an
RA appointment. The main advantage of a
fellowhip Is a greater freedom in choosing a
research project and supervisor. A beohing
AssistantehIp gives the student teohing exped-
encs and can also be extremely valuable for
reviewing besic subject material, for example in
preparation for the doctoral general exams. it
does not, howevee, ae much im for thesis
research, and may extend the time that the
student needs to complete his degree.

Additional Information concerning the detals of
the academic and research programs. admis-
alons, nancial aid, etc., May be obtained by
writing to Lesell Regan, Mechanical Engineer-
Ing Graduate Rlegitraton Ofaie, Room 1-106,
MW; Cambrige M02130, (617)
263-2201.
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Nell Emmanuel lodreas, 80.0.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Head of the Department

Pesees

Stephen Sacharuch, Ph.D.
Profeasor of Nuclear Engineering
and the Whtaler CoNge of
Healh Solenoss, Tohnoiogy,
and Mansgement
(VisMing)

Gordon Lee Brownell. PhD.
Profesor of Nuclear Engineering

Sow-Hein Chen, Ph.D.
Profeaor of Nuclear Engineering

Michael John Driscoll, 80.0.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

Thomas Henderson Dupree, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
and PRylos

Jeirey Phlip Reidberg, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

Michael Warren Gcla Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

Ese Pmnayoll Gynopoulos, So.D.
Ford Professor of Engineering
Professor of Nuclear and MechanIcal
Engierig

Kant Forrest Hansen, SO.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
A asoola Director Energy Laboratory

00 Kad Heding, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Dreolo, MIT Nuclear
Reactor Laboratory

Allan ranole HenrI4 Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

Mujid Sulman Karimi, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

David Dayton Lanning, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

Lawrence Mark Lldslky Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

John Edward Moyer, Ph.D.
Professor of Nutear Engineering

Norman Cart Rasmussen, Ph.D.
McAfee Professor of Engineerng
Professor of Nuclear Enginearing

Ksnnetl CMn Russell, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
and Mewurgy

Sidney i Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

Agee P 1es10M

Ronald Goge Blngs So.D.
Associate POfesor of Nuclear
and MaterIala Engineering

Ian Honer Hutohineen, Ph.D.
Associste Professor of Nuolear
Engineering

RIchard Keh Lseter, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Nuclear
Engineering

Kim McMg. Ph.D.
Associete Profesor of Nuclear
Engineedng
(On leave, spring)

Atste Pemee

Vinoet Manno, 80.0.
Aseletent Professor of Nuclear
Engineering
(ValUng)

Nathan Slu, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Nuclear
Engineering

11nor Leo9utr

ranola X Mse, B.S.

AdmInilt e 1Ono0w

Jennifer dsVries Gwnn

AdmIninrliveMAssiet

Clara Marle Egan

*or fetear'h EngineerS

D. Bruce Montgomers 80.0.
Associael Direotor, Plasma Fusion
Canter
Senior Research Engineer, Plasma
Paton Center and Nuclear
Engineering

John E C. Winams, 1.80.
Senior Research EngIneer,
ranle S|Oar Nagonal Magnet

Laboratory and Nuclear Engineering

Seno bessech 3olentlte

Daniel R. Cohn, Ph.D.
Senior Research Soten, Plasma
Fusion Canter and Nuclear Engineering

Marvin M. Miller, Ph.D.
Senior Researsh Sclenelt Nuclear
Engineering

Ragserh S0lentlet

DIeter J. mr, Ph.D.
Reserch Plasma Fusion
Canter and AWunot Professor of
Nuclear Engineering

As ee h AMties

David C. Akdrich, Ph.D.
Ronald Christensen, Ph.D.
John H. Hopp, Jr., Ph.D.
Kard Smih, Ph.D.
Willsm E. seLei Ph.D.
LOter Waif, Ph.D.

Viellig Engineer

Mlchleugu Morl, Ph.D.

Professere merit

Munson SenedLot, Ph.D.
Instiute Ptofeso, Emerius
Professor of Nuclear Engineering,
Emerles

Irving Kaplan. Ph.D.
Prolessor of Nuclear Engineerng,
Enilue
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(Course 22)

The Department of Nuclear Engineering pro-
vides undergraduate and graduate education
for students Intereeted In developing the peace-
ful applications of nuclear reactons, plasma
physics, and radiation. In keping with Mi's
traditional role in other branches of knowledge,
the Department alms to educate the Individuals
who mae the key scientiflo and engineering
advances In these fields. The technological
problems of energy generation by neutron-
Induced fission of heavy elements In nuclear
reactors and fusion of ight perdiles in thermo-
nuclear plasmas receive primary emphasis.

In addition, faculty and students are strongly
Involved In the engineering physics of charged
particles, neutrons, and photon radiation; in the
broader problems of providing energy In socially
acceptable ways; In the medical applications of
radiation; and in radiaton health physics.

Fission reactors are used to generate heat and
electricity, to propel submarines and ships,
to transmute elements, and to produce radio.
isotopes for medical and other applioations.
In some countries, the fraction of electricity
obtained from nuclear power is greater than
50 percent In the United States it Is about
15 percent. In recent years, the growth rate of
electricity has declined because of more cost-
effective uses of energy and the International
economic recession. This has led to a signifi-
cant reduction In new nuclear power plant
orders. Nevertheless, many nations Include a
significant and expanding nuclear component
In their energy programs because they are
convinced that nuclear powr Is a compara-
tively reliable, Inexpensive, and safe way to
prous electricity

The safe and economic development, design,
construction, and operation of nuclear power
plants and their related nuclear fuel processing
faclides Is a major field of engineering. Chal-
longing tasks facing today's nuclear engineers
are to reduce the capital cost of nuclear power
stains, to increase their relabiyt and to extend
the ife of nuclear fuels so that nuclear plants
can be the most economic way of generating
electricity In ever-widening regions of the world.

Another challenge to nuclear engineers Is the
development of economic nuclear power sys-
tems that regenerate or yield a not Increase In
their essential fuel, such as breeder reactors.
Breeder reactors can provide an energy resource
capable of supplying the needs of the world for
thousands of years.

A potential source of energy and neutrons is
controlled fusion of light elements. Energy from
fusion would be practically inexhausibie. Fusion
reactions must be carried out in a fully Ionized
plasma heated to many millom degress. Such
plasmas are usually confined by strong mag-
neotic fields. Roent progress increses the Ike-
Rhood that controlled fusion will becomIe a
practical source of energy and neutne within
the Mistme of today's engineering students.
Attainment of a fusion power plant requires
Improved behavior of plasmas in electric and
magneto fields, development of materials capa-
ble of withstanding high stresses and expo-
sure to Intense radiation, and great engineering
Ingenuity in combining fusion power ompo-
nents Into a practical and economic system.
The Department has strong programs In plasma
fundamentals, materials for Intense radiation
fields, and engineering of ksion systems.

The fundamehtals of plasmas also undere
astrophysical and lonospheric phenomena,
magnetohydrodynamic energy conversion, Ion
propulsion, thermiohio energy conversion, and
high-power gas lasers, all topics of Interest In
the Department Students concentrating on
applied plasma physIcs are therefore trained not
only to contribute to the advancement of oon-
troled fusion but also to apply their knowledge
In areas of Immediate practical signifcance. In
these plasma programs, the Department is an
active participant In MITs broad, interdepart-
mental program of research and instruction in
plasma physics and its varied applications.

To achieve the full potential of nuclear energy
from either fission or fusion reactors, it is
necessary to develop special materials capable
of withstanding intense radiation for long peri-
ods of time. The Departments nuclear materials
engineering program is concerned with egeots
of radiation on materials and development of
Improved radiation-resistant materiale. Other
areas of concentraUtion are the chemical and i
metalIuwglal engineering aspects of the produc-
tion and fabriosion of fuele for fiselon reactors,
the processes for recovering these materials
from the highly radioactive spent fuel discharged
from reactors, and processing and enrichment
of fuels for fusion reactors.

lb fulfill societys needs, not only must new
technologies be developed, but energy conver-
sion plants must also be designed and oper-
ated so as to produce energy safly reliably,
economicallk and with acceptable environmen-
tal Impact Consequently the Department is

involved actively across the entire
field of energy production In the areas of
thermal-hydraullcs, structural mechanics, rals-
b0ty analysis, safety and licensing, health phys-
Is, environmental Impact of power production,
and engineerIng economics.

The Departments radiation science and tech-
nology program Is devoted to studying the
production and uses of neutrons, charged par-
ticles, gamma rays, light and other radiatons
from flsson reactors, radlolsotopes, particle
accelerators, and lasers. 1bpis treated include
the deleotion and measurement of radiation, the
Interaction of radiation with matter, the use of
radiation In processing materials, the design of
Irradiators, biological efects of radiation, and
the use of scattering experiments with neutrons
and coherent light to determine the structure
and molecular dynamics of solids, liquids, and
dense gases. In partioular, the program of
radiological sciences encompasses medical
applications of radiations for therapy, diagnos-
t, and radioblology. It Includes not only nuclear

radiations but also ultrasound, laser ight, and
nuclear magnetic resonance interactions.

The radiation health physics program Is designed
to provide students with a strong foundation In
the scientif and engineering disoiplines needed
for the management and control of Irradiation
exposures. It emphasizes principles of radlobl-
ology, radiation measurement and dosimetry,
risk assessment, and management of radiation
exposure.

In all the programs, attention Is focused on the
related aspects of science and engineering -
for example, low-energy nuclear pysics, plasma
physics, nuclear materials, high-flux heat trans-
fer, nnd numerical methods. The approach Is
Interdisciplinary and draws heavily upon Impor-
tant segments of physIcs, chemistry applied
mathematios, and metanlurgy and on the tech-
niques of chemioal, civil, electrical, and mechani-
cal engIneering.

Undergraduates and graduate students In other
departments at MIT who wish to iearn how their
mapr professional fields may be udisfed In
nuclear developments may find certain oiler-
Ings by the Department of Nuclear Engineering
to be of Interest, such as the medically oriented
radiological sciences program, nuclear power
plant engineering, applied plasma or radiation
physics, nuclear materials engineering, and the
Interdepartmental program on structural me-
chanlos In nuclear power technology.
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Undergraduate Study

-ahelor of Siene in Nucler Engineedlng

The undergraduate propams In Nuclear Engi-
neming prepare students for carsers In the
nuilear power Industry or the apped radiation
industry Including medical technolog or for
graduate study In nuclear engineering and
related dislplines The field is very brosd and
the program is arranged to provide a varlety'of
subject combinaions appropriate for career
preparstin. Three specfic options have been
defined (fission, fusion, and radislogical ol-
snaes), but other subject combinations may be
selected to satsfy the needs of individual
students.

The Department ofers two undergraduate pro-
gWe loading to abachelor of Solence In
Nuclear Engineering. The first, Course XXI, is
normally completed In four yars. The second,
Course )I-AM Is part of a fhe-year Engineer-

Inernehip P ram; It lads to both a
Baohelor of celonce and a Master of 81ience In
Nuclear Engineering and combines study with
industrial engineering practice.

The background portion of the departmental
program includesa soience distribution prepa-
retion In dIferentil equations (18.03) and in
physics (8.03). In addlion, an appled nuclear
phylos subject (22.02) is used to introduce
many toples that are fundamentally Important
to nuclear engineering, Finalft a seminar Is
speciied to provide familiarity with d -
tal academic arid research activilse ( .011 for
fisslon, 22.012 for fusion, or 22.013 for radio-
o solences).

Subjecte in engineering pringlples are a major
odmponent of the departmntal program. in
this area, the student Is expected to become
famliar with the foundations of engineering
practicO. The required topics of study are
strength of materials, #lud o thermodynam-
ie heat tranfaer, and compular modeing of
physOial systenm Many of the Institute depart.
mente oler subjects covering these topics, and
therem considerable latitude in fuiling this
segment of the curriculum. Suable suWects
inOude: 2.01 or 8.06 for strength of meterials
(Engineering Prinalples 0; 2.20 or 8.263 for
fuld mechanics (M); 2.40 or 6.016 for thermo-
dynamics ON); 2.51 or 10.302 for heat transfer
(V); and 22.006 for computer modeing (V).

The final portion of the undergraduate program
Is a broadly based Introduction to the special-
ties of nuclear engineering. The required topics
of study Iriude a laboralory subject, a subject
deang with physios as applied to nuclear reac-
tore and tre subjects deang with design
and systems Suitable subjects for the fsslon
option inolude: 22.0 for laboraory; 22.021 for

appied physics; and 22.03,22,031, 22.033 for ONhe of Silanc in Nuolear
delign/syslems. Butible su*cts for the fusion 'RaiW-kW
option include: 22.00 for laboratory; 22.061 Coie
for applied pylos; and 2903, 22.031, 22.02
for degogn/tysme Sultable Aubjeots for the Degree requirements appicable to the Cus
radiologioal SO* oon Include: 20.002 or eeri MIT in September 198 (Clee of 1190)
22.09 for laboratory; .01 for appled plys- and subeequent Clas:*
Ica; and 22.04, 7.53,7.51 for design/sysems

The choice of speoific subjects and the order In
which they arW tak e arranged in consulta-
tion with the sudns departmental adviso.
The fission option Is Intended for students
planning careers in design, analysis, and oper-
ations of ight-water reactor plants and other
fission retor plant concepts, and for graduate
study in these areas. The fusion Option Is
Intended for students planning for graduate
study and careers in areas of engineering
research or deyelopment related to fusion reso-
tor. The radlgoel soiense ogo n la intended
for students planning c in medicine or
biomedical with partlicular empha-
Wes an the opp ns of radiation in diagnos-
tics and therapy information on each option is
avaiable from the student's departmental dvi-
aw or from the departmental undergraduate
offic ilon 24-204).

The degree programs in Course XXN and Course
)GI-A are accredhed by the Aoadtaon Board
for Engineering and Thhnolog.

e1111 r " fI cince In Nuclear

Most requirements and options are described in
the preceding paragraphs.

Engineering Design experience Is an eesentil
part of the curriculum, Ond the requirement of
at ieast 36 units of engineerIng design and
systems may be atisfied by an appropriate
choice of subject as approved by the advisor
The requirement may be partially satisied by a
design-oriented thesis or specilN topic (22.001).

A bachelor's degree thesis of 12 units Is alSo
required.
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11111e1 er of Sieno1 On NueiAr

Nuclear Pngineering Department students who
participate In the Engineering Internship Pro-
gram, described in detail In the School Of Engi-
nearing section, are enrolled In Course XXII-A.
The requirements for Course XXiI-A are the
same as for Course XXl, xoept that the 12
units of thesis are replaced by 12 units of
22.0g2 Engineering Internship. The program Is
structured as a fiwyar program leading to
both a Bachelor of Sclence and a Master of
Science in Nuolear Engineering. Students nor-
mally enter the program in their sophomore
year at MIT Each student must be selected by a
participating company Oter appication and an
lriterview The program consists of four work
assignments at the same company The first
two are urdergraduate work assignments des
Ignated as the required subject 22.092.

The award of the Master's degree Is not auto-
mOt .1b work for the S.M., the student must
apply for graduate school and be formally
accepted. In most cases the decision on such
applotions is made early In the student's fourth
year.

Engineering design experience Is an essential
part of the Course )XII-A ourriculum. The
requirement of 36 unite of engineering design
and systeme subjects may be satisled In part,
by work assignments that are design-related.
Otherwise, the requirement Is to be satisfied by
an appropriate selection of subjects, as ap-
proved by the student's advisor.

The Bachelor's thesis requirement Is usually
satisfied upon acceptance of the Master's the-
si, which Is prepared during the third and
fourth work assignments (subject 22.92). If the
student does not enter the Master's portion of
the program for any reaeon, the student may
substitute work done as part of the first two
work assignments, provided that the student
prepares a written proposal and a written report
In thes format which is acceptable to a fac-
ulty advisor. Otherwise, the student must follow
the same steps for satisfying ththes require-
ment as student In Course)00L

ComnWd bahelor's and er ProgrAm

The five-year programs leading to a joint Sadh-
elor of Solence In chemical gineering, oMI
engIneering, electrical engineering, mechanical
engineering, nuclear engineering, or physics,
and a Master of Science in nuclear engineer-
Ing, are helpful to students who, early in their
undergraduate studies, decide to pursue a grad-
uste degree In nuclear engineering. Studehts
desiring to enter such a program must net the
graduate admission requiremente of the Depart-
ment of Nuclear Engineering, and they must sub-
mit their applications for admission at the end of
their Junior year. If admited, the students program
is arranged between the registration offiOrs of
the two participaing departmente. rfurther
Information, interested students should contact
either their undergraduate department or the
Department of Nuclear Engineering.

Further Information on undergraduate pro-
grams, admissions and financial aid may be
obtained from Professor J. E. Meyer, Room
24-202, MI; Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 23-3830.
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Graduate Study

The Nuolear Engineerng prossion is sxcep-
ray broad andm d101I i -1 0.

An undsruate dgree i plylos, engneer-
kg ptsiWel, colhlmirr mI m Nos, mWturg
or chemioal, che, w lectriad, meohmnloel, or
nul- -gren iurnehes sullable prope-
aion for geduate Iudyin nualmar engine-

in Opimm undapaduete prep -aion would
includi ftfolowing.:

MOl& eat tm yars equhlent to rir
sb0 . &01, M08.0 , nd .04 or 8.211.

aid for gfte stdy in appled plasma piye-
lS or app d rainlon pyslas, the *qu*AMnt

to WN a*es A and 607, as weL.

klMmadul. eAst two and one-hal eWar,
egu ent toM r aubjects 18.01,1.02, 18.03
18.076, and 18.078.

M t m eat cr term of genea, inorganio,
and pleloal cmiclry.

OlbigemblI P Im" At Wst one term
equet tour ewbienem 2.01 or 10.802,

10.01 or 10.13. Sudensma obtain equak-
ll isp n in bVW g 22.311 Energy Engi-

-RPM gad OudwSnshould l "
swryllrt to complate wndergadues preps-
(Won befori steding -iSudnte
hospepernLs Ifa e m s uie up

thir de olenolle br "dbdn to graduAte
studM but they need mre tme to complste lie

dm program

luhdle who amectto apply for admission to
a gudusts couwe in Nuclar Enginerng
sOuld ncousm i* undergraduge prorsm
ile OsDepartn's Olo r, pe-

aubly beo l ie end of junIor yar. Ap*
ae for a ieson se not rq*bd to tWle e

Graduste ecord Exrinaon.

Muster of Salesee in Nuhiear

The obwect of te masters progm is to ghe the
udent a good general knowledge of nuclear

anginesring and to prMde a founon oilhr
for pudutelh work in the nuclear Wled or for

m*m*aenoed mdute audt The general
sqbmnefor this degree are aid in te

I Educomn chaptr. Subject 22.111
Nuclear P oic&lo rnginsers l or ft equhe-

bt ie requisd ford mastdesee fantes.

Other subjecs may be seiectd in scoordance
wh the ludenta pericular feld of interest.

Me masters canides speleein im of
fiVe alwnsml* fleidr: filon Imator technol-

ogtsappaodplanmspivelov * sion !I lenoe
and teahnolog% ncermsa ngeri8
and reasin hessah plsio ela ile desods-
Ions of the subtol amiable ineach of these
aris may be f 4wunder the Departments
deslplons of ubjeit in Chaptr VU.

Sludett esolkng in radiat"n heeibhmielOs
folow a secia two-year curroulum whch
hicldee te mo subje t"s Gneral Haft Phy.-
Ice, NudeaRalidon Mesmentand Pro
tesn, -oducry A Nucr Pwio,
and Pa wnbgb Sme aubjeck may be taken
at the Harvd Schol of Pubin MAh.

Sudents wth aquate unden.Aduate ppe-
masn normalyneed one ful year to complste
te requMenuefor the ftAter of Slence.

Addlrional hif n ccrinte requke-
mans for the hioster of So In Nuclear

Engineering Including e of recommended
subet W maybe oeinedf r tme Department
of Nuclear Engineering.

Mar of Selenssnbebnohlogyand Pellay

Studenrsintesedin applyig their nuclear
enginssdngbalgon oproblems of pdlloy

ad oceanmosesement of technology
may apply for theinterdepartmenitelblater of
Science Program inlischnoalogy and Pblloy. This
prgram combines subject adaanoed tech-
nology i te permiudar field of the aludenres
choosing with subjesi seconomice, systeme
ansibwee pdlgnal science, and bat General
requirements and applin= procedureseare
decrbed in Chapter VI.

Muster of sclene be lme naessmnent of

students whto wo4c Vs to apply teir nuclear
engineerdng background and at beast fihe years
of technical work expedlenos to iesue i tech-

nibel management may went toexplone Vsm
JoInt Program in the Minaemenit ofIbohnol-

ogy. Jointly developed and cibred by liMTs
School of Engineering and the Sloan School of
Maenagement, this Progm entails a rdgorous
twehe-monli curriculum. focusing on manage-
mnent princlplee for technical people in a tech-
nical environment. The Progam Is designed for
aolanlele and engineers on a owner path
requirng inamesing managerial esonemies
for technical ailbe. Detels of th progam
and approiln procedures are described i
Chaplervi,

Nuclear -nin
1h program of sady gto tNuclear

Engineer degree maides depe -no
of nuclear engIneering than possible intVi
malssprogmn and is intendedt
students for crease prolesonal caers in
engineedng appl"on or design.

General requirement for tis degree descrbed
in Chapter V include 10 lune ofeAbjet
crerit - us thes, Each student must plesan

idmdu aeledted ra of lud to be
appnoed in adance by ietcuy e and
mst complete, ad oraly defend, a substan-
al project of signlicant engineering alu

The principalars of atudy as: nuclear rsno-
ter pleioes nucl isocor eniern.nuolser
mad hle ucau InIgeme
radin sclipnceid ft% aid pple

plasma plwle The abelv ftergram
are t P-d le canddte wik a broad
knowledge of the 1eenand to de$alop
competence in gapplstone or
deslen. 11wemphasism heogammlesme
appked and Iese r msarch orenedtan the

doemWaog am.

Thet egIRO on requied of al oml-
da foor, te0 m Eeer's dogree
generayM e subject of an Enginssr' theLs. A

sludent wNh Iundergeduate pspeion
noRn0y needs two yers to complete the pro.
gram. A aludent Who" aefselhe requbirments
for th ngies d is elmuneouly
appvdforthsM. bytheDeparmentof

Nuclear Engnb ing. AIonal infornadmn may
be obtained from the Departmnt.

Doltor Of MOtio*epl ad DOtor of Ilence

The proPam of audybeing to eIther te
Doctor of Phlosoply or te Doctor of SOence
degrne alms to ghnea comprehenskei knowi-
edge of or alston soI-
ono and teqhnc% to develop ompetence in

demnoed engineering riesaro, and to dselop
porape e hasseesing aM lolepucl

s and technologyin oursot

General requmensifcr te doctorate e given
in le Graduate Educagon chapter of tis oa-
logue and i te Gadue too Abx*aa fe
spoif requiements of the Department of

Nuobear Enindng ae th General ftoExnn-
ton Ve Mijorlbinor Pagum, andth doctoal
sthe.~
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Upon satisfactory completion of the require-
ments, the student ordinarily receives a Ph.D.
unless he or she requests an So.D. The require-
ments for both degrees are the same.

Prior to starting dooloral research, each stu-
dont is required to pas a general examination
demonstran adequate undergraduate prepa-
ration In pysics, Ohemstrx mathematics, and
engineering fundanentale, and comprehensive
knowledge at the graduate level of a chosen
field In nuclear engineering.

Doeol candidates may elect to s*udy and be
examined in one of the following fields: fission
reactor O*yels, fission reactor engineering.
applied Ows pheloi, applied radletion phw-
los, nuclear materials engineering, fusion reac-
tor technology nuclear and alternative enegy
systems and poiA and radiological science.
Details of the dootoral examination In each of
thess flsi may be obtained rom the Department.

The field of radiological sclences focuses on
diveree applications of radiation In medicine. In
addition to a central concern with Ionizing radi-
don, radiological sciences encompass such
technologles as ultrasound, laaer ight, and
nuclear magnetic resonance. The curriculum Is.
a four- to five-year commitment leading to the
Ph.D. or So,0. degree that can be pursued In
medicaltherap Imaging and diagnostio tech-
nolog radiation biophyslas, or radio pharma-
osutioo chemistry. whi most core supbjce
are taken at Mri; resarch is conducted primar-
ily at Nervard-afflited hospitals, the Harvard
School of Public Heslth, and MIl; depending
upon the student's spoolelity area.

Candidates for a doctoral degree must also
satisfactorly complete (with an average grade
of Bor better) an approved program of advanced
studies. The program requires that students
take not less than 60 credit hours of subjects
(excluding special problems), of which at least
36 must comprise a field of specialisztion (the
"W which wiN be closely related to the

*Am doctoral thesis topc. 1wenty-four unite
(the "Minor") must consist of coordinated sub-
jects clearly outside the field of specialization.

Doctorel reeeeroe may be undertaen efther in
the Department of Nuclear Engineering or In a
nuclear-related field In another department
Appropriate areas of research are described
generally In the Introduction to the Department,
and a detailed list may be obtained from the
Department of Nuclear Engineering.

The departmental programs are supported by a
number of ound exeimentl faclit
for advenced in nuclear engineering.

The MT Research Reactor in the Nuclear Reao-
tor Laboratory operales at a power of 6,000 kw
and is fueled with U-M3 in a compact light-
water cooled core surrounded by a heavy-water
reeoor. it Is one Of the finest universty research
reactors In the world. Details of the Laborat-
ry's research programs and facilits are given
In Chapter VI.

The Department utliues extensive experimental
plasma faOies for production and confine-
ment of large volumes of highly lonized plaams
and for studies of plasma turbulence, pertiole
moons, and other phenomena. High-power
lasere and other equipment are available both
for plasma diagnoeds and for study of basic
pflyaale interacTons.1he Department has facl-
Ue to support a unique program of controlled
fusion engineering studie. and ho Its am
wev-equipped graduate leoatory for instruo-
lion on lasemA laboratory techniques.

The Department has played a major role In the
design and operation of the high field Tblemak
fusion device ALCATOR and in the design of the
fuelon magnetio mirror device1A both prol.
ats of the Plasma Fusion Center ALCA1R is
capable of producing dense, hot plasma. near
the regime of fusion interest, and serves as an
Important educatonal and research faci.

Moat of the departmental research on plasmas
and controlled fuIson I done in the Plasma
Fusion Center, deicbed In detai In Chapter VL

The Whitehr Laboratory of Computer-Aided
Microscopy and mage Tohnology operates
sophisticated scanning and transmIsslon eleo-
tron miproopee and ight mioroecopse for
microscoplo anabels of materials. The facillty
has full capablity In sample preparation and
utiies a dedicated computer for data analyss
with an emphasis on quantitatve work.

In addition to the above fOacliis, the Depart-
ment has a nuclear instrumentaion laboratory
a plasma phyielos laboratory a 14 MSV neutron
source, and two subcltcal natural-uranium
reactors, one moderated by water and the other
by graphite. Laboratory space and shop facli-
ties are avaiable for research In al areas of
nuclear engineering. MIT' extensve computer
facties are used in research and graduate
Instruction. The Whitahir Laboratory of Mloros-
copy l avalable for ultrastructural research in
maleriale.

Finncial Md

Finanoal aid for graduate students Is available
In the form of research and teaching aelaant-
sits, Department-adminlted febowsh", and
supplemental subeldies fran the Collegework-
Study Program. Aesleatnethips are awarded to
sludents with very good academic record.
The duty of ateaching assestant l to aslet a
faculty member In the prephration of course
materials and the conduct of classes, and that
of a research asltant Ie to work on a research
projest under the supervision of one or more
faculty members.

Felnow"hlp are mostly awarded in AprN for the
folowing soademic year. Asletantshise ar
awarded on a semeser bess. The assignment
of teaching sistants is made before the start
of each semester while research asealeants can
be assigned at any time. Peolowships and.
research assistantehips usually go to students
already enrolled in the Department; for entering
students the majority of theald therefore will be
In the form of teaching aselsltantehips

Application for financial aid should be made to
Profeser M. Kazimi, Acom 24-106, MMCam-
bridge, Meseachuseltl 02139, (617) 263406.

Additional Information on graduate admissions
and academic and research Maybe
obtained from the Department'1
Room 24-105, Mft Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-3814.
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John Kim %ndve, Ph.D.
Profess r of Ocean Engineering
DircWl, Experimental Study Group

Ibmaes Wlerzbldll, So.D.
Profeesor of Applied Mechanics

AND*let Profesore

Dale George Karr Ph.D.
Assoolta Professor of Ocean
Engineering
Henry L Poherty Profesor in
Ooen Uzlization

Judith Tge Kildo% Ph.D.
Associate Proesor of Ocean
Policy

Henry Stuart Marcuse, D.B.A.
Associate Professor of Marine
Systems
(On leave)

Harlias Nicholas Pearaftle, Ph.D.
Assoolate Professor of Marine
Systems

Paul Demetre Solavounos, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Naval
Architecture
(On leave)

Henrik Schmidt, Ph.D.
Associate Profeseor of Ocean
Engineering

Paul E. Sullivan, Ocean E.
Assolate Professor of Naval
Architecture

Michael Stefanos 1Hientafyllou, SoD.
Associate Professor of Ocean
Enginesing

Dick Kau-Ping Wije, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Ocean
Engineering

Aseleit Professors

Amiram Moshalo Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Ocean
Engineering

Nicholas Marinos Patrikilaia, Ph.D.
Assistant Profeseor of Ocean
Engineering

Senio111lr Lcklulre

David Mientine Bure, Ph.D.

Dean Alden Horn, NauE

Harry A. Jackson, S.&
Melting)

Wilard Ranklin Searle, Jr.,
NaE.
(Visiting)

Leocll8

John IL Agapakle, Ph.D.

John 0. Ardon, MA

Howard M. Bunch, M.BA

Damon Ella Cummings, Ph.D.
(Vlfng)

Leonard Grantner, D.Eng.Sc.

Maurice M. Sevik, Ph.D.

Paul Whitney Sparka, B.S.

Peter T Thrpgaard, Ph.D.

Benjamin Whang, Ph.D.

Charalambos 2iogee. Ph.D.
Mailing)

AdMmintrove Oflw

Patricia A. Leslano-Gedney 8.8.

Poelloal Assooe

George S. 1anftfyllou, Ph.D.

Reewcrh -nibr
Michael S. Droollr, Ocean E
Marvin H, Duncan, S.M.
Sumnerpean Lewis, 5.8.
Spyridon A. KinnAe, Ph.D.

Akihiholmakila B.S.
MaeyAeu MIyAke, M.S.

Reseac -let
Yeabel Mejla

Proftemr Eeiw

John Hrvey Evans, 10Eng.
Profesor of Naval Architecture,
Emeritus

Alfred Alf Heinrich KWl,
Dr.Rer.Net
Profeeecr of Ocean Engineering,
Emeriu
Ford Prefeseor of Engineering,
Emeritus

Philp Mandel, I.8,
Professor of Naval Archieoture,
Emeritue



Department of Ooean
Engineering
(Cours 13)

Undergraduate Study

For centuries the oceans have served soWetal
needs by providing avenues of transportation,
resources of food and minerals. and natural
barriers of defense. These uses of the ocean
Nr perhaps even more Important today as the
world faoss problems of rwng populations
and shrinking resources. Out of the need for
increased utliaton of the ocean has ome a
heightened sense of purpose. Simply stated,
the task i ocean engineeri Is to use to
oceans efectively and wisely.

The Department of Ocean Engineering provides
the essential skills that ultimately enable Its
students to conceive, Initiate, and direct com-
plex engineering projects. Such tasks demand
flexible and adaptive engineering minds. The
degree requirements In Ocean Engineering
begin with the same basic mathematics, sci-
ence, and engineering subjeota as other tradi-
tional engineering disciplines and then extend
beyond to prepare a professional who Is capa-
ble of responding to the broad demands of
complex engineering tasks. Through selpolon
of degree programs and elective subjects, stu-
dents may concentrate In areas such as struo-
tures, fluid mechanics, or naval architecture.

For nearly a century, MIT has been a leading
center of ship resehrh and design, and Is
widely recognized for its contributions In such
areas as hydrodynamics, ship structural me-
chanlos and dynamlos. propeller design, and
overall ship design. The Pratt School of Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering, which
was established through a bequest to MIT In
1012, Is an integral part of the Department of
Ocean Engineering. Building upon this histori-
cal base, the Departments curriculum today
offers atudies in all systems that must operate
In an ocesn environment.

Mrine transportation encompasses broad ques-
tions of International trade. The ocean engineer
must be able to assess In an integrated fashion
a wide rang. of technical, economic, and poit-
cl ionalderations. Other aspects of marine
transportation Include designing deep-water
ports, integrating harbor faclitis with land-
based transportation systems, and planning
new uses of waterways to help solve urban
transportation problems.

Oil and gas beneath the ocean floor are in-
creasingy important sources of energy. An
ocean engineer Is concerned with all phases of
dicevering, producing, and delivering offshore
petroleum resources, . complex and demand-
ing task. Also of central Importance Is the
development of new methods to protect marine
wildife and coastal regions against the unde-

ltrable side eofts of olfshore ON production.
Mining of seafoor minerals Is assuming greater

importance, and the ocean engineer has the
task of developing technology for locating and
recovering valuable miner~as that ie beneath
the oceans. Much new technology j required
to explore the feasiblity of ocean mining; more
sU is needed to make it economically attrao-
tiv and compatible with the environment.

Once regarded as an Inexhaustible sour" of
food, the ocean* are now approaching critical
levels of depletion for some species. Engineer-
Ing technique of analysis and prediction are
essential to maintain the delicate natural bal-
anoes of the oceans. The ocean enginee,
together with marine biologists, aquatic eolo-
glae, and public policy planners, has a critical
role to play in managing ocean resources to
ensure survival of marine species and contnu-
Ing supplies of food for the world.

Oceans serve as natural barriers of defense for
many nations, and careers In ocean-related
defense ofer some students a logical extenslon
of their ocean engineering education. The be-
partment ofers subjects designed to enable
people to cope with technologies relevant to
modem naval systems, including ship design
alternatives seafloor habitats. sonar systems,
and underwater navigation and communication.

The education of an ocean engineer or a naval
architect revolves around three central ocmpo-
nents. The first Is a firm foundation in such
basics as hydrodynamics, structural mechan-
Ics. vibratory phenomens, energy conversion,
materials. and electronics. Second, the engI-
neer needs broad exposure and practical expe-
rience in sils such as analysis and design.
Third, the context for speclfiO applications needs
to be understood. The Departments under-
graduate and graduate progrm combine these
components Ina balanced way to provide an
educational base upon whIoh to build a
rewarding career.

Once a student has attained the enginsering
basics. IndMdualized programs to meet partio-
ular Interestp are trongly encouraged. The De-
partments faculty has wkie and continuing
research and industrial experience. Departmen-
tal fMotles, which include a variable pressure
propeller tunnel, a ship model towing tank, a
channel for oil-water interface studies, an
acoustics and vibration laboratory, a design
laboratory, and computer facilities offer a var-
ety of opportunities for laboratory experience.

chelo of sienge in O nghoars,

,or wk " U0

The basic program offered by the Department is
designed for students interested in enginer-
Ing aspects of ocean alences, oan explora-
tion, and the utiliation of ta oeans for tana-
portatlon, defense, and/or resources. The
program leads to the Bachelor of Science In
Ocean Engineering, in Naval Archiecture and
Marine Enogineering, or without designation of
field. The curriculum without designation of field
permits pursuit of broader marine-related in-
terests. Graduates are prepared for work in
industry or government, or for further study in
graduate school.

Al Course XIII undergraduates take the eame
required subjects In mathematics. science, and
engineering fundamentals, along with subjects
fulfiling the General Institute Requirements
Some departmentally prescribed subjects may
be replaced by other subjects if such subtitu-
tions enhance student objectives. The eleoive
program conslats of two parts: planned s150-
thee, which are designed to meet the students
Couree objective, and unrestricted electives,
whloh permit further study in specialized areas
or a broadening of the student's overall
educational experience.

The Department offers counseling to students
wishing to use acme combination of planned
and unrestricted electives for environmental
studies. Such a course of study Is similar to
the other four-ysar MIT programs, supplemented
with eleove studies. that prepare studen* for
environmentally refated work.

Vrslons of the Courie XHI program leading to
the Bachelor of Science In Ocean Engineering,
or to the Bachelor of Sciano In Naval Archite-
ture and Marine Engineering, are accredited by
the Accreditation Board for Engineeing 
1ohnology whfe thos leading to the
of Science without designation of field are not
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hlor 1f111s i 010110helor of 11ience in Osean Sngineering, The Course XIII-C curriculum Is Identical to
in Nn *9eitsw and NM ArchflwSs and MArIe Course XIII, except that 13.771 Engineering
or Wldowesnu hnnsft or without d eladon Internship (12 unIts) and 13.772 lndustrIal Prec-
Course UIl Cours, XIH tics In Ocean Engineering (12 to 3 unt) are

taken In lcof Speclal Problems In Ocean
Degree requIrements applicable to the Class Course XIII-C le an Engineering Internship pro- Engineering. Furhe details may be obtained
entn Mif In September Ig86 (Class of 190) gram that enables students to combine profes- from the Department The Department also sug-
and subeequent Cboses:* sional experIence with their academic work, ges that 13.901 and 13,002 be taken to

while at the ans tme providing for part of satisfy the Institute Laboratory Requirement.
Ow", t, rmens 0 178ow their educational expenses. The four-year pro-

gram leads to the Bachelor of Science In Naval Combined sAohelsr'S'and
so"n PAQUemamt Architecture and Marine Engineering, or In Meler's igee Prograin

SAt O Ocean Engineering, or without designation.
Scdence DfeIlbutlon Ree~ukdM 12 v am be Students In the Internship program also may Programs leading to a joint Bachelor of Science

. 0 2om 201 2.40, 1. n e apply for admission to the Graduate School to (in aeronautics and astronautics, oMI engineer-
DoernaM Progran a obtain the Bachelor of Science concurrently ing, electrical engineering, mschdhical engineer-
tabrry nommWemeul t- panow ON be with the Master of Sclence at the end of their Ing, naval architecture and marine engteering,
oauefed by 13.01 In te opaenantl PSmi 1 fifth year. This program Is part of the Engineer- or ocean engineering), and a Master of Science

Torw aueleo~ 17 ini Internship Program, described In detail In (in ooesn engineering or In naval archItecture
Pt'm the School of Engineering section. and marine engineering), are available to stu-
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Al MIT sophomores In good standing can apply
for entrance to the program. Alternating ped-
ode at the Institute and at cooperating work
sites are arranged so that graduation Is not
delayed beyond the normal date.

The companies and laboratories participating In
the Internship program cover all Important
aspects of ocean engineering, Including naval
architecture and marine engineering. Assign-
ments with these organizations provide oppor-
tunitie to partpate In actites such as con-
struction, testing, design, development, research,
and technical planning.

dents who, early In their undergraduate stud-
lea, decide to pursue a graduate degree In
ocean engineering or naval architecture and
marine engineering. Students desiring to enter
such a program must meet the graduate ad-
mission requirements of the Department of
Ocean Engineering. They mustsubmit their
applications for admisslon at the end of their
junior year. If admitted, the studena prOgm
is arranged in consultation with the registration
officers of the two participating departments.
For further Information, Interested students
should contact the Departmental Student
Administration Office.

Inqures
Versions of the Course XII-C program leading
to the Bachelor of Solence In Ocean Engineer- Further Information on undergraduate progms,
Ing, or In Naval Architecture and Marine Engi- admissions, and financial aid may be obtaIned
neering, are accredited by the Accreditation by contacting Professor Dick K-Y Yoe, Room
Board for Engineering and Technology, while 5-326A. MIl Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
those leading to the Bachelor of ScoenceWith- (617) 253-4386.
out designation of field are not.

Iftw degre reQuInraet apploabl to ome that entere
IT pr t mber 190I am gen tof end of t

desoan of .t de mente undeMraduteProwem.
1
14.01 Economic PrInOples t Ie required In 9w Humanltas, Art,
and SociM Sclences program If ancte eutgect in Wi flid of
economIcsanot Included In 0eeto ve prog-n.
2

e Dwartmwnt alcae eubeMltno aubiacleof aOm$f r con-
tent sAr onnuelIon ali 0W faculty adieor

Pr e degree wecout deIlVntlon of field delete 13A0 Ino-
duofan to oinpeuler-Aded Oan EngIneenDealgn from
w let of re ured su*eWta endInoeca ft uneatrited

1lecgve unne by 12.

4
? Iudentaeust recele a gode of C or bater In core eubiecte

~hlch aree prequiss for other Oepertmentl core
eubleft befo 00"Nftn In 0w erM ental MrOW&n

5or the dWee In OceaI ngiwerng. etudenle are requAd to
tele at least tiity unlte frm0 cclee: Dynanuce,

Nelg ydrodynamid. eets, na MnrWOrsc .
ametand Econom e.Malarlels and elas~ Oen

Acouetos, Ocen Environment, Power e Propuilen, Prob-
abebt SyleeaAnaqlyO and spuores. Seleed uAee
need not be In deterent areaa.

Por wdsgreein esl fAhileclire and Merins EngIneerIng, at
seas en l It fome aes of Power and PmPdAln must
be Included In If 30 un3Ie of eluse mabledeeared In
folato 4 above.
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Graduate Study

Bemior of Selence in Ooen Engineering,
in Naval Architeoture and Marine
Engineer1ng, or witihout desgnation
Course XIII

Degree requirements applicable to Classes that
entered MIT prior to September 1986 (through
the Clan of 1989):

Gawisr nieal te nesremente 1M aunNe

Science Requirement so
Humanitie. Arft, and Social Sciences RequIremen-t 7
The Science Distribution Requirement can be
satisfled by 2.01, 2.40, and 18.03 In the
Depaerment Program.
The Laboratory Requirement can be
satiosied by 13.g01 In tie Depariental Proguan,
pIa an appropriate subject tolIng

-eohnl Preopal

Sublecname below ame llowed by credit unte,
and by prewqaes It any (coroquiasfss in Heoe)
nequi"ausledter.-, 13
One ofe owing ree W" beefe:
2.02 Introduction to systems Dynamics. 12; 8.01, 18.02
.003 signels and Systems, 15; 6.002, 18.03 or 18.06

13.80W Mechanical Vibrat n, 12; 2.03 or 13.003a
pus

One ofHi r ollowri w Mee:
2.20 Fluid Mechanics, 12;18.02, 18O3
1.60 Fluid Dynamica, 12:18.03

Plus
13.00 Computer-Aided Hydrostatics and Hull Surface

Definiin, 12; 6.01, 18.02
13.003J Dynamioa, 12; 2.01,2.02,1.03
13.021 MarIne Hydrodynamics 1.12; 1.06 or 2.20
13.10J Introducion to Structural Mechanics, 12; 2.01

or 18.004
1340 introduction to Conputer-Aided Ocean

EngIneering Dsign, 12; 2.01

1 3.,700-13.709
13.901
18.03
2.01
2.40

Special Problems In Ocean Engineering. 12
oan engineering Laboralory 1. 220

Dierential Equation, 12:18.02
Mechanics of Sclds, 12; 8.01, 18.02
Thermodynamlos. 12; 8.02, 18.03

A 6-ttem aNM" so
Thirty unts are to be chown by the student
and faulty eisor to atain prepeartn
for a oreer in Ocean Engineering or
In Navl Archilecture and Merine
Engineering, or to ataln another
educational oblecve defined by the
student

Tome uns ned faor the Ls Despee Sog

14.01 Economic PrinoIples I is required in the Humanlies, Arts,
and social Sclences proam I another eublfect in ft field of
economils is not included In she elcti progren.

Graduate study In the Department of Ocean
Engineering can lead to the following degrees:
Master of Science; Ocean Engineer; Naval
Engineer; Doctor of Philosophy; or Doctor of
Science.

An acceptable program of subjects plus an
acceptable thesis leading to the Master of
Science usually requires from one to two aca-
demic years, depending upon undergraduate
preparation.

The Ocean Engineer and Naval Engineer de-
grees require at least two years, including a
substantial thesis.

The Doctor of Science or Doctor of Philosophy
with a specification in an ocean-related field
usually requires more than three years following
a Bachelor of Science.

Students, together with their program advisors,
usually can tailor their programs of graduate
study to suit individual Interests and career
objectives. Detailed Departmental requirements
are available from the Departmental Student
Administration Office.

Entrance tequirements for Graduate
Study

Undergraduate preparation for admittance to
graduate study In the Department of Ocian
Engineering ideally should be equal In quaUty,
quantity and breadth of coverage to the De-
partment's undergraduate curricula. An under-
graduate degree In ocean engineering is not
required.

If undergraduate preparation is lacking in one
or more areas, the deflolencies may be made
up concurrently with graduate work, usually by
successfully completing one or a few upper
level undergraduate subjects. Undergraduate

2
The Dertnt alows subetn of sb o r f sme
cntent sar consultiation with the fut adeso
3
For the degree witout designation or fladdelete 1340
introduoin to Compuer-Aided Ocean Engineering Design
frinn e et o equimd ubjets and Increase the Unrestricted
Eleotve units by 12.
4
Students mut receie a grade of or better In ore suet
which ser prerequietes for other Departmental core
subjects before continuing In the Dpartmenl program.

For the degree in ocean Engineering, sludents are rquired to
tWle at least hirty units rom the following raes: Dynamics,
Deign, HydrodynamIcs, intnmentation and Electronlcs, Man-
agement and Economics. Materials and Fabricaion, Ocean
A-uc Ocean Erwionlen, Power and Propultion ProbablI-

c Byetsm" Analyel, and stiuotures. Selected subjects
need not be in dfeent arsei

For the dee in Nae Architecture and Marine Enginsering, at
leas one subject from h ares of Power and Propulsion must
be inoluded in the 30 units of electie eAs descried in
footnote 4 abov.

subjects so required may not count toward
advanced degree requirements. Somewhat less
broad undergraduate work Is required of candi-
dates for the degree of Master of Science
without specification, provided that the student
has a correspondingly Increased competence
In areas pertinent to his or her proposed gradu-
ate program.

Ocean Enginsering/
Naval Architecture and Marine

Course XIl

The Department's curriculum leading to a Mas-
ter's degree in Ocean Engineering is based on
a broad working knowledge of all the basic
engineering skills. The intended outcome of
this program is a person whose main Interest is
the development of the ocean for the good of
humanity, and in following this ambition is pre-
pared to use whatever engineering disciplines
are needed to address the problem at hand. As
a part of the more general field of Ocean
Engineering, Naval Architecture and Marine En-
gineering is concerned with all aspects of
waterborne vehicles operating on, below and
just above the sea surface. The S.M. degree In
Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering is
intended to develop an individual who plans to
concentrate in areas related to waterborne ve-
hiles and/or their subsystems.

Major fields of study or specalization Include
(but are not limited to) the following:

Applied mechanics
Environmental engineering
Fluid mechanics
Hydrodynamics
Marine acoustics
Marine data systems engineering
Marine engineering
Marine materials and fabrication
Marine systems
Offshore engineering
Offshore platform design
Seafloor engineering
Ship design
Ship and offshore rig dynamics
Ship propulsion
Ship systems
Structural mechanics



Doctoral degrees are offered In the fields of
Ocean Engineering and Naval Architecture and
Marine ngineWing. Students are admitted to
the doctoral program aler suoesful comple-
tion of the appropriate qualfying examinations.
The student's PrOUF must be acaleA to
the Departrnental itftte on Graduate Stu-
dente, both with respect to depth In the major
area and broadness in collateral ao. Dolahl
on the exarnination prowee and other require-
mnts, Including the doctoral thesis, may be
obtained from the DOeparbental tudent Ad-
minstration Office.

Ther are also a number of Interdepartmental
doctoral programs aaile to students In
theDepartment Detals may be found In Chap-
ter Vi.
NOiW Cmtruction and Engineering

This Progrn provides appropriate academic
background for naval ofcers who later actively
partioipale In concept formulation, design, and
construction of navl vessels. in addition to
gsnsral neering and scieno and a core
progrmof subjes in onen Orgineering,
each student follows one of sevrloi specialized
curricula In aspects of, or appicable to, naval
construction and engineering.

The Program leads to the Naval Engineer or
Master of Solencs. For prgme leading to the
Naval Enginer a Maser of Soience may be
awarded oimulneously upon recommendaton
of the Departnmnt or of some other department
related to the sludent's selty. For progrnme
leading to the Master of Science an additional
Master of Science may be awarded slmul-
tanecusly In a second field of specialization
upon recommendation of the department
represented by that field.

egan Mungemn t

The XII- Program In Ocean Systems Manage-
ment offre both Master of Soence and Doctor
of Phlosophy degrees.

The Master's program is intended for students
with aid enginering backgrounds who ae
intereied In ft busess and goernmnt man-
agement aspects of ocean engineering sys-
tem and satMie, including ocean transporta-
tion, maine Msource devMopment, pubio poicy
and ocean use, ocean mining, ports, and fish-
ertes.1Thonical baokground should consist of
a .1. degree In engineering or slence. Sack-
ground should include at least one undergrad-
uste subject each in differenti equatin, prob-
ablfts and mioroeconomics. Any deficiency

should be eliminated during the first term at
Mit Students not possessing a background In
ocean enginering are required to tae 13.40
Introductin to Computer-Alded Ocean Engi-
neering Design.

Depending on background preparation, a slu-
dent entering this program can tale ftm one
to two yere to couiplete the degree. The pro-
gram can be accompiahed in one ywar by a
Department undergraduate wh carefully sched-
ule his or her eletve time hom the junior
ywar on. Such a student Is awrded concurrendy
an S.M. In Ocean Systems Management and
an I.8. degree. Further informaton on the Mas-
tr's p requirements can be Obteined
from the tmental Student AdmInistration
Office.

The doftooal degree program In Ocean Systems
Management requires the development of new
knowledge that enhances the stats of the art In
this area. lb achieve that goal, the student is
expeOted to complete a program of udy and
write a disertation that uccesofully Integrates
theory, methodology, and experience in the fun-
damental dislpines that constute the Ocean
Systems Management area, such as engineer-
ing, economlcs, business administration, oper-
dons research, pubic poicy analysis, and law
Students are admitted to the doctoral program
after passing the appropriate written and oral
quaifying examinations. Further Information on
the doteral program requirements and exami-
nation proces may be obtained from the De-
partmental Student Administration Ofoe.

COean Enginee r NAel Engineer

The programs leading to the Ocean Engineer or
Naval Eieer degreer a higher level
and aInloantly broader of profesonal
ompetence In enginering than t required
for the SM. degree. The program for an Engi-
neer's degree ordinarly Includes ubjects In
the areas of eoonomics industrial management,
and pubio poliy or la and at Ist 1. units
of comprehensive delign. Should the student
be worldng toWArd the simultaneous award of
the Engineer and Master degrees, a sinie
thesis Is generally acepabl provided it Is
appropriate to the spoolfloations of both de-
gres and demonstrates the educational matu-
rity eXPeOted of candidates for the higher de-
gree. Additional Information on Departmental
requirements is available from the Departmental
Student Adminstrallon Offios.

1bohnslbgy and Palsy (AM.)

The Department also ofere a Maser's degree in
Technology and Puiey. This program educatss
students with a strong technical foundation in a
mArine-related field as wel as a strong compe-
tence in deaing with poicy lesues. This pro.

lM Interdeparmnlial and is decoribad In
ChaVerL equirements for entry into this
pam are the eame as those required for the

Program with adjustments made for the
special requirements of the Technology and
Poloy Program.

'bnsportalm (SM.)
The Interdepartmental degree of mester of Scl-
ence In Iansportaon Is oered in cooperation
with the Center for basportaion Studies. Mogt
ocean engineering students studying trnso-
tation at the Master's level are enroled In this
Interdepartmental program. tquirements for
the Master of Science In Wanportation are -
deecribed In Chapter VL

ManagemntN of Tehnology Progam

Individuals interested in applying their ocean
engineering background and at least fiv years
of technical work experience to isuss in tech-
nical management may apply for admission to
the Management of 1boho Program. Joinfy
developed and oered by so of
Engineering and the Sloan School of Manage-
ment, the progam entais a rigorous twave-
month ourriculum, focusing on management
principles for technical persons In a technical
environment. The program is designed for sol-
entists and engineers on a career path requir-
Ing increasing managerial responsibse for
technIcal activiles. Detais of the program are
deacribed In Chapter VI.

V -Tww0ww snegenpi i0

A joint program with WHOI is intended for
students whoes primary career objecive is
oceanogphlio engnrn.Sudentddetheir
academic and research enorts between the
oampuse-of the two institutions. While In resi-
dence at MW; students enroled in this course
foNow a program simiar to that of other stu-
dets In the Department The program is de-
scribed In more detal under the econ at the
end of this chapter on MT's Joint Program in
Oceanography and Oceanographlo Engineerg
with the Wood Hole Oceanographi nstitution.



Agelelenlehlpe an Graduate Scholeashpe

Thm ae a Imited number of teaching and
reseroh assialntshIps available to graduate
Atudnte In the Department each year. These

are awarded on th basis of both qualificadon
and need. The dues associated with thee
assistantships contribute directly to the asele-
tants educational program. An assistant may
not rePgler for more than 36 units per term,
depending on the appointment held. Additional
reglstraston may be allowed when dIrectly con-
neoed wih an aslslnte asesigned dutles.

A imited number of awards and scholarships
are avalable to graduate studente In the De-
partment. Scholarships are awarded each year
by the Society of Naval Arhtect and Marine
Engineers. Thee awards can be used for study
at any Institution of the reclpients choloe and
usually are awarded to applicants who, through
their educaton or their profeslonel work, haew
evidenced etrong Intereit In some field of naval
architeoure and marine engineering or In
ocean engineering. Fellowships are also
awarded edh year by the OMce of Naval
Flesearoh (ONA) and the National Solence Foun-
dalns (NSP).

Proepecgve etudents are invited to communi-
cats wth the Dertment regarding any of
thm educationaland nancial opportuntes.
Applicaons for the Society of Navel ArchItects
and Marine Enners Greduale FeMNohips,
OfMe of Naval Assarh, a National Scence
Poundeson fellowships are made directy to the
appropriate eoost. inquiries for the fa term
should be made late in the preceding
f term.

Addlional information concerning academic pro-
gram% research ppportunles, admiselone, and
financial aid may be obtained by wring to the
Student Adminletraor, Department of Ocean
Engineering, Room 5-226, Ml; Cambridge,
Maeachusait 02139, (817) 263-t994.



8chod of Humanits and Soli Sieence
Ednomics (Cou.rd 14)

Humaniss (Couf 21)
UnguWem andPhlosophy(Course24)

PON"ga Solnos (Coures 17)
Program In Soisnce, 1ehnologx and sooety (TS)

The School of Humanise and s&ol no
reets the greet diirwty of Wto4 in a

unverey whoee aclfe center around eol-
nO- and tehnlog the Sohool repWets the

main fmsds of t art. VAn medua
proUMe a dat In soonomos, lm ce, phNOe-

op and P~oUai aenoe; atd and foul-Lpartlolpete wimnelvely In the research aouvi-
of numerous centser, aborwlories, and

departments outside the Schoot. There lean
amblUou and SedIy broadenin rO f
undergadual edu*mon, whloinluema-

ors In economics, phNosoph language and
mind, powital solenoe, and te varous areas in
the humanties, plus an intercisolpinary melor
in Solne or engineering and the umandase. A
flourilhing program of extaourriulr anotlOee
snaes maw students, notably in drama and In
music. Student paalpaaOn In muical acovi-
1isl, indeed, perhas mnore enks at Mi r

than at ny other MOr unweri with a vigor-
oue symphoft rohess, saveralstrng choral
goups, a e Jan band cIncert band and
a wide varisty of ual Vor groups.
The graduate programs, whee admitting relve-
ly man numbers of students, a mong th
stonpst at Mt The ep deoorpsis tng
and theres a marked emphaels on developing
now and exonin field of InquIry. Many ski-
dents takesdantsp of the opportunny so
devalop coes aseoclwlons with such intrdsol-

snry conr s the Cnw for inrn a

t Enrgy Lobabtr t itmh Labot-
ry f lectronl, t Progm in PeWhqo the
centsr for Cognive SalinAs, and t eW a
cen. Some of the grduate programsW
t1w use of mahmlloal and computr-orisnted

sidns, but merF doctoral hes ae concerned
wNh ncn-quangelhe coleD soence or human-
eIo topk. Moor graduate aludents are not
enely oonined to theslshed doc"o.l
programn. Ther. lee * yroom for s hghly
molheted Oludent to develop hls or her own

~« program.
The research achievements of the School ae
perhaps best known to the word at Wigs
through t widely pubioleed aohlswments of
certain dsutngulebad members of t sauty.
The chief emphae of research in t School,
how, asin th rest of twlul*, has been
lese an t satIes of bdlant indhduals than
an teamwrk. The Department of Boonomias
and the Sloan School of Managemant ooperate
closel Inanumbero branohee o dappd
economlics tudios of t labor market are
oonductd by soonomists, sac 'eln and
pdical ioleniels. A log heedconcern
wih solenos end pubic poloy inves people
al ovr w thenMut, and Is partiuarly strong
In th Department of Poitl Scienc and
Program in Slenc.1 bohnolagg and Soalty. A



Specil and Interdisciplinary
Programs In Humanitis and
SocWIl Science

growing Interest among musiolans in aoouetios
and cOMpuer lOCtedsmm to wor it y *Wth

elecrica engieer AS the engineering do-
partments have become in con-
ourned tinh questions of appiedeis solenne,
such asenergy mmngemen, urban tranpor-
talon problems, and the exploitallon of the M
bed, new opportunities hove emerged for
codsbaraen. r.
Undergraduates beneft In a variety of was
frem Oes advanoed research and training
programs. oidents maloring in eoonomios, phi-

-o and polital sonce, for example,
Ise part in graduate seminars and may fnd
partntime pnofessional empioymsnt on Iaoulty
research prujects. The Department of 1uani-
is does not undertal graduate training, but
does ofer a number of undergraduate degree
programs. Through Course XXI atudente may
malor in one of the humanitic disolpine (e.g.,
hIelory iterature, snthropology, foreign len-
guages, wring, muslo) or combine the study of
any of these diecplines witk a solence or an
engineering fbld in one oftte unique dual-
degree programs (Course XOQ-E and XXI-8,.
Program 1) ofered by the intotute,

In addition, Course XXoffger a melor jointly
adminltered by the Department of Humaniie
and the Program in Solnce, Tbohnolog and

Sooy. Undew aduatse may Indeed, once
they hoie fiffied the institute Mwlnce Asquirs-
ments, devote al of their bawt sthe humanties
and so cinoes and mquea old foun-
daoen foradvaned work in any of the ol-
pinoe represented in the Sohool. The student of
the humariseor cOat soI1n'e who wishes
to deepen his or herlunoy in sAlence or

eniern.perhaps with an eye to scarser
inthsfsd.wil also flnda great deal of

odm.e,, fleesisol time) to do so. A minor
pogam bostsn he Schools of Numnilee and

ocAI nos and Arofsooure and Png1
has also been developed, aate deseribod in
Deprtment of Humanites Seoion in tham p hpsr,

A chief concern of the School in undergraduae
eduOc1ion has long been th provision Of ub-
leof lo U the purposes of th institute Ase-
qurement in the Humanwee, Arts, and Social
Solences. The School of Architotue and Plan-
ning ogere some subjects that atsfy the re-
quIrement but the great medority are provided
by the Shool of Humanities and Sooial mI-
*nos. The object of the requbrmsnt, broadly
stated Is to ensetat ey undergraduate
at MlTis expoedto a wlderang ofo ultual
and inelleolu inluenose. MIT se4l1 to ofer
muo the sam ,rangeof ubeeaealet-rat
Iberal-arte ctligs, in addltion to the escael
Ogering made possbie by wen evWlopedgad-

ua an resserch progams. There ar numer-
os ofgerings in Eneh and foreign larature,

foreign languages, archaeology and anthropol- The Sohool offer a number of undergaduate
:g hslor myslo, dram,. and a wide varilty of aademlo programs embracing several disol-

esubeots. The rang of options Is pines in twes prgams are stagfed
onscteny changing, s new solUles evolve =by oulty membere rou vil-
at Mwr and as student interests change. oua departmente and Welds in the Sohool of

Humaniies and Solal Solsnoe and, in some
The School is partiularly amdous to encourage oaes, rom the inelluts other Schools as well.

andn qually sdoncetrned wih th soisneh
and tehology and wnh the humaniies and Congentratune within the HumantUs., Arts. and
so"ol eolsnose to come to Mt w ar par- SoolW SOleno e Requirement are aoxloe in
uaded t "t modem soolsty hs been unduly all of these areas, degree programs in same of

constrIed intesolually by the ain that them.
has tended to segrege tsoleniflo and human-

No educatnon. Undeqraduate eduoasnat Full information on subjeos ofered, name of
Mr is moving Increasingy in the dire An al- partolpatng tewIW and seflo conOentra-
ready being falwn by ressrofh, and is plcing den and major requbements in these programs
a growing emphasis on collaborate endeavore may be obtained from the indivdual program
which connect the ow einose and human1is. Coordinator or frm the Humanities Undewrad-

uate ONs. floom 14-40g, (617) 25-4441.
The School's commilment to this view Ond The Ns of subjeots also appear in the Gide to
expression in a eubelantisl Progam in Sol- te I*nn, ms Arf, and Soeis chnoss,

oa , bahetlogp ond Sooty This Pmgam
whIch has both sdvoMilasland research ob-

jeotes., is conoenmi wnh the human conse-
quences of soentifit and technologloal
advanes.

&ref descriptons of the programs follox

Ameffea ltio

American Muds at MIT oilere dudents te
1b stess this new development is not to Imply opportunity to organise subjects fom various
that MWT must emphealse solenos and technol- fields (e.g., HistorW Anthropology/Archaeolog
ogy in al It offerings Inthe humantis and Uterature, P $siwol Solenos. Musio, Art and
social solenosa. Mple room wl remain for ArOItolure, and Urban AC tudle) into personal-
more or less conventional mre in soonomlos, ly conatruoted interdiselpinury programOas a
polal eolmnos, phoeoplft hisitorg trature, %W of gaining an integrated understanding of
foreign g ap nhropolog and musf American society and outu

tudents l onInue to demand th bet in
the humanitis and sola solncess they Ameriocn Studie Is a field Of Conoenha.L It
demand Wh best in eolence and engineering. is also u'snableas the humanisto part of a
Hwr, Wh emphasis wl contnue to be on joitdsg-reg (CoureXX-E4 or X*4.
making MI undergraduate eduOulon aOme- Anedhen es majore wrk out coherenut
thing quils dielnolves. of study Wth an vIor, u uA*y in-

ouigtwo subisol 400h in Uterature and
Histr allhough variatione ar peslbe. Mor
progamset enter one parNouler inHerest
(e.g., Iw in Ajeroe, contemporary Amertcan

p1tis.: i1th-oentury Amerlannvel or
aim more boadly at a oamprehenel knowl-
edge of Vr"de spoe of Ameris.It is Ales
posible fore student to work out a n mo*r in
Am tudies. Gee Degrs Program As-
qubements under the Department of Humanses

Coordinator of Americen Studies for 197-ag is
Professor Arthur aledin, oom 14N-309,
26-4144.

I



Anslent a sMeival Studies

Thrgh a wide variety of subjects drawn fom
a numbe of dlews this progm praides
a curricular *amework for exploring toples in
anole t and medievalstuds ranging from the
history of Ideas and institutions to that of mate-
rd eoloace, sIerature, and certain branches of
he Original languages. The chronologIcal span
of the pogrim Include fthe 6,500 yatO be-
t OWen 500 0 and 1500 AD. Subject are
drawn kom Uterature, Foreign Languages and

-atrau Hor Anth0pogy/Archaeolog
andiaditions and lexi. Ancient and Medieval
studies IS availble as a field of concentrallon.

The goal of this program Is to develop knowl-
edge and undestanding of the more distant
pat for Iteelf, In Its uniqueness, and to serve saa
an object for modern quaetns and methods
of inquiry Emphasis Is Plod on te structure
of instltutons and social systems, and on rela-
tionships among te socal order and learned
tradons, valus, ideologies, and ides., Anclent
and medieval studies derive a special interest
forn the fact that the record Is so AA and various
and that much of I is of ceptonay high qualiy
in substance and form.

Coordinator of Ancient and Medieval Studies
for 1987-88 Is Pmfessor Richard M. Dougas,
Room 14N-417,258-4445.

Drama Program

The Dram oner an opportunity for
te sdous ofudrnaofma ieMtur based
an pmacol experience acquired through m e
producton of pla in the hetre. Students
concentratng In drama are asked to divide their
studies between subjects that explore the vari-
ous forms and the tradiional masterpieces of
drama throughout the age, fom the Ge0e1 to
the present, and theatre or dance practium

h diret participatn in
veriueato ual producllons mounted
In the Kreege LMe Theatre. The program la
cordinated with the activities of the MrT
Dramashop and the Danoe Wrksho, where
sludents work and study with a prefeenal
ele at~ teache dion aci eai r

nd Mede udines

The program In film and media offer MI un-
degraduates an Opsortm for interdteol*
nary study of fm, telesion, and other media of
mam communloains. he goal of the progam
is to develop an understanding of me histrical,
oulural, and artiet signicance of im and
other modem med

The currioulum Is organted in three categories
of subjects: 1) those devoted exclusively to film
(wh~ch emphase me historical and artisto
p 1rsperee1 of te Ibe"a arts); 2) thoe con-
orned primariy with televiaion and m com-
munloaons (whOh center on the pail. ide-
ological, and polIy-oriented perspeotves of the
social solenose); 3) those that use both perspe-
tives in comparing fm and media forms of story-

mm nan ' e ti acore
In ldruursand"wit h =msofwohe

contemporary technologies. Coliral subjects
In severl national lIteratures, In anthropologw
and in Science, lchnolog and Sooety (81),
are partloularly relevant In this group.

Many of the subjects that compris the core
ourriculum malextensive use of such re-
sources s the MIT Cable 1bvision System,
whch telecos lma and elolly prepared
tapes in conunction with particular subjects:
theJnkeraty F Study Center, an archiv
containing primary fim and video materialas s
well se books and perIodioals devoted to film
and media; te Nesearch Program on Commu-
nicatons Pcfoy which conducts seminars and
reerch On e mase media; and the News
Study Group, which archives and anyses
po agaire and news madasg. Many
cre subjects also exploit video technologles
In me classroom and encourage students to
use video playback systems In preparing for
tests and essays.

Raculty drawn fem the flowing fields reguiarly
teach subjects In he core curriculum: Art and
Archifeture, Foreign Languages and Uteratures,
Umrsurt, and Poticali Sience.

AlIP students are encouraged to partiise In
te "portiolo" of fal and spring humaniltes sub-
Jects, designed to connect teohnulogy.-ratesd
le1ues0to Iterature, history antWoplop e
arts, phesOfth and ethics.

Rushmen attend me mainstrem leotume in cal
oulus, piyelos, and chWmistex but and r -cl

Unn po4 varlusbely by other IOP stunts.
Upperclassmen attend regular leotures in their
departmen rs'i cd or reOmmwnded subtjece,
and a Invted to join telp gstutore in
eshman mathematces and 0olence.

Further Information about ISP csn be found In
Chaper M, or ontact Prclseor Leon ing,
200-113, 2534407, or Anne Arminge, 200-117,
253-4074.

LafnAmerim Stgede

The pogram In Latin American Studies ofers
MIT students the chano to explore Intercon-
nectons among culture, woclet and polItis In
a nnor Third- ares. Its underlying pur-
pose is to reveal the historloal and contempo-
rary forces that have shapsd Latin Amerioan
olvaton and that delneate prospects and
problems for ft*r deveopment, Including the
rAeiaonshIp to the United Stes and other parts
of te Industrial world. The subjects offred at
MIT In Latin American Studies are drawn from
Various 'IN , - primr- Foreign Lallges
and Uterars, Hdistory Anthropdgy/Archaol-
oN and Poical SOence.

Latin American Studies ie avalable as on-
centraen and also as the humanitic part of a
jslntr dgsregm (Course )0-E or )00-8).
For the maor, students must tale at Iast one
advanced sutJect conducted in Spanish (or
Spanish o and V). No more gmn four subecte
can be frm a $ine disilpine; no more than
two sen focus on the berian peninsula. gee
DO" f Meqiremente under te Do-

Coordntor of Latin Amarloan Studies for
100 Is Professor Peter Smith, RM

fthe t of Fim and Mdia tudis for 0-30 265 -4480.
,- M - - p MN fr sesr a Wr urn 4697-M J& 'RA", ooml

dano sehntics, scene and osume design, 14*- . 268-000.
stags Ighting, makeup art, and general
somncraft integrdted StmiselPnegn

For further Informaton on a concentraon in the integrated Stuis Prog m ( P) Is designed
Dram and a Ist of the apprimately 1 sub- tr sudents who k to proc theirea

Vo that MIT ogler in dramati Iterature, ion within the i context of hWmanledo ad
ImIeI art, and an iss contact Dr. socis ocersra Muna as an option
Robert Pt Scanlan, M W16-018, 23-200, for beshmen, ISP wal 5fl Nso tlhales to in-
or the Humanities Undergraduate Offee, dlude upperolmes students a well.
14N-400, 263-4441.

Plgmn in Pagati



trate in psychology wI take a set of courses
from Doese departments, chosen In consultatIon
with the Psychology Program's concentration
officer (details are available at the HASS ofie).

In addition to taking psychology subjects, un-
dergraduates may take advantage of a wide
range of research opportunities (generally via
the UROP program). Students should ask the
UROP opordinstors for specific departments
about projects currently available.

Psyology does not exist as amajor at MIT
Interested students should consider majoring
in Cognitve Science (Course IX). See the de-
scuipton under the Whiuker College of Health
Solehoes, 1bchnology and Management, or con-
tact Professor Susan Carey E10-039, 23-8768,
for further Information about the Course IX

For other Information about the Program In
P",yv c"ONc POfesorJermy Wo,E1043634876. fe

Rulsia Studies

Russian Studies Is an undergraduate program
of analylloa historical, and evaluative subjects
about people with a tradition and form of Nie
dflferent from the Amerlcan In ways that are
sometimes complementary, sometimes competi-
tive. With a focus on both the society and the
culture of a significant ares of tho world, this
interdisolplinary and * program
Is designed to make possi concrete explora-
tion of Important concerns d modern human-
ity. These include tradition and radicalism; rural
versus urban ife; the place of the Imagination
In historical change; Industrialszation, technol-
ogy, and the expresolvitic modern sensibility;
and humanism and terror. The subjects In
Russian Studies are drawn primarly from His-
tory iterature, Political Science, and Russian.
Readings and classes In all subjects are In
Enish.

Russian Studies may be taken as a concentra-
tion or as the humanistic part of a joint degree
program (Course XXI-E or Course XXI-S). The
major includes at least two subjects each In
Russian soclety 'nd Russian culture. Students
may arrange Russian languege credits within
the major program and use the language In
certain subjects. See Degree Program ire-
mente under the Department of Humanities.

Coordinator of Russian Studies for 198746 Is
ProfessoCatherine Chvae Room 14N-221C,
2534341.

'uaditlens andlbaise

This program provides a series of Interdisolpi-
nary humanistic subiecte designed to Intro-
duce undergraduates to some of the mor
cultural traditions of oviliation as expressed in
writen texts and works of art Most of these
subjects deal with principal periods in Wesern
tradition, ranging from ancient Greek and Bibi-
cal studies through theddle Ages and Ren-
alsnce to the Modern period, but there are
also subjects focused on the traditions of East
Asia and the Islamic world. Cutting across varl-
ous forms of thought and expression - rel-
gion, philosophy hist y, literature, and the arts
- the consistent aim of this program Is to make
Intelligible the changing network of values that
ink a solelys present wO its pest and future,
and to trace the processes of transmission and
rebuilding that occur within It. The subjects
are taught by faculty from severs humanistic
filds. aditions and Twts Is avallable e a
field of ocaoentration.

information on adlone and bxts may be
obtained from the Humanits, Arts, and Social
Splnces Information Center, Room 14N-40g,
23-4441.

Women's Studies Program

Women's Studies Involves a re-cognition of the
Importance of gender as an analytic category
In traditional academic disciplines. Subjects
ofered in this program provide students with
an alternative way to think about fields of study,
reading back Into those fields the social, his-
torloal, and cultural experlonoes and contribu-
tions of women. A Womerfs Studies perspeo-
the adds an important and long-nelsoted
dimension to tradtional humanists, psl'tifto,
and social solenoific discipines by reconstructing
standards for theory and methodology In fields
as diveres as biology, psycholog and Ulteiature.

Womerfs Studies subjects are designed to maim
womerfs realty visible whatever the ares of
study They often examine sex roles and gender
Identfy for men and for women at the ndvidu-
al level, at different times, and In different soole-
ties. They ask whether or not there are cultural
universals in the definition of gender. The cur.
riculum includes two core subjects, Introduo-
tion to Women's Studies and Contemporary
issues in Women's Studies, and a seleoton of
subjects from me. y departments at the institute,
Reod In the Special Programs asoon of Chap-
tar Vil. The program also oflers a Humanities
concentration In Women's Studies.

The program Is described In greater detal In
Chapter U. Further informantion may be obtained
from Dr Ruth Perry or Joni Seager, Room
14E-316, 2634644.

Sdersig~erv seaters administered within In

NO mdioolinar Vgir 1 ad11 minilisted withn
ScO" include the following:

Center for international Studies
Centerfor Materials Research in Archeology
and Utology
Statisics Center

Detaled descriptions of these centers can be
found In Chapter VL
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Department of Economlos

"eh rd11amuel Eokus, P.lD.
Ard intarnelonel Professor of

Heed of the Department
Stgniefiysche, Ph.D.
1010ee01r of Economics
Associate Head of the Department
(On leae, tal)

Ohler Jean ElanChard, Ph.D.
Pro1essor of Economis

Peter Arthur Diamond, Ph.D.
Profeeor of Economics

Rudiger Dornbusch, Ph.D.
Ford International Professor of
Economics

Henry tuart Farbe, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

FRankin Marvin Rehew, Ph.D.
Probesor of Economics

Ann Feler riedisender, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics and CMI
Engineering
Dean, School of Humaniles
and Sol Science

Drew Dougas Fudenberg, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Oliver D'Arcy Hart, Ph.D.
Professor of Economlos

Jerry Allen Hausman, D.PhlL.
Professor of Economlcs

Elhanen Heipman, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
Nielting)
Peter Wilkinson Howtt, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Paul Lewet Josho Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Paul Robin Krugman, Ph.D.
Professor of Economlos
(On leave)

Daniel Lie Modedden, Ph.D.
Elsabeol and James R. Kllian
Cle" of 1926 Professor
Proeissor of Economics

fncoo Mod~.anl, DJur..,
D,00o.00L, LLD.
Ineihute Professr
Professor of Economice
an Pinance

Miche Joseph Plorn, Ph.D.
MiteuiPfcfeeeor In Problems of

Professor of Economics

Jerome Rothenberg, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Richard ive Schmalsnee, Ph.D.
Professor of Manegement and
Economics

Abraham J. Seg, Ph.D.
Professor of Industrial Relations

Robert Meron Solof Ph.D.,
LLD., D.LN.
Inllitule Professor
Prolassor of Economics
Nielting)
Lance Jerome lylor, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
(On leers)

Peter bmin, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Later Carl Thurow Ph.D.
Gordon V Billard Professor of
Economlos and Management
Dean, Sloan School of Management

Jean Trle, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Martin Lawrence Weltaman, Ph.D.
Mbiul Professor in Problems of Con-
temporary Tbhnolog
Profesor of Eoonomlos

Aesoolele Profesr

Pana Cardoso. Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Economics
Meltng)

Jemey Earl Harris, M.D., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Economics

James Michael Polerbe, D.Phil.
Associate Professor of Economics

Garth aloner Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Applied
EconomIcs and Economics

WNiem Cody Wheaton, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Economics
and Urban Studies

Aseltt Mrello

Philppe M. Aghlon, Ph.D.
Asslstant of Economics

Robert Gibbons, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Ecnomloas

Denny Quah, Ph.D.
Asslstant Professor of Economics

AndZts L Sbeperd, Ph.D.
AssLant Profesor of Economics

JeMeyM Wokdridge, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

Senior LOOuer

Charles R. 1111e, Ph.D.
Principal Ressarch Assoclate and
Coordinator of Developing Country
StudIes, Energy Lab
19ing)

Adminiea& ve 011m

Pamela Philps, M.B.A.

ProfeM rWi

Morris Albert Adelman, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics, Emeritus

Sidney Stuart Alexander, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics and
Management, Emeritus

Robert Lyle Bslehop, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics, Emeritus

Edgar Cary Brown, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics, Emeritus

Evasy David Domer, Ph.D.
Ford International Professor of
Economics, Emeritus

Harold Adolph Freeman, 8.8.
Professor of Statisti, Emeritus

Everett Einar Hagen, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics and
Poltics Scence, Emeritus

Chades Poor KIndleberge,
Ph.D., D.H.C.
Ford Internatonal Professor of
Economics Emerius

Charles Andrew Myers, Ph.D.
Professor of Industrial Rel$tons
Sloan Fellows Professor of
Manag-ment Emertus
Senor Lecturer

Paul PIgors, Ph.D.
Professor of Industrial Relations,
Emeritus

Paul Anthony Samuelson. Ph.D.,
LLD., D.Ut., So.D.
Insitute Professor
Pofessor of Economics, Emeritus
Gordon Y 8illard Fellow



Department of Economics
(Course 14)

Undergraduate Study

EconomIs at study Of 8ll tos aspct Of
IndMdual and social activities that are related to
the cholc, the production, the distribution and
consumption of goods and services. In relation
to thes dcisons. econouics Is concerned
with the behavior and Interacton of Individuals,
private firms and other Institutions and govern-
ment agenoes Thus, economics contributes to
t understanding of mo~w Important sOiW
problems: changes in effioency and productiv-
ity, fluctuations In the overall levels of economic
activity and employment, Inflation, the efecte of
government deficits, the growth and the decline
of Industries, changes In foreign exchange rates,
Increases In International debtedness, and the
behavior of the centrally planned and the less
developed countries.

Courees are offered In the major areas of eco-
nomics: theoretical and applied analysis at the
levels of the Individual consume. the firm and
the Indutn as well as aggregate economic
activity, Industrial organization and health eco-
nomics, econometrics, pubic finance, urban
economics, labor economi A and industrial rela-
tions, comparative econonto systems, Interna-
tional trade and finance, economic history and
economic development

in addition to Its broad undergraduate program,
the Department offers a graduate program lead-
ing to the Ph.D. In economics. The introduction
to the School of Humanities and Social Sol-
ence found earlier In this Chapter describes the
Department In the context of the School and of
MIT

leoftewo of Salience in noonole
Course XIV
The Coures leading to the Bachelor of Science
In Economics combines training In techn
economics with opportunities for a broad and
balanced undergraduate education. Students
may choose from a diversified group of under-
greduate subjects and Are also encourage to
engage In Independent research.
The aims of the undergraduate degree program
are threefold: to give students a firm grounding
In modern economic theory for a basic under-
standing of economic processes; to provIde a
descripte knowledge of the US and the world
economy; and to develop In students the capa-
bilities for quantitative analysis and indepen-
dent thought These alma correspond roughly to
the requIrements In the Course XIV program of
theory, electives, statistics and econometrics
and research.
The requirements allow substantial freedom for
students in designing Individual programs within
economics and in balancing the programs with
subjects In other dIscipines. The large amount
of unrestricted elective tme ncourages stu-
dents to shape programs close to their own
needs and Interests. Students may select pro-
grams that concentrate on economics and
other social selencw or may combine econom-
los with other fields. "hey may emphasize the
relation of economos trd technology by chooe-
Ing their free electives n engineering and
science. Or they may combine their studies In
economics with courses In history and the
other humanities.
The successful completion of the degree pro-
gram prepares students for furthur study In
economlics or for careers In business adminis-
tration and finance, Industrial relationslaw and
related fields, and government
Although there are several satisfactory alter-
native course sequences, students who by
the end of their second year have taken 14.01
Principles of Mlorosoonomics, and 14.02 Prn-
ciples of Macroeconomics, can follow a program
that permits considerable depth In elactives in
their third and fourth years. 14.04 Intermediate
Mlcroeconomloe, 14.06 ntenrediate Mscroe-
conomics, and 14.30 introduqtion to Statistial
Methods In Economics, and 14.31 Economet-
rIcs, can be completed in the third yean. This
program sagefies the prerequites for all sub-
jects and prepares students for research on
their thess and In other elective subjects in
their fourth yar

The Department speoifies one science distribu-
tion subject and one laboratory subject, and
strongy recommnide that all students tale an
addiional subject in computer techniques and,
If professionaly interested In economics, further
work In mathemais,.

Ss0oes Of SeJ e i Oeno pnlos
C.urex)y
Degree requments appicable to the Clss
entrn MIT In September 1066 (Class of 1900)
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Graduate Study

bahsl r of Selene in woonious

Degree requirements applicable to Classes that
entered MIT prior to September 1986 (through
the Class of 1989):
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Entrance quiremients for Graduate
Shudy

The Department specifies the following prereq-
uisItes for graduate study in economics: one
ful year of college mathematicA including at
leat one term of calculus; one full year of
college work In science; at least six term sub-
jects in Engish, history and other humanities
or social science subjects (not In the candi-
dat's own professional field) equivalent to
those included in the undergraduate curriculum
at MIT; and an appreciable number of profes-
slonal subjects in economics for those qualified
students who have majored in flilds other than
economics. Applicants for admission who have
deficiencies in entrance requirements should
consult with the Department about programs to
remove such deficits.

MAster of Science in Isonomics

Under special circumstances, admission may
be granted to candidates seeking the Master of
Science degree. The general requirements for
the S.M. are given in Chapter IV.

Doctor of Philosophy

A candidate for the doctorate must
1) demonstrate a mastery of five fields of study,
one of which is economic theory, including
both microeconomics and macroeconomics;
2) achieve a specified level of competence in
economic history and econometrics; 3) submit
and defend a dissertation that represents a
contribution to knowledge; and 4) be in real-
dance for a minimum of two years. Three of the
five fields, including economic theory, are cov-
ored by the wrien General ExaminaUon. TWo
minor fields may each be satisfied by one year
of course work. The four major and minor
eletive fields may be chosen from advanced
economic theory, comparaive economic sys-
tems, econometrics, economic development,
economic history, finance, fiscal economics,
human resources and the distribution of income
and wealth, industrial organization, international
economics, labor economics, monetary econom-
ics, and urban economics.

There Is no required minimum number of grad-
uate subjects in the Department However, can-
dldates ordinarily need two full academic years
of study to prepare adequately for the General
Examinations and to meet the other pre-thesis
requirsmeits. The doctoral theals must be writ-
ten In residence. it typically requires two years
of research.

The Department has no general foreign lan-
guage requirements. When a foreign language
Is essential for full access to the literature In a
field of major Interest (for example, European
economic history, Russian economics) or to
thesis research, a language requirement is
imposed by the Department upon the recom-
mendation of the thesis supervisor or the Grad-
uste Registration Offloer. Such a requirement is
administered by the Department of Humanities
and can be met by satisfactory course work at
other schools or at MIT or by examination.

Students interested in developing professional
competence in economics and urban studies
may elect an interdepartmental program in the
Departments of Economics and Urban Studies
and Planning, which Is described in more detail
In Chapter Vi.

leahing end Research Alistantehips

A limited number of students are supported by
scholarship and fellowship grants as well as by
teaching and research assistantships. Tiploally
the asslatantships are available only to stu-
dems who have passed their general examina-
tions, but in special circumstances, research
assistantships may be held by second-year
students.

Inquiries

Addlional information concerning academic pro-
grams in the Department, admissions, and
financial aid may be obtained by writing to
Professor R. SEckaus, E62-373A, MlT; 50
Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-3362.
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Department of Humanitles
(Course 21)

Aritropcogy/Archaeogy
orgn Languags and ULteratures

History

Uterature

meo WfIbno Program

The introduction to the Schoolof Humanites
and Social Solno found erier in this chapter
describes the Department in the Iager context
of the School and oMI

The Departmento Humanities conists of a
number of autonomous sctions and programs,
each wth its own headquarters. There are
currently six such units: 1) Anthropology/

cha 2) Foreign anguages and tera-
ture,) 4) ULeture, 6) Music, and
6) "ln,

AN the proams In the Humanities provide
subects wIch hlpto satify the inOute Re-
qubement In Humaniles, Arts, and SOial Soi-
enoes, include Okblktdion Sul**t and
Paide of Genentrllm, and are avalable s
underpaduate degree uregsme In Course
)O0, either in combinaton with Engineering or
Science curricula 000- XXI-S) or as full
majors 000), described later in this sention.
Students interested in any of these degree
progams should consult an advisor In the
fled, and the Course 011106, Room 14N.o
407, MR; Cambridge, Massachusets 02139,
(617) 263-4446.

Jon Hoe, PhD.
Assoolse Preiseor of Antwopology
Proram Hsad

Meren Disln, Ph.D.
Prolsesor of Anropology
(On leave, sen)

jean Eliabeth Jackson, Ph.D.
Proessor of Anhropology

Heaer o iNon LohimnA MA
Professor of Archaeology and
Ancient11rohnolMs
AnolbogyDirector, Cenlor Wo Mehislew
Pesearch In Aroology anW

Arthur Selnbeu, Ph.D.
Asesooloe Prolessor of Archaeology

Sharon1bsesek, Ph.D.
Aoc*'t Possor of Anthropo*g
and SieOn TMcaohnologW and

Cyril Stnley amAh, SoD.
inegthie Professor, Emeritus
Professor of th History of
Solenes end & chnolo Emerius
Profesor of MWur Emeritus

An tPOgyAMrcheology

Anthropology studies humankind fom a com-
parnwtie pArspeoCi that emphalsie the diver-
alty of human behavior and the kiportance of
cuture in explaining that diversity. Wtl the
discipine encompasses the biological nature of
our species and the material aspects of human
daptaion, it taes s fundamental the Idea that

we respond to nature and nelural forces in
large part through cuture. Anthropolo .then,
is the study of human beings se ouklural ani-
male. Archeolog one of Its principal branches,
uses material remains to study cultures, often
over long tme periods. Cuiral aneropology
draws No dla irm Ith direct study of contem-
porary peoples iving in a wide variety of cir-
cumlances, from peasant viAgers and ropical
forest hunters and galhorers, to urban popula-
ione In modern so olls.

The Anthropciogy/Archaselogy Program at MIT
oiers students a broad exposure to the disci-
pine as well as an anthropological perspective
on problems and Imues relevant to other fields
in the humanties, social sciences, and engi-
nearing. it also provides more intensive intro-
duoftn* to areas of Soulty -rIWabon-, whiLOh
include social and poliosi orgmnadn, eco-
nomics and human ecolog religion and sym-
bolism, paleobotan% technology and materials
science, and the anthropology of art and solen-
Olc research. Geographical spOaltantions
include ancient and modern cutures of the
Americs, ancient oivizatone of th Mediterra-
nean and Near Es, and modem Japan and
Ow United Stales.

The scienoi study of technologies and materi-
ala fom ancient and contemporary non-western
sooitis forms a special field of research and

tecigfor tim Anthropology/Archaeology Pro-
gram. MITarchaeclbels, tegehrh coi-
Iegues In the Deoprtme of Scee
and Engineering and with anthopolists and
archeor l om six museums and univer-
siies in tim Sston ares, founded the Canter for
Materials Rsearoh in Archaeology and Ethnol-
ogy (CMRAE). The center, which Is directed by
MIT Anthropology/Archaeelogy facuA pdes
a focus for research, teaching, and graduate
training in ts field, and Is described in further
detal in Chapter V. Siudents may partioipe in
research projects by arrangement Wih do
appopr t aculty members.

The Anthropology/Arohaeology curriculum Is
divided Ino fhe goups which show the bream
of the field, with particular emphases. introduo-
torysutgdeols (21W.50-1.606) enoompass broad
topis such as human evoluton and archeO-
I methods. to"d Anthropology ub*ote

(21.611-21.632) deal wth a wide ranp of con-
crns about reigion and "o'o"r" oa l orani-
Wteon in moden comunne mosly in Lain
America and our own society The subjeits in
the eptn on nohnology and Cultural Context
(21.321.643) foue On various early and
modern technologies and how they relate to
their culural 5 p The Aroheeology sub-
je1ts (21.660-1 ) or O ancient oulural
equenS in owain regions owso ea topios
such as empieseand oites viewed in a crosw-
culural perspctsv. The subjects gven by
CMRAE are open only to graduate 01ude and
quaified upperlassemen and have prerequi-
aies; most of the other ogerings do not carry
prerequiste requirements.

Students taing a concentration in anhopol-
ogy are advised to choose a mix of subjects in
archaeology and culM anthropology thelp
from the program's concentration adyior.

rWW y sWubjects qualify for svr Inter-
coneontratone, Including Worst's

Studies, Latn American Studies, and "lbohnol-
og u Culure, and Devoipment"

Deree programs In Anthropology/Arclaesology
include joint majors In combinaton with a fitld
of engineering or solence (Course X. Course
)XI-S), as WON s a nmor intenke fu oin
Anthopolog/Archeoog (Ours )0), o
Degree Program Requiements. Subject 21.60
is aironoy recommended ass preiminary sub-
jet for these degree progrme (in addillon to
the requied progm of etudies).

Subject in Anthropology/Archaeology are
numberd 21 .60 trug 21A6W in Chapte VIL
Further inxfrmtn qn MOOjc end proulii Ma
be obtained kom the Anthroplogy/Ar g
PaipumOios, Room 205-131A, (617)

I
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Poso of History

Rihad Miller Dougs, Ph.D.
Professor of Hsty

Robert Miohsel logelson, Ph.D.
Pressor Of History and
Urban Otude

Loren Grahem, Ph.D.
Prolesor of dho History of
gIAien 0
(On ise, spring)
Robert ENvwrth MeoMaster, Ph.D.
Profeer of Hitory and UbLrature

rosMedel, Ph.D

HrW Anton Thrap Olsn Reiche,
Ph.D.
Pfessor of Classes and Phnocopy

Robet Iwin Robg. DAIL

Mrra Roe 8mt, Ph.D.
Prfessor of lhe History of
lischhlogy
(On mWe, sdng)

Arhur#Daniel Halsedn, Ph.AD

PhMs 6. KhourA Ph.D.
Ascolt rloessor of History
AeecWle ean, School of Humaniie

an oh inos

D d Sd aton Ph.D
Assoeft ProIfesor f Hitory
(On Ies el)
Wiem rmech AWtsn, Ph.D.
Associate Profaesor of Htry

Sush J. Dautsch, Ph.D.
AslInt Professor of History

(On ies e prn)
MichaelEL McGerr, Ph.D.
Assistant Rofseor of Hiwtory
<On WK gon)

Peter Cushing Perdue, PhD.
Alsoao Prfessor of History

Hward Rusesen Bergel, G. AM.
Preesor of Histor Emeritus

LyAmeod SWsetr rynt, AM.
Prfesor of History and American

tudie, oeriue

Thomas Henry DMnaeW honey Ph.D
Professor of Histrg Emeritus

Cyre tley Smt, cInW* tuta ftfes mts
Profesor of iHisory of
Sonce and bahnolog Emertus
Profsesor of Malshlus" Emerup

History i the study of the recorded peL Since
interest In the past l* closely nked with a
delre to understand the present the Ntory
curriculum at Mii I teirad in pArt to put the
modern world In historloel perspective. Sub-
j e the social, economic, and poltical

transformetions that shape te prsent; and
efforts are made to -suggst wsre traditional
assumpons remain in present-day poeO, soc-
ety and culture.

The curriculum seeks to enqourage both an
understanding of the human past and the
devlopment of lit necessery to extpre that
knowede effectively. Subject lstings are
divided into "asio Flds" wivch provide sur-
veys of scholarship organIsed by plaas and by
topic or period, and "SpecIal Subjects and
SemInars," w.lh are more Imltod In scope
and speclabed In fous. Osge 1 rsam in
History Include Joint meors in ombinagon
with a fild of engineering or eolsnce (Course
)XI-E, Couree X)-S), As we" s a more intn-
she ful mejor In History (Course 00). See
Degree Program Requirements.

Subjecte in History are numbered 21.350
through 21.491 In Chapter VIIL Further infer-
mation on subjeots and programs my be
obtained from the History Faculty Office, Room
E51-210, (617) 263-4g65.

Ain CherIs lbel, Ph.D.

Mrob"so of Utmnwmr
Albert Remiedell Gurns~ Jr M.PA

Louis Kampf, CA
Pissor of Lersture

1?ais Flodee Merrf, Ph.D.
Profesor of Lieratu
DW , Numenies
Undergr#Aduale 0"o
(On iSsrn

Df dThorbur Mh.,
PIrfessor of ULerabre

Cynthim Grilin W, Ph.D.
CIA" of 19 P1esor of Utrlsur

Peter sywel 0nas PhW.

DOW Mrgng elpern, Ph.D
AssWlsPofssor of Lterhure
(On se

John Hildlb idaP.D.
MdW*b Prof1so of ieriM

Am= SorsqC e Lang, PLO.
Assoolte Prolsesor of Literature

W"am J. PA, Ph.D
Assoele Pflessor of Lt"Otne

(N a*" WD er

Stehn ilsnw Teoh Ph..

A ~soolak"PrfssrOf Ulerahtr
AsIWProfes sor ofuerbsts

(On sirdng)

(Qnlmw-t

Minica L feamSeA
'Ad nMn90161 Oile

Wfitm Ch*e*Greers MA
Professor of Utaeiu, Eeritus
ThOyOrsWO, Jr AM4
ProAsor of UMersueM and
AnI dies medius

I
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The curriculum In Ilerary studies at MIT aims to
meet the interests of students who may be
drawn to iterary study only once ortWas at the
Insitute, and to provide a rich program of
study for students concentrating or-majoring in
Iterture. lb an extent unusual in an under-
gnaduale program, the curriculum lays empha-
Wla on interdisciplinary approaches to lierary
textsend on theoretical, generic, and thematic
subjects that range across geographical and
historical boundaries.

Every iterature subject offers signifioant oppor-
tunities forIndMdual participation In class
discussion and every subject Is centrally com-
mitted to Improving students' writing sklls.

A Suppement to this catalogue, available from
the Humanities Department offices, offers
detaled desorptons of all Ilerature subjects
and includes speiofic informaon about required
texts, writing assignments, and exams.

The Literature curriculum Is arranged In three
graduated categories or iers: 1) "Introductory
subjects" (21.001-21.010) focus on major iter-
ary texts grouped in broad historical and
generic sequens, a arying Humanities Die-
tribution credit. 2) "intermediatsgbjects"
(21.021-21.120) explore 1lterary formsIn greater
depth and center on historical period, literary
themes, or genres. Mot intermediate subjects
carry a prerequiste of amepio litary course,
but students are nouraedto consult Individual
Instructors about p3rqulslts. 8) "eminars"
(21.171-21.177), reeticled to students who have
talen at least two Previous subject in lra-
ture, encourage a greer degree of Indepen-
dent work such as oral reports and other special
projects. Enrollment in seminars is strictly iMm-
Red to a maximum of 12 students,

Cnoentratons In Literature are available In
particular genres (e.g., potry drama, fOction)
and in historical periode (e.., ancient studies,
19th-century literature, modern and contem-
porary Iltrature), as well as in popular culture,
media and film studies, minority and ethnlo
studies, Iterary theory and a range of national
literatures.

1he Uterslin Mjor. The Literature Faculty
ole a variety of maor programs, Including
joint maors in combination with curricula in
Engineering or Sowence (Course )- and
CourseX0-S) as iel samore intensive full
mjor program (Course )0). Per the ful maoe
three seminas are required as well as elecive
subiscts in four of the flowing lierary per-
ode: 1) Ancient and Classloal, 2) Medieval,
3) Renalsence, 4) 17th Century and Enighten-
ment, 6) 19th Century. The Joint maor requires
two seminare and letives In three of tswe
periode.

Subjects in Lterature are numbered 21.001
through 21.190 In Chapter VIIL Purther infor-
mation on subjects and programs may be
obtained from the Literature AM*ulty Ofnie,
Room 14N-306, (617) 263461.

MueI

John Hlohson, M.PA
Class of 1940 Prolessor
Profeor of Music
section Had

John La~olux Buftrlk, M.S
Proleso Of MUSIC
Dod Mayer Epdeln, Ph.D.
Professor of Music
Conductor of the MIT Symphony
Orchesa

11sphen Erdsl Ph.D
Probeo Of MUSIC
Marcus Aurelius Thompson, D.MA
Profesor of MuSIC

Barry Uoyd Wercos, D.MA
Professor of Music

Jaenre Owpo 111ambeqsMA.
Assoolate Pss of Music

Lel Edwin Undwn Ph.D
Assoolet Profesr of Music

Pter Chid, Ph.D.
Asslelent Profsesor of Music

EdwardlCohpMA
Senior Lecturer in Music

JohnOWe M.M.
Senior Lsolurer In Music
Dirsctr MIT Choral Solsty

Pela Wood Ambush, MM
Lecturer In Music

Betey suneigh, M.M
Lecturer in MusiO

Mark Harfe PhI.
Lecturer in Music

Martin Marks, MA
Lecturer in Music

Roland vzques, MA
Lacturer In Music

Cloudla Wn Canon MA
Leoturer in Music

Nancy ludsau Cavnagh, BA
Adminiatruilve Oficer

James David Christle, M.M.
Inatluts Organist

Klas Usopmann
Proftesor of Music, Emeritus
Director of Musl, Emeriue

Mulo

The Music Section offers a broad range of
opportunities to experience and explore the
field of music. A greatvarety of subjects is
given, ranging fom basic musicianship to com-
puter music composition. They ae arranged Into
five categores: Introductory, Hloryluwature,
Theory/Composion,l Performanos, and Seminuls/
1utori"is. Most students bgn with intduo-
tory subjecI but anyone with musical training
Is encouraged to begin with hilstoryillerature
or theory/composiion subjects, which oonst-
tute the nucleus of the progrm. Gradute
credit Is available for nearly all of the seminare
and tutorials,

A symphony orchestra, choral grous, concert
and jaa bands, and chamber music groups
are an integral part of MIrs cuIurale and of
any sludent's musical development, no maler
what technical proficlency they posses. Ace-
demic credit Is available for some performance
activities and instrumental study Audfitne are
held at the beginning of each term.

The music faculty comprises profeselonal com-
posers, performers, historans, and theodls,
whose indMdual interest in the confluence of
hielor% theory and performance is senti to
our Integrated music progam.
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A full degree progra- In music is avaiable
under Course XXI. For students interested in
combining the study of engineeing or science
with humanities, joint majors in Course XX-E
and XXI- provide the opportunity to pursue
special Interests. (See Degree Progam Require-
ments,) The full major program Includes four
subjects in composition, three subjects In his-
tory and iterature of music, and two subjects
in performance. The joint major includes two
subjects in each of these areas. Students
wishing to enroll in any of these degree pro-
grams should consult the Malor advisor in the
Music Section no later than the beginning of
their junior year.

Students who declare music as their major
must have demonstrated proficiency in instru-
mantel or vocal performance and In harmony
and counterpoint Seniors in the Full Major
participate In a tutorial program in preparation
for a eneral Examinationi those In the Joint
Major take a Senior Music Seminar EspecIaNly
qualified students may be permitted to substi-
tue a thesis on an analytical or historical topic
or an original oompsetim for the General
Examination or Seminar

Subjects in Music are numbered 21.60 through
21.6g9 In Chapter VIII. Further information on

'subjects and programs may be obtained from
the Music Section Ofies, Room 14N-434, (617)
253-210.

The 1Wng Progmn

Kenneth R. Manning, Ph.D.
Prfesso of the Hisor of Scienc
Progrm Head

Eit Eig Chodakowe, Ph.D.
Professo of V1llng

James Para' Ph.D.
Assooat Prfesso of Technical
Communlcaion

Haet RM Ph.D.
Associale Professor of W"tng

Robin Becke, MA
Assistant Professor of Wiling

Marcel La Foles, Ph.D.
Assistant Profesor of ftng

Marun Richardnn B.A
ANIsant P essorof W

Rosaind W ism, Ph.D.
Assistant Profesor of W
(On leave. pring)

Joe HeIdemen. MAA
Adlunct PrAIesor of Rl

Htng

Htng

ion

lions Karmel, .B.
Senior Lecturer in tWing

Edwrd C. Dael, Ph D.
Lecturw In VMing

Steven Strang, Ph.D.
Lectuer In fMeng

Charles PuNer, D.M., D.M.Ed.
AdmInletratlw oioer

Jaest H Murrai Ph.D.
Principal Rsearch Scientist

Phip N Alexande, M.D.
Roemrch Associate

Robert Reyncids Rathbone, &M.
Professor of Tfehnical Communloation,
Enerfus

The Wtng Progiran

The MIT ftiting Program providestudet the
opportunity to experiment with writing as
craft and as a means of self-expression. The
Program help prepare st to communi-
ate the result of their work forcefully And
clerl to members of their profesions and to
larger audiencs. All sbet In t program
emphasize the development of ting skills
and strategies. Some subjects, Including those
at advanced les and thae ofedf distri-
bution, require substantial reading.

Subjects in the Programs three areas - 1) Expo-
ion and Rhetoric, 2) Creative iting, and

3) Science and lbohnicai Communication - are
taught at basic, int dl, an advanced
leivels. Ali subjcts require repeated witing and
revision. In addition, manuscripts e typily
discussed In workshops and reciv the Written
commentary of the instructor. Students are
encouraged to schedule private conferences
with their Instructors.

Concentrations In Vating stablish a course of
intensive study for prose, poetry, and fiction
writers, or for engineers and scientiste who
expect writing to play a key role in their career
development.

ee Programs in ling, The Course XXI-E
a XXI8 ting Major program require a

combinaon of subjects In science or engineer-
Ing, an area of writing, and a related field of
humanities, arts, or social sciences. The Course
XXI full mor In W0"ng offe students the
opportunity to focus on a singe area of the
writng *urdculum - xpoltion and rhetoric,
creative writing, or science and technical writ-
ing - in conjunction with thetudy of a related
field in the humanitis, arts, or social solences,
The full m (o ) In Science Joutnalism or
lTehnical Communication Is always accompa-
nied by another degree program in engineering
or science. SeDegre Program Requirnents.
The degres requirements are flexible, and stu-
dents must work out Indivdual programs with
their advisors.

The Sfng Mqubumenudents may satisfy
Phase One of the wrting requirement by earn-
ing a passing grade In any of several ntroduo-
tory writing subjects. Additinal details may be
obtained from the 0ffce of the 01" Requir0e-
ment (263-3039).

Wtel Clft, The MIT Writing Center ogfrr
*ae inddua writing oonsullafn on an appoin-
mnor 4n basis to all members of the MIT
comunity. In addition, the center gives mini-
sessions each semester on a variety of writing
topics, and also ofers workshops for people
for whom Engish lea second language. For
further iormadn, na The WMtIng Center
(263-300).

CWSu .,9 awg meg0. The Science
an Thical Communication staff of the wdt-
Ing rogru supports an interdepartmenta pro-
gram of witing Instruction jointly with the
undergraduate and graduate departments In
the School of Engineering.

Subjects In YMtin are numbered 21 .730 through
21.799 in Chapter VIN. Further Information on
subjects and prgrm may be obtained from the
Offing Program Office, Room 14110, (617)
26894.



Degree Program
Requirements

Pull Joi eand Double-egree Mh ring

For students who wish to pursue their humanis-
tic studies extensively and $ an advanced
leveI two basic types of degree programs are
available. The first, Course XI, constitutes a
AA major in any one of seven fields of the

humanities. The seCond, Course X0-E or XXI-S
is a jMMnt major which combines work In human-
ities with work In engineering, science, or
psychologyFurthe, a student pursuing either a
fgN or joint hIAor may obtain Interdisciplinary
competence on a larger scale by adding a
separate major in any other Course of study
available at MT as part of a dquble-dgree
arrangement. In faot, one version of the full
maio, that In Science, T9ohnology, and Society
(STS), may be taln only In conjunction with
another degree program In Engineering or
Science. Descriptions and speclficalons for full
and joint major programs follow

estlor of Solence in Humanities
Course X00

This program provides a full major in any of the
following fields:

Anthropology/Archaeology
Foreign Languages and Literatures (in French,

German, Russlan, or Spanish)
History
Literature
Music

Writing (Creative, Expository, Science
Journalism, or Tschnical Communication)

Science, bohnology and focilty (ST8)

The required curriculum consists of eight to
eleven subjects in the chosen dieolpline plus
four subjects from a related field of humanities,
arts, or social sclenoes. Depending on the field
of epecaleaftn, the course of study may include
special Introductory or advanced seminar
and a senior thesis or general examination.
Faculty advisors In each of the disciplines help
students to arrange programs suited to both
their Interests end professional objectives.

A msllsr of gensral course XXI pctos subjects used Io meet
mew=r .. u sae"owe..mer...o-oM2Rw.
bulon fetqlrmsnt, and lie Laboratory nucLirement may not
be included in lie 5-subject Eungnesring or soisnos como
nent of X-acrX .5. Only 1 subjetO being used to meet lie

Olstrium slentn cfili HumanileArts, and Socli sot.
ngso uinrOMnmay tounted toward lie Hunanee

cmo et thSes agee progra.

Temw ,me' orm Isusuelytormd...lnaehesecond
dgemisie cfthe hiumnilla arts. or sociel solenes in specoli

assmeayr togegers ubjets fom dierent eoapinse to
torn soollhemnt grouping.

lachelor of -cienc, In Humanites
cou,.. 01

Degree requirements appicable to the Class
entering MIf In September 19806 (Class of
Igg0) and subsequent Clsasss:*
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Minor i Hufmntise, Arts, and Social

Beginning this year, the Schools of Humanities
and Social Science and Architecturs and Plan-
ning will offer formal minor programs in dealg-
nated areas within humanities, arts, and social
solences. This new curricular option wiN be
designed to give all undergraduate students
the opportunity to follow a structured course of
study in a particular field by completing a
program of six approved subjects,

The curriculum for a minor wlN be constructed
upon the bass of the present Humanities, Arts,
and Social Solences Requirement, with a rela-
tively modest additional commitment of the
student's time to the School of Humanities and
Social Science, and with no Increase In credits
required for graduation. Fulfillment of require-
ments for a minor will result in the formal desig-
nation of the undergraduate degree with a Minor
In a specific area of Humanities, Arts, or Social
Science.

For Information on this new program, please
contact the School of Humanities and Social
Science.

inuies

Additional information concerning degree pro-
grams and other opportunities In Course XXI
may be obtained from Professor vis R. Msrrit,
Director of the Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences Oiince, Room 14N-406, MIl: Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-4446.

Bachslor of Solsnce in Humanilles
Course 300

Degree requirements appicable to Classes that
entered MIT prior to September 1986 (through
the Class of Ig8g):
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Department of Linguistics
and Philosophy
(Course 24)

Undergraduate Study

As Its name suggests, the Department of Un-
guistIcs and Phiosophy houses a Ingulscae
section and a philosophy eeotlon. Though they
share a number of Intellectual intereets, these
two sections are administratIvely autonomous
In that they have separate chairpersons, facul-
ties, admIssions procedures, curricular and
degree requirements, and financial aid programs.

The linguistics section offers a program leading
to the Doctor of Philosophy In Unguistics. The
Master of Science degree is awardrd only In
exceptional circumstances. There is no under-
graduate degree program In linguistics, though
the secton does offer undergraduate subjects
that may be taken as electives by any student
or as part of the Course IX Cognitive Science
and the Course XXIV Language and Mind
programs.

The philosophy section offers two undergradu-
ate programs leading to the degree of Bachelor
of Science In Phlosophy, as well as a program
leading to the doctorate In philosophy. These
programs are described In detail in the follow-
Ing paragraphs.

The Introduction to the School of Humanities
and Social Science found earlier in this chap-
ter describes the Department In the larger con-
text of the School and of the Insttute.

Bachelor of Science In Phisophy
Course XV

Philosophy aims at analysis and crIticism of the
concepts and principles fundamental to the
scIences, to our commonsense view of the
world, and to our modes of valuation. The
study of philosophy is thus appropriate for
those who enjoy thinking carefully and logically
about basic Issues, for those who seek per-
spective on a scientific education, and for
those who wish breadth of educational experi-
ence prior to entering professional programs
such as law or medicine.

TWo programs are offered leading to the degree
of Bachelor of Science In Phiosophy. Pogram
1 Is designed to provide: 1) famIlarIty with the
history and current atatus of the main prob-
lems in epistemology, metaphyhics, and ethics:
2) mastery of acme of the technical skils
requisite for advanced work in philosophy;
3) facility at independent philosophical study;
and 4) work at an advanced level In an aIMed
field. A relatively large amount of unrestricted
elective time is avaliable so that students can
devIse programs aulted to Individual needs and
interests.

Program 2, called the program in Language and
Mind, addresses itself to topics and problems
related to phIlosophy, psychology, inguistics,
and artificial Inteligence that do not fall neatly
Into any one of those fielda. Central among
these topics are the nature of language, of
mental representation of knowledge, and of the
innate basis for the acquisition of such knowl-
edge. A core set of seven subjects Is required
for the purpose of teaching students the cen-
tral facts and Issues In the study of language
and the representation of knowledge. A further
requIrement of specialization within the program
of four additional subjects In one of the fields Is
designed to ensure preparation for graduate
skdy in either philosophy or psychology or
lingulatics. Usts of subjects In phIlosophy, Nn-
guistlcs, psychology and artificial Inteligence
which may be used to sadsfy the restricted
elective requirement may be obtained from the
Department

Bachelor of Science In Phblmphy
CouMrXV
Propm 1

Degree requirements applicable to the Class
entering MfT in September 196 (Class of 1990)
and subsequent Claees:*
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Graduate Study

The Department olive two programs leading to
the degree of Doctor of Phloophst one In
linguistcs and one In phllosophy

Donnor of Phileoply i .nguigtice

The linguistics section offers a demanding pro-
gram leading to the degree of Doctor of Phflos-
ophy In Ungultios. The normal course of study
Is four years. Including the weting of the dis-
sertation. The orientation of the program Is
highly theoretical, its central aim being the
development of a general theory that reveals the
rules and laws that govern the structure of a
given language and the general laws and prin-
ciple. that govern al natural languages. The
topics that form the core of this program are the
traditional ones of phonology morphology syn-
tax, esmantics, and historical lnguistis; but the
program's Interests also extend Into questions
of the Interrelations between linguistics and
other disoiplines such as philosophy and logic,
literary studies. mathematics and the study of
formal languages, acoustics. artificial Inteli-
genoe, and computer science.

Approximately eight to 10 students enter the
program each year in a highly selective admis-
sions process. The Department does not require
that applicants have taken any particular set of
subjects or that they be trained In any particu-
lar discipline. Instead, applicants must present
evidence that they are able to engage In serious
study of complex subject mater. Examples of
such evidence might be mastery In depth of a
language or group of languages. e.g., classical
Greek, Semitic, Japanese; or work, academic
or nonacademio, of high quality In a relevant
area, especially If it required considerable appl-
cation, Imagination, or Ingenuity.

Al students In the linguistics program must
complete a set of required subjects unless they
have acquired adequate preparation elsewhere.
A program of studies in a minor field Is also
required In order to broaden the student's
educational experience. Before degree candi-
dates begin their doctoral research they are
required to pass a comprehensive General
Examination, in conformity with Institute require-
ments. Students must also demonstrate com-
petence in two foreign languages.

The following subjects are normally required of all
doctoral candidates In linguistics, unless they
have obtained adequate preparation elsewhere:

24.942

24.951
24.961

24.952

24.957

24.958
24.959
24.962
24.969

24.970
24.973
24.992

Toplcs In the Grammar of a
Non-Indo-European Language
Introduction to Unguletics 1: Syntax
Introduction to Unguistics II:
Phonology
Introduction to Unguistics IN:
Theory of Grammar
Introduction to Unguistic Theory
at an Advanced Level
Unguistic Structure
Workshop In Syntax and Semantics
Advanced Phonology
Workshop In Phonology and
Morphology
Introduction to Semantics
Topict In Logic and Semantics
Survey of General Unguistics I

One of the following:
24.956 Introduction to Unguistics IV:

Universal Grammar
24.964 Theory of Phonology
24.979 Semantic Theory

Before students may begin their doctoral re-
search they are required to pass a comprehen-
sive General Examination which Is composed of
two parts. The first part is a written examina-
tion consisting of two substantial papers on
topics chosen In consultation with members of
the faculty Usually one paper Is on phonology
or morphology and the other on syntax or
semantics, but it Is possible for one or both
papers to treat the Interaction of two topics, for
example the Interaction between syntax and
semantics. In conformity with Institute regula-
tions, the second part of the examination Is oral.
it deals with topics treated In the candidate's
written examination but Is not limited to these
and probes Into the candidate's competence in
linguistics In general.

Every candidate for the doctorate must com-
plate a program of studies In a minor field, the
purpose of which Is to broaden the Interests
and capacities of the student In areas other
than those of his or her major Intellectual-
objective.

Doctor of Phieophy in Phiosophy

The program of studies leading to the doctorate
In philosophy provides courses and seminars
In such traditional areas as logic, ethics, meta-
physics, epetemology philosophy of solenoe,
philosophy of language, philosophy of mind,
aesthetis. social and political philosoph% and
history of philosophy. interest in phlosophloal
problems arising from other disciplines, such
as inguistics, psychology mathematics and
physics, is also encouraged.

lb enter the doctoral program, students must
have done well In their previous academic
work and must be formally accepted as candi-
date. for the degree by the Department of
Unguistics and Philosophy. Although there are
no formal course requirements for admission,
applicants. must saesfy the committee on admis-
sions that their preparation In phlosophy and
allied disciplines is sufficient for undertaking
study of philosophy at the graduate level.

Before beginning dissertation research, students
are required to take two years of course work
Including a proseminar in contemporary philos-
ophy which all students must complete in their
first year of graduate study. Students are also
required to pass general examinations and
demonstrate competence In the following areas;
value theory logic, and the history of phoeoply,

interdisciplinary study is encouraged, and can-
didates for the doctorate may tale a minor In a
field other than philosophy Options for minors
Include psychology, linguistics, and logic. Stu-
dents who elect one of these options will be
expected to complete three approved graduate
subjects In their minor field. There is no general
language requirement for the doctorate, except
In those cases In which competence In one or
more foreign languages Is needed to carry on
research for the dissertation.

Inquiries

Information regarding undergraduate or gradu-
ate academic programs, research activities,
admissions, financial aid, and assistantships
may be obtained from the Department of Un-
guistics and Philosophy, Room 20D-213, MIT
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617)
253-4141.

vs .1I
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Department of Political
Science
(Course 17)

Undergraduate Study

Politcal science is concerned with the system-
atic study of government and the political pro-
case. Within the discipline, scholars analyze
the development, distribution, and uses of pot-
cal power; the determinants and consequences
of various forms of politiol behavior and sources
of political conlict; the ways In which conflicts
are both Intensified and resolved; and the rela-
tionahip between the Individual and the state it
Is a discipline of special Interest to scientists
and engineers who must understand the politi-
cal system within which they live In order to
evaluate their Influence upon that system. it Is
of Interest as well to those students who are
considering careers In public service or uni-
versity teaching and research.

The Department has a research-oriented fac-
ulty which welcomes the association of both
undergraduate and graduate students In ongo-
ing research. Among the major features of the
Department are: 1) an emphasis on empirical
methods and research training; 2) a concern
with lssues of public policy, particularly In the
areas of arms control and defense, science
policy, urban affairs, health, communications,
population and migration, and foreign policy;
3) comparative studies involving the United States
and other advanced Industrial societies, the
developing countries of the third world, and coom-
munist countries; and 4) a stong InterdIscipinary
perspective which Incorporates poitcal soology,
political psychology, political demography, and
economic and poltical development

The Department offers degree programs at the
bachelor's, master's, and doctoral levels. The
introduction to the School of Humanities and
Social Science found earlier in this chapter
describes the Department in the larger context
of the School and of MIT

Bchelor of Suisnos in Polilical cience
Course XViN

The political science curriculum for underWad-
uates combine* professional social science
training with opportunities for a broad liberal
arts education. Students are able to choose
subjects from a wide range of both undergradu-
ate and graduate offerings, and they are also
encouraged to engage in Independent research
projects. in addition, the Department sponsors
a variety of flidwork programs In governmental
agencies at all levels.

The undergraduate program prepares students
for study In political science, law public policy,
and related fields, and for careers in govern-
ment, business, law research, teaching, or
journalism. This program is also designed to
give students, whatever their career objectives,
an understanding of political Institutions and
processes. Some students went to focus on
poitical systems themselves; others choose to
concentrate on the political aspects of public
policy focusing on such lssues as transporta-
tion, health, or arms control. Both of these
perspectives are found In the program.

Subjects are offered by the Department In the
following fields: political theory, American poll-
tics and pubio poict urban politics and policy
science and public pocy, defense and arms
control poicy political psycholog political devel-
opment, poNtical communications and behavior,
comparative polits, and International relations
and foreign poicy Students' indMdualized pro-
grams are worked out with the assistance of a
faculty advsor

The Department believes that every political
science major should have the experience of
conducting and writing at least one substantial
research project, a requirement which Is ful-
filled by the senior thesis. Each undergraduate
chooses a thesis advisor In his or her area of
Interest The student then registers for Pre-thesis
Reading Seminar In the fail term and for Thesis
in the spring term of the senior year.

In addition to the thesis, there are numerous
other opportunities for students to pursue
research Interests. For example, a student may
wish to take an independent reading subject In
an area for which no formal subject Is being
offered. Also, students are eligible to receive
academic credit or Hmited funding for expenses
or wages through the Institute-wide Undergrad-
uste Research Opportunities Program. Students
should consult the Department's UROP coordi-
nator to discuss specific projects.

Bahelor of Solinoe in ollicul Science
Course XVil

Degree requIrements applicable to the Class
entering MIT In September 1986 (Class of
1900) and subsequent Classes:*

General Mies1a Resaemen t 17 uTsnied

Sclence RsUt"emen
Humanies, Arts. and Social Soenos Reqairment [3
ubectsan be satfed by sAect In te Depatntul
ROW"I
Solence oDflbution Requirement'
toendary Requirent

5
.S

MIA. Subjects 17
PLUS

-rnI -Prep" unn

nedadW OUtiSOW 1s
17.913 Pre-tmele Reading Seminr (9 unrt)
17.ThU Undwegmdute PoWincel Slence Thesis

(" " e11S Units)

Nonney 9 ubjects dMded s foows:
& Atleast one subject eht provide eoaur in dept to
each of te foNowing four s of po06 i enl:

P P hilosophy
Amerian Peay
A Non-Amewln or nwransonl

Publo POeoy
b. RW addilonal pa" ScWn ublet
speoine WWubleAneVin

c nert should be Oan in
consultlln wili fa culty advysor
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1.00 introducon to Computers end Engineering Prblem Sov-
ing end 1430 introducIon to MSt.a Method in Economlcs

resuggelsd.
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Graduate Study

Bachelor of Science In Political Science
Course XVil

Degree requirements applicable to Classes that
entered MIT prior to September 1986 (through
the Class of 1989):

mensed heodWW requhrents TOMd unite

Science Requirement 6o
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
Requirement can be Satisfied by subjects In the
Departmental Program, plus appropriate
subjecta totaling 45
Science Distribution Requirement' 36
Laboratory Requirement 12

RAquied subjeta. is
17.913 Pre-thesla Reading Seminar (9 units)
17.ThU Undergraduate Political Science Thels

(at least 9 units)

Rmsatsitd Elettmee at leas 11
Normal 9 subects divided as follows:
a. At least one sublect that provides exposure in
depth to each of the following four aspects of
polical clence:

Poetical PhIlosophy
American Pot
A Non-American or International

Perspective
Public Policy

b. Five additional political Science sublects
Specific subtects satifying
these criteria should be chosen in
consultation with a faculty advisor.

Unratricted Elactiese 100

Ibi Uis Reqird for the . Do"e 380

The Department of Political Science offers work
leading to the Master of Science In Political
Science and the Doctor of Philosophy.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate Study

There are no absolute prerequisites for admis-
slon to the graduate program, but students are
expected to have taken at least six term sub-
jects In English, history, and other fields of the
humanities and social sciences. It Is recom-
mended that candidates for the doctoral pro-
gram take at least one upper-level subject on
the history of political thought and one term of
statistics. Candidates for master's and doctoral
programs are advised to take undergraduate
subjects In areas relevant to their special fields
of interest, for example, Introductory econom-
Ice for work In public policy; languages for area
studies; science or engineering subjects for
study In science, technology, and public policy;
and mathematics for work In defense and
arms control.

Master of Science In PoItIcal Science
and Pubic Policy

This program Is Intended both for mid-career
professionals and for recent college graduates
Interested in career-oriented training for posi-
tions In government, the media, business, bank-
ing, research institutes, and nonprofit Institutions.
The program may also be suitable for students
who think of working toward a Ph.D.

Four public policy fields are offered within
this program: 1) Defense and Arms Control;
2) Science, Technology, and Public Policy;
3) Communications Policy; 4) International
Development. Each specialty is structured so
that each student takes one or more subjects
on the policy process, methods of policy analy-
sal, and substantive policy Issues.

Students from a wide variety of disciplinary
backgrounds and professional experience are
welcomed. For mid-career professionals, at least
eight courses are required for the S.M. degree,
plus a thesis. Students without professional
experience are ordinarily required to take 12
courses, plus a thesis. Students are expected
to enter with or acquire an Intermediate-levell
competence In both micro- and macroeconom-
Ica. The department places great importance
on tailoring programs to meet the particular
competences and needs of students. Interested
students are encouraged to write to us about
their interests or personally visit the depart-
ment. The general requirements for the S.M. are
described in Chapter IV.

Mustsr of Science In Poitical Science

The Master of Science Is intended for students
who are concerned with developing skills in
applied research and who are seeking careers
In public service. The masters program empha-
sizes Intensive preparation In a single field of
study. Students wishing to concentrate In any
of the specialized fields offered In the S.M.
program In Political Science and Pubic Policy
(described above) should apply to that pro-
gram. Students Interested In other fields offered
by the Department should apply for the S.M. In
Political Science. Applications should describe
the field In which students wish to specialize.

Subjects need not be restricted to those offered
within the Department, but the entire program
must meet with the approval of the students
advisor. A thesis Is required. See Chapter IV for
the general requirements for the S.M.

Acocelerated Mster of Science in Political
Science

The Department offers a five-year program lead-
ing to the Bachelor of Science and Master of
Science, awarded simultaneously. This program
Is open to MIT undergraduates only. it allows
the student to plan for a single combined
S.B.-S.M. thesis written during the last three
terms at the Institute. Undergraduate Institute
requirements may be completed during the
fifth year of the program.

Doctor of Philosophy

Candidates for the doctorate must prepare them-
selves in four approved fields of study. Two of
these fields (the required-field of political analy-
sis and one other) are normally satisfied by
completing stipulated subjects or demonstrat-
Ing achieved competences. The remaining two
fields are the focus of the student's General
Examination, written and oral. The student Is
also required to present and defend an ad-
vanced research paper (Second Year Paper)
prior to the General Examination. Established
fields Include poitical analysis, political com-
munication and behavior, American government,
comparative politics, communist studies, de-
fense policy, science technology and public
policy, International politica and foreign policy,
political and economic development, concepts
and methods, urban politics, West European
politics, Latin American politics, political demog-
raphy, and others.

1.00 Introduction to computers and Engineering Problem Solv-
ing and 14.30 introduction to statistical Method in Economics
are suggested.



Applvsd combinanens of soMe of these fluid
to-~e *0 amwnomle iuduimanagement

socisings dsl psyhclogp or isolnoe and
engetedng sIWdas# soa-. adewno ew

enoupraged to tehe subjecis in other MIr
d -atmne COmseltraon afrangements

also permit enrollment in mubisol taught in the
Grduats School of Arts and Solsnoss at

Hurrviunherlly and in ens of Hrvards
other graduate schol

of shady cobinin adced

ment, or other doclet Gdlnce flud with pO110Io
osea al winmed.o Pseemple, eaome

peicel atertos students hase -eeoe pro-
gramse aroundthes ntrdclkwonry fluid of com-
munlolona pdo* Graduate work In this fluid
at Mlis decribed In nore datuM In Chapter
VI. A condldWquliqailons for Interdl*olpl-
nary programe must indicalt promise of abqty
todewelop lrulM new nes of inquiry on prob-

lem touching the rlanonhp of goernment,
human befelor, sclence, technolog and the

Guided fluid esearch and loes worktng Ie
with faculty members engaged in maior re-
search atMiss areressed.

amh ng - tsearchAuinthp

Financial asistence ia aenhi to quafied
appicante in the form of reearch assistant-
shis, gjduob. triWnehpe, and a Smited num-
ber of felowshse, subject to te avabllty of
fund. Research aselsteant work udder faculty
superviln an projects adminisltered by the
Department and through MIr aglatd research
ftantes such as the Center for.internatonal
Studes, the Joint Center for Urban Studies, and
the Center for 1schnologf Pokin and industria
Development (described in Chapter VI). In addI-
tion, advanced graduate sludents may qualfy
to beocome teaching asaslants.

RAAddlonsl Inform aton regarding academic andl
research program In the Department, admis-
alone, assisltntuhlse, financial , eto., may be
obtained from the Department Head, Professor
Donald L M. Blackm, E653-470, Mfl; Cam-
brIdge, Massachusetst 02130, (617) 253-5262.
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Program in Solence, Technology,
and Society

(STS)

Wnth Kenleton, PhD.
Andrew W Meon Profeqeor of

Menn Development

Preissers

Donald Laurence Morton Oiaslan,
Ph..
Professor of Pot al Solence
Head, Department of Paiocal Solence

Lowi R Graham, Ph.D.
Proissor of ft History
of Sclence
(On leave, spring)
Gerald Holon, PhD.
Professor of he Hislory of Solence

(elung)

Carl Kayen, Ph.D.
David W Sinner Profesor of
PMiosl Econoamy

Evelyn Fox Kalle, Ph.D.
Professor of te Soiology of Sclence
Mling)

Thomas Samuel Kuhn, Ph.D.
Laurence &. Rockefeler
Professor of Philosophy and
History of Soience

Kenneth Rogere Manning, Ph.D.
Profesor of the Hitory of Sience
Leo Mrx, Ph.D.
WItam R. Kmnan Professor

of Amerloan Cultural History

Michael Joseph Pore, Ph.D.
Mibuil Professor in Problems of
Contemporary1ohnology
Profeseor of Economics

Merrl# Roe Smith, Ph.D.
Professor of the History
of 1chnology
(On lIe, spring)

Leon 1Ting, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautlos
end Astronautlos
(On leave, fall)

Charles Wnr, Ph.D.
Professor of #e HIstory of Sience
and lohnology

A980011a. Prefeseer

Louis Lawenos Bucolarel, Ph.D.
Associale Prolesor of Engineering
and Taehnology uiesa

Peter luck, Ph.D.
Assoolets Prolessor of the
Sookel Sudy of Science

Emma Roh d. MA
Aseociate Professor of lehnnolog

So09ty and Rhetoric
(On leave, feI&M

Charles R"dsrio Sabsi, Ph.D.
Assoit Professor of Social
SOence

Sharon lrawelk, Ph.D.
Associat Profesor of Anthropology
and Solence, 1chnology, and Society

Sherry Roxenns iride, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Sociology

Pr P e erm Assoiate

Victor MoElhsn% BA

Prinlpal b Rserh Sclen'ist

Kolb Talpia, PhD.

Prfesser Ir
Elting Elmore Morleon, A.M.
Elzabesh and James Kilian
Class of 1g26 Professor,
Emeritus

Wllr Aller Rosenblh, ing. Rad.
instiute Profsso, Emeritus
Provot Emsrius

Jerome Bert WIsne, Ph.D.
instiute Profewe, Emsrltu

Preident Emertus

The Progam In SIence, 'oahnolog and SoWI-
ety (MTh) focuse on the vWyeIn t#lfh eden-
f, technlogl and sowW acaolrs InWefact

to dhpe moder We The Prcga bfngstgether
humaihe, sOWal and
natural plentil, a t tncending
the boundae of theIr d' in a joint
search for new iuights and new waya of

Mahi solence and engineeing students.
The goal of the Program IW to set up a forum to
explore the relaonanhip between what eoen-
lt and engInee do and #0 construint

nds- , and feponme of oiety The ntdu-
tion to the School of Humanies and Socal
Solence found earier In this chapter detssdbe
the Pfogram In the larger context of the SchoO
and of Mit



Undergraduate Study

Engineering and science students are inoreass- A coherent sequence of five eleto ve subjects DOule n
ingy seeking to understand tbe social and must be arranged to provide an understanding 0111,0 1 1, - ewith a
historical contaxis in which they will work and in depth of one of the following Ilsid* thst COX"0h0o 0Curse
the socalo onsequences of what they we do in compris 8Th and some familiarity with the
their proissionalcareers. STS subjects help other two: Degree requirements appiable to the Class
them think redloally and oreatively about the a) Social and Historical Studies of Science and entering MT in September 1G (Class of
intellectual, moral, and socl lisues raised by Technology 10) and subseqent Clasee:*
the rapid growth of science and technology in b) 1bohnology and the Organiation of industrial
the 20th century. Sootieus Iaoftc) CultWal Dimsnslons of Wolenos and bhnlogy
STS contributes to undergraduate education at
MIT in several ways. it ogere general subjects
to introduce sciace and engnwing studenIs
to broad social and intellectual perspecOMe.
on their fluids. It also offers mOrs apeclaiat
subjects In three areas: the SOcl and hiatori-
cal study of soleno and technology; technol-
ogy and the organization of Industrial socOetes;
and cultural dimensions of science and tech-
nology. Within each of these categories, stU-
dents can choose both introductory and more
advanced subjects.

All STS undergraduate subjects may count
toward the institute Requirement in the Human-
Wes, Arts, and Social Solences. The Program
ofers a number of Humanities Distribution
subjects as well as a Fied of Concentraion.

Double -ee Proeram

For those students who wish to integrate their
professional study of engineering or science
with a rigorous treatment of its relation to sociall
and historical forces. STS omers a double
degree program through Course XXI in cooper-
ation with the Department of Humanities and
several departments in the Schools of Engi-
nesring and Science. The object of this degree
program is to give such students the fun techni-
cal and scientific education provided by a
science or engineering maio, and to enrich it
with complementary studies of the historical
and social contexts in which science and tech-
nology function.

Students in this double degree program must
complete all the requirements of their technical
mors as well as the Course XXI requkrements
described as follows. Altogether they must
complete 460 units of study to receive the two
S.B. degrees.

The Course XXI degree requirements in STS are
specified in the foliowing chart. The two Read-
ing Seminars (STS 130J/21.901J and STS
131J/21.902J) are designed to provide a basic
grounding in the study of sclence, technology,
and society.

in the Project Seminar (OTB 132J1/21.3J), to
be taken in the third or fourth yearA tudents
reexamine from an oS perspecoe a labors.
tory project, or summer job experienes in the
solences or engineering. The Project Seminar
provides training for work in STh in much the
same Way as laboratory subjects do for engi-
nesring or science.

In the Thesis or Design Project (21.ThU), stu-
dents expand their senior technical thesis or
design project to include the social egects and
historical contexts of their work. in cases where
an Integrated study is not feasIble, two eparate
but related projects may be considered.

Students must submit to the fegibar a petition
which Indicates the desire to work for this
double degree. The peitn must be approved
by faculty advisors in the two appropriate
departments before studenis complete the entre
program. Students who take a normal load of
subjects may require five years to complete this
program, but the majority of double degree
candidates finish their work in four years.

Solence nea e@

Requlement Ii bul e IHumanlaes
Olalrbumon eisole een be eseead by S=nleWn
I "'depatn"'enl praan0wn

Sclence Ole n -rmn
Laboreery nedsmen

5

5
5

suel" 17
suuS

nessed subisem 45
mule (21.11) -1 i na

Raging semine in Humjnle, solenoa,
mndThonology laendi oSTer13o/21.oU14
and S1xJ21.SO) -1 s unni e
Proet Semoner (WS 132J11.aOs - 9 units

AoohowdmnV of fve dlotos vfwhete
(d leac 45 UnlW dron Ovrm t vrcula
f ciamt "roporevweerhw of munge

and Wer depitmnente weams pproplea.
Three orees tubistoe must be in One of

fa slewen f t and san muo be I ob
ofi th WMO:
a) BMon id H11110" l ud"e Of

b) lhehnology and 11e Orgenlzaon of
industri SOes

e) Culurl oneane of Scine

'"Feleow teaeWO loab (at MW N uts) I a

or Woul rat

Uaat hnce ameammrseWll
lheeiedSteeemente as.5

00 eweg IMmmwdej bamri

hmalwMenegulme win

In Coaumnle - lsd eM Sevaliaere DeseeeSe
seen; tedlln fIeasomamete ei

-me dese requfreente apploante tclsse dig enCeed
hIT prior to September IMn ea gien at t, end of t
deoalpn of se dearnenre undergduseprishom
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Sludents who wish to Integrte sudie in STS,
Humanlie, and Bon toEgneiM on ths
emNIr scoal of a sinO doegs progam should
onsidler this oplie. The poaminofudes a
goup of esdclay ate ts ogeed
by WS and heo Deparbnpit ofHumsnlWs
whio prole a Ios for Intdlelpinery work.
Cenbal to this core le a yar-lng reading
seminar (STS 130J/21.O1J and OST 131J/
21.0gJ), taught by faculty members ftm Th
and Humanitle, which mmines interkaton of
science, tschnologg and culture through Criti-
cal dicouselon of maor works.

The six elective subject In STS/Humanltse
requited for the degree may be taken from the
curricula of Humantes, ST6, and other depart-
ments when appropriate. They muat form a
coherent grouping thet Includes at least one
basic sublot in the history of soience or
technology and one subject treatng the cutural
dimenslons of soience and technolog and
that has clear relevance to the sclsntno/
technical field forming the other component of

t program.

Further detai on the requrements for thie Joint
degree program may be found under the
Department of Humanities-

Clow oft wt a
Sles... ~

Degree requiWrents aippoebie to Classes that
entered M~Ipers to September 10g6 (through
the Ca of 190:

Sdsn~*mM uw

eSnunuFSnSt es ~b
OWee aso" asene t

aalnwoeaeseessagasa ue
Labufiery fsmauftl 1s

als utlieThi) -sal

Thes t0n. - it wa
Nmel atsw -i aqwUss 5ihl
M en snler in amrSt, saPnos,

Onw I1IJ*1.5oA -1 was
Melect -snr (am5 132JM21.9014 -O ne

Ammgies os de vjlw
Wi %W 45 UMis OM" ban ft aanloef

ywMomvapftmigM06 n GopialThesiase male md idbe I ab
U.,fi,'em-.-enenn e -iw

a) looml ed )Iioilul Shels ci
Solnos and %eneMg

ftw WAsOMWM"nsn
hiiwW t"d Nw~wSMawo

H-' - n*" 10

No"a U00 Of uenwis usn

Td oet hne wan fo TM sb

slas 41.

usesseseessies45e

Te ofrs seeral graduatelee subiects in
addlon to retting and research semInrsa
Gradue suders we encoumped to pwrlb
sob In inculty resenfah prcs"Is, Woi depart

mNala -n snty can alruee eseNlal
ononatian or minor flidsIn 8V8 as prt of
thsir dese progrm Such arrangemente
hae been made with ludnte In the Depart-
ment of Pcal alenos and Soonomie ier.
sled In the history of solencs and telnalog

solenoe and pubi poiog or the compamfw
atudy of advanced industrial scolels. 8Th has
provided financil assletance for some of ts
eludents. Yexpect these intsrdepartmsntal
armngsmnts to expand. Interesd students
may also tahe advantage of the opportuniy Mit
oilers to arange dooloral progame supervised

by an ad hoo commite of fcuty members
from 8TS and one or more oher departments.

Addiional informaion on the Program In Sol-
oMc, 1bohnlogp and Soclety may be obaIned
roM Professor fenneth fAnlion, Room a1-110,

MIT; Cambridge, Maseachusena 02139, (617)
263-4082.

For deleled descriplions of subjecle in Solence,
lohnologM and Soolets see STh 101-46 In
Chapter Vl.



an n Sh of Mnagemnt
Mrna wmont (Curas 15)

The Sloan Schopi of Management, founded in
19o as the School of Industrial Managenwnt,
is the oulgrowth of a pioneering curdculum
"rganisedat MIT In 1914, which combined
management and engineeding eduo0on. Sinos
thorn sarly years, Course Xv Management, has
pnMded this unique pattern of educaton to
Mf's undergrduatee. During this perdmary
of the lnatiute most distnguishedgraduals
made their reputatons managers and bAi-
ness leaders. Howeve, the gift of Alrd P
Soan, Jr. in 196 ws the lnmrfk in e*MlWIeh-
Ing a new lev' and a broader scope In man-
ogpment educatIon at MT and much of the
dtory of management education at the Institute
has been written since then.

The Sloan School now oilers an undergladuate
program leading to the Bachelor of Solene In
Management Science; graduate programs lead-
ing to the Master of Soience In Management
and the Doctor of Philosophy; a one-year Aled
R Sloan Program In executive development
leading to the Master of Solence in Manage-
ment; and a nine-wek Program for Senior
Executives In execuie development. In addi-
tion, the Sloan School partilpates with the
School of Engineering In the Interdepartmental
Management of Tchnology Program, leading
toea Master of Solence In the Management of
1bhnology verihe pest seral years the
School has developed a large number of sum-
mer subjects deoained primarily to meet the
needs of practiolin professionals in the various
areas of the School's program.

In is efforte, the Sloan School is committed to
educatng enterpries managers - men and
women who have the will to manage and to risk,
who can deal with complex systems, who have
inight into themeees as well as othere, who
understand the total environment in wIllch they
Ehe, and who continue to learn. In fulfilling this
commitment, the School provles students with
a sold grounding in the academic disclinge
relevant to management - economics maths-
meti, and the behavioral sciences - and
develope their awareness of the multlple facets
whch characteie Important management prob
tems, from technical data to human factors.
The School also endeavors to teach students to
make decisions and to move decshely and
responsibly In an increasingly complex world.
The opportuntes for such graduates in a
society full of challenge, both social and techni-
cal, are substantial and growing In fields which
include Industrial management and the man-
agement of technology health services, edu-
caton, and pubic and urban affars.

V
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In additon to educaie men and women for
mehagemenf, the Slas School Is equaly cor-

milged to rearh dirotld at nw undertand-
ng of and beter salutns to management
m 1bgether, reearch and educaton

One mutualy renforoug goa and e School
Is confident of the contnued Impact of work
don st Mfr in the lds of management and
management education.

Oics of the Dean

Laster C ThUrow Ph.D.
Gordon Y Weaird Proegor of
Managemnt and Economin.
Dean

Anodo Cubltos HIx Ph.D.
Ale San Profeseor of

Do" Dean

loseor 8

Thes John AMen Jr., PhAD.
GordoN Y Gafrd An
Pra r o Moonaent

t. 0eld Seayn, Ph.D.

Pa ahology an Mansamet

Arnold Irwin Iunme Ph.D.
Professor of Opemknn Reserch and

EmM R~ Uim PhAD
ProfesOr of Appfed Booncmloe

Gbd iohard MWan PI.O
Probisear of Manaegmnt Solns

Peter rowne, Ph.D.
Proessor of Accounutng
Mahmng fe
John C cnCox Ph.D.
NomursAbs of Finos

rank J. Peboi, Ph.D.
Proiegeor of Aooounf*g

Ming)

Jay Vight oWeter, DEng.
Germeshauen Poessor
of Management

Sphen C. Grss, Ph.D.
Ptoleseor of Management Science
John Richard House, So.D.
Profeesor of Management Sclence
(On iese)

Arnado Cublios mx PhAD.
Aled R Soan Profeesor of

Depuy Dean

Donald Wam Huam, Ph.D.
Profeor of Management solenos

Henry Donen JaobA Ph.D.
Proleseor o enagament

Hoard WAel Johnmon, LLD.
speo eouly Profe"
of Management

Gordon Mayer Kauhen, D.BA
Profeesor of Operelens Peearoh

N Management

Thomas Anton Kochen, Ph.D.
Professor of indutrala Rsiona

Donald Roy LeausdA, PD.
Proeeor f ate m nManagamwt

John Dunen CoutMss PhA
G o igied1k t-nhr
Profeseor of Mantgemlesed

Thomas Le Magnan , PD.
George SEstan Prilssor of
M -aea Sclenos

Ocslr -sssn Reero an nter

Prlsesor of h w o
oet COX Marion, PD.

J.C.sPennay Professor of Manlagemant
(On leae)

FMao D.u

Profeeor of Fitanc and

Myce

Of Phum
of Mntance
(On lewe)
J. D. NyhArt, J.D.
P-osesor of Management
end Owen ENineering

James Oftger Or . D.
PRofessr of Management Giens and
operalons nesserch

Robert tehen PndK Ph.D.
Pr esOr of Applad Eonomios

WUem Rank Pound, Ph.D
Prolessor of Management

WEsi leer Roberts, Ph.D.
Detid Rora Ao~essor of
Mangemsnt of lohnalogy

Edgar Henry GOhain, Ph.D.
8lon enmie Proesor
of Management

Richard Lee Sohmalaneee. Ph.D.
Profesor of Management and
Economics

Mihel Stwart Boo# Morton, D.BA
Professor of Managauint

Jrmy rank Sho,% PhD.
Profesor of Opeonsoeeearch
and Management
(on emm)
Abraham J. Segel, Ph.D
Protegeor of induatinal Relations

AMn John &K, PhD
Erwin H. Schal Prolaesor of
Managemen

Norman tanley Stearns, M.D.
= of Helh Management

Sloan School of Mafnagement
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Robert A.1bggrt, Jr. Ph.D.
Profeegor of PAnince

Howard Thoms, Ph.D.
Profesor of Management
M(ing, feil)

Leter C. Thuroaw Ph.D.
Gordon Y 11llard Profeesor of
Management and Economlo
Dean, San School of Management

Glen Lee Urban, Ph.D.
Profeegor of Management
Solene
John Estin an Mamnen, Ph.D.
Proeor of Organlutnal
Psychology and Management

Eric Arthur von Hippel, Ph.D.
Profeesor of Management

Roy Elmer Walech, Ph.D.
Prglessor of SlllotO and
Management solan

Codirector, tis Center

A rhlte P lhor -

John Siaphen Carroll, Ph.D.
Assoniale Priseasor of lehavioral
and Poy oenoe

Randall DWve, Ph.D.
Aaoolate Professor of Management
Solence

John Joseph Donovan, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Management

(On leave)

Robert Michael reund, Ph.D.
Eieha Grey N Career Development
Associate Professor of Management
Science

John C. Henderson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Management

Chl-fu Huang, Ph.D.
Assoclate Professor of Anance
(On lea")

Judth Ann Lachman, Ph.D.
Asociate Professor of Management

Suart Eliot Madniok, Ph.D.
Assoclate Profesaor of Management
Solence

Thomas Wendelf Malone, PhD.
Dougas Dane Career Development
Assoiate Proiesor In Irformadon
1-hnolog and Management

R*nleh MehrM, Ph.D.
Asooliate Profseor of Anance
Meing

Paul Oserman, Ph.D.
Associal Profesor of Management

Thomas A. PoyWer, Ph.D.
Aseoclate Proesor of Internatonal
Mangement

Juis Jacobo Rotamberg, Ph.D.
Assocle Profeasor of Appied
Economics
(On leae)

Garth Walone, Ph.D.
Aeeoaiate Profeseor of Appied
EconAce and toonomlcs

John D"d Stormen, Ph.D.
Associalte Profesor of Management

Thomas Martn oar, PhD.
Associale Pfofeeor of Applied
Economlos

Robert J. fhomas, Ph.D.
Associale Profeemor of Organiaalonal

DorofU Eleanor We4tres Ph.D.
Mitubkel Career Development
Associate Profesaor In InternaIonal

Manchak Anthony Wang. Ph.D.
Assocblte Profeesor of Management
Sclence
(On leave, fall)

Assistant Poeosms

Deborah Gladsein Ancona, Ph.D.
Aeelant Profseeor of Organeiatlonal

Ravi ahushan, PhD.
AesIOaNt Profeesor of Aooountng

WuAln Chu, Ph.D.
Aselsteant Professor of Management
Soience

Michael A. Cuaumano, Ph.D.
Aelselant Profesor of Management

Charlee Harry PIne, Ph.D.
Aeelelant Professor of Management
Solence

Kenneth A. Root, Ph.D.
Asletant Profisesor of Applied
Economlos

Paul Heal Ph.D.
Anfeant Pnbassor of Management

rank Robert (aniee, Ph.D.
Aeelalant Profeesor of Management

Chre Kmee, Ph.D.
Asetant Profeesor of Management
Balance

Don Naphill Kleinmunt, PhD.
Aeslelant Profesor of Organiuelonal
Shan

Lode U, Ph.D.
Aseletant Prolessor of Management
Solence

Use M. Lynch, Ph.D.
Aaeletant Profteor of induetrisl
RAIelaons

Deborah L Marino, Ph.D.
Aelstelnt Preeeor of Management
Sclence
Patricia Co~len O'Brien, Ph.D.
Aislelant Profeeeor of Management

John Emery Parsons, PhD.
Aeslant Profseor of inance

Michael A. Rappa, $A
Asistant Profesor of Management

Piere Regibaau, u"ene
Aseletant Professor of Management

Nancy Un Rose, Ph.D.
Aalefant Profesor of Applied
Econonic
(On leave)

Dad Scharisein. PhD.
Aaaletant Profesor of Management

Michael Edmond lsao, Ph.D.
Aseletant PRfesaor of Management
Science

N, Venkatraman. PhD.
Aesletant Professor of
Manaemon

LaWrence M. Wein, M.S.
Assistant Professor of
Management Swc

MsOuploiiers

James SuMn Hakilan, Ph.D.
AunCt Proteesor of Management

Mary R =o", Ph.D.
Aunct Profeesor of Management

Senior Gemer
SM. NeIl RPnlelstein, M.D.

Peter P G. Ph.D.

Michael R. Harty, PhD.

Rchard Alexander MaoKinon,
M.BA

Jegry Alan Meldman, Ph.D., JD.
Asooilte Oean for Student Agbirs

John R"lok Rockart, Ph.D.
Director, Center for
Informaion yaeme Research

Wseven H Star, D.BA

DavId 0. Wood, 9.8.

JoAnne INeS, Ph.D.

Albert Andrew Marooft, Ph.D.
W Sandre NicIe, Ph.D.
Maryann Y"erle Ploboweli, MA
Glort Schuock. Ph.D.

Achinielme

Sandra N. Anthory
Coongneaor, Progrm for Senior
Exacutlvee

Juan Panoes Anderson, AA
Adminibalhe Aeollan

Jan AugUn Scook M.BA
Area Coognator

Js~w AlAI Uarks, Ph.D.
Afeoolste Dean for Bohelors and
Mae rogram

Harriet Loules Bane#t, M.Ed.
Maeters Progam Advisor

Donna Marie fthmer, M.Ed.
Assocalet Dean for Rnance and
Adminiebas on

Leo ancie Srlod% 8..
Systems Progammer NI

Rosemary unilco, BA
Managing EM toban Angement
FleVw
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Nell F Bukley, Jr., M.BA
Administrative Manager

Sharon Ann Cayle BA
Coorintor Ph.D. Program

Eleanor Chin, B.A.
Administrative Assistant,
Executive Education Programs

Sarah W Cliffs, B.A
Assistant Managing Editor, Sloan
Anagement*eiew

Paula Budlong Cronin, S.M.
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lhe Sloan School of Management ofers an
undergraduste degree program based in the
field of management science. it Is particularly
Well **d to students who wish to understand

within the ontx of
funemnte dsclins ad.where appopri-.

als, with quantitative rigor and precision. The
progsm provIde a strong preparation for grad-
uate study In management, whi& at the same
time esuring an advantageous market pool-
tion for stydents seeldng employment directly
upon gaduation.

In recent years, the field of management sad-
once hes pOwn rapidly In conjunction with
advances in -omputer technology In methods
for o' lsotng and ettucturing large quantities
of dai, in mathematical programming, and In
the idhing of sophliosted mathematoal mod-
els, These advances have become Increasingy
appicable to the solving of difficult problems In
busines government, and other pubic and
private organisations. The Sloan School's
undergraduate program develops necessary
competence i th underlying discipines of
mathematicel programmisg and modeling, eta-
tids, and computer technology. It also pro-
vides a strong background in the asociated
dsolpines of managerial psychology and-eco-
nomics. it then demonstrates appications from
a variety of functional areas of management
Beyond til, each student selects an option (of
four subjects) in one spoclaiued area such as
informetlon systems, operatons research, mar-
hWong research, or behavioral science.

A number of unrestricted eleotives I Included
In the currioulum and these can be devoted to
a variety of career or personal objectives. Stu-
dento ho takeubfgeats In additional functional
aras of management can usually complete
requirements of the Master of Science In Man-
agement i one year after completing the Bach-
elor of8Scence &ipw h ManagementScience.
Substantial exposure to an area of phyical
sconce or engineering, In addition to an edu-
cation In management, can be achieved by a
technically oriented elective program. Students
ot wih broder nal education are encour-
aged to tale additional subjects In the humani-
tiests, and social sciences, beyond the
kialute Requirements. Appropriate selection
of electies should permit a student to meet
admission requirements of medical, lava or
other graduate schools,

Inquri-

For additional Information on the undergraduate
curriculum and referral to appropriate faculty
counselors, students may consult the Under-
graduate Program Office, Sloan School of
Management, Room E52-1 19, MIl; Cambrige,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-2931.
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Degree requirements appicable to the Class
entering MIT In September 1986 (Class of
1980) and subsequent Classes:*
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Graduate Study
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Degree requirements applicable to Classes that
entered MIT prior to September 196 (through
the Class of 1989):
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The Sloan School of Management offers oppor-
tunity for graduate work leading to the degrees
of Master of Science In Management and Doc-
tor of Philosophy.

Entrance nequreents for Graduate

Applications are welcome from college gradu-
ates In all areas of concentration - the human-
liles, the social sciences, the physical sciences,
and engineering - but applicants must have
completed formal courses In differential and
Integral calculus and In macro- and mloroeco-
nomlcs. The minimum level of preparation Is
normally a one-year course In economic the-
ory and a one-year course In calculus. If these
subjects have not been taken In a previous
academic program, they may be covered by
formal courses prior to enrollment in anticipa-
tion of diagnostic examinations given at the
beginning of the first term at the Sloan School.

AI applicants, including those from foreign coun-
tries, must take the Graduate Management
Admission Test (GMAT). Information Is available
from the Graduate Management Admission
Council, Educational Testing Service, Princeton,
New Jersey 0641. The January test Is the
latest one appropriate for admission the follow-
Ing September. GRE scores are not required
and may not be substituted. Appicants whose
native language Is not Engish, and who have
not received a degree from an Engish-language
university must take the Test of Engilsh as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL).

Master of Soence in Managernent

Degree candidates are admitted In September
to a program of study extending over two
academic years.

The two-year Sloan Master's Program offers
students with or without previous work experl-
ence a comprehensive education In manage-
ment, as well as the opportunity to develop
competence in a particular area of Interest that
may lead to positions of either general execu-
five responsibility or technical leadership.

The program folows three distinguishable though
closely related ines: theoretical studies, applied
studies, and practical exposure.

TheoretIcal studies aim to Improve the student's
understanding of certain fundamental phenom-
ena and relationships that characterize the
changing world In which managers must oper-
ate. The principal fields covered by these stud-
les are economics, behavioral science, and
quantitative methods of aelysis. The Sloan
School was a pioneer In fting these rigorous
disciplinary subjects Into the curriculum of a

graduate business school. Although by now
many comparable schools have followed this
lead, the School continues to be distinguished
from most of its counterparts by the Importance
it attaches to developing the student's basic
powers of analysis and by the emphasis it
places on understanding the economic and
social environment In which organizations oper-
ate. This Inclusion of rigorous work In the basic
discipines of management has served the grad-
uates of the School well In dealing with newly
emerging and Increasingly complex professional
challenges.

Appled studies, which occupy the bulk of the
student's time In the second year of the mae-
ter's program, ink the theoretical studies to the
practical problems faced by managers. The
Sloan School offers an unusually wide range of
applied flids. the principal ones being Account-
ing; Applied Economics; Corporate Strategy,
Polc and Planning; Finance; Health Care
Management; Human Resource Management;
Industrial Relations; International Management;
Management Information Systems; Management
of Technological Innovation; Marketing; Opera-
tions Management; Operations Research and
Statistics; Organization Studies; and System
Dynamics. Many subjects are taught In each of
these fields, and the curriculum allows stu-
dents considerable choice. This flexibility
enables students to construct either a general
program that Introduces them to many of the
applied fields, or a speciaied program that
permits them to study one or two of the applied
fields In depth. Students are thus able to design
broad programs If they are Interested in Imme-
diate entry Into general management careers,
or more specialized ones if they seek expertise
as a means to higher level management respon-
elbility. In either case, students acquire basic
knowledge and skills essential to general
management.

Practical exposure to management takes place
in the Sloan School through a variety of activi-
ties. Students In the master's program are
expected to spend the Intervening summer
working in some activity that wll contribute to
their understanding of and ellectiveness In
dealing with management problems. During the
academic year some master's candidates work
as paid research assistants for members of the
faculty or become Involved with them In the
consulting activities that they carry on for gov-
ernment, firms, and other public end private
organizations. In addition, many students choose
topics for their master's theses that Involve
research In the practice of management In
particular organizations, Industries, or sectors.

I
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The thesls, an MIT requirement for the Master of
Science degree, is a major component of the
Sloan Maser's Pgram. it ofers students, under
the supervision of their faculty advisors, the
opportunity to practice newly acquired man-
agement skills in the exploration of a single
topic of particular Interest Each thesis normally
represents the original contribution of a einde
student, although In the case of collaborative
research, joint theses are also encouraged. A
third dimension to the thesis concept Is the
"project" thesls, in which faculty members
engaged in research actMves that lend them-
selves to teamwork may offer groups of stu-
dents the opportunity to explore portions of the
overall study with each student reporting on a
specific phase.

Doctor of Philosophy

The purpose of the Sloan School's doctoral
program is to prepare students for careers In
teaching and research or for nonacademic
positions requiring advanced research and
analytical capabilites. The doctoral program
provides the opportunity to combine In-depth
work In theory with work In broadly defined
"applied" or "functional" fields.

A candidate entering with a bachelor's degree
should be able to complete the program in four
years. The first year is devoted to work In the
"basic disclines" of management and to pre-
liminary work in the students major and minor
fields. The second year Is primarily devoted to
the major and minor fields. Rnally one to two
years are required for the doctoral dissertation.
A candidate entering with &i' advanced degree
may be able to finish In less time depending
on previous experience in research.

9redib equirenent. The basic disciplines
referred to above are behavioral science, eco-
nomcs, and quantitative methods. Students may
demonstrate competence in each of these
"breadth" areas by passing a quaifying exami-
nation or by successfully completing subjects
speolfied by the Ph.D. Committee. Entering stu-
dents with formal preparation in these dIsci-
plines are encouraged to take the qualifying
examinations In September. when they enroll,
so as to avoid unnecessary delays in progress-
ing through the program.

Mor and Minor Meld. Candidates must mas-
ter the literature, theory and application of a
major field of concentration as well as a minor
field. Succesosli completion of this requirement
Is determined by General Examinations. The
major fields currentiy available in the Sloan
School are the following (although individually
constructed majors are possible):

Accounting
Managerial Economics
Finance
Health Care Management
Industrial Relations
International Management
Management information Systems
Anagement of Technological Innovation
Marketing
Operations Management
Operations Research and Statistics
Organization Studies
Strategy and Policy
System Dynamics

Most doctoral students enter the program with a
fairly clear idea in mind of a major field of
concentration, and It Is typically an "applied
field." An appropriate minor field is then
selected - a theoretical discipline that provides
a foundation for research in the major field.
The following are examples of natural and usual
combinations:

Maor loid Minor Meld

Rnance Economics

Industrial Behavioral
Relations Science

Marketing Statistics

Operations Operations
Management Research

Organization Behavioral
Studies Science

System Economics
Dynamics

There are no rigid subject requirements for the
major and minor fields. There are normal groups
of subjects for the standard flelde, but subetltu-
tions of other eubjecte and Independent study
are possible. Regardless of the maor and minor
fields chosen, a plan of study designed to
prepare the student for General Examinations is
worked out by the student and his or her
faculty advlsor(s) and submitted to the Ph.D.
Committee for approval at the beginning of the
spring term in the student's first year.

General aminalidna normally are taken in
September of the third year of study, after
completion of the breadth requiremen, major
and minor field couree work, and a research
paper (see below). The exact form of General
Exame varies from area to area and may involve
written examinations, critiques of research
papers, or review papers on prescribed topics.
In all cases, the last stage is an oral examina-
tion covering both major and minor fields.

Research. The Sloan School Is deeply commit-
ted to research, and the philosophy and struo-
ture of the Ph.D. program reflect this profeslsonal
commitment There are two separte research
requirements: the research paper and the thesis.

A substantial part of the student's work in the
iatter half of the first year and In the second
year is devoted to an independent research
project. The topic, design, and execution of the
project are left to the student while advice and
criticism are provided by a research advisor
and other interested faculty Upon completion of
the project, the student prepares a document
which, after the evaluation and approval of
faculty members, is published In the Sloan
School's Working Paper Series.

The doctoral dissertation consists of significant
scholarly research in some area of manage-
ment Close working relationships with senior
faculty are established early so that the theels
can be defined as a manageable project as
early as possible. Candidates typicaly require
one to two years of full-time work to complete
their theses.

Tlfin Apprenticshi

Since the graduates of the doctoral program are
almost invariably involved in teaching, whether
in a university or In other organizational set-
tings, there is a Teaching Apprenticeship
requirement for the degree. Each candidate is
given partial responsibility for conducting a
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Programs for Executive
Education In Management

Sloan School subject The apprenticeship offers
an opportunity for working closely with a faculty
member who can provide constructive feedback
and counsel. The apprenticeship Is normally
undertaken In the third year of study, after
General Examinations have been passed, but
may be completed earier If a suitable teaching
opportunity Is available.

Langquage Requirenent

There Is no language requirement In the Sloan
Schools doctoral program, although In some
cases the student and his or her advisor decide
that further study of a foreign language Is
necessary If the student Is to work effectively In
his or her major field. This Is usually true, for
example, In the field of International Manage-
ment.

Felowship, leaching and Reserch
Aselsantahips

Except for some limited funds to aid needy
minority studeuts, fellowships for graduate study
In management are given only to doctoral degree
candidates. Al graduate students who have
completed a year (or sometimes a term) of
graduate study In the Sloan School are eligible
to apply for the approximately 100 part-time
research and teaching asalstantshIps available
each year.

Inquiries

For master's Information, call (617) 253-3730;
for doctoral Information, call (617) 253-7168.
Additional Information oonoerning graduate pro-
grams, admissions, and financial aid, may be
obtained from the Graduate Programs Office,
Room E52-112, Sloan School of Management
MIT Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

Aled R Sloan ellows Program

Each year the Alfred R Sloan Fellows Program
admits approximately 50 mid-career executives
who have demonstrated potential for filing posI-
tions of more general and senior management
responsibilty In the future. These men and
women are sponsored by Industry, government,
and other organizations (or they may apply
Independently). Approximately one-third of the
participants selected are from abroad. The
12-month Program, providing regular classroom
work plus close contact with business and
government leaders here and abroad, Is taken
In conjunction with the regular graduate pro-
gram and leads to the degree of Master of
Science In Management

In 1975 the Sloan School Initiated a Health
Management Option within the Sloan Fellows
Program, aimed at mid-career to senior-level
health-care practitioners, educators, research-
era, and administrators. These health profes-
slonals participate fully In all aspects of the
Sloan Fellows Program.

MIT Program for Senior Executives

The Program for Senior Executives Is an Inten-
sve nine-wek course of study designed for
the senior-level executive already In or prepar-
Ing for a position of major managerial respon-
sIbIlity. Enrollment In this non-degree program,
offered in the fall and spring of each year, Is
lmited to groups of 50. A one-week trip to
VMahington, DC, to visit pollcymakers In the
Federal government Is an integral part of the
Program.

Inquiries

Detailed Information about these programs may
be obtained from the Executive Education Pro-
grams Office, Room E52-126, Sloan School of
Management, MI; Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-7166.
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School of Science
Applied Biological Sciences Earth, Atmospheric, and

(Course 20) Planetary Sciences (Course 12)
Biology (Course 7) Mathematics (Course 18)
Chemistry (Course 5) Physics (Course 8)

Our continually Increasing understanding of
the physical and biological worlds opens up
new possibilities of applications for the benefit
of humanity, and helps us to better appreciate
the world In which we live. Today we are
Increasingly dependent on science for the knowl-
edge that allows us to solve practical problems
and to find better ways of providing for the
world's needs.

falning In science provides a firm basis for
many types of careers. Scientific training Is not
only needed for teaching and research but also
provides an opportunity to enter many other
professions. Students with bachelor's degrees
In science often go on to medical school, law
school, business school, and other professional
schools, Including engineering. Science has, of
course, contributed In the most fundamental
way to the advancement of technology, and
technology has contributed Importantly to the
advancement of science. At MIT, the relation-
ships between science and technology are espe-
cIally close and mutually reinforcing.

The sciences and mathematics form an Intellec-
tual continuum, but for administrative purposes
they are divided into six departments at MIT
There are many Interrelations between the pro-
grams of these departments, and the interde-
partmental laboratories help to form a bridge
between fields and to provide contact with
applications.

At Mn; the biological sciences are represented
by a wide range of disciplines including cell
biology, microbiology, biochemistry, Immunology,
molecular biology, cancer biology, metabolism
and human nutrition, toxicology, and blochemi-
cal engineering. The biological sciences have
undergone tremendous changes since the dis-
covery of the structure of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA). The Center for Cancer Research
and the Cell Culture Center are Interdepart-
mental laboratories which are closely related to
the Department of Biology. The Whitehead Insti-
tute for Biomedical Research Is affiliated with
MIT, and its faculty members hold faculty
appointments In the Department of Biology. The
Clinical Research Center Is an Interdepartmen-
tal laboratory that Is closely related to the
Department of Applied Biological Sciences.
The Whitaker College of Health Sciences, Tech-
nology, and Management has joint programs
with the School of Science.

The physical sciences deal with the widest
range of physical phenomena - from the
shortest distances between particles Inside the
nucleus to the greatest distances over which
we learn of the structure and substance of the
universe from astronomy and astrophysics.
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In pIWic at Ml the four main areas are
astrophylics; experimental nuclear and particle
sWhles; aid state, laers plasma, and atomic
phyaios; and nuclear and particle theory. A
great deal of pfelos research Is carried out In
the various Interdepartmentallaboratories Nated
here.

In the Department of Chemistry, research and
education are carried out In organic, inorganic,
physical, analytical, biologIcal, and biophysical
chemistry and In chemical physics. These aol-
enOes are heavly Involved In Industry, and
many graduates find their careers In apploa-
tions as well as in research.

The earth sciences include geology geochem-
letry geophysics and planetary science, and
meteorology and physical oceanography. The
Increased understanding of plate teotonics has
revolutionied our views of the past and current
changes In the structure of the earth, The
increased use of computers In atmospheric and
oceanographIc models has revolutionized our
understanding of circulation. The MIoace Astro-
physical Observatory and the Wllace Geo-
physlcal Observatory provide opportunities for
education and research, as do various interde-
partmental laboratories. The joint doctoral pro-
gram with the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Insttution provides opportunities to be Involved
In oceanographic research.

Mathematics provides a bW and language for
all types of research and iean area of active
research itself In both the discovery of new
mathemadis and In applying mathematics In
new ways to Important applied problems. Pure
mathematics Is of Interest In its own right, and
it always has led In unexpected ways to a better
understanding of the world. The core of the
program in applied mathematicais concerned
with the mathematical formulations of propaga-
tion, alabIdty optimization. cybernetics, stalls-
tics, and random processes.

The science departments and the related Inter-
departmental laboratories offer many opportu-
nities for undergraduate research through the
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Pro-
gram. Through this program, students obtain
firsthand research experience In fields that
Interest them, and learn In a difgerent environ-
ment from the classroom or Instructional labo-
ratory. The Undergraduate Seminar Program
provides study and associations with faculty
members In smaller and less formal groups.

The School of Science also Is Involved In provId-
Ing parts of the general education of undergrad-
uate students through the Science Requirement
subjects, Science Distribution subjects, and
Laboratory subjects.

Interdisciplinary laboratories and centers asso-
clated with the School Include the following:

Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory

Cell Culture Center

Center for Cancer Research

Center for Materials Science and EngIneering

Center for Space Research

Clinical Research Center

Energy Laboratory

George Russell Harrison Spectroscopy
Laboratory

Haystack Observatory

Laboratory for Computer Science

Laboratory for Nuclear Science

Unooln Laboratory

Plasma Fusion Center

Research Laboratory of Electronics

Whitaker College of Health Solences,
Technology and Management

Detailed descriptions of these laboratories and
centers may be found In Chapter Vi.

Ofice of the Dean

Gene M. grown, Ph.D.
Professor of Blochemistry
Dean
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Department of Applied
Biological Sciences

Gerald Norman Wogn, Ph.D.
Professor of Ticology
Underwood-Presoott Proieeor
Head of the Department

Charles Leland Cooney, Ph.D.
Proftweor of Chemical and
Blochemical Engineering

Arnold Lester Domain, Ph.D.
Profeseor of Industrial Microbiology

Samuel Abraham Goldblith, Ph.D.
Profeaeor of Food Science
Vice Prealdkent, Resource Development.
Emeritus

Marcus Karel, Ph.D.
Professor of Food Engineering

Alexander M. KIbano, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Blochemistry

Robert Samuel Lange, So.D.
Profgeeor of Blochemical
Engineering

Robert Spencer Lees, M.D.
Profeseor of Cardlovecular Disesee

Nevin Stewart Scrimshaw Ph.D.,
M.D.. M.RH.
Institute Professor

Anthony John SinsW, Sc.D.
Profeeeor of Appled
Microbiology

Steven Robert Tannenbaum, Ph.D.
Professor of Toxiology and Food
CheIVIstry
Reglstration and Admiselone Oglcor

William 0. Thly, Sc.D.
Profeseor of Applied Biology

Daniell .C. Wabng, Ph.D.
Chevron Professor of Chemical
Engineering
Dhwolr, Biotechnology Process

-gnrn Center

Vernon R Young, Ph.D.
Professor of Nutritional
Biochemistry
Associate Director, Clinical
Research Center

Assoolete Profee

John Martin Eaelgmann, Ph.D.
Associate Profeeeor of bxicology

Cho ltun Rha, 6.D.
Associate Profeeeor of Elomaterlale
Science and Engineering

Mareha Rich Roaner, SoD.
Assoclet Professor of Ixlcology

Aselatd Pireesre

Marie B. Chow Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Biological Sciences
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Department of Applied
Biological Sciences

(Course 20)

Undergraduate Study

Research in Applied Biological Sciences re-
quires persons with multidisciplinary training in
mathematics, physics, chemistry, and modern
biology. Because many MIT undergraduates are
well prepared in the fundamentals of science
and engineering, faculty members are able to
offer them responsible positions in the Depart-
ment's major research efforts. As part of their
Involvement, students train in the experimental
method (not generally available in single-term
laboratory courses) and develop a deeper
understanding of strategy and tactics in mod-
ern research and research management. Stu-
dents graduating from Course VII-B go on to
medical or graduate schools, and then to
careers In medicine, academic and industrial
research, or government service.

In fact undergraduate research training in direct
asociation with the faculty, whether in theses,
special projects, or UROR is the hallmark of the
Department's contribution and commitment to
undergraduate education at MIT

The research programs of the Department have
three broad targets: 1) Understanding the rela-
tionship between exposure to chemicals and
human disease; 2) Understanding the organiza-
tion and behavior of metabolic regulatory sys-
tems in humans and experimental animals;
and 3) Engineering microbes, mammalian cells,
enzymes, and materials for use in developing
biologically active products or medically useful
devices.

Eight faculty share responsibility for education
in toxicology and participate in a series of
Interrelated research programs with the com-
mon aim of identifying which of the myriad
chemicals to which humans are exposed daily
have significant effects on human health. The
program has an emphasis on carcinogenesis
and genetic disease. Research projects focus
on cell surface phenomena and control of cell
division, as well as the processes of muta-
genesis.

Four faculty are engaged in studies of neural
and/or metabolic control in experimental mam-
mals or humans. Special emphasis is given to
the role of dietary factors in health and disease.

Ten faculty have strong research programs In
biotechnology - devising improved means of
drug delivery; applying fundamental concepts
of chemical engineering from bacterial to
human cell production systems; and using mod-
ern techniques in organic chemistry and molec-
ular biology to create more useful biological
products such as immobilized enzymes, diag-
nostic reagents, drug delivery systems, viral
vaccines, and herbicides.

Undergraduates enrolled in Course VII-B, Applied
Biology curriculum, and students in other
Departments with a strong interest in obtaining
significant research experience in biotechnol-
ogy, toxicology, or metabolic regulation are
encouraged to visit the Department's Student
Office (Room 16-330) for guidance or to con-
tact faculty directly for advice.

Curriculum in Applied Biology - Course
Vii-..

The curriculum In Applied Biology emphasizes
fundamental subjects in the physical and bio-
logical sciences as preparation for careers in
the blotechnology and pharmaceutical and
chemical industries, education, medicine, or in
the continuing national effort toward providing
a healthful environment. Our faculty shares
responsibility for teaching biology core sub-
jects, such as genetics and physiology. Special
emphasis is placed on research experience In
faculty laboratories. The required laboratory,
20.002, is specifically designed to prepare MIT
undergraduates to enter research laboratories
during their sophomore year. While requiring
only 24 units of research (which may lead to a
S.B. Thesis), most undergraduates work for
three or more terms, plus one or two summers
on their independent research projects.

Students should use their elective courses for
more advanced subjects offered in this Depart-
ment (such as Human Physiology, Mechanisms
of Pathogenesis, Control of Cellular Metabo-
lism, Chemicals and Human Disease, General
Toxicology, Physical Chemistry of BlomaterIals,
and Biotechnology) and for additional study In
basic subjects offered in other departments.
Serious students should consider several sub-
jects beyond the minimum requirements, such
as Differential Equations 18.03, Waves and
Optics 8.03, a third term of Organic Chemistry
5.43, computer programming, and additional
topics in physical chemistry.

Students Wh take 5.11 to satisfy the General Institute Requirs-
ment In Chemistry must take 12 additional unite of Unrestricted
Electivee.
2
A graduate subject from the flowing let may be subetituted for
onof thee subjects: 20.112, 20.611, 20.734, 20.801.
3
Completion of thi requirement Involves a written report for
20.011/20.012, ore thesia for 20.ThU.

Bachelor of Science in Lfe Solences
Course VI-8
Applied Biology Curriculum

Degree requirements applicable to the Class
entering MIT in September 1986 (Class of
1990): and subsequent Classes:*

Gene" ral Reffut rements 17 au""

science Requirement

Humanities Arts. and Social Sciences
Reqilrement
Science Distribution Requirement 2 subjects can be
satisfied by 5.60 and 7.06 In the Departmental Progrmi)
Laboratory Requirement (can be eadetd by 20.002 In
the Departmental Program)

TOTAL Sublec

a

s 1
PLUS

Oeprtmntel smapnm unne

Su4eer names below we ftfowed by credit un ,
and byProrequlle f any (comenquies in &eos)
Aaqurasubjects: 123

5.11 Principles of Chemical ScIencef 12
6.12 Organic Chemistry 1, 12; 6.11
5.13 OrganIc Chemistry NI, 12
5.60 Chemical Trmodynamlos, 12; 18.02
7.01 General Blolog 12
7.05 General Blochernistry 12; 6.12
7.08 Cell and Molecular Slolog 12: 7.03, 7.06

18.05 Introducton to Probability and 8tStice, 12;
18.01 or 18.011 or 18.012

20.002 Laboratory In Applied Slolog 15

IasII ed Iecives: 25
TWO of e ft uowing swn swwuw s' 
7.06 Mstuosn Cell Slolog 12; 7.01 or 7.06
7.21 Microbial PhysllogM 12; 7.06
7.71J Slophysical Chemistrx 12: 5.60. 7.05

20.006J Chemicals and Human Disease, 9
20.022J Human Phyalology 12; 7.05
20.020 Mechanisms of Pathogenesis, 12; 7.06, 7.03

plus
24 units of research, either as ltter-grads
UROP (20.011 and 20.012) or as Course 20
undergraduats heals (20.ThuA.s

Generain ute fsq*Nemtt (3S)

Unrestrlated 4sless 45

ibt une nequired for the s Degree saynd the
Oeneral insiute Requrements 10

Mwe deis. rsqutrement * applicable to Clesath entered
MIT Prior to September 18t are gan at the end of the
descrpt of t department's underpuduate Program.
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Graduate Study

-hl r f ole ino n I e Solenoes

- wie Curekm
Dw" lquirment apploble to Classes that
enermd MIT prior to September 1980 (through
the Class of 1989):

ow s, i salal Sabea

RsqsiramsW 71Oes re 72 Uu e

and y51.55.md 7.0 ea Un
-spe Pnummwer.

nT wsaieyflesemeisn be esleed

Pwidaumm"

Si* N 1 2ami"

ambsedim 110

bySOn tion Depwschn . n

8.11 eI~lIS~ub~sI.0U5S11101

5.12 OmiocChumliryk, 12: 5.11
5190 Ch' ki T7hWinAdrvnnls, 12:0
7.01 Go"nu n n , SWW 1t
7.06 Mnmildwlst 12; .12
7.06 Cal midsatohnIrs 12; 7.0312 0

16.06 ftodutean to Fichbay aid leslas, 12;
1.01tr 1.011 or 1.012

20.00 LaeOry in Apd sOi 14

nnre onsea remulses
7.05 Mmncei c@ Ideg 12; 7.01 or 7.06
711 MnsbhIe 12; 7.05
7.71J Diupimah Gllftft 12;6.60, 7 .06

20.02.1 femiPleldmg 12;7.06

O,

24 uason e 5w -wvW wUSV-U
nMO a11011 mdl0.012) orsecown 20

undsyebieesel 12o.111' 14

Imekleldleelmwe 0
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The Department of Applied Biological Sciences
offers graduate work leading to the Master of
Science, Doctor of Phlosopls and Doctor of
Science in a wide range of fields as indicated
by the detailed subject descorIptions In Chapter
ViII. Research conducted by the faculty in the
Department Is highly Interdisciplinary In nature,
and the educational programs prepare students
for careers that Involve the applicaon of mod-
em bIology, biochemistry and engineering prin-
ciples to research broadly related to medical
science, as well as the chemIcal, food, and
pharmaceutical Industries,

The educational program is designed to supple-
ment thorough undergraduate backgrounds In
chemical, biological, or engineering science.
Emphasis is placed on preparation In blochem-
Istry, genetics, molecular biology, and thermo-
dynamics, folowed by didactic exoercises both
In reading and understanding the scientific
literature and in the methods and logic of
problem soMng. The philosophy of the program
combines classroom excercise with research
experience to develop molecular approaches to
current problems In traditional fields.

Current areas of the faculty's research Interest
Include the fields of blotechnology, biochemical
engineering, toxicolog" nutritional biochemitry
infotious diseases, bloonergeoc, microbiologm
enzymofogy, and blomaterials.

Some examples of specific research projects
Include: continuous culture of microorganisms
and mammalian cels; enzyme technology; con-
tinuous Implanted drug delivery eystems; met-
abolio and nutritional problems In nor ial and
pathological states; pathogenic mechanisms
and viruses; molecular genetics of bacterial
photosynthesis; molecular genetics of Indus-
trial organisms; characteration and design of
blomaterials; development of approaches to
the direct measurement of exposure to toxic
agents In humans; chemical modification of
DNA and Its relation to genetic change; call
surface Interactions and growth control.

Entrance nequirmentsa for Graduate Study

To qualify for graduate study In the Department,
an applicant should have a Bachelor's degree
In science or engineering, or a professional
degree such as the M.D. or D.V.M. In addition to
the General Institute requirements outlined In
Chapter , the following subjects are required:
8.01, 8.02 (Physics I NO1; 18.01, 18.02 (Calculus
I & 10: and two terms of Organic Chemistry. The
Graduate Record Exam (GRE) Is alo required
of al applicants.

"uolfr Oe Sloe

The S.M. degree Is awarded In Applied BIologI-
cal Solence and in Blochemical Engineering.
The requirements for the S.M. In Appibed 1iolog-
Ical Sclenoss include the following Departmen-
ta entrance subjects - 7.08, 6.60 or 10.13, and
7.05 or Advanced BlochemIstry course; the
following core courses - 20.111 Analytical
Practiose In BlochemistrA 20.112 Control of
Cellular Metabolism, and 20.113 Principles of
Applied Biology; and at let two W level elso-
live graduate coures.

Departmental entrance subjects for the SM. in
Blochemical Engineering are the same as those
lsted for the Applied Biological Sciences pro-
gam, plus 10.301. Core courses include 20.81 1J
Biochemical Engineering, 20.812J Blochemical

En eing a org 20.821 induatril Mlcro-
b and 20.622 ndustrial Microbiology Lab-
omtory Students must also tale at least three
eleotive subjects from a designated group of
courses

A total of 66 subject units (42 of which must be
W level) Is required for the S.M. Both S.M.
programs require a thesis of at least 24 units,
carried out under the direcion of a Depart-
mental faculty member.

A predut ouIeestmm ti towing U mw be ofeulied er
aeofrese 911 Ko 1111. 20.11.20.734, 0.101.
2
camplm er els requiement inkmee a wrmen report f
20.1 lmt.01.or as ee lor 2$.n .
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The requirements for the Ph.D/Sc.D. in Applied
BkIoIan lences are smiler to those for the
S.M., except egarding electives. Doctoral slu-
dents must tae at lest four courses in en
area of apecallutido which are to be dater-
mined In consultation with the Wasor. The
course requiurment for the Ph.DJSo.D. In Bio-
chemical Engineering are idential to those for
the M. Both progams require an original
thesis.

Written doctoral qualifying and general exami-
nations, usually takn alter the second term for
students in Applied Biological Sclenose and
after the third term for those In Blochemical
Engineering, establish competence with refer-
once to a basic scientific balound as well
as In specialized areas of knowledge related to
the specific degree program.' he written exam-
Intion Is followed by an oral presentanon and
defense of a research proposal on which the
thesis research Is to be based.

Thesls research Is done under the supervision
of faculty members in the various areas of
specialization described above. Research prog-
res is evaluated periodically by the thesis
advisory committee, which also hears the slu-
dent's oral defense of the completed theses.

The written general examination for students In
Biochemical Engineering is prepared by fac-
ulty members from the Departments of Appled
Biological Sciences. Biolog and Chemical
Engineering. Faculty members from these de-
partments also male up the thesls committee
for sludents In Biochemical Engineering.

Assistanishbe ad Vensnehips

Financial assistance Is avalable to qualified
appicants in the form of research assletantahim
tralneeshlps, and a limited number of feNow-
ships, subject to avanlability of funds. Research
aseletenlahips are provided from grants obtained
by members of the faculty for work on specific
research projects.

Additional Information concerning academic
prosms, research activiles admissions,
financial aid, assistantehips and fellowships
may be obtained by writing to Student Office,
Department of Applied Biological Sclences.
Protesor Seven Alanenbaum, Room 16-30,
MIT Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-5804.
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The Department of Slulogy ofere undergadu-
afe, graduate, and podoo training in basic
big and in a varety of bio al flide of
iPPeain" The quantitative aspect of biol-

OgN including molecular bilocg blochenmgtry
genetic and aml biolm mpmeent to"n of
the progrm. Students In the Department are
encouraged to acquire a aid backwound In
the physical solences not only to master the
app~loatlons Of mathemaics, physics, and
dhemlatry to bioloP but also to develop an
lnigiled solenific perspecive. The various
programs, emphasiing practical experimenta-
tion, combine a minimum of formal laboratory
exeroiees with ample opportunifee for research
work both In proiect-oriented iaboretory sub-
Jefte and In the Departments reeearoh labora-
tories. Students at all evels are encouraged to
acquire famlarity with advanced resear c wh-
nklues and to partlolpate in seminar acotiovLs.

bmoheo of Silence In Le oSlmnes
Course VN

1wo programs ar ofered leading to the
Bachelor of Solence in Us. Scienoss. The
curriculum is deiegned to prepare sludents for
a professional career in the are of the bIlogI-
cal solences. Graduates of t o a ewell prepared for posigons in or
research insiutes. HNOeve, experience has
shown that moat gudulats pmbably wE choose
to coninue theIr eduoalon at Iaduate ehDole
in order to obtain a Ph;D. in blochle ir
microblolog geneggc, bIophyseIs, oal blogo
or pIelolog folowed by research or teachIng
In one of these areas. The undeogaduats cur-
rioulum Is also exOellent presagen for stu-
dents who wish to coninue their educaton
toward an M.D., partiularly If their career
Plane includelaboratory inveewgaion beaing
on human disease.

behelor of Sosnee

Course VN-A Is designed for students who wish
to obtain a backgound in the Wte sclenose as
ppainn for caers without laboratory re-
search such as mediins, gaduate s of
psycholog or management studies. po-
gam, leading to the S... does not require
1A05 or a 24-unit labortory ubject, qad alo
98 unite in unreatricted electies sg $l
dents can plan their pograms to suit ter
pWrular goals. Purther deft msy be obhaied
from the Department

B Ahelor of Sclene in Lf t leose
Course vW

The curriculum of Coure VE- ofer eIs.l-
ration In Applied Bolog. Students electng
this area should consult with the Department of
Applied gloal Sle befoe regi trallon.
Athough .311 introductory Chsmical ELped-
mentatlon Is not a Depertmentl iequirement,
it I$ pardoularly usefu for atudents whose inter-
eat IS in blochemistry It may also be requred
for admiselon to medical school. As partof teir
electiv progsms, students us encouragad to
enroll In the more advanced ubleft egered by
the Department The detlls of the curriculum
requirements for Course VI-S, Appged
are given under the Department of
Biological Sioenos in this chspter.

Additional information regarding undersWduate
academic programs, reesarnh opportotes,
admissions, financial aid, etm., mar be obtelad
from Biology Hedquarters, Undergaduate
Seoretery Room 6-511, Mn; Cambridge
Massachuset 02139, (617) 253-4701.



Graduate Study

Sashelor of Solence in 110i Soleness Dahelor of Solense in i.N.lns The Department of Biology ofIre graduate work
Cour" Vill CourV loading to the Doctor of Phioeophy Study may

be pursued In the folowing field, of specalkae-
Degree requirements applicable to the Class Degree requirements applicable to Classes that tion.
enh*tri MIf In Sepeamber 1G86 (Class of mntrd MIT prior to Ssptember 1688 (throuah

19M) and subsequent Classes:* the Cl of 191):

ewnel n eemeAna 17Sumiasse

slens neAQuement
Humenhe tmid Sowa Sciences

solence Oltrbuton equrement 2 sublects 0-n be
seaMsld by 5.12nd eOW r 7.01 or 7.06 in IeN OsPrInntal

Poe I
Labomtory Raqurement (omn be e-1hed by 7.011 In
ft De noenoaP mfrll -

U

a

a

1

TOTAL WuOjects17

PLUSUA

-~" MbM&*t Presem ba

anW bypvqueqiiab &Vm (orQudalb i blAM

6.11 Pinlplee of Chemial Uolence,1 12
6.12 OrPnloOhemisryl.12;s.&l
6.60 CheMWca Thpi.rmc~afm 12:18.02
7.01 Genea Ba 12
7.011 Intrcct to Kpeenls UOlo 15;

7.01 or 7.06
7.03 Gene" 12
7.06 Generan Io obslrAy 12. 12
7.06 CeN enW Molouwa MOMo It: 7.03. 7.05
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loshenmLstry - the study of enzyme catalysie.
and the chemical propertise of prolsins. oar-
bohydratme, complex Ipid nucleig solds, and
protein-nuclelo aod complexes. Methods of
analyss include gene Gloning, the use of gensti
variant synthgc subetratse, and transition
state analogs pecifio sues of sfudy Include
the chemistry of onoogenee the mechanlsm of
RNA splicing, analysis of oytoeslstal proteins.
the chemistry of-bood comalation, th meaha-
nism of Ion pumps and phaloroeaptors, and the
role of complex carbo*eeis In cell surface
function and protein ocmpartmentalzaton,

Genetics/Mlerbllogi - genetic analyses of
fundamental problems In bOteria bactarlo-
phageviruses and yeast Am* of specific
Interest Include protein secretion, 0NA trans-
position, protein turnowe DNA synthiels and
repair, mechanisms of genetic recombindliln,
and electron transport In mitoehondris. More
complex problems under study a. cellular
respones to stress. plant-solerial Intelollone,
high-resolution structure-funton studies Of
proteins and INNAS, and the control cirouit
regulating gene expresilon. A new ares of
study is the appicaion of high-resolullon molec-
ular techniques to problems In human genellos.

Call Silogi - molecular biological, genetic,
and cell biological analysle of eularyoll Ols.
The specifio areas of research Include the orgs-
nlzaonexpression, and regulaion Of eultaryolti
genomes; the structure and funton of mm-
branee and cytoaklsstons; the molecular basis
of cellular structure, organization, prolferaton,
and movement; the difgereniation and functions
of speclaihed cell types; and the molecular
basis of various diseases.

insPhyehs Clundetr - mouiUe su
- studies of the principles that undeu*% the
folng, stabfit molecular design, and assew-
bly of proteins and nucleic acids. Analysis of
molecular structure by X-ray crystallography
and NMR. Specific areau of concentration
Include the study of genetic strategies for
enhancing the stabilty, Hgand affinity, and
catalyti efflolency of proteins and enzymes;
pathways of protein foldng; protein-nuoleic
scd recognition; and antigen-anibody Interac-

tons. Sd of more complex sysms Include
the control of viral and cytosiletal assembly.

. , -..~-
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Oevslopmental sleog - the oenlular, geneto,
and moleoular mechanisms responslble for
1) generaing the dierity of cll types that arlse
during development and 2) controling the wrys
In which cels interact to produce organ sys-
tems and whole rganism, These problems
are studied using vertebrates (birds, amphibi-
ans, mammals), Invertebrates (nematodes, s
urchins, fruit M) and plante (ArabadapaWls.
Speciflo t"plos of interest include the regula-
tion of gene expresion, cll interactons, eall
Inseags, cll migrations, and the mechanslm of
sex determination.

Immunology - the study of the genetic, celular,
and molecular mechanlems underlying the
exquisite sensitivity and specificity of the Im-
mune system. The immunology group studies
the chemistry of antigen-antibody and antigen-T
eell receptor Interaotions, using the tools of
molecular biology as well as classical Immu-
nological approaches. Of partloular interest Is
the role of Ididtyplc and cellular interations in
the regulation of the Immune system as studied
by organ culture, hybridoma technology and
the behavior of tranegenic mics.

Neumobltn. Neurobiology is an area of recent
emphails In the Department. Ve currently offer
a course In general neurobiolog supplemented
by a seminar seriesand an inter-laboratory
journal club. The emphasis here Is molecular
primariy using ceol-bloooal, developmental,
and genstic approaches. Present areas of
research Interest Include the molecular deter-
minants of neuronal diversity and shape; of
call-adhesive, ell-induodve, and synaptic Inter-
actions; and the genetio and molecular determi-
nants of cellineages, memory storage, and
sensory transduction.

Entrance Requirment for Graduate Wludy

In the Department of Biology the Master of
Soence Is not a prerequisite for a program of
study leading to the doctorate.

The Department modifies the General Institute
Requirements for admission to graduate study
as follows: 1801, 18.02 Calculue; ono year of
college physics; 5.12 Organic Chemistry I;
professional subjects including general biochem-
etgenetics, and physlal chemistry Delolen-
oles In any of these subjects may be removed
while enrolled in a graduate program.

Dostor of Philosept

The General Institute Requirements for the Doo-
tor of Phiosophy are oted In Chapter IV on
Graduate Education. There are no specifio
Departmental programs for the degree, since
the subjeots required vary with the field of
specialiation. Sudents select their own pro,
grams, according to certain broad principles.
after consutation with the Graduate Committee
of the Department

Joint MITlilWoode Hole Onenogrnphlo
insituio PW racoure i

Mologoel Oo MIT and W1,0 admin-
later a joint program in bological oceanogra-
phy leading to a jointly awarded Ooocr of
Philosoph For details of this program, ae
Joint Program in Oceanography and Oceano-
graphic Institution, at the end of this chapter.

Teaching and Research Aeslstanluhipe

A number of qualfied students are appointed
each year as teaching or research sustants.
Research assistants may be permitted to use
the results of their assigned research work In
graduate theses, with the possible acceleration
of their programe. in addition, a number of
predoctoral and postdoloral fellowships are
available In cull blolog miorobilogy, phylol-
og biochemistry, and biophysics.

Inquiries

Additional Information regarding graduate aca-
demlo programs, research activities, admissions
financial aid, and assistantships mr4, be ob-
tained from Biology Headquarters, Graduate
Secretary, Room 58-524, Mf; Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-4738.

I
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Department of Chemistry

Mark Stephen Wighton, Ph.D.
rederiok G. eyes Professor of

Chemistry
Head of the Department

Pr esre

Robert Arnold AlbertA Ph.D.,
So.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Glenn Allen Berchtold, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Klaus Blemann, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

George Hermann 8Och, D.Sc.
Came Dreyfus Professor of
Chemistry

Alan Davison, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

John Mark Deutch, Ph.D., &cD.
Karl Taylor Compton
Professor of Chemistry
Provost

Robert Mftrren FIld, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Carl VWesy Garland, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Rederick Davis Greene 1, Ph.D.,
So.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Daniel Schaeffer Kemp, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Her Gobind Khorana. Ph.D.
Alred P Sloan Professor of
Biology and Chemistry

James Lloyd Kinse Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Stephen James Lippard, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Satoru Masamuns, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

William Henry Orme-Johnson, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Irwin Oppenheim, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Gregory Anthony Petel, D.PhN.
Professor of Chemistry

Richard Royce Schrook, Ph.D.
Profsesor of Chemistry

Dislnr Seyfsrth, Ph.D.
Robert1 Hlasm and
Bradley Dewey Professor
of Chemistry

K. Barry Sharplese, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Robert James Sit". Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Jefrey Irwin Stainfeld, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistr

JoAnne Stubbe. Ph.D.
Ellen Swallow Richards Professor
of Chemistry

John Stewart Wugh, Ph.D.
Arthur Amos Noy Professor of
Chemistry

SyMa Tereess Ceyer, Ph.D.
Class of 1943 Career Development
Aesolate Professor of Chemistry

Rick Lane Denhtoler, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Keith Adem Neison, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Assisten Professors

Stephen Leler Buchwald, Ph.D.
Rogers and Georges Firmenich
Career Development Assistant
Professor of Natural Products
Chemistry

Peter Thomas Lanabury, Jr., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Phlip Wrth Phillips, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Lotuwr

Dagmar Rings, Ph.D.

Pin Rseh elen t

Catherine Eizabeth Costello, Ph.D.

'111hia ktruolor

James Alexander Simms

PnMi Admutcinstr

Joan M~arie Hutchins

ftmesAdminrat

Anne Marie Less

Presmre erM

Edmund Lee Gamble, Ph.D.
Profeteor of Inorgenio Chemistryi
Emeritus

David Newton Hume, Ph.D.
Professor of Analytlosi Chemistry,
Emeritus

John Withers Irvine, Jr., Ph.D., So.D.
Professor of Chemistry Emeritus

Rloherd Colmn Lord, Ph.D., So.D.
Profesor of Chemistr6 Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

John Clark Sheehan, Ph.D., Sc.D.
Professor of Organio Chemistry,
Emetue

Clark Conking Stephenson, Ph.D.
Professor of ChemiatrA Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Charles Gardner Swain, Ph.D.
Professor of Organic Chemitr*
Emeritus

g



Department of Chemistry
(Course 5)

Undergraduate Study

Bachelor of Solence in Chemistry
Cours V

The Department offers an undergraduate pro-
gram sufficiently flexible in its electives to pro-
vide excellent preparation for careers in many
different areas of chemistry. The Course is
designed to provide an education based on
science both for those who Intend to go on to
graduate study and for those who intend to
immediately pursue professional careers in
either chemistry or an allied field in which a
sound knowledge of chemistry Is important.
Students receive thorough Instruction in the
principles of chemistry, supplemented by a
firm foundation in mathematics, physics, the
humanities, and other subjects. The depart-
mental Program Is accredited by the American
Chemical Society

Unrestricted elective time allows students to
extend their knowledge In areas of special
Interest. Those Intending to do graduate work
may elect subjects In the Department or in
other departments which give them more detailed
knowledge in the areas in which they wish to
specialize. Students who plan to enter Industry
may elect subjects which offer the fundamen-
tals In a selected field of science, engineering,
or the humanities and social sciences. Five-
year programs may also be elected which lead
to simultaneous Bachelor of Science degrees
in two fields of specialization.

The student's faculty advisor can offer sugges-
tions for elective subjects that are of value in
preparation for specialization In the various
broad areas of chemistry. The proper choice of
electives is particularly Important for students.
planning to continue their education in a grad-
uate school.

Course V also alms to develop a strong ground-
ing In research principles and experience, and
the curriculum may include a research project
giving stydents opportunities to demonstrate
aptitude for creative efforts.

Ilnquiries

Additional information may be obtained from the
Chemistry Department, Undergraduate Office,
Room 2-325, MR, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-7271.
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B ihelor of Solenos in Chemistry
Course V

Degree requirements applicable to the Class
entering MIT in September 1986 (Class of
1990) and subsequent Classes:*

Gni 1141at"t Naqulrlmets1 uieut

Science Reqement
Humaniles, Arta, and social Sciences
Requirement
Science Distribution Requirement 1t aublect can be saueted
by 5.12 or 5.60 In the Departmental Rogram)
Laboratory Aquiement loan be satisrd by 5.311 In
the Deparmental Program)

TOTAL Subects 17
PLUS

-Dopa rtmentP Om unte

su-ler names beow are Wowed by a rM units
and by preniqueIts iany (coniquiin loat

seui'ed Suents: 130
5.03 Princles of inorganic Chemistry 1, 12; 5.12
5.11 Principlsa of Chemical Sclence', 12
5.12 Organic Chemistry 1, 12; 5.11
5.13 Organic Chemistry I, 12; 5.11. 5.12
5.311 introductory Chemical Experimentation, 12; 5.12
5.32 Intermediate Chemical Experimantatlin, 15; 5.311",

a1, &60
5.33 Advanced Chemical instrumentation, 21; 5.32, £61
5.60 Chemical Thermodynamioa, 12; I&aO
5.61 Physical Chemistry 12; 8.02,18.02

Rnaled eomaes.
At eset Mo or the fttaow trsee auca:le.-

..04 Principles of Inorganic Chemistry N, 12; 5.03
5.43 Organic ChemIstrx 12; 5.13
5.62 PIaWaia Chemistry 12; 5.o"

Unt in Osewthmntel Prora . do Na.edlely dSee
Geisnel kiatut aquianreet (24)

unrestrited Westusas' so

b1;~ IiMl Maidudfrdn S es5wide
Get MnvalMs R aawina ISO

''. de*e quiremante appicbe to Clasee that entered
MIT prior to Seplmber 1on are glvn at the end of th
description of the department's undergraduate progam.

aschelor of Sioens In Chemistry
Course V

Degree requirements applicable to Clams that
entered MIT prior to September 1986 (through
the Class of 1989):

aonhet - bimft It

Solence Requirement so
Humanities, Art, and Social soencas
Requirement 72
Science Distribution Raquamant can be
satefad by 5.11 or 5.12 or 5.80 In
the DaiPanantal rogran plus appropriate
subeaotatotaing 24

tabctory Aquirm"ent can be
stiad by 5.311 In the Departenal

osserltNal Plows

Sumesr names basew re foed by cret unta
and by pneuques Ifany (corequeslte In 4os)
N qured suble: 120

5.03 Prinolipas of Inorganic Chemistry 1, 12; 5.12
5.11 Prnciple of Chemical Solence'. 12
5.12 Organic Chemistry 1, 12; 5.11
5.13 Organic Chemistry 11, 12; 5.11, 5.12
5.311 Introdultory chemical Experimaelaon, 12; 5.12
5.32 Intarmadts Chemical Experimanaton, 15; 5.311,

As, &80
5.33 Advanced Chemical Instrumentain, 21; 5.32, &01
5.60 Chemical Thermodynamlos', 12; 1.02
5.61 Phiiclon Chemistr 12; 8.02, 18.02

24 nae',-ed IleeN -
At least te of 0e Japst O we u .-cip:
5.04 PrInciples of Inorganic Chemistry 0, 12; 5.03
5.43 Organic Chemistry 12; 5.13
5.62 Phskud ChenIsy 12; 5.00

mTei unit m aw stheS.nS.0ee 3n0

Students hw ile 5.11 to fulftll the Genel inaitute
Requirement in Chemistry must tae 12 additional units of
Unrestricted Elecwe.

Amarnate prarequlieeare alao lied In ths subisct descripion.

stidents who tale 5.11 to fUN the General ailte
Requirement in Chemistry must tal 12 additional unite of
unrestricted Elecwe.
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Graduate Study

The Department of Chemistry offers the Master
of Science In Chemistry, the Doctor of Philoso-
phy, and the Doctor of Science. The subjects
offered for these degrees aim to develop a
sound knowledge of fundamentals and a famil-
larity with current progress in the most active
and important areas of chemistry. In addition
to studying formal subjects, each student under-
takes a research problem which forms the core
of graduate work. Through the experience of
conducting an investigation leading to the mas-
ter's or doctoral thesis, a student learns general
methods of approach and acquires training in
some of the specialted techniques of research.

The areas of research In the Department are
organic, inorganic, physical, analytical, biologi-
cal, and biophysical chemistry, biochemistry,
and chemical physics. The thesis frequentiy
involves more than one of these fields. Some of
the research activities of the Department are
carried out in association with the work of
various Interdisciplinary laboratories and cen-
ters such as the Center for Materials Science
and Engineering, the Research Laboratory of
Electronics. and the Spectroscopy Laboratory
described In Chapter VI. These Interdepart-
mental research laboratories provide sUmulat-
ing interaction among the research programs
of several MIT departments and give students
the opportunity to become familar with research
work in discipines other than chemistry. There
also is an opportunity for research in coopera-
tion with other departments such as Biology;
Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences;
and Physicsa Detaied Information on the research
activities of the faculty can be found in the
Directory of Graduate Research published by the
American Chemical Society.

During the first term of residence, all graduate
students are encouraged to select research
supervisors who se ve as advisors for the bal-
ance of their graduate careers. In paroular,
the overall program of graduate subjects to be
taken Is established by each student and the
research supervisor. In planning this program
and in establishing the thesis problem, careful
consideration is given to the candidate's aca-
demic record and professional experience, as
well as to long-range objectives.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate Study

Students Intending to pursue graduate work in
the Department should have excellent under-
graduate preparation in chemistry. The Depart-
ment, however, Is flexible with respect to the
specific mathematics and physics preparation;
the essential requirement is demonstration of
ability to progress with advanced study and
research In some area of special Interest

Mathematics and physics are important prsreq-
ulelftes for graduate work in physical chemistry
or chemical physics, whereas less preparation
in these areas is required for work in organic
chemistry.

Appicants for financial assistance from the
Department of Chemistry are requested to
submit scores from the Verbal and Quantitative
sections of the Graduate Record Examination.
Scores on the Advanced examinations are
optonal.

Although doctoral studies are the principal focus
of the graduate program In the Department of
Chemistry, appiotions are also accepted from
students who do not wish to go beyond the
Master's degree. Applicants whose ultimate goal
Is the Ph.D. or Sc.D. should apply to the Depart-
ment as doctoral students, since the Master's
degree is not a prerequisite for the Ph.D. or
ScD. In Chemistry at MIT

Master of Science In Chemistry

The general requirements for the Master of
Science are lited In Chapter IV.

Doctor of Philosophy end Doctor of Salene

The Department does not have any formal sub-
Ject requirements for the doctoral degree. Each
student, with advice of a research supervisor,
pursues an Individual program of study which
Is pertinent to long-range research Interests.

VWRten major examinations are cumulative. Sep-
arate examinations in biological, Inorganic, and
physical chemistry are offered each month dur-
Ing October through May. The examinations
demonstrate an understanding of the important
principles of each field, and most of the exami-
nations are based on recent seminars and
current literature. Six cumulative examinations
must be passed to complete the written major
examination. No fixed time limit is set for com-
pletion of this requirement; however, progress is
reviewed periodically. No other general written
examinatons are required. In particular, no qual-
ifying (or "entranc') examinations are given.

A comprehensive oral examination In the candi-
date's major field of advanced study Is held
near the end of the third term of residence.
Progress In the student's research Is also exam-
Ined at that time. A final oral presentation on the
subject of the doctoral research Is scheduled
after the thess has been submitted and tenta-
tively evaluated by a committee of examiners.

Teahng and Reerch Assistantships

The Department appoints a number of degree
candidates as teaching assistants who are
usually assigned to laboratory subjects or to
discussion sections of lecture subjects. Many
students receive appointments to research
assistantships after their first year and Depart-
mental fellowships also are avalable. Financial
support after the first academic year is pro-
vided for students who maintain a satisfactory
record, subject to the avaNablty of funds.

inquire

Correspondence about the graduate program or
appointments should be addressed to the Chair-
man of the Departmental Committee on Graduate
Students, Professor G. A. Berchtold, Chemistry
Graduate Office, Room 18-392, Mfl; Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-1846.
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Department of Earth, Atmospheric,
and Planetary Sciences

WIlIam RAInCle Brace, Ph.D.
Cecil and Ida Green Professor
of Geology
Head of the Department

Prmiseeoe

Claude J. Allege, Ph.D.
Professor of Geochemistry
(viiting)

Burrell Clark Burchfiel, Ph.D.
Schlumberger Professor of Geology

Roger George Burns, Ph.D.
Profeseor of Geochemistry

Charles Claude Counselman Il, Ph.D.
Proleseor of Planetary Sciences

John Marmion Edmond, Ph.D.
Professor of Oceanography

James Ludlow Eliot, Ph.D.
Proeseor of Astronomy and Physics
Director, George R. Wace, Jr.
AstrophysicalObservatory

Claude J. Frankignoul, Ph.D.
Professor of Oceanography
NMelting)

Frederick August Frey, Ph.D.
Professor of Geochemistry

Stanley Robert Hart, Ph.D.
Professor of Geology and
Geochemistry

Thomas Hilman Jordan, Ph.D.
Robert R. Shrock Professor of Earth
and Planetary Sciences

Richard Siegmund Undzen, Ph.D.
Alfred P Sloan Professor of Meteorology

Theodore Richard Madden, Ph.D.
Profeseor of Geophysics

Reginald Edward Newel, Sc.D.
Professor of Meteorology

Gordon Hamenway PettengwI,
Ph.D.
Professor of Planetary Physics
Director, Center for Space Research

Ronald George PrInn, Sc.D.
Profeseor of Meteorology

M. Gene Simmons, Ph.D.
Profeseor of Geophysics

Sean Car Solomon, Ph.D.
Profeor of Geophysics

John Brelaford Southard, Ph.D.
Professor of Geology

POter Hunter Stone, Ph.D.
Professor of Meteorology
Director, Center for Meteorology
and Physcal Oceanography
(On leave, spring)

M. Nail blka, Ph.D.
Professor of Geophysics
Director, Earth Resources Laboratory
Director, George R. Wallace, Jr.
Geophysical Observatory

CarlIsac Wunsch, Ph.D.
Cecil and Ida Green Profeeor
of Physical Oceanography
Secretary of the Navy Research
Professor

As Psore

Edward Allen Boyle, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Chemical
Oceanography

Kerry Andrew Emanuel, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Meteorology

Glenn Richard Fled, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Oceanography

imothy L Grove, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Petrology

Kip V. Hodges, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Geology

Marcia K. MONutt, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Marine
Geophysics

Pal Malanotte Rluck, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Oceanography

Asbeelatn Prcifeemr

Randall M. Dole, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Meteorglogy

J. Brian Evans, Ph.D.
Aasletant Professor of Geophyalce

John R Grotzinger, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Geology

David C. Jewltt, Ph.D.
Asetant Professor of Planetary
Science

Jason Phippe Morgan, Ph.D.
Asslatant Professor of Geophysice

Daniel H. Rothman, Ph.D.
Aesistant Professor of Geophysice

Leigh H. Royden, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Geology
and Geophysics
Kew McGee Career Development
Professor

Earle R. Wllllame, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Meteorology

Jack Wisdom, Ph.D.
AaoslantProfeorofPlanetarylcienoe

WIlam fR. Nbung. Ph.D.
CeOlandidaGreen Career Demelopment
Assistant Professor of Ooeanography

Intrtr

Unda M. French, Ph.D.

meir Ioolurere

John CartFoersW, PhD.
Richard D. Roen, Ph.D.
Josph E. Salah, Ph.D.

Leluir

John M. Holt, Ph.D.
Wiliam L Olver, Ph.D.

Hnary Lecrer

Cecil H. Green, S.M., D.S.C.,
LLD.

Adnlavtrative Olfer

Judith R. Dortz, BA, M.BA

Adinmilve dt

Carol Ann Ramey

a nior R a Golenvis

Peter Molna, Ph.D.

Nobumichl Shimizu, D.Sc.
Dlreco, Ion Probe Facilty

Pi RWh oieln-I

Chuen Hon Chpng, Ph.D.
M. Bruce Fefe, Ph.D.
Richard 0. French, Ph.D.
Robert W King, Jr., Ph.D.
Christopher 1. Measures Ph.D.

ft -rch Assolsm
Richard Abbott. Ph.D.
Erlo P3h.D.
T thuds PhD.
lbrass Bowes Ph.D.
Andrew Campbel, Ph.D.
Kenneth Creeae, Ph.D.
Edward Dunham, Ph.D.
Peter Ford, Ph.D.
Levent Gulan, Ph.D.
Plialamarri lk. Ph.D.
Katherine Kadinsky-Cade, Ph.D.
Gary Kinkhammer, Ph.D.
Ralph Markeon, Ph.D.
Stephen Meacham, Ph.D.
Steven Recca, M.S.
Robert Relinger, Ph.D.
Roger 1upening, Ph.D.
Jane Hlung Wajck, Ph.D.

AesIch binr
Kenneth Burrhus
alter Cook, M.S.

Spiroe Ge11
George Kough

Research peotadts

Carol Blackway, M.S.
James Futmer, Ph.D.
Barbara Grant, M.S.
Mitre Khadem, B.S.
Charmalne King, B.8.
David Krowlta, .S.
Jane Maloof, B.S.
Jewrey Mann, M.S.
Unda Meinke, B.S.
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Department of Earth, Atmospheric,
and Planetary Sciences
(Course 12)

Undergraduate Study

Visiting solenat

Abdullatif Barka, Ph.D.
W Roger Suck, Ph.D-
Danan Dong, M.S.
Gregory L Duckworth, Ph.D.
Fath GOls. M.S.
Sadly. 001r, M.S.
Randall Hay, Ph.D
Glenn R. ierey Ph.D.
Shiro imawaki, Ph.D.
Jung Mo Lee, M.S.
Xtanlang U, 8.S.
Laurent Msmery M.S.
John Nabelek, Ph.D.
Barry E. Parsons, Ph.D.
Stefano Plerini, Ph.D.
Steven W Roecker, PhD.
Satoshi SaM, Ph.D.
Hans-Rainier Schneider, Ph.D.
Orhan Sen, Ph.D.
Plrre bit, Ph.D.
Joseph B. Watlsh, Ph.D.
wbn Sheng Zhu, M.S.

Research Affistaes

Norman Gaut, Ph.D.
Robert Heinmiller, Ph.D.
Robert Kralchnan, Ph.D.

Proeomre Emerli

James Murdoch Austin, S.D.
Professor of Meteorology,
Emeritus

Harold WilUams Fairbalm, Ph.D.
Professor of Geology Emeritus

Henry Garrett Houghton, Sc.D.
Professor Of Meteorology
Emeritus

Patrick Mason Hurle Ph.D.
Professor of GeologW Emeritus

Edward Norton Lorenz, So.D.
Professor of Meteorology,
Emeritus

William E Pinson, Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Geology,
Emeritus

Frederick A. Sanders, Ph.D.
Professor of Meteorology, Emeritus

Robert Rales Shrock. Ph.D.
Professor of Geology Emsrtu

Hurd Curtis Willet, Ph.D.
Professor of Meteorology
Emeritus

The Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and
Planetary Sciences ofrs the bachelors degree
In earth, atmospheric, and planetary sciences,
and the master's and doctoral degrees in earth
and planetary sciences, in meteomiogy, and in
oceanography.

Observations of the sky, sea, surface, and the
planet's interior inspire Ingenious syntheses of
physics, chemistry, and mathematics. Depart-
ment programs utilize the basic sciences to
understand the origins, evolution, composition,
and structure of the earth and other planets,
and to explain phenomena as diverse as the
motions of continents, asteroids, and weather
systems.

Department faculty members teach and conduct
research in a broad range of subjects, empha-
sizing mineralogy- crystalography sedimentology,
petrology, rock mechanics, geochemistry, chemi-
cal oceanography, geochronology, tectonics,
geodesy seismology, geomagnetism and geo-
electricity, heat flo% high-pressure geophysics,
geophysical fluid dynamics, observational and
dynamical meteorology, atmospheric electricity,
physical oceanography, marine geology and
geophysics, optical and radar astronomy, dynam-
ical astronomy, comets and meteors, planetary
rings, and planetary atmospheres.

Modern problems in these fields are approached
by in st physical and chemical measurements,
laboratory studies, and theoretical treatments.
Experimental facilities for training and research
are available not only In departmental laborato-
ries such as the Earth Resources Laboratory,
but also In MIT's Interdepartmental laboratories
such as the Center for Space Research, the
Lincoln Laboratory, the Haystack radio observa-
tory and Millstone Radar faclty, and the Waiace
Astrophysical and Geophysical observatories
(described In Chapter VI), and in cooperating
Institutions such as the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic institution.

Graduate programs in meteorology and physi-
cal oceanography are provided through the
Center for Meteorology and Physical Ocean-
ography. The programs in these areas draw upon
physics, mathematics, and chemistry but empha-
size fluid dynamics. The solutions to many
environmental problems will depend upon in-
creased knowledge of the earth's atmosphere
and oceans. The Center's graduate programs
are designed to provide students with a broad
background in these areas. The research pro-
grams of the Center are descrIbed later in this
section. The program In physical oceanography
is offered Jointly with the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution.

Students are encouraged to take advantage of
the offerings in the Undergraduate Seminar
Program and the Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program to become involved In
the fields of earth and planetary sciences, mete-
orology, and oceanography,

Bachelor of Solense in Earth, AtnospherIc,
and Planetary Solenose
Course XI

The Department offers undergraduate prepare-
tion for professional careers in the earth, atmo-
spheric, and planetary sciences. Some students
concentrate in specific fields in these areas.
Others choose to combine basic studies In
mathematics, physics, chemistry, or engineer-
ing with applications to earth, atmospheric, and
planetary sciences.

The curriculum for the Bachelor of Science In
Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences
contains only a minimum number of specific
requirements, to allow maximum flexibility In
arranging an Individualized program of study.
Usts of undergaduate research and employment
opportunities are available from the Department

Students are encouraged to enter the Depart-
ment of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary
Sciences at the beginning of the second year to
obtain maximum benefit from advisor resources;
however, Interested students are encouraged to
visit Department headquarters at any time to
arrange conferences with advisors.

Restricted Elective Requirements. Each stu-
dent's program of restricted electives is indi-
vidually arranged in consultation with the advisor.
For guidance, sample programs in geology,
geochemistry, geophysics, meteorology and
physical oceanography atmospheric and oceanic
chemistry, planetary physics, and astronomy are
available from the Department Headquarters,
Room 54-912. A variety of other programs can
be worked out in consultation wthii the stu-
dent's advisor.
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Some of the restricted electives in these pro-
grams, or any aternatsprograms submitted,
can be selected in part to meet the particular
needs and interests of Individual students.
Approval of these program& Is based on their
scope, depth, and relevance to sound prepara-
tion In earth, atmospheric, and planetary sci-
ences. Programs normally should be submitted
for approval by the middle of the student's
third year.

Students who wish to defer choosing a field of
concentration within Course Xl can prepare
for all of the options by completing 5.60 Chemi-
cal Thermodynamics, 8.03 Physics 111, 12.02
Chemistry and Physics of Minerals and Rocks,
and 18.03 Differential Equations during their
second year.

Resesaoh Aequkuemsnt, Each student Is required
to undertake a minimum of 12 units of research
supervised in the Department Many students
take significantly more, and some petition the
Committee on Curricula to have this research
satisfy the Institute Laboratory Requirement as
well. By petition to the Departmental Committee
on Undergraduates, suitably planned and exe-
cuted research or IndMdual study also may be
substituted for classroom subjects. Also by
petition, students may satisfy the departmental
research requirement by means of projects on
which they have worked for pay rather than for
credit either within the department or else.
where, provided that the student can demon-
strate that the activity constitutes a substantial
research experience.

ahelor of Solence in Earth, Atnospherlo, Doauble-Degree PrograM/vIe-.Wr
and Pilanetary eslene Progwne
Course XI

Degree requirements applicable to the Class
entering MIT In September 1986 (Class of
1990) and subsequent Classes:*

*enera mhujeA aquhmnA 17STIjeata

ScInoe Raqulamm
Humant Aft d Soc 801encee
Rageqmmn
Scence oletrbuton Requamm n2 aubet an be
utlened by 18.03 and by 5.60 or 3.00 In t Dearmental
Ronm"-
Laboatory RequKement

5
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PUS

p PreCUm unl

Subler names below are kw by Creop unt,
aid by piewqia ra or N Aw (a qWaWIn aiW

RequIredSumesi 50
one ofi t kmone o aW c:
5.50 chemioal Thermodynamice', 12: iao2
3.00 Thermodynamle or Maerale, 12; 1102

Plus
8.03 PhyetoaIL 2; 802, 1&02

orn n of ft lowoor atf c cltoaen
In cOneuihdan -~ dom aAdar
1.0 Fluld Dynamio 12:1.05,10.03
3.11 Mcharlos of Malerials , 12; 6.01, 1&02
6.61 PhyWca Clamnetr 12; 8.02. 16.02

18.384 Fd MechanIs 12: 1104cr 16.076 or 18.302

12.091 Speolal Problems (at a 12 untel
12.ThU Undergaduate Theeis (a least 12 unnel
12.UR undegraduale Raearh (alet 12 unne)
one of l lowks AuM teW:
12.07 ChemIstry and Phyelof orh Earth, 12; 8.02,

18.03
12.131J Plmanetry solne , 12; 8.03, 11.03
12.21 ftal of the Ocean, 12: .03, 1.03
12.811 Introdution to Meteorlog 12; 8.03.18.03

P1W
18.03 Olltrentile Equaens, 12: 18.02

NeltrAed 0 8allsse s4
A coherent program of electivee

so in coneullaton Alh the tboulty
advisor and approved by the Departmenial
Commsee on Underpradualee (see text

unItel hi sperimenta Pupgam tht i alslefy lie
Guerelhitls Reubmn s (24)

uhieeteteted Uienes s0

114Wtslenemred fer les 5 esmessfond dhe
aedmienltenequmment 150

-the depee requbemenla appicnl to Classe that entered
MIT prior to September1986 re gIven at the end of the
descrpion or the departments undergaduate program.

Studies In physics, chemistry, biology, applied
mathematics, and electrical or cvil engineer-
Ing are directly relevant preparation for work in
earth, atmospheric, and planetary solences.
Students from these departments can arrange
flexible programs of study in Course Xl which
lead to a second Bachelor of Science in one of
these areas.

Students with strong academic records from
the Departments of Chemistry, Electrical Engi-
neering and Computer Science, Phyacs, Earth,
Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, or Math-
ematIcs should be able to complete a Master of
Science In Earth and Planetary Sciences in
meteorology and physical oceanography In one
year of additional study particularly if programs
are arranged for this purpose from the begin-
ning of the fourth year. Applications for gradu-
ate enrollment In the Department are considered
any time after the beginning of the fourth year.
Students may receive the Bachelor of Science
as soon as the requirements are completed, or
may elect to defer the award for simultaneous
presentation with the Master of Science.

Inqukes

Additional information may be obtained from the
Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Plane-
tary Sciences, Department Headquarters, Room
54-912, Mrrl Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-3381. Specific Information and advlo
with respect to studies in meteorology may be
obtained from Professor Peter H. Stone, Room
54-1712, (617) 253-2281.

Stdns who have taken 6.60 to tull the Gaerl Instluue
RequIement in Chemletry must tWke 12 addhinnl unt or
solence Dstrbobn ubeDO.
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Graduate Study

Bachelor of Soence In Earth, Atimospheric,
and Planetary Sciences
Course XII

Degree requirements applicable to Classes that
entered MIT prior to September 1986 (through
the Class of 1989):

Science Requiraement' 8o

Humanitles, Arts, and Social Sciences
Requir~snWt 72

Science Distribution Requirement can be
eatlelled by 18.03, by 5.60 or 3.00, end by
8.03, 11, or 6.61 In the Departmental

Laboratory RequIement 12

o anano en poU

Suber names below ae Alowed by aeditun,
and b# wereuqSN If any (cor"ulev s In nmos

one of fte kowlng Iwo sujecs:
5.0 chiemical Termodynamical, 12; 18.02
3.00 Thermodynamics of Materials, 12;18.02

Plus
8.03 Physica 10I, 12; 8.02. 18.02

or one of the oling four su e hoen
In consutuon wth e adwsor:

1.60 nuld Dynamlo, 12; 1.05, 18.03
3.11 Mechanice M aterials 1 2;8.01. 18.02
5.6 1I physical Chemhstry 12; 5.02, 18.02

18.354 Ruid Mechanics, 12; 18.04 or 18.075 or 18.302

One of te folowing Ue subOects:
12.001 specl Problems (at least 12 unl)
12.ThU undrgWaduateels (at leat 12 units)
12.uR Undergraduate Research (at least 12 unite)

One of t AloWing four subject:
12.07 Chemry and Physlos of the Earth, 12;

8.02,18.03
12,131J Planetary science 1, 12; 8.03,18.03
12.21 Physics of the Ocean, 12; 8.03, 18.03
12.811 Introduction to Meleorology 12; 8.03. 18.03

Plus
18.03 Diferential Equations, 12:18.02

A chrent roWNr Of ele01ee
selected In consultation with the faculty
advisor and approved by the Deparftental
Committee on Undergraduates (see tex)

unretricted slee 72

med unne Iequied for Oin DA eee 380

The Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and
Planetary Sciences offers opportunities for
graduate study and research In a wide range of
fields, as Indicated by the detailed subject
descriptions In Chapter Vil. This coursework Is
the usual prelude to a thesis which demonstates
that the student Is capable of Independent and
creative research. A successful thesis leads to
a graduate degree, either a Master of Science, a
Doctor of Philosophy or a Doctor of Science In
the field of specialization.

A graduate thesis may have either a theoretical,
experimental, or observational focus. Modern
laboratory facilities, computers, Instrumentation,
and extensive collections of specimens and
data are available to students. Field study Is an
essential part of the graduate curriculum In
geology, geophysics, and geochemIstry, and
special arrangements may be made for sum-
mer employment and field research on Depart-
mental projects and with industrial organizations
and government agencies. In oceanography sea-
going observational research le an Important
part of the educational experience. In meteorol-
ogy and oceanography, graduate study Includes
a mixture of theoretical and experimental stud-
ies sharing a common appreciation of the
dynamics of the underlying process.

In addition to the General Institute Requirements
for admission, as found in Chapter IV, the
Department requires preparation equivalent to
the curriculum for the Bachelor of Science in
Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences at
MIT for graduate studies In that field. For mete-
orology and oceanography, the most essential
element is a sound preparation In mathematics
and physics, supplemented if possible by some
chemistry. Students taking their undergraduate
work at other Institutions are advised to include
In their programs the equivalent of the mathe-
matics and physics contained In the MIT under-
graduate curricula. If students are not fully
prepared in certain of the fields or required
subjects, they usually are asked to extend their
studies in these areas while pursuing advanced
work. The doctoral program can be entered
without a Master of Science as a prerequisite.

Joint iT-Woods Hole Oceanograplo
Institution Program in Oceanography and
Ooanographlo Enginesring

MIT and WHOI have established a joint program
In oceanography which leads to a jointly
awarded degree of the Doctor of Philosophy or
the Doctor of Science. For details of this pro-
gram, see Joint Program In Oceanography and
Oceanographic Engineering with the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, at the end of
this chapter.

Master of Solience in Earth and
Plane"ary Solences in Meteorology,
or In Oceanography

The General Institute Requirements for the
degree of Master of Science In Earth and Plane-
tary Science, in Metecrology or in Oceanography
are described In Chapter IV. An individual
program of study and research is arranged to
suit the special background, needs, and goals
of each student. The program Is worked out In
detail by the student with his or her personal
faculty advisor and a Departmental committee.
There are no foreign language requirements for
the degree. Master's students In oceanography
and meteorology have access to the facilities of
the Joint MIT-WHOI Program.

General Institute Requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy or Doctor of Science are
given in Chapter IV The Department does not
require candidates for the doctorate to present
evidence of competence in a foreign language
but, because of the importance of communica-
tions with foreign scientists, it Is strongly urged
that candidates for the doctorate acquire Inter-
mediate competence In one or more languages.
A specialized program of study and research is
tailored to each student's background, needs,
and goals by the student in consultation with a
personal faculty advisor and a Departmental
committee. A doctoral candidate's program Is
expected to be broad and to Include formal
study In other departments In addition to the
specialized subjects which prepare the candi-
date for thesis research. Thesis research nor-
mally is begun immediately after successful
completion of the general examination, by the
end of the second year. The general examina-
tion is Intended to test the candidate's aptitude
and preparation for independent research.

Entrance Requiraments for Graduate Study
Dotro PNileohyand Doctor of Sclence

students who have taken 5.80 to fulfill the General Institute
Requirement In Chemistry must take 12 additional units of
solence Olitribution subjes.
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Center for Meteorology
and Physical Oceanography

Thels research Is closely supervised by one
or re facuty members who are Interested
and knowledgeable In the research topic, who
am chosn by the tudent, and who may be
members of other departments. The theel Is
expected to meet high professional standards,
and to be a significant original contribution to
the sclentific fild-

Tmhing nd Rearseh Assisdtntsh

The Department and the Center for Meteorology
and Physical Oceanography offer a consider-
able number of reeearch and teaching assis-
tantahipa each year. Research assistants work
on one of the many research projects in the
Departmt or Center which often is related to
the sludent's thesis research. Teaching assis-
tantseassist In laboratory instruction or in the
preparaton of teaching materials and the grad-
Ing of papers.

The Center also offers the Jule G. Charney
Awads for graduate study. These awards are
available to a few students to supplement the
normal support from research asistantehipe
or other fellowships. Selection of Individuals is
based on the excellence of the applicants
reor s evidenced by academic performnn,
letters of rooommendation, professlonal accom-
pishments, and other awards such as National
Science Foundation FeNowships.

Additional information regarding academic and
current research programs in the Department,
admiiion requirements, assistantahip appoint-
ments, and financial ald may be obtained by
writing to the Department of Earth, Atmospheric,
and Planetary Solanoss, Department Headquar-
ters, Room 54-912, Mit Cambridge, Measschu-
ses 02139, (617) 253-3381.

Formal subjects of Instruction are offered In
most principal areas of meteorology supple-
mented by reading courses In a students ape-
ciAi area of Interest The subjects are described
In Chapter VIII.

The Center's research and educational activities
Include all the principal areas of meteorology:
atmospheric dynamics, synoptic meteorology
weather forecasting, radar meteorologx meso-
scale metsorology cloud physics, atmospheric
electricity atmospheric chemistry cimate dy-
namics, satellite meteorology planetary atmo-
spheres, air-sea Interactions, observational
meteorology hydro-meleorclogy and air pollu-
tion. The Center maintains a Doppler weather
radar system and a synoptic laboratory which
receives and archives current weather data
from the National Meteorological Center. he
Center also has a computer facility with a
medium-sized computer and peripheral equip-
ment, and remote terminals which enable stu-
dents and staff to communicate with large
computers at the National Center for Almo-
apharic Research, NASs Goddard Space Fight
Center, and MIT's information Services. The
facility can be used for data analysis, plotting,
saoite Image processing, numerical modeing.
and other applications. Some of the Center's
staff have joint appointments at MITs Haystack
Observatory In Wetford, Massachuseus. The
Observatory's Millstone HI radar systems are
used In studies of the phyls and dynamics of
both the upper and lowr atmospheres.

Cambridge and No surroundings contain a num-
ber of Institutions active In meteorological
research, which, in addition to private commer-
cial firms, Include Harvard University Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, the Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory, and the Boston Office
of the National Weather Service. Contact with
the personnel of these Institutions is maintained
through seminars and symposia.

Oceanography

The Center for Meteorology and Physical Ocea-
nography Is active In physical oceanography
reesarch; faculty and students are currenty
engaged In theoretical studies of the oceanic
circulation, observational studies at sea, labora-
tory models, and Invesigations of the Interac-
tions between the atmosphere and the ocean.
The programs of graduate students In ocean-
ography also include subjects In oceanogra-
phy and related areas offered by several other
Mrr departments and the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution.

Earth esouroes Labreatory

The Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL), of the
Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Plane-
tary Sclences, brings together faculty saoff, and
students dedicated to research that will further
our understanding of the earth and Its resources.
Intensive and multidIscplinary approaches are
combined to investigate the problems of explo-
ration and development of petroleum and other
resources. Selsmology and physical properties
of earth materials, among other geophysical
studies, provide a common thread for research
projects. The Laboratory personnel, which total
about fifty-five, Include departmental faculty,
visiting faculty research scientists, graduate
students, undergraduate students, and support
staff.

There are six major research areas at ERL:
seismic weve propagation and Inversion In
heterogeneous media; borehole geophysics;
reflection seIsmology/tomography; selsmicity/
tectonics; Image processing; and expert system
(Al) amlcaons to geophylcal problems. There
are extensive computing facilities, as well as
ultrasonics, tomographyi and rock physics labo-
ratories supporting the above research areas.
Field date collection activities Include the
Wallace Geophysical Observatory and New
England Seismic Network, a 2km-deep dedi-
cated research borehole, and cooperative stud-
ies with other MIT departments, Industrial
research groups, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution , Ocean Drilling (ODP), and Conti-
nental Drilling (DOSECC) programs.

The research activities at ERL are supported In
equal measure by Industry and US government
agencies. The Industrial support tals the form
of research consorla (about 35 companies)
and Founding Membership grants. Furthur infor-
mation about ERL can be obtained at the
Department Headquarters (54-912), at ERL
Headquarters (E34-482), or by calng the Diro-
tor, Professor M. N. Toks6z at (617) 253-7862.
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Department of Mathematics .

Arthur Paul Mattuck, Ph.D.
Class of 1922 Professor
of Mathematics
Head of the Department

Richard Burt Melrose, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
Chairman, Committee on Pure
Mathematics

Willem Van Rensselaer Malkus,
Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics
Chairman, Committee on Applied
Mathematics

Profesors

Nesmith Cornett Ankeny Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Michael Artin, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

David John Benn"y, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics

Hung Cheng, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics

Richard Mansfield Dudley, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics

Daniel Z. Freedman, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematcs

Harvey Philip Greenspan, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics

Victor William Gulemin, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Sigurdur Helgason, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Kenneth Myron Hoffman, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Victor Kac, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Daniel Marinus Kan, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Steven Kleiman, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Daniel J. Klistman, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics

Bertram Kostant, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
(On leave, spring)

George Luaxtig, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Robert D. MacPherson, Ph.D.
Professor of MathematIcs

Haynes R Mille, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

James Raymond Munkres, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Franklin Paul Peterson, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Daniel Gray Quillen, Ph.D.
Norbert Wiener Professor of
Mathematics
IOn leave)

Hartley Rogers, Jr., Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
(On leave, spring)

Glan-Carlo Rota, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics
and Philosophy

Gerald Enoch Sacks, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematical Logic

Richard Donald Schafer, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Irving Ezra Segal, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

leadore Manual Singer, Ph.D.
Institute Professor
Professor of Mathematics
(On leave)

Richard Peter Stanley, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics

Harold Mead Stark, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
(On leave, spring)

William Gilbert Strang, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Daniel W Stroock, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics

Alar Toomre, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics

Michle Franoises Vergne, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
(On leave, spring)

David Alexander %logen, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
(On leave, spring)

A oesor

David Jay Anick, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mathematics

Sy David Friedman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mathematics

David S. Jorison, Ph.D.
Associate Profesor of MathemallIcs
(On leave)

Frank Thomson Leighton, Ph.D.
Associalte Professor of Applied
Mathematics

Greta M. WIung, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Applied
Mathematics
(Visitng)

Rodolfo Reuben Rosles, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Applied
Mathematics
(On leave)

Michael Sipee, Ph.D.
Associate Profesor of Applied
Mathematics
(On leave, spring)

Uoyd Nicholas 'Rlfethen, Ph.D.
Associale Professor of Appled
Mathematics

A enItd Prissor

Baruch Aworbuh, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathematics

Luis Caslan, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mathamatios

Mark D. Halman, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathematics

Iris Marie Mack, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathematics
(Visling)

AN Nadim, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathematics

C. Frederick Pearson, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathematics

Antonio Sanche-Cae, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Egon Schulte, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathematics
(Vislting)

David B. Shmoys, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathematics

Eva Ibrdos, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathemtcls
(Viiting)

Er-Chmng Taol, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathematics

Nicholas R Mrner, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathematics
(On leave)

Stephane L Zalelki, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Applied
Mathematics

C L. EMoose ilrustors

Jonathan Block. Ph.D.
(On les)
BSnnet Cho* Ph.D.
(On leave)
Mathew J. Dyer, Ph.D.
Robin Forman, Ph.D.
Enric Arau, Ph.D.
WOv Karplshpan, Ph.D.

Michael Laelsowski, Ph.D.
Jlan-Shu U, Ph.D.
Gordans Mat|, Ph.D.
(On laM)
Richard Montgomery, Ph.D.
Monica Petri, Ph.D.
JOrgWn Ralhmann, Ph.D.
Robert Thompeon, Ph.D.
(On leave)
Douglas L Ume, Ph.D.
Michael Van den Bergh, Ph.D.
Dave Wilte, Ph.D.
(On leave)
Michael Wolf, Ph.D.
Mlientis Zabolo, Ph.D.
(On leave)
Zhengfang Zhou, Ph.D.

insituolors in Applied Maienils

Yehuda Agnon, Ph.D.
Kwok WIng Cho Ph.D.
Patrice Ph.D.
Andrew Stuart, Ph.D.
Mi Zhou, Ph.D.

Lolrer

Jean-Dominique Deuschel, Ph.D.

Adminetiw Oler

James Edward Dalton

AdmMitrve Assistants

Joanne E. Murray 8S.
Phyllis Ruty A.B.
Mre' Tyler
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(Course IS)

Undergraduate Study

P mres Emerit 

Warren Ambrose, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus

Heman Chernoff, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics,
Emeritus

Francis Segnaud Hildebrand, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus

Louis Norberg Howard, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Mathematics,
Emeritus

Chia-Chiao Un, Ph.D.
Institute Professor
Professor of Applied Mathematics,
Emeritus

William Ted Martin, Ph.D.
Professor of Education and
Mathematics, Emeritus

Claude Elwood Shannon, Ph.D.
Donner Professoi of Science
and Professor of Mthematics
and Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus

Dirk Jan Strulk, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus

George Brinton Thomas, Jr., Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus

George William Whitehead, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus

An undergraduate degree In mathematics pro-
vides an excellent basis for graduate work In
mathematics or compular science, or for employ-
ment In such mathematics-related fields as
systems analysis, operations research, or actu-
arlal science.

Because the career objecdves of undergradu-
ate mathematics majors are so diverse, each
undergraduaters program Is Individually arranged
through collaboration between the student and
his or her faculty advisor. In general, students
are encouraged to explore the various branche
of mathematics, both pure and applied.

Undergraduates wishing to work in small groups
under the supervision of a faculty member may
elect an upper level mathematics seminar This
Is normally done during the junior year or the
first semester of the senior year. The experience
gained from active participation In a seminar
conducted by a research mathematician Is par-
ticularly valuable for a student planning to
pursue graduate work In some branch of math-
ematics or a related field.

There are three undergraduate programs that
lead to the degree Bachelor of Science In
Mathematics: a General Mathematics Option, an
Applied Mathematics Option for those who wish
to specialize In that aspect of mathematics, and
a Theoretical Mathematics Option for those
who expect to pursue graduate work in pure
mathematics. A fourth undergraduate program
leads to the degree Bachelor of Science In
Mathematics with Computer Science; it Is
Intended for students seriously Interested In
both mathematics and computer science.

The interaction that takes place In the class-
room Is an important component of the learn-
Ing experience In mathematics. Therefore, In
none of the programs is advanced standing
credit accepted toward fulffllment of any part of
the Departmental Requirements other than
18.03. It Is accepted, however, as Unrestricted
Elective.

Bachlor of Sclence in Matheratics
Course XVIll
General Mathematics Opin

This option is the one followed by most students
who major in mather Atics. Besides the Gen-
eral Institute Requirements, the requirements
consist of 18.03 Differential Equations and
eight 12-unit subjects In Course 18 of essen-
tially different content, including at least six

advanced subjects (first decimal digit one or
higher). This leaves available 84 units of
unrestricted electives. The requirements are
flexible in order to accommodate several cats-
gores of students:

1) those who wish to pursue programs that com-
bine mathematics with a related field (such as
physics, economics, or management), 2) those
who wish to divide their tme between theoretical
and applied mathematics, and 3) those who wish
to use mathematics as a general Institute maor.

Appled mathematcls is the mathematical study
of general scientific concepts, principles, and
phenomena which, because of their widespread
occurrence and application, relate or unify
varous disciplines. The core of the program at
MIT concerns the following principles and their
mathematical formulations: propagation, equilib-
rium, stablity optimization, cybernetics, stais-
tics, and random processes. The undergraduate
program provides a general introduction to
most areas of applied mathematics and to sev-
eral specific areas for study In greater depth.

Sophomores interested in applied mathematics
typically survey the field of applied mathemat-
loc by enrolling in both 18.310 and 18.311
Principles of Applied Mathematics. Subject
18.310, given only in the first term, is devoted to
the discrete aspects of the subject and may be
taken concurrently with 18.03. Subject 18.311,
given only in the second term, is devoted to
continuous aspects and makes considerable
use of differential equations.

The subjects in Group I of the program correspond
roughly to those areas of applied mathematics
making heavy use of discrete mathematics,
while Group I1 emphasizes those subjects which
deal mainly with continuous processes. Natu-
raN, there Is a good deal of overlap; for exam-
ple, such subjects as probability or numerical
analysis have both discrete and continuous
aspects. In general, students In the applied
mathematics option are encouraged to acquire
as good a background as possible in both
types of applied mathematics.

For those who wish to emphasize particular
areas within the applied mathematics curricu-
lum, sample programs are available in the Under-
graduate Mathematics Office for the following
specialties: combinatorics, computer science,
fluid dynamics, numerical analysis, statistics,
and theoretical physics.
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esoitaler of Solenoe in MAtematioe
Coure XVil
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Degree requirements applicable to the Class
entering MIT In September 1986 (Class of
1990) and subsequent Classes:*

Generam ihg egleei 17 IsuMes

Science Requimment 5
Humaniee, Arts, and Sociel Solenoe
RequhIment a

Science Distribuion Requirment 11 eutect can be
eaebedby 1.03 in the Departmentam Programl
Laboratory Requirement 1

TOAL. Subect 17
PLUS

nsp-- p ae

subjet names below are bo*wd by ced unne,
and by prerequsba It any (coequlies in Un l)

18.03 Diferential Equalicne, 12; 18.02

18.310 Prinoples of Applied Mathmalio 12; 18.02

18.311 Principles of Applied Mathematics, 12; 18.03
one Of th Astiwfng to aubjacie
18.04 complex Variablea wih Appilalson 12;18.03
11284 Inhoduction to Funvtmon or a Complex varabe,

12:18.03
One of te f rlon two VAOece:
18.06 UnerAlgAbra, 12; 18,02
18.421J Algrithmio Algebra and Number Theory, 12;

18.06 or 1.710, 18.310"

Neatied see s:
rour ad naI Course 8 ugeote o the ftmW* two
goupe wth at eaat one uJWect horn ch Group'
Grs I -Probabty and Stedeba. Coninatorica
Computer science
Group N -Numerical Analye Pheielo Mathemaosc, Fluid
Mechanis

so

Theoretical mathematics (or "pure" mathemat-
los) Is the study of the basic concepts and
structures that underlie the mathematical tools
used in science and engineering. its purpose
Is to search for a deeper understanding and an
expanded knowledge of mathematics itself.

baditonally, pure mathematics has been clasel-
tied Into three general fields: analysis, which
deals with continuous aspects of mathematics;
algebra, which deals with discrete aspects;
and geometry. The undergraduate program is
designed so that students become familiar with
each of these areas. Students may also wish to
explore such other topics as logic, number
theory, complex analysis, geometry, and sub-
jects within applied mathematics.

The subject 18.1008 Analysis IIs basic to the
program. Since this subject is strongly proof-
oriented, many students find an Intermediate
subject such as 18.06 Unear Algebra or 18.710
Abstract Linear Algebra useful as preparation.

Some flexibility Is allowed in this program. For
Instance, students may, with permission, sub-
stitute I.100A for 18&1009; and e may
substitute 18.710 Abstract Unear Algebra, plus
18.703 Modern Algebra, for the recommended
algebra sequence 18.701-18.702. Similarly, a
thesis or (lass desirably) a first-year graduate
subject may be substituted for the Seminr.

a.

Unite in nep eentel Program thW ae ly he
G eeeleste Iequiremene (12)

Unrestrtted Ilesee 64

1t11601 onequ ifder sRer $A 0ee eed rf

General inelise Requbrements 160

'The degree requiremente aniable to Classes that entered
MIT prior to September 198 Nare given at the end of the
description of the department'e undergraduate program.

"Alternate prarequielle. are aleo Rted In te ubject deecripgon.

bohelor of Sulenoe in Msthematio
Course X ll
Theofl Mathematise Opuion

Degree requirements applicable to the Class
entering MIT In September 1986 (Class of
190) and subsequent Classes:*

Generl 1101e Aestuamenie 17se*a

soence Requirement 5
Humanitie. Ar, ad soci Scienen
Requirement 5
Solnce Dietribuftn Requirement 11 eubct can be
saelled by 16.03 In te Departmental Proam) 3
Laborstory Requirement 1

TOTAL Subjects 17
st-us

ns imna p parvin

Subjer names below am bm d by ae unn e.
and by perequiales Nany (corequese In Wtlo)
nos*edsujeect 72
18.03 D ernial Equadtne, 12; 18.02
18.1000 Analyeale i, 12; 18.03
One O the M0o tiee umaub)e"
18.101 Analyel N, 12: 18.100s 18.701-
18.102 Analysle 11, 12: 18.1006
18.103 Fouier Analyi - Theory and Applillon, 12;

18.1008

18.701 Algebra , 12; 18.02
18.702 Algebra 9, 12: 18.701
18.901 Introduction to lTpology 1, 12; 18.100

Astrid Seausvee: 3s
An upper levei Mathemados Seminar' (12 unite)
Io addonal Couree 1 aubjece of
*a * dilednt onten,
with the firet decimal digIt
one or hIgher (24 unte

Unse in epertmental Pragem #0 ales eliely me
aneral ineilltenefleuluimente (12)

usiwetrited aees 64

1beuhi Sbegie aer esas.Depeeoneynd te

General hntiute nequheaet 150

*The degree requiremsents anrcabi to classee that entered
MIT prior to September1988 are given at the end f the
description of the department' undergraduate program.

"Allemale prerequlies are alo ated In the aubeot deriplion.

T
Thene seminate are 1&.104, 18&.504, 1 .V04 16.904, and 1464.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-,-

A Ist of oeplee eubete Is eavaleble in Room 2.106

4
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MINhemlOn an eomputer solenes are closely Bachelor of Salenoe in MthemnatNo inquiries
related fields. Problems in computer science with Compter SuMence
are often formalied and solved with mathe- CouMe XViC Inquiries regarding academic programs may be
matical methods, and it is lkely that the most addressed to Joanne E. Murrax Underguduat
Important problems currently facing computer Degree requirements applicable to the Class Mathematics Office, Room 2-108, MT Cam-
scientlets will be solved hy researchere skilled entering MIT in September 1086 (Class of bridge, Massachusetts 02130, (617) 253-2416.
In algebra, analysis, cominatorioe, logio and/or 1990) and subsequent Classes:*
probablity thory, as wail as computer science. The following Information sheets are available in

The purpose of this program is to educate alu-
dents in precisely these areas. First, the program
provides a broad background in mathematics,
equivalent to that of the other mathematics op-
tos, but emphasliing areas of greatest appi-
cation to computer science, Second it provides
a solid core of education In computer science,
beginning with 6.001 Structure and Interpreta-
tion of Computer Programs, and 6.034 Artificial
intelgence. These are followed by either 6.002
Circuits and Electronics and 6.004 Computa-
tion Structures, ~hloh concentrate on the hard-
were aspects of computer science, or by 6.170
Laboratory In Software ngineering and 6.035
Computer Language Engineering, wich con-
centrate on the software aspects. The program
is completed with two advanced subjects,
1&404J Theory of Computation and 18.414J
Theory of Algorithms, which provide an Intro-
duoon to the most mathematoicaly Intensive
branches of computer science.

Some flexibility Is allowed in this program. For
Instance, students may with permission, sub-
stitute 6.170 Laboratory In Software Engineer-
Ing for the recommended subject 6.034 Artificial
Intelligence, provided that they complete the
6.002-6.004 sequence and that they other-
wise satisfy the Institute sclence distribution
requirement. Simiarly they may, with permis-
sion, substitute 18.063 Introduction to Algebraic
Systems for 18.310 Principles of Applied Math-
ematics, and 18.701 Algebra I for 18.06 Unear
Algebra.

easelinsmanh s enhsm el 17 5qsuis

SOience RequhauWn
-umaces Art Sool socisoenoses

ululAfent A
Science OlufrAtmon Raamunent (2 eubot can be

.0uend by 1O3 and 1s034s n Un OeperbnnteA Proommt 5
Leio'noy nernen&t . 1

ITA&. Su-e-a17
PLUS

nI- , u...UNA

&*sCdnanusbhiw fo MeetdhvueW*&NM

NsWAod Ws,* II 11 7 
103 ere elEqunna 12; 16.02

18.310 Prinoplee of Appbd MhmmnAe, 12; 16.02
1.404J Theory of camputelon, 12; 10.310
1.414J TheoryorAgorNhvf, 12; 1.310, 1o6 or 1M710

.001 truOn a Mhrefaion of Compuer
Pngreme,16

6.034 ArnSOIaI -nsOgnce, 12; 6.001
omwolow W-Aui fmo vefte
1106 Unw Algebr.12;1M02
16.710 Abereo Unm Ngebra, 12; 16.02
Crwt~mor aowav two equences
6.002 chnune and 15les . 102.1103
6.04 Comp on Strcturee, 15; 1001, &002

or
6.170 Laboraeory In Sotwe nlneekrf. 12; a001
6.035 Computer Language Engneing 12; 170

naented aeUse 45
fotranone coupes is euwjc*e oeasenfeyaew't
conten, hehag aVe can ..1 aba" o e o masesW
aee: Aebmre, Anejed, Logc, Muabsbry Nu*mWo Anaa4un,
W- CRteS'

Una inn0 -pwtaurs Pismumm ON*e a ft as
Gamin hualudeeequ*emente (24)

hWvunhlted maness 45

1beuW nequed fgr Unsne eelevnd asn
GamrwltM aemmse 143 or 10

'The degee rerementa a M to Cloases Sat enteed
MIT prior to September 196 are gln at te end of t
deecripdon of t dpartnmnt'a undergaduatl prog.

Room 2-106'

What Math Subjects Shall iTke?
Careers in Mathemantic
Thinking of Mejoring In Mathematcs?
Applied Mathematios: Sample Programs

A Id of SWOPupb jeca Iwenae In norm 2-101.
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Sashelor of SOlen e i Melhmellos Bameor of Suolnes in M uh em Rllo Bohelor of SOleom in Mauemalos
Course XVll Coure Xl wih Compler Salenos
App N Mhmal 11 u0n Theomsodk Mihunad Opion c xvNic

Degree requirement. applicable to Cla8es that Degree requirements applicable to Clasee that Degree requirements applicable to Clause that
entered MIT prior to September 1988 (through entered MIT prior to September 1986 (through entered MIt prior to September 1086 (through
the class of 1989): the clat of 1989): the Clas of 1989):

sa" bRe"nm s
Sence RAuirement 8

Humnbis Art and Soclat Sclenoce
RequWement 72

Oence ODitrauuen RequireAmnt can
be WeMened by 15.03 in e Departmental
Prcgrm, sluseapproprle subleOWe loiing 3
Laboratory Requkremnt 12

D-pA P epm
SueOt names bewar. ib sdyedy t unt e,
and by preqhiee f any (oorequielle el ~
qequieledQgUMelNe 8

18.03 Digerentul Equealnn, 12:18.02
16.310 PriNolpleof Appled Mawrthemall, 12; 16.02
18.311 Pn lpleof Appled Mweauce, 12; 18.03
One of Vie ft n e (W sAOu b:
16.04 Copix Mrlableswkh Appioeuona, 12: 16.03
18.264 nhductan to nnuane of a Complex WrlAble,

12; 16.03
One of00e negwi ato suAWeo:

1.06 UnaerAlgera, 12; 18.02
18A21J Agrniolc Aebr and Number Theorgt 12;

18.06 or 16.710, 18.310*

four adMtomsr CoWme 18 sugeos hom te 10oig to
grorg nem at Mar one audbt homesho gnNe'
Gre I -Pobabfy and laNi", Combinalorics'
Computr Sowce
rae U -Numarlcel Analyala, Fwalcel MWhemanas,

Puid Mohenlos

480

Unie tid e UaaM 5

1Italtenqbed tr s apas 80 a

GeneraVin iAu N NIb Tammt Un

Solance RquWmnt 8so
Humanil s, and Aft W S aoences

Rqiremant 72
solence O1eriubon Raquirement can be
aeailed by 11.0. in a ODpertental Program,

plus appropriale subacui t01ang 24
Laboratory ReIustemmnt 12

-epAr Pea

ue Anemee beIot ae Mndbynf uni
end p prssul ny~I tboeqabag hi halo

18.03 Digerenal Equanonf, 12;1$.02
18.1008 Analyale1, 12 16.03
on* ofdi " e~n bv res u" A40f
18.101 Analysle V, 12; 11100, 18.701*
18.102 Analysle N, 12; 18.1008
16.103 Fourier Anlgyals - Theory and Appalins, 12

16.701 Algebra 1,12; 18.02
11-702 Mgibra #, 12;18.701
18.801 Introdullon tobslogy , 12;18.100B

etratedwbeiue

An upW lWel hma M aos Seminar' (12 unite)
Wio Oadtonal Courase 1& $10*4 of

" -e~el dierentoconenL,
wih Nine iremdcimal igit

an* or highar (24 unlta)

U r - OaeIMM e

Ganwai enUthensukmet -~n

SOence lquikenent
HunlaI, Afta W nSo1 SOlenwe
Requirent 72
Seeos Oli utun Requkenent can
be sauaeed by 16.03 and 6.034 In Me
Depwtnane ProgM, plus approMpra
subeat tWin 12
Laotoryt Requireen It

DOMWU Pruosm

suk810 naw below as hewed by a*& ti
and by peraequobws Iany W oMequIee I NeW

Saqued* Quisete 111 a117
16.03 Diforandal Equatfons, 12; 18.02
18.310 Prinope of Appled Malhmese, 12; 1.02
184041 Thory of Copuladon, 12;1.310
18.414J Theory of Algorihma, 12; 18.310, 1.06 or 18.710
6.001 Struclu and Wtoprelsllon of CainpuAr

Prouam, 16
6.034 ArhlcIlrIntelgmnce, 12; 1001

One of Mie A10g Nwo bob:
16.03 Uner Algebra, ;: 18.02

18.710 Abatract Unsear Algebra. 12:10.02
One orttm esqe o aeogaes:

&a6002 Cft&l~ end Uaotwl 16:6.-02,1103
18004 C8ouNln Itrou 16; 6.001, 6.002

or
6.170 Laboratory In Softnre ingineorng, 12; 001
6.035 Campur Languep Enginaerlag, 12; &170

inaiieatd m11sM 48
fow addnet Course 18 euN ofeeny nrW

conent hofcalg e taa om at least Once of Vie Aioag
&-e: AOb, Analar Logc PObabhfy Mmis~e A**ae

Un"tried BEagues aer 8

Wtaluie Naquired for Vhe 6.5.Dagies 380

64

s0

*ANaratw prerequlalles ae alao oeod in te subjact decOrIpOn.
*lemAe preaqulia m also ted In Vi subjact decrpn. I

1 Thaw amdiareSa 11104,1604, 1.704, 16.,04, end
A Id o lcepnhin subjecia is ea ftbla in Room 2-108, 18.894.

I
A Ist of accep atsbeit Iss p N bl In Room 2-108.
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Graduate Study

The Department offers programs covering a
broad range of topics which lead to the Doctor
of Philosophy and the Doctor of Science.
Numerous informal seminars, as well s a joint
weekly mathematics colloquIum sponsored
alternately by MIl; Brandeis University and
Harvard University supplement the subject
offerings.

Candidates whose primary Interest Is in the
field of pure mathematics ordinarily take most
of their subjects in the Department. In addition
to their advanced specialization, students are
encouraged to acquire breadth by taking basic
subjects In analysis, algebra, geometry, Lie
theory logic, and topology. Candidates whose
primary Interest is In appied mathematics are
expected to acquire breadth by taking subjects
In astrophysics, combInatorlos, fluid dynamics,
theoretical physics, numerical analysis, statis-
tics, and the theory of computation. Students
are encouraged to study important aspects of
one or more engineering or scientific fields
closely related to research In applied matt*
matios. Assistance or collaboration In prob-
lems in pure or applied mathematics which are
being investigated by members of the staff may
constitute part of a graduate student's progrem.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate Study

Students are expected to have one year of
college-level natural science In addition to an
undergraduate mathematics program which
approximates that of mathematics majors at
MIT Students may enter the applied mathemat-
le program from any undergraduate field of
concentration; however, special consideration Is
given to students with a strong scientific back-
ground.

Doctor of PhIlosophy and Doctor of Solence

The basic requirements for these degrees are
given in Chapter IV, and the details of the
program are explained In a set of notes avail-
able from the Department. The first stage is to
take subjects (normally 11 subjects totaling 132
hours of graduate credits) and to prepare for
the general qualifying examination. Doctoral can-
didates are required to have a reading knowl-
edge of mathematical French, German, Italan,
or Russian.

For students In the pure mathematics program,
the oral part of the geeral examination covers
three areas chosen by the student in consulta-
tion with the Chairman of the Committee on
Graduate Students. One of the three areas is
examined In greater depth and normally be-
comes the field of specalization. The examiner
in this area normally becomes the thesis advi-
sor. The examination must be passed by the
end of the second year.

For students electing the applied mathematis
program, the basic objective Is a proper bal-
ance of speclaillation and diversity. By the end
of the first year of study, the degree candidate
in consultation with an advisor must submit a
"plan of study" for approval by the Applied
Mathematics Committee. In addition to a list of
subjects related to the major field, this plan
must Include the core curriculum, which assures
familiarity with the basic concepts of applied
mathematics. in order to achieve maximum
flexiblity, programs are considered Individually.

The GuldeNne of Study for Docioral Candidates
In Appfed Mathematics which is distributed to
entering students provides more complete infor-
mation on degree requirements, academic stan-
dards, and financial support.

In either the pure mathematics or applied math-
ematics program, after successfully passing
the specific requirements set In the general
examination, the student may officialy begin
thesis research under the supervision of a
thesis advisor. The thesis must represent origi-
nal research of high quality, done while a stu-
dent at Mn; and should be finished by the end
of the fourth year of graduate study. Upon
submitting the thesis the student must pass an
oral thesis examination.

1beching and Research Aelstantehipe

A limited number of fellowships and teaching
and research assistantships are avallable. Nor-
mally, entering students who are offered finan-
cial aid are offered teaching assiltantships
and the assistantships are renewed so that
students are supported for e total of four
years. Entering students who have not been
offered aid should not expect aid in later years.

-nuies

Additional Information regarding academic or
research programs In mathematics, admissions,
or financial aid, may be obtained from Phyllis
Ruby, Graduate Mathematics Office, Room
2-233, MI1; Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-2689.
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Department of Physics

Jerome Isaac friedman, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Head of the Department

Prommsor #

Michel Baranger, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Ulrich Justus Sacker Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

George BekWli, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

John Winston Belcher, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

George Bernard Benedek, Ph.D.
Alfred H. Caspary Professor
of Physics and Biological Physics

Aron Myron Bernstein, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

William Bertozz, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Robert Joseph Birgsneau, Ph.D.
Cecil and Ida Green Professor
of Physics

Hale Van Dorn Bradt, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Bernard Plood Burke, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
William A. M. Burden Professor of
Astrophysics

Wit Busza, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Claude Roger Canizares, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Min Chen, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

George Whipple Clark, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Breenm M. Kerr Professor

Bruno Coppi, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Eric Richard Cosman, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
(On leave)

Geoffrey Russell Court, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
(Visiting)

Ronald Crosby Davidson, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Director, Plasma Fusion Center

Peter Theodore Demos, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Mildred Splewak Dresseihaus, Ph.D.
Institute Professor
Professor of Physics and Electrical
Engineering

Thomas Henderson Dupree, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
and Nuclear Engineering

James Ludlow Eliot, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics and Atronomy
Director, George R. Mileoe, Jr.
Astrophysical Observatory

Bernard Ibub Fold, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Michael Stephen Fold, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Director Spectroscopy Laboratory

Anthony Philip French, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

David Henry Frisch, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Jeffrey Goldstone, Ph.D.
Cecil and Ida Green Professor of
Physics
Director, Center for Theoretical
Physics

Thomas John Greytak, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Lee Grodzins, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Alan Harvey Guth, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Kerson Huang, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Karl Uno Ingard, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics and
Aeronautics and Astronautics

Roman Wladimir Jacldw Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Robert Loran Jaffe, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

AN Javan, Ph.D.
Francis Wight Davis
Professor of Physics
(On leave, fall)

John Dimitris Joannopoulos, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Kenneth Alan Johnson, Ph.D.
Professor of Physlos

Paul Christopher Joss, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Marc Aaron Kastner, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Henry Way Kendall, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Arthur Kant Kerman, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Direcr, Laboratory for Nuclear
Science

John Gordon King, Ph.D.
Francis riedman Professor
of Physics

Vera Kistiakowskt Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Daniel Kleppnr, Ph.D.
Lester Wolfe Professor of Physics
Associate Director, Research
Laboratory of Electronics

George Fred Koster. Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Stanley Senedict Kowalski, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Patrick A. Lee, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Wtner Hendrik Gustav Lewin,
Dr.Tech.Sci.
Professor of Physics

James David Uttor Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Director, Center for Materials
Science and Engineering

Earle Leonard Lomon, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Francis Eugene Low Ph.D.
Institute Professor
Professor of Physics

Margaret Love Agnes MacVicar,
Sc.D.
Professor of Physical Science
and Cecil and Ida Green
Professor of Education
Dean for Undergraduate Education
Director, Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program

June Lorraine Matthews, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Ernest Moniz, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Director, Bates Linear Accelerator

John William Negele, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Stanislaw Olbert, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Louis Shrove Osborne, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Gordon H. Pottengill Ph.D.
Professor of Planetar y Physics
Director, Center for Spec Research

Irwin Abraham Pless, Ph.D,
Professor of Physics

MIkIo Porkolab, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

David Edward Pritchard, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Saul Alan Rappaport, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Lawrence Rosenson, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Malcom Woodrow Pershing
Strandberg, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
(On leve, fall)

Toyohi1 Tanaka, D.Sc.
Professor of Physics
(On leave, spring)

Samuel C. C. Ting. Ph.D.
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Department of Physics

(Course 8)

Undergraduate Study

The Department of Physics offers undergradu-
ate, graduate, and postgraduate training, with a
wide range of options for specialization.

The emphasis of both the undergraduate cur-
riculum and the graduate programs Is on under-
standing the fundamental principles that appear
to govern the behavior of the physical world,
from phenomena in the small-scale domain of
subatomic particles to the large-scale struc-
ture of the universe, spanning a spatial range
stretching from 1 0'1 cm to 1 0acm. At each
level of structural organization, active and excit-
ing areas of Investigation abound. Topics range
from the basic constituents of matter, atomic
and nuclear structure, to thermonuclear plas-
mas, the physics at extremely low temperatures
or extremely high pressures, to the evolution of
stars, the large-scale structure of the universe,
and the mystery of gravity.

The Department has extensive facilities for
experimental research as described In the
section on graduate study. Many of these are
accessible to Interested undergraduates, in the
context of the Undergraduate Research Oppor-
tunIties Program (UROP). Students are encour-
aged to enrich their curriculum by taking
advantage of this opportunity.

Students may find It advantageous to elect 6.071 Introducton to
Electronics or &002 Crcuit and Electronics In the second
term of the second year to complete the Science Distribton
Requirment.
2
6.11 or 6.12 is suggesated. The Institute Laborstory Requirement
wit not be satisfied by 6.13 or 8.14.
3
8.211 may substitute for 8.04.
4
A thesls of 12 units Is required. Not more thn 30 units of thesis
credit may be included In the minimum of 30 units required
for the S.B. degree
6
catalogue descrptons Indiaele ubjects whleh cannot be used
for tils purpose. Students planning to do gedude work In
physics wouldnormesy tak the theoreial sequence S.O and
8.07.

Bachelor of Solence in Physics
Course Vill

An undergraduate degree In physics provides a
good basis, not only for graduate study In
physics and related fields, but also for profes-
sIonal work in such fields as astronomy, bio-
physics, engineering and applied physics, and
geophysics. Many students have also found it
to be an excellent preparton for subsequent
graduate work in professklo schools of medi-
cine, law and management. The undergraduate
curriculum in physics offers students the oppor-
tunity to acquire basic competence In the fun-
damentals of both experimental and theoretical
physics. The central core of requirements for
the Bachelor of Science is designed not only to
accomplish this objective but also to provide
opportunity for students to select from a con-
siderable variety of subjects and to proceed at
the pace and degree of specialization best
suited to their individual capabilities.

it is suggested that in the second year students
take 6.071 Introduction to Electronics or 6.002
Circuits and Electronics, in order to acquire a
familiarity with some topics In electrical engi-
neering. This is also the year for a prospective
physics major to take a project laboratory. The
physics project labs, 8.11 or 8.12, are recom-
mended as an introduction to experimentation
in physics.

In the second year, a student will also get a first
exposure to 8.04 Quantum Physics, and 8.044
Statistical Physics. (Students of the class year
1988 have the option of using either 8.044 or
8.08 to satisfy the requirement in statistical
physics. For students in the class of 1989 and
beyond, 8.044 Is the required subject.)

In the third year, students will normally take
8.13 and 8.14 Experimental Physics and 8.05
Quantum Physics It. Students should also begin
to sign up for the restricted elective subjects,
two in mathematics and at least one In physics.
The subjects 18.04 Complex Wriables with
Applications (or 18.075 Advanced Calculus for
Engineers) and 18.06 Unear Algebra are of
particular Interest to physics majors. Students
planning to do graduate work will also want to
begin the theoretical physics sequence, starting
with 8.06 Mechanics 11 in the second term of
their junior year. A variety of topical elective
subjects in astrophysics, condensed matter,
plasma and atomic physics, as well as nuclear
and particle physics, allows the student to
obtain a closer acquaintance with these fields.

IBachelor of Science In Physloe
Course VIll

Degree requirements applicable to the Class
entering MIT In September 1986 (Class of
1990) and subsequent Clases:*
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6
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8.13 Experimental Phys1os, 16; .04
8.14 Experimsnal Peilos1,15; .04,a0

These (2 units)

Reselstedsle ' 15
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In the fourth year the theoretical sequence can
be continued with 8.07 Electromagnetism 11 and
8.08 Statistical Physics lt. Students Intending to
continue with graduate studies in Physics are
encouraged to take both parts of this theoreti-
call physics sequence.

An Important component of the physics pro-
gram is the undergraduate thesis, which is a
project carried out under the guidance of a
faculty member. Many thesis projects In the
recent past have grown out of the Undergradu-
ate ResearofOpportunities Program. it is advis-
able that students have some Idea of a thesis
topic by the middle of their junior year; they are
required to submit a thesis proposal prior to
registering for 8.ThU. In order to introduce
students to the research activities In the depart-
ment, undergraduate physics collc oula are held
weekly.

A relatively large amount of elective time usually
becomes available during the fourth year and
can be used effectively in a variety of ways, In
physics or on other subjects.

The VIN-A Propam:
Phyals with lectrical Engneeing

This program, offered In cooperation with the
Department of Electrical Engineering and Com-
puter Scoiece, Is designed for students who
wish to supplement the regular Physics curric-
ulum with intensive study in the field of Electri-
cal Engineering. Students completing this
program receive the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Physics and a letter from both
participating departments certifying successful
completion of this program.

The program should be of particular interest to
physics majors who wish to broaden their
career options after receiving tie bachelor's
degree and to those who plan graduate work in
experimentd physics. Students acquire a thor-
ough foundation in both the theory and applil-
cation of analog and digital electronic systems.

To receive certification, a student must complete
the following subjects in addition to the Reied
Subleotet in the regular Physics program:
6.001 Structure and interpretation of Com-

puter Programs, .16
6.002 Circuits and Electronics, 15
6.003 Signals and Systems, 15
6.012 Electronio Devices and Circuits, 12
8.07 Electromagnetism 1i, 12
Depending upon career objectives, a student
may wish to fulfill the institute Laboratory
Requirement by taking 8.111 Introductory Dig-
Ital Systems Laboratory, 12.

inquries

Additional information concerning degree pro-
grams, admissions and financial aid may be
obtained by writing to Professor Robert Redwine,
c/o th Physics Undergraduate Office, Room
4-352, MiT: Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-4841.

Bachelor of Solence in Phyelas
Course ViII

Degree requirements applicable to Classes that
entered MIT prior to September 1986 (through
the Class of 1989):
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8.08 Quantum Phylcs H. 12;8.04-
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8.14 Expermenta PhllI, 15; 8.04, 805
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Graduate Study

The Department offert programs leading to the
= of Mster of Sclence in Physics, Doctor
of Iosph and the botor of Soience.

MiwW of Solene i Physels

The requirements for the Master of Science In
Phyes are the General Insttute Requirements
listed In Chapter IV. The masters thesis must
represent a plsce of Independent research
work, in any of the fields described below and
carried out under the supervision of a Depart-
ment faculty member. No fixed time is set for
the complston of a master's program; two
years of work is a rough guideline. There Is no
language requirement for this degree.

Doctor of Phiosophy and Doctor of SIence

Candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy or
Doctor of Science are expected to enroli in
those basic graduate subjects that will prepare
them for the General Examination, whloh must
be passed no later than In the sixth term after
Initial enrollment. No specific subjects of study
are prescribed, except for the requirement of
two subjects outside the candidates field of
specialization (breadth requirement). There Is
no language requirement. The doctoral thesis
must represent a substantial plece of original
research, carried out under the supervision of
a Department faculty member.

The Department faculty offer subjects of instruc-
tion, and are engaged in research In a variety
of fields In expetimental and theoretical physics.
This broad spetrufo activites is organized
in the dMeiontl struoture of the Department,
presented below Graduate students are en-
couraged to contact faculty in the dMelon of
their choice to Inquire about opportunities for
research, and to pass through an apprentioeship
(by signing up for "Special Problems in Gradu-
ate Phylos") as a first step toward an engage-
ment in independent research for a doctoral
thesis.

Rearb Dvisions

The Astoophylos Chelen of the Department
has a varied program of observations across
the entire electromagnetic ectrum, with prin-
cipal emphasis on the radio, infrared, and
X-ray parts, where modem electronic methods
must be used. This work Is complemented by
theoretical work emphasizing high-energy

phenomena, stellar evolution and galactic struc-
ture. Astrophysical plasmas are also an Impor-
tant area of study both through the use of
space probes and by complementary theoreti-
cal study. Research In astrophyslop is a rapidly
growing field at M, And, because of the strongy
interdleclplinary and interdspartmental char-
actr of work In this ares, a fuiier description of
it is found in the secton entited Astronomy
and Astrophysics In Chapter VI.

Resetrch Activities in the DrIulen of Nuclel end
Pardelse include the broad olids of nuclear reco-
tion and heavy ion phyelcs, IntermedIate-energy
nuclear structure physics, and high-energy
fundamental particle physics. The nxperimntal
research In these areas Is based on I's 600
MSV Bates Unear Accelerator and on the accel-
Orators at Brookhaven National tabortory the
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Setsvll,
Illinois, the Stanford Unear Accelerator, CERN
(Geneva), the electron-positron cWlider at DESY
(Hamburg, Germany), and the Gran Sasso
underground laboratory at Rasoati (italy).

The large and active program in Solg.tate
Lser, Plasm , and Aimo Physics provides
students with ample opportunities for study and
research in these fields. Equipment is available
for spectroscopio studies at radio, microwave,
infrared, and optial frequencies. Currentiy
available are facilities for the production of low
temperatures, high pressures, and magnetic
fields up to 100,000 gauss and for the study of,
matter using neutron diffraction techniques. A
magnet capable of producing a steady mag-
netic field of 256,000 gauss is available at the
Sitter Ntlonal Magnet Laboratory. The 5,000 kw
MrT Research Reactor is used for neutron
diffracon studies, And the extensive facliiles of
te Information Processing Center and the
Laboratory for Computer Scoence are avalable
for research involving high-speed computation.

The chief emphasis of the Nuclear and Particle
Theory research at the Center for Theoretical
Physlcs Is on understanding the fundamental
partiles of nature, as revealed by their Inter-
actions and by their decay, and on the charac-
teristlo quantum modes of motion of systems
composed of strongy Interacting partioles such
as atomic nucleL. Work is also conducted on
theoretical astrophysics, as wall as on the prop-
erties of other forms of matter. in ali of this
research, close contact Is maintalned with exper-
Imentallats, both within MIfT and elsewhere.

The Center for Theoretlcal Physics houees a
fairly large group of theorists including pfes-
elnsl staf, pAodoctoal fellows, senior vitors,
and graduate students engaged In newoh In
theory. Opportunties for commun)atiofend
olaboration are maximized go Center;
lively Interacton among the many Ol*lalesta In
the various areas of Interest Is charscerlstio of
this MIT group and is one of the major sources
of the Center's strength.

Much of the research In the Department I
carried out as part of the work of various
interdepartmental laboratories and centers,
Including the Laboratory for Nuclear Sclence,
the An rch Labotory of Electronice, the
Spaetrosoopy LaboratorA the Center for Mate-
rials Sclence and Engineering, the Center for
Space .eseardh, the Bitter National Magnet
Laborato the Plasma Fusion Cente, and the
Program on Solences and liohnology and
International Seourfty These facilities, most of
whloc are described In Chapter VI, provide
ofo"s relationships among the research ctv-
Us of a number of MfT departments and give
students opportunitdes for contact with research
carried out in dlsolplnes other than physics.

nbrnce Reuirements for Gradeate Oudy

Students Intending to pursue graduate work In
physios should have as a background the
equivalent of the requirements for the Bachelor
of Science in Physics tfrt MIl: However, some
defIclincles may be removed In the course of
graduate work.

inqes

Additional Information on degree programs,
research activities, admissions, finanilsi aid,
teaching and reearch esoltetathlps may be
obtained by writing to Profssor George F
Koster, Phyelos Graduats Ogie, Room 6-107,
MRt Cambridge, Massachusetts 02130,
(617) 2634061.
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The Whitaker College of Health Sciences,
Technology, and Management

In 1977, MIT established the Whitaker Collge
of Health Sciences, 1bohnolog and Manage-
ment, to provide a maor academic and admin
letrative focus for the extensive development of
health-related actMslea at the Institute. The,
College represents a major commitment by MIT
to marshal Its resources and strengthe In sol-
ence and engineering, In order to foster prog-
ress In the biological and health sclenoes and
to Improve the qualty of health care. Since
health-related activities In education and re-
search transcend the concerns of any singe
department or School of the Institute, the term
"ollegW'Is being used for the first time at MIT

The concept of Whitaker College derives from
MmTs belief that biomedical and health-related
problems are complex In nature and require the
combined efforts of a wide range of disclInes
for their ultimate soluton. These discilins
Include not only biology and chemistry but
also physlos, mathemtics, various branches of
engineering, computer solence, cognWe sci-
ence, economics, and managemnt 4ulty
members Involved In the educational and
research programs of Whbtaer College hd
Joint appointmente In the College and in other
Schools, departments, and Interdleisplinary lab-
oratories at MIt

The director of Whitaker Qoglege Is Dr. Emllo
BkzzI, Eugene McDermott Profesor In the Brain
Sciences and Human Behavior.

In defining the programmatic objectives of
WhiNlaer College, MIT has sought to idenify
the field* In whilch the College can play an
espoecally effective role by developing new
actMis, fortifying exising progmras, and mpi-
fying opportunities for faculty members and
students. The College has identified ree Intel-
lectual fool, whloh now serve as the he for
Its disions. Thesem a the newly formed Depart-
ment of Brain and Cognltve Sciences, the
program In Biological and Medical Imaging, and
the program In Human Biology and Experimen-
tal Medicine. Several graduate programs are
being developed In the Cole. The Depart-
ment of Brain and Cogn Sciences has Ph.D.
programs In neurosolence, computation, and
cognition. The program in Biological and Medi-
callmWaging Is linked with the Ph.D. In Radio-
logical sienoes, which Is operated under the
joint auspices of the College and the Depart-
ment of Nuclear Engineering.



The Doctoral Program In BraIn and
Cognidve olenoes

The newly formed Department of Brain and
Cognitive Sciences, created by a merger of the
Department of Psychology with previously exist-
ing programs in Whilsker College, offers gradu-
ate study leading to doctoral degrees In the
brain sciences and the oognitive sciences

The new department will enhance Mms ongo-
ing Interdisciplinary efforts to understand the
human brain. The study of the complexities of
the brain requires an approach which com-
bines the experimental technologies of neuro-
biology and psychology with the theoretical
power coming from the fields of artificial intelli-
gence and linguistics. Graduate students in the
doctoral program in brain and oognitive sci-
ences will follow a curriculum which affords
the opportunity for broad study In a variety of
relevant fields.

A more detailed description of the graduate
program In brain and cognitive sciences ap-
pears on the following pages.

The Docolral Program In the RadIologloal
Sclences

The graduate program In the Radiologioal Sci-
ences Is a four- to five-year commitment lead-
ing to the Ph.D. or So.D. degree. TIh program
encompasses Ionizing radiation and more
recent technologies, such as ultrasound, lasers,
and nuclear magnetic resonance. Students In
Radiological Sciences pursue their academic
and research objectives in one of four spe-
cialty areas: medical diagnostic and therapeutic
technology, radiation biophylics, radlopharma-
oeutloal chemlstry and biological and medical
Image proessng. While most core subjects
will be taken at MI; student research can be
conducted at Harvard-affiliated hospitals, the
Harvard School of Public Health, and at MrT in
the Magnetic Resonance Imaging Facility of the
National Magnet Laboratory and the Image
Processing Facility of Whitaker College.

in the area of medical diagnostic and therapeu-
tic technology, students will probe questions
and methodologies whlch can have an impact
on the identification and treatment of human
disease.

Radiation biophysics research focuses upon
radiation effects at the cellular and sub-oellular
levels in order to better understand the basic
biological response to Irradiation. Radiation
biophysics studies Include efforts at the elec-
tron microscope level and an emphasis on
physical mechanisms In radiation action.

Radlopharmaceutical chemistry Is a rapidly
expanding discipine due to the many recent
breakthroughs In nuclear medicine and Isotope
use In biology. MIT and Harvard-affillated hos-
pitala offer outstanding research facilities In this
area of study.

Image processing in biology and medicine com-
bines Image data with powerful digital com-
puter processing and graphipal display. Data
sources include two-dimensional information
from computer tomograpty magnetic resonance
imaging, transmission and scanning electron,
and optical microsopy. The ability to manipu-
late three-dimensional objects via human
Interactive computer graphics has revolution-
Ized engineering design, chemical synthesis,
and folding attributes of biological molecules.
The Biological and Medical Imaging Processing
Facility Is organized to develop and offer com-
parable power to investigators Interested In
morphological, structural, developmental, meta-
bolic, and other questions which can be
interpreted through three-dimensional implemen-
tation and manipulation.

Undergraduate preparation for acceptance Into
the Radiological Sciences Prgram requIes a
bachelors degree in physOial science or engI-
neering. Additional preparation in computer
science and biochemitrV In highly reoM-
mended. The ORS aptitude test and one
advanced test are also recommended. At the
baccalaureate level, students should apply for
admission to the MIT Department of Nuclear
Engineering in order to pursue a graduate
program leading to a master's deree In nuclear
engineering. Students entering the program
with #er masters degree must complete the
Radiological Sciences core subject require-
ments during the Initial phase of their program
or demonstrate competence In the required
subject areas.

A qualifying examination assessing general
radiological sciences preparation plus material
relevant to the student's spooaty area must be
passed prior to the Initiation of doctoral research.
For those entering with an 8.B., this exam Is
taken at the end of the second year. Doctoral
research will require an additional two or three
years and concludes with a thesis defense
before nuclear engineering faculty, supple-
mented with Whitaker College and other faculty
as appropriate.
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Judllh Rosenberg, M.S.
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Adminl
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Co r tar me Manager

Merle T Hyward
Assistant to the Director
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Emilio Biu M.D.
Eugene McDermott Professor
In the Brain Solence and
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Director Whitaker College of
Health Solenose, 1bohnlogy, and
Management
Head of the Department

Susan E. Carmx Ph.D.
Professor of Experimental Psychology

Stephen LewIs Chorover, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology

Suzanne Hammond Corkin, Ph.D.
'iessor of Psychology

Ann Martin Grayblel, Ph.D.
Professor of Neuroanatomy

Alan HeMin, Ph.D.
Professor of Experimental Psychology

Richard Held, Ph.D.
Professor of Experimental Psychology

Nelson uan-Sheng Klang, Ph.D.
Eaton-Peabody Profsor of
Communication Sciences

Daniel Nathan Osherson, Ph.D.
Profeamor of Psychology
(On leave, spring)

Tomaso Armando Pogglo, Ph.D.
Professor of VMlon Sciences and
Biophy-ics
Codhecot, Center for Biological
Information Processing

Mary Crawford Pote, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology

Whitman Albin Richards, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychophysics

Peter Haril Schlle, Ph.D.
Dorothy W Poltras Professr in Medical
Engineering and Medical Physics

Gerald Edward Schneider, Ph.D.
Professor of Neurosolenos

Shimon Uliman, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology
(On leave)

Kenneth N. Wexler Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology and ngulalos

Richard Jay Wurtman, M.D.
Professor of Neuropharmaoology
Director, Cinical Research Center

Asoolft Priessors

Edward H. Adelson, Ph.D.
Associate Profesor of Visual SOincse
Department of Brain and Cognitive
Sciences and Architecture

Richard Alan Andersen, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Neurosolence

John Hollerbach, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Psychology

Ronald Devise Graham McKai Ph.D.
Edward J. Poltras Associate Professor
In Human Biology and Experimental
Medicine

Steven Pinker, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Psychology
Codirector, Center for Cogniive
Science
(On leave)

Willam G. Quinn, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Neurobiology

Marc H. Rabert, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Motor Control
Department of Brain and Cognitive
Scianoss and Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science

Mriganka Sur, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Neurosolence

Jeremy Michael Weolf, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Psychology

Asslstant Priessors

Christopher Granger Atlson, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Motor Control

Ellen C. Hildreth, Ph.D.
Aselelant Professor of Vision Science
Codiractor, Canter for Biological
information Processing

Michael I. Jordan. Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Psychology

Arthur Dougas Lander, Ph.D., M.D.
Assistant Professor of Neurobiology

Hermann Stellr, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Neurobiology

David L Irwin, Ph.D.
(Visiting)

Irwin B. Levitan, Ph.D.
(Visiting, fall)

Dermot O'Rourks, Ph.D.

Donald L Schomer M.D.
(Visitng)

Instuctor

Naomi FukagW, M.D., Ph.D.
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Heinrich H. Bu~thof, Ph.D.
Kwang Wook Chol
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Blot Spindel, Ph.D.
Frank Thorn, O.D., Ph.D.
Alessandro Verr, Ph.D.

Henry Hall, S.B.
Diane Major
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Joseph Aloyslus Bauer, Jr, M.S.
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Rae Ann Clegg, BA
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Rhea Diamond Gsndler, Ph.D.
Jane Gwlesds, Ph.D.
Sonal Jhaverl, Ph.D.
Harris R. Lieberman, Ph.D.
Harry Lynch, Ph.D.
T John Rosen, Ph.D.
Janet C. Sherman, Ph.D.
Steven Wertheim, Ph.D.
Judith Hlrsohhorn Wurtman, Ph.D.
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Guillermina Alamazan, Ph.D.
Ian Acworth, Ph.D.
Shabtal Berash, Ph.D.
Amnon BrzezInskI, M.D.
Deborah Claman, Ph.D.
Alce Cronin-Golomb, Ph.D.
Mel-Hua Deng
Roger Erickson, Ph.D.
Elisabeth Folkere, Ph.D.
Simon GIuter, Ph.D.
Norberto Grzywaco, Ph.D.
Masuad Husslan, Ph.D.
Blandine LaFerrere, M.D.
Ronald Bruce Langdon, Ph.D.
Nkolaos Logothelts, Ph.D.
J. Riley MoCarten, M.D.
Susan Micell, M.D.
Ferdinando Musea-tvaldi, Ph.D.
Wendi Neokameyer, Ph.D.
U. Ingid Richardson, Ph.D.
Eric Schaeie, Ph.D.
Jeffrey D. Schell, Ph.D.
Janell Schwelolkrt, Ph.D.
Barbara Ellen Slack, Ph.D.
Randall Smith, Ph.D.

Adininetraive Stff

Janice Ellertsen
Academic Adhinlstrater

Andrea Hatch
Financial Administrator
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Institute Profesaor, Emeritus
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Departmnt of Brain and Cognitive Sciences
(Course 9)

Undergraduate Study

The study of mind, brain, and behavior has
own in recent years with unforeseen rapidity.

New eues of approach, opened by develop-
mente in the biological and computer sciences,
raise the hope that human beings, who have
schlosed onederable mastery over the world
aound them, may also come closer to an
understanding of themselves. The goal of the
Department of Brain and Cognitive Solences is
to answer fundamental quesion concerning
the nature of brain function and Intelligence.
1b tie end, the department is focusing on three
themes: neurosolence, computation, and
cognition.

In the area of neuroeclence, Investigators are
using a number of new approaches ranging
from molecular biology to biophysics genetics,
and Ilectrophyslology. The application of these
techniques is leading to exciting findings about
the nervous system that provide a new under-
standing of fundamental meohanisms of brain
function. In turn, these Insights have the pro-
found clinical Implication of generating a frame-
work for the treatment of neurological and
psychiatric disorders

The computation approach Is an Interdiscip-
nary combination of the experimental technolo-
giss of neurosclence with the theoretical power
coming from the field of artificial Intelligence.
This approach Is prvding new Intelectual thrust
in a number of areas In the neural and cogni-
tive sciences including vision and motor control.

In the area of cognition, human experimentation
Is combined with formal and computational
analyses to understand complex Intelligent
processes such as language, reasoning, and
visual information processing. Such research Is
beginning to answer age-old questions about
the nature of mind, and Is aleo leading to
applications In education, artificial Intelligence,
human-machine Interaction, and the treatment
of cognitive and language disorders.

Research activies are carried on In the depart-
ment's laboratories In close collaboration with
the teaching programs Research In neuroblology
focuses on the development of neural conneo-
tivity the nar basis of behavior In simple
neural circuits, and neurochemistry.In the area
of systems neurosclence. the main concern is
with vision and motor systems, where the sci-
enific aims are to understand transduction and
enoOding of sensory stimul into nerve mes-
sages the organization and development of
sensory-motor systems, the processing of
sensory-motor information, and the sensory-
motor performance of organisms. Perception
research attempts to understand the encoding
of color. ightes, form, and depth information
by the visual system and the development of
these processees In inftants. in cognitive science,

research is focused on psycholingulestos, includ-
Ing sentence and word processing, language
acquisiin and aphas; visual cognition, includ-
ing reading, imagery, atentUon, and perception
of complex paitems such as faces and objegts;
and reasoning, Including learnIng, probablIst I
reasoning, and the nature and development of
concepts. In al areas of research covered by
the Department, the study of neurologically
Impaired patients is an important source of
additional data.

Department foolities Include equipment for stud-
ies ranging from molecular neurobiology to
electrophyaiology, neurotransmitters, psycho-
physics, human Information processing, and
linguistics. The Department maintains a machine
shop, an electronO shop, and a specialized
lIbrary. The mulf-user laboratory of the Center
for Cognitive Science provides computational
facilities for real-time experimental control, data
analysis, modeling, and linguistic analysis and
le a major resource for research aovits on
human information processing and psychoin-
guistOs. Students and faculty aleo may use the
facilities of other MIT departments and may
occupy office and laboratory space In Interde-
partmental centers such as the Artificial Intel-
gence Laboratory the Center for Cognitive
Science, and the Clinical Research Center.

Subjects at the undergraduate level normally
begin with 9.00 introduction to Psychology or

I.62J Introduction to Cognltie Soleno. More
advanced subjects are valable In the areas
covered by the Department r alN undradu-
asm, many subjects may be taken to fulfM the
institute Requirement In the Humanities, Arts,
and Soial Sciences. Students Interesled in
developing strong backgrounds In cogntie
science should conslder the Bachelor of Scl-
ence in Cognitive Solence.

Psycologiy

The field of psychology Is represented at MIT by
Rn Interdisciplinary Program In Psychology In
the School of Humanities and Social Science.
The Program In Psychology encompasses
subjects from the Departments of Brain and
Cognitive Sciences, Management, History, STS
and others. it administers a HASS Concentra-
tion in Psychology. For Information, please con-
tact Professor Jeremy Wlfe (Bldg. E10-137,
253-4876).

aemlor of @6ieno, in Cognilite Ofeeno
Coures IX

Cognitive science is an evolving field of study
concerned with human Intelligence. Central
Issues in the discipline Include the structure,
acquiltion, use, and Internal representation of
human language, the interpretation of sensory
experience, the development of formal and
Informal reasoning skis, the manipulation and
storage of Information within the nervous sys-
tem, and the planning and execution of motor
activity.

The Bachelor of Science in Cognitive Science
prepares students for graduate training In pay-
chology linguistis, phlloophy, or aspects of
argioal Intelgence (partoularly those espects
concerned with vision) as well as for further
work in the area of efficlent human-machine
Interation.

Methods of Inquiry In cognitve science re
drawn from cognitive and perceptual psychol-
og% computer science and art 0al InIeNgence,
Inguistos, philosophy of language and mind,
nsuroeclence, and mathemaics. The under-
graduate program is designed to provide
Instruction in the relevantspects of these
various dlieCpines. The program is administered
by a committee made up of faculty members
frorn these disciplines who aleo serve as advi-
sors to majors, helping them sWst a coherent
set of subject wihin the requirement, Includ-
ing an independent research project. Members
of the ommmee are avalable to guide the
research.
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Graduate Study

uahelor of Soience in Cognitlie Solience achelor of Sclenoe in Cognitive Sulenoe The Department ogfers programs of study lead-
Course IX Course LX ing to graduate deC.ues in Brain Sciences and

Cognitive Sclences. The programs ar designed
Degree requirements applicable to the Class Degree requirements appkoable to Clamse that to prepare partlipants to teach and do origi-
antarinn MIT In Sapamber 1986 (Clas of entered MIT prior to September 1988 (through nal research.
1990) and subsequent Classe:*

enelineWAWte A41mete 17 subleat

aw"n Requirement
Humanitee Afte end "ca sciences Reqwreen 13
eubet an be sIed by aubiects In the Departmental
Progrm (for the Fild or Concentrationfl
Sabnce ODributon Requimment
Laboratory Requiement

ToAL Sub"ete 17
PLUS

Opw t P cmen units

Subler names below ame oWed by credit unt
ands b Praquaelea it any (coregqualie In &Ve)
negbed subeae 7544

9.62J Iroduction to Cogniive Scee, 12
One offe foowiag two aubacat:
24.241 Loglc 1, 12

6.046. Autemata. Compuablttb and ComplexIty 12;
16.310 or 18.063

rourof fa oe*ae six ecfa
24.900o The tudy of tanguAe,9

9.66 Cogniiv Procesese 9
6.001 structure an Interpretation of Computer

Program, 15
9.01 Neurosoence and sehavlor, 12; 9.62"
9.35 PerceptuallInformation Prooealng. 9; 9.62W"

24.110 Minds an Machihe. 12
Plus

wesve une of Independent reearch In e senior war (requIte
Prior approval af tdvieor: 9.50,9.91,9.02,24.2M2, or
24.M9

nedateted Useve: 48
A totalof at eaet 48 addional unie to be chosen with
approval of the studentr facuty adveorw to compriee a
coherent program In one of the folowing ares: 1. Human
Information Prooealn; 2. Lantguage. ompuatinal
approach; 3. Laen , euperimna approach; 4. V1alo,
compulational approach; 6. Viion, experimental approach;
S. Motor Cornlend obotis;7. Raeoning; 6. Language
Acqultn e Cogni Deelopment 9. Ph hvophy of
Mind enW Languag

unIne 0- OewrmentelPra e that ls OWehme

1 itM unneq ua ed for the GA Degee ahed e
general hiutenequIemanne 160

-nedere requirentaa- le to Caa that enterd
1* pT to SDeptember1956e e giWe at t end of the
deaeroftn of Vs depar~mente undew aduate program.

*Atemete prarequielte a ac ted inthe subleot descripOn

24.972 ale againe the requiremnet

the Clasis of 1989):

General bUreMu neaufemente 1bab

sanc Aequrmen so
nhe Hunanie Aftsand social

Solencee Requirment can be
sened by SutisoAe in t

Deparmnn Piogu (for the
PAMl of Caooetration). plus
appropriate eubiecte WOeN4
science Ditribution Requirement 3s
Laboratory eqirement 18

ip- - au
suect namWe below am blwed &as uW,
and &IOWSQNa taW (comm110ala In 10o1

n ubd 7S-b4
9.62 Idroduction to Cognitive ScIenem, 12

One of te sowing fnm1w
24.241 Logic 1, 12

6.045j Automat, Computatulty end complext 12;
18.310 or 18.063

Four of Ne fowt aor au1eca1:
24.90J The tudy of Languae., 9

9.65 Cognitive Prceswe S
6.001 structure anA terre n of Computer

Rogama, 1is
9.01 Neurosolnce and Sehevior, 12; OW62J
9.36 Perceptual Information Prcceeedng 9; 9.W2

24.119 Mld an 1 eeln 12

Twelve ut of Irindependent reserch In tenlor yar (eq uie
prior approval or the adviaor): 9.60, 0.91,.92, 24.292, or
24.293

neefiaited S eogvr 48
A t6i of 48 addional unite to be choaen wth
approntj of the audenre faculy advieor, from Hat
(proclded by o DOeprIment) of subisole In:
Experimenfta Cogniftive Peyciog% Npefte of
Natural Language, Neurlogical Fo u of
Cognltion sercepon, Netual CompuNaton and
Phitoopw of Mind. Nornaif the choice wil be

choen unde hOw
Required subjects above.

Teeunte Red sfr has ,a 6.

Entranee Requirements for Graduate

Students should have one year of college-level
work In three of the following five areas: phys-
los, chemistry. biology. mathematics, and com-
puter science. Students who do not fulfll these
requirements may be considered by the Depart-
ment on a case-by-oase basis.

Doctor of Phioeoph

General Institute requirements for the Ph.D. are
given In Chapter IV. Formal course work,
described beloi Is intended to prepare the
student to pass the general examinalons and
do original thees research. The general examl-
nations will be given In May or June of the
ssoond year. There Is no language requirement
for the doctorate.

Specific course requirements vawy with the area
of specialization. Course work for the d e in
Brain Solinos is Intended to reflect b the
unity and diversity of this area. All students wil
take an Intensive course in the essentials -
from molecular and cellular features of neu-
rons, through physiology and anatomy, to the
study of sensory and motor systems and the
principles of neural computation. Further ourse
work will be dIvearsified to gine each Individual
the appropriate background for research In his
or her area. Course work In Molsoulir Nisuro
biology (organized in collaboration with the
Department of Biology) will emphasze the our-
rent genetic, moleoular, and cellular approaches
to biological systems that are necessary to
generate advanoes in neumaoisno. Tlalniig in
ftyiste Nouroelience will oer neuroanatonr
neurophysiology, and neurotfanemltter chemls-
try, concentrating on the major sensory and
motor systems In the vertebrate brain. Speclfic
ties to molecular neurobiology or computation
may be emphasized, depending upon the spe-
cific research Interests of the student. Course
work for students In Computational Neuro-
eolence Is Intended to give both a practical
understanding of how the vertebrate brain is
organized and a theoretical background for
dealing with computational aspects of biological
Information processing.

Altertoe prerequleltee are also Sated tithe e*lectdeeotpeon.
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CanadMft for a dega in Copilve 0elmnse
oe an intenale sury couree in oognlion,
ore oeuraa In topls auch as language

prmsshing, language acquiultion, oognitive
-p n pr n nau oralcompulillon,

and s aformfdion proces ing, and addi-
in r G ou the Department that ae

elent th swludanre prmm of research
onfgulebne, phkoeoptf ogic, mathemalce, or

compuur ai*noaa). Compaenoe in aWlioals
deo nequired.he fIcus of the training pro-

1%n hoevr isan facuily-aupervieed rearch,
ilh dents begin during their first year
and oolrnue thoughut their gradue career.

By the end of their first year, etudents elect a
reearch advwior on the faculty and arrange for
a pegem of indkidual research on a topic of

mu unere , Ar the - n examinanons,
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abmdnhat and FulgoNa

Financial aoalatenoe Is available to qualfied
apcont in the form of traineshipa rM earch
aaaletanlehipe, and a Imied number of fellow-

AhipM, eubeAt to avallabilty of funde.

Addiional informaon regarding teaching and
research progame in the department, admis-
alone, aeletentehipe, and financial aK may be

obaned om Jan Elerteen, Department of
Orain and Cogniive Sciences Room E26-506,

Ml Cambridge, Maseahusetta 02139,
(617) 263-741.



Additional Programs

Harvard-MIT Division of Health Solences
and Technology

Harvard University and MIT are engaged In a
major oba -ative effort, the Harvard-MIT DM-
sion of Health Sclences and Technology, de-
signed to focus science and technology on
human health needs. In this Division, the com-
plementary resources and strengths of both
institutions are being directed to the education
of physlolans, medical engineers, medical phys-
icists, end other health sciendets, and to the
efofeti application of modern science and
technology to major health problems.

The Division represents a fusion of the growing
Interests of MIT and Harvard in developing new
patterns of education and research In health
and medicine and in more effectively utizng
science and engineering In meeting Important
health needs. The Division Is actvely engaged
in education, research, and development

The DMeon offers several educational programs:
a curriculum In Biomedical Solences leading to
the M.D. degree, and programs leading to the
Ph.D. degres in Medical Engineering, Medioal
Physics, and Applied Biology In Medicine.

The educational program in 4lomeicae Once
is oriented toward students with a strong inter-
est and background in quantitative science,
especially in the biological, physical, engineer-
ing, and chemical sciences. The subjects in
human biology developed for this curriculum
represent the joint efforts of lfe solensts. phy-
siolans, physical scientists, and engineers
selected from the faculties of both universities.
The subjects are presented at Harvard Medical
School or at MIT

The programs of study are formulated to meet
the interests and needs of the Individual stu-
dent. The student Is encouraged to pursue
advanced study In areas of Interest that may
complement th courses offered In tu Division.
Such study may be undertaln as part of the
curriculum leading to the M.D. degree or may
be pursued in a combined M.D-master's degree
or M.D.-Ph.D. program. HT students join the
students of the regular Harvard Medical School
curriculum In the clinical clerkships. HT stu-
dents are expected to choose a field of con-
centration In which they spend approximately
one half of their eleotive time. Faculty tutors
provide guidance in the choice of subjects and
In the pursuit of independent study. Prior to
graduation, students are expected to present
evidence of scholarly work in the form of a
thesis based on laboratory research, clinical
investigation, critical analysis of a significant
medical problem, or other activities approved by
the faculty tutors.

The programs of study are designed to develop
physicians with a strong quantitative science
bass, e.g., a cardiologist with knowledge of fluid
mechanics and electrophyiology; an internist
with experience In molecular biology and bio-
chemistry and quaified to study and treat
metabolic disorders; a neurologist acquainted
with concepts of computer science and arf-
cial Intelligence; an orthopedic surgeon with
extensive knowledge of mechanical engineer-
Ing; a physlolan-administrator with extensive
knowledge of the planning and management of
health services.

Approximately 30 students are admitted each
year as candidates for the M.D. degree at
Harvard Medical School.

Further detalls on the Biomedical Sciences
Progrm and app"iation forms may be obtained
from the Office of Admission, Harvard Medical
School, 25 Shattuck Street, Boston, MA 02115.
Applications must be submitted by October 15
of the year prior to desied matriculation.

The doctoral curriculum In Medle Engineering
and Mmdleii Pheslue prepares IndMduals who
will be thoroughly grounded in an engineering
discipline or in physics. and who win also have
extensive knowledge of human biology and
clinical medicine. Graduates ae well prepared
for Independent interdisciplinary research at
the Interface of technology and medicine.

There are four major components to the our-
rioulum: 1) an intensive graduate program
In an engineering department or In physls,
which includes electives In blomedical engl-
nearing subjects'; 2) a series of subjects In
human biology taeWn together with HT M.D.
candidatee; 3) specialized clinical training,
which is designed to equip the student con-
ducting efective research in patient-care envi-
ronments. and to thoroughly understand the
process of medical decieion-mulilng and the
role of technology In heath care delivery; and
4) doctoral thesis research on a fundamentaly
and clinically important problem In medical
engineering or medical physics.

Approximately 10 students are admitted each
year Into the Ph.D. program. Students wih
undergraduate degees In engineering or plPW-
ls must apply for admIelon jeik ta
graduate department at MIT or Har'rd, and to
the HOT Division. Students who already poe-
see a masters degree In engineering or phys-
los may apply to the HT DMelon slone.
Applications are due by January 15 of the year
of desired matriculation.

The Applied Biology In Medicine doctoral pro-
gram offers students an opportunity to com-
bine aresa of applied biological slences such
a bitechnolog% biochemical engineedng, and
toxicology with an education In helth solencee
and technology Students entering the program
are registered both In the Department of Applied
Biological Solences and In the HT dMelon.
They complete classwork In biotechnology
microbial and mammalian eall phyeology; and
laboratory studies In recombinant DNA, mam-
mllan cal technilogg and bioseparations. They
are required to pass the doctoral quaifyng
examinations administered by the Department
of Applied liological SOences. Students tale
the same subjects In human biology and par-
tilpate In the sam oinical training a the
students in Medical Engineering and Medical
Physics. Students am encouraged to begin
research early in their doctoral studies, on
problems at the Interface of medicine and
appled bology.

Approximately 3 students are admitted each
year Into thia program. Students must apply for
admission jointy to HOT and to the Department
of Applied Biological Solences.

There are over 200 faculty members fton beth
MIT and Harvard Medical Schoc associated
with the Division, Further Information about the
Division, including a complee listing of the
fculty and descripion of all progras may be
obtained oin the offie of the Direolors of the
Division, Room 125419 at MRl (617) 253-7470.
information on the Interdepartmential study
opportunities In blomedloal ngineering may be
found In Chapter VI.
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Additional Programs

Joint Program in Oceanography and Oceanographic Engineering
with the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

MIT and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti-
tution (WHOI) on Cape Cod offer joint doctoral
degrees in oceanography and both doctoral
and professional degrees in oceanographic engi-
neering. Graduate study in oceanography
encompasses virtually all of the basic sciences
as they apply to the marine environment: phys-
le, chemistry, geology, geophysics, and biology.
Oceanographic engineering allows for concen-
tration In the major engineering fields of civil,
mechanical, electrical, and chemical, as well
as materials science and ocean engineering.
The graduate programs are administered by
joint MIT/WHOi committees drawn from the fac-
ulty and staff of both Institutions. Students
accepted to the Joint Program have access to
the extensive intellectual and physical resources
available for advanced study at both Woods
Hole and Mr

The Joint Program involves several departments
at MIT - Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary
Sciences and Biology in the School of Science;
and Chemical Engineering, CMI Engineering,
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Materials Science and Engineering, Mechani-
cal Engineering, and Ocean Engineering In the
School of Engineering. Financial aid, offered as
research assistantships to most entering gradu-
ate students, is sufficient to cover tuition and
fees and provide a stipend. Upon admission,
students register in the appropriate MIT depart-
ment and at WHOI simultaneously, and are
assigned academic advisors at each institu-
tion. Because the Joint Program is not affiliated
with any one particular MIT department, it is
important that students who wish to be consid-
ered for the Joint Program Indicate this intent
on the front of their applications.

Research at WHOI is devoted to using the basic
sciences and engineering to gain a better
understanding of the marine environment Some
200 scientists and technicians and a support
staff of about 600 work in five large laboratories
and smaller faclftles located in Woods Hole
and on the nearby Quisset Campus. Another 75
people operate three research vessels ranging
from 177 to 245 feet in length, the deep-dMng
submersible ALVIN, and a small coastal vessel.
Computer services are provided within WHOI
and include Unks to other institutions. A micro-
wave link between MIT and Woods Hole pro-
vides interactive video-voice transmission for
classes and a high-speed data link for research.

The library facilities are shared with the Marine
Biological Laboratory and are supplemented by
collections of the Northeast Fisheries Center of
the National Marine Fisheries Service and the
US Geological Survey's Office of Marine Re-
sources Branch of Atlantic Geology, all located
In Woods Hole. The village is situated on the
southwest corner of Cape Cod, about 80 miles
from Boston.

Subjects, seminars, and opportunities for re-
search participation are offered at both MIT
and WHOI. Place of residence is determined by
the student's selected program of study and
research Interests, and transportation is pro-
vided between institutions. Students also have
the opportunity to participate in oceanographic
cruises during graduate study.

The faculty of MIT together with the WHOI staff,
offer a wide variety of formal and informal
courses in various aspects of oceanography
and areas directly applicable to ocean science
and engineering; both faculties are equally
involved In all levels of instruction. The courses
are supplemented by numerous seminars,
directed studies, and cross-registration prM-
lages with Harvard, Brown, and the Boston
University Marine Program. Most courses are
offered on an alternate year program; complete
listings can be found in the course descrip-
tions of each indMdual department.

Physical Ocanography

Physical oceanography is the study of the phys-
Ice of the ocean. Its central goal is to describe
and explain the complex motions of the ocean.
Principal research areas include general circu-
lation, air-sea interaction, shelf dynamics, meso-
scale processes, and small-scale processes.
The Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and
Planetary Sciences offers programs in physical
oceanography with WHOI, which lead to the
Doctor of Science or Doctor of Philosophy
degree.

Chenical Oceanography

Chemical oceanographers study the chemical
composition of the marine environment and the
processes which have produced the present
composition of sea water and sediments. Prin-
cipal research areas include water column
geochemistry, sedimentary geochemistry, sea-
water-basalt interactions, and atmcspheric
chemistry. The Departments of Earth, Atmo-
spheric, and Planetary Sciences and CMI Engl-
neering offer programs with WHOI in chemical
oceanography and marine geochemistry. These
programs lead to the degree of Doctor of
Science or Doctor of Philosophy.

Marine Geology and Geophysics

The goal of Marine Geology and Geophysics is
to understand the physical and chemical
processes that determine the structure and
evolution of the ocean basins and their mar-
gins. Research Is being conducted in a wide
range of specialties including micropaleontol-
ogy, paleooeanography, petrology and volcanic
processes, seismology, gravity magnetics, heat
flow sediment dynamics, and isotope geology

'The Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and
Planetary Sciences at MIT offers programs with
WHOI In marine geology and geophysics which
lead to the Doctor of Science or Doctor of
Philosophy.

Biological Oceanography

Biological oceanography seeks to describe the
biological processes which are active in the
marine and bordering environments. The re-
search of biological oceanographers Is diverse,
ranging from ecolcy and systematics to bio-
chemistry and physlology. The programs in
biological oceanography are coordinated by the
Department of Biology and WHO, and may
Involve research In other MIT departments such
as Applied Biological Sciences and Civil Engi-
nearing. The programs lead to the Doctor of
Science or Doctor of Philosophy.

Oceanmopphlo Eginoing

Oceanographic engineering involves the applil-
cation of physics and the engineering sciences
to the study of oceanic processes and the
design of instruments, systems, and structures
required to observe, measure, and work in the
ocean. The Departments of Chemical Engineer-
Ing, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, Materials Science and
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and
Ocean Engineering offer joint programs with
WHOI in oceanographic engineering. The pro-
grams lead to the Engineer, Doctor of Science,
or Doctor of Philosophy degree.

inqurIes

Application for admission to the Joint Program
should be made on the MIT Graduate Applica-
tion Form which may be obtained from the
Director of Admissions at MIT or from the
Education Office at WHO. Requests for further
Information may be addressed to the Dean of
Graduate Studies, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543,
(617) 648-1400, x2200; or to the MIT Joint
Program Office, Room 5-206, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-7544.

-q
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Vill Descriptions of Subjects





Explanatory Notes

The subject descriptions given In this chapter
are subject to change. The final list of subjects
to be given in 1987-88 will be published with
the class schedules booklet prior to the begin-
ning of each term.

The Information given below the number and
name of the subjeot Is as follows:

The number(s) of prerequisite subjects, If
any. Numbers In italics Indicate subjects that
may be taken simultaneously with the subject
described. Prerequisites may be waived by the
Instructor In charge for particularly well-qualified
students.

The veer olaselfloatlon (and term) In which the
subject Is normally scheduled. "U" Is an under-
graduate subject, and "G" is a subject given
primarily for graduate Students. 1, 2, J, and S
represent fall, spring, January, and summer
terms, respectively.

SD or LAD or HUM-D Indicates that the subject
Is on the approved lit for Science Distribution,
Laboratory, or Humanities Distribution credit.

NASO Indicates subjects outside the School of
Humanities and Socil Science that can be
used to satisfy the Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences Requirement (other than HUM-D
subjects).

The year ofered comment states "Next offered
1988-89" or "Not to be oftered 1988-89."
There Is no comment If it is offered both in
1987-88 and 1988-89.

The time distribution of the subject, showing In
sequence the units alotted to: recitation and
lecture; laboratory, design, or fieldwork; and
preparation. Each unit represents 15 hours of
work. The total unit credit for a subject is
obtained by adding together all the units shown.
One unit of lecture or recitation credit is equiva-
lent to one semester hour. "Arr." Indicates that
time units are specially arranged.

The name of the Instructor(s) In charge, when
known at press time.

(New) below the subject number and title Indi-
cates a new offering.

(ovised Unit) or (Revised Content) below the
subject number and title Indicates a change
from the previous catalogue.

A renumbered subject Is so indicated in paren-
theses below the current number.

J at the end of a subject number indicates that
this subject Is offered jointly by more than one
department The subject numbers of the other
departments are Indicated (Same subject
as -).

(A) foWowing the name of a subject indicates
that it Is an approved subject for a graduate
degree and Is given primarily for graduate
students.

Al subjects open only to special groups are so
noted at the end of the description of the
subject.

Department (by School
or College)

Architecture
Urban Studies and Planning

Aeronautics and Astronautics
Chemical Engineering
Civi Engineering
Electrical Engineering and

Computer Science
Materials Science and

Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Ocean Engineering

Economics
Humanities
Unguilatics and Philosophy
Political Science

Management

Appied Biological Sciences
Biology
Chemistry
Earth, Atmospheric, and

Planetary Sciences
Mathematics
Physics

Brain and Cognitive Sciences

Program I

Health Sciences and
Technology

Special Programs
Science, Technology,

and Society
Engineering School-WIde

Electives
Technology and Policy

Aerospace Studies
Military Science
Naval Science

Course Number

4
11

16
10
1

8

3
2

22
13

14
21
24
17

15

20
7
5

12
18
8

9

Lter Code

HST
SP

S'T

SWE
TPP

AS
MS
NO

1D



OCM Enginering

Fundamentals

1.UPr t"s,: mhi A4Yi Engineering

U 0(1i)
Arr.
indMdual research or laboratory study under
faculty supervisIon. Also, opportunities In
ongoing research program. Umited number of
funded traineeship.avaible. Information: K. D.
6lenbach.

1.00 inbducti to Computers and
Engineering Problem Solvng

U 41 2) SD1)

Fundamental oompuatonal algorithms for engi-
nearing and solentiflo appolcations. The C pro-
gramming language and UNIX are presented.
W*ely programming problems omer numerical
analyss, graphlos, data struotures, searching,
sorting matrix methods. and simulation. Empha-
sIe on developing techniques for software
design. Programming background helpful.
J. H. SkAvbr N H. M. M1on

1.01, Engineering Aspects of Boonomio
An&ly**e

(Same subject as 14.014J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS

Same subject as 14.01, with additional recita-
tion sections scheduled for Clvii Engineering
maiors to relate the concepts covered In leo-
turMe to engineering problems and appications.
Credit is not given for both 14.01 and 14.014J
or 1.01J. Consult K. .810tolenbach.

1.08 0p1lmienon Theory and Engineering
Aplnloin

Proe.: 1.00
U (2)
3-1-8
Introduction to mathematosi programming. A
review of unconstrained and constrained pro-
gramming including Kuhn-OWlcer condons
and coonvety. The role and use of Lagranglan
and duality thory, near programs and the
simplex method, network models, integer and
dynamic programming models. Examples and
case studie tarn om engineering problems.
Students are expected to program various
optimiSton algorithms.
w Shoff

1.03 introduuon to Probobity and
Igtegs for Engineers

Prere.: 18,03
U (')
3-2-7
Elements of probablity and statistlcs with
emphasis on engineering appliations Probe-
bilty topics include analysis of Bernoull Event*,
common distributions Including exponental,
Poisson nrmal, lognormal, and extreme value.
Statists Include point and interval estimation
and hypothesis test.
H £ Perkns

1.04 BehavIor of Phpeical Systams I

Pr . 6.01, 16.02
U (1) so
3-2-7

Applies stacs, geomtrio comptibt and
force-deformation relations in analysis of simple
determinate and indeterminate structures.
Reations. Internal forces. and defledotons for
beaM and trusses. Introduces stresetrain
behavior of construction materials, stress in two
dimensions (Mohr'3 circle), and stablity and
bucking. Exercises using computers
L J. Gibn

1.06 BehavIor of Physicl SySems
Proreq.: 8.01, 18.03
U (2)
3-2-7
Applines bso phyloial principles to the engi-
neering analysis of sold and fluid systems.
Includes statio equilibrium of flulds, conWva-
tion of mass and inonentum of movint fluids
thermodynamlo properties first and second
laws of thermodynamic. Applications to fluid
forcse on structures, fow in ocnduits and
channelS, state changes. mechanical and ther-
modynamic energy cycles.
C a. Siolienbeh

1.06 8tchailo Model, Regebti and
Slunulutlln of LargeS4elo Systems
Prereq.: 1.00, 1.03
U (2)
3-0-0
Appiloations of stochastic processes rellablity
theor and Monte Carlo simulation to the design
and analysil of large-scale engineering sys-
tems and networks. Example-motivated cover-
age of binomial, Polsson, and discrete and
contnuous-time Markov processes; birth-and-
death models and introductory queuelnq the-
ory; relablity of aerial and parallel ysterms;
fault-tree analysl; compular generation of ran-
dom varialtes. simulation languages. and saisti-
oa reliability of simulation results.
A R. Odoni

1.07 iinApplo of AriNIle

Prereq.: 6.034 or Permission of Instruolor
U (2)
3-0-9
Applications of artificlal Intelligence te0niques
to engineering problem solving are addressed.
1bplos Include: basic search techniques,
knowlegs-based systems. natural language
processing, and robotios.
D. Sjrum

1.06 Design of Automated end RobotU

Preareq -
U (1)
3-0-9
Application of both software and hardware
aspects of automation and robotics to stream-
lining the deegn and construodon proces.
Data acqusiUdh and processing, control the-
ory and its applications to automation of
construction and manufacturing processes.
Students required to design an automated sys-
tems for a term project.
A Socum

Por addluonat Vrdei 1Me nbroductory
uaut eels 1.0, 10, , 1.00, 1.70, 10.
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Undergraduate Laboratory
Subjects

1.101 DecIleon Analysis Laboratory
Prereq.: 1.00 or UNIX capability
U (2) LAS
3-4-5

Explores the nature and existence of utilty, the
basic model of how people respond to and
choose between aternatives. Students pro-
ceed through Introductory experiments to a
major project Involving interviews and addressing
a key Issue of human perception of risk and
value. Brief lectures present the necessary
theory and psychometric techniques. Special
UNIX programs are used to rpduce and plot
data, and to test theoretical hypotheses. The
Implications for decision analysis and engi-
neering design are stressed.
R. de Nbuflle

1.102 'Rnsportation Laboratorl
Prereq.: -
U (2) LAS
0-3-3

Laboratory experience with the properties of
transportation systems. Students formulate
an experiment based upon readings and dis-
cussions of current transportation problems.
Emphasis on formulation of hypotheses about
properties and effects of different types of
transportation systems; planning of experi-
ments and data collection in the field to test
these hypotheses, analysis of results, and de-
veopment of recommendations for changes in
transport systems plans and policies.
Y Shem

1.1OGJ Structural Enginering Laboratory
(Some subject as 4.31 5J)
Prereq. -
U (1) LAS
0-3-3

Introduces students to properties of structural
materials and behavior of simple structural sle-
ments and systems through a series of experi-
ments. Several laboratory projects Involve the
student as both the designer and fabricator of
a structure. Information: L J. Gibson.

1.106 Laboratory Projects In Environmental
Pluid Mechanics
Prereq.: -
U (1) LAB
0-3-3

The measurement, analysis, and modeling of
physical parameters such as velocity, salnity
temperature, dissolved solids, etc., in natural
water bodies. Application of these techniques In
the context of laboratory experiments and one
or more field studies. Certain experiments com-
plement lectures in 1.60, but concurrent regis-
tration In 1.60 or previous fluid mechanics
experience Is not required.
E E, Adams

1.107 AWto Chemistry and glology
Labotor IL
Prereq.: 5.40 or 5.11
U (2) LA1
2--4
Field sampling and laboratory analysis tech-
niques for determining chemical (e.g., seInity
02, nutrients, halolorms, petroleum hydrocar-
bons) and biological (e.g., clforms, chlo-
phyll) parameters In aquatic samples. Both
wet-chemical and Instrumental (e.g., atomic
absorption spectrometry and gas chromatogra-
phy) methods.1'hree field trips are taken to
acquire "real world" samples for ahalysis and
interpretation of the data in terms of water
quality and the processes affecting it.
R M. Gschwend, S. W Chisholm

General Methods
and Concepts

Lsted be o rea number of subjects
cancerned with ge-a methods and
conp ill than spelic o "psne
area Tiplos khiu.

informllon Syablems and Cmupuatmiona

Anslyllkel Meahhas
Engineering Systems, Eccnomics, andM""nagement O

Risk Assessment and Prob-

intituoe nd PubI PUofy
Subjlots under thies heedings are of
Internet to students from a variety of
backound, both ftm wNi end outside
the Deperbment. ubjlect mor oriented to
applotmns baned on th 'e methodluies
are noted at the end of each section.

Information Systems and
Computational Methods

1.12 Computer Models of Physical end
Engineedng 1y1tem
Prereq.: 18.02, 8.01
U (2) SD
3-0-9

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
S. Syarn Sunder

1.121 Numerical Modeing of Physical
Syste (A)
Prereq.: 18.03
G (1)
3-0-6
Survey of numerical methods for ordinary and
partial differential equations. Emphasis on finite
difference and weighted residual methods.
Includes review of linear algebra; direct and
Iterative matrix solutions; finite difference
approximations; consistency, stablity and con-
vergence; Fourier analysis; finite element
methods. Examines both steady and transient
equations describing physical systems of inter-
est. Development of computer programs is
emphasized.
M. A Cea

1.122 Finite Element and Boundary Element
Methods (
Prereq.: 1.51
G (2)
3-0-6

Finite element and boundary element methods
for the analysis of continuous media. In-depth
discussion of variational principles, weighted
residual methods, penalty methods, Integation
techniques. Application to two- and three-
dimensional domain* with examples pertaining
to stress analysis, thermal analysis, and
harmonic problems. Use of commercial software
for homework assignments, with the primary
emphasis on developing expertise in modeling
and Interpretation of numerical output
1. J. Connoi dA

I



Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4

Covers approaches and existing software tools
for building rule-based expert systems are dis-
cussed and illustrated with examples drawn
from Civil Engineering. Students are expected
to carry out a project involving the construction
of a knowledge-based system for a specific
problem.
D. Sdrsm

For additional lsted suWects, see: 1.204J,
1.366, 1.70.

Analytical Mechanics

1.13 Design for Construction
Automation (A)
Prereq.: 1.08
G (2)
3-0-9

Covers the fundamentals of computer-controlled
machinery design (electronic and mechanical
systems). The theme of the course is design of
Integrated CNC machine systems to automated
construction processes. Grading is based on
participation In solving a "real world" project.
Students are encouraged to design, build, and
teat model and full-scale systems.
A. Slocum

1.131 Analytical Methods in Physical Systems
Prereq.: 18.03
G (1)
4-0-8

A utilitarian survey of elementary and interme-
diate analytical techniques, and their appica-
tions In physical systems. Unear partial dIf-
forential equations. Separation of variables.
Green's functions. Complex variables and con-
tour integration. Integral transforms. Formulation
and solution of problems in seepage flows,
statics and vibration of elastic structures, soil
consolidation, and diffusion of energy or matter.
Introduction to perturbation methods. Open to
advanced undergraduates also.
C. C. Mel

1.132 Advanced Engineering Machanics (A)
Prereq.: 1.51
G (1)
3-0-6

Survey of the mechanics of solids pnd struc-
tures, with particular emphasis on structural
engineering applications. Includes fundamen-
tals of continuum mechanics, theory of elastic-
ity, and theory of thin plates and shells. Provides
a sound background for engineering analysis
and appreciation of structural behavior.
M. M. Baligh, S. Shyam Sunder

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Predictive mechanical models for solids and
structures are based on constitutive theories
that characterize the mechanical behavior of
materials. Fundamental theories describing the
nonlinear continuum behavior of engineering
materials are presented, emphasizing their
numerical implementation and application to
comtemporary materials. Topics Include: non-
linear elasticity; plasticity; viscoelasticity, creep,
and viscoplastioity; damage mechanics; large
deformations. See also 2.073 and 16.24.
S. Shyam Sunder

Rreq.: 1.00, 1.03 or equivaent
U (2)
2-2-8

Computer application of statistical methods for
empirical analysis. Includes sampling theory,
experimental design, explanatory data analy-
sis, statistical inference, hypothesis testing, and
regression analysis. Application of sample
design, data collection, model estimation, param-
eter estimation, and reporting to four case
studies. Data collection in both real world and
laboratory settings.
S. McNeil

For additienal reled subect see: 1.202J,
1.203J, 1.207,1.281,1.283, 1.70, 1.731.
Subjects desing with anagement of engi-

1.135 Dynamics of Structures and Soile (A) neering systse are: 1.259, 1AO-i.405J, 1.76.
(Now)
Prereq.: 1.30, 1.51
G (2)
3-0-6

Basic principles of dynamics of linear systems,
as applied to analysis of structures, solls, and
soil-structure interaction. Single and multiple
degree of freedom systems, including modal
analysis; excitation by applied forces and by
ground motions. Wave propagation in one and
two dimensions. Dynamics of a mass on an
elastic half-space.
E. Kausel, R. V D. Whitman

1.137 9tudies In Analytical Mechanics (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor

S(1, 2, 8)
Art.
Individual study of advanced subject material
under staff supervision. Information: J. J. Connor,
Jr.

For addtional related subject see: 1.351, 1.312,
1.541, 1.542, 1.56J, 1.571,1.572,1.63,1.64,
1.691.

Engineering Systems, Economics,
and Management

1.146 Engineering Systems Analysis (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G0(1)
3-0-68
School-Wide Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
R. de AulVlle, J. R Clark

1.146J Economics of Project Evaluation (A)
(Same subject as 14.11 1J)
Prereq.: 14.03
G (2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 14.11 1J.
J. Rothenberg

Engineering Risk Assessment and
ProbabilisiC Analysis

1.151 Risk Assessment in EngIneering I (A)
Prerseq.: -
G (1)
3-0-6
Quantitative analysis of uncertainty in plan-
ning, design, construction, and operation of
engineered facilities. Interprets fundamentals
of probability, random processes, statistics, and
decision analysis In the context of engineering
applications, in particular, description of varl-
ability of loads and environmental conditions,
material properties, performance prediction, sys-
tam reliability analysis, and risk-based deci-
sion analysis.
D. Veneziano

1.152 Risk Assessment in Engineering 11 (A)
Prereq.: 1.151
G (2)
3-0-6

Advanced probabilistic modeling and statistical
analysis for engineering systems. Part 1:
Second-moment characterization of random vec-
tors, sequences, functions, mnd fields. Time
and frequency domain analysis. Unear filtering
and random vibration; Gaussian,Poisson, and
Markov models. Extremes of random functions.
Digital simulation. Part 2: Estimation of covari-
ance functions. Models for decision-making:
Poisson and Markov processes with reward.
D. Wneziano
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I.1" nglinewdng siibe mellAnlyis (A) b'anportat|on
Prereq.: 18.02
G (2)
3-0-6
SchoMo-ide Electve Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on IWE page.
A W Drab, A R. OdOni

For addional rel8ted subjects, see: 1.208J,
1.711,1.712, 1.762.

institutions and Public Policy

1.165 Introduotman to lbohnology end Law
Prorq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

School-Wide Elective Suect Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
J. 0. Nj,*af

Por addltonal related subjects, mee:1.254J,
1.78, 1.811J, 1.82J.

1.2011 1ansportalimn Systems Anulyss (A)
(Same subject as CTS IOJ)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-0-6

Introduces the analysis of passenger and freight
transportation systems. Deterministic and sto-
chastic models of system performance. Deter.
minants of demand for transportaion travel
behavior, logistics analysis, and location theory.
Analyzes transportation networks Including pre-
diction of flow patterns and service qualty
Evaluates Impacts and design of transportation
services and facilities. Considers transporta-
tion industry structure and scale. Discussion of
current Ises In transportation.
J. Sussman, MI. E. Ben-A kiva

1.202J Demand Modeing (A)
(Same subject as CTS 150J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Analysis and forecasting of demand for facli-
ties and services. Emphasis on collection and
analysis of survey dats. Review elements of
probability, sampling, and statistical methods.
Includes alternative sample designs and data
collection methods, matrix-entry estimation
methods, discrete choice methods, estimation
and testing of dIsaggregate and aggregate mod-
els, aggregate forecasting methods and simu-
lation. Illustrated with applications from the fields
of transportation, housing, telecommunica-
tions, and marketing.
M. E Ben-Alva

I.O2J Legitcal and lUnsportatOn
Planning Methods (A)
(Same subject as 6.281J, 11.526J, 13.665J,
15.078J., 1.76J, TPP 43J)
Prereq.: 6.431,15.075
G (1)
3-0-9

QuantitstWe techniques of operations research
with emphasis on applications In transportation
systems analysis (urban, air, ocean, highway.
pick up and delvery systems) and In the plan-
ning and design of logistioaly oriented urban
service systems (e.g., fire and police depart-
ments, emergency medical services, emer-
gency repair servioss). Unified study of functions
of random variables, geometrical probability,
mult-server queuing theory, spatial location
theory, network analysis and graph theory, and
relevant methods of simulation. Discussion of
implementation diffIculties.
A L Bamett, R. C. Larson, A R. Odoni,
H. N Parats

1
llaneportslm (A~
Prereq.: 1.00 or 16.008; 1.02
G (2)
3-0-6
leaches software development and analytical
techniques for transportation systems. StruO-
tured programming, data structures, systems
analysis and design, and user Interfaces. Case
studies using operations research techniques
for problems in transportation networks, vehicle
routing and scheduing, crew scheduing e-
Ity loostion, and operations management Exten-
sIve micro- and relni- computer assignments.
Y Sheff

1.20 Advanced Taportalon Deman
Modeing (A)
Prereq.: 1.202J or CTS150J
G(1)
3-0-6

Theories and applications of travel and moblity
behavior models. Includes: lnear and nonlinear
latent variable models, multdimensional prob-
ablistic choice models, satisial esimation
techniques with multiple data sources, model
transferabiyt pmation and forecasting wih
very large oice sets, dynamical models.
issues In model specification, Including use of
stated preference data, and analysis of com-
plex travel patterns. 1erm paper required.
M E Ben-Akive

1.207 Tansportation Nstwork Squlibrium
Analysls (A)
Prereq.: 1.02, 1.03
G (1) Next Offered 1918-9
3-0-9

Analytical and algorithmic approaches to the
formulation and solution of transportation net-
work equilibrium assignment problems. Topics:
mathematical programming formulation of user
and stochastic user equilibrium problems; com-
bined modal split distribution, and assignment
formulation; implementation of solution algo-
rithms; applications of discrete choice models.
Alternate years.
V Sheffl

1.208J lTnsportMon and Logletios
Analysis (A)
(Same subject as 15.770J)
Prsreq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2)
3-0-6
Introduction to Inventory theory. Analysis of
tradeoffs between transportation and inventory
cost Routing ind scheduling with Inventory
considerations. Distribution network design and
carrier network design. OptimIzation of carrier
networks with emphasis on truck and rail net-
works. Integration of carrier and shipper per-
spective In system models.
S. C. Graves, Y Shef1
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1.262, Urban pnsportelhn hnnning (A) 1.200 Waneft magment (A)
Ptv ised ontet) 125 _ 4

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-3-6

Integrated treatment of analytical methods and
new technologies for design, construction, man-
agement, operation, and maintenance of trans-
portation facilities throughout their use. Emphasis
on a systems approach using computer mod-
els. Case studies are used to demonstrate the
complex Interactions in managing transports-
tlon Infrastructure.
S. McAll

1.231J Planning and Design of Airport
Oystems (A)
(Same subject as 16.7814)
Prsreq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Equal emphasis on current practice and ad-
vanced concepts. Airport location and planning
with full consideration of economic, environ-
mental, and other Impacts. Demand prediction,
determination of the capacity of the airfleld,
estimation of levels of congestion. Design of
terminals. Role of airports In the aviation and
transportation system. Airport access prob-
lems. Optimalcorfiguration of air transport net-
works and Implications for airport development
Economics of the airport Financing and Institu-
tional aspects. Special attention to International
practice and developments.
R. de NuMlile A. R. Odoni

1.2 Seminar in Air Taneportalon
Analyss and Planning
(Same subject as 16.704J)
Prereq: -
G (1)
1-0-5
See description under subject 16.704J.
A R. Odoni, C. 0. Cory

1.242 Hlghwa% Systems Analyse, and
lechnology (A)
Prereq.: 1.22 or Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Integrated treatment of technical and economic
aspects In highway design, construction, main-
tenance, and operation. Basic characteristics
of roads, traffic flows, and the process of high-
way project development Geometric design
standards, speeds, capacilies, accidents, and
construction costs. Introduction to Integrated
computer-aided highway design. Maintenance
and rehablitation, Including requirementa, costs,
Impacts, and policy optimization, Data collec-
tion, analysis methods, and management options
In traft operations.
S. MEIl, M. E Ben-Aklv, T F Humphrey

(Same subject as 11.380)
Prereq.: -
(3(2)
3-0-8
See description under subject 11 .380J.
R. A. Gaken holmer

1 .24J infreatruoture In Third-World
Countrise (A)
(Same subject as 11 .469J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
See description under 11 A69J.
R. A. Galenhelmer, J. bndler

1.2J6 Polls, Growth, and Oswelopment in
the Middle Est (A)
(Same subject as 4.715J, 11 A8J, 17.5568J,
21.485J)
Prereq.: 4.714J
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.558J.
N Choucri, R Khoury, F Mavenzadeh,
R. Lewcock D. Lessarf, W Porter

1.2olJl"ueneee, and Pu

(Same subject as 4.71 6J, 11.489J., 17.560J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9
Se description under subject 17.560J.
N Choucrf, A. Adelman, F Moavenzadeh,
W Porbr, D. Lessard, L usetney

1.2N6 PubIs Sansportation Service and
Operations Planning (A)
Prereq.: 1201J or Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6
Evolution and role of urban public transporta-
tion modes, systems, and services, Including
bus and rail. Description of technological char-
acteristice and their Impacts on capacity Wv-
ice quality, and cost. Current practice and new
methods for performance monitoring, route
design, vehicle and crew scheduling. Efeot of
pricing policy and service quality on ridership.
Methods for estimating costs associated with
proposed service changes.
N H. M. Vshlon

rerM.: . or r i omi o1 uor

G (1) Next lerUd 1988-8
3-0-6
Management methods of relevance to public
transportation systems. lbplos: strategic plan-
ning management; labor relations; malote-
nance planninE and administration; finanolial
planning; marketing; and management infor-
mation and decision support systems Shows
how these general management tasks am dealt
with In the transit industry and presents alter-
nativ strategies. Identifies alternative arrange-
ments for Service provision, including different
WA Of Involving the private sector In public
transportation.
N H. M. MWson

1.27 StudIes in TMAnsportemn
Engineering (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G0(1,2,8)
Arr.

individual advanced study of a topic In trans-
portation systems, selected with the approval of
the Instructor. Information: Y. Sheffi.

1.271 Research Seminar in iTansportton
Prerq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr

Research seminar for graduate students in
transportation. Discussion of current research
at various stages of development, including
problem definition, literature review methodol-
ogy, and evaluation of results. Intended for
advanced doctoral students and for students
preparing for the general examination.
M E. Ben-Akiva

1.281 Tlansportation Eoonomies (A)
Prereq.: 14.01 or 1.01J
G(1)
3-0-6

Theory and behavior of transportation markets:
urban and Intercity, passenger and freight; esti-
mation and application of production, cost, and
demand functions. Evaluation of governmental
transportation policles: economic regulation,
Infrastructure investments, pricing, and financ-
Ing: coSt-benefit analysis, and Impacts upon
economic effioiency.
G. McCullough

1.213J Urban Economic Analysis
(Same subject as 11.410J, 14.573J)
Prereq.: 14.03 or 14.04
G (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 11.410J.
W C. Wheaton
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Pro .: 1.201J, 1.03- o
0 (2)
3-0-0
Methods for analysis of freight systems, with
emphasis on rali and motor carrier operatons
and management of carrier assets. Study of
competile traneportstlon companies and the
environment in which they operate. Market
Issues, organiatilonal structure, information sys-
tems, and deislon--making processes for fleet
manageent, facility operations, maintenance,
and operations/wvIce planning. Case studies
Illustrate efects of regulation, technology, labor
relations, and competition on carrier strategies.
C. 0. AWrwnd

120 neeeercl in ansportaon
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr,

For research assistants In transportation, when
assigned research Is not used for thesis, but ls
approved for academic credit Credits for this
subject may not be used for any degree granted
by Course 1. Information: Y. SheWL.

1.20g 1ecIng in 11aneportdon
Prereq.: -
G(1.2)
Arr,

For teaching assistants, in recognition of the
educational value derived from satisfactory per-
formance of assigned duties, and for other
qualified students Interested in teaching In this
area as a career. Laboratory, tutorial, or class-
room teaching under supervision of a faculty
member. Credits for this subject may not be
used for any degree granted by Course 1. Infor-
mation: Y Shell.

Constructed Faclifties

Geotechnical EngInering

1.30 Sol Mechenics
Prereq.: 1.04
U (1)
3-1-8

Fundamental principles of sol behavior. Cor-
position and structure of soils; phase relation-
ships and unit weights; classification systems.
Influence of pore pressure on strength and
compressiblity; effective stress e of flow-
ing water on stablifty. Drained and undrained
strength. Theory of consolidation. Principles of
limit equilibrium analysis for soll masses. Meth-
ods for estimating sol deformations. Lectures
supplemntd by a laboratory and Interactive
computer-aided design procts.
M. M. Baligh

1.32 Witroductlon to Engineering Geology
Prereq.: -
U (2) SD
3-3-6
Basic principles of physical geology empha-
sizing topios pertinent to clvil engineering, and
a brief overview on minerl resources. Identifi-
cation of minerals; igneous, metamorphic, and
sedimentary rocks. Alluvial, gaolal, eoan,
lacustrine, marine, and colluvial sediments.
Weathering. Rock defects. Earthquakes. Air
photos and geologic maps. Fid trips.
K. H. ftwsln

1322 Goi Behavior (A)
Prereq.: 1.361
G (2)
3-1-5
Detailed study of soil properties with emphasis
on Interpretation of field and laboratory test
data for use In practice, includes: consolda-
tion and secondary compression; basic strength
principles; stress-strain strength behavior of
clays, emphasing effects of sample disturb-
ance, anisotropy and strain rate; strength and
compression of granular sos; engineering prop-
ordes of compacted SOls. Some knowledge of
field and laboratory testing assumed; 1.37
desirable.
C C Ladd

1,31 Sol Dynemice (A)
Prereq.: 1.135
G (1)
3-0-6
Stress-strain behavior during transient and
repeated loadings, relation to wave velocity.
Strength degradation and liquefaction. Analysis
of machine foundations; eofot of sols upon
seismic motions; earth dams and retaining
wals during earthquakes; foundations for o-
shore structures; other selected appiostions.
A. V D. bWhitmn

1.51 heoresa sOW MuhWneW A)
Preroq.: 1.30
G (1)
3-0-6
Discusses elementary theories Important In
so mechanIcs. Theories of elasfic half-space
and elatc layers. Apftons of elastic tho-
ries, espolelly to $atement problems. Use of
limit analwse for acti and pasl" streees,
bearing capacity, and elope stability. Theory of
coneoidalon for one-dimensIonal problems
and Introduction to three-dImensional consol-
datIon. Mathematics, construction, and Inter-
pretation of flow nets. Introduction to finie
element methois and their use. Information:
0. a. Beecher.

1361 Advanoed Soi Meahenois and
Ingineerin (A)
Prereq.: 1.30
G (1)
3-0-6

Consideration of the following fundamentals of
soi mechanics: the nature of soil; the effectve
stress principle; permeability and seepage;
stress-strain-strength behavior of coheslonless
and cohesive sol; lateral earth stresses; bear-
Ing capacity and slope stability; consolidation
theory; settlement analyses.
C. C. Ladd

1.34 Poiundatlon Engineering (A)
Prereq.: 1.361 or 1.366
G(1) Next oered 196089
3-0-6

Tipe of foundation systems and design orbt-
ria. Design of shallow foundations (footings and
rafts), and deep foundations (ples and cals-
sons). Construction methods, problems and
effects on nearby structures. Special topics
and case studies.
R. V D. Wftman

1.366 Geoleehnial Engineering (A)
Prereq.: 1.30
G(1)
3-0-6

identification, presentation, and Illustration of
princples of soil mechanics. Considers the
foNowing topics: the nature of sol; the effectie
stress principle; permeability and seepage;
streas-mtrain-strength behavior of soil; lateral
earth streese. Applies principles to stability
and deformation problems. Restricted to grad-
uate students not specializing In Geotlchnical
Engineering. Same lectures as for 1.361.
C C Ladd



OD Civil Engineering

1.368 Computerelded Analysis in
Geoteohnicengieein g (A)
Prereq.: 1.351
G (2) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-6
Use of computers in the analysis of geotechni-
cal problems: steady and transient flow In po-
rous media, stability of embankments and
slopes, retaining structures, pile drMng, exca-
vations and tunneling. For each area, the nec-
essary theoretical background reviewed and
discrete modeling methods as Implemented In
computer programs discussed and applied to
selected problems. Extensive use of digital
computers. Working knowledge of FORTRAN
expected.
G. 8. Baecher

1.37 Geotechnical Meesurements and
Exploration (A)

Prereq.: 1.30
G (1)
2-4-3

Application of testing principles to the measure-
ment of fundamental aspects of soll behavior from
classification to engineering propertes. Empha-
sis on rigorous techniques to measure mechani-
cal behavior under various boundary conditions.
Exposure to error estimation, research devices,
geotechnical field exploration, and In stu testing.
Experiments include data analysis, evaluation,
and presentation.
J. T Germaine

1.38 Engineering Geology (A)

Prereq.: 1.30, 1.32
G (2) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-6

Efect of geologic features on constructed facili-
ties. Geologic aspects of subsurface explora-
tion. Interaction between man-made structures
and the geologic environment. Emphasizes sed-
iment engineering geology with an overview of
hard-rock engineering geology. Alternate years.
H. H. Einstein

1.381 Rock Mechanics I (A)
Prereq.: 1.30, 1.32; or 12.01
G (1)
3-0-6

Introduces geologic and theoretical aspects of
rock mechanics: exploration; geologic and engi-
neering classification; laboratory and field
testing; strength, deformability, and permeability
of intact rock and rock masses. Application of
geologic and theoretical principles to the solu-
tion of basic rock engineering problems. Alter-
nate years.
H. H. Einstein

1.382 Rock Mechanics 11(A)
Prereq.: 1.381
G (2)
3-0-6
Advanced treatment of theoretical and experi-
mental aspects of rock mechanics: fracture
mechanics, mechanics of discontinuities, rock
dynamics. Rock engineering involving advanced
analytical and design aspects of rock slopes,
foundations on rock, underground openings,
and blasting of rock. Alternate years.
H. H. Einstein

1.363 Underground Construotlon (A)
Prereq.: 1.361, 1.381
G (1) Net ofered 1968-89
3-0-6

Familiarization with the most Important aspects
of planning, design, and construction of under-
ground openings in soft ground and rca.
Detailed engineering analysis and design. Major
aspects of construction techniques and con-
struction planning. General planning and eco-
nomic problems. Alternate years.
H. H. Einselin

1.39 Studies in Geotechnical
Engineering (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr.

For graduate students desiring further individ-
ual study of special topics. Information: 0. B.
Bascher.

Construction Engineering and
Management

1.40 Project ManagenMnt
Prereq.: 1.30,1.50
U (2)
3-2-7

Overview of construction Industry, its organiza-
tions and Interactions. Project and construction
management methodologies presented for proj-
ect and company planning, control, and deci-
slon making. Includes scheduling, accounting,
estimating, resource planning, organization
structuring used throughout all project phases.
Information: R. D. Logcher

1A11J Building Construction I
(Revised Content and Unit)
(Same subject as 4.402J)
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-4-5

See description under subject 4.402J.
E. DMuhosch

1-412J Building Construction I
(-efleed Contnt
(Same subject as 4.403J)
Prersq.: 1.02, 1.04; or 4.402J, 4.30 or 4.331
U (1)
2-4-3

See description under subject 4.403J.
R. Rush

IA13 Construtlon 1eohnology and the
Sulinge Developmen0111"Wt Procebei (Al
Prereq.: -
G(1)
3-0-6

Investigates the nature of the building design
and construction process with respect to the
contractual, managerial, and financial implica-
tions of alternative technologies and construc-
tion methods. Particular attention to interfaces
between various subsystems (e.g., structure,
cladding, mechanical) and between design
and construction activities. Uses cost estimat-
ing and scheduling as techniques to support
analysis of alternatives.
J. M. Becw; H. G. Irwig

1.431 Structuring Construction Industry
Orgenlaztions (A)
Prereq.: -
O (2)
3-0-6
Examination, from a socio-technical perspec-
tive, of the organizations and organizational
processes underlying the operation of the con-
struction Industry. Studies the structure and
functioning of firms, sub-units of firms, and
condomerations of firms with regard to the
influence of a wide range of factors Including
strategy, human and other resources, and role
In the project development process. Frame-
works for observation, description, analysis,
and design of both Individual enterprises and
project organizations presented and applied to
real-world situations.
H. G. frwIg

1,432 Prject Control I(A)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-6

Computer techniques and systems for control
of design and construction projects. Relation-
ship of project breakdown to estimating, budget-
Ing, and financial control. Use of network-based
atems for planning and time control of proj-
euts, including CPM and PERT and resource-
constrained scheduling. Database design con-
cepts for decision support systems. Integrating
control of costs and time, with cash flow and
manpower projections, with comparison of
potential to current practice. Requires back-
ground in accounting principles.
R. D. Logcher

1.433 Project Controll (A)
Prersq.: 1.432
G (2) Next oftred 1968-89
3-0-6

Continuation of 1.432. Concept of database
management and database design, Integrated
system design, and user interface. Applications
generators and system design techniques
applied in term project creating a tailored con-
struction prject control system.
R. D. Logcher
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1.45 Conetrulsm inanoe (A)
Preme.: -
G (2)
3-04
Examines financing methods, project financial
evaluation, and financial management In the
domestic and International construction Indus-
try. Analytical concepts and methodologies from
modern finance theory and practice presented
In lecture/dscussis and applied to case anal-
yses Including problems in cash flow analysis,
project finance, and foreign exchange expo-
sure. Innovative financial methods such as
privatization and sale-leaseback are examined.
Prior courses In microeconomics, accounting,
and/or corporate finance desirable but not
required.
J. L. Paddock

1 A Automated Sensing of In-Siu
C011.10s (A)
Prereq.: 8.02, 8.03 or equivalent
G (1)
3-0-6

Overview of measurement and sensory princi-
pies. Survey of Information needs and current
methods. Presentation of basic concepts of
transducers, signal generation, data acquIsitIon,
signal and image processing, and data analy-
sis and Interpretation. Application of these con-
cepts to specific techniques, including seismIcs,
acoustics and vibration, ground-penetrating
radar, Infrared thermography, terrain conductiv-
Ity and machine vision. Case studies of specific
applications of these techniques to site InvesU-
gation, construction monitoring and control, and
condition assessment
K R. Mawser

1.481 Research erninar in Construction
Engineering and Management (A)
Prereq.: -
0()
1-0-2

Seminar Intended mainly for master's and
doctoral candidates In the Center for Construc-
tion Research and Education. Oral and written
presentation by students on thesis activities and
by faculty on research topics.
F Moavenzadeh, C. H. Helwaill

1.482 StudInes in Construction Engineering
and Manaement (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2, S)
Arr.
Individual study of an advanced topic In con-
struction engineering and management, selected
with approval of faculty supervisor.
D. H. Abrks

Structural Design and Analysis

1.50 introduction to Structuralngineering
Prereq.: 1.04
U (1)
3-2-7
BSf philosophy of structural design. Loads
on structures. Design crteria and factors of
safety Stress-strain relatlonships. Columntheory.
Application of statics to analysis of beams,
trusses, and frames. Influence ines and mov-
Ing loads. Deformation of structures. Indetermi-
nate analysis. Design of components in steel.
Structural connections.
E. Kausel

1.51 Mechanl of Construt n Materials
and structures
Prsreq.: 1.04
U (1)
4-0-8
Objective is to develop an Intuitive feel of how
load-bearing structures behave, study the Influ-
ence of different construction materials on
structural behavior, and develop the basic prin-
ciples for quantifying the material and struc-
tural behavior. Includes problem formation,
elasticity, elementar\ plasticity. Torsion, plane
stress, and plane strain. Stress concentrations.
Brittle fracture. Buckling. Thin shell structures.
Design applications emphasized.
V C. U

1.2 Structural nlsl and Design
Prereq.: 1.50, 1.51
U (2)
3-1-8

Design and analysis of structural systems
including steel and concrete frame buildings.
and reinforced and prestressed concrete beam
and slab structures. Contemporary design cr1-
tale and practice examined, with emphasis on
concrete. Approximate and rigorous analysis
techniques studied, with emphasis on their role
in design process. Matrix methods of analysis.
Use of computers In structural design. Plastic
design in steel.
0. Buyuherfuu*

1.53 Constructed faclities Pr
Loboratoory

Prore.: 1.04
U (2) LAS
0-3-3

Concepts, techniques, and devices used to
measure engineering properties of materials.
Emphasis placed on measurement of load-
deformation characteristics of common con-
struction materials, both natural and fabricated.
Half-semester project devoted to experimental
proof of hypothesis on some aspect of testing
or behavior Emphasis placed on approximation
of testing errors.
J. T Germalne

1.41 Sahawlror of Concrete Strustuae (A)
(alovisd Unit
Prereq.: 1.52
GO1)
3-0-9
Strength and deformation of concrete under
various states of stress; failure criterla. Funda-
mentabehavor of reinforced concrete struc-
tures and their members. Basis for design, and
code constraints. Bond and cracking, deflec-
tons. Slabs, yield lne theory. Cylindrical con-
crete shels. Behavior models and nonlinear
analysIs. Complex systems: offshore gravity con-
tslnment, and bridge structures.
0. Buyuhozu&

1.542 Behawior of Steel trutuure (A)
Prereq.: 1.51
G (2)
3-0-6
Mechanical properties of steel. Yield criteria.
Duct|lty. Fatigue falure. Stability considerations
In member design. Structural connections.
Stress concentrations. Residual stresses. Ine-
lastic analysis procedures. Umit states. Com-
puter methods for design.
J. H. Slter

1.543 BrIdge Design (A)
Prereq.: 1.541, 1.842
G (2)
2-0-4

Planning, design, and construction of bridges.
Discusses bridge types and factors affecting
the selection of type: concrete vs steel, pre-
stressed, composite, segmental concrete bridges.
Design Issues and techniques. Detailed case
study of a particular bridge. Recent technolog-
loal developments In bridge engineering.
0. Buyuhacturk

1.544 Structural Design of Buildings (A)
Prerq.: 1.541, 1.542
G(1)
2-0-4

Structural systems for buildings. Special con-
siderations In the design of high-rise buildings.
Loada in buildings. Wind and earthquale 0lects.
Comparisons of steel and concrete systems.
Approximate methods for preliminary design.
Case studies, Information: 0. Buyukorturk.

1.4$ 6ecture and Feligue Behavior in
Structural and Gao-materials (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-0-9

Unear and non-lnear fracture modeling, stabl-
ity In material deformation, fracture and fatigue
characterization, testing methodology, design
for and against fracture failure, crack detection
techniques, computer simulation of crack prop-
agation, applications to structural materials,
Including steel, concrete, ceramics, and fiber-
reinforced composites, to gao-materials. inciud-
Ing rock, over-consolidated clay and Ice.
V C. U

9D



1.J Striuolrl Mechanlos in NucOear
Power 11hnology (A)
(Same subject as 2.084J, 3.82J, 13.14J,
16.261J, 22.3144)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 22.314J.
0. Buyukorfturk

1.571 Advanced Structural Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 1.51
G (1)
3-0-6

Matrix methods for the analysis of member
structural systems such as trusses and frames,
considering geometric and material nonlinear-
ity. Unear engineering beam theory. Curved
members, arches, helical members. Restrained
torsion. Numerical methods for the solution of
nonlinear member systems.
J. J. Conno; Jr

1.57 Advanced Structural Dynamlos (A)
(fedge Content and Unit)
Prereq.: 1.35 or equivalent
G (2)
3-0-9

Analysis of structures subjected to dynamic
loads or earthquakes. Continuous and discrete
systems by weighted residual methods. Solu-
tion of dynamic equations by convolution, time-
step Integration, modal superposition, complex
modes, frequency-domain methods, and re-
sponse spectrum techniques. Viscous, hyster-
etic, and frictional damping. Correspondence
principle. Modal synthesis in frequency-domain.
Substructuring techniques. Spatially periodic
structures. Dynamic loads in layered media.
Alternate years.
E Kausel

1.56 Structural Engineering Research
Seminar (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
1-0-2
For structural engineering students registered
for thesis or seeking research topics. Presents-
tion of ongoing or proposed research by stu-
dents. Occasional seminars by faculty or outside
speakers. Participants required to submit writ-
ten critique on each lecture.
J. J. Connor; Jr

1.9 Studies In Structural Design ad
Analysis (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G0(1, 2,8)
Arr.
Individual study of advanced subjects under
staff supervision. Content arranged to suit the
particular requirements of the student and
interested members of the staff. Information:
G.8. Beecher.

Construction Materials
1.59J Materials of Construction
(Same subject as 3.143J)
Prereq.: 1.04
U (2) SD
3-0-9

Principles underlying the structure-properties
interaction In materials important to civil engi-
neers. Includes: atomic arrangements in crys-
tallne and noncrystalline phases; thermody-
namics of phase relationships and structural
change; elastl oroplastclt Aloolastict
and fracture; corrosion. Application of princi-
pies to structural metals, comentitious materi-
als, structural-ceramics, wood, asphalt, and
polymers. Mechanical properties of composite
materials Including Portland cement concrete,
asphalt-aggregate mixtures, and reinforced
plastics.
F Moavenzadeh, F J. McGarry

1.591J Prcture of Structural Materials (A)
(Same subject as 3.9W, 13.1 5J
Prereq.: 1.59J or 2.30 or 3.141 or 13.1 5J
G (1)
3-0-6

See description under subject 3.90.
F J. McGarry, K Aobsubuchl

1392 Mechanical Behavior of Construction
Materials (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-6

Develops an understanding of material behav-
for based on microstructural mechanisms of
deformation. Includes study of elastic, plastic,
fracture, fatigue, and durability behavior. Appil-
cations to traditional construction materials
(steel, concrete, and timber) as well as recent
developments In civil engineering materials
(composites, ice mechanics, fabric materials for
geotextiles and Inflatable dome structures).
L. J. Gibson

1.593J Mechanical Behavior of Plastics (A)
(Samesubject as 3.91J)
Prereq.: 3. 064
G (1)
3-2-4

See description under subject 3.91 J.
F J. McGarry

1.594J Composite Materisis (A)
(Same subject as 3.92J)
Prereq 3.064
G (2)
3-2-4

See description under subject 3.92J.
F J. McGarry

1i7 0tudie in Canstruwlmn iminis (W_
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
S(1, 2, 8)
Arr.
Advanced topics In construction materials
selected by students for IndMdual study with
staff approval. Information: L J. Gibson.

1.59 Research In Constructed F4clities
Prereq.; -
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr.

For research assistants In constructed facill-
ties, when assigned research Is not used for
thesis, but is approved for academic credit
Credits for this subject may not be used for any
degree granted by Course 1. Information:
0. 8. Beecher.

1.599 1haching in Constructed F4dtes
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.
For teaching assistants, in recognition of
educational value derived from satisfactory per-
formance of assigned duties, and for other
qualified students interested in teaching in this
area as a career. Iaboratory, tutorial, or class-
room teaching under supervision of a faculty
member. Credits for this subject may not be
used for any degree ganted by Course 1. Infor-
motion: 0.9S. Beecher.

100 Ois u gN
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Water Resources and
Environmental Engineering

Hydrodynamics and Coastal
Engineering

1.60 Fluid DynamIcs
Prereq.: 18.03
U (1"
4-0-8
Properties, states, and equilibrium of fluids.
Conservation laws for control volumes. Equa-
tions of continuity and motion. Dynamic simili-
tude, theory of models, and data presentation.
Laminar and turbulent boundary layers. Flow
in conduits and channels. Dynamic drag and lift
forces on immersed objects. Turbulent jets and
diffusion processes. Lectures supplemented by
problem sessions.
P S Eageson

1.62 Free Surfae4lydroudce
Prereq.: 1.60
G (2) Not to be ofered 1980
3-1-8

Derivation of the one-dimensional form of the
continuity momentum, and energy equations.
Boundary resistance. Steady uniform and non-
uniform flow In open channels, including lateral
In-outflow Significance of the Froude Number;
sub- and supercritical flow and channel transi-
tions. Applications of momentum and energy
principles. Flow controls: weirs, sluice gates,
spillways, stilling basins. Unsteady flows:
elements of floodrouting, overland flow, and
oscillatory waves. Class project.
0. S. Madsen

1.63 Principlee of Hydrodynamics (A)
Prereq.: 1.60
G (1)
3-0-6

An advanced account of dynamics of Incom-
pressible fluids. Materials are equally divided
Into four parts: 1) Basic formulation (kinemat-
ica, stress-strain, Navier-Stokes equations). 2)
Potential flows (vorticity and circulation, ana-
lytic functions for two-dimensional problems,
conformal mapping, low through porous media).
3) Viscous flows and boundary layers (exact
and approximate solutions). 4) TUrbulent shear
flows (instablity Reynolds equations, wall shear
flows, and dispersion; free shear flows and
plumes).
W K. MeMie

1.64 ODnamic. of Stratified luids (A)
Prereq.: 1.63
O (2)
3-0-6

Advanced treatment of stratified-fluid dynam-
lee, emphasizing the basic phenomena that
Influence environmental flows. Linear and
nonlinear Internal waves In multiple layer and
continuously stratified fluids. Thermal and
double-diffusive convection, dynamics of Intru-
sions and selective withdrawal. Boundary layers,
stablity and onset of turbulence. Introduction
to turbulence modeling and the dispersion of
heat and pollutants. lwo-phase flows. Alternate
years.
W K MdeMlhe

1.66 Problen In ielr Resources and
Environmental Engineering (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2, S)
Arr.

Advanced topics selected by students for indi-
vidual study with staff approval. Choice of
subjects from theoretical, experimental, and
practical phases of hydromechanice, hydraulic
engineering, water resources, and environmen-
tal engineering. Information: R. L Bras.

1.67 SedImnt 'rnsport end Coastal
Processes (A)
Prereq.: 1.60

(2) Next ofered 1986-89
3-0-6

Emphasizes the quantitative description of the
mechanics of sediment transport in steady and
unsteady flows based on hydrodynamic princi-
pIes Equations of motion for particles In
a turbulent flow entrainment, bedload, and
suspended load. Bedform mechanics, ripples,
dunes. Flow resistance and boundary layer
mechanics. Wave-Induced longshore currents,
longshore and on-ofshore sediment transport.
Coastal protection. Basic theory of water waves
assumed known; contact instructor In early
January.
0. S Madsen

1.66 Physlas or Natal Water Bdfi (M
Prereq.: 1.63 or Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6
Iests the principal physical processes in natu-
ral water bodies. Emphasizes the molecular and
turbulent transport of mass, momentum, heat,
and mechanical energy. Includes: physIcal prop-
erties of air and water; governing conservation
equations In exact and approximate form; mete-
orological forcing; fluxes across the water sur-
face; mixed layer dynamics and stratification;
bottom boundary conditions; hydrologic-, tidal-,
wind-, and density-driven circulations; linkages
between physical, chemical, and biological
processes.
K D. SIclzenbach

1.69 Introduction to Coastal Engineering (A)
Prereq.: 1.60
G (1)
3-0-6

Basic hydrodynamics of waves In deep and
shallow water. Unear theory, dispersion, super-
position, spectral representation. Energy, energy
transport, dissipation by bottom friction. Refrac-
tion, diffraction by breakwaters. Some nonlinear
aspects, conoidal waves, wave breaking. Em-
phasizes physical Interpretation of mathematical
results and their engineering application. Storm
surges, forecasting of wind wave characterIs-
tics. Wind wave statistics, wave forces on piles;
breakwater stability.
0. S. Madsen

1.691 Wev Dynamics In Coastal
Engineering (A)
(Retied Unit)
Prereq.: 1.69, 1.131, or equivalent
0 (2) Next oftred 1988-89
3-0-9

Problems in water waves and currents of Inter-
est to coastal engineers. Emphasizes mechani-
cal principles and theoretical methods of
analysis. Topics chosen from the following areas:
Ray theory of refraction, scattering of shallow
water waves, linearized theory of harbor oscilla-
tions. Diffraction by a breakwater. Effect of
entrance losses. Mass transport due to viscos-
Ity. Radiation stresses and short-wave/long-
wave interactions. Wave effects on poro-elastic
sea beds. Alternate years.
C. C. Mel
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1.602 VAv Dymlcs In Oseanographlc

Prereq.: 1.69, 1.31, or equivalent
G (2)
340-9
Problems in waves and currents. ransient
aspects of dispersion and tsunamis. General
theory of floating bodies, linearized radiation
and diffraction, analytical and numerical aspects.
Power absorption from sea waves. Nonlinear
long waves in rivers or near a coast. Noninear
short waves: slow modulation and Instability of
Stokes waves by slender or blunt cylinders.
Effects of currents or topography on wave
evolution. Nonlinear waves in shallow water:
solitons, harmonic generation, and resonances.
Alternate years.
C. C. Me

1.695J Principles and Physics of Remote
Sensing (A)
(Sam subject as 12.975J)
Prereq.: 8.03, 18.075
G (1) Next ofted 1988-9
3-0-6

See Description under subject 12.975J.
(Woods Hole Staf): H. C. Graber J. S. Jatel,
K. A. Kelly

1.696J Apploation of Remote Sensing and
Imae PRocesin (A)
(Same subject as 12.976J)
Prereq.: 1.695. and Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next ofered 196-89
3-3-3

See description under subject 12.976J.
(Woods Hote Stab):' H. C. Greber, J. S. Jaffe,
K A. Kelly

1.697J OcesnogWaphic SystemS I
(Same subject as 13.990J)
Prereq.: -
G (5)
2-4-6

See description under subject 13.990J.
(V*ods Hole Sigh)

1.66J Oceanographic Systems il
(Same subject as 13.991J)
Prereq.: -
G (S)
2-4-6

See description under subject 13.9VJ.
(Woods Hole Staff)

1.69WJ Speaol Projects In Ooeenogmphic
Engieein (A)
(Same subject as 13.999J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2, S)
Arr.

See description under subject 13.999J.
(~ods Hoe Staff)

Hydrology an
Systems

d Water Resource 1.72 Groundwater Hydoloy (A)
Prereq.: 1.60

1.70 Analysls Methods In ater Resources
and EnvonuranM nieringo
Prereq.: 1.60
U (2)
3-3-6

Use of analytical tools (e.g., computer models)
in the design and evaluation of water resources
projects such as flood control, river basin
development, and water quality. Lectures dis-
cuss governing principles, common models,
and typical applications. In case studies, stu-
dents select/develop models, run simulations,
and interpret results In written and oral reports.
For advanced undergraduates or graduate stu-
dents wishing exposure to broad applications.
Some programming experience assumed.
E E Adams, D. McLaughlin

1.71 Intoduction to Hydrclogy
Prereq.: 1.05
G(1)
4-0-8

Principles of meteorology and climate; earth
water and energy balance; radiation; precipita-
tion formation; evaporation; Infiltration; runoff
process. Streamfiow analysis. Flood routing
and rainfall-runoff models. Groundwater, well
hydrology. Introduction to hydrologic probablis-
tic models. Deterministic, numerical, models in
hydrology. Data analysis, design of collection
systems. Useful for graduate students with no
hydrology background.
R. L Bras

1.711 Engneering Hydrology (A)

Prereq.: 1.03,1.60, 1.71
G (2)
3-0-6

Models of hydrologic processes for selected
engineering applications. Rainfall-runoff mod-
els, flood routing, urban hydrology, flood/
drought frequency analysis, loss estimation,
groundwater models, and storage analyis Data
sources for hydrologic models: Instrumentation,
measurement systems, remote sensing. Model
limitations and the research-practice gap.
F E Perklns

1.712 SamplIn Synthes, and Forecasting
of Hydrologic (A)
Prereq.: 18.444 or equivalent
G (2) Next ofered 1908-89
3-0-6
The sampling, Wwthe"s, and forecasting of
signals in geophyssa. Emphasizes hydrologic
systems. Study of tire series. Correlation and
spectral analysis of periodic and aperiodic sig-
nals. Time and frequency domain analysis of
random processes ar.d fields. Stochastic simu-
lation of rainfall and runoff. Estimation of static
and dynamic systems. Kriging and Kalman
filtering techniques. Applications in geology,
oceanography, mining. Alternate years.
R. L Bras

G (1)
3-0-6
Introduces subsurface flow theory and app-
cations; storage properties, Darcy equation, flow
nets, mass conservation, the aquifer flow equa-
tion, heterogeneity and anisotrop, regional ver-
tical circulation, unsaturated flow and recharge.
Weli hydraulos, stream-aquifer interaction, dis-
tributed- and lumped-parameter numerical mod-
els. Groundwater quality, mixing cell models,
contaminent transport processes, dispersion,
decay and adsorption; pollution sources. In-
dudes laboratory and owputer demonstrations.
L IN Gelha

1.721 Advanced Subeurface Hydrology (A)
Prereq.: 1.72, 18.085
G (2)
3-0-6
Advanced treatment of flow in natural porous
media with applications to resource develop-
ment and environmental protection. Fluid trans-
port processes in deformable media, boundary
conditions, and problem formulation. Stochas-
tic treatment of temporal and spatial variabilty.
Contaminant transport, macrodispersion, tracer
tests, salt water intrusion, heat transport, unsat-
urated flow and solute transport, flow and
transport In fractured rocks. Large-scale behav-
ior of heterogeneous media and uncertainty in
model predictions. Permission of instructor
required.
L IN Gelhar

1,723 Subsurface Water Qualty (A)
Prereq.: 1.72

3-0-6

Examines subsurface water quality problems
from chemical and physical viewpoints. Physical
transport of quality constituents, precipitation/
dissolution reactions, adsorption chemistry,
complexation, redox processes, microbial trans-
formations, the role of particulates, and chemi-
cal influences on aquifer permeability. Develop-
ment of a mass transport equation, and analyti-
cal and numerical solutions. Case studies of
quality problems with emphasis on hazardous
wase disposal.
H. F Hemcnd
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1.724 Grundwater Modeing (A)
Prereq.: 1.72
G (2)
3-0-6

Development and application of numerloal mod-
els for fluid flow and contaminant transport in
porous media. Emphasis on finite difference,
finite element, and collocation techniques. Anal-
ysis of data, Implementation of boundary con-
ditions, choice of discretizatlons. ding - and
multi-phase systems. Some discussion of math-
ematical derivations of governing equations.
Students develop computer codes for various
physical systems of Interest. FamIliarity with
basic numerical methods Is assumed.
M. A. Ceola

1.725J Chemicals in the Environment: Pete
and Tansport (A)
(New)

(Same subject as TPP 51 J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
4-0-8

For institute students interested in hazardous
substance management (see TPP listings for
other subjects). Similar to 1.723 but for lss
specialized students. Additonal material on sur-
face water and air fate and transport. Unkages
to health effects, sources and control, and
policy aspects.
H. F Hsmond, D. H. Marks

1.731 Water Resource Systems I (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Survey of deterministic optimization methods
for management of large-scale water projects.
Unear, integer, nonlinear, and dynamic pro-
gramming Ililustrated with case studies. Applica-
tions include reservoir and irrigation develop-
ment, conjunctive use of surface and ground-
water, and hazardous waste remediation.
L D. McLaughlin

1.732 Water Resource Systems 11 (A)
Prereq.: 1.151 or equivalent
G (2)
3-0-6

Efecs of uncertainty on water resource man-
agement Quantitative methods for describing
and analyzing uncertainty. Real-time estima-
tion and control. Case studies Include reservoir
operations, groundwater resource develop-
ment, water quality monitoring. Knowledge of
optimization concepts and random processes
required. Alternate years.
L. D. McLaughlin

Water Quality Control and
Environmental Management

1.76 Unmology and Welend Ecology (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Dominant physical, chemical, and biological
features of lakes and wetlands: basin geology,
water budget, wind-driven hydromechanical
phenomena, heat balance, thermal stratification,
radiation environment, biological corn munities,
and cycles of major elements. Characterization
of wetlands, wetland blots, and chemical con-
ditions of wetlands. Methodologies of modem
limnology, including field methods and use of
models; and current issues in lake and wetland
management. Alternate years.
H. F Hlmond

1.70 Aquatic Chemistry (A)
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: 5.40 or 5.11
G (1) Next offered 1916-89
3-0-9

Quantitative treatment of variables that g'
chemical behavior of aquatic systems su
lakes, oceans, rivers, estuaries, groundw
and wastewaters. Topics: thermodynamica
and bases, dissolved carbon dioxide, int
tions between solid phases and solutes, i
nation, and redox. Emphasis on quantial
study of model systems. Interactions be
physical, chemical, and biological variabl
natural waters stressed. 5.60 is a suggea
prerequisite.
F M. M. Morel, X. D. Solzenbach

1.77 Water Guaity Control (A)
Prereq.: 1.60
G (1)
3-0-6

Emphasis on mathematical models for predicting
distribution and fate of effluents discharged
into lakes, reservoirs, rivers, estuaries, and
oceans; and on formulation and structure of
models rather than on solution techniques. Role
of element cycles, such as oxygen, nitrogen,
and phosphorus, as water quality Indicators.
Offshore outfalls and diffusion. Salinity intru-
sion in estuaries. Thermal stratification in iakes
and reservoirs and sedimentation processes.
. R F Hafleman

1.79 Aquatic logy (A)

Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-6

Basic graduate subject dealing with selected
aspects of the ecology of marine and fresh-
water systems. Emphasizes physiological pro-
cesses of phytoplankton, but includes bacteria
and other aquatic microorganisms. Focus is
on organism/environment interactions. Topics
include photosynthesis, primary and second-
ary production, nutrient limitation and uptake
kinetics, element cycles, population growth,
and chemostat theory. Lecture/seminar format
with extensive outside readings.
S. W Chlhdm

1.80 fundmmentals of foology
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-1-8

Principles of interrelationships between organ-
lame and their environment Development of
basic concepts of energy flow and element
cycles In ecosystems; productivity; trophic
dynamics; community structure and stability;
competition and predation; population growth;
and physiological ecology Emphasis on aquatic
systems.
S. IN Chisholm

1.8114 EnvIronmentalLa Pollutilon
Contml (A)
(Same subject as TPP 33J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Reviews and analyzes Federal and state regu-
lation of air and water pollution and hazardous
wastes. Emphasizes use of legal mechanisms
and alternative approaches (such as economic
incentives) to control pollution. Focuses on the
major Federal legislation, the underlying admin-
istrative system, and the common law In ana-
lyzing the goals of pollution control, economic
consequences, and the role of the courts.
Discusses both classical pollutants and toxic
industrial chemicals. Also provides an intro-
duction to basic legal skills.
NL A. Ash ford, C. C. Caidart

1.812.J Regulation of Chemical 'oxins,
Radiation, and 5iochnology

(Same subject as TPP 34J)
Prereq.: 1.811J, 3.575J or 10.805J
G (2)
3-0-6

Focuses on policy design and evaluation in the
regulation of hazardous substances and pro-
ceases. Includes: risk assessment, hazardous
chemical wastes, toxic air and water pollutants,
pesticides, food additives, pharmaceucals, radi-
ation and radioactive wastes, product safety,
the Toxic Substances Control Act, workplace
toxins, biotechnology, and victims' compensa-
tion. Both health and economic consequences
of regulation discussed.
N A Ashford, C C. Caidar, D.8. iftis

1.62 Problems in Aquatic Biology and
Chemistry (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Advanced topics In fields of aquatic chemistry
and aquatic biology. Choice of Independent
study seminar, laboratory or field studies. Typi-
cal topics include analytical and bloassay
methodologies, nutrient and trace metal inter-
actions with aquatic blota, element cycles.
S. W Chisholm, F M. M. Morel
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1.83 EnVInmntel Orgalo ChMitry (A)

Prereq.: 5.41 or 5.12
G(1)
3-0-6
After describing the cycling of natural organic
matter In aquatic environments, focus shifts to
processes affecting anthropogenic organic
compounds. Uses physical chemical properties
to predict chemical transfers between environ-
mental compartments (air, water, sediments,
blota). Uses molecular strcture-reactivity rela-
tionships to estimate chemical and blochemical
transformation rates. Resulting models predict
environmental concentrations (and related bio-
logical exposures) of hazardous and natural
organics In water resources.
P M. Gschwend

1.84 Aquatic Particles (A)
(Revised Un)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next ogered 19609
3-0-9

An advanced graduate course on the physical
chemistry of particles In natural waters. Nature
of aquatic particles. Basic surface chemistry
of solids In water. Double layer theory. Thermo-
dynamics of adsorption. Adsorption models,
equilibrium, and kinetice. Mixed phase solids.
Particle Interactions. Stability of suspensions.
Coagulation theory. Size distributions. Role of
coagulation and blots In sedimentation. Alter-
nate years.
F M. M More, K D. Stolzenbach

1.85 Wastewater Weseent Engineering
Prereq.: 1.60 or 1.80
G (2)
3-0-6

Theory and design of treatment systems for
muncipal wastewater. Theory of mixing and
transport In reactor vessels. Biochemical
processes related to the carbon, oxygen, nitro-
gen, and phosphorus cycles. Completely mixed
and plug flow reactors with and without recycle.
Activated-sludge systems and sludge digest-
era. FIxed-film processes, adsorption, sedimen-
tation, and other physical, chemical, and bio-
logical processes.
D. R. F Harleman

1.898 Research In Water Resources
and the Water Environnwit
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr.

For research assistants in water resources and
the water environment, when assigned research
Is not used for thesis, but Is approved for
academic credit. Credits for this subject may
not be used for any degree granted by
Course I. Information: R. L Bras.

1.8 leWching In Waer Resurces and Ite

Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

For teaching assistants, In recognition of the
educational value derived from satisfactory per-
formance of assigned duties, and for other
qualified students Interested In teaching In this
area as a career. Laboratory, tutorial, or class-
room teaching under supervision of a faculty
member. Credits for this subject may not be
used for any degree granted by Course 1.
Information: R. L Bras.

Special Studies

1.91 CMI Engineering Internship
Praeq.: -
U (12, S)
0-6-0
1.92 Advanced CI Engineerngf ternship
Prereq.: 1.91
G (1, 2, 8)
0-6-0

1.91 provides credit is the first two work
assignments of Coure I students affiliated with
the Engineering Intmship Program. 1.92 pro-
vides credit for the third and fourth work assign-
mente for students affiliated with the Engineering
Internship Program. Students register for both
1.91 and 1.92 twice and must complete both
work assignments In order to receive academic
credit for the subjects. Enrollment limited to
students registered In the Course I Internship
Option. Information: 0. Buyukozturk.

181-1.96 Special Graduale Studies in
C11 Engineering (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr

Graduate subjects taught experimentally; spe-
cial subjects offered by visiting faculty; semi-
nars on topics of current Interest Information:
0. S. Madsen.

1.98 Graduate Studies in Civil Engineering
(New)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2, )
Arr

individual study, research, or laboratory Inves-
tigations at the graduate level, under faculty
supervision.
0. S. Abdn

1.989 Graduate Studies In
CI Engineering (A)

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr.

Individual study, research, or laboratory Inves-
tigations at the graduate level, under faculty
supervision. Information: 0. S. Madsen.

1.SSOJ Leadership Seminer in
ibahnlogy end PW (A)
(Same subject as TPP 13J)
Prereq.: Thesis Registration
G (2)
2-0-1
See description under subject TPP 13J.
R. do NWuMlle

1.991, 1.992 Special Undergraduate Studies
in CMI Engineering
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1, 2)
Arr.
Undergraduate subjects taught experimentally;
special subjects offered by visiting faculty; semi-
nars on topics of current Interest. Information:
K. D. Stolzenbach.

1.999 Undergraduate Studies in
Ci Engineering

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2, S)
Arr.
Individual study, research, or laboratory Inves-
tigations under faculty supervtion. Information:
K. D. Stolzenbach.



Course 2 Mechanical Enginer Ing

Prereq.:
U (1, 2,)
Arr.

IndMdual study, research, or laboratory Inves-
tigations under faculty supervision, Including
Individual participation in an ongoing research
project Coordinator: D. 0. Wlson.

Mechanics, Dynamics, and
Acoustics

2.01 Mechanics of Sods
Prereq.: 8.01, 18.02
U (1, 2) SD
4-0-8

Introduces mechanics of continuous deform-
able media, emphasizing three-dimensional
requirements Of force equlibrium, geometric
compatiblft and consitutive behavior. Stress
and Its relation to force and moment Strain
and its relation to displacement Unar elastic-
ity with thermal expansion. Failure modes. Appli-
cations to stress distributions and deforma-
tions of rods, shafts, beams. and other simple
structures of engineering importance. Empha-
si8es computer methods and matrix structural
analysl.
T G. GuWk, D. G. Kerr

2.02 Introducton to yAtems Dynamics
Prereq.: 8.01, 18.02
U (1, 2) 80
4-0-8

Dynamic modeing by near and nonlinear
lumped multiport elements of physical systems.
UniNed treatment of actde and passive mochsn-
loal, fluid, electrical, thermal, and electronic
devios and sysem Contept of state and
state vables. Formulstion and solution of state

u by difrot analysis. and by digial
compue methods. Dynamic response and sta-

ofinear systems. System functions, pole-
zero configurations, and their Interpretation.
Generalized impedance and source equiva-
lents. Extensive use of engineering examples.
D. Rowell

(Same subject as 13.003J)
Prereq.: 2.01, 2.02,18.03
U (1, 2)
4-0-8

Dynamics of lumped and continuous models of
mechanical, electrical, and lcotro-mechanoal
systems. Kinematis and dynamics of rigid
bodies In two- and three-dimensional motions.
Formulation of equations of motion by momen-
tum principles and Lagrange's equations.
Behavior of inearized models: natural modes
and frequency response of lumped systems,
won transmission and reflection In continuous
systems.
J. H. Mlerms, J:, J. K %ndI'ver

2.02 Dnamics (A)
Prereq.: 2.03J
G (1)
3-0-9

Momentum principles and energy principles.
Lagrange equations, Hamiton's princlple. Appi-
cations to mechanical systems Including
gyroscopic effects. Study of steady motions
and nature of small deviations therefrom. Natu-
ral modes and natural frequencies for contnu-
ous and lumped parameter systems. Forced
vibrations. Dynamic stability theory. Causes of
Instability.
S H. Crandall

2.034 NonIneer Dynamics (A)
Psrq.: 2.032
G (2)
3-0-9
A unified tratment of nonlinear phenomena In
the dynamics of discrete and continuous sys-
tems. Qualitative methods of analysis, phase
plane techniques. Quantitative analysis of
wealy noninear system. In free and forced
vibrations; perturbation methods. nonineat res-
onances, self-excited oscillations, look-in phe-
nomena. Introduction to nonlinear stability
bifurcation theory, and nonlinear woo propage-
tion. Applications ae made to mechanical,
fluid, electrical, and flow-structure Interaction
problems.
T R Aleas

2A0 Owneatics and Ownaifs of

Prerq.: 2.03J
G(1)
3-0-9
Analyzes kinematic and dynamic characteris-
tls of planar and spatial mechanlems, includ-
ing machines and robotics manipulators. Use
of vwctor, complex variable, and 4 by 4 matrices
methods for kinemato analysis. Systems inolud-
ing flexible and rigid elements and 8tive con-
trol systems. A brief Introduction to kinematic
synthesis methods and use of digital simula-
tions for dynamics. Apploations from Industrial
machine systems and robotic manipulators.
. Dubowalty

2.06J sohaia Vibatn
(Same subject as 13.80j)
Prereq.: 2.03J or 13.0031
U (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 13.80J.
R. H. Lyon, J. K and'ver

2.00J Prinelples of Acoustics (A)
(Same subject as 13.811, 1.081J)
Prereq.: 2.03J or 16.004, 18.076
G (1)
3-0-9
Combined with subject 2.063, forms a two-
term sequence in acoustics at acvanoed level;
subjects may be taken In any order. Empha-
simes acoustics of fluids: dorvotlon of basic
equations. radiation of sound, difreedon and
soattedngs. Acoutc, thermal, and votony fuo-
tuations as first order perturbation of equwebne
of fluid dynamics; energy density and intensity.
Multipole expansions of source fields. sphed-
cal harmonics, radiation Impedance and dire-
tivity. Scattering and difraction of sound by
obstacles. Meving spurces. Aroacoustlos.
R LeeteyR H ty

2.01 Random Vibrtion (A)
Prereq.: 2.03J, 18.075
G (2)
3-0-9
Description of stochastic processes. impulse
response and fquency response of iner
time-invariant dynamic systems. Correlations
and spectra of staionary response. Crossing
rates. peaks, and envelopes. Paliure under
random loading. Peson pulse procsess. Maew-
urement, identficaon, and responseproblems.
Coherence. Spae-time correlations and cross-
spectra. Oal data processing. Copetrum anal-
ylss. Apploations to vehicles and structures
subjected to wide-band random excitation.

. H. Crandall
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2.02 oe Propagatlon (A)
Prereq.: 2.03J, 18.075
G (2)
3-0-9
Wave concepts in applied mechanics with
examples chosen from elasticity acoustics, geo-
physics, hydrodynamics, and related subjects.
Plane wave theory, dispersion, phase and group
velocities, wave impedance, energy density
and intensity. Theory of characteristics. Reflec-
tion and refraction, wave guides, and boundary
waves. WKB method, Greens law and wave
action. Generation, transmission, and reception
of waves. Wter-hammer waves, Rayleigh waves,
waves In periodic structures.
S. H. Crandall, T R. AkyOM

2.083J Sound and Struotwul Vibration (A)
(Same subject as 1 3.82J)
Prereq. 2.03J or 16.004, or 18.075
G (2)
3-0-9

With subject'2.060J, forms a two-term se-
quence in acoustics at advanced level; to be
taken in any order. Tansmisslon of vibration in
structures and Interaction with sound fields.
Dynamics of sound fields and longitudinal,
shear, and flexural vibrations. Normal modes,
phase and group velocity energy decay. Radi-
ation impedance and input and transfer mobility
of structural elements. Statistical energy analy-
sia, reclproc.Ity; b.ergy sharing between struc-
tures and sound fields.
R. H. Lyon, P Leehey

2.066 Maohinery Noise and Diagnostics
(Now)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9

Uses basic ideas about vibration generation
and transmission and sound radiation In design
of quieter machines. Excitation mechanisms
are impact, dimensional variations, and fluid
flow Vibration transmission models Include
transmission line and S.E.A. Criteria for accept-
able levels of noise and vibration are discussed.
Vibration signatures in time and frequency
domains for diagnostic purposes are described.
Energy va time and va frequency, and waveform
reconstruction are discussed as techniques
for obtaining diagnostic signatures.
R. H. Lyon

2.072 Mechanlce of Contindous Media (A) 2.084J Structural Mechanics In Nueoler
ir..Pwer 1vA*g (A)

Prereq.: Permisson of instructor

G (2)
3-0-9

Principles and practical application of contin-
uum concept for deformation of sold, fluid, or
multiphase bodies. Kinematics and thermo-
mechanic conservation laws through compre-
hensive tensor notation. Stress and strain
measures and constitutive equations. Solution
of many basic problems for various materials
as relevant In metallurgy, materials processing,
geomechanics and fluid dynamics, fracture
mechanics and structural analysis. Analytical
and numerical solution methodology for differ-
ential and Integral equations.

. R Cleary

2.073 SaId Mechanics - Plasticity and
Inelatlic Deformation (A)
Prereq.: 2.01
G (1) Next offored 988-89
3-0-9

Focuses on analysis of inelastic deformations
of soids, emphasizing behavior of polyorystal-
line metals. Develops continuum constitutive
models Including consideration of physical bases
of deformation. Umit analysis of contnu, struc-
tures, and polycrystalline aggregates. Variational
formulations of governing equations Including
finite element Implementation. See also 13.131
and 16.24.
D. M. Parks

2.074 Appiloations of Mechanics for
Porous/Geological Materials (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Extension of continuum mechanics to fluid-
inflitrated porous media: coupled heat/fluid flow
and solid deformation/frictional yielding/fracture.
Constitutive relations, micromodeling, localiza-
tion Instabilities, and structural analysis. Labo-
ratory simulation. Examples from energy and
materials resources, prospecting and extrac-
tion: machine excavation, oil/gas drilling/frac-
turing, solution mining, geothermal; from geo-
physics: wave propagation, earth-fault mech-
anisms, igneous Intrusions; and from bio-
mechanical load-bearing elements.
M. P Cleary

2.083 Applied Elasticity (A)
2.071J Introduction to Strcu Mechanics
(Same subject as 13.10J)
Prereq.: 2.01 or 2.015
U (1)
4-0-8

See description under subject 13.10J.
J. H. ellams, Jr:, D. G. Karr A loshalov

rereq: 2.011 18075
G (1)
3-0-9

introduces basic concepts and special meth-
ode in linear elasticity. Reviews fundamentals:
stress, strain, tensors, etc. Simple problems:
tension, flexure, thick pressure vessels. lbraion
of noncircular cross sections. Energy theorems
and applications. Planar problems with analytic
function theory: holes, cracks, point loads,
dislocations. Fundamental three-dimensional
problems; contact problems. introduction to
elastic stablity. Introduces plate theory.
J. H. MWams, Jr, R. Abeyamtne

(Same subject as 1.56J, 3.82J, 13.14J, 16.261J,
22.314J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 22.314J.
0. Buyukorturk J. E. Mayer

2.092 Methods of Engineering Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 18.075
G (1)
3-0-9

Study of nature of complex problems in engi-
neering analysis and of means of obtaining
practical solutions. Survey of formulations of
mathematical models for complex physical situ-
ations and of computational procedures for
their solution. Examples chosen from mechan-
los, hydraulics, heat transfer, elasticity, com-
pressible flow etc. Numerical methods including
iteration, variational, finite difference, and finite
element methods.
K J. Bathe, T R. Akylfs

2.093 Computer Methods in Dynamics (A)
Prereq.: 2.03J, 18.075
G (2)
3-0-9

Formulation of finite element methods for anal-
ysis of dynamic problems in solids, structures,
fluid mechanics, and heat transfer. Computer
calculation of matrices and numerical solution
of equilibrium equations by direct integration
and mode superposition. Effective elgensoluton
techniques for calculation of frequencies and
mode shapes. Digital computer coding tech-
niques and use of an existing general purpose
finite element analysis program. Modeling of
problems and Interpretation of numerical results.
K J. Bte

2.094 Theory and Practice of Continuum
MechanIcs (A)
Prereq.: 2.01, 18.075
()Not to beoffured 1988-9

3-0-9
Basic principles of continuum mechanics and
finite element methods, modern application to
solution of practical problem, in soid, struc-
tural, and fluid mechanics, heat and mass
transfer other field problems. Kinematics of
deformation, strain and stress measures, con-
stitutive relaions, conservation aw% virtual work
and variational principles. Discretization of
governing equations using finite element meth-
ods. Solution of central problems using existing
computer programs.
K J. Bathe
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2.10 Seentnary Progluning and MsAhine
Cognsein
Prereq.: --
U (1, 2)
3-2-4

Introduces the use of digial computers in sci-
ence and engineering. FORTRAN, the most
popular language for solentific applications, Is
used. Covers fundamentals of digital computa-
tion outlines, numerical techniques, character
manipulation, simulation and sofware develop-
ment. Some topics - e.g., graphics or Introduc-
tion to C - vary by semester. Problems Include
examples from many disciplines. Assumes no
prior computing experience.
D. Ro"all, S H. Kim, L Paul

2.101 Computer Models of P""loul and
Engineering Systems
Prereq.: 18.02, 8.01
U (2) 80
3-0-9

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
S. Shyam Sunder

2.14 Control System Prinolples

Preq.: 2.02
U (1, 2)
3-2-7

Introduction to analysis and synthesis of feed-
back systems. Functional description of linear
and nonlinear systems. Block diagrams and
signal flow graphs. State-space representation
of dynamical systems. Transient response using
convolution Integral and computational tech-
niques. Root locus and frequency response
methods. Performance Indices and error crite-
ria. Controller realization. Examples of pneu-
matic, hydraulic, electronic, and electromech-
anical control systems.
D. Rowell

2.141 Modeing and Sinultlon of
Dynamic Systerne (A)
Prereq.: 2.161
G (1)
3-0-9
Modeling of complex linear and nonlinear ener-
getic dynamic engineering systems. Empha-
sizes subdivislon Into simple multiport elements
and representation by bond graph language.
Distributed systems. Feid lumping. Analytical
and graphical reductions. Efficient digtal simu-
lation using the Department computing fscli#-
ties. Examples Including mechanisms, electro-
mechanical transducers, electronic and fluid
systems, thermal systems, chemical and bio-
chemical processes.
M Hogan

2.151 Advansed System Dynanis and
COMMra (A)
Prerq.: 2.02,2.14, 18.06
G(1,2)
3-0-9
Analytical and graphica descriptions of state-
determined dynamic physical systems; ime and
frequency domain representations; system char-
acterlstice: controllability, observablity, stability;
inear and nonlinear system responses. Modifi-
caton of system characteristics using feed-
back. State observers, Kalman fItrs. Modeling/
performance trade-ofls In control system design.
Emphasis on application of techniques to pt-
wa systems.

M No.gn, D. Rowell

1152 Advanood Contrl System Design (A)_
Prereq.: 2.151 or 2.154; or equivalent
G (2)
3-0-9
Introduction to advanced methods in linear and
nonlinear control system design. Unear multi-
variable state-space techniques: elgenstructure
placement, state-observers, discrete Kalman
filtering. Nonlinear stability theory: model-
reference adaptive control, applied nonlinear
control system design, optimal control. Empha-
sis on applications to physical systems and the
modeling/performance trade-ofts.
J-J. E. SloUne

2.153 Noniner Analysis and Contal
Methods (A)
Prereq.: 2.151
G (1)
3-0-9

Fundamental properties of nonlinear systems:
multiple equilibrium points, limit cycles, jump
resonances. Simulation of nonlinear dynamic
systems, deterministic and stochastic. Phase
plane methods, extensions to higher order
systems via bifurcation and catastrophe theory.
Lapunov stability theory and application to
sliding mode and model reference adaptive
control. Equivalent linearization methods Includ-
ing sinusoidal and random Input describing
functions. Controller design via describing funo-
tion methods.
J. K tedrick

2.154 Muliversable Contrl Syems I (A)
(Same subject as 6.233J, 10.28J, 13.47J,
16341J)
Prereq.: 2.14 or 6.302 or 10.35 or 16.30
G (1)
4-0-8

See description under subject 6.233J.
J. K Hodrick M Afhans, G. Sbphanopouloe,
M S. Tdantafllou, B. K Mblker

2.161 MuIUvarlsble Cont l Systems 11 (A
(Same suleoct as 6.234J, 10.29J, 13.48J,
16.342J)
Prereq.: 6.233J
G (2)
4-0-8

See description under subject 6,234J.
J. K hldck, M. Athans, G. Staphanopoulos,
M. S. '#fantayfylou, L Wlavant

157 aelnd imle0teno
Comput1r Engn ing Systen(A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Overview of existing CAE systems; architecture
of high-performance graphic displays In engi-
neering workstations; orthographic and per-
spective display transformations; parametric
representation of curves and surfaces; ele-
mentary differential geometry; Interactive graph-
ical creation of Ferguson, Sezier, and B-spline
surface patches; computation of NC tool paths;
sold modeling; advanced research topics. Group
projects emphasize CAE system development
Programming proficiency required.
D. C. Gossard

2.161 Computer-Controlled
Expermentation (A)
Prereq.: 2.14 or 2.151
G (1)
3-0-9

State-of-the-art techniques involving use of
digital and analog computers to monitor and
control physical processes. bplos: Introduc-
tions to analog and digital hardware at the
computing module level, programming tech-
niques for digital minicomputers In real-time
on-ine applications, and fundamental topics In
signal conditioning and data reduction. Stu-
dents should be able to program In FORTRAN
and set up elementary simulations on an ana-
log computer.
D. Rowell

2.171 Analysis and Design of Digial
Contrl Sylems (A)
Prereq.: 2.151; 2.14
G (2)
3-3-6

A comprehensive Introduction to control sys-
tem synthesis In which the digital computer
plays a major role, reinforced with hands-on
laboratory experience. Covers elements of real-
time computer architecture; input-output inter-
faces and data converters; analysis and synthe-
se of sampled-data control systems using clas-
sical and modem (state-space) methods; anal-
ysis of trade-ofts in control algorithms for
computation speed and quantization efects.
Laboratory projects emphasize practical digital
servo Interfacing and Implementation problems
with timing, noise, nonlinear devices.
W Dudee
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2.1IJ Humri mters ri Design
(Same subject 74.31J, 22.011J)
Prerq.: Permission of instructor
U (2) HASS
3-1-8
Analyzes human and computer roles, interfacing
and reliability in nuclear and chemical plants,
air traffli control, Industrial robots, offics auto-
mation, and other systems. introduces methods
for measurement of and statistioal infnrence
about human behavior in such interactions.
Reviews human sensory and motor perform-
anoe characteristics and the derivation of human
engineering design criteria for displays and
controls. Readings from the human factors engl-
nesring literature. Case studies and design
palectIs,
rB. Sherlden, D. D. Lannlng, A Hein

2.1814 Models of Man-Machine Systems (A)
(Same subject as 18.355J)
Prsreq.: 18.03
QG(1)
3-1-8
introduces mathematical models of human
performance and man-machine interaction.
Psychophysical methods. Theory and models of
manual control, supervisory control, informa-
tion transmission, signal detection, Bayesian
declsion-making. Multi-attribute utility, fuzzy
set, and other judgment scaling techniques.
Application to process control, aircraft and
robotic systems. Readings from the literature.
Laboratory demonstrations and case studies.
Permission of instructor required.
TB. She den, S. R. Bussolar

2.192 EngIneering Systems Analysis (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6
School-Wide Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
R. de NeuMIle, J. R Clark

Fluid Mechanics and Combustion

2M2 FluMd Meanicos
Prereq.: 18.02,18.03
U (1, 2) 80

introduces incompressible flows. Hydrostatics.
Mass conservation equation. Differential equa-
tion of motion for invisold flows. Bernouli's
equation. Unear and angular momentum theo-
rems and applications to engineering prob-
lems. Vortiolty and potential fows. Equations
governing viscous fluid fto and some special
solutions. Dimensional analysis and modeling,
with application to flow problems. Flows with
head losses and gains in ducts and pipes.
Boundary layers and separation. Drag and lIft
J. A Fey

2,21 luO Mechanies of wr and

Prereq.: 2.20,2.40
U (2)
3-0-9
The functioning and design of fluid systems
used for energy conversion and propulsion,
with emphasis on showing how fundamentals
of fluid mechanics may be appied. Analysis of
incompressible flow in turbomachines such as
pumps and fans; performance characteristics
and scaling rules. introduction to compressible
flow theory. Performance of airfol cascades.
Thermo-fluid dynamics of compresible-flow
machines, such as gas and seam turbines.
Thrust and propulsion efficlency of propellners,
turbofans and turbojets, windmills
M. A. El-Marl

2.22 ComputMtlcnal Mele In E sngie rn
Prereq.: 18.03,2.10
U )
3-0-9
Numerical methods widely used in analysis of
models arising in engineering. Approximation
and integration schemes, solution of algebraic,
ordinary, and partial differential equations using
finite difference and finite element methods.
Applications from heat transfer, fluid, and solid
mechanics. Emphasis on model formulation,
choice of algorithms, error estimates, and inter-
pretation of results. Homeworks include com-
puter assignments.
A Ghonlem

2.25 Advanced Fluid Mechanics (A)
PrGreq.: 2.20, 18.075 or 18.085
G (1)
3-0-9

Surveys principal concepts and methods of
fluid dynamics. Statics. Fluid kinematcs. Conti-
nuity, momentum, and energy relations for con-
tinuous fluid. Vortolty dynamics. Circulation.
KMvIn's and Helmholt's theorems. Dynamical
similarity in fluid fows. Navier-Stokes equations
for viscous fluids and applications. Lubrication
theory. Boundary layer theory, Including sepa-
ration and other examples of shear flow phe-
nomena. Introduction to turbulence. Drag. ULit
A A. Sonin

2.271 Compresslble Fluid Mhsolnics (A)
Prereq.: 2.20, 2.40
G (2)
3-0-9

Fundamental survey of compressiblity effects
in transient and steady flows Examples from
engineering practice. Steady one-dimensional
flows with ares change, shook waves, friction,
and energy exchange. Unsteady one-dimen-
slonal flows: wave phenomena, method of char-
acterists shocks, and rarefactons. Steady
two-dImensional subsonic and supersonic flows:
method of characteristics, standing shook
waves Numerical methods for compressible
flows.
A. . Kamm, T Y tbong

2.272. Figslgschemisal HYdil@*nnil. (A)
(Same subject as 10.53J)
Prereq.: 2.25 or 10.50
G (1)
3-0-9
Fundamentals of physIcal-chemical Intermo-
tions with fluid flow including aspects of blo-
molecular hydrodynamios. 1tansport of mass,
heat, and charge in lamInar flow; some efects
of turbulence. Particle-liquid flows with and
without charge efftst. Macromolecules as
hydrodynamic particles with application to sep
aration processes. Surface tension, phase
chne and chemical reactions in flows Poly-
meric liquids and suspension rheology,
R. F Pobln, H. Brenner

2.273 bbulent Flow and ansport (A)
Prerq.: 2.25

3-0-9

TUrbulent flows, with emphasis on engineering
methods. Governing equations for momentum,
energy and spooles transer. Turbulence: Its
production, dissipation, and scaling laws, Aer-
aged (Reynolds) equations for momentum,
energy, and species transfer. Simple closure
approaches for free and bounded turbulent
shear flows: jets, pipe and channel flpws,
boundary layers, plumes, dispersion problems,
etc., including heat and species transport as
well as flow fields. Introduction to more complex
closure schemes and statistcal methods in
turbulence.
A A Sonin

2.274 Computetlanal Fluid Dynamics (A)
Prereq.: 2.25
G (1)
3-0-9

Techniques for the numerical simulation of
viscous Incompressible flows. Spatial discretiza-
tion: finite-difference, finite-element, spectral
methods. Time-stepping. Accuracy, stabiNty,
and generalty consIderations. Numerical diffu-
sion, dispersion. Vrtiolty-streamfunction and
primitive-variable formulations. Examples from
Internal and external flows, heat transfer. FamIl-
larIty with elementary numerical analysis help-
ful. Computer assignments requiring knowledge
of FORT'RAN.
A T POers

2275 bomachinery Delgn (A)
Prereq.: 2.20 or 2.25; 2.40 or 2.41J
G(1) Nat offered 188-0
3-0-9
Momentum transfer in turbomachines. Axial
and radial flow compressors and turbines:
design considerations, cascade fluid mechan-
Ics including effects of viscosity and compres-
Ibniy and thre-dimensional flow performance
limitations; cavitation. Alternate years.
D.. Mson



2.277 Ioredas sluM Mechaios (A)
Prereq.: 2.20
G (2)
3-0-9

Engineering approach to the funcion of circu-
latory and respiratory systems and to other
problems in physiology involving fluid dynam-
ics. Reviews relevant anatomy and physiology
emphasizing quantitative considerations. Pres-
ents and discusses mathematical or engineer-
ing models In relation to physiological phenom-
ena they are Intended to simulate. Directed to
graduate students In Engineering and Science,
but open to medical students and undergradu-
ates with the permission of the instructor. Alter-
nate years.
R. D. Kamm

2.281 ReActing Gas Dynamics (A)
Prereq.: 2.20 or 16.02 and 2.40
G (1) Next ofred 1988-69
3-0-9

Treats problems in non-equilibrium gas dyiam-
Ics involving simultaneous occurrence of chem-
ical reaction and transport of mass, momentum,
and energy. Applied chemical kinetics. Conser-
vation equations considering chemical reaction
and multispecies diffusion. Relaxation phenom-
ena. Method of characteristics for non-
equilibrium flows. Acoustic waves, shocks,
flames, detonations; their propagation and
structure. Chemical lasers, hypersonic flows,
turbulence-combustion Interactions. Modeling
and numerical simulation of reacting flows. Engi-
neering applications. Alternate years.
A F Ghonelm, T-Y Tong

2.282 Combustion (A)
Prereq.: 2.20 or 16.02 and 2.40
G (1) Not to be oftred 1988-89
3-0-9

Comprehensive treatment of combustion prin-
ciples and their applications. Flammablity and
explosion limits. Diffusion and premixed flames.
Laminar and turbulent combustion. Ignition, prop-
agation, and stabilization. Combustion instabil-
Ity Exothermic hypersonic flows. Supersonic
combustion. Droplet, jet and coal combuston.
Engine combustion. Fire research. Modeling
and numerical simulation of combustion pro-
ceases. Alternate years.
T-Y lbong, A. F Ghonlem

2.29J Air Pollution Control
(Now)
(Same subject as 10.71J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Common gaseous and particulate air pollu-
tants and their environmental effects. Modeling
of atmospheric chemical and physical pro-
cesses that disperse, transport, transform, and
remove air pollutants on local, regional, and
gobal scales. Formation of air pollutants in
combustion processes. Control technology and
costs. Regulation of air quality and emissions.
J. A Foy, A F Saroftm

Materials
(See also m und Polyners and Fibers)

2.30 Me111chantca Sehevi of Meterlels
Prereq.: 2.01, 2.671, 2.86
U (1, 2)
4-1-10
Introduces mechanical behavior of engineering
materials. Emphasizes a combined materials
science and continuum mechanics approach.
Major topics: linear elasticIty linear visco-
elasticity, rate-independent plasticity rats-
dependent plasticity, linear elastic fracture
mechanics, creep fracture, and fatigue failure.
Laboratory experiments involving a variety of
materials, testing methods and analyses, and a
special project.
L Anand, D. M. Parks

2.301 Advanced Mechanical Behiwor
of Materiale (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Selected topics treated from the atomic to the
applied level for insights into a variety of mater-
als and applications. Deformation In elasticity,
rubber elasticity, viscosity, creep, and plasticity
(with some slip line fields); viscoslastic shift
factor and superposition. Monotonic and fatigue
crack initiation and growth in ductile and brittle
structures. Hardness, friction, wear. High-
strength materials, composites. Requires back-
ground in materials or mechanics. Text: McCUn-
tock, Argon, Mechanical BehavIor of Materials,
ano notes.
F A McClintock

2JM J Phys of Inelasti Deformain
of Sode (A)
(Same subject as 3.25J)
Prereq.: 2.30 or 2.301
G (2) Next offred 1966-89
3-0-9

Rate mechanisms in crystal plasticity kinetics
and dynamics of slp, superposition of flow
stress mechanisms. Inelastic deformation in
non-metals, visco-plasticlty of metallic, Inor-
ganic, and polymeric gasses; plasticity of crys-
talline polymers; statistical theory of elastomeric
behavior Macro-plasticity In polycrystallne met-
als end in polymers. Strain hardening and recov-
ery. Macroscopic three-dimensional constutive
relations for inelastic deformation, usable in
computational mechanics. Alternate years.
A S Argon

2,303J Mito Mehaniame ofmese (A)
(Same subject as 3.26J)
Prereq.: 2.30 or 2.301
G (2)
3-0-9
Fundamental crack tip solutions. Cohesive
strength of pure solids and interfaces. Micro-
crack Initiation. BrItte fracture in tension and
compression. Static fatigue. Toughening of brit-
tie solds by crack tip shielding. Ductile fracture
by plastic cavitation. Intergranular fracture at
elevated temperatures. Brittle to ductile transi-
tions In fracture. FRacture of composites. Frac-
ture In cyclic deformation. Examples drawn
from all prominent structural solds. Alternate
years.
A S Argon

2.341mh Mechanics of Fracture
(Same subject as 3.41J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9
The understanding and prevention of fracture
of engineering materials requires an integration
of basic concepts in materials science and
swid mechanics. Focuses on connecting micro-
structural fracture processes with appropriate
macroscopic (continuum) models. Topics: lin-
ear elastic and elastic-plasic fracture; fatigue
and fatigue crack growth; creep rupture and
creep crack growth.
D. M. Parks, R M Nt Peloux

2.35 Role of Microetructure In Mechanioal
Behavior
Prereq.: 2.30
G (1)
3-0-9

Equilibrium and non-equlibrium means of
obtaining diverse microstructures in engineer-
ing solids. Micromechanisms that govern the
deformation and fracture resistance of materials
with different microstructures. Discussion of
specific examples from prominent industrial
alloys, polymers, composites, and cellular soids.
A S. Argon

Thermodynamics and
Statistical Mechanics

2.40 Thermodynamics
Prereq.: 8.02, 18.03
U (1, 2) SD
4-0-8

Classical thermodynamics emphasizing ila-
tion of abstract concepts to physical situations.
Work and energy for pure conservative and
pure dissipative systems. Heat, temperature,
first law of thermodynamics. Pure thermal
systems. Equilibrium and reversibility. Thermo-
dynamically coupled systems, second law of
thermodynamics, thermodynamic temperature,
entropy. Bulk flow and open systems. The pure
substance, solid, liquid, and gaseous phases.
Applications to engineering systems.
J. L Smith, ArJ. B. a. nood
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2A1Janmb*nnmier power eybelms Heat and Mass Transfer
(Same subject as 13.25J)
Prereq.: 2.40
U (2)
3-0-9

Application of thermodynamics to power-
generating systems. Thermodynamics of com-
bustion and mixtures of gass. Analysis of
Carnot, Rankine, Brayton, Otto, and Diesel
cycles. heasbilty. Performance of modern steam
plants, gas turbines, Internal combustion en-
gins, refrigeration plants, marine power plants
Economic and pollution aspects. New power
generation concepts, such as fuel cels, MHD,
vapor engines, solar, wind, tidal.
J. B. H*Woo, J. L Smit, J, A D. Carmche

2.451J General Thermodynamis M(A)
(Same subject as 22.571J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

General foundations ofthermodynamics valid
for small and large systems, and equilibrium
and nonequilbrium states. Definitions of state,
property work, energy, stable equilibrium, avail-
able energy, entropy thermodynamic potential,
and interactions other than work(nonwork, heat,
mass transfer). Applications to properties of
materials, bulk fo energy conversion, chemi-
cal equilibrium, combustion, and industrial
manufacturing.
E R Gy'fpoulos, G. R Bereft

2.452J Quantum Tormodynamias (A)
(Same Subject as 22.572J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

A comparative Introduction to the general foun-
dations of classical and quantum mechanics,
statistical mechanics, and thermodynamics,
pinpointing structural analogies and conceptual
differences. Perspectives and open questions
on the significance of entropy and irreversibility.
A unifiled quantum theory of mechanics and
thermodynamics, Including a novel equation of
motion for Irreversible processes. Examples
and applications. Outline of new research oppor-
tunities. Self-contained review of necessary
mathematical background.
G. P Berefts, E P GyfpouWos

2.51 Ha and Mn ansler
Prereq.: 2.20,2.40
U (1, 2)
3-0-9
Heat conduction In solids; steady and transient
states; finned surfaces. Heat and momentum
transfer associated with laminar and turbulent
Now of fluids In forced and free convection; fully
developed flows and boundary layer develop-
ment In ducts over flat plates and blunt bodies,
through tube bundles and packed beds. Con-
densation. Boiling. Heat exchanger design; heat
transfer In nuclear reactors. Radiative heat -
transfer. Mass transfer In stationary systems;
mass transfer associated with laminar and
turbulent flows.
B. B. MWd

214 Had 11avewler
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-3
Fundamentals of conduction, radiation of heat,
and elects of convection, with applications to
problems arising In practice. Primarily for
selected officers of US Navy and Coast Guard.
B. B. MId

2.55 Advanced Heet ransfer (A)
Prereq.: 2.20, 2.40,18.075
G (1, S)
3-0-9

Reviews analogies among heat, mass, and
momentum transfer. Free and forced convection
from theoretical and experimental viewpoint for
laminar and turbulent flows In ducts and over
flat plates and blunt bodies. Heat transfer coef-
ficients at high velociies. Heat transfer-friction
relationship In heat exchangers. Film and
dropwise condensation. Boiling with forced and
natural convection. Radiative heat transfer.
B. B. MId, S. MlaUhet, A, T Paler

2.56 Conducn Heat anster (A)
Prereq.: 2.40, 18.075
G (2)
3-0-9

Steady and transient-state heat conduction
and mass diffusion for various boundary condi-
tions. Solution of differential equations In rec-
tangular, cylindrical, and spherical coordinate
systerns. Approximate methods: numerical tech-
nique, analogies, fixed and floating random
walk. Moving boundaries: problems In freezing
and melting. Thermal stress resulting from
nonuniform temperature distribution. Thermal
contact resistance.
B. B. MIkdd

2.57J mOPhse Flow and Solino eat
neer (A)

(Sam. subject as 22.36J)
Prereq.: 2.20 or 2.25 or 10.52; 2.51 or 2.55 or
10.50; or 22.312
G (2) NOattobenred 1988-9
3-0-9

See description under subject 22.36J.
W M. Ahaen R Griffit, N E. Tdreas

261 RadIative hansfer (A)
(Same subject as 10.74J)
Prereq.: 2.51 or 10.302
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under sub)ect 10.74J.
L R. Gncksman, A F Saroflm

Power Systems

2.6J Thermal Power eystems (A)
(Same subject as 13.26J)
Prereq.: 2.20; 2.40 or 2.51
G (2)
3-0-9

Design of thermal power system components
and system optimization. Reviews thermo-
dynamics, gas dynamics, and heat transfer.
Design of axial and centrifugal compressors
and pumps, axial and radial Inflow turbines,
heat exchangers, evaporators, boilers and con-
denses. Takes problems and examples from
the filel Is of space, electrical utity and marine
power &fstems. Assumes knowledge of elemen-
tary host transfer and simple thermal power
cycles.
W M. Pohsenow A D. OCwmichael

2.615 Internal Combustion Engines (A)
Prereq.: 2.20,2.40
G (2)
3-0-9

Fundamentals of how the design and operation
of Internal combustion engines affect their per-
formance and fuel requirements. Study of fuld
floW thermodynamics, combustion, heat trans-
fer and frictin phenomena, and fuel proper-
ties, relevant to engine power, efficiency, and
emissions. Examination of design features and
operating characteristics of different types of
engines: spark-ignition, diesel, stratified-charge,
and mixed-cycle engines. Engine Laboratory
project. For graduate and senior undergradu-
ate students.
J. B. -fywood
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2.621 Ges Trbine Design (A)
Prereq.: 2.20, 2.40 or 2.41J or 2.51
G (1)
3-0-9

Applies engineering science to development
of gas turbines. Thermodynamics and fluid
mechanics of flow phenomena In turbines and
compressors. Design of turbines, compressors,
heat exchange, and combustion chambers.
Operating characteristics of gas-turbine power
plants in various applications. Alternate years.
0. G. Mson

2.649 Low-Thmperature Refrigeration (A)
Prereq.: 2.40
G (1)
3-3-6

Thermodynamic processes for producing low-
temperature refrigeration. Problems of heat
exchangers, insulation, and rectification. Appll-
cations of low-level refrigeration to liquefaction
of helium and to application of superconductors.
Laboratory projects on related topics according
to individual interests.
J. L. Smith, Jr

2.65J Fluidization (A)

(Same subject as 10.651 J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2) Next ofred 1986-69
3-0-9
See description under subject 10.651J.
L. R. Gilcksman, A. F Sarofim

Experimental Engineering

2.671 Measurement and instrunmentation
(Revisd Unit)
Prereq.: 2.02
U (1, 2) LAB
2-3-7

Experimental techniques for observation and
measurement of fundamental system variables
such as force, pressure, temperature, flow
and acceleration. Emphasizes physical princi-
pies of transducers, measurement circuitry,
and computer-aided methods of data analysis.
Typical laboratory experiments involve oscillo-
scopes, strain gages, accelerometers, thermo-
couples, digital recorders, etc. Background for
lab projects is developed in lectures. Six units
may be applied to the General Institute Labora-
tory Requirement
C. F Dewey, Y esa

2.672 Project Laboratory
Prereq.: 2.20, 2.40, 2.671
U (1, 2) LAB
1-3-2

Engineering laboratory subject for mechanical
engineering juniors. Major emphasis on inter-
play between analytical and experimental meth-
ods in solution of research and development
problems. Communloation (written and oral) of
results is also a strong component of the course.
Groups of two or three students work together
on three problems during the term.
S. Athf,I W Cheng

2.68 Theory and Appilotion of Modern
Diagnostics

Prsreq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-2-4

Introduction to modern techniques for deter-
mining the mechanical, thermal, and chemical
properties of engineering systems. Principles
of operation and applications of Instruments
such as Interferometers, spectrometers, infra-
red detectors, lasers, chromatographs, nuclear
and electron spin detectors, electron and ion
microscopes. Theory includes optics, quantum
physics, and molecular theory. Computer-
based measurement and control introduced.
Laboratory project using Instruments selected
by students. Graduate students only.
W K Cheng, J. C. Kock

Design

2.70 Introduction to Design

Prereq.: -
U (1)
2-3-4

Introduces design process in engineering,
stressing creativity and visual thinking. Instruc-
tion Is focused on design projects carried out
by students working closely with section instrue-
tors. Lecture topics range from brainstorming
to basic machine elements. Includes a design-
and-build project. Designer's responsibility and
professionalism are emphasized.
W C. Flowers

2.701 VIsual Communication in Design

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
2-2-2

Lectures and laboratory sessions on basics of
drafting as used to delineate engineering design
Information and data. Introduces descriptive
geometry, orthographic projection, sectional
anauxiliary viewe, techniques of dimensioning
and tolerancing, and computer-aided drafting.
Use of drafting tools explained and practiced
in addition to orthographic and pictorial sketch-
ing techniques.
W C. Rowers, J. B. Grinnell, Jr

2.72 Elements of Mechenicel Design
Prereq.: 2.01, 2.70
U (1)
3-3-6

Examination and practice in the application of
many mechanical design elements, including
control components. Typically two or more
individual design projects selected to employ a
variety of machine elements, demanding inte-
gration into a functional and practical device.
Topics: typical machine elements, power trans-
mission elements, motors and prime movers,
control elements, material selection, and assem-
bly techniques. Taken prior to 2.73, this subject
enhances the design experience in the latter.
C. R. Peterson

2.73 Design Projects
Prereq.: 2.03J, 2.20, 2.30, 2.40, 2.70
U (2)
2-3-4

Practice in engineering design through pro-
ects specifically chosen to integrate significant
portions of material covered in prerequisites.
Typically, one group project and two individual
projects. Emphasizes pursuing creative solu-
tions to current, real, engineering design prob-
lems. Guest lecturers invited to provide problem
backgrounds and insights. Other lecturers
address the breadth of topics involved in engi-
neering design from analytical techniques to
human-machine Interactions, economics, and
patent laws.
C. R. Peterson

2.731 Advanced Engineering Design (A)

Prereq.: 2.73
G (1)
3-3-6

Two sections: 1) Involves advanced topics in
engineering design: optimization, kinematics,
and mechanics, human factors engineering,
and idea generation and creative problem solv-
ing. 2) As ongoing case studies of the design
process, students design, build, and test pieces
of mechanical hardware for Industrial clients.
Requires two semesters for design, assembly,
and "debugging" of the mechanical devices.
During the fall, defines problems, creates
and evaluates solutions, and generates a detailed
design. Graduate status or permission of
Instructor.
W P Seering

2.732 Advanced Design Projects (A)
Prereq.: 2.731
G (2)
3-0-6

Continuation of 2.731. Includes discussions of
such topics as applications of microprocessors,
product liability and safety, entrepreneurship,
marketing of a product, patent applications, and
methods of redesign. From parts built for them
by participating industrial clients, students
assemble and "debug" devices that they
designed during term 1 in 2.731. By the end of
term, devices are brought to specification and
presented to the respective sponsors. Permis-
sion of instructor required.
W R Seering
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2.737 Deslgning Smart Machins (A)
(Now)
Prereg.: 2.10, 2.73, or equIvalents
G (1)
2-4-6

Introduction to designing smart products with
embedded microcomputers. Topics Include
microprocessors as design elements, micro-
processor architecture, Interfacing to mech-
anical devices, assembly and high-level lan-
guages, design of real-time software, hardware/
software trade-offs, Implementation choices for
smart products, smart product design proc-
ess. Students undertake one or more preflml-
nary projects and a substantial term design
project completed individually or in groups.
Limited enrollment. Permission of instructor
required.
W K Durlee

2.741 Pundamentals of Mining
Toohnciogy (A)
Prreq.: Permission of Instructor
G0(1)
3-0-9

Essential features of mining operations, begin.
ning with the nature and origins of orebodies,
properties of materials, and a study of the
geometry of mining in general. Safety and envi-
ronmental considerations, including regulations
for gassy mines. Study of force and energy
requirements of basic excavation and fragmen-
tation elements. Application of basic Informa-
tion to design and/or evaluation of Innovative
mining concepts. Study of potential for Inter-
play between mining geometry and equipment
design in development of new methods. Alter-
nate years.
C. R. Peterson

Biomedical Engineering

(See also 2.277, 2.900J, and 2.907)

2.75 Physiolog and omechanics of
Human Movement (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-3-6

Synergistic study of anatomy-physiology and
biomechanics of human movement. Human
sensory, nervous, muscular, and skeletal sys-
tems and their Integration as they relate to
posture, gait, and manipulation. Biomechanics
of muscle, bone, and skeletal joints. Human
performance measurement and sports bio-
mechanics. Focus on normal human system
leads to pathological conditions and to techno-
logical responses, i.e., amputation prosthesis,
arthroldlal joint deterioration and replacement.
R. W ann

2.76J Utrsound: Physl s, Ulophysls and
1hanonlogy (A)
(Same subject as 6.662J, HST 530J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1) Next 0gMsed 1988-8
4-1-7
Physics and technology of generation and
detection of ultrasound. lransducers and arrays.
Propagation and fields. Diagnostic, therapeutic,
and processing applications In medicine and
Industry. State of the art of Imaging and Doppler
systems. Biophysics, biological effects, linear
and nonlinear phenomena. Hazards and safety
levels.
R R Lele, R R. Mrgenftaler

1761IJ PrInciples of Medioall maging (A)
(Same subject as 22.56J, HST 561J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
4-0-8
See description under subject 22.56J.
ft f Leis, G. L Brownel, Staff

2.762J Lase, Microwa Ultraiole
Magnetielids, and Ultrasound In
inmedIcal Sciences (A)

(Same subjec as HST 531J)
Prsreq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
4-1-7

Fundamental physics and biophysics, biologi-
cal effects and mechanisms, hazards and safety
levels of laser, microwaves, magnetic fields.
Ultrasound and ultraviolet. Special emphasis on
current techniques and applications In medi-
cine and biomedical research.
R R Lee, Staff

2.77 Research In BIologloel Efects and
.ppicatIone Ultssound and 0er

Non-lning Radiations (A)
Prereq.: 2.76J
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Opportunity for graduate students and ad-
vanced undergraduates to pursue substantial -
theoretical or practical projects of their own
choice or to conduct critical analysis of litera-
ture In this area. Details arranged on an
Individual basis.
Pt P Lois

27 SemInar on Rshsbltmion Engtoering
Research end Pracell
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
2-0-4

A seminar for graduates and undergraduates
providing a contemporary overview of resech,
professional roles, and conceptual framework
In application of engineering to rehabiltation
medicine and underlying pathophysloogy. A
critical review paper and presentadon related to
a seminar topic required. Lecturers Include
authorities from the Boston arem, including MrT
and Harvard Medical School faculty; members
of the international research community; stu-
dents conducting research; and participants in
the seminar series.
M J. Rosen, R. W Ann

2.711lJ lmedgcal ntumsntatlon
Electronics
(Same subject as 16.608J, HST 570J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (S)
6-6-6

See description under subject HST 570J.
D. Rowell, S. K Bums

2.791J Guantitative Phyloilogy: Cells and
Tbones
(Same subject as 6.021J, HST 541J)
Prereq.: 2.02 or 6.002 or 6.071; 8.02; 18.03
U (1)
4-2-6

See description under subject 6.021J.
I. V Vlnnas, T F Moss, K C. Lee

1792J Quantitative Physiology Organ

(Same subject as 6.022J, HST 542J)
Prereq.: 2.791; 2.20 or 6.013
U (1)
3-2-7

See description under subject 6.022J.
R. D. Kamm, R. G. Ur*

2.7931 Quantitative Physlology Sensory
and Motor Sys1ems
(Same subject as 6.023J, 16.351J, HST 543J)
Prereq.: 2.02 or 6.003 or 16.30
U (2)
3-2-7

See description under subject 6.023J.
R. W Mann, L S. Rishiopf, L. R. t6ung
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Manufacturing

2.600 100u11M (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
Geometric, chemical, and physical characteri-
zation of surfaces. Wrlous theories of friction
and wear of metals, polymers, and ceramics.
Special emphasis on delamination theory, dis-
cussion of erosion, boundary lubrication and
solid film lubrication. Rolling contact problems.
Tribologloal problems In magnetic recording
and electrical contacts. Monitoring and diagno-
sis of friction and wear. Case studies.
E Rabinowlct, N Suh

2.820J Polymer Processing (A)
(Same subject as 3.94J)
Prereq.: 10.301 or 2.20
G (2) Not to befered 1 8-49
3-0-9

Reviews physicochemical, mechanical, and
rheological properties of polymers. Surveys
processing techniques. Modeling, analysis, and
scale-up of extrusions, molding, thermoforming,
calendering, and mixing. Case studies In proc-
ess syntheses. Relationship between selected
processing techniques and properties of end
products. Limitations of the present state of the
art Assigned projects.
T G. Gulowsk, D. K Royfance

2.822 Prosessing of Polymeric
Composites (A)
Prereq.: 2.01, 2.20
G (1) Next ofered 1911-69
3-0-9

Scientific and engineering aspects of manu-
facturing with polymeric composite materials.
Effects of processing on mechanical perform-
ance, Interfaces, rheological behavior of poly-
mere and reactive systems. Modeling of pro-
cessing steps including forming, flow and mold
filling, fiber orientation and breakage, consolI-
dation, cure, solidification, and bonding. Discus-
slon and models taken from major processing
technologies. Topics In automation and new and
innovative processes.
T G. Gulowski

2.680 Control for Mnufatwng
Automation (A)
Prereq.: 2.14
G (2)
3-0-9

Provides background for applying computer-
based control system techniques to batch man-
ufacturing processes. Follows a brief review of
classical control concepts and servosystems
with an In-depth study of the modeling and
control problems associated with several manu-
lacturing processes. These Include metal cut-
ting, metal forming, and welding processes.
D. E ktrdt

2.83 obot Desiwn and contrl (A)
Pre.: 2.05, 2.151
(3(2)
3-0-9
Graduate subject on the analysis, design, and
control of robot manipulators, Geometry, idne-
matics statics, and dynamics of manipulators.
Sensors and actuators, arm design. Position
and trajectory control, compliant motion con-
trol. Robustness and adaptation In robot control,
modeling performance trade-ofis.
J-J. E SlodnA K *ucef-bumi

2.45 Nondeetriolve Evaluation and
ualfty Eigineering (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-3-8
Principles and applications of nondestructive
techniques for materials evaluation, with empha-
ais on physics, signal processing, and Inter-
pretation. Relation to manufacturing quality
assurance tools, statistical quality control,
in-process sensing, and automation. Life testing
considerations Including reliablity, accelerated
testing, proof testing, and failure analysis.
Laboratory projects.
M. Tse, E. Rabinowlez

2.860 Machine lbols and Menufacturlng
Systems (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-3-6

Machine too basic building principles. Compu-
tational methods for machine tool elements.
Machine tool quality. Mrohine tool automation.
Numerical control and positioning systems.
Adaptive control and flexible manufacturing
systems. Process planning and scheduling
related to machine tools. Future concepts In
the machine tool technology.
G. Chryasoloula

2.66 Manuft Processes and Sys1em
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) LAB
3-3-3

Introduction to modern manufacturing pro-
cesses for metals, p 4ymers, ceramics, and
composite materials. Discussions on manufac-
turing systems, automation tehnology design
and manufacturing Integration, computer app-
cations, and principles and techniques for
quality assurance. Lectures emphasize process
modeling and analysis, while laboratory en-
compasses both hands-on practice and engi-
neering experImeritation. Six units may be
applied to the General institute Laboratory
Requirement.
A-K Tse

Polymers and Fibers

Prereq.: 3.091 or 7.01
U (2)
2-0-4

Science and engineering of materials used in
medical applications: orthopedic implants,
artificial joints, blood vessel replacements, arti-
ficial organs. Structure and propertes of poly-
mers, ceramics, and metals on Interaction with
the human body Histological analysis of con-
nective tissue on materials science and engl.
neering. Fracture, structure, healing of normal
and abnormal bone. Implantation problems:
Inflammation, thrombogenesels, rejection, resorp-
tion, corrosion.
L Ymnans

2.907J Solenoe end Engineering of
Diolglalsi Membanes end Struourvl
ThWeus (A)
(Same subject as 3.95J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor

2) Next ofered 190649
3-0-9
Covers biophysical design and function of the
cellular membrane and of skin considered as a
membrane. First part: Introduces basic molec-
ular components c' the cellular membrane, mod-
els of membrane structure, and experimental
models of membrane proteins. Second part:
rnolecuar bology of components of akin (col-
lagen, elastin, mucopolysaccharides, protein
polysaccharldes), Interaction of fibrous com-
ponents with the protein polysaccharlde matrix,
physiological and pathological aspects of struc-
tural tissue, and an analysis of skin as an
engineering composite material.
L V Vhnnss

2.921J Polymer Deformation and
Practure (A)
(Same subject as 3.951 J)
Prereq.: 2.30
G (1) Next Mered 1988-89
3-0-9
Unear and nonlinear viscoelastlcIty below and
above T;zg. Phenomenology of plastic deforma-
tion in crystalline, and glassy polymers, moleo-
ular theories for yielding, post yield exlensions
for Intermediate and large strains, development
of deformation textures, anleotropic yield condi-
tions. Fracture In polymers, statistical damage
accumulation. Crazing as a precursor to frac-
ture, kinetics of nucleation of crazes, mechan-
los of craze extension, development and propa-
gation of cracks. Fatigue In polymers under
both static and cyclic loading.
L. V Vhanas

j
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2.922 fer Processing Muahenias (A)
Prereq.: 2.01 or 3.11
G (2)
3-0-9
Analysis of mechanical processes used to
convert natural or synthetic fibers Into useable
forms such as bonded, twisted, woven, knitted,
stitched, or tufted materials. Review of mechani-
cal principles of textile technological processes
used In fiber-producing, textile, and apparel
Industries. Focus on mechanics of selected
processes such as drafting, twisting, texturing,
weaving, and knitting. Tatment of material-
process Interactions In steady state and during
transient operation. Effect of process variables
on product quality and performance.
S. Bader

2.924 trutural Mechanics of Fiber
Assembles (A)
Prereq.: 2.01 or 3.11
0 (2) Neat oNge8red 198-S9
3-0-9
Interaction between the mechanical properties
of polymeric fibers and their statistical variation,
and the geometric configurations of fiber
assemblies. Differential geometric models of
twisted structures and of woven, knitted, and
stitched materials. Consideration of Influence of
textile manufacturing process on local devia-
tions from Ideal geometry and their significance
In product performance. Analysis of mechani-
cal behavior as In tensile load- deformation,
fabric tearing, abrasion, drape, pucker, curl,
shear, yarn slippage, buckling, bending, and
seam failure.
S. Bacher

Special Studies

2.941J Invention
(Same subject as 13.77J, 16.671J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Next ofered 198849
3-0-6
Analyzes invention process. Presents method-
ology for Invention. TopIcs: 1) observing tech-
nology; 2) analyzing nueds; 3) Indentifying
critical parameters to trigger potential solutions;
4) c*ative synthesis based on key parameters.
Also patents, licensing, and marketing. Requires
term project. Students work on Inventing to
meet needs of their own choice as well as those
from companies belonging to the Innovation
Center Industry program.
W C. Rower, A D. Camichael. W R. Mrkey

2.942 Entrsprenuruhip
Prreq.:-
G (2)
4-0-5
School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
W C. Rlowers

2.943 Engineering Rik-Benelt Aneblys (A)
Prersq.: 18.02
G (2)
3-0-6
School-Wide Elecies Subject DescriptIor von

- at end of this chapter on SWE page.
A W DraO, A R. Odonl

2.944 Product Deelgn
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2)
3-1-5
Project-centered subject addressing transfor-
mation of new Ideas Into technology-based
products, attaining a proper match between
product and marketplace, from the perspective
of both source and customer. Product design
issues: evaluation, market perception, aesthet-
Ice and human Interfacing, design for manu-
facturabilty reliablity and repairability, pricing,
and legal Impilcations.
W C Rowers

2.961 EngIneering Internship
Prereq.: -
U (12, 8)
0-6-0
2.962 Advanced EngIneering internship (A)
Prerq.: 2.951
G (1, 2, 8)
0-6-0

Provides academic credit for undergraduate
and graduate work assignments for Mechanical
Engineering students participating in the Engl-
neering Internship Program. Undergraduate par-
ticIpation Is approximately six months over two
summers of practical work In manufacturing,
engineering, research and development at an
Industrial plant. Graduate participation by stu-
dents admitted to the Department's graduate
program consists of approximately seven months
at Industrial plant. Credit Is awarded after
evaluatio, and approval of the actual work
performed.
I. Paul

2.96 Management In Engineering
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

School-Wide Eeuve Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
D. R Hbul, H. S. Marcus

2.97 Independent A s
Prereq.: -
U (J)
Arr.

For undergraduates desiring to carry on Inde-
pendent studies during the January Inter-term
period. Each student will carry on a program of
his or her own choosing, either as an Inde-
pendent worker, or as a member of a team or
class. Special lectures, seminars and labora-
tory projects arranged when appropriate. Pro-
grams arranged on an Individual basis In
consultation with the Instructor. Credit arranged
with the coordinator: 0. 0. Wilson.

2.06 opu bplo in Mach

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2, 8)
Arr.

aINi

For undergraduates desiring to carry on sub-
stantial projects of own choosing In meohanlcal
engineering. Work may be of experimental,
theoretical, or design nature. Projects may be
arranged Individually In most fields of depart-
ment interest, I.e., In mechanics and materials,
thermal and fluid sciences, systems and design,
and biomedical engineering. Coordinator:
D. 0. Wilson.

2.96 Advanood Tbpls In Mechnloial
Engineering (A)
Prereq.: -
0(1,2,8)
Arr.
Assigned reading and special problems or
research in special areas, either theoretical or
experimental, or design. Arranged on lndMd-
ual basis with Instructor In the following areas:
mechanics and materials, thermal and fluid
sciences, systems and design, and biomedical
engineering. Coordinator: A. A. Sonin.

2.998 Intductlon to 1bohnology and Law
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
J. D. Nyart

2999 EngIneers Degree Thels Proposal
Preparation (A)
Preraq.: -
G (1, 2,8)
Arr.

For students who must do additional work to
convert an S.M. Thesis to an M.E. Thesis, or for
students who do an M.E. Thesis after having
received an S.M. degree.
A. A. Sonn

L



Course 3 Matrials Sclence
and Engineering

3,Uf UdeIgrduate R sesreh
Prsreq. -
U (1, 2, 8)
Arr.

Extended partIolpation In work of a reearh
group. Includes Independent study of literature,
direct involvement In groups research (com-
mensurate with student sldlis), and project work
under an individual faculty member. See UROP
coordinator for registration procedures.
C. V Thompson

3.001hernwdynumice of Materials
Prsreq., 18.02
U (1) so
4-0-8
Essental features of fint seocond, and tird
laws of thermodynamics and their apploation to
materials. 8tageboal interpretation of entropy.
Experimental techniques used to measur ther-
modynamlo functions. introduces phase dia-
grams, phase rule, and thermodynamics of
solutons. Thermochemistry of homogeneous
and heterogeneous reactions.
T W ager

3.01 Pieloal Chemistry of Materis
Prereq.: 3.00 or 5.60 or 2.40 or 10.13
U (2)
4-0-8
Reations indvin pure condensed phases
and gaseous phb, behavior of salutons, free
energy-compoeli and phase diag- off
binary and terynv systems, reaIon equlibria
In eyeleme conlains oomponent In con-
dend saludion. EletOhmk" oorron,
Glibs phase rule, chemicalkinses, elemen-
tary mechanisms, reaonn rae constant, actva-
tion energy, surface tension.
G. J. Wirek

3,03 0rysl Dowf t and Phase
1bnsmn ene
Prom.: 3.01 or 10.14, 3.13
U (1),
3-"4
Dleocadon properties and interactons; pladi
fow;, Aructure of interfaces; nucleation in i.
ulde and solids; solid-lste sOmatlons,
Inl dng Wuslonal massive
transormatos and martensise; scndIfo(Ian.
A #. tose,

3.03 Chemioal MtOihAirgy
Prere. 3.185
U (2).
3-0-8
Chemical principles of extraotie melWurgy.
Representatins of heerogeneous equilbria.
Unit operations and processes, Roasting of
suiphides. Gaseous reduton of Ion oxide.
Reduction of zinc oxide and ferealloy oxides.
Reduction of haides. Smeltng of Iron ores,
mate emtmng of opper ores Refining pro-
oesseegas- ul, solid-liquid, and quid.lquid.
Hydromelaurgy and electromatalurgy. Knet-
ie of hV1htepeature proses. Examples
taken from hlduatral prooesss,.

3.0 SpecalProblems i Materials Silence
anp Eng --- ining _ _ _

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2, 8)
Arr.
For undergraduates desiring to carry on proj-
acts of their own choosing, which may be
experimental, theomunal, or of a design nature.
Also for underaduate studies arranged by
students or staf, w~ich may consist of semi-
nars, assigned reeding, or laboratory projects.
See Chairman of Undergraduate Committee for
registralon procedures.
o. a Sadonmy

3,041 Thesls Sem
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr
Lotures on baslo skills necessary for jcn-
duong thes planning, research, analysis, and
preparan of final document inluded: lbrary
resources, how to plan experimont, depart-
men cenral faese, laboratory safets data
analysis, techniosi wrlting, and thes format
Seminar also neuires that "e0n student pres-
ent an inia oral recrOh proal and deier
alecture reportngon compmledteis.Must
be tMWbo terms to reov 3 unts of credit
D. x RoAnoe

3.05 Cmputr MOWdel of sil and
WWq- -PF -

Pireq.: 18.02, 8.01
U (2) 0o
3-0-g
a-' da Ectivoe hubjs Doereion given
at and at t chapter on NE pag.
S, fem Sunder

3,06 Ga Slcenesand swgineering
Prereq.: 3.01 or 10.14,3.13
U (2)
3-0-6
Glses structure and microetructure and Its
relatlon to processing and propertes. Attention
to goes formation, phase separaton, clor
viscous flow nd relaxaion, ass meting and
forming. Consideration of applications suh as
glass-erami materials, fast-ion conductin
lasses, optioal w guids, and Oasw matrIx
compootes. Emphases recent devloipments
and the present state of the partioular tech-
noloies, Icdi dcussion mof th revant
patent literature.

3,063 Plymer Chenitry
Prereq: 3.0g1 or 5.11
U (1)
3-0-
Preparaton of polymeric materials and their
characterization. bplos: fundamentals of chain
and step growth polymerization, chemistry of
organic radicals and ions, synthesis-structure-
property relationships, and use of modern
techniues for determination of polymer com-
posltn, molecular weight, and microstructure.
G. . Whek

3,063 Polymer Phigee
Pnre.: 3.02, 3.00
U (2)
3-0-6

Prinolpes uAdrlying the phicOs and phOV"
chemitry1 . 1ymsre in solution and in the
acid tate. opIin oluds ondformatior and
molecular dimernslons of polymer chains; tier-
modynamice of polymer soludns; an examine-
ton of the §sW orydolns, and rubbery elsic
states of polymers; Idnetie and thermodynam-
Ios of crystaaton;liquid orystalinity in poly-
mers; thermodynamics of rubber elaset The
electrical, optial, tnport, and mechanical
properties of polymers are analyzed %M
,eep W to the sbove topics.
At iF ROWne

~L.

-, , -V n
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&,064 Ptlyler laginesring
Prereq.: 3.062, 3.11, 3.185
U (1)
3-0-4
Quantitative models for engineering analysis
and design s applied to polymers. Includes
Unser and nonlinear viscoslasticlty, yield mod-
eis, homogeneous and flaw models for fracture
and fatigue, rheoolgioal properties of polymer
fluids, governing equations for thermomechanical
fluid processing, and models for Industrially
Important processing methods.
D. K %cylance

3,0S Piymw Sole aborary
(eulsed Unit)
Prerq.: 3.081, 3.11
U (1) Next osred 189
1-8-3

Synthesis and molecular characterization of
polymers. Condensation polymerization and
chain reaction polymerization and copolymer-
Iation, reactions In homogeneous phase and at
Interfaces, and the synthesis of linear chains
and highly ramified structures are carried out.
The resulting macromolecules are character-
ited: molecular mass and its distribution by
seral methods, composition and constitution
by spectrometric and other analytical means,
and molecular thermodynamic properties. Poly-
mer-analogous reactions are used to modify
macromolecules.
D. K Aoylance

3.069 Ceramics Processing
Prereq.: 3.07, 3.185
U (2)
3-0-6
In-depth study of the unit operations in pro-
cessing technical ceramics and the effect of
these operations on the properties of the
sintered material. Topics Include powder pro-
duction and conditioning, drying, forming,
sintering, and microstructure development Re-
event aspects of transport phenomena, colloid
science, and chemistry are discussed, as AN
as contemporary Issues In ceramic composite
processing. Case studies InvoMng both elec-
tronic and structural ceramics are reviewed.
M. J. Cima

3.07 Introduction to Ceramsics
Pietq:3.01 or 10.14,3.13
U (1) 81
3-0-
Characteristics of the crystal structures, includ-
ing crystal defects, of oxide materials and local
atomic arrangements In silicate glasses dis-
cussed with regard to relative stability of sitar-
nate possible arrangements and Influence of
structure on properties. Applies phase equlib-
ra, Interface properties, atomic moblity, and
phase transformations to development of struc-
ture discussed together with relationship of
structure to certain phyelcal properties. Discus-
sion of current high-technology ceramics top-
ics. Individual study of a particular ceramic,
ceramic property or ceramic process selected
by the student required.
Y-A CIang

307W MalerlsIr Nues r Applcellmns
(Same subject as 22.070J)
RerQ.: 3.091 or 3.14 or 3.071J
U (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 22.070J.
R. G. Banger

3.071IJ Physlce Metllurgy Prinolpies for

(Same subject as 22.071J)
Rerm.; 3.091
U(1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 22.071J.
A Arnsen

3.075 Ceramics end Glees laboratory
Preraq.: 3.061, 3.07 or 3.07

U(1)
2-7-3
Investigates ceramics and glass properties
and processing by means of a series of labora-
tory experiments, plus an Intensive Independent
project undertaken with faculty supervision.
Experiments include monodisperse ceramic
powder synthesis, zinc oxide varistors and bar-
lum titanate thermistors, high-performance
structural ceramic properties, glass-ceramics
composition, and processing analysis of ceramic
microstructures with electron microscopy Um-
Ited enrollment. Permission of instructor required.
M. J. CIma

3.081 Materlls Laboratory
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1, 2) LAB
2-6-7

Introduces study of materIals by light, X-rays,
and electrons. Examines microstructures and
Ihvestigetes relationship of structure to mode
of fabrication. Applies classical techniques
of light microscopy and X-ray diffraction and
the modern analytical tools of transmission
and scanning electron microcop. Umited
enrollment
LW IHObbs, J. a. Vender Smnde

3.062 Mels Processing Laboratory
Prereq.: 3.0 1, 3.081, 3.13
U (2)
1-6-5

Introduces relationship between processing-
structure-properties and performance of mte-
rials. Each student participates in three labora-
tory experiments drawn ftm metals processing.
Includes instruction In safety technical writing,
oral presentation, and experimental design.
R . Bangc K C. RusseN

3.001 Introduction to Sold-gts Chemistry
Preo.: -
U (1, 2) 80
5-0-7

Development of relationships between elec.
tronic structure of elements. bonding charac-
teristcs, and crystal structure. Characterization
of atomic and molecular arrangements in crys-
tens s.M Mechanisms and energy changes
In chemical reactions and phase transforma-

tions. Chemical and physical properties of
sollds - metals, semiconductors, Insulators,

asens, and polymer - astheymieto beslo
atomic paramelera and processing technology
3. MA r L allo n, A F ig

3.094 Mateal Tlituclgy
PMMKe.: -
U (2)
3-0-9

Mechanical behavior, phase diagrams, micro-
structures, and phase transformations In steels,
aluminum alloys, and tianium alloys used in
aerospace, automotive, and ocean vehicles.
Influence of microstructure and environment
on fatigue and fracture behavior. Concepts and
applications of fracture mechanics. Overview of
polymers, composite, and ceramics unAd In
vehicles.
R. M. Rose

3.10 Chemical Physics of Mmterls
Prereq.: 3.01 or 10.14,3.13, 18.03
U (2) SD
4-0-8

Introduction to quantum physics of electronic
structure and chemical bonding of atoms, mole-
cules, and solids. Emphasis on those concepts
that are basic to an understanding of the chem-
ical and physical properties of materials,
Topics: wave mechanics and Schroedinger's
equation; atomic and molecular orbltals; the
nature of the chemical bond; electronic struc-
ture of semiconductors and Insulators; elec-
tronic structure of metals and alloys.
G. KalrIcn

3.11 Mechanics of Materials
Prereq.: 8.01, 18.02
U (2) SD
4-0-S

Response to materials to applied loads: con-
cepts of stress and strain, gowerning equations
for stress analysis problems, coordinate trans-
formation of stresses and other tensors, energy
methods, the finie element method, linear ales-
tic fracture mechanics, photoelastlloty and other
experimental techniques, yilid criteria, mechan-
Ics of anloroplo media and composites, design
of simple structures (trusses, torsion rods,
beams, pressure vessels). Computer exercises.
D. K Rayfance

3.13 Structur of BoNds
Prereq.: 8.02
U (1)
4-0-8

Uses .-nmetry theory In the description of the
atomic arrangement In crystals. Derivation of
space lttoes, point groups, crystal systems,
and plane groups. Principles of space group
derivation and equivalent positions and their
use in spoolfying structure. Interprets struc-
tures In terms of packing and coordination
polyhedra The nature of imperfections in real
materials: point defects and the structure of
Ine and planar defects.
B. J. itenach
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3.14 PtIgulusI Meis~ugy
Prereq.: 3.02
U (2)
3-0-6
Relationship between structure and properties
of engineerng alloys presented and disse.d
In detalt Aloy systems covered Include steels,
stainless steels, aluminum and titanium alloys,
and superalloy. Proossing historm micro-
structure, and properties of each ally system
Ilustrated by case studles. Racture analysis of
alloys widely used In engineering applications
emphasized.
N J. Grmnt, R M. N Peloux

3,143J MalerIals of Conruodton
(Same subject as 1.59J)
Prereq.: 8.01
U (2) 8
3-0-9
See description under subject 1.59J.
F J. McGarrx F Movenzadeh

3.15 Eletrisel Optoal, and Mgn uo
Misatel and Deviaes
Prerq.: 3.10
U (1)
3-0-6

Electronic, optical, and magnetic properties of
materials In terms of electronic structure, chemi-
cal composition, and bonding. Properties of
metals, semiconductors, and insulators Includ-
Ing electrical conduction, thermoelectric power,
Hall efect, optical absorption and reflection,
luminescence, maenetism related to micro-
structure, Impurities, and degree of disorder.
Manipulaton of properties for Incorporation
Into devices.
H L lder

3.151J Mloroletoo nice Prooessing

(3.147)
(Same bubject as 6.701J. 10.611J)
Prre.: 3.15
U (1,.2)
3-4-5

Introduces thory and technology of Integrated'
circuit fabrioation. Lectures and laboratory se-
alons on basic processing techniques such as
diffusion, oxidation, epitaxy photclithography,
chemical vapor deposition, and plasm etch-
Ing. Emphasis on Interrelationships between
material propertles, device structure, and elec-
trical behavior of devices. Provdes background
for thesis work In electronic materials and
3.15e,
D. A Rudman, C. W Thompson, D. J Eell'
R. T Howe . H. Sawln. C. G. Sodini

M,1I6 0U0tin Matials Prole t.maibry
(3.004)
Prereq.: 3.15J 
U (1)
1-6-2
Student use of facilties of Microelectronics
Laboratory for Individual or team projects. Proj-
ects illustrate processing-structure-properties
relationships In electronic materials.Students
participate in choice and design of projects
that Include fabrication and characterization

C. V Thompson

3.16 ElectronIo Materials
(3.146)
Prereq.: 3.10
U (2)
3-0-6

Various aspects of semiconductors such as
crystal growth, impurity segregation, crystal
structure, and electronic properties relevant to
device applications. Emphasizes relationships
among structure, bonding, and properties In
elemental and compound semiconductor$.
H. C. Gabs

3.17J Hisltory and Anthropology of Materials

(Same subject as 21.543J)
Prere.: -
U (1) Not to be offered 198649
3-0-6

Evaluates development of several major mate-
rials technologies and their Impact on pre-
Industrial soceties. Considers criteria societies
use when selecting and processing materials
and why people engineer certain properties of
materials to exclusion of others. Explores Ideo-
logical and aesthetic criterda and social values
so often nrwhelmlndy Influential In materials
developn nt Meets with 3.79. Research term
project required for graduate credit.
H N Lelmin, L I tbba

3.172 Inventions and Patents
Prereq.: 14.02
U (1)
3-0-6
School-Wide Elective Subje& Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
R. H. Rines

3.165'lRansport Phenomsna in Materials

Prereq.: 3.01, 18.03
U (1)
4-0-8

Definition of viscosity, simple overall mechani-
cal energy balances, elements of laminar flow
and turbulent flow Thermal conductt, steady
and unsteady conduction problems, forced and
natural convection, heat transfer coefficlent.
and radiative heat transfer. Definition of binary
diusiMy convection mass trana, and mass
transfer coeficient illustrative examples given
throughout, chosen from the materials pro-
ceseing field.
J. Stely

5.20 Thernodnamie of Ma ls (A)
Prereq.: 3.01
G (1)
4-0-8
Offer advanced treatment of thermodynamic
properties of Inorganic materials, Including
Introductory staNa thermodynamice and sur-
face thermodynamics. Applies laws of thermo-
dynamics to chemical behavior of elements,
compounds, and solutions. Olscueses hetero-
geneous equilibria, chemical reactions, and
thermodynamics of Interfaces and structural
defects.
G. KalorgJ

3.21 Knetcoesee in Matedils (A)
Prsreq.: 3.185
G (2)
4-0-8

Presents unified trem ent of iefts from pM-
nomenological and atomislec viewpoints. Covers
diffusion In metals and non-metals, chemical
kinetics, and kinetis of phase transformations,
Including nucleation, growth, coarsening, and
spinodal decomposition. Also Includes non-
catalyto gas-sold reactions and oxidation of
metals and alloys.
D. R. Sadowey

&5.2J PhlW of inlati Deflormv 4
Solds (A)
(Same subject as 2.302)
Prsreq.: 2.30 or 2.301
G (2) Next ofered 1965-89
3-0-9

See description under subject 2.302J.
A S. Argon

3.2J Mloro Mechanisms of hacture (A)
(Sam subjec as 2.303)
Prereq.: 2.30cor 2.301
G (2) Nottobeoered 1980
3-0-9
See description under subject 2.303J.
A S Agon

3.27 DIffracton an StuwM (A)
Prereq.: 8.03, 18.03
G (2) Next oered 188-6f
4-0-8
X-ray and neutron production, absorption, and
scattering. Overview of symmetry theory, point
groups, and space groups. Interprets difrac-
tinn efects through the Ewald construction,
recpocal Mce and Fourie rneorms. Instru-
mentation and the Interpretation of diffraction
patterns produced by the Lam 0.tw-aherrer,
Ylsenberg, and precession tachnicues. Dit-
fractometer geometdes. Applies diffraction to
determination of particle size, pole figures,
texture, and crystal structure.
a. A #benach
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3X21 $1fuoure of Malerls (A)
Prereq.: 18.03,3.10
G(1)
4-0-
Quantitative description of atomic arrange-
ments In selected metals, oxides, and silicates
Important In materials science. Interprets struc-
tures In terms of coordination polyhedra and
packing. Relationships between structures:
polymorphism, polytypism, and derivative struc-
tures. Describes diffraction using Fourier trans-
forms and series. Determines structure through
diffraction effects: the phase problem, Patterson
function, and direct methods for phase determi-
nation.
8. J. VMensch

3.29 Special Problems in Meterials
Science (A)
Proreq. -
G(1, 2. 8)
Arr.
Advanced work In the field for qualified stu-
dents. Course work involves lectures, con-
ferences, assigned readings, or supervised
laboratory work.
L W Hobbs

3.30 Electron Microscopy: Image
Interpretation (A)
Prereq.: 3.081, 3.13
G (2)
3-2-7
Derives relationship between detail in trans-
mission electron microscopy images and inter-
nal structure of an object to the atomic level.
Fourier theory of difraction. Lens action, aber-
r ins, and transfer functions. Elastic and
Inelastic Interaction of electrons with atoms.
Kinematical and dynamical theories of electron
diffraction. Phase object approximations and
high-resolution imaging methods. Imaging of
defe"a with displacement and replacement
fields. Laboratory sessions.
L W Hobbs

3.31 Phase lrseeformations (A)
PrnsM.: 3.20, 3.21

3-0-0
Advanced treatment of phase transformations
in solds. Homogeneous and heterogeneous
nucleation. Theories of thermally activated
growth processes and morphological stability.
Tiansformation by aplnodal decomposition and
continuous ordering. Tiansformation mecha-
nisms in systems with multicritical points.
Eutectoldal transformations and cellular precip-
itation. Crystallographic theory and mecha-
nisms of martensItIc transformations.
R. W Ballui

3 82iroductmn to Eleon Opical
h~wuuet (A)
Prereq.: 3.13, 3.14
G (1)
2-4-6

Tsts Interaction of electrons with materials
in detail. Describes modern scientific tools
employing results of these Interactions to obtain
Information about structure and chemistry of
materials on a microscale. Tbchniques: elec-
tron microanalysis, Auger spectrometry, scan-
ning and transmission electron microscopy,
low-energy electron diffraction, and field ion
microscopy.
J. 8. %ander Sand.

3,33 Defoots in Crystals (A)
Prereq.: 3.02,3.12
G (2)
3-0-9

Unified treatment of point, line, and planar
defects in crystals. Point defects include vacan-
cies, self-Interstltals, and solute atoms. Une
defects Include dislocations. Planar defects
Include stacking faults, small- and rgs-ange
grain boundaries, and Interphase boundaries.
Discusses geometrical structure and physical
properties such as stress fields, energies, and
moblities. Beats interactions between defects
including point defect clustering, point defect-
dislocation pinning, dislocation climb, and gran
boundaries as point defect sourcee/sinks.
R. W Balluf1

3.34 Theory of Dislocetions (A)
Prerq.. -
G (1) Next offered 191-89
3-0-9
Basic treatment of the structure and properties
of dislocations in crystals Particularly useful for
students interested in applying dislocaion con-
cepts to the mechanical properties of materials.
Extensive usage of elstcity theory. Includes
dislocation topology; stresses and energies of
straight and curved dislocations; Interactions
between dislocations; dislocation dynamics;
ofects of crystal structure on dislocations;
Interactions between dislocations and point
defects; groups of dislocations.
R. W BalluflN

3.36J Weding Engineering (A)
(Same subject as 13.17J)
Prereq.: 3.02
G0(1)
3-0-6

See description under subject 13.17J.
K Aksubuchi

3;"WW and Joining Pro4se (A)

Prsreq.: 3.185
G (2)
3-0-3

Discusses a wide variety of processes and
materis from the viewpoint of their fundamen-
tal physical and chemical properties. Specific
topIcs: cold welding, dikfsion bonding, soldering,
brazing, flames, aros, high-energy density heat
sources, solidification, cracking resistance,
shielding methods, and electric contacts, Em-
phasis on underlying science of a given proc-
ase rather than a detailed description of the
technique or equipment.
i W Eager

3.38 EBevior of Mealis at Eleseted
bnipoveute (A)

Prsreq.: 3.14
G (1)
3-"-
Studies mechanical behavior of pure metals
and alloys above the minimum recrystallization
temperature. Mechanisms of deformation and
fracture at elevated temperatures. Creep theo-
ries. Applications of stress rupture and thermal
fatigue testing. Strengthening principles of
superaoys and refractory metals.
N J. Grant

3M Meohanloel BEhavior of Materisl (A)
(Same subject as 22.74J)
Prom.: 2.30, 3.11 or 22.71J
G (1)
3-0-9
Reviews elasticity theory. Elementm of plasticity
theory. Strengthening mechanisms in metals.
Mechanical behavior of polymers. Application
of principles of inear elastic fracture mech-
anic to brittle fracture and to fatgue crack
propagation. Micromechanisms of fracture
(cleavage, ductile fracture, fatigue, creep, stress
corrosion cracking). Principles of failure analy-
We. Discusses case studies and reviews current
research in fracture.
R. M. N Pelloux, R. 0. Ballnger

3AO Physiosl Melsilurgy (A)
Prereq.: 3.02,3.11
G (1)
3-0-9
Discusses structure-property relationships In
metallic alloys selected to Illustrate some basic
concepts of physical metallurgy and alloy
design. Considers mostly mechanical proper-
ties. Also considers structural features: struc-
tural stabilty, grain size, interstitial and sub-
stiltutional solutes, precipitates, second-phase
particles, eutectics and outectolds, and com-
posites.
K C. Russell

34J The Mechanico of Fracture
(Same subject as 2.34J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 2.34J.
R M. N Pefoux, D. M. Parks



Prereq.: 3.43
G (2)
4-0-8
Covers advanced topics on the physics and
chemistry of materials not covered in the core
subject 3.43. Includes molecular and crystal
symmetry group theory; igand fleld theory;
computer applications of quantum chemistry
to the electronic structures of materials; elec-
tronic structures of crystalline and noncrystalline
materials, surface physics, chemisorption and
catalysis; structural and electronic phase tran-
altions, Including superconductivty, lattice In-
stabilities (martensitic transformation), and
melting.
K. H. Johnson

3.45 Magnetic Materials (A)
Prereq.: 3.43
GO1)
3-0-9

Magnetization phenomena, origin of magnetism
In a material, magnetic domains and domain
walls, magnetic anisotropy, reversible and irre-
versible magnetization processes. Special top-
ics: ferromagnetism of thin films and fine
particles, magnetic recording, magnetic cir-
cuits, amorphous magnetic materials.
B. L. Aerbach

Prereq.: 3.20, 6.732J
G0(1)
3-0-9

Evaluation of electronic and optical properties
of materials from the standpoint of their crystal
structure, energy bands, defects, and micro-
structure. Implications for junction design and
properties including p-n, Schottky, MOS, and
hetero-junctions. Discussion of materials aspects
of new device structures such as quantum
wells and high-electron mobility transistors.
N Herbots

krOI *ititiGi gt g 29D

3A3 Physios nd Chmsbry of Melerhlis (A) 3,47 leutrenie Mteris Pioesuing (A)
Prere.: 8.03, 18.03
G (1)
4-0-8

Introduces physics and chemistry of materials,
based on unified treatment of quantum physics,
chemistry, and statistics of electrons, atoms,
molecules, and solids. Includes review of clasal-
cal mechanics and electromagnetic theory;
basic concepts and formalism of quantum
mechanics; free electron, molecular-orbal, and
band theories; quantum statistos of electrons;
defect and Interface states; lattice heat capaci-
ties; Boltzmann theory of electrical and thermal
transport Ising model of order-disorder trans-
formations; electronic phase transitions.
K H. Johnson

Prereq.: 3.20,3.21
G(1)
3-0-9

Processing of electronic materials for device
and circuit applications. Detailed discussion
of techniques and theory for growth of device-
quality crystals. Processes for Integrated cir-
cult fabrication Including oxidation, junction
formation, and metalization. Emphasis on rela-
tionships among processing, structure, and
properties. Examples taken from materials
processing for applications In VLSI, optoelec-
tronics, and multi-layer integration.
C V Thompson

3A75 Compound SemIconductors (A)
(New)

3.44 Advanced 1bplcs on the Phyilos and P 3.46,3.47
Chemietry of Materials (A) P 3.4 7

( )2-0-68
Properties and processing of materials sys-
tes used In semiconductor device technology.
Emphasis on compound semiconducting sys-
tems (e.g., binary IlI-V and 1l-VI compounds) as
well as more complex ternary and quaternary
systems. A fundamental and practical approach
to structure, imperfections, defect equilibrium,
and processing. Implications for electrical, opti-
cal, and magnetic properties of homogeneous
and heterogeneous structures.
L C. Klmerlng

3. Opoelectronic Materials (A)
(NW
Prersq.: 3.43 and 6.732J
G (2)
3-0-9
The fundamental mechanisms for magnetoop-
tic and optoelectronic behavior In materials.
Electronic structure, atomic arrangements,
symmetry, effects on bandgap, drift mobilities,
refractive Index, trapping, charge depletion,
Kerr and Faraday effects, emission phenomena,
electrolumInescence, photoemlsslon, and laser
phenomena. Materials design and processing
for Imaging and Information storage.
B. L Averbach

Prere.: -
G (1, 2, 8)
Arrc
Advanced work In the field for qualified
students. Course work Involves lectures, oan-
ferences, assigned readings, or supervised
laboratory work.
H. L. Iller

3,60 Pigal Chemistry of Me In gloel
Proosmess (A)
Prreq.: 3.20
G (2)
3-0-6
Studies physliochemloal nature of pyrometal-
lurgical processes and systems. Nature and
behavior of principal phases of Interest: liquid
metals, siags, fused salts, mattes, gas, and
refractory materials. Nature of heterogeneous
reactions among consItuents of thes phases.
Application of physilcohemical principles to
analysis of behavior of pyrometallurgical pro-
oeases.
Jf FEIMff

3,601 Physlal Chemistry in
Pyromelilurgical Processes (A)
Prereq.: 3.20
G(1)Nottobeoftrd 9-89
3-0-6

Studies current state of understanding of the
thermodynamic and idnetic behavior of reac-
tions, components, and phases In pyrometal-
lurgical systems. Advanced treatment of the
reactions among components In metals, gases,
slags, and mattes. Emphasizes current litera-
ture on the subject.
J. F Fsot

3,52 MaterIals Proosesing for Microetrucural
Contral (A)
(New)
Prereq.: 3.02, 3.185, and 3.11 or 2,01,
or equivalents
G (2)
3-0-6

Fundamentals of traditional and non-traditional
materials processing. Coverage Includes solidifi-
cation, rapid solidification, sintering, deformation
processing, and composite materials processing
with strong emphasis on metallic materials.
Particular attention paid to microstructural evo-
lution during processing and resulting material
properties.
A Mortensen

3.53 Eetrochenal Processing of
Malarlai (A)

Prereq.: 3.185
G (1) Not to be ofred 1988-89
3-0-6

Principles of electrochemistry: thermodynam-
ie and kinetics of electrode processes, ther-
modynamic and transport properties of aque-
ous and non-aqueous electrolytes. Electrolytic
processing: electrowinning, electrorefining,
electroplating, ieectrosyntheels, electroalag
remelting.
D. R Sadoey

3.49 Spoclal Problems In Electronic
3.46 ElectronIo Materials and Devices (A) Materials (A)
IlMAb Cowtan aMA I WA
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3.4 Corroelon - ne Enenmental
Degradation of Materials (A)
Prereq.: 3.00
G (1)
3-0-6
Applies thermodynamics and kinetics of elec-
trode reactions to aqueous corrosion of metals
and alloys. Forms of corrosion and corrosion
testing. Methods of corrosion control inuludlng
alloy selection, water chemistry, design rules,
anodic and cathodic protection, and coatings.
Extension to environmental degradation of
ceramics and polymers. Discusses materials
degradation problems In marine envIronments,
oil and gas production, energy conversion and
generation systems.
R. M. Lafanlalon

3.552 Mutlmatica and Phwyam" Mdeling 3.66 Entrpreneurship
of Maerils Proosesing Operalons (A)
Prsreq.: 3.56
G (1) Nut olred 19649
2-0-7

Principles of mathematical and physical mod-
sing of primary metals processing, welding,
rapid solidification, and the processing of elec-
tronic materials. The transport equations as
building blocks of mathematical models. SImi-
larity criteria In building of physical models.
Synthesis of an optimal modeling approach,
Involving mathematical models, physical mod-
ela, and pilot plants.
J. Szekely

3.565 Materials Selection and Design (A)

3.541 OxIdation and Corrosion of Materials Prereq.: 3.56
at Elvated Taperstur (A)2) Not to be onfered 1988-SR

____________________ 3-0-6
Prom.: 3.20, 3.21
0 (1) Not to be oftee 198419
3-0-6

Application of fundamental principles of ther-
modynamics and kinetics to determination of
the mechanisms of the oxidation and corrosion
of materials at elevated temperatures. Relation-
ship of oxidation theory to design of alloys and
of coating materials for protection against oxi-
dation. Discussions of hIgh-temperature oxida-
tion and corrosion problems that occur in
systems for the conversion and utilization of
energy, and in petrochemical and metallurgical
industries.
G. J. Wirek

3.55 Macroscopic Trnsport in Materials
Proosseing (A)
Prereq.: 18.03
G (2)
3-0-9

Elements of laminar and turbulent flow heat
transfer by conduction, convection, and radia-
tion, mass transfer in laminar and in turbulent
flow Modeling of transport phenomena in indus-
trial systems, including steelmaking, continu-
ous casting, and vacuum degassing.
J. Szelely

3.661J Gas-Sod Reactions (A)
(Same subject as 10.48J)
Prereq.: 3.55, 10.50
G (2) Not to be offered 1988-89
3-0-6

Gas-solid reactions, involving single particles;
chemical kinetics, heat and mass transfer, pore
diflusion, and structural changes. Reaction of
porous and non-porous particles, reactions
between solids, proceeding through gaseous
Intermediates. Reviews experimental techniques
for study of gas-solid reactions, Including
physical characterization of solid specimens.
Multi-particle systems, such as packed beds,
fluidized beds, and rotary kilns. Gas-solid reac-
tions of industrial Importance.
J. Stokely

Synthesis of materials selection, design, and
manufacturing from the viewpoint of the materi-
als engineer. Includes relationships between
material properties and performance, Including
design for strength, stiffness, failure mode,
toughness, creep, fatigue, surface durability;
databases of materials properties and their
use; cost and performance criteria; interaction
between selection and processing. Case stud-
les used to illustrate integration of topics. Alter-
nate years.
J. P Clark

3.6 Engineering Systems Analysis (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
R. de Neuiville, J. P Clark

3.61 Materials Systems Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 3.56
0(2) Next offered 19864M
2-0-4
Introduction to quantitative methods for analy-
sis of technical and economic factors assocIated
with the processing and use of materials.
Includes techniques of microeconomic analy-
sla, mathematical optimization, decision analy-
ala, and simulation modeling. Application of
these techniques to study production problems
associated with metals, polymers, ceramics and
composite materials, and competition among
materials in selected applications. Alternate
years.
J. P Clark

3.6MJ ManufacturWng/Tchnlogy
Interaeos (A)
(Same subject as 13.685J, 15.365J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 15.365J.
J. M Ulbrback

G (2)
4-0-5

School-Wide Elective Subjet Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
W C. Rowers

3,576J LawIbb1ohnogio and Pubic Pcioy
(Same subject as TPP 32J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6
See description under subject TPP 32J.
N A Ashford

3.577 EngIneering Riak-Senefit AnalysIl (A)

Prereq.: 18.02
G (2)
3-0-6

School-Wilde Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
A. W Drahe, A. R. Odoni

3.58 Seminar on Problems in Materiab
Poicy and Economics
Prereq.: -
G (2)
2-0-4

Discussion of resource base and production
capacity as determinants of materials supply,
coats of production, nature of materials demand,
materials markets, prices of materials, prmfiuc-
tion cartels and price stabilization, materials
substitution, conservation and recycling, and
governmental policies concerning supply suffl-
ciency. Materials of mineral and organic origin
considered. Attention given to the relation of
materials to the environment, energy consump-
tion, innovation, and productivity. Open to qual-
ified undergraduates.
U B. Bever

U95 Spel Problems In Materials
Enginesring (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr.
Advanced work in the field for qualified stu-
dents. Course work involves lectures, con-
ferences, assigned readings, or supervised lab-
oratory work.
J. P Clark
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3.Thermal and aneor Proerie of
Ceramics (A)
Prereq.: 3.06 or 3.07
G(2) Nottobeofered 191849
3-0-6
Analyzes tensor representation of properties of
crystalline ceramics. Includes anlaotropy, repre-
sentation surfaces and effects of crystal sym-
metry, as well as application to plezoelectric
and elastic properties and propagation of elas-
tic waves In crystals. Discusses thermal proper-
ties: heat capacity, thermal expansion, and
thermal conductivity, emphasizing materials and
influences of microstructure.
B. J. ftensch

3.601 Eleotriosl, Optical, and Magnetic
Properties of Ceramics (A)
Prereq.: 3.07
G (1) Not to be offered 1988-9
3-0-6

Analyzes electrical, optical, and magnetic
properties of ceramics In terms of bend theory,
transport theory, and defect chemistry Exam-
Ines effects of materials processing, composi-
tion, and microstructure on properties. Dis-
cusses applications of theory towards new mate-
rials development.
H. L. Tiller

3.61 Glees Structure and Properties (A)
Prereq.: 3.06 or 3.07
G(1) Notto be clued 19849
3-0-6

Considers topics of interest in the science and
technology of amorphous solIds, including glass
formation, crystallization of glass-forming liq-
uids, flow and relaxation phenomena, structure
of glasses, phase separation in glasses, mech-
anical, electrL al. and thermal properties of
glasses. Emphasizes information from recent
publications. Alternate years.
B. J. ltrensch

3.611 Polyphese Ceramics (A)
Prereq.: 3.06, 3.07
G (2) Next ofertd 198-89
3-0-9

Applies phase transformation kinetics and multi-
component phase equilibria to structure and
properties of polyphase ceramics such as
glass-cerami compositions, triaxial porcelains,
glazes, clay products, and refractories.
I 0. Kgery

&63 CeramIc Processee (A)
Prereq.: 3.06, 3.20
G (1)
3-0-6

Presents quantitative treatment of unit opera-
tions in powder processing-powder preparation,
fabrication, and firing. Discusses glass pro-
cessing-homogenization during melting: rela-
tionship to mixing theory-glass forming. Also
covers growth of crystals, thermodynamics,
transport processes, and kinetics In relation to
structures developed.
H. K Bowen

3.64 Speael Poee in Cermics (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2,8)
Ar.

Explores advanced work In this field. Course-
work Includes lectures, conferences, assigned
readings, and laboratory work.
B. J. IMensch

3.601-3660 ieuhing Materials 6.4.no. and
3M-.9 ~ m f 1 OaPo

Prere.: -
G(1,2)
Ar.
Laboratory, tutorial, or classroom teaching
under the supervision of a faculty member.
Students selected by Interview (Enrollment
limited by availability of suitable teaching
assignments.)
0. R. Sadowey

3.70 Special Problems In Metallurgy (A)
Prereq.: -
G(1,2,S)
Arr.

Minor investigation In one of the special
branches of metallurgy. (Open only to students
properly qualified In the special field.)
G. J. tirek

3.71J Physical Metallurgy Principles for
Engineers (A)
(Same subject as 22.71 J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G0(1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 22.71J.
A MLwensen

3.71 1J1 Materials for Nuclear
appicetiane (A)
(Same subject as 22.7W)
Prereq.: 3.14 or 3.71J

9 (2)
3-0-9
Sea description under subject 22.7W.
A. 0. Sallnger

3.72J Nuclear Pues (A)
(Same subject as 22.72J)
Prereq.: 3.14 or 22.71J
G (1) Neat ofered 1988-89
3-0-9

See description under subject 22.72J.
R. 0. BalOnger

3,73J Riadiation E00te In Crystaline
1OgIls (A)
(Same subject as 22.73J)
Prereq.: 1.02 or 3.71J or 22.071J or 22.71J,
3.39J
G (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 22.73J.
K C. Russell

3. LborAory Meeuremntand Contol
Proq.: -
G (1) Next ofered 19-89
2-1-3
Discusses laboratory techniques. Instrument
characteristics. Basic electrical clrouits. Tans-
ducers for force, stress, pressure, displace-
ment, flow and temperature input Vacuum
techniques Special methods such as radio
tracers, ultrasonic, laser. Control and recording
systems. Analysis of experimental data.
J. T Blucher

3U79 H tory and Anthropology of Materials
'Iohnology (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Not to be oferd 198-01
3-0-6
See description under subject 3.17J.
H. N Lechftn, L. W ks

3.82 Structural Mechanices in Nuclear
Pomser'ichnology (A)
(Same subject as 1.56J, 2.084J, 13.14J,
18.261J, 22.314J)
Prersq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 22.314J.
M. S Karim, 0. Buyukozturk

3.904 Racture of Structural Materials (A)

(Same subject as 1.591J, 13.16J)
Prereq.: 1.59J or 2.30 or 13.15J
G (1)
3-0-6
Analyzes criteria for crack initiation and propa-
gation leading to structural failure. Studies frac-
ture mechanics starting with Griffith theory for
Ideally brittle materials, through plane strain
fracture toughness phenomena. Effects of
geometry, rate, environment, fatigue, tempera-
ture, composition, and microstructure. Fracture
behavior of welded metals, heat affected zone.
Relation to dislocation mechanics. Significance
of fracture surface morphology. Metals, pay-
mers,fber reinforced composites. Emphasizes
current research in field.
F J. AcGsry, K AkesubuchI

3.911 Mechanical Behavior of Plastics (A)

(Same subject as 1.593J)
Prereq.: 3.064
G (1)
3-2-4

Relation among chemical composition, physical
structure, and mechanical behavior of plastics
or synthetic high polymers. Study of types of
polymers; fundamentals of viscoelastic phe-
nomena such as creep, stress relaxation, stress
rupture, mecha nloal damping, Impact; effects of
chemical compidltion and structure on vsco-
elastic and strngth properties; methods of
mechanical property evaluation. Influences of
plastics fabrication methods. Emphasis on
recent research techniques and results. Indvd-
ual laboratory projects investigating problems
related to current research.
F J. MacGary
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3.NJ CompoesIeIterible (A)
(Same subject as 1 .694J)
Prerq.: 3.064
G (2)
3-2-4

Concepts underlying formation, characteris-
tics, and behavior of plastics-based composites
such as'fiberdass laminates, structural sand-
wiches, plywood, and load-bearing adhesive
joints. 1plcal components such as metals,
glass, synthetic and natural adhesives, plastics,
foams, wood, paper, fabrics, and rubber. Cor-
relation between adhesion principles and physi-
cal behavior. Methods of design, analysis,
fabrication, and testing. Discusses failure mech-
anIsms of chemical and mechanical types.
lndividual laboratory projects Investigating prob-
lems related to current research.
F J. McGarry, J. F Mendell

3.93J Thermal 'rneitions, Optical and
Electrical Behavior of Polymers (A)
(-gle Content)
(Same subject as 10.641J)
Prereq.: Permission of Intiructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Phase equilibria In polymer blends, crystalliza-
tion and melting of polymers, vitrification,
Interaction of electromagnetic radiation with pol-
ymers, dielectric behavior, absorption of pho-
tons, and the fate of electronic excitation energy,
electrical properties.
R. E Cohen, M. F Rubnei 0. E Whe*k
L. V 'tbnnaa

3.930 Industrial Practice
Prereq --
U (8)
0-6-0

Enrollment restricted to students In Course
1il-B. Provides academic credit for first approved
work assignment at a company. For reporting
requirements consult faculty industrial practice
coordinator.
R. M. Pelloux

3.931 Industriol Pic
Prereq.: -
U (8)
0-6-0

Enrollment restricted to students in Course
1ll-B. Provides academic credit for second
approved work assignment at a company. For
reporting requirements consult faculty indus-
trial practice coordinator.
R. M Pelloux

3.932 Industrial Practise (A)
Prere.: -
G (1,2, )
0-"

Provides academic credit for graduate stu-
dents In Course l1-8 for approved work assign-
ments at companies. May be repeated.
R. M. Pelloux

3.94J Polymer P oeuing (A)

(Same subject as 2.820J)
Prereq.: 10.301
0 (2) Not to be nfered 190-69
3-0-9

See description under subject 2.820J.
T G. Gutowsk, D. K Royfance

3.95J SOlence and Engineering of BlcAogloal
Membranee and Structaral Tesue (A)
(Nw)
(Same subject as 2.907J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next oftred 198.0
3-0-9
See description under subject 2.907J.
1. V )nnas

3.9N1J Polymer Delormation and
raocture (A)

(New)
(Same subject as 2.921J)
Prereq.: 2.30 or 2.31, 2.32
G (1) Next ofered 1911-89
3-0-9

See description under subject 2.921J.
I. V *nnas

3.96 SpectroMcpy and Electrical Properties
of Polymers (A)
Prereq.: 3.062 or 10.641J
G (2) Neot offere 11111189
3-0-9
The first two-thirds of subject focus on working
krowledge of modern spectroscopic tech-
niques (primarily UV-VIS, IR, and NMR) for
determination of polymer composition, micro-
structure, and molecular dynamics. Selected
instrumentation available for laboratory work.
Also discusses topics of current interest con-
cerning electrical properties, including dielec-
tric behavior and highly conductive polymers.
G. E Whek

3.961 Polymer Synthesis and Propreties (A)
Prereq.: 10.691
G (1)
3-1-5

Fundamental chemistry of polymerization reac-
tions. Reaction mechanisms and polymerization
techniques. Emphasizes relationships among
preparation, structure, and properties. Topics:
coupling reactions, radical, Ion, and coordina-
tion polymerization and chemical modification of
polymers.
G. E. Whek

3.97J Polymer Morphology and Properties
Laboltory (A)
(RIsd Cntn)
(Same subject as 10.86J)
Prerq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
1-5-6

See descripton under subject 10.66J.
R. E Cohen, R. C. Armstong, D. K Royance

399 Speali Poblem In Polymer Sdee

Prereq.: -
G (1,2,8)
Arr.

Advanced work In the field. Lecture, confer-
ences, assigned readings, and laboratory work.
D. K Roylance
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Course 4 Architecture

4.UIIUndergraduate Research in

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Anm

Research and project activitles, which cover
the range represented by the various research
Interests and projects in the Department.
Staff

4.01 seue In Architecture
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-3-6

Introductory architectural design studio about
seeing and understanding the built world in a
way that provides a framework of places for
people. A series of cumulative exercises Involv-
ing designing places for oneself, for a few
people, for many people. Lctures, Individual
and group design projects. intended for fresh-
men and sophomores.
S. Kanda

4.0711 Deslgn with Microcbmste
(Same subject as 11.185J)
Prereq.: 8.01, 18.01
U (1) LAB
3-6-3

Introduces microclimate design principles
through lecture and field Investigations. Wind
effects on buildings, noise control, solar and
nocturnal radiation control, human comfort
determination, thermal storage design. Investi-
gates how vegetation affects microclimate and
how microolimate influences vegetation. Model-
Ing methods for testing design alternatives and
measurement techniques for adequate oe
reconnaisnce. Concludes with a comprehen-
sive environmental design problem.
T E Johnson

4.09 Preparation for Ph.D. Thesis (A)
(New)
Prereq: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Selects thesis subject, defines method of
approach, and prepares preliminary thesls out-
ins. Independent stA supplemented by fre-
quent Individual conference with staff members.
Restricted to doctoral candidates.
S. Anderson

4.126,4.126 Arshitestural Design'
Prereq.: 4.26
U (1, 2)
0-12-9

Establishes basic attitudes to architectural
organization and It rollection in form. Includes
projects where imposed conditions of site, pro-
gram, and building system emphasize the
Interrelationship of fundamental elements in
the pattern of decision making that onetitutes
architectural design. Develops presentations
through drawings and models. Intended for
juniors, seniors, and enering graduate students.
Arhbctural Design 8Slff

4.131, 4.132 Architeotural Deelgn'
Prereq.:4.125,4.126
U 1,2)
0-12-9
4.14, 4.144 Arohitectural Design (A)'
Prereq.: 4.125,4.126
G(1,2)
0-12-9
Project develop awareness of the principal
issues facing the contemporary architectural
designer and the range of possibIIes ayaa-
ble for efgeodve sanfaction of common environ-

lneedO Design for intensive,extensive,
amulple spMe uses. Bundings of multi-
story construction. Considers natural and arti-
ficial environmental controls as they influence
the design concepts and the Installations
ansociad with them.
Amhbcfurl Design 81#f

4.16, 4.1K6 Archlitetul Deilgn (A),
Prre.: 4.144
0(1,2)
0-12-9
Emphasizes setting of architectural work as
part of an organized community in projects
having to do with built-up are as well as
those on new sies. Sudies plans for long-
range development, giving students Increasing
experience in the analysis of real-1Is situations
requiring prognan research.
Anchlefure Design 8ffN

4.160 Urb I Senment Design in
Develoif ing este I (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
Q (2)
0-12-9
4.161 Urban ISniemnt Design In
Developing Countries N (A)
Prereq.: 4.160
GO)
0-12-9
Advanced projects on urban settlement envi-
ronments for low-income groups in developing
countries. Alms: to prepare designers to par-
ticipate efectively in the process of shaping the
environment; to develop tools to define and
evaate design deteminant and to ma
these tools avalable to those ooncernedand
responsible for action at the poIcy-maing level.
P Goelwrt

41.1J UrWn Design (A)
(Same subject as 11.332J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
Q0(2)
Arr.
The design of urban environments. Strategies
for change In large areas of cities, to be
developed over time, Involving different actors.
ftng forms Into natural, man-made, historical,
and oultural outlooks; enabling deslrable aov-
ity patterns; conceptualizing built form; provid-
ing Infrastructure and service systems; guiding
the sensory character of development. Involves
architecture and planning students in joint
work; requires individual designs or design and
planning guidelines.
D. Ru~nchmsn

4.164 HousIng Deegn end Methods (A)
Prereq.: 4.211, 4.224
G (2)
0-12-9
Understanding problems related to design of
residential environments and development of
sdis to deal with these problems. Emphaeses
applioation of methods that deal with issues of
change, evaluation of the capacity of a given
erwironment to acoommodate to changing uses
and Ifestyles. Asesses the inpact of chang-
ing normative oriteia on the physloial en-
vironment Developing alternative solutions
within a given et of constraints. Projects in the
design of buildings and of urban (reeldentil
environmen.
N Hemdi
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4.166 Arohillolursi Design for Ielamio
OhidbWU (Q)
Prereq.: 4.231
G (2)
0-12-0
Architectural design studio focusing on a spe-
cific urban area In a Muslim country. Projectu
selected to develop awareness.of the principal
Issues facing the architectural designers In
those countries. Cross-cultural comparisons
used as part of the teaching method. Consider-
ation of environmental, social, and aesthetic
factors.
R. "ewoock A. Badhah

4.1614.165 Archlteotursi Design
Workshope (A)
(4.181-4.183)
PrGoq.: 4.131 or4143
0(1,2)
Arr.
Form-making exercises that explore and/or
Inquire Into a generic architectural design prob-
lem. The problem may be prototypical or a
particular aspect of a whole project; it Is often
research-oriented and non-se specific.
Archibtural Design Staff

4.191,4.192 Speolsl Problems in
ArolhteualDesgn

(4.17,4.171)
Prom.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.
4.19, 4.196 Specl Problems in
Arohiechural Deslgn (A)
(4.19 4.191)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
0(1,2)
Arr.
Supplementary work on Individual or group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
for subject matter and supervision by staff.
Amtchlctural Design SOON

4IJ !nwkld Coder Programs for

(Same subject as 11.015J)
Prereq. -

U (1)
4-4-4

See description under subject 11.01 5J.
AL Rasher

4.203 Computers end Arohttur I
Prereq.: 4.01
U (1, 2)
3-6-3
Provides a general and up-to-date survey of
the contribution of computers and associated
imaging technologies in architectural educa-
tion, practice, and research, utilizing a high-
level programming language. Presentations
Include case studies of computer application In
architectural practice, and current research In
computer graphics, color modeling, computa-
tional video, and man-machine Interaction.
Emphasis on digital modeling. Previous pro-
gramming experience useful but not required.
Umited enrollment
F Miller

4.204 Compues and Arehloctum )
Preme.: 4.203
G (2)
3-0-6
Project-oriented subject In whIch topics intro-
duced In 4.203 are further developed, particu-
larly In the areas of micro-CAD, visual Informa-
tion systems, and knowledge base engineering.
Work relates to ongoing research in the Com-
puter Resource Laboratory.
F Miller

4.206 Form Processing Workshop (A)

Proreq.: 4.143.4.204
o (2)
4-0-8
Explores architectural form-making in a hybrid
meda setng noporating tools and processes
of both traditional pape-based and emerging
computer-based media. Themes include manp-
ulation of formal references, projective design
exercises, and explorations Into the role of
various media in representation and descrip-
tion. Umited enrollment
F Miller

4.211 nterventions to Urban Housing (A)
Prwrq.: 4.125 or 4.126
G (1)
3-3-6

Introduces the relative roles that users and
Institutions play In shaping the urban residential
environment and the processes of planning
and building. Evaluating the evoluton of these
processes In various cultural and historical
contexts, tackling related design Information
and regulatory controls. Assessing profes-
sional, governmental, and industrial Interven-
tions In these processes, types, tools, and
implications. Case studies illustrate alternative
approaches at dwelling and neighborhood
levels.
N l*mdi

4.224 Themallo Delg: Theory (A)
Prereq.: 4.125,4.126
G (2)
3-4-5
Lectures and exercises on the principles of
thematic design. Theme, pattern, and type as
ordering devices. Spatial and physical the-
matic systems. Levels among thematic bystems.
Change and the dimension of time In design.
Territory and territorial order. Inside-outside
and public-private hneltions. Social and per-
sonal values and their relations to form. Pro-
vides understanding and skills for general use
In architectural and urban design.
N J Habraken

4.225 ThematIc Design: Methode (A)
Prerq.: 4.125,4.126
G (1)
3-4-5
Methodological principles of thematic design
and their application. Develops a spatial theme
and its elaboration on the level of the building
as wON as the urban tissue. Involves develop-
ment of variants within given thematic rules;
evaluation of the capacity of specific configura-
tions; analysis of zones, sectors, and sector
groups; formulation and use of selection and
position rules. Familiarizes students with gen-
eration and control of more complex form sys-
tems and appropriate use of avaliable methods.
N J. Habrhen

4.227 pisues of Theory and Method in
Design (A)
Prq-.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
2-0-4
Examines questions of methodology In design,
theory of design, and theory of the built envi-
ronment based on readings and visual docu-
mentations. Topics vary each semester
N J. abrehen

4.231 introduction to Delgn for 'elamio

Preq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-6-3
Introductory workshop concerned with the
understanding of built form In Muslim countries,
both at the Individual building and the urban
scale. Design methods and design and its appi-
caions addressed In the three major sections
of the workshop: describing and analyzing the
urban and rural environment, methods of
design, and form vocabularies. Major themes
explored through lectures and case studies.
R Lewcock A Badshah

~1
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4.243 Small UulltColge (A)
(4.906)
Prereq.: 4.143
G (1)
3-0-9

The intrinsic attributes/generative principles of
built- and landscape-form/addItive directional-
field organization. A progression of Intensifica-
tions includes surfaced relief, "habitable" planar
assemblages, and territorial screens.
M. K. Smith

4248,4.249 Spel Projects In
Visual Design for Architects (A)
(New)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Supplemental work on indMdual or group basis
on visual design relevant to architecture. Regis-
tration subject to prior arrangement of subject
matter and supervision by staff.
Staff

4.26 Observing Form in Context
Prereq.: 4.01
U (2)
3-3-6
Introduction to disciplined observation of the
built environment. Study of architectural places
and gestures In their context by observing
qualities of space, light, form, and materials.
Lectures, field studies, drawings, sketches,
designs, and discussions.
F Domeyko-Perez

4.261 Design Skille Workshop
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
Arr.
Supplements Level I Architectural Design Stu-
dio. Emphasizes acquisition of drawing and
observational skilis. Field trips, guest lectures.
and presentations focus on issues specific to
developing a design drawing reperoire. Indi-
vidual tutorials In graphic sklls. Restricted to
and intended for entering M.Arch. students.
J. R. Myer

4.283 Seminar In Architecture
(Now)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
0-3-0

Introduction to the professional architecture
program, dealing both with bringing Incoming
students into the Intellectual context of the
Department and addressing selected topics in
architecture and architectural education in
general. Recommended for all incoming M.Arch.
students.
J. R. Myer

4.273 Methods of inquiry In Archiecture
Studies
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-2-7

Introduces ways of acquiring systematic knowl-
edge about the built environment Examines
what constitutes valid knowledge in architec-
ture and compares various approaches to the
understanding of the built environment. Empha-
sizes theory building and testing appropriate to
architectural studies. Requirements include
exercises aimed at improving skills In concep-
tualizing problems, developing concepts, inter-
preting information, and communicating results.
Required of all first-year S.M.Arch.S. students.
J. Belnart

4.278J Design Research Seminar (A)
(Same subject as 11.338J)
Preq.: -
G (1, 2)
2-0-7

See description under subject 11.338J.
D. A. Schon

4.281 PreperatIon for MArch. Thesi (A)
4.282 Preparation for S.MArch.S. Thesls (A)
4.283 Prepsration for S.M.Vls,8. Thesls (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1,2)
Arr.
Selection of thesis topic, definition of method
of approach, and preparation of thesis pro-
posal. Independent study supplemented by
individual conference with faculty.
Staff

4.291 Specal bplos in Design Information

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1, 2)
Ar.

4.295-4.299 Special Topics In Design
Information (A)

2r.: Permission of instructor
G0(1, 2)
Arr.

Supplementary work on individual or group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
for subject matter and supervision by staff.
Staff

4.30 Baic Structural Theory
Prereq.: 8.02, 18.02
U (1) SD
3-3-6

Introduces the static behavior of structures
and strength of materials. Reactions, truss anal-
ysis, stability of structures. Stress and strain at
a point, shear and bending moment diagrams.
Stresses in beams, Mohr's Circle, column buck-
Ing. Deflection of beams. Laboratory to solve
structural problems by building simple models
and testing them.
L 9. Grolaser

4.315J Structural Ungineeuing Laboratory
(Same subject as 1.105J)
Prereq.: -
U (1) LAB
0-3-3

See description under subject 1.1 05J.
L. J. Gibson

4.331 Syntheels of the Behavior of
Structural Systeme I
Prereq.: -
G (1)
4-0-5

4.332 Syntheels of the Behavior of
Structural Systems il
Prereq.: 4.331
0(2)
4-0-5

ClassifIcation of the most characteristic pat-
terns of the behavior of basic structural materi-
als, structural systems, and their components.
Catenary, arch, and shell structures. Flow of
Internal forces In deep walls and beams;
trusses; frames and plates. Studies relationship
between shape of structure and Its technologi-
cal and mechanical efficiency as a way to
general optimization. Applies mastery of simpli-
fied procedures - graphical and numerical - to
the design of structural systems.
W R ZaeMkl

4.341 Framing Systems for Small Structures
Prereq.: 4.30 or 4.331
G (2)
4-0-5

Approximate methods for the initial selection of
framing systems for vertical loading. Loading
conditions and building codes. Design of beams
for shear, bending moment, and deflection crite-
ria; design of columns. Application to a wood
house, Including alternative wood floor framing,
wails, columns, and rafters. Optimum truss
depth.
L B. Groisser

4.348 Structural Design Workshop (A)
Prereq.: 4.126,4.30 or 4.331, 4.402J
0 (2)
4-4-4

Allows participation in faculty-initiated struc-
tural design research projects related to archi-
tectural applications of new building com-
ponents and methods of their assembly.
W R Zalewskl

4.38, 4.39 Special Problems In Structural
Design (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Supplementary structural design on individual
or group basis. Registration subject to prior
arrangement for subject matter and supervi-
sion by staff.
W R Zalewski
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4A025 B8ullding Conetruobhn I-WW COnMMn and Unit)
(Same subject as 1.411J)
Prereq.: -
U (2)

Basic principles of materials and methods of
construction as applied to common generic
building types. Integration and detailing of
load supporting, structural elements and sys-
tems, with non-load supporting elements of the
overall building fabric. Workshop icludes devel-
opment of a basic set of construction docu-
ments, computer-aided tutorials, field trips, and
demonstrations.
E Diuhoech

4.403J BuIlding Construction i1
(Helsed Content)
(Same subject as 1.41 2J)
Prea.: 1.02, 1.04; or 4.402J, 4.30 or 4.331
U (1)
2-4-3

Integrated analysis and on-site case studies of
selected building projects and/or their constitu-
ent subsystems and elements. Investigates
operational Integration and technical Implemen-
tation of materials and processes to roalize
explicitly stated performance criteria by means
of the best current building practice.
R. Rush

4.409 Special Problems In Building
lechnology (A)

Prereq.: 4.30, 4.402J, 4.43
G (2)
Arrc

Supplementary work on Individual or group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
for subject matter and supervision by staff.
E D1uhosch

4.415 Environmentsl lbhnology (A)
(New)
Prereq.: 4.30 or 4.331, 4.402J, 4.45
G (2)
3-0-6

Cross-disciplinary subject building on basic
technical Information in structures, energy, and
building construction while integrating areas
such as fire protection and building security.
Office and site valts, outside lecturers, and
team teaching to provide a technical and prac-
tical base for architectural design practice.
R Rush

4.43 Arhischel Aeouslls
Prereq.: 4.402J
U (1)
4-0-5

Describes desirable and undesirable interac-
tions between people and sound, Indoors and
outdoors, and uses this Information to develop
acoustical design criteria for architecture and
planning. Physcal principles of sound genera-
tion, propagation, and reception. Techniques
and data used to provide good hearing condi-
tions in Interior and exterior spaces, and to
control noise in rooms, buildings, sites, and
regions. Practical examples and case-history
Illustrations.
C. J. Rosenberg

4.45 Uses of Energy in Buildings
Prereq.: 4.402J
U (1)
3-0-6

Explores energy utilization in buildings, spe-
clally emphasizing energy conservation. Empha-
sizes a qualitative understanding of the various
energy flows affecting buildings, as well as a
quantitative understanding of the major factors
Influencing building design and operation. Top-
los: thermal comfort, climatic analysis, thermo-
physical properties of building materials, pay-
chrometrios, heat gain and loss, lighting, and
HVAC selection and integration.
R. Rush

4.46 Solar Architecture (A)
Prereq.: 4.45
G (2)
3-0-6
Develops and applies principles for the utinza-
tion of solar energy In buildings. Covers meth-
ods for designing solar energy systems and
predicting their performance. Topics: solar move-
ment; solar radiation; fundamentals of solar
heating and cooling; active solar design for
space heating, cooling, and domestic hot water;
passive solar design for apace heating and
cooling; performance and economic analysis;
and the integration of solar concepts into build-
ing design.
T E. Johnson

4.466 Energy Consolous Design (A)
Prereq.: 4.071J. 4.131 or 4.143, 4.45, 4.46
G (2)
4-5-12

Examines energy-conscious design issues
using a commercial design problem in a studio
format. Presents design and modeling methods
for predicting thermal and lighting behavior
Studies building material choices and Intro-
duces the latest building technology for con-
serving energy.
T E. Johnson

4A74 Uses of Db"g10ing i kUdngs (A)
Prereq: 4.45
G (1)
3-0-6

Explores and analyze* In detail the principles
associated with utilization of daylighting In build-
ings. Tplos: history of dayflghting, fundamen-
tals of light, daylight availablty, strategies for
daylighting design architectural considers-
tions, caloulatlona and design methods, thermal
and energy considerations, Integration of day-
lighting with artificial lighting, lighting control
strategies and Integration of daylighting Into
building design.
G. Clark

4.48 Integration of MechanIcal Systems (A)
Prereq.: 4.46
G (2)
3-0-6

Major Issues In bringing a building and its
mechanical systems Into a wall-Integrated whole.
Mechanical systems Interaction with the build-
ing envelope and the structure. HVAC topics
Including comfort conditions, building and
occupancy types; HVAC system types Including
control, unitary, host pump; building automa-
tion and control by microcomputer.
W MV'ght

4974.499 Spaiel Problems in
Envionmental Controls (A)
Prsrsq.. -
G(1,2)
Arr.

Supplementary work on individual or group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
for subject matter and supervision by staff.
Staff

4.51 Buiding Systeme I
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Technological innovation in building construc-
tion, including mechanization, prefabrication,
Industrialization. Analyzes processes for build-
Ing system production and delivery on and off
site. Applies appropriate building systems In
both industrialized and developing countries.
Lectures, case studies, and field trips.
E Diuhosch
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4.5A Dulling SyftemN()
(-ie Conaent and
Prereq 4.51
G (2)
3-8-10
Development of programmatic and technical
approaches to the design of rationalized build-
Ing systems for common generic building types.
Elaboration of alternative strategies for selecting
appropriate technological solutions to satisfy
clearly stated user requirements In terms of
explicit performance criteria, realIsto procure-
ment practices, and economical Implementation
by on-site as well as off-sie construction/
assembly processes. Workshop dedicated to
the translation of a fully developed design
program by means of most appropriate techni-
cal implementation strategies Into a well coor-
dinated building system.
E. Diuhoech

4.54 Introduction to Bulding Econoemlos
(4.276)
Preq.: -
G (1)
4-2-6

Introduces basic analytical concepts of micro-
and macroeconomics, with applications to build-
ing and the building industry. Prepares for
microeconomic analysis of firms engaged In
planning, real estate development and manage-
ment, design, construction, and operation and
maintenance of buildings, as well as for
macroeconomic analysis of the building Indus-
try in developed and developing countries.
Emphasizes building technology Issues on
micro- and macroeconomic levelS.
R Bon

4.55 Bulding Economics: Project Life
Cycle Analyess (A)
(Revieed Content)
Prereq.: 4.54
G (1)
3-0-6

Studies microeconomic aspects of building
and building technology In framework of project
lfe cycle analysis. Emphasizes project evalua-
tion methods for planning, real estate develop-
ment and management, design, construction,
maintenance, and renewal of buildings. Requires
participation in development of computer-
based docision-support systems for building
project evalutation: spreadsheet, database
management, and expert systems.
R Son

4.56 Suling loonomoce: lter4ndustry

Prereq.: 4.54
0 (2)
3-0-6
Studies macroeconomic aspects of building
and building technology In framework of inter-
Industry analysis. Emphasizes Input-output
analysis and extensions: social accounting
matrices, multiregional Input-output analysis,
and development network analysis. Requires
empirical research projects Into industrial and
regional interdependencies of building Industry
in developed and developing countries using
computer tools.
R. Don

4.55 Spes Station Workshop
(New)

Prereq.: -
GO1)
Arr.

Explores the limits of space buliding technol-
ogy that will be available by the end of the
century in multidisciplnary and Interdepart-
mental framework. Examines large constructed
facilities In space: space stations and colonies,
platforms and mirrors, planetary mining and
manufacturing facliites. Studies icng-tenm pos-
sibilities for peaceful human habitation In space.
Requires participation in design team develop-
Ing overall second-generation space station
configuration.
A. Bon

4.59 Special hplos in Systems Sullding (A)

Proreq.: Permisnlon of lnshructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Supplementary study on selected topics such
as managerial, economic, socIoeconomic, and/or
political problems connected with the building
Industry. Registration subject to prior arrange-
ment for subject matter and supervision.
E. Dfuhoach

4.601 1bpicl Studies In #te History
and Theory of Art
Prerew. -
U (1) HUM-D
4-0-5

Introduces selected topics in the history and
theory of painting and sculpture from prehls-
toric times to 1 , often focusing on a central
theme. Examines key objects In terms of style,
iconography, and function, and considers them
as expressions of the social, political, religious,
and Intellectual values of their respective cul-
tures. Emphasizes discussion of the different
functions of art and basic modes of artistic
formation.
A Vagner

4,00 intboduoben to the 4istOWy and
Theor of Arch*muts,
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
4-0-5

Provides an outline of the history of arohitec-
lure and urbanism from Ancient Egypt to the
present Analyzes buildings as the products of
culture and In relation to the special problems
of architectural design.
D. H. Fdedman

4.625 Selected Tbpls In Architecture In the
Mide Ages
Prere: 4.605
G (1)
3-0-6

A history of buildings from the time of Roms
conversion to Christianity to the beginning of
the Renaissance. Deals with the history of
architectural form, methods of design and con-
struction, and the historical and physical con-
texts of the buildings. Open to qualified
undergraduates.
D. H. Friedman

4.628 Advanced Study In MedieM
Architecture (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
0 (1 or 2)
Arr.

Seminar on a selected topic from medieval
architecture. Requires original research and
presentation of oral and written reports.
0. H. rednan

4.685 Renelseence Architecture

Prereq.: 4.605
U (1) HASS
3-0-6

A history of the architecture of the 15th and
16th centuries in italy. The formation and devel-
opment of the classical style, drawing and
model making, the relationship between archl-
lecture and the fine arts, buildings and their
patrons, architectural theory architecture and
politics.
0. H. redmnn

4.636 Saroque end Rococo Architecture
Prereq.: 4.605
U (2) HASS
3-0-6
A history of European architecture in the 17th
and 18th centuries. Works of Bernini, Sorromini,
Mansart, Men, juvarra, and Neumnn. The
major developments In the history of architeo-
tural design In the context of the political and
cultural environment of the period.
0. . riedman
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4.637 Rsntmesence and Baroque Garden 4.646 Selected lbplos in Architecture -
In Europe 1750 to the Present

(NOW)
Prereq.: 4.605
G (1)
3-0-6

Gardens from the 15th to 18th centuries, with
particular emphasis on Italy and France. Gar-
dens studied for their qualities as architecture,
art, and analogues to urban and territorial
experiences by relating them to the key con-
texts in each country.
M. Bones

4.638 Advanced Study in Renaissance
Architecture (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G0(I or 2)
Amr
Seminar on a selected topic from Renaissance
architecture. Requires original research and
presentation of oral and written reports.
D. H. Friedman

4.639 Advanced Study in 17th- and
18th-Century Architecture (A)
(Revised Content)

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
Arr.
Seminar on a selected topic from architecture
of the period. Requires original research and
presentation of oral and written reports.
H. A. Millon

4.642 19th-Century Art
(Revised Content)

Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
4-0-5
Survey of major artists and movements in
19th-century European painting and sculpture.
Emphasis on emerging phenomena and con-
cepts characteristic of the century. For exam-
ple: the avant-garde, "art for arts sake," the
museum and exhibition, the dealer/critic sys-
tem, and the engagement of art and politics.
A. Whgner

4.6441 Virgin, Harlot, Hysteric:
Visual imagery of Women in 19th-Century
Culture

(Same subject as SP 474J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6

Examination of the representation of women in
1 9th-century European and American visual
arts and literature: the forms It took, the beliefs
It tapped, the myths it offered and sustained. A
range of problems and themes common to the
arts of the period - from female sexuality to
feminism - viewed both in terms of specifically
artistic procedures, and in relation to social
reality and consciousness.
A. Mgner

rereq.: 4.6 5
G (1)
3-0-6

General study of modern architecture in
Europe and America in the context of architec-
tural and social programs, Open to qualified
undergraduates.
S. Anderson

4.646 American Landscape, Towns, and
Buildings

Prereq.: 4.605
G (1)
3-0-6

Introduces environmental history in the US,
concentrating on 19th- and 20th-century devel-
opments. Open to qualified undergraduates.
S. Anderson, D. H. Friedman

4.647 American Architecture: Boston

Prereq.: 4.605
G (2)
3-0-6
Studies urban and architectural development
of Boston and its region. Selected topics in
American architecture and urbanism as con-
text for or comparison with Boston. Open to
qualified undergraduates.
S. Anderson, D. H. Friedman

4.651 20th-Century Art

Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
4-0-5
Cubism, Futurism. Constructivism, and other
phases of early 20th-century art, during which
the theories, styles, and attitudes of contempo-
rary art were formulated. Dadaism, Surrealism,
and other Intermediate phases leading to
Abstract Expressionism in New Ybrk. Considers
Post-Painterly Abstraction styles, Pop Art,
Minimalism, and the resurgence of Realism both
historically and critically.
A. Vbgner

4.653 Advanced Study in 20th-Century
Art (A)

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
Arr.
Seminar on a selected topic from 20th-century
art. Requires original research and presentation
of oral and written reports.
A. Wagner

4.655 Moder Archiocture in Europe fom
1895 to the Sauhaus (A)
(4.656)
Prereq.: 4.645
G (2)
3-0-6
Art and architecture in Europe from the late
19th century to the time of the Nazi repression
of modern art. Intensive study of the people,
works, and controversies from which the
European "modern movement" emerged, lead-
ing in turn to the transformation of American
architecture.
S. Anderson

4.656 European Architecture and the First
World Ar (A)
(No)
Prereq.: 4.645
G (2)
3-0-6

European architecture and planning from 1900
to the mid-1920's. Focus on Paris and Berlin in
the years immediately before and after the war.
Continuities of building programs, professional
practice, and architectural discourse in the
capitals. Highlights changes brought about by
the war and the emergence of a new generation
and of modernist architecture.
F Passanti

4.657 Advanced Study an Le Corbueler (A)
(New)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Seminar on Corbusier. Requires original re-
search and presentation of oral and written
reports.
F Passanfl

4.658 Advanced Study in Modern
Architecture (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1 or 2)
Arr.

Seminar on a selected topic in the architecture
of the late 18th century to the present. Requires
original research and presentation of oral and
written reports.
S. Anderson

4.661 Theory and Method in the Study of
Architecture and Art (A)
(R-Ase Content)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Studies theoretical and historiographical works
pertaining to the fields of architecture, art, and
environmental studies. Members of seminar
pursue work designed to elucidate and criticize
their own presupposition and methods. Open
only to Ph.D. candidates and other advanced
students. May be repeated for credit.
S. Anderson
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4.663 Studiua 1bward a Theory of 4.61 IntroduOdn to Architecture
Architecture and EnvIronmental Design (A) and Planning in East Asie

f(k-vise Ciontent
IU.: Prmission o ntU cr V

G (2)
3-0-6

Considers contemporary theoretical positions.
Requires reports in the context, criticism, or
support of the seminar thesis.
S. Anderson

4.664 Criticism of Architecture (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Surveys various approaches (social, environ-
mental, economic, compositional, structural,
functional) and bases for the criticism of archi-
tecture. Emphasizes the formal bases of criti-
clam. History of criticism, relation of criticism
and history, value of criticism to the profession,
criticism as a means of achieving quality in
architecture, and criticism as a rational and
emotional response to architecture.
S. Anderson

4.671 History of Urban Form (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-6

Studies in the history of the physical city from
Antiquity to the present, with points of special
focus determined by the Instructor. Analyzes
the typologies of urban buildings, public places,
and city plans in their relation to changing
contexts of culture, politics, and the structure of
public and private institutions.
D. H. Friedman

4.673 Seminar in Urban Communal
Spe (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
Arr.

A working seminar conducting continuing
research on the sociophysical structure of urban
communal space. Attention to the literal qual-
ties of this space and especially to the models
by which the form, meaning, and use of com-
munal space are understood and changed.
Students will produce theoretical or critical
essays, graphic analyses, formalizations or
designs. Limited enrollment.
S. Anderson

4.678 Advanced Study in the History
of Cities (A)

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1 or 2)
Arr.
Seminar on a selected topic on cities and
urbanism. Requires original research and pre-
sentation of oral and written reports.
S. Anderson

Prersq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6

An historical and anthropological approach to
understanding East Asian society. Focus Is on
its conscious and unconscious making, per-
ception, and representation of its built en-
vironment, as well as on the past and present
attitudes toward and behavior within it. Tadi-
tional and modern Indian, Chinese, and Japan-
ese environments analyzed from three perspec-
tives: patterns of renewal, sense of place, and
the mystical laws of geomancy (i.e., auspicious
energetic siting).
G. Nilschke

4.682 The City in East Asia (A)
(- Content)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
C (2)
2-0-7

First, the natural and social determinents of the
rise, evolution, and social and physical struc-
ture of the East Asian City, its modes of growth
and change in history, its preservation and
renewal policies at present; thus as foundation
to a History of Urban Form in East Asia. Sec-
ond, the practices of inauguration, limitation,
orientation, and consecration of the traditional
East Asien City, considering the importance of
symboic, not only soclo-economic, determinents
in layout and structure; thus the elements of an
Anthropology of Urban Form in East Asia.
G. Niltschke

4.683 The "Islamic City": Histor
Culture and Form
(Same subject as 21.482J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Next ofered1980
3-0-6

Introduces Islamic civilzation, past and pres-
ent, through a study of the city in the Muslim
world. Illustrates how the lenses of social and
architectural history, anthropology, and plan-
ning reveal different phenomena in the city and
different aspects of urban culture and form.
Examines the extent to which the socloeco-
nomic, political, architectural, and spatial fea-
tures of such cities as Fez, Cairo, and Lahore
can be explained In terms of Islam.
R S. Khoury, Y Thbbaa

4.684 Islamic Architecture to 1500
(Rvld Content
Prereq.*. -
U (1) HASS Next offered 188-89
3-0-6
Views Islamic architecture within the continuum
of ancient Near Eastern architecture. Examines
the regional synthetic styles that combine
Greco-Roman and local architectural traditions
in order to explain the sources and archetypes
of Islamic architecture In Umayyad and Abbasid
times. Discusses "classical" Islamic architec-
ture In the Near East and North Africa (from
1000 to 1500), emphasizing its common forms
and themes and pointing out its regional diversity.
Y Tbbbaa

4.66 Islamic Archietsure 1500 to PrWeAnt
0 sed comnn
Proeq.: -
U(1 HASS Next offered 1966-89
3-0-6
The division of Islamic architecture Into three
quite diverse traditions-the Ottomans in Turkey
and the Arab world, the Safavids In Iran, and
the Mughals In the Indian subcontinent-
examined within the context of pre-modern
state formation. The decline bf these traditions
and the concomitant rise of eclectic, historicist,
Europeanizing and, ultimately, colonial styls.
The modernist Interlude and the ongoing search
for an "appropriate" style reviewed, particularly
In Urkey, india, and the Arab world.
Y Tbbaa

4.6N6 Pcm~ &nd Meaning In Medieva
Islamic Architecture (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6
Discusses methods of finding meaning In Islamic
architecture, using the medieval Middle East as
its field of inquiry. Emphasizes the use of Ico-
nography, philology, theology, and philosophy
to investigate the meaning of forms and the
expressive content of architectural styles.
Requires original research and presentation of
oral and written reports.
Y 7bbas

4.687-4.689 Special tudes in Ow NWWS
Thseor and Criticism of Architecture and
Urban Form In the Islamic World (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
0(1,2)
Arr.
Special topics in the history, theory, and criti-
cism of architecture and urban form in the Islamic
World, varying at the discretion of the Instructor.
Y Tabbaa

4.691 Special Studies In the Histor%
Theor and Criticism of Art
Prereq.: -
U (1,2)
Arr.
4.692,4.693 Special Studles In the Histor%
Theor, and Critcism of Art (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Individual or group projects on topics in the
history, theory, and criticism of art. Registration
subject to prior arrangement for subject matter
and supervision by staff.
A. lfigner

4.694 Advanced Study in East Asian
Architecture
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
Arr.

Seminar on a selected topic from East Asian
architecture. Requires original research and
presentation of oral and written reports.
G. Niltschke



4.9 Speslel Studies in fit Hilorg 4.716J TohllgI Sines, and Public 4.746I Eawironmtntal Design Peoy an
IhOorA and Criticism of Aroheoture and PdOy in W ue Set (A) Alle (A)
Urban Form (New (Same subject as 11.337J)
Prerq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

IndIvidual or group projects in the history theory
and criticism of architecture and urban form.
Registration subject to prior arrangement for
subject matter and pupervision by staff.
S. Anderson

(Same subject as 17.560J, 11.489J, 1.256J)
P'ereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.5"0.
W L Porte N Choucri F Mvenzadeh

4.721J Introduction to the Deloipment
Indtry

4.609 Special Studies in the Hlstor (Same subject as 11.430J)
Theorg end Criticism of Architecture end Pr".: -
Urban Form (A) G (1) Nuxt ofered 1988-9
Prereq : Permission of Instructor 2-0-7
0(1,2) 
Arr

Special topics In the history, theory and criti-
cism of architecture and urban form, varying at
the discretion of the instructor.
S. Anderson

4.713 Architectural Theory and Function in
Islamic Societies (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-6-3
Analyzes theoretical approaches to creative
activity in Islam, comparing and contrasting it
with observable practice at different times and
places in the Muslim world. Discusses the
functioning of many elements of design In the
architecture and urbanism of Islamic societies,
and probes the real significance of the theo-
ries, practices, and functions to the Individual,
society, and to the designer, In light of the
changes taking place in the Islamic world.
R. Lewcock

4.714 Built Form and Society (A)

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-6-3

Analyzes the relationship of built form to deter-
minism in Muslim and other cultures, i.e., the
theories that physical factors, defense, scarcity
of arable land, etc., may determine the built
form. Discusses other theories that social and
religious values and beliefs may sometimes
have a deterministic effect in establishing archi-
tectural and urban form, attempts to construct
a rational method and analysis using evidence
from many areas, concludes by examining con-
sequences for the design of built form.
R. Lewcock

4.715J Politics, Growth, and Development
In the Middle East (A)
(New)
(Same subject as 17.558J, 1.255J, 11.488J,
21.485J)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.558J.
R. Lewcock, N ChoucrL, F Moavenzadeh,
R Khoury, D. Lessard, W L Porter

See description under subject 11.43W.
J. McKellar

4.724 Dea for Development (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
4-0-8

Introduction to the design process from the
perspective of the developer. Includes: the
developer/architect relationship; quality and
design; interrelationship of form, function, and
financial outcome
M. Buckley W L Porter

4.726J Site Planning
(Same subject as 11.336J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor

S(1)
4-4-4
See description under subject 11.336J.
J. McKellar

4.736J Introduction to Urban Deslgn and
Development
(Same subject as 11.301J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (11
3-0-9

See description under subject 11.301J.
D. Frenchman

4.742J Facilty Programming for
Public Programs (A)
(Same subject as 11.312J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 11.312J.
T F Lee

4.743J Housing and Neighborhood
Planning (A)
(Same subject as 11.420J)
Prereq.: 11.200 or 4.144
G (2)
4-0-8

See description under subject 11.42W.
R Clay

Preq.: -
G (1)
3-0-6

Seu description under subject 11 .337J.
J. de Antchaux, J. M. D. Schuster

4.747J Theory of City Form (A)
(Same subject as 11.330J)
Prereq.: 11.001 or 4.736J or 11.301J
G (2)
Arr.

Theories about the form that settiements should
take. Attempts a distinction between descriptive
and normative theory by examining examples
of various theories of city form over time. Con-
centrates on the origins of the modern city and
theories about its emerging form, Including the
transformation of the 19th-century city and Its
organization. Analyzes current Issues of city
form In relation to citymaking, social structure,
and physical design.
J. Beinart

4'7481 Cities of Tomorrow (A)

(Same subject as 11.335J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 11.335J.
D. Frenchman

4.751 UrbanIsation in Developing Countries:
Peopli, Dwelings, Land (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-3-6

Identifies changing dwellings/land situations in
relation to cultural, social, economic, and physi-
cal factors. Provision of land and services for
the most needy sectors of the population. Actual
practice In Africa and Latin America forms the
frame of reference as well as its main sources.
Extensive use of case studies of actual projects.
R. Goethert

4-753J Local Housing Poicies In Developing
Countries
(RevIsed Unit)

(Same subject as 11.463J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 11.463J.
R. Goethert

4-755J Special Interest Group In Urban
Settlements: SIGUS Workshops (A)
(N
(Same subject as 11 .465J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
Arr.

Interactive hands-on workshops that focus on
projects practiced throughout the world on urban
settlement Issues in developing countries. Par-
ticipation by guest practitioners.
R. Goethert N Hamdl, R. Gakenheimer B. Sanyal
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4,76ul planning in soult countries(A) Visual Arts
(Same subject as 11.417J)
Psreq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 11.417,h
T Lee

4.771 sehavior In the ilt Enviromnent
Prq.: -
G l
3-3-6

Introduces behavioral science theories and
methods as they relate to Interactive affects of
people In residential, working, and therapeutic
settings. Readings supplement lectures and
assigned fieldwork. Reading and Interpretation
of social science literature; application of re-
search methods such as behavior mapping,
Interviewing, and perceptual measures In sys-
tematic evaluations of environments in use.
S. C. Howell

4.772 User Needs Programming (A)
Prereq.: 4.771
G (2)
3-0-6

Advanced seminar in selection and utilization
of social science information in the formulation
of architecture and planning programs. Cur-
rent programming issues form basis of case
studies. Stresses principles of information
transfer and feedback in evaluation of existing
programs and their built/occupied results. Rep-
resentatives of public and private decision-
making agencies may participate.
S. C. Howell

4.781,4.782 Research Tbplcs in
Architecture Studies (A)
Prereq.: 4.273
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Research work on Individual or group basis.
Registration subject to prior arrangement for
subject matter and supervision by staff.
Staff

4.798-4.799 Special Problems in
Architecture and Social Change (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Supplementary work on individual and group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
for subject matter and supervision by staff.
St# a

4.801 Art and the Environment
Prereq.: -
U (1) HASS
3-0-6

Reviews art, architecture, and celebrations
and their positions in workday, religious, and
political life. Reconsiders the present position
of art and redefines the artist's options In the
contemporary environment Examines fact and
chances effected by current science and
technology vie-h-vie our place in nature and
history.
0. Pane

4.802 Visual Form and Expression
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-6

Introduces the language of art and empha-
sizes experiencing the artist's process of seeing,
thinking, and performing, with the objective of
developing visual awareness, imagination, and
creative Insight Gestalt theories of perception
and art from the past and present clarify assign-
ments Involving manipulation of the visual ele-
ments that constitute the vocabulary of non-
verbal expression.
Staff

4.821 Visual Projects I
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HASS
3-0-6

Emphasizes the Interaction of media concepts
and design principles In creating visual form,
and explores the potential for new modes of
artistic performance inherent in science and
technology. Projects Involve experimental mani-
pulation of materials, tools, techniques, physical
processes, natural forces, and optical phe-
nomena as means for visual invention, organi-
zation, and expression.
Staff

4.823 Form and Design I
Prereq.: -
U (1) HASS
2-4-6

Studies the visual elements of form to under-
stand the processes of form synthesis. Studio
experiments and lectures on proportion, shape,
rhythm, visual quality of materials, and three-
dimensional composition. Emphasizes imagi-
nation and visual sensitivity, directed to enlarge
the individual's ability to create an aesthetic
form.
R. Rllpowski

4.824 Porm and Delgn
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
2-4-6
Three-dimensional experiments and lectures
on the organization of quantities; unit-to-volume
relationships; modularity and form; volume and
structure; 1urfsoe structure of volume; space
composition; point, line, plane composition;
and sculptural composition. Emphasizes archi-
tectonic and sculptural aesthetic of form.
R. Rfponwkl

4.825 form and Color
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HASS
3-0-6
Examines color in natural form. Experiments
involving the color and form relationship to
proportions, percentages, repetition, directions,
quantity organization, structural order, angle
position, and volume composition. A study to
gain knowledge of color for the refinement of
architectural form.
R. Rilpowski

4.826 Form and Color Workshop
Prereq.: 4.825
U (1, 2) HASS
0-6-3
Sequence of study projects Involving color and
area, texture, periodic patterns, random config-
urations, color depth, black and white, visual
vibrations, color and natural form, volume, struc-
ture, motion, object and the color environment,
and the visual influence of color on spaces.
R. Rllpowski

4,827 Plastic Composition
Prereq.: 4.824
U (2) HASS
2-4-6
Continuity of surfaces, synthesis of diverse
geometries, group form relationships, object
and the landscape, and the optimum three-
dimensional relationship of the object form basis
for studying plastic sculptural composition.
Emphasizes inventiveness and meaning of
sculptural form.
R. R1lpowaki

4.828 Special Problems In Visual Design
Prereq.: 4.821 or 4.824
U (1, 2)
Arr
Supplementary work on Individual and group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
for subject matter and supervision by staff.
Staff
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4.831 Environmental Art
Prereq.: -
U (1) HASS
0-4-8

Design and planning of environmental art instal-
lations in given and chosen existing settings.
Emphasizes daring ideas in conjunction with
realistic approach and possibility for execution.
Artistic means ranging from large-scale paint-
ing and graphic design to kinetic architecture
and natural elemental growth-and-change sys-
tems and to sound and video installations and
performances.
0. Piene

4.838 Special Problems In Environmental
Art
Prereq.: 4.831
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Supplementary work on individual or group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
for subject matter and supervision by staff.
.0. Pine

4.845,4.846 Advanced Visual Design (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
0-9-12

Individual concepts, projects, design, and exe-
cution of installations, objects, and events in
environmental art and performance Involving
elemental and science-technology means and
media.
0. Piene

4.855-4.859 Special Problems in
Environmental Art (A)

Prreq.: Permission of Instructur
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Special work on an individual or group basis
using specific means such as video, hologra-
phy, and multimedia. Registration subject to
prior arrangement of subject matter and super-
vision by staff.
0. Piene

4.861 Lfe Drawing

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
0-3-3

Approaches life drawing, emphasizing the
dynamic rather than realistic aspect of render-
ing. Encourages meking impressions of the
human figure by relying on creative instincts
and natural ability to create illusions using the
conte crayon and an eraser. Some exercises
deal with precise observations and skill in
graphic representation. May be repeated for
credit.
N Blchaian

4.862 Olll.Ife Drawing
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
0-3-3

Approaches still-life drawing, emphasizing light
and shadow and linear and perspective render-
ings of varied subject matter. Wlue, color, tex-
ture, and form using conte, pen and ink, brush,
and chalk to mix and create images. May be
repeated for credit.
N Blchailan

4.863 Advanced Figure Drawing
Prereq.: 4.861
U3(12)
0-3-3
Emphasizes the formal elements of line, mass,
texture, and spatial development and the expres-
sive, emotional value of the figure drawn on
two-dimensional surfaces. Experimentation with
a wide variety of techniques using a conte
crayon and an eraser.
N Blchajlan

4.865 Basic Photography for ArchNecta

(4.915)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

A basic approach to architectural photography
including film processing, printing techniques,
copy work, filtration, and metering. Technical
information to better understand the relation-
ship among film, camera, and light. Topics
include the role of daylight and artificial light
and their relation to forms, tone, and texture in
picture taking, basic design, and composition.
35mm camera necessary.
V. Bichajlan

4.870 Words, Images, Graphics 1bole,
and Ideas

Prereq- -
U (1) HASS
2-4-6

Introduces the spectrum of graphics ideas and
tools available at the Visible Language Work-
shop. Public and personal ways of seeing, think-
ing, and communicating in visual and verbal
modes, including making ideas visible, percep-
tion and personal response. Uses photo-
graphic, print, typographic, electrostatic, video,
electronic, and other graphics/imaging tools in
two and three dimensions. Group exploration of
mass-media tools from printing to video and
audio as a final public presentation Lab fee.
M. Cooper

4.871 GraphIcs Communloaon Workshop
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
2-4-6

Thinking and comrrnicating visually and
sensorially by design. Applies static and dynamic
graphic principles to the design of drawing,
typography, symbols, diagrams, maps, photog-
raphy, video, computer-graphics, color, word
and Image organization, sound and animation.
Develops perspective and conceptual skills
culminating in a coordinated media presentation
of issues and ideas in such forms as photo
essays, printed reports, slide shows,videotapes.
Lab fee.
M. Cooper

4.875 Computer Graphics Workshop I
Prereq.: 4.870 or 4.871
U (1)
2-4-6

4.876 Computer Graphics Workshop 11
Prereq.: 4.875
U (2)
2-4-6

Project-based survey Introduces the computer
as an expressive tool in image and word
manipulation/synthesis. Graphical problem solv-
ing in P11 and Magic6 using sample programs.
Connections to traditional and experimental
print forms using the Visible Language Work-
shop's full-color computer graphics system,
color graphic arts scanner, plotter, small hard-
ware projects in digital markmaking. Requires
final project produced on VLW system and a
software or hardware tool that can be installed
as part of that system. Limited enrollment.
R. AtcNeI, M. Cooper

4.878,4.879 Graphics/imaging Media
Projeft
Prereq.: 4.870 or 4.871
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Special work on an individual nr group basis
combining research and projects in graphics/
Imaging media. Registration subject to prior
arrangement for project and supervision by
staff.
M. Cooper

4.881 Graphics/Imaging Media Research
Methods (A)
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
Arr.

Investigates the intrinsic similarities and differ-
ences between research modes and issues in
the arts, humanities, science, and technology.
Develops new models of research communica-
tion. Selected speakers and presentations. Final
project includes the documentation, presenta-
tion, and defense of a pre-thesis p'cject.
M. Cooper; R. MacNell
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4.884 Computer Gruphlos Workshop
Supplement (A)
(Ne)
Prereq.: 4.885,4.886
G (1, 2)
0-2-7

Supplemental work in computer graphics in
the VLW
M. Cooper

4.865 Computer Graphics Workshop I (A)
(4.875)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-4-6

4.908 Image Representtlon for Vision (A)
(New)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
2-0-7

Natural and artificial vision systems begin by
transforming an image Into a set of representa-
tions, thus choosing the "language" used at
each stage of visual processing. This subject
covers representations proposed in the context
of human perception, neurophysiology, com-
puter vision, image processing, and computer
graphics. Topics include spatial frequency tun-
ing, scale in variance, and models for edges,
surfaces, and textures.
T Adelson

4.914 Computers and Graphlos
(4.245)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
4-2-6

A general introduction to computer graphics
and its applications In design, architecture, and
the graphic arts. Practical assignments provide
experience In the use of 2-D and 3-D graphics
in the extensive facilities of the Media Labora-
tory, including touch-sensitive screens, color
raster displays, and computer-inked video sys-
tome. PL1 Is the programming language most in
use. Programming experience not mandatory.
Open to undergraduates. Limited enrollment.
Consult Department headquarters.

4.886 Computer GraPhics Workshop 11 (A) 4.908,4.909 Special Projects in Computers 4.919 Special Projects In Computer
(4.876) and VisIOn (A) Graphics (A)
Prereq.: 4.885 (lliAsed Content) t4 2581~(4258)
2-4-6
Project-based survey introduces the computer
as an expressive tool in image and word manip-
ulation/synthesis. Graphical problem solving in
PL1 and Magic6 using sample programs. Con-
nections to traditional and experimental print
forms using the Visible Language Workshop's
full-color computer graphics system, color
graphic arts scanner, plotter, small hardware
projects in digital markmaking. Requires final
project produced on VLW system and a soft-
ware or hardware tool that can be installed as
part of that system. Limited enrollment.
R. AMaclel M. Coo per

4.887-4.889 Graphic Imaging Media
Projects (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Special work on individual or group basis
combining research and projects in graphics/
imaging media. Registration subject to prior
arrangement for subject matter and supervi-
sion by staff.
M Cooper

4.901 Creative Seeing

Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-6

Creative Seeing offered by photographers,
filmmakers, visual designers, and art critics.
While each has a unique way of presenting
and visually manipulating the world, all are
involved In Creative Seeing. Their common aim
Is to allow students to experience this level of
vision by personal subjective discovery. Organ-
ized Into parts, each conducted within one of
the fields. Limited enrollment Preference to
freshmen and sophomores.
Ad. Cooper

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Supplementary work on individual or group
basis on visual arts projects involving more
than one medium. Registration subject to prior
arrangement of subject matter and supervision
by staff.
Staff

4.911 3-D Computer Graphics
(Revised Uni)
(4.241)
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
Overview of the techniques of computer image
synthesis, including both hardware and soft-
ware. Line drawing and color raster graphics.
Homogeneous coordinates, hidden surface, and
smooth-shading algorithms. Programming prob-
lems and a term project. Limited enrollment.
Previous programming experience required.
D. Zeltzer

4.912 Advanced Computer Graphics (A)

(4.242)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
4-0-8

reats in-depth current research in 3-D com-
puter graphics. Readings from recent papers.
Significant term projects including an imple-
mentation, written report, and classroom pre-
sentation.
D. Zeltzer

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Supplementary work on Individual or group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
for subject matter and supervision by staff.
D. Zeltzer

4.921 Creative Photography I

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HASS
4-4-4

introductory subject covering both large and
small format cameras, exposure and develop-
ment of film, printing, and final presentation.
Vried assignments encourage exploration of all
aspects of creative photography. Assumes that
possibilities for personal expression increase as
technique grows. Lab fee,

. Cooper

4.924 CreatIve Photography 1i

Prereq.: 4.921
U (2) HASS
3-0-9

Intermediate-level production subject empha-
sizing the student's unique vision. Requires a
substantial project Weekly critiques, readings,
and intensive study of related well-known pho-
tographic work. Lab fee.
M. Cooper

4.925J Musical Aesthetics and Media
Tochnology (A)
(New)

(Same subject as 21.685J)
Prereq.: Permissior: of Instructor
G (1)
3-3-3

In-depth exploration of contemporary con-
cepts in music and media. Studies recent music
that uses advanced technology, and the artistic
motivations and concerns Implied by the new
media. Practical hands-on experience with com-
puter music technology, with special emphasis
on MIDI-based synthesizers and samplers and
real-time performance systems. Term project
required.
T Machover
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4.9284 Projects In Media and Music (A)
(Now)
(Same subject as 21.686J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-3-3

Current computer music concepts and prac-
tice. Project-based work on research or pro-
duction projects using the Media Lab's com-
puter music resources. Requires significant
studio work and a term project.
T Machover

4.927 Advanced Photography (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-5-5

Production-oriented workshop in photography.
Students pursue and develop own unique styles.
Explores advanced technical problems and
various methods of evaluating Images.
M. Cooper

4.928 Special Projects in Photography

Prereq.: 4.921
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Photographic production projects on an Indi-
vidual basis. Work in various fields of photogra-
phy not covered by regular subjects. Registration
subject to prior arrangements of subject matter
and supervision.
M. Cooper

4.929 Special Advanced Projects in
Photography (A)

Prereq.: 4.921
G (1, 2)
Arr
Advanced photographic production projects on
an individual or group basis. Work in various
fields of photography not covered by regular
subjects. Registration subject to prior arrange-
ments of subject matter and supervision.
M. Cooper

4.931 Digita! Video (A)
(4.251)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
2-0-7

Provides a technical introduction to video imag-
ing, storage, and disilay devices, and their
digital counterparts. Regards the video Uystem
as a general communications link capable of
transmission of analog Images as well as com-
puter data, connected to image processing
equipment as well as digital computers and
displays. Topics: raster scan display archi-
tecture, anti-allasing, optical storage, video
encoding. Requirements Include individual term
projects.
A Lppman

4.932 Conversational Computer Syeims (A) 4.939 Special Projects In
(ew) Communloations (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-6-3

Methods of interacting with computer systems
by voice, including speech synthesis, recogni-
tion, and digital recording techniques. Empha-
sis on human Interface design Issues, including
extensive readings from current research liter-
ature, laboratory sessions, and a term project.
Topics include human speech production and
recognition, text to sound rules, synthesis of
intonation, isolated and connected speech rec-
ognition, parsers and dialogue generation.
Programmming experience required except with
permission of instructor.
C. Schmandt

4.933J Mess Communication and American
Culture
(New)

(Same subject as 17.707J)
Prereq. -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-6

See description under subject 17.707J.
W R. Neuman

4.934J Communications Theory (A)
(Now)

(Same subject as 17.710J)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.71 J
W R. Neuman

4.935J Communications Research
Practicum (A)
(Now)

(Same subject as 17.738J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1 2)
3-6-3

See description under subject 17.738J.
Consult W R. Neuman.

4.936J Telecommunications Technology and
Policy (A)
(Now
(Same subject as 17.740J)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.740J.
Consult W R. Neuman.

4.937J Mass Communications Technology
and Policy (A)

(4.254J)
(Same subject as 17.742J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.742J.
A Lppman, W R. Neuman

(4.259)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Supplementary work on individual or group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
of subject matter and supervision by staff.
A Lppman

4.943 Learning Environments (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor

'(1,2)
3-0-6
Seminar to develop a framework for under-
standing the entry of new technologies - com-
puters, video technologies, communications -
into the process of learning. Reading covers a
broad range of topics In human sciences,
epistemology, and computer sciences; research
projects, either self-initiated or assigned. May
be repeated for credit.
S. A. Papert

4.945 Children as Builders of Their Own
Cognitive bols (A)
(New)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Knowledge acquisition from a constructivist
point of view The child examined as the con-
structor of his/her cognitive tools. Knowledge
examined as the child's capacity to gain control
over her/his environment.
E. Ackermann

4.948, 4.949 Special Topics in
Learning Environments (A)
(New)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Supplementary work on individual or group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
and supervision by staff.
Staff
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4.963 Spaial imaging Systems
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Noxt offrad 1986-19
3-3-3

Surveys the technology of spatial Imaging from
stereoscopes to holograms, emphasizing un-
aided viewing systems, and explores the per-
ceptual, technical, and aesthetic bases of set-
Isfying three-dimensional image communication.
Includes a review of the elements of imaging
optics. Lab fee. Open to qualified under-
graduates.
S. Benton

4.954 Holographic imaging
(Rvie Co"tnt)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-3-3

A laboratory-based exploration of the princi-
ples, techniques, and applications of holo-
graphy as a 3-D communication medium, em-
phasizing white-light holograms. Lab fee. Enroll-
ment limited. Open to qualified undergraduates.
S. Benton

4.956 Synthetic Holography
(New)

Prereq.: 4.954
G (2)
3-3-3

An introduction to the synthesis of holographic
3-D images from digital, video, and photo-
graphic data, and their applications. Limited
enrollment.
S. Benton

4.958 Special Problems in Spatial
Imagng (A)
(NW)
Prer.'.: 4,954
G (1)
3-3-3

Advanced workshop in holography as an
expressive medium, reflecting the points of view
of visiting holographers. Limited enrollment.
S. Benton

4.959 Special Projects in Spatial
Imaging (A)

Prereq.: 4.953 or 4.954
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Advanced spatial imaging and/or holographic
work on individual or group basis. Registration
subject to prior arrangement of subject matter
and supervision by staff.
S. Benton

4.961, 4.962 Research in Media
Technology (A)

Prereq.: -
G (1, 2, S)
Arr.

For research assistants in Media Technology,
where the assigned research is approved for
academic credit by the Department.
N Negroponte

4.9M3 Preparation for S.M. Theels (A)
(New)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Selection of thesis topic, definition of method
of approach, and preparation of thesis pro-
posal. Independent study supplemented by
individual conference with faculty.
Staff

4.964 MedIa Arts and ScIenoes Doctoral
Workshop (A)
(New)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Explores the new and emerging technologies
that are the basis of the interdisciplinary Media
Arts and Sciences program. Members of work-
shop pursue work designed to elucidate and
criticize their own presuppositions and meth-
ods. Required of Ph.D. candidates In the Media
Arts and Sciences program; other advanced
students only by permission the instructor. May
be repeated for credit.
S. Papert

4.965 Preparation for Ph.D. Thesis (A)
(New)

Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Selects thesis subject, defines method of
approach, and prepares preliminary thesis out-
line. Independent study, supplemented by fre-
quent individual conference with staff members.
Restricted to doctoral candidates.
N Negroponte

4.966-4.969 Special 'bplcs in Media
'echnology (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Supplementary work on individual or group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
for subject matter and supervision by staff.
Staff

4.971 Introduction to Moviemaking

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1) HASS
4-6-2

Workshop in unscripted synchronous sound
moviemaking with super-8 film and portable
video. Emphasizes approaches to filming real
life experience, while exploring moving Images
in their relation to sound. Introduces tech-
niques of camerawork, sound recording, and
editing with regard to theoretical considera-
tions of subject presentation and modes of
personal expression. Lab fee.
R. Leacock, G. Davenport

4.973 IntermedIae Motion Ploture Production
Prereq.: 4.971
U (2) ihASS
4-6-2

Workshop in film/video production for students
with some experience. Emphasizes refinement
of production technique; Introduces 16mm and
broadcast video technology. Group work for
final projects. Topics may include bio/autoblo-
graphical, time/space, performance and/or sci-
ence movies.
R. Leacock, G. Davenport

4.974 Deelgn Project in FilmNVideo

(4.984)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
U (1, 2)
Arr.
Independent engineering project, involving elec-
tronic or mechanical modification of low-cost
moviemaking systems, video-computer inter-
face, audio and image processing, hardware
design for special applications. Registration
subject to prior arrangement of research topic
and approval of instructor.
G. Davenport

4.975 Film and Video Production 'bchnology
(New)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1, 2)
Arr.

introduction to theoretical and practical aspects
of film and video production equipment from an
engineering perspective. Emphasizes a hands-
on analysis of mechanical and electronic com-
ponents in 16mm and super-8 film, analog
video, digital and analog sound equipment.
Also covers timing and compatibility issues
related to post-production systems. Students
should be familiar with basic electronics and
have some background in circuit design. Can
be taken with 4.974.
G. Davenport

4.977 Special Projects in Television
Production

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2)
Arr.

Supplementary work on individual or group
basis in the production of a significant project
for cable or broadcast television. Registration
subject to prior arrangement of subject matter
and supervision by staff.
R. Leacock

4.978 independent Projects in Film/Video
Production

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Supplementary work on individual or group
basis. Registration subject to prior arrangement
of subject matter and supervision by staff.
R. Leacock
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4.96I Advanced Movieoneking Workshop (A) 4.91 Introduction to the HiStory of Min I
(fleded Unit) (Redeed Content)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
4-6-2

Intensive advanced workshop In unscripted
moviemaking. Combines a thorough review of
sound, single and double system, super-8, and
video technologies and production techniques
with screening and discussing other fflmmakers'
work. Following Initial exercises In sound,
super-8, and video, students complete two
short but significant movies, one in super-8,
one In video. Avrage cost of supples $300
per student Required of all entering graduate
students In Rim/%ideo section.
G. Devenport

4.92 Advanced Moviemaldng
Workshop N (A)
Prereq.: 4.981
G (2)
4-6-2

Continuation of 4.981. Analysis of student work-
in-progress as well as significant work by other
filmmakers. Theoretical discussion of editing
style in relation to overall movie structure.
Consideraton of cinematic structures for poly-
lnear movies. Students edit sequences shot by
other filmmakers and complete one or two
short movies. Meetings with visiting filmmakers.
Required of all second-semester graduate stu-
dents In Film/Video section.
R. Leacock, 0. Davenport

4.988 Workshop in Elastic Movie Time (A)

Prereq.: 4.982
G (1, 2)
6-7-2

Intensive workshop In electronic Image, sound,
and time manipulations exploring new movie
forms. Participants use the Rim/Video group's
video editing and research facility to create
works that expand and contract motion picture
time. Projects involve multiple edits of two mov-
les and a presentation of possible applications
of elastic time: multiple-media performance
events, Interactive movies, personalized editing.
G. Davenport

4.99 Independent Projects in Motion
Picture Production (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Individual or group work of advanced and
experimental scope. Registration contingent
upon prior determination of subject matter and
plan for treatment, as well as arrangement for
staff supervision and project funding.
R. Leacock G. Davenport

Prereq.: -
U (1) HASS
3-0-6

4.92 Introduction to th History of Pim 11
(NeW)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6

Views and discusses movies, particularly in
light of technological Innovation. Analyzes vari-
ous film genres revealing the relation of the
historical development of production tech-
nologies to film form and and content Requires
final peper
R. Leacock

4.99 Speoll lbpics In Pin History and
Criticlem (A)
Prereq.: 4.991
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Individual projects In film history and criticism.
Prior arrangement and approval of Instructor
necessary.
R. Leacock



Course 5 Chemistry

M.Undergrtduat seearch
Prereq-
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Program of research to be arranged by the
student and a departmental faculty member
Department Coordinator: R. L Denhe.

5.03 Princlples of iorgenio Chemistry I
Prereq.: 5.41 or 5.11
U (2)
4-0-8

Presents theoretical principles of chemical
bonding and molecular structure, and their
application to the chemistry of all the elements
of the periodic system.
0. Seyr, A Davison

5.04 Principles of lncrganio Chemistry II
Prerq.: 5.03
U (1)
4-0-8

Systematic presentation of the chemistry of
coordination compounds of the transition ele-
ments. Special emphasis placed on Ilgand field
theory to Interpret the electronic spectra, mag-
netic properties, reaction mechanisms. struc-
ture, and stabilities of these Inorganic complexes.
5.61 background encouraged.
A Davison, R. R. Schrock

5.05 Priniples of Inorganic Chenistry I

Preom.: 5.03,5.04
U (2)
3-0-9
Continued development of systematic inor-
ganic chemistry of the elements. Application of
valence theory and advances In structural
chemistry to topics not covered in 5.03 and
5.04. Emphasizes synthesis and reaclvity metal
complexes with n-n acceptor lgands, orgeno-
metallo chemistry, and reactivity patterns of the
heavier elements.
S. L Buchweld, R. R. Schrock

5.065 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry (A)
Prerq.: 5.03
G (2) Next of-ered 198-889
3-0-6

Extended treatment of some special topics of
current Interest in modern inorganic chemistry
organometallic compounds of non-transition
elements; treatment in terms of modern elec-
tronic and structural theory. Alternate years.
D. Seyterth

5.066 1bpls In Materiale Chemistry
Prereq.: 5.03
G(1)
2-0-4

With help of guest lecturers, diverse topics In
materials chemistry (e.g., chemical vapor depo-
altion, pceramic pelimers s0l-gel processes,
conducting polymers, radlation-senellve poly-
mers, etc.) are covered.
D. Seyforth

5.11 Princlples of Chemical Sioence
Prsreq.: -
U (1, 2) 8D
5-0-7

Introduction to chemistry, with emphasis on
basic principles and their applications. Includes
atomic and molecular electronic structure, ther-
modynamics, acid-base and redox equilibria,
mechanisms. and catalysis.
Term 1: D. S. Kemp, S. JL Ippad
Term 2: R. WIeI G. A Pelsko

5.12 Organic Chemistry I
Proreq.: 5.11
U (2) SD
5-0-7

introduction to organic chemistry. Emphasis on
organic functional groups and their Interela-
tions. Substitution and elimination chemistry
and mechanisms covered thoroughly. Chemis-
try of the carbonyl grouping Included. Introduc-
tion to spectroscopic techniques for structure
proof given.
G. A Berchtold, F D. Greene

5.13 Organic Chemistry H
Prereq.: 5.11, 5.12
U (1)
5-0-7

Intermediate organic chemistry. Synthesis,
structure determination, mechanlm, and the
relationships between structure and reactvity
emphasized. Special topics In organic chemis-
try included to Illustrate the role of organic
chemistry in biological systems and In the
chemical Industry.
S. L Buchueld, R. L Danhelser

.195 interpreive peroecopy (A)
Prereq.: 5.13, 5.61
G(1)
3-0-6

I

Disusees spectrometric techniques and their
appication to Identification of organic chemical
compounds. Mejor emphasis on complemen-
tary use of Infrared, nuclear megndlle reso-
nance, and mass spectrometry. Also dicouseos
instrumental and operational aspects of mass
spectrometry.
K Bsmann, G. A Bercholod

5.310 Laboretory Chemistry
Prereq.: 5.12
U (1, 2) LAB
2-8-2

Introduces experimental chemistry for stu-
deft who are not mnO In Course V Prino-
ples and applications of chemical laboratory
techniques, Including preparation and analysis
of chemical materials, measurement of pH, gas
and liquid chromatography, vielble-ultraviolet
spectropholometry Infrared spectrosoopy elec-
trophoreals, kinetics, date analysis, and ele-
mentary synthesis. Enrollment limited to 100
students In Term I and to 180 students In
Term 2.
Term 1: J. L KInsW, R. A Alberty
Term 2: C. W Garland

5311 hibuducry Chemical

Prersq.: 5.12 or 5.11
U (1) LAB
2-8-2

First term of a three-term laboratory subject
sequence for Course V majors. Experimental
work emphaesizes development of fundamental
laboratory skdils and techniques: volumetric
and colorimetric analysis; preparation, purifi-
cation, and characterization of chemical sub-
stances; and data analysis. Enrollment limited
to 80 students. Registration in Course V or
permission of Instructor required.
J. L Knsey, A. A Alberty

5.2 itemelte ChemicalUx radcn
Prereq.: 5.310 or 5.311, &13, &60
U (2)
0-12-3

Experimental work more advanced than In 5.310
or 5.311, emphasizing polarographic analysis;
thermodynamic and kineti measurements of
organic reactions; and synthesis. puriNcaton,
and analysis of organic compounds employing
ir, nmr, un mass spectrooopy, and thin layer
and gas-iquid phase chromatography
K Blemann



533 Advanced Chemical inStrumanletian 5.53 Mulesulwr Structure and nesldty (A) S.A6J Mechanlms in Energy 1waneduoni
Prere.: 5.32 5.61 Prarn: 512 3 (NW)
U (1)
0-15-

Advanced experimentation, with particular
emphasis on chemical synthesis and the fun-
damentals of quantum chemistry Illustrated
through molecular spectroscopy. Projects in-
clude NMR, ESR, and computer-interfaced IR
spectroscopy; electrode kinetics; synthesis of
organometallics under inert atmosphere; and
synthesis of polymers.
K A Aelson, J. L. Sinfslod

5.43 Organic Chemistry
Prereq.: 5.13, 5.03
U (2)
4-0-8

Studies reaction mechanisms emphasizing
reactive intermediates, structure-reactivity rela-
tionships, and reactions of synthetic value.
S. Maamune

5.48J The Protein Folding Problem
(-ov Content and Unit)
(Same subject as 7.38J)
Prereq.: 7.05 or equivalent
G (2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 7.38J.
J. A. King, 0. S. Kemp

5.50J Advanced Bloohamistry (A)

(Same subject as 7.75J)
Prereq.: 7.05
G (2)
4-0-8
See description under subject 7.75J.
G. M. Brown

5.511 Synthetic Organic Chemistry I (A)

Prereq.: 5.53
G (1)
3-0-6

introduction to the design of syntheses of
complex organic compounds.
S. asamune

5.512 Synthetic Organic Chemistry 11 (A)

Prereq.: 5.511
G (2)
3-0-6

General methods and strategies for the synthe-
sia of complex carbocyclic and heterocyclic
organic compounds.
R. L Denhelser

5.52 Advanced Bilogl Chemistry

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-0-4

Concepts and methods of biochemistry, with
emphasis on quantitative aspects of problem
analysis. Information: G. A. Petako.

3-0-6

Reaction mechanisms In organic chemistry:
types of mechanisms, reactive intermediates,
methods of investigation, relation of structure to
reactivity.
F D. Greene

5.54 PhysIcal Organic Chemistry (A)
Prereq.: 5.53
0 (2)

2-0-4
Mechanisms of representative organic reac-
tions in homogeneous liquid systems. Kinetic
ard other physical methods useful in studying
organic reactions. ype of experimental evi-
dence upon which current theoretical lnarpre-
tations of reactivity are based.
D. S. Kemp

5.55 Organic Chemistry: Natural
Products (A)
Prereq.: 5.511
G (2)
2-0-4

Chemistry and physiological action of natural
products. Methods of isolation; determination of
structures and synthesis.
G. H. 80chl

5.56 Special lbpics In Organic
Chemistry (A)
Prereq.: 5.511, 5.53
G(2) Next oferd 198-0
2-0-4
Advanced topics of special current interest-
S. Masamune

5.57 Chemistry of Amino AcIds, Peptidee,
and Proteins (A)
Prereq.: 5 13
G (2) Next oftee 198889
3-0-6

Synthesis of amino acids and peptides. Pro-
tective groups, amideformation, deprotection.
Purification and manipulation of peptides. Cor-
relations between structure and biological activ-
ity. Conformations of peptides. Peptides and
proteins as reactive organic molecules. Rela-
tionships between structure and reaction mech-
anism for enzymes.
D. S. Kemp

5.58 Introductory Bloinorganic Chemistry
(5.066)
Prereq.: 5.03
G (2)
3-0-6

Emphasizes structural, spectroscopic, and
functional properties of transition metals coor-
dinated to proteins. Overviews metaboism, stor-
age, toxicity, and catalytic roles of metal ions,
followed by description of the principle 'neth-
ods useful in metalloblochemstry. Considers
the principal types of metalloproteins.
W H. Orme-Johnson

(Same subject as 20.804J)
Prerq.: 7.03, 7.05, 5.60, or equivalent
G (2)
3-0-9
Biophysics and molecular biology of energy-
transducing processes In bacteria and plants.
Select review of literature on genes and pro-
teins that mediate bloenergetic processes:
photosynthetic light energy conversion; proton
pumping; carbon dioxide, sulfate, nitrate, di-
nitrogen, and dioxygen reduction; hydrogen and
methane production. Critical analysis of pub-
ished papers and discussion of interdIsciplI-
nary approaches (genetics, structural studies,
spectroscopy) used to relate structure to func-
tion. Application of basic research in energy
studies to biotechnology.
D. C. Wbuvan, W H. Orme-Johnson

5.0 Chemical Thermodynamics
Prereq.: 18.02
U (1, 2) SD
4-"0

Equilibrium properties of macroscopic sys-
tems. Basic thermodynamics - system, state of
system, state variables. Work, heat, first law of
thermodynamics, thermochemistry. Second and
third law of thermodynamics - entropy, Gibbs
function. Equilibrium phase rule, coligative prop-
erties of solutions, homogeneous and hetero-
geneous chemical equilibrium of reactions in
the gas phase and solutions.
Term 1: R W Philps, C. W Garland
Term 2: L. Oppenhelm, R. A Alberty

5.61 Physical Chemistry

Prreq.: 8.02,13.02
U (1) SD
4-0-8

Introductory quantum chemistry; elementary
atomic spectra; particles and waves; wave
mechanics; atomic structure and the Periodic
Table; valence theory; experimental methods of
determining molecular structure; structure of
crystals and liquids; photochemistry.
J. S. Vugh

5.62 Physlcal Chemistry
Prereq.: 5.60 or 10.13
U (2)
4-0-8

Elementary kinetic theory and Vtatistical mech-
anics; transport properties of gases andliquids;
rates of chemical reactions.
J. L Kinsey, S. T Ceyer

564J Blonpol Chemistry
(Same subject as 7.71J)
Prereq.: 5.60, 7.05
U (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 7.71J.
G. A Petsho, R. T Sauer



5.651 Statistics of Macromolecular Systems .74 introductory Quantum Mechanics 11(A) 5.913 Seminar in Organic Chemistry (A)

(Same subject as 10.682J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 10.682J.
J. M. Deutch, U. M. Suter

5.68 Kinetics of Chemical Reactions (A)
Prereq.: 5.62
G (2)
3-0-6

Experimental and theoretical aspects of reac-
tive and inelastic molecular processes, includ-
ing collision and transition - state theories'
homogeneous reactions in gas and liquid
phases, molecular beam scattering, informaation
Theory of kinetic processes. Case studies In
chemical kinetice, including chemical lasers,
atmospheric chemistry, combustion dynamics.
Advanced undergraduate students need per-
mission of instructor.
J. I. Steinfeld

5.70 Introduction to Statistical
Thermodynamics (A)
Prereq.: 5.62
G (1)
3-0-6

Reviews classical thermodynamics and intro-
duces elementary statistical mechanics, with
applications to simple physical and chemical
systems.
1. Oppenhelm

5.72 Statistical Mechanics (A)
Prereq.: 5.70, 5.73,18.075
o (2)
3-0-6

Principles and methods of statistical mechan-
ics. Classical and quantum statistics, grand
ensembles, fluctuations, molecular distribution
functions, and other topics in equilibrium statis-
tical mechanics. Advanced topics in thermody-
namics, including irreversible processes.
P W Phillips

5.73 Introductory Quantum Mechanics I (A)

Prereq.: 5.61, 8.03
S(1)

3-0-6
Fundamental concepts of quantum mechanics:
wave properties, uncertainty principle, Schrod-
Inger equation. Basic applications to: harmonic
oscillator, hydrogen atom, WKB method. Pertur-
bation theory and variation method. Paull prin-
ciple and spin. Introduction and use of operator
and matrix methods.
R?. J. Silbey

Prereq.: 5.73, 18.075
G (2)
3-0-6
Continuation of 5.73 Permutation symmetry
and angular momentum. Molecular dynamics.
Time-dependent problems, radiation, and mat-
ter. Scattering by a central field. Many-electron
systems, approximate molecular and atomic
wave functions.
J. S. Vbugh

5.76 Molecular Spectra end Molecular
Structure (A)
Preweq.: 5.61 or 5.73 or 8.05
G (2) Next offered 1988-19
3-0-6

Atomic Spectra. Rotational, vibrational, and
electronic spectra of diatomic and polystomic
molecules. Assignment of spectra. Structural
parameters, molecular imodels, and effective
Hamiltonian matrices. Breakdown of the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. Group Theory,
selection rules, normal coordinates. Laser
spectroscopy.
R. W Reid

5.80 Special lbpics In Chemical
Physics (A)

Prereq.: 5.70, 5.73
G(1,2)
Arr.

Advanced topics of special or current interest.
The specific areas announced in advance of
each term. Information: R. J. Silbey.

5.82 Advanced Tbplcs In Solid-State
Chemistry (A)

Prereq.: 5.70, 5.73
G 0(1 or 2)
Arr.

Selected topics from areas such as structure
of crystals, surface structure, symmetry groups,
diffraction methods, lattice dynamics, order-
disorder and magnetic phenomena, molecular
motions in solids, relaxation phenomena, opti-
cal properties, and exciton theory. Information:
J. S. Waugh.

5.89 Special Problems in Chemistry for
Undergarduates

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Program of study to be arranged by the student
and a departmental faculty member.
R. L. Denhelser

5.90 Special Problems in Chemistry (A)

Prereq.-
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Directed research and study of special chemi-
cal problems. For graduate students only.
G. A Berchtoid

Prereq.: -
G (1)
1-0-2

5.914 SemInar in Organic Chemistry (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
1-0-2

Discusses current journal publications in organ-
ic chemistry by graduate students and staff
members. Consult G. A. Berchtold.

5.915 Seminar in Analytical Chemistry (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
1-0-2

5.916 Seminar in Analytical Chemistry (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
1-0-2

Discusses topics of current interest in analyti-
cal chemistry by graduate students and staff
members.
K Bilemann

5.931 Seminar in Physical Chemistry (A)

Prereq.: -
G (1)
1-0-2

5.932 Seminar In Physical Chemistry (A)

Prereq.: -
G (2)
1-0-2

Discusses topics of current interest in physical
chemistry by staff members and students.
Term 1: C. W Garland
Term 2: R. W Reid

5.941 Seminar in Inorganic C'Zhemistry (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
1-0-2

5.942 Seminar in Inorganic Chemistry (A)

Prereq.: -
G (2)
1-0-2

Discusses current research in inorganic chem-
istry by graduate students and staff.
A. Davison



so

Oourse 6 Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science

Basic Undergraduate
Subjects

6,001 Structure and Interpretation of

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
5-3-7

Control of complexity In large programming
systems. 1) Building abstractions: computational
processes; higher-order procedures; com-
pound data; data abstractions. 2) Controlling
interactions: generic operations; self-describing
data; message passing; streams and infinite
data structures. 3) Meta-linguistic abstraction:
Interpratation of programming languages; ma-
chine model; complation; embedded languages.
Substantial weekly programming assignments
are an Integral part of the course. Enrollment
may be Nmited,
H. Abelson, G. J. Sussman

6.002 Cirult and Elsotranlos
Prereq.: 8.02 or 8.021 or 8.022 or 8.023,
18.032r 18.06
U (1, 2) SD
4-2-9

Fundamentals of lumped networks, resistive
elements and networks, energy storage ele-
ments, dynamics of first- and second-order
networks, sinusoldal steady-state analysis, net-
work equivalence theorems, electronic devices,
circuits, and applications. Alternate week labo-
ratory. Students with appropriate experience In
electronic circuits may treat the 8.02 prerequl-
site as a coraquisite. Enrollment may be limited.
C. L Seasle, J. K Roberge

6,003 Ssinals and Systems
Prereq.: 6.001, 6.002
U (1, 2)
4-2-9

Unlateral Laplace transform and its applica-
tions to networks and electronic systems includ-
ing feedback. Description of linear time-Invariant
systems In the time and frequency domains;
convolution, Fourier series and Integrals. Uncer-
tainty relations and samping theorems. Discrete-
time systems and signals. Appications to analog
and digital filtering systems and modulation
systems.
W M. Slebert

6,004 computetio Structures
Prereq.: 6.001, 6.002
U (1, 2)
4-3-8

Introduces architecture of digital systems,
emphasizing structural principlee common to a
wide range of technologies. Multi-level Imple-
mentation strategies; definition of now primitives
(e.g., gates, Instructions, procedures, prooseaus)
and their mechanization using lower-level ele-
ments. Analysis of potential concurrenoy;
precedence constraints and performance mes-
ures; plpeined and multidimensional systems.
Instruction set design lisues; architectural sup-
port for contemporary software structures.
S. A MIrd

6.012 Electronic Devices and Circulte
Proq.: 6.002, 8.02
U (1, 2)
4-0-8

Modeling of electronic devices and analysis of
nonilnear circuits. Physical electronics of semi-
conductor junction and MOB devices and
development of circuit descriptions for these
devices; relation of electrical behavior to Inter-
nal hysical behavior, and Nmitations of circuit
models. Development of Incremental and large-
signal techniques for analyzing circuits con-
taining nonlinear devices. Analysis of signal-
processalng circuits that employ these devices,
with examples chosen from switching circuits,
single-ended and differential amplifiers, and
Integrated-circuit amplifiers.
C. G. Fonsted, Jr, D. J. Epsin

6.013 Eletromagnello Pleid and Energy
Prereq.: 6.002, 8.02
U (1, 2)
4-0-8

Maxwell's equations and the Lorentz force law
Quasistatic forms of Maxwell's equations.
Studies of electro-quasistatic fields and thel'
sources through solutions of Poisson's and
Laplace's equations. Steady conduction and
polarization. Charge relaxation. Magneto-quasi-
static approximation; magnetic boundary value
problems, magnetization, Induction, current
Induced in stationary and moving conductors.
Electric and magnetic forces derived from
energy. Electromagnetic waves. Extensive use
of engineering examples.
H. A. Hus-

6.014 Ele.trodynamios
Prereq.: 6.013
U (1, 2)
4-0-8

Plane waves in three dimensions; radiation
from elementary electric dipoles, current distri-
butions, and arrays; diffraction and Interfer-
ence. Mves on continuous transmission ines,
periodic structures, and dielectric and metallic
waveguides; propagation and evenescence;
energy flow and Impedance matching. Phase
and group velocity. Natural frequencies and
modes of closed electromagnetic structures;
couping to resonant structures, loaded and
unloaded O's. Examples taken from the fields
of acoustis, optics, and microwaves.
. A Kong, D. H. Staen

6.018 Stetlstlol Mechanics an

Prereq.: 8.02,18.03
U (2) SD
4-0-8
Statistical description of large physical sys-
tems. Lawa of thermodynamics developed from
statistical mechanics: phase space; entropy
and temperature; work and heat; chemical
potential; equations of state; free energies;
heat engines and refrigerators; phase transl-
tions. Quantum statistics: Fermi-Dirac and Bose-
Einstein gases; statistics of electrons in metals
and semiconductors; superfluidity and super-
conductivity; blackbody radiation.
D. Adler

6,021J Guantitative Physiology:
Coen and sTsue
(Same sublect as 2.791J, HST 541J)
Prereq.: 2.02 or 6.002 or 6.071, 8.02, 18.03
U (1)
4-2-6

Principles of mess transport electrical signal
generation, motility, and mechanical stability for
biological membranes, cells, and tissues. Mass
transport through membranes: diffusion, osmo-
sis, chemically mediated, and active transport.
Electric properties of cells: ion transport; equi-
lbrium, resting, and action potentials. Intercel-
lular communication: electrical and chemical
junctions. Muscle contraction. Mechanics of
connective tissue. Laboratory and computer
exercises Illustrate the concepts. For juniors
and seniors.
T F AMss, R. C. Lee, l. V Yannas



glotigl Enginoering and Comptr S010e0o

6.022J Quanitethve Physiology: Orgen
-a yter -

(Same subject as 2.792J, HST 542J)
Prereq.: 2.20 or 6.013, 6.02 J
U (1)
3-2-7

Application of the principles of energy and
mass flow to major organ systems of humans
and other animals. Mechanisms of regulation
and homeostasis. Anatomical, physiological, and
pathophyslological features of the cardlovascu-
lar, respiratory, and renal systems. Emphasis on
those systems, features, and devices that are
most illuminated by the methods of physical
sciences. Waiver of 6.021 J by permission of
Instructor.
R. G. Mark, R. D. Kamm

6.023J Ouantitative Physiology: Sensory
and Motor Systems
(Same subject as 2.793J, 16.361J, HST 543J)
Prereq.: 2.02 or 6.003 or 16.30
U (2)
3-2-7

Studies of sensory and motor physiology, with
objectives of establishing quantitative models.
Peripheral signal processing in eye, ear, and
vestibular systems. Physiology and psychophys-
ics of audition, vision, orientation, and body
stabilization. Organization of neuromuscular and
proprioceptive systems at level of spinal cord
reflex. Postural control and kinetics of move-
ment. Supplemented by laboratory exercises.
6.021J recommended background.
L. S. Frishkopf, L. R. )bung, R. W Mann

6.033 Computer System Engineering
Prereq.: 6.004
U (1)
4-0-8
Topics on the engineering of computer soft-
ware and hardware systems. Multilevel memory
systems; naming and binding; privacy of infor-
mation. Atomicity and coordination of parallel
activities. Recovery and reliability. Networks
and distributed systems. Techniques for con-
trolling complexity. Impact of computer sys-
tems on society. Case studies of working
systems and outside reading in the current
literature provide comparisons and contrasts.
R. H. Halstead, Jr

6.034 Artificial Intellilgence
Prereq.: 6.001
U (1) SD
4-0-8
Studies the ideas and techniques that enable
computers to behave intelligently. Case studies
of programs that solve engineering problems
like experts, diagnose disease, learn from expe-
rience, understand the visual environment, and
engage in English discourse. The role of search,
constraint propagation, logic, common sense,
reasoning, and representation.
R. C. Berwick, T Lozano-Perez,
P H. Vnston

6.036 Computer LanUgag Engineering
Prsreq.: 6.170
U (2)
4-4-4

Analyzes issues associated with the implemen-
tation of higher-level programming languages.
Fundamental concepts, functions, and struc-
tures of compilers. The interaction of theory and
practice. Using tools In building software.
includes a substantial multi-person project on
complier design and Implementation.
J. V Gutasg, N A. Lynch

6.036 Problem-SoMng Paradigms
Prereq.: 6.034
U (2)
4-0-8

Investigates the basic paradigms for problem
solving including the use (and misuse) of logic,
procedural knowledge, debugging skills, and
the reformulation of problems. Detailed study of
natural deduction, pattern-directed procedures,
and systems for reasoning effectively and
efficiently within stereotypical situations. Exam-
pies drawn from mathematics, natural language
comprehension, and programming. Applica-
tions of theoretical results to human problem
solving and education.
C. E Hwitt

6.037 Computer Graphics
(New)

Prereq.: 18.02
U (1)
3-0-9
introduction to hardware, algorithms, and soft-
ware of computer graphics. Topics include line
generators, affine transformations, line and pol-
ygon clipping, splines, interactive technique,
menus, orthographic and perspective projec-
tion, solid modeling, hidden surface algorithms,
lighting models, and shading. Substantial pro-
gramming experience required.
M. H. Ralbert

6.041 Problblstic Systems Analysis

Prereq.: 18.02
U (1, 2) SD
4-0-8

Modeling, quantification, and analysis of uncer-
tainty. Formulation and solution In sample space.
Random variables, transform techniques, sim-
ple random processes and their probability
distributions, Markov processes, limit theorems,
elements of statistical inference, and decision
making under uncertainty. Interpretations, appll-
cations, and lecture demonstratikns.
A. W Drake

6.044J ComputablItm Programming, an
Logic

SID

(Same subject as 18.423J)
Prereq.: 18.063 or 18.310
U (1)
3-0-9
introduction to logic and computability theory
underlying programming. Functional languages,
lambda-caloul, and equational reasoning. Com-
pilation and Interpretation among languages
and machines. Baalc undecidable problema.
Rewrite systems: Church-Rosser and termina-
tion. Program schemes and first-order formu-
las. Recursion versus iteration. Elementary logic:
completeness, incompleteness. Relation to
theorem-proving and logic-programming. Pro-
gram correctness.
A. R. Meyer

6.04J Automata, Computablity and
Complexity
(Same subject as 18.400J)
Prereq.: 18.063 or 18.310
U (2)
4-0-8

Less mathematical and slower paced than
6.840J/1 8.404J. Introduces basic mathematical
models of computation and the finite represen-
tation of infinite objects. nnite austomata and
regular languages. Pushdown automata and
context-free languages. Turing machines and
their variants. Partial recursive functions and
grammars, Church's Thesis. Undecidability lan-
guages, grammars, and combinatorial systems.
Reducibility and completeness. Time complexity
and NP-completeness.
S. Micali

6.046J Introduction to Algorithms

(Same subject as 18.410J)
Prereq.: 6.001, 18.063 or 18.310
U (1, 2)
4-0-8
Techniques for the design and analysis of
efficient algorithms, emphasizing methods use-
ful In practice. Topics: sorting. Data structures
for sets: trees, heaps, hashing. Graph algo-
rithms: shortest paths, depth-first search,
network flow NP-complete problems. Integer
arithmetic: GCD's, primality testing. Fast Fourier
transform. Multiplication of polynomials. Dynamic
programming. Linear programming. Parallel
algorithms.
C. E Lelserson, F T Leighton

6.047J Algorithmic Algebra and Number
Theory

(Same subject as 18.421J)
Prereq.: 18.06 or 18.710, 18.063 or 18.310 or
18.703
U (2) Next offered 198"69
3-0-9

See description under subject 18.421J.
S. Goldwasser H. Rogers, Jr



RU0 WtsiWl !nefnttdn and COmnper Solenc
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.048J Graph Aigorlthme
(Same subject as 18.431J)
Prereq.: 18.310 or 18.314 or 6.001
U (1) Not to be offered 1981-89
3-0-9

See description under subject 18.431J.
B. Awerbuch

6.061 Introduction to Electric Power Systems
Prereq.: 6.002, 6.013
U (S)
3-0-9

Fundamentals of energy-handling electric cir-
cults and electromechanical apparatus. Model-
ing of magnetic field devices and description
of their behavior using appropriate models.
Simplification of problems using transformation
techniques. Power electric circuits, magnetic
circuits, lumped parameter electromechanics,
elements of linear and rotating electric machin-
ery. Modeling of synchronous, induction, and
do machinery.
J. L Kirtley, Jr

6.071 Introduction to Electronics;

Prereq.: 8.02,18.01
U (1, 2) SD
4-2-6

Introductory subject suitable for students with
little or no previous background in electronics.
Elementary network theory, diode and transls-
tor circuits, analysis and design of analog and
digital circuits. Examples emphasize uses of
electronics in experimental science. Alternate
week laboratory.
L. D. Braida

6.074 Introduction to Communications
Systemns

Prereq.: 6.003; 6.041 or 18.313 or 18.440
U (1)
3-0-9

Introduces basic approaches utilized in com-
munications systems. Description of signals
and noise in the frequency domain. Analog
and digital methods of modulation, demodula-
tion, multiplexing, and transmission. Signal-to-
noise ratios and error probabilities as measures
of system performance. Application of results
to selected communication systems and
networks.
R. S. Kennedy

Undergraduate Laboratory
Subjects

6.100 Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science Laboratory
Prereq.: -
U(1, 2, S)
Arrc
Individual experimental work related to electri-
cal engineering and computer science not
covered by other subjects. Student must make
arrangements with a project supervisor and
file a proposal endorsed by the supervisor
DerArtment approval required. Written report to
be submitted upon completion of work. If 6.100
is used to satisfy Departmental Laboreory
Requirement, student must register for 12 units
of laboratory credit in the term the work
is done. Consult Department Undergraduate
Office.
L. A. Gould

6.101 Introductory Electronics Laboratory
Prereq.: 6.002 or 6.071
U (1, 2) LAB
3-8-1

introductory experimental laboratory involving
design and construction of electronic analog
and digital circuits. Introduces electrical meas-
uring and display instrumentation. Studies the
operation and use of modern electronic devices.
Independent project on design and construc-
tion of a practical electronic circuit. Project
includes the conceptual design phase, genera-
tion of the circuit schematic and parts list,
construction and testing of the circuit, and
successful demonstration that original objec-
tives have been met
C. D. Palc?, J. K. Roberge

6.111 Introductory Digital Systems
Laboratory

Prereq.: 6.002 or 6.071
U (1, 2) LAB
3-7-2

Initial lecture format treats combinational logic,
flip flops, counters, timing circuits, synchroniza-
tion techniques, finite-state machines, and the
design of more complicated digital systems
using microprogramming techniques. This
material, accompanied by problem sets and lab
exercises, prepares students for the concep-
tion, design, and implementation of a compli-
cated digital systems project of their choice:
e.g., games, music, microcomputers, digital
filters, bit-mapped displays, graphics.
D. E 7toxel

6.114 Realene Computing and Control
LaborMory
Prereq.: 6.001, 6.004
U (2)
3-7-2

The effective use of microcomputer systems in
real-time control, monitoring and computation.
Interrupts, DMA and multi-tasking. Software
development using both high-level (C) and
assembly languages. Laboratory exercises
involve open and closed loop control of physi-
cal devices, high-speed data acquisition and
playback. To be taught both fall and spring
beginning 1988-89.
F F Lee, B. R. Mus/cus

6.115 Microcomputer Project Laboratory
Prereq.: 6.111
U (1)
3-7-2
Explores the use of iicroprocessors as ele-
ments in larger systems. Lectures cover micro-
processor architectures and assembly lan-
guages, LSI peripheral devices, interfacing
single-chip and special-purpose microcom-
puters, design and debugging aids, communi-
cation strategies, and multiprocessor systems.
Exercises: assembly language, Interrupts and
timing; digital signal processing; microcontroller
networks and multiprocessor systems. Major
project: the design, construction, programming,
and testing of a system using microprocessors
as processing elements. Limited enrollment.
R. D. Thorn

6.121J Bloelectronice Project Laboratory
(Same subject as HST 575J)
Prereq.: 6.002 or 6.071
U (2) LAB
2-8-2

Project Laboratory in electronic instrumenta-
tion, interfacing the analog and digital world.
Students specify design, implement, and eval-
uate biomedical instruments, including several
interrelated analog and digital subsystems.
Extensive use of integrated analog circuits and
a microprocessor. Classroom development of
analytic models for complex functional compo-
nents and the measurement process in the
context of a longitudinal laboratory project.
Written report and oral presentation after
completion of project.
S. K. Burns, R. G. Mark

6.141 Energy and Electromechanical
Lystems Project Laboratory
Prereq.: 6.012 or 6.013
U (1, 2) LAB
0-10-2
Independent laboratory work involving electro-
mechanical systems, power electronics, high-
voltage systems, rotating electric machinery,
bloelectromechanics, energy systems, and con-
trol. Student's choice of project is either from a
list of suggested topics or developed by student
in conjunction with instructor.
S. D. Urnans
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6.142 Microcomputer Control of Dynamic 6.163 Strobe Project Laboratory
Systems -

Prereq.: 6.001, 6.003
U (2)
2-7-3

Microcomputer-based control system labora-
tory. Lectures: analysis and design of sampled-
data control systems, microcomputer-based
control system Implementation, and dynamic
system control objectives. Laboratory experi-
ments and term project on design and hardware/
software implementation of microcomputer-
based control systems. lypical projects: control
of ac and dc motors, power electronic circuits,
and magnetic levitators. Limited to 25.
J. H. Lang

6.151 Semiconductor Devices Project
Laboratory

Prereq.: 6.701J or 6.150J
U (2) LAB
0-12-0

Student use of the Microelectronics Laboratory
facilities for individual or team projects in the
area of design, fabrication, modeling, and char-
acterization of individual MOS or bipolar devices,
and of integrated circuits using these devices.
Each term, the project topics are selected to
fit the general areas of development in the
Laboratory. Enrollment limited.
R. T Howe, D. J. Edell, L. R. Reif,
C. G. Sodini

6.1 6j Modern Optics Project Laborao

Prereq.: 6.013, 6.003
U (1) LAB
2-8-2

Lectures, laboratory exercises, and projects in
modern optics. Topics: polarization properties
of light, reflection and refraction, coherence
and interference, Fraunhofer and Fresnel dif-
fraction, imaging and transforming properties
of lenses, spatial filtering, coherent optical proc-
essors, holography, optical properties of mate-
rials, lasers, nonlinear optics, electrooptic and
acoustooptic materials and devices, optical
detectors, fiber optics, and optical communica-
tion. Seniors may use this laboratory to find a
thesis.
C. Warde

6.162 Image Transmission Systems Project
Laboratory

Prereq.: 6.012
U (1, 2) LAB
0-12-0

Students use the Image Processing Laboratory
facilities of the Cognitive Information Processing
Group in RLE, or the Media Laboratory (Ad-'
vanced TV Research Program), for projects
related to picture transmission or reproduction
systems. Facilities available for computer simu-
lation studies as well as hardware projects.
Possible topics: image enhancement and com-
pression, implementation of image processing
algorithms in hardware, image processing
software development.
W F Schrelber

U (1, 2) LAB
2-8-2

A project laboratory for experiments, dealing
mainly with the characteristics of electronic
flash sources of light and their applications to
photography and measurement problems. A
program of experimentation concerned with
electronic flash, organized with each group of
students at the start of the term. Permission of
instructor required.
H. E. Edgerton, C. E. Miller

6.170 Laboratory in Software Engineering
Prereq.: 6.001
U (1, 2)
3-6-3

Introduces concepts and techniques relevant
to the production of large software systems.
Students taught a programming method based
on the recognition and description of useful
abstractions. Topics: programming methodol-
ogy; procedural, data, and control abstractions;
specifications; top down design, implementa-
tion, and testing. Several programming projects
of varying size undertaken by students working
singly and in groups.
J. V Guftag, B. H. Llskov

6.182 Psychoacoustics Project Laboratory

Prereq.: -
U (2) LAB Next offered 1988-89
3-4-5
introduces the methods used to measure
human auditory abilities. Discusses auditory
function, principles of psychoacoustic meas-
urement, models for psychoacoustic perform-
ance, and experimental techniqL es. Project
topics: absolute and differential auditory sen-
sitivity, operating characteristics of human
observers, span of absolute judgment, adap-
tive measurement procedures, scaling sensory
magnitudes. Oral presentation and written
report. Knowledge of probability helpful. Alter-
nate years.
L. 0. Braida, N. I. Durlach

Advanced Undergraduate
Subjects and Graduate
Subjects by Area

Systems Science and Control
Engineering

6.201 Introduction to Dynamic Systems

Prereq.: 6.003, 18.06
U (1)
3-0-9

Introduces modern system theory, with appli-
cations to control, signal processing, related
areas. Topics: linear equations; least-norm and
recursive least-square-error solutions. State
space models of discrete- and continuous-
time multi-input-output systems. Linear time-
Invariant systems: controllability, observability,
modes, minimality, transfer function matrices,
compensators, state feedback, optimal regula-
tion, observers, frequency domain design. Intro-
ductory ideas on nonlinear systems and optimal
control.
G. C. Vtrghese, S. K Mitter

6.231 Dynamic Programming and
Stochastic Control (A)

Prereq.: 6.041 or 18.313 or 18.440
G (2)
3-0-9

introduces sequential decision making via
dynamic programming. Unified approach to opti-
mal control of stochastic dynamic systems and
Markovian decision problems. Applications from
control theory and operations research include
linear-quadratic problems, inventory control,
and resource allocation models. Optimal deci-
sion making under perfect and imperfect state
information. Certainty equivalent and open
loop-feedback control, self-tuning controllers.
Infinite horizon problems, successive approxi-
mation, policy iteration.
D. P Bertsehas

6.233J Multivariable Control Systems I (A)

(Same subject as 2.154J, 10.28J, 13.47J,
16.341J)
Prereq.: 2.14 or 6.302 or 10.35 or 16.30
G (1)
4-0-8

Integrated state-space and frequency domain
description of linear multivariable feedback
control systems based on models of physical
processes. Stability, robustness, and perform-
ance specifications via singular values. Multi-
variable system analysis; stability, controllability,
observability, poles and zeros, modal proper-
ties. Closed-loop stability, multivariable Nyquist
criterion, and singular-value based robustness
tests. Impact of unstable poles, nonminimum-
phase zeros, and time-delays. Computer-aided
homework.
M. Athens, J. K. Hedrick, G. Stephanopoulos,
M.S. 1Hantalyllou, B. K. Milker
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6,234J Multivarlable Control Systems 11 (A) 6.243 Theory of Nonlinear Systems (A)
(Same subject as 2.155J, 10.29J, 13.48J,
16.342J)
Prereq.: 6.233J

8 (2)
4-0-8
Computer-aided design methodologies for syn-
thesis of multivariable feedback control sys-
tems. Performance and robustness trade-off.
Model-based compensators; separation prop-
ertIes. Linear-quadratic and Kalman fliter
designs. Integral control and other dynamic
augmentation. Unear-quadratlc-gausslan com-
pensators with loop transfer recovery. Other
design methodologies. Model and compensa-
tor simplification. Nonlinear effects. Computer-
aIded design homework using models of physical
processes.
M. Athans, J. K Hedrick, G. Stephanopoulos
M. S. T1Hantafyllou, L. WIavani

6.238 Dynamics, Estimation, and Control of
Electrical Machine Systems (A)
Prereq.: 6.201 or 6.233J
G (2) Not to be ofred 1968-89
3-0-9

Control theory approach, aimed at robotics,
traction, and similar applications. Dynamic mod-
els for electrical machines and power elec-
tronic circuits; transformations; time-invariant,
periodically varying, and sampled data mod-
les. Time and frequency scale decomposition.

State-space averaging. Lyapunov stability meth-
ods; instability phenomena. Parameter estima-
tion; (adaptive) state observers. Linear and
nonlinear state feedback; field-oriented and
sliding-mode control; adaptive and optimal con-
trol. Implementation. Alternate years.
J. H. Lang, G. C. erghese

6.241 Dynamic Systems (A)
Prereq.: 6.003, 18.06
G (1)
3-0-9

Graduate introduction to modern system the-
ory. Meets with 6.201, but requires completion
of additional or alternative readings, problems,
and tests.
G. C. %brghese, S. K Mitter

6.242 Theory of Linear Systems (A)
Prereq.: 18.06, 6.241 or 6.201 or 6.233J
G (2) Not to be ofered 198-89
3-0-9

Introduces concepts and methods underlying
current research. State space and frequency
domain approaches to structure, behavior,
control of linear systems. Canonical forms,
standard forms and numerical computations.
Realization theory; Grammians, balanced reali-
zations, model reduction. Geometric theory-
controlled, conditionally and almost invariant
subspaces. Polynomial matrix descriptions, sys-
tem equivalence; transfer matrices, multivarlable
poles ard zeros; coprime factorizations. Com-
pensator parametrization; Hoptimization. Alter-
nate years.
S. K Mitter, G. C. Wrghese

Prereq.: 18.100,18.06, 6.241 or 6.201 or 6.233J
G (1) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-9

Introduces nonlinear dynamical systems, with
emphasis on stability theory. Solvability of
nonlinear equations. Dynamical systems in
input/output and in state space form. Feedback
systems. Input/output stability concepts. Sta-
bility criteria based on the small loop-gain theo-
rem and on passivity conditions. Circle criterion,
Popov's criterion, and other frequency-domain
stability criteria. Lyapunov stability theory.
Dissipative systems. Alternate years.
S. K Mitten J. L. Wyatt, Jr

6.251J Introduction to Mathematical
Programming (A)

(Same subject as 15.081J)
Prereq.: 18.06
G (1, 2)
3-0-9
A first subject In mathematical optimization
emphasizing both methodology and the under-
lying mathematical structures. Covers linear
programming and related topics: the simplex
method, duality theory, sensitivity analysis,
network flow algorithms, decomposition, integer
programming, and polyhedral geometry.
R. G. Gallage; R. M. Freund

6.252J Nonlinear Programming (A)

(Same subject as 15.084J)
Prereq.: 18.06, 18.100
G (2)
3-0-9

A unified analytical and computational approach
to nonlinear optimization problems. Uncon-
strained optimization methods include gradient,
conjugate direction, Newton, and quasi-Newton
methods. Constrained optimization methods
include feasible directions, projection, and
Lagrange multiplier methods. Convex analysis,
Lagranglan relaxation, nondifferentiable opti-
mization, and applications In integer pro-
gramming. Comprehensive treatment of duality
theory. Applications drawn from control, com-
munications, power systems, and resource allo-
cation problems.
D. P Bertsekas, J. F Shapiro

6.255 Computation and Communication in
Distributed Systems (A)

Prereq.: 18.06, 6.041
G (1) Next ofred 1988-89
3-0-9
Parallel and distributed algorithms in fast paral-
lel computation and data communication net-
works. Parallel algorithms (direct and Iterative)
for linear systems of equations and other
numerical linear algebra problems. Asynchro-
nous algorithms for systems of equations,
nonlinear optimization and dynamic program-
ming. Distributed algorithms for routing and
operation control of data communication net-
works; routing in regular networks of inter-
connected processors. Parallel algorithms in
graph theory. Alternate years.
J. Tsitsiklls

6.262 Discrete Event Stochastic
Processes (A)
Prereq.: 1.07 or 6.041 or 6.431 or 18.313
G (1)
3-0-9

Review of probability and laws of large num-
bers; Polsson counting process and renewal
processes; Markov chains (including Markov
decision theory), branching processes, birth-
death processes, and semi-Markov processes;
continuous-time Markov chains and reversibil-
Ity; random walks and large deviations; appli-
cations from queueing, communication, control,
and operations research.
R. G. Gallage, R. C. Larson, A. W Drake

6.263 Data-Communication Networks (A)
Prereq.: 6.041 or 18.313
G (1)
3-0-9

Modeling of the control processes in computer
and data communication networks. Develops
a J utilizes elementary concepts from queueing
theory, algorithms, linear and nonlinear pro-
gramming to study the problems of line and
network protrols, distributed algorithms, quasi-
static and dynamic routing, congestion control,
deadlock prevention, local networks, and radio
and satellite multi-access schemes.
D. P Bertsekas

6.264 Queueling Theory with
Applications (A)
Prereq.: 6.262 or 6.432 or 18.445J
G (2) Not to be ofered 1988-89
3-0-9

introduces analysis of queueing systems, with
applications in communications, computers,
manufacturing, transportation, and urban sys-
tems. Material presented varies, depending
partly upon student interests. Typical topics:
simple Markovian queues, networks of queues,
general (non-Markovian) single and multiple
server queues, priority queues, bounds, and
approximations. Current research opportuni-
ties discussed. Alternate years.
P A. Humblet, R. C. Larson

6.281J Logistical and 'ransportation
Planning Methods (A)
(Same subject as 1.203J, 11.526J, 13.665J,
15.078J, 16.76J, TPP 43J)
Prereq.: 6.431, 15.075
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 1.203J.
R. C. Larson, A. I. Bamett, A. R. Odoni,
H. N Psaraft/s

6.291 Seminar In Systems,
Communications, and Control Research (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

A seminar dealing with advanced topics in
systems, communications, and control. Sulected
topics according to student and Instructor
Interest. See instructor for specific topics to be
offered in a particular term.
S. K Mitter
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Electronics, Computers, and
Systems

6.301 Sold-Stat. Circuits

Prereq.: 6.012
U (1)
3-3-6

Analysis and design of transistor circuits, based
directly on the semiconductor physics and
transistor circuit models developed in 6.012.
High-frequency and low-frequency design cal-
culations of multistage transistor circuits using
a computer. Trans-linear circuits. The charge-
control model. Introduction to operational-
amplifier design and application. Some previous
laboratory experience assumed.
J. K Roberge

6.302 Feedback Systems

Prereq.: 6.003 or 2.02
U (2)
4-2-6

Introduction to design of feedback amplifiers
and automatic control systems. Properties and
advantages of feedback systems. Time-domain
and frequency-domain performance measures.
Stability and degree of stability. Root locus
method. Nyquist criterion. Frequency-domain
design. Compensation techniques. Sampled-
data feedback systems. Application to elec-
tronic, electromechanical, and other physical
systems. Some previous laboratory experience
with electronic systems is assumed.
L. A. Gould

6.311 Telephony

Prereq.: 6.002 or 6.071 or 6.101
U (2)
2-0-4

Reviews current telephone technology. Exam-
ines the sequence of events occurring as a call
is originated, connection made, and call com-
pleted for commonly used systems including
manual switchboards, step-by-step, cross-bar,
and ESS offices. Interoffice connection, signal
methods, and traffic problems. Technical and
economic characteristics of equipment Lmed for
voice and data communications. Tours of rep-
resentative facilities arranged.
S. K Burns

6.312 Acoustics

Prereq.: 6.002
U (1)
3-1-8

Sound generation and propagation in elastic
media. Simple sources and arrays of sources.
Derivation of lumped parameter acoustical ele-
ments and circuits from solutions of wave equa-
tions. Radiation impedance. Conversion among
acoustical, electrical, and mechanical energy.
Modeling and analysis of electroacoustical
devices such as microphones and loudspeak-
ers. Sound in rooms. Interaction of sound and
humans.
A. G. Bose

6.313 Contemporary Computer Deeln
Prereq.: 6.004
U (1) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Computer arithmetic; high-speed logic design
and packaging; clocking strategies; pipelined
computer techniques; microprogramming ve
simple instruction sets; cache and paging
design; datatyping, hardware support for gar-
bage collection; MIMD/SIMD parallel comput-
ers; Interprocessor communications technol-
ogies.
T F Knight, Jr

6.331 Advanced Circuit Techniques (A)

Prereq.: 6.301, 6.302
G (1) Not to be offered 1988-89
3-2-7

Following a brief classroom discussion of rele-
vant principles, each student completes the
paper dosign of several advanced circuits
such as multiplexers, sample-and-holds, gain-
controlled amplifiers, analog multipliers, digital-
to-analog or analog-to-digital converters, and
power amplifiers. One of each student's designs
may be presented to the class, and one may be
built and evaluated. Associated laboratory
emphasizing the use of modern analog building
blocks. Enrollment limited. Permission of instruc-
tor required. Alternate years.
J. K. Roberge

6.332 Advanced Instrumentation
Electronics (A)

Prereq.: 6.003
G (1)
3-0-9

Modern instrumentation circuits, transduction.
Deterministic and statistical models. Emphasis
on analog-digital circuits with microprocessor
controllers. Case-study approach: team design,
implementation, and presentation of prototype
instruments such as op-amp tester, noise-
measurement, thermal, electrochemical, optical
measurement systems. Topics: linear circuits,
op-amps, filters, differential amplifiers, synchro-
nous detectors, phase-locked loops, sampling,
quantization, microprocessor interface and
control,
S. K. Burns, J. C. Vkaver

6.333 Electronic Circuits (A)

Prereq.: 6.003
G (2)
3-0-9

Theory, analysis, and design of linear and
nonlinear electronic circuits, emphasizing the
use of computers to solve symbolic and numer-
ical circuit problems. Topics: network represen-
tations and transformations; relations between
time, frequency, and circuit domains; computer
simulation; basic limitations and optimal design.
Examples: amplifiers; oscillators; switching cir-
cuits; VLSI; feedback; circuit analogs for elec-
tromechanical systems.
R. D. Thornton

6.334 Power ElectronIcs (A)

Prereq.: 6.012, 6.013
G (2)
3-0-9

The application of electronics to energy con-
version and control. Electrical and thermal char-
acteristics of power semiconductor devices -
diodes, bipolar and field effect transistors, and
thyristors. Magnetic circuits. Active and passive
filtering techniques. Emphasizes device limita-
tions, circuit techniques,computer-alded anal-
ysis and design, and system control. Application
examples include controlled rectifiers, high-
frequency inverters, dc-dc conversion, and
motion control. Assumes background in ele-
mentary device physics.
J. G. Kassaklan

6.335 Fundamental Theory of Nonineer
Networks (A)

Prereq.: 6.003,18.06
G (2) Next offered 1988-89
'3-0-9

Network topology: graph theory, Tellegen's the-
orem, colored arc lemma, applications. Alge-
braic n-ports. Circuit properties: passivity,
losslessness, reciprocity, monotonicity. Resistive
networks: uniqueness, no-gain, sensitivity and
extremum principles. Dynamic networks: state
equations, differential equation theory, Lyapunov
stability. Current topics and applications. Alter-
nate years.
J. L. Wyatt, J:

8.336 Numerical Simulation of Large-Scale
Circuits (A)

Prereq.: 6.003, 18.06
G (1) Not to be offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Network equation formulation techniques: nodal,
modified nodal, and sparse tableau analysis.
Methods for solving linear and nonlinear alge-
braic systems: LU decomposition, sparse matri-
ces, Newton algorithms, and secant methods.
Numerical methods for stiff differential equation
systems: stability of multistep discretizaton
methods and truncation error timestep control
algorithms. Techniques for very large prob-
lems: decomposition methods, relaxation algo-
rithms, semi-implicit and multi-rate integration
techniques. Alternate years.
J. K. White, J. L. Wyatt, Jr

6.341 DIgital Processing of Signals (A)

Prereq.: 6.003, 18.075 or 18.04
G (1, 2)
4-0-8

Representation, analysis, and design of dis-
crete time signals and systems. Z-transforms
and the discrete Fourier transform. Difference
equations. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) algo-
rithm. High-speed convolution. Time- and
frequency- domain design techniques for recur-
sive (IR) and nonrecursive (FIR) systems. Finite
wordlength effects. Additional topics may include
homomorphic signal processing, Hilbert trans-
forms, parametric signal modeling, power spec-
trum estimation, and applications to speech
and image processing.
A. V Oppenheim
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6.343 Digital Speech Processing (A)

Prereq.: 6.341
G (2) Next offered 1988-09
4-0-8

Applications of digital techniques to the pro-
cessing of speech signals. Time- and frequency-
domain models for speech processing. Speech
analysis techniques, including homomorphic,
linear prediction, and short-time Fourier analy-
ses. Principles of speech bandwidth compres-
sion. speech synthesis, and speech recognition.
Survey of applications In the area of human-
machine communication, including voice-
response systems and speech recognition
systems. Alternate years.
V W Zue

6.344 wo-dimensional Signal
Processing and Image Processing (A)

Prereq.: 6.341
G(2) Not to be offered 1988-89
3-0-9
Representation, analysis, and design of two-
dimensional signals and systems. Two-dimen-
sional Fourier transform, z-transform, discrete
Fourier transform, and fast Fourier transform
algorithms. Two-dimensional sprectral estima-
tion. Image processing basics. Image enhance-
ment. Image restoration. Image coding. Alter-
nate years.
J. S. Lim

6.346 Architectures for Digital Signal
Processing (A)

Prereq.: 6.341, 6.823
G (1) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Interrelationshipb between algorithm design
and special-purpose computer architectures
for digital signal processing. High-performance
computers. Linear algebra algorithms and ma-
chines. Orthogonal transformations. Filter, Con-
volution and Fast Transform architectures. Com-
pilation of algorithms into architectures. Image
processing and local neighborhood operators.
Transactions-oriented signal processing. Term
paper or project required. Alternate years.
B. R. Musicus

6.361 Image Processing (A)

Prereq.: 6.003
G (1)
3-0-9

Optical, electrooptical, electronic, and com-
puter image processing techniques with appli-
cations to image restoration, quality improve-
ment, and efficient coding for storage or trans-
mission. Mathematical description of images.
Relevant properties of human vision. Measures
of quality. Scanning, sampling, and quantiza-
tion. Fourier analysis and linear spatial filtering.
Nonlinear processing. The halftone process.
Technology of facsimile, television, and printing
systems. Color. Term paper or project required.
W F Schreiber

6.371 introduction to VLSI Systems (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
3-3-6

Provides background in integrated devices,
circuits, and digital subsystems needed for
design and implementation of Integrated ays-
tems. Design methodology, use of ratioed design
rules and library modules, symbolic layout
languages, computer-aIded design techniques.
Students required to complete, through layout,
the design of a digital subsystem in NMOS or
CMOS. Selected projects form a multi-project
chip set, leading to wafers available after the
end of the term for packaging and testing by
the student. Limited enrollment.
J. Allen

6.372 Design and Analysis of VLSI
Circuits (A)
Prereq.: 6.012, 6.371
G (2)
3-0-9

Design and analysis of digital MOS VLSI cir-
cuits. Topics: methodology design; device and
interconnect physics; noise and tolerancing;
noise margins; worst-case design; logic-gate
dynamics; delay optimization; specialized cir-
cuit forms; clocking; VLSI micro-architecture.
Emphasizes analytical and CAD techniques
for high-performance circuit design. Limited
enrollment.
L. A. Glasser

Probabilistic Systems and
Communication

6.431 Applied Probability

Prereq.: 18.02
G (1, 2)
4-0-8

Meets with 6.041. Requires the completion of
additional advanced home problems.
A. W Drake

6.432 Stochastic Processes, Detection and
Estimation (A)

Prereq.: 6.003, 6.041 or 6.431 or 18.313
G (1, 2)
4-0-8

Fundamentals of detection, estimation, and sto-
chastic processes of importance in communi-
cation, control, and signal processing. Review of
probability and introduction of vector notation
for sets of random variables. Principles of
hypothesis testing and parameter estimation.
Introduction to stochastic processes in continu-
ous and discrete time. Correlation functions,
power spectra and linear systems with stochas-
tic inputs. Series expansions of processes.
Signal detection and parameter estimation from
noisy observations. Wiener filtering.
J. H. Shapiro, A. S. Wlsky

6.433 Recursive Estimation (A)
(New)
Prereq.: 6.201 or 6.233J or 6.241, 6.432
G (2)
3-0-9

State-space based theory of dynamic estima-
tion in discrete and continuous time. Linear
state-space models driven by white noise.
Kalman filter and its properties. Implementation
issues, including the solution of the Riccati
equation, the square-root filter, and efficient
algorithms for the Kalman gain. Optimal smooth-
ing for linear systems. Nonlinear filtering and
the extended and second-order Kalman filters.
A. S. VWIlsky, S. K. Miffer

6.435 System Identification (A)

Prereq.: 6.003, 6.041 or 6.431 or 18.313
G0(1) Not to beeafred 1 U986
3-0-9

Determination of valid mathematical models for
physical and social systems, using observa-
tions of their behavior. Different philosophies of
modeling; state space, time series. Multiple
input-output, nonlinear, and time varying sys-
tems. Parameter estimation algorithms: full infor-
mation maximum likelihood, least squares.
Parameter IdentifIability. Model validation; statis-
tical hypothesis testing, reasonability. Bad data-
anomaly detection, robust estimation. Discussion
of available software packages. Alternate years.
F C. Schweppe

6.441 Tansmission of information (A)

Prereq.: 6.041 or 6.431 or 6.432 or 18.313
G (2)
3-0-9

Introduces the quantitative study of information,
with emphasis on concepts fundamental to the
engineering of reliable, efficient communication
systems. Mathematical definition of information
and study of its properties; efficient represen-
tation of message sources; communication chan-
nels and their capacity; coding for reliable
transmission of data over noisy channels. Addi-
tional topics of Interest such as representing
data and control information in data communi-
cation networks are included.
R. G. Gallager

6.450 Communication Systems
(NOW)
Prereq.: 6.003; 6.041 or 18.313 or 18.440
G (1)
3-0-9
Graduate-level Introduction to communication
systems and to their implementation with fiber
optics technology. Description of signals and
noise in the frequency domain. Analog and
digital methods of modulation, demodulation,
multiplexing, and transmission. Signal-to-noise
ratios and error probabilities as measures of
system performance. Application of results to
selected systems and networks. Meets with
6.074, but involves additional reading, home-
work, arid a term design paper, all pertaining
to fiber optic technology.
R. S. Kennedy
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6.451 PrInciples of Communication (A)
Prereq.: 6.003, 6.432
G (2)
3-0-9

Fundamental principles underlying the trans-
mission of digital data over noisy channels.
Mathematical description of signals, noise, and
channels. Digital modulation and signal design.
Decision regions and optimum receivers. Inter-
symbol interference and adaptive equalization.
Convolutional codes. Fading and multipath
channels. Topics of current interest.
P A. Humblet

6.453 Optical Detection and
Communication (A)

Prereq.: 6.041, 6.014
G (2) Not to beoffere 1988-89
3-0-9

Basic graduate subject in optical detection and
its applications. Phenomenological description
of photodetectors. Shot noise, thermal noise,
gain-fluctuation noise statistics. Signal-to-noise
ratios of direct detection and heterodyne detec-
tion systems. Application of noise analysis to
free-space, atmospheric, and fiber optic com-
munications. Application of noise analysis to
optical detection for phase-sensing interferom-
eters, photon correlation instruments, and opti-
cal radars. Alternate years.
J. H. Shapiro

6.454 Advanced Topice in Optical
Communication Research (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Next offerd 1988-89
3-0-9

Discusses advanced topics and current re-
search activities in optical detection, propaga-
tion, and communication. Material presented
and detailed prerequisites vary from year to
year. Term paper required. Alternate years.
J. H. Shapiro

6.455J Geophysical and Oceanographic
Signal Processing I (A)

(Same subject as 13.741J)
Prereq.: 2.02 or 6.003, 6.041, 18.075
G (1) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9

See description under subject 13.741J.
A. B. Baggeroer (1bods Hole Staff): R. C. Spindel

6.456J Geophysical and Oceanographic
Signal Processing 11(A)

(Same subject as 12.534J, 13.742J)
Prereq.: 6.341 or 12.761 or 13.741J or 12.713
G (2) Not to be offered 1988-89
3-1-8

See description under subject 13.742J.
A. B. Baggeroer

Bloelectrical Engineering

6.501 Sound, Speech, Hearing

Prereq.: 6.003
U (1) Not to be offred 1988-89
3-0-9

Introduces the physical, physiological, and psy-
chological bases of auditory communication.
Physical acoustics, properties of neural and
muscular elements, the vocal tract and speech
generation, signal transmission In the auditory
system, perception of attributes of speech and
speechlike sounds, and the linguistic units that
underlie speech events. Disorders of human
communication.
K N Stevens, L. D. Bralda

6.523J Computers and Patient Care

(Same subject as HST 550J)
Prereq.: -

4 (2)
2-0-4
See description under subject HST 550J.
G. 0. Barnett

6.524J General Physiology

(Same subject as 7.51J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) SD
3-0-9

See description under subject 7.51J.
J. Y Lettvin

6.532J Sensory-Neural Systems (A)

(Same subject as 16.352J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1) Not to be offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Detailed consideration of a number of sensory-
neural systems with respect to anatomy, physiol-
ogy, and mode of operation. Reading of relevant
papers and critical discussion of the methods
and results described. Topics selected on the
basis of their current research interest, with
emphasis on systems in which physical input
and sensory cell/neuron output can be quan-
titatively related. Examples from vertebrate spe-
cies including mechanical, auditory, visual, and
other modalities. Alternate years.
L. S. Fishkopf, C. M. Oman

6.541J Specah Communication (A)

(Same subject as 24.968J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2) Next ofred 1988-89
3-0-9

Survey of structural properties of natural lan-
guages, with special emphasis on the sound
pattern. Physiology of speech production, artic-
ulatory phonetics. Acoustical theory of speech
production; acoustical and articulatory descrip-
tions of phonetic features. Perception of speech:
the auditory capabilities of humans; evidence
for perceptual correlates of phonetic catego-
ries. Mechanical recognition and generation of
speech. Recommended prerequisite: mathe-
matical background equivalent to 6.003. Alter-
nate years.
K. N Stevens, S. J. Keyser

6.542J Laboratory on the Physlology,
Acoustics, and Perception of Speech (A)

(Same subject as 24.966J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Not to be offered 1988-89
2-2-8

Experimental investigations of speech processes.
Topics: a) interpretation of x-mny motion pic-
tures, b) measurements of pressure and volume
velocity, c) computer-aided waveform analysis
and spectral analysis of speech, d) synthesis of
speech, e) identification and discrimination of
speech-like sounds, and other topics. Recom-
mended prerequisites: 6.501, 6.002 or 18.03.
Alternate years.
D. H. Katt

6.551 Signal Processing by the Auditory
System: Physiology (A)

Prereq.: 6.003, 6.023J
G (2) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Physiological mechanisms involved in signal
transmission and processing In the normal and
pathological auditory system. Emphasizes the
normal ear and brain stem, with some discus-
sion of higher brain levels; current prosthetic
approaches. Background other than listed pre-
requisites may be accepted. Alternate years.
IN T Peaks, T F Weiss, N. V-S. Kiang

6.552 Signal Processing by the Auditory
System: Perception (A)

Prereq.: 6.003, 6.041 or 6.431
G (1) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Studies behavioral aspects of human hearing
in relation to current physiological knowledge.
Examines performance in processing informa-
tion from acoustic stimuli. Correlations between
behavior and physiology, reflecting the tono-
topic organization and stochastic responses of
the auditory system. Mathematical models of
psychophysical relations, incorporating quanti-
tative knowledge of physiological transforma-
tions by the peripheral auditory system. Dis-
cusses related research on diagnosis and aids
for partially deaf. Alternate years.
L. D. Bralda, H. S. Colbum-
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6,fhJ BIomedical Signal Procssing (A) 6.611 Introduction to Optical Electronics 6.634 Noninoar Optics (A)
(Same subject as 16.356J, HST 582J)
Prereq.: 6.003
G (2)
3-6-3
See description under HST 582J.
W . Siebert, B. Delgutle, R Albrecht

6.61J Pleids, Forces, and Plows:
Background for Physiology (A)
(Same subject as HST 644J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-9
Conduction, diffusion, convection In electro-
lytes; fields In heterogeneous media; electrical
double layers; Maxwell stress tensor and elec-
trical forces In physiological systems. Fluid and
solid continua: equations of motion useful for
porous, hydrated biological tissues. Case stud-
Ies: membrane transport; electrode Interfaces;
electrical, mechanical, and chemical transduc-
tion In tissues; electrophoretic, electro-osmotic
flows; diffusion/reaction; ECG. Electromechani-
cal and physicochemical Interactions in bio-
materials and cells; orthopaedic and other clin-
ical examples.
A. J. Grodzinsky

6.562J Ultrasound: physics, Biophysics,
and' chnology (A)
(Same subject as 2.76J, HST 530J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Next ofered 1988-9
4-1-7
See description under subject 2.76J.
F R. Mrgenthaler P P Lele

6,66J Biomedical Measurements (A)
(Same subject as HST 585J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-3-6
See description under subject HST 585J.
D. J. Edell, J. C. Ktaver R. S. Newbower

Electrodynamics

6.601 FIelds, Forces, and Motion
Prereq.: 6.013
U (1)
3-0-9
Electromechanical Interactions in lumped-
parameter and continuum systems. Integral and
differential electromagnetic laws, including
motion. Lumped electrical and mechanical ele-
ments: thermodynamics of discrete electro-
mechanical coupling, equations of motion.
Synchronous and induction rotating machines.
Unear and nonlinear transducers, transient and
steady-state dynamics; electromechanical time
constants. Field transformations, do rotating
machines, magnetic diffusion and charge relax-
ation In moving conductors. Electromagnetic
force densities and stress tensors.
J. H. Lang

Prereq.: 6.013, 6.003
U (2)
3-0-9

Introduces Fourier optics. Spatial and temporal
coherence of lasers and applications made
possible by coherence. Characteristics of opti-
cal system components: propagation media,
resonators, fiber guides; detectors and their
signal-to-noise ratios; laser media, types and
properties; modulation techniques. Discusses
specific applications.
J. H. Shapiro

6.631 Optics and Optical Electronics (A)
Prereq.: 6.014 or 8.07
G (1)
3-0-9

A first-year graduate subject on fundamental
concepts and techniques of modern optics and
quantum electronics. Review of Maxwell's equa-
tions and the vector properties of light. Interfer-
ence and interferometers. Temporal and spatial
coherence. Scalar diffraction theory. Propaga-
tion of spherical and Gaussian-spherical beams.
Thin film and "fiber" waveguides. Device appli-
cations of electrooptic effect and nonlinear
optics.
H. A Haus, S. Ezekiel

6.632 Electromagnetic Wave Theory (A)

Prereq.: 6.014 or 8.03
G (1)
3-0-9

A first-year graduate subject on electromag-
netic field theory, emphasizing mathematical
approaches, problem solving, and physical
Interpretation. Examples deal with propagation,
guidance, resonance, radiation, and scattering
of electromagnetic waves.
J. A. Kong

6.633 Electrodynamics of Waves, Media,
and Interactions (A)

Prereq.: 6.014, 18.04,18.075
G0(2) Next ofee 1968-89
3-0-9

Wave propagation in media with temporal
and spatial dispersion; pulse propagation and
Green's function analysis. Linear stability the-
ory; absolute and convective instailitis. Energy,
momentum, and their flows associated with
small-amplitude wave propagation in passive
and active media. Geometric optics and mode
conversion In inhomogeneous media. Linear
and nonlinear coupling of modes in stable and
unstable systems. Nonlinear dynamics of order
and chaos; solitons and intrinsic stochasticity.
Alternate years.
A. Bets

Prereq.: 6.014, 6.807
G (2)
3-0-9

Nonlinear optical phenomena, emphasizing
applications, techniques, and devices. Nonlinear
polarization: harmonic generation, frequency
conversion, optical Kerr effect, self-phase mod-
ulation, wavefront conjugation. Pulse propaga-
tion in nonlinear media. Applications to fiber
optics. Nonlinear laser spectroscopy. Picosec-
ond and femtosecond measurement techniques.
E. P Ippen, J. 0. Fujimoto

6.635 Topics in Electrodynamics (A)

Prereq.: 6.014 or 6.632 or 8.07
G (2)
3-0-9

Material covered differs from year to year
according to interest of students and Instructor
in charge. Typical topics Include electrody-
namics of moving media, waves in dispersive
media, quantum optics, remote sensing, radia-
tive transfer theory and random media. Offered
when there are suitable topics with enough
student and staff interest.
J. A. Kong

6.637 Optical Information Processing (A)

Prereq.: 6.003, 6.014
G (2)
3-0-9

Systems, devices, algorithms, and applications
for optical information processing. Topics: coher-
ent and incoherent optical processors; space-
and-time-integrating correlators; space-variant
processors; white-light processors; digital opti-
cal processors; matrix-algebra processors: sym-
bolic optical processors with applications to
artificial intelligence; optical Interconnects; adap-
tive optics; acoustooptic, electrooptic, and
photorefractive spatial light modulators; limita-
tions of optical computers.
C. Warde

6.838 Electrical and Optical Processes
In Gases (A)
Prereq.: 8.03, 8.211
G (2) Not to be offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Basic processes in plasmas, lasers, and elec-
trical Insulation. Collisions involving particles
and radiation fields, Including classical and
quantum effects. Collective particle behavior,
mobility, diffusion, and distribution functions
with Max-Boltzmann, Druyvesteyn, and Fokker-
Planck approximations. Analysis of surface
effects, charge multiplication, breakdown, exci-
tation and inversion mechanisms, and plasma
properties. Applications in diagnostics, lasers,
plasma etching and processing, switches,
dielectrics, and lon sources. Alternate years.
C. M. COLdre
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6.641 Microwave Circuits (A)
Prereq.: 6.014
G (2) Not to be ofered 1988-89
3-0-9

Electromagnetic wave propagation on uniform
and periodic structures, waveguide, stripline,
and microstrip. Equivalent circuit representa-
tions for apertures and obstacles. Multiport
junctions. Non-reciprocal ferrite devices. Cavity
resonators. Filters. Perturbation theory. Traveling
wave tubes, backward wave oscillators, and
free electron lasers. Alternate years.
H. A. Haus

6.642 Antennas and Radiation (A)

Prereq.: 6.014
G (2) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-9

General thecry of radiation and its application
to the analysis of representative types of anten-
nas; emphasizes the design of antenna arrays,
microwave reflectors, and lenses. Alternate years.
J. A. Kong, F R. Morgenthaler

6.651J Introduction to Plasma Physics I (A)

(Same subject as 8.613J, 22.61 1J)
Prereq.: 6.014 or 8.07, 6.018 or 8.08, 18.04 or
18.075
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 8.613J.
information: A. Bers.

6.652J Introduction to Plasma
Physics 11 (A)

(Same subject as 8.614J, 22.612J)
Prereq.: 6.651J or 8.613J or 22.611J, 18.076
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 22.612J.
Information: A. Bers

6.653J MHD Theory of Magnetic Fusion
Systems I (A)

(Same subject as 22.615J)
Prereq.: 6.651J or 22.611J or 8.613J
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 22.615J.
J. P Freidberg

6.661 ReceIvers, Antennas, and Signals (A)

Prereq.: 6.014
G (2) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Detection and measurement of radio and opti-
cal signals encountered in communications,
astronomy, and radar. Statistical analysis of
signal processing systems, including radiome-
ters, spectrometers, Interferometers, and digital
correlation systems. Matched filters and ambi-
guity functions. Communications channel per-
formance. Measurement of random electro-
magnetic fields. Angular filtering properties of
antennas, Interferometers, and aperture syn-
thesis systems. Radiative transfer and parame-
ter estimation. Alternate years.
D. H. Steel/n

6.662J Radar Astronomy, Astrometry, and 6.685 Electric Machines (A)
Geodesy (A) 0- a M-1 a AM

(Same subject as 12.620J, 8.931 J)
Prereq.: 6.014 or 8.03, 18.085
G(2) Not to be ofred 196-49
3-0-9
See description under subject 12.62W.
D. H. Steelin, G. H. Petengill, C. C. Counselman

6.671 Continuum Electromechanics I (A)

Prereq.: 6.013, 6.601 or 2.03J
G (2)
3-0-9

Quasistatic field dynamics. Transfer relations
as an approach to field descriptions. Electro-
magnetic forces, force densities, and stress
tensors, including magnetization and polariza-
tion. Classification of energy-conversion pro-
cesses. Charge migration and relaxation, and
magnetic diffusion and Induction Interactions
with material motion. Introduction to electro-
mechanics of contir'da. Temporal and spatial
modes. Spectral numerical techniques. Method
of characteristics. Varied applications.
J. R. Melcher

6.672 Continuum Electromechanice 11(A)

Prereq.: 6.671
G (1) Not to be oftred 1968-89
3-0-9

Laws, approximations, and relations of contin-
uum mechanics. Mechanical and electrome-
chanical transfer relations. Statics and dynam-
le of electromechanical systems having a static
equilibrium. Electromechanical flows. Field cou-
pling with thermal and molecular diffusion. Elec-
trokinetics. Streaming interactions. Applications
to materials processing, magnetohydrodynamic
and electrohydrodynamic pumps and genera-
tors, physiochemical systems, heat transfer,
continuum feedback control, electron beam
devices, and plasma dynamics. Emphasis on
microfabricated systems. Alternate years.
J. R. Melcher

6.683 Operation and Planning of Electric
Power Systems (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next oftred 1988-89
3-0-9

Electric power system generation, transmission
distribution at a regional (e.g., New England)
level. Customer interaction and feedback. Inte-
gration of diverse physical, economic, and social
phenomena covering time frames ranging from
seconds to years. Methods of control, analysis,
design, and decision making for such large-
scale systems. Special consideration of small
distributed generation, rates and load manage-
ment, and the Impact of microprocessors. Alter-
nate years.
F C. Schweppe

G (2) Next ofered 198-69
3-0-9

ft'eatment of transformers, electromechanical
transducers, rotating and linear electric ma-
chines. Lumped-parameter electromechanics
of Interaction. Consideration of the basic ma-
chine types: dc, Induction, synchronous. Devel-
opment of device characteristics: energy Gon-
version density efficiency; and of system Inter-
action characteristics: regulation, stability, con-
trollablity, and response. Problems taken from
current research. Alternate years.
J. L. Kirtley, J:

Solid-State Materials and Devices

6.701J Microelectronics Processing
Technmology
(Same subject as 3.1 55J. 10.611J)
Prereq.: 6.012
U (1, 2)
3-4-5

introduces the theory and technology of
integrated-circult fabrication. Lectures and lab-
oratory sessions on basic processing tech-
niques such as diffusion, oxidation, epitaxy,
photolithography, chemical vapor deposition,
and plasma etching. Emphasis on the Inter-
relationahips between material properles, device
structure, and the electrical behavior of devices.
Provides background for thesis work In microe-
lectronics or for 6.151.
R. T Howe, C. G. Sodini, D. J. Edell

D. A. Rudman, C. V Thompson
H. H. Sawin

6.720 SemIconductor Devices
Prereq.: 6.012
U (1)
4-0-8

The physics of semiconductor device opera-
tion, with emphasis on its application to Inte-
grated circuits; Introduces use of energy band
viewpoint Topics: theory of p-n junction opera-
tion; principles of bipolar transistor operation,
Including careful development of the Gummel-
Poon model; metal-semiconductor junctions;
the MOS capacitor; charge-coupled devices
and the MOS transistor. First- and second-
order effects are discussed for both bipolar
and MOS transistors.
C. G. Sodini .
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6.725 Solar Energy Systems
Prereq.: 6.002 or 6.071 or 2.02
U (1) Next oftred 1988-89
3-0-9

Examines energy conversion systems, prima-
rily solar. Topics: solar radiation, blackbody
radiation; photovoltaic power generation, includ-
ing theory, materials, devices; systems analysis
of solar heating, cooling, and hybrid electrical-
thermal combinations; flat plate collectors, heat
mirrors, heat transfer; alternate energy sources,
including photochemical, hydro, wind, and tidal
power; energy storage systems. Guest lectures
on topics of intensive current research. Ele-
mentary knowledge of thermodynamics helpful.
Alternate years.
G. W Pratt, Jr, R. D. Thornton

6.730 Physics for Solid-Stats
Applications (A)

Prereq.: 6.013
G (1)
4-0-8

Fundamental physics for solid-state applica-
tions, Including a review of quantum mechanics
and statistical physics: classical and quantum
models of electrons In solids; crystal lattices;
energy band structures In the nearly free elec-
tron and tight binding approximations; effective
masses and semiclassical equations of motion;
lattice vibrations and phonons; band structures
and properties of selected semiconductors.
Recommended for first-year graduate students
interested in solid-state physics and devices.
T P Orlando

6.732 Physics of Solids (A)

Prereq.: 6.730 or 8.231
G (2)
4-0-8

Continuation of material in 6.730. Basic con-
cepts of the quantum theory of solids, empha-
sizing simple physical models. Topics: electronic
structures, dynamics of electrons in solids, Fermi
surfaces, transport phenomena in metals and
semiconductors; optical properties of metals,
semiconductors and insulators; lattice modes;
magnetic phenomena in solids, paramagnetism,
diamagnetism, ferromagnetism; resonance stud-
les in a magnetic field; superconductivity.
M. S. Dresselhaus

6.734J Application of Group Theory to the
Physics of Soli (A)
(Same subject as 8.510J)
Prereq.: 6.731J
G (2) Not to be offered 1988-69
3-0-9

Group theory techniques: mathematical back-
ground, representation theory, character tables,
basis functions, point groups, space groups,
double groups, time reversal symmetry. Appli-
cations: crystal field structure, selection rules,
directed valence and bonds, molecular vibra-
tions, group of the wave vector with application
to energy bands, lattice modes. Alternate years.
M. S. Dresselhaus

6.735J PhyMics of Semloonductors and
Device (A)
(NOW)
(Same subject as 8.532J)
Prereq.: 6.732 or 8.232
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 8.532J.
M. S. Dresselhaus

6,741J Theory of Solids I (A)

(Same subject as 8.511J)
Prereq.: 6.732J
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 8.51 1J.
R Lee

6.742J Theory of Solids 11 (A)

(Same subject as 8.512J)
Prereq.: 6.741J
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 8.512J.
G. B. KotIlar

6.751 Quantum Electronics (A)
Prereq.: 6.731J or 8.05
G (2)
3-0-9

Basic phenomena of quantum electronics,
Including development of background quantum
mechanics and optical properties of solids.
Quantization of electromagnetic field and spon-
taneous plus stimulated optical transitions
between energy levels. Resonant processes,
including electric dipole transitions, absorption
dispersion, and saturation. The laser and its
operating characteristics. Rate equations, opti-
cal pumping, Q-switching, and mode looking.
Nonlinear optics. Electrooptical devices, pico-
second switches and pulse generation, optical
logic gates. Fiber optics.
G. W Prat, Jr

6.753 High-Frequency Magnetics and
Magnetic Recording (A)

Prereq.: 6.014 or 6.601
G (2) Not to be offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Basic principles underlying static and dynamic
behavior of magnetic materials used for high-
frequency application and Information storage.
Theory of magnetic domains, including mag-
netic bubbles; magnetic resonance; propaga-
tion of electromagnetic, magnetostatic, and
magnetoeleastic waves. Unear and nonlinear
microwave ferrite devices. Introduction to longi-
tudinal and transverse magnetic recording.
Alternate years.
F R. Morgenthaler

6.762 DielectrIc and Optical Materials and
Devices (A)
Prereq.: 6.013
G (1) Next ofered 198849
3-0-9

Devices dependent on polarization rather than
transport. Tensor properties and crystal sym-
metry. Nonlinear dielectrics: ferroelectrics,
parametric amplification. Elasticity. Coupled
effects: pyro- and piezo-electricity. Optical prop-
erties: waves in anisotropic crystals; indicatrix;
electrooptics, photoelasticity optical modula-
tors; beam deflectors. Nonlinear optics: fre-
quency doubling; parametric conversion; photo-
refractive effects. Alternate years.
D. J. Epstein

6.763 Applled SuperconductivIty (A)
Prereq.: 6.013 or 8.07
G (2) Not to be ofered 1988-9
3-0-9

Phenomenological approach to superconduc-
tivity, surveying large-scale and small-scale
applications. Electrodynamics of supercon-
ductors, London's model, flux quantization. Type
if superconductors, upper critical fields, pinning,
critical state model. Josephson Junctions and
superconducting quantum devices, equivalent
circuits and analogs, computers. Brief overview
of superconducting materials and microscopic
theory. Some background in solid-state physics
helpful. Alternate years.
T P Orlando

6,771 Physics of Semiconductor
Devices (A)
Prereq.: 6.730, 6.012
G (2)
3-0-9

The physical basis of semiconductor device
operation. Homogeneous and inhomogeneous
semiconductors in equilibrium; electrochemi-
cal potential; generation-recombination mecha-
nisms; Boltzmann transport equation; ambipolar
transport, p-n homojunctions and heterojunc-
tions; Schottky diodes, MOS capacitors; Gummel
approach to bipolar devices; Zener and ava-
lanche breakdown; high-level injection; quasi-
static behavior of bipolar and MOS transistor;
pnpn devices; CMOS; latchup.
S. D. Senturla

6.772 integrated Circuit Devices and
Procees (A)
Prereq.: 6.720
G (1)
3-0-9

Silicon Integrated circuit technology. Theory
and practice of IC fabrication and device design,
emphasizing their relation to circuit perform-
ance. Topics: materials and fabrication pro-
ceases; large-signal models for bipolar and
field-effect translators; components and circuit
building blocks for modern digital ICs; circuit
layout considerations in LSI; computer-aided
analysis and design of processes, devices, and
circuits, using state-of-the-art simulators.
D. A Antonladis
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6.773 Ibplos In Semiconductor Device
Research (A)
Prereq.: 6.720, 6.018; or 6.771
G (2) Nottobeoffered 1966-69
3-0-9

Topics selected from current device research
areas. in recent years, subject matter has
included Schottky barriers and heterojunctions,
charge-coupled devices, diode lasers, quantum
well devices, and ultrahigh-speed transistors,
Including the heterojunction bipolar, high elec-
tron mobility and permeable base transistors.
Emphasis on device physics as it relates to
device performance. Alternate years.
A. L. McWhorter; C. G. Fonstad, J:

6.774 Physics of Microelectronio
Fabrication (A)
Prereq.: 6.720
G (1)
3-0-9
Fundamental principles of the processes used
In the fabrication of silicon monolithic Integrated
circuits. Physical models of bulk crystal growth,
thermal oxidation, solid-state diffusion, ion
implantation, epitaxial deposition, chemical
vapor deposition, and thin-film deposition.
Refractory metal sllicdes, plasma and reactive
Ion etching, laser/electron beam processing.
Technological limitations on integrated circuit
design and fabrication. VLSI fundamentals.
L. R. Reif

6.775 Design of Analog MOS LI (A)
Prereq.: 6.301
G (2)
3-0-9

A detailed exposition of the principles involved
in designing analog circuits in MOS LSI. Device
physics, small signal and large signal models.
Biasing. Basic circuit building blocks. Opera-
tional amplifier design. Large signal considera-
tions. Principles of switched capacitor networks.
Applications: fully integrated filters, compara-
tors, A/D and D/A converters, PCM encoders
and decoders; other signal processing cir-
cuits. A comprehensive design project is a
required part of the subject.
C. G. Sodini, H. S. Lee

6.776J Plasma Processing in Integrated
Circuit Fabrication (A)
(Same subject as 10.616J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2) Next oftred 198849
3-0-9

Studies glow discharge properties and pro-
cesses as applied to Integrated circuit fabrica-
tion. The physics and chemistry of nonequill-
brium plasmas. Emphasizes the plasma kinet-
ice and plasma-surface interactions. Extensively
reviews plasma etching processes, sputter dep-
osition, and plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition for the fabrication of VLSI devices.
Alternate years.
L. R. Reif, H. H. Sawin

6.781 Submicrometer Structres
1ohnology (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

Surveys techniques to fabricate and analyze
submicrometer structures, with applications.
Reviews optical and electron microscopy. Sur-
face characterization, preparation, and meas.
urement techniques. Resist technology. Optical
projection, holographic, X-ray, ion, and electron
lithography. Aqueous, ion, and plasma etching
techniques. Lift-off, film growth, and electro-
plating. Ion implantation. Applications In micro-
electronic devices, optical devices, grapho-
epitaxy and X-ray optics. Undergraduates with
permission of instructor.
H. 1. Smith

Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9

6.792 Special Topics in the Sold State and
Its Appication (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9
Primarily for those interested in research on
solid-state materials and devices for electrical
and electronic applications. Tbplos and staff to
be announced each term. Given Independently
or sequentially as circumstances require. Per-
mission of instructor required.
D. J. Epstein

Computer Science

6.801 Machine Vison
Prereq.: 6.003
U (1)
3-0-9
Deriving a symbolic description of the environ-
ment from an image. Understanding physics of
image formation. Image analysis as an inver-
sion problem. Binary Image processing and
filtering of Images as preprocessing steps.
Recovering shape, lightness, orientation, and
motion. Using constraints to reduce the ambi-
guity. Photometric stereo and extended Gaussian
sphere. Applications to robotics; intelligent Inter-
action of machines with their environment.
B. K. P Horn

6.802 Robot Manipulation
Prereq.: 8.01, 18.02
U (2)
3-0-9

Introducas kinematic, dynamic, and spatial
constraints on robot motion. Basic considera-
tions in design and application of robot sys-
tems. Solving kinematics of robot manipulators.
Planning trajectories subject to position, veloc-
Ity and acceleration constraints. Using rigid-
body dynamics in the control of robots. Control-
ling force and compliance in manipulation. Sur-
vey of basic Issues in robot programming.
Development of algorithms for automatic syn-
thesis of robot programs. Programming experi-
ence recommended.
T Lozano-Perez

G0(1)
4-0-8

Core graduate subject In programming lan-
guages. Programming language concepts and
design, with emphasis on abstraction mecha-
nisms. Denottional semantics. Functional and
Imperative languages. Procedure call and
parameter passing mechanisms. Generic and
polymorphic definitions. Abstract data types.
Efficiency issues. Several languages studied in
detail, with attention given to design goals and
interactions of features. Background in pro-
gramming languages, compiler construction,
and programming experience required.
J. V Gutiag, B. H. Liskov

6.823 Computer System Architecture (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Emphasizes the relationships among hardware
organization, systems programming, and lan-
guage support in the evolution of computer
architecture. Effect of Instruction set design on
performance and programmability; methods of
addressing, creating, protecting, and storing
data and procedure objects; processor and
memory design and programming Issues in
vector and multiprocessor systems. Assumes
undergraduate knowledge of programming lan-
guages and computer systems.
Arvind

6.824 Artificial intelligence (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-0-9
Intensive introduction to central issues of
constructing Intelligent systems. Historical trends
in Al research: generality in problem solving,
role of particular knowledge. Formalisms for
knowledge representation: predicate logic,
semantic networks, "frame' systems, produc-
tion rules. Problem-solving techniques: goal-
directed behavior, natural deduction, resolution,
production system architectures, reasoning
about control, planning, dependency-directed
control, constraints, truth maintenance. Expects
working knowledge of LISR
P Szoovits, H. E. Shrobe

6.821 Concepts in Moder Programming
6,791 Special lbplos in the Solid State and Languages (A)
its Application (A) .& M 1-* '
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6.630J Program Semantics and
Wrifloation (A)
(Same subject as 18.427J)
Prereq.: 6.821, 6.045J or 6.840J or 6.044J
G (2) Not to be offeed 19849
3-0-9
Presentation by faculty and students on mathe-
matical approaches to defining semantics of
simple programming languages: denotational,
operational, and axiomatic semantics. Formal
systems for program verification: soundness
and completeness. Logics of programs, type
thory lambda calculus. Further topics selected
from semantics and verification of complex
languages with concurrent and parallel con-
structs; current verification technology. May be
repeated for credit. Alternate years.
A. R. Myer

6.835 Concurrent Systems for Artificial
IntelIgence (A)
Prereq.: 6.001, 6.034
G (1)
3-0-9
Concurrent systems and their relationship to
artificial Intelligence. Organizations as exem-
plars of highly intelligent parallel systems. Con-
current architectures for artificial intelligence
(e.g., Apiary, Connection Machine, and parallel
Prolog machines). incrementally evolving net-
works of computers. Mathematical models of
concurrent systems (e.g., Actor Model, Milner's
algebraic model, and Hoare's process model).
C. E. Hewift

6.840J Theory of Computation (A except
XVI)
(Same subject as 18.404J)
Prereq.: 18.063 or 18.310
G (1)
4.0-8
See description under subject 18.404J.
D. A. Shroys

6.841J Advanced Complexity Theory (A)
(Same subject as 18.405J)
Prereq.: 6.840J
G (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 18.405J.
S. Goldwasser; M. F Sipser

6.847 Dataflow Architecture and
Languages (A)
Prereq.: 6.001, 6.004
G (1)
3-0-9
Dataflow model as a basis for designing paral-
lel systems. Suitability of functional languages
for programming parallel machines; data- and
demand-driven execution models; dataflow pro-
gram graphs; static and dynamic dataflow
machines; compiling into dataflow graphs;
lambda calculus and combinators; term rewrit-
ing systems; polymorphic types; reduction
machines; nondeterminstic programming and
resource managers.
Arvind

6.846J Theory of Peuellel end VLSI
Compulation (A)
(Same subject as 18.435J)
Prereq.: 6.046J or 6.851J
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 18.435J.
C. E. Leiserson, F T Leighton

6.849J Advanced Parallel and VLSI
Computation (A)
(Same subject as 18.436J)
Prereq.: 6.848J
G(2) Next ofered 1966-69
3-0-9
See description under subject 18.436J
C. E. Lelserson, F T Leighton

6.851J Theory of AlgorIthms (A except XVi)

(Same subject as 18.414J)
Prereq.: 18.06 or 18.710,18.063 or 18.310
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 18.414J.
R. L Rivest

6.852J Distributed Algorithms (A)
(Same subject as 18.437J)
Prereq.: -
G (1) Next offered 198-9
3-0-9

Design and analysis of concurrent algorithms,
emphasizing those suitable for use in distri-
buted networks. Process synchronization, allo-
cation of computational resources, distributed
consensus, distributed graph algorithms, elec-
tion of a leader in a network, distributed selec-
tion, distributed termination, deadlock detection,
concurrency control, communication, clock syn-
chronization. Special consideration given to
issues of efficiency and fault tolerance. Formal
models for distributed computation. Alternate
years.
N A. Lynch

6.853 Computer Systems (A)

Prereq.: 6.033
G(2) Not to be ofred 198-89
3-0-9
Study and discussion of the literature of com-
puter systems. Subject Is designed to help
students understand the nature of research in
computer systems and to develop a student's
ability to judge ideas critically. Computer archi-
tecture, networks, operating systems, program-
ming language/system interface, network proto-
cols, file systems, replication, protection, trans-
actions, database systems, computer graphics,
user interfaces, and application systems. Alter-
nate years.
D. K Gifford

6.654J Advanced Algorkthms (A)
(Same subject as 18.415J)
Prereq.: 6.851J
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 18.415J.
R. L. Rivest

6.86 Natural Language and the Computer
Representation of Knowledge (A)
Prereq.: 6.034
G (2) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-9

Relationship between computer representation
of knowiedge and the structure of natural lan-
guage. Emphasizes development of the anaytl-
cal skills necessary to judge the computational
implications of grammatical formalisms, and
uses concrete examples to illustrate particular
computational Issues. Efficient parsing algo-
rithms for context-free grammars; augmented
transition network grammars. Question answer-
ing systems; computer acquisition of syntactic
Kiowledge. Models for the semantics of Eng-
lish relevant to symbolic computation.
R. C. Berwick

6865 Legged Locomotion ih lobots and
Animals (A)
(No)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Intensive Introduction to the principles of legged
locomotion, as they apply to walking robots and
to biological systems. Topics: selection and
coordination of gat, energetics and speed,
mechanical design, control of balance, algo-
rithms for rough terrain, and gymnastics. Testing
of publahed models and algorithms through
computer simulations.
M. H. Ralbert

6.866 MAchine Vision (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
Intensive introduction to the process of gener-
ating a symbolic description of the environment
from an Image. Students expected to attend
the 6.801 lectures as well as occasional semi-
nar meetings on special topics. Material pre-
sented in 6.801 Is supplemented by reading
from the literature. Students required to pre-
pare a paper analyzing research In a selected
area.
B. K P Hom

6.67 Robot Manipulation (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Intensive Introduction to the planning and con-
trol of robot motion. Students expected to attend
the 6.802 lectures as well as occasional semi-
nar meetings on special topics. Material pre-
sented in 6.802 Is supplemented by reading
from the literature. Students required to pre-
pare a paper analyzing research in a selected
area.
T Lozano-Perez
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6.868 The Society of Mind (A)
(Now)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Introduction to a theory that tries to explain
how minds are made from collections of simpler
processes. 1eats such aspects of thinking as
vision, language, learning, reasoning, memory,
consciousness, Ideals, emotions, and person-
ality. incorporates Ideas from psychology, artifi-
cial Intelligence, and computer science to
resolve theoretical Issues such as wholes vs
parts, structural vs functional descriptions,
declarative vs procedural representations, sym-
bolic vs connectionist models, and logical vs
common-sense theories of learning.
M. L Minsky

6.871 Knowledge-Based Appiloations
Systems (A)
Prereq.: 6.035, 6.034 or 6.824
G (2)
3-0-9

Development of programs containing a signifi-
cant amount of knowledge about their applica-
tion domain. Outline: 1) brief review of relevant
Al techniques; 2) case studies from a number of
application domains, chosen to illustrate prin-
ciples of system development; 3) discussion of
technical issues encountered in building a
system, including selection of knowledge repre-
sentation, knowledge acquisition, etc.; and 4)
discussion of current and future research.
Hands-on experience in building an expert
system (term project).
R. S. PatiI

6.875J Cryptography and Cryptanalyals (A)
(Same subject as 18.425J)
Prereq.: 6.046J or 6.851J or 6.047J
G (2)
3-0-9

Computational complexity-based cryptography.
One-way and trapdoor functions. Public-key
cryptosystems. Digital signature scheISS. Prob-
abilistic encryption. Computational complexity
measures of knowledge and protocols for
secure transactions: coin flipping by telephone,
oblivious transfer, mental poker, fair secret
exchange. Polynomial-time statistical tests and
algorithmic randomness. Perfect pseudorandom
number generation and construction of pseudo-
random functions.
S. Goldwesser

6.876J Advanced Topics In
Cryptography (A)

(Same subject as 18.426J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Recent results in public-key cryptography,
pseudorandom number generation, protocols
for secure transactions, and cryptanalysis
presented and discussed. A series of lectures
on isolated topics by instructor and invited
speakers. May be repeated for credit
S. MicalW

6.680J Perspectives an Computers and
Society (A)
(Game subject as STS 633J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-0-9

Seminar on the Interface between computers
and society. Toplcs: the influence of ideas
derived from computers and computation on
the Individual's reconstruction of reality; mod-
ern soclety's dependence on computers; what
the general public believes about computers
and what computer scientists' role in creating
beliefs about computers Is and ought to be;
questions of responsibility raised by large, pos-
sibly Incomprehensible computer-based sys-
tems; ethical issues confronting computer
scientists and engineers.
J. fizenbaum

6.8916899 Special bplcs in the Computer
Sciences (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1 2)
Arr.

A seminar-type discussion of special topics in
the computer sciences. Opportunity for gradu-
ate students and Instructors to investigate a
topic of common Interest. Topic and staff
announced each term. These subjects given
independently or sequentially, as circum-
stances require.
F J. Corbatd

SpeCial SubjeCts

6.901 Inventione nd Patente
Prereq.: 14.02
U (1)
3-0-6
School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
R. H. Pines

6.910 Special Studies in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2, S)
Arr.

Opportunity for individual study at the under-
graduate level related to electrical engineering
and computer science not covered by other
subjects offered by the Department. Student is
responsible for initiation of arrangements and
filing of proposal. Consult Department Under-
graduate Office.
L. A Gould

6.911-6.919 Special Subjects in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Opportunity for group study of undergraduate
subjects related to electrical engineering and
computer science not otherwise included in
curriculum. Programs subject to approval of
professor in charge.
L A. Gould

6.921 VI-A Internship
Prereq.: -
U (8)
0-12-0
Provides academic credit for the first two
Assignments of VI-A students at companies
affiliated with the Department's VI-A Internship
Program. Students register for this subject twice.
The grade of "J" Is given following completion
of the first Assignment Students must complete
the second Assignment in order to receive the
full academic credit of 24 units for this subject.
Enrollment limited to students participating In
the VI-A internship Proqram.
J. A. 1cew; K J. O'lbole

6.922 Advanced VI-A Internship
Prereq.: 6.921
U (2, 8)
0-12-0

Provides academic credit for the third Assign-
ment of VI-A students at companies affiliated
with the Department's VI-A Internship Program.
Enrollment limited to students participating in
the VI-A Internship Program.
J. A 7boke; K J. O'Tole

6.925 Engineering Internship
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2, 8)
0-6-0

Provides academic credit for the first two Work
Assignments of Electrical Engineering and Com-
puter Science students participating in the
Engineering internship Program. Students reg-
ister for the subject twice. The grade of "J" is
given following completion of the first Work
Assignment. Students must complete the sec-
ond Work Assignment In order to receive the
full academic credit of 12 units for this subject.
Enrollment limited to Course VI students partici-
pating in the Engineering internship Program.
J. K RoboWe

6.929 Undergraduate Thesis Presentation
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2, S)
0-3-0

Registration for written and oral presentation of
the undergraduate thesis, when the thesis work
Is an extension of a project laboratory or is
carried out as part of a VI-A Assignment Con-
sult Department Undergraduate Office.
L. A Gould
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6.930 Management in Engineering
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
D. P Hoult

6.931 Development of Inventions and
Creative ldeaa (A)
Prereq.: 14.002
G (2)
3-0-9

Role of the engineer as patent expert and as
technical witness in court and patent interfer-
ence and related proceedings. Rights and
obligations of engineers in connection with
educational institutions, government, and large
and small businesses. Various manners of
transplanting inventions into business opera-
tions, including development of New England
electronice Industry and its different types of
institutions. American systems of incentive to
creativity apart from the patent laws in the
atomic energy and space fields. For graduate
students only; others see 6.901.
R. H. Rlnes

6.932 Nuclear Weapons and Arms Control:
Technology and Poliy Issues
Prereq.. -
G(1)
4-0-8

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
G. W Rathlens, J. R Ruins

6.934 Nuclear War: Threat and Avoidance
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6

School-Wide Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
M. M. Miller, P Morrison, G. W Rathiens,
E G. Rothschild, J R Ruina

6.936 Entrepreneurship
Prereq.: -
G (2)
4-0-5

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
W C. Jansson

6.936 Engineering Risk-Benefit Analysls (A)
Prereq.: 18.02
G (2)
3-0-6

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
A. W Drake, A. R. Odoni

6.951 Graduate VI-A Internship
Prereq.: 6.922
G (1, 8)
0-12-0
ProIdes academic credit for a Graduate Assign-
ment of graduate students at companies affIll-
ated with the Department's VI-A Internship Pro-
gram. Enrollment limited to graduate students
participating in the VI-A Internship Program.
J. A. Thclsi K J. O'lbole

6.952 Graduate VI-A Internship
Prereq.: 6.951
G0(1, 2,S)
0-12-0
Provides academic credit for graduate stu-
dents who require an additional term at the
company to complete the Graduate Assign-
ment of the Department's VI-A Internship Pro-
gram. This academic credit is for registration
purposes only and cannot be used toward
fulfilling the requirements of any degree pro-
gram. Enrollment limited to graduate students
participating in the VI-A Internship Program.
J. A. 7Ucker K J. O'Toole

6.955 Advanced Engineering Internship
Prereq.: 6.925
G (1, 2,S)
0-6-0

Provides academic credit for the third Work
Assignment of Electrical Engineering and Com-
puter Science graduate students participating
in the Engineering Internship Program. Students
register for the subject twice. The grade of "J"
is given following completion of the first term of
the Work Assignment Students must complete
the second term of the Work Assignment in
order to receive the full academic credit of 12
units for this subject. Enrollment limited to
Course VI graduate students participating in
the Engineering internship Program.
J. K. Roberge

Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Opportunity to become involved in graduate
research, under guidance of a staff member, on
a problem of mutual interest to student and
supervisor Recommended for all entering full-
time graduate students in the Department of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.
Individual programs subject to approval of pro-
fessor in charge. Enrollment restricted to regu-
lar graduate students In Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science. Normal registration is
for 12 units.
D. J. Epstein

6,962-6.99 Speolal Studies in ElectrIcal
Engineering and Computer Solene
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Opportunity for study of graduate-level topics
related to electrical engineering and computer
science but not included elsewhere in the
curriculum. Registration under this subject nor-
mally used for situations involving indMdual
study (under supervision of a faculty member)
of topics of mutual interest to student and
supervisor, but may, when appropriate, be used
for small study groups. Normal registration Is
ior 12 units. Registration subject to approval of
professor In charge.
D. J. Epstein

6.971-6.979 Special Subjes in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Solenos (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Opportunity for group study of advanced sub-
jects related to electrical engineering and
computer science not otherwise included in
curriculum. Programs subject to approval of
professor in charge.
D. J. Epstein

6.9601Teohing Electrical Engineering
and Computer Solence
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

For qualified students interested in gaining
teaching experience. Classroom, tutorial, or
laboratory teaching under the supervision of a
faculty member. Enrollment limited by availabil-
ity of suitable teaching assignments. Students
selected by interview
F C. Hennie

G (1, 2)
Arr.

For Teaching Assistants In Electrical Engineer-
ing and Computer Science, in cases where
teaching assignment is approved for academic
credit by the Department.
F C. iennie

6.991-6.999 Research In Electrical
Engineering and Computer Solence
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr

For Research Assistants in Electrical Engineer-
Ing and Computer Science, in cases where the
assigned research Is aproved for academic
credit by the Department. Hours arranged with
research supervisor.
A. C. Smith

0.9614.9691 eching Eectia
6.961 Introduction to Research in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Engineering and Computer Soence -
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Pnreq. -
U (1,2,8)
Arr.

E~mnded participation In the work of a faculty
member or research group, Including Inde-
pendent study of the literature, direct Involve-
ment In the group's research, and proect work
under an Individual faculty member. Research
Is aranged by mutual agreement between the
student and a member of the faculty of the
Department of Electrical Engineering and Coln-
pu soence, and may continue over seveal
terme. An Initial letter of Intent and a summary
report must be submitted to Department Under-
graduate OfOe. Grading P/F ol*
A. D. Thonson

6.ThU UnderVdusa Theel

U (1, 2, 8)
Arr.
Program of undergraduate research leading to
the writing of an 8.3. thess; to be arranged by
the student and an appropriate MIT faculty
member. Students aho register for theis must
consult Department Undergraduate Offio.
L A GoUki

M.G Graduate Thes (A)

Program of graduate research ieading to the
writing of an SM., E, Ph.D., or S.D. thesls; to
be arranged by the student and an appropriate
MIT faculty member.
A C. sma



Course 7

7.Uf Undsrgraduste Research
Prerw
U (1 2)
Arr

Undergraduate research opportunities In the
Department of Biology For further Information,
consult the Departmental Coordinator: D. E.
Housman. A written report is required. Permis-
slon of Department required. Consult Depart-
ment headquarters

7.01 General Biology

U (2)80D
4-M
Introduction to cell biology, biochemistry, and
genetics. stressing molecular and quantitative
aspects. to serve as a "languags' for discus-
sions of current research In molecular biology
In part two. 1bplos may Include membrane cell
biology and human dlsei; DNA biochemistry
In bacteria; molecular neurobology of learn-
ing; oncogenes; Immunology; sex determina-
tion; cell structure and cell behavior; molecular
biology of aging. A lecture Integrating each
topic Into the general framework of molecular
biology follows each research lecture.

7.011 Introductin to Experimental Biology
Preq.: 7.01 or 7.06
U (1, 2) LAS
2-8-5
Application of experImental techniques In bio-
chemistry microbinlogy and eel biology Empha-
sizes Integrating factual knowledge with under-
standing the design of experiments and data
analysis to prepare the students for research
Projects.
1erm 1: J. M. Buchanan, L A. Stiner
Term 2: R 7 Maludulrs, 9. H. Cochran

7.03 Gensllos
Prereq.:
U (1)
4-04
Continuity and variation In the multiplication of
lving organisms. Mutation and selection as a
mechanism for biological change. Principles of
formal genetics. Physical and chemical basis of
heredity Structure and function of the heredI-
tary material. Molecular basis for mutation,
genetic function, and recombination In micro-
organisms.
K. R. NOYr*, L R Guarents,

7.031 experm"ents Mlorobial Gees.
Prereq.: 7.011
U (2) Motto beOfered 11911-11
2-18-8
Laboratory project In microblology and genet-
los. In 1987-68, uses advanced genetic ap-
prosohes based on the use of transposon and
gene and operon fusions to address problems
related to the nodulation of alfalfa by the
nitrogen-fixing bacterium Rhlzoblum meilou.
Enrollment limited.
G. C. Vieier

7.04 Cell and DWelopmental Biology
Prereq.: 7.08
U (2)
4-0-8
Basic properties of cells and their relationship
to development: bloohemloal and structural dif-
forentatIon of cell. Prinolples of embryology
and development: determination, pattern forma-
tion, and cell-col Interaction. Analysis of devel-
opment by techniques of cell biology genetics,
molecular biology, and biochemistry.
R. Janisch, 7 Orr- av; H-S. Shin

7.06 General Blochemistry
Prereq.: 6.12
U (1) so
5-0-7
Contributions of biochemistry toward an under-
standing of the structure and functionng of
organisms, tissues, and oells. Chemistry and
functions of constituents of cells and tissues
and the chemical and physical-chemical basis
for the structures of nucleic acids, proteins, and
carbohydrates. General metaboliem of carbo-
hydrates. fats, and nitrogen-containing materi-
als such as amino acids, proteins, and related
compound.
G. M. Brown, U. L AAlBhandary

7.06 fetazoe Cell bClog
Prereq.: 7.01 or 7.05
U (2)
3-0-9
Molecular and structural biology of cells and
higher organisms. Macromolecular biochemis-
try, IncludIng RNA synthesis and processing
and protein synthesis. Structure, function, and
formation of suboellular components and organ-
*INs. Structural networks In cells and their
relation to tissue. Emphasizes biochemistry
and electron microscopio anatomy.
. Penman

Bidogy

7.08 Cill and Moleosidr Biolog
Prereq 7.03. 7.05
U (2)
4-0.8
Nucleic acId molecular biology: mechenla" of
DNA replication, regulation of gene expression
In prokaryotes and eisyryggteaingluding the,
biosynthesis of RNA and pisa. Peoombirti
DNA technology. Structure, biogenesis, and
functions of suboslular organelles and mem-
branes. Cytoekeleton and extracelular matrix.
Control of cel growth and oncogenes.
H. Lodish, A J. A*yer

7.0J CelulN euobol

(Same subject so9.09,)
Prseq.: 7.05
U(2)
4-0-8
An Introduction to the structure and functionof
the nervous system. Emphasis placed on the
cellular properties of neurons and other excit-
able cels. includes the structure and biophysicl
proettle of excitable ,y trans-
mission, neurochemistry node Oand
Integration of Information In slmplesystems
and the visual system.
S. J. Burden, R. D. G. McKay, W G. QuInn

7.11 Biology1aching
Preow.: -
U(1,2)
Arr.
For qualified undergraduate students Inter-
soled In gaining some experience In teaching,
Laboratory, tutorial, or classroom teaching
under the supervision of a faculty member.
Students selected by Interview Consult Depart-
ment headquarters.

7.15 ExperImental Molecular Biology:
-Bioacnolg I
Prereq.: 7.011, 7.03,7.05
U (1)
2-18-6

Laborator project applyng recombinant DNA
and other modern geneo techniques to prob-
lems In proharyotic genetics. Cloning of genes
from a variety of prokaryotio and lower eukary-
otic organisms, and characterization of the
cloned genes for structure and function.
R. A. Vbung R W lobbins
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7.16 Experimental Molecular BIology:

Prereq.: 7.011, 7.03, 7.05
U (2)
2-16

Laboratory methodology and theoretical basis
for cloning and manipulation of genes in eukary-
otic orgardasms. Mammalian call culture, biologi-
cal assays with mammalian calls, Isolation of
hybridomas that secrete monoclonal antibodies,
and cloning and expression of genes In eukary-
otic organisms.
R. C. Mulfgen, D. E. Housman

7.21 Microbial Physiolo
Prereq.: 7.05
U (1)
4-0-8

Biochemical properties of bacteria and other
microorganisms that enable them to grow under
a variety of conditions. Interaction between
bacteria and bacterlophages. Genetic and met-
abolic regulation of enzyme action and enzyme
formation.
B. Agesanik, L P Guarents

1.24 'bplcs in Bocteriology (A)

Prereq.: 7.21
G0(1)
2-0-6

Recent developments in bacteriology: regulatory
mechanisms and membrane phenomena. Per-
mission of Instructor required. Consult Depart-
ment headquarters.

7.261 bpios in Bacterial Viruses
Prereq.: 7.21, 7.27
G (2)
2-0-6

Biological and molecular properties of bacterio-
phages as model systems for the study of
viruses and as prototypes of noncellular organ-
isms are presented and discussed on the
basis of specific examples from current litera-
ture. Consult Department headquarters.

7.26 Animal Virology
Prereq.: 7.21
G (1)
3-0-9

General survey of animal virology, including
studies of their genome organization, virion struc-
ture, genetics; virus Interaction with the infected
call and the immune system. The virus Is viewed
as a model system of the macromolecular
metabolism of the call. The pathogenesis of
medically Important virus diseases is discussed.
R. A. lfinberg, R A. Sharp, N H. Hopkins

7.27 Regulation of Gene Expression (A)
Prereq.: 7.03, 7.05
0 (2)
4-0-8

Studies molecular mechanisms responsible for
the regulation of gene expression in bacteria,
bacterial viruses, and eukaryotic microorgan-
isms.
B. Megasanik L R Guatente

7.26 Ibplc in Nuclelo Acid
Blohisnilry (A)
Prereq.: 7.03, 7.05
G (1)
3-0-9

Genome structure and function, emphasizing
regulation of DNA transactions and protein syn-
thesis In both prokaryotes &and eukaryotes.
Each topic is covered by in-depth discussion of
specific recent developments in the field
A. Wnrhavsky

7.30 Method and Logic in Molecular
Biology (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
4-0-8

Logic and experimental design: an in-depth
discussion and assessment of blochemical,
physical, and genetic methods employed in
testing hypotheses. Limited to Course Vii gradu-
ate students.
F Sdoomon, M. L Pardue, H R. lH*rvtr,
M. L Gefler

7.31 Blochemistry for Graduate
Students (A)
(New)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
4-0-8

Fundamental principles of biochemical analy-
sis, including kinetics, binding, determination of
structure, and studies of reaction and assem-
bly mechanisms.
R. T Sauer F Solomon

7.32J Analysis of Differentiation and

(Same subject as 9.320J)
Prereq.: 7.05 or 7.33
G (2)
3-0-9

Graduate discussion seminar examining In-
depth fundamental aspects of development and
differentiation. In addition, particular attention
paid to the critical appraisal of current published
research in important areas of the field.
M. L Pardue, W G. Quinn

7.34 1bplos in Advanced Geneios
(NOW)
Prereq.: 7.03 or 7.33 or equivalent, or Permis-
sion of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9
Study, through discussion of assigned reading
from the original scientific literature and occa-
sional lectures, of genetic topics of current
Interest. Theoretical aspects are stressed, includ-
ing methods for analyzing inheritance in natu-
ral populations (e.g., humans and plants); newer
methods of finding and analyzing mutations in
structural and developmental pathways in model
organisms (yeast flies, worms); theories under-
lying comparisons of DNA and protein
sequences; Impact of sequence comparisons
on evolutionary thought.
D. Botose/n, E. S. Lander

7.36 Advanced Neurophysiology (A)
Prereq.: 7.06
G(1)
3-0-6
A series of lectures, with student participation,
on some aspects of the nervous system. Foun-
dation for work on the structure and function of
the nervous system.
J. Y Letrvyn

7.38J The Protein Folding Problem
(Revised Content and Unit)
(Same subject as 5.48J)
Prereq.: 7.05 or equivalent
G (2)
3-0-6
Focus on the mechanism by which the amino
acid sequence of polypeptide chains deter-
mines their 3-dimensional conformation: con-
formation of linear and cyclic peptides; struc-
ture-activity relationships for peptide hormones;
hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity scales; helix
and sheet packing; unfolding and refolding of
proteins in vitro; aggregation reactions; folding
of newly synthesized polypeptide chains In vivo;
genetic analysis of folding pathways; confor-
mation of active sites; design of new active
sites; protein stability.
J. A. KIng, D. S. Kemp

7.411-7.419 Seminars In BologlIcal
7.33 Genetics for Graduate Students (A) Oceanography (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
4-0-8

Principles of genetics, Including Mendellan sys-
tems and prokaryotic genetics. Application of
principles to biological function, including reg-
ulation and development Mechanisms of recom-
bination, mutation, and evolution. Discussion of
original scientific papers and review of problem
sets and exams supplement lectures.
D. Botstein, G. R. Rnk

Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Selected topics in biological oceanography.
Permission of instructor required. Information:
A. L Peirson (Woods Hole Staff).

7.421 Special Problems in Biological
Oceanography (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Ar

Advanced problems in biological oceanogra-
phy with assigned reading and consultation.
Information: A. L Peirson (W6ods Hole Staff).
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7.47 1iolog10el OaGrply
Prereq.: -
G (2)
15-6-15
Intensive overview of biological oceanography.
Aflter introductions to physical, chemical, and
geological oceanography and diversity of lfe In
the oceans, fundamental topics In population
dynamics, behavioral and community ecology,
population genetic, physiology and biochemis-
try of marine organisms form the first part.
Subsequent one-week sessions Include micro-
biology phytoplankton, zooplankton, biogeo-
chemistry, sediment dynamics, benthos, and
evolution. Laboratory, field work, and discus-
sin In addition to lectures. Undergraduates
admitted by permission of Instructor only.
F Grasse

7A91 Reseroch In Ilooo
Ooeanogaphy (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Directed research In biological oceanography
not leading to graduate thesis and generally
done before the qualfying examination. Possi-
ble areas include population dynamics, physiol-
ogy, and cytology of marine microorganisms;
physiology, nutrition, and productivity of phyto-
plankton; influence of organisms on the compo-
sition of seawater; systematics, physiology, and
ecology of pelagic larvae, zooplankton, ben-
thos, and mesopelagic fishes; physiology and
migration of large fishes; diving physiology; and
use of sound by marine mammals.
Mbods Woe Staff)

7.61J General Physiology
(Same subject as 6.524J)
Prareq.: -
U (2) SD
3-0-9

Form-function relations. How local actons deter-
mine global geometry In development Strate-
gles of growth. Special problems In respiration,
circulation, excretion, and animal movement,
Ilustrating how function and form direct each
other. Structure and action of muscle. Physlol-
ogy of perception. How the senses of preda-
tors affect the evolution of their prey. Mimesis
and protective coloration of prey as guides to
the nature of vision in predator. Tactics of color
vision and form vision. Introduction to the phy-
lolgy of nerve membrane and the action of
nervous tissue.
J. Y Lefvn

7.52J loteohnology of MemmnAn Cels 7.60 Cdl iology I (A)
(Same subject as 10.66J, 20.803J)
Prereq.: 7.03 or 7.05; 5.60 or 10.13
U (2)
4-0-8

Biological and bloengineering principles for
utilization of cultured animal cello and their
protein products: post-translational processing
and secretion of proteins; gene cloning and
expression in mammalian cells; physiology of
cell growth and In vitro cultivation; bioreactor
design; protein recovery and purification; after-
natives to mammalian cell culture; federal
regulatory issues; marting and business plan-
ning; and issues in patents and laws.
H. F Lodish, A J. $ins*y 0. . . Vng

7.63 Laboratory in Biolouloel Ultrastruou
(Revised Content and Unit)
Prereq.: 7.06 or 7.08
U (1) Next ofered 19116-61
3-3-3

Organization of macromolecules Into larger
structures and cell organelles; structure and
assembly of enzymes, viruses, ribosomes,
microtubules, flagella and cilia, coentrioles, mus-
cle, cartilage, and bone. Instruction in opera-
tion of the electron microscope and techniques
for preparing and visualizing biological sam-
pies. Image processing and analysis of ultra-
structure from micrographs.
J. A. King

7.54J Human Physiology
(Same subject as 20.022J)
Prereq.: 7.05
U (1)
4-0-8

Comprehensive course in human physiology,
emphasizing the molecular basis and applied
aspects of organ function and regulation in
health and disease. Material covered Includes a
review of cell structure and function, as well as
the mechanisms by which the endocrine and
nervous systems integrate cellular metabolism.
Special emphasis on examining the cardiovas-
cular, pulmonary gastrointestinal, and renal
systems.
M. Krige R. D. Rosenberg

7= Reproduotive ology
(Same subject as SP 484J)
Prome.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6

A rigorous Introduction to aspects of molecular,
cell, and developmental biology that pertain to
human reproduction. Attendant ethical and
social Issues as they afect the lives of men and
women are addressed. Includes Mendelian and
molecular genetics, gamete formation and fortil-
ization, the sex life of plants and animals other
than humans, the sociology and biology of birth
control, recombinant DNA technology and gene
therapy.
N H. Hopkins
C. VWftbeck

Prereq.: 7.08
G (2)
4-0-8

Structure and organization of genes and ge-
nomes, nucleic acid biosynthesis, structure and
assembly of nuclei and chromosomes, regula-
tion of cell cycle, DNA replioatinn, RNA tran-
scription, processing and translation, diferenti-
ation of specialized cell types. Text and litera-
ture readings.
R A. Sharp, R. A. Minberg, Staff

7.61 Call Biology 11 (A)
Prereq: 7.08
G(1)
4-0-8

Structure and function of membranes eans-
port, channels, and pumps. Synthesis and
processing of membrane and secreted pro-
teins. Receptors, endocytosis, and recycling of
membrane proteins. Cytoskeletal and extracel-
lular matrix proteins; structure, function, and
assembly. Intracellular organization and motil-
ity. Cell adhesion, morphology and migration.
Hormones, receptors, and second messengers
in cellular recognition. Organization of special.
Ized cal types. Thxt and lierature readings.
R. 0. Hynes, Staff

7.62 Tumor Bology (A)
Prereq.: 7.05
G (2)
3-0-9

Broadly concerned with the natural history and
causal mechanisms of cancer In humans and
animals. Subjects include differences between
normal and tumor cells, viral and chemical
carcinogenesis in cultured cells and in ani-
mals, activation of chemical carcinogens, chro-
mosomal and genetic influences, monoclonal
vs polyclonal tumors, malignant-normal cell
hybrids, host-tumor interactions, tumor immu-
nology, reversibility of malignant phenotype,
causes and treatment of human cancer. Lec-
tures and student papers.
H. E Rulay, H. N FBeen, B. H. Cochran

7.63 Immunology for Graduate Studente (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Principles of Immunology, Including immuno-
chemistry and molecular and cellular immunol-
ogy. An In-depth critical analysis of current
literature in the field. Particular attention paid to
the function of the Immune system as a whole
as studied by modern methods and techniques.
Discussions of original papers supplement
lectures.
M. L Ge#Wi D. H. Raulet S. 1negene



7.66J Cellular and Molecular Biology of th
NVOu .yeem
(Same subject as 9.321J)
Prersq.: -
G (2)
2-0-4
Graduate discussion seminar In molecular
neurobiology. Includes release and reception of
neurotranamltters; voltage and ligand-gated
channels; neural Induction and determination;
cellular migration and differentiation; neuronal
growth factors; synaptogenesis; neuropeptides;
modulation of synaptic function; axonal trans-
port; blochemistry and physiology of phototrans-
duction; cell adhesion-axon growth and guld-
ance; Drosophila retina. Discussions focus on
critical appraisal of current published papers In
the field.
S. J. Burden, R. D. G. McKay

7.71J Biophysical ChMei
(Same subject as 5.64J)
Prsreq.: 5.80, 7.05
U (1)
3-0-9
Nucleic acids: structures and forces that stabi-
lize them. Polymer statistics relating to properties
of long nucleic acid chains. Supercolling. Hydro-
dynamic behavior as a function of conforma-
tion. Melting of double-stranded DNA and RNA:
helix-coil transition. Renaturation kinetics and
Cot curves. Proteins: thermodynamics and kinet-
ice of protein folding. Forces stabilizing three-
dimensional structure. Hydrophobic effects and
water structure. Prediction of structure from
amino acid sequence. Enzyme kinetics and
alloateric systems. Interactions,with nucleic
acids.
G. A Petsko

7.73 General immunology
Prereq.: 7.05
U (1)
4-0-8
A comprehensive survey of immunology. In-
cludes antigen-antibody reactions, Immuno-
globulin structure, organization and expression
of Immunoglobulin genes, cells and tissues of
the immune system, major histocompatiblity
complex (MHC), genes encoding MHC proteins
and T-cell antigen-specific receptors, antibody
formation, cell-mediated immunity, comple-
ment hypersensitivity, Immunodeficlencies, graft
rejectionl.
H. A Eisen, D. H. Raulet

7.75J Advanced Blochemiltry (A)
(Same subject as 5.50J)
Prereq.: 7.05
G (2)
4-0-8
Major metabolic pathways for the synthesis of
amino acids, coenzymes, lipids, and steroids,
emphasizing enzyme mechanisms, regulation,
and coenzyme-oatalyzed reactions. Oxidative
phosphorylatlon and photosynthesis.
G. At Brown

7.77 Nuclelo Acis and TheIr interlcons
with Proteins (A)-PVM Cl-ta
Prereq.: 7.05 or 7.31
G (2)
3-0-9
Chemistry, structure, and function of DNA and
RNA. Biochemical, physical, and genetic ap-
proaches to studies of nucleio acids. DNA con-
formation including A-, B-, and Z-forms. Super-
hecal and bent DNA Protein-nucleic acid sys-
tems, including repressors and activators,
nucleosomes, restriction enzymes, aminoacyl
tRNA synthetases, ribosomes, and RNA poly-
merases. Catalysis by RNA. Mechanisms of
transcription In proliryotes and eukaryotes.
U. L. RejBhandary R SchlmneW

7.78-Seminar In ipid and Carbohydrat
Bloohemistry (A)
Prereq.: 7.05
G (2) Next ofered 1986-89
2-0-4

Discusses recent research in the area of com-
plex lipids and carbohydrates. Upid topics
include phospholipids, prostaglandins, and ste-
rolds. In the carbohydrate ares, emphasizes
membrane and cell surface components of
bacteria, yeast, and anImal cells. Format includes
lectures, discussions of recent literature, and
student reports.
P W Robbins

7.81 Pentiers in Modern Plant BIology (A)
(New)

Proreq.: 7.03, 7.05
G (2)
3-0-9

Intensive analysis of key original literature, both
classical and current, with emphasis on experi-
mental approaches and analysis of primary
dats. Topics Include regulation of cell, tissue,
and organ growth; control of gene expression;
fertility, embryogenesis, and seed development;
transformation and tranegenic plants; trans-
posable elements and genetic structure; func-
tion and genetic of organelles; pathogenesis
and disease resistance. Student reports and
class presentations.
E A. Signer

7.82 elected Ibplos of MOmmalan
Davelopuant and Geneoc
(Now)
Prsreq.: -
G (1)
2-0-4
Seminar course covering biological, genetic,
and molecular approaches to mouse develop-
mont. Topics Include preimplantation develop-
ment; postimplantation development; cell lineage,
studies; embryonic stem cells; tranegenic mice;
insertional mutagenesis; tissue Interactions and
induction; X-Inactivation; sex determination;
T-loous; genetic basis of coat color; hema-
topolws.
R. Jaenlach, H-S. Shin

7.6 Molecular Genus (A)
Prereq.: 7.05, 7.27
G (2)
3-0-9
Examines in depth selected topics by study
and discussion of the literature In seminar for-
mat. Special emphasis on experimental details
supporting current Ideas about replication of
nucleic acids, genome organization, genetic
recombination, and gene function s developed
In microbial systems. Subject designed to
establish familiarity with literature and patterns
of thought In the field and develop ability to
evaluate papers criticay. Undergraduates who
have taken 7.03 and 7.21 admitted with per-
mission of instructor.
M. S. Fox

7.90 Speed Problems in Biology for
Un d-rgadusles
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Program of study or research to be arranged
with a department faculty member. 'Mitten report
required. Permission of Department required.
Consult Department headquarters.

7.93 Selsoled bplo in Biology (A)
Prerq.: -
G (1 or 2)
Ar.
Class work In various fields of biology not
covered by the regular subjects of instruction.
Consult Department headquarters.

7.941 Reserch Problems (A)

Arr.
7.942 Rssearch Problems (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
Arr.

Directed research In a field of biological scI-
ence, but not contributory to graduate thesis.
Consult Department headquarters.

7.99 Molecular Cmnfguretion in BIologlial
Syatem S eminar (A)
Prereq.: 7.05
G (2)
2-0-4
Properties conferred on biochemical sub-
stances by assumption of specific physical con-
figurations. Optical methods (emphaszing X-ray
diffraction) for determining configuration In
macromoleoular systems. Special emphasis on
molecular structure of crystaline proteins and
nucleic acids.
A Rich



Course 8 Physics

General Undergraduate
Subjects

UR Undergraduate Research
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr

Undergraduate research opportunities In pts-
Ioe. For further Information, contact the Depart-
mental UROP Coordinator.
A M 8emstein

6.01 Phys l I
P;rq.: -
U (1, 2)
5-0-7
Introduces classical mechanics. Space and
time: straight-line kinematics; motion in a plane;
forces and equilibrium; experipwntal basis of
Newton's laws; particle dynale;' nver grev-
itation; collisions and conservation laws; work
and potental energy; vibrational motln; con-
Servative forces; Inertial forces and non-
Inertial frames; central force motions; rigid
bodies and rotational dynamics. Heat and an
Introduction to kinetic theory.
Trm 1: S. 1. oleseki
Term 2: Information: S. A. Rappaport

8.012 Physlos I
Prereq.: -
U (1)
5-0-7
Elementary mechancs, presented at greater
depth than in 8.01. Newton's laws, concepts of
momentum, energy, angular momentum, rigid
body motion, non-Inertial systems. Use ele-
mentary calculus freely. Concurrent registra-
tion In a math subject more advanced than
18.011 recommended.
R. Misas

8.02 Physics Il
Pree.: 8.01 or 8.012; 18.01
U (1, 2)
5-0-7
Introduction to electromagnetism and electro-
statics: electric charge, Coulomb's law electric
structure of matter; conducors and dielectrics.
Concepts of electrostatic field and potential,
electrostatic energy. Electric currents, mag-
netic fields and Amperea!'a* Magnetic mated-
als. Time-varying fields and Faraday's law of
Induction. Basic electric circuits. Electromag-
netIc waves and Maxwell's equations.
Term 1: J-R Revol
Trm 2: W H. G. Lewin

8.021 PhysIcs i
Prsreq.: 8.01 or 8.012, 18.01
U (2)
5-0-7

Intended for students who wish a broader view
of physics In their second semeste, with more
emphasis on conceptual undentlanding and
less on mathematical details. Electmasatics, else-
tric currents, magnetic fields, Maxwell's equa-
tions and light, elements of the quantum theory,
the Bohr atom, Introduction to nuclear and
particle physics. May be folowad by 8.03 with-
out too much difficulty.
V Klalkowekl

6.022 PhysIcs II
Pree.: 8.012
U (2)
5-0-7

Parallel to 8.02, but more advanced maths-
maticay. Some knowledge of vector calculus
assumed. Maxwll's equations, In both differ-
ential and Integral form. Electrostatic and mag-
netic vector potential. Properties of dielectrics
and magnetic materials.
a Kleppner

6.00 Physmcs Ill
Prereq.: 8.02 or 8.021 or 8.022, 18.02
U (1, 2) SD
5-0-7

Mechanical vibrations and waves; simple har-
monic motion, superposition, forced vibrations
and resonance, coupled oscllations and nor-
mal modes; vibrations of continuous systems;
reflection and refraction; phase and group veloc-
Ity. Optics; wave solutions to Maxwell's equa-
tions; polarization; Snell's Law Interference,
Huygens's principle, Fraunhofer diffraction,
gratings.
Term 1: IN A R
Term 2: Information: Ei A Rappaport.

6.04 Quantum Physs I
Prereq.: 8.03 or 8.014, 18.03
U (1, 2) so
5-0-7

Exlerimental basis of quantum physics: photo-
electric effect, Compton scattering, photons,
PRanck-Hertz experiment, the Bohr atom, eleo-
tron diffraction, deBrogis waves, wave-particle
duality of matter and light. Introduoon to wave
mechanics: Schroedingr's equaton ve funo-
tions, wave packts probablity amplitudes,
stationary states, the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle and zero-point energies. Solutions to
Schroedingers equation In one dimension: trans-
miselon nd reflection at a barrier, barrier pen-
etration, potential well, the simple harmonic
oscillator.
Term 1: C. A Canzars, S. A Respaport
Term 2: Information: S. A. Rappaport.

.044 McA OF, Ph1ics I
Prereq.: 8.03, 18.03
U (2)
5-0-7

Introduction to probablity, statistical mechan-
los, and thermodynamics. Random variables,
Joint and condtional probability densities, funo-
tions of a random varIable. Conopts of macro-
scopic variables and thermodynafilc equi-
librium, fundamental assumption of statistical
mechanics, microcanonical and canonical
ensembles. First, second, and third laws of
thermodynamlos, Numerous examples Mllustrat-
Ing a wide variety of physical phenomena such
as magnetism, Oolyatomic gases, thermal radI-
ation, electrons In soids, and noise In electronic
devices. Concurrent enrollment In 6.04 Is
recommended.
7. J. Greylsk

8.05 Quantum Physics N
Prereq.: 8.04 or 8.211
U (1, 2)
5-0-7

Reviews the postulates of wave mechanics.
tve mechanics In two and three dimensions:
the hydrogen atom. General formalism of quan-
tum mechanics: state space, Dirac notation,
representations, and matrix mechanics. Angu-
lar momentum, magnetic moments. Identical
particles and the exclusion principle: many-
electron atoms, the periodic table, simple mol-
ecules, Ferml and Bose gases. Perturbation
theory: time-Independent theory, variational
principle, adiabatic and sudden approxima-
tions, time-dependent theory. Discusses real
physical examples at each stage.
Term 1: E N. Feri
Term 2: C. R. Canizares. S. A Rappaport
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8.0 Mechanics 
Prsreq.: 8.03
U (2)
4-0-8

Undergraduate Laboratory and Undergraduate Elective
Special Project Subjects Subjects

Basic concepts of mechanics: Inertial frames
of reference; space, time, mass, force. Types of
for0ss. Equations of motion; non-inertial frames
of reference. Conservation laws for closed sys-
tems. Planetary motion. Harmonic oscillator.
Macroscopic objects: constraints; Hamilton's
principle and Lagrange's equations. Rigid body
dynamics. Coupled oscillators, Green's func-
tions. Normal modes; continuum limit; elastic
strings, solids. Canonical variables, Hamilton's
equations.
P C. Joss

8.07 ElectromagnetismII
Prereq.: 8.03,18.03
U (1)
4-0-8

Survey of basic electromagnetic phenomena:
electrostatics, magnetostatics; electromagnetic
properties of matter. Time-dependent electro-
magnetic fieldseand Maxwell's equations. Elec-
tromagnetic waves, emission, absorption, and
scattering of radiation. Relativistic electrody-
namics and mechanics.
J. Goldstone

8.08 Statistical Physics I1
Prereq.: 8.05
U (2)
4-0-8

Probability distributinns for classical and quan-
tum systems. Microcanonical canonical, and
griand canonical partition-functions and asso-
clated thermodynamic potentials. Conditions of
thermodynamic equilibrium for homogenous
and heterogenous systems. Applications: non-
Interacting Bose and Fermi gases; mean field
theories for real gases, binary mixtures, mag-
netic systems, polymer solutions; phase and
reaction equilibria, critical phenomena. Fluctua-
tions, correlation functions and susceptibilities,
Kubo formulae. Evolution of distribution func-
tions: Boltzmann and Smoluchowski equations.
G. B. Benedek

6.11 Physics Project Laboratory I
Prereq.: -
U (1) LAB
1-6-5

8.12 Physics Project Laboratory If
Prerq.: -
U (1, 2) LAB
1-6-5

Students carry out experimental projects of
their own choice and design to study physical
phenomena. Faculty help define projects and
teach techniques and methods for setting up
experimental apparatus, making measurements,
verifying observations, and analyzing data. Prior
experience in a laboratory environment not
required. Projects in the past have Included
topics in optics. acoustics, Interferometry, spec-
troscopy, microwave optics, particle counting,
hydrodynamics, nuclear magnetic resonance,
Hall effect, and quantum phenomena. Not usa-
ble as a restricted elective for physics majors
R. K tmamolo

8.13 Experimental Physics I
Prereq.: 8.04 or 8.211
U (1)
0-6-9

8.14 Experimental Physics 1i
Prereq.: 8.04 or 8.211, 8.05
U (2)
0-6-9

About six fundamental laboratory experiments
carried out each term, covering most aspects
of modern physics relating to names such as
Rutherford, Franck-Hertz, Hall, Rameauer, Dop-
pler, Fraunhofer, Faraday, Mossbauer, Compton,
Stern-Gerlach. Stresses basic experimental
techniques and data analyses, and written and
oral presentation of experiment results. Sec-
ond term requires knowledge of quantum mech-
anics at the 8.05 level.
G. W Clark

8.18 Special Problems In Undergraduate

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Opportunity for undergraduates to engage In
experimental or theoretical research under the
supervision of a staff member, Specific approval
required in each case.
S. A Rappoport

8.19 Readings In Physics
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Supervised reading and library work. Choice
of material and allotment of time according to
individual needs. For students who want to do
work not provided for in the regular subjects.
Specific approval required in each case.
S A Rappoport

8.20 Introduction to Speclal Relativity
Prorw.: 8.01, 1&O1
U (1) SD
2-0-7

Analyzes time stretching, Lorentz contraction,
limiting speed of light, solutions to the twin
paradox using Invariance of the interval,Lorentz
transformation, and space-time diagrams. Ana-
lyzes particle collisions, Interactions, transfor-
mations, creations and annihilations, using con-
servation laws and the energy-momentum
4-vector. Examples from MIT research projects.
Puzzles and paradoxes. Briefly discusses the
theory of gravitation (general relativity).
E F laylor

06 Pubic Controver an the control
of lhnology

(Same subject as STS 413J)
Prsreq.: -
U (2) HASS Not to be ofered 1988-69
2-0-7

See description under subject STS 413J.
. T Fold, C. inor

8.208 Nuclear War: Threat and Avoidance
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6
Engineering School-Wide Elective Subject.
Description given at end of this chapter on SWE
page.
M. M. Miller R Morrison, G. W Radens,
E. Rothschild, J. R Ruins

8.211 Introduction to Quantum Physics
Prereq.: 18.03, 8.02
U (1) SD
5-0-7

Introduces quantum physics, with application
to atoms, molecules, and solids. Emphasizes
failures of classical physics, experimental basis
for quantum mechanics, and an understanding
of the Uncertainty Principle. Applies Schroed-
Inger's theory to the free particle, tunneling, the
harmonic oscillator, and the hydrogen atom.
Discusses Paull Exclusion Principle, many-
electron atoms, and quantum theory of ionic
and covalent bonding. Not usable as a restricted
elective for physics majors.
P L Ifagefln,
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8.22 Computallonal Physics
Prereq.: 8.04 or 8.211, 8.05
U (2) Next ofered 198849
2-2-8

Fundamental techniques of computational phys-
Ice are developed through solution of a se-
quence of physics problems: semiclassical
quantization of molecular vibrations, order and
chaos In two-dimensional classical motion,
stationary and time-dependent solutions of the
Schroedinger equation, Born and Elkonal
approximations to quantum scattering, inversion
of electron scattering cross sections, solution
of the two-dimensional Poisson equation, prop-
agation of shock waves in one dimension, and
the two-dimensional Ising model.
J. Negele

8.231 Physics of Solds I
Prereq.: 8.044 or 6.018, 8.211 or 8.05
U (1)
4-0-8

First term of a sequence presenting basic
concepts of the quantum theory of solids.
Emphasizes simple physical models. Topics:
peric-ic structure and symmetry of crystals;
diffraction; reciprocal lattice; chemical bonding;
lattice dynamics, phonons, thermal properties;
free electron gas; nearly free electron approxi-
mation; tight binding approximation; semicon-
ductors: electrons, holes, impurities; materials
with a, p, d, and f electrons.
R. J. Bhigeneau

8.232 Physics of Solds III
(Now)
Prereq.: 8.231 or 6.730
U (2)
4-0-8

Second term of solid-state physics, presenting
basic concepts of the quantum theory of solids.
Emphasizes simple physical models. Topics:
electronic structures, dynamics of electrons in
solids, Fermi surfaces, transport phenomena in
metals and semiconductors; optical properties
of metals, semiconductors, and Insulators; lat-
tice modes; magnetic phenomena In ailds such
as paramagnetism, diamagnetism, ferromag-
netism; resonance studies in a magnetic field;
superconductivity.
M Berker

8.242 Ouantum Electronics and Laser
Spectrosopy
Prereq.: 8.04 or 8.211
U (2)
3-1-8

Fundamental processes in lasers and their
applications to studying physical properties of
atoms and molecules. Interaction of classical
and quantum systems with electromagnetic radi-
ation. The physics of two-level atoms. Laser
oscillators. Techniques in nonlinear spectros-
copy, such as stimulated Raman effect, free
Induction decay, optical nutation, photon ech-
oes, and CARS. As part of the curriculum,
each student is required to carry out a labora-
tory project. Familiarity with Maxwell's equa-
tions and the Schroedinger equation Is required.
M. S. Fold

8.248 Modem Optic
Prereq.: 8.03
U (1) SD Not lo be ered 1988-89
3-0-9

Ray matrices, reflection and refraction at disleo-
tric interface. Fresnel equations, Gaussian
beams, optical resonators. Fiber optics. Propa-
gation In anisotropic media, optical activity,
electrooptics, and magnetoopic effects. Prop-
agation in nonlinear media, effects of second-
and third-order noninear suscepibiNty. Inter-
ference, Michelson and Fabry-Perot Interferom-
eters, Fourier transform spectroecop mulw-layr
films. Fraunhofer and Fresnel diffraction. Diffrac-
tion gratings. Fourier optics, spatial filtering,
holography.
R. L Aggerwel

8.2=3 Physcs of Pluid
Prereq.: 8.03
U (1) SD Naxt oN red 1988-9
3-0-9

Introduction to the physics of fluids. Emphasis
on phenomena rather than mathematics. Topics:
physical properties of lquids, gases, plasmas.
Dynamics, waves, and turbulence.
K U. lngard

8.276 Nuclear and Particle Physics
Prerq.: 8.05
U (2) Not to be offred 198"9
4-O-

A modern view of the fundamental structure of
matter. Starting from a model that views "quarks"
as basic building blocks of mesons and bary-
ons, the properties and Interactions of these
particles are established. Quantum numbers
and muplet structure of particle famies. Nuclei
as multibaryon systems: stablity radioactive
decay, reactions. Current topics In nuclear and
particle physics research at MIT
J. L Aetthews

8.282 Inboduction to Asbophysics and
Asbonomy
Prereq.: -
U (2) S
3-0-9

Quantitative introduction to physics of the gal-
axy and the universe, as determined from a
variety of astronomical observations and from
cosmic ray and neutrino experiments. Topics:
the sun and "normal" stars, supernovae, pul-
sar, gobular clusers, compact object (wte
dwarfs, neutron stars, black holes), opical and
X-ray stellar binary sysams, interstellar medum
and star formation, galaxies, quasars, and cos-
mology. Prior knowledge of astronomy not nec-
essary. Not usable as a restricted elective by
physics majors. Information: S. A. Rappaport.

8,284 Modm AstrpId s
Preq.: 8.04, 8.05
U (1)
3-0-9

Applications of physics (Newtonian, statistical,
and quantum mechanics) to fundamental pro-
ceses that occur in celestal objects. Includes
main-sequence tars, collapeed stars (white
dwarfs, neutron slars, and black holes), pulears,
supernovsa, the interstellar medium, galaxies,
and as time permits, active galaxies, quasars,
and cosmology Obeervaional data discussed.
No prior knowledge of astronomy Is required.
H. In Dom Bradt

8.28 The arly Universe
Prereq.: 18.03, 8.02
U (2) SD Not to be ored g 1988-9
3-0-9

Introduction to modern cosmology Fst half
deals with the development of the big bang
theory from 1915 to 130, and latter half with
recent impact of particle theory Topics: special
relativity and the Doppler eect, Newtonian
cosmological models, introduction to non-
Eucidean spaces, thermal radiation and early
history of the universe, big-bang nucleosyn-
thesis, introduction to gand unified theories
and other recent developments In particle the-
ory, baryogenesis, the Inflationary universe
model, and the evolution of galactic structure.
A H. Guth

S.287J Obervionel lchniques of
Opi Arn
(Same subject as 12.117J)
Prat q: One subject In Astronomny or
Astrophysics
U (1) LAS
3-4-5

See description under subject 12.117 J.
J. L Eo, L A Frenich

8.29IJ Plsnetary Sln I
(Same subject as 12.131J)
Prsreq.: 8.03
U (1)SD
3-0-9

See descripdon under subject 12.131J.
D. C. JenWt

8.292J Planetary Solene iU
(Same subject as 12.132J)
Prsreq.: 12.131J or 8.291J
U (2) SD
3-0-9

See description under subject 12.132J.
D. C. Jew#t

8.28 Dymil A-ban
(Same subject as 12.133J)
Prereq.: 18.03
U (1) So
3-0-9

See description under subject 12.133J.
C C Counseknen, J. VAdoem
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U (1, 2)
Arr.
For qualified undergraduate students Inter-
esed In ganing some experience in teaching.
Labofatory tutorial, or olaseroom teaching
under the supervision of a faculty member.
Sudenit solected by Intbrvia
.A ReDpaport

. ThU Underaduatle tlaM l Tes
perw. -
U (1, 2, 8)

Program of undergraduate research, leading to
the wrlng of an S.B. thesis; to be arranged by
the student under approved supervision.
A M Bemeun

Graduate Subjects

An asterlk ()dense sulliesl not
d; thO wO be gin

whn uficinterelsiwt lakundloted'

General and Mathematical Physics

6.312 lsoatromagnslo Theory (A)
Prereq.: 8.07
G (2)
4-0-8
Basic principles of electromagneo theory'
Maxwelrs equations; vector and scalar poten-
Ma; conservation laws, methods In electro-
and megntoutaldos Scattering and diractuon
of electromagneo wives. Theory of special
relatity; covariant formulation of Maxwells
equatons. Motion of relatMeio particles In
electric and magnetic fields. Collions and
energy loss. Cerenkov radialon. Radiation by
moving charges; synchrotron radiation. Brems-
strahlung. Radiation damping; self-flaids of a
particle. Information: J. Goldstone.

.321 Guantum Theory I (A)
Prereq.: 8.07
G (1)
4-0-8
.322 Quantum Theory N (A)

Prorq.: 8.321
G (2)
4-0-6
A two-semester subject on quantum theory,
stressing principles: uncertainty relaion, observ-
asles, elgenstates, eigenvalues, probabilets of
th results of measurement, transformation the-
ory, equations of motion, constants of motion.
Symmetry In quantum mechanios, representa-
tions of symmetry groups. Varational and per-
turbation approximations. Systems of identoal
particles and applications. Tine-dependent per-
turbation theory. Scattering theory: phase shils,
Born approximation. The quanturn theory of
radiation. Second quantization and many-
body theory. Relativistic quantum mechanics of
one electron.
R L JAef

8.3a natMuie Quantm Pe
Theory 1(A)
Prereq.: 8.322
G(1)

L.24 Relatvistic uantum Meld
Theory N (A)
Prereq.: 8.323
G (2)
4-0-8
A two-semester course on relatMetic quantum
field theorX stressing the formulation of gauge
field theory and application to fundamental
physlcal problems Clasloal field thsors canon-
loal quantization, the Dirac field. Interacting
fields and perturbation theory Feynman graphs.
Symmetries. Calculations In quantum electro-
dynamics. Functional Integral formation of gauge
theories. Divergencs, regularzation, and renor-
maiadon. talgher-order processes in electro-
dynamics. Fundamental constituents of matter:
the standard models of electroweak and strong
Interaction. Non-abellan gauge theories, spon-
taneous symmetry breakdown, the Goldstone
and Higgs mechanisms. The Wlnberg-Saiam
theory. Renormalization group.
K A Johnson, J. Polonyd

6.333 taUel Mechanics I (A)
Prersq.: 8.321
G (1)
4-0-8
L-34 tatls"lcul Mecharios 11(A)
Prsreq.: 8.333
G (2)
4-0-8
Thermodynamics: work and heat, temperature
and entropy. Basic postulates of statistical
mechanics. classical and quantum mechanics.
Open systems: canonical and grand canonical
distributions and free-energy minimum princi-
ple. Applications to real and model systems:
Fermi and Bose gases, photon gas, lattice
vbmions, der Waal gases. Fluctuation-
dissipation theorem. Monte Carlo methods.
8.334 a continuation of 8.333. Superfluldity.
Elementary excitations In Boss and Fermi sys-
tems. Broken symmetry and phase transitions:
soing description and the application of the
renormanzation group to critical phenomena.
J. JoannopouloA, M. Kardar
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U6381 Quantum Theory of MaNeg-Prticle
I be s(A)

Prereq.: 8.322,8.333
G (1) Next offered 198-89
3-0-9

Introduces general many-body theory applica-
ble to low temperature, nuclear, and solid-state
physics. Reviews occupation number represen-
tation and classical Mayer expansion. Perturba-
tion theory: diagrammatic expansions and
linked-cluster theorem for zero or finite temper-
ature systems of fermlons or bosons. Green's
functions: analytic properties, equations of
motion, relation to observables, approxima-
tions, linear response theory, random phase
approximation. Superconductivity: electron-
phonon interaction, Instability of normal state,
BCS ground state, perturbation theory. Infor-
mation: M. A. Kastner

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

Topics of current interest In theoretical physics,
varying from year to year. Information:
G. F Koster

8.391, .392 Special Problems In Graduate
Physics (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1, 2)
Arc.
Advanced problems In any area of experimen-
tal or theoretical physics, with assigned reading
and consultations.
G. F Koster

8.399 Physics TeachIng (A)
Prerq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
Art.
For qualified graduate students Interested in
gaining some experience in teaching. Labora-
tory, tutorial, or classroom teaching under the
supervision of a faculty member. Students
selected by Interview
G. F Koster

Physics of Atoms, Radiation,
Solids, Fluids, and Plasmas

8A21 Atomic and Molecular Physics (A)

Prereq.: 8.05
G(1)
3-0-9

The Interaction of radiation with atoms: reso-
nance; absorption, stimulated, and spontane-
ous emission; dressed atom formalism; multi-
photon processes; structure of simple atoms;
interactions with strong electric and magnetic
fields. Additional topics vary from year to year:
Lamb shift, atomic tests of basic theory, meas-
urements of the fundamental constants, "cavity
quantum electrodynamics," four-wave mixing,
coherence, atom-atom Interaction, atomic and
molecular collisions.
D. Kleppnsr

8.432 PhysIcs of Random Processes (A)
Prereq.: 8.05, 6.08
G(2) Next o 0ered198-69
3-0-9

Mathematical description of random processes;
joint probability distributions, correlation func-
tions, and power spectra. Fluctuations In dis-
crete systems: shot noIse, photon counting.
Fluctuations about thermal equlNbrium: space-
time correlations of fluctuations of density,
entropy pressure, and their relations to trans-
port coefficients and dissipation constants.
Applications to properties and detection of light
extensively discussed, including principles of
Interference, spatial coherence, and digital
auto-correlation.
J. D. Liftr

8.481, 8.482 Selected Tics In Physics

3-0-9

Presentation of topics of current Interest, with
content varying from year to year. Information:
G. F Koster.

8.6510J Applicetion of Group Theory to the
Physics of Scido (A)
(Same subject as 6.734J)
Prereq.: 8.232

(2) Not tobe ofered 19889
3-0-9

See description under subject 6.734J.
M. S. Dresselhaus

8.611J Theory of Solds I (A)

(Same subject as 6.741J)
Prereq.: 8.231J
G (1)
3-0-9

First term of a theoretical treatment of the
physics of solids. Concept of elementary excita-
tions. Symmetry: translational, rotational, and
time-reversal Invarlances: theory of representa-
tions. Energy bends: APW, OPW pseudo-
potential and LCAO schemes. Survey of elec-
tronic structure of metals, semimetals, semi-
conductors, and Insulators. Excitons. Critical
points. Response functions. Interactions in the
electron gas.
R Lee

&512J Theory of Sold. i (A)
(Same subject as 6.742J)
Prereq.: 8.232,8.51 1J
G (2)
3-0-9

Second term of a theoretical treatment of the
physics of soids. Interacting electron gas: many-
body formulation, Feynman diagrams, random
phase approximation and beyond. General the-
ory of linear response: dielectric function; sum
rules; plasmons; optical properties; applications
to semiconductors, metals, and insulators.
11'ansport properties: non-Interacting electron
gas with impurities, diffusons. Quantum Hall
effect: Integral and fractional. Electron-phonon
Interaction: general theory, applications to met-
ala, semiconductors and Insulators, polarons,
field-theory description. Superconductivity:
experimental observations, phenomenological
theories, B.C.S. theory.
0. B. Kotdar

8.532J1 physics of Semnductos and8 em

(Same subject as 6.735J)
Prereq.: 6.732 or 8.232
G (1)
3-0-9

Transport, optical, and magnetic properties of
semiconductors, Quantum wells, superlattices,
2-D electron systems, quantized Hall effect
Intercalation, semiconductor-metal transition,
tunneling, physics of MOB devices, ion Implan-
tation, laser annealing, amorphous semicon-
ductors, organic conductors, magnetic semi-
conductors, liquid crystals, localization phe-
nomena, Bohm-Aharanov effect, nonlinear
spectroscopy, two-photon absorption, Raman
scattering.
M. S. Dresselhaus

8.562 Correletions and CrItical Behavior
in Condensed Mtter (A)

Prereq.: 8.511J, 8.333
G(2) Notto be oefed 1988-89
3-0-9

Views condensed-matter physics through space-
and time-dependent correlation functions meas-
ured by scattering spectroscopy. Treats In detail
experimental techniques of x-ray, light, electron,
and neutron scattering. Theoretical develop-
ment Is strongly phenomenological to elucidate
physical behavior with minimal mathematical
complexity. Uses conservation laws, broken sym-
metry, and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
to illustrate the Interconnection between ap-
parently diverse systems, with special attention
to behavior near phase transitions. Information:
M. A. Kastner.

8.581, 8.582 Selected lopics In Physics of

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

Presentation of topics of current Interest, with
contents varying from year to year
Information: G. F Koster.

of Atoms and Radiation (A)*
6.381,,.382 Selected Ibpics In Theore Prereq.: 8.321
Physics (A)* rir 81
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.613J IntroduCOn to Me,1a PVs"s I (A)
(Same subject"a 6.651.J, 22.611 J)
Prereq.: 6.014 or 8.07; 6.018 or 8.044; 18.04 or
18.075
G (1)
3-0-9

introduces plasma phenomena relevant to
energy generation by controlled thermonuclear
fusion and to astrophysics. Coulomb collisions
and transport processes. Motion of charged
particles in magnetic fields; plasma confine-
ment schemes. MHD models; simple equilib-
rium and stability analysis. 1wo-fluid hydro-
dynamic plasma models; wave propagation In a
magnetic field. Introduces kinetic theory; Vlasov
plasma model; electron plasma waves and Lan-
dau damping; ion-acoustic waves; streaming
instabilities.
M. Porkolab

.614J Introduction to Plasma
Physlcs 11 (A)
(Same subject as 6.652J, 22.612J)
Prereq.: 6.651J or 8.613J or 22.611J, 18.076
G (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 22.612J.
A. Sers, R. C. Davidson, K Molvg

8.621J Plasma KineUc Theory (A)
(Same subject as 22.64J)
Prereq.: 8.613J
G (1)
3-0-9

Basic physics of the wave-particle interaction
with emphasis on Intuitive concepts. Unearized
Vlasov equation, quasillnear theory, Fokker-
Planck and diffusion approximations for the
average distribution function, resonant and
nonresonant diffusion, energy and momentum
conservation, free energy, application of quasi-
linear theory to various physical problems of
current interest.
T H. Dupree

8622J Advanced Tbplos in Plasma Kinetic
Theory (A)

(Same subject as 22.65J)
Prereq.: 8.621J or 22.64.1
G (2)
3-0-9

VlasaW Liouville, and Kilmontovich equations,
hierarchy equations and correlation functions,
discrete particle effects, test particle model,
fluctuation-dissipation theorem, collision inte-
grals. Direct interaction Approximation and other
renormalized theories, onset of stochastcity,
nonlinear dielectric functions, nonlinear stabili-
zation of linear instabilities, resonance broaden-
Ing, mixing, clumps, mode coupling, solitons,
BGK modes, nonlinear instabilities.
T H. Dupree

8.624 Wees, Inalablmle, and Radio-
haequenoy Heating of Plasmas and
Noninear E1felt (A)
Prereq.: 8.613J
G (2) Not to be ofeed 1988-89
3-0-9

Comprehensive theory of electromagnetic waves
in a magnetized plasma. Effects of finite tem-
perature including linear mode-oonversion.
Vlasov theory of waves and instabilities in a hot,
magnetized plasma. Bernstein waves, drift
waves, gravitational modes, and loss-cone
modes. Electromagnetic waves in a hot plasma,
with applications to radio-frequency heating of
fusion plasmas (ECRH, ICRH, LHH). RF current
drive in tokamaks. Parametric instabilities. Dis-
cusses relevant experimental results.
M. Porkolab

8.641 Physics of High-Thmperature
Plasmas I (A)
Prereq.: 8.613J
G (1) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9

8.642 Physics of High-Tmperature
Plasmas i (A)
Prereq.: 8.6131
G (1)Not to b ered 1988-89
3-0-9

Basic concepts of plasmas, with temperatures
of thermonuclear Interest, relevant to fusion
research and astrophysics. Microscopic trans-
port processes due to inter-particle collisions
and collective modes (e.g., microinstabilties).
Relevant macroscopic transport coefficients
(electrical resistivity, thermal conductivities, par-
ticle "diffusion"). Runaway and slide-away
regimes. Magnetic reconnection processes and
their relevance to experimental observations.
Radiation emission from Inhomogeneous plas-
mae. Conditions for thermonuclear burning and
ignition (D-T and "advanced" fusion reactions,
plasmas with polarized nuclei). Role of "Impu-
rity" nuclei. "Finite-#" (pressure) regimes
and ballooning modes. Convective modes in
configuration and velocity space. Tapped par-
ticle regimes. Nonlinear and explosive insta-
bilitIes. Interaction of positive and negative energy
modes. Each subject can be taken inde-
pendently.
. Coppi

8.681, 8.682 Selected Topics in Fluid and
Plasma Physics (A)*
Prereq.: 8.613J
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

Presentation of topics of current interest, with
content varying from year to year. Information:
G. F Koster.

Nuclear and Particle Physics

8.710 Introduction to Nuclear Phyelos (A)
Prereq.: 8.321
G (2)
3-0-9

Introduction to nuclear phenomena; analysis of
the various modes of excitation and associated
degrees of freedom, as revealed by a broad
range of experimental observation; experimen-
tal support for the shell model, and the micro-
scopic origin of Independent particle motion.
Nuclear collective motion as manifest in rota-
tion and vibration; Giant Resonances. Mesonic
degrees of freedom and their role in nuclear
forces and electromagnetic currents. Evidence
for quark and gluon substructure in high-
energy lepton scattering.
W Bertozzl

8.711 Nuclear Structure and Reactions (A)
Prereq.: 8.321, 8.710
G (1)
4-0-8

8.712 Nuclear Structure and Reactions H (A)
-- Prereq.: 8.711

.(2)
4-0-8
Comprehensive course in experimental foun-
dations and theoretical understanding of nuclear
structure and reactions, emphasizing the role
of singe nucleon, collective, mesonic, and quark
degrees of freedom. Substructure of nuclei
and hadrons revealed by electromagnetic
probes. Nuclear shell model and hadron quark
model. Experimental studies of nuclear interac-
tions, and of theories based on measons and
quarks. Mean field theory of nuclear structure,
collective motion, and dynamics. Reaction the-
ory and study of nuclear structure through
scattering of nucleons, nuclei, leptons, and
mesons. Introduction to relevant aspects of
OCD. Study of quark and gluon degrees of
freedom, using deep Inelastic lepton scattering
and relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Aspects of
nuclear astrophysics.
8.711: M. Baranger
8.712: H. Feshbach

8.731 Nuclear Physics Seminar (A)
Prereq.: 8.322, 8.712
G (2)
2-0-4

Advanced seminar on current topics. Short
presentations by both experimentalists and the-
orists. Emphasis varies yeary. lypical topics:
ultrarelativistic heavy-Ion collisions; quark mod-
ela of nucleons, nuclel, and nuclon-nucleon
interaction; new observables In electron scat-
tering, using polarized beams, polarized tar-
gets, and coincidence measurements; recent
experiments on relativistic nucleon-nucleon
scattering; developments in many-body theory
including functional Integral and stochastic
methods.
J. W Negele, R. R Redwine
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8.761, .72 Selected lplos in Nuclear
11heor1Y (A)
Prereq.: 8.751
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

Presents topics of current Interest in nuclear
structure and reaction theory, with content var-
yIng from year to year. Information:
G. F Koster.

.810 Particle Pilos I (A)
Prereq.: 8.05, 8.321
G(2)
4-0-8
Introduces phenomenology of particle proper-
ties and interactions, stressing experimental
results. Classification by quantum numbers.
loospIn concept, symmetries; conservation laws.
Particle detectors and techniquc Accelera-
tors. Quark model, color symmetry, Dirac equa-
tion, and QED. V-A theory. Conservation-
Violation; Parity, etc., experiments. K-mesons,
associated production, puzzles, mixing, regen-
eration, CP-vlclation.
L S. Osborne

.811 Particle Phyis 11 (A)
Prerq.: 8.810
S(1)
3-0-9

New experiments and data. New magines,
detectors, technologies; p-p and e - e -
colliders. Discovery of the W and Z, search for
new particles and quarks. Neutrino physics.
Tests of OED, the unified electroweak theory,
quantum chromodynamics and Grand Unified
Theories; proton ocay. Phenomena at extremely
high energies.
U. J. Becew

8.671, 8.872 Selected Tbplcs in Theoretical
Particle Physics (A)*
Prereq.: 8.323
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

Presents topics of current Interest In theoreti-
cal particle physics, with content varying from
year to year. Information: G. F Koster.

8.881, 8.62 Selected bpics in Experimen-
tal Particle Physics (A)*

Prereq.: 8.811
G(1,2)
3-0-9

Presents topics of current interest in experi-
mental particle physics, with content varying
from year to year. Information: G. F Koster.

Spae Physics and AstrophysIcs

6,810 Astrophysle (A)
Prereq.: 8.05, 8.08
G (2)
3-0-9

Size and time scales in astrophysics. Stellar
structure equations and survey of stellar evolu-
tion. Degenerate stars and interacting binary
stars. Radiative transfe, ine formation, spec-
trosoopy of interstellar medium. The equIlb-
rium of stellar systems and the distribution of
stars in our galaxy. Introduces cosmology
J. L Ibiry

6,911 Astrophysiasl, Specs, and Labortory
Plasms, Theorelloal oundelons and
Conparive Skdy (A)
Prereq.: 8.07,18.04, 18.302 or equivalent
a(1)
3-0-9

Part I: Fundamentals for plasmas on all scales:
astrophysical, hellospheric, magnetospheric,
Ionospheric, and laboratory domains. Phase
space distribuions, Boltzmann and Vlasov-
Maxwell equations, Fokker-Planck approxIma-
tion. Adiabatic invariants, guiding center motion,
conservation laws, viral theorem, collision-
dominated plasmas, Oneager relations. Part I:
Approximations based on scales: MHD approxi-
mation, closure problem and breakdown of
differential fluid equations, discontinuities and
shocks, fluctuations, inser waves, elements of
turbulence theory.
S. Olbert

8.918 PhysIcs of Speos Plasmas I(A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Not to be onfaed 1988-8
3-0-9

8.914 PhysIes of Spece Plasme 11 (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next ofered 1968-89
3-0-9

For students interested in space physics, astro-
physics, and plasma physics in general. Mag-
netospheres of rotating magnetized planets,
ordinary stars, neutron stars, and black holes.
Pulser models: processes for slowing down,
particle acceleration, and radiation emission;
acorsting plasmas and x-ray stars; stellar winds;
helosphere and solar wind: relevant magnetic
field configuration, measured particle distribu-
tion in velocity space and Induced collective
modes; stability of the current sheet and col-
lslonless processes for magnetic reconnection;
theory of colisionles shocks; scitons; Ferroaro-
Rosenbluth sheet; solar flare models; heating
processes of the solar corona; earth's mag-
netosphere (auroral phenomena and their Inter-
pretation, bow-shock, magnototal, trapped par-
ticle effects); relationship between gravitational
(galactic) plasmas and electromagnetic plas-
mas. 6.913 deals with hellospheric, 8.914 with
extra-hellospherlc plasmas.
B. CoppJ

&.921 SIellr Struitme and Evollulin (A)
Prsreq.: Permission of instructor
G( (1) Nottabofe ed 196849
3-0-9

Observable stellar characterstics; overview of
observational Information. Principles underlying
calculations of stellar structure. Physical pro-

easses In stellar interiors; properties of matter
and radiation; radiative, conductive, and con-
vective heat transport; nuclear energy genera-
tion; nucleosyntheais; neutrino emission. Proto-
stars; the main sequence, and the solar neu-
trino flux; advanced evolutionary stages; varis-
ble stare; planetary nebulale, supernovae, white
dwarfe, and neutron stars; close binary sys-
tems; abundance of chemical elements.
RC. Jose

6,922 Phyele of the Galaxy (A)
Prereq.: 8.910
G (2)
3-0-9

Observations of the distribution of stare, clus-
ters, gas, and dust in the galaxy. Theory of the
equilibrium of steilar systems: Viasov equation,
Fokker-Planck equation, Jeans's theorem, and
the third integral. Introduces spiral structure
theory interstellar clouds, evolution of super-
nova envelopes, star formation, and the energy
budget of the interstellar medium. Permission of
instructor required.
R. Ros

8.923 High-Energy Astrophysics (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1) Next ofered 19649
3-0-9

Observation and theory of high-energy phe-
nomena in astrophysics. Reviews special relativity
Synchrotron radiation. Compton processes.
Bremsstrahlung radiation. Coherent radiation
processes. Radio pulsars. Cosmic rays origin,
acceleration, and confinement Supernovae.
Shock waves. X-ray sources-spherical and
disk accretion, diffuse x-ray emission. Quasars
and Seyfert galaxles. Permission of Instructor
required.
E. W Berfechinger

8.931J Radar Astronom, Astrometry, and
Geodsy (A)
(New)

(Same subject as 6.662J, 12.620J)
Prereq.: 8.03, 18.085
o (2) Not to be ofered 196419
3-0-9

See description under subject 12.620J.
G. H. Pernangl, C. C. Counselmen, D. H. Sie n



8.40opndegy (A
Pwraq.: Permission of Instruaor

Q (2) Nout be e m9d 10.
3-0-~9
Thennal bao undsIn spec. CQamalogIoel
prInolpis and 6 oonesquenoee: NewftnIan coe-
mulogy and types of "univeres"; sury of
re06100llo cosmology; horikons. Overview of
.volutlon In cosmology; radiallon and element
ynthss; pWlolon models e the "eardy sages."

Permation of lageosuls struoluwe to varleblty
of p " law. First and last sies. Same

knowd relatity expoted. 8.WI rec-
ommnd ough not rsqured.

. W #rbnsigeW

6. ft 0 * Me of the 0Erly
Unlerse (A)
Presq.; 60323 U24
a (2) *ee Aleu 0U '
34)69

Thermal squilibdum states In quantum field
theodie Phase tralInS and the fate of the
false ouum. Homolopy theory antopologl-
oal deets: mnopolss strIng% and domain
wells. The ndard oemologIes model. The

Intflainry unverse Ouantum field theory in
de Ster space. Quantum orgin of denlty
fluotuatlona In Infltonary models.
A. Quth

Um82Gnsdelisivty and

Prreql. 8.07
0(1) Nautfr 1N6M
3-0-9
Sps lreletitlo electrodynamics and hydro-
dynamIcs. Principle of equivalence. Tneor cal-
oulus for general coordinate systems. RiSman-
nan geomtby Gravittional fi"kd. Einstein field

equatons. The Einteln sion. Schwrsrehld
solution. s8lar System tests. Graviatonaral t-

toln.Robecrtn-ter metric and coemogra-
phy;thndrd oosmologlsal model. The erly
universe. BNook holes.
./. Gcddfe

U.111, 0,90 Seooled 'piss in
Astrophtyss (AT
Prereq.: Permlsson of Insttuctor
G (1, 2)
3-0-9
lbploe of current Interes varying from year to
year. InformatIon: G. E Koaser.

.Th Graduast Pw"le Tesals (A)
Prerq. -
G(1,28)
Arr.

Program of graduate research, leading to the
wriing of an .M., Ph.D., or So.D. thes; to be
arranged by the student and an approprae
MIT faculty member.
GF Kosfsr
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Course 9 Brain and
Cognitive Solences

O.R Undergaduate Research
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2, 8)
Arr. .

Individual participation in an ongoing research
project in brain science, experimental psychol-
ogy, and cognition. For students in the Under-
graduate Research Opportunities Prorgsm.
C. AdsOn,

9.00 Introduction to Psychology
Prereq.: -
U (1) HASS
4-0-5
A survey of the science of human mental lfe
and behavior. Explores sensation, perception,
learning, memory, thinking, feeling, emotion,
motivation, personality. Uses psychological,
social, and biological data. Considers cultural,
political, and literary Impact of psychology.
Examines controversies about mental Illness,
IQ, sex roles, fairy tales, and lie detectors.
J. . KiWte

9.01 Neurosolenos and Behavior
Prereq: 9.00 or 9.62J
U (1) HASS
3-0-9
Relation of structure and function at various
levels of neuronal Integration. 1bplos include:
functional neuroenatomy and neurophysiology
motor systems, centrally programmed behavior,
sensory systems, arousal, sleep and dreaming,
motivation and reward, emotional displays of
various types, "higher functions" and the
neocortex, and neural processes In learning
and memory. May be counted toward Humani-
ties Requirement only by students concentrat-
ing in Psychology; see Department for details.
G. E Schneider

9.014J The Human Nervous System:
The Neumeolenoes (A)
(Same subject as HST 130J)
Prersq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
6-3-6

See description under subject HST 130J.
A. M. Graybiel, IN G. Quinn, M. Sur
R H. Schiller; E Bizzi, and others

9.019 1bplos in Rheviorl Neuroeulenos (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
0 (2) NMt ofaed 19649
3-0-8
introduces current research on the effects of
brain disease on human behavior. Lectures by
neuropsycholo9gls, neurdiogists, and psychla-
trista, emphasizing specific neural mechanisms
underlying memory attention, language, per-
caption, spatial abilities. motivation, and emo-
tion. Also includes hemispheric spoplalizatlon
and the role of neurotransmitters and hormones
in brain diseases. Some lectures include dem-
onstrations of behavioral testing methods and
presentations of patients. Alternate years.
S. H. Codtn, Guest LeOfurers

9.021 1bplos in rin nd Behavior (A)
Prere.: Permission of Instructor
G(2)INottobsoferd1911-19
3-0-6
Detailed discussion of the neuroanatomy, neuro-
chemistry, neurophylsology, and neuropsychol-
ogy of selected regions of the forebrain. Semi-
nar sessions In whlch participants take turns
leading class discussions on the readings and
presenting reports on spec topcs. Oca-
sional clinical demonstrations during the term
and a final test during the last class. Alternate
years.
S. H. Cofkn, A M. Grayblel

9.023 Prinelpls of Neuonl Groum (A)
Prsreq.: 9.014J
G (2) NOt to be osered 196-9
3-0-6
1bplos in developmental neuroblolog includ-
ing neurone proliferation, cell lineege, Initiation
of neuritic outgrowth, structure of growing
axons, theories of axon guidance, growth fao-
tore and growth-associated proteins, synapto-
genesis, role of soivity in formation of connec-
tions, aberrant axonal growth and behavioral
disorders, hormones and development RequIre-
ments include readings in recent literature,
participation In claes discussions, and omal
reports. Aternate years. (Undergraduates must
obtain permission of instructor.)
G. E Schnekdwc S. Jhaver, Quest Lecrers

9.024 Deelopment and Pslsasty of the
Viua Mem (A
Prereq, -
0 (2) NMt ofered 1918-9
3-0-6
Topics include recent discoveries and promis-
ing research directions bearing on development
of the visual system. Focuses on anatomical,
phyiolgical behavior and theorecal ap-
proaches to visual function In higher mammals,
including man. Alternate years.

.Su; R. NOed, S. Jhaver, G. I Schneider

m.028 Advaneed bplos i Neudr"ansmitter
Sloohemistry (A)
(20.517)
Pr*M: -
G (1) Next ofered 196-9
2-0-4
Seminar on recent advances in neurotranamtler
biochemistry; presentations by staff, guest
lecturers, and students.
R. J. MitMnnen

9.036 The Visual ystem (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1) Nut to be ofrsd 1986-8
3-06
Reviews the current neutphysiological and
neuronatomioal research literature on the man-
mallan visual system. Alternate years.
R H. Schiller

I
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9.06 Con t11g riages d Humanity
and Nature
Prereq.: -
U (1) HASS
3-0-6

Nearly five billion and growing, we humans are
straining the earth's natural resources to an
unprecedented degree. Ancient Images of rela-
tions between humanity and nature were over-
turned by the founding fathers of modern sci-
ence and technology, who saw themselves as
detached from and In confliot with nature. How
does such Imagery relate to our current envi-
ronmental crisis? This question Is considered In
historical perspective and In light of recent
developments in physics, psychology, ecology,
and feminist theory.
S L Chorover

9.09J Cellular Neurobiology
(New)

(Same subject as 7.09J)
Prereq.: 7.05
U (2)
4-0-8

See description under subject 7.09J.
R. D. G. McKay, W G. Quinn, S. J. Burden

9.30 Animal Behavior
Prereq.: 9.00
U(1) HASS
3-0-6
Reviews besic concepts In the study of animal
behavior. Examines the natural history of selec-
ted species (e.g., felds, canids, and cophalo-
pods). Contributions of environment and hered-
Ity to the shaping of behavior. Inquires Into the
contribution of behavior to meeting require-
ments for Individual and species survival. Ana-
lyzes selected problems Including, animal
communication, navigation, sexual behavior,
aggression, defense, perception, and learning.
A Hein

9.32W Analysis of Diferentiation
and Development
(Now)

(Same subject as 7.32J)
Prereq.: 7.05 or 7.33

9 (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 7.32J.
M. L. Perdue, W G. Quinn

9.321,J CeNular and Molecular iaology of the
Nervous Sytem
(NW
(Same subject as 7.66J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
2-0-4
See description under subject 7.66J.
S. J. Burden, R. D. 0. McKay

9.36 PseeptualInferneuen rnessing
Prereq.: 9.00 or 9.62J
U (2)
3-0-6
The senses ara our gateways to the world.
Everything we know about what Is going on out
there comes to us through vision, hearing,
touch, taste, smel. How do the senses work?
How do physical stimull get transduoed Into
signals In tho nervous system? How can the
brain use those signals to determine the flavor
of a banana, the sound of a flute, or the shape
of a cow? All senses discussed. Vision Is
covered most extensively. Includes perception
of color, motion, form and depth, Individual
differences, and development.
R. Held

9.351 Human Vision (A)
Prsreq.: 9.35
G (2) Not to be ofred 1986-89
3-0-9

Covers major Issues and basic findings in the
study of human vision. Emphasis is on results
from psychopteical experimentation, with other
material drawn from physiological and computa-
tional approaches. Core course for Course IX
graduate students, but open to undergraduates
with sufficient background. Alternate years. Per-
mission of instructor required for students
without 9.35 background.
J. M. IAe, R. Held

9.36 Natural Computation and Control
Prereq.: 9.35 or 9.62J, 18.02
U (1)
3-0-6

Objects differ widely from each other as well
as among themselves In terms of their appear-
ance and behavior In a natural environment.
These digferences are limited, however, by the
natural and physical properties of the world.
Recognizing these constraints allows us to
understand how different objects may be
represented and manipulated. Examples stress
the computation of visual aspects of a scene,
although useful cswoto and tachile representa-
tions are also Included.
W A. Richards

9.36 Prolem I Natural Comnputaton (A)
Prsreq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
4-0-8

General survey of the field of natural computa-
tion Is provided by 9.36 lectures, which stu-
dents are expected to attend and complete.
This basic material Is supplemented by read-
Ingo and In-depth study of a particular prob-
lem. Term paper required.
W A. Richards

9.363 esreh in No"rel oil0 putatMn lA)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr.
Closely supervised research on a problem of
inferring a property of the world, given only
limited sensory data. Problems may be chosen
from the fields of vision, audition, or force sens-
Ing (touch). The use of constraint In the Infer-
ence process Is stressed, as well as the
exclusion of false Inferences.
W A Richards

9.366 Computer Graphics and Vision
Prereq.: 4.911 or 9.36
U (2)
3-0-6

The generation of realistic Images requires
knowledge of three areas: human visual pro-
cesing, physlcal optics, and the power and
limitations of graphics displays. Exploration of
how these three areas Interact In the design of
realistic scenes and surfaces. Includes anti-
allasing, tiling, sold-modeling, shading, ray-
tracing, color, texture, motion blur, and anima-
tion. Surfaces of particular Interest are clouds,
water, rocks (fractals), and trees. For graduate
"A" credit, register In 9.363.
W A. Richards, S . Dmweon

9.370 Control of Movement in Elologloal
and Robotic Systems (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)Nottobecfere 1966M3
3-0-6

Synthesizes recent approaches toward motor
control In the fields of neurophysiology, artificial
Intellgenos, and systems theory. lbpide: under-
standing the physical plant in biological and
artificial systems. Kinematics, statics, dynam-
ics. Actuators and effootors. Control of uncon-
strained movements: open-loop *ontrol and
trajectory determination. Feedback control and
reflexes. Control of constrained movements:
handwriting, manipulation, and locomotion.
Alternate years.
J. Hllerbach, . Bizzi, C. Atkeson

9.372 Movemen: Machanisms and
Modelse (A)
Prereq.: 9.370
G (1) Net ofered 1966-89
3-0-6
Research seminar directed at surveying basic
concepts and methods In the study of the
vertebrate motor system. Reviews current inves-
tigations on peural Integration In movement con-
trol, emphasizing spinal cord, cerebellar, and
cortical mechanisms; arm trajectory formation,
physiology, and blomechanics; eye-head and
eye-hand coordination; manipulation. Permis-
sion of Instructor required for students without
9.370 background. Alternate years.
J. Hollerbach, E. Bizzi, C. Atkeson
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0.38 Visual informellan Proes-ing: from 9.80 Resseroh in Srain and Cognitive
Computational theory to Neuronal Solnee
Ma nismS Prereq.: 9.00 or 9.62J; and one other(t i IXV
Prereq.: 9.01, 9.35 and 18.02
U (2)
3-0-0
9.380 Visual information Processing: oem
Computational Theory to Neuronel
Mechanisms (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-6

Study of biological vision from the perspec-
tives of computation, psychophysics, neuro-
science, and biophysics. Examines algorithms
for solving vision problems; neuronal models of
visual computations; the use of psychophysical
and physiological data to test and modify
computational models. Includes photometry,
edge detection, motion, stereo, color, regulariza-
tion theory, neuronal and biophysical mecha-
nIsms. Background In signal processing recom-
mended. Term paper required for graduate
credit.
T A Poggo, E C. Hl/dreth

9.382 Seminar on Visual information
Processing (A)
Prereq. -

S0(1,2)
3-0-0
Discusses various computational problems in
machine vision and biological vision. Topics:
edge detection, stereo vision, analysis of time-
varying Images, surface Interpolation, visual
recognition, parallel algorithms, and hardware
for computer vision. Centers around ongoing
work by participants and presentations by
them.
T A Pogglo, E C. Hildrs'h

9.301 Human 14otors in Deelgn
(Same subject as 2.1 )J, 22.O8W)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2)
3-1-8
See description under subject 2.18J.
A Hein, T 8. Sheddan, D. D. Lanning

9.401 Survey of CognItive Soience
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G0(1)
4-0-8
Survey of theories, methods, and findings In
cognitive psychology Includes pattern recogni-
tion, imagery and mental codes, memory and
attention, and language comprehension and
production.
M. C. Ptbi S E Carey, R. H,
D. Osherson, S. Pinker J. M Wile

U (1, 2, 8) LAB
2-8-2
Laboratory research in the areas of perception,
learning, memory, and development. Each stu-
dent carries out an experimental study In one.
of these areas under the direction of a member
of the faculty. Project must be approved In
advance by faculty supervisor and P H. Schil-
ler. Written presentation of results Is required.
Consult R H. Schiller.

9.50 Psychology of Language and
Communicaion
Prereq.: 9.62J or 24.900J
U (1) HASS
3-0-8

Studies real-time language processing. Sys-
tematic examination of core problems of lan-
guage production and perception: lexical and
syntactic processes In spoken and written lan-
guage of both normal and language-lmpalred
populations. Stresses methodological problems
In psycholinguistic experimentation.
K Bock

9.591 SemInar In Psychology of Language
and Communloation (A)
Prersq.: 9.59

(2) Not tobeeffere 190664
3-0-6
Reads, discusses, and criticizes selected top-
Ics. Emphasizes one or more of the following
them's In a particular term: theories of lan-
guage, speech perception, communication in
subhuman species, aphasia, language acquisi-
tion, language and thought, Interaction between
grammatical structure and verbal performance.
Permission of instructor required for students
without 9.59 or 9.901 background. Alternate
years.
K. Bock

9.601 Language Acquisiton (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next oftere 10664
3-0-6

Reading and discussion of current theory and
data concerning language acquisition. Empha-
sizes learning of syntax and morphology, and
especially research relating syntactic theory
and learnability theory to empirical studIes of
children's linguistic abilities. Alternate years.
S. Pin/er

0.605 Seminar an Visual.ptia
Cognition (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2) Notto beofgered 196649
3-0-

Reading and discussion on current theory and
data relevant to cognition. lbplos Include visual
Information processing, attention, mental imag-
ery, shape recognition, face recognition, rea-
soning, concepts, and language. Studies from
experimental psychology, human neuropeychol-
ogy, and artificial Intelligence are discussed.
Alternate years.
D. Irwin

9.62J Introduction to Cognitive Solenoe
(Same subject as 24.116J)
Prereq.: -
U (1) HASS
3-0-9

Surveys major issues that occupy contempo-
rary cognitive science. Topics: induction and
inductive logics as psychological theories; for-
mal leaming theory In lingultics; Is English a
finite state language?; deduction and deduc-
tive logics as psychological theories; concepts
and conceptual composition; the problem of
natural concepts; Images and percepts. Empha-
sizes clear formulation of questions and theo-
retical criteria of adequacy. Examines specific
proposals in response to these questions.
D. N Osherson

9.63 Laboratory In Cognitive Solence
Prereq.: 9.62J or 24.116J
U (2) LAB
0-6-6

Students conduct a set of demonstration exper-
iments on human perception, memory, lan-
guage comprehension, and Imagery. These
emphasize individual student solutions to design
and analysis problems. In the final phase of the
course, students perform an experiment of their
own design on one of these topics. All experi-
ments are run on-line in a computer-based lab.
Enrollment limited.
D. Irwin

9.65 Cognltv Processes
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6
An introduction to human information pro-
cessing and learning; topics include the nature
of mental representation and processing; the
architecture of memory; pattern recognition;
imagery and mental codes; concepts and pro-
totypes; reasoning and problem solving.
M. C Poter



9.66J Theory of Inductive Inference
(New)
(Same subject as 24.252J)
Prereq.: 9.62J
U (1)
3-0-9
9.661J Theory of InductWe Inference
(9.632)
(Same subject as 24.520J)
Prereq.: 9.62J
G (1)
3-0-9
introduces the mathematical theory of induc-
tive inference and learning. Applications to
machine learning. Rigorous development of
automata-theoretic models and general limita.
tion results.
D. N Osherson

9.6714 Problems of Mental
Represtation (A)
(Same subject as 24.51 8J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 24.51 8J.
N Block

9.68 Affect: Blological, Psychological, end
Social Aspects of "Feelngs"
Prereq.: 9.00
U (2) HASS
3-0-6

What is affect? This seminar addresses this
question in an effort to make an important
aspect of human experience comprehensible.
Considers the nature of affect and traces both
its development within the Individual human
being and its connections with various cognitive
and behavioral variables. Reviews some rele-
vant features of brain organization. Examines
some familiar aspects of human culture to
determine the extent to which they may properly
be regarded as socially organized counter-
parts of Individual feelings.
S. L Chorover

9.70 Social Psychology
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6
Examines the basic processes by which peo-
ple interact with, perceive, and make judgments
of others, influence each other, and develop
social beliefs and values, in the context of small
and large groups and societies.
S. L Chorover

9.751 Psychology of Gene
(Same subject as SP 460J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS Not to be ofered 1968-89
3-0-6

Examines evidence (and lack thereof) for dif-
ferences in the ways in which men and women
think. act, and feel; and in the ways their brains
are organized. Topics: biological mechanisms of
physical gender differentiation in mammals;

male and female brain; sex differences in per-
sonaNty (aggression, capacity for Intimacy) and
In cognitive abilities (spatial and verbal skills);
mechanisms of gender development (blologi-
cal, psychoanalytic, social, cognitive); role of
gender In differences in conceptualzation of
the world. Alternate years.
S. E. Carey

9.8 OrWgins of Behavior
Prereq.: 9.00 or 9.62J
U (2) HASS
3-0-6

History of the changing concepts of Infancy,
childhood, and development. Interaction of innate
and experiential factors In the development of
learning capacities, perception, social behavior,
and motor patterns in both animals and
humans. Implications of evolution, genetics,
embryology, and early experience for the ontog-
any of behavior.
A. Hemn

9.891 Seminar in CognItIve
Development (A)
(New)
Prereq.: -
G (1) Not to be ofered 1988-89
3-0-9

Surveys recent research In cognitive develop-
ment. Topics include constraints on induction,
knowledge representation and reorganization,
cognition in Infancy, semantic development, and
conceptual change. Permission of instructor
required. Alternate years.
S. E. Carey

9.90 Human Development: Individual and
Sooal P -rspot
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6

Examines psychological processes and struc-
tures from a developmental perspective. Aspects
of sensorimotor, perceptual, cognitive, social,
and personality development are traced from
infancy to adulthood. Focuses on the accurate
description of what changes with age and of the
respective roles of nature and nurture in deter-
mining the child's course of development.
S E Carey R. Held

9.91, 9.92 1blcs In Brain and Cognitive
Sciences
Prereq.: 9.00 or 9.62J and any other two sub-
jects in Brain and Cognitive Sciences
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Individual research or study of a special topic
under the direction of a member of the faculty.
Consult S. E. Carey

9.911-9.916 Speciall oplcs In Brain and
Cognitve Scienose (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1,2,S)
Arr.

Opportunity for graduate study of advanced
subjects in Brain and Cognitve Sciences not
included In other subject Ratings. Programs
subject to approval of professor in charge.
Consult M. 0. Potter or W G. Quinn.

Brlin and Cogntive ScienceS I1D

9.921 lessearch in Brain and Cognitive
Sciences (A)
Prereq.: -
G0)
Arr.
9.922 Research In Brain and Cognitive
Sciences (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
Arr.

9.923 Research In Brain ad Cognitiv
Sciences (A)
Pr -.: -
G (S)

Guided research under the sponsorship of
Individual members of the faculty. Ordinarily
restricted to candidates for the doctoral degree
in Course DX Consult M. C. Potter or W G. Quinn.

9.931 Research Reports (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
0-0-6

9.932 Resea ch Reports (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
0-0-6
9.933 Research Reports (A)
Prereq.: -
G (S)
0-0-6

Graduate students submit written reports of
their research efforts according to the depart-
ment's stated deadlines. Grade for this subject
is the grade assigned by readers of the paper
or committee members in the case of thesis
proposals. Registration is mandatory for gradu-
ate students in fall term of second and third
year and in term when thesis proposal is to be
submitted. Restricted to candidates for doc-
toral degree in Course IX. Consult M. C. Potter or
W 0. Quinn.

Psychology

The undergraduate proegram In Psychology
is dehcribed In Ch 7. For additional
related subjects In Psycholog, see:

Architecture: 4.771

Brain and Cognitive ScIences: 9.00, 9.01,
9.06, 9.30 9.35, 9.351, 9.39J, 9.59, 9.62J,
9.63, 9.65, 9.68,9.70, 9.75, 9.86, 9.90

Management 15.301,15.304,16.312,15.313,
15.322,15.339, 15.665, 15.824

Humanitles: 21.386, 21.435
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CouegeIo Chemical Engihig

10,UR Unerrdut Research
Pro"e.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.
Opportunity for participation In the work of a
research group, or for special Investigation In a
particular field. 1bplc and hours to fit Individual
reqilments.
C. UAthr

10.ThU Undergraduate Thess
Prersq.: -
U (1, 28)
Arr.

Program of undergraduate research, leading to
the wriing of an S.B. thesis; to be arranged by
the student and appropriate MIT faculty member.
C. M. Mohr

10.01 EngineerIng Concepts and Computer

Prome.: -
U (1,2)
2-8-2

Use of examples from chemical and blochemi-
cal engineering to convey concspts and meth-
ode. Simultaneously, studente are Introduced
to the tools of an advanced computer environ-
ment on Athena. Examples Include an overview
of the chemical Industries, balances and stol-
chiometry, rate phenomena and equilbria, syn-
thesis and simulations. Computer tools used,
among others, are text and picture creation
and manipulation, symbolic manipulation, data-
base management, and numerical programming.
L . EWAns, M. A loamei C. M Afthr
U. W Sur

10.11 Cormpster MoedelS of Physical and

Preq.: 18.02, 8.01
U (2) SD
3-0-g0
School-Wide Elective Subject. Descripon given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
S. Shyam Surder

10.13 Chilsel Engineering

Prerq.: 18.02
U (1) SD
4-0-8
Baelo concepts of thermodynamloelret, sec-
ond, and third laws. 'heoretial development
with applications to open and closed systems.
Concepts of energy, entropy, equilibrium, and
reversibility Introduction to properties of mix-
tures, Including coligative'properies, hemical
reaction equilibrium, and phase equilibrium.
H. H. Sawin, U. W Suler

10.14 Chemical ingineerirg
Thermodynamics ii
Prereq.: 10.01, 10.13
U (9)
3-0-8

ExtenAsin of 10.13, Intended primerly for chem-
Ical engineering maors. Thermodynarmios of
mult-component systems, Purther discusslon
of the molecular basis of thermodynamics; quan-
tum mechanical prnciples, spetrosoo0P struc-
ture, and thermodynamic properties. Appiloations
to open-system processes; POWr dles, refrig-
eration, prime movers.
C. M Mh, U. W Sulbr

10.21 Structures and Proppriles of Matter
Prere.: 5.11, 5.62
U (1) Next ONOre a 1111111
3-0-8

Atomic and molecular interactions and their
Importance in determinin phys and chemi-
cai properties of matter. propertiesof
materials. Description of physical and specific
chemical intermolecular forcs, including lydro-
gen bonds. Bulk and interfclp of
pure and mixed gases and lids. 14oues.
for characterizing molecular structure and for
predicting properties of matter.
U. W Suie# C. K Colon

10.25 1ustrial Chemistry and Chemiqal
Pross PUihways (A)
Prereq.: 6.11, 10.14, 10.37
G(1)
3-0-0
Chemical and engineering principles involved
in creation and operation of viable Industrial
processes. Topics: analysis of process chemi-
try by p-pathways (i.e., radical, Ionic, and
Pericycn reactions of organic syntheses) and
d-pathways (i.e., catalysis by transition-metal
complexes). Use of reaction mechanisms for
inference of co-product formation, kinetios, and
equilibria, process synthesis logio related to
reaction slectvt recycle, separations. Illustra-
tions drawn from current and contemplated
commercial practice.
R & Wtrk

10.26 Chemical Engineering Laboratory
Prereq.: 5.11 10.1-, 10.302, 10.37
U (1)
2-8-2

Laboratory projocts In the areas of applied
chemical ressaroh and unit operations. Stu-
dents work in groups and choose one project
for the wide term from projects suggested by
local Industry raining in planning research
projects, executon of experimental work, oral
presentations and witing reports. Draws on all
theory courses and iterature surveys.
R. R 8addous D. J. Goldelan

10.27 ChemIcal EngineerIng Processes
Loabotaomy

Prereq.: 10.13,10.14, 10.301
U (2)
1-8-3
Introduces praoocl chemical engineering oper-
ations through hands-on experience with repre-
sentative pilot-scoale equipment and processes.
Intended to provide instruction in the art o
experimentation and data analysis end Intro-
ducs theory of slected unit operations Empha-
Wle given to developing oral and written commu-
nication skis.
D. J. Gcids~eln, T A hion, R S Wrk
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10.20J Multivuuleble Control S*velms I (A)

(Same subject as 2.154J, 6.233J, 13.47J,
16.341 J)
Prereq.: 10.36 or 2.14 or 6.302 or 16.30

S(1)
4-0-8
See description under subject 6.233J.
Go. Sbphanopoulos, M Athans, J. K. HadWrck,
M. S. 7tantaslou, B. K Vilker

10.2gJ Multivariable Control Systems 11 (A)
(Same subject as 2.155J, 6.234J, 13.48J,
16.342J)
Prereq.: 10.28J
G (2)
4-0-8

See description under subject 6.234J-
GO. Sfephanopoulos, M. Athens, J. K. Hedrick,
M. S. 7Ifantalyffou, L Welavanl

10.301 Pluid Mechanics
Prereq.: 18.03
U (1)
3-0-6

Introduces the mechanical principles governing
fluid flow Stress in a fluid. Conservation of
mass and momentum, using differential and
Integral balances. Elementary constitutive equa-
tions. Hydrostatics. Exact solutions of the Navier-
Stokes equations. Approximate solutions using
control volume analysis. Mechanical energy
balances and Bernoulli's equation. Dimensional
analysis and dynamic similarity. Introduces
boundary-laysr theory and turbulence.
J M BUt M. A Kramer

10,302 1'aneport Processes
Prereq.: 10.13,10.301
U (2)
3-0-6

Principles of heat and mass transfer. Steady
and transient conduction and diffusion. Convec-
tive transport of heat and mass in both laminar
and turbulent flows. Natural convection. Con-
densation and boiling. Application to design of
heat exchangers. Radiative heat transfer.
Greg Slephanopoulos

10.31 Seration science
(Ne
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Advanced topics in separation science. Empha-
$is on characteristics and selection of separa-
tion processes, physlcochemical aspects of
molecular recognition and selectivity In separa-
tions, irreversible thermodynamics and gener-
alized driving forces, coupling of driving forces
and novel separations. Examples drawn from
biotechnology, materials processing, and envi-
ronmental control.
T A Hatton

10.32 Separation Proeosses
Prereq.: 10.14, 10.302
U (1)
3-0-6

General principles of separation by equilibrium
and rate processes. Staged cascades. Applica-
tions to distillation, absorption, adsorption, and
membrane processes. Phase equilibria and role
of diffusion.
C. M. Mohr

10.33 Analytical letment of Chemical
ngineernhl Processes (A)

("Wkd Content)
Prereq.: 10.301, 18.02
G (1)
3-0-6

introduction to mathematical techniques under-
lying transport problems basic to most chemi-
cal engineering processes. Quaternions, polyad-'
ice, cartesian tensors, general tensura, curviln-
ear coordinate systems. Representaums of
rotation and orientation. Anieotropic material
tensor properties. Integral transform methods
for solving partial differential equations. Asymp-
totic solutions by perturbation methods.
H. Brenner

10.331 Nonlinear Analysis in Chemical
Engineering
Prereq.: 10.33
G (2)
3-0-6

Emphasizes both classical and modem meth-
ods for analyzing nonlinear ordinary and partial
differential equations arising in reaction engi-
neering and transport phenomena. Topics: ele-
mentary stability theory and bifurcation analysis
of steady states; Introduction to time-perlodic
phenomena and transitions to chaos; numeri-
cal methods for tracking multiple-steady and
time-periodic states.
R A Brown

10.34 Numerical Methods Appled to
Chemical Engineering (A)

Prereq.: 10.33
G (2)
3-0-6

Numerical methods for solving problems aris-
ing in heat and mass transfer, fluid mechanics,
and chemical reaction engineering. Topics:
numerical linear algebra, solution of nonlinear
algebraic equations and ordinary differential
equations, and finite-difference and finite-
element methods for elliptic and parabolic par-
tial differential equations. All methods presented
In context of problems arising In transport
phenomena. Lectures and assignments assume
knowledge of FORTRAN.
R. A Brown

10,341 PInite Element Muthods for Problems
In Tinport Phernena (A)
Prereq.: 10.34
G (2)
3-0-6

Advanced methods for solving problems in
fluid mechanics and heat and mass transfer.
Emphasis on efficient techniques for handing
highly Irregular boundaries, nonlinearities, com-
plicated boundary conditions, and singularities.
Wriational, Galerkin, and collocation schemes
discussed.
R. A Brown

10.35 Chemical Process Dynamics and
Control (A)

Prereq.: 10.37, 18.03
G (2)
3-0-6

Introduces incentives and methods of chemical
process control. Dynamic behavior of chemical
reactors, separation units, heat exchangers.
Model linearization and stability analysis. Design
of simple PID controllers. Cascade, feedforward,
and adaptive control. Introduction to multivari-
ate control systems. Design of control systems
for complete plants. Digital computer control.
M. A Kramer

10.36 Process Design
Prereq.: 10.302,10.32
U (2)
3-0-6

Presents and discusses real process design
problems, with case studies in chemical pro-
cessing and petrochemicals. Emphasizes con-
ception and invention of processes, as well as
analysis and economic balances, to specify
optimum design and operating conditions.
Discusses a variety of cases throughout the
term.
Geo. Stephanopoulos

10.37 Chemical KinetIcs and Reactor
Deep

Prereq.: 10.13,10.301
U (2)
3-0-6

Int oduces design of commercial chemical reac-
tors, emphasizing synthesis of chemical kinet-
Ice, transport phenomena. Topics: kinetics and
equilibrium - elementary steps, transition-state
theory, multi-step reactions and multiple paths,
network algebra. Ideal reactors - batch, plug
flow well-stirred; residence-time distributions.
'lansport in reactors - heat and mass transfer,
diffusion to and within catalyst particles. Reac-
tor design - role of reaction pathway and
thermochemistry; reactor size; modeling of
performance.
P S. Wrk

I -- ____ I I ' - - - - - WWXXPWWqI
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10.38 Analysls and Simulatln of Chemical 10A0 ChemicS
Pnossing Systms (A)
Prereq.: 10.302,18.03
G (2)
2-3-4

Introduces techniques for computer-aided anal-
ysle of chemical processing systems. Develop-
ment of mathematical models to describe
dynamic and steady-state process behavior.
Numerical methods for solving resulting sys-
tems of nonlinear differential and optimization
problems. Numerical techniques for solving the
resulting nonlinear programming problems. Stu-
dents gain experience in solving case study
problems on the computer.
L B. Evans

10.381 Computer-Alded Process
Design (A)
Prereq.: 10.302,10.32
G(1) Next offered 1988-89
2-0-7
Use of the computer for steady-state process
simulation and design, with the aid of the ASPEN
software system. Modeling the flowsheet, selec-
tion of thermophysical property models, use of
data regression to fit constants in models, unit
operation models, development of specialized
models for chemical reactors, cost estimation,
and economic evaluation. Techniques for con-
vergence of recycle streams and design speci-
fications. Students gain experience In the use of
ASPEN to solve case study problems.
L B. Evans

10.382 Syntheels and DesIgn of Chemical
Processing Systems (A)
Prereq.: 10.302, 10.32
G0(1)
3-0-6

Unifying approach to synthesis and design of
optimal process flowsheets. Selection of opti-
mum chemical reaction route. Generation of
alternative processing schemes and prelrinary
evaluation of process designs. Synthesis of
optimal reactor networks, energy management
systems, and separation sequences. Process
design and its Impact on process operability
and controllability. Plant flexibility and resi-
once. Reliability analysis and design of safety
systems for a chemical plant.
Geo. Stephanopoulos

10.39 Enorgy 1ohnology (A)

Prereq.: 10.13, 10.14
G (2)
3-0-6

Studies the factors determining the choice of
energy technologies and their individual design
and performance features. Considers energy
supply-demand patterns, economics, efficiency
of resource utilization, and environmental and
social effects. Gives special emphasis to syn-
thetic fuel systems and utlization-related energy
technologies. Special subjects such as fuel
cells, solar energy, and geothermal energy can
be studied and presented as term paper topics.
Open to undergraduates by permission of
Instructor.
J. B. Howard, J. P Longwel/

Prereq.: 10.13
G(1)
4-0-8

Basic postulates of classical thermodynamics.
Application to transient open and closed sys-
tems. Criteria of stability and equilibria. Ther-
modynamic properties of pure materials and
mixtures with some discussion of estimation
and correlating techniques. Phase and chem-
ical equilibria. Surface thermodynamics. Critical
phenomena. Applications emphasized through
extensive problem work relating to practical
cases.
J. W 38else D. Blankechkein

10A2 Advnced Thermodynamics (A)
Prereq.: 10.40
G (2)
2-0-7

Equilibrium and stability concepts examined in
depth for multicomponent, multiphase systems.
Equations of state for pure components and
mixtures, solution models for mixtures of elec-
trolytes and non-electrolytes. Surface thermo-
dynamics, equilibrium In body-force fields,
statistical thermodynamics with Monte Cario
and molecular dynamics applications comprise
other topics.
J. W *eter

10A8J Gas-Sold Reactions (A)
(Same subject as 3.551J)
Prome.: 3.55, 10.50
G(2) t.obseffrd 196
3-0-6

See description under subject 3.551J.
J. Stoely

10A9J Biomedical Iansport
Phenomnen (A)
(Same subject as HST 521J)
Prereq.: 10.301, 10.302
G (2)
2-0-4
Applies the principles of transport phenomena
to the analysis of selected physiological pro-
ceases and the design of artificial internal
organs and extracorporeal devices. Reviews
pertinent physiological principles. Rheology of
blood. Convective and diffusive mass transport
in blood and tissues. Mass transport character-
Istics of biological and synthetic membrane
processes. Artificial organs, including artificial
kidney, pancreas, Over, and cardiopulmonary
assiSt devices.
C. K Callon, M. L *rmush

10.50 Analpaie of1Wenepert Phunommna (A)
Prerq.: 10.302
G (1, 2)
4-0-S

Analyes diffusive and convective transport of
heat and mass. Exact and approximate analyt-
cal solutions to steady-stats and transient dif-
fusion or conduction problems. Fundamentals
of momentum transfer Forced and free con-
vection of heat and mass in laminar floa Includ-
Ing laminar boundary layers. Heat and maw
transfer in turbulent fluids. Simultaneous heat
and thase transfer in problems with phase
changes or chemical reactions.
R. C. Armstrong, R. A Brown, W M. Dean

10.51 Macromclecular Hylrodpnmics (A)
Prereq.: 10.301
G(1)
3-0-6

Observed phenomena In polymeric flow sys-
tems. Techniques of viecometry and viscoelas-
tic measurements for polymeric fluIds. Rheo-
logical models. Continuum theories. Molecular
theories of polymeric fluids. Analytical solutions
to flow problems; non-Newtonian viscosity, In-
ear viscoelosticity, normal stresses, recol, stress
relaxation.
R. C. Armstrong

10.515 Structural Theories of Polymer Pluid
Mechenlos (A)
Prereq.: 10.301
G (1) Net oferd 198-89
3-0-6

Structural and molecular nrodels for polymeric
Iquids. Non-equilibrium properties are empha-
sized. Elementary kinetic theory of polymer
soltons. General phm spac kinetic for poly-
mer melts and solutions. Network theories.
interrelations between structure and rheological
properties.
R. C. Armstong

10.52 Mechnls of Pluids (A)
Prereq.: 10.50
G (2)
q-0-6

Advenced couse in fluid and continuum
mechailcs. Content may vary, drawing from
such topics as low Reynolds number hydrody-
namics, Brownian motion, suspension mechan-
los, flow in porous media, multphase/partculae
flow ideal fluid theory, laminar boundary-layer
theory, stability theory, and turbulence.
. Orenner

10.SSJ Physloochemical
Hydrodynamioe (A)
(Same subject as 2.272J)
Prereq.: 10.50, 2.25
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under 2.272J.
R. F Probsesn, H. Brenner
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10.56 Ad andbleps In Hot and Mass 10.a. Moding of iologioal Syleims (A) Biochemical Engineering
m r: Maotraport Proosem(m (A) subc aI 002J)

Prereq.: 10.50
G (2)
3-0-6

Generalized Taylor dispersion theory applied to
chromatographic separation processes, flow in
porous media, transport properties of macro-
molecular solutions, and generic analyses of
heterogeneous systems, Including adsorption
phenomena and chemically reactive continua.
H. Brenner

10.5 Collold and Surfolatnt Science (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-6

Introduction to theory and applications of col-
loidal dispersions and surfactant science.
Monolayer adsorption at interfaces, electrical
double layers, dispersion forces, electrokinetic
phenomena, and stabilization of dispersions.
Chemistry, structure, and classification of sur-
factants, critical micelle concentrations, micel-
lar solubilization, and catalysis. Detergency
and wetting phenomena. Emulsion technology
and applications.
T A hiton

10.56J Biotechnology of Mammalan Cells_
(Same subject as 7.52J, 20.803J)
Prereq.: 7.03 or 7.05, 5.60 or 10.13
U (2)
4-0-8

Biological and bioengineering principles for
utilization of cultured animal cells and their
protein products: post-translational processing
and secretion of proteins; gene cloning and
expression in mammalian celis; physiology of
cell growth and in vitro cultivation; bioreactor
design; protein recovery and purification; alter-
natives to mammalian cell culture; Federal
regulatory issues; marketing and business plan-
ning; and issues in patents and laws.
H. F Lodish, A. J. Sinakey, D. I. C. VMng

10.565 Separation Prosees for
Blochemoical Products (A)
Prereq.:
G (1) Next ofred 1988-89
3-0-6

Introduces the fundamental problems of sepa-
ration operations important to the recovery of
products from biological processes. Biotech-
nology is placing new demands on chemical
engineers to separate both large- and small-
molecule weight molecules from aqueous media.
Lectures cover membrane filtration, chromatog-
raphy, centrifugation, electrochemical separation.
C. L Cooney, C. K Cotton

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
2-0-7

Analytical (mathematical) descriptions of inter-
esting biological mechanisms, systems, and
processes. Examples covering the entire spec-
trum, from simple biological reactions to intri-
cate networks of metabolic pathways, whole-cell
metabolism, pure and mixed population dynam-
ics and stability, and full bio-reactor models,
considered. Emphasis focused on the accurate
mathematical representation of biological real-
ity and, hence, the correct problem definition
for the purpose of organizing existing knowl-
edge, enhancing system understanding, identi-
fication, and control.
Greg Stephanopoulos, A J. Sinhey

10.6 Structure, Dynamics, and Resotivity
in otechnaology
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-0-4

Overview of basic physical biochemistry of
proteins and cells and interaction of biology
and chemical engineering. Structure, function,
and dynamics of biological macromolecules,
emphasizing proteins. Prokaryotic and eukary-
otic cell properties and relationship to cell func-
tion. Topics include protein stability, denatur-
ation, motions and electrostatic properties;
analytical techniques; cellular transport pro-
comes, and Intercellular organization. Biophys-
ical and biochemical phenomena considered,
with an eye toward biotechnological processes.
M L Yarmush

10.581 Immunotechnology
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
2-0-4
in-depth analysis of current scientific informa-
tion concerning biotechnological application of
immunological concepts, reagents, and sys-
tems. Topics include: monoclonal antibodies,
synthetic vaccines, lymphokines and monokines,
cell-mediated and antibody-mediated immuno-
theraples, Immunoadsorption, transplantation and
artificial Internal organs, cell-separation tech-
nology, lymphold cell trafficking. Issues to be
analyzed by application of engineering, biolog-
ical, medical, and economic principles.
M L. armush

10.59J Blochemical Engineering (A)
(Same subject as 20.811J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
4-0-8

Interaction of chemical engineering, blochem-
istry, and microbiology. Mathematical represen-
tations of microbial systems. Kinetics of growth,
death, and metabolism. Continuous fermenta-
tion, agitation, mass transfer, and scale-up in
fermentation systems, enzyme technology.
C. L Cooney, 0. 1. C. ftng

10.591J BIochemical Engineering
Laboratory (A)
(Same subject as 20.812J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
0-5-1
Laboratory portion of biochemical engineering.
Experiments focus on mass transfer problems,
microbial kinetics, product formation and recov-
ery processes, and computer-aided fermenta-
tion. Fermentation process plant design. Per-
mission of Instructor required.
D. . C. IMng, C. L Cooney
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Applied Chemistry

10.60 Heterogeneous Catalyiele and
Catalytic Processes (A)
Prereq.: 5.13 or 5.62
G (1)
3-0-6

An introduction to applied catalysis, focusing
on principles of Importance in the development
and Improvement of catalysts and their practi-
cal use In industry Topics Include adsorption
phenomena, application of catalyst functionality
concepts for control of reaction selectivty, kinetic
models and correlation of rate data, poisoning
and aging effects. Commonality of mechanisms
for significant groups of catalyzed reactions
such as hydrogenation, partial oxidation, and
hydrocarbon reactions catalyzed by solid acids
and zoolites. Recent Industrial developments
and projected future trends.
C. N Satlfied

10.611J Microelectronics Processing
Technology
(Same subject as 3.155J, 6.701J)
Prereq.: 6.071
U (1, 2)
3-4-5

See description under subject 3.147J.
H. H. Saw/n, C. G. Sodini, D. J. Edell
D. A Rudman, C. V Thompson,
R. T Howe

10.616J Plasma Processing in Integrated
Circuit Febricatlon (A)

(Same subject as 6.776J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2) Next offered 1988-9
3-0-9

See description under subject 6.776J.
H. H. Sawin, L R. Relf

10.6411 Thermal wTanstions, Optical and
Electrical Behavior of Polymers (A)
(-evisd Contnt

(Same subject as 3.93J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 3.93J.
R. E. Cohen, M. F Rubner, G. E Wnek,
I. V annas

10.642 Molecular and Phenomenologlal
Interpretation of Polymer
Vnloltlc y (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
2-0-7

Theory and phenomenology of linear visco-
elastic behavior of polymers. Material functions
and their Interconversion, model representa-
tion, time-temperature equivalence. Reviews
molecular theories. Introduces nonlinear visco-
elasticity.
R. E. Cohen

10.66 Chmnlpel at ore Engneerlng (A
Prereq.: 10.37
0(1,2)
3-0-6

Apples chemical kinetics to development and
improvement of Industrial processes. Non-Ideal
reactor analysis, Including residence-time dis-
tributions, concepts of mixedness, and segre-
gation dispersion and CSTR models. Mass and
energy transfer limitations In heterogeneous
non-catalytic, catalytic, and electrocatalytic
reaction systems. Reactor stability and sensitv-
Ity to operating parameters. Choice and design
of reactors for heterogeneous reactions.
R. F Baddou; J. B. Howard, A. F Sarot/m,
C. N Sard d

10.651IJ Fluiditation (A)
(Same subject as 2.65J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Noxt ofered 1988-SO
3-0-9

Regimes of fluidizations, slugging, spouted and
particulately fluidized beds. Motion of a singe
bubble in fluidized beds. Bubble behavior and
growth in a multi-bubble bed. Properties of
emulsion phase in dense bubbling beds. Heat
and mass transfer in fluidized beds. Gas-solid
reactions. Treatment of particle ensembles.
Conversion of gas in bubbling systems. Ana-
lyzes non-catalytic gas-sold reactions. Appli-
cations to heat exchangers and fluidized-bed
combustors.
A. F Saroftm, L R. Gi/cksman

rereq.: I0.,37
G (2)
3-0-6

Mass transfer with simultaneous chemical reac-
tion in gas-sold, gas-liquid, and gas-liquid-sold
systems. Analyzes contacting patterns and
mass and heat effects In multiphase chemical
reactors, including slurry-type reactors, trickle
beds, and fluidized beds. Attention to reactions
catalyzed heterogeneously or homogeneously,
and to applications in fossil fuel processing and
new synfuel processes.
C. N Satterfleld

10.66J Polymer Morphology and Properties
Laboratory (A)
(RIed Content)

(Same subject as 3.97J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
1-5-6

Experimental methods for characterizing mor-
phology and properties of polymeric fluids and
solids. Microscopy of semicrystalline polymers
and amorphous polymer blends. Thermal anal-
ysis. Mechanical testing. Rheological charac-
terization. Students have the option to concen-
trate on rheological methods for entire term.
R. C. Armstrong, R. E Cohen, D. K Roylance

10.67Polymer Solene LabUtory(
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
1-8-3

Synthesis and molecular characterization of
polymers. Condensation polymerization and
chain reaction polymerization and copolymer-
ization, reactions in homogeneous phase and at
interfaces, and the synthesis of linear chains
and highly ramified structures are carried out
The resulting macromolecules are character-
ized: molecular mass and its distribution by
several methods, composition and constitution
by spectrometric and other analytical means,
and molecular thermodynamic properties. Poly-
mner-anslogous reactions are used to modify
macromolecules.
R. E Cohen, U. W Suter

10.681 Phyloal Chemistry of Polymers (A)
Prereq.: 5.60 or 10.14 or 10.40
G (1)
3-0-6

Chain conformation statistics. Elements of rub-
ber elasticity theory. Statistical thermodynamics
of the "liquid lattice." Applications to polymer-
solvent andpolymer-polymer miscibility swelling
of cross-linked polymers, melting point depres-
sion. Theory and methods of molecular weight
determination (osmotic pressure, viscometry
light scattering, gel permeation chromatogra-
phy). Response of Isolated polymer chains to
shear and extensional flows.
E W Merrill

(Same subject as 5.65J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Structure, configuration, and conformation of
macromolecules. Polymerization and copoly-
merization statistics. Spatial arrangement of
chains, linear and non-linear, with and without
the effects of excluded volume. Dilute and
concentrated systems. Chain dynamics. Rota-
tional isomeric state theory. Experimental obser-
vation of spatial arrangements of macromole-
cules, with special focus on scattering of
radiation.
J. M. Deutch, U. W Suter

10.691 Synthess of Polymers (A)

Prereq.: 5.42
G (2)
3-0-6

Studies synthesis of polymeric materials, em-
phasizing interrelationships of chemicalpathwem
process conditions, and "microarchitecture" of
molecules produced. Chemical pathway: anionic,
radical, condensation, ring-opening. Process
conditions: bulk, solution, emulsion, suspension,
gas phase, batch vs continuous fluidized bed.
"Microarchitecture": tacticity molecular-weight
distribution, sequence distributions in copoly-
mers, "errors" In chains such as branches,
head-to-head addition, peroxide Incorporation.
EI W MerNl/

10.655 Multiphase Chemical Resctors (A) 10.682J Statistics of Mecramoleculer
4t~n~*Systeens
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10.70 Principles of Combustion (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Basic concepts and applications of combus-
tion: flame propagatim In premixed gas mix-
turns, laminar burner flames, turbulent flames,
enclosed and swirling jet flames, flame stabill-
zation, heterogeneous combustion of fuel drop-
lets and particles. Diffusional and chemical
kinetics, pollutant formation and destruction In
flames. Coal combustion systems: stoker, pul.
verized coal, fluidized combustion of coal.
J. M Bedr

10.71J Air Pollution Control (A)
(New)
(Same subject as 2.29J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 2.29J.
A F Sarofm" J. A Fey

10.72J Chemicals in the Environment:
Sources and Control (A)
(Same subject as TPP 52J)
Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-6
Sources and control technologies governing
the emissions of chemicals Into the environ-
ment. Material balance concepts and evalua-
tion of ambient levels of chemicals in the
environment. Evaluation of health and ecologi-
cal impact. Concepts of risk assessment and
management Regulatory framework and his-
torical background. Technological solutions
based on process modification and emissions
control. Case studies are selected from a range
of major environmental problems ranging from
hazardous waste chemicals, combustion-gener-
ated pollutants, acid rain, global CO2.J. R. Ehrenfeld, A. F Sarotim

10.731 Seminar In Combustion Chemistry
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4

Readings, presentations, and discussions of
selected, currently active research topics in
combustion chemistry. One or two topics stud-
ied each term. Examples are: chemistry and
structure of flames, thermochemical kinetics
methods and calculations, mathematical model-
ing and computer analysis of reaction net-
works, experimental methods, Interactions of
chemistry with transport and fluid mechanics.
J. B. Hoverd, J. P Longwell

10.732 Gas4 1d Reactions.
Poreq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4
Review of current literature and research on
gas-solid reactions, with particular emphasis on
combustion, gasifloation, and gas absorption at
high temperatures. Includes the mechanisms
and kinetics of gas-solid reactions, the charac-
terization of the structure and modeling of diffu-
sion in porous solids, aerosol formation, and
growth.
J. R Longwell, A. F Sarotim

10.74J RadiativelTanafer (A)
(Same subject as 2.58J)
Prereq.: 10.302 or 2.51
G (2)
3-0-9
Principles of thermal radiations and their appli-
cation to engineering heat transfer problems.
Basic laws of thermal radiation. Radiative prop-
erties of surfaces. Radiant interchange among
surfaces separated by a transparent medium.
Thermal radiation characteristics of gases and
particle clouds. Radiative Interchange through
absorbing, emitting, and scattering media.
Application to furnaces, high-temperature pro-
cessing, pyrometry, insulation, and solar energy.
A. F Saroflm, L R. Gllcksman

10.75 Principles of Fuel Conversion (A)
Prereq.: 10.302,10.37
G (2)
3-0-6
Basic features and classification of gasification
and liquefaction processes applied to fossil
fuels and biomass. Chemical and physical
properties of natural and synthetic fuels. Kinet-
ics, mechanisms, and products of pyrolysis of
solid- and heavy-liquid fuels in presence of Inert
and reactive fluids. Thermodynamic and chem-
ical equilibrium in multicomponent and multi-
phase C-H-O systems. Kinetics and mecha-
nisms of gas reactions with solid carbon. Diffu-
slon and reaction in porous solids with tran-
sient properties.
J. B. Howard

10.801 Entrepreneurship
Prereq.: -
G (2)
4-0-5
School-Wide Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
W C. Flowers

10.606 1bohnolog Lawr &Wd the Woridng

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Addresses relationship between technology-
related problems and the law applicable to work
environment. National Labor Relations Act,
Occupational Safety and Health Act. Toxic Sub-
stances Control Act, state worker's compensa-
tion, and suits by workers In the courts dis-
cussed. Problems related to occupational health
and safety collective bargaining as a mecha-
nism for altering technology In the workplace,
job alienation, productivit, and the organization
of work addressed. Prior courses or experience
in the enronmental, public health, or law-
related areas.
N A. Ashfor, L B. Evans

10.606 Management in Engineering
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
D. Houlf H. S. Marcus

10.810 ngineerling Risk-wenent
Analysis (A)

Prereq.: 18.02
G (2)
3-0-6

School-Wd Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
A. W Drake, A. R. Odoni
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School of Chemical
Engineering Practice

10.82 (10.80, 10.81, 10.83) School
of Chemical Engineering Practoe - Alery
Staon (A)
Proreq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2, 8)
0-12-0

Conducted at General Electric Company plants
at their Noryl Plastics DMlon in Selkirk, NY,
and Slicone Products DMalon in VWterford,
NY. Group problem assignments condueted at
plant sites Involve development of existing pol-
ymer manufacturing processes. Exposure to
highly diversified unit operations at pilot-scale
or production levels, including distillation,
extraction, filtration, extrusion, and fixed- and
fluidized-bed reactor systems. Credit granted
In lieu of Master's thesis; see Departmental
description on School of Chemical Engineering
Practice In Chapter 7 for details. Enrollment
limited and subject to plant availabilt.
J. w atler

10.84 (10.865) School of
Chamlcal EngineerIng Preoto - Midland
Station (A)

PrGre2: Permission of instructor
0(1,2,5)
0-12-0
Conducted at the research laboratories and
manufacturing facilities of the Dow Chemical
Company In Midland, Mi. Group problem assign-
ments include process development design,
simulation and control, technical service, and
now-product development Credit granted in lieu
of Master's thesis; see Departmental descrip-
tion on School of Chemical Engineering Prac-
tice In Chapter 7 for details. Enrollment limited
and subject to plant availability.
J. W batr

10.86 (10.87) School of Chemical
eering Practice - Industrial

Stan (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2, 8)
0-12-0
Conducted at the research laboratories and
manufacturing facilities of a host company to be
specified. Group problem assignments Include
process development design, simulation and
control, technical service, and new-product
development. Credit granted in lieu of Master's
thesis; see Departmental description on School
of Chemical Engineering Practice in Chapter 7
for details. Enrollment limited and subject to
plant availability.
J. W bater

110.810.9 of chemise

Alamee SLaO!Ln (A)- s oon or LOS

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (8)
0-12-0
Conducted at either Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory Upton, NY, or Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM. Group problem
assignments, emphasizing application of chem-
leal engineering to synthetic hydrocarbon fuels
and atemate energy resources, electrochemis-
try, earth and environmental science, and
nuclear technology. Credit granted In lieu of a
Master's thesis; see Departmental description
on School of Chemical Engineering Practice in
Chapter 7 for detals. Enrollment limited and
subject to facility availability
J. W VOWn

General

10.00 ExperImentalleeeerh Ptoblsm (A)
Prsreq.: Pernission of Instructor
G(1,2)
Arr.

For special and gradua students who wish to
carry out some minor Investigation in a particu-
lar field. Subject and hours to fit indMdual
requirements.
A C. Amarwong

10.91 ExperImental Research PrOblWm
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

For undergraduate students who wish to carry
out a special investigation In a particular field.
Topic and hours to fit individual requirements.
R C. Armstrong

10.94 Specal Problemsin Chemical
EngineerIng
Prsreq.: Permission of Instructor
U(1, 2)
Arr.
Problem of current Interest varying fromn year
to year
R A Brown

10.95 Specal Problem in Chemical
Engineering (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
An.

Directed research and study of special chemi-
cal engineering problems.
R. C. Armstrong

10.971 Seminar In Fluid Mechenos and
wbpent Phemne

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4

Seminar series on current research on Newton-
lan and non-Newlonlan fluid mechanics and
transport phenomena, and apploations to mate-
rials processing. Seminars given by guest
speakers and research students.
R A Brown, A C. Armstrong

10.72 Elochemioal Enginsering eesearch
Semnw
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4

Seminar allows students to present their re-
search programs to other students and staf.
The research topics Include fermentation and
enzyme technology, mammalian and animal cell
cultivation, and biological product separation.
D. L C \ng, C. L Cooney
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10.973 Uloenginsering
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4

Seminar covering topics related to current
research in the application of chemical engi-
neering principles to biomedical science and
biotechnology.
C. K Colon, W M Deen, U L %rmush

10.974 Catalysls and Reaton EngineerIng
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4

Seminar on research topics and recent devel-
opments in heterogeneous catalysis, reaction
engineering, and related topics. Intended pri-
marily for students engaged in research In
these areas, but open to students with back-
ground and Interest in related areas such as
surface sciences and non-catalytic reactions.
J. KW, C. M Safdteld

10.975 Seminar in Polymer Science and
Engineering (
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4

Resetch serninars, presented by students
engaged In thesis work in the field of polymers
and by visiting lecturers from industry and
academia.
R. E Cohen, E W MAenill, U. W Suter

10.976 Process Syntheis and Control
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1,2)
2-0-4

Seminars in the state of the art in chemical
process and control-system'dealgn, with empha-
sie on recent research. Discussions guided by
the interests of participating students. Relevant
topics In mathematics, numerical methods, and
knowledge-based programming Introduced.
M. A Kramei L 9. &ans

10.977 Artiloa Aintel-gene in Chemical
and lochemical Engineering
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4

Research seminars on the evolving state of the
art In artificial intelligence, and how it affects
the solution of problems in chemical and bio-
chemical engineering. Includes expert systems
In product and process development and
design; learning expert systems in process
control; expert assistants In problem formula-
tion; model-based hybrid expert systems;
search techniques; pattern recognition. USP
Programming, background In artificial intelil-
gence necessary.
Geo. SIOphanopoulos

10.970 Applied ThroyIs aVndN
Appled Ht and Hes Tansporn
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
2-0-4
Review of current topics In applied and theoret-
ical thermodynamics and transport Subjects
Include micellar and microemulsion systems;
enzyme kinetics; supercritlcal fluids and equa-
tions of state; phase equilibria in gas hydrate/
clathrate systems; fundamental processes in
multiphase contactors; and applied research
problems involving heat and mass transfer In
colloidal, biological, and geological systems.
J. W sr I A. Abtln, D. Blanksch in

10.979 Plasma Processing
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4
Advanced topics In plasma processing used In
the fabrication of microelectronics. Emphasis
placed on topics of plasma kinetics, gas-solid
interactions, sputtering, and reactor design.
Discussions include current research in the
literature.
H. K Samn

10.980 Mecrotransport Processes
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4
Seminar covering current research topics on
theoretical aspects of transport processes,
continuum mechanics, and statistical mechan-
los. Seminars given by graduate and postdoc-
toral students, participating faculty, and guest
spesige.
H. Benner

10.991 SemIner in Chemical
Enginering (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-0-4
10.92 SemInar in Chemical
Engineering (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
0(2)
2-0-4
For students working on doctoral these.
J. KW

10.ThG GrAduae Thesis (A)
Prereq.: -
G(1, 28,)

Program of graduate research, leading to the
writing of an S.M., Chem. E., Ph.D., or Sc.D.
thesis; to be arranged by the student and
appropriate MIT faculty member.
R. C. Armarong



Course 11 Urbart Studies
and Planning

Undergraduate Subjects

Introductory Subjects

11.001 ntroduollon to Urban Design and

Prore.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
Examines both the structure of the afts and
ways that they can be changed. Includes histor-
IcsJ forces that have produced oits, models of
urban analysis, contemporary theory of urban
design, and Implementation strategies. A series
of core lectures focuses on student work.
Speakers present cases, involving current proj-
ats, which illustrate the scope and methods of
urban design practice.
D. Frenchman

11.02Inboduction to Pubis Poliy
Analysls and Governent Aouon
Prereq.: -
U (1) Next offered 198-S0
3-1-8

Presents major analytic techniques of public
policy analysis: deterministic and probabilistic
models, cost-benefit analysis, decision analy-
al, inm programming. Class sessions organ-
lIed In order of main tasks of poicy analyst:
Identfying aternatives, implementation, evalua-
tion. Compares alternative approaches to pub.
No policy analysis.
G. T Maxm

11.003 Planning and Apple Soia
AsesOh I
Prereq.: 11.007., 14.01
U (1) Next ofered 1911-
4-0-8
Concerned with these questions: Wha theories
from the social sciences are applicable to the
design, implementation, or evaluation of public
policies and programs? How good should such
theories be? What theories of social science
do current public pdoles and programs pre-
sume? How good are these theories? Same
subject as 11.507. Consult: 0. T harx.

11.001 Urtan SoW ruotur and Pcosee
Prome.: -
U (2)
3-S
Sociological analysis dealing primarly with
transformations from the turn of the century to
the present In the major Insttutions of urban
sooloty Contemporary structures, changes, and
Interrelations of ecological and demographloal
bases; age and sex structures; stratification,
economic, political, educational, and religious
Instiultons. Examines ethnic and racial rela-
tionships in the US.
G. T At

11.00J Amerian Sodity: alues,
InoUtulons, and Wrlsty
( subject as 17.257J)
Prerq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-0
Study of American soolsty, Including the Amer-
loan value system and factors that shape it; the
expression of these values In basic Institutions
such as government, work, reigion, and family;
sources of scoletal differentiation Including
Olass, gende, race, age, ethnicity and region;
and current and future social trends and
senados.
G. T Aix

11.007J Po*UNe and Pubib Palsy
(Same subject as 17.201J)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9
See description under subject 17.201.
0. T 1m .Lpaky, M. W MI nberg

11.0081 Urban eonomlos
(Same subject as 14.51J)
Prere.: 14.01
U (1) HASS Nust el Ns d 19"-
3-0-6
See description under subject 14.51J.
J. Aodenberg, W hsaIon

Comparative analysis of technological impacts
on natural resources and the environment Case
studies of oil drilling, coal mining, power plant,
dam, agricutural, automobile, and architectural
Impacts on national and global air, water, land,
plant. and animal resources and marine envI-
ronments Analytic frameworks Include natural
science, econom, polical, problem solving.
and design approaches.

. G. app

QNA 1 T

Al

......... ......... ...... ..... . ........

11.013J Amerlsen Urban Hst ryI
(Same subject as 21.412J)
Prereq.: -.
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-6
Seminar on the history of institutions and
institutional change in urban America from
roughly 1890 to the present Among the instltu-
tionasIldered are poitial machines, polke
departments, schools, Courts, hospitals, pris-
one, welfare departments, and universities.
Focuses on readings and dicousslona.
R. M. Fogelson

11.014J Amerlan Urban History I1
(Same subject as 21.413J)
Prsreq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-6
Seminar on the history of selected features of
the physical environrment of urban America.
Among the features considered are parks, oem-
steres, tenements, suburbs, toos, skyscropers,
department stores, supermarkets, and factories.
R. M. Fogelson

Specialized Subjects
111.01 51 Sri~gCmue mvm
for AI.- a- P
(Same subject as 4.201J)
Preeq : -
U (1)
4-4-4
laught In step with 6.001. Students attend

.001 lectures and do problem sets. Separate
reonations, problem sets, and tutorials concen-
trating on applications to architecture and plan-
ning. Students do IndMdual projects In areas
of their Interest. Same subject as 11.215.
A Aelshe

11.016 ntroduollsn to Uahnology and
nebmnan mAni p e

Prereq..-
U (2) HASS
3-0-6
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11.122 awbnmwkte Psy and Regulaton
Prereq.: -
U (1) HASS
3-4
Sea description under subject 11.361.
M. G. Klapp

11.131 TheUrb Nghborhood
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Covers theories, studies, and policy issues
concerning the urban neighborhood, empha-
sizing the role of moe and local involvement
Reviews neighborhood theory from the neigh-
borhood unit to neighborhood territoriality;
examines methods for studying nelghborhoods,
including research design and participant
observation. Considers issues such as munici-
pal decentraizaton, neighborhood abandon-
ment, and maintaining public safety in the
neighborhood.
J. M D. Schus8r

11.165 Law and Pubic Policy
Prerq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

Examines how legal system shapes, reviews,
and implements public policy. Case examples
drawn from environmental protection, school
desegregation, abortion and insanity defense.
Emphasis on procedural requirements to court,
and the relationship of courts to other policy.
making branches of government. Tught in the
style of a first-year law course; students draft
judicial opinions.
M. Wheeler

Laboratories

11.186J Deslgn with M irnimt
(Same subject as 4.071J)
Prereq.: 8.01, 18.01
U (1) LAB
3-6-3

See description under subject 4.071J.
T E. Johnson

11.188 as604 Rese M0 h s
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2) LAB Net oftsrcd 1988-89
3-6-3
See description under subject 11.231. Required
of all Course X majors.
J. Ferreira, J:

10torials, Fieldwork,
and Internships

1 1.UR Undergraduate Research
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Undergraduate research opportunities in Urban
Studies and Planning. For further information,
consult the Departmental Coordinators.
J. Ferreirs, Jr

11.191 Undergraduate Tutorial in Urban
Studies
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-6

11.192 Undergraduate torIal In Urban
9tudies
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

Reading and discussion of special topics in
urban studies. By arrangement with Individual
members of the staff.
R. Fogelson

11.193 Preparation for Undergraduate
Th i

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Selects thesis subject, defines method of
approach, and prepares preliminary thesis out-
line. Independent study supplemented by fre-
quent individual conference with staff members.
R. FogAelson

11.194 Special Tbplcs in Urban Studies and
Planning
Prereq.: -
U(1, 2)
Arr
11.195 Special Tbpla in Urban Studies and
Planning

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Small group study of special topics under staff
supervision. For undergraduates wishing to pur-
sue further study or fieldwork in specialized
areas of urban studies or city and regional
planning not covered in regular subjects of
instruction.
R. Fogelson

11.196 Urban Pleidwork and Internshipe
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Practical application of city and regional plan-
ning techniques to towns, cities, and regions,
Including problems of replanning, redevelop-
ment, and renewal of existing communities.
Includes internships, under staf supervision,
in municipal and state agencies and depart-
ments under staff supervision.
R. Fogelson

Graduate Subjects

Core and Methods Subjects

11. 20 Planning and Intitulonal Processes
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Basic paradigms and theories of planning prac-
tice. Evaluates historical and current develop-
ments in planning, with special emphasis on
the institutional setting of planning in American
society. Lectures, case studies, and compara-
tive analyses explore the changing roles of the
planner and the key dilemmas In planning
practioe. Focuses on strategies of Institutional
Intervention and Implementation. Restricted to
first-year M.C.R students.
D. A. Schon

11.205 Planning Roles and institutions In
Dereloping Countries
Prereq.: -
G (2)
4-0-8

The planning process in developing countries.
Interaction between planners and Institutions at
both national and local levels. Overview of
theories of state, organizational arrangements,
Implementation mechanisms, and planning .
styles. Case studies of planning: decentaliza-
tion, provision of low-cost housing, and new-
town development Analyzes various roles plan-
ners play in different institutional contexts. Pro-
fetelonal ethics and values amidst conflicting
demands.
. Sanyal

11,206 Core Practicum
Prereq.: -
G (1)
2-2-2

Small groups conduct in vivo planning exer-
cises with a faculty advisor. Students engage in
a project that raises pivotal Issues In planning
(values ideology, race/gender/class), and estab-
lish a group process that allows participants
opportunity for reflection on group dynamics
and self/roles in the context of planning.
Restricted to first-year M.C.R students.
T Lee
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11.210 PONalloeonomy for Planners I
Prre.: Permission of instructor
0 (1)
4-2-6

introduces political economy for planners,
emphasizing economic Institutions and struc-
tural analysis of standard economic theory and
public policy grounded in that theory. Models of
Individual economic behavior, Institutional anal-
ysis of economic power, and Marxian political
economy. Topics vary (e.g., poverty, race, gen-
der and class discrimination, changing urban
form, Industrial location). Restricted to first-
year M.C.R students.
K R. Polenake, E Aildndez

11.2115J struturing Computer Programs
for Architecture and Plnning
(Same subject as 4.201J)
Prome.:-
G 0(1)
4-4-4

See description under subject 11.015J.
A Relsher

11.216 Wilting for Pubic Poiy
and Planning
Prereq.: -
G (2)
2-1-1

Strategies for organizing and expressing Ideas
In writing. Students draft and redraft projects of
their own choice, while sharpening their awere-
ness of the writing process through exercise
and feedback. Techniques for structuring ana-
lytical presentations, making use of Intuition,
anticipating reader response, and editing for
academic or professional audiences. Limited
to 15.
L Dunlap

11.218 Fundamentals of Real Kstate
FInancial Analysis
Prereq.: -
G (2)
2-0-4

Introduces financial feasibility analysis for real
estate development and Investment Covers cap-
ital cost budget, pro forms, mortgage, tax shel-
ter, valuation, and discounted cash flow analysis.
Uses case problems to apply techniques to
development of financial spreadsheet models.
Integrates public- and private-sector financial
Issues.
L. B. Sagayn

11220 Guantitive Reasoning and
Statistical Methods for Pakng
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
4-2-6

Develops logical, empirically based arguments
using statistical techniques and analytic meth-
ods. Covers elementary statistics, probablity,
and other types of quantitative reasoning useful
for description; estimation, comparison, and
explanation. Emphasizes the use and imitations
of analytical techniques in planning practice.
Restricted to first-year M.C.R students.
J. M D. Schuster

11.222 Dsaison Analysls for Pinbing
Prsrq.: 11.220
0 (2)
2-1-2

Analytical approaches to decision making and
policy analysis when uncertainty Is a central
Issue. Emphasizes decision trees, preference
measurement, social choice problems, and
determining an appropriate level of formal
analysis. Includes analysis and critique of
cases In planning and real estate development
J. Ferres, J

11.223 Graphic Methods for Analysis
Prereq.: -
0(1)
2-1-1
Module covers four basic techniques of visual-
ization: drawing, photograph, video, and visual
design In print. Provides planning students
with a condensed introduction to visual com-
munIcatIon techniques and the issues sur-
rounding their use. Class sessions devoted to
presentations, lectures, and Instruction.
T Lee

11.224 Impact Assessment Thnhaiques (A)
Prereq.: 11.220
G (2)
3-0-6

Methods for predicting and evaluating impact
of development stressing predictive techniques
for use by public officials without formal train-
Ing in quantitative methods. Uses both computer-
based modeling and non-quantitative tech-
niques as aide in evaluation of alternatives.
Includes trafic, fiscal, employment and visual
Impacts.
RB. hnr

11.226 Coet4eneft Analele for Planning
Prereq.: 11.220
0(1)
2-1-1

Module introduces students to the techniques
of project analysis and to the strengths and
weaknesses of cost-benefit analysis. Exercises
provide practice in discounting, calculating rate
of return, and calculating or applying shadow
prices. Explores underlying rationales of vari-
ous cost-benefit precepts and tools. Permis-
sion of instructor required.
A A. Srout

11,227 introdumton to Computers In Pubic

Prereq. 11.220
G (1)
2-2-2

Meets concurrently with the first six weeks of
11.521. Topics: database management spread-
sheet analyses, and decision support systems.
See description under subject 11.521.
J.Fereira, Jr

Intermediate Methods Subjects

11.230 Worliop in instItutional Analysis
Prreq.: 11.200
0 (2) Next eagered 190-8
4-8
Basic theories of Institutional behavior, struc-
ture, and change for planners. Emphasizes insU-
tutions that directiy affect the ability of planners
to Implement designs, policies, and development
strategies. While students are expected to
demonstrate ability to work with'fundamental
conceptual frameworks In Institutional theory,
primary focus lson application of Institutional
perspectives to practice-related Issues.
D. A Schon

11.233 Comparison and Lesson Drawing
Prereq.: -
G(1)
2-0-7

Focuses on Issues In comparative policy analy-
ala In housing and other areas by comparing
experiences In developing and developed
countries. Logic and method of comparIson;
review of policy studies; roles of setting and
Ideology In problem formulation; and lesson
drawing for policy. Can be used to satisfy
methods requirement
M. Rin

11235 Analyzing Projects and OQgnistelons
Premq.: -
G (2)
2-4-6

Seminar builds analytic skills In finding assump-
tions In what organizations say about them-
selves and transforming them Into hypotheses
for field evaluation: 1) using proxy Indicators
where data are poor and time Is short; 2)
preparing for, conducting, and Interpreting Inter-
views; 3) conducting cross-project and cross-
organization comparisons; and 4) seeing the
rationaty In seemingy chaotic organizational
and project environments. Desirable for stu-
dents preparing for Master's or Ph.D. theses.
J. Tendler

11.23M Modeing for Development Planning
Prereq.: 11.210
0 (1) Next eONred 1988-89
2-0-4

Techniques for macro and sectoral planning In
developing countries: national and flow-of-
funds accounts, Input-output models based on
a Ah accounts, computer application.
L bylor

11.252 Legal isse In the Development

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Reviews land use law that provides the legal
basis for regulation of the development process.
includes contracting lav alternative forms of
property ownership, and secured interests.
L Bacow
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Environmental Planning
and Design

11.301J introduioan to Urban Design and

(Same subject as 4.736J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-9

Examines both the structure of cities and ways
they can be changed. Includes historical forces
that havq produced cities, models of urban
analysis, contemporary theories of urban design,
implementation strateges. Core lectures sup-
plemented by discussion group focusing on
student work. Speakers present cases Involv-
Ing current projects illustrating the scope and
methods of urban design practice.
D. Frenchman

11312J Realt Progormming for
Pio Pogene (A)
(Rodeed Cont*n*
(Same subject as 4.742J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-6

Techniques for programming buildings and
other settings for public programs, with an
emphasis on mental health. Explores historical
relationships between physical facilities and
societal attitudes and actions. Considers the
nature and type of Information required by
public clients before committing resources for
design and construction. Systems for facility
planning and of capital investments over time.
T F Lee, M. Rein

11.320 Urban History Research Seminar
( Content)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-6

Seminar for graduate students who wish to do
research on the history of urban America in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Each stu-
dent is expected to write a research paper on a
topic of his or her choice.
R. Fogelson

11.330J Theory of City Form (A)
(Same subject as 4.747J)
Prereq.: 4.736J or 11.301J
G (2)
Arr

See description under subject 4.747J.
J. Belnart

11.332J Urban Design (M
(Same subject as 4.163J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
Arr.

See description under subject 4.163J.
D. Frenchman

11.334 Envivennent RPk Asessment (A)
Prereq.: Premission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6
Examines use of risk assessment and risk
management by regulatory agencies to set envi-
ronmental standards and site hazardous facili-
ties. Includes probabilistic risk assessment,
decision analysis. sensitivity analysis, ecologi-
cal modeling, risk control and bargaining, com-
pensstion, and risk perception. Cases include
agency decisions on toxic chemicals and haz-
ardous materials.
M. G. Klapp

11.334J Ctis oft 1 Mrrow (A
(Same subject as 4.748J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Research seminar on the future of urban
design, to focus on developing a realistic pro-
jection of the organization, function, and form
of ctlies, based on an analysis of contemporary
trends. Review of historical efforts in the tradl-
tion of predicting urban change. Analysis of
contemporary urban design projects and pro-
posals. Supplemented by readings and speak-
ers In parallel fields likely to have Impact on
urban form, Including Information processing,
communications, entertainment
D. Renchman

1133M Site Panning
(Same subject as 4.726J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
4-4-4
Considers the physical relationship of develop-
ment to its site and context and includes meth-
ods of site evaluation, feasIbIlIty studies. sits
improvements, Infrastructure requirements, and
site planning techniques.
J. OcKellar

11.337J Environmental Deelgn Paloy and
MOlW (A)
(PAWN"d Contnt)
(Same subject as 4.746J)
Prerq.: -
G (1)
3-0-6

Seminar on ways that governments Influence
the quaty of environmental design. Focuses on
the success and faliure of methods for achiev-
ing urban design objectives through various
public policy mechanisms: Incentives, stan-
dards and regulations, owning and operating
creation of legal rights, and information-based
strategies. Students complete a research paper
and a workshop project.
J. de Mlonchaux, J. M D. Schuster

11.336 DeIgn Resrah Seminar (A
(Same subject as 4.27M
Prereq.: -
G(1,2)
2-0-7
An exploration of the understandings and
appreciative system Implicit in design Inquiry,
through the examination of documented ac-
counts of design processes. Includes design
communication, language and notation, problem-
framing and frame-reflection, roles of examples
and metaphors In design, research programs In
careers of master designers, cultural and
Institutional contexts of design, computational
and models of designing.
0. A Schon

11.360 CommunIty Growth and Land Use
Planning
Prerq.: -
G (1)
3-0-0
Seminar and fieldwork on strategies of plan-
ning and control for growth and land use, chiefly
at the municipal ievel. Growth and its local
consequences; land use planning approaches;
implementation tools including Innovative zon-
ing, subdivision controls, Infrastructure systems,
and fiscal techniques. Projects arranged with
small teams serving municipal clients.
R B. Hir

11.361 Environmmntai PCOy end Regulation
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-6
Analyzes rationales for government interven-
tion to protect the environment. Reviews policy
Instruments available to promote environmental
quaty, Including standards, taxes, marketable
rights, and liability rules. Same subject as
11.122.
M. G. Klapp

11.362 Ste and Pederal
Environmental Management (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Analyzes national, state, and regional efforts to
plan for the allocation and use of environmental
resources. Discussions focus on strengths and
weaknesses of traditional planning and regu-
latory mechanisms. Political obstacles to plan
implementation and strategies for citizens par-
ticipation in environmental policy making receive
special attention. Students prepare In-depth
case studies of reforms and management
strategies.
L E Sussknd
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11.363J Chemicale In tIe Envronment
Poiy and Mo aneet
(NOW
(Same subject as 1 5.650J, TPP 54J)
Prereq.: -
a (2)
3-0-6

Examines public policy questions concerning
production and disposal of hazardous sub-
stances. Introduction to strategies for risk
assessment, risk management, risk communi-
cation, and the privatization of regulation.
Through case studies of standard-setting, facil-
ity siting, and superfund clean-up efforts, stu-
dents learn techniques of dispute resolution as
they apply to hazardous substances policy and
management.
L Susskind, J. R. Ehtenfld, J. D. Nyhart

11.364 Environmental Dispute Resolution
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Introduces methods and formal theories of
negotiation, mediation, and compensation as
techniques to resolve environmental disputes.
Examines ten current EPA cases Involving rule
making, permitting, and enforcemerit. Includes
disputes over power plant siting, energy con-
version from oil to coal, and sewage treatment
standards. Considers specific bargaining tac-
tics and their strategic implications.
L. Suaskind

11.365J Coastal Zone Management (A)
(Same subject as 13.98J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-3-6

See description under subject 13.98J.
J. t Kildow

11.366 Comparative Environmental and
Natural Resource Policies
Prereq.: -
G (2) Next offered 198-49
3-0-6

Comparative analysis of natural resource and
environmental policies in advanced and less-
developed countries. Cases include oil, natural
gas, fisheries, water quality, acid rain, and port
management. Analyses explain policy choices
In terms of International and comparative nation-
al, political, and economic factors. Seminar
format Including student presentations.
M. 0. Klapp

11.367 The Poitics of Development (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
4-0-8

Analysis of the politics of development, partic-
ularly around site- specific cases. Emphasis on
Impacts of development on neighbors and
others, Interest-group politics, politics of public
approvals, public-private partnerships, and
training In negotiation skills. Surveys the broader
politics of development on a state and Federal
level, briefly examining the evolution of tax,
transportation, and housing policies.
M WOeeler

11.370 Theories of Settlement Patterns
Prereq.: -
G (2) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-6

Examines locational theories and empirical evi-
dence related to human settlement patterns
and associated phenomena. Includes the spa-
tial location of regional growth, size distribution
of cities, migration patterns, area location of
economic and nonsoonomic activtis, and grav-
ity modeling of spatial flows of goods and
services. Requires an analytical term paper or
empirical project.
A. M. Strout

11.380J Urban 'ransportalon Planning (A)
(Redeed Content)
(Same subject as 1.252J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

An Issues course, with introductory lectures on
urban transport planning process and tech-
nique. Followed by structured writing and dis-
cussion on special concerns: 1) highway and
transit finance needs, 2) roles for urban rail
transit, 3) land development and economic
renewal through urban transit, 4) the prospects
for privatization, 5) the problem of suburban
freeway congestion, 6) the infrastucture finance
shortfall.
R. A. Gakenhelmer

Community and Regional
Development

11.400 Community Development
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-0-7

Examines successful strategies and some the,
orles of community development in the US.
Through literature, guest lectures, and discus-
slons, participants expected to synthesize their
own strategies and Intermediate-range theories.
F S. Jones

I1.A17J Planning in Socilist Countries (A)
(Same subject as 4.767J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Introduces political economy of development
strategies of the USSR, Eastern Europe, Ywgo-
slavia, Peoples Republc of China, and Cuba.
Examines significant debates leading to or
emerging from experiences with three ap-
proaches to planning: administrative, indicative,
and participative. Emphasizes Inks between
physical, economic, and social planning, as well
as between planning, design, and building.
Requires participation In study groups.
T Lee

11A20J Housing and Neighborhood
Planning (A)
(Same subject as 4.743J)
Prereq.: 11.200 or 4.144
G (2)
4-0-8

Analysis of housing markets, consumption,
Investment, and policy. Techniques of neighbor-
hood planning, including such lssues as anal-
ysis of problem definition, program design,
organizational issues, and strategic planning at
the neighborhood level. Case studies of hous-
Ing and neighborhood projects.
R L Clay

11.40J Introduction to the Development
Industry
(Same subject as 4.721J)
Prereq.: -
a (1) Next ofered 198-89
2-0-7

An understanding of the structure and opera-
tion of the development Industry and some
appreciation of the various actors that shape
and influence the Industry. Analyzes and evalu-
ats steps In the development sequence and
deals with terms, techniques, analytical meth-
ods and information sources required at each
step. Deals with both the public and private
sectors.
J. McKellar

11.410J1 Spatial Economis, Urban Markets, 11431 .A .g. d
and Pubic P y (A) investment (A)
(Same subject as 14.573J, 1.283J)
Prereq.:-
G (1)
3-0-9
Economic analysis of location, housing mar-
kets, urban land use, regional development, and
systems of cities. Particular emphasis on the
ability of spatial and urban markets to allocate
resources efficiently, and the role of public-
sector intervention.
W C. 4Wheaon, J. Rothenberg

11.411,1 Fiscal Federation and Local Pubic;
Sector (A)
(Same subject as 14.574J)
Preresq.:-
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 14.574J.
W C. Wieaom

Prereq.: 11.218
G (1)
4-3-8

Concepts and techniques for analyzing finan-
cial decisions in property development and
Investment processes. Includes pro forma anal-
ysis, equity valuation, discounted cash flow
analysis, Federal tax analysis, debt and equity
financing alternative, and an Introduction to
deal structuring. Considers both private- and
public-sector perspectives.
L Sgaly
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11.433 Maket Analysle for Development
Projeots (A)
Prereq.: 14.01
GO(2
4-0-8

Focuses on developing an understanding of
the factors that shape and Influence markets
for real property. Includes demographic analy-
als, patterns of regional growth, construction
cycles, urban location theory, and modeling
techniques for predicting demand.
VIN C. WhoIon

11.434 Structuring Complex Iest Estate
lhinesions (A)
(ReFlsed Unit)
Prereq.: 11.431
G (2)
3-0-6

Case study analysis of financial and manage-
ment structure of very complex real estate
transactions. Focuses on allocation of risk and
benefits among equity partners and lenders.
L Bacow

11.435 Introduction to bonomo
Development Planning in Uh US (A)
Prereq.: 11.210 or 14.64 or 14.671 or 14.74
G (2)
3-0-6

Theoretical foundations of economic develop-
ment processes in capitalist economies. Depen-
dent development and internal colonialism.
History of economic development policy in the
US since the New Deal. Interregional/inter-
national conflicts over development policy. Critical
assessment of plans for community economic
development, city- or state-level programs,
national policies for "reindus-trializatlon."
B. Hiarrson

11.436 Labor Markets and the Ormnlo
of Work (A)
Prereq.: 11.210 or 14.01
G (1)
3-0-6

Neoclassical and Marxian economic theories of
labor market structure: human capital, screen-
ing and credentialism, queueing, dual/seg-
mented markets, labor theory of value, and
occupational stratification by race and gender.
Issues in measurement and policy evaluation.
Development since the 19th century of theories
about the changing organization of work (the
"labor process").
B. Hrison

11.437 Finanoing Community Economic
Developinent

Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

Examines role of capital in the economic devel-
opment process, capital access problems of
small, minority, and community-based busi-
nesses, and government options for overcoming
these problems. Emphasizes role and opera-
tion of public-sector finance institutions. Pres-
ents and critiques case studies of interventions

by development finanee agencies. Student proj-
acts analyze either a specific intervention or
the operation of a particular agency. Consult
Department headquarters'

11.439 Methods of Downtown
Development (A)
p,, -. p
Prereq.: -
G(2)
2-0-6

Focuses on recent downtown development proj-
ects involving joint participation by local gov-
ernments and private developers. Analyzes
ways both sectors work together, plan, finance,
and Implement specific projects. Examines
context for these efforts: urban renewal, chang-
ing functions of downtowns, Federal and local
policies effecting central cities. Uses detailed
case studies of several downtown shopping
developments.
S. J. Rin, L Sagelyn

11.441 Issues in Community Development
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
a (1)
3-2-4

Centers on current Issues In community devel-
opment: values, Ideology, tactics, models, and
alternative strategies. Seminar format is organ-
Ized around students' planning projects, and
focuses primarily on problem framing from an
Interdisciplinary perspective. Designed for the
Community Fellows Program; students working
on thesis or community-based projects admit-
ted by permission.
M. H. King

11.442 Strategies in Community
Deveopnment
Prereq.: 11.441
G (2)
3-2-4

Continuation of 11.441. Focuses on alternative
intervention strategies in community-based
development. Seminar format is organized
around students' planning projects, and cen-
ters on a review of relevant practice in the
field, on formulation of both a detailed Interven-
tion strategy, project finding, and effectiveness
evaluation plans. Designed for the Community
Fellows Program; students working on thesis
or community-based projects admitted by
permission.
M. H. King

11.443 Cases in Community
Development (A)
Prereq.: 11.400
G (2)
2-5-2

Introduces students to a useful way of thinking
about elements of community development, from
the viewpoint of community activists and to the
art of writing cases. Each student prepares at
least one case and the appropriate briefing
material, working with a client under supervi-
sion. Cases can be circulated for use by other
students, teachers, and policy analysts.
E S. Jones

11.A44 Research ProIoots in Conummunity
Monomo veloment
(NOWl)
Prereq.: -

Arr.

Workshop on current issues In community
economic development (employment, training,
small business, CDC, day care). Projects col-
laborate with one or several government agen-
cies or community organizations. Students
define a topic and conduct research within the
general framework defined by the group. A
report analyzing the problem and suggesting
strategies and policies is presented to collabo-
rating community organizations.
E. MAlender

11.445 Community Development in Urban
Neighborhoods
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Politics of community-oriented economic devel-
opment, focusing on oppressed groups In large
cities. The problems of increasing political and
economic power of ghetto residents. Consult
M. H. King.

11.446 Po"Itil Economy of Rece and
Ethniotty
(Now)
Preri.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

Examines alternative views on political econ-
omy of race and race relations; history of colo-
nIzation and oppression of people of color;
political, economic, and social Institutions reoro-
ducing Inequality, and racial effects of public
policies.
E hMelnder

11.453 Seminer on Research In City
Development and Housing (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1) Next ofered 1968-49
3-0-6

Advanced seminar for masters and doctoral
students. Reading and analysis of monographs
and reports that reflect current research Issues
In housing and city development Class discus-
alons of different types of research, the origins
of ideas, Implementation of programs, and eval-
uation. Each student designs and executes a
piece of research that may include pre-thesis
work.
B. J. Frieden, P L Clay
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11A4 g Sithin Hou and

Prereq.: -
G0(1)
2-0-7
Explores ways the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusette has dealt with a transformed and
expanded agenda In pubic housing, special-
needs housing, the homeless, private rental
market, homeownership, housing In suburbs
and neighborhood housing systems. Massa-
chusetts provides a specifcontext to explore
the mid-1980s, while placing those poicles
within a historic context and exAmInlng classic
debates In the housing ares.
L Keyes

11A66Thesls PreparatIon Seminar in
Community and tegional Development (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-0-7
For s'cond-year M.C.R students who are writ-
Ing SprIng theses In community or regional
development. Organized around Interests and
intended thesis inquiries of the students. Identi-
flee methodologIcal skills that seminar partici-
pants need to pursue their own work. SMfting
and mutual criticism of short concept papers,
building toward a first-draft thesis outline by
the end of term.
L Dunlap, S. Mkrrion

Developing Areas

11A6 n Uren and Regional
Growrth In DoWptCouse W
Prsreq.: 11.210
G (2) Next omsd 196,89
Arr

Examines Ideas of planning In relation to urban
growth Issues and policy options. Covers prob-
lems of diagnosis and implempntaIon of these
policy options mainly In Third-World countries-
and technical and political, national and sub-
national, sectoral and Intersectoral, and rural
and urban aspects of these problems. Requires
extended readings and paper
L. Rowin

11.462 Housing P em amin
Pololes in Developing Countie
Prereq.: -
G(1)
2-0-7
Focuses on how the definition of housing prob-
lems, requirements, and goals affect design and
management of national polciev and handling
of Issues related to land taxation, financing,
building processes, self-help, tenure, and
existing stock of housing. Concerned with price
and subsidy policy and nkages between
housing and national development strategies.
Examined from several standpoints, Including
the paradigms of the mixed economy and of
Marxsnm.
L Rodvin

11Aj"W Looel ussPilllse in

(Same subject as 4.763J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9
Examines housing needs of income groups in
ciies of different sizes and analyzes poIcy
options for development of housing programs.,
Emphasis on aspecISvital to the design and
Implementation of prnjects: afordtilIty, land
acquisition, cost-recovery, political support,
Institutional arrangements, and maintenance.
Mechanisms for monitoring and evaluation of
projets
R. rt 0

11A64 The informal Seator and the
Household Bonon
Prereq.: -
G(2)
3-0-9
ExamInes Interrelationships among low-Income
households, small-scale, Income-generating
activiles, and the urban economy In develop-
Ing countries. Theories of employment and an
analysis of "bazaar economies" looked at.
Reviews policy options for enhancing the Infor-
mal sectors contribution to development. The
role of women and the possiblities of non-
monetary sotviles explored.
B. Sanysl

11.46J D nd Housing in Developing
JGrou in Urben

(Neu
(Same subject as 4765J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
Arc
See description under subject 4.766J.
R. Goehert, N bmdl, R A. Gakenhslme;
B. Saw

11A66 The implementelon of eI Mropoian
Planning In D g Coun**
Prereq.: Permisslon of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Emphaizes techniques for management and
guidance of housing programs and land occu-
pancy and their effcls on development and
equity In developing countries Pdies of urban
planning In developing countries. Analyzes
cases of planning and decision making, the
study of "terms of relevanoe for planning
services, and the programming of urban Infra
structure. Conducted joiny with Harvard Grad-
uate School of Design. Consult Department
headquarters.

11A 6W tnl runsob iN ThlN 4fid
Counities (A)
(Same subject as 1.264J)
Prerq.: Permission of Instructor
Q(1)
3-0-9

Planning for transport water supply, seese,
and slectrio power Covers podWl, economIo
Institutional and distributional oonalderaons of
Infrastructure decisions and outcomes. Relates
Infrastructure developments to themes In thIrd-
world development and planning: 1) growth
sequence and linkages, 2) building viable
publo-seocor Institutns, 3) planning and inano-
ing of development, 4) equity questions, 5)
technocratic decision making, and 6) role of
political and economic groups.
R. A Ganheime, J. ndier

11A70 POUasl Boonony of Development

ereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9
Shows how performance of development proj-
sole and organizations is Influenced by 1) nature
of tasks they undertake, together with 2) struO-
ture of the economic environment; 3) political
Influence and actions of (or lack thereof) sup-
piers and other contractors, benefsiary group
politicians; 4) contradictions between building
strong organizations and pursuing certain devel-
opment goals; and 5) behavior of donors and
the constraints under which they operate.
J. 1dler

11.471 PWsuels enoy of Development
Ret: 1rgeng the ft
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9
Covers Impacts of various types of projects on
Income distribution; difficulties of assuring that
project benefits reach the poor; types of proj-
ects, tasks, and environments that are condu-
cive to equitable outcomes; roles of partUpaton
in helping organizations (including co-ops) to
reach te poor and carry out pojects more or
es effectvely; and the ability of nongovrn-
mental organizations to "do better than the
public sector" at serving the poor
J. kbale

11A61 Reglenal Eoonomio Aecounts,
Theorie, and 1aohniques (A)
Prereq.: 14.03, 14.04
G(2)
3-0-9
Surveys the basic accounting frameworks, the-
ories, and techniques used In regional and
multiregional economic analyses. Emphasizes
the aspects of each relevant to their use in
program Impact and distribution studies. Uses
problem sets (some microcomputer-based) to
Illustrate the different accounts, theorIes,
and techniques.
x ft Poenaie

7" 77_'T-7-;_ '- -9 7' ' -nT4-7777fJPFIRF " tF15NFRF ,,
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11.482 Regional Applstions of Eoonomic 11A681Theories of Economic Development Public PoliCy and Management
Theories (Same sublect as 14.778J)
Prereq.: 11.486J
G (1)
3-0-9

Critically examines the use of multiregional
accounts and models for regional development
analysis, including applications of economic
base, regional growth, general equilibrium, and
Interregional trade models. Gives special atten-
tion to use of regional input-output models and
to current regional analyses being made of
transportation, energy, fIscal,-Income distribu-
tion, and employment problems.
K R. Polenake

11.483 Theories of Political Economy and
Planning for Developing Countries (A)
Prereq.: 11.486J
G (2)
3-0-9

Seminar covers major analytical frameworks of
theories of political economy for developing
countries, from both the neoclassical and
Marxian perspectives. Key literature reviewed
Includes theories of growth, dualism, and
psychological/cultural models, theories of Impe-
rialism, underdevelopment, dependency, and
unequal exchange; growth pole, New Interna-
tional Economic Order, self-reliance, and basic-
needs development strategies.
K R. Polenske

11.484 SocIal Cost-Benefit Analylsa of
Prolects and Programs
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-3-6

Practical Introduction to theory and practice of
project analysis and evaluation. Develops quan-
titative skills through case study or practice.
Problem-solving emphasis on cost and benefit
valuation (both economic and non economic)
and on considerations of time, space, scale,
externalities, multiple-objectives, risk and uncer-
tainty, and Indirect benefits and costs. Exam-
Ines usual Institutional setting and practical
influences of analytical procedures or project
design and selection.
A M Strout

11.485 Rural Development: Agriculture and
Industry in the Regional Context
Prereq.: -
G (2)
2-0-7

Role of nonmetropolitan, largely rural areas In
regional development and problems of ensuring
equitable Improvements In rural welfare. Empha-
sizes agricultural growth, the transformation from
a traditional to a modern agriculture, and the
prospects for non-agricultural pursuits In rural
areas. Social and political as well as economic
aspects of rural development Considerable stu-
dent participation, especially In working with
case study materials from Africa, Latin America,
Asia and, occasionally, from the US or Europe.
A M. Strout

Prereq.: 11.210
G (1) Next ofered 1988-
3-0-6

An overview of economists' theories of the
development process: neoclassical, structuralist,
and Mar dst approaches. Includes national oeo-
nomic accounting and a sketch of planning
models; long-run theories of growth and Income
distribution; short-run macroeconomIcs and sla-
bilization; global macroeconomos, trade issues,
and debt; technology and industrial strategy;
agriculture and the food system; household
economics, regional economics.
L. Thylor

11.487 Energy4ector Planning In
Developing Countries
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9

Evaluates relationship between energy and
economic development. Includes analysis of
energy demand, forecasting, and technology
choice. Energy project planning and evaluation
methods presented, and their relation to national
planning discussed. Includes resource evalua-
tion In gas, oil and solid fuels, energy pricing
and taxation, electric power systems tech-
nologies, planning and economics, and eco-
nomics and political roles of national and Inter-
national agencies In energy planning.

RL 0. 1bors

11.488J Pols, Growth, and Development
In the Middle East (A)
(Na)
(Same subject as 17.558J, 1.255J, 4.71 5J,
21.486J)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.558J.
N Choucrl, F Moavenzadh, W Porter
R Khoury, R. Lewcock D. Lessard

11,4899J 1bohnolog Development, and
Publc Poly in the MIddle East (A)
(New)
(Same subject as 17.56W, 4.716J, 1.256J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.560J.
N Choucrl, F Moavenzadeh, W Porter,
P Khoury, R. Lewcock, D. Lessard

I IMU8 euminur On Nonprum intWuti
and theCity (A)
Prereq.: 11.200 or 11.230
G (2)
2-0-7
Seminar on the nature and roles of nonprofit
Institutions. Emphasizes three themes: 1) the
theory of nonprofit institutions (why Is there a
need for the third "sector" In addition to the
private and public sectors?), 2) the relation-
ships between nonprofit institutions and the
state, and 3) Issues In the management and
operation of nonprofits. Topics vary each year.
Students complete a major research project
J. M. D. Schuster M. Rein

11.507 Perspectives on the Labor Market
Prereq.: -
G (1)
2-0-7

Examines the different ways that the modern
labor market has been transformed for women
in the US and Europe. Reviews different ap-
proaches to understanding this transformation,
focusing In particular on those theories that
examine the Interrelationship between the fam-
ily, the state, and the labor market
M. Rein

11.510 Discourse on Social Poliy
Prereq.: -
G(2)
2-0-7

Examines discourse on controversial issues in
policy making, mass media, social science, and
public opinion. Probes for tacit framework of
Interests and assumptions that underlie dis-
course about controversial Issues In each
example. Each Issue compares the content In
two or more arenas, seeking generalizations
that serve as the basis for analysis of discourse
across arenas and Issues.
M. Rain

11.515 Social Movements
(New)
(Same subject as 17.706J)
Prereq.: -
G (2) Next ofered 198849
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.706J.
G. T arx

11.517 Public Finance In Developing
Countries (A)
Prereq.: 11.210
G (2)
3-0-9

Financial operations of local and municipal
governments/authorities in developing coun-
tries examined. Theories of taxation, public
expenditure, and fiscal competition and com-
parisons of alternative fiscal systems explored.
Evaluation of various policy options used In
improving the management of services and
revenue generation. Problems of local authori-
ties looked at with an emphasis on current
barriers and possibilities.
W C. lheslon
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11.521 Compuler.Sed Analyss for Pubic
Management I (A)
Prereq.: 11.220
G(1)
3-2-7
11.522 Computr-Baed Analysis for Public
Management 11 (A)
Prereq.: 11.521
G (2)
3-2-7

Data-based, computer-implemented models for
Improving public management. Includes data-
base management, decision support systems,
scheduling, operations management, resource
allocation, and spreadsheet analyses. Hands-on
computer workshops to run models and ana-
lyze case studies. Required for urban manage-
ment specialization.
J. Frufem, Jr

11.526J Logistical and Transportation
Planning Methods (A)
(Same subject as 1.203J, 6.281J, 13.665J,
15.078J, 1 6.76J, TPP 43J)
Prereq.: 6.431, 15.075
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 1.203J.
A. I. Burnett, R. C. Larson, A. R. Odoni,
H. N Psaraftus

11.550 Bargaining, Negotiation, and Dipute
ResolutIon in the Pubic Sector
Prereq.: 11.200,11.230
G (1)
3-0-6

Investigates social conflict and organizations
that process disputes in public sector. While
theoretical aspects of conflict are considered,
focuses on the operation, organization, and
roles of dispute-processing agencies. Bases
comparisons among agencies on their processes
and consequences for participants and socie-
ties. Explores strategies for more effective design
and use of dispute-processing agencies.
L E Sussklnd

11.551 Comparantive Studies of NegoatIn
and Dispute Resolution (A)
(New)
Prereq.: 11.550 or Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Advanced research seminar open only to qual-
Ified graduate students. Focus on cross-culturall
and cross-group analysis of Institutional barri-
era to effective dispute resolution. Students are
expected to prepare detailed comparative case
studies. Special emphasis for 1987 Is on medi-
ation of International disputes.
L Sussklnd

11.902 Research Seminar: 1bplos in Urban
Studies and Planning (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Special research Issues in urban planning,
selected each term for special study. Open to
graduate students with permission of Instructor.
T Lee

11.112 Research Seminaron Thory4iding
in iegotiation and Dispute Resolution (A)
(Noi
Prereq.: 11.550 or Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Advanced research seminar open only to qual-
ifled graduate students. Focus le on cross-
disciplinary contributions to the theory of
negotiation and dispute resolution. Students are
expected to prepare in-depth theory-building
case studies. Special emphasis for 1987 Is on
the design of evaluation studies of practice.
L Susskind

Doctoral Seminars

11.800 Doctoral Seminar I (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
a (1)
3-0-9

1.801 Doctoral Seminar I1 (A)i
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Analysis and practice in research competence
fundamental to Urban Studies and Planning.
Required of all first-year Ph.D. candidates.
L C. Koys

11.900 Doctoral Proseminars (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Designed primarily for advanced doctoral can-
didates. A selection of Proseminars is offered
each year for groups of students affiliated with
the various research clusters In the Department
T Lee

Tutorials, Research, and
Fieldwork Subjects

11.901 Research Seminar: 1bplos In Urban
Studies and Planning (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Selects thesis subject, defines method of
approach, and prepares preliminary thesis out-
line. Independent study, supplemented by fre-
quent Individual conference with staff members.
Restricted to doctoral candidates.
T Lee

11.941-11.955 Special Studies In Urban
Studies and Planning (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Small-group study of advanced subjects under
staff supervision. For graduate students wishing
to pursue further study in advanced areas of
urban studies and city and regional planning
not covered in regular subjects of Instruction.
T Lee

11.962 Urban Fleldwork and Internships (A)
Prerq.: Permission of instructor
G0(1, 2)
Arr.

Practical application of planning techniques to
towns, cities, and regions, including problems
of replanning, redevelopment, and renewal of
existing communities. Includes internships,
under staff supervision, In municipal and state
agencies and departments.
T Lee

11.981 Graduate ttorial
Preraq.: -
G (1)
Ar

11.982 Graduateultorial
Prereq.: -
G (2)
Arr.
Planned programs of individual instruction. Stu-
dents and faculty members must make arrange-
ments prior to the beginning of the term.
T Log

11.911 fending Seminer In Urban Studies
and Planning (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
Arr.
11.912 Seminar In Urban Studiles
and Planning (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
Arr.
Reading and discussion of special topics in
urban studies and planning.
T Lee

11.921,11.922 Special Seminars in Real
Estate Development (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Opportunity for group study by graduate stu-
dents on current topics related to real estate
not otherwise included in the curriculum. Con-
suit J. McKellar.

11.932 Preparation for Theals (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.



Course 12 Earth, Atmosphero,
and PlaertarySciences

Undegraduate Subjects

19A11 Uuar!duae Plesearch
Prereq. -
U (1,2)
Arr.
Ldergradusio research Opportuiise in fth,
Atmospherlc, and Planetary Sciences. Cosult
W R raos,.

12.ThU Undergraduate'els
Prereq.-
U (1. 2)
Arr
Prgram of undergraduate research, leading to
the wrftng of a thesil; to be arranged by the
student and an appropriate MIT faculty mem-
bar Consult J. S. Southard.

12,01 Introduotion to
Prom,:~ -
U (2)8so

Major rook-forming minerals, rook-forming
processes, and rook types. Geologic structures
and relationships observable in the field. Geo-
logic tme scale, dating of rooks by fossi end
radiometric methods. Movement of sediment
and development of landlorms by moving wate,
wind, and lco. Crustal procsaes and evolution
in terms of iobal plate tctonios; surveys gOw-
logic history of the continents. Laboratory Work
on minerals, geologic mapping, and fosslls. Two
non-required weeknd days of field trips.
J. i Soun *

12.0101The Surfaes of thte Sarth

Prerq.; 12.01
U (2) Next ofered 198,49
3-0-0
Wt, wind, and I0e, together with internal
forces, shape the Earth's surface. Examines
processes at work on and just below the
surlse-weathering, mass wasting, gondw
tar im rivers, dacers, and the wind-and their
conesquences for th Earth's landscape and
time scales of surIoal cha . Em s Is on
process and form, with con sdon of man's
interaction with surficlal processes.
J. B. Soumard

12.016 S0e0dkitl adl itRehl 12.0 SDOtWaleodlo gy
Prereq.01

2-2-

Preq.:12.01
U (1)
3-3-6

1bxture of claso .edmntary "I introduces mechanics of
orals. Petrology and classification of send- Discusees and interprets
stones hals, congomerates. Modern car- features of igneous and
bons* deposonal nvronments and sedi- and superposed deform
mente; petrology f anent arbonaes. iey glonal structural geology
treats other sedimentary rooks: ohert, ironstone, tory includes techniques
evaportes, coal. Primary sedimentary struo- recognition and Interpret
turee. Uthifloation and dillnels. Principles geologio maps, and cons
and techniques of interpreting ancient depool- cross sedonis.
tiWnal environments. Laboratory work on petrol- S C. Burchfe, K V Hod
ogy and olaelficotion of major rock types
using hand specimens and thin seions. one 12.061 FId Gelg I
waekend field trip. Prereq.: 12.02 12.03J. B. SourdU

12,017 edA Intslogy it he In"id

PrerAq.: 12016
U (2) Nottobsofred16-go
3-6-3
Introduction to techniques of sedimentologio
and etratgraphic field work: examinaon Ond
description of sedimentary rooks; descripon
and masurement of rabsugphic seOlon1; an1
yale of vertical succession of foes and Itho-
logic units. Introductory classroom and labora-
tory work esarly in the semete, followed by
Intensive flidwork during & part of Spring
vanadn with subsequent data analysis and
cooperative report properaton.
J. a. SoumWrd

12,A2 Chemistry and Physls of MN ersIe
ami elle
Premq: -
U (2) S1)
3-4-5
introduces gsochirx minsrlogy and ptol
gy Properdes of common rook-forming miner-

als: their crystal chemitry, structures, and
stabNis Evolution of igneous, sedimentry,
and metamorphco rooks and of associated ore
deposits. Laboratory work focuses on kdeni-
cation end parageness of the moat lgniflicant
mineals and rock types. Two field trips during
laboratory classes.
A 0. Bum

rook deformations.
faults, folds, structural
metamorphi rooks,
dins. Introduces re-
and tectonics. Labors-
of structural analyse,

muen of structures on
truction of Interpretive

es

2-2-2
introduces techniques of geological field stud
Several weekend field exercsls provide practi-
cal experience in preparation for I2.052. Pe-
ents In addition scm Introductory material on
the regional geoily of the locale of 12.059.
BC. Bumhfi W. K V Hodges, L. H. Roen

1,0 2si Geology 11
Preraq.: 12.051, 12.03
U(J.2) Not to be aftred 10884

During lanury precties methods of modern
geological field study during an Intensive four-
week exburelon. Exerclees include geological
mapping on topographic and photographicbe
maps, correlang geochemical and geophysi-
cal field meesurments with geClog examining
and eamping a wide variety of komd fet-
tures, Flowing term Includes mpallon of
reports based on field studies conducted dur-
ing Janar and 2) ltboatory analysis of sarn-
ples interpretation of geological, geophyilcal,
and geochemical dala.
A. C B&fohIt K V Hodge4 .. K Aloyn

12.061 Petrology I
Prora.: 12.02
U (1)
3-6-3
Principles of optical mineralog emphasizing
use of petrographic microscope for identifcOa-
tion of minerals in rock-thin sections and min-
eral gaIn mounts. Introduces thermodynamics
of heterogeneous-phase equlbria and Its ap*
ostion to experimental and natural rook eye-
tems. Introduces experImental sste systems.
Surveys igneous Mck, emphasiging distribu-
tion, composition, mineral associations, origin,
and relaionship to tectonic environment.
T~i.Grove

L
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12.062 Petrology 11
Prereq.: 12.061
U (2)
3-6-3

Continuation of 12.061. Introduces mineral
faces concept and graphical representation of
metamorphic mineral associations. Petrographic
examination of metamorphic rocks in thin sec-
tion. Interpreting metamorphic rock paragene-
ala through application of experimental petrology
to natural rock systems. Relationship of mete-
morphic rook associations to plate tectonic
environment. One-day field trip.
K V Hodges

12.066 AnalysIs of Geological MaterIals
Prereq.: 12.02
U (2) LAB
2-6-4

Determines the chemical composition of geo-
logic materials. Analytical techniques include
X-ray fluorescence, neutron activation, atomic
absorption, mass spectrometry, electron micro-
probe, experimental petrology, Mosabauer, and
other absorption spectral methods. Laboratory
projects utilize these techniques to solve spe-
cific geologic problems. Umited to 12.
F A Frey, R . Bums, S. R. Hanr, r L Grove

12.07 Chemistry and Physics of the Earth
Prereq.: 8.02, 18.03
U (1)
3-0-9

An integrated, problem-oriented introduction to
the chemistry and physics of the solid Earth.
Focuses on a series of major interdisciplinary
problems In the areas of the Internal constitu-
tion, dynamics, and evolution of the Earth; the
geochemical and geophysical techniques appro-
priate for attacking each of these problems
treated In this context TopIcs include magma
genesis and geophysical structure of mid-
ocean ridges and Island arcs; structure, com-
position, and dynamics of the mantle; and the
evolution of the Earth's crust and mantle.
S. R. Hart, S. C. Solomon

12.091-12.094 Specla Problems
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Reading, laboratory, or fieldwork in Earth, Atmo-
spheric, and Planetary Sciences. Requires writ-
ten report.
Staff

12.105 introduction to Meld Geophysics
Prereq.: 18.03
U (1) Next offered 198-9
3-3-3

Introduces geophysical field techniques and
Instruments. Describes seismic, gravity, mag-
netic, and electrical methods and instruments.
Some local field trips on weekends to test
these techniques. For students with no experi-
ence in field geophysics.
T R. Madden

12.106 Geophysos Pleld Study
Prereq.: 12.105
U (J, 2) NextoNsred 19&64
Arr.

Applies geophysical field techniques and data
Interpretation to studying crustal structure and
geological problems. Intensive four-week field
measurements In snow-free area during Janu-
ary, and Interpretation of data during spring
term. Fieldwork includes seismic, gravity, mag-
netic and electrical measurements, and geo-
logic studies. Data interpretation includes data
reduction and computer modeling to determine
structure and properties of the field area.
T R. Madden

12.107 Introduction to Geophysics
Prereq.: 8.02,18.03
U (1) SD
3-0-9

Survey course in geophysics aimed at earth
science undergraduates or students from other
departments interested in the applications of
math and physics in studying the interior of the
earth. Includes gravity (shape of the earth,
isostasy, mass anomalies, earth tides), seismol-
ogy (body wves, surface waves, earthquake
sources, normal modes), geomagnetism (main
field, secular variation, magnetic induction, rock
magnetism), heat budget (radioactivity, heat flow
temperature structure), and goodynamics.
M. K McNutt, T H. Jordan

12.100 Fundamentals of Modern Geodesy
Prereq.: 8.01, 18.02, 18.06
U (1)
3-0-9

Coordinate systems and transformations used
to describe the deformation and the rotation of
the "solld" earth. Geodetic networks. Least-
squares adjustment. Analysis of classical and
modern types of observations. Emphasis on
positioning by quasI-geometric techniques,
including radio Interferometry with satellite and
quasistellar sources; lunar and artificial earth
satellite laser ranging; terrestrial distance, ange
and height measurements. Error causes and
cures. Statistics, scientific computer program-
ming background.
C. C. Counselman, Staff

12.113 Astronomy: Stars and Galidese
Prereq.: -
U (1) SD
3-0-9

An introduction to stellar and galactic astron-
omy, emphasizing the underlying physical prin-
ciples. Includes astronomical Instruments;
radiation laws and stellar spectra; physical prop-
erties of stars; stellar structure and evolution;
supernovae, pulsars, neutron stars, and black
holes; the interstellar medium; star clusters
and galactic structure; galaxies and quasars;
cosmology. 'lips to Wallace Observatory.
L M. French

12.114 Astrnomy: Slar Systam
Prereq.: -
U (2) SD
3-0-6

introduction to the study of the solar system.
Emphasis directed toward basic principles rather
than mathematical or physical details. Includes
simple celestial mechanics, terminology of dis-
tances and magnitudes, optical properties of
planets and satellites, planetary geology, interi-
ore of the terrestrial and giant planets, mag-
netic fields planetary atmospheres, comets and
asteroids, solar physics and the formation of
the solar system.
D. C. Jewitt, S. C. Solomon

12.117J Observationall bhniques of

(Same subject as 8.287J)
Prereq.: One subject in Astronomy or

trophysIc
U (1) tAS
3-4-5

Fundamental physical and optical principles
used for astronomical measurements at visible
wavelengths and practical methods of astro-
nomical observations. Topics: astronomical coor-
dinates, time, geometrical optics, telescopes,
photomutpliers and other detectors, photon
counting, signal-to-noise ratios, limitations
Imposed by the earth's atmosphere on optical
observations, photography, photometry, spec-
troscopy, and time variability. Project at Wallace
Astrophysical Observatory.
J. L Elot, L M French

12.118 Project in Optical Astronomy
Prereq.: 12.117J or 8.287J
U (J, 2)
Arr.
Students select an observing p hect to be
carried out at one of MT's observatories or
another facility, depending upon telescope and
Instrument scheduling constraints. Regular sem-
inar meetings discuss the observations, data
analysis, and interpretation of the results.
Requires a written report on the project Per-
mission of instructor.
L M. French, J. L EMot

12.131J Planetary Solence I
(Same subject as 8.291J)
Prereq.: 8.03, 18.03
U (1) SD
3-0-9

Study of the solar system with, emphasis on
the physical Interpretation of its properties. Com-
prehensive overview of the solar system; accre-
tion of the planets; solar system dynamics, with
applications to planetary orbits and rings, ter-
restrial planets and gas giants, physics of com-
eta, asteroids, and the interplanetary medium.
D. C. Jewitt
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12.132J Planetary Slence i1
(Same subject as 8.292J)
Prereq.: 12.131J or 8.291J
U (2) SD
3-0-9

Study of the solar system, with emphasis on
the physical interpretation of its properties.
impact, volcanic, and other surface processes
on planets and satellites; thermodynamics,
convection, and magnetic fields In planetary
interiors; dynamical, radiative, and chemical
properties of planetary atmospheres.
D. C. Jew/tt

12.133J Dynamical Astronomy
(Same subject as 8.293J)
Prereq. 18.03,8.03
U (1) SD
3-0-9
Kepler's laws and the law of gravitation. One-
and two-body motion; orbits in space and time.
General and special cases of the n-body prob-
lem. Disturbed motion of two bodies; variation of
orbital elements; planetary and satellite theory;
periodic and secular effects; orbital resonance.
Astronomical coordinate systems and time.
Numerical integration of orbits. Maxum-likellhood
estimation of orbital Initial conditions and astro-
nomical constants. Emphasizes throughout
applications to actual problems, both historical
and current, rather than on mathematical
theory per se.
C. C. Counselman, J. VMsdom

12.151 Advanced Field Geology I (A)

PRereq.: 12.02,12.03,12.051, 12.052
G (1) Next offered 1988-89
2-2-2

Introduction to the problems to be Investigated
in 12.152, as wall as the regional setting and
local geology of the field area. Wrious special
techniques may be introduced and preparatory
investigations may be conducted that are spe-
cific to the area to be studied in 12.152.
B. C. Burchliel, K V Hodges, L H. Royden

12.152 Advanced Field Geology 11 (A)

Prereq.: 12.151
G (J, 2) Next offered 198-9
Arr.

in January, a geological study of a selected
field area is conducted during a four-week
excursion. The following term includes 1) prep-
aration of maps and report based on field study
conducted in January, and 2) laboratory analy-
sis of samples.
B. C. Burchfiel, K. V Hodges, L. H. Royden

12.20 Glolal Wter Cycle
Prereq.: 5.03, 8.03
U (1)
2-0-4

Distribution of terrestrial water. Evaporation
and rainfall; relationship to atmospheric circula-
tion. Cloud and water vapor measured from
ground, aircraft, and satellites. Water balance of
continents and oceans. Droughts and floods;
interaction with blosphere, Including food pro-
duction. Use of stable and radioactive Isotopes
to trace movement. Fossil water. Role in atmo-
spheric energy budget. Precipitation as removal
process for aerosols. Chemical weathering In
the terrestrial environment Factors controlling
oceanic composition.
R. E Noell, J. M Edmond

12.21 Physics of the Ocean
Prereq.: 8.03, 18.03
U (2) SD
3-0-9

Introductory survey of oceanic circulation and
dynamics. Descriptive aspects of water mass
movement, currents, and physical properties
of the ocean. Dynamic models of currents
and waves based on fundamental physical
principles.
P Alanoffe-Rizzol

12.221-12.229 Projct Studiee In
Oceanography
Prereq.: -
U (1 2)
Arr.

Extended participation in work of a research
group, including independent study of the liter-
ature, direct involvement in group's research
(commensurate with student's skills and prepa-
ration), or project work under an Individual
faculty member extending over more than one
term. Admission by arrangement with individual
MIT and Woods Hole faculty members.
Staff

12.23 Environmental Chemistry:
Human impact
Prereq.: 5.60 or 10.13
U (1)
3-0-9

introduces the basic relevant principles and
concepts in biogeochemistry, marine chemistry
and physics, and atmospheric chemistry and
physics through an examination of three current
problems in environmental chemistry: 1) acid
rain, 2) chlorofluorocarbons and ozone, and 3)
carbon dioxide and climate. An introduction to
environmental chemistry for students in basic
sciences and engineering.
R. G. Prinn, E. A. Boyle

Graduate Subjects

12.ThG Graduate Thesis (A)
Prereq.: -
G0(1, 2, 8)
Arr.
Program of graduate research, leading to the
writing of an S.M., Ph.D., or Sc.D. thesis; to be
arranged by the student and an appropriate MIT
faculty member. Consult W F Brace.

12WThG Graduate Thesls (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2, 8)

Program of graduate research, leading to the
writing of an S.M., Ph.D., or Sc.D. thesis; to be
arranged by the student and an appropriate
MIT/WHOI faculty member. For students regis-
tered in MIT/WHOI Joint Program In Oceanog-
raphy. Consult E. A. Boyle.

Geology and Geochemistry

12.301, 12.302 Seminar In Geology and
Geochemistry (A)
Prereq.: 12.02
G (1)
2-0-4

Fall seminar on topics of current interest in
geology and geochemistry. Required back-
ground preparation for students taking pre-
doctoral general examinations In these subjects.
S. R. Htrt Staff

12.311 Seminar In Regional ectonics (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
3-0-6

Applies techniques of tectonic synthesis to
study the roles of particular orogenic belts In
global plate tectonics. Treats different applica-
tions In different terms, so that the subject may
be taken repeatedly to learn the range of
orogenic responses to temporal and spatial
variations of activity at plate boundaries. Per-
mission of instructor required.
B. C. Burchfiel

12.32 Mechanics of Sedimentary
Procssess (A)
Prereq.: 1.05 or Permission of Instructor
0 (2) Not to be oftred 198649
3-0-9

Aspects of turbulent-flow mechanics relevant
to sediment movement. Mechanics of sediment
erosion, transportation, and deposition: modes
of particle entrainment and motion In turbulent
shear flows; sediment-bed configurations; ero-
sion and deposition of cohesive sediments.
Sediment gravity flows; sorting of sediments by
particle size and density. Interpretation of pri-
mary structures and textures In modem and
ancient sedimentary deposits on the basis of
sediment-transportation mechanics.
J. B. Southard
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12.33 Peroleum Geology
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-6
Origin, migration, and accumulation of petro-
leum. Geology of maior oil-producing regions of
the world. Geological and geophysical explora-
tion techniques. Other topics of current Interest.
Taught by Crosby Visiting Professors. Consult
Department headquarters.

12.34 Mineral Deposits
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
3-0-6
Geological occurrence of the principal types of
mine deposits. Description of Important exam-
pIes in each category, together with examina-
tion of the ores. Modem hypotheses of origin of
deposits and of metallogenic provinces. Dio-
cussion of relationships with plate margins.
Taught by Crosby Vilting Professors. Consult
Department headquarters.

12.35 Megeoopio Strin Analysis in
Orogenio Salts (A)
Prereq.: 12.03
G (1) Next offeed 19
3-0-6

Introduction to modern techniques used to
estimate the magnitude of strain in orogenic
belts. Emphasis on megascopIc strain analysis.
Includes 1) methods of determining sense of
shear in various structural settings; 2) the
construction of 2D-balanced structural sec-
tIons; 3) the construction of 3D structural sec-
tions; and 4) graphical reconstruction of 2D and
3D sections to pre-deformational configurations,
K V Hodges

12.355 Seminer in Rook Mechenlos (A)
Prwq. -
G(1,2)
2-0-4

Discussion of current research or advanced
topics In continental tectonics, rock mechanics,
or experimental structural geology,
B. Evans

12.36 Sedimentary Beeina (A)
Prereq.: 18.03, 12.03
G (1) Next ofered 198649
3-"-
Formation and evolution of bash , systems In
continental crust (including pesa'e continental
margins, foredeep accretionary basins, back-
arc type basins, intra-plate rifts, etc.) are exam-
Ined with regard to tectonic settings, structural
and sedimentary features, and deep ithospheric
processes. Case studies of several sedimen-
tary basins of each type. Hydrocarbon matura-
tion migration and accumulation Is discussed
In light of basin evolution processes.
L H. Royden

12,38-12.39 SpecIal Problems In
Gecog.Gocislry (A)

Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

For graduate students desiring to perform spe-
cIal Investigations, special laboratory work, or
special fieldwork in geology, petrology, mineral-
ogy or geochemistry. L H. Royden (12.385);
K V hiodges (12.386); T L Grove (12.387);
R. G. Bums (12.388); J. M. Edmond (12.389);
F A. Rey (12.390);S. R. Hart (12.393);
Staff (12.394); B. C. Burchfiel (12.395); J. B.
Southard (1 2.398); E. A Boyle (12.397);
Staff (12.398,12.399).

12.401 Meteorites: Frm Stories to Stars
Prereq.: 12.02
U (2)
3-0-3

Discusses various classification schemes for
meteorites based on metamorphic, chemical,
and Isotopic criteria; early chronology of the
solar system and cosmochronology based on
long- and short-lived Isotopes; chemical com-
position of meteorites and its relationship to
other solar system objects; condensation the-
ory; nucleosynthesls and the Isotopic composi-
tion of meteorites; the origin of cosmic rays
and solar wind and their record In meteorites;
ancient sun activity and ancient galactic evolu-
tion. Subject offered last half of semester. Con-
sult C. J. Allegre, S. R. Hart

12.402 Isotopic laoers In Metailogenes
Prereq.: 12.02
U (2)
3-0-3

Discusses principles of stable Isotope fractiona-
tion; systematics of the stable Isotopes of hydro-
gen, carbon. oxygen, and sulfur In ore depos-
its; principles 0A radiogenic isotopes as geologic
tracers and the systematics of Sr, Nd, Pb, and
rare-gas isotopes in ore deposits; case studies
of the use of both stable and radiogenic Iso.
topes in ore deposit genesis; regional aspects
of ore deposits and their relationship to the
chemical geodynamics model. Subject offered
last half of semester. Consult C. J. Allegre,
S. R. Hart.

12.411 lotope Geology (A)
Preom.: 12.02
G0(2) Next of0ee 198-89
3-0-
Applications of the variations In the relative
abundance of radiogenic and stable isotopes to
geologic problems. Topics: geochronology;
studies of petrogenesis; geologic processes
that can be traced by stable Isotope fractions-
tions, techniques, and instrument design.
S. R. *Hart

12.42 Gechemistry of the'#nAIon
hlemot (A)
Prereq.: 3.091, 12.02
G (2) Not to be ofered 1988a-9
3-0-9

Applications of resonance spectroscopic tech-
niques to the study of energy levels and bonding
of first-series transition elements in minerals.
Theory and applications of Mossbauer, EPR,
ESCA, and electronic absorption spectroscopy
of minerals in the earth andplanetary solences.
A. G. Bums

12.43 Preesure-1bmpersture-Time Evolution
of Orogenlo Bits (A)
Prereq.: 3.01 or 5.60, 12.062, 18.03
0(1) Nottobeofee 1394181
3-0-6

Multidisciplinary introduction to modern tech-
niques used to analyze burial and uplift histo-
ries of metamorphic terrains. Includes 1)
geochronologic systems; 2) closure temperature
theory and the use of geoohronologic systems
as thermochronometers; 3) geo-thermometry
and geobarometry; 4) thermodynamic modeling
of P-T paths; 5) thermal structure of orogenic
belts, with emphasis on characteristic length
scales and time scales for thermal events; 6)
geophysical analysis of burial and uplift traiec-
torese for metamorphic terrains.
K V Hodges. L. H. Royden

12.45'tce-Element Geochemistry (A)
Proreq.: 12.07
G (1)
3-0-9

Studies element distribution in rocks and mIn-
orals using data obtained from natural and
experimental systems. Emphasizes models
describing trace-element partitioning and appi.
cations of trace-element geochemistry to prob-
lems in igneous geology.
F A. Rey

12.46 Geochemical Kineltis (A)
Prereq.: 12.02
G (2) Not to be onfred 1988-9
2-0-4

Basic principles of kinetics, both theoretical
and phenomenological. Solutions of diffusion
equation; reviews experimental data and tech-
niques for silioate liquids and solids. Applica-
tions to natural geochemical systems.
S. R. Hart

12.48 Advanced Igneous Petrology (A)
Prereq.: 5.60 or 3.00
0(2) Nottobeofered 19-
3-3-6

Thermodynamics, experimental phase equilib-
ria, and kinetics combined to Infer the physical
conditions of igneous rock crystallization and
magma production. Uses results of experimen-
tal studies to constrain processes that control
magma genesis and give rise to the diversity of
Igneous rocks. Discusses theoretical approaches
to thermometry-barometry techniques Involving
sold/sold and mineral/liquid reactions, kinetic
controls on crystallization, and properties of
silicate melts.
T L. Grove
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12.490-12.499 Advanced Seminar In
Geology and Geochemistry (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Problems of current Interest in geology and
geochemistry Subject matter varies from term
to term. Staff (1 2.490); T L Grove (12.491); R.
G. Bums (1 2.492); F A. Rey (12.493);
S. R. hiart (12.494); K V Hodges (12.495);
Staff (12.496); L. H. Royden (12.497); B. C.
Burchtlel (12.498); J. B. Southard (12.499).

12.501 Essentials of Geophysics (A)
Prereq.: 8.02,18.03
G (1)
4-0-8

Overview of basic topics in solid-earth geophy-
sics, such as the Earth's rotation, precessions
and wobble, gravity and magnetic fields, seis-
mology, and thermal structure. Formulation of
physical principles presented In three 1-hour
lectures per week. Current applications dis-
cussed In an additional 1-hour tutorial each
week.

. K McNutt, T H. Jordan

12.502 Plate Tectonics and Marine
Geophysics (A)
Prereq.: 8.03,18.076 or 18.085
G (2)
3-0-9
Introduces the formal theory of plate tectonics.
Interpretation of magnetic anomalies and the
age of the ocean floor. Thermal structure of the
plates. Ocean floor depths and heat flow Grav-
ity anomalies. Crustal loading and lithospheric
flexure. Crustal generation. Seismological con-
straints on plate structure. Applies these Ideas
to the evolution of the ocean basins.
M. K McNutt J. Phipps-Morgan

12.512 Geoelectricity (A)

Prereq.: 8.03, 18.076 or 18.085
G (2) Not to be ofred 1988-89
3-0-9

Electrical properties of earth's crust and man-
tle and application of electrical measurements
to a variety of geological and geophysical prob-
lems, both practical and impractical. Subject
matter Includes electrical properties of porous
media and high-temperature conduction in min-
erals. Applications include electrical and elec-
tromagnetic measurements to investigate rock
types, mineral emplacements, fluid flows, earth
strains, and mantle temperatures.
T R. Madden

12.514 Geomagneslem (A)
Prereq.: 8.03, 18.076 or 18.085
G (2) Next ofeed 1998-9
3-0-9

Surveys magnetic and electromagnetic prop-
erties and processes In the earth's environ-
ment Plasma environment of earth's magneto-
sphere and Ionosphere and electromagnetic
wave and particle phenomena occurring therein.
Electric properties of the earth's Interior. Mag-
netohydrodynamic origin of magnetic fields of
earth and other astronomical bodies.
I R. Madden

Prereq.: 12.107 or 12.521; 6.003 or 6.341 or
12.761 or 13.74J
G (2)
3-0-9

The use of reflection seismic techniques to
image the Earth's crust Emphasis Is on compu-
tational methods for processing and analyzing
reflection seismic data. Includes discussions of
seismic migration (integral, finite-difference, and
Fourier methods), velocity estimation, near-
surface corrections, inversion, deconvolution,
stacking, and seismic Interpretation. Principal
text: J. F Claerbout, Imaging the Earth's Interior.
D. H. Rothman

12.521 Elements of Selemology (A)
Prereq.: 18.075 or 18.085
G (1)
3-1-8
A basic subject in seismology and the utiliza-
tion of seismic waves for the study of the earth's
Interior. Introduces techniques necessary for
understanding of elastic wave propagation In
layered media. Seismic-ray theory and Inter-
pretation of travel times. Surface-wave disper-
sion and layered media. Seismicity, earthquake
magnitude, moment, and source properties.
M. N Toksez

12.522 Low-F4equency Selsmology (A)
Prereq.: 8.06, 18.076
G (2) Next ofered 1986-9
3-0-9
Seismological theory and methods based on
the representation of the displacement field as a
superposition of normal modes. Equations of
motion; Rayleigh's Principle; perturbation the-
ory; attenuadon. Excitation formulae; the inverse
problem of source structure. l-veling-wave
representation; asymptotic expansions; sur-
face and body waves. Free oscillations of a
rotating, laterally heterogeneous earth; the
Inverse problem for 3D earth structure.
T H Jordan

12.523 Sesmology Seminar (A)
Prereq.: 12.521
G (1, 2)
2-0-6

An advanced reading and seminar subject on
topic. in seismology and closely related fields,
involving critical analysis of current literature.
T H. Jordan, D. H. Rothman, S. C. Solomon,
M. N k&az

12.524 High-1requenoy Selsmology (A)
Prereq.: 8.06, 18.076
G (2) Not to be ofred 1988-89
3-0-9

SeIsmological theory and methods based on
high-frequency approximations to transient dis-
placement fields. Elastodynamic equations;
representation theorems; moment-tensor repre-
sentation; radiation patterns. Propagator and
reflectivity methods; WKSJ and Langer approxi-
mations. Ray theory; Format's Principle; travel-
time curves for spherically symmetric media.
Radon transforms; inversion of travel times for
earth structure; seismic tomography.
T H. Jordan

12.525 Seminar in computational
Geophysics (A)
(Now
Prereq.: -
G (1)
2-0-4

Discussion of diverse computational problems
In geophysics. Emphasis Is on the modeling
and Inversion of geophysical data and stochas-
tic methods. Topics include, but are not limited
to, estimation of Earth properties from seismic
data; seismic wave modeling; Monte Carlo meth-
ods; fluid flow models; theoretical models In
rock physics. A report on original research is
required of each student. Permission of Instruc-
tor required.
0. H. Rothman

12.53 Inverse Problems In Geophysice (A)
Prereq.: 18.075 or 18.085
G (1)
3-0-6

Problems of determining physical parameters
of the earth's interior from surface observation
of wave and potential fields. Iterative methods
and linear analysis of parameter sensitivity and
data-error effects. Stochastic models of pa-
rameter fluctuations. Exact inversion methods
for one-dimensional problems. Migration and
migration-like procedures for inversion.
T R. Madden

12.534J Geophysical and Oceenographic
Signal Processing 11 (A)
(Same subject as 6.456J, 13.742J)
Prereq.: 6.341 or 12.761 or 13.741J or 12.713
G (2) Not to be ofred 1988-89
3-1-8

See description under subject 13.742J.
A. S. Baggeroer

12.516 Refction seismology (A)
Geophysics and Planetary Physics (W)
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12.54 Planetary interiors (A)
Prsreq.: 12.07,18.075
G (2) Next ofered 1966465
3-0-9
Constitution, evolution, and structure of the
Interiors of the terrestrial and Jovian planets
and of their satellites. Surface and Integral
properties of the planets and satellites. Gravita-
tional fields and equilibrium configurations of
planetary bodies. Equations of state of planet-
forming materials. Internal structure of the plan-
ets and satellites. Planetary magnetic fields.
Thermal evolution, convection, and their relation
to surface tectonics.
S. C. Solomon

12.55 Properties of Rocks (A)

Prereq.: 8.03,18.03
G (1)
3-0-9
Physical properties of rocks and their relation
to cracks, pores, and minerals. Topics: elastic,
transport electrical, and magnetic properties;
methods of measurement; and the factors that
control each property Applications to geotech-
nical engineering, borehole logging, geophysical
exploration.
M. G. Simmons

12.56 Advanced Seminar in Plate
Tectonics (A)

Prereq.: 12.07, 12.502
G (2)
3-0-6

Basic observations and theoretical develop-
ments in sea-floor spreading, plate tectonics,
continental tectonics, and marine geophysics.
Data from seismic, magnetic, heat flow gravity
measurements, and other sources used to
study the properties of the lithosphere, the
asthenosphere, and the motions of the plates.
Reviews key papers and latest articles.
T K Jordan, M. K MdcNut4 J. Phipps-Morgan,
L H. Royden, S. C Solomon, . At Toks6z

12.57 Mechanical Properties of Rocks (A)

Prereq.: 8.03, 18.03
G (2)
3-0-9

A survey of the mechanical behavior of rocks
In natural geologic situations. Topics: brief sur-
vey of field evidence of rock deformation, phys-
los of plastic deformation in minerals, brittle
fracture and sliding, and pressure-solution
processes. Results of field petrologic and struc-
tural studies compared to data from experi-
mental structural geology.
. Evans

12.75 Geologlical Pluid Mechanics (A)
Prerq.: 8.03, 18.076 or 18.085
G (2) Next ofered 1988-8
3-0-9

'ats heat transfer and fluid mechanics In the
earth. Low Reynolds number flows, convection
In stability, and double diffusion. Non-Newtonian
flows, flow In porous media, and the Interaction
of flows with accreting and deforming bounda-
ries. Applications include the flow under plates,
postglacial rebound, diapirism, and the mantie
convection problem.
('Abods Hode Staff): J. A Whllehead

12.50-12.594 Seminar in Geophysio s (A)
Prereq.: -
(1, 2)

Arr

Problems of current Interest In geophysics;
subject matter varying from term to term.
Staff (12.580); WE Brace (12.581); . Evans
(12.582); M AL Tbkdz (12.583); T R. Madden
(12.584); M G. Simmons (12.585); M K McaNutt
(12.586); J. Phipps-Morgan (12.587); S. C Solo-
mon (12.588); D. H. Rothman (12.589); T H.
Jordan (12.590); G. L Duckworth (12.591);
Staff (12.592, 12.593,12.594)

12.600-12.614 SpecIal Problems in
Geophysics (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

For graduate students desiring to perform spe-
cial investigations, special laboratory work, or
special fieldwork In geophysics. Staff(2.600);
B. Evans (12.601); M. N tlbaOz (12.602); S.
C Solomon (12.603); T R. Abdden (12.604); M
G. Simmons (12.605); M K McNuft (12.606); J.
Phipps-Morgan (12.607); W Brace (12.608);
D. H. Rothman (12.609); T H. Jordan (12.610);
0. L Duckworth (12.611); Staff (12.612, 12.613,
12.614).

12.615 Solar System Dynamics (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Modern overview of solar system dynamics,
with emphasis on the qualitative behavior of the
orbits and spins of the planets and their natu-
ral satellites, and the slow changes due to tidal
Interactions. Includes spin-orbit coupling of
Mercury, chaotic tumbling of Hyperion, capture
Into resonance, chaotic behavior and the
Kirkwood gaps In the asteroid belt origin of
meteorites, tidal dissipation and volcanism on
to. history of the lunar orbit, and stability of the
solar system.
J. Nsdom

12.620J Radar Astronam Aatrometr and
Geodesy (A)
(Same subject as 6.662J, 8.931J)
Prereq.: 8.03, 18.075 or 18.085
G (2) Not to be onfred 198-11
3-0-9
Applies techniques of radio and radar to meas-
urement of the positions, orbital and rotational
motions, surface and atmospheric characterls-
tics, and gravity fields of the planets and satel-
ites. Observations from spacecraft and from
the ground. Propagation medium effects. Radar
equation. Ambiguity resolution In active radar
and In passive radio Interferometry. Modulation,
signal processing, detection, and analysis tech-
niques. Radio-wave scattering. Uses of Inter-
ferometry In radar mapping astrometry and
geodesy
G. H. PettengIll, C. C. Counselman, D. H. Staeln

12.660 Planetary Rings (A)
Prereq.: 12.131J or 8.291J, 18.075 or 18.085
G (2) Not to be ofered IS-89
3-0-9

Discussion of spacecraft and ground-based
observations of the Jovian, Saturnian, and
Uranian ring systems. Physical processes affect-
ing their structure and evolution. Relations to
satellites and theories of ring origin.
J. L Elot

12.662 Selected fbpics in Planetary
Science (A)

Prere.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

In-depth discussion of current and classic
literature on selected topics In planetary sci-
ence. Seminar sessions where participants
take turns leading class discussion on the read-
ings. TopIca vary from year to year Permission
of Instructor required.
J. Vundom

12.690 11*1lce I Plenetaery Science and
Astronomy (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G0(1)
1-0-5

Discussion of diverse topics within the field of
planetary science. Suitable subjects Include,
but are not limited to, results of recent, as well
as plans for forthcoming, spacecraft missions
to the planets; application of laboratory experi-
ments to the study of the solar system; modern
ground-based and in-situ investigations of com-
ets; relation among recent astrophysical find-
Ings concerning the formation of stare and the
planetary system.
D. C. Jewitt
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12.691-12,699 Special Problems in
Planetary Physics (A)

Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

For graduate students desiring to perform spe-
clal investigations, special laboratory work, or
special fieldwork in planetary physics. Staff
(12.691); D. C. Jewiftt (12.692); G. H. Petengill
(12.693); J. Wfodom (1 2.694); J. L Ellot (12.695);
C. C. Counselman (12.696); Staff (12.697); Staff
(12.698,12.699).

Meteorology and Oceanography

12.701 Marine Sediments (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next ofered 198849
3-0-9

Sedimentary processes and interpretation of
the depositional record in coastal environments,
continental margins, and the deep ocean.
Nearshore processes; sediments and structure
of continental margins; deep ocean sediments
(carbonates, clays, volcanogenic, authigenic);
physical and acoustic properties of sediments;
marine stratigraphy (excluding biostratigraphy);
abyssal processes; and applications of marine
sediments to paleo-oceanographic studies'
(Woods Hole Staff): W Curry

12.702 Oceanic Volcanology and
Petrology (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Not to be offered 198849
3-2-4

Igneous processes occurring within and around
the major ocean basins. Focuses on current
observational data and hypotheses proposed
to explain the observations. Discusses volcanic
processes at spreading centers, tectonics, and
vulcanism along fracture zones, island arcs,
and subduction zones. Vulcanism and magmatic
trends along linear Island chains. Some practi-
cal training in data Interpretation, petrography,
and mineralogy may be arranged.
(bods Hole Staff): W Bryan

12.703 Marine Geology (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Designed to acquaint those with a background
In geology and/or geophysics with the tech-
niques used to study the processes responsi-
ble for the evolution, composition, structure,
and morphology of the ocean floor. Includes
techniques/instruments, with emphasis on
multibeam sonar Imagery and remote sensing,
structure, and processes on passive/active
continental and interoceanic margins and in
ocean basins, tectonic evolution, mid-plate vol-
canism, deformation of sedimentary wedges at
trenches, sedimentary processes, ocean palo-
environment. Deep-sea drilling project.
(Woods Hole Staff): F Uchupi

12.706 Poesis and Ooeans: 3lostgraphs 12.721 Speolal Problems in Marine Geology
Paleobiolog% and Paleooeenogrephy (A) and Geophysics at Woods Hole (A)
Prereq.: General and Historical Geology
G (2) Not to be offered 198-89
3-2-7

The uses of microfossils in Interpreting the
geological history of the oceans and marginal
seas. Major topics cover the nature and Inter-
pretation of the microfossil record, stratigraphic
principles, geochronology, taphonomy and pet-
rogenesels, systematics and species concepts,
evolution, paleoblogeography, and paleocean-
ography. Associated labs treat the stratigraphic
and evolutionary history of selected groups In
foraminifers, calcereous nannannofossls, radio-
laria, and diatoms.

bod Hole Staf): W Berggren

12.711 Marine Geophysics (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-2-6

Introduction to theory and practice of marine
geophysics. Overall purpose Is to bridge the
gap between geophysical method and geo-
logical understanding. Topics: measurements
and geological modeling of marine magnetic
anomalies, gravity, topography, heatflow seis-
mology, geochronology, and borehole logging.
Laboratory sessions devoted to actual data.
Extensive readings of geophysical literature.
(Mboda Hofe Staff): R. Stephen, R. von Herzen

12.712 Advanced Murine Slemology (A)
Prereq.: 12.711
G (1)Next oered 19889
3-0-68
Advanced course on theory and practice of
marine seismology. Topics: seismic wave propa-
gation; marine reflection and refraction seis-
mology, Including seismic data processing,
modeling, and inversion of multichannel data.
Extensive readings of geophysical literature.
(Wbods Hole Staff): R. Stephen, M. Purdy

12.713 1bplcs In Geophysical Tine-Series
Analysis (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6
introduces selected aspects of geophysical
time-series analysis, emphasizing step-by-step
transformation of raw data to a usable format
for statistical or dynamical modeing. Includes
implementation of filtering techniques, Fourier
transforms, sampling strategies, auto- and cross-
spectra, data-adaptive techniques, and empiri-
cal orthogonal function analysis. Demonstrates
application of these techniques to high-
frequency geophysical phenomena common to
the shallow marine shelf.

~aioda Hoe Staff): D. Aubrey

12.720 Special Problems In Physloel
Oeanography at Woods Hole (A)

Prereq.: -
G (1, 2, S)
Arr.

Reading, consultation, and original investiga-
tion on oceanographic problems.
(Woods Hole SftI)

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2, S)
Arr.

For graduate students desiring to perform
special Investigations, special laboratory work,
or special fieldwork in marine geology and
geophysics.
(~boda Hole Saf)

12.722 Specli Problems in Chemioi
Oceanography at Woods Hole (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
0(1,2,S)
Arr

For graduate students desiring to perform spe-
cial Investigations, special laboratory work, or
special fieldwork in chemical oceanography.
(bods Hole Sall)

12.740 Paleoceanography (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Not to be ofered 1988-89
3-0-9
History of the earth-surface environment as
deduced from the record in deep-sea sedl-
ments. Uses micropaleontological, Isotopic, geo-
chemical, and mineralogical changes observed
In piston cores and DSDP materials to Infer
changes In temperature and current field of the
ocean and atmosphere, changes In seawater
chemistry, and to evaluate and constrain theo-
rie of environmental change.
E. A. Boyle

12.741 Marine Geochemistry (A)
Prereq.: .11 or 3.091, 5.60
G (2) Not to be ofered 1988-#
3-0-9
Composition of seawater: chemistry of aque-
ous solutions, ionic association and dissocia-
tion, and relevant calculations: concepts of
steady-state and residence times of species
and discussion of static versus dynamic chem-
ical models of the ocean. Effect of oceanic
circulation on the chemistry illustrated by the
CO,, silicate, and Isotopic distributions. Dis-
cusses authigenic sediments, control of seawa-
ter composition, geochemical cycles. Empha-
sizes development of problems and topics by
students and on calculations.
J. M. Edmond

12.742 Msrin Chemistry (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-0-10

Introduction to chemical processes operating
In the oceans (i.e., biogeochemical cycles).
includes oceanic particles; cycling of organic
carbon, P and nitrogen; carbonate and silica
systems; upwelllng and low-oxygen systems;
Iron and manganese redox systems. Designed
for first- or second-year chemistry, biology,
and geology students.
(Wods Hole Staff): E. Shoftvltz,
0. Zafirou, R Brewer
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12474 GoceAitletry of krine
Sediments1a"1 (Q)
Prereq.: 6.11 or 3.091, 5.60
0(1)
34-9
Chemical and Isotopic composition of sedi-
ments In space and time. Present-day surface
sediments. Equilibria and kinetic. Effect of
sedimentary processes on the chemical com-
position of seawater. Dating and accumulation
rate estimation. Oxygen and carbon Isotope
blostratigraphy Effect of climate fluctuations
on sedimentary processes. Emphasites mathe-
matical techniques and modeling where appro-
priate.
E A Boyle

12.744 Marine feotope Chemistry (A)
Prereq.: 12.742 or 12.741
0 (2) Next ofered 106640
3-0-8
lreats important aspects of radionucldes and
stable Isotopes as applied to the oceans.
Includes Introduction to radio activity, natural-
series radionuclides (i.e., *11b, 211o, Th, U)
artificial radionuclides (i.e. 14C, 

3H, ICs, NSr,
EmS4Ofu) and systematics of several stable iso-
topes (e.g., Nd, Sr, C, N, 0).
(Wbods Hole SIa): E. Shotovlz

12.746 Ore Deposition at Submarine Ridge
Axes (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1) Next ofered 198-89
3-0-6
Ridge crest hot springs;. description of currently
active systems. Geologic and tectonic setting
and exploration strategies. Hydrothermal chem-
istry of sediment-starved and sediment-covered
spreading centers and seamounts. Thermody-
namic modeling of water-rock Interactions using
E03/6. Description and classification of ore
deposits formed on the sea floor. Chemical and
physical mechanisms of ore localization. For-
mation of metallferous sediments. Permission of
Instructor.
J. M. Edmond, r S. Bowers

12.746 Marine Organic Geochemistry (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2) Next ofered 198849
3-0-6
Includes air-sea Interactions and atmospheric
chemistry; sources, transport, transformation,
and ultimate fate of organic materials In the
sea, with an emphasis on specific organic com-
pounds; blogeochemistry of pollutant organic
compounds in the sea; origin of fossil fuels;
stable isotope geochemistry applied to organic
compounds; organometallic interactions; and
marine natural-products chemistry.
(Wbods Hole Staff): J. Farringon, D. Aspels

12.761.12.160 Seminar In Oceanogply at
de Nd. (AM

Prerq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Topics in marine geology and geophysics, phys-
ioal, dynamical, and chemical oceanography
Content varies from term to term.
(ods Hole Staff)

12.761 Oceanographlo Tine Series (A)
Prereq.: 18.075 or 18.086
0(1) Not to be offered 1981-49
3-0-6
Examines aspects of the problems encountered
In using real, finite, discrete time-series data
from oceanographic experiments. includea
z-transforms, Wiener filters, minimum-phase
systems, spectra, bi-spectra, array antennas,
data- adaptive methods.
C. ttnch

12.762 Experimental Physloal
Oceanography (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Not to be ofered 1911-1M
3-0-6
Philosophy and design of physical experiments
in the ocean. Review of dynamic and kinematic
equations, scaling, and sampling theory. Des-
cription of previous experiments with regard to
formulation of a hypothesis from a conceptual
or theoretical model; translation of the hypothe-
ala into an experimental design; and analysis
of measurements.
(Wboda Hole Staff): H. L Bryden

12.7M3 NumeroIal Modeing in
Ocenography (A)
Prareq.: Permission of instructor

6(1) Next oftred 198649
3-0-6
Introduction to numerical modeling techniques,
with emphasis on oceanographic applications.
Survey of standard methods for numerical
approximation of partial differential equations,
Including explicit and Implicit time-stepping,
over-relaxation, stablity analysis, sources of
error, and the use of spectral (Galerkin) meth-
ods. Focus on applications to ocean modeling,
including the implementation of general circu-
lation and shelf models. Extensive "hands on"
experience In applying techniques. Some back-
ground in FORTRAN programming required.
(Mbods Hole Stf ): D. Chapman

12.784 Laboratory Course in Geophysical
Pluld Dynamics (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
0-3-3

A substantial portion devoted to simple experi-
ments that simulate large-scale geophysical
Rows and hence involve rotating or stratified
fluids. Topics include properties of surface and
internal waves, flow over topograph convec-
tion, and boundary layers. Aspects of smaler
scale flows (low Reynolds number, surface
tension, Langmuir cells) covered. The last third
devoted to a student project.
(Mbods Hola Staff): J. A Whlihead

12.773 Akl ha cus (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
0 (2) Next oftered 19886-0
3-0-6

Concentrates on methods, Instruments, and
recent results In the interaction of the atmo-
sphere and the ocean on spatial scales less
than 1,000 km and time scales less than sea-
sonal. lbpios emphasized are vertical fluxes of
momentum, heat, and moisture over the ocean;
mixed-layer development; and parameterization
of ocean forcing by synoptic scale meteorology.
Examples taken from recent experiments.
(Woods No/e Stif): R. isrle; J. Price

12.781 Dynemlce of Shelf Circulation I(A)

Prereq.: 12.800
G (1) Next oad 19884-9
3-0-d
General Introduction to the dynamics governing
flow over the shelf.t anslent response to wind
forcing in closed basins and along open coasts.
Simple effects due to stratification, topography
and to bottom friction as well as some aspects
of thrmoclne circulation. Permission of the
instructor required for students without 12.800
background.
(Mbods Hole Staff): R. Brdley, K Brink

12.762 Dynemice of Shelf Ciroulation |(A)

Prereq.: 12.781
G (2) Next oftred 191149
3-0-6

More specialized topics in the dynamics of flow
over ts shelf, including boundary-layer phys-
Ica, tides, and coastal-trapped waves. Empha-
sis placed on the relationship between theory
and observations and on the design and anal-
yss of field experiments. 1bplcs covered depend
somewhat on the background and research
Interests of the students enrolled.
Mbods Hde S18f11: K Brink

12.70 introduction to Observational
Phy11en1 Ooeanography (A)
Prereq.: Prmisslon of instructor
G (1)
3-0-6
An introduction to the results and techniques
of observations of the ocean In the context of its
physical properties and dynamical constraints.
Emphasis on large-scale steady circulation and
the time-dependent processes that contribute
to it. Includes the physical setting of the ocean,
atmospheric forcing, application of conwva-
tion lawa, description of wind-driven and thermo-
hallne circulation, eddy processes, and Inter-
pretive techniques.
(Wbods Hole Slaf): R Alanotl-Rizzo#
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12.791 lbploe in Modern Observaional
PhylOalooeanography (A)
Prereq.: 18.075 or 18.086
G (1) Neat ofered 198-80
3-0-8

Topics In large-scale observational/theoretical
oceanography not included In more conven-
tional courses. The theme is the problem of
observing the ocean on basin and gobal scales
through recent developments In observational
techniques and their associated mathematical
methods. Introduces acoustic tomography, sat-
Oit, altimetry, large-scale general circulation
and chemical tracers, Inverse methods, linear
and quadratic programming, objective mapping,
optimal estimation theory.
C. Ifnach

12.7W3 The General Circulation of the
Oceane (A)
Prereq.: 12.790 or Permission of Instructor
3 (2)
3-0-6
A survey of the observational basis of the
modern Interpretations of gobal and regional
ocean circulation. The material Is predominanty
focused on the large-scale low-frequency cir-
culation, but mesoscale and fine-structure
processes are included in connection with their
Impact on the larger-scale distributions. A mid-
semester exam Is given, and each student
prepares a research proposal as a term proj-
ect. This project is the Isolation of a general
circulation Issue, the planning of a field pro-
gram to address the Issue, and the putting
together of a proposal In the form generally
used with NSF or ONR.
(Wbodahole Staf): M. McCartney

12.800 Puid Dynamics of the Atmosphere
and Ocean (A)
Prereq.: 8.03,18.04
G (1)
3-0-9
Introductory subject for first-year graduate stu-
dents in meteorology and oceanography. Euleri-
an and Lagranglan kinematics. Equations of
mass, momentum, and energy in Eulerian form
In rotating frame of reference. Worticity and
divergence. Scaling and geostrophic approxi-
mation. Potential vorticlty. Rossby waves. Ekman
layers. Wave motion and Instability. Thermal
convection.
J. PedlosA

12.801 Steady Circulation of the Ocean (A)
Prereq.: 12.800
G (2)
3-0-9
Fundamental principles In modeling steady
flows in the ocean and their analogues In the
atmosphere. Illustrates general methods that
apply to either fluid and contrasts between
them. Includes quasi-geostrophy on the beta
plane and sphere, Ekman pumping, Hadley/
Ferrel circulations, wind- and thermally driven
ocean circulation models, western-boundary
current dynamics, upwlling systems.
W R. )bung

12.802 MUh MMons i the Atmoephera
and Oceane (A)
P'ereq.: 18.350 or 12.800
G (2)
3-0-9

Mye motions In ocean and atmosphere. Energy
flux, group velocity dispersion, wave action.
Shallow-water theory, internal waves, Rossby/
planetary waves, equatorial waves, tides. Reso-
nant Interactions, wave-mean flow Interaction.
Discussion of observational base, with empha-
als on the ocean.
C. fAnech

12.606 Theory of the General CirculatIon of
the Ocean (A)
(New)

Prereq.: 12.800, 12.801, 12.802
G (1) Next offered 16-9.0
2-0-4

A review of wind-driven, homogeneous, ocean
circulation theory. Quasl-geostrophic scaling
and the beta plane. Circulation on open and
closed geostrophic contours in layer models.
Potential vorticity homogenization. Western-
boundary currents In a stratified ocean.
Stommel-Arons theory for the abyssal circula-
tion. Classical thermocline theory. The wind-
driven, ventialated thermocline. The role of
buouancy forcing. Cross-gyro flow
J. Pedlosky, W R. %bung

12.804 Dynamics of the Abmoephere (A)
Prereq.: 12.800
G (2)
3-0-9

Review of equations of motion. Zonally aver-
aged budgets of heat, momentum, and water
vapor. Review of historical understanding of the
maintenance of zonal winds. Symmetric models
of the general circulation. Introduction to waves
and eddies In non-rotating and rotating fluids:
specifically internal gravity waves, tides, Rossby
waves, barotropic and baroclInic Instablities.
The Interaction of these asymmetric compo-
nents of the motion of the atmosphere with the
zonally averaged circulation discussed. Empha-
sis on specfIc observed phenomena.
R S Undren

12.806 SynoptIc Scale Dynamics in the
Atmosphere and Oceans (A)
Prereq.: 12.800, 12.801,12.802
G (1)
3-0-9

Quasi-geostrophic equations for a stratified
fluid on a sphere. Potential vorticity equation
and low Rossby number. Avalable potential
energy. Internal Rossby waves; the vertical struo-
ture equation and spIn down. Planetary moun-
tain vaves and radiation of energy. Instability of
currents in the atmosphere and oceans. Nc-
essary conditions for Instability. Baroclinic and
barotropic instablity. Energy cycles In the gen-
oral circulations. Enstrophy and geostrophic
turbulence.
G. R. ried

12,806 Ine bl1ty n lbbuednee in
Geophysical oStemn (A)
Prereq.: 12.805
G (2)
3-0-9
Comprehensive Introduction to the methodol-
ogy of stability theory as applied to problems of
Interest In geophysical fluid dynamics. Empha-
sizes problems goerned by quasi-geostrophlo
dynamics. Tbpics In Unear theory Include
barodlin-bawotroplo Instabillt numerloal meth-
ods for elgenvalue problems, Rossby wave
Instabilty symmetric Instablity and solution of
Initial-valu, problems. Nonlinear Instability,
J. Prodloshy

12.800 Pest and Preset Cinate
Prereq.: 8.03
U (2)
3-0-9
12.810 Pest and Present Cniete (A)
Prereq.: 8.03
G (2)
3-0-9
Properties of climate system. Climatic fluctua-
tions on time scales up to 100,000 years. Phe-
nomena of drought, biennial ocillalon, Southern
Oscillation and El Nino, and other Interannual
fluctuations. Role of volcanoes, carbon dioxide
changes, and anthropogenic efects In altering
climate. Reconstruction of ice-age climate from
ocean-bed cores, pollen records, isotope ratios
In Ice cores. Theories of lee ages. Large-scale
ocean-atmosphere interactions. Climate and
agriculture. Suitable for undergraduate and
graduate students with litle or no previous
background In meteorology.
R. E Newell

12.811 Introduction to Meleorology
Prereq.: 8.02, 18.03
U (1)
3-3-6
12.612 Intrduction to Meeorology (A)
Prsreq.: 8.02,18.03

(1)
3-3-6
Development of elementary dynamical con-
cepts such as geostrophlc and hydrostatic bal-
ance, conservation of momentum and energy
and circulation and vorticity conservation. Atmo-
sphet thermodynamics. KInematics of atmo-
spheric flows. Exposition and basic physics of
atmospheric phenomena, Including the general
circulation, extratropical cyclones and anticy-
clones, tropical storms, stationary waves, and
cumulus convection. Laboratory studies lus-
trating fundamentals of meteorological data
analysIs and forecasting. Serves as a general
introductory course for undergraduates and
encouraged for graduate students with no prior
exposure to meteorology.
K A Emanuel, R. M. Dole
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12.844 Synoptic Meteorology (A)
Prereq.: 12.811
G (2)
3-3-6

Planetary scale waves: structure and interpre-
tation. Explanations of extra-tropical cyclones
and anticyclones from polar-front theory to
quasigeostrophic theory. Fronts and frontogen-
ess. Cumulus convection and its interaction
with larger scales of motion. Techniques for
analyzing meteorological data.
R. M Dole, K A. Emanuel

12.846 Numericel Modeling In Meteorolog
and Oceanography (A)
Prereq.: 12.802
G (2)
3-0-9

Derives simplified sets of model equations,
primarily by scale analysis. Discusses charac-
teristics of atmospheric and oceanographic
motions relevant to numerical analysis. Studies
principal numerical methods used in geophysi-
cal fluid models. Consistency, convergence, lIn-
ear and nonlinear stability. Data assimilation
and the problem of meteorological noise. Draws
examples from meteorology and oceanography,
with emphasis on numerical weather prediction.
Consult Department headquarters.

12.850 Physical Meteorology (A)

Prereq.: 5.60,18.075 or 18.085
G0(1)
3-0-9
Introduces atmospheric thermodynamics, phys-
Ics, and chemistry. Thermodynamics of moist
and dry air. Physics and chemistry of clouds
and precipitation. Trancfer of solar and thermal
radiation through the atmosphere and radiative
heating. Atmospheric electricity. Remote sens-
Ing of atmospheric temperature, winds, precip-
itation, and composition by passive (e.g., infrared
radiance) or active (e.g., radar) techniques.
R. G. Prinn, E R. Wllams

12.861 1bpics in Waves and Instablity (A)

Prereq.: 12.802 or 12.804, 12.805
G (1)
3-0-9

A detailed presentation of selected advanced
topics in waves and Instability in the atmo-
sphere. Includes wave-mean flow Interaction,
the 4uasl-bennial oscillation, sudden warmings,
critical-level behavior, wave overreflection,
nonlinear equilibration, and wave breaking.
R. S. Lndzen

12.863 Dlagnostc Studies of the General
Circulation (A)
Prereq.: 12.801 or 12.802
G (1)
3-0-9

Description of diagnostic studies of atmo-
spheric transports and energetics and discus-
sion of their Implications for the theory of the
structure and general circulation of the atmo-
sphere. Discusses the validation and use of
numerical general circulation models as atmo-
spheric analogs.
R H. Stone, R. D. Rosen

12.664 Atmospherio Modeing (A)
Prereq.: 12.801 or 12.802,12.850
G (2) Not to be otered 198,-69
3-0-9

Develops simple models for radiative heating,
small-scale convection, and large-scale advec-
tion. Applies these models to comparative stud-
les of planetary atmospheres and to climate
problems.
R H. Stone

12.865 Ibrbulence and Random PMosses
in Pluld Mechanics (A)
(Same subject as 16.044J)
Prereq.: 1.612 or 2.20 or 16.035
G (1)
4-0-8

See description under subject 16.044J.
. T Landahl, J. H. Harltanidle

12.866 Atmospheric Convection (A)
Prereq.: 12.800
G (2) Next oftred 1988-69
3-0-9

introduction and theory of dry convection over
Isolated heat sources. Basic theory of Rayleigh
convection. Extensive treatment of the thermo-
dynamics of moist and cloudy air. Observations
and dynamics of Isolated convective clouds;
turbulence in saturated and partly saturated
mixtures. Moist- and dry-convective boundary
layers. Organization of moist convection on larger
scales and Interaction of convective ensembles
with the large-scale environment.
K. A. Emanuel

12.873 Upper Atmosphere and
Ionosphere (A)
Prereq.: 12.800,12.850

S(2) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9
Describes composition, structure, circulation,
and energetics of upper atmosphere and lono-
sphere. ransport of trace substances and
atmospheric escape. Chemical kinetics in atmo-
sphere. Photochemical-dynamical steady states.
Dynamics of upper atmosphere. Excitation and
propagation of Internal gravity and quasi-
geostrophic waves. Describes stratospheric
ozone layer, emphasizing interactions between
chemistry, dynamics, and radiation. Physics and
dynamics of ionosphere and magnetosphere
and coupling to the neutral atmosphere.
R. G. PrInn, J. C. Foster J. M. Holt, W L. Oliver

12.875 Radar Meteorology (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9
Principles of incoherent and coherent (Doppler)
radar. EM scattering by precipitation particles.
Signal fluctuations. Polarization-diversity tech-
niques. Radar echoes from lightning. Multi-
Doppler methods for observations of wind and
particle motion fields. Applications to microburst
detection In thunderstorms, cloud electrifica-
tion, and streamflow prediction in hydrology.
Permission of Instructor required.
E R. slllams

12.676 Measuremients In tihe
Atmoephere (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9
Methods of observation in meteorology, empha-
sizing current research problems and conflicts
between theory and experiment. Extraction of
Information from observations for comparison
with theory. "Hands-on" experience in meas-
urement techniques. Measurements In area of
radar meteorology (precipitation, wind), atmo-
spheric electricity (electric field, space charge,
lightning), cloud microphysics (water vapor, ice
crystals), atmospheric chemistry (trace gases),
barometry (pressure, waves), radiation (tem-
perature), and optics (rainbow glory). Permis-
sion of instructor required.
E. R. WllIams, R. G. Prinn.

12.950-12.959 Seminar In Physical
Oceanography at MIT (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Topics in marine geophysics, physical, dynam-
ical, and chemical oceanography. Content vary-
Ing from term to term.
Staff

12.960-12.969 Special Problems In Physical
Oceanography at MIT (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.
For graduate students desiring to perform spe-
cial investigations, special laboratory work, or
special fieldwork in oceanography.
Staff (12.960); 0. R. Filert (12.961); P Alelanotte-
Rizzoll (12.962); C. . Vtnach (12.963); W R.
Vbung (12.964); Staff (12.965-12.969).

12.975J Principles and Physics of Remote
Sensing (A)
(Same subject as 1.695J)
Prereq.: 8.03,18.075
G (1) Next offlered 1988-89
3-0-6
Propagation and sensing of EM waves and their
interaction and scattering with rough surfaces.
Atmospheric absorption and scattering of micro-
wave, visible, and infrared radiation. Celestial
mechanics for understanding orbital dynamics
and geometric distortions. Detailed survey of
major instruments for measuring oceanographic
variables from space. Emphasis on new r ieth-
odologics, error assessment, and data Inter-
pretation.
(Woods Hole Staff): H. C. Graber J. S. Jaffe,
K A. Kelly



1241W Apose of ho80010 so-8hg and
A Cow (A)

(Same subjet as 1.000)
Prereq.: 12.975J
0 (2) NMut glared 18.0
3-3-3
Fsmote sensing techniques learned in 12.975J
will be applied to real das from EAA1; GOES,
NIMBUI, eo. Students wil choose a data set
and perform their own proossing on an Image
processor. They can be used to test concepts
In visible, Inrared, aolive. and passive micro-
wave s-atring methOds. Leolures wilkover
principles of Image processing, smoothing.
fltering, noise 4dulon, and esner caibra-
ion errors. A knowledge of oomputeei end
programming techniques l assumed. Permis-
son of instruotor
(ibods Hoe St): K C Grabec J. . JAelS
K A. Ksy

12.*0012,000 SpeWal Problems In
Metemsogy (A)
Prereq.: -
0(1,2)
Arr.
Reading, consultation, and original Investigs-
tions on meterological problems.
R. M. Dole (12.980); K A Emanuel (12.981); J.
C. Foser (1 2.982); R S. Undren (12.983); . N
Lorenz (12.984); R E aNWW (12.985); R G.
Prinn (12.986); R h Sbne (12.987);
P Aklanos-Rirzo# (12.988);
E. R Mam (12.989).

12.890-12.98 Special Subjects In
Mteorclogy (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr

Organized lecture or laboratory subject on
some aspect of meteorology not normally oov-
ered In the regularly scheduled subjects.
Staff

Y*w
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13,UrUndergraduate Rsewih
Prreq.: -
U(1, 2, 8)
An.

Research in engineering for the ocean envi-
renment, Including naval architecture, woo
energy se0eeping, ocean explotlion, ocean
transportation, ocean vehicles, utlization of
resources, marine economics, sysems analy-
si, marine ploft marine hydrodynanis, ocean
acoustics, ocean structures, seling yechts,
and some aspects of marine-related manages
ment. WMlI-slipped and modem laboratory
160111s0
-. K- A

13.0 Cmptsr-dadHydroditice and Hug

Prereq.: 8.01, 18.02
U(1)BD
3-3-M

Principles of hydrostatics with appication to
shipe and floating offshore platforms. Static
response to small disturbances, Intact and
damaged stabit floodabl length. Mathemati-
cal representation of plane curves and sur-
facs bY Polynomials and spine functions.
Comuite grapOia, represeetation of thre
dimensional shapes, including perspective
translormations. Numerical Integration and dif-
feentiaton with appication to ladroetatcs.
Homwork project Include wngM IRAN
programS and using Sofware developed under
Project AMens.
J. F 1wa

13.0001 Dynunlos
(Same subject as 2.03J)
Prereq.: 2.01.2.02, 18.03
U (1, 2)
4-0-8
See description under subject 2.03J.
J. K VndeW; J. H. MNAms, J

1,013 Intbductlen I. el Aishtaaua 13.3s Pores estidne
Pe.:- Iruselume

(311)

Ravlew/introduoton to elementary principles of
naval ar"hneeOWe, mechanics of ids, and
fluid mechanios, Ship statlcs, fairing of ines,
calculaions, and drawing of displeoement and
other curves, structures, and ship resistance
calculations Appcinaons to stres distributions
and deformaions In rods, shafts, beams, and
other simple structures. Computer methods and
matrix analyele uUed. Hydrostses, vortill,
potental fows, boundary lers. Primarily for
students in course XIn-A; others admitted by
permission of instructor.
R a SuMn, Da 0. an; 7 OgT R0

13,091 Marin Hydrodynmles I
Prereq.: 1.08 or 2.20
U (1)
4-1-7
Develops hydrodynamic principlesand their
aPPl1lcions In ta fields of ocean engineerng
and naval architecture. Model teeIn, viscous
Nw* and boundary *aers, tn ws,
added-mas and 1it forces, iting surfaces,
surface Wves
. K-R Nos

I,0 Modnt Hydrodyname (A)
Preeq.: 13.021, 18.075
Q(2)
4-"
Contnuaton of 13.021, emphasisng analytioal
mehd, Lmina end turbulent boundary-lsyr
gor Ideal flows in two and threedimensions,
1.tiung-surates theory for teads unsleadu and
Itating hy ols WSr waves, loads and

moions of bodies in wes, and ship wv
resistance. Hyrodynamics of andr bodies,
maneuvedng, strip theory of ship motions.
J. N NwSmn

Prereq,:1.076, 13.02
G (2)

Responses of Ships and offshore platforms in
wevts. Unear-wave theory added-mass, weys
damping, excltng forces on flating bodies,
valve forces and mouons of 00shore platforms
trip theory of s motions. NeWer theores

Ship-ship Interactions in waeys. Numerical solu-
tions. SOorder wve egeo Steady-state
drift forces. Ship added esetance in weves,
Slowly varying won forces. High-quency
excitation of tonsion-lag platorms. Ship spring-
ing. Projecs with emphasis on applications
us omputer progams,
f0D. Sdiounosn
13.04 Hydi101 endPropele (A)
Proq.: 1.06, 13.021
G(2)
3-09
Theory and design of hydrofl setons; 1ft1ng
and thIcknees problems for sub-cavItatn eco-
ft* unsteady fow problms, -ompur-
aided design of low drag, cavitation free
eetions. ftng tne and ,ng surfaoe theory
with appIcatons to drfolM aft rudder, and
ono surface design. Propele tOng and
IMng suriMee .hory; computer-aded design of
wel adapted propelers, unsteady propeller
thrust and torque. Flow about axially symmetric
bodies and low-aspect rato ing surfaces,
Experimental projects in the variable pressure
water tunnel.
J. E Ifn*

13,00e Yudvname of hip

Prersq.: 13.021
G (2)
4-0-8
AppIcation of developments In theoretical,
xpldmental, and analyticl hydrodynamics to

ship design (and operaon) in certain areas of
resistance, propulsion, maneuvering, and sea-
heeping. Relevant material on free surface,
boundary Iyr and circuon tydrodynam-
los, and their appIlction in the design process.
AMhmaoal and phtlal modeing approaches
to evaluate the necessary quantawe informa-
tion, including scOaled model tets in the MIT
lbwing lUnk
M. A. Abhm.fz
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13.06 Numeriel Methods In Marine
Hydrodynamcs (A)
Prerq.: 13.021,13.50,18.076
G (2)
3-0-9
Formulation, methodology, and techniques of
numerical solutions of potential flow problems.
Rudiments of finite-difference, finite-element,
boundary-integral-equation, and spectral meth-
ods with illustrations of applications to marine
hydrodynamics. Emphasizes treatment of free-
surface and open boundaries, characteristics
and effotiveness of various approaches. Proj-
ects involve hands-on development of simple
computer programs.
D. K-P WAre

13.07 Pres Surface Hydrodynaenics (A)
Prereq.: 13.022; 18.076
G (1) Not to be ofesred 1986-69
3-0-6
Water wave phenomena pertinent to problems
In naval architecture and ocean engineering.
Generation, propagation, and diffraction of plane
progressive waves. Exciting and restoring forces
on floating and submerged bodies. Ship waves
and wave resistance. Selected topics of Interest
In non-linear wave propagation, Internal waves,
slender-body theory, or seakeeping. Some back-
ground In water waves equivalent to that cov-
ered In 13.022 assumed. Alternates with 13.09.
J. N Newman

13.08 Stablity and Motion Control of Ocean
Vehicles (A)
Prreq.: 13.021, 18.075 or 18.085
G (1) Next offere 198M-
4-0-8
Motion equations in six degrees of freedom,
mathematical simulation models for ocean vehi-
cle motions, and effects of excitations from
control systems and ocean environment on
motion response. Solutions for stability and
Important motions and comparisons between
simulation model results and physical reality.
Applications to typical ocean vehicles such as
ships, submarines, hydrofols, platforms, buoys,
and towed systems.
M. A Abkow/tr

13.06 Potential Plows (A)
Prereq.: 13.022; 18.076
G (1) Next offered 1988-9
3-0-6
Develops and applies potential theory to the
flow past marine vehicles. Review of ideal fluid
theory. Simple potential flows. 1No-dimensional
flows based on complex variable theory. Three-
dimensional flows based on separation of vari-
ables and Green's theorem. Description of
numerical methods, matched-asymptotic expan-
sions, and slender-body theory. Hydrodynamic
pressure forces and the added-mass tensor.
Alternates with 13.07.
J. N Newman

13.10J introduction to Struftural
Mechenics
(Same subject as 2.071J)
Prereq.: 2.01 or 16.004
U (1)
4-0-8

Selected structural mechanics concepts appl-
cable to marine and mechanical structures,
with emphasis on beam design and analysis.
Methods of computing deflection, principle of
virtual forces and displacements, energy meth-
ods, and statically Indeterminate structures.
Theory and applications of finite-element meth-
ods in structural analysis, using computer pro-
grams. Introduces advanced topics In structural
mechanics.
A Moshalow D. G. Kan; J. H. MilIams, J:

13.111 Structural Mechanlics (A)
(R-led Content)

Prereq.: 13.10J
G (2)
3-0-9

Concept of deformation and equiHbrium In
continuum mechanics and plate and shell
structures. Derivation of elastic stress-strain
relations for plate and shell elements. Bending
and buckling of rectangular plates. Nonlinear
geometric effects. Post-buckling and ultimate
strength of typical stiffened panels used In
naval architecture. General theory of elastic
shells and axisymmetric shells. Buckling and
crushing strength of cylindrical shells.
T tefrzbicki

13.121 Introduction to Ship Structures (A)
(Revised Content and Unit)
Prereq.: 13.10J
G (2)
2-1-6
Ship longitudinal strength and hull primary
stresses. Ship structural design concepts. Role
of classification societies In structural design
process. Design loads. Inertia effects. Hull
deflections, exact and approximate methods.
Effect of superstructures and dissimilar materi-
als on primary strength. Transverse shear
stresses and thermal stresses In the hull girder.
Torsional strength of ships. Effective breadth.
Ship design exercises.
A Moshalov

13.122 Ship Structural Analysis and
Design (A)
(Rwbe Contt and Unit)
Prereq.: 13.10J, 13.111
G (2)
3-2-7

Ship longitudinal strength and hull primary
stresses. Ship structural design concepts. Role
of classification societies in structural design
process. Design loads. Inertia effects. Hull
deflections, exact and approximate methods.
Effect of superstructures and dissimilar materi-
ale on primary strength. Transverse shear
stresses and thermal stresses In the hull girder.
Torsional strength of ships. Effective breadth.
Theory and applications of finite-element meth-
ods. Computer projects using beam, plane,
and plate elements for ship grillages and plates.
A. Moshalov

13,128 Advaned8 Arss and esign of
00"0 migineering letMs (0 )
Prereq.: 13.111 or 13.112J
G (2) Nuxt olfered 1988-69
3-0-6
Ocean engineering structural configurations:
fixed-bass platforms, semi-submersibles, cable
and moorings, pipeines, marine risers. Envi-
ronmental loads. Introduces materials for ocean
engineering. lxed-base platforms. Marine pres-
sure vessels: thick cylindrical and spherical
shell, Instability of a thin cylindrical and spheri-
cal shell, penetrations, reinforcements, clo-
sures, hatch design, stifened cylindrical shells.
1ubular joint design.
D. G. Kar

13.124 Response of Marine Structures to
Inpulsive Loading (A)
Prereq.: 13.111
G (2) Next ofered 198-9
3-0-9

Characterizes extreme loads at sea. Collisions,
hydrodynamic wave loading, slamming, Ice
Impact, Internal and underwater explosions.
Methods of plastic analysis for large deflections
of structures. Mechanics of projectile impact
Dynamic plastic behavior and crushing of
stiffened plates and shells. Design for energy
absorption. Crashworthiness of land, air, sea
vehicles. Local damage and tearing of hull
girder under transient loading. Collapse of tubu-
lar members of offshore structures. Propagat-
Ing buckle in pipelines.
T Nerzbicki

13.131 Plastic Analysis of Structures (A)
Prsreq.: 13.111
G (1)
3-0-9
Elastic-plastic and rigid-plastic material Ideali-
zation. Yield conditions. Drucker's stability pos-
tulate. Normalty, convexity, and flow rule. Limit
analysis theorems. Static plastic collapse of
beams, frames, plates, and shells. Plastic behav-
ior of stiffened panels and other structures
encountered frequently In ocean engineering
and naval architecture. Theoretical and experi-
mental behavior of beams, plates, and shells
under dynamic loads. Comparison of first yield
vs plastic collapse design concepts.
I NorrbkcW

13.132 Advanced Structural lbplos (A)
Prereq.: 13.111
G (1) Not to be onfered 1988-U
3-0-6

Advanced topics in structural analysis and
design with various contents. Ofers students
the possibility to become acquainted with some
of the current research within the Department
Includes potential topics such as Imperfection
sensitivity and post-bucking behavior of shells,
plastic buckling of structures, dynamics and
creep buckling of structures, composite materi-
als, reinforced concrete structures, behavior of
ships and offshore structures In ice-infested
water.
7 Nerzbci, D. G. Karr
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13.14J Oruatufel Mehencs in Nucleer
Pow iboh ocogyV (W
(Same subject as 1.66J, 2.084J, 3.82J, 16.261J,
22.314J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
001)
3-0-9
See description under subject 22.314J.
A S. Argon, 0. Buyukozturk

13.15 Materials for Ocean Engineering
Prreq.: -
G (2)
3-0-8
Properties of metals used for the construction
of ships and ocean engineering structures.
Microstructures, processing, heat treatment,
service behavior, and failures with special
emphasis on corrosion resistance of ferrous
and nonferrous metals.
K AMsubuchl

13.21 Ship Power andepurlion (A)
Prereq.: 2.40
G(1)
3-1-8

Examines ship power and propulsion systems
for commercial and naval ships. Considers
steam, diesel, and gsa-turbine power plants,
together with speed reducers and propulsors.
Project study and economic evaluation of the
propulsion system for a commercial or a naval
ship,
A. D. Carmichael

13.26J Thermodynamics of Power Systems
(Same subject as 2.41J)
Prereq.: 2.40
U (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 2.41J.
A D. CarmIchel, J. B. Htweoo,
J. L Smith, .

13.1 J rcture of Structural Material (A) 13.26J Thermal Power Systems (A)
(Same subject as 1.591J, 3.90)
Prereq.: 1.02 or 13.15
G(1)
3-0-6
See description under subject 3.90J.
K ftsubuchl, F J. McGarry

13.17J Welding Engineering (A)
(Same subject as 3.36J)
Prereq.: 13.15
G (1)
3-0-6
Detailed study of processing variables involved
in joining materials by welding, brazing, and
adhesive bonding. Synthesis of elementary
physical phenomena such as transient heat
flow phase transformations, and dimensional
changes into the complex overall reactions
associated with joining. Testing, inspection, and
properties of finished joints. Laboratory dem-
onstrations of arc and other welding processes.
K Phaubuchi

13.18 Cmse Studies in Welding Design (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2) Not to be onfred 196-89
2-0-4

Problems occur in various welded structures,
including ships, offshore oil driling rigs, pres-
sure vessels, bridges, and aerospace struc-
tures. Discusses problems such as brittle
fracture, fatigue, weld cracking, and distortion.
Through examination of past and current cases,
develops techniques for preventing these prob-
lems by proper selection of materials, joining
processes, and procedures during the design
stages.
K Mahubuchl

(Same subject as 2.601J)
Prereq.: 2.40,2.20,2.51
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subjeew 2601J.
A. D. Carmichael, W M. Rohw iaw

13.39 AnalyIs of TchnicWae for
Fabricatng Structure (A)
Prereq.: 3.13 or 13.15 or 13.17J
G (2) Not to be offered 1906649
2-0-4

Analyzes problems related to fabrication of
structures, such as ships, aircraft, rockets, pres-
sure vessels, buildings, and ocean engineering
structures by various joining processes Includ-
ing welding, riveting, and adhesive bonding.
Discusses problem areas such as fracture char-
acteristIcs of welded structures; residual stress,
distortion, and stress relieving; advanced welding
metallurgy; non-destructive testing of struc-
tural welds. Laboratory demonstrations of some
tests.
K Aasubuchi

13.40 IntroductIon to Computer-Aided
Ocean Engineering Design
Prereq.: 2.01, 13.00; 2.20 or 1.60
U (2)
3-3-0
Principles of an integrated design of ocean-
based structures and vehicles. Computer-aided
Ones generation, hydrostatics, and stability cal-
culations for ocean engineering structures and
vehicles. Resistance predictions and selection
of propeller characteristics to match vehicle
and power plant Preliminary strength calcula-
tions and internal arrangements.
C. Chryssostomodls

13A1 OCen Engineering Deelgn
PriI es WA
Prereq.: 13.40, 13.021
G (1)
3-3-6

Loads and motions of ships and offshore struc-
tures caused by waves, winds, and current;
Morison's equation; inertia-dominated flows;
Impact loads; wave drift forces In regular and
Irregular seas. Short-term and long-term sta-
tistics, wave spectra and wind spectra, the one
hundred year wave. Mooring statics and dynam-
ice; dynamic positioning. Emphasizes appropri-
ate selection of coefficients and parameters
Involved, and design considerations that lead to
safe and economic systems.
M. S. 7fantallou, C Chryssosetmidls

13A11 Princlples of Naval Ship Design (A)
Prereq.: 13.012 or 13.40; 13.10J or 13.121 or
13.122; 13.21; 13.021
G (1)
3-3-6

Design of surface ship platforms for naval
applications; formal design optimization proco-
dures; mathematical model of ship design pro-
cess; engineering and economic principles
governing selection of dimensions and coeffi-
cients; Influence of hull form and dimensions on
mobility in calm water and rough seas; internal
subdivisions for efficient arrangement and max-
Imum survivability; damage stability. Design
exercises in applications of principles.
C. Graham, R E Sullivan

13.412 Principles of Ship Design (A)
Prereq.: 13.021; 13.10J or 13.111 or 13.122;
13.41
G (2) Net offered 1988-9
2-4-6

Ship in context of a larger system; formal
optimization procedures applied to ship design;
assumption of subsystems sufficiency; mathe-
matical model of ship design process; engi-
neering and economic principles governing
selection of dimensions and coefficients of ships
and submarines; design of hull form; princi-
pies governing internal subdivision for maxi-
mum survivability; influence of hull form and
dimension selection on operability in rough
seas. Design exercise In application of princi-
ples. Not recommended for students who have
taken 13.441.
N . PatlOlakl

13-431 Methods of Naval Ship-Systen
Design (A)
Prereq.: 13.012 or 13.40
G (S)
3-0-9

Overview of naval ship design and acquisition
process; mechanics of designing a ship sys-
tem, formulation of a systematic design plan,
requirements and constraints, design philoso-
phy and design elements; selection/opimization
criteria; design trade-offs; analysis of ship
design trends; marginal cost factors. Design
exercises and projects in application of prin-
ciples.
C. Graham

1
I
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13.441 Ofhore Engineering Design (A)
Prereq.: 13.1W, 13.40
G(2) Notto beofered 196649
2-4-6

Methodology for offshore system design. Defi-
nitions of design problems, emphasizing prob-
lem objectives, design criteria, and modeing
techniques. Assesses probablity of failure, using
environmental data, short- and long-term sta-
tistics; extreme loads; fatigue. Presents a com-
plete example for a semisubmersible or a
tension-leg platform and requires a term project.
M. S. dantsfylou

13.41 Projects in Navel Ships Conveson
Design (A)
Prereq.: 13.411 or 13.412; 13.431; 13.21
G (2)
Art,
Project studies focus on conversion design of a
naval ship. A new mission requirement is defined,
requiring significant ship modification. Design
plan formulation. Technical aspects addressed
In sufficient detail to demonstrate feasibility
and desirablity. Requires formal written and
verbal reports. Encourages participation by
several students in a single project
C. Graham, R E. Sullivan

13.461 Projects In New Construction Navell
Ship Design (A)

Prereq.: 13.411 or 13.412; 13.431; 13.122;
13.21
G(1, 2, 8)
Arr.

Project studies focus on preliminary design of
a new naval ship, fulfilling a given set of mission
requirements. Design plan formulation. System
level trade-off studies. Emphasizes achieving a
balanced design and total system integration.
Requires formal written and oral reports. Encour-
ages participation by several students In a
single project extending over two terms.
C. Graham, P E. Sullivan

13.462 Projects in Ocean Engineering
System Design (A)
Prereq.: 13.441, 13.411 or 13.412
G (1, 2, S)
Art.
Determines design criteria for ocean-based
systems such as ships, submersibles, plat-
forms, etc., derived from a set of system mis-
sion requirements specified by the student In
consultation with the instructor. Preparation of
preliminary design of system fulfilling selected
criteria. Students intending to take 13.462
should plan a two-term sequence, preferably
beginning In the first term. Participation by
several students In a singe project Is particu-
larly encouraged. Primarily for graduate stu-
dents in Ocean Engineering; others admitted by
permission of Instructor.
C. ChryssostomIdie, M. S 1lantaiflou

13A63 Engineering Syselm Delgn (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
2-4-6

Develops basic techniques employed In plan-
ning and design of complex systems through
involvement in a specific project. Develops
specific background through lectures dealing
with the selected project. Student results
presented formally at the end of term. Each
year's project announced during IAP
C. Chryssosomrdis, N M. .'atrikelhald

13A7J Multiveriable Control Systems I (A)
(Same subject as 2.164J, 6.233J, 10.28J,
16.341J)
Prereq.: 2.14 or 6.302 or 10.35 or 16.30
G (1)
4-0-8
See description under subject 6.233J.
U S. 7antsfyllou, M. Athans, J. K IHedrick'
G. Stophanopoulos, B. K 1lhker

13.48J Multlverlable Control Systems 11 (A)
(Same subject as 2.155J, 6.234J, 10.29J,
16.342J)
Prereq.: 6.233J
G (2)
4-0-8

See description under subject 6.234J.
M. S. Tlantatyllou, M. Athans, J. K Hadrick,
G. Staphanopouloa, L Weavani

13.49 Control Apploilons in Ocean
Engineering (A)
Prereq.: 13.47J, 13.48J
G (2) Next oftred 19869
Arr.

Modeling and control system design of ocean
vehicles and structures. A complete design
cycle to satisfy the mission objectives is
required. Participation by several students In a
single project is encouraged.
M. S. TlantaHlou

13.50 Nunerloal Methods with Applostians
to Mrne Poblem
Prereq.: 18.03, 2.10
G (1)
3-0-9
Introduces numerical methods useful In the
solution of engineering problems. Representa-
tion of numbers on the computer. Round-off
error. Solution of lnear systems. Non-linear
equations. Elgenvalues of dynamical systems.
Singular-value decomposition. Optimization
methods. Fat Fourier lransforms. Differential
equations. Solution of model problems from
ocean engineering by finite-difference, finite-
element, and special methods. Assigned com-
puter problems requiring familiarity with FOR-
TRAN IV.
R D. Sclavounos

13.51 Computer Models of PIlel and

Prereq.: 18.02, 8.01
U (2) SD
3-0-9

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
S. Shyam Sunder

13,52 Mnsnagment in EngIneering
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
H. S. arcus, D. R Hoult

13.61 Project Management (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G0(1)
3-0-9

Review of project and development economics.
Project identification and demand forecast
techniques. Study of project design and plan-
ning methods such as network planning tech-
niques, technological forecasting and evaluation
methods, capital budgeting and project control,
and scheduling techniques. Technical, opera-
tional, economic, and financial project analy-
ses reviewed. Methods for selection from among
project aiternatives discussed. Study of pro-
curement or contracting process. Approaches
to project supervision, test, and acceptance.
E 0. FAnhel

13.62 Engineering Systems Analysis (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
R. de NeuMlle, J. R Clark

13.621 EngIneering Risk-Benefit
Analysis (A)
Preroq.: 18.02
G (2)
3-0-6

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
A W Drake, A R. Odoni

13.63.1 Advanced Resblity Analysis and
Risk Assessment (A)
(Same subject as 22.40J)
Prereq.: 22.38, 22.82
G(2) Next ogered 196649
3-0-9

See description under subject 22.40J.
E G. Frankel, N Slu
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13,631 Port Planning and Development (A) 13.4IJ Eccfcmte of Ocean
elinsporticn (A)

rreq.: PeIrIWs.i OF Instructur
G (2)
3-0-9
Port planning and development, including off-
shore and prefabricated ports. Systems engi-
neering study of one or more major port
projects. Approach to planning and develop-
ment of ports based on modem concepts of
systems analysIs. Port demand forecasting,
design of port surveys, geotechnical analysis,
port structural design, port and breakwater
layout, port environmental Impact analysis, port
project design and management, port simula-
tion, port financial and economic analysis.
E 0. fRankel

13.64 Projects in Ocean Systens
Management (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-3-6

Group projects based on current or past
research In ocean systems management De-
signed to develop student's ability to analyze
problems Involving ocean engineering and eco-
nomics, operations research, management, and
policy and the law and integrate this Informa-
tion to formulate solutions. Projects may include
ocean-dumping systems, deep-sea mining sys-
tems, and oil spill cleanup systems. Restricted
to Course XIII-B students; others admitted by
permission of Instructor.
J. T KIldow H. S. Marcus, J. D. Nyhart
H. N Paaraftl

13.65 Management of Manuactwing (A)
Prereq.: 13.441 or 13.412
G (1)
3-0-6

Analysis of manufacturing processes: facility
layout, production and material flow; process
and facility design; production process control;
mathematical and economic analysis of pro-
duction; production and Inventory scheduling;
management Information system; organization
of manufacturing plants, planning of manufac-
turing, measurement of capacity and productlv-
Ity, management of manufacturing.
E. G. Frankel

13.651 Management of lchnological
Change in ManufacturIng (A)
Prereq.: 6.041 or 18.444 or equivalent; 14.01 or
15.001 or equivalent
G (2)
3-0-6

Technological change from Invention, acquisi-
tion, Innovation, Implementation, and Introduc-
tion. Technology transfer ard pricing. Production
theory and productivity measurement Technol-
ogy forecasting and evaluation. Process and
product technology change. Strategic planning.
timing, choice, and scale of technological
change. Hierarchical decision models. Cross-
Impact analysis. Managing technological change
In manufacturing. Case studies from manufac-
turing Industries.
E. G. Framtl

(Same subject as 15.937J)
Prsreq.: 14.120 or 15.012
G (2)
3-0-6

Studies the economics of the principal ocean
transportation markets and of resource alloca-
tion to ocean transportation. Structure of the
markets and of the Industries Involved; barriers
to entry and competion; theory of Interna-
tional trade; spot and term freight rate formation
In the tanker, dry bulk, and tramp shipping
markets; analysis of risks facing the Industry,
charter market operators, and charterers; world
petroleum transportation network; liner ship-
ping rate making; Impact of maritime policies
and regulations on the Industry.
H. N Paaraftls, Z S. Zanneosa

13.666J Logis"tica nd anaprMon
Planning Methods (A)
(Same subject as 1.203J, 6.281J, 11.526J,
1 5.078J. 1 6.7&J, TPP 43J)
Prereq.: 6.431, 15075
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 1.203J.
H. N Psaraftfa A. 1. Barnett, R. C. Larson,
A R. Odoni

13.68 Management of Marine Systems (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Analyzes current technological, market, and
regulatory trends In various segments of the
marine Industry and government development
programs such as liner trades, vessel chartering,
shipbuilding, defense systems, coastal facili-
ties, and fishing; description of resources and
constraints Involved; Impact of trends on man-
agement decisions; analysis of problems actu-
ally existing In the field.
H. S. Marcus

13.SSW MenutctuWnglbchnobcg
Interfae (A)
(Same subject as 3.565J, 15.365J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 15.365J.
J. M. Ullrback

13.69 international Shipping (A)
Prereq.: 13.68
G (2)
3-0-6

Explores Internal operating, financial, and mar-
keting Issues as wall as external market and
technological factors that define the Interna-
tional shipping environment Includes effect of
world energy prices and changing trade pat-
terns upon demand for shipping; evaluation of
shipping capacity requirements In terms of
capital needs; new ship and terminal technol-
ogles; and effect of changing International rela-
tionships. Other students admitted by permIs-
sion of the Instructor.
H. S. Marcus

13.700-13.700 Sp11m Problente in Ocen

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2, 8)
Arr.
Special reading, study design, and/or Invest-
gation under supervision of a qualified member
of the staf. bplcs In ocean envlneering, naval
architecture, or marine engineering Individually
arranged to suit Interests of the student Con-
sult Department Student Administration Offloe
for subject number that will be assigned In
accordance with the technical area of the topic
elected.

D. K-R Wite

13.710-13.719 Spool Probleme In Ocean
EngIneering (A)
Prereq.: -
G(1, 2, 8)
Arr.
Special reading, study, design, and/or investi-
gation under supervision of a member of the
staff. Topics In ocean engineering, naval archi-
tecure, or marine engineering Individually
arranged to suit Interests of the student Con-
suit Department Student Administration Office
for subject number that will be assigned by the
Department In accordance with the technical
area of the topic selected.
A. D. Carmichael

13.730-13.73 Seminar in Ocean

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Art.
Weekly lectures on new topics In ocean engi-
neering by members of the MIT staff. Consult
Department Student Administration Office for
subject number assigned In accordance with
the technical area of the topic selected. Con-
suit Department headquarters.

13.741J Geophysioal and Oceanographlo
8ignal Processing I (A)
(Same subject as 6.455J)
Prereq.: 2.02 or 6.003, 6.041, 18.075
0 (1) Next ogered 1988-89
3-0-9

Systems and techniques used In oceano-
graphic date analysis. Temporal random pro-
cesses, correlation, and spectral analysis by
Indirect, DF1; and adaptive methods. Sonar,
radar, echosounders, and selemic systems.
Space/time random processes, frequency-
wave number characterizations, array and spa-
tial processing; applications In arrays for
ambient noise and passive sonar, surface, and
Internal waves. Alternate years.
A a Saggeroe (bod hM* Sf): R. C. Spkdel
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13.742J Geophyaloal and Oenographic
Signal Processing 11 (A)
(Same subject as 6.456J, 12.534J)
Prereq.: 6.341 or 12.761 or 13.741J or 12.713
G(2) Notto be offred 1988-89
3-1-8

Advanced topics In time-series analysis and
signal processing as applied to geophysical
and oceanographic problems such as seismic
exploration, ocean wave spectra, and acousti-
cal propagation and noise. Covers modern
spectral analysis techniques, multichannel spec-
tral analysis, deconvolution methods, spatial
random process characterization and array
processing techniques. Includes development
of estimation techniques commonly used in
Inverse problems. Lab utilizes computer Imple-
mentations of topics covered.
A. B. Baggeroer

13.76 Introduction to Random Processes In
Ocean Engineering (A)
(- content)
Prereq.: 18.075
G (2) Next offered 1988-69
3-0-9

Fundamentals of random processes and their
applications to physical and engineering prob-
lems. Elements of probability theory and statis-
tics; harmonic analysis of deterministic and
random processes; correlation; linear systems,
including those with frequency-dependent pa-
rameters such as ships In a seaway; analog
and digital filtering; spectral analysis; and ex-
tremal statistics. introduction to computer-aided
sea keeping analysis. Applications include ocean
waves, seakeeping, offshore structures in
storms, and establishment of design criteria.
J. H. Wgram

13.77J Invention
(Same subject as 2.941J, 16.671J)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-6
See description under subject 2.941J.
W C. Rowers, A D. Carmichael,
W R. arkey

13.771 Engineering Internship
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2, S)
0-6-0
13.772 Industrial Practice In Ocean
Engineering
Prereq.: 13.771
U (1, 2, S)
Arr.
13.774 Advanced Engineering Internhip

Prersq.: 13.771
G0(1, 2, S)
0-6-0
Enrollment restricted to students registered in
Course XIII-C Program. Provides academic credit
for assignments affiliated with XIII-C Program.
Students register for 13.771 during their first
and second company assignments, accumu-
lating a total of 12 units. 13.772 provIdes aca-
demic credit for the seven-month company
assignment. 13.771 and 13.772 terminate with

the S.B. degree. Students register for 13.774
during their third and fourth company assign-
me~nts (after admission to graduate school),
accumulating a total of 12 graduate units. Credit
for above given upon satisfactory completion
of company assignments, receipt of favorable
evaluation by company supervisor, and receipt
of favorable evaluation of student's report about
company assignment by faculty advisor.
C. Chryssostomidls

13.78 Entrepreneurship
Prereq.: -
G (2)
4-0-5

School-Wide Elelve Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
W C. Rowers

13.80J Mechanical Vibration
(Same subject as 2.06J)
Prereq.: 2.03J or 13.003J
U (2)
3-0-9

Concepts of mechanical vibration, including
free and forced vibration of single- and multi-
degree of freedom systems. Modal analysis
and matrix formulation of vibration problems.
Approximate solution techniques. Vibration and
modal analysis of continuous systems: beams,
rods, and strings. Introduction to the response
of linear systems to random excitation. Numer-
ous examples and applications of vibration
measurement and analysis, Including vibration
Isolation and dynamic absorbers, ships, off-
shore structures, engines, and rotating
machinery.
J. K. andtver R. H. Lyon

13.81J Principles of Acoustics (A)

(Same subject as 2.060J, 16.081J)
Prereq.: 13.003J (2.03J) or 16.004,18.075
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 2.060J.
R Leehey, R. H. Lyon

13.82J Sound and Structural Vibration (A)
(Same subject as 2.063J)
Prereq.: 2.03J or 16.004, 18.075
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 2.063J.
R Leehey, R. H. Lyon

13.81 Ocean and Seabed Aastc I (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Not to be ofered 1981-89
3-0-9

Surveys properties of the ocean and seabed
and of predictive models of sound propagation,
In relation to sonar and seismic system design
and/or to the use of sound to uncover oceanic
properties. Ray and wave theories of propaga-
tion in vertically stratified media. Approximate
propagation theories for a horizontally varying
ocean. Reflection and transmission of sound by
a stratified ocean bottom. Scattering from a
random sea surface and seafloor. Introductory
knowledge of Fourier analysis, probabliity and
wave propagation necessary
A. B. Baggeroer
(oods Hole Staff): G. Frisk

13.862 Ocean and Seabed Acoustics 11(A)
Prereq.: 13.861
G (2) Not to be offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Continuation of 13.861, treating ray and normal
mode theory In greater depth, and Introducing
new topics. Emphasizes "state-of-the-art" level
in ocean acoustics. Includes ray theory correc-
tions, coupled normal-mode theory, adiabatic
approximation, continuum and virtual modes,
rough-surface scattering In mode theory, ray-
mode picture connections, parabolic equation,
Thomson-Haskell propagator matrix, seismic
wave (body and surface) overview WKBJ syn-
thetic seismograms, and hydrophone-geophone
Intercomparlsons. Permission of Instructor
required.
(bods Hole Staf): J. Lynch

13.871 Wave Soattering by Rough Surfaces
and Randomly inhomogenous Media (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next ofered 198849
3-0-9

An advanced-level subject designed to give the
student working knowledge of current tech-
niques in scattering theory as applied to rough
surfaces and randomly inhomogenous media.
Major appication of theory presented Is to
ocean acoustics, but can be used in other
acoustic and electromagnetic applications.
Includes basics of scattering theory, volume
scattering by discrete scatters (aerosols), scat-
tering by rough surfaces, satellite remote sens-
Ing using rough-surface scattering, and
acoustic scattering from ocean Internal waves.
(Mbods Hole Staf): J. F Lynch, S. Rajan

13.851 Fundamentals and Appications of
Underwater Sound (A) 13.901 Ocean Engineering Laboratory I
Prereq.: 18.075
G (2)
3-0-9
Fundamentals of underwater sound systems
as controlled by physical principles and proper-
ties of the ocean and its boundaries. Analyzes
sonar systems. Absorption In sea water. Trans-
mitting and receiving arrays. Scattering and
reflection. Refraction and propagation loss. Noise
and reverberation. Sonar design principles.
Applications in charting, navigation, station keep-
ing, target detection, fishing, petroleum explo-
ration, telemetry.
1. Dyer

Prereq.: 2.20
U (2) LAB
1-5-0
Experimental projects in the fields of ocean
engineering and naval architecture and marine
engineering, conducted at the MIT Ship Towing
Tank and the MIT Variable Pressure Water Tun-
nel. Ocean engineering experiments arranged
In order to solve one or more design problems
selected by the instructor.
A D. Carmichael
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13.00OceanIeerigLaboratoyl
Prereq.: 13.901, 13.003J
U (1) LAS
1-6-0

Experimental projects In the fields of ocean
engineering and naval architecture and marine
engineering, conducted at laboratory facilities
In the Department of Ocean Engineering. Ocean
engineering problems arranged In order to
solve one or more design problems selected by
the instructor.
A D. Carnichael

13.91 Nuclear War: Threat and Avokdanoe
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
M. M. Miller P Morrison, G. W RathJena,
E Rothschild, J. R Ruina

13.92 Marine Poliy (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Surveys major ocean uses and their associated
policy lasues. Demonstrates relationships among
uses and among the scientific, technical, eco-
nomic, and polItical/legal aspects. Includes law
of the sea, seabed mining, offshore oil devel-
opment, marine pollution, fisheries, and national
security-
J. T Kildow

13.93 Nuclear Weapone and Arms Control:
Technology and Poly emus
Prereq.: -
G (1)
4-0-8

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
G. W Rathjens, J. R Ruina

13.94 Law for Ocean Systems (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Legal framework for managing ocean resources
and systems, combining public law of the sea,
admiraity and the US regulatory law OCS,
tanker, shipping, and environmental regimes.
Law for new ocean technologies. Questions of
jurisdiction and implementation arising from
new economic zones or unilateral extensions.
Principles governing applicability of cvii and
criminal law offshore. Focus on relationship of
law and technology.
J. D. Nyhart

13.901J Proeeminar in 1chnology and
Policy I (A)
(New)
(Same subject as TPP 11.J)
Prereq.; -
G (1)
4-0-8

See description under TPP 11J.
J. T Kildou L I. Bucciarell,
R. de NWuVllle

111404 Piugeminar in oholulogy aMW

(Same subject as TPP 12J)
Prereq.: TPP 11.J
G (2)
3-0-8
See description under TPP 12J.
j. I Kildow R. mbora, R. de Nhulile

13.97 Introduclon to hchnology and Law

Prem.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

School-WIde Elective Subject; Deecription given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
J. D. Ayart

13.98J Coestel Zone Management (A)
(Same subject as 11.366J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-3-6
Methods and concepts for balanced manage-
ment of land and water resources in coastal
regions. Includes physical and ecological
coastal processes, implications of the range of
human activities that place demands on the
limited coastal resource base, and institutional
and regulatory framework for coastal manage-
ment systems.
J. T Kildow

13.990J Oceanographic Systems I
(Same subject as 1.697J)
Prereq.: -
G(5)
2-4-6

Orientation subject for students entering the
MIT-Woods Hole Oceanographic institution pro-
gram in oceanographic engineering. Oceano-
graphic experiments of research interest In
Cape Cod waters carried through experiment
design, instrumentation design, construction
and testing, deployment data taking and inter-
pretation of results. Research teams made up of
students in 13.990J and 13.991J together Par-
ticipation In summer seminars at WHOI. Given
at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
(Woods Hole Si)

13.1J On anogmphi S100uwm I
(Same subject as 1.69MJ)
Prereq.: -
G (a)
2-4-6

Continuation of 13.990J during second sum-
mer term In the MIT-WHOI Joint Program In
oceanographic engineering. Given at Woods
Hole Oceanographic institution.
(#Ibods lo Staf

13.994 boy Engineering (A)
Prereq.: 2.01 or 2.03J/13.003J or 13.80J; 18.03
G (2) Not to be ofered 1938-39
3-0-6

Theoretical and practical aspects of buoy eys-
tems structural design. Stability of Immersed
and surface floating bodies. Wave theory Heave
and roll response of buoys to ocean wave
excitation. Hydrodynamic forces on constrained
bodies. Equilibrium trajectories of Immersed
cables. Two- and three-dimensional models
for computer analysis. Dynamics of mooring
Ones. Outline of practical aspects of buoy sys-
tem design. Buoyancy materials. Mooring line
components. Anchoring. Buoy system installa-
tion and retrieval.
(fibods hboe Staf): H. 0. Berleaux

13.998 Prinolplee of Oceanographic
Instrurnent Systmrn -- Sners and
Meaturements (A)
Prereq.: 2.03J/13.003J, 18.076
GM(2) Next oeered 198-89
3-3-6

Introduces theoretical and practical principles
In design of oceanographic sensor systems.
Tansducer characteristics for acoustic, cur-
rent, temperature, pressure, electric, magnetic,
gravity sainity velocity heat fkW and optical
devices. Umitationb on these devices imposed
by ocean environment. Signal conditioning and
recording; noise, sensitivity and sampling
limitations; standards. Examples of system
design from physical oceanography, geophWs-
loa, submersibles, acoustics. Laboratory project
required.
(~bods Hole Staff): A. J. VilIams

13-999J Special Projects in Oceanogrphic
Engineering (A)
(Same subject as 1.699J)
Prerq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr.
Special problems in oceanographic engineer-
ing, carried out under supervision of members
of the staff of the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. Given at Woods Hole Oceanographic
institution.
(Wood. Me Staff)
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Course 14 Economi s

General Economlos and
Theory

1441R Undergraduate Research
Prereq.; 14.02
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Participation In research with an Individual
faculty member or research group, Independ-
ent research or study under the guldnce of a
faculty member. Admission by errangement wih
indlvidual faculty member
D. Quah

14.01 PAluplee of tWoreoonnlo
Prome.: -
U (11,2)
3-0-6
Introduces microeconomic concepts and anal-
ysls Supply and demand analysis, theories of
the firm and of Individual behavior, competton
and monopoly, welfare economics. Appications
to problems of current eoomic poky
H. Ferber M. ROher

14.014J Engineering Aspeels of BoonOfml
Analyslie

(Same subject as 1.014)
Prereq.: -
U (2)
4-0-8
See description under subject 1 .01J. Credit Is
not given to both 14.014J and 1.01J. Consult K.
D. Stoizenbach.

14.02 PrInciples of Mm Iesonomice
Perq.: -
U (1,2)
3-0-6
Provides an overview of macrosconomic Issues:
the determination of output, employment, unem-
ployment, I rates, and Insonn. Monetary
and fiscal pi are discussed, as are the
publi debt and Internaional economic lese.
Introduces besi models of mOOreOonomIces
and illustrates principles with the experience of
the US and foreign economies.
R. Dombusch, . Recther

14,03 Appled Mi sn ientes
P:req.f 14.01
U (1, 2)
3-0.6
Designed for non-majors who desire further
exposure to microeconomics and Its appin-
t =4ns. Present basic theory of consumer and
producer behavior and welfare analyeleat an
Intermediate level Emphar"ees appcaton0,0
including *oDt-bennt analysis transportation,
price reghulaon, research and development,
and pofutin.
Trm 1: WC. eIon
lerm 2: E lpman

14.04 intemeie 1isomoM Theory
Prerq.: 14.01
U (1)
4-0-8
Basic theory of consumer behavor, production
and cos partial equilibrium analysle of prio-
ing In compeitve and monopidemarkts,
general equilbrium, welfare, and oapital. Credit
not given for both 14.03 and 14.04. May ro
count toward Humanlles Requirement
R hA Aghlon

14.01ntrmeudM& Muoeonuse TMeor
Preq.: 14.02
U (1.2)
4-0-8
Theory of nateons Inoome determination, slatio
and dynamic; components of aggrgele demand;
analysis of aggrege supply Theory of growth
and inflation.
Term 1: 0. . wnchan
Term 2: A. M. Solow

14.01 fleeing Banilner in umnomisf
Prere.: 14.04, 14.06
U (1)

Reading and discussion of perticular topics in
economics. Open to errauat students by
arrangement with ndidual faculity members'
Consult Department headqurters
R I. Eotus

14.101 Mathemaello6 fr oIonmmle

Priee: 16.02
GO)
4-0-8
Uner algera. emphastingl opics of interest
to economists. Also topics in muitivarlate
digerentia cialculus and optimiation theory.
Provides malhemagial prerequisites for econo-
metrics
J. a Misute

Pferaq. -
* (1)
2-0-4
A hslf0-emeeer course. Introducing Nash equl-
Ibrium, subgme perfecoen, the uitk Theorem,
Bayesian equilbria, the Revelation Pinclple,
sequentil squlibrium, sign "fing g aend
reputation. A prerequiste for the advanced
theorysequenoe, 14.126 and 14.147.
ft Gafbons

1106 lntrodullsen to Opimizakem (A)

Preo".: -
G(1)
2-0-4
Unconstained optimiation. Constrained opti.
mization, Lagrange and Kuhn-1ucor muilsere,
Inear programming. Dynamic programming and
the Pontrysgin method.
J. A l7rce

14.111JI0ofhmice of Prest
REluaW. (A
(Sam subJeotas 1.1 48)
PRarw.: 14.03S
a (2)

Economic concepts of cost and beneft: con-
4umers' and producers' surplus; shadow prices;
and valuation of non-market costa and bane-
fits. inestment orieria and the discount rat:
seadc and dynamic; treatment of risk end un~er-
tinty Pricing pololes and investment rules
Case studies In developed and underdeve-
oped countries.
J. RcMhenberg

14.12 Eemncmi. Apafe "of Game
14.18-

Preqe.: 14.01
U (2)
3-0-
Analysle of straegio behavior in muNl-person
economic setings. Introduotion to Nash equitb-
rlium and its refinements subgm-peruct aqul-

, and seuet u Appion
drawn from labor economics, the sonomls of
organization, industrial organization, and Inter-
naional ads.
It Gabonle
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14.121 Mlosonomi Theory I (A)
Prsreq.: 14.04
G (1)
2-0-4
Prereq.: Theory of produoton, Including dualty,
competitive markets, monopolA and dlgopoly.
R A Diamond

14.122 Mlocnomlo-Theory H (A)
Prereq: 14.04
G(1)
2-0-4
Theory of consumption and general equilibrium.
FM MRer ,

14.123 Mlorscononi& Theory M (A)
Prereq.: 14.122
G (2)
2-0-4
Fundamental welare theorem, exlernalitles, pub.
1e goods, second-best analyses,
M L ftrman

14.124 Mlrosoanomlol heory IV (A)
Pr .: 14.122
G (2)
2-0-4
Capital theory, one- and two-sector growth
theory, resource use, Introduction to unoer-
tainty theory.
J. M 77ole

14.126 Geneal Equibrium (A)
Prereq.: 14.04
G(1)
2-0-4
Theory of general compeiie equilibrium fron
modern mathematical points of view 1bplos
Include propertie of aggreat demand func-
tions, exlstence of equilibrium, fixed-point
theorema and computational techniques, core
of an economy nonoonvexiles, stability and
uniqueness of equlibrium, and empirical gen-
eral equilibrium modele,
0. 0. hrt

14.123 Game Theory (A)
Prereq.: 14.122
G (2)
2-0-4

A brief introductory review folowed by dynamic
games, Incomplete Information, refinement, and
reputation. Applications are drawn from indus-
trial organization, auctions, bargaining, labor
markets, and internal organization. Half-term
subject.
R Gibbons

14.127 Uoononics of Uncertalnty (A)
Pre.: 14.124
G (1)
3-0-9
Individual behavior under uncertainty. EquMb-
rlum and welfare with uncertainty Search and
information.
R M. Aghon

Oplmistlon and

Prereq.: 14.124
G(1)
240-4
Unear and nonlinear programming, duality the-
cry, dynamic programming, and optimal control.
Half-term subject.
M. L Vurman

14.141 lee mPoundalions of
Equiriium onom e (A)
Pr .: 14.122
G (1)
2-0-4
Does a competitive economy, with rational
agents taking advantage of disequilibrium
opportunities for arbitrage, tend to approach
equilibrium? Is that equilibrium competitive?
importanoe of the subject for the foundations of
usual economic analyals and the theory of
value. Historical review and modem theory of
stability In relation to above queons. Half-
term subject.
F M Reher

14.144 Appled Price Theory (A)
Prereq.: 14.122
G (2)
Ar.
Selected topics in price theory, with focus
changIng from year to year. Currently empha-
sizes the economics of exhaustible and renew-
able natural resources.
R. M Solow

14147 oconomio Applofians of Game
Theory (A)
Prereq.: 14.126
G (2)
2-0-4

See 14.126. Except under special circum-
stances, studenta are advised to take both
14.126 and 14.147. Half-term subject.
R. Gibbons

14.148 Advanced Taplo in Mloroeconomno
Theory (A)
Prareq.: 14.124
G (1)
Arr.

14.149 Advanoed Tplos in Mlnpeconomi
Theory (A)
Prereq.: 14.124
G(2)
Arr
Advanced topics In microeconomic theory of
ourrent interest. Consult Deparnent head-
quarters.

14.191 Uoonmil Anujlys of Low
Prereq.: 14.04
G (2) Net ofered 198.0
3-0-0
Advanced subject on seleoed toplos in law
and economics. Property rights; contracts and
Impossibility; law enforcement and deterence;
ngilgence vs strict lability; no-fault systems;
lump-sum vs periodic damages. Emphasie on
empirical applications, Inucing medical mal-
practice, products lability, and Information
dieciosure.
J. oiel P(

14.192 Modue of PuNI olm()
Pirrq. 14.121
0(2) Next oael 16-
3-0-6
PoliMal economy Is the study of group or
oiective deolslon-maldng processes and the
inettutions society employs to Implement these
processes. Emphaaizes positive rather than
normative theory and empirical applications.
Includes collective choice theory, Interest group
competition, theories of legislative behavior,
bureaucracy, behavior of administrative agen-
cles, ideology and altruism.
1 L Josein

114.1116 Semrna: Tapica in soonomim (A)
Prereq.: 14.121.14.461
a (1 2) Nmdolered 19of -U
Arr.

14.194 Smlner:1 ploS in Economs (A)
Prereq.: 14.121,14.451
a (2) Next o lered 1066-8
Arr.

Economics of contracts, Including labor con-
tracts under symmetric and asymmetric Infor-
mation, repeated contracts, self-enforoing
contracts, incomplete contracts, the theory of
the firm, and legal approaches to breach of
contract
0. 0. Hurt

14.19,14.198 Readng Seminar in
Boonomice (A)
Prereq.: 14.121
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Reading and discussion of special topics in
economics. Open to advanced graduae stu-
dents by arrangement with IndMdual members
of the .taff. Consult Department headquarters.

14.19, 14.191ehing inbodutory
Seonomo
Prereq -
G(1.2)
2-0-2
Required of teaching assistants In Introductory
economics (14.01 and 14.02), under supervi-
slon of the faculty member In charge of the

14.198: F M Raher H. Farber
14.199: Rt Dombuch, S. Raer
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Industrial Economics

14.20 industrial Organksaton and
Pubic Poly
Prereq.: 14.01
U (1, 2)
3-0-6
Analyzes the structure, behavior, and perfor-
mance of industrial markets in the US economy.
Topics include the measurement of monopoly
power, behavior of firms in oligopoly markets,
static and dynamic measures of market per-
formance, antitrust policy, and public utility
regulation.
A. L Shepard

14.21J Nelth loonomice
(Same subject as HST 901 J)
Prereq.: 14.01
U (1) HASS
3-0-6
Applies theoretical and empirical tools of eco-
nomics to problems of health and medical care
delivery. Concentrates on selected problems
such as the welfare economics of "health" as a
commodity, hospitals and the nonprofit sector,
human capital and medical manpower, and
innovation in medicine.
J. E Harris

14.23 Government Regulation of Industry

Prereq.: 14.01
U (2)
3-0-6
Examines economic rationale for and against
government regulation of prices, entry, product
quality, and production processes in various
US industries. Theoretically and empirically
examines economic effects of current regulatory
practices through case studies.
P L. Joskow,

14.24 Law and Economics
Prereq.: 14.01
U (2) Next ofred 198649
3-0-6
Analysis of the role of the legal system in
providing an appropriate framework for market
transactions and in encouraging efficient re-
souce allocation. Contracts, torts, and prop-
er ty law emphasized. Cases considered along
with general theory
0. D. Hart

14.271 Industriel Organstemn (A)
Prereq.: 14.04
G (1) Neat ofred 1981149
3-0-9

Covers theoretical and empirical wqrk dealing
with the structure, behavior, and performance of
firms and markets. Topics Include the organi-
zatlon of the firm, monopoly, price discrimina-
tion, oligopoly, monopolistc competition, product
selection, advertising, and research and devel-
opment. A serious effort is made to integrate
theoretical and empirical work in each area.
P L Joskow J. M. 7ole

14.272 Government Regulation of
Industry (A)

Prereq.: 14.04
G (2)
3-0-9

Use and evaluation of a variety of public-polcy
Instruments that affect the behavior and perfor-
mance of industrial markets, such as antitrust
policy, public utility regulation, consumer pro-
tection, environmental pollcy peak-load pric-
ing, and public enterprise.
P L Joskow R. Schmalensee

14.286J Health Economics Seminor (A)
(Same subject as HST 903J)
Prereq.: 14.04
G (2)
3-0-9

Advanced subject In economics of health-care
sector. Considers selected topics In depth, such
as design and financing of health insurance,
behavior of nonprofit hospitals, role of competi-
tion in the medical care market, determinants
of technological change, and effects of govern-
ment regulations. Permission of instructor
required.
J. E. Harris

14.291 Industrial Economics Seminar (A)
Prereq.: 14.04
G (1)
3-0-6

Particular problems in industrial organization,
including economic issues in standardization,
implicit collusion in the presence of fluctuating
demand, and the role of incentive theory in
industrial organization.
J. M. 77o0e

14.292 Antitrust Seminar (A)
Prereq.: 14.271
G (1) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-6

Discussion of economic Issues as they arise in
actual antitrust cases. Emphasis on cases in
which the instructor has participated, includ-
Ing (but not limited to) the IBM antitrust cases.
Students expected to construct and criticize
economic testimony in the context of the facts
of an actual case.
F M. Rsher

Statistics and
Econometrics

14.30 Introduction to Satisoal Milhd
In saonomos
Prereq.: 18.02
U (1, 2) SD
4-0-8

Self-contained introduction to statistics with
economic applications. Elements of probability
theory, sampling theory, statistical estimation,
regression analysis, and hypothesis testing. Ele-
mentary econometrics and other applioations
of statistical tools to economic data May not
count toward Humanities Requirement
Term 1: D. Quah
Term 2: J. 6oldridge

14.31 Eonomutrics
Prereq.: 14.30
U (1, 2) LAB
3-4-5

Introduces basic econometric techniques,
strongy emphasizing applications. Problems
in estimating such economic variables as
consumption-income-price relationships, pro-
duction functions, and In simulating economic
models. May not count tward Humanities
Requirement.
J. Vboldridge

14.381 Statiltlcal Method in Economics
Prereq.: 18.02
G (1)
4-0-8

Self-contained introduction to probability and
statistics as background for advanced econo-
metrics. Elements of probability theory; sam-
png theory; asymptotic approximations; de-
cision-theory approach to statistical estimation
focusing on regression, hypothesis testing, and
maximum-likelihood methods. Illustrations from
eco omics and application of these concepts
to economic problems.
J. VM60dridge

14.382 Econometris I (A)
Prereq.: 14.101,14.381
G (2)
4-0-8

Specification and estimation of the inear regres-
sion modei. Departures from the standard
Gauss-Markov case include heteroacedastIcItI,
serial correlation, and errors In variables. The-
ory and estimation techniques for generaized
least squares and Instrumental variables. Eco-
nomic applications amu discussed.
J. A. Hausman, F M. Raher
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14. s soonemeMos I (A)
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Prereq.: 14.382 or Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-0-4

Theory and application of more advanced
econometric epalficatione, including multivar-
ate regression, Identfoadon in simultaneous
equations models, and systems estimation of
simultaneous equations models.
J. A. Husman, D. L. M*dden

14.364 Time-4erie Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 14.382 or 14.388
G (1)
2-0-4

Theory and applications of time-series models,
including stochastic processes, ARIMA pro-
ceases, spectral analysis, and distributed lags.
D. OCuah

14.365 Nonkneer Boonornitlo Analysis (A)

Prereq.: 14.382 or Permission of instructor
G (1)
2-0-4

Nonlinear and maximum-lkelihood econometric
models, Including estimation and Identification
of nonlinear simultaneous equations models,
censored and truncated specificatiois, and
discrete dependent varIables.
J. A. Hausman, D. L McFadden

14.386 Advanced 1bplcs In 'ime erlies (A)
Prereq.: 14.383
G (2)
2-0-4

Covers more technical results and tools useful
in time-series analysis: asymptotic distribution
theory for heterogeneous and serially corre-
lated data, Fourier techniques, continuous-time
methods, multivarlate restricted dynamic mod-
els. Extensions, If there is sufficient interest,
might cover bootstrap analysis in inference,
fast computational techniques, and othes.
D. Qush

14.36 Appled Eonomebies (A)
Prereq.: 14.101,14.381
G (2)
3-0-9

Theory and practice of econometrics. TheNnear
regression model, tests of hypotheses, general-
ized least squares, distributed lags, and simul-
taneous equations. Emphasizes applications.
0. L McFeddn, T M Sber

National Income and
FInance

14.3M Uomnomnsvessper (A)
Prereq.: 14.382 or 14.31
G(1)
0-0-3
Paper in soyomstrics required of all Ph.D.
candidates who do not tae 14.383.
F M. FAher

14.30 Undergraduate Ths genanr
ireq.: 14.04, 14.06, 14.31

U (1)
2-0-4

Develops a thesis proposal through critical
reading of current research, reviW and ~witten
commentary on topical iterature, Indvidual
reports, and conferences. For senior economics
majors. Half-term subject
J. M Poisrb

14.391 Wrkshop in lmonondo
Peweguoh (A)
Prereq.: 14.124, 14.454
G (1)
2-0-10

14.3=2 Warkshop in bonomic
Reseerch (A)
Prsreq.: 14.124,14.454
G (2)
2-0-10

DeveiopS research ability of students through
intensive discussion of dissertation research as
It proceeds, Individual or group research proj-
ects, and critical appraisal of current reported
research. WorkAhops divided into various fields,
depending on Interest and size. Consult Depart-
ment headquarters.

Por addllonel releled subiehis in Staid.., see:

CEdhrse: 1.03, 1.06, 1.15, 1.151, 1.152,
102J1.205 and 1.732

asorisuwiglsr and Cmnpuber Saenw
6.041,6.231, 6.22, 6.264, 6.431, 6A2,
and 6.436

IAfgenwtl1.034, 15.061, 1.065, 1.074,
15.076,15.07J, 1.077,15.306, 15.572,
and 1562

*msnIII 1518.05, 18.175, 1.177, 1.313,
1M.440, 18.441, 1643, 18444, 184J.,
16A46,1.A46,1.A64,L16A66, 166, 1846%,
1A66, and 1466

See also: 2.061, 2.46, .72,7.011, .044,
1.06,10.816, 11.220,11.222, 16.321, 16.37,
16.371, 17.642, 17.646, 17.80, 22.36, 2240J,
and HWI90

14A0 Moietry and en-dng Poloy
Prereq.: 14.06
U (2)
3-0-9
Monetary factors affecting the level of national
income and relationships of financial institution
to these factors. Financiai organization of sod.
sty: the money-banking system, credit Insftu-
tions, " markets, and intemana fnancial
relations. Monetary history.
D. Quah

14.42 Boonomlas of Poululn
Prereq.: 14.01
U (1)
3-0-0
Madet processes wth negative-good byprod-
ucts of production and consumpin. Extemalles
In negative-good processes. Models of pollu-
tion and congeston. Nature of suboplmaites
and the public-policy problems. Approaches to
public policy: property rights, contla, subsi-
dies, public investment pollution and conges-
tIon charges.
J. Ro&Mnberg

14A3 PubIlo Fnanhe
Prereq.: 14.03 or 14.04;14.06
U (2) Net ofered 198-0
3-0-B
Analyzes efect of taxation on microeconomic
actIt. Examines directions for tax reform.
Income and corporation tax Social ecurity
programs.
J. RUmenberg

14.451 Marooonomo Theory I (A)
Prsreq.: 14.06
G (2)
2-0-4

Macroeconomic analysis of general equilib-
rium. Financial markets and the money supply
process. Models of asset demand and the
channels of transmission of monetary and fiscal
policy. Half-term subject
R. Dombusch, S. Fche

14A62 Maeoanio nmiTheory i (A)
Prersq.: 14.451
G (2)
2-0-4

Determination of aggregate output. employ-
ment, and prices. Keynes and alternative theo-
ries. The Phillips Curve. Inflation In the short
and long run. Half-term subject.
R. Dombusch, S. M Racher
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14.453 Moroeonnm o Theory M (A)
Prsreq.: 14.452
G (1)
2-0-4

Theory of involuntary unemployment, sources
of wage and price stloidness, role of expecta-
dns. Half-term subject.
0. J. Blanchard

14.454 MacINeconomao Theory IV (A)

Prereq.: 14.453
G (1)
2-0-4

Quanttative macroeconormics. Consumption,
investment, and other components of aggregate
demand. Structure of complete econometric:
models of the US economy Half-term subject.
R. M. Solow

14.4568 Advanced bplos in Macroeconomic
Theory (A)
Prereq.: 14.454
G (2)
2-0-4

Deals with certain technical aspects of applied
macroeoonometric research. Background in
time-series econometrics and the theory of
stochastic processes Is assumed and applied
to concrete research problems. if there is sufti-
cient Interest, will also cover the relation
between dynamic macroeconometrics, Arrow-
Debreu constructs, and equilibrium theory.
Associated mathematical tools (basic functional
analysis, contraction mapping resulta) devel-
oped if necessary.
D. Quah

14.46 Advanced Tbplcs in Me nn-c
Theory (A)
Prereq.: 14.454
G (2) Next ntered 11Mi
2-0-4

Advanced topics in macroeconomic theory of
current interest.
R. M. Solow

14.62 Monetary Econamics I (A)

Prsreq.: 14.122,14.462
G(1)
3-0-9

Basic .odels of money and monetary econom-
los; business cycles and the role of expecta-
tions; consumption and investment decisions
under uncertainty; asset pricing models, with
special reference to equities and the term
structure of Interest; price bubbles.
0 J. Blanchad

14.463 Monetary Economics

Prereq.: 14.122, 14.462
G (2)
3-0-9

The Phflpe curve and models of wage and
price determination, banking and financial inter-
mediation, monetary and fiscal poclly
0. J. Blanchard, S. 4 Mcher

14.471 FAel Boonm I (A)
Prere.: 14.04
G (1)
3-0-9
First- and second-best fiscal theory (Income
distribution, public goods, externalties; dead-
weight burden, Ramsey Problem). Indnce
model. Economic mponse to txaon.
J. M. Polawba

14.472 Fmoe Economics H (A)

Prersq.: 14.04
3 (2)
3-0-9
Quantitative analysis of economic effots of
fiscal Instruments and fiscal changes, such as
negative Income tax, corporate income tax
integration, general fiscal Incidence, expendi-
ture taxation.
J. A. Hausman, J. M Polorba

14.474 Advanced bplos in Public
Ecncmne (A)
Prere.: 14.124

0(2)
2-0-
This course considers issues of current research
Interest in pubic economics. This year, the
course centers on pubic policy and the corpo-
rate sector. Topics Include corporate investment
and financing decrions, regulation of security
markets, and the gOwernment's Influence on
risk-sharing arrangements.
J. M. POWrba

14.47 S olld Insurance (A)
Prse.: 14.121,14.122
0 (2)
3-0-9
Theory of social Insurance and examination of
some existing and proposed US programs,
Including some subset of Social Security,
Unemployment Compensation, Workers Com-
pensation, National Health insurance.
R A Diamond

1462 Income DistrIbution Economle (A)s
Prereq.: 14.124
0 (2)
3-0-9

Modern theories and empirical studies of the
determinants of the distribution of income.
L C. Thurow

14.41 Advanced1 Tplos in fenaial
Economcs (A)

(Same subject as 15.440J)
Prre.: 15,415
G0(1.,2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 15.440J.
C-F Huang

International, Interregional,
and Urban Economics

14.51J Urban Boonomris
(Same subject as 11.00J)
Prersq.: 14.01
U (1) Net oftred 1-
3-0-6
Analyzes urban problems In US using an eco.
nomic methdology. Metropolitan growth and
suburbeaniation, housing markets, segregaon
and urban renewal, transportation systems,
ghetto economic development, municipal fi-
nance, and social service provision. Develops
theoretal perspectives primarily through dis-
ousslon of policy issues.
J. Rothenberg

14.63 Comparative Economic System.
Prereq.: 14.02
U (1)
3-0-6
Comparative study of the treatment of eco-
nomic problems under different economic sys-
tems. Analyzes the economic Ideology of
capitalism, utopian wr1tnge, market solalllm,
workers' management, and Marxism. Functions
of prices profts, and plannhng in allocation
of resources. Compares several capitalist and
socialist countries, including the US and Vigo-
slavia.
M. L YAman

14.54 Internanal liade
Preq.: 14.03 or 14.04
U (1)
34-9
Theory of Internatonal trade and finance, and
application to current problems such as ex-
change restrictons, economic development, and
foreign aid.
E N&Vnan

14.673J SpaIal Einomice, Urban Markets,
and Pubic Poily ()
(Same subject as 1.283J, 11.410 J)
Prereq.: 14.04
G (1)
3-0-9

Economic analysis of location, housing mar-
kets, urban land use, regional development, and
systems of cides. Particular emphasis on the

. ablity of spatial and urban markets to allocate
resources efflolently and the role of public-
seto interventionl.
J. Rolheniberg
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1us4J MW lePdersm mid as Loaol
PUe Saor (A)

(Same subject as 11.411 J)
Prerea.: 11.41J or 14.573J
G (2)
3-0-9
The role of public goods, services, and Infra-
structure in the operation of metropoitan arm.
The e~fcent provision and pricing of such
services. State and local taxation and their
efects on resource allocation. Fiscal competi-
tIon among jurisdioons, and the movement of
households and firms In response. The optimal
assignment of responsiblity to levels of govern-
ment
IN C. Mwbeon

14.61I nternellnnl Baonomibc I (A)
Pree.: 14.04
G(1)
3-0-9

Theory of International trade and applications
In commercial policy
a Helpman

14.=62 nternational Eoonomlos 11(A)
Prereq.: 14.06,14.681
G (2)
3-0-9
Adjustment In International economic relations,
with attention to foreign exchange markets,
balances of payments, and the International
monetary system.
R. Dombusch

Labor Economics and
Industrial Relations

14.63 Labor In Industrial Socety
Prereq.:
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-g
Introductory analysis, through an Integrated
social science approach, of the nature of labor
problems in an industrial society. Emphasizes
unemployment, participation In the labor force,
development of labor organizaions, accommo-
dation of management and unions through the
dynamic bargaining proes Industrial con-
ft and other selected Issues arising between

n e and labor in American society.
Term 1: L Lynch
Term 2: M. J. More

14.64 Labor Econonlos and Pubis Palsy
Prersq.: 14.01
U (2)
3-0-6

Theory and evidence concerning tie functoning
of the labor market Particular emphasis on the
roles played by government and unions. Topics
include minimum wages, labor market effects of
social insurance and welfare programs, the
oilcdve bargaining relationship, discilmina-
ton, and unemployment Permission of instruc-
tor required for students without 14.01 back-
ground.
L Lynch

14.671J Labor Economics I (A)
(Same subject as 15.6714)
Prereq.: 14.64 or 15.663
G(1)
3-0-6

An introduction te labor economics, stressing
various approaches to labor market analysis.
Special attention devoted to theories of worker
motivation and behavior, the structure of labor
markets, the determinants of wage levels and
unemployment, and the historical evolution of
labor market institutions.
H. S. Ferbe M. J. Pote

14.6721 Labor Econonics 11 (A)
(Same subject as 15.672J)
Prereq.: 14.04
G (2)
3-0-6

Neoclassical analysis of the labor market and
its lnsttt ns. A systematic development of the
theory of labor supply labor demand, and
human capital theory.1 bplcs discussed also
Include theorise of wage and employment deler-
mination over the We cycle, turnover, search
and unemployment, and equalizing differences.
In addition, the analys of union behavior and
the role of unions In the labor market are
covered. Particular emphasis on empirical evi-
dance throughout
H S. Fsrber U. J. Pore

14.67 Labor and Pubs saloy (A)
(1lsed Uni)
(Same subject as 15.673J)
Prereq.: 14.64 or 15.663
. (1)

2-0-4
A half-semester course on the economic anal-
ysis of labor problems that are the focus of
pubic pollc with emphasis on the develop-
ment of appropriate conceptual frameworks
and the evaluation of relevant empirical evi-
dence. Some of the topics discussed Include
discrimination, Income pocles, heath and
safety regulation, minimum wages, theories of
unemployment, employment and training pro-
grams. The topics discussed in a given semes-
ter vary
H. . Fs8er

14.674J Comparative Systems of industrial
Relation and Human Plsouroe
Dwslopment (A)
(Same subject as 15.674J, STS 512J)
Prereq.: 14.64 or 15.663
0(1)
3-0-6
See description under subject 15.674J.
M J. Mote

14.67LJ The Employment Relationship (A)
(Nw
(Same subject as 15.675J)
Prereq.: 14.64 or 15.663
G (1)
2-0-4

A half-semester course on the employment
relationship. 1bpics Include earnings (human
capital, signaing, Insurance, agency, reputa-
tion, and eofilency wages), turnover (learning,
search, and adverse selection), and internal
organization (internal labor markets, hierarchy,
and promodons).
R. Gibbons

14.601J Resaroh Seminar In industrial
Relallon (A)
(Same subject as 15.691J)
Prereq.: 14.671J or 14.672J
G0(1)
3-0-6

14.662J Reserch Seminar In Industrial
FishMse (M)
(Same subject as 15.692J)
Prereq.: 14.691J
G (2)
3-"-
See description under subject 15.6091J, 15.692J.
Information: R. B. MoKersie.
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Economic History

171 EOM Hieeory

Prereq.: 14.01, 14.02
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-

Causes and effects of the Industrial Revolutin,
from the 18th century to the Depression of the
1930's. The origins of modem Industry In
England and Its spread to continental Europe,
America and beyond. The collapse of the
19th-century economic system In the Great
Depression.
P 11mmn

14.731 Goonomo History (A)
Prre.: 14.04, 14.06

3-0-9
A survey of world economic history, designed
to Introduce economics graduate students to
the subject mater and methodology of sco-
nomlo history. Toplos chosen to show a wide
variety of historical experience and Illuminate
the process of Industrialitation.
P Temin

14.732 Americen Economio History (A)
Prereq.: 14.04,14.06
G (2)
3-0-9

The rise of the US from an agricultural oclony
to.a manufacturing poer. Consideration of
both micarnmc (railoads, slavery, tarifs)
and macrosconomio (ware, the Depression) top-
los. Comparison with other economies.
R 1mmin

Economic Development

14.74 EBonmlo Growti end Development
Prereq.: 14.02
U (2)
3-0-6
Analytical treatment of the problems of eco-
nomic growth and development, combined with
comparative studies of the growth of advanced
and underdeveloped economies. Considers pol-
icy measures to promoCt economic develop-
ment and growth.
C. A. Barer

14.771 Developsient Soonomlos:
Mloroonomilo hmssend Palsy
Models (A)
Prereq.: 14.121,14.122

3-0-9
National income estimation and welfare evalua-
tion, social accounting matrices. Agricultural
issues: peasant behavior, land tenanog factor
markets, and factor payments. Urban employ.
ment, rural-urban migration, and urban bias.
Rationale and experience of development plan-
ning, aggregate growth models, multisector
stado and dynamic programming models, gen-
eral equlibrium models, cost-benefit analysis.
A & Eckuus

14.77 Eonmids:
wow intefmlonel

comilusilane (A)
Pree.: 14.121,14.451
G (2)
3-0-9
Quantitative study of development patterns.
Maoroeconomics of poor countries: stabilization
policy (orthodox and structuraelst approaches);
financial reform; terms-of-trade; cumulative
processes afecting Income distribution, out-
put, and population growt, lde patterns, Int -
national debt, and transnationals. Orthodox,
structureest, and Maridst theories of trade ane
development.
E A Cardoso

14.77&J Theouies of Eonomoic
Development (A)
(Same subject as 11.488J)
Prereq.: 11.210
0 (1) Neat ofered 161-19
3-0-
See description under subject 11 .488J.
L 1yWor

147R Aasmesse pmhbs

Prereq.: 14.04,14.06
0 (2) Nat 0mW 10-6M
3-0-9

I
lUi, ~

Reviews fisoclsloal and non-neoclassical
(Mmrxian, Cambridge-style, and other) rules
descobing growth and distribution models.
Recent topics In Marxlan debate: Joint produc-
ton and measurement of surplus, unequal
exchange, faling rae of prolt Cambridge mod-
els: price formaion, reswitohlng, growth. Sruc-
tumist modele: underleeopment, m
Issues.
L J. 11)fo

14-781J PaW i 1: Theories of the
Wanlmd &W thes om0 (P4
(Same subject as 17.138J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
GO)
3-0-9
See description under subject 17.1 5J.
S. Serpe ML J. Pbe

14.7M2 Conparailve Economio Systems (A)

Prereq.: 14.121, 14.451
G (2)
3-0-9

Comparative study of capitalIm and socialism,
Including market socialim, wokers' manage-
ment (in Yagoslavia), Marxism, and centrally
planned economies, emphasizing the Soviet
Union. Soviet IndustrIalization debates and
growth models. Development of the Soviet soon-
omy. Management of agriculture and Industry.
Pr ome and wos. Measures of relative e-
ciency Comparison. with China.
Al. L Ktftman

9, - 9,
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Course 15 Managerment

Managerial Economics

16UR Undergaduate Rsne oh
Prereq.
U (1, 2)
Arr
Extended particlpation In the work of a research
group whloh includes such activities as Inde-
pendent study of the Iteraturs, direct involvement
In the group's research (commensurate with
the students skills and preparation), or project
work under an Individual faculty member
extending over more than one term. Admission
by arrangsment with Individual faculty member.
J10. Sleman

1&.001 B' WonomIs

Prsreq.: -
U (1, 2)
4-0-8
Introduces microconomIcs and Its application
to managerial decision making. Modeling deter-
minants and interaction of supply and demand.
Market structures and Imperfect competition In
particular Industries; impications for profitabil-
Ity and patterns of behavior. Introduction to
Industrial economics and applications to vari-
ous strategic and tactical decisions.
N. L Rose, K A. Root

15.002 ntroduction to Appled
Mirnmics
Prsreq.: -
G(1)
2-0-4
introduces basic principles of microeconomcs
and appies them to management decision mak-
Ing and analysis of public polioy. Students
graded on a pas/fal basis. Restricted to grad-
uate students in Sloan School of Management
Consult R. L Schmalensm or E. R. Berndt.

15.003 IntroductIon to Appled

(Ne
Prereq.: -

2-0-4
introduces basic principles of macrosconom-
Ica and applies them to management decision
making and analysis of public policy. Students
graded on a pass/fall basia. Restricted to grad-
uste students In SGoan School of Management.
Consult L C. Thurow

15.011 AppNed Mlroeconomics
Prereq.: 14.01
S(1)
3-0-6
Apples basic principles of microeconomic anal-
ysis to management decision making and anal-
ysis of public policy Cost and production,
utility and demand, competitive and noncom-
petltwe market behavlor. Analyzes pricing and
related policies. Rationales for and egects of
antitrust and government regulation.
E R $d, R. S Pfnt *
R. L Schmalensee

15.012 Appled Maocr and internatonl

Prereq.: 14.02
G (2)
3-0-6
Macroeconomics, international trade, and fi-
nance, emphasizing Implications for business
behavior. Macroeconomic topics: business
cycles and their eleots on industries, monetary
and fiscal polloy, inflaton and unemployment,
long-term economic growth, macroeconomic
forecasting. International topics: balance of
payments, exchange rates, trade and special-

fation, trade policy and international compeU-
tion, international lending and investment, the
international debt problem and world financial
system.
J. J. Roblmbeg, L C. Thurow

15.0131industrial Economics for Strategio

Prereq.: 15.011 or 15.001
G(1,2)
3-0-6

Applies principles of industrial economoics most
relevant for corporate strategy to analysis of
particular industries. Toplos: market structure
and its determinants; rational strategic behavior
in "small numbers" situations; strategies for
price and non-price competition; dynamic pric-
Ing, output, and advertising decisions; entry
and entry deterrence; evolution of Industries.
R. S. Plndy, R. .. Schmalensee,

A. ehd TM. Stor

15.014 MawoeIeonomic Problems and
Poies (
Prereq.: 15.012
G(1)
3-0-6
Focuses on determination of aggregate eco-
nomio variables of interest to business and the
use and Interpretation of macroeconomic mod-
els and forecasts. Discusses the design of
macroeconomic stablization policies and the
role of macroeconomic institutions like the
Federal Reserve.
J. J. Rolemberg
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15,016 Oulo-Seotor Eonomics end
Flnen*(A)
Prereq.: 15.012
G (2)
3-0-6
Analyzes investment and operating choices
where strong interdependence of pubic policy
arnd private action exists. Evaluates govern-
ment intervention through expenditures, finan-
cial subsidy taxation, regulation and public
participation, and private response in envi-
ronments that these actions create. Sample
applications In energy and natural resources,
environmental control, industrial promotion.
Content relevant to private firms, pubic agen-
clss, and their consultants.
H. D. Jacoby

15.017 Economlos of Government
Reguletion (A)
Prereq.: 15.011 or 15.001
G (2)
3-0-6
Considers rationale, origin, and effects of the
major forms of government regulation of firms
and markets. Uses experience in the US to
illustrate principles and problems. Economic
and political foundations; Ideal and actual pub-
ic utility regulation; utility regulation applied to
competitive markets; new policies aimed at
health, safety consumer protection, and envi-
ronmental preservation.
At L Rose, A. L Schmalensee

15.016 oonomis ofinternatlonal
Business (A)
Prereq.: 15.012
G(1,2)
3-"2)

Studies key factors shaping the international
economic environment and their implications for
business. Topics: the causes of exchange-rate
volatity its effects, and its Implcations for busi-
ness strategy; irernational lending and coun-
try risk, emphasizing causes and prediction of
debt crises; international compeinn, includ-
ing both competitive strategies of firms and
effects of International trade and industrial
policies.
J. J. Rokmberg, K A Root

15.016 Energy Economics and Polky (A)
Prereq.: 15.011 or 15.001
G (1)
3-0-6

Surveys recent work in energy economics and
management, paying particular attention to US
energy situation. Develops analytical methods
and stresses use of research tools and results
In public- and private-sector decision making.
Topics: international aspects of energy policy,
domestic price controls, energy and the envi-
ronment, demand modeling and management,
new energy technologies, and interactions
between energy sectors and the macroeconomy.
Consult H. D. Jacoby.

15.024 Appled Eoonomise for Mmnagirs
Prrq:-
G(S)
3-0-6

Develops facily with concepts, language, and
analysis tools of economics. Covers mioroeco-
nomics, macroeconomics, and International
trade and payments. Emphasizes Integration of
theory, data, and judgment In the analysis of
corporate decisions and pubic poicy, and In
the assessment of changing US and Interna-
tional business environment Restricted to Sloan
Fellows.
H. D. Jacoby

15.031 Case Studies in Strateglo Economdo
Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 15.011
G (1)
3-0-6
Analyzes pubic and corporate policy prob-
lems, with emphasis on approaching and solv-
Ing complex problems. Students work through
several actual policy problems during semester
Examples: a decision to import liquefied natu-
ral gas under a long-term contract, design of an
optimal strategic stockpile of crude oil for the
US, and financing of a new copper venture in a
less developed country.
R. S. Pindydo

15L034 Appled Econometries and
Forecasting for Management (A)
Prereq.: 15.061 or 15.075
G (1, 2)
3-0-6

Designed for students Interested in applied
econometric methods and business forecasting.
Emphasizes problems typically encountered In
conducting empirical econometric research, in
evaluating re'lts and testing hypotheses, and
in constructing 'orecasts. Requires term paper.
Problem sets Invle working with econometric
models and the cmputer
E R Bemd T M. Stoker

15.035 Pricing Strategy (A)
(N).

Prereq.: 15.011
G (2)
3-0-6

Draws on research in marketing and econom-
Ics to present principles of profitable pricing
and methods of applying them. Topics include
pricing in oligopolles, imoloations of cost and
demand dynamics, market segmentation, pric-
Ing new products, quantity discounts and
nonlinear pricing, product-ine pricing, and pric-
ing in distribution channels. Antitrust and other
legal Issues discussed.
R. & Pindyr R L. Scdmalensse

1.041 fesearch Seminar In Applied
soonomios
Pesq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4

Discussis current research problems in applied
economics.1 bplcs vary from term to term.
Designed primarly for doctoral students.
Consult R. S. Pindyok.

Operations
Research/Statistics

15,0583hnboduellon to Management Solenoe
Prereq.: 18.02, 18.00
U (1,2) SD
4-0-8

1.0M6 Appled Mathematical Proegrammng
Prereq.: 18.02, 18.06
G(1,2)
4-0-8

introduces management science, emphasizing
basic deterministic models and their optimiza-
tion. Formulates and solves linear optimization
models for management applications. Simplex
method, duality theory, sensitivity analysis. Intro-
duces networks, dynamic, integer, and
nonlinear programming. Solving problems by
computer and interpreting the results. 15.058
is more advanced than 15.062 and substitutes
for it.
R. M. fReund, J. B. Or#n

15.059 Mathematlcal Pogramming Models
and ApplcatIons (A)
Pr*e.: 15.053 or 15.058 or 15.081J
G(1)
3-0-9
Extends the development of mathematal
modeling techniques Introduced in 15.058,
emphasizing skills needed to perform mool-
based analysis. Covers practical apploations of
advanced mathematical programming model-
ing techniques, including network modeling,
quadratic programming and applications, linear
programming with uncertainty, and multiple
objective programming, with case studies in
production planning, vehicle routing, and stra-
tegic planning.
R. M Freund

15.061 DecisIon Support Systems H
Prereq.: 18.01
G (1)
3-0-6

Introduces probability and statistIcal date analy-
als emphasizing applications in management.
Topics: basic probablity, sampling and data
collection, exploratory data analysis, inference
and diagnostics for linear regression models,
statistical computing and simulation. Restricted
to graduate students in Sloan School of
Management.
A I. nett, M. A Vng

1,062 Decision Support Systems Il
Prreq.: 15.061
G (2)
3-0-6

introduces management science conoepts as
applied to managerial problem solving. Empha-
sizes identifying problems, formulating models.
assessing assumptions and date requirements,
and evaluating model-based recommenda-
tions. Topics: decision analysis, simulation, in-
ear programming, and network flows.
A. 11 Ayund, J. F Shapiro
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18,066 Decislon Analysls (A)
Prertq.: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-6
Basic theory of decision making under uncer-
tainty. Topics: decision trees. quantification of
judgments and preferences, the value of Infor-
mation, Bayes theorem, the structuring of com-
plex decisions, and muMarbuted utlity theory.
G. 11 Kaufman

15.067 CompeItle Decision Madng (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
4-0-5

Problems of decision making In competitive
and confict situations, when behavior of com-
pettors or adversaries afects .ocislons. Basic
theoretical results In relevant fields. Participa-
tion In out-of-classnegoiation exercises, sim-
ulating real competitive business situations,
povides experience In making rapid but cal-
culated decisions in situations characterized by
high degree of uncertainty and sophisticated
competitors,
G. M Kaufman

15.000 Seminar for Special Prooam in
Management Science (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
Arr.

Seminar for individuals In Special Program in
Management Science. Fall term Involves outside
speakers Spring term Is a project
J. D. C. L~Ie

15.071 Management Decision Support
Models
Prom* -
G (S)
3-6

Model-based approach to modern managerial
analysis. Introduces various techniques that
support menagerie''a!celon making, Including
decision analysis, swmalation, statietics, and in-
ear programming. Emphasizes basic under-
standing and evaluation of techniques and their
application, rather than technical expertise
Restricted to Sloan Fellows.
G. R Bffran

15.07J introduction to Stocheetc
Processes (A)
(Same subject as 18.445J)
Prereq.:18.313 or 18.440 or 6.041
GO1)

See description under subject 18.445J.
Term 1: G. M LJng
Term 2: M. Zhou

11,079 Warkshop in Appled Shdelee
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
Arr.

15,074Nhmlal Models and Posay
-(ya A)
Prereq.: 15.061 or 15.075
G (2)
3-0-
Case-study method exploring strengths and
weaknesses of mathematical models (espe-
daily those related to deat analysis) that aect
decision making of legislatures, corporatins,
courts, and regulatory agencies. Topics: carcin-
ogenic hazards of various subetances, deter-
rent efect of criminal sanctions, statistical oVI-
dance In job-discrimination proceedings, edec-
tive operation of mass-transIt systems.
A. Btemam o

15.075 Appled StIulene (A)
Prereq.: 18.440 or 6.041
G(1,2)
3-0-6
Introduces stadsical data analysis, concentrat-
ing on specific techniques used in manage-
ment science. Topics: exploratory and graphical
data analysis, smoothing, regression models
and diagnostics, statistical Inference for inear
models, sampling and data coleItion. Open to
qcifled undergraduates.
R. E Vb0sch

15.076J Sta"sna Modelng aid Date
Analysis (A)
(Same subject as 18.457J)
Prereq.: 15.075 or 18.443, 18.06
G (2)
3-0-9
Data types and structures. Model formulation.
fittng, simulation, and validation. Unear and
nonlinear models: Interpolation, forecasting,
diagnostics, robustness, variable selection.
Smoothing, data transformations, logistic and
nonparametric regression. Illustrations on case
material, with heavy use of statistical comput-
ing systems.
R. E Mlach

15.077 Statistlcal Methodalogy (A)
(Nw)
Prerq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6
Designed for Ph.D students. Topics covered:
elementary date analyses, point and interval
estimation, hypothesis testing, inear regres-
sion, PC-based statistical computation. Difers
from 15.075 in emphasis on derivation of die-
tribution theory noeedad to Implement aetima-
Dion and testing. Open to others (wnly by
permission of Instructor.
G. At Kaufman

15.078J Loglo l end Dmnsportation
Planning Methode (A)
(Same subject as 1.2031, 6.281J, 11.526J.
13.66&J, 16.76J. TPP 43J)
Prereq.: .431, 15.075
G (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 1.203J.
A I. Bamett, A C Larson, A A OdoW,
H N Paaraftu

Presentations by faculty students, and guest
speakers concerned with research in appled
statistics, data analysis projects related to man-
agemen statesticl consulting, and statistici
computing. Discussions of recent litraturs,
dealing with subjects of special intereet to par-
ticIpants. Primarily for doctoral students.
R. E Visach

15.081J Introduction to MathemallWal
Progamming (A)
(Same subject as 6.2514)
Prer".: 18.06
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 6.251J.
R A Freund, R G. Gsager

15.062 Netork Opimaution (A)
Prerq.: 15.081J
G(2)
3-0-9

Network models for industrial logistics sys-
tems, transportation systems, communication
systems, and other applications. Emphasizes a
rigorous treatment of algorithms and their effi-
ciency; algorithms for shortest routes, min-
mum cost flow minimal spanning trees. trafic
equilibrium, vehicle routing and the traveling
salesman pnblem, facility location and network
design, matching. Implementation Issues,
T L Ailgnant, J. . Orn

15.0=3 Combinatorial Optinksadan (A)
(111116- Uni)
Prereq.: 15.081J or Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-
Devoted to a theoretical and rigorous treatment
of topics in interger programming and combina-
torial optimization. Topics in combinatorial
optimization include matching theory, matroid
theory computational complexity design and
analysis of heurstcs. Topics in integer pro-
gramming Include formulations, branch and
bound, Lagrangean techniques, cuttng plan
algorithms, group theoretic approaches, and
Benders's decomposition.
J. S. Orth, J. F ShIro

15.0 4 Noninear Powamming (A)
(Same subject as 6.252J)
Proreq.: 18.06, 18.100
G (2)

See description under subject 6252.
J. F Shapfo, D. R Boraedas
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I6.0 oifo"h iteama kesuemiie Health Care Management
Prsrsq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
Arr.

Presentations by facufty, students, and guest
speakers of ongoing research related to current
issues In Operations Research.lpIl topics:
reports of research projects, proposed or In
progress, and informal discussions of recent
literature dealing with subjects of special Inter-
et to participants. Primarily for doctoral
students.
T L Aagnan

15.00 1peelSeminar in Operudons
ePeereh (A)

Prereq.: 15.061, 15.062
G 0(1, 2)
Arr.

Current topics related to operations research
not otherwise Included In curriculum.
T L Agnanti

for adillonelmisted suOWNe In hi isikle, se:

CNjeglhekwwV:1.08, 1.06 1.16, 1.151, 1.152,
1202J, .206, and 1.732

a~ gblarktg and Cntpuer saear
6.041, 6.231, 202, 6.264, 6.431, 6.432,
and 6A435

oons-l1420, 14.21,14281,14262, 14M,
14.364,14.366, 14.386, and 14.366

Afsnaeent: 15.034, 15.306, 15.672,
and 15.662

4ihem s:16.05, 18.175,18.177,18,313,
16A406, 1W41, 1.A43, 18444, 14W, 11446,
16.44, 16464, 16446,16.466, 166, 18.466,
and18.466

See also: 061, 2.45, 6.72,7.011, .044, .06,
10.816, 11.220, 11.322,16.31, 16,37, 16371,
17.4, 1746, 17.860,22, 22A0J,
and HoNI0I

15.121 Seminar in MmliI Management (A)
Prereq.:-
G (1)
3-0-6
16.122 Sminar in WMlih Management (A)
Prere.: -
G(2)
3-0-6
Studies selected organizational and manage-
ment Issues facing manages of halh w-
vioes, helh education, and healh research.
Institutions, as discussed by Invited guests who
are experienced managers. Primarily for grad-
uste students with background or concentra-.
tion In healh management
N S. Slms, 8 8. Roberta

15.136J Medalt1buwioogy (A)
(Same subject as HST 920J)
Proreq.: -
G (2)
3-0-6
Research seminar in the development, evalua-
tion, and dissemination of medical technologies
and practices. Strategies for management of
basic and applied biomedical research. Com-
munication channels for research results among
researchers and from researchers to users.
Analytc methods for evaluaton of eficacy and
social Impact Examines factors Infuencing com-
rcial d pment of new healh technology

S. It freelsn

16.141J Compareaive Hlth Systems (A)
(Same subject as 17.228J)
Prereq.: -
G(1)
3-0-6

See description under subject 17.228J.
S. N Rnkelsin, H. . Sapolay

16.144 Analytloel MehoNd for Mealth
Palsy and Management (A)
Prereq.:
G(2)
3-0-6

Applies analytical methods to health policy and
managemen problems. Considers Incidence,
prevalenos, cost, and other characteristics of
disease and Il healh having significant man-
agement or public-polioy Implications. Reviews
pubilo and private Initiatives In disease control,
preventen, arJ research.
S. N Rnke&lsIn

15.140 eselseuI inin Mmmlni

Proreq.: Permission of Instructor
0(1,2)
Arr.
For graduate students who desire to do ad-
vanoed work or research on a heath manage-
ment problem not specifloally covered else-
where. Readings, conferences, fieldwork, and
reports.

. B. Roberts

ftsessan
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International Management

15.215 Intemalonal Dimensions of
Management
Prerq.: -
G (1)
3-0-6

Theory and practice of International business,
emphasizing strategy selection and Implemen-
tation In response to the changing International
environment. Examines some of the distinctive
management problems that arise In Interna-
tional firms.
T A Poyntr

15.221 interntlonel Business
Management (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Basic course on the International dimensions
of management. Examines the changing pat-
terns of International business, environmental
factors (state, comparative advantage, Industry)
and the strategic taks of the firm, and the
tasks Involved In managing across borders.
D. E lAssney

15.222Itrategy in a Global Context (A)
(-eslsed Content)
Prereq.: 15.221 or Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-0-6
About corporate strategies that are successful
against International competitors. Develops
sense of how Individual multinational enter-
prises succeed. Emphasizes organization-
strategy match, and a general management
framework that allows consideration of strategic
and orgninational cholces in multinational firms,
I A Poynier

1.223 Aseesslng Poreign Business
Environmente
Prereq.: 15.221
0(1)
3-0-6
This course Introduces future managers and
poicymakers to the complexities and risks of
doing business vrses. Students aem exposed
to the analytic methods and tools needed to
assess the political, economic, and technology-
related dynamics of various foreign business
settings. Lectures and readings are focused on
political risk analysis; bargaining and conflict
management; corporate Intelligence; govern-
ment-based relations; and Industrial policy In
developed, developing, socialist, and newly
industrialized nations.
. F Simon

1.227 14inau1"nel e1111010s1er (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-6

This course focuses on the transborder move-
mentof technology highlighting the role of the
multinational firm as the chief purveyor of
International technology flows. Prtiular emph-
sals Is given to the forces that faclitate and
constrain international technology transfer (e.g.,
export controls), along with discussion of the
varying porspectives of the suppliers and recip-
lents of technology. The relevant managerial
and policy Issues are discussed in the context
of North-South relations, East-West trade, and
West-West cornpetition.
D. F Simon

15.29 Specall Seminar in kiemtimnal
Managenent (A)
Prsreq.: 15.221
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Opportunity for group study by graduate stu-
dents on current topics related to International
business not otherwise included In ourrioulum.
D. R. Lessard

15.231 Management and Tohnology in the
Peopl's Repubic of China (A)
(New)
Prore.: -
G(1)
3-0-6

This course examines the changing nature of
industrial management and the evolving struc-
ture for research and development In China,
highlighting the continuity with the past and the
changes that hav taken place since the death
of Mao Zedong. Special aention Is given to the
role of direct foreign Investment and Imported
technology In China's civilian and military mod-
emization program. Course materials are drawn
from Chinese primary sources, as well as sec-
ondary literature on developments In the PRC.
D. F Simon

15-232 The Pirm and te Business
Envirnnment In Jepen (A)
(NOW)
Prereq.: 15.221
G (1)
3-0-6

Examines how Japanese firma and their busi-
ness environments have been viewed from
Western manageent perspectives; the nature
of the Japanese business environment (finan-
cial, poliical, human, technological, social, and
cultural resources); and the intenal organiza-
tion and strategic procesesse of Japanese
firms.
D. E llesney

History and Environment

15.26 RSednge in Power and
Responelbly (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-
Studies managerial power and responsiblity in
relation to today's world. Examines conflicts
between power and moral responsibty the
value-complexes that underle modem Western
soety, and the major political and economic
stances avalable to leadership In coping with
current problems. Restricted to Sloan Fellows.
W F Bolda
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Communication

15.20 Conuunleaton for Managers
Preq.: -
G (1, 2)
2-0-4
Wdling and speaking siis necessary to a
career in management. Sudents learn ocmmu-
niostln strategiee and methods through dIs-
cussion of prinolos examples, and ones
Msny short witten and oral assignments, soft
coordinated with other subjects. Rested to
first-year Moan schocl of Management Omdu-
ate students. Meets once a week for one and
one-half terms.
J. W11s, M. Pbok V, w NkMoI

15,21 Advanced Manageril
Comnuwilatla (
Prereq.: 1M.280
G (1)
30-6
Buids on managerial wrlting and speaking
skill developed in 15.2M0. introduces more
advanced oral and Interpersonal communica-
don sldls important to managers, including
running and contributing productively to meet-
Ings, Nlsening, and being interviewed by news
med Also provides instruclion and practice
in wrltng longer reports and ging longer oral
presentaions for a business audience, gener-
aly In conjunction with an outside project for
another subject
J. iWs

Organization Studies

15,301 Mngerl P hflg Labotry
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) LAB
2-6-4

Core subject for students majoring in manage-
ment science. Surveys Individual and socal
psychology and organization theory interpreted
in the context of the manageria environment
Laboratory Involves projcts of an applied
nature in behavioral solence. Emphasizes use
of behavioral soience research methods to test
hypotheae oncrming organIzational behavior.
r J. AMen, JA, J. & Canol

15,30 0 C- 11plex Orgisaenbsf
Prereq.: 15.301
U (2)
3-0-
Enem structA s prOces Wakis And
woring praoes of various forms of soolal
organizaion. Sociological and anthroplogical
wriutings provide framework for describing devi-
anox control, rtual, authodty decision making,
and sob liaion In organizational slings. Com-
bines field obeervaion, interviews, and partic-
ipation in a given social organization, with
readings drawn fom h stmographio liera-
ture on culture and suboulture in America.
J. E Wn AMnen

15.300 Sehavioral Solence Research
Maluode
Proe.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
Introduces methods of behavioral solence
research. General strategy of behavioral re-
search (quantitative ve quaitative analysis,
hypothees formulation) and research design
(purposes, variance control, control of extrane-
ous varimbles, use of contol groups, ran-
domized designs, factorial designs). Specific
techniques of vaious designs (questonnaire
otruon, smping nerviws, systematic
observaion). OrganIzation and development of
research project. informabon: J. & Caroll.

15.11 Msnageia SehaWler in Orgsnoanie
Preq- -
G (1, 2)
3-0-8
Examines interpersonal and human side of
both pubiO and private enterpries. Emphasizes
managea applications of sooial-acienos con-
cpis and research findings. Use experientil
lerning modes and case analyse, as wel as
lectures and dicussions. ohs materals oe
both micro concems (.., individuals and small
groups), and macro issues 0.L., orgmnizatonal
intenilaMons, oulaur and learning). Pdmarily
for first-year Sloan Moster's students in fall
term, others only by permlsson of instructor.
J. E 116n Wanen

15,312 Masers esluinamne*(
Prerev.: 14.301 or 16.311
G(1)
3.0-6
Examines indMdual managerial beAW within
organizations, with ermhass on cognitive pro-
ases In judnWft and choe. Includes jud-

ment under uncertainty blase. aid cornece
procedurs, risk percep"on, models of judg-
ment and choice, decision sids, and problem
s-rnctudin Sohn t.udents wthout stated
prerequislies may enroll with permission of
Instructor.
D. Kelnmuna

15,313 ntesrpersmna Dynamis and
theMinligenent of GrpsA
Prereq.: 15.301 or 15.311
G (2)
3-0.6
Examines basic concepts of how people relate
to each other and how groups work from both a
psychological and sociological perspeote.
Through lectures, discuselon, fidwork, wety
learning group exercises, end writen assign-
mnnt students learn not only the concepts but
also how to improve their own communication
and goup membership aks. Sudents without
stated prerequisies may enroll with permission
of Instructor.
D. L Ancc"

1.314 Organizatln Design (A)
Prereq.: 15.301 or 15.311
G (2)
3-0-
Examines the character and charactedstios of
effective organizations. Includes designing
organization structures, managing change,
organan environment raonhips. Cssess
use lectures, seminars, practe cases, films,
and some team projects. Students without
stated prerequisites may enrol with permission
of Instructor.
R. J. Thomas

15.317 Cmpwtve Study of
a gsnbamw (Al
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-8
Examines management of organizations and
organiational-process in various parts of th
world. Special focus on highly industdialed
societies, particulary Japan. Designed for
advanced masters and dooloral students.
D. E beiy

16,322 Qg0tgnal Psuhelegy and

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-0-6
Analyzes - through leotures, diasn s, and
oss exercises - management of human
resources in industry Restdictd to Sloan

J. a Wn Atnew, a . Schsln

4I
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1IST"alh or* Work and

Prereq,: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Nt to be onNeed 198-8
3-0-8
Reviews key concepts and research findings
from sociology that luminate the nature of
work, how organizations evolve, and the mana-
gali prooss. Practice In use of sociological
methods for studying work and organizations,
both In public and private sector. Designed for
advanced masters and doctoral students.
J. E Wn AManen

156, Goolial Psychology of Work and
Orgnieilons (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G Next ofered 198-89
3-0-6
Reviews key concepts and research findings
from social psychology that Illuminate the
nature of work, functioning of organizations,
and managerial process. Issues in use of social
psychological methods for stuaoing work and
organizations, both In public and private sector
Designed for advanced master's and doctoral
students.
J. S. CanulI

15.341 Seminar in Behavioral Sciences
Prorm..
G (2)
3-0-6

Develops basic concepts for understanding
Individual, group, and organizational behavior
through critical analysis of Important works In
the field. Areas covered: cognitive, affectIve,
change, control, Input, throughput, output, and
structural processes. Emphasizes use of behav-
oral science concepts for stimulating new and
useful management science research and the
application of behavioral science results to
typical management problems. Restricted to
doctoral candidates In the Sloan School of
Management.
J. E n Adanen

15.45 Doctoral Seminar in Orgelzadon
Stuinse I (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-0-7

15.346 Doctoral Seminar in Organiastion
Stuee N (A)
Prereq.: 15.345
G (2)
2-0-7

Seminar covering the basic fields of social
psychology Individual psychology and socikl-
ogy and organization theory, for purposes of
preparing the doctoral candidate for his or her
doctoral examinations. Basic concepts, theo-
rise, and research methods serve as focus for
the seminar. Restricted to doctoral candidates.
Information: L L Ballyn.

15.37 octoraiSeminar in Reessmnh

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
4-0-8
Introduces the process of social research,
emphasizing the conceptuallzation of research
choices to maximize valdlty, relevance, and
benefit-costa comparsons. Includes research
design (experiments, quasi-experiments) and
specific measurement techniques (question-
nalres, Interviews, observation).
J. S. Ceirl

15,34 Doctoral Seminar in Reaserch
Methods H (A)
Prereq.: 15.347
G (2)
4-0-8
Practice of social science research. Students
learn to handle specific research problems
through Intensive analysis of published research
papers, a ises of written exercises, and group
term project based on a common data bass
provded for the class. Emphasizes logic of data
analysis and role of conceptualization in the
research process.
L L Ballyn

15.349 Personal ssues in the Management
of Human Rasourose (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
2-0-7

Explores assumptions underlying organizational
career procedures and consequences of these
procedures for employees. Considers Implica-
tions of changes In individual lestyles and In
values surrounding work and success on man-
agement of human resources In organizations.
L L Balyn

Management of Iohnology
and Innovation

15.351 hatroduodon to 14chnoloala
innoUellon Mnagement (A)
Prorm.: -
G(1)
3--

Introduction to the sources of technological
Innovation, economics of Innovation, protection
of Innovation rights, capturing benefit from
Innovation, organizing to manage the Innovation
process, new ventures.
E. A von Nlppet

15.355 Managing Thnlmologloal
Innoation )
Prereq.: -
G (1)
2-0-4

Managerial perspectives on development and
consequences of technological Innovations In
product and manufacturing process. issues
relating to managing scientists and engineers
as Individuals, In teams, and In large organiza-
tions. Interfaces between RD function and
marketing and production. Technology plan-
nIng and strategy approaches, including new
venture structures for business development
and diversification. Restricted to Sloan Felows
only.
E a. Roberts

15.361 Managing Professionals (A)
Prereq.: Permission-of Instructor
G0(1,8)
3-0-6
Examines human side of management of pro-
fessionals through application of behavioral
science research findings. Topics: supervising/
motivating professional employees; career orien-
tations; efective conflict management; group
creativIty/decision making; managing product
teams; group aging; critical roles for Innovation;
organizational structure/oommunicsation. Empha-
sizes professional individuals and groups.
(Sumr term Is resricted to nmbers of the
Management of Technology Program.)
R. Katz, D. L Ancona

15,365J Manuatrn/Idnlg
Interfae (A)
(Same subject as 3.565J, 13.885J)
Prsrsq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6
Focus on the management of process Innova-
tion. Economic and other Influences on manu-
flcturing process change. interactions between
research, development. and engineering activi-
ties, and manufacturing operations. 1ansfer of
new product developments Into manufacturing.
J. M. Uffsrback
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15*? Mrkevnehhnelogv interfaee (A
Prertq.: 15.810 or 111812 or 1M814
G(1)
3-0-

Uw role in new product Innovation; effioent
linking of uder and manufacturer new product
development efforts; market research tech-
niques for novel Industrial products and for
"lead" user Identification. Primarily for mem-
bers of the Managenent of Technology Program.
E A. von Mppd

15,30 Corporate $tr@"ugles for
- h Dewelopmsn, and

S(A)
Prereq.: 15.351 or 1.355 or 1 5.361
G (2)
2-0-7

Joint seminar with the Harvard Business School
technology management group. Strategic Issues
In managing research, development, and engi-
neering. Single overall theme chosen each year
from wide range of topics, Including such
subjects as corporate research laboratories,
new venture organizations, and integration of
RD & E Into corporate strategy. Lecture ses.
sions by faculty of'both schools and by invited
spealers from government and Industry. Inde
pendent study and preparation of reports by
Individual students or tealns of students-
E 8. Roberts

15.371 The R&D Process: Communloaton
and Problem Solving (A)
Prsreq.: 15.311 or 15.351 or 16.361
G (1)
3-0-6

Examines the fundamental processes of re-
search and development. Contrasts basic sci-
ence with technology. Presents recent research
on the structuring of organizations to accom-
plish research and development goals. Looks
at factors Influencing technical communication
patterns end technology transfer.
T J. Allen, Jr

15.375 New Enterprises (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
Q3(2)
2-1-6

Develops detailed plan for launching a new
technical venture by each student. Lectures
provide Information needed to succeed at this
task. Topics: organization and management of
ventures, patents and other means of rnew
product protection, obtaining venture capital,
research partnerships.
E A von Hippel

Finance

15410 Acounting and Fnance N
Prereq.: 16.515
G (2)
2-0-4

Surveys and analyzes financial problems fao-
Ing managers, Including theoretical Introduction
to financial Institutions, financial Instruments,
and capital markets. bplos: funations and oper-
ations of capital markets, theory of effcient
markets, portfolo and vluaton theory capital
budgeting and investment decision making,
firm's cost of capal, long-term financing instru-
ments and financing decisions, dividend policy
and capital structure. Restricted to graduate
students In Sloan School of Management
J. C. Cox

15A11 Inancial Management (A)
Prereq.: 15.511, 15.024, 15.071
G(1)
3-0-6

Surveys what an organization Invests In and
how much it Invests, where and how funds for
Investment are obtained, and how financial
institutions and financial markets operate. Top-
is: capital budgeting and Investment decision
making, functins anu operations of the capital
markets, valuation theory, long-term financial
Instruments and financing decisions, capital
structure and dividend policy. Restricted to
Sloan Folows.
F Fabozzi

15.412 FInancial Menagemnt n (A)
Prereq.: 15.501 or 15.515
G (1, 2)
4-0-8

Content similar to 15.410, but coverage deeper
and more extensive. Primarily for students not
concentrating in finance.
J. E Persona

J5A13 1bplos in Corporate Financile
Mnagement A
Prereq.: 15.410 or 15.411 or 15.412
G (1, 2)
3-0-6
Extends and applies topics and concepts cov-
ered in 15.410, 15.411, 15.412. Covers financial
planning, leasing and project financing, merg-
era, pensions, and new approaches to corpo-
rate investment and financing decisions. Infor-
mation: .Thomadakl.

15A15 neneTher(A)
Prereq.: 15.011,15.515
G(1,2)
6-0-9
Core theory of capital markets and corporate
finance. lbps: functions and operations of
capIal marels, analysis of coneuptIon-nwast-
ment decisions of investors, diversificaion and
portfolio selection, valuaon theory and equl-
lbrium pricing of risky asets, theory of e~ficent
markets, and Investment and financing deal-
alons of firms. Theoretical foundation for further
study and praccal applications, Required for
students concentrating In finance.
R. Mota

15.A11 Thxaen and lusinese
Mgtet(A)
Prereq.: 15.410 or 15.412 or 15.415
G(1, 2) Neatoered 19800
3-0-6

Analyzes efect of taxation on conduct of busi-
ness. Concentrates on major decisions where
taxes Impinge en the firm or its managers;
concern with both thory and relevant empirical
evidence. lbplos covered: the "double-taxato
of dividends, the effet of capital gains taxation,
tax inoentives compensation planning, the e"ot
of taxation on efort, alternatives to Income
taxation. Information: 8. C. Myers.

15L419 PInance for inemelhnel
Managers (A)
Prereq.: 15.012, 15.410 or 15.411 or 15.412
G (2)
3-0-6
Analyzes decisions of firms operating inter-
naionally, emphasizing Interaction of financial
considerations with operating strategy and tac-
tc. 1opics: Impiloitons of fluctuating exchange
rates; dfderng sal rogimes segmented and
distorted captl markets; political risks for
Investment, financing, contracting, financial
logistic, measurerent and control of perfor-
mance. Examples from industrialued and devel-
oping countries. Primarily for students not
concentrating In finance. Credit not given for
both 15.419 and 15.436.
J. a Parson

15.432 Capial Measks and FInancial
Inal tana (A)
Prereq.: 15.415
G (2)
3-0-6
Role and functioning of the capital and money
marklts as a device for the allocation of
resouroet the channeling of investable funds,
and the reallocation of risk Function of financial
Intermediaries operang In these markets.
F Modig~ani



1433 SeourIty Pris (A)
Prereq.: 15.416
G (2)
3-0-6
Studies behavior of security prices and returns.
Empirical work on oflent markets hypothesis
and capital asset pricing models. Applications
to portfolio management and corporate finance.
Requires empirical term project. Information:
S. C. Myers.

15.434 Capital investment Declsions (A)

Prereq.: 15.415
G (2)
3-0-6
Theory and practice of capital Investment deci-
sions. Approaches to estimating risk and adjust-
ing for it. Applications of option pricing and new
approaches to valuation. Forecasting, mergers,
OR and planning models, public investment
decisions.
C-F Huang

15.435 Corporate Financing Decisions (A)
Prereq.: 15.415
G(1)
3-0-6

Theory and practice of corporate financing
decisions. Empirical work on debt and dividend
policy; agency cost and signaling models; issue
procedures and Investment banking; leasing,
project financing, convertible securities.
J. E. Parsons

15,436 international Menageriel Finance (A)
Prereq.: 15.012, 15.415
G(1)
3-0-6

Examines factors that distinguish international
from domestic setting, Including volatile curren-
cles, differing fiscal regimes, segmented and
distorted capital markets, and cross-border
risks. Analyzes Implications for valuation the-
ory and applications, Including Investment and
financing decisions, financial logistics, foreign
exchange risk management, and performance
measurement. Primarily for students concen-
trating in finance. Credit not given for both
15.436 and 15.419.
D. R. Lessard

15.437 Options and Puturee Markets (A)
Prereq.: 15.415
G (1, 2)
3-0-6

Develops option pricing theory. Applies theory
to valuation of put and call options, loan guar-
antees, and corporate liabilities. Empirical tests
of the models and investment strategies. Futures
markets, emphasizing financial futures and
their uses.
J. C. Cox

15A38investment Bndng and Markets (A) Accounting
Prereq.: 15.415
G(1)
3-0-6
Surveys the International investment banking
Industry and the financial markets and Interme-
diaries the Industry deals with. Description of
trading and hedging techniques. Analysis of
new financial products and procedures.
R. C. Abrion

15.440J Advanced 'bplos in Financial
Economics (A)
(Same subject as 14.490J)
Prereq.: 15.415
G(1,2)
3-0-6
Srveys theory and current research in finan-
cial economics. Primplly for doctoral students
in finance, economics and accounting. Reviews
continuous-time asset pricing models, contin-
gent claims valuation, empirical work on capi-
tal asset pricing and market eliciency and new
developments in the theory of corporate invest-
ment and financing decisions.
C-R Huang

15.441 Research Seminar in Finaneo (A)
Prereq.: 15.415
G (1, 2)
3-0-6
Presentation and analysis of original research
In finance. For Sloan School doctoral candl-
dates in finance. Others admitted only by per-
mission of Instructor
F MlodIgani

15.449 Special Seninar in Finance (A)
Prereq.: 15.410 or 15.412 or 15.415
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Opportunity for group study by graduate stu-
dents on current topics related to finance not
otherwise Included In curriculum.
S. C. Myers

15.501 Introductory Financl Accounting
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
3-0-6

Introduces basic concepts and techniques of
collecting, processing, and reporting financial
information generated by a business. Empha-
sizes basic financial accounting concepts and
methods of financial analysis.
R. Bhuehan

15.511 FInancial and Management
Aounting
Prereq -
G (S)
3-0-6

Studies basic concepts of financial accounting
and the accounting principles underlying finan-
cial statements. ViewpoInt Is that of the users of
accounting information (especially managers)
rather than the preparer (the accountant).
Restricted to Sloan Fellows. Information: R Healy.

15.515 Accounting and Finance I
Pro.: -
G (1)
3-0-6

Introduces basic concepts and techniques of
collecting, processing, and reporting financial
information generated by a business. Examines
financial valuation Issues In accounting. Intro-
duces methods of financial analyses, with goal
of enabling students to understand and use
corporate financial statements. Restricted to
Sloan School of Management graduate students.
P Healy R C. O'Brien

15.516 Introduclory Financial Accounting
(A except XV)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-6

Meets with 15.501.
R. Bhushan

15.521 Management Accounting and
Control (A
Prereq.: 15.501 or 15.511 or 15.515 or 15.516
G(1,2)
3-0-6

Examines management accounting and related
analytical methodologies for decision making
and control in profit-directed organizations.
Budgetary control systems for planning, coordi-
nating, and monitoring the performance of a
business and its functional components; meth-
ods for controlling capital expenditures
and working capital funds. Principles of meas-
urement. Develops framswork for assessing
behavioral dimensions of control system design;
Impact of diferent managerila styles on moti-
vation and performance in an organization.
F J. Febozzl

los Mmg~M
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16.2 Coporate PirncAle Aoauning (A)
Prereq.: 15.501 or 15.511 or 15.15 or 15.516
0(1,2)
3-0-6
Examination of corporate financial accounting
policy, fundamental Issuse, and emerging shifts
In the financial accounting area. Advanced
analysis and Interpretation of financial state-
ments and pronouncements of various agen-
cies concerned with financial accounting (FA8,
SEC, etc.).
R C O'Bdien

I6.m32 Planning and ContrW 9yseme (A)
Prereq.: 15.501 or 15.515 or 15.516
G (2)
3-0-6

Development of a framework for analyzing an
organization and Its environment, to provide
basis for designing information systems and
procedures to support the management of stra-
tegic development and operating performance.
Goal formation and direction setting, long-range
planning, budgeting and monitoring systems.
Design of responsibility accounting systems in
relation to strategy; problems of multi-
dimensional measurement. Coordination of
responsibility centers and transfer pricing
mechanisms. Content of 15.521 relevant but not
required.
Information: P Healy.

15.535 PInanoials tetment Analysis (A)
(New)

Prereq.: 15.615, 15.410 or 15.411 or 15.412 or
15.415
G0(1)
3-0-6

Techniques for financial statement analysis
and uses of analysis in a decision-making
context. Applications include lending deci-
sions, risk analysis, and equity valuation for
merger and divestiture purposes.
R Heay

15.,39 special Seminar In Accounting,
Planning, and Control (A)
Preroq.: 15.515
G (1, 2)
Arr.
Opportunity for group study by graduate stu-
dents on current topics related to accounting,
planning, and control not otherwise included in
curriculum. Information: R Healy.

15.49 Workshop in Accounting
and Control
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
Arr.
Presentagons by facuty doctoral students, and
guest speakers of ongoing research related to
current Issues in financial and managerial
accounting, and in planning and control sys-
tems in organizations. Topics: reports of re-
search projects (proposed or in progress) and
dicussions of recent lIerature In the area.
Selects specific topics geared to interests of
participants. Primarily for doctoral students.
R a. 0Mrlen

Management Information
Systems

15.560 Decelin Support Sytame I
Prerq.: -
G (1)
2-0-4

Introductory concepts in computer hardware,
software, and management information sys-
tems. Familiarization with and use of computer
resources and software available at MIT, which
may be useful in subsequent subjects, re-
search, or thesis wor. Restricted to gaduate
students in Sloan School of Management.
M. E1 'eacy, T W Mhlone

15.562 Principles of Mtanagement
informatIon Sysem (A)
Prereq.: 1.00 or 2.10 or 6.001 or 15.0 SOor
programming experience
G0(1.,2)
3-0-6

Introductory examination of Issues related to
eflective use of computer-based information
systems in organizations. 1bplcs: technology
(computer systems and databases), frameworks
for analyzing need for Information systems,
designing and Implementing systems for egeoc-
tive use, management of the Information sys-
tem life cycle. Represents a condensation of
15.564,15.565, and 15.566; credit not given
for both 15.562 and 15.568. Umted enrollment.
J. A. Medman, H-M. D. ong

15.64 Management Informion
lbohnology I (A
Prereq.: 1.00 or 2.10 or 6.001 or 1.560 or
programming experience
G (1, 2)
4-0-8

Intense coverage of modern Information tech-
nology and its operational and strategic appl-
cations. Technology topics Include computer
architecture; 1st-, 2nd-, 3rd-, and 4th-generaon
programming languages; translators and com-
pie; table processing; searching and sortng;
database systems; and operatng systems. Stu-
dent projects, using machine language, assem-
bly language, C programming language, SQL
database language, and the UNIX She com-
mand language.
S. E Abdnck R Devis

15.166 M1nagement infornagan
11Mhnclogf6A
Prereq.: 15.564
0(1,2)
3-0-6
Provides background In and a framework for
integrating the concepts essentl to analysis
and development of computer-based informs-
tion systems: data management software tech-
niques, computer-based design aids and
concepts relevant to managing information as a
corporate asset. Develops student's under-
standing of computer technology to enable Its
use In new and oresative ways In an organiza-
tion. Discusses examples of the implanentation
and use of acta mnanageen Informtion
systems.
J. C Nenderson, S. E Aiednick

15.666 Management informallon
Systeme (A)
Prereq.: 15.564, 1565
G (1, 2)
3-0-6
Concepts, frameworks, tools, techniques, and
processes that assist managament In ts Inter-
action with and direction of computer-based
Infornation systems today. Discusses major
transaction processing systems of the firm, as
well as those systems used primarly for mana-
gedel Information. Emphasizes managerial point
of view and organizational Issues Involved In
managing a firm's Information resources. Credit
not given for both 15.562 and 15.568.
J. F Aock4 T I Malne

11560 Advanoed Doeco SLpport
System= W
Prereq.: 15.562 or 15.566
G (1.2)
3-0-6

Focus on Issues and techniques involved in
development of computer-based systems de-
signed to support manager's dcislon-making
and problem-solving process Topics: assess-
MOnt of th technology avalable, development
of frameworks and techniques with which to
analyze and organige key decisions and a man-
ager's decdsion-making process, and dicous-
sn of the design and Implementation of such
systems in ongoing organizations. Lectures,
case, projects, and analysis of existing deci-
si"n support systerns.
M. E acy

-~ 4 -,
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15.571 Adveneed Computer Gysems (A) 15.561 inormation Systems and Law (A) Law
Prereq.: 15.564
G (2)
3-0-6

Operating systems and their Interface to vari-
ous levels of hardware and software. System
architecture, new technologies, and operating
systems services (storage, processors, data
management, and 1/O supervision). Other top-
Ics: virtual machines, multiprocessor systems,
performance measurement, data security Dis-
cusses microsystems and personal and tradi-
tional mainframe systems. Assumes knowledge
of Assembler Language programming. Requires
class participation and readings.
R. A acKInnon

15.572 Systems Simulation (A)
Prereq.: 15.061, 15.560
G (2)
3-0-6

Introduces discrete simulation and model build-
ing methodology, using high-speed digital com-
puters. Focus on event-oriented as opposed to
continuous systems. Emphasizes simulation lan-
guage and model building. Considers Issues of
proper experimental design, statistical analysis
of results, effects of random number generation
techniques, and validation. Some discussion of
typical applications. Information: S. E. Madnick.

15.574 Information System, Dt
Structures, and Databaess (A)
(Now)

Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9

Doctoral level Introduction to a range of topics
In the area of information systems, with an
emphasis on porformance Issues and on the
underlying theory. Computer language and
architecture topics include machine language,
assemblers, compilers and operating systems.
Data structure topics include abstract data
types, sorting, searching, memory manage-
ment, and other selected topics. Database
management topics Includes study of rela-
tional, network, and hierarchical models.
J. C. Henderson, J. B. Orlin

15.579 Special Seminar In Management
Information Systems (A)

Prereq.: 15.564
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Opportunity for group study by graduate stu-
dents on current topics related to management
information systems not otherwise Included In
curriculum.
S. E. Adnick

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Examines Interlocking technological and legal
issues that arise In the operation of computer-
based Information systems In society. Empha-
sizes, In class discussions and In term projects,
Interdisciplinary definition, analysis, and solu-
tion of specific problems. Continuing effort
toward lmprong and Integrating technical,
social, and legal concepts of information. Top-
Ics: security and privacy In databanks, com-
puter infringement of copyright, protection of
proprietary rights In software, jurimetrics.
J. A Meldman

15.59 Workshop in Management
Informaton Systems
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
0(1,2)
Arr.

Presentations by faculty doctoral students, and
guest speakers of ongoing research relating to
current Issues In management Information sys-
tems, as well as discussions of key research
papers in the field. Determines specific topics
by the interest of participants and by new and
Important directions In Information systems.
Background readings and active participation
by students expected. Primarily for doctoral
students.
S. E. Mhdnick, M. E. 7eacy

15.601 The American Legal System
Prereq.: 14.02 or 15.001 or 15.012
U (1) HASS
3-0-6

Meets with 15.611.
J. A Meldman

11611 The American Legal System (A)
Prerq.: 14.02 or 15.001 or 15.012
0(1)
3-0-6

General Intensive introduction to law and the
American legal system. Analyzes components
and operation of the legal process In context of
specific legal problems. Examines judicial rea-
soning and development of legal doctrines Top-
ics: torts, contracts, criminal and consitudonal
law trial procedure and evidence, administra-
tive law scope of the judicial process, and the
relationships between state and Federal law
Extensive reading of case law together with
textual materials and legal essays. Research
projects InvoMng use of a law library.
J. A. Meldman

15.615 The Manager's Legal Funcion (A)
(New)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

Provides a basic understanding of legal Issues
corporations meet during their existence. Fol-
lows one firm throughout Its ie-from birth to
bankruptcy, first as a breakaway from an estab-
lished high-tech firm; proceeding through Ini-
tial funding efforts, establishment of Its capital
and corporate structure, and through prob-
lems In labor trade secrets, contracts, and
antitrust product Hability and resolution of
transnational and domestic business disputes.
J. D. Nyhar J. A Lachman

15.625 Government Regulation in th
Workplace (A)
P'ereq.: 14.01 or 15.012
G (2)
3-0-6

Public policy on employment relationship and
operation of labor market Topics: employee
wages, benefts, and pensions; employee health
and safety; sa'al employment opportunity and
affirmative action; due process In terminating
employment relationship, collective bargaining,
and administration of bargaining agreement;
social Insurance programs; manpower training
and development programs. Conswe legal,
political, and sociological perspectives on these
issue. Information: R. B. McKArsis.



160soiienasnetLlaw andnRegulaery
OWNe (A)
Prereq: -

-(2)
3-0-6
Jurisdioton, sources, and nature of nterna-
tional laW issue. basic to private-sector man-
agers, Including International economic law
extension of US domestic regulatory policies
beyond US territory and the problems of ob-
taining consistency among nations' regulation
of tranaborder business. Emergence of Inter-
national regulation of transportation, communi-
cations, trade, ocean use, finance, food and
health standards, and multnational corporations.
J. D. Nyharn

15.640 seminar on Govermnt-ulinsse
RelatOn (A)
Pr-m.: -
G (2)
3-0-6
Emphasizes process through which law is made
at congressional, executive, and admInistrative
agency levels, and defines key points at which
business executies can shape legislation and
polcy. Discusses ways to resolve conflicts
between govemrment and business. Weldy see
slons divided between outside speakers from
both sectors and classroom materials and dis-
cussion. Requires term paper. Meets with
15.969.
J. D. Nyharf

15,646 Government and the Management of
1bohnology (A)
(New)
Preeq.: -
0 (2)
3-C-6

The changing role ot government in shaping
and directing the management of technology in
the civilian sector of the economy. Principal
themes: rationales, processes, and mechanisms
of government inovement; promotion and reg-
ulation of technological development and use
by government; and industrial policy in the US
and other countries. Illustrative case studies:
protection of IndMdual property, R&D pogloy,
environmental regulation, administrative law
Meets with 15.640.
G. iebon, J. 0. Nyhart

156 SeaSelafseminar in ase (Al
Preo.: 15.01 or 15.611
G(1, 2)
Arr.
Opportunity for group study by graduate stu-
dents on current topIcs related to law not other-
wise included in curriculum.
J. D. Ayhrw, J. A Ladnn

1,660J Chamisals in the Environmsnt
PMlay and Management

(Same subject as 11.363J, TPP 54J)
Pereq.: -

3-0-6
See description under subject 11.363J.
J. D. Nyar, J . EhrenleI, L E SusElWnd

~upmrn ass

Industrial Relations
and Human Resource
Management

15.660 Industrial PAletions and Human

Prereq.: --
G (2)
2-0-4

1IN2 industrial lMone and Humn
Resource Management (A)
Prereq.: 1511
Q (1)
3-0-6

15.663 Colestlve Bergalning and
-plymen PolN"es

Prereq.: -

3-0-6

Introduces Industrial relations and human
resource management at level of the firm.
Explores role of firm In its larger industrial
relations systems. Examines elleots of the envi-
ronment on human resource management sket-
ogies. Assesses strategies against their eofeos
on the firm, its employees, labor organizations,
and public policies. Uses collective bargaining
game to demonstrate dynamics of negotiations
and conflict rmolutions. 15.660 restricted to
Sloan School of Management graduate stu-
dents. 15.662 restricted to Sloan Fellows. Cov-
erage in 15.662 and 15.663 deeper and more
extensive.
15.660: T A Kochan
15.662: R. B. McKerste
15.663: T A Kochan

1,664 1 etof Hurn
Resoures (A)
Prereq.: 15.301 or 15.663
G (2)
2-0-7

Seminar emphasizing manageria responsibWi-
ties and policies in the efective utilization of
people in organizations. Tplos: managers and
their peraonnel concepts management organi-
zaon for personnel administration, organiza-
tion planning and management development,
manpowr planning and personnel budgets,
recruitment and selection, promotion and trane-
fer training, performanos appraisal, discline,
managing change, and wage and salary admin-
latraion. Peid research on selected problems.
L . Lynch
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166 Pwer and Negotliion (A)
Prereq.: 15.663
G(1)
3-0-6
Pnoides understanding of the theory and
processes of negotiation as practiced In a vari-
ety of setings. Designed for relevance to the
broad spectrum of bargaining problems faced
by the manager and professional. Allows stu-
dents opportunity to develop negotiation skills
experientially and to understand negotiation In
usefl analytical frameworks. Emphasizes simu-
ations, exercises, role playing, and cases.

R. 8. Afttk, U. P Roe

1.666 Negotiation and Conflot
Management (A)

Prersq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6
Explores theory and processes of negotiation
within an employment context. Covers conflict
management as a first party and as a third
party (third-party skills include helping others
deal directly with their confliots, mediation,
Investigation, arbitration, helping the system itself
to change as a result of a dispute). Special
cases: abrasiveness, dangerousness, meanness
whistleblowing, ethics. Simulations of difficult
situations: hiring, firing, drug use, etc. Comple-
mentary to 15.665.
M. R Flowe

15.671J Labor Economics I (A)
(Samre subject as 14.671 J)
Prereq.: 14.64 or 15.663
G (1)
3-0-6

See description under subject 14.671J.
M. J. Pos

1.672J Labor Ebonomics 11(A)
(Same subject as 14.672J)
Prereq.: 14.04
G (2)
3-0-6
See description under subject 14.672J.
H. S. Farber; R. Gibbons

15.673J Labor and Pubio Poicy (A)- a UnM
(Same subject as 14.673J)
Prereq.: 14.64 or 15.633
G (1)
2-0-4

See description under subject 14.673J.
H. S. Farter

16.674J Comparfite Systems of industrial
RelatIons and Human Resouros
DvelWopman (A)
(Same subject as 14.674J, STS 512J)
Prerep.: 14.64 or 15.663
a (1)
3-0-6

International and comparative analysis of Indus-
trial relations systems and systems of human
resource development. Concentrates c an
examination of selected issues InvoMng the
nature and functions of labor and management
organization In different contexts, role of the
state In establshIng procedures and shaping
the substance of Industrial relations, manpower
and economic growth In the context of com-
parative systems of human resource develop-
ment, worker participation in management and
other topics.
M. J. PA"r

15.675J The Employment Relstionehip (A)
(New)

(Same subject as 14.675J)
Prereq.: 14.64 or 15.663
G (1)
2-0-4

See description under subjoct 14.675J.
R. Gibbons

15.676 Industrial Relations Theory and
Research Seminar (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
2-0-7
Historical evolution and assessment of research
in Industrial relations. Introduces doctoral stu-
dents to the field and explores where their
research Interests fit within the broader field.
First part compares the normative assump-
tions theories and methodologies used by econ-
omists, historians, sociologists, psychologists,
and legal scholars from the latter 19th century
to the present Anal portion explores strategies
for advancing research on topics of current
interest to participants.
T A Kochan

16.1J Research Seminr i inndustrial
Relations (A)
(Same subject as 14.691J)
Prereq.: 15.671J or 15.672J
(1)

3-0-6
15.62J ReNearch Seminar in Industrial
Relations (A)
(Same subject as 14.692J)
Prereq.: 15.691 J
G (2)
3-0-6
Discusses important areas for research in
Industrial relations; frameworks for research,
research techniques, and methodological prob-
lems. Centered mainly on staff research and the
thesis research of advanced graduate students
and invited guests. information: R. B. MoKersle.

15.6 Speolal Seminar in Industrial
Relations (A)
Prereq.: 15.660 or 15.662 or 15.663
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Opportunity for group study by graduate stu-
dents on current topics related to Industrial
relations and human resource management
not otherwise included in curriculum.
TA Kochan
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Operations Management

1.760 introductioan to Operaions
Management
Prereq. 15.061, 15.062
G (2)
2-0-4

15.761 Operaens Mmnagenent (A)
Prereq.: 15.053 or 15.062,6.041 or 15.061
G (2)
3-0-6

introduces students to problems and analysis
related to the design, planning, control, and
improvement of manufacturing and service
operations. Includes process analysis, project
analysis, forecasting, materlals management,
production planning and scheduling, quality
management, computer-aided manufacturing
technologies, capacity and facilities planning,
and operations strategy. 15.760 restricted to
graduate students In Sloan School of Manage-
ment Coverage is deeper and more extensive
in 15.761.
G. R. B/fan, L U, S C. Graves,
C. H. Rne

15.763 The Practice of Operations
Management (A)
Prereq.: 15.760 or 15.761
G (1)
3-0-6

Provides an opportunity to learn how to diag-
nose complex problems, structure relevant solu-
tions to them, and deal with issues of imple-
menting the solutions. Case analyses and proj-
ects in local manufacturing and service organ-
Izations extend understanding of and ability to
deal with operating management situations.
Emphasizes integrative approach, using method-
ologies drawn from operations research, man-
agement Information systems, and organization
design.
S. C. Gnnves

15.764 The Theory of Operations
Management (A)
Prereq.: 15.081J, 6.431,15.761
G (2)
3-0-6

Focus on theoretical work for studying opera-
tions planning and control problems. Topics:
inventory theory, sequencing theory, aggregate
Production planning, production scheduling,
large-scale system methodology, decomposi-
tion theory, and aggregation methods. Research
on heuristic methods.
S. C. Graves

11.764 The OperaWng Manager (A)
Proreq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-6
Develops operating skills of a manager through
case analyses and discussions. Cases drawn
primarily from manufacturing situations and
are designed to improve the manager's ability to
analyze an operaing situation, define the oper-
ating task, and accomplish that task. Primary
emphasis is on accomplishment - policy imple-
mentation, changes in operations, etc. informa-
tion: G. R. Bitran.

15.767 ndustral Proeft Uvaluaen (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

Subject organized to familiarize student with
methodologies and applications related to Proj-
ect Evaluation. Several actual industrial and
governmental projects analyzed. Methodologies
related to capital budgeting, cost-benefit analy-
sia, financial management, strategic planning,
and operations management covered. Informa-
tion: G. R. Sitran.

15.768 Operations Management in the
Servios industry (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6

Explores the difference between service and
manufacturing operations, and the degree of
distinct management skills and tools required.
Analyzes cases selected from variety of service
operations. Guest speakers from specific ser-
vice industries discuss essence of managing
those operations.
G. R Bfran

15.769 Manufacturing Pokoy (A)
(Now)
Prereq.: 15.760 or 15.761 or Permission of
Instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-6

Provides framework for analyzing strategic
issues in manufacturing. Analyzes relationships
between manufacturing managers and their
suppers. customers, compettors, superiors,
and hourly workers. Also covers the interface
between manufacturing and marketing, engi-
neering, qualty, purchasing, finance, and
accounting. Devotes a moderate amount of time
to how the Japanese do it.
C. H. Rne

15.77W Densportmtion and Logistics
Analfes A

(Same subject as 1.208J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 1.208J.
S. C. Graves, Y Sheffi

15.778 Servil ondustry OpesOnsA

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-0-4
Examines the special problems of designing,
producing, and deivering wvloes (as opposed
to physical goods) and explores the different
management tasks faced in various types of
service firms. The primary (though not exclu-
sly) focus of the course is on operations man-
agement, including the relationship between
operating decisions and company strategy
Restricted to Sloan Fellows.
G. R B/ran

15.773 1ruoboturing Management (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-0-4

Provides framework for analyzing strategic
issues in manufacturing. Analyzes relationships
between manufacturing managers and their
suppliers, customers. competors, superiors,
and hourly workers. Also covers the interface
between manufacturing and marketing, engi-
neering, quality, purchasing, finance, and
accounting. Devotes a moderate amount of time
to how the Japanese do It. Similar in content to
15.769. Restricted to Sloan Fellows.
C. H. Rho

1&,76 Seminar in Operations
Management (A)
Prsreq.: 15.760 or 15.761
G (1, 2)
3-0-6

Topics vary from year to year. Typical examples
from past years: manufacturing strategy, man-
aging quality control.
C. H. Rne

1560 Wbrhgp in Operallons Management
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Presentations by faculty, doctoral students, and
guest speakers of ongoing research relating to
current issues in operations management Tep-
ics: reports of research projects (proposed or
in progress) and informal discussions of recent
literature dealng with subjects of special inter-
est to participants. Primarily for doctoral stu-
dents. Consult: S. C. Graves.

i
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Mrkntlng

1610 introduoton to Marketing
Prereq.: 18.061, 15.062
G (2)
2-0-4
Introduces concepts, challenges, and sam-
ping of techniques necessary to manage the
marketing function. lbplos: marketing research,
consumer behavior, new product development,
advertising strategy promotion, personal sell-
ing, distribution, and pricing. Lectures, guest
speakers. Problem assignMents or cases.
Restricted to graduate students in Sloan School
of Management. Others see 15.812.
. L Ameno

15.811 Marketing (A)
Prereq.: 15.071, 15.511
G (1)
3-0-6

Analyzes elements of marketing strategy that
can be utilized by business, govemmental, and
social organizations to meet the needs of their
clientele. Topics: product development, adver-
tising, selling, and pricing. Reviews conttibu-
tions of management science in providing new
techniques for solution of marketing problems.
Restricted to Sloan Fellows.
G. L Urban, S. H. Star

15.812 Markeing Management (A)
Prereq.: 15.061 or 6.041 or 14.30 or 18.05
0 (1)
3-0-6
Simlnar content to 15.810, but coverage is deeper
and more extensive. Primarily for non-Sloan
School graduate students and undergraduate
students.
J. . Huser

15.614 Marketing Management (A)
(NeW)
Prereq.; 15.061 or equivalent
G (1)
3-0-6
Similar in content to 15.812. Restricted to
Management of Teohnology students.
J. R. IMuser

15.820 Advanced Markedn
Management (A)
Prereq.: 15.810 or 15.812
G (2)
2-0-4

Concentrates on marketing strategy. Lectures,
case studies, and team participation in market-
ing strategy game. Primarily for Sloan School
of Management graduate students; others admit-
ted by permission of instructor.
D. L Mrlino

16.624 M n0e1t1w 4mmune 4A),
Prereq.: 15.810 or 16.811
G (1)
344

Fous on management problems that arie
when attempting to communicate with and Infu-
once a market or other publo in an organiza-
tIon's environment through advertising and
related mass media and promoin campaigns.
Lectures. case dIscussIons, pro)ets.
0. L Adlno

15626 Marketing Mode (A)
Prereq.: 15.810, 15.812, or Permission of
Inst-uotor
G (1)
3-0-6

Basic modeling approaches. Models for spe-
cific decision areas: price, promotion, advertis-
Ing, distributW and sales force. IntegratIve
models; the marketing mix, new products.
Emphasizes decision support systemst
J. D. a fet

1.626 Marketing Daeielen Support
Systerns (A)
Prereq.: 15.810 or 15.812
G (1)
3-0-6

Basic modeling approaches. Marketing data-
bases. Models and market response analysis
for specific decision areas: price, promotion,
advertising, distribution, and sales force. Inte-
grative models and the marketing mix. Empha-
als on established products.
J. D. C. Lifte

1.528 Naw Product Development (A)
Prereq.: 15.810 or 15.812
G (2)
3-0-6

identifies new market opportunities. Designs
"core benefits" of a new product having high
poten.4al. Designs physical product and mar-
keting mix to fulfili the "core benefits." Testing,
launching, and managing the new product.
Develops theory, measurement and models to
manage this process. Requires term project
J. R. buser

1632 Measurement for Man-gement (A)
Prereq.: 15.061
G (2)
3-0-6

Focus on methods for collecting and analyzing
behavioral data apploable to a variety of meas-
urement problems In management Research
and sampling design. Develops questionnaires,
scaling and psychometric methods for meas-
uring perceptions, attitudes, and preferenoes.
Statistical techniques for analyzing these types
of date.
F Kardes

16*64 M1116ng 1 u s g (A)
Prereq.: 16.810 or 1.612
G (2)
3-0-6
Examines marketing aspects of strategy for-
mulation. Studies market phenomena that are
foundations of strategy Analyes management
science models for brand, product ine, stratgio-
business unit and corporate marketing stt
egy. Lectures, cases, guest speakers. Requires
term project
G. L Urban

15 Consumer and 1de

Prerq.:I 1.10or15.812
G (1) Next og1ered"1M36-
3-0-6

Focus on problems that arise In allocating,
evaluating, and managing expenditures for
promotonal inducements, Including coupons,
premiums, rebates, prioe-ot packs, special iem
to retaiers, short-term price reductions. Leo-
tures, discussions, projects. Information: J. R.
Hauser.

15.638 ReeArCh Seminar in Merkating (A)
Prereq.: 15.810 or 15.812
G (1, 2)
3-0-6

Seminar on current marketing literature and
current research interests of faculty and stu-
dents. Topics such as the theory of consumer
behavior, competitive strategy, marketing exper-
imentation, and the development of behavioral
models. Information: G. L Urban.

15.= Workshop in Marketing
Prsreq.: Permission of instruot
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Presentations by facufty, doctoral students, and
guest speakers of ongoing research relating to
current issues in marketing. Topics: reports of
research projects (proposed or in progress)
and informal discussions of recent Nierature
deang with zJbjects of special Interest to par-
ticipants. Primarily for doctoral students.
J. R. Muser



System Dynamics

1662 PrInoples of Dynaml1 Sytems I
Prreq -
U (1, 2) SD
3-0-9
16.72 Princlples of Dynao Systems I (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

Introduces principles for modeling dynamic
social and economic systems. Emphasizes
building Intuitive understanding of feedback
structures underlying growth, stagnation, and
cyclical fluctuation. Pocus on system dynamics
as one approach to understanding complex
systems. Student exercises treat feedback
system behavior, reasons for shifting modes of
behavior and model formulation. Modeling
assignments Illustrate applicablity of basic
cohoepts to biologloak economic, ecological,
Industrial, and urban systems. Tutorial session
arranged for 15.852.
. . Slsrman

15.873 PrInclples of Dynamio Systems 11 (A)
Prereq.: 15.872 or 15.874
G (2) Next fered 1966-69
3-0-9
Continues philosophy and methods of 15.872,
with purpose of expanding student's ability to
analyze behavior arising from complex dynamic
feedback systems. Topics: translating qualita-
tive observations on real systems Into quantha-
tive models; methods for relating system
structure to system behavior; common errors In
model construction and poliy design. Alternate
years.
J..0. Slerman

15.874 System Dynamics for business
Poloy (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9
Introduces modeling of corporate .snd Industrial
systems. Examines separate functional areas of
production planning, labor management, capital
investment, marketing, finance, and accounting.
Functional area models placed together to ana-
lyze the cause of such corporate problems as
production and employment instablity loss of
market share, unstable market growth, and
declining profitability. Develops skills in por-
trayng complex managerial systems, and deriv-
Ing understanding through quantitative model-
ing and computer simulation.
J. D. Sterman

11-M -n of Steism
Dynanroa(A)
Prereq.: 156872 or 15.874
G (2)
3-0-6
Project-based subject, applying methods of
system dynamics to real corporate problems.
Class divided into groups that sct as consul.
tents to local corporations. Meetings with cor-
porate managers and staff to obtain Infor-
mation for model construction; Instructor pro-
vides advice and guIdance on model formula-
tion and testing. Final report on work done and
recommendatns.
J. D. Sbmenn

15.878 1umnomie Dynamioa (A)
Prereq.: 15.872 or 15.874
G (1)
3-0-6

Introduces system dynamics modeling of eco-
nomic systems, focussing on the dynamics of
modern Industrial economies. Combines lec-
tures, exercises, and a term project on subject
of student's choice. Topics: economic cycles,
periods of depreselon, inflation and unemploy-
ment, capital Investment and monetary policy
and resource depletion.
J. D. Sibtman, R A. Senge

15,79 Seminwr In System Dynamlos Poky
Analysle (A)
Prereq.: 15.872 or 15.874
G (2) Not to be ofered 1911-89
3-0-6

Research seminar focusing on development of
student projects to Illuminate important aspects
of policy analysis. Each exercise designed to
give students direct experience with some prob-
lem in policy analysis and the Issues Involved
In resolving or handling that problem. Topics
vary from year to year. lploal examples from
past years: problems in designing policies based
on forecasts, economic policy, energy polioy
corporate strategy. Alternate years.
J. D. Slerman

L.

Corporate Stiategy and Poicy

15030 SalOgic Mmnagsment
Prereq.:
G(1)
2-0-4
15.91 Sbstsglo Management (A)
Prereq.: -
G(1)
3-0-6
Deals with approaches to strategic manage-
ment problems affecting al facets of the enter-
prise. Discussions coases. field studies and
readings trace strategy practice, methodology,
and theory. Focus on both strategic formulation
and implementation, 15.930 useful as a broad
Introduction to the corporate strategy field and
Is restricted to Sloan School of Management
graduate students. Coverage Is deeper and
more extensive In 15.931 and Is restricted to
Sloan Fellows.
15.930: M. A Cuaumano, A C. tHg, M. hiorwitch,
M SoOt MorOn, M Wnhatraman
15.931: A. C. Itx

15.932 'oohnology Strategy (A)
Prereq.: 15.930 or 15.931 or Permission of
Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6
Considers key aspects of the emerging tech-
nology-strategy relationship In the large corpo-
ration from different perspectives, including the
individual firm, an entire Industry, the Industrial
policy of a nation, cross-country comparisons,
and cross-Industry comparisons. Uses con-
ceptual readings, empirical studies, case stud-
ies, student field studies, and Invited outside
speakers.
M Horwich

15.933 Advanced Strategic Management (A)
Prereq.: 15.930 or 15.931 or Permission of
Instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-6
Focuses on some Important Issues In strategic
management Builds on foundation provided by
the basic subject in strategic management
(15.930 or 15.931) and applies perspectives in
new relevant, and challenging directions.
A C. ex, M. Horwlfth



1 K Neserf 6Seminar In Corporale
Italegy (A)
Prereq.: 15.930 or 15.931
G (1, 2)
3-0-6

Seminar built around pubished theoretical and
empirical research in corporate strategy. Stu-
dents share leadership of seminar, using jour-
nal articles focusing on the study of particular
strategic issues or problems. Articles drawing
on theory and/or methodology may come from
current literature in economics, the behavioral
sciences, or management science. Articles and
topics change each term.
N wAeframan

1,93 Corporate Strategy and
Stnuuture (A)
Prereq.: 15.930 or 15.931
0 (1)
3-0-6

Uses framework and methodology of 15.931 to
analyze the strategic decisionb facing Indus-
tries and the firms within such industries.
Combines lectures and student research pre-
sentations on such Iass as determinants and
consequences of Industry structure, firm char-
acterIstics, innovation organization structures,
and diversification. information: M. Horwitch.

15.936 Appiled Corporate Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 15.412 or 15.415, 15.761, 15.812
G (1)
3-0-6

Provides practice in identifying important man-
agement issues, making reasoned Judgments
about priorities, and defending choice of lasues
and priorities. Students assume various roles as
managers, analysts, and board members in
class sessions simulating top management and
board meetings. Visits to operating and corpo-
rate executives. Umited to 20.
W Pounds

15.937J Boonomoic of Ocean
Tneportaon (A)
(Same subject as 13.661J)
Prereq.: 14.120 or 15.012
G (2)
3-0-6

See description under subject 13.661J.
H. N Psaraftla

15.930 Strategy and Society (A)
Prereq.: 15.930 or 15.931
G (1)
3-0-6

Examines the importance of societal context
for strategic decision making at top and middle
management levels. Issues presented: firm rela-
tions with local communities and local/national
government, personnel flows among firms,
interlocking board memberships, existence of
managerial class, historical and cultural deter-
minants of managerial ideologies, and the exer-
cise of propaganda. Information: M. Horwitch.

15.9s Advaneed 1MiN in Palsey and
Strtegy (A)
Prereq.: 15.930 or 16.931
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Directed research and study of advanced top-
Ics in corporate policy and strategy, as wall as
public policy relating to the private sector
Primarily for doctoral students in Management;
others admitted by permission of instructor.
Information: N. Venkatraman.

1.940 Japanese hohnology Management:
Strategy end Implementation
(New
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6
Examines how leading Japanese firms have
Implemented strategies for technology transfer,
product-process development, and related
operations, from WWI to the present. Industries
covered are automobles; consumer electron-
Ics, especially VTRs; computer hardware, semi-
conductors, and software engineering. Japan-
ese companies considered Include Toyota,
Nissan, Honda, Mazda, Sony, Japan Victor,
Matsushita. NEC, Hitachi, and Fujitsu. Also,
comparisons to US firms and industries.
M. A. Cuaumano

1 (.941 Manag the Development
Effort (A)
Prereq.: 11.431 or 15.410 or 15.412 or 15.415
G (2)
3-0-6
Case studies presented by experienced real
estate developers provide insights Into manag-
Sa ' operational concerns such as scheduling,

cost control, and motivation of personnel, as
well as top management issues such as strat-
egy, organization, and corporate culture. Dem-
onstrates how effective management must
Integrate many skills, including financing, leas-
ing, and constrLction.
G. Schuck

Special Studies

15.951 Special Studies in Msnsgsment
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.
Special tutorial arrangement with a faculty
member for guided reading, research, labora-
tory, or teaching experience.
J. A. Meldman

15.961 Special Studies In Management (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
Arr.

For graduate students who desire to do ad-
vanced work or to carry out some special
Investigation of a management problem not
specifically covered elsewhere and not qualify-
ing as a thesis. Readings, conferences, labo-
ratory and fieldwork, and reports. Consult
Department headquarters.

15.962-15.969 Special Seminare In
Management (A)
Prereq.: -

(1, 2)
Arr.
Opportunity for group study by graduate stu-
dents on current topics related to management
not otherwise Included in curriculum. Consult
Department headquarters.

15.977 Seminar In Management
Prereq.: -
G (1)
2-0-1

Investigates effective management through infor-
mal meetings with executives representing a
range of Industries and functions in both public
and private sectors. Examines managerial phi-
losophies, practical problems of management,
personal career paths, and enables students to
develop skill in careful listening and the art of
asking questions. Restricted to Sloan School of
Management graduate students.
D. A. VAber

15.978 Seminar In Management (A)
Prereq.: 15.611
G (1)
3-0-6

Fundamental economic, financial, organizational,
and administrative relationships analyzed and
discussed by experienced leaders in business,
labor, and public administration. Examines man-
agerial philosophies and practices in the field
and In seminar discussions. Restricted to Sloan
Fellows.
A. F Wite

'1



I Course 16 Amronauftos and
Astronautics

16.AR Undergiaduete itseesrch
Pro".: -
U (1, 2)

Undergraduate research opportunities In ao-
nautlls and astronautics. For further Informa-
tion, contact Deprtmental Coordinator:
E. A. Winer.

16.001 Unified Ingineering I
Prereq.: .01, 18.03
U (1) wD
6-2-6
16.00 Unied Rngineulng U
Prereq.: 8.01, 18.03
U (1)
5-2-5
16.001: RequIre. simulaneous registraogi with
16,002. 16.002: Presents principles and meth-
ods of engineering in a format of lecture,
recitation, and design. Basic disolines pre-
sented with the unifying themes: forces and
their Interaction with soids and fuids; energy
and energy transfer; systems control and infor-
matlon handing. Wple: mechanics of saids
and fluids. foroes, stresses, geometry of motion,
conservation of mas and momentum, proper-
ties of soids, and *uds; princoples of measure-
ment and control; temperature, thermodynamic
propertUes and states. rst Law of thermody-
namics; oonservoWn of Snr. Applications
Include particle dynamics, stress and strain in
simple structures; low-speed fow; Ift, drag,
and thrust; loads and des~gn orieria In aero-
space syvsms. Laboratory exposure to empir-
ical methods In engIneerIng; illustration of
principles and protie. Design of a typical
aircraft or speceorasf element Provides a sound
basis for a wide verity of caeera in engineering.
M. AOruner-Sanche, E U Groftera
J E McCune, H. Y Mbiman, E A Orter

16,006 Unfedngineednig i
Pere.: 11001, 116002
U (2)
5-24
16004Un lied gignsedngIV
Prereq.: 16.001, 16.002

U (25-2-5
16.003: RequIres imulaneous registraeon with
16.004.16.004: Presnts sound, basic con-
cepts, prinlipleS, and methods of engineering
emphaldng unifiepresentaton ofdIscIpines'
by appiction to high-technology deoes and
aerospace systems. 1bplos: dynatics of dgid
and deformable bodies; center of mos, rigid
body moion, Inertia tensor; Second Law of
thermodynamics, entrop irreverbty; high-
speed fl shock wuvs stftsss in f
heat transfr; Interaction between component
devices, signal fo feedback, and stabiy in
control. Appication include strain energy and
princiles in structural anlysle, faulure modes
in structures, fracure, ftgue, plastiity; beams.
plates shafts; airfOl thor flow ovr bodies,
channel flow boundary layers; thermal cycles,
chumomst-o-thermal conversion, aircraft and
Moist engine.. bchnkues presented for anal-
yas and optmIzation of systmds pedments
In meohefcs strength of matedials, subsonic
and supersonic fo rOckiss and turbo machin-
ery; system dynamics and control, analog sim-
ulaton of control syslem. Design and evauation
of an alrraft or speosoraft onmponent
AL ret-SeancheSa, D. L Akin,
& . Ouaol*r4 J. E McCuno,
H. Y Monyn. E A Wrner

16,00S Introduellen to Asiesgse

Prsreq. -
U (2)
3-1-6

Presents broad view of stops Involved In devel-
oping serospace systems from preliminary
design to productin. raftng techniques,
weight simatOn, arodynmic anlysi con-
trol, structural design, cost stimating, manu-
facturing processes, coertifloion, and service
engineering discussed In the context of an
aerospace vehicle that each student designs.
Recommended for freshmen.
0. L Akin, N D. him, R W Simpson

1 0m~puter MdelS of 1i8y1aend

Prsreq.: 1$.02, 8.01
U (2) 80
3-0-9
Scho-Wide Eletv Subject Descripion gihe
at end of thi chapter on SWE pag.
&. Shymm Sunder

16.0 Aerodynamis
Prereq.: 18.004 or 2.20 or 1.05
U (1, 2)
4-0-
Kinematis and dynamics of fluids in ae*ody-
namic appiloations. Wrticity, circulation, Blot-
Savart inducdon. UnK dreg, thrust and the
momemIum theorem. Energy oonservation.
Boundary layers, eidn Motionhat ho nsfr.
Unaleady flow speroi aerodynahmis Meth-
ods of characteristis. Distribution of singu-
laWe interference and images. Panel math-
ads. Mioll Kubs conditionWngs peformaoe
subsonic flow Turbulence, separation and stall.
J. E MoCun, J. H Nedfds

16.02 Numerlsmi luid Dynemisa (A)
Prereq: 16.02 or 16.06, 18.075 or 18.086
G(1)
3-0-9
Modeling and solution of flow field partial
derential equations by discretiuation (finne
dlfferenc) methods. Pyil concepts and
descripions for viscousllnvisold, one-/who-
dimenlonal, steady/unsteady Incompressible
and compressible flow Numeri simulaon
topios Include accuracy, stablity convergence,
Iterative, and tme-evoluon techniques. Appli-
calon to external and internal ows. Con-
puter assignments.
J. R. Saro, At B, Site

16,01 Advanod Computatlna Fpluid
Dynamics (A)
Prreq.: 16.025 or 2.274
Q(2)
3-0-9
Computatinal methods for compressible invis-
old and viscous flow Euler and Nevier-Moins
equations In general nonorthogonal, curvilinear
ooordinale, using flnite-dblirencs, flnie-volune
methods. Coordinate ystem generaoh. Drwe
appiostions from Internal and external now
problem In aerospace vehicles. Assignments
requiring use of digital computer.
E M Munn , M. A ONeS
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1602 specia lpiocs in Compulaional Fluid 16.042 Heat and Mate Wansfer (A)
ar los WA) Prersq.: 16.041
Prereq.: 16.026 0 (1) Next offered 198o-8
G (1) 3-0-9
1-0-2
A seminar for students specializing in compu-
tational fluid dynamics. Topics vary with Inter-
ests of the class, but are drawn from emerging
discretization techniques (finite-volume, spec-
tral, vortex methods), boundary condition treat-
ment, solution methods (direct solvers, multigrid,
Alternating Direction Implicit), advanced com-
puter architecture, and CFD applications.
M. B. Gl"s

16.036 Fluid Mechanics (A)
Prereq.: 16.02 or 16.06, 18.075 or 18.085
G (1)
4-0-8

Prepares students for graduate study in fluid
mechanics and aerodynamics, and for some of
Its applications in science and engineering.
Discusses the basic concepts of continuous
fluid mechanics and shows how they underlie
the properties of particular flow fields, such as
potential and rotational constant density invis-
cld and viscous flows. Shows applications to
flow past airfoils and wings, vortex flows, and
some geophysical flows. Special attention to
boundary layers and their transition to tur-
bulence. Any undergraduate subject in fluid
mechanics or aerodynamics accepted for
16.02.
L illing, M. T Landahl

16.04 Aerodynamlos of Fight Vehicles
Prereq.: 16.02
U (1)
3-1-8
Aerodynamic analysis and computational tech-
niques for flight vehicles, building on basic
concepts from 16.02. Laminar and turbulent-
boundary layers. Transition and separation cri-
teria. High-lift wing-flap systems. Subsonic
cruise aerodynamics for wing-body-tal config-
urations. Other examples and topics drawn
from the current and previous years' 16.84
design projects.
E M Murman, U Drela

16.041 Aerodynamics of Viscous Fluids -
Boundary4.ayer Approximation (A)
Prereq.: 16.035
G (2)
3-0-9

Boundary layers as rational approximations to
the solutions of exact equations of fluid motion.
PhysIcal parameters influencing laminar and
turbulent aerodynamic flows and transition.
Effects of compresslbilty and heat condition.
Influence of boundary layers on outer potential
flow and appropriate numerical solution tech-
niques. Numerical exercises require familiarity
with FORTRAN or similar language.
M. Drela

Fundamentals of heat and mass transfer applied
to aerodynamics, space, and propulsion prob-
lems. Conduction heat transfer, thermal stresses
resulting from nonuniform temperature distribu-
tion. Free convection and buoyancy effects.
Forced convection with laminar and turbulent
boundary layers. Regenerative and recupera-
tive heat exchangers. Mass transfer with blow-
Ing and suction. 1anspiration and film cooling.
Boundary layers with ablation. Radiative heat
transfer and space radiators. Permission of
Instructor for students who have not had 16.041.
J. F Louis

16.065 Unsteady Phlid Mechanics (A)
Prereq.: 16.035
G (1) Not to be ofered 198049
3-0-9

Fluid mechanics of fixed airfoils, wings, bodies,
and cascades in unsteady potential flows, or
moving airfoils, wings, bodies, and cascades in
a uniform stream. Methods (analytical and
numerical) for predicting the pressure on
unsteadily moving bodies in subsonic, tran-
sonic, and supersonic flow A limited discus-
sion of viscous effects, boundary layers, aero-
dynamic noise generation, flow instability and
separation Introduced where appropriate. Alter-
nate years.
M. T Landahl

16.066 Special lbplcs in Unsteady Separeled
16.044J1 Thrbulence and Random Processes Flows (A)
in Fluid Mechnlocs (A) o A A
(Same subject as 12.865J)
Prereq.: 2.20 or 16.036
G (1)
4-0-8

Development of descriptions of random fields.
Response of systems and fields to random
inputs, with examples from waves. Sources of
turbulence, hydrodynamic stability, equations,
spectra, equilibrium, and decay. Shear flow
turbulence, turbulent boundary layers. Methods
of observation, measurement, and analysis.
Discusses problems of current interest.
J. H. Harltonidis, U T Landahl

16.051 High-Speed Gas Dynamics (A)
Prereq.: 16.035
G (2)
4-0-8

Fundamental concepts and modeling for hyper-
sonic flight Equations of motion and boundary
conditions for perfect real gas and for real fluid
mechanics. Governing parameters for energy
levels, scales, and limits for continuum flow
Strong shock waves, blasts, and self similarity.
Hypersonic small-disturbance theory, blunt
bodies, thin shear, entropy, and boundary layers.
Viscous-inviscid interactions; real gas contri-
butions. Approximate and numerical methods.
J. R. Baron, L. Ailing, M. T Landahl

16.052 Real Gas Dynamics (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Gas behavior appropriate to motion at high
speed and energy. Equilibrium-limit gas model-
Ing. Relaxation coupling of fluid mechanics
with translational, chemical, plasma, and radia-
tive phenomena. Wave propagation, dispersion,
shocks, similarity, surface-interface coupling.
Applications of approximate and numerical
methods to flight vehicles, test facilities, and
gas-dynamic lasers.
J. R. Baron

G (1) Noxt offre 1988-89
3-0-6

Develops understanding of basic phenomena
underlying the physics of unsteady separated
flows. Based upon a wide review of experimen-
tal, theoretical, and CFD resuts. Topics include
steady 2-D separition, dynamic stall, diffuser
stall, vortex shedding, unsteady flows in turbo
machinery, leading-edge vortices, and vortex
bursting. Alternate years.
M. . Giles

16.06 Molecular Gas Dynamics of Space
and Reentry
Prereq.: 16.004 or 2.40 with either 2.20 or 1.05
U (1)
4-0-8

Elements of gas dynamics relevant to orbiting
flight and atmospheric entry of space vehicles.
Molecular and convective effects. Drag and
heat transfer. Discussion is based on kinetic
theory of gases and on statistical mechanics.
Leads to understanding of real gas effects,
Including rates of dissociation and ionization,
and radiative heat transfer. Gas-surface interac-
tions. Application to performance of space
vehicles.
L 71/iling, H. Y Ilichman

16.065 Spaoscraft-Environmental
Interaction (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Reviews fundamentals of plasma physics appro-
priate to the Ionosphere/magnetosphere. Space-
craft charging at geostationary orbit; absolute
and differential charging; methods of control;
electron beams, plasma guns, and electrostatic
noise. Environmental interactions at low-earth
orbit; effects, wakes, neutral gas flow, Alfven
wings. Topics of current interest, high-voltage
large-space structures in low-earth orbit, atomic
oxygen effects, electrodynamics of tethers; wave
generation by the space station. Alternate years.
D. E Hastings, H. Y Mchman
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16,7 Asrodynanies of Wings and
gdies (A)
Prereq.: 16.035,18.075 or 18.085
G (2) Not to be ofsed 1988-9
3-0-9

Aerodynamic loading on wings and bodies. Uft
versus circulation. Kutta and viscosity. Large
and low aspect-ratio wings. Induced drag, wave
drag, form drag, skin friction. General theorems.
Ufting surfaces in sub- and supersonic flow
3-D features. Bodies of revolution. Cros-flow
concepts. Source and panel methods. Area
rule. Wing-body combinations. Separation and
stall. 'Tansonic flow Alternate years.
J. E McCune

16.081J Principles of Acousllcs (A)

(Same subject as 2.060J, 13.81J)
Prereq.: 2.03J or 16.004, 18.075
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 2.060J.
P Leehey, R. H Lyon

16.16 Introduction to Fight Vhicle Dynamics
Prsreq.: 16.004 or 1.05 or 2.20; 18.03
U (1)
3-0-9

Theory of flight; airfoils, lift, drag, and applied
aerodynamics. Root locus, and similar control
techniques. Airplane performance, engine char-
acteristics. Introduces stability and control of
airplanes. Equations of motion. Static stability,
neutral points, and maneuver points. Effect of
CG movement Unearized equations of motion
and stability derivatives. Characteristic longitu-
dinal and lateral motions. Elements of handling
qualities. Effects of variation of aerodynamic
parameters on airplane stability and control.
R. V Re nnath

16.17 Advanced Flight Dynamics and
Control (A)

Prereq.: 16.16
G (2)
3-0-9

Brief review of applied aerodynamics. Wing,
fuselage, and tall contributions. Power, com-
pressIbllty, and aeroelastic effects. Modern
approach to aircraft stability and control. Motion
along steep trajectories, reentry dynamics, and
stability of a shuttle vehicle. Human pilot mod-
els and autopilots. Variable flight conditions.
VTOL transition. Sensitivity to parameter varia-
tions in variable systems. Motion at high angle-
of-attack, roll coupling, and other nonlinear
flight regimes.
R. V Ramnath

1"16 Spacecraf Dynamics end ControlW(A) 164 P10st10ltb VM""le end
(New) Crsep (A)
Prereq.: 16.004, 1630
G (1) Not to be ofered 198649
3-0-9

Reviews rigid body kinematics and dynamics
for smaN and large rotations. Reviews attitude
sensors and actuators and the attitude guid-
ance and control problem. Open-loop stability
analyses are developed for a variety of equilib-
rium conditions; spinners, dual spinners, gravity
gradient equilibria. Active control is applied to
the same examples: bang-bang control for
thrusters, linear multiveriable control for oou-
pled roll/yaw motion, active nutation damping.
Effects of fuel slosh and structural flexiblity
covered briefly.
A. von Rolow

16.20 Structural Mechanics
Prereq.: 16.004 or 2.01
U (1,2)
5-0-7
Applies solid mechanics to analysis of high-
technology structures. Plane stress, plane strain
problems. Bending, shear, torsion of rods, and
thin-wall beams. Introduces energy principles
and computer-oriented structural analysis, such
as matrix and finite-element methods. Applica-
tions to statically indeterminate structures and
solid continua. Buckling of column end stability
phenomena. Theories and modes of structural
failure. Principles in optimal structural design.
P A Lagace, J. W Ma, E. A. Wmer

16,21 Plates, Stabilit and
Ther1meatty (A)
Prereq.: 16.20
G (2) Not to be offred 198849
3-0-9

Analyzes anisotropic plates typical1 of lami-
nated composite structures. Coupling of and
duality in bending and stretching of plates,
transverse shear effect. Large deflections of
plates. Theory of stablilty of structures and
applications to buckling of plates. Equations of
thermal elasticity. Heat transfer and thermal
stress analysis for supersonic and hypersonic
aircraft. Alternate years.
J. Dugundl, T H. H. Plan

16.22 Shell Structures (A)
Prereq.: 16.20
G (1) Not to be offered 1988-9
3-0-9

Elements of tensor analysis. General formula-
tion of elasticity in curvilinear coordinates. Intro-
duction to differential geometry. Development of
shell equations in tensor form. Membrane
behavior of thin shells. Bending behavior of thin
shells. Shallow shells, shells of revolution, edge
zones. Alternate years.
J. W Mar J. Dugundii

Prereq.: I C.20
G (2) Next oferd 1988-69
3-0-9
Plastic stress-strain relations of materials, Yield
condions, flow rules and strain-hardening rules.
Umit and shakedown analysis. Characteriza-
tion of linear viscoelastic behaviors, creep
compliance and relaxation modulus, discrete-
element models, spectrum and dynamic repro-
sentations. Viscoelastic stress analyses corr-
spondence principle and Integral equation solu-
tIons. Nonlinear creep laws. Structural analyss
in presence of creep. Creep buckling. See
2.073 and consult advisor.
T H. H. Plan

16.251 Structural Design for LongewIty (A)
Prereq.: 16.20
G (1) Nxtoerd 198-89
3-0-9
Longevity is the most difficult of ali the struc-
tural integrity requirements for aerospace vehi-
cles. Examines the many aspects of longevity
such as frequency of loads, fatigue of materi-
als, growth of cracks, safe-ife philosophy, fail-
safe philosophy, damage tolerance, stress con-
centrations, scatter factors, testing. Introduces
linear elastic fracture mechanics and its use,
Emphasizes application of theory to practice. A
portion devoted to study of case histories.
J. W Mar P A Lagace

16.261J Structural Mechanics in Nuclear
Power Ibchnology (A)
(Same subject as 1.56J, 2.084J, 3.82J,
13.14J, 22.314J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 22.314J.
J. E Meyes 0. Buyukozturk

16.27 Pnite-lement Method (A)
Prereq.: 16.20
G (1)
3-0-9

Formulation of finite-element mrethod, through
use of variational principles for structural
mechanics and continuum mechanics, assumed
displacement and assumed stress models. 1bol
In numerical analyses, interpolation, and inte-
gration. Problems treated include plane stress
and plane strain, plate bending and three-
dimensional solids. Emphasizes practical ways
of constructing and assembling the element
matrices and methods of solving large systems
of algebraic equations by modem computers.
Students required to carry out actual solutions
using the digital computer
T H. H. Plan
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16,*8 AMene# NdeSM.MmnMhed (A)
Preq. 6.27
a (2) Not to be ofr1d 1988.30
3-0-9
Generalized variational principles In sONd me-
chanics and related finite-element models. inore-
mental formulations of elostic-plastic, large
deflection, and creep analyses. Superposition
of analyWial and finte-element solutione. Appli-
cations to sheil of revolution, fracture mechan-
ice, finite element In time, and nonstructural
problems. Cunrent development of finite-element
method. Alternate years.
T N. H. Plan

1621 Minuftobing with Advanoed
Conposite Materials
Prereq.: -
U (1)
1-3-2

introduces the various methods used to manu-
fecture parts made of advanced composite
materials. Revolves around laboratory sessions
In the lbchnology Laboratory for Advanced
Composites. Students gain hands-on experi-
ence by using various laboratory techniques to
fabricate and test graphite/epoxy specimens.
Lectures supplement laboratory sessions with
background Information on the nature of com-
poostes, curing, composite machining, second-
ary bonding, and the testing of composites.
J. Dugundl

16.22 Meohenlos of Plamenr
Composlte Materials (A)
Prereq.: 16.20
Q0(2)
3-0-9
Studies the behavior of filamentary composite
materials composed of boron, graphite, glass,
and Kevar fibers embedded In a matrix. Ma-
terial properties of fibers and matrices. Micro-
mechanics, anisotroplo elasticity, tensor nota-
tion, and Classical Laminated Plate Theory.
Also Includes failure analysis, buckling, sand-
wich construction, thermal and moisture stress-
es, and Interlaminar stresses. Design concepts
and cost-effective applications.
J. W Ar

16.3 Advanoed bplos in Fiamentary
Composite Materials (A)
Prereq.: 16.292
G(1)Nottobeofered 104649
3-0-9
Generalized study of the anisotropic properties
of composite laminates. Failure modes, fracture
theories/correlatons, damage tolerance, fatigue,
Intertaminar stresses, environmental effects.
Reviews current problems In the applications of
composite materials in the aerospace and auto-
motive industry. Guest lecturers share their
experiences. Permission of Instructor for stu-
dents without 16.292.
J. W Mar R A Lagace, J. Dugundil

Prereq. 18.03
U (1, 2)
3-0-9
Fundamental physical and analytical principles
used In the design of automatic control sys-
tems. Emphasie. a sound foundation In the
classlcal control techniques upon which more
advanced subjects can build. Use of digital
computer program In the solution of Illustrative
homework problems. Compensation techniques
and design examples to meet perlermance
speolfloation. Recommended for the second
term of the junior year or atr.
W R. Aery

16.312 PrnAlples of Opmal Control (A)
Prereq.: 16.341J. 16.37
G (2)
3-0-9

Studies the principles of deterministic optimal
control. Pontryagifs maximum principle. Appli-
cations of the theory, Including optimal feed-
back control, time-optimal control, and others.
Dynamic programming, numerical techniques.
Optimal estimation and control in the presence
of uncertainties.
W E Vender WIde

16,321 4ult-lblerant Control Systeme (A)
Prereq.: 16.37
G (2) Notto be aUSd1986-8
3-0-9

Design and analysis of control systems that
can sustain component failures and continue to
function. Prosents an overview of the subject
area. Statistical falure models. Methods for
masking component failures. Methods for
detecting and Isolating component filures. Eval-
uates performance of redundant control sys-
tame. Alternate years.
& R. Hall

16.33 Computer Control of Dynic
Systems (A)
Prereq.: 16.30
G (1)
3-0-9

Elements of linear discrete-time system theory:
state description, stability, z-transform analysis,
controllablity, observablity, canonical forms.
Analyzes inear discrete-time control systems:
stability, root locus, frequency response. Syn-
thesis of Aste feedback computer control
systems: stability Improvement deadbeat con-
trollers, minimum quadratic cost optimal regula-
tors. Control of systems with Incomplete state
mesurements: observers, properties of obser-
ver-regulator computer controlers.
S. R. W*ll

16.34 Adined Cenbol of Si Rhlslse (A)

Prersq.: 16.30
G(2)
3-0-9
Application of design techniques and princi-
ples to advanced control systems for air iand
space vehicles. Review of non-dimenslonal
equations of motn. Classloal and modem con-
trol techniques applied to fight vehicle stabli-
zatmon. ime and frequency domain analys of
control system performance. Model* for plot-
In-the-loop control. Prediction and validation of
vehitle handling quaiis. Introduction to dig-
ital control techniques. Control system design
to meet mission requirements, Including robust-
ness criteria. Adaptive control and display
design.
SI R Bussla4 S. R ble1

16.3414 MultIveable Control Systae I (A)
(Same subject as 2.154J, 6.233J, 10.28,
13.47J)
Prereq.: 2.14 or 6.302 or 10.36 or 16.30
G (1)
4-0-8
See description under subject 6.233J.
M Athans, J. K hedft, G. Saephanopoulos, M
& lfanistlo, L Vilavant

16342J Mulftvertabe Control Systems H (A)
(Same subject as 2.1 55J, 6.234J., 10.29J,
13.411
Proe.- 16.341.1
G (2)
4-0-8
See doesription under subject 6.234J.
M Athens, J. K Hedrck G. S#phenopoulos,
U S. lanfltflou, L lavo

16.3s1J Guantiatinve Phyelslogy ensory
nd Motor Systems

(Sam subject as 2.793.6 023J, HST 543J)
Prere.: 2.02 or 6.003 or 16.30
U (2)
3-2-7

See description under subject 6.023J.
L R. twg, L & Rfshkopf, R. W AMnn

16.362J Sensoryeurel Systems (A)
(Same subject as 6.632J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor

01) Not to be Woe e1 918-89
3-0-9
See description under subject 6.532J.
C. U. Oman, L S. Frishkopt

16.365J Models of Man-Machine
Systems (A)
(Same subject as 2.181J)
Prerq.: 18.03
G (1)
3-1-8

See description under subject 2.181J.
& R. Bussolad, T B. Sheddan

~14440 AWOnWWAdigAnals
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townu PURO~ AS MO no. I DOW
Prer.: 6.003
0 (2)1
3-4-3 5

See description under subject HOT 582J.
19. DeAgdINW MAbert J. U, lch

16,.80 oenneern ounArtil

Prore.: -
G0(1, 2)
0-2-0
Each term, the class selects a new set of
proteselonaHournal articles on bloengineering
topics of current research interet. Some papers
are chosen because of particular oontent; oth-
era are selected bemause they Illustrate impor-
tant ponte of methodology. Each weak, one
student leads the discussion, evaluating the
strengths, weaknesses, and Importance of each
paper. Subject may be repeated for credit a
maximum of four terms.Letter grade given In
the last term applies to aN accumulated units of
16.369.
S. R. Bussolar, C. U. Oman

1636 P1ght Simlwlbon (A)
Prereq.: 18.03, 1630 or 0.003 or 2.14
G (1) Net ofered 19614
3-6-3
Simulation of aircraft for research and pUot
training. Conversion of aircraft equations of
motion and data package Into a digital com-
puter mode Simpiied transfer funotions. Prin-
ciples of vision relevant to out-the-window
displays. implementation of CRT model board,
and point light source displays. Cockpit motion
requirements, motion washout, artificial control,
and feel and high-g cuing devices. Students
participate In actual simulator problems in
the lab. Assumes familiarity with FOR'RAN
programming,
L R. bung, S. Rl Bussolard

16.37 StatIstioal Problems In AutomatIc
Control (A)
Prre.: 16.30

3-0-9
Statistical problems of Importance to control-
system engineers. Reviews probability theory,
with application to such problems as systern
reliability and multidimensional random errors.
Measurement of the statstios of random varia-
bles and processes. Extensive treatment of
random processes in Unear systems, using
both transler function and state-space deecrlp-
dons. Design of optimu n fiters according to
Wiener and Kalman.
W E Ander Wde

Prereq.: 16.37
G(2)
3-0-9

ret review of stochastil proess fundamen-
t Wa"; som oChasic reea2ilon theory Ssen
estimation. Unear filtering and smoothing; in-
ar prediction. Kalman filter (diacrete and oon-

tinuous time). Implementation Issues; filter
etabts steady-state properties. ebntivIty to
modeing errors, sensors. Numerial robust-
ness; square root formulations. Exended Kalman
fier, Gaussian second-order filter; conver-
gence analyals. Adaw filers
L WIavan

16,375 Atpls Control (A)
Prereq.: 16.342J
G(1)
3-0-9
Studies nonlinear dynamic system concepts,
with emphasis on stablity: Lyapunov and Hyper-
stability theories. Introduces sensitivity and
gradient methods as precursors to adaptive
control. Adaptive observers (minimal and non-
minimal). Model Reference Adaptive Control
(MRA) and Self-%fning Regulators (TR);
Deed-Seat Controles. WDect and Indirect Math-
odf. Stability and parameter convergence of
existing agorihms. Robuesnes properties of
adaptive systems and de~gn Implicatons. State-
of-the-art results and current open problems.
L Waa

16,361 Lasers and Optics for
Apptefions I(A)
Prerq.: 8.03
G (1)
3-0-9
An Introduction to fundamentals of modern
optics and lasers, intended for those interested
in laser appIcations. Presents a simplified
account of lasers and their coherence proper-
ties; optics of laser beams and the propagation
of light in vacuum, dielectrics, and fibers. Bas-
ics of law "gyroscopes," and the use of
lasers and fiberoptics in displacement, velocity,
temperature, pressure, and acoustic sensing.

. Ezeel

16,382 Lasers and Optis for
Applostion (A)
Prere .: 16.381 or 6.631 or 8.243
G (2)
3-0-9
Ctq tlon of 16.381, emphasizing a more
advanced treatment of lasers. Interaction of
radiation with atoms, stimulated and spontane-
ous emission, and ine-broadening mecha-
nism. Steady-state and transient behavior of
lasers. Survey of gas liquid, said, and semi-
conductor lasers. Nonlinear optics. Modulation
and deflection of tight. Harmonic generation and
mixing. Laser spectroscopl techniques. with
emphasis on spools Identification and resolution.
S.9 ekel

Prereq.: 18.076 or 16.085
G (2) Mi @t W 1"-0
3-0-9
Develops technkues for seldng the minima of
functions and optimal dontrol histories for
dynamic systems. Presentaon based on fun-
damentals of funoon opmizaton and optimal
control theory Introduces variational calculus,
the maximum principle dynamic programming.
Considers unonstrained and conetrained prob-
leM. Compares the complexity and perfor-
mance of diferent optmum-seeking algorithms.
W 9. *nder Wde

16A0 Prinolplee of Pight Guldance
Prereq.: 16.30 or 6.302
U (2)
3-1-8
Introduces navigation and guidance of flight
vehicles. Beek concepte of position and veto-
ity determination, using celestal, inertial, and
radio techniques. Guidance strategy for aircraft
and spacecraft applications. Steering laws for
rocht-powersd fight atmos'herlo reentry and
air traffic control. Famliarit with rigid body
dynamics and elementary automatic control
theory desirable
a . Hensman

16.41 InertIal nginesering I (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

First half trests motion with respect to inertial
space, gyroecoplc Instrument thoorl gimbal
systems, Schuler tuning, and the design of the
three Principal Inei navigation systems. Sec-
ond half Introduces practical aspects of Inertal
instruments and systems. Analyzes and evalu-
ates alngle and two degree of freedom instru-
ments and their errors. Includes laser electro-
static and dry-tuned gyros, and models of
state-of-the-art hardware. Students obtain a
thorough understanding of Inertial space con-
cepts and hardware.
W R Merkey

16A Astrodynemos I (A)
Prer.: 18.03
Q (1)
3-1-8

Fundamentals of astrodynamics; two-body and
n-body approximate and precision orbit deter-
mination. Fundamentals of space vehicle navi-
gation, emphasiZIng self-contained methods:
Os"a error anaL T.bpls: universal orbal
variables, recursive algorithms, variation of
parameters, state-space methods, maximum-
likelihood estmates, numerical Integration, opti-
mum measurement strategies, correlated meas-
urement errors. Selected apploations from the
Apollo and Space Shuttle programs.
R. H. Safin



t

ISA 4$Meiis II (A
Prereq.: 1646
G(2)
3-1-6
Fundamentals of the two-body orbial bound-
sty vue problem, with appliatns to space
vehicle guidance for both powered fght and
mid-course maneuvers, bplo: Lambert's prob-
lem and methods of solution, one-way and
round-trip orbIt determination to the moon and
planets, orbital ajustment and transferln-
earzed and explici techniques f fxed and
variable Ume of arrival guidance, velocity to be
gained methods, hodograph analysis and appi-
cation of optimization principles.
A H. sawn

1,461 Sbeleced Tplcs in Celeeiel
Mesbanic (A)
PrereW.: 6.03, 18.076
G(1)
3-0-9
Reviews the two-body problem Wrisanal prin-
coIples in dynamics, leading to Lagrange's equs-
Sons, the canonical equatons, and canonical
transformatons. The Hamtlion-Jacobi equation,
with solution for the Kepler problem, leading to
canonical perturbation methods, Delaunay vari-
ables, and Lagrange's variational equations.
Gravitational potential of a planet and rotational
motons of the earth and moon. First-order
theory of the orbits of artificial satellites, includ-
Ing the effects of atmospheric drag.
J. P WONt

I A2 Selected Tbplos in Celesel

Prereq.: 16.491
0 (2)
3-0-9

Brouwer4bn ZeIpel method and method of Lie
transforms, with appicatons to the orbits of
artificial seteltes and lunar orbiters. Separa-
We problems, Including the spheroidal method,
Staschs systems, and elects of general rela-
tvity on orbit of a planet or satellte. Selected
topics from the three-body problem, planetary
and lunar theory, resonant motons. periodic
orbits, and stability theory
J. P "nf

11,3 Rock Propulsion
Prereq.: 16.004
U (1, 2)
3-1-8

elocity requirements for orbtal and Interplan-
etary light Aalable velocity increments and
saging. bets rocket systems involvng liquid,
seid, and ybrid propelants, with relerence to
nozzle flows, thermochemistry real g effects,
losses and heat transler, structural constraints,
propelant feed, and combustion. Simpe vehi-
cle optimization. Laboratory demonstrations.
D. E ftsongs, A H. Epstein

Pereq.: 16.63, 1.03
G0(2)
3-0.9
RevWe t propulsion fundamentals. O6-
cusses advanced thruster concepts from air-
brthing boosters to electric propulsion. Liq-
uid rocket pressurzaon schemes. Physics
and engineering of email thrusters for station-
keeping and alfilude controL Methods and
concepts for electric power generatin in space;
photcoita, slar thtmal, and nuclear sye-
tem; and various conversion schemes. Power
transmission and reception.
At Abruner-Sanchezr

1164 Arerait Engines and Gae lbbins
Prersq.: 16.004
U (1)
3-1-8
Performc and characteristics of arcraft
engines and industrial gas turbines, as deter-
mined by thermodynamic and fuid mechanic
behavior of components: Inlets, compressors,
combustors, turbines, nozzles. Discusses vari-
ous engine types, including turbojet. turbofan,
and turboprop. Limitations Imposed by mate-
ral properties and stresess. Emphasizes future
design trends, including reduction noise, pcnu-
tant formation, fuel oonsumpton, and weight
A H. Epstin

1,W41 Aircraft lrbne Engne (A)
Prom.: 16.54
0 (1)
3-0-9

Fluid mechanics, thermodynamis and sid
Mechanics Of aMft turbine engines. teady
two-dimensional and thref-dimensional ow
theories of compreesore and turbines. Unsteady
fow and nolae production in turbomachinery
and In complete engines. Operational limitations
and instabilities. Strees and associated tem-
prature lIts and influence of blads cooing
techniques on turbines.
E At Greter

16.06 lenise6s(A)
P'ereq-.6-211
0 (1) Not oered1l64
3-0-9
Properties and behavior of low-temperaure
pleemas for magnetohdrodynamics, thermlonlo
energy conversion, plasma propulsion, gas
lasers. Equilibrium ofionised gases: energy
states, statisical mechanics. and equilibrium,
Kinetic theory: moon of charged particles,
distribution function, colliern, characterIseic
tengths and times, roes-seonns, transport
properties. Gas surface Interactions: thermI-
onic emission, sheaths, probe theory. Radiation
In plagmas, diagnostcs. Alternate yars.
U Abruns-Sanchar

16,51 Rsmendynaics and

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
0 (2) Not oesred 1,601
3-0-9

Motion of conducting fluids In electric and
magnetic fields. Electrodynamics: discharges
and arcs, current transfer to Immersed elec-
trodes, efect of the Lorentz Force on flow
Magnetoydrodynamice: power generation and
propulsion, simple inviscid and compressible
flows, electric conductiy MsN effect ion slip,
non-equlnbrium electronic heating, viscous
effects, nonuniformitis, time-dependent MHD
performance. Plasma generators, thrusters, cir-
cult breakers, and MHD generators.
J. F Louis

16.66 Nse Control Engineering (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9
RevisWe phyeical principles of noise genera-
tion, transmision, and absorption, and the e~fet
of noise on humans. Noise rules and criteria.
Specific toplos: aerodynamic noise, compres-
sor, fans, and propellers, acoustically induced
instabilies In valves, heat exchangers. Mufers
anc -auct-liner technology.
K U. Ingard

16.4 Internal Plows in 1ArbomechinWs (A) 16.60 Advanced SpcaOl Project (A)
Prereq.: -
0(1,2.8)

Study original Investigation, or lab project work
of graduate level by qualfied students. Topics
selected In consultation with instruwor.
H Y kiachman

16,001 Advanced Specisi Subject (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1,2)
Arr.

11102 Advanced Special ubject
Prareq:-
G (1, 2)
3-0-6

Organized lecture or laboratory subject. con-
slating of graduate-level material not avallable
In regularly scheduled subjects.
H. Y vhman

Prereq.: 16.035 or 2.25
G(2) Next OaSred 196,069
3-0-9
General features of internal Rows with applica-
tion to compressors and turbines. Fundamental
concepts of rotational flows, inherent unsteadi-
nes of turbomachines, boundary layers, wakes,
and losses in turbomachines. Axdymmetric
swirling flows, Wds element theorx streamine
curvature compulatons. Eects of viscosity and
compressiblity In Internal flows. Secondary
lows. Flow instabilities in turbomachines. Recent
developments and experimental information.
Alternate years.
E At Grefter



16,06 peslt PiElegi
Prereq.: ..
U (1, 2, S)
Arr.

AWWf ON !L 11

Study or laboratory project work of undergrad-
uWte level by quaified students. 1bplcs selected
in consultation with the Instructor
E A Wtmer

16.600 Seleoled liopls In Aeronautics and

Prreq.: -
U (1, 2)
Ar

Study at the undergraduate level by qualified
students. lbpIcs selected In consultation with
the Instructor.
E A AI'mer

16.6061 ulonmedial Instrumontation

(Same subject as 2.781 J, HOT 570J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (8)
6-66

See description under subject HST 570.
D. Rowell, S. K Bums

16,61 MWcrocomputer Laboratory
Prereq.: 6.071 or 6.002; 2.10
U (1, 2)
2-8-2

Explores the operation of microcomputers and
methods of Interfacing digtal and analog devioe
to microcomputers. Machine and assembly
language programming. Use of software devel-
opment system. Parallel and serial digital inter-
faces. Digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital
conversion. iming and interrupts. ArUtHmeic
limitations. Software versus hardware trade-ofs.
Control of real-time events and physOal sys.-
tems. Final project: automatic control of electro-
mechanical system. Umited enrollment
D. L. Aldn

16.621 Experimental Project I
Prereq.: 16.004
U (1, 2)
1-1-1
Introduces laboratory experimental techniques.
Principles of reliable measurements. Laboratory
safety instruction in effectIe report writing
and oa presentation. Seleodon and detailed
planning of an Individual research project,
including design of components or equipment
Preparation of a detailed proposal for the
selected project carried through to completion
under 16.622.
M. Drla, A H. von Rolow

Prireq.: 16.621
U (1, 2) LAB
1-7-4

Helps student gain practical insight and Im-
proved understandIng of engineering experl-
mentation through design and execution of
"project" experlments. Eunding upon work in
16.621, student constructe and toots equip-
ment, makes systematic experimental measure-
ments of phenomena, analyses date, compares
theoretical prediodlons with results. Oidten final
report on entire project and formal oral pro-
sentatlon. Provides valuable link between theory
and practice.

. Droa A H von Rolow

16.64 Plght Mpuwrment Laboratory
Prereq.: 16.002
U (2)
2-2-2

Opportunity to see aeronautloal theory applied
In real-world environment of flight. Students
assist in design and execution of simple ongi-
nearing flight experiments in light aircraft. 19pl-
cal Investigations Include determination of
stability derivates, verification of performance
specifications, and measurement of navigation
system characteristics. Limited to students In
Aeronautics and Astronautlos.
R. J. Hensman

16.66 Mgenrement, instrumentation, and
Computers (A)
Prereq.: 16.02, 16,20. 6.071
G (2) Not to be ered 1mil -U
3-0-9

Foundation for experimentation In aerodynam-
los and structural mechanics, including sensor
seleotin, analogue signal procesing, and com-
puter data acquisition. Emphasaes physicall
system constraints and the practical aspects of
experimentation. Alternate years.
A H. Epalsln

16.671J lnentIon
(Same subject as 2.941J, 13.77J)
Pereq.: -
0 (1) Next WUered 196-
3-0-6
See description under subject 2.941J.
W R. Madsy, W C. Rowers,
A D. Carmichael

16.672 Entrepreneurship
Prereq.: -
0 (2)
4-0-5
School-Wide Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
W C. Rowes

16.673 inventons and Patents
Prereq.: 14.02
U (1)
3-0-6

School-Wide Electie Subject. Description given
at and of this chapter on OWE page.
R H. Rnes

11'0111011 *ON*

Prer.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-6
introduces the systemic analsis of policy
choloes, emphasizing approaches, concepts,
and techniques employed. Main focus on tech-
niques for comparing major project or program
aternaive. Studies tme-streams of benefts
and costs. Pertinent operatons research teoh-
niques, Including linear and integer program-
ming, project scheduling, and game theory.
Introduce* decision analysis and utility theory.
A A Odoni

1.704J Seminar in Air liansportation
Analyele and PIenni-g
(Same subject as 1.233J)
Prome.: -
G(1)
1-0-5

A review of current Mssues facing the airline
Industry In operational, economic, financial,
regulatory, and Institutional areas. Seminars
are presented on aiernative weeks by leading
speakers from airlines, aircraft manufacturers,
major airports, regulatory agencles, and national
and International aviation organizations. Pre-
paratory lectures preoede each seminr. Oppor-
tunity for students to conduct studies on
particular topics, with readings guided by staff.
lrm paper required.
C. 0. Car A R. OdonI

16.72 Air lian Control (A)
Prereq.: 6.071 or 16.40
G (2)
3-0-6

Introduces the various aspots of present and
future Air Tafo Control systems. Descriptions
of the present system: systems-onalysis ap-
proach to problems of capacity nd safety;
surveillance, Including NAB and ARTS; naviga-
tion subsystem technology; aircraft guidance
and control; communications; collision avold-
ence systems; sequencing and spacing In ter-
minal areas; future directions and develop-
ment; critical discussion of past proposals and
of probable future problem areas. Requires
term paper.
R. W Simpson

16.74 Air Thsportation Boonomics (A)
Prereq.: -
G(1)
3-0-6

Introduces fundamental concepts for the eco-
nomlo analysis of airline systems Contrasts
basic models of the operation of air transport
markets with neoclassical microeconomic mod-
els. Defines market systems for air transport
service, and develops a theory for pricing,
demand, costs, and supply for regulated and
unregulated, domestic and International mar-
lets. Presents market models for equilibria In
Wsolated markets and over a network of markets.
R W Simpson



1t7S& I inligalAengir A NMpsgeOsq
(Sam. subject a 7.334J)
Prereq.: -
G (1)

Emphasizes political aspects of International
air transport. 1bple: Internaional OlMI aircraft
Industry; types of altine ownership; charater-
lstics of air transport In North and South
Ameics, Europs, Middle East, Atica, Asia,
USSR; world route palerns; biaeral negotia-
tions; international air transport organizations
air transport In developing nations; unlawful
Interference with aircaft; international air-
cargo Industry. bim paper.
a R. Widt

17J O6, and nesptacn

(Same subject as 1.203J., 6.281J, 11.526J,
13.665J, 15.078J, TPP 43J)
Prere.: 6.431, 15.075
G (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 1.203J.

'A. R. OdoN, A I. BeMet R. C Larson,
H. N PerNs 

16.77 Plght laesportuUan Operais
Analysis (A)
Prerq.: 15.061
G(2)
3-0-6
Studies application of inear programming and
network Now theory to operational problem in
flight transportation systems. Reviews graph
theory. Network flow theory. Integer program-
ming and branch and bound methods.Dynamlc
programming. Reviews Implementation of com-
puterized mathematical programming systems.
Apples the theory to scheduing, alrraft and
crew routing, timetable optimization, passenger
trafi fo flight planning, etc. Students use
computer to solve large-scale problems and
for term project.
A. W Simpson

16.781J Planning and Deelgn of Airport
Systems (A)
(Same subject as 1.231J)4
Prorq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6
See description under subject 1.231J.
A R. Odoni, A. de NhuWie

11,784 Engineering Systems Analysis (A)
Prreq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-0-6
School-Wide Elective Subjt Description given
at end of this chapter on OWE page.
R. do NuMfte J. P Clark

16-M intodugeAn to bnulos

Prere.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
School-Wide Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on WE page.
J. . M~VWt

15,754 Rn itelngRk-Geneft

Pro.: 10.02

3-0-6
Schoo-Wide Elecive Subjt Deecripion given
at end of this chapter on WE page.
A W Drate, A. Odonl

16.50 industrial PAe
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
0-6-0
Seven months of engineering practice, carried
out by the cooperative students at the plants of
organikations participating in the cooperative
program.
E. Crewey

16,101 Engineering internship
Prereq.: -
U (8)
0-6-0
A summer of work experience as part of the
Engineering internship Program. Students reg-
later for this subject twice, receiving the grade
"J" for the first registration. 1Wo work assign-
ments must be completed in order for credit to
be awarded. Umited to students registered in
Course XVI-C,
W E Wnder lede

16.602 Advanced Engineering internship
Prsreq.: 16.601
G3(1,2,8)
0-6-0

A consecutive even-month period of work
experience as part of the Engineering intern-
ship Program. Students register for this subject
in two terms, receiving the grade "J" for the first
registration. Umited to students registered in
Course XVI-C who have been admitted to the
Graduate School.
W E Mnder *Wide

16,81 Spese Fght Dysnmiwe
Proreq.: 16.004, 16.03
U (1)
3-0-9

Topics: launch tralectory analysis, orbit inser-
tion navigation requirement., orbital mechanics
and spacecraft dynamics, the space environ-
ment (gravity gradients. atmospherio drag, radi-
ation environment), rendezvous und docking
approaches thermal equilibrium, reentry traeo-
tory analysis. convectie and radiative heating,
thermal protection system analysis, hypersonic
maneuvering, and landing dynamics of low L/D
vehicles.
W .M htller

11821 nMismn t les I %*%itgrngi
Prreq: -
G3(2)
2-0-4
Directed toward the student whoee objeoWe is
a career in engineering leading to management
Provides opportunities to examine topis relat-
ing to the conduct of engineering activiltes
within a total management environment. Inter-
facees between engineering and other company
functione, such as marketing, finance, manu-
facturing, qualit explor with emphasis on the
management prooses. Special attention gliven
to the role of technical staff in the acquialtion of
new business and long-range planning. Semi-
nar format based on current Industrial practice.
J. mWron

16,84 Plight Vhlale Engineering
Prereq.: 16.02 or 16.20
U (1)
2-3-7

Design of an atmospherlo flight vehicle to st-
Isfy slated performance, stability, and control
requirement. Emphasizes individual initiative,
application of fundamental principles, and the
compromises inherent in the engineering design
process. Enrollment restricted to seniors in
Course XVI or by permission of Instructor.
N D. Him

1665 Spec Sysaems Engineering
Prereq.: 1620
U (2)

Reviews fundamental principles used In engi-
neering delopment of space systems. Design
of a complete system, including treotory anal-
yale, entry dynamics, propulsion systems, struc-
tural design, thermal control, environmental
control, support systems, weight and cost esti-
mates. Students participate In teams. each
responslble for one of several subsystems, pro-
viding experience in project organization and
Interaction between disciplines. Enrollment
restricted to seniors In Course XVI or by per-
mission of Instructor.
0. L. Akn, D. E hlenga, A H. von Rogow

16.851 Satellte Engineering (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-9
Fundamentals of satellite engineering design.
Studies orbital environment. Analyzes problems
of station keeping, atttude control, communi-
cations, power generation, structural design,
thermal balance, and subsystem Integraton.
Considers trade-offs among weight, fflolency
cost, and reliablity. Discuses choice of design
parameters, such as size, weight power levels,
temperature liit fequenc bandwidth. Exam-
pies taken from current sateite systems.
IN M NOINOr



A~ns~m mtd ~wnmiea iWO

16.81 Spaceraft end AIrcrft
kirumwenkation (A)
Prereq.: 6.071, 8.03
G(1) Next oNred 19849
3-0-9

Covers fundamental Instrumentation principles
in the context of systems designed for space or
atmospheric fight. Systems discussed are Inco-
herent and doppler radars; space communica-
tions; spacecraft attitude determination by
stellar, solar, and horizon sensing remote sens-
ing by radiometry, spectrometry, and interfer-
ometry; air data systems; and radio navigation.
Also, review of basic electromagnetic theory
and antenna design. Discussion of design con-
siderations for flight. Alternate years.
R. J. Hanaman

16.87 VTOL Aircraft (A)
Prereq.: 16.02
G (1) Not to be ofred 198-9
3-0-6

An analytical discussion of the fundamental
performance, stability and control characteris-
tics of vertical take-off and landing aircraft,
Including helicopters and ducted fan, rotor-
propeller, jet vectored-lift and jet vertical-lft
aircraft. Alternate years.
N D. Ham

16.88 Aerodynamics, Structural Dynamics,
Aermelaetlcty of WInd Turbine and
iotororaft (A)
Prereq.: 16.02
G(1) Next ofered 1968-89
3-0-6
An analytical discussion of fundamental aero-
dynamic, structural dynamic, and aeroelastic
characteristics common to wind turbines and
rotorcraft. Includes the horizontal axis and verti-
cal axis types of wind turbine, and the helicop-
ter and tilting rotor-propeller types of rotorcraft.
Alternate years.
N D. Ham

16.91 Structural Dynamics (A)
Prereq.: 16.20

3-0-9
Vibrations of simple and complex structures:
bars, strings, rods, beams, plates; emphasizes
physical concepts. Analyzes continuous and
multimass systems. Formulation and application
of diverse methods; finite elementGalerkin'
Integral equation, and numerical collocation.
Variational principles in dynamics: Hamilton's
Principle and Lagranges equations. ransient
response solution by modal superposition and
direct numerical Integration techniques. Self-
excited vibrations, dynamic stability. Wave prop-
agation concepts. See 2.032 and consult advisor.
E F Crawley

16.2 Advanced Aseliaisutfy (A)
Prereq.: 18.004, 16.91
G (2) Not to be ofered 19-
3-0-9
Presents field of aercoelastlclty from unified
viewpoint, applicable to flight structures as well
as buildings, suspension bridges, and other
structures. Static aeroelastic end flutter instabHl-
ifes of simple and complex structures. Similar-
ity lows and wind-tunnel modeling. Responses
to gusts and random excitation. Derivation of
unsteady airloads. Simple nonlinear aerolastic
behavior. Alternate years.
J. Dugundl

16.93 Dynam'cs of Spie Structures (A)
Prereq.: 16.91, 18.341J
G(2) Next offered 1911149
3-0-9
Presents contrd-structura dynamic Interaction
from a unified viewpoint, applicable to flexible
space structures, precision structures, and
aero-servo-elastic lifting surfaces. Damped
structures, modeling of dissipative and nonlinear
effects. Mode shape-wave duality in structures.
Approximate and continuum modeling. Formu-
lations of controllers for reduced-order models.
Control-structure interaction and splhlover Sys-
tem identification. Deployment and assembly
dynamics. Alternate years.
E. F Crawley

16.94 Advanced Structural Dynamics (A)
Prsreq.: 16.91
G(1) Not to be oft 1ed1981-19
3-0-9
Reviews transient response of inear systems.
Emphasizes nonlinear vibrations and transient
response of structures; elastic and inelastic
material behavior and large deflections. Modal
and direct numerical timewise Integration tech-
niques. Transient strain and displacement re-
sponses; permanent deformation. Impact and
propagation of both elastic and Inelastic stress
waves in solids. Wave propagation and scatter-
Ing in structural networks and In periodic struc-
tures. Mechanical filtering. Forced and param-
etric excitation. Alternate years.
A. H. von Robw

16.991 Aeronautlcs and Astronautlcs
Seminars

Proq.: -
U (1, 2)
2-0-0

Speakers from campus and industry discuss
current activities and advances In aeronautics
and astronautics. Restricted to Course XVI
students.
W R. Marhey

16,99 SemInar
Prereq.: -
0(1,2)
2-0-0
Discussion of current interest topics by staff
and guest speakers. Restricted to Course XVI
students.
W R. AMIry

16.993 Management In Engineering
Prareq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
School-Wide Elective Subect. Decripton given
dt end of this chapter on OWE page.
D. R Hoult, H. .MARus

16994 Nuclear War: Threat and A"ucdance
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6

School-Wide Elective Subject. Descripion given
at end of this chapter on SWE page,
M. MIec R Monison, G. W RathenA,

. Rohschild, J. R Ruina

16.99 Nuclear Weapons and Arms Control:
lechnology and Poksy Isue
Prsq.:-
G (1)
4-0-8

School-Wide Elective Subiect. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
G. W Rathens, J. Runa

16G.Th Graduate Thesis (A)
Prereq:-
G (1, 2. 8)
Arr.
Program of graduate research, leading to an
S.M., EAA, Ph.D., or Sc.D. thesis; to be arranged
by the student with an appropriate MIT faculty
member, who Is then thesis supervisor.
H. Y Vachman



Coura 17

Poal
Philosophy/Social Theory

17.104 Pbesepias of Slal Saenes (A)

(Sarno subjt as24.6*J)
Prerq.: Pormlosion of Instructor
002)
3-0-g
Addresses philosophical issues arising in oon-
temporay social scientifl remorh practice.
lasues of explanation and understanding, the
jutifcation of theories and arguments, obtecIv-
Ity and commitment in poitial research.

17.1064 Pallsel Philgesspy
(Same subjet as 24.233J)
prer.: One Phiosophy Distribution subjet
U (2)
3-0-9
17.1065 POle l Phioesphy (A)
(Same subject as 24.611J)
Prersa.: One Modern Politl Phlioophy subject
G (2)

A comparison of dfferent concepiOn Of social
justice through. study f both clsaloa and
co~snmporary political phiosophy 1plos In-
clude contraotuaist and utIsrin Juations
of the state; t role of rights In Poicsa aru-
ment; communtarian ortiosms Of iberalim; the
alleged tensions between iberty and equalty;
and problems of fair dltrlbutln of resources,
Maets With 17.105..
J. Cohen

17.107 IntroduMsn to PdN"seI Thsory
ivA and Community

Preeq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-6

Baaic Introduction to th sudy Of P sfocus-
Ing on seloted wo't In Ow", medi ,
and erly modern pMli thought The laime
to freedom of V.e lndhvdual as they e1counter
demands of the community for order JustO,
and obedience. Extent to which poitial ocy
is justned In shaping th. ives and conscious-
ness of its members. Foundations of polial
authority Readings include Plato, Aristode, St.
Augustine, St. Thomas, Machiaveli, and Luther.
U. M"h~

17.110 New Currents in l iTihry (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9
The course begins by discussing som lAsssl-
cal debate* In social theory; e.g., the sources
on InstabIlity In slae systems and the notion of
a determinate logic Ce social progress. The
second part reoonsiders these debates In flght
of contemporary social scientific and historical
research. The third part uses the results of the
first two segments to address several contsm-
porary debates In social theory: e. t roie of
moral sctimento In explaining po~tolaction
and the plausIbIlIty of evolutionary explanations
of social change.
J. Cohen, C a 8 AW

17.113J Clesos i PeI loal Piloeopy

(Same subject as 24.01)
Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-0
3-0-01
See description under subject 24.09J.

J. Cohen

Pitical Economy

17.1649 Polslosof fndustvsblh (A
(Same subjot as 85 610J)
Prersq: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-9
Fcse on the way the paos and direftin of
economic development depend upon the out-
comes of historical struggles for jusoe and
the control of resources: politics In the broadest
sense. Shows how both the Industrial structure
of mass-Producdon capitalism and the denni-
Non of the Interests of grups that occupy
plaess In that suture cannot be understood
without reference to these struggles.
C, Rf Sabot

17.16 0 00 ofsnon: Theorie of the

(Same subject me 14.781J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
304-9
CrOial analysis of lberal, neoclassical, and
Marxist perspeotivsen modern socity. Aer-
native theories of economic growth, historical
change, the state, classes and ideaog
& BOr

17.186 P1 ite) Uinm- nAof lMet eepe (A)
Prerq.: 17.864 or 17.18W
G(2)
3-0-6
Examines role Of European states In postwar
period Of rapid eonmO growth and current
crisis. includes analyss of different Ate tradi-
ions ("staist" liberal, ah ; govern-

ment's role In decline Of some economaesnd
rise of others; why and where Keyneelanism,
Indloative planning, and slate enterprises were
Introduced; alternative concoptions of contem-
pWrary economic problems (new international
dMsan Of labor? too few producers? ON shooom;
and Of policies to deal with them (Industrial
poicy? monetarism? protectionism?).
C. R Sabl

17.1648abor end pil (A)
Prereq.: -
GU(2)

-- 9
The evolution of the Amrican labor movement
from t colonial beginning to the present. The
artsan traditint populism and the oooperatly
commonwealth; craft unionism; socolaem; the
welfare apaiNsm of the 1020s; the sources of
protest in the 190a and the lmned transforms-
tion of the American Industrial relations system;
Industrial pluralernand postwar posperyth
breakdown of the postwar system and enorts,
rooted In the unreaked opportunities of abor's
tradtions, to reestablish t. institutional scou-
rity of t labor movement.
C R 8ab

17.1466 Problems or Advnced hidustiel
**"a-(A)
(Samo subject as STr 575J)
Pfereq.: 17.1566
0 (2) est A0eed 198460
3-0-9
"Isyes sletd current po a econom
issues. Includes inflation, Industrial relations
ystems, the "orisls of ungernablits" pubiO

assiatance and famiy p*to and "reidustri-
alsation." Open to qualified undergraduates by
periion of Instruc
S. Bre #A J. Mfore

Polloal Scieneo



17.167 Pe0l ow gmeusr otAWIs

U (1)
3-0-9
17.100 pollh eautonye of Aels (A)
Preret. -

G (1)
3-0-9
Comparative anal*e of eonomic and path-
cal developments of India China AMpanedft Man te0

KoreS-lapwan- Focuses on the poi-
tis of economic planning, rltionnhps between
polcy and performanos, polidc and sco0al
consequences of diferent developmental p-
proachee, and Asian economics in global per-
$sPOve. Meets with 17.107.

17.170 fPt lgglbod nmyof
Inismter nal M (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9
Explores the political causes and ocn-
quWMce Of Population M~Ment acro0s Inte-
national boundaries and within sates Detailed
examination of the following: polital efects of
urban migratin poital behavior of poltcal
refugee., consequences of internal population
movements in multi-ethnic soieties, economic
and potica Impact of migrnts on the receiving
oountr4 effets of migalon on the country of
origin. Draws case materials from contempo-
rary Asia, Africa, and Latn America.
M e/ner

17.17 Paiool Gonty of the
Middi 1Ws (A
Prerq.: Permission of instructor
G (2) NeNt deud 103,W
3-0-9

Focuses on ecnooihlo and political transforma-
tions In the Middle East since WWrld War i. The
effecs of the deccionizatin process, In con-
junction with eforts at Inatutonal development,
provide the context for evaluating development
strategies, changes in resource avalablity and
alternai paths to growth snd change. A
principal emphasis on competing strategies for
change and modernization, and atendant poi-
oal and eonomic consqueno Advanced
undergraduates with permisslon of Instructor.

SChou o

Seef io 17A22.

American
Politc/Public Policy

Public Policy
17201J1 Pal00 and PubIo pals
(Same subject as 11.007J)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9
introduction to political aspects of public poi-
lay considers philophical rationales for gov-
ernment action and the evolution of pubic
policy In Ameras; the policy-making prqoss;
basic strategies of pubi policy, includiig mar-
klet government regulation, mass persuasion;
and ways of ena ng the Impacts of pubic
policies - social Indicators, cost/berisfit analy-
sis, evaluation of distrutive equity and un-
Intended oonsequences.
E M. ImMeu M. Up* G. 7 Aoirx

17.202 Theoilee of Pubio Poloy (W-
Prerq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9
Analyzes politigal Issues involved in the con-
duct of policy analysis. Topics: odteria for gov-
ernment Intervention (e.g., efflolencM equt
esourity, Nberty community); alternative meth-
ods of government intervention (market and
incentive policies, standard-setting, crestion
of legal rights and duties, information-based
strategies); philosophical assumpihas (e-g.,
statistial Indators. cost-beneit *.nAlys risk
analysis, miorosoonomio models). Students
apply the theoretical isusa to a poicy topic of

c choice.
SM. lmrnergut

11,20 Evaluation seach Laboratory
Prereq.: -
U (2) LAS
3-6-4
introduces field of public policy evaluation.
AcquaInts student with the concepts and meth-
ods of evaluation research and aids the slu-
dont in developing skils used in conducting
evaluation studies. Topics: the concept of
Intervenonary pubio-policy propums; research
designs for evaluating pubic polies; alterna-
tive analytic methodologies (quantitate and
qualiave); and the politics, problems, and
policy utiization of evaluative studies. Carries
out Individual evaluation projects as part of
subject. May not count toward Humanities
Requirement.
R H. Lemieux

MThe Wag" b1r1deb @SWW
0")u Pmelv A

Pro".:~ -

3-0-9
lntroduces recent debates on the welle State,
both s they concern specidfi "alai polies
and as they treat the welfare state que state.
Ranging from convergency theory to the new
Institutionalism, these approachee are asessed.
In the Rght of a esries of ase studies that
Include workmer's compensatn, full employ-
ment, and health poicy. Issues addressed: How
can one dene -h welfare sate? What ae
the dmensions of comnpadson acros nations
(minly Western Europe and North America)?
What makes the US case excepWonal? As a
political entity, how Is the welfare date unique?
E M Immergut

17.213 Regulalon
Prowq. -
U (2)

17.214 Regulsllen {
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(2)
3-0-9
Analyae theoretoal isse that out across
many Substantive aas of regulation, Including
health and safstW environment, ene"g and
transportation. 1bpics: deciding when to regu-
late, explaining the behavior of regulatory
agencies. evaluatng alternaie regultipry instru-
ments, evaluating proposas for regulatory
reform and deregution Uterature drawn from
law economics, and political scoence. raduate
students ar expected to pursue ghe suect at
greater depth through reading and Individual
research. Meets with 17.213.
0. Metay

17,2201 The Pakslptoidg Proeses (A)

(Same subject a 7PP 22J)
Proreq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-0-9
Analyzes the political proces by whilch Issues
arise, and the public palcies that are formuLd,
contested determined, Implemented, and sealu-
sted. aete the role of mass aivity (including
pr" p-*$), - expertse, esa,
the media, and pubiofiolais in the stages of
the poliy proces. Weighs th relationship be-
tween popular end programmaic responveness
and distributive consequences of poicy.
At UpsAy

ge 1

[ J



ISO Plitiw slse

17.227 Comparstive Hath Systems
Prersq.: -
U (1)
3-M06

17.226J Comparative Health Systems (A)
(Same subject as 15.141J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-6
Examines major issues facing health systems
in the US and selected other countries from a
variety of perspectives, including those of the
physician, the manager, and the policy analyst.
Considers cost, quality, access, and technology
trade-ofh as they affect govemment policy. Meets
with 17.227.
H. M Sapolsky, S. N Rnkelslen

17.235 Theories of Organlaatione
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
17.236 Theories of Organizations (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
Considers the historical roots of modern admin-
istrative theory: the effect of technology on
organizational structure and functions; how
decisions are made within organizations, empha-
sizing cognitive bases for decision making;
how actors In an organization's environment
Influence organizational behavior; the problem
of executive control; the challenges of uncer-
tainty and complexity for organizational perfor-
mance. Graduate students are expected to
pursue the subject at greater depth through
reading and Individual research. Meets with
17.235.
. Mlay

American Politics

17.241 Introduction to the American
Poitil Process
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Studies functioning of the American national
governmental system, emphasizing the theoreti-
cal and historical background of the Constitu-
tion, the Congress, the Presidency, and the
Judiciary. Particular attention devoted to diffu-
sion of power In national government, role of the
political party, and how institutions of national
government help fulfill the goals of a just and
democratic society.
L Menand, R. M. 6WIe/y

17.243 American Poitics and Social Change
Prereq.- -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Analyzes both industrialization and the civil
rights movement In order to treat aspects of the
American political process (interest group and
party politics), key national Institutions (the pres-
idency and Congress), and differences between

normal and transformative politics in America.
Special attention Is paid to democratic theory.
includes: American political evolution, the nature
of democracy, the role of Interests and values
in politics, political leadership, participation,
social conflict, and social control.
R. PA tWieIly

17.244 The Politlis of Spending
and ladng (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

In recent years, the toughest questions in Amer-
loan politics have centered on economic ques-
tions: how much to tax, how much to spend,
and how much to allocate to specific govern-
mental programs. Students analyze the political
processes Involved in making these three deci-
slons, by focusing on topics such as how
voters, parties, and interest groups influence
spending and taxing choices; budgetary poll-
tics within Congress. the bureaucracy, and the
Institutional presidency; the politics of budget-
ary reforms; and the problems of developing a
coherent budgetary policy In a democracy.
C. Stewart

17.245 The Suprem Court and
Constional Processes
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

An interpretation of constitutional rights, pro-
cesses, and concepts of limited government, In
light of Supreme Court decisions and executive
and legislative initiatives.
L MAnand

17.247 Ntonal Security and
Democrati Values
Prereq.: 17.241, 17.245, or Permission of
Instructor
U (2)
3-0-9

The growth of national security concerns poses
important challenges and problems for Individual
freedom and democratic processes. An exam-
ination of this phenomenon and congressional
and presidential initiatives to deal with these
perceived problems. Intelligence agencies;
loyalty-security clearances; secrecy and class-
Ifications; espionage; and freedom of press,
travel, scientific exchanges, and defense
spending examined.
L Menand

17.249 Electoral Polos in the US
Prereq.: 17.241
U (1)
3-0-6

Analyzes political parties and their role In deci-
sion making in the political system. Primary
attention to the American party system, national
party organization, presidential nominating con-
ventions, electoral strategies, and especially
the dynamics of American voting behavior Com-

parison with parties and electoral behavior in
other political systems, especially those of
Western Europe. Attention to extremist political
movements and the behavior di electorates
under acute strmes.
W D. Bumham

17.250 Theoriw of the Amerloan State (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

is there a "state' In America and how can it be
conceptualized? What are the logica of its evo-
lution? What consequences have patterns of
evolution had for politics, economy and society?
Considers such questions, and addresses a re-
cent and growing iterature, including Sholonek
Skoopol, and others. Contrasts are drawn with
pluralist and "rational cholce" understandings
of "the state." Open to undergraduates by
permission of the Instructor.
R. M. wIely

17.251 Congress and the American
Potl system
Prereq.: -
U (1) Not to be ofered 1988-89
3-0-0

17.252 Congeres and the Amerlcan
Poitical System (A)
PR .: Permission of Instructor
(3(1) Notto beofee 19666
3-0-9
Focuses on both the internal processes of the
House and Senate and on the place of Con-
gress in the American political system. Atten-
tion to committee behavior, leadership patterns,
and Informal organization. Considers relations
between Congress and other branches of gov-
ernment, as well as relations between the two
houses of Congress itself. Giaduate students
are expected to pursue the subject at greater
depth through reading and individual research.
Meets with 17.251.
C. Sfewert

17.253 Amerioan Political Economy
(New)
Prereq.: 17.241
U (2) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-9

17.254 American Political Economy (A)
(No")

Prereq.: 17.241
7 (2) Ne ofeed 1988-89

3-0-9

Over time, what have been the key ways in
which governmental Institutions have regulated
the national economy and the social effects of
the economy's operation? With what conse-
quences for efficiency, income equality, politi-
cal participation, and political regime legitimacy?
Special attention paid to political-party and
Interest-group systems, state structure, and state
capacity. Graduate students pursue the sub-
ject in greater depth. Meets with 17.253.
R. M. Ielly



17.25 Pft00 f1 WAd the N
Prer*q.;-
U (1) tofard 196.*"
3-0-6

Th rleofteevs=n considered by aome the
most so l msmedium In shaping Ameri-
can 04lO attitudes. Focus on ly, but newspa-
pers asi magazines also discussed. lbplos:
polil coverage of elections and polies;
news mangement" by both government and
media; presidential access to media; coverage
of foreign news; science and technology; eco-
nomcs. Lectures and rectatns combine "*ver'
and taped appearances of quests and presents-
ton of Issues. Consult Department Headquarters,

17.2 6 1plos In Amerloan PoNcll

(A)

Prereq.: 17.241
G(2) Nexd faered 149
3-0-9

Offers a view of the field as a whole for students
without a special background. Considers classi-
cal and modern texts representing several In-
fluential but sharply contrasting approaches.
Divergent methodological presuppostions and
atitudes toward key terms such as "economics,"
"politis," and "history" In later works of these
traditions are highlighted. Major American polt-
loal Institutions and processes are highlighted
In the context of American political economy.
W D. Bumham

17.257J Amerloan Scolety: Viues,
institutios, and Wriety
(Same subject as 11.006J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9

See description under subject 11.006J.
G. T Arx

17.256 Po*los of Race and hMicity
In America (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

17.269 PoIe of Race and Ethnlcity
in Amerie
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-9

How have race and ethnicity shaped American
politics from the 18th to the 20th centuries?
What differences have they made to Ideology
and the historical development of the political
economy, the party system, and the American
state, and vice-versa? Considers these ques-
tions, using a comparative perspective where
appropriate. Graduate students expected to
pursue the subject In greater depth through
reading and Individual research.
R. M Qlely

17.0 Graduate Seminar in Aneican

Prereq.: 17.241
G(1)
3-0-9
Analyzes the American political system, with
primary emphasis on the nationallvel. Exam-
ines American politial culture. Federasm,
American party system, representation and pub-
Ho policy, and major Institutional components of
the national poicy process. Attention to con-
temporary and comparatiye research on Amer-
loan politics and goMrment. DiOussion also
includes ecme reference to the explicit and
Implicit theoretical assumptions of such work,
as well as critiques of these assumpons.
W 0. Bumham

17.61 Congress and the Palsy Process
Prereq.: -
U (2) Next ofered 198-5
3-0-9
17.262 Conpss and the Polcy Pess (A)
Proreq,: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next offeed 1066.59
3-0-9
Analyzes the genesis and Implementation of
poicy in the US by understanding the relations
between Congress and other political entitles-
the presidency, the bureaucracy, the courts,
and voters. Special attention Is paid to the
American system of weak parties and divided
powers and how these peculiarities of Insti-
tutional design leave their marks on the policy
process within and between the national polti-
cal Institutions.
C. StewArt

17.264 Dynamics of Electora Poltice (A)
Prereq.: 17.241
G (2)
3-0-9

Analyzes mass voting behavior In the US. past
and present. Evaluates leading theories of Ameri-
can electoral politics In light of Inferences from
data analysis. Emphasizes longitudinal system
dynamics and other properties, both quantta-
tie and nonquanttatie. Some comparat anal-
yale of electoral dynamics and theories of
electoral politics In other Wetem poNtial sys-
tems. Attention to American voting behavior
since 1960.
W D. Bumham

17.25 C0ngs0isElengittefs

U (1) Net o"ered 198-S9
3-0-9
Examines both the dynamics of congressional
elections themselves. as well as the normative
and poicy consequence of electorat polio,
Includes candidate recruiment; campaign stat-
egy; contributions; the role of parties; voters'
behavior; national politics and congressional
elections; and the poicy consequences of eleo-
toral arrangements. Where appropriate, activity
In or analysis of local campaigns Is Included
ass class requirement
C. S~wert

17,267 The Prsldent
Preo".: -
U (1)
3-0-9

The US President as constitutional executive;
sharer of governing authority with Congress
and the courts; party leader; chief manager of
executive agencies; foreign policy leader; and
focus for national political, economic, and social
aspirations. ls the modern presidency compat-
ble with democratic traditions and the tradI-
tional rule of law?
L. Menand

17-269 PreldentIal Eletions
(Now)
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-3-6

Examines the dynamics of presidential eleo-
dons: events preceding the primaries, the oon-
duct of the general election itself, and the
policy consequences of the electoral process.
An important aspect of this course Is partil-
pation In the primary campaign of a candidate
chosen by the student Aside from direct par-
ticipation In a campaign, topics covered by the
course include the partipants themselves
(candidates, voters, parties, consutants, the
Electoral College), campaign resources (money,
Information, media attention), the major cam-
paign events (primaries, conventions, general
election), and prospects for reform.
C S~mert
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17170 wlMUMit Amuiln
PuIose (A)
Prereq: -
G (2)
3-0-g
17271 Evulutuen of American Polifis
Pre.: 17.241
U (2)
3-0-6
Provides students with historical background
for understanding growth and change In Ameri-
can national poltical structures and proosses
to their present state. Orefts the approach,
however, at least as much to social science
perspetves as to those of more conventional
history. bplos: the evolution of Congress, the
preslenoyi and electoral politics, with attention
to changes In behavior, structure, and perfor-
mance. Emphasizes developments In the 20th
century. Graduate students are expected to
pursue the subject at greater depth through
reading and Individual research. Meets with
17.270.
W a Bu m

17.272 Ms Political Organsation (A)

Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

Why do people join mass political organiza-
tions such as social movements, Interest groups,
and urban polioal machines? What accounts
for their continued participation and for their
ultimate success or faIlure? These questions
explored In light of competing theories of mass
participation and organizational dynamlos. 1llus-
trations drawn primarily from American politics,
with some reference to mess political organiza-
tons In other national contexts.
M.LUP*k

17.274 The Organiuation of Public Poly (A)
(17.296)
Prereq..
G (2)
3-0.9
Analyzes the political and policy Implications of
delivering policy through public, non-profit and
private organizations. Examines the role of pub-
No services In the American political economy.
Emphasizes comparisons across policy areas,
such as health, education, and social welfare,
and factors that beer on quality, avalability,
and accountability in public services. Includes
balance between professional, bureaucratic,
and political accountablity and client roles in ser-
vice delivery. Open to qualified undergraduates.
M.Upsky

See also 17.702, 17.704, 17.707, 17.720

Sience, 1a1hn0*og4 and.
Poicy

17.301 Slence,1 bohnologw and Poliis
Preow. -
U (1)
3-0-6
17.302 Scoen ,1adoholMg and Poitis (A)
Prereq.: -
G(1)
3-0-9
Examines the Impacts of sclence and technol-
ogy on governmental Institutions and proosses.
Includes extent to which science and technol-
ogy have transformed fundamental political Insti-
tutions; and relationships. role of scientists and
engineers In political decision making, societal
mechanisms for reaching decisions on contro-
versial technological Issues, and Impact of sci-
ence and technology on foreign pocy and
international political relationships. Graduate stu-
dents are expected to pursue the subject at
greater depth through reading and Individual
research. Meets with 17.301.
D. W~fay

17.06 Specal llploe in Science,
1bhnchlogb and Publ Poly (A)
(Same subject as STS 460J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Workshop exploring special topics In science,
technology and public policy related to research
interests of participating faculty and visiting
speakers. Student papers are presented in the
latter part of semester. Intended to provide an
overview of the general interaction of science,
tehnolog and govrment.
E. Skolkof, C Kaysen, R S. Buck

17.322 SemInh Systeat Poliy
Analysis and lischnology
Assessment (A)
Prereq.: 14.01, 14.02
G (2) Not to be ofered 1988-89
3-0-6

Analyzes policy problems Illustrative of ths
facing the Pral and iocal governments. Cost-
benefit calculations and topics in welfare eco-
nomicr Cases selected from such areas as
energy polic the environment, space programs,
and communications Open to undergraduates
by permission of Instructor only
. IN Rtens

1706 Sc10e00 end 140aA0100F in

Prereq.: 17.302 or Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
Explores the rolas of sclence and technalogy
and their Impact In the international pOalita
system, and process by which foreign Policy
Involvng, science and technology Is M. ado In the
US and lnternsminaly. Provides an overview of
major International poitcal effects and devel-
ops the role of science and technology In 0 few
issue-areas In some detail: East-West transfer
of technology international cooperation, naonal
security international organizations, bilateral
relations, and a selection of others,
E. 0. Skoihnkoff

17.334J intemellonsl Air'#1neporteion
(Same subject as 16.762J)
Premq. -
G (1)
3-0-6

See description under subject 16.762J.
B. R. Gidwifz

173.1Sca nd Poitca Imlutomo

(Same subject as STS 207J)
Prsreq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2)
2-0-10

See description under subject STS 207J.
P & Buck. C Kayaen
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International Relations/Arms
Control and Defense Studies

international Relations and
Foreign Policy

17.403 American ForeIgn Poly in a
Chang World
Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

The US as a major actor In a fast-changing
world. Lectures and discussions focusing on
the roots of US foreign policy; origIns of the
Cold War; the age of Intervention; security
redefined; interdependence; future options.
L. R Bloomfield

17.405 Seminar In MiddlO Eastern Poides
Prereq.: -
U (2) Next offered 1988-69
3-0-6

17.406 Seminar in Middle Eastern
Politics (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next ofered 1966-89
3-0-9

Divided into three parts: 1) domestic and
regional politics of the Arab East, Iran and the
Gulf, the Maghreb, and Israel; 2) energy: the
world oil and energy picture; 3) Middle East
and world politics: the East-West conlot, the
Arab-Israeli conflict, the Iran-Iraq war, and their
Interaction with energy problems. Lectures,
discussions, and a paper or a take-home exam-
ination. Graduate students are expected to
pursue the subject at greater depth through
reading and individual research. Meets with
17.405.
W E Griffith, N Choucri

17.407 international Relations:
War and Peace
Prereq.: 17.403
U (2)
3-0-6

Analyzes the study of real and potential Inter-
national systems. Topics: international warfare,
the impact of technology on war and the arms
race, the balance of power, classical and mod-
ern imperialisms, regional and universal Inter-
national organizations. View of alternative futures
examined for developed and developing worlds.
Previous study of international relations expected.
S. E. Miller

17A20 Theories of erni ne enabions (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-0-9

Review and critical discussion of the literature
of International relations. Focuses on alternative
paradigms, world views, and middle-range the-
ories, Including poltical realism, Idealism, sys-
tems theory, Marxism, peace research, and
alternative theories from non-Western, non-
major-power perspectives. Open to undergrad-
ustes by permission of Instructor only.
H. R. Alke; Jr:

17.A22 Internatdonal Polilul Economy (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor

(2)Notto beoftsred 1988-89
3-0-6
Interdisciplinary analysis of ways In which
nations undertake dual International objectives:
pursuit of power and pursuit of wealth. Surveys
major competing paradigms of International
political economy, Including neo-classical eco-
nomics, Marxist and neo-Marxist theories, de-
pendency theses, and structural European views
of power relations. Examines political and eco-
nomic dimensions of International trade, capital
flows, foreign Investment, and military and stra-
tegic policies. Reviews the evolution of interna-
tional economic organizations and political
implications.
N Choucil

17.424 Seminar In International Conflict and
Integration (A)
(NW
Prereq.: -
G (2) Net oftred 1988-89
3-0-9

Seminar focusing on alternative methods of
International conflict and integration, exploring
different types of Interactions ranging from
conflict to International Integration. Approaches
examined include historical and documentary
analysis, as well as quantitative and analytical
techniques Specific case analysis of major
and minor conflicts, at global and regional lev-
ele, as well as different types and forms of
Integration. Emphasis on research methods.
Consult Department headquarters.

17.428 US Foreign Poicy - Peat, Present,
Future (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Not to be onfsed 1968-89
3-0-9

Critical analysis of US foreign poilcy In the
context of past tendencies and future possiblil-
ties. Roots of US policy; origins of the Cold
War; the "Age of intervention"; security redefined;
Interdependence; future options. Open to
advanced undergraduates by permission of
instructor only.
L R Bloomfield

17.430 The Foreign Palsy Pesew(A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instruotor
G (1) Next ofered 19849
3-0-9

The planning and execution of foreign policy in
the US (and, where data available, other coun-
tries). Relevant organizational and decision-
making models and theories critically analyzed.
The President and Congress, NBC and State
Department, and system weaknesses. Policy
planning, crisis behavior, and Issues of Irration-
silty. Simulation and other techniques. Student-
run planning game. Open to advanced under-
graduates by permission of Instructor only,
L R Bloomfield

17.438 lesserch Seminar on Afrlcan
Foreign Reltions and Dewelopment (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Special topics concerning African international
relations, Including US relations with Southern
Africa, African International organizations, and
African participation in multilateral organiza-
tions. Development problems of selected Afri-
can countries. Intensive examination of a sector,
Institutional factor, or process xamples include
agricultural development, the parastatal sector,
regional Integration, international investment
institutions.
W R Johnson

Defense and Arms Control Studies

17A60 Defense Politls (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

Examines the politics affecting US defense
policies. Includes consideration of intra- and
Inter-service rivalries, cMi-military relations,
contractor influences, congressional oversight,
and peace movements in historical and con-
temporary perspectives.
H. M. Sapolahy

17.462 Stateoraft, Strateg and War (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9
Introduction to major thinkers and major issues
relating to war as an instrument of state policy.
Emphasizes strategy deterrence, and prob-
lems of managing force effectively. Provides a
representative sampling of the most significant
work on these subjects.
S. E Miller



17494 Thery and Piles of ArNie

Prersq.: 17.486,17.490
0 (2) Net f0ered 1118-89
3-0-6
The evolution of arms control and disarmament
policy and approaches. Critical review of the
major negotiating efforts and agreements,
Including consideration of domestic political
factors.
S E Miller

17466 Nulear Wr: Threat and Avoidance
Pereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-6
Engineering School-Wide Elective Subject.
Description given at end of this chapter on SWE
page.
M. M. iller, R Morrison, G. WRah/ens,
E Rothschild, J. R Ruina

17.46 Seminar in Arms Control
and Defense Polly (A)
Prereq.: 17.486, 17.490,17.464
G (2) Next ofered 196649
3-0-6
Assessment of post-World War 1i arms control
efforts and major issues in defense policy.
Emphasis on current issues. Topics, varying
from year to year, treated in some detail. Con-
sideration of technioal questions, political que-
tions, economic and military impact. Examples:
missile deployment in Europe and the INF
negotiations, START; and space-based ballistic
missile defense.
G. W Rathlena, J. R Ruina

17.408 Poundations of Seourity Studies (A)
(NOW)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

Aims to develop a working knowledge of the
theories and conceptual frameworks that form
the Inteliectual basis of security studies as an
academic discipine. Particular emphasis on
balance of power theory, organization theory,
civil-military relations, and the relationship
between war and politics. The reading iist
Includes Jervis, Scheling, Waitz, Gilpin, Blalny,
von Clausewitz, Brodie, Alison, Steinbruner,
Huntington, and Finer. Students write a semi-
nar paper in which theoretical insights are
systematically applied to a current security
issue.
B. POen

174*0 M~Igry Parses en a is nPesy
Prereq:
U (1)
3-0-6
1700 Miery Parose and tOrign Polky (A)
Prereq.:-
GO1)
3-0-9

A comparative examination of US and Soviet
defense policies, foreign policies, and the use of
their military forces In the postwar period.
Analyzes 20 historical cases Involving deter-
rence of central war coercive diplomacy, crisis
management, and limited Intervention. Discusses
implications for military force posture planning
and military strategy. Graduate students are
expected to pursue the subject at greater depth
through reading and Individual research. Meats
with 17.469.
S. M. Meer

17.472 Amerioan Seourity In the Nuoler Age
Prereq.: -

9 (1) Not to be ofered 196498
3-0-9
17.473 Anmerican lseouritly In the Nuoger Age
Prere.: -
U (1) Not to be ofered 191149
3-8
Surveys the evolution of American security
policy since World War If. Includes the postwar
demobilization, the assumption of gobal respon-
sibilitIes, the Korean War rearmament, the
nuclearization of American defense in the
1 950s, the McNamara revolution, Vietnam and
the problem of Intervention, the Nixon doctrine,
and current defense policy issues. Focuses on
the problems of matching capabilities to com-
mitments. Graduate students are expected to
pursue the subject at greater depth through
reading and individual research.
S. E Miller

17A74 Compaative Defense
Management (A)
(New)
Prereq.: -
0 (2) Next ofered 19649
3-0-9
Examines the management issues In the organi-
zation, equipping, and direction of military forces.
Of particular interest is the weapon acquisition
process - its polits, administration, and efects.
Comparisons made with European, Israeli, and
Soviet experience.
H. M Saposky

Im

17412 US ens' ape.see (A)

Prerq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9
17.483 US General-Purpose ftoe
(NW)
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-9
Based on the concept of Grand Strategy as a
system of Interconnected political and mflitary
means and ends. 1bplcs covered Include US
grand strategy the organization of the US mili-
tary, the defense budget, ground forces, tacti-
cal air forces, naval forces, power projection
forces, and the control of escalation. Particular
episodes of military history that offer Insights
into current conventional forces issues exam-
ined. Graduate students are expected to pursue
the subject at greater depth through reading
and Individual research. Meets with 17.482.
B. Posen

17.484 Comparatve Grand Strategy and
Millary Doctrine (A)
(New)
Prereq: -
G1)
3-0-9
A comparative study of the grand strategies
and military doctrines of the great powers (Brit-
sin, France, Germany, Japan, Russia, and the
United States) from the late 19th to the mid-20th
century. Examines strategic developments in
the years preceding and during World Ware I
and 11. What factors have exerted the greatest
influence on national strategies? How may the
quality of a grand strategy be judged? What
consequences seem to follow from grand strat-
egies of different types? Open to undergradu-
ates with permission of instructor.
B. Posen

17A6 Nuclear Weapons and Arms Control:
Tholdogy and Poliy issues
Prereq.: -
G (1)
4-0-8

Engineering School-Wide Elective Subject.
Description given at end of this chapter on SWE
page.
G. W Rafhjen, J. R Ruina



euensapSAo sS te ne Comparative Politics/Plitioal
_______ _ Development/Communist

Presq.: 17.466,17.842 uy||g
U (1) NoEtoIs ItStdd"es
3-0
17 Qum tApprohee t Deene
PIs e (A)_
Prereg,: 17.486, 17.466 or 17.642
0 (1) Next ofered 196045
3-0-6
Systems analysis of policy choices In the
defense/arms control ares. Conideration of
cost and benet criteria. Analytical approaches
and 9rtque of applications.
G. W Radene

17.A0 SoIet Deene plannIng (A)
Preq.: -
G(1)
3-0-0
Examines the politoal, economic, and miitary
determinants of Soiet miMary pOiy SoViet
military doctrine, strategy, organization, and
weapons procurement are studied from the
perspectiv of Soviet defense planners.

17.402 ReAsarh SemInar In Sodet
Ssoly* tudes (A)
Prrq: 17.490
Q(1.2)
3-0-9
An advanced seminar that examines hlstorial
and contemporary Issues In Soviet defense
planning. Students select Individual research
topics and work with original source materials.
S M A6W

17A406 SemInar on Eopean Seourity (A)
Prrq.: Pemin of Instructor
G () Next offered 16649
3-0-9
MBFR negotitons; development of now weap-
one systems (W8-20, Pershing 2, Cruise Mis-
sile); differing Wiest European and US estmates
of the USSR and their policy results (credits,
technology transfer and arms control negotia-
tione); the energy crisis, foreign trade, and
US-West European differences on Middle East-
em policy.
WE Gu lfth

sea ale17.301,17.02,17,326,17A40S,17A0,
17A06,17A07,17A0177AA 2,17A0,17.6S7.

Theories and Research Methods

17.01 The Guest for Now nOdw
De01opment In Thin1 world

U 29) HU M-D

Eamine value aspcots of and policy cholces
in attempts to achleve economic growth with
sooli Justice and popular democracy In under-
develoW coundi Examine the baslo ideo-
logical and structural dynamics of Third World
socieles, including relon, nationalism, Indus-
triallem, ospitalem, eOAim, en*nmentalm,
and religious revivabm. Considers tensions
between growth and equaty, domestic and
International needs. and polloal and economic
Interest. Atention to local values and histort-
oal context.
SR Johnson

17.512 Thwerlee of P~leisI

Prem.: Permllon of Instructor
0(1)

3-0-9
Studies analylloal models of the political pro-
ces In translional setes oyelmaic exami-
nation of factors Influencing polil behavior
In changing societies; functions of politics In
such tociees. Open to qualified undergradu-
ates.
L IN Pp*

17.5A* comparatve Peos of Business-
Goenment Rene (A)
Prereq.: Permiesion of Instructor
G(2)
3-0-9
Seminar provides an Introduction to the cross-
national study of businessgovernment rela-
tions, emphasiing competing theoretical per-
spooies and with aention to experiences of
selected industriaised countries. Examines how
and why governments am In business, as well
as the Influence businesses exert on govern-
mental decision maing. Central questions
include historical Impoct of businsee on national
economies, Po"tial origins of state enterprises
and Implications of business-government rela-
tions for democratic theory.
a J. Samuels

Prerq.: Permlesion of Instructor
G (1)
3-06
Compares politics and society In Ranos, Great
Britain, Goren y and Ily. Analyzes "oaes"Of
the Integration of feudal remnants and the
problem of controlling the economy. Open to
undergraduates.
& e.S

4L1

1~Seminear -tinren

eero.: 17.76
G(2)

Research seminar on particular development
proiblems of selected African countries. Ittn-
sle euminaon of a seo, Ifintluonal fator,
or process. Example Include agricultural devel-
opment, the parastatal sctor, regional*Ine*
tion, Internatonai nvestment Institutlons.
W R. Ahnon

SeedeSe 17.164.,17,166J.

Advanced Industrial Societies

17,660 The 9eilles of the Pederal
Rgpua6gs of Sen

3-0-4
Survey of the principal domestic and foreign
policy Isues In the Federal Repubio. After a
brief hislorlcl survey and a study of the
Adensuer perid, emphasis on the period after
109: petysystem, economic factors, the
media, religion, and the now left; relatons with
the US, tio. and Oslopolitik tward the
USSR, Poland, Hungar% and the GOA. Open to
qualified undergraduates.

17.604 nonieslo Polise of Weern
Burg D-
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17.5 P60 le mni Puicy in Contemnporary

Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-8
17.840 Pollie and Poliy in Contwmporary
Jlapn (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Analyzes contemporary Japanese politics,
focusing primarily upon the post-World War 11
period. Includes examination of the dominant
approaches to Japanese politics and society
the structure of the party system, the role of
political opposition, the policy prooss, foreign
affairs, and Interest groups. Attention to defense,
foreign, Industrial, social, energy, technology
policy procesaes.Graduate students are expec-
ted to pursue the subject at greater depth
through reading and class presentations. Meets
with 17.539.
R J. Samuels

See also 17.154J, 17.1 64, 17.16, 17.164,
17.166J.

Developing Countries

17.543 Poitical Change in Latin Anerla
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9

Introductory survey of Latin American politics
in comparative perspective. Theoretical focus
on socioeconomic conditions of politca! change
and on state formation since the conquest, with
particular emphasis on the 20th century. Spe-
cial attention to selected cases (Argentina,
Mexico, Cuba, Central America) and to the role
of the US.
J. A Fox

17.544 Comparative Pole of Latin
Arnerics (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

Latin American politics in a comparative per-
spective. Theoretical focus on three contrasting
models of development: modernization, depen-
dency, and bureaucratic-authortarianism. Case
studies with different political systems and eco-
nomic models since 1960, such as Chile, Brazil,
Cuba, Colombia. Consult Department
Headquarters.

17.146 Poll" Cag10 lh S" Aels: 17.666 POO" and ineliuenal hanges in
InII A 1 a1111 desh11 and A ghnistan the MIleS (A)

Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-9

17.546 PuNlal Change in South Asia: india,
Paldsetan, Bangldeh, and Afghanistan (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instru
G (2)
3-0-9

Examines the major political changes occur-
ring In the region: the changing role of political
parties and the military; the Impact of caste,
linguistic, religious, tribal, and class forces; the
electoral process; the poliical determinants
and consequences of development policles;
and the changing Involvement of external pow-
ere. Attention to Issues of national Integration,
political legitimacy and political participation.
Graduate students are expected to pursue the
subject at greater depth through reading and
Individual research. Meets with 17.545.

17.547 Chinese Pollca
Prereq. -
U (2) Next eiered 198-60
3-0-6

17.6 Chinese Palies (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) NEdt 8ered 1988-9
3-0-6

Analyzes contemporary Chinese politics, both
pre-Communist and Communist. Focus on the
process of modernization and poitcal devel-
opment of Chinese civilization. Graduate stu-
dents are expected to pursue the subject at
greater depth through reading and Indivdual
research. Meets with 17.547.

17.551J 20th-Century Africa: Psl, Present,
and Futur

(Same subject as 21.451J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9

17.62 20th-Century Afrios: Past, Present,
and Puture
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 21.451J. Gradu-
ate students are expected to pursue the subject
at greater depth through reading and Individ-
ual research. Meets with 17.551J.
R. I. PRoberg

Prarsq.: 1 7.408
G (1) Neitt ofered 196680
3-0-0
Historical and contemporary analysis of com-
munity building and state formation in the region.
Focuses on conflict systems generating poNti-
cal responses and Institutional adaptation.
Reviw of major Ideological and social moe-
ments in the 20th century, as a basis for ana-
lyzing evolving relations between state, poicy,
and economy in the Middle East. Open to under-
graduates with permission of Instructor
N Chouci

17.668 Polle, Growth, and Development
in the Middle bet (A)
(Same subject as 1.255J, 4.715J, 1 1.488J,
21.485J)
Pro".:-
G (1)
3-0-9

Focuss on contemporary conflicts and com-
peting Ideologies, Islam and politics, colonial
experiences, and patterns of social pressures.
Examines role of technological and scientific
Institutions. Changing environment of Interna-
tional business Is explored, as are patterns of
investments In the region. Provides students
with Interdisciplinary approach to development
In the Middle EasL Open to undergraduates
with permission of Instructor.
N Chouc, R Khoury, F Moavenzadeh,
R. Lewock D. Lessard
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17.560J'bchnoloy, Business, and Pubic 17.576 PlitIcs of Development and
Poly in the Middle East (A) Underdvelopnment in Afrie (A)

(Same subject as 1.256J, 4.71 6J, 11.489J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

Focuses on the role of the state, political, and
economic aspects of oil price changes, techno-
logical development, economics of exhaustible
resources, and infrastructure development. Spe-
cial emphasis on technology transfer and man-
power development. Examines capital flows and
foreign exchange markets, as well as pros-
pects for the multinational firm In the Middle
East. Provides students with Interdisciplinary
approach to development In the Middle East.
Open to undergraduates with permission of
Instructor.
N Choucri, A. Adelt ran, F Moavenzadeh,

D. Lessardi, W Porter

Prereq.: -
G (1) Noxt oefred 198-49
3-0-9

Analyzes development issues and policies in
selected African countries (Inter alla, Cameroon,
Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania) Including a consider-
ation of the nature and functioning of the politi-
cal systems In these states, their Interaction
with the environment of other states, interna-
tional organizations, and multinational corpora-
tions. Emphasizes policies being pursued by
the government to promote economics and
social development. Includes role of govern-
mental and voluntary organizations. Considers
major theoretical literature on development rele-
vant to Africa.
W R. Johnson

(Same subject as 21.484J)
Prereq.: -
G (2) HASS Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9

See description under subject 21.484J.
Open to undergraduates.
P S. Khoury

17.564J Imperialism and Colonialism In
International Relations
(Same subject as 21.457J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor

S(1)
3-0-6
See description under subject 21.457J.
R. I. Rotberg

17.574 Comparative African Politics:
Crises in Southern Africa
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-6
Comparative analysis of political systems and
problems of southern Africa. Attention to South
Africa's revolution. Also discusses Nambla,
Botswana, Angola, Mozambique, Zambia, Zim-
babwe, and Zaire. Although primary focus is on
the emergence of stable systems of gover-
nance in the southern tier of Africa, It examines
the formulation of US foreign policy regarding
the region. Undergraduates permitted with per-
mission of instructor.
R. I. Rotberg

U (1)
3-0-6
17.580 The Political Economy of
Modernization in China (A)
Prereq.: -
G0(1)
3-0-9
Examination of the political economy of mod-
ernization In post-1949 China, with emphasis
on the post-Mao period. Analyzes the interac-
tion of political and economic variables as they
relate to such topics as foreign Investment and
technology transfer, research and education,
economic management, foreign economic pol-
Icy, and defense modernization. Course materi-
als and lectures are drawn from primary and
secondary literature dealing with prevailing
modernization issues. Graduate students are
expected to pursue the subject at greater
depth through additional reading and Individual
research.
D. F Simon

See also 17.406, 17.438.

17.579 The Political Economy of
17.562J Modern Egyt and Iran: Islam and Modernization in China
Politics in Historloal Perspective (A)______ -

17.568 Plied Seminar In Comparative
Poklce (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2) Notto beoffered 168-40
Arr.

For advancedl graduate students planning to
offer General Examinations in the field of com-
parative politics. Assumes the student has a
familiarity with a sampling of the major works in
this field, but wishes the opportunity to deepen
and broaden that familiarity. No research papers
required. Topics: political participation, interest
groups, the Intellectual history of the field, politi-
cal culture, methodologies, political develop-
ment, political economy, and public policy
R. J. Samuels, Staff

17.590 Research Seminar on Latin Americen
Poitics
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

For students planning research in Latin
America, and for students who seek to Incorpo-
rate Latin American cases in comparative frame-
works. Discussion of current work in the field,
with emphasis on sources, methodology, and
strategies for tcding theory, Presentation of
students' research projects as appropriate.
J. A. Fox

See also 17.168,17.170,17.172.
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Communist Studies

17.02 ContInuity and Change In Soviet
11i0te (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1) Next ofered 191-9
3-0-9
17.603 Continuity and Change In
Soviet PoicUs
Prereq.- -
U (1) Neat offered 1986-9
3-0-9

Analysis of the nature and evolution of Soviet
politics, centered on four topics: 1) Lanin's theory
and practice In creating the Bolshevik party
and seizing power; 2) competing responses to
the economic and political dilemmas of build-
ing a socialist regime in a peasant society,
1917-1928; 3) origins and Impact of Stalin's
totalitarian system; 4) Soviet politics since Stalin.
Graduate students are expected to pursue the
subject at greater depth through reading and
Individual research. Meets with 17.602.
D. L M Blackmer

17.606 The Police of Communist Statee
and Partlee In Eastern and Western
Europe (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1)
3-0-9

Primarily an analysis of the domestic problems
and foreign relations of the Communist states of
East Europe since World War II, followed by a
survey of the domestic and foreign policies of
the major West European Communist parties.
Open to qualfied undergraduates.
W E. Griffith

17.608 Radical and Revoludlonary
ideologies (A)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
3-0-9

Consecutive treatment of background of Marx-
Ism In German idealist philosophy; Marx, Engels,
Bakunin, and Anarchism; the revisionists, ortho-
dox Marxists, leftist Marxists, origins of Russian
radicalism and Marxism; Lenin, lotsky, Buk-
harin, Stain; Fascism; the Western-Marxists;
Titoism; East-European revisionism; Maoism;
ideology in Sino-Soviet split; radicalism in Cuba;
Chinese Cultural Revolution; Asian and African
Socialism; North Vietnam; Radicalism and the
New Left in North American and Western
Europe; Eurocommunism. Open to qualified
undergraduates.
W E. Griffith

17.1M8Sendwer inthe H 2i-u4uWand
tiualvoluion of the Smalet Union

(Same subject as 21.378J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
U (2) Next ofered 19114
3-0-6

17.610 endnar in the Histodical and
Pohilol voliudon of the Soviet Union
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next ofered 181-141
3-0-9

Graduate students are expected to pursue the
subject at greater depth through reading and
individual research. Meets with 17.609J. See
description under subject 21.378J.
L R. Graham

17.612 The Soviet Poltical System (A)
Prereq.: 17.602
G (2) Not to be ofered 1911-19
3-0-9

Research seminar on the Soviet political sys-
tem, with special emphasis on the period since
Stain's death. Three main objectives: 1) evalu-
ation of competing interpretations of Soviet poll-
tics, including efforts to apply to the Soviet
Union concepts derived from the study of other
poitical systems; 2) discussion of major issues
in contemporary Soviet politics; 3) student
research.
D. L M Blackmer

17.614J Russian Solence and Society
(Same subject as STS 212J)
Prereq.: -
G (2) Not offered 1988-89
3-0-9

See description under subject STS 212J.
L R. Graham

17.618 The Theory and Practice of Decision
Mldng- In the USSR (A)
(New)
Prome.:-
G (1) Next oNered 198149
3-0-9

Explores the leading theories of decision mak-
Ing and their application to contemporary Soviet
policy formulation and implementation. Beyond
rational choice and strategic planning, bureau-
cratic, organizational, and other contending
frameworks are examined. Caaes Include de-
fense, foreign pollcy and economic and Indus-
trial policies. Previous study of Soviet politics
and Institutions is expected.
S. M Meyer

See also 17.460.

Polftical Communication/
Political Behavior

17.702 Pollosi Behavior and Amedicn
Polce (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1) Net oMered 196-0
3-0-9

Reviewe the behavioral perspective in the study
of American politics. Includes analysis of polfti-
cal Ideology in mass publics, issue voting,
political communication, poltcal psychology,
and the Interplay of economic Interests and
political participation. Open to qualified under-
graduates.
W R. Neuman

17.704 P0ltlosi Psychology and Sehavior (A)
Prereq.: PermIssion of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Basic survey of Individual and group psychol-
ogy in relation to political behavior. Readings
cover the intellectual development of polical
psychology, with stress on Individual emotional
growth and motivations, attitude formation and
change, leadership styles, mass behavior, and
political culture.
L W Py, K Kenison

17.706J Social Movements (A)
(NOW)
(Same subject as 11.51 5J)
Prereq.: -
G (2) Next ofered 10649
3-0-9

Considers the origins, Ideology, social basis,
moblization, tactics, and consequences of mod-
ern American and European social move-
ments. The focus Is on the basic theories,
concepts, and methods needed to understand
social movements and their political Impact.
Examples are drawn primarily from recent US
and European civil rights, student, women's,
environmental, and anti-democratic movements.
G. T Amrx

17.707J Mase Communlcatin and
American CAra
(Same subject as 4.933J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-6

Studies emergence of the modern media of
mass communication and their Influence In
shaping the individual's values and knowledge
of world events. Topics: political control through
mass communication, violence, racial and sex
role stereotypes, popular culture, and future
communication technologies.
W R. Neuman
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17.710J CommunIotione Theory (A)
(No")
(Same subject as 4.934J)
Prereq.: -
G(1)
3-0-9
Reviiws the theoretical foundations of oommu-
nications research, focusing on psychologloal,
sociological, anthropological, and poltical the-
orles of communications process. Central ocn-
osps Include poltia socalization, propagends,
Ideology, technological determinism, hegemony
production of culture, and social change. Read-
Ings Include Ellul, Marcuse, Lalwel, McLuhan,
Enzenberger, Hoviand, Uppmann, Sohler, and
Pool.
IN It Ibuman

17.720 Comuniation end Pubio
pinion (A)

prorm.: -
G (2) Next ofered 1988-8
3-0-9

How Is the political culture produced? What Is
the role of the mass media In the process? How
does the organization of the media affect what
is produced? How Is it different In societies
without modern mass-media systems? How
does the symbolic content of the media shape
political discourse? What are the cognitive
processes underlying the formation of public
opinion? What Is the role of Ideology? How do
Interpersonal processes Interact with media
content in shaping thinking about political

R H. Lemieux

17.722 Socloimpact of Communicaton
Systems (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1) Next ofered 19811-
3-0-9

Compares communications systems of socle-
ties dominated by mass media (as our own)
with both less developed and emerging new
systems. Examines communications In develop-
ing countries. Open to qualified undergradu-
ates. Consult W R. Neuman.

17.726 PoItical Culture (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2) Next ofered 191-9
3-0-9
Analyzes the psychological and attitudinal bases
of politics. Special emphasis on socialization
patterns, styles of poltics, and elte operational
codes. Open to qualified undergraduates.
L WPy

17.736 Reading Seminar In
CommunloatIons Research (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2) Next onfaed 198 9
3-0-9

Reading and discussion of special topics in
communications research and policy analysis
by arrangement with individual staff members.
Consult W R Neuman.

17.735J Commnlalne Reerch
Preotoumi (A)
(Same subject as 4.935J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-6-3

Designed primarily for research assistants
conducting studies of advanced communica-
tions technologies at the Media Laboratory's
Audience Research facility.
w A Neuman

17.740J1 hleomnoiatione bohnology and
Poliy (A)
(Same subject as 4.936J)
Prareq.: -
G(1)
3-0-9.

Basis in technology, law and economics for
public and private telecommunications net-
works. Regulation of common carriers such as
AT&T the Postal Service, and specialized carri-
ers. Role of new technologies such as micro-
waves, satellites, Integrated digital networks,
computer communications, value-added ser-
vloes, and cable TV. Issues of competition,
monopoly, and technical standards. Impica-
tions for the management of corporate tole-
communicatons networks. Open to qualified
undergraduates. Consult W R. Neuman.

17.742J Mesa Communloations Tchnology
and Poly (A)
(Same subject as 4.937J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Assesses the relationship between changing
mass communications technologies and the
policy issues of press freedom, content diver-
sity, cross-media ownership, public access,
copyright, and the deregulation movement.
Examines the social Impact of the emergence of
printing and broadcasting and the effect of
satellite technology, cable television, videodiscs,
videotex, and other new media on the commu-
nications Industry.
W R. Neuman, A Uppman

17.744 International Communloations (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9
Includes the structure of the International tele-
communications systems, the way In which
agreements are reached through organizations
such as the ITU and Intelsat, controversial Issues
about International broadcasting, orbit and
spectrum allocations, and trans-border data
networks. Examines telecommunications Indus-
try structure In Europe, Japan, Canada, USSR,
and developing countries.
R. M 'er

See also 17.255, 17.257J, 17.264, 17.614-

Pollmetrics/Models and
Methods

17.60 Debaten and Argumenie
Prem.: -
U (1)
2-1-9

Examines the faliacies and logics of a variety
of recent liberal, radical, and conservative poNti-
cal arguments. Specific attention given to
peychologics characteristic of 'ideological" pot-
lal arguments, democratic theory, Marxian
dialectical reasoning, and the structure of legal
debate. The laboratory includes debating exer-
cises and logical and computerized analysis of
various political arguments.
H. R. Alker d

17.812 Quallative Reseearoh tietegies (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
2-2-8

Introduces a variety of qualitative research
strategies and methods appropriate for study-
Ing organizations and bureaucracies, profes-
alons, social movements, and other phenomena
amenable to field research. Considers the the-
ory of comparative research and methods,
Including the case-study approach, documen-
tary analysis, Interviewing techniques, partici-
pant observation, and evaluation methodologies.
Presents materials that Illustrate sound use of
such methods, as well as their limitations.
D. Uday M. Upshy

17.814 Rsearch Method In lftloel
Behavior (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
2-2-8

Basic principles of research methodology for
the testing and refinement of social science
theory In the areas of political behavior, polti-
cal sociology, social psychology, and communi-
cations. Includes survey design and analysis,
experimental research, content analysis, and
field research. Consult Department head-
quarters.

17.816 Plaid Research Methods In
Comparative Polies and Poitical
Development (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-2-8

Introduces a variety of approaches and meth-
ods for conducting research in Western Europe
and developing countries, Including elite Inter-
viewing, participant observation, case studies,
cros-cultural survey research, and documen-
tary research. Attention to conceptual, practical,
and ethical issues of conducting research
abroad, e.g., the role of language in social
research, the limits and uses of official sources,
and ethical responsibilities of social scientists.
Not open to first-year graduate students.
M Velner
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G(0e-6 161 0
3-0-0
Problems and poselbilties In policy-oriented
social research. Historical and contemporary
ose studies treat three questions: what does
appled social research contribute to policy
making; how solentiflo Is it; and do the natural
solences offer useful models for the combining
of hory, fact, and application in the social
sclences?
R Buck

17.O0 Quanuitadwe Mtods in Amerlon
plteg (A)
(Nw)
Prereq.: -
G(1)
2-24
Examines maor quantitative research tech-
niqus used by poltia scientists to Inves tigt
American mass poitcal and instilutional beha-
lor. Substantie topics covered Include the
sps.ifloation and examination of voting and
opinion models, models of legislative behavior
and budgetary decision making.
C. SWeWt

17.42 umnltlve Nsear h in Poitial
Soleone Amni Pubvo Plsy (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9
An Intrqduotion to the appliation of elemen-
tary statistics to political analysis. A basic Nier-
soy sublec teaching the student how to read
and Interpret the quantitative lierature In vari-
ous subfields of political science and public
poicy. Students develop elementary statstial
computation skiNs and leam to use a statistical
computing packge-.
Sa M Alow

17.846 Multiveriste PoItical Analwls (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
2-2-8
Focus on muitivariate data analysis proce-
dures, emphasizing regression. Includes dummy
variable regreslon, distributed lags, and Instru-
menta variables. Students must have taken at
least one previous subject In statistcs. Open to
qualfled undergraduates.
R KLeux

17*4 Ce -ple oflsel " o i
5ysem(A)
prereq.: 6.001 or 17.842
O (2)
Arr
Research seminar focus on complex modea
of soclo-poitloal procese, aying pardular
attention to historical development and decay,
Grammatical approaches to the modeing of
social and political competence and perfor-
mance reviewed, as well s data analysis
procedures for uncovering linguistic codes and
messages. Discusses models from biloicgloal,
linguistic, logical, semiotical, and artificial Intel-
igence traditions. Examples drawn from small-
group, urban, national, and International contexts
H. R. Amer; Ar #

17.60 Advanmed 1bploe in Statltloel
Modeling (A)
Prereq.: 17.640
0(2) Nottobe oered 198-609
3-0-6
Focus on selected topics In statistical modeling
and date-based simulation, Including ARIMA
models, intervention analysis, analytical vs
numerical techniques of dynamic analysis,
nonlinear estimation methods. Emphasizes poit-
leal science applications. Open to undergradu-
ates by permission of Instructor.
P LemsW

Sea als 17.322,17.488.

General Subjects

17.UR Undergeduate Rese-mob
Prreq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Undergraduate research opportunities in Politi-
cal Science in theoretical and applied research.
For further Information, contact the Depart-
mental Coordinator.
D. L M Blackmer

17.901 independent Undergraduate
Rpssamh
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Independent research enabling students to do
work In an agency sate or local government, or
other public organization. The academio com-
ponent involves close contact between the stu-
dent and a faculty advisor and written work.
Work may be done during the summer. Admis-
son by arrangement with Individual faculty
member.
D. L M Blackmor

17.*06-17.11 Haemng II n1wr in 5001l1

U (1, 2)
Arr.

Reading and discussion of special topic In the
fields of social solence. Open to advanced
undergraduates by arrangement with individual
staff members.
0. L M. Blackmer

17-913 Pre-tis Needing Seminar
Prmq.: -
U (1, 2)
3-0-6
Intensive reading on topics of interest to stu-
dents preparing for senior thesis under guld-
snoe of thesis supervisor. A written paper
required, forming a substantial part of the senior
thesis.
. L M Blakm

17.ThU Undergraduate Political Solenoe
heals

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr

Progrm of undergraduate research, leading to
the writing of an 8.8. Thesis. lb be arranged by
the student under approved supervision.
0. L M. Blackner

17.60-17.960 Needing Seminar In Soolai
Solencm (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
Arr.

Reading and discussion of special topics In the
fields of social science. Open to advanced
graduate students by arrangement with indvd-
ual staff members.
D. L PA Blackmer

17.ThG Graduate PolilSiscnoe
Theals (A)
Prorq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Program of graduate research and writing of
thesis; to be arranged by the student with
supervising committee.
D. L M Blacmer
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IU Undgraduate Noserph
steregq..
u (1,2)
Ar.
Undergraduate research opportunnies In math-
omBOsf Permlssion required In advanOc to
reetor tsuet. P r further Informaton,
conult te pesrtmentl Coordlnato.
D. A lge, Sis,

16.01 Calculus
P&Ig c--"Prere:-
U (1, 2)
5-0-7
DIlerenUttion and Integration of functions of
one variable, with appicaons. Concepts of
funton, ImIs, and connuty. DI"rentation
rules, appication to gaphing, rSSe approxim-
tions, and extrenur problems. Mean-value
theorem. Definite and Indefinite Integration.
Fundamental theorem of colculus. Appications
of integraton to geometry and sOence. Elemen-
tary functons, 1bchniques of inlnegsinn. Approx-
Imaton f definte Integrals, Improper Integrals,
andi'Opntar rule.
0. A WWgan

18,011 Calculus
Preq.: Assumes son prior knowledge of
calculus
U (1)
5-0-7
Reviewe 16.01 materIal in e wees. Infinite
eerie .1ylora formula. Pobsbllity. ltore,
vector-valued functions of one variable esos
motion. Soar functons of everl variables,
partial diterentiaton, gradient, approximaon
techniques.
FR Peterson

1.012 Calculus with Theory
Prerq.: -
V)(1)
6-0-7
Coverthe same materias 16.01, but at a
de and more rigoMus level Emphasizes
careful reasoning and undewanding of proofs.
Asumes knowedge of eementry calculus.
lop!oa: axioms for the reel numbers; the
Remann Integral; imits, theoreme on continu-
ous funoons; derivatves of funOfts of one
varleble; the fundamental theorems of calculus;
lbyor theorem; Infinite eres, power eries,

utreatment of the elementary funotions
. Sege

16,018 Celsulueih Appllsagmne
Prereq.: Assumes some prior knMowledge of
calo ulus
U (1)
5-0-7
Emphaeltes the conOept and techniqueS of
alculus relevant to and tochnoogy.
MathemtOal formulation of problems and
approximate methods of solution. Substantial
review of lmits and dltsrenieon, with dieous-
sMan of some advanced methods. intensive
study of Integration; perturbaon and berafon
procedures; tabty; seris; mmaimon tech-
nIques; asymptotcs; numerical analysis; vector
algebra; Seoial topifs.
H R Greenepan

1.02 Calculus
Prereq.: 18.01 or 18.011 or 18.012 or 18.013
U (1, 2)
5-0-7

Calculus of several variables. Vector algebra In
3-specs, determinants, metrioss. Veotor-valued
functns of one variable, space mOtin. Scaler
functons of several variables: partial dflerenti-
aton, gradient, approximntion techniques. Mult-
sieo 1 wth & nn.am Veotor fields, Ine
andl it~egas antov t dftMendle Gree's
theorem, Divergence Theorem, StoWes Theo-
rem. Additional toplos: finar algebra (term 1),
Infinte eries (trm 2).
Term 1: M Rogers, J
Term 2: N. Cheng

16.021Oslculus
Prereq.: 18.011
U (2)
5-0-7
Contnues 18.011: calculus of several variables,
wih elementary Inear aliermand applaions.
Vector fieldes Ins Integrals exact dflferential
Elementary iner ulgebra, jnahoans. Greens
Theorem, surface Integrals, Dvergence Theo-
rem, owsee Theorem. Permission of instructor
required for thos not having 16.011.
H. Aerw

1.011 alculus withheory
Prem.: 16.012
U (2)
5-0-7
Continues 16.012. Parallel to 16.02, but at a
deeper leel emphaszing caefl reasoning
and understendiHg of pMoe. Considerable
emphasis on inser algebra and vector integral
calcuus Information J. Ft. Munkres.

16.03 08lse thAps~n
P1erea 18013 or 16,01 or 18,011 or 16.011
U(1, 2)
5-0-7
Coninues 16.013. Present the concepts and
techniques of calculus relevant to soence.
Vector algebra, anMyic gbometry planetary
moon, orbit stafblt partle dWerition,
funoons of several variables, 1bylor series,
extremal problems, linear programming eem-
pies, numerioal method. multple integreIs
approximate and Asymptoto methods of evalu-
et, apfiaelore, vector calculus. gradient,
curf, theorems of StoKls, Green 8 aues,
conservaion We, Aui modon.
0. .Benney

18;0601DsrqnIalSqalsMne
Prereq.; 16.0or 18.021 or 16.022 or 18.023
U (1,2, ) SD
4-0-8
Examples of initlel-value problems in cience
end engineering associated with sinde equa-
tions and syelems of first-order equaions.
Mehods of solution include graphical constru0-
tione, sewee, Laplae tansorme matrices
numerical inlegugatn and the phase ple.
EmpLhaefgormultion of naturl phenena
in terms of differentil equaiors and lnerpreta-
tion of the solutions.
Tem 1: 0.-C F* At A AWM
Term 2: A A Al#Mkr, R. .AbOolte

16.04 Camphae flse w8ith$80 nae
Prereq.: 16.06
U (1, 2)
4-0-

Complex algebra and funcions; anlity:
contour Inteagtion, CauOhYs theorem; inguler-
e,1 hylor and Laurent eries; reeldues, evalu-
aon of integrals; mulivalped functns poten-

til theory In two dimensions; peurer analysle
and Laplee transforms. 16.04 and 16.076
my not bth be taken for d .
Term 1: A bomre
1Wrm 2: L N h
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16.06 Introdullion to Probabity and
11111111 t08111
Prereq.: 18.01 or 18.011 or 18.012 or 18.013
U (1, 2) SD
4-0-8

Elementary Introduction, with applications to
the social, physical, and life sciences. Relative
frequency. Probability models. Combinatorics.
Binomial and Poisson experiments. Normal
approximation. Descriptive level of signifi-
cance. Composite models. Chi-square approxi-
mation. Contingency tables. Hypothesis testing.
Confidence regions. Random variables. Non-
parametric methods. Normal distribution meth-
ods. Regression. Elements of decision theory.
R. M. Dudley

16.06 Uneer Algebra
Prereq.: 18.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023
U (1, 2, 8) SD
3-0-9
Basic subject on matrix theory and linear alge-
bra, emphasizing topics useful in other disci-
plines, including systems of equations, vector
spaces, determinants, elgenvalues, similarity,
positive definite matrices. Applications to Gauss
eimination with pivoting, least-squares approxi-
mations, stability of differential equations, linear
programming, and game theory. Compared with
18.710, more emphasis on matrix calculations
and applications. Information: G. Strang.

18.063 Introduction to Algebraio System
Proq.: 18.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023
U (1) SD
4-0-8

Introduction to algebraic systems, primarily for
students Interested In computer and informa-
tion sciences, with emphasis on finite systems.
Reviews elementary set theory, natural num-
bers, modular arithmetic, Induction, counting
arguments. Elementary number theory and
group theory. Applications to fast arithmetic,
oryptography, combinatorics. Elementary graph
theory, Introduction to rings and fields. Finite
fields: coding theory, Hamming and BCH codes.
A. R Attuck

18.075 Advanced Calculus for Engineers
(A except I1, VI, Vill, XII, XII, XVI, XVIII, XXII)
Prereq.: 18.03
G0(1, 2,8)
3-0-9

Functions of a complex variable; calculus of
residues. Ordinary differential equations; Inte-
gration by power series; Bessel and Legendre
functions. Expansion In series of orthogonal
functions, Including Fourier series. 18.075 and
18.04 may not both be taken for credit. Informa-
tion: D. A. Vogan.

18.016 Advanced Catouleu for Engineers 16,0,7 0iting Mulhemelo-
(A except I, VI, XVI, XVIl1, X0a) P 18 02
Prereq.: 18.075
G (1, 2, 8)
3-0-9
Vector analysis: orthogonal curvilinear coordi-
nates. Calculus of variations. Solution of classical
partial dierential equations of mathematical
physics, including applications of conformal
mapping and the Laplace transformation.
Information: D. A. Vogen.

18.085 Muthemetllal Methods for
tginwers I (A)
Prereq.: 18.03
G (1, 2)
3-0-9
Review of linear algebra, applications to net-
works, structures, and estimation, Lagrange mul-
tipliers, differential equations of equilibrium,
Laplaeds equation and potential flow boundary-
value problems, minimum principles and cal-
culus of variations, Fourier series, transforms,
convolution, complex variables, finite-difference
methods for partial differential equations.
Term 1: G. Strang
Term 2: A. Nadim

18.08 Mathematlal Methods for
Englineers 11 (A)
Prereq.: 18.03
S(1,2)
3-0-9
Scientific computing: Fast Fourier lTansform,
finite differences and stability, finite elements,
spectral method, numerical linear algebra. initial-
value problems: stability or chaos In ordinary
differential equations, wave equation vs heat
equation, conservation laws and shocks, dissi-
pation and dispersion. Optimization: network
flows, linear programming (Including Karmarkar's
method), duality, nonlinear problems.
Term 1: Y Agnon
Term 2: A. lbomre

18.089 Review of Mathematics
Prereq.: -

Arr.
Reviews calculus and differential equations.
Primarily for students in Course XIII-A. Degree
credit allowed only in special circumstances.
D. A. Vogan

16.093 Ttoring In Mathematki,
Prereq.: 18.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023
U (1, 2)
Arr.
For undergraduates who are teaching mathe-
matics recitation. Limited enrollment, based on
positions available. Permission must be secured
In advance to register for this subject.
D. A. Vogan

rrq.: . , .w
U (1, J, 2)
2-0-4
Seminar on writing mathemats, designed to
help math majors satisfy Phase 11 of the Institute
WMting Requirement For majors with itle or no
experience In technical writing. Mathematical
content geared to sophomore/junior level. A
satisfactory final paper can be submitted to
fulfill Phas i of the Wfting Requirement
K M. Hoffman

1.09 Independent ActIviles
Prereq.: -
U (1, J, 2)
Arr.

For undergraduates desiring credit for studies
during IAP or for special Individual reading on
an undergraduate level during the regular terms.
Specific programs and credit arranged In con-
sultation with indMdual faculty members and
subject to departmental approval.
J. R. Munkres
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Analysis

18,100 AnalysIs I (A exOept XVI)
Prereq.: 18.03
U (1, 2) (1, 2)
3-0-9

Two options offered, both covering fundamen-
tals of mathematical analysis: convergence of
sequences and series, continuity, differentiabil-
Ity, Riemann Integral, sequences and series of
functions, uniformIty, Interchange of limit oper-
ations. Both options show the utity of abstract
concepts and teach understanding and con-
struction of proofs. Option A chooses less
abstract definitions and proofs. and gives appl-
cations where possible. Option B is more
abstract and for students with more mathemat-
ical maturity. Places greater emphasis on point-
set topology,
18.100A Torm 1:l. E Segal

Term 2: Staff
18.1008 Torm 1: Z Zhou, Staff

Term 2: A. Sancher-Cale, Z Zhou

18.101 Analysis I (A exept XVIll)
Prereq.: 18.100, 18.701 or 18.710
U (1) G (1)
3-0-9

Continues 18.100, stressing the topics most
useful In the study of manifolds and global
analysis: differentiable maps, Jacoblans, differ-
entials, inverse and Implicit function theorems,
n-dImensional Riemann Integral, change of vari-
ables In multiple Integration, differential forms,
general version of Stokes's theorem.
J. R. Munkres

18.102 Analysis I (A except XVIII)
Proreq.: 181 19 4
0(2) Next of 10889
3-0-9
Continues 18.100, in the direction of modern
Integration theory and its applications. Lebesgue
Integration in Euclidean space. Its applications
to Fourier analysis, including the Riesz-Flecher
theorem. Brief introduction to functional analy-
sis. Information: D. A. Vogan.

18.108 'ourier Analysis - Theory and
Apploations (A except X1li)
Proq.: 18.100
G(1) Not to be offred 1988-89
3-0-9
Continues 18.100. Roughly half the subject
devoted to the theory of the Lebesgue Integral
and half to Fourier series and Fourier integrals.
18.103 is an alternative to 18.102; the material
Is somewhat similar, but it differs from 18.102
In that attention is paid to applications, particu-
larly applications to probablity theory.
V WN GuIllemin

18.104 SemInar In Analysis
Prereq.: 18.100
U (1)
3-0-9
Seminar for mathematics majors. Students
present and discuss the subject matter; taken
from current journals or books. 1bplos vary
from year to year. bplos for 1987-88 from Dym
and Mokean, Fourier Series and Intgrals.
A Sanchez-Calle

18.115 Punctlons of a Complex Wilable (A)
Prereq.: 18.100
G (1)
3-0-9
Exponential and trigonometric functions, Cauchy
Integral formula, holomorphic and meromorphic
functions. Infinite series and products, the
gamma function. Harmonic functions, conformal
mapping, Dlrichlet's problem.
Z Zhou

18.116 Tplos in Complex Variables (A)
Prereq.: 18.115
G (2) N to be offred 1988-89
3-0-9

Topics vary from year to year; may be repeated
for credit Topics for 1987-88: Introduction to
Riemann Surface Theory, function-theoretic and
geometric approaches to Tochmaller theory.

18.117 lbplos in Several Complex
risbles (A)

Prereq.: 18.115,18.125
G (1) Notto be oftered 19889
3-0-9

Cauchy Integral formula in polydisca. Domains
of holomorphy, pseudoconvexity, and plurlsub-
harmonic functions. Existence and approxima-
tion theorems for holomorphic functions via L2-
estimates for the i -operator. Domains of holo-
morphy. 1 -Neumann problem.
M. WMchedon.

18.125 Lebesgue Integration (A)
Pr-req.: 18.100
G (1)
3-0-9

Lebeague integration, emphasizing applications
to harmonic and functional analysis on Euclid-
ean spaces. Hilbert space, Fourier transform,
integral operators, elementary differentiation the-
ory, Introduction to Sobolev spaces.
D. IN Stroock

18.126 Functional Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 18.125
G (2)
3-0-9
General theory of Hilbert, Banach, and Frechet
spaces. Examples, Including Sobolev space, L,
and Schwartz class. The Fourier transform.
Boundedness and compactness of operators.
Spectral theory for self-adjoint operators. Applil-
cations to inear partial differential equations.
D. W Stroock

18.132Operator Theory (A)
Prereq.: 18.1009 plus cne subject In higher
analysis
G (2)
3-0-9
Unar operators In infinIte-dimensional spaces.
Spectral theory, aelf-adjoint operators, one-
parameter groups, group representations. ana-
lytic vectors. Perturbation and scattering the-
ory; semigroups and generators. Application to
problems In mathematical physics, Including
global theory of nonlinear wave equations. Intro-
duction to operator algebra (C*- and W-).
L E. S"gu

18.185 GeometrIc Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 18.125
0(2) Nottobeoffered 1988-89
3-0-9
Harmonic analysis on R". Spherical harmonics.
Non-Euclidean Fourier analysis. Paley-Wiener
type theorems, group-theoretic potential theory
Eigenfunctions, entire funotionals, and hyper-
functions. Radon transforms and applications.
Sa Hegon

18.137 HarmonIc Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 18.155
0(2)Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-9
Applications of Fourier analysis to partial differ-
ential equations. Estimates in LI, BMO, and
other spaces for singular Integral operators and
Fourier multipliers. Applications to existence
and uniqueness of solutions of nonlinear partial
differential equations and Unear partial differ-
ential equations with borderline smoothness.
Exotic pseudodifferential operators.
D. S. Jerlson

18.152 Introduction to Differential
Equations
Prereq.: 18.100
U (1)
3-0-9

Cauchy problem for ordinary differential equa-
tions. Integration of vector fields In the plane.
The wave equation and Riemann function.
Dirlchlet problem for Laplace's operator.
R. B. Meirose

18-155 DistrIbutions and Diferential
Equations (A)
Prereq.: 18.102

3-0-9
Teats the basic theory of distributions with
many applications to linear ordinary, and par-
tial, differential equations: distributions and
elementary operations, Green's formula, wave
operators. Fourier transform, temperate distri-
butions, Sobolev spaces, and constant coeffI-
cient elliptic operators. Convolution, fundamental
solutions, and theMalgrange-Ehrenprels theorem.
A. Sanchez-Calle
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18.16 Introduction to Miorolocal
Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 18.155, 18.965
G (1) Next offered 196M9
3-0-9
Examines singularitles of distributions. Distri-
butions singular across a submanifold, singular
points of ordinary differential equations, non-
characteristic boundary-value problems. Pseu-
dodifferential operators, regularity of elliptic dif-
ferential operators, wavefront set, and micro-
distributions. Darboux's theorem. Hamilton-
Jacobi theory, the Maslov bundle. Lagranglan
distributions, Fourier integral operators, and the
Cauchy problem for hyperbolic equations.
R. B. Melrose

18.157 Partial Differential Equations (A)
Prereq.: 18.155,18.156
6 (2) Next offered 1988-69
3-0-9
Examines general classes of operators and
problems in the theory of linear partial differen-
tial operators. Boundary-value problems for
elliptic operators, hypoelliptic operators with
double characteristics. Operators of real prin-
cipal type. Uniqueness for the Cauchy problem.
Spectral theory.
R. B. Mlrose

10.177 Stohastico Posesee (A)
Prereq.: 18.175
G (1)
3-0-9

Topics in stochastic processes, such as Gaus-
sian, Markos diffusion and empirical processes.
Content varies from year to year; may be
repeated for credit
D. W Stroock

18.199 Graduate Analysis Seminar (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-21

Studies original papers in differential analysis
and differential equations. Intended for first-
and second-year graduate students. Permis-
sion must be secured in advance.
R . Melrose

18.238 Geometry and Guantum Field
Theory (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor

G(1,2) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-9
Topics vary from year to year; may be repeated
for credit.
i. M. Singer

1824 introduction to Punotions of a
Complex VWb (A xONO XVIII)
Prereq.: 18.03
G(1)
3-0-9

Complex numbers, analytic functions, Rlemann
surfaces for certain functions, Cauchy's theo-
rem, singularites, residues, contour integrals,
conformal mapping. Schwarz-Chrstofiel trans-
formation, series and sequences, analytic
continuation, harmonic functions, conjugate func-
tions, the gamma function. More advanced than
18.04.
R. P Stanley

18.295 General ReltMty (A)
Prereq.: 18.06, 8.06, 8.312
G (2)
3-0-9

The physical background and mathematical
formulation of the general theory of relativity
Begins with tensor calculus, differential forms,
and Riemannian geometry. Ultimately concen-
trates on the physical properties and global
etructure of black holes.
N R Warner

18.1568 bplcs in Diferential Equations (A) 18.257 The Architectur. of Fundamental
Prer: 1 Mathematical Physics (A)
G (2) Next offred 198-89
3-0-9
Content varies from year to year; may be
repeated for credit. Topics: nonlinear hyperbolic
equations, propagation of singularities, and
interaction of nonlinear waves. Information: R. B.
Melrose.

18.18 Analysis on Lie Groups and
Homogeneous Spaces (A)
Prereq.: 18.755
G (2) Next offered 1988-9
3-0-9

Invariant measures and abstract Integral geom-
etry Illustrated by examples. Invariant differential
operators and geometric transformations of
these, like projections, radial parts, and trans-
versal parts. Global and local solvability Integral
formulas for elgenfunctions, and irreducibility
questions for elgenspace representations.
S. Higason

18.175 Theory of Probability (A)

Prereq.: 18.125
G (2) Next ofered 19849
3-0-9

Ergodic theorems, laws of large numbers, con-
vergence of probability measures, central limit
theorems, stochastic processes, Brownian
motion, martingales, strong Markov properties.
R. M. Dudley

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1) Nxt offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Overview of basic theory from a modern math-
ematical standpoint. Formulations are rigorous,
but details and proofs are largely omitted.
Quantum mechanics and field theory, general
concepts of space-time, gobal theory of non-
linear wave equations and their Interrelations.
For mathematicians or physicists of the matu-
rity normally represented by graduate standing.
1. E. Segal

~1
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Applied Mathematics

18.301 Inroduodon to Physical
M11111411m- do I
(ReVIOd Content)
Prereq.: 18.03
U (1)
3-0-9

Discussion of mathematical techniques moti-
vated by and appled to scientific problems.
Pert"cle mechanics and differential equations
Random walk and the diffusion equation. Asymp-
totic series and asymptotic estimation of Inte-
grals. Fourier analysis. Introduction to Sturm-
Liouville problems and special functions. 18.04
or 18.284 helpful.
D. Z Reedman

18.302 ntroductIon to Physical
MAetemaiocs 11
(-sdeed Conten)
Prereq.: 18.301, 18.04 or 18.284
U (2)
3-0-9

Advanced treatment of the foundation of math-
ematical physics. Vector and tensor analysis.
variational calculus, formulation and classfica-
tion of partial differential equations of mathe-
matical physics and continuum mechanics.
Solution of the latter equations by separation of
variables, Green's function, Integral transform
methods, and regular and singular perturbation
techniques. Knowledge of complex variables
desirable but not essential.
A Nbdim

18.305 Methods of Applied
Mathematics I (A)
Prereq.: 18.04 or 18.075 or 18.284 or 18.302
G (1)
3-0-9
18.308 Methods of AppWied
Mathematics 11 (A)
Prereq.: 18.04 or 18.075 or 18.284 or 18.302
G (2)
3-0-9
A comprehensive treatment of the advanced
methods of applied mathematics. Term 1: as-
ymptotic behavior of differential and difference
equations; asymptotic evaluation of Integrals;
regular and singular perturbation methods;
boundary-layer techniques; WKS method; mul-
tiple scales. Term 2: partial differential equa-
tions; transform methods; characteristics, initial
and boundary-value problems; Green's func-
tions; singular perturbation problems; nonlinear
wave propagation.
18.305: A. .oroe
18.308: S. L Zaleski

18.307 Metods of Appled
Mathemats 1 (A)
Prereq.: 18.04 or 18.075 or 18.284 or 18.302
G (1)
3-0-9
Selection of material from the following topics:
calculus of variations (the first variation and the
second variation); Integral equations (Vaterra
equations; Fredholm equations, the Hilbert-
Schmidt theorem); the Hilbert Problem and
singular Integral equations of Cauchy type;
Wlener-Hopf Method and partial differential
equations; Wisner-Hopt Method and Integral
equations; group theory.
K Cheng

18.30 ve Moion (A)
Prereq.: 18.305
G (2)
3-0-9

A unified approach to wave propagation. Unear
dispersive waves, group velocitynear-linear
and nonlinear generailzations. Modulation the.
ory, average Lagranglan. Soltons, Inverse scat-
tering transform. Applications to waves In flulds.
Wave-wave and wave mean-low Interactions.
Resonance, hydrodynamic stability transience,
and dissipation.
V Agnon

18.310 Prlnclples of Applied MaH emaic
Prereq.: 18.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023
U (1)
3-0-9

Introductory survey of fundamental concepts
In applied mathematics: optimization, random
process, coding, computer algorithms. This
Independent half of the complete sequence
emphasizes the Ideas and topics that relate to a
"dicrele" mathematioal approach: computation,
combinatorics, probability linear programming.
D. J. Keltman

18.311 Prinaples of Appled Mathematics
Prereq.: 18.03
U (2)
3-0-9

Introductory survey of fundamental concepts
In applied mathematics: propagation, stability,
equilibrium, optimization. This Independent half
of the complete sequence emphasizes the ideas
and topics that relate to a "continuous" mathe-
matical approach: diffusion, waves, Instabilities,
characteristics, and first-order partial differen-
tial equations, with applications to traffic prob-
lems, fluid flow and other problems In classical
mathematical physics.
H. R Greenspan

18313 Pr oblky
Prereq.: 16.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023
U (2) 80
4-0-8

Development of theory and apploatins of
probabilistic concepts for scientists and engi-
ners. Emphasizes formulation and solution of
probablistic problems by the algebra of random
variables. 1bplos: sample space, Bernoullk and
Poisson processes, uniform process, generat-
ing functions and Laplace transforms, discrete
and continuous-parameter Markov chains intro-
duces the Central Umit Theorem and the foun-
dations of probability. 18.313 and 18.440 may
not both be taken for credit.
G-C Rota

18.314 Appled CombinatorIal Analysis
Vd Contant)

Prereq.: 18.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023
U (1)
3-0-9

Combinatorlal problems and methods for their
solution. Emphasizes problems of enumeration,
generating function techniques, and construe-
tion of bijections. Additional topics drawn from
graph theory, matchings and network flows,
partial orders, permutation groups and Polya
theory.
U.~ D. HaJmen

18.318 Combinatorial Theory (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Content varies from year to year; may be
repeated for credit. Topics In the past have
included enumeration, generating functions, par-
tially ordered sets, Mblus functions, Incidence
geometries matrolds, matching theory, Ramsey
theory, graphs.
G-C. Rote

18.316 Seminear in Combinatorloa (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Content varies from year to year; may be
repeated for credit. Readings from current
research papers in combinatorlos. Topic to be
chosen and presented by the class.
D. J. Klelfman

18.318' bpleo in Combinatorice (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Content varies from year to year; may be
repeated for credit. Topic 1987-88: combinato-
rial commutative algebra, with applications to
simplicial complexes, polytopes, linear dlo-
phantine equations, and Invariant theory
R. P Stanley
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16.326 1plos in Appled Mathemtis (A) 18.34 Fluid Mechanlas
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

Term 1: Fluid dynamics of particulate systems.
Underlying themes from continuum mechanics,
low Reynolds numoer hydrodynamics, and
transport phenomena. TbpIcs include suspen-
slon rheology, sedimentation processes, Browni-
an motion theory, macromolecular hydrodynam-
Ic and viscoelasticity, multiphase flov and
flow in porous media. Term 2: Toplcs in viscous,
incompressible flow Emphasizes current re-
search in transitional and turbulent flows, pri-
marily of the boundary-layer type. Approach is
from the standpoint of stability theory.
Term 1: A Adim
Term 2: C. F Pearson

Prereq.: 18.04 or 18.075 or 18.302
U (1)
3-0-9

18.355 Pluid Mechmnics (A)
Prere.: 18.354
G (2)
3-0-9
A study of the basic concepts of fluid dynam-
ics: conservation laws of mass, momentum, and
energy; equation of state; vorticity and circula-
tion theorems; boundary-layer theory; instability
and transition; waves; compressible flows and
shock; convection. Multiphase fluids, and other
selected topics of current research Interest.
18.354: D. J. Benney
18.355: W V R. Malkus

18.330 Introduction to Numerical Analysis 18.356 Rotating Fluids (A)
Proreq.: 18.03
U (2)
3-0-9
Introduces basic techniques for efficient solu-
tion of numerical problems in science and engi-
neering. Root finding, Integration, function
approximations, differential equations, direct and
Iterative methods in matrix theory optimizaton
with constraints, analysis of numerical stability.
.M. &fck

18.335 Numeroal Methods of Applied
Mathematics I (A)
Prerq.: 18.06
G (1)
3-0-9

18.336 Numerloal Methods of Applied
Mthemat s 11 (A)
Prereq.: 18.302
G (2)
3-0-9

Advanced introduction to theory and applica-
tion of numerical methods. lerm 1: numerical
linear algebra, Including conditioning and sta-
bilty, singular-value decomposition, solution of
linear systems of equations, least-squares com-
putations, sigenvalue computations, and iterative
methods (classical, conjugate gradient, and
Lanczos). Term 2: numerical solution of differ-
ential equations, especially of time-dependent
partial differential equations by finite-difference
and spectral methods, together with the associ-
ated theory of accuracy, stability, and con-
vergence.
L. N Wtefthen

Prereq.: 18.305,18.354
G (1)
3-0-9
General theory of rotating fluids; transient flows;
effects of viscosity stratification, compressibility
and nonlinear Interactions; wave motion and
stability theory; multiphase flows and centrifu-
gal separation of mixtures. Application to labo-
ratory, technological, and geophysical problems.
H. P Greenspan

18.357 Seminar in Pluid Dynamics (A)
(-evSd Coniten)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9
System dynamics, strange attractors, and fluid
turbulence. Introduces dynamics, fluid stability,
and Hamiltonian theory. Nonlinear oscillators.
Bifurcations. Chaos and strange attractors: the
Lorenz system. Unpredictablity. Broad-band
noise. Poincare maps. Experimental analysis
from time series. Universal properties of Inter-
mittency and period doubling. Fractal sets and
cascades. Frequency lockinj. Quasi-perlodicity.
Lyapunov exponents. Entropy. Chaotic partial
differential equations. Several papers read.
S. L Zaleski

18.3568 Hydrodynamic Stabilty and
lTrbulence (A)
Prereq.: 18.354
G (1)
3-0-9

Linear stability theory of incompressible and
compressible flows. Nonlinear stability theory;
modes of transition, the advent of aperiodicity.
Upper-bound and statistical theories of turbu-
lence. Statistical stability and the turbulent
transport of heat and momentum. Properties of
convection and shear turbulence.
W V R. MAlkus

18.30 Group Theory with App tlenn to
Physics (A)
Prereq.: 18.302 or 18.305 or 8.321
G (1) Next ofered 1988-9
3-0-9
Selection of topics from the theory of finite
groups, Lie groups, and group representations,
presented with some applications to quantum
mechanics and particle physics.
D. Z Freedman

18.396 bplos In Theoreoal Physics (A)
Prerep.: 8.323, 8.324
G (2)
3-0-9

Introduction to supersymmetric quantum field
theories and supergravIty. Component and
superspace formulation of supersymmetric the-
orles. Supersymmetry and renormalization. Two-
dimensional supergravity and introduction to
supertringa.
D. Z Freedman
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Theoretical Computer
Science

18.4003 Automata, Compusbift~ and

(Same subject as 6.045J)
Prereq.: 18.063 or 18.310
U (2)
4-0-8

See description under subject 6.045J.
S. Mica#i

18A04J Theory of Compuaon
(A except XVIII)
(Same subject as 6.8404)
Prereq.: 18.063 or 18.310
U (1)
4-0-8

A more extensive and theoretical treatment of
the material in 6.045J/18.400J, emphasizing
computability computational complexity, and
mathematical logic. Reducibility Kolmogorov
complexity. Time and space measures on com-
putation, efficient reducibility complete prob-
lems. Decidable, undecidable, and Inherently
complex logical theories.
D. B. Shmoys

18.406J Advanced Complexity Theory (A)
(Same subject as 6.841J)
Prereq.: 6.840J/18.404J
G(2)
3-0-9

Current research topics in computational com-
plexity theory. Nondeterministic, alternating,
probabilistic, and parallel computation models.
Boolean circuits. Complexity classes and com-
plete sets. The polynomial-time hierarchy.
Relativization. Definitions of randomness. Ap-
proaches to the P- NP? and related questions.
M. Sipser

18.409 Topics in Theoretical Computer
Science (A)
(Now)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Study of an area of current Interest in theoretl-
cal computer science. Topic varies from term to
term; may be repeated for credit. Topic for
Spring 1988- computational geometry.
F : Leighton

16410J Introduction to Algorithms
(Same subject as 6.046J)
Prereq.: 6.001, 18.063 or 18.310
U (1, 2)
4-0-8

See description under subject 6.046J.
C. E Lelseraon, F I Leighton

18414J Theory of Aloritms A ex pt
XVIII)
(Same subject as 8.851J)
Prereq.: 18.06 or 18.710,18.083 or 18.310
U (2)
3-0-9
Techniques for design and analysis of algo.
rithms, emphasizing mathematical methods
and proofs. Proof-oriented version of 6.046J/
18.410J. 1bplcs: Data structures, sorting, selec-
tion, hashing. Solving recurrences. Upper and
lower bounds. Dynamic programming. Divide
and conquer. Graph algorithms spanning treess
matching, shortest paths, max flow Matrix oper-
ations. Fast Fourier transform. Integer and poly-
nomial arithmetic. Permutation group member-
ship. Primality testing. Linear programming. Par-
allel algorithms.
R. Riveet

18,415J Advanced AlgorIthms (A)
(Same subject as 6.854J)
Prereq.: 18.414J/6.851J
G (1)
3-0-9
Continuation of 18.414J/6.851J, emphasizing
fundamental algorithms and advanced methods
of algorithmic design and analysis. Advanced
data structures, hashing, computational geome-
try. Basis reduction, Integer programming, poly-
nomial factorization, dlophantine approximation.
Linear programming. Matroid algorithms and
applications. Probabilistic analysis and meth-
ods. Concrete lower bounds. Information: F T
Leighton.

18.419 Seminor in Theoreical Computer
SOclence (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1, 2)
3-0-9
A seminar on advanced topics in theoretical
computer science. Current literature presented
by students and Instructors with a view toward
preparing students for research in theoretical
computer science. May be repeated for credit
Term 1: M. Sipser
Term 2: Staff

18,421J Algorithmlo Algebra and Number
Theory
(Same subject as 6.047J)
Prereq.: 18.06 or 18.710,18. 063 or 18.310 or
18.703
U (2) Next ofered 19849
3-0-9
Emphasis on constructing efficient algorithms
for classical problems in algebra and number
theory. Integer and polynomial GCD computa-
tion, modular arithmetic, Chinese remainder
theorem, Jacobi symbol computation, primality
testing, extracting square roots mod primes,
integral lattices, factorization of polynomials
over the rationals, simultaneous diophantine
approximations, solving binary quadratic and
cubic modular equations, application to public-
key cryptography.
H. Rogers, Jr.

18.4231 Computeabit% Prorammig, and

(Same subject as 6.044J)
Prereq.: 18.063 or 18.310
U (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 6.044J.
A R. Ayer

18.425,1 Cryptography and
Cryptenalysis (A)
(Same subject as 6.875J)
Prereq.: 6.046J/18.410J or 6.851J/18.414J or
6.047J/18.421J
G (2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 6.875J.
S. Goldwasser

18,426J Advanced Ibploe In
Cryptography (A)
(Same subject as 6.876J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 6.876J.
S Micall

18,427J Program Semantics and
VerifONation (A)
(Same subject as 6.830J)
Prereq.: 6.821, 6.044J/18.423J or 6.045J/
18.400J or 6.840J/18.404J
G (2) Not to be ofersd 1988-89
3-0-9

See description under subject 6.830J.
A. R. Mayer

18.431J Graph Algorithms
(Same subject as 6.048J)
Prereq.: 18.310 or 18.314 or 6.001
U (1) Not to be 910red 198649
3-0-9
Emphasizes the design of efficient algorithms
for graph theoretic problems. includes fast algo-
rithms for shortest-paths problems, minimum
spanning trees, depth-first search and graph
decompositions, network flow algorithms, ver-
tex and edge connectvity, maximum cardinality
matchings, planarity testing, distributed graph
algorithms. Alternate years.
B. Awerbuch

18.433 CombinatorIal OptimisatIon and
Uneer Programming
Prersq.: 18.06 or 18.710,18.310
U (2)
3-0-9

A thorough treatment of linear programming
theory, Dantzig's Simplex method, and duality
theory. Linear Programming applications to
game theory, approximation algorithms, and
NP-complete problems. Assignment problem,
transportation problem, and min-cost network
flow problem. Ellipsoid method and its implica-
tions for combinatorial optimization. Integer
programming.
D. B. Shmoys
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1U1A 7hemy off miet and VI
Cm141en (A)
(Same subisot as .48J)
Pfreq.: 6.04&/18.410J or 8.1J/18.414J
G (1)
3-0-9
Introduces pr computation and very lMrge
scale legatmn. Design and analysis of sye-
tolc algorthms for routng, sorting, arithmeino,
and gph problems on arays tres.per-
Cubes. and other fixed-connection networL.
Network trandlormallons, broadost slmultion,
reiming. Malhemancal models of hardware.
Lower bounds. P-completeness, area-time
trade-oft Layout placement routing. 3D mod-
sis volume/are universal networks, let-trees.
F T Leighon, C . Leiserson

1.436 Adanced PaWe rand VWl
COnputilation (A)
(Sus subject as &648J)
Prereq.: 18.436.1/6.68
0 (2) Net A-seed 19-
3-0-9
Advanced topics In theory of parallel computa-
ton gnu very large scale Integration. Algorithms
for arihmeo, inar algsbra, and raph prob-
Isms. AKS, columneort, and universalty. Wire
routing, compaction, and wafer-scale Itea-
tion. Fault tolerance and testing. Advanced
reming. Current reearch topica Alernate
years.
F T Lghtn, C E LeiwSSon

1843. Dletrbitled Algorilhms (A)
(Same subject as 6.852J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
0 (1) Nutonored 9in-"
3-0-9
See description under subject 6.8652J.
Ai Lynch

16.430 Oeitrbiuled Graph Algorhwm and
Newr frttools
Prere.: 18I.1J/8.046.J
G(2)
3-0-9

Design and analysis of efficient distributed
algorithms In communOcation networks. with
emphasls on grph algorihms methods. Mod-
ae of communication networks. Complexity mea-
ou" and trade-olle between them. Network
protocols: synchronizatiom, detection and reso-
lution of deadlocks, fall-afe compilation of
$la- olocols, roung broadcast, contenon
resolution, resource allocaon. Graph algo-
rlthms: leader election, MOT BPS, max-fkCW
DPS, maximal Independent set, maximum
matching, colodng.
B. Awarbuch

App id Methem#acs:

1.A40 Pa1y and Rmndom rable
Prereq.: 1.02 or 18.021 or 16.022 or 18.023
U (1, 2) 60
4-0-8
lbplos In applications. Probabity spaces, ran-
dom variables, distribution functions, expected
value. Binomial, geometric, hypergeometric,
Poisson distributions. Uniform, exponential,
normal, gamma and beta distributions. Mean,
varianos, moments, and genertng functions.
Conditional probablity aws Nhorem, Joint dis-
tributions, and distributions of transformed ran-
dom variables. Thebychev Inequalitylaw of
large numbers. and central imit theorem. Mult-
variate normal distribution, codaranoes and
correlation. Applications to statistics and deci-
sion theory. 18.440 and 18.313 may not both be
taken for oredit
lrm 1: C F Psarson

ierm 2: A M Dudley

18.441 SWletdat inference
(A except XVII)
Prereq.: 6.041 or 18.440 or 18.313
U (2). G (2)
4-0-8

Introduces statitical Inference. Decision the.
ory, hypotheels tesing, point and interval est-
mation. Bayeian methods. maximum-Ikbihood
and Ilellhood-rao tests. Chi-square goodness
of fit tests. Comparison of populations by
parametric and nonparametric mothods. Analy-
se of variance, regression, and correlation.

Sequential analysis If time permits. Treatment
more mathematical than that of 18.05 and
more detailed in Its treatment of statistics.
information: Ft M. Dudley.

1.443 Oaietlos for Applcations
(A except XVNII)
Prereq.: 18.440 or 18.313 or 6.041
G (1)
4-0-6
A broad treatment of statistics. oncentratng
on specific tatistoal techniques used In sci-
ence and Industry. Topics: bypothels testng
and estimation. ChI-square goodness of fit,
regression, correlation, time-series analysis,
analysis of variance and experimental design.
boatment more oriented toward appicaon
and less toward theory than 18.441.
G. LJung

18A449robeably -nde6Bga for
011111 - iskor (A)

Prreq.: 18.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023,
18.06
G(1)
Ar.
Accelerated Introduction covering material in
18440. 18441, and part of 18.44&J; for engi-
neers and sclntists who are talented math-
matioally and need to apply statistical ideas.
but isok time for two or three semestere of
course work. Case study point of viw Tbplcs:
probebilty distribution expectagon, central imit
theorem, law of large numbers, estmation,
typtheeis testing, confidence intervals. max-
mum Uluihood, Information, Neyman-Pearson
theory regression, design of experiments, decl-
elon theory and Markov processes.
. L ZaIseW

1.445J intbduction to tochan o
Preoseses (A)
(Same subject as 15.073J)
Prereq.: 18.313 or 18.440 or 6.041
G (1, 2)
4-0-8

Introduces the theory and application of to-
chaste procesees, Empirical phenomena for
which stochastic processes provide models.
Random wak gambler's ruin, recurrent events.
discrete-time Markov chains, Branching pro-
ceases, Polsson process, renew) theory.
Continuous-ime Markov chains birth and death
processes, queueing theory, and Brownian
motion.
Term 1: G. U Liung
Trm 2: k Zhou

18-448 Appled Time-Series Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 18.441 or 18.443 or 15.075
G (2)
4-0-8

Statietical techniques commonly used to ana-
lyn time-series data. Topios: eetimstion of trends
and seasonal adjustment, stationary series -
autoconeladon and spectrum. Estimation and
Interpretation of spectra. ARIMA models and
fitting hem to data. Analysis of bivariate
series - cross correlation and cross sectrum.
Emphaelses learning techniques by using them
on actual data.
G. A Lung

184 The Analysle of Categorical Daa (A)
Prereq.: 18.441 or 18.443 or 15.075
G (1) Next onered 198-81
4-0-8
Theory and application of log-wnear models to
multi-way contingency tables and other data
sets where the dependent varable is categod-
cal. bplcs: the Polsson distribution, one-way,
two-way, and mult-way frequency tables, logit
regression, and maximum-klilhood etimantion
and computations. Case uses and compares
various computer programs for the estimation of
log-Unear models. Most of the technical theo-
retical material is reserved until the final few
weeks of the semeste, and students outside of
Course XVIN may arrange to subet a date
analysis project for t. Information: R M. Dudley.

....................... .................. .................. ................. ................. ....... ............. ...................... ...................................... ................ ................. A w ....................
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16A644 msing, S1mitun, end
Monte W (A)
Prereq.: 18.440 or 18.313 or 6.041
G (1) Next ofered 19846
4-0-8

introduction to principles and techniques of
sampling for the purpose of a survey. Includes
simple random sampling, stratified sampling,
systematic sampling, and cluster sampling. Dis-
cussion of statistical background of Monte
Carlo methods and simulation - prominent
parts of experimental mathematics with wide
appioabllity. Includes variance reduction, con-
ditional Monte Carlo, control variates, antithetic
variates, regression methods, Monte Carlo
optmiation, application to statistical Inference
problems. Information: R. M. Dudley.

18.455 Analysls of Varience and Deelgn of
Expgrlmnt (A)
Prereq.: 18.06, 18.441 or 18.443 or 15.075
G (1)
4-0-8

Detailed presentation and use of the classical
models of analyses of variance (ANOVA): one-
way clauification, two-way classifloations, block
designs, nested designs, latin squares. Model Il
type of designs. Tets of hypothesis, simultane-
ous confidence intervals. Presentation of regres-
sion, and analysis of covarlance (ANOCOVA).
Properties of the multivariate normal and related
distributions, linear models, general linear
hypothesis. Geometric Interpretation. Finally,
efet of departure from assumptions and non-
parametric analogs of ANOVA. Information:
R. M. Dudley.

1.456 Multivariate Methods in
Oaisi. (A)
Prereq.: 18.06,18.441 or 18.443 or 15.075
G (2)
4-0-8

Theory and application of commonly used tech-
niques involving multivarlate data. Attention
devoted to specific applications, and to compu-
tational facilities fir applying the methods.
Selects topics fromu the following: multivarlate
regression, discriminant analysis, and pattern
classification. Cluster analysis, factor analysis,
and principal components. Multidimensional
scale analysis. Contingency tables. Informa-
tion: R. M. Dudley.

16.457J Statistical Modeling and Dote
Analysis (A)
(Same subject as 15.076J)
Prereq.: 18.06, 18.443 or 15.075
0 (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 15.076J.
R E tasch

I468 Robust Sllste'm and Naonsramell
Meos (A)
Prereq.: 18.440,18.441 or 18.443 or 15.075
G(1)
3-0-9

Overview of robust statistical theory, Including
asymptotic minimax, Infinitesimal (bounded-
influence) aspects, robust covarlances, and
robust regression. Nonparametric methods that
give useful and valid results under a very wide
class of underlying distributions - particularly
useful for social scientists and biologists. lop-
los: Wilcoxon teat sign test, Wilcoxon-Mann-
Whitney test, U-statistics theorems, optimal
linear rank tests, Kruskal-Wellis test, rerandoml-
zation tests.
R. M. Dudley

18.465 1bplos in Statistls (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Introduces some special theoretical topics in
mathematical statistics at an intermediate level.
Assumes familiarity with the elements of prob-
ability theory and the fundamental concepts
and basic techniques of statistical Inference.
Topics chosen In accordance with the Interests
of the Instructor and the students, information:
R. M. Dudley.

18.4"6 Mathematical Statistics (A)
Prsreq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Decision theory, estimation, confidence Inter-
vals, hypothesis testing. Introduces large sam-
pie theory. Asymptotic efficiency of alternative
statistical procedures. Sequential analysis,
empirical Bayes methods.
M. Zhou

For additional related subjects in Illelaics, se:

Ob0ngb00ri.g:11.03, 1.06, 1.15, 1.151, 1.152,
1.202J,1.20, and 1.732

Me~ 11hgokldng WWCopd e Schnom,
6.041, 6.231, 6.262, 6.264, 6.431, 643, and
6.435

Ekonai- 14.30, 14.31, 14.381, 14.32, 14.383,
14.384,14.38, 14.386,14.388

1ksg-e-n-tt1.034, 15.061,15.065, 15.074,
15.075, 16.076J, 15.077, 15.306, 15.572, and
15.832

Ahmals- 18.05, 18.175, 18.177, and 18.313

See also: 2.061, 2.845, 5.72, 7.011, 8.044, 8.08,
10.816, 11.20, 1122 16.321, 16.37, 16.371,
17.42, 17.846 17.60, 22,38, 22.40J, and
HT190

Logic

t8.504 Seminar in Logic
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

Seminar for mathematics majors. Students
present and discuss the subject matter taken
from current journals or books. Topics vary
from year to year.
" C. Lashowe

18.511 Introduction to Metimatical Logic
Praq.: -
U (2)
3-0-9

Propositional and predicate logic. Elementary
model theory, completeness, compactness, and
Lowenhlm-Skolem theorems; elementary re-
cursion theory enumeration and recursion theo-
rems. Godel incompleteness theorems. Spe-
cial additional topics as time permits. While this
subject has no formal prerequisite, any Course
XVIII subject with first decimal digit one or
higher'is adequate preparation.
G. E Sacks

18.515 Mathematical Logic (A)
Prereq.: 18.511
G (1)
3-0-9

18.516 Mathematical Logic (A)
Prereq.: 18.515
G (2)
3-0-9
First-order logic. Completeness, compactness,
Lowenheim-Skolem theorems. 1ype-omitting,
categoricity. Incompleteness of arithmetic.
Recursively enumerable sets and 'lbring degrees.
Friedberg-Muchnik theorem. Zermelo-Frsenkel
set theory. Ordinals and cardinals. Reflection
principles. absoluteness. Consistency of axiom
of choice and Generalized Continuum Hypothe-
sis. Permission of Instructor required for those
not having 18.511.
18.515: S. D. Friedman
18.516: . C. Lasamekl

18.535 Graduate Logic Seminar (A)
(Nw)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-21

Students report on fundamental papers in math-
ematical logic. Intended for first- and second-
year graduate students.
S. D. Friedman
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1, Me ku iolTery (A)
Prereq.: 18.818
G(2) Nm odffserd 1666
3-0-9
1bplos in recursion theory Chosen from: pdority
arguments, pwerarthmedO theorm ordinal recur-
Wion, E-reoursion, theory of projete sets.
Permission of instructor required for those not
having 18.816. Information: 8. D. Fiedman.

16.8 tetMTheory (A)
Prereq.: 18.518
G (2)
3-0-9
Fording. Other topics In set theory Chosen from
Marge cardinls, combinatorial set theorm iter-
ated fording, desorlpdve set theor fne struo-
ture of L Permission of instructor required for
those not having 18.516.
S D. Rtdman

1,M Seminar an Currmntbpl in i
Log (A)
Prereq.: 18.68, 18.58
G0(1,2)
3-0-9

Anlyalse of results of current Interest In logic
Students present recent developments In the
field for general discussion. Uses formal end
Informal sources. 1bpics vary from year to year;
may be repeated for credit.
Term 1: G. E Sacks
Trm 2; SO. eman

18.8 Uniersal Algebra (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2)
3-0-9
1bplos vary from year to year; may be rpetd
for credit Properties shared by algebraic struc-
tures, Introduction to category theory and lot-

e theor elementary equivalence of algebraic
structures, properties preserved under alge-
braic constructions, equational logic, word
problems.
M. Holman

Algebra and Number
Theory

16.701 Agebra I
Prereq.: 18.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023
U (1)
3-0.9
16.702 Algebra N
Prersq.; 18.701
U (2)
3-0-9
More extensive and theoretil than the 18.710-
18.703 sequence. Experience with iner equa-
tions and matrices helpful. First term: group
theort geometrx and linear algebra. Second
term: rings and fields - Ideals, polynomial ringe,
factortion modules, Jordan form for matioes,
extenslon fiolds, Galois theory.
M Arn

-6.70 Modem Algebra
Prereq.: 18.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023
U (2) 81D
3-0-9
A one-term treatment, covering the tradtional
algebra topics that have found greatest applica-
tion In science and engineering as well as in
other mathematical disciplines: group theory
emphasizing finite groups; ring theors Includ-
ing Ideals, unique factorizaton in polynomial
and Euclidean rings; field theor Including
properies and appcto Of finite fields. 18.710
and 18.703 together cover most of basic alge-
bra. 1.08 or 18.710 should precede 18.703 If
both subjects are to be tame.
.0. Schafor

16,704 Senns in Algebra and Nunber
Thory
Prare.: 18.702 or 18.703
U (2)
3-0-9
Seminar for mathematics majors. Students
present and discuss the subject maftsrtaken
tom current journals or books.1 bplos may
vary from year to year TOpIC for 1987-88:
reflction groups.
G. Luu*

16.705 Comumistive Algebra (A)
Prsreq.: 18.701-18.702 or 18.710-18.703
G(1)
3-0-9

Basic topics In commutative algebra, with a
brief introduction to categorical Ideas and homo-
logical algebra. Modules, lonaizaion, noetheran
rings, finiteness properties, dimension theory.
Text: Atiyah and MacDonald.
D. J. Anlck

Content varies from year to year; may be
repeated for credit. 1plcs selected from such
areas as, cohomology of groups and Lie alge-
bras, K-theori characterlstio classes, higher
algebraic K-thory, cyclic ohomology
H. R Mier

16-72 Algebralo Geometry (A)
Proreq.: 18.705
0(1) Not to be oflrd 1988.69

Introduces algebraic geometry. Centered
around the basic techniques of the subject
including he thory of schemes, sheaf chomol-
ogx and the Rlemann-Roch theorem for curve.
S Kran

1701 0-ss m luawsUv. Alsbio (A)
Proreq.:18
G(2)
3-0-9
1bpios In nonoommutative algebra, selected
from such areas as ring theor representations
of groups and rings, polynomial Identity dngs
1bplc for 1987-86: ring theory
M Arn

16,710 Abstat Liner Algebr
Prereq.: 18.02 or 18.021 or 18.022 or 18.023
U (1) SD
3-0-9
An algebraic treatment of inar algebra, includ-
Ing Voolor spaces, systems of inoer equa s,
baer kr ind1ndene, matie9s, dete
minants elgenvelues, Inner products, qadruo
forms, and Canoniloal forms of matries.
Compared with 18.0, more emphasis on the-
ory and proos, less on matrix oaloulationa and
applications.
A. D. Schafer

18.711 own Theory
Prereq.: -
U (1) Not t be afered 1$8"-
3-0-9
Iwperson combinatorial games. FiN win-
ning move In suoh games as Mm, akenbun,%
and Dots-and-Boxes. Analysis of pot*n
Algorithmic and algebraic strategies for reduo.
don of posiions. Study of Imparial gMes,
Matrix games, continuous games, Arrows Theo-
rem. No formal prerequisats, but students should
be femiliar with elements of linear algebra.
N C. Anluny

16,7151bploa hi Homologlusl Algebra(
Proreq.: 18.105
0 (2) Next offered 1988-8
3-0-9
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117171bplWe In Algebrale Geomstry (A)
Prereq.: 18.725
G (2)
3-0-9
lplos vary from year to year; may be repeated
for credit. Tplos in the past few years have
Included the generalized Riemann-Roch theo-
rem, stale cohomology deformation theory, alge-
brao surfaces, the Picard scheme, enumerative
geometry, Intersection theory, duality theory,
and Hodge theory.
I Klelmen

1.7L8 bploe in Algebra (A)
Prereq.: 18.702 or 18.703
G (2)
3-0-9

Toplcs vary from year to year; may be repeated
for credit. bpIcs for 1987-88 Include Introduc-
tion to Siegel modular functions, Satake com-
paotification, and modull spaces of abellan
varieties.
t Peir
18,787nerop
11737 Unear Algebrai Grxo (A)
Prerq.: 18.705
G (1) Not to be ofered 198-9
3-0-9

Introduces the classification of affine groups
over an algebraically closed field via their repre-
sentations as groups of Invertible matrices.
G. Luutg

18.745 Introduction to iUs Algebras (A)
Prerq.: 18.701 or 18.703
a (1)
3-0-9
Emphasizes theory of Lie algebras and alge-
braIc aspects of Lie theory. Structure of finite-
dimensional Lis algebras; Engel and Lie theor-
ems, Cartan subalgebras, Cartan criteria. Struc-
ture and classification of semi-simple Us alge-
bras. Wy and Levi theorems. Plnite-dimensional
representations of semi-simple Lis algebras,
Weyl character formula. VMrma modules.
B. Kosiont

16.747 InfInIte-dinensonal ie Algebras (A)
Prsreq.: 18.745
a(2)
3-0-9
Highest-weight representations of infinite-
dimensional Lis algebras. Character formulas
and combinatorics. Connections to the theory
of theta functions and modular forms. Infinite
wedge representation and algebraic curves.
Wrtex representations and their relation to solton
equations and to the quantum field theory.
Virasoro algebra and the determinantal formula.
Connection to critical exponents In statistical
mechanics. Other topics.
V Kac

16175 Introduction to U Groups (A)
Prereq.: 18.100, 18.710
G (1)
3-0-9

A broad general Introduction to Li. groups,
Connection with Lie Algebras, Kmpbell-Hau.-
dorfl formula. Complex and compact Lis groups.
Elements of finite-dimensional representation
theory.
V Kac

18.756 Analysis on Le Groups (A)
Prore.: 18.755

8 (2) Ne offe 19869
3-0-9

Semi-simple Le groups and symmetric spaces.
Topics in function theory on symmetric spaces,
such as Fourier analysis and Radon transform,
invariant differential operators and potential the-
cry. Emphasizes connections with classical
analysis and representation theory.
S. Hslgason

18.757 Repreeenttlions of L.s Groups (A)
Prereq.: 18.755
G (2) Not to be ofered 198849
3-0-9

An Introduction to the representation theory of
compact Lie groups.
0. Lusztig

18.758 Representatons of Us Groups (A)
Prereq. 18.757
G(2) Next of 1988-69
3-0-9

Representations of semisimple Lie groups: the-
ory of Harlsh-Chandra modules, Langlands's
classification, Kazhdan-Lusztg conjectures.
Decomposition of principal series representa-
tions, unitarity problem.
. A Vogan

18.769 1bplos In Us Theory (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-9

Topics vary from year to year; may be repeated
for credit. Information: D. A. Vogan.

18.775 Algebraic Number Theory (A)
Prureq.: 18.705
G (1) Next offered 198649
3-0-9

18.776 Algebraic Number Theory (A)
Prereq.: 18.775
G (2) Next offered 19869
3-0-9
Reviews basic algebraic number theory. Classi-
cal formulation of class field theory, Including
existence and uniqueness of class fields, the
conductor-discriminant formula, Artin's reci-
procity law Artin L-series. Adelic formulation.
The "simple algebra" approach. Applications to
the study of arithmetic of cubic fields and (If
time permits) to the theory of complex multipil-
cation. Information: M. Artin.

18.781 Thery of Numbere
Prereq,: 18.701 or 18.703
U (1) Next ofeed 19849
3-0-9

Primes, congruenoes, and arithmeotic functions
and proofs of their asymptotic formulae. Approxl-
mations of the real numbers by rationale,
Kronecker's theorem, and the introduction of
geometry of numbers. Quadratic forms and
quadratic number fields.
D. S. Reed

11766 Analytlc Number Theory (A)
Prereq.: 18.115
G (1) Not to be ofered 488-89
3-0-9
Theory of modular forms. Correspondence
with Dirichlet series and Hecks operators. The
Peterson Inner product and the Rankin Solberg
method. The analytic aspects of a recent paper
of Gross and Zagler.
H. M. Stark

18.786 bplos In Number Theory (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Next ofered 1988-69
3-0-9

Topics vary from year to year; may be repeated
for credit. Topics In the past few years Include
diophantine analysis and transcendence; quad-
ratic number fields and complex multiplication;
automophoric forms; theta functions and com-
plex multiplication.
H. M. Stark

J
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Topology and Geometry

18.901 Introducton tolbpology I
(A except XVIII)
Prereq.: 18.100
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

18.902 Introduction to lbpology 1
(A except XVI)
Prereq.: 18.901, 18.701 or 18.703
Q(2) Next oered 19M
3-0-9
Introduces topology, covering topics funda-
mental to modern analysis and geometry.
Intended for those going on to gradiuate work.
18.901: topological spaces, connectedness,
compactness, continuous functions, separation
axioma, function spaces. Metrization theorems,
the Tychonoff theorem. Topological groups.
18.902: Introduction to algebraic topology. Fun-
damental group, covering spaces, Vn Kampen
theorem, classification of covering spaces.
Applications to knot theory, classification of
compact surfaces, separation theorems In the
plane.
18.901:1erm 1: H. R Miller
18.901: Term 2: FR Peterson

18.904 Seminar in Tpology
Prereq.: 18.901
U (2)
3-0-9
Seminar for mathmatics majors. Students pres-
ent and discuss the subject matter, taken from
current journals or books. Topics may vary
from year to year. Covers the same material as
18.902, but in seminar form.
D. M. Kn

18.905 Algebrelo lbpology (A)
Prereq.: 18.702 or 18.705; 18.901
G (1)
3-0-9
18.906 Algebrelo bsology (A)
Prereq.: 18.905
G (2)
3-0-9
Fundamental group, covering spaces, simphi-
clal homology, simplicial approximation mani-
folds. Homology and cohomology of topological
spaces, universal coefficient theorem, plus addi-
tional topics to be chosen by the instructor.
J. R. Munkaea

18.915 Groduete lbpology Seminar (A)
Prereq.: 18.906
G (1)
3-0-21
Study and discussion of important original
papers in the various parts of algebraic and
differential topology. Open to all students who
have had 18.906 or the equivalent, not only
prospective topologists.
D. M.Kn

1*17 AdWMncedloposey (A)
Pres.: 18906
G (2)
3-0-9

Content varying from term to term, so that
graduate students taking the subject In succes-
sive terms may have an Introduction to several
Important phases of topology such as homotopy
theory, cohomology theory, fibre spaces, K-
theory, combinatorial topologyxand/or differen-
tial topology. Homotopy theory, cobordlam
theory.
D. J. Anlck

18.960 Elementary Diferential Geometry
Prereq.: 18.100, 18.901
U(Next ofered 108-89
3-0-9
Study of curves and surfaces In Ra with spe-
cific examples. Renet formulas, fundamental
forms, curvature, Gauss's theorem, geodesics,
Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Information: R. B.
Melrose.

18.961 Elementary Differential Tpology
Prereq.: 18.101, 18.901
U (1)
3-0-9
Differentiable manifolds in R", differentiable map-
pings; traneversailty; Sard's theorem; Intersec-
tion theory; the Euler characteristic of a manifold
and the Lefechetr fixed point theorem; Integra-
tion on manifolds, Stokes's theorem, DeRham
cohomology.
R. Forman

16.965 Geometry of Manifolds (A)
Prereq.: 18.101
G (1)
3-0-9
18.9m Geometry of Manifolds (A)
Prereq.: 18.965
G (2)
3-0-9

Differentiable manifolds, vector fields and forms,
introduction to Lie groups, the DeRham theo-
rem, Riemannian manifolds. 18.988 continues
18.965. Focuses on symplectic geometry and
classical dynamical systems.
18.965: V W Guillemin
18.966: R. . Melrose

18.969 1bplos In Geometry (A)
Prereq.: 18.985
G (1)
3-0-9

Content varies from year to year; may be
repeated for credit. Topics for 1987-88: equl-
variant cohomology, Atlyah-Singer index theo-
rems, and group representations. M. F Vaine

16.75 UUso petre (A)
Prereq.: 18.965
G (1) Not to be oofred 196-49
3-0-9

18 976 EIptiO Operetors (A)
PrereQ.: 18,975
G (2) Not tobeoffered 196819
3-0-9
Lorentzian geometry, with applications to gen-
eral relativity; analysis on Lorenian manifolds
The conformally invariant partial differential
equations of mathematical physics, and the
Floquet Theory of Segal and Panelta.
18.975: S. Kostant
18.976: V W Guillemin

16.994 Seminar in Geometry
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-9

Seminar for mathematics majors. Students
present and discuss the subject matter, taken
from current journals or books. Topics may
vary from year to year. Information: R. B. Melros.

18.999 Mathematcal Reading
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr.
Reading of advanced mathematical treatises
under supervision of a member of the Depart-
ment For graduate students desiring advanced
work not provided in regular subjects.
S. Helgeson

7
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Undergraduate Subjects

Applied B io
Sciences

Undergraduate Laboratory Subject aaloe.samumodg.tae m WwAh Ww wwbatneslAs

Mog W*eps alory In Applud SlMfop
pre"': -
U (2) LAS
2-8-5

-. A In bale - -
and eparation eoonos Enaym n a, dio
90 Omonophoma, f anity dwonogrspft
use of radioleofopes, experlmental SuMs and
other techniques.nloommended for etudents
6an saung oaee In appled ~an of iology

Suo a bochemioa engineeing, toxoloW

Ineain rn nr r or me c rne

J. MLenn, M # Aft nw W G. Th*ly

Undergraduate Research

PrUe : -m
U (, 9, 8)
Arr

Program of underrduate remearoh, leding to
the wrlUng of 0.B. tuels; to be ananged by #0
student and an appropriate lmoulty mmber.

M. Chow

Prersq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.
Opportunilee available In a wide variety of
resaroh prograIeln mammolan blochemiltry
and ntabdiem, = etachnolog toxicoogs fo1d
clenos, and blwomal enginwing. Problenn

ephael dit and soth Involvemnt of
~uatein laboratory reearch that masy

oft ow muple rm.
k Chow

Proq.: -
U (1)

Pi ewq- .05.,7.02
U (1)
3-0-

$Wt eusa(M*a p teludm rautW e 540l0 MsWI of siesae-causing organimme,
seeh nudin ba ri un*uee,and ptD-

gn pelta. Emphiame modee @ tne-
Praereq - , mechnism of aisoNUn, and hoatU (2) mepqm&Sasecial n the masor

Arr. bwo"spassed mfe peno-entha
0irats research In the Nd Of emmma em mon to amuS dioSe in-depth Au

bowhemhItry and metabosam, ofoelegi O Urd dieAsM such as AO5 heOWIl
toioolo food eos and bochmno ph p e mari teg for dagno-
MaleS treament and pCwmton of Inhotwos
M. chow dlooases

M( ,Clo it A MeW

General Undergraduate Subjects

2,0004hMe lom.Ia In the Environmmnt:
Hmn~ ob"Wsos
(Same subgeot as TPP 6J)
Pro".:
U (2)
4-0-5

A oourv deelgned for thoe who went to
understand the biologioal and chemiOca ocn-
opte used to protect the publo fom had-
oue environmental cheical. with revlmw
of current assumptione and omnldm their
aocuracy. Focuses on neede and meane for
ratonal approachee to finding the atua o mue
of heritable diese and cancer In humans.
Clase partecpaton emeld.
W G. Thy

(same o am .4a)

U (1)
4-08
See description under subject 7%64J.
M s i 0. feowg



General Graduate Subjects Graduate Subjects lbxiology

20.100 Organ and StWiem Phermalogy
ft".: 20.0221 or the equivalent

3-0-4
An introduction to pharmacology. Normal
and oran systems function and changes
disease. Therapeutic and toxic effects of drugs
In normal function and In disease. Rot of
administration, drug idnetc, and drug interso-
tions. Designed to precede Molecular phanmn-
cology and toxicology, and for Wudents in other
disclines who desire a singse pharmacdogy
coures.
A a Lees

20111 AnalyUual Pusdses In
W0eltsmistry (A)
Proreq.: .42, 7.06'
0(1
3-6
Advanced laboratory course dealing with pro-
tan Ioladtion and characterization, molecular
cloning, preparation of monoclonal antibodies,
and cell culture technology.
J . Esugmann, R. a Lange.
M A Roanei W 0. ThIIxg A. Kilbanov

20.112 Control of Celular Metabolem (A)
Prereq.: 7.05
0(2)
4-0-8
Designed to explore In depth the regulation of
cell function by hormones. After an Introduction
on the control of cellular metabolism, the focus
is on the action of representative hormones from
each of three mejor classes: pepide catecho-
lamina, and steroid hormones. An Integrated
picture of the role of hormones and substrates
In providing an Interorgan metabolic control Is
then developed.
M. R. Ranec . M MMunO

20.113 Prinhlples of Applied BElogy (A)
Prereq.:20.111, 20.112
GO
3-0-4
Use of case studies to Ilustrate Integrated
application of basic science and engineering
toos to the solution of probleme In the appled
bIOlogical sciences. "opics Include production
and administration of therapeutic proteins, vac.
olne production, and development of diagnostic
t91s.
J. U. Essigmann, R. Lange

by Area

Nutritional Biochemistry and
Metabolism
20.31 utlents TheIr Meinboem and Rule
In Numan Nulien
Prereq.; 20.029J, 7.05
GO1)
4-0-8
Function and metabolism of essential nutrients
and factors that affet nutrient mlabolism In
the mammalian organlems. itegres aw-
edge of their biochemistry and plyulolegg based
on etudies In experimental animals, wIth a
detailed discussion of human nutrtion and
metabolism, including publi health considera-
tions. Emphasies modern developments In.
nutritional rsearch.
v . *ung

20,214 Advanoed Nutlilonal blochemistryr
Mlonuients (A)
Prereq.: 20.212
G (2)
4-0-8
Discusses and evaluates adances in research
concerning the function and melablism of
essential nuents.W Emphasz vitamins, traos
elements, essenti amino acids, faity solds,
Upids (e.g., connective tissue, oollagen, and
vItamIn C); calolum, homeostasis, bone metabo-
Hem, and Vtamin 0; lycoproteins, membrane
structure, and vitamin A; lyrie and camilne;
Iron, Zino, cOp. chrmangse, chromium, e-
nium, and newer trae elements.
0. , Staff

20.311 Advenoed Human and Cinioa

Prereq.: 20.212
G (2)
4-0-8
Application of nutrition knowld In the t*-
spy and support of humans No In various
phyololgical and pathological slates. Nutritional
requirements and status of humsns. Nutrition of
normal and low birth-weight Infants; nutrition
and Immunity; the cancer and traumatized
patent; patients with specific organ diese
(Iver brain kidne endocrine system, gastroin-
testnal tract) and with geneoti and other mta-
bollo diseases, obesit degeneratve desseaet
and the sidey.
V R. *ung, N S. Sormahaw Staff

W6.1I 1OW eerl*WloMsg (A)
Prereq. 7.06
a (2)Mmioeed166
4-0-8
Occurrence and mechenism. of action of todlo
ohnismals of health signlllanos Chraotrza-
ion of various ftrms of toxicity of Importanhe
in health-rdek estimation: acute and chronic
efgecte, genstic effets, teratogensals, and
carcinogmesle Extrapolatin of tp aloclh
dae to human In regulation of environmental
chemicals.
G. N Wsn, J. E Is, & It nenbaum

20,e1 G&WnellebidulWo (A)
Prereq.: 7.26
0(1) to be osered 1560.5

Modeing of events leading to inducOon of
genochang.Roleof A repicaon, ONA
rpair, recombinatinoand other aspects of cll
phyWlology in determining the probabsilty that
specfc hmical losions cause aleraons in
gene structure and chromosomal Integrity
Geneio disease as a pubic health problem.
W G. 7hft J. M. UAslmnn

20.615Lsret I N Iml: UNPg in
inilolxerknebil

Prereq.: 7.01
)2Not mered 16,

2-1-3
Introduce current Zccet o &an e
surger disease, and experimental manipula-
tion of the research laboratory ankima. Empha-
sime the selection of proper animal models and
techniques used in the experimental praloogi
1echniques and sk leaned bmcn Mee and
audiovisual aids are praied in laboratory
seslons. Alternate years.
J. G. Fo, J. C Minsfpt C Nowomer

Biotechnology

20.721 MYwlua end EngineerIng properties
Of momatedal MA
Prereq.:6.0, 10.13
G (N) Mmo offe1ed1004
3-0-
Emphasme te theories, prinolples concept
determination, and analysis of rhooloical prop.
ertes of sdutins, dispersn, suspensions,
gels, emulsons, and sids wV supporting
dIscousslons on thermal and surface properties.
Considers hee properties at related to blo-
technology and other Industrial processes and
their efects on qualty crita and process
design. Permlelon of Instrtucor requied. Atr-
nate years.
C K Rho



pp~mSa lSieWi

20,72M tbrhafn ennd Structre Syn0es1s 20.01 Eetshnotogy (A)
of UclatIleisl (A 0. s r ? N
Prereq,: 20.721
G (1) Not to be ofered I1N
3-0-6
Fundamentals of blomaterials fabrication and
structure synthesis, Including salvation, floccula-
tIon, emulsions, foams, gels, granular, plexi-
laminar networks, fibers, and filaments. Empha-
sizes encapoulation, thermal treatment, extru-
sion, and spinning technology as applied to
biotechnology and food processing. Selection
of raw materials, fabrication methods, and
proceseing conditions to obtain desired struc-
tural effects. Alternate years.
C K Rh.

20.732 PhyOal Chemistry of
10m6t0rials (A)
Prorsq.: 5.60
0 (2) Next ofered 198-
3-0-6

Physlcochemical principles governing the be-
havior of industrial blomaterials, Including foods.
Applications to representative Industrial prob-
lems. Colloidal and surface phenomena. Con-
formatlonal transition In blopolymers. Diffusion
In polymers and in complexsyatems. Phase
transformations in biomaterials. Kinetics of
chemical reaction of significance in processing
and storing foods and other blomaterials. Simu-
lation of reactions occurring In processing and
storage. Alternate years.
M. Kae, A. . Kbanov

20.M Appled hmclogy (A)
Prereq.: 7.05
0 (1) Next ofered 111-1,9
3-0-6
Production and purification of commercial
enzymes. Mechanisms of practically important
enzymes. Protein stablity and denaturation.
Enzyme Inactivation and approaches to stabiN-
zation of enzymes. Immobilized enzymes, con-
zymes, and whole cells. Immobilized blocatalyst
reactors. Enzymatic processes in heterogene-
ous systems. Fundamentals of practical appl-
cations of enzymes in food and chemical
Industries, In analyses and medicine; future
trends. Economic, health, and legal aspects of
the use of enzymes. Alternate years.
A M. Kbanov

20.743 Appled Microbiology (A)
Prereq.: 20.721
G (2) Not ofered 198-N
3-0-6
Discuselons center on sporulating and toxin-
producing microorganisms. Focuses on the
physiology, biochemistry, and genetics of spor-
ulation and toxicology Topics in sporulation
include sporulation, dormancy and resistance,
activation, germination, and outgrowth. Topics in
toxicology Include genetics, mechanisms of
action, and assay systems.
A J. SinAley

3-0-9
Major study aMs Inolude basic principles of
bloconversion processes, emphasizing meta-
bollo pathways; mass and energy balances
concepts for strain improvement of Industrial
microorganisms. Additional topics address the
current problems in biotechnology, focusing on
plant and animal cell technology.
A J. sinskey

20.02 ModeIng of 1ologel tOems (A)
(Same subject as 10.57J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-8
Analytical (mathematical) descriptions of inter-
esting biologioal mechanisms, systems and
processes. Examples covering the entire spoc-
trum, from simple biological resoatns to Intri-
cats networks of metabolio pathways, whole-cell
metabolism, pure and mixed population dynam-
IN and stablity and full bioreactor models, are
considered. Emphasis on the accurate mathe-
matical representation of biological realty and,
hence, the correct problem definition for the
purpose of organizing existing knowledge and
enhancing system understanding, Identification,
and control-
Greg Sfphanopoulos, A J. Snaty

20.80mS blotschnclogy of Mammalan Cae
(Same subject as 10.56J, 7.52J)
Prereq.: 7.03 or 7.05; 5.60 or 10.13
U (2)
4-0-8

Biological and bloengineering principles for
utilization of cultured animal cells and their
protein products: post-transiainal processing
and secredon of proteins; gone cloning and
expression in mammalian cells physiology of
col growth and in WVbo cultivation; bioreactor
design; protein recovery and purification; aler-
natives to mammalian cell culture; Federal
regulatory issues; martrg and business plan-
ning; and issues In patents and laws.
H. F Lodish, A J. Sfnley, . L. C. ibng

20.041 Mechanlems in Energy Iensduction
(Ne)
(Sam subject as 5.5951)
Prom.: 7.03,7.05, 5.60, or equivalent or
Permission of instructors
G (2)
3-0-9
Biophysics and molecular biology of energy-
transducing processes in bacteria and plants.
Select review of literature on genes and pro-
teins that mediate bloenergetic processes:
photosynthetic light energy conversion; proton
pumping; carbon dioxide, sulfate, nitrate, di-
nitrogen, and dioxygen reduction; hydrogen and
methane production. Critical analysis of pub-
lshed papers and discussion of interdloclpi-
nary approaches (genetics structural studises
spectrocopy) used to reaite structure to func-
tion. Application of basic research in energy
studies to botechnology
0. C unen,W H.me-Johnson

Biochemical Engineering

20,S11J hloellenisal Enginerig (A)
(Same as 10.69J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
GO2
4-0-8
See description under subject 10.594.
C L Coonqt a, I. C Mng

20.812J Slohemical Engineering
Laboraory (A)
(Same as 10.591J)

.: 20.811J
0Q(2)
0-5-1
See description under subject 10.591J.
D. 1. C. Veng, C. L. Cooney

20,821 IndustrIal Microbiology (A)
Prereq.: 7.21
0(1)
3-0-4
Selected topios concerned with the use of
microorganisms for the produotion of sub-
stances of Industrial, medical, or nutritional
value, such as amino acdso, aniblots vta-
mins, and organic acids, emphasizing mets-
bolo regulation, genetics, and biochemical
pathways leading to fermentation products.
A L Demain

20.m Industrial Microbiology
Labortory ()
Prereq.: 20.821
G(1)
0-6-0
Laboratory exercise of selected topics pre-
sented in 20.821.
A L. Domain

Seminars, Selected Topics, and
Research
20.004140ehng IEperence In Appled
Uilogical Silenes (A)
Preeq.: Permisesion of Instructor
G (1, 2)
2-0-4
For quafed graduate students Interested In
teaching. Tutorial or classroom teaching under
the supervision of a faculty member. Students
seleoled by Interview Total enrollment limited by
availablity of suitable teaching assignments,
S R brnenbaum

20.921 Selected lbplos in Applied
Siclogceal Soiences (A)
Prere.: -
G (1, 2)

Detalied discuselon of selected topics of our-
rent interest. Classwork in various folds not
covered by regular subjects.
S11f



0

a bgsmb Pebleih (A)

Directed research in the flid of appied biolog-
leal asoe

stff

00 Thuhi PrpsuI (A)

S (1,2)
0-94-0

The poposal research and presentation to
the heulS Comimibe.
stAN

2Ib0 Graduate, me1i (A)
plr".:
Q(1,2)
Arr.

Proue of gaduate meuserchleading to the
wrtn of an &M. or Ph.D. thehle; to berAwged

by thtudent and appropriate Mrr faculty
menmer.

& annenabum



Course 21 Humanities

21.R Uhesal in umnileIS
Prowe.:-
U (1. 2)
Ar'
lndividuel parlicipaion In an ongoing research
project For students in the Undergrauate
Research Opportunties Program, sut T R.

21.TH T Humanilles PreTheuls Ibtorile
Prrq.: As specfed for particular field
U (1, 2)
1-0-5

Defniton of and early-stage work on thess
projet leading to 21 .TH Undergraduate Thesis
in Humanities. laken during the first term of the
students two-term commitment to the thesis
project Student works closely wih an lndMd-
uaIM auly tutor. Required for all student in
CourseS X0, XX-E, and XXi-8 for whom the
thesls Is a degree requirement

21.TH Undergreduete Thels in Humanues
PrMreq.:2 .THT
U (1, 2)
Arr.
Completion of work on the senior major thesis
under supervision of a faculty tutor. Includes
oral presentation of theels progress early in the
term, assembling and revjelsg the final text, and
meeting at the clos with a commite of fao-
ulty evaluatort to discuss the sucoesse and
imitaions of the project Required for most
studente in Courses XXI, X)O-E, and XXI-8 (see
dege requirement.In speolfi lde).
T R. MAitt

21.A T Pr.Gtnsral Exn nlosa fle todl
Pre,: As specified for partOquar field
U (1, 2)
1-0-4

r*s~qpreparalton for 21.EX Humaniltse
Generxai, tnion.1 OndurIng the first term
of the students two-term commitment to review
and organize knowledge of the major field. tu-
dont works closely with an Individual faculty
tutor. Required for certain students In some
fields under Coures XXI, XXI-E, and XXI-8 for
whom the General Examination is a degree
requirement
TA rWN

21.5X HumenhIse General Eusmlnehn
Prareq.: 21.E T
U (1,29)
Arr.
Study to completa preparation for the General
Examination In the major field, culminatng in
the Examinaton itself. tudent contnues to
work closely with the faculty tutor regularly
discussing the materls under reviws Required
of certain students in Courses XXI, )XI-, and
XXI-6 (ass degree requirements for specifo
fiels).
T A Mt

Tim outsl lsted belO arM aranged i toe

-od an mv Nlateay tt egesped lo b
hitledesWand ge e essunes ed arrying
Human s Dtrbll are,
2) itnm s u 141.140W*e

H a ni" - -learWugen woo and
-,-m._ to *ludet who have almdy

taken ene "erat *our" , itsrmegets ub
jes cimale liter fere In ghoer depth'
and ienter n diwrleel pleriod. aory
tins or gers tudmnts er snegsuged to
oau" - nstruch b

s 3)ambe
sr sdents se takeen at Ise

two p"Iwous su est In liteambne. fmimnt
in seminars01 e srull 1imi to a mlniua of
1 student,

A SuPhsieet this stlogue, amiable from
the Hunntnltes Departant offse, o0ers
mOr detled des04iuns of literature eub
jeast and inalude sesilse nlobinrnon abou-quits - Urlng apmwigrent Ad "eId.

iNems.

Introductory Subjects
21,01 tnmdme ofte rN Umiret
Homer to bostn
Prrerq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D

Careful reading and oritcal examinaton of it-
erry texts, knowledge of which is eseential to
understanding the European tradition in imAgi.
native Iterature. Stresses appreciation and
analsl of works which came to represent the
common cultural possession of te moden age.
Readings include Homnsr Sophooles Eurpides
Adfatose Aeshyus, Plat, VgIM, Od, Augustn*,
and Dants.
lm 1:. Le ine
Term 2: A C. Kibel

2

Lfteratut



1.~ H~nteplUeS

21.002 Olsese of Doupemn leraturs
(itgelsd UnO)-m .:-Proreq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-0
Masterworks of epic, drama, lyric, novel, and
film, Includes works by such writers as Cer-
vantes, Shakespeare, Donne, Milton, Muero,
Goethe,1bltoy, Chekhovt Wats, Mann, and at
least one film. Emphaslzes Intrinsic merIt of
each text and the social or mythological func-
tion of literature, Its role as a carrier (and critic)
of the central moral, political, and psychological
belles of Its society.
Trm 1: C. G. fbff

Term 2: Information: A. C. Kibel.

21.003 introductlon to Flof.

Prereq. -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9

Introduces prose narrative, both short stories
and the novel. Emphasizes iterary structure,
social and historical context, the relations
between fiction and Its audience. Reading lIts
vary among the sections but Include works by
such writers as Flcding, Laclos, Ausen, Dickens,
Stendhal, E. Bronte, Tolstoy, Conrad, Joysce,
Faulkner, Lawrence, Kafka, Lu Heun, D. Leasing,
T Olsen, 0. Garcla-Marquez, C. Achebe.
Term 1; . 7bslei L Kampf, T R. Menitt
Tem 2:1. 11tyle. R. Perry

21.004 Introduction to Poetry
(Revised Unlt)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Emphasis on learning how to enjoy poetry and
the evolution of poetic form. Syllabus varies
somewhat from yewar to year but alwys Includes
authors from this list: Chaucer, Spenser, Shake-
speare, Milton, Donne, Pope, Wordsworth, Kasts
Browning, Yeats, Auden, EWot, Whitman, WIllams,
Rost, Stevens.
Term 1: R. B. Goldberg
Term 2: J. Hildebidle

21.006 Introduotion to Drama
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Extensive reading of dramatic masterworks.
Emphasizes development from ancient to con-
temporary theatre of constituent elements of
drama (action, character), and the problematc
relation of text to performance. pically in-
cludes SophoOles, Shakespeare, Racine, O'Neill,
Beckett.
Term 1: T.C. Theoharis
Term 2: Information: A. C. Kibel.

21.006 Introduilen to Ammisen Literature 21.001 9gdy
(R5isAt Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Surveys major American texts, stressing iter-
ary and Ideological traditions and the emer-
gence of a national literature. Principal readings
In Emerson, Whitman, Hawthorne, Melville, 1Tsln,
Dicldnson, ames, Wharton, 4ulkner Rzgersld,
Elison, Stevens, Frost.
Term 1: A Lang, J. 1bpecot
76rm 2: A Lang, 8. J. 1oott

21.000 8hakespeaem
Prorsq -
U (1,2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Close study of the major comedies, histories,
and tragedies In the context of Renciesance
thought, Elizabethan theatre, and the political
and social setting of Shakespeare's age. Leo-
tures and class discussions each week, sup-
plemented by occasional reading of scenes and
attendance at ive or filmed performances.
Term 1: R S Donaldson
Term 2: H. Elland

21.010 Literature and Film
(ReWIed Unit)
Prere.: -
U (1,2) HUM-D
5-0-7

Close reading and viewing of masterpieces of
literature and film, with attention to narrative
values. Emphasizes ways In which these are
modified by the nature of media. Authors and
directors vary with topic, but Include figures
such as Homer, Shakespeare, Austen, Dickens,
Conrad, Chaplin, Ford, Coppola, others.
Term 1: Information: A. C. KIbel.
erm 2: 0. Thorbum

Intermediate Subjects

Genres and Themes

21.021 Conedy
(Revisd Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9

Studies various works designed to make us
laugh; Investgates the cultures that produced
them and various theories of comedy. Authors
and directors Include Arlstophanes, Plautus or
Ternce, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Mobre, Austen,
Joseph Holler, Chaplin, Keaton, others.
W Kolley

remqIV.:-
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Reading and discus"ion of tragIo iterature,
together with an exploration of theories about
the tragIo vision. eadings from Sophooles,
Shakespeare and his contemporaris; Ibsen,
O'Neilli Aristotle and other theorists. Informs-
tion: A, C. Kibel.

21.030 Popular Nrative: Solence Plion
(ewld
Prereq., One subject In literature
U (2)
3-0-9

Examines the relationship between popular
and high culture and the problem of evaluating
texts that tell stories,1ets a range of narrate
and dramatic works as well as films, with empha-
sIe on "popular" writing In relation to American
culture, May be repeated once for credit, with
permission of Instructor. Information: A. C.
Kibel.

21.031 The Plim Experlenos
(Revised Unit)
Prom.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9
An Introduction to narrative film, emphasizing
the unique properties of the movie house and
the motion-pIcture cAmera, the historical evolu-
tion of the film medaiun, and the Intrinsic artistic
quates of Indvdusi films. Sylabus Includes
such directors as GrIfIth, Chapn, Renoir Ford,
HItchcook, De Sica or Antonlonl, others.
Term 1: 0. Thorburn
Term 2: W J. Paul

21,032J Amerlen TlevIsion: A Cultural
Istry
(Rised Unit)
(Same subject as SYS 625J)
Pre.: One subject In literature
U (2)
3-0-9

levisions evolution s a system of story tell-
Ing and myth making, studied from anthropo-
logical, literary, and cinemaotic perspectives.
Centers on prime-time commercial broadoat
Ing but also examines the medIum's techno-
logical and economic history as wall as the
theoretoal perspectives fom whloh scholars
and policymakers have perceIved our televlsion
system. Much required viewing as wll as read-
Ings In media theory and cultural interpretation.
0. Thorburn

I



Humani Us 110

21.068 NNWer PUM Dioetors
(Revisd tht)
Prereq.: One &ubject in ierature
U (1)
4-2-6
Cloe study of flimo by major drctors. Empha-
oifes cultural contexts and distinctive styles
and thmes of each director. Syllabus varies
from year to ywar but includes films from differ-
ent historical periods and, usualy a mix of
American and international films by such direc-
tori as Chaplin, Lang, Hitchcock, Ford, Hawks,
Renoir Mlzoquchl, Fellini. May be repeated for
credit by permission of instructor. For 1987-88:
Ford, Mizoguchil, Disnsy
W J. Paul

21.041J Wome In Literature
(Revised Ult)
(Same subject as SP 436J)
Pr eq.: One subject in Literature
U (1)
3-0-9
Women in literature and women's literature. We
consider not only the representation of women
in literary texts but the impact of gender on the
construction of texts: how do women inhabit the
literary world and how do they "wrW' It Empha-
sis on English and American texts of the 19th
and 20th centuries, by writers such as Stows,
Dickens, Eliot, Wharton, James, Glasing, Leasing.
R. Perry

21.042 lendahip, Lov, and Desire
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U (2) Next ofe nd 1918-9
3-0-9
Changing significance of friendship and love in
Western culture. Self and other in literary and
historical perspective. Studies different values
associated with emotions in personal, political,
philosophical, religious, and psychological con-
texts in different ages. Readings in Plato, Aris-
totle, Augustine, Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe,
Flaubert, Proust. Mann, Nabokm Updike, others.
Syllabus varies.
D. U M*lpedn

21.043 The Novel East and West
(Rised Uni)
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U (1) Next onered 1988-89
3-0-9
The novel of the Far East and the Third World
In the 20th century. Readings divided equally
between European and indigenous perspec-
tives, Emphasis on such topics as the modern
Japanese novel, the literature of European colo-
nialim, heroism In East and West, images of the
West. Novelists featured Include such figures
as Forster, Narayan, Tanizaki, Mishima, Endo,
Lu Hsun, Pal Helen-Wing, Elieen Chang, Conrad,
and Nalpaul.
0. MA hWermn

Periods of World Literature

21.00 Medeisa U tertur.
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U (1)
3-0-9
introduces literature of the Middle Ages, con-
centrating on such central writers and works
as St. Augustine, The Song of Roland, Beowulf,
Dante, Chrtien do Wcyes, Chaucer, and the
Pearl-Poet. Secondary reading on the social
context of medieval literature. Discussion, short
papers.
I. Levine

21.063 Rernassanos iterature
(ReviWed Unit)
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U (2)
3-0-9

In alternate years, readings are organized
around specific topics (Magic and the Arts of
Government, Renaissance Self-Fashioning, Fam-
lhs and Fortunes) or genres (lyric, epic, drama).
Works drawn primarily from the Italian and
English Renaissance, and include such figures
as Shakespeare, Arlosto, Machiaveli, More,
Jonson, Spenser, Bacon, Wyatt, Donne.
Information: A. C. Kibel.

21.065 Milon
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U (1) Next ofered1 98649
3-0-9
Studies In Paradise Lost and Mitoris other
works, both verse and prose, in the context of
his lfe, literary tradition, and the social, cul-
tural, and religious upheavals that produced the
English Revolution in 1640. Discussion ater-
nating with lecture, several short papers.
Information: A. C. Kibel.

21 .070 Sighte nthCentury Literature
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

Introduces England's Augustan age through
representative authors and literary forms. Em-
phasizes these cultural Issues: commercializa-
tion of art, city vs country, rise of the middle
class, travel and exploration, romantic love and
marriage, growth of capitalism, party politics,
gender stereotypes. Background readings, lec-
tures, d~de-shows, group discussion. Authors
include Addison and Steele, Defoe, Swift, Astell,
Pope, Montagu, Richardson, Fliding, Johnson.
R. B. Goldberg

21,071 Major Engish Novels
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U (2)
3-0-9
Study of O to 8 major English novels of the
18th, 19th, and 20th centuries, beginning with
Bunyns Pilgrim's Progress and including works
by such authors as Defoe, Richardson, Fleiding,
Sterne, Austen, the Sronth, Dickens, Hardy,
Lawrence, Joyce, and Doris Lessing. Historical
and critical background readings regularly
assigned. Discussion, several papers.
L. yr

21.075 Irish Literature
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
Studies in the literature and history of Ireland,
with special attention to periods of significant
social readjustment (the Famine, the Great
Migration, the Easter Uprising, the Civil War, the
Troubles). Emphasis on the political and comic
visions of Irish experience. Readings in works
by such writers as W B. Nyats, John Synge,
Augusta Gregory, James Joyce, Samuel Beckett,
Bernadette Devlln. Topic for 1987-88: Irish
Writing since 1919.
S. J. 7kpscott

21.076 Romantic Poetry
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U (1)
3-0-9
Close readings of the major British Romantic
poets (Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron,
Scott, Burns, Shelley, Keats), with some atten-
tion to their literary and historical context. Dis-
cussion and several short papers.
L y7er

21.078 The Reabtio Novel
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-C-9
A stuoy of changing narrative forms in the
19th-century European novel. The changing
fortunes of the heroic and romantic Ideals. The
modf of the outsider as a means for depicting
social reality. Readings in Cervantes, Baizac,
Stendhal, Flaubert, Dostoevsky Tolstoy, Proust.
W Kelley

21.079 Russian Lilerature:
Gogol to Zoehohenko
(New)
Prsreq.: -
U (2)
3-0-9
Technique and human meaning in typical works,
especially fiction (short and long) and drama,
but some poetry by a representative number
of the most significant Russian writers among
early 19th-century romantics, mid-century
modernists-Pushkin, Gogol, ljgenei, Loso
or Goncharw Talstol, Dostoevsky, Bunin, Chek-
how Akhmatova, Zoshohenko.
R. E Ac~a#r

Hum"
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21080 Doelskba l1lstft Chokhm:
Russia and the Modem Age
Prereq.: -
U (2) Net ofered 198849
3-0-9
Studis of artistic vision in modernizing Russia.
Analyses of Ntea fom Underground, 7he Broth-
aer Karanaro Anna Karenlin, mdi lMurat Thre
Sisters, and shorter works. Dlscussion, with ref-
erence to critical and biographical materials of
the relation of artistic works to sooiety culture,
and historloial change.
R. E. Ac&aser

21.081'eentieth-Century Fiction
(Reised Unit)
Prereq.: One subject In literature
U (1)
3-0-9
1radition and innovation in representative fIction
of the early modern period. Recurring thames:
the role of the artist In the modern period, the
representaton of psychological and sexual expe-
rience, the virtues (and defoots) of the aggres-
sively experimental character of so many mod-
ern books. Works by such writers as Conrad,
KIpling, Isaac Babel, Kafka, James, Lawrence,
Mann, Proust, Ford Madox Ford, Joyce, Woolf,
Faulkner, and Nabokov
D. Thorbum

21.086 wwnth-Contury Drama
(Reed Unit)
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U (2)
3-0-9

Reading and discussion of major modern plays
(and some films) from Ibsen through Beckett
and beyond. Features works by such authors
as: Shaw Chekhov Piraniello, Odets, lonesco,
Brecht, O'Neill, Pinter, Mrozek, Stoppard, Kauf-
man and Hart, and Mamet.
W J. Paul

21.087 Modernist Poetry
(Rev1ised Unit)
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U (1)
3-0-9

Studies Important trends in modern thought
and sensiblity as reflected in the poetry of the
20th centu; y Readings ceter on Meats, Eliot,
Willims, Stevens, and Frost, with some consid-
oration of such later figures as Roethke, Moore,
Auden, Berryman, Wilbur, Larkin, Lowell, and
Bishop.
J. Hikiebidle,

21.088 Cofnmpormry uLtemture
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: One subject In literature
U (2)
3-0-9
Fiction, drama, poetry, and film, mostly of the
1980s, 70s, and 80. Focus on a wide range of
themes, as well a on experiments with lierary
and theatrical technique. Readings in such
figures as Beckett, Heller, Pinter, Welss, Rich,
Leasing, Walter, Solzhonitsyn, O'Neill, Pynchon,
Naboko, Momaday, Bellow Format: informal
lectures, much discussion, several short papers
S. J. %pecoft

American Literature

So ao 21.008 Introducton to American
Literature

21.101 The American Novel
Prereq.:.-
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9

Works by major American novelists, usually
beginning with Hawthorne or MeMile and con-
cluding with a contemporary novelist. Major
emphasis on reading novels as literary texts but
attention as well to historical, Intellectual, and
political contexts. The syllabus varies from
term to term but many of the following writers
are represented: Hawthorne, MeMile, lwain,
Cather, Wharton, James, Hemingway, Fitzgerald,
Faulkner
H. Elland

21.103J Literature, ideologs and National
Experliene in the US
(Revised Unit)
(Same subject as STS 601J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9

See description under subject STS 601J.
L Marx

21.104 Race and Identity In Amerioan

(R~vse Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

The quest for identity In the writing of Amerlia's
racial and ethnic minorities. Emphasis on the
writers' problematic relation to the dominant
values and traditions of the majority culture.
Readings in Douglass, DuBols, TWain, MeMile,
Elison, Wright, Malcolm X, Welker Hurston,
others. Discussion, occasional brief lecture.
A Lang

21.105 Amerlean Vois
(Reilsed Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
Considers a veristy of North Americans empt-
Ing to define the dream of success. Materials:
"high literature," folktales, slave narratives,
blues, films, songs, jokes, Indian narratives, oral
history. Reading and listening include selec-
tions from the works of Benjamin ftnkin, Miguel
Plftero, Alke Miker, Black Elk, slave and immi-
grant narratives, Studs Trkel, Maxine Hong
Kingslon. Restricted to 28 students.
L fmpf

21.112 American Authors
(Revised Unk
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U(1)
3-0-9
Examines in detal the works of three or four
American authors. Through close readings of
poetry, novels, or plays, addresses such Issues
as literary influence, cultural diversity, the writ-
er's career. lVpianly readings Include works
by such writers as Twan, MeMlie, Dickinson,
Cabeol, Chopin, O'Neill, Faulkner, Baldwin, Rot.
Format: Lecture-dlecussion, papers. 1987-88:
Fitzgerald and Faulkner.
C. 0. ifff

21.120 American Thems
(Reied Uit)
Prereq.: One subject in literature
U (2)
3-0-9
Examines unifying themes in American culture
through a close reading of literary and extra-
literary texts. Special attention is paid to social
and historical context; emphasis on such issue
as literary nationalism, cultural consensus and
conflict, and the existence of an American liter-
ary style. 1bplc varies according to Instructor.
1987-88: The American Dream.
A Low

8omlnars
21.171 Literary Interpretation
Prereq.: 1Wo subjects in literature
U (1)
3-0-9
Introduces practice and theory of literary criti-
clam. Seminar focuses on topics such as the
history of critical methods and techniques and
the continuity of certain subjects In literary
history. UJmited to 12. Topic 1987-88: Theory
and Practice of the Novel.
A C. Kibel
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21.172 11dIs6In hionn
Prereq.: IWo subjects in literature
U (2)
3-0-9
Intensive study of a range of texts by a single
author or by a limited group of novelists whose
achievements are mutually Illuminating. Some
attention to narrative theory and biographical
and cultural backgrounds. erm paper based
on seminar presentation. Topic for 1987-88:
Three Major Novels.
J. Hildebidle

21.173 StudIes In Drema

Prereq.: TWo subjects in literature
U (1)
3-0-9
Close study of two or three major dramatists,
emphasizing the evolution of their work. Some
attention to historical and theoretical accounts
of the nature of drama. Topic for 1987-88:
Shakespeare.
0 S. Donaldson

21.174 Studies In Poetry

21.10f Speolsl tploe hiuteature
Preq.: Two subjects In literature
U (1)
Arr.

21.1W Speulbplos in iterature
Preq.: Two subjects in Iterature
U (2)
Arr.
Open to qualified students who wish to pursue
special studies or projects with members of the
Uterature faculty. Before registering for this
subject students must secure the approval of
the Uterature faculty chairman and the Depart-
ment of Humanities. Humanities credit for Spe-
cial ibpics subjects awarded only by Individual
petitions to the Committee on Curricula. Normal
maximum Is 6 units; to count toward Humani-
ties Requirement, 9 units are required. Excep-
tional 9-unit projects occasionally approved.
A C. Kibel

See 21.708 The Bible and 21.709 The Gres

Prereq.: Two subjects in literature
U (2)
3-0-9

Extensive reading of works of a few major
poets. Emphasizes the evolution of each poet's
work and the questions of poetic influence and
literary tradition. Topic for 1987-88: Dickinson
and Frost.
C. G. Wor

21.178 MaJor Authors
Prereq.: Two subjects In literature
U (1, 2)
3-0-9

Close study of a limited group of writers.
Toplos for 1987-88: Term 1: Joyce and Dante,
Term 2: Hemingway In context.
Term 1: T C. Theoharls
Term 2: W . Mtson

21.176 Studies In Film and Media
Prereq.: Two subjects in literature
U (2) Next offered 1986-89
3-0-9

Intensive study of films of a particular period
or genre or films by a single director.
W J. Paul

21.177 Problems In Cultural interpretation
Prereq.: Two subjects In literature
U (1)
3-0-9

Studies In the relation between Imaginative
texts and the culture surrounding them. Empha-
sizes ways In which Imaginative works absorb,
reflect. and conflict with reigning attitudes and
world views. Topic for 1987-88: American
Pastoral.
L Marx

Foreign Languages and
Literatures

The subjeots Isled below udanguags
and Ilersturnourese given In Ainh, *er-
mnn, Greek, Rugs|, Spnle, and WNl it-
rature in sln l angae in I

Uh iW sequeors beer
tion credilt. A variety of tatb e glven
int originalthaguage as wel I as gi *en

in agINkh also afer Humranites DOstributlon

Por guidelnes on World Literature in tans-
tion, ome to the Foreign Languages and
Literatures Offioe, 14N-207.

AN foreign language aujeotS 1V We open to
graduale students for ami

Por subjects in Engish as a Foreign Language
see 21.825-21.840.

FrenCh

Ti, idloetion of prerquiite for 8Pof On
M4enmo oferings does not apply to students
who have already sooiplIshed th equivalent
work. Par further plesment advion, attend th
Prench Plement sesson or oonsult with a
field advisor in A4enoh,

Fundamental Language Subjects

Al fundamental language subjeots are con-
duoted i F4ench.

21.201 French I
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
4-0-8
introduction to the four basic language skills
and to French culture. Emphasizes Intensive
oral training; practice In writing and reading;
regular use of language lab.
G. Furstenberg -

21.202 F4ench 1
Prereq.: French I
U (1, 2)
4-0-8

Practice In conversation, vocabulary building.
Completion of basic grammar. Supplementary
readings. Continued use of language laboratory.
G. Furstenberg
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U (1, 2)
448 -

Prctice in spoken rench to develop oral
Skins Gramnar review; further development of
wriltino skills; reading and discussion of literary
and cultural materials, Including films and news-
papers. Continued use of language laboratory,
aural and video.

2104 mench IV
Presq,: Wench iII
U (1, 2) HUM-D
4-0-8
Final subject in Rench language sequence.
Prepares students for Intermediate subjects In
rench literature and civilization. Reading and

discussion of the contemporary novel, theatre,
poetry. Perfecting of writing skills through fre-
quent essays. Continued use of language labo-
ratory aural and video.
J. Brahl

Intermediate Subjects in Language,
Literature, and Civilization

It Is recommended but not required that stu-
dente take one of th foltowng intermediate-
WVsuects before eroling In 21,213 and
above, AN btsrmsdlate and advanced sub-
je001 ae conducted entirely in Menh.

21.207 Mench Conversation: intensive

Prereq.: French IV
U (1, 2)
4-3-2

Systematic training In oral expression: commu-
nication skIlls, fluency and Idiomatic Wrench.
Audio and video tapes to improve conversa-
ional technIques and other forms of oral expres-
sion (debates, speeches, reports, Interviews).
Work In comprehenson, phonetics, and Intona-
tion. Discussion material: newspapers, maga-
znes, cartoons, films, and varied audio and
video tapes dealing with lssues in oontempo-
raY Wence and the Wrench-speaking world.
Intensive lab work. Specal projects (video and
other) by students. Umbtd to 16.
G. Fuvionber

21,206 Wting In Aench: Intensive Praotioe
Prereq.: Wrench IV
U (1)
3-0-6

Systematic acquisition of writing skills. Empha-
sizes enrichment of vocabulary, the mastery of
complex grammatical structures, the refine-
ment of style, and techniques of composition.
Practice In different modes (descriptive, narra-
tive, argumenntaIve) and forms (newspaper arti-
cles, advertising, letters, technical and creative
writing). Systematic exercises in grammar,
vocabulary, and stystics. Weekly papers, each
focusing on a dlerent writing mode and form.
J. Ounvr

21,211 Introdualln toench wi tufre
(-eehe Unt)
Prereq.: rench IV
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
A basic study of major rench iterary genres
- poetry drama, and fiction - and an Introduc-
tion to methods of lierary analysis. Authors
include Reamne, Modr, Rousseau, Bakza, Hugo,
Flaubert, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Apollinalre,
Duras. Speci attendon devoted to the Improve-
ment of rench language skills.
K Croelus

21.212 The Fench Press
Prereq.: rench IV
U (2) Mod omweed 1is"-
3-0-6
Explores political and social Issues of contem-
porary Interest In rench society as expressed
In the daily and weekly rench press. Readings
are extensive and Include a variety of newspa-
per and magazine selections revealing a wide
range of pubic opinion In rance. Cultural dIf-
forences between rance and the USA, as
reflected In their respective presses, are empha-
sized. Students are expected to participate
actively and to take turns leading the discus-
alons. Polemics are encouraged.
E. B. Iluk

Advanced Subjects in Uterature and
CMlzation

All intermedIate and advanced subjects are
conducted entirely Is rench.

21.213 Wiench Claseiol Literature orn
Descartes to lire
Prereq.: French IV
U (1) Next ofered 198-89
3-0-6

Reading and Interpretation of masterworks In
17th-century Wench theater (Corneille, Mothre,
Racine), poetry (Malherbe, La Fontaine), and
phlosophy (Pascal, Descartes). Studied In the
context of social, historical, and Intellectual
currents during the eras of Richelieu and Louis
XIV and the evolution from the baroque to the
classic aesthetic.
E 8. Uk,

21.215 AWnc Culture and Society 1: Wiorn
the Commune to On Popular PWent
(NeW)
Prereq.: French IV
U (1) Net Ofered 198800
3-0-6

Investigates major social, ideological, and ass-
thetic currents in Wrench civilization from the
beginning of the Third Republic to the ev of
World War 11. Topics studied Include: history
education, literary and artistic movements, cin-
ema, Intellectual and political trends. Texts
selected from fiction and non-ficon.
J. SBImI

21.216 ench CultWe and Ilely U: Aom
the OooupAWon to the MIterand Mere
(NO"
Prereq.: Fench IV
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-4

Studies Intellectual and political ourrents, liter-
ature, and the arts from World War 11 to the
present abpos Include the Occupation and the
Resisance, the reconstrucdon of ranes. decol-
onIation, May '68; also covered will be post-
war Intellectual E, existentialism, the new novel,
the theater of the absurd, structurallem, and
feminism. Special attention Is paid to contem-
porary rench society of the 1 Ms.
L. do Cowtlvron

21.217 Introduclen to Wrench Poetry
Pre.: French IV

(1) Net ofered 1686-49
3-0-6
Development of poetic forms, techniques, and
styles. Narrate, descriptive, baroque, polemical,
lyric, and pure poetry, poetry of ideas, and the
prose poem. Deals with poetry of ilon, Marut
Ronard, Boleau, La Fontaine, Chenier, Hugo,
Nerval, Saudelaire, Rimbaud, Malarme, Apol-
llnalre, Valry, Eluard, Char, Michaux.
R. E Jones

21.216 Introduction to the Wench
Short Sk'y
Prereq.: French IV
U (2) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-6

Studies literary movements of the last three
centuries through short stories by major Wrench
authors. Special attention paid to the theme of
the fantastic and the supernatural. Works by
'Mtaire, Balzac, Mrimee, Maupassant, Colette,
and Michel burnier.
K Crwcelus

21.220 Meeterworks of the Fench 19th-
Century Novel
Prreq.: Wrench IV
U (1)
3-0-6

The golden age of the FWench novel. Empha-
sies Romanticism Realism, and Naturalism In
Salzac, Stendhal, Sand, Flaubert and Zola.
Themes Include the Interaction of love, money
and politics In the newly developed bourgeois
soiety of 19th-century rnce. Devotes atten-
tion to narrative techniques, rpentiosof
reats and the influence of history and science.
K Crocelus

21.221 Wench Romanticism
Prereq.: Wench IV
U (2) Net 0aaed 1686-69
3-0-9
Study of Wrench iterature and culture from
1600 to 18650, with emphasis on the High
Romantic period (1830s). Readings from Mus-
sel, Lamartine, Desborde-Vielmore, Chateau-
brand, Steel, Baizac, Sand, Hugo. Discussion
of the art and music of the era, as eil as of
the historical and social context of the Romantic
movement
R £ Jone
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21422 The fench Novel in the 20th Century Fundamental Language Subjects
Prereq.: FArench IV
U (2)
3-0-6
Techniques and themes of the modern novel in
works by Gide, Proust, Colette, Mauriac, Coo-
teau, 'iumenar, Camus, and Sarraute. Themes
include love, jealousy adolescence, responsI-
blity to self and to others. Emphasizes the
search for Identity in an increasingly frag-
mented and violent world.
J. Brimi

21,223 Modern Wenoch Drama
Prereq.: French IV
U (1) Not ofered 1988-69
3-0-6

Studies bo tragedlans Claudel and Montherlant;
the poetic fantasy of Giraudoux; the social and
philosophical theater of Lenormand, Anoullh,
Sartre, Camus; the avant-garde works of Jarry,
Apollinaire, Cocteau; plays by Vlan, Beckett,
lonesco, and Genet. Special attention to evolv-
Ing concepts of the director, actor, audience,
stage design, and music.
R. E Jone

21.228 Fench Film Classics
Prereq.: French IV
U (2)
3-0-6

History and aesthetics of French cinema from
the advent of sound to the present day. fleats
films in the context of technical processes, the
art of narration, directorial style, role of the
scriptwriter, the development of schools and
movements, the Impact of political events and
Ideologies, and the relation between French
and other national cinemas. Directors studied
include Clair, Vigo, Feyder, Duvivier Carne, Renoir,
Clouzot, Ophuls, Godard, and Truffaut. Films
shown with English subtitles.
E B. 11irk

German

The indication of prerequisites for specioic
German offerings does not apply to students
who have already acoampihed the equivalent
work. For further placement advloe, attend the
German Placoement Session or consult with a
field advisor in German.

Subjects numbered 21.230 to 21.248 may be
used to fulfN Institute requirements including
concentrating and majoring In German.

Subjects numbered 21,24 to 21.253 may count
to fulfil a concentration or a maor in German
only upon special arrangement with one of the
Foreign Language concentraton and major
advisors. Contact Foreign Languages and Lt-
eraturee Oflie, x4771.

21.230 German Reniew
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1)
4-0-8

Reviews the grammar of German I and German
11. Followed by some of the readings of German
11. For students with incomplete previous prep-
aration in German and for those whose study of
German is discontinuous. Students may regis-
ter for German Il upon successful completion.
E K4bIdsfeln

21.231 German I
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
4-0-8

Basic principles of the German language. Fun-
damentals of pronunciation, intonation, and
grammar. Acquisition of basic vocabulary. Lab-
oratory exercises to furthei communication
skils.
E Crocker

21.232 German Il
Prereq.: German I
U (1, 2)
4-0-8
Continued practice in pronunciation and into-
nation. Vcabulary building, review and exten-
sion of basic grammar. Practice In writing short
essays. Reading of short literary texts. Intro-
ducoes the history and culture of German-
speaking countries.
M. Knitial

21.233 German Ill
Prereq.: German Review or German 11
U (1, 2)
4-0-8

Intensive review of German grammar. Reading
of works by such major 20th-century authors
as DOrrenmatt, Brecht, BOll, H. Novak, and oth-
ers. Compositions and discussions based on
these works, lab materials, and videotapes on
contemporary Germany. Recommended for stu-
dents with two or more years of high school
German.
M. Gelsler

21.234 German IV
Prereq.: German 1II
U (1, 2) HUM-D
4-0-8

Systematic development of reading and writing
skills through discussion of literary texts (Grimm,
Kafka, Brecht) and training in composition.
Sharpening of oral communication skills through
weekly use of authentic tapes and a functional
approach to vocabulary and grammar.
C. J. Kramsch

Intermediate and Advanced Subjects
In Language, Literature, and Culture

Stnned and aanced sub* ae
oonducted entirely In GeNrman.

21.237 German Drama Worklhop
Prereq.: German I
U (1) Next ofered 1968-89
3-3-6

Participatory German drama subject Studies
several plays by one author or from one period,
of which one is selected for rehearsal and final
performance. Intensive pronunclation/intonation
practice through instructor-monitored labora-
tory sessions and small-group rehearsals. No
previous acting experience necessary.
M Gelsler

21.238 Advanced German Conversation and
CompoeIUon
Prereq.: German IV
U (2) Next ofered 198-89
4-0-8

Systematic training In speaking and writing
skills to Improve fluency and style. Informal
discussions and analyses of tapes by native
speakers, newspapers, and modern expository
prose. Focuses on everyday life In present-day
Germany and on controversial issues, East and
West. In addition, students select a special
project on a topic of their choice.
C. J. Kramsch

21.239 introduction to German iUterature
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: German IV
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

Readings from German prose fiction, poetry,
and drama. Authors include Goethe, Brecht, T.
Mann, Keller, Kafka, Rilke, Christa Wolf. Literary
language as specialized communication; its con-
ventions and presuppositions; relation of author
to audience; imitation of reality va experimenta-
tion with reality; purpose in literature: aesthetic,
analytic, parodistic, and political goals. Con-
ducted entirely in German, emphasizing read-
Ing, speaking, and writing skills.
M. Gelaler

21.240 German Culture and Society:
1750-1914
(Revise Unit)
Prereq.: German IV
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

German Enlightenment, Impact of the FRenoh
Revolution on Germany, the failure of liberalism,
the discrepancy between economic and politi-
cal development, and the Increasing polariza-
tion of society as manifested In the various
forms of cultural expression. Readings include
Leasing, Goethe, Schiller, Hegel, Schopenhauer,
S0chner, L Otto-Peters, Marx, Engels, Nietzsche,
Wagner, Bismarck, B. von Suttner, and Freud.
E. #6/dseln
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21.2411pntasy and Raay in 19th-Century Greek
German Uterature
Preeq.: German IV
U (1) Nt ofNered 1918-691
3-0-6

Origin and development of political and cul-
tural movements In the 19th century (Romanti-
clam, Blidermeier, Young Germany, Realism,
Naturalism). Impact of these movements on liter-
ary style, with emphasis on concepts of fan-
tasy and reality. Genres include traditional forms
(drama, novel, short prose, poetry) and non-
traditional ones (letters, diaries, reportage, pam-
phlets). Writers include F Schlegel, B. v. Arnim,
HOlderlin, Kisat, Grillpartzer, Heine, BOchner,
Keller, Fontane, Storm, Droste-HOlshoff, Haupt-
mann, and Nietzsche.

. Geister E 14idatelin

21.242 From the Great War to an Uncertain
Peace: 20th-Century German Literature
Prereq.: German IV
U (2) Not to be offred 198849
3-0-6
Literature of the German-speaking countries
viewed against the backdrop of history (World
War 1, inflation and depression, National Social-
Ism, the anti-Nazi resistance and exile, World
War 11, the division of Germany the Cold War
and detente) and cultural trends (Expres-
sionism, Dadaism, Fascist "culture," anti-fascist
humanism, the "new" beginning after 1945 in
East and West). Authors include Hesse, Th.
and H. Mann, Brecht, Frisch, Grass, Weiss,
Bll, and C. Wolf.
M. Geister

21.243 German Short Fiction
Prereq.: German IV
U (1) Not to be ofered 1988-89
3-0-6

Short fiction in the 19th and 20th centuries
(Novelle, Erzahlung). Representative works read
and discussed, emphasizing narrative strategy,
esthetic structure, social concern, and histori-
cal context. Authors include Kleist, E. T A.
Hoffmann, Bochner, Schnitzler, Doblin, Musil,
Grass, and Frisch.
E Midstein

21,244 1bplos in German Uterature
Prereq.: German IV
U (2) Next offred 1988-89
3-0-6

German literary and cultural history from a
thematic perspective. Analyzes the transforma-
tions of major themes in German culture from
the Middle Ages to the present Reference to
related developments in art, music, film, and
media. Emphasis on cultural, social, and politi-
cal ramifications of topics discussed. Topics
vary from one year to the next.
U. Geiaier

Study of the Greek language may be under-
taken by e arrangement with the Instruo-
tor under course 21.346/21,49111, Se sa o
In Foreign Longuages, Contact: H, A. T O

Russian

Te indiostion of prerequisites for secfli
Russian oferings does not apply to students
who here slrhady aconsplehId the equuivant
work. Por further plaemsient advloan attend the
Russian Placement Session or consult with a
field advisor In Russian.

Fundamental Language Subjects

21.261 Russian I
Prereq.: -
U (1)
4-0-8

Basic grammar and practice in the elements of
Russian. Emphasis on learning to speak and
understand as a prerequisite for effective com-
munication In Russian and as a basis for acquir-
ing reading and writing skills. Extensive use of
language laboratory
A. Perkins

21.262 Russian I1
Prereq.: Russian I
U (2)
4-0-8

Continuation of 21.261. Develops ability to use
the language through systematic study of gram-
mar. Continued practice in understanding and
speaking, with a gradual transition to reading
and writing. The second part of the term seeks
to integrate language skills and develop control
of vocabulary through readings and video-
tapes which serve as a basis for conversation
and composition. Regular work in language
laboratory
A. Perkins

21.263 Russian Ill
Prereq.: Russian 11
U (1)
4-0-8

Reading and discussion of historical texts, sto-
ries, and poems providing background for
understanding Russian literature and contem-
porary Soviet culture. Reviews grammar with
the help of oral and written exercises. System-
atic study of word formation and other strate-
gles to free student from dependency on the
dictionary. Develops aural comprehension in
the language laboratory Compositions based
on readings and recordings integrate commu-
nication skills and help retain content
C. V Chvany

21.264 Russian IV
Prereq.: Russian III
U (2) HUM-D
4-0-8

Reading of literary and expository texts selected
to provide an understanding of Soviet life and
culture. Emphasizes development of skill and
confidence In reading unedited texts. Aural
comprehension developed through brief lec-
tures on cultural topics as well as through
taped materials. Discussion and brief papers
based on readings. Attention to problems of
grammar and style, with a view to Improving
facility In oral and written expression.
E. Semeha

Advanced Subjects

21.265 Advanced Russian Conversation
and Composition
Prereq.: Russian IV
U (1)
4-0-8

Review and systematization of the structure of
modem Russian. Intensive training In spoken
and written skills to Improve fluency and style.
Discussions and analyses of short works of
fiction and nonfiction Illustrating the various
styles of spoken and written Russian. Emphasis
varies In alternate years. Extensive use of taped
materials. Conducted In Russian.
C. V Chvany

21.267 Modes and Styles of Russian

Prereq.: Russian IV
U (2) Next ofeed 1988-89
3-0-6

Focuses on practical stylistics and vocabulary
enrichment through narrative. Illustrates the
markers of folkloric, archaic, poetic, bureau-
cratic, familiar, or formal styles through folk-
tales, newspaper reports, and plot-ridden
stories representing a narrative norm. Analyzes
famous modern short stories which play with
expectations based on that norm. Develops
expository style through frequent short papers.
Conducted In Russian.
C. V Chvany

21.266 lbplos in Russian and Soviet Culture
for linguala
Proreq.: Proficiency In Russian as
determined by instructor
U (1) Not to be offered 1988-69
3-0-6
Introduces problems and controversies of Soviet
life and culture. Expository and literary texts
provide the necessary background; current
issues elucidated through the eyes of contem-
porary poets, singers, and performers - the
so-called "Soviet Bards." Selected songs deal
with matters such as Individual vs the state;
generation gaps; men, women, and family. The
focus this year Is on Okudzhava, Galich, and
Vysotsky.
E Semeke
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2120 Introduollon to Russian Liseature I
Prereq.: Russian IV
U (2) Not to be ofered 19116119
3-0-9
The subject has a double aim: a) continued
praclloe in composition and stylistics; b) ac-
quaintance with the foundation of modern
Russian literature through the most important
and characteristic works of Pushkin, in verse
and in prose, including Egsnh/ Onegin. Provides
a context through short works by other Russian
writers, selected mostly from Oblensky's anthol-
ogy, The *rtage of Russian *roe. Introduces
critical method and literary terminology as the
texts are analyzed both historically and struo-
turalIy Conducted in Russian.
C. V Chvany

21.271 Contemporary Rusean prose and
Poetry
Prereq.: Russian IV
U (1) Next offered 198849
3-0-9
A study of Russian literature from 1954 up to
our time. Besides the writers of the so-called
"thaw period" (V. Panova, I. Ehrenburg), such
authors as A. Solzhenitsyn, L Chukovskaya,
and poet-singer S. Okudzhava are Included.
Conducte in Russian.
E. Semela

Spanish

The indication of prerequisItes for speifi
Spanish of i does not apply to studnt
who have a socom d th equvae
work. For further placement adic, atten the
Spanish Plaement Session or consult with a
field advior Ipan s

Fundamental Language Subjects

All fundamental language subeots e coon-
ducted in Spanish.

21.276 Spanish I
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
4-0-8

Introduction to understanding, speaking, read-
ing, and writing Spanish. Maximal use of funda-
mentals of grammar in active communication.
Language laboratory program coordinated with
and supplementary to class work.
D. Morgensem

21.276 Spanish 11

Prereq.: Spanish I
U (1, 2)
4-0-8

Continuation of Spanish 1. Increased practice
In reading. Conducted in Spanish whenever
practical.,
J. W hiris

21.277 Spanish il
Prereq.: Spanish 11
U (1, 2) HUM-0
4-0-8
Aims at consolidation and expansion of skills In
oral comprehension, speaking, reading, and
writing. Uses short texts, taped interviews, and
movies to study specific social Issues of current
interest in Hispanic culture.

. Resnick

21.278 Spanish IV
Prereq.: Spanish II
U (1, 2)
4-0-8
Continued improvement in oral and written
comprehension and expression for literary, lan-
guage, and cultural studies, as well as for
non-scholarly use of Spanish. Materials include
film and radio broadcasts in addition to a
selection of poetry and prose by modern mas-
ters, such as Borges, Garcia Wrquez, Rulfo,
and Lorca.
M. Resnick

21.279 Oral Communioation In Spanish
Proeq.: Spanish 11
U(2) N offd 198649
3-0-6
Gives students the necessary language skills
to perform successfully in Spanish in a variety
of social situations. Focus on oral communica-
tion. Uses popular media for listening practice:
other materials include newspapers and maga-
zines. Arranges systematic exchanges with native
speakers. Student projects Involve reading,
oral presentations, and classroom Interaction.
Emphasizes communication skills needed by
students In engineering and management for
work in Latin America or Spain.
D. Morgensatm

Intermediate Subjects In Language,
Literature, and Culture

it is recommended, but not required, that stu-
dante te one of the following intermediate
leve subjects before enrolng i 21286 and
abor, All itermediste and advanced sub-
jects are cnducted entirely i Spanish with
the soeption of 21.208.

21281 Spnlish Conversation and
Composition
Prereq.: Spanish IV
U (1)
3-0-6

Systematic training In spoken and written skills
to Improve fluency and style. Oral reports by
participants on lndMdual topics. Discussions
with native speakers, analyses of selected liter-
ary texts, periodicals, and local Spanish-
language media. Focus is on everyday life in the
contemporary Spanish-speaking world.
0. Aorgenam

Overview of Latin America's cultural and liter-
ary development from the Discovery and Con-
quest to the present Addresses through a
study of literary texts, film, art, and music,the
questions of racial and cultural heterogeneity
In Latin America, the area's psychological rela-
tionship to Europe and the US, and particular
ways In which the society experiences tradition
and social change. Not open to native speakers
E. Ganffl

21.285 introduction to Spanish Culture
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: Spanish IV
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

Studies the major social, political, and aes-
thetic modes which have shaped Spanish oMil-
zation. Coordinates the study of literature and
the arts with the historical evolution of Spain.
Readings and discussion focus on such topics
as: the coexistence of Christians, Moors, and
Jews, Imperial Spain, The First and Second
Republics, and the contemporary period as
background for the emergence of distinctively
Spanish literary and artistic movements. Spe-
cial emphasis on the Spanish Civil War and its
aftermath.
M. Resnick

21.282 pahlsh fOr SMLIngul Sudents
Prereq.: Fluency In a Spanish dialect
U (2) Next ofered 1980-9
3-0-9
Designed for students of Hispanic background
brought up in the US. Expands oral and written
grammar study and increases contact with
standard Spanish; studies recent fiction and
poetry &s. well as specfilo historical, social,
economic, and political aspects of Mexican-
American, Puerto Rican, and Cuban cultures.
Many of the non-literary readings are in Engish;
class discussions In Spanish.
D. Aorgensfern

21268 Spanish Drama Workshop
Prareq.: Spanish IV
U (2) Next ofered 19889
3-3-6

Participatory Spanish drama subject Studies
several plays by one author or from one period,
of which one is selected for rehearsal and final
performance. Intensive oronunciation/vocabulary
expansion practice through Instructor-mon-
Itored laboratory sessions and small-group
rehearsals. Students work on writing their own
one-act plays. No previous acting experience
necessary.
E Garrels

21.24 Introduction to Latin American
Culture
Prereq.: Spanish IV
U (2) Next ofered 19849
3-0-6
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21.292 Cervantes end His Age
Culture Prereq: Spanish IV

U (2) Next ofred 1966-69
21.21 LoIn American -iterature 1402-1898: 3-0-6
EAdmftu f . &0- A

Prereq.: Spanish IV
U (2) Next ofered 1986-S9
3-0-6
fraces the creation of a new literature to record
and Interpret a new realty. Begins with the
Spanish Discovery and Conquest and studies
the urifolding of the secular struggle of Spanish
speaesrs In the Americas to give meaning to
their experience through literature. Readings up
to the Spanish American War of 1898, includ-
ing text by ColOn, Bernal Diaz del Castirlo,
Sor Juana ln6s do Ia Cruz, Esteban Echeveria,
Jose Hernendez, Ricardo Palma, and Jose Marti.
E. Ganels

21.287 ,uentieth-Cntry Latin American
Literature
(ReAvised Unit)
Prereq.: Spanish IV
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9

Through reading poetry, novels, and short sto-
ries, students encounter a variety of creative
responses to the complex and troubled reality
of contemporary Latin America: from fantasy to
social protest, from personal confession to the
literary subversion of the language of dema-
goguery and mass media. Authors studied
include Dario, Vilejo, Quiroga, Neruda, Argue-
das, Rulfo, Borges, and Garcia Merquez.
A. Miguelez

Critics have long recognized Spain as the
birthplace of the novel and have seen in Don
Qu/OI. dela Aencha the prototype for this
genre. Concentrates on Don Quijole but also
considers the author Cervantes as an out-
standing example of the humanist In 16th-
century Spain and Europe. Attention to Cer-
vantes's humor and irony as well as his ideas
on religion, justice, love, language, and artistic
creation,
E. Gamels

21.293 History of the Spanish Language
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2) Not to be onfered 198-89
3-0-6

Starts with the modern languages and pro-
ceeds to successively earlier stages. Includes
general concepts of language change; specific
phonological, morphological, and syntactic
changes in the history of Spanish; the place of
Spanish among Romance tongues; modern dia-
lects; reading of representative texts of earlier
periods. Discussion and readings in English
and Spanish. Spanish IlIl or equivalent nor-
mally provides sufficient preparation.
J. W Hlarrs

Literature in Translation

21.296 introduction to European and Latin
21.281 The Modern Short Story In Spain American Fiction
and Lan Anrica (Revised Unit)
Prereq.: Spanish IV
U (1) Not to be offred 1988-69
3-0-6

Studies masterpieces of the short story pro-
duced In Spain and Latin America. Considers
the short story as a genre with unique possi-
bilities for expression, and also as a sociologi-
cal phenomenon responding to particular
historical circumstances affecting both writers
and their readership. In addition, students write
original stories based on analyses of narrative
techniques employed by such authors as
Borges, Cortezar, Martin Galte, Aub, and Per
RoWa.
A lguelez

21.290 Literature and Social Conflict:
Perspectives on Modern Spain
Prereq.: Spanish IV
U (2) Not to be ofered 1988-89
3-0-6

Considers how major literary texts illuminate
principal Issues in the evolution of modern
Spanish society. Emphasizes the treatment of
such major questions as the exile of liberals In
1820, the concept of progress, the place of
religion, urbanization, rural conservatism and
changing sexual roles, and the Spanish CMI
War Authors studied include Perez Galdes,
Pardo Bazen, Unamuno, Ortega y Gasset, Sali-
nas, Lorca, La Pasionaria, and Falcon. Con-
ducted in Spanish.
K AWsnick

Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

Studies great works of European and Latin
American fiction. Attention to a variety of forms:
the short story, novel, dialogue, and documen-
tary. Emphasizes way in which the unique his-
tory of each country shaped the Imaginative
responses of its writers. Authors read Include
Flaubert, Borges, Brecht, Goethe, Cervantes,
Laclos, Tolstoy, Stendhal, Garcia Merquez, and
Colette.
E. Garrels

Advanced Subjects in Uterature and

2212Roles In Fcon: Europe ad 2 ccult, Mysticism, Relgious
Latin America HrsadLtrtr
(Same subject as SP 432J)
Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

Examines the representation of sexual roles in
fiction. Studies works by European and Latin
American authors In their cultural and histori-
cal contexts. Themes emphasized Include bour-
geois women, women rebels, and redefinition
of sex roles. Comparative analysis of works by
Laclos, Fontane, Molibre, Sor Juana ies do ts
Cruz, Zola, Stefan, Lorca, Wolf, Wittig, and
Puig. Materials used include films by: Godard,
Bunuel, Saura, M. v flotta.
E. VbIdstsn, M Resnick

Prereq.: -
U (2) Not to be ofered 1980-9
3-0-9

Studies religious beliefs alternative to Christi-
anity and their influence on Western literature of
the last 200 years. The Tarot, doctrines of the
Gnostics, Manicheans, Bogomiles, Cathars,
Ililuminists, Theosophists, ree Masons, Sweden-
borgians. Readings from Blake, Restif, Byron.
Hugo, Balzac, Norval, Baudelaire, Dostoevski,
Strindberg, ahts, Jung, Dinesen, Poe, Kafka,

ryon, Fowles. Also related themes In art and
music.
R. E. Jones

21.20J New Wainnre WOs
(Same subject as SP 431J)
Prereq.: -
U (1) Neat ofered 198649
3-0-6
Contemporary women writers and the charao-
ters they create. Themes Include the socIaltza-
tion of women In several patriarchal culture,
strategies of adaptation and/or rebellon, rela-
tionship to love and work, and search for
identity. Experimentations with new narrative
techniques to convey womens' experiences of
the past and visions of the future. Novels, short
stories, poetry, and films by Doris Leasing, do
Beauvoir, Cixous, 1bni Morrison, Margaret At-
wood, Christa Wolf, Rita Mae Brown, Maria
Lulsa Bombal, Aoe Walker, Ursula LeGuin. Von
Trotta, and Dures.
E KW618ab, At Paankc*

21.300J Courtship Themes In Romane
Literature
(Same subject as SP 434J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) Not to be ofered 1988-89
3-0-6

Study of recurrent patterns of courtship In
major works from France, Spain, Spanish
America, Portugal, and Brazil. Themes such as
the grand passion, marriage as a happy ending,
the witty battle between unwilling lovers, and
the contemporary breakdown of both conven-
tional sex roles and the Institution of marriage
are examined. Authors Include Fernando do
Rojas, Cervantes, Balzac, Pulg, Zola, the Three
Maras, Machado de Asals, Garcia Marquez,
Chateaubriand, Wittig, and Bombal.
M. Renick

21.301 Lvil and Decadence In Literature
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-6

Studies evil and decadence In Iterature, starting
with Job, Petronlus, and Dante. Emphasizes
French and English authors Including the Mar-
quis do Sade, Byron, Shelley Laclos, Baudelaire,
Rimbaud, Flaubert, Lautreamont, Huysmans,
Mirbeau, Wilde, Gide, Mann, Firbank, Corvo,
Genet, Huxley Golding. Students encouraged to
read some of the texts In the original.
R. E. Jones
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MWor writers and literary movements (Surreal-
lesAExstentialsm, ----- 'os)In Prance since
190. xteGarchosen worksofGide,
Proust, Culnne, Malreux, emrnanos, Sartre,
Camus, de Beauvoir, Gireudoux, Claudel,
AnouMh, Bolks#, lonesco, Gent, Breton, Artaud,
Quenaeu.
R. Jones

21.304 Mode Europeen Drams
ca-ed UnQ
Prereqv -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9
Study of major playwrights, diretors, end the-
creIss ofthe theatre In FranO, Scandinavia,
Russia, Germany Kal% and Spain. Among the
authors studied are Strindbsrg, Chekha4 Piran-
dsilo, Lor, Cludel, Giraudoux, the Surrealts',
the ExpressionIlst, Brecht Weiss, Arrabal,
Sartre, Anoullh, Soktt, lonesco, Genet. Stu-
dents attend current productions In the Boston
area.
A E Jones

21.306 The German Cinema

U (1) Nt 011ered19."
4-0-5

Overview of the German fim since its begin-
nings, emphasizing the New German Cinema of
the 7Os. Weekly screenings. Lectures and dis-
cussions deal with technical and aesthoeti as
wl as soOlo-historloal problems. Students
keep weekly journals based on thorough analy-
sis of films as well as readings on social and
historlial background. Directors include Lang,
Ruttmann, Pabst, Schlandorf Wonders, Herzog,
Passbinder, ULienthal, M. v 1lott. Conducted In
Enish. Pims shown with Endish subtile..
. Gewer

21.310 Meeterpsee of Mispano Culture

Prereq.: -
U (1) NON1 Oored 1111111-1119

Subject studies major works of Hispanic litera-
ture, film, and art, including the Poem'of the
Cid, Cervant's Don Qufos (selections), Lor-
ca's Three lugedise, Garcia Marquess one
Hundred *Wre of $ScIuds, short stories by
Borges. P1me by Bunuel, as well as paintings by
Gcys, Wlasques and Picasso allow students
to tae development of Hispanio Culture through
focus on fanaticism, honor, and the grotesque,
as wells an humor as a way to cope creatively
with the world, or to escape from it. Al readings
and discussions In Englsh.
E Ganii.

Prowlq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Explores the symbolism of Slavic, especially
Russi, faIry tales and mythology In lght of
universal mythologloal traditions. Conducts
structural analysis of myths and folk tales,
emphasizing recurent patterns. Emphasizes
the role of Slavic and Western folkrlo tradl-
tions In the development of classical Russian
literature from Pushkin and Gogol Ohrs an
overview of the tranhformations of traditional
myths and motfs In 20th-century Russian
Utersture.
E Somuia

21,317 Russian Fltin of the 19th Century
(- l Centent and Unt
Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9
The development of Russian prose from Pushkin
through Lrmonto Gog, TolstoY, Turgene
Dostayevaky and Chekhou The growth of the
short story ass structure as well as the history
of themes and ideas pertaining specifically to
this genre. Each year a selection of novels and
noveas Illustrates three major fictional modes:
the historical, the satlrical/realstk and the psy-
ohological, in the context of the evolving Euro-
pean novel. Atention is given to the larger
historical and social Isaus,
C. V Chvany

21.311 SovIet Utereture and Morel Issues
Preq.: -
U (1) Next ofered 1963-89
3-0-6
Study of the moral chalenges by writers such
as Solzhenitsyn, Grossman, and Chukovskaya;
and of the Ideological dilemmas of totalitarian-
ism, sooalam, and freedom In the post-Stalin
period. The new point of view on war and
patriotim represented by writers-partiolpants
in World War I. Poetry by Evtushenko and
Vozneesky, and the poet's new Identity
E Senile

Senior Seminar

21.319 SenIor Seminar for Majors in
Foreign Language end Utereture
Prereq: -
U (2)
3-3-0
A workshop focusing on the specific task of
thesis writing on topics In foreign literatures.
Problems of methodology, organization, and
critical writing addressed by means of faculty
and student presentations. Gives special aten-
tion to research problems In foreign literatures
including the Ideniflostion of bibliographic tools
and the acquisition of materials from foreign
sources. Consult C. J. Kramsch.

La-enAmI
and Sisond

(Same subject as 24.94J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2) Next onered1 ."
3-6
See descripon under subject 24.948J.
W O'NlWI, S. fynn

21.21JIIhe tudy of Languege
(ola Unit)
(Same subject as 24.900J)
prer"q: -
U (1,2 9HUM-D
3-0-9
See description under subject 24.900J.
J. W ?lrrl, W O'Nell, J. R loss

21,322J Languegs end Si truoture
M01010111 U110) _

(Sam subje as 24.901J)
Prersq.: 21.14W or 24.900J
U ()
3-0-9
See description under subject 24.901J.
J. IN sNrl

21323 uag in Dlesourse
(A*" contet
Pree.: -
U (2) Not to be ofered 1988-89
3-0-6
Applies methods and insights of contemporary
Ungulstics and related disciplines In exploring
how communication takes place In spoken and
written contexts. Discussion of such toplos as
speech acts, discourse presuppositions, meta-
phors In everyday language and in literature,
dialogue, and narrative. Also oonsiders the
ways in which learners of a foreign language
develop discourse competence in natural and
Instructional setings. Examples drawn from Eng-
sh and various foreign languages.
. Rynn, C. Kiemach

21. Workshop in Tnslaton
Preo".: Permlssion of Instructor
U (2) Not to beoffsrad 19634

For students who wish to translate short sto-
ries, essays, or poems into English. Class
Includes the study of technical, historical, and
theoretical aspects of translation, as well as
discussion of students' work. Critically exam-
Ines models of translation, both classical and
contemporary. Gives attention to linguistic
problems of translation. Students complete a
translation project which they elaborate In oon-
sultation with the faculty. Knowledge of any
second language at an Intermediate level or
above Is usually sufficient.
C. V Chvry



English as a Second Langueg.
21.800 Engish I Engish sea Seond

Preq.: Placement test or Permission of
Instructor
U (1) Nextuofred 10340
34-6,
Review of the fundamental principles of English
structure, American pronunciation, and Intona-
tion. Vocabulary building, readings, listening
comprehension, and conversation sidus. Sup-
plemental language laboratory program.
K Irvng

21.826 ngShsh N: En@11h s a Second
-ne
Prereq.: Placement test or Permission of
Instructor
U (1, 2)
3-0-6
Continued development of skisll in oral com-
prehension, speaking, reading, and writing.
Activities, which Include language laboratory
work, reinforce understanding and lead to an
Increased ability to communicate.
K Irving

21.327 English liI: Englsh s a Second
Language
Prereq.: Placement test or Permission of
Instructor
U (1, 2)
3-0-6
Improves and refines accuracy, fluency, and
style in both spoken and written Englsh through
use of American newspapers, radio, literary
texts, videotapes, and movies Also leads to
better understanding of American cultures.
I. Rynn

21 .32 Englishl IV
Prereq.: Placement test or Permission of
Instructor
U (2)
3-0-9
Sharpening of both aural/oral and written com-
munication skils. Systematic study of formal
and Informal discourse, word choice/use, and
idioms. Informal discussion of language and
American cultural Issues through analyses of
audio/video tapes and readings.
K Irving

11,3*1 nlelsnt eusning and
Apeaidng Skls: Iageh sa Second
- pnuae

Pr.req.: Placement test or Permission of
Instructor
U (1, 2)
3-3-3
Provides intensive practice In idlomatio oral
communication and listening comprehension
for students whohave mastered oompIex gram-
matical structures of Endsh. Fall term focuses
on presenting reports, explanations, and semi-
nars to lass using various approaches and
styles, Gives some consideration to appropri-
ate teaching methods. Valuable for those who
intend to tMaoh or lecture In English. Spring
term focuses on the management of oonversa-
tions within a variety of social contexts. Lan-
guage laboratory assignments.
S. Fynn

21.3133 Rw Wftn I for
Undr a-hsisa Seoond
Languge
Prsreq.: Placement test or Permission of
Instructor
U (1)
3-0-6
Reading, discussing, summarizing, and para-
phrasing articles and essays In nontechnical
fields, Provides practice In basic writing sklis
by focusing on development of clear, well-
organized paragraphs and essays. Also gives
attention to vocabulary development and gram-
mar Special focus on strengthening skills of
bilingual students.
K IMvng

21.334 ritng iW for
C11110 atenilsh s a Second

L&nuMW
Prereq.: Placement test or Permission of
Instructor
U (1 2)
3-0-6
Formulating, organizing, and presenting Ideas
clearly In writing. Reviews basic prinolples of
rhetoric. Focuses on development of a topic,
thesis, choice of appropriate vooabulary, and
sentence structure to achieve purpose. Devel-
ops Idiomatic prose style. Gives attention to
grammar and vocabulary usage. Special focus
on strengthening skiis of bilingual students.
Successful completion satisfies Phase I of the
Witing Requirement
S. Rynn

21.337 Wokshop In Wlt for Solenhe and
E r E a s a .agg
Prsreq.: Placement test
G (1, 2)
3-0-6
Analysis and practice of various forms of sod-
enfic and technical writing, from abstracts to
Journal articles. Detailed analysis of problems
conveying technical Information to a specialist
audience. Comparable to 21.780 but methods
designed to deal with special problems of those
whose first language is not Engish. Consult
S. Flynn.

21.SS36 gIn*Ing fer Nw Onoml

8Sond Language Sghs
Prereq.: Placement test
G (1)
3-0-6

Advanced subject focusing on techniques, for-
mat, and prose style necessary for research
papers. Emphasis on wring as required in
fields such as economics, politcal science, and
architecture. Methods designed to deal with
special problems of those whose first language
Is not English. Consult S Flynn.

21.330 !rinshop In Viting fbr Solence and
Enginewing: En-sh Wsa Second Language
Prereq.: Placement test
U (1, 2)
3-0-6

Analysis and practice of various forms of sol-
entific and technical writing, from abstracts to
journal artioles. Short assignments - includ-
ing abstracts, memos, progress reports, pro-
cess analyses, and proposls - build toward a
written term project and oral presentation. Com-
parable to 21.760 but spooa focus on strength-
ening skills of bilingual students. Successful
completion satisfies Phase i of the writing
requirement. Consult S. Flynn.

21.340 Wrkshop In tng for th Social
Solenose and Arohitcture: English s a
Second Language
Prereq.: Placement test
U (1)
3-0-6
Advanced subject focusing on techniques, for-
mat, and prose style necessary for research
papers. Emphasis on writing as required In
fields such as economlos, political science, and
architecture. Short assignments - Including
letters of transmrittalmemos, executive summa-
ries, proposals, and progress report. - build
toward a written term project and oral presenta-
tion. Special focus on strengthening skils of
bilingual students. Successful completion satis-
flea Phase I of the writing requirement Consult
S. Flynn.



Natss 11s

Spaeial Topics History

21 6peal Thplss in Rarulgn Languages
and LUtitue

U iPer sur 5unst relstedtto hitory in addM'n
Arr. ties given beisv ineasvdlpiinry
21.345 SpeslelTAplsei Perein Lmnguiges Suisl521.001J1i
and Ucteut
Prerq.: -
U (2) European HistoryArr
Advanced work In foreign languages and iNer-
atures for students wishing to pursue topices or
projects not provkied for by regular subject
oferings. Before regltering, studem must plan
course of study with appropriate Instructor in
the section and secure the approval of the
Section Head. Normal maximum credit Is
units. Nieuni procts are ocsIoally ap-
proved. I mhe work Ia to count toward mhe HASS
Requirement, it must carry 9 units. Six-unit
projects count toward the HASS Requirement
only by special petiin to the Institute Com-
mutes on Curricula. Consult Department head-
quarters.

See 21.701 The Mib

21.56611 Thedmeies.U (Rvell hI
Prereq. -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Europe from the Vkdng-Magyr Invasions
through the phenomena of expansion 1060-
1300: population growth, "agritural rolu-
tion. revva of towns and trade. advent of a

merhat las; eual onrcIe Cruedee,
rise of universities and the formation of new
eits. The cMaation of the High Middle Ages
treated a an untable unity.
R M. ocugin

European Hislery subgleare vled ito tWO 21.356 History of the Whatern World k:
sategudee: Seele aieds: 21.060-2t61, and 15601615
SpecillSuleseeand Sninears 21800,1.006 (pRevIe Unit

Basic Fields

21.30 The Anolent World I: Greme

Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-0
Politial and cultural history of ancient Greece
form me Near Eastern matrix to Alexanders
world-empire. includes Homers world; the
lonian Inventions of democracy geometry oe-
mology; conmit with Persia and he Inventions
of history drama, moral philosophy. Thucydides
on the Athenian linkage of democracy naval
power. imperialism. Pros and oons, ancient and
modern, of national unification under Mooedon
and of manifest destny In East. Readings by
ancient and modern historins; textbook.
.A TO. Rebuse

21.361 The Ancient World N: RAM
(gvsed Unit

Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Roman republic In origin, structure, function.
Roles of traditionaliem, Improvisation, Greek
humanism. Outer succss, yet internal polarl-
zaton. Manipulaion and teror as pclANma instru-
ments. Mious perspecives on Pompey Cicero,
Caesar August and prinolpate. Definitions of
triumph and declne. -oO on P r-
at. W1t no indlustrial revolution In third

century? Conflict of rollgions, Orthodoxy as
value in theclogy and Roman law Wide sm-
pling of historians, ancient and modern.
. A 7O. ipihe

21.362 The Midde Ages I
(Meied u "
Prereq: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9
1raneione from late Antiquity to the "First
Europe," roughly from AD 300-1000. Examines
changes In late Roman Ideas and insitutons
and the formation of a Gao-Roman and then of
a distinctively European society The issues of
"clvlsation"and "barbarlsm." decline of iNer-
acy and urban centers, riss of the Church,
Chalemagne, Vikings and Moslems, and the
formation of feudal solety
a A. Dougles

Prerq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9
Th evolution of the western world betwen me
end of me Middle Ages and me Monoh Revou-
tion. 1bplos: heritage of the Middle Ages; emer-
gence of me now dynet monarchies; me
great explorations; the Renaissance In ialy and
Northem Europe; the Protestant and Catholic
Reformations; the Scientific Revolution; the
Enlightenment; development of me bureaucratic
sats; the American and Rench revolutions.
D. 8. Ralsion

21.367 HIslory of the Wasterm World I:
1111-1070
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Survey of the West during the era of its
prepondernoe, the 19th and eady 20th cont-
ries, and during its subsequent reteat from
word dominaton. Among the toplos consid-
ered: the Industdal Revolution and its spread;
Nberalam and the modem nation stale; unIfica-
ton of Italy and Germany; me "new" Imperial-
lm; World War I and the ecipes of Europe; the
Russian Revolution and its consequences; the
"ong annistice and Word War 11; "Pax Ameri.

cana' and the post-wer International order; the
resurgence of the non-western world.
0.. AI'

21.300 European Soslal History in he 19th
and 0 CeNuie
Prreq. -
U (2) Neat seved 19$-
3-0-0
Studie mhe large-scale social and economic
forces that changed the character of European
society Analwes changes in populatin, diet,
and health standards; mass migrations lass
and family structures, roles of women and
children; conditions of labor. The emergence of
mans social and revoluionary movements in
respons to these changes I* a maior theme.
W a. 14611eon

.I I - _--_ , - - -1- _--_--_ I - - - 11-1---7_ ---- -- 7'-7--"
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21.361 Eutope inth 201h Cetury
Pre".:-
U (1)
3-0-6
The quest for mass participation In politics as
the unifying theme of European history In the
period of the two World Mtre. Thp struggle
among man movements organized by labor, the
Church, parliamentary parties, and the state
Itself for dominance Ih political lie. The conse-
quences of runaway Ination and world depres-
sion; causes of World War 11; mobilization; and
the structure of post-war Europe.
W . WOOn

Special Subjects and Seminars

21,366 The Renaleenoe In Italy
PreMe.: -
U (1)
3-0-4
Comparative studies In the development of
Italian society, politics, andculture from the
generation of Dante to the age of Machiavell,
emphasizing Florence and Venlce. Reading
drawn extensively from treatises and docu-
ments written by magistrates, merchants, and
lawyers; artists, scholars, and men of letters of
this period. Lectures and discussion; short
papers.
R. M. Douglas

21,300 Marx, Derwin, and Proud
(Revised Uni)
Prore.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9
In-depth historioal and critical study of the
attempts of Marx, Darwin, and Fraud to InvesU-
gate the natural and cultural development of
humans and society; these attempts are treated
as problems In creativity, Intellectual history,
the history and philosophy of the cultural sd-
ences and social thoght
B. Madah

21.370 Anarchism
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-06
Readings from the classics of European and
American Anarchism, and the study of apar-
ohistc and anrhosyndcallet movements In
Europe and the utopian anarchistic communi-

es In the US. Examines el branches an
versions of anarchism, from radical lndMdual-
It to coootst communitarlans and various
anarchistic critiques of modem Industrial, bu-
reaucratic society.
IN a itfon

21.371J The hmuetriel A0ion: A cial
and Cultal HIstory (1701160)
(-ie Unm
(Same subject as STS 31 J)
Prereq.: -
U42) Next oed 196
3-0-0
Examines the industria revolution Itself and its
Impact on society and culture. Focuses atten-
tion on the Intellectual, emotional, artitc, liter-
ary and social effects, Including implications
for demographic and class structure and for
the family Presentations, where possible, in
terms of Individuals such as A. Smith, Malthus,
Rousseau. Owen, Carlyle, St. Simon, and Fourier.
a m~umef

21,372 Rens 1789-1969: Prom the
Revolution to Charles de GauN
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

The French Revolution and the nature of the
revolutionary and Napoleonic setlement; the
search for stable political Institutions to 1870;
the factors underlying the stability of French
society In the 19th century; the nature of the
post-1 870 republican synthesis and Its break-
down in the 20th century; the efforts following
World War 11 to reach a new political and social
settlement
D. a. Ralion

21.373 Modern Spain, 1469-199
Prome.: -
U (1) Neat ofered 196649
3-0-8
Development of modern Spain from union of
Castle and Aragon to triumph of General Franco
In Spanish Cvii War. lbpios: growth and col-
tapse of empire, struggle to establish a modem
state, liberal experiment and oligarchic reac-
don, pronunclamlano-style rebellions, rule of
new elites, collapse of monarchy and the
Republican experiment, polarization and civii
war.
w a ittson

21.375 The Meldng of Russla in the Worlds
of wyantiumMongols, and Europe (a,
560-1500)
Prereq.: -
U (2) Net ered 19649
3-0-9

Kievan state, tardom of Muscovy, Petrine
empire: periods of development of Russian
historical identity within Byzantine, Eurasian
steppe, and Wastern culturally or politically
occupied spaces. The more lasting, defining
Influences of such experiences, together with
geography ethnology, and also great leaders
(St. Vladimir, Genghis Khan and his Eurasian
heirs, St Serglus, ivan the Terrible, Peter the
Great, Catherine the Great) of Russian Institu-
tions and culture.
R. E AcAsUsr

21*76 mperial and Revolutimnary Russia:
Culur and Pulle
Proq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

Analyzes Russia's social, cultural, political her-
itage, Eurasian Imperialist and autoortio, ca.
1660. Reform, modernization - and national
catastrophe: World War 1, 1917 Revolution, CMI
War of 1918-1921. Emphasizes emergence of
radicalism (Populiam, Communism) as a ponti-
cal culture: Its role In the making of a new order
the USSR, In the Russian empire and in world
history. Larger cultural themes concerning revo-
lutionary consciousness; films, literature, social
thought.
R. E. Ac~ader

21.77 The Soviet Union: A Communist
Soalely in Historo Perspecllve
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
Marxism-Leninism, totalItarianism, and mod-
ernization In post-revolutionary Russia. Fhyslcal
and Ideological setting, the rise of Stalin, col-
lectization and Industrialization, the terror and
the purges, the process of de-Stalinization
under Khrushchev and his successors, the
transition from developing to industrial soolty
contemporary movements of dissent among
Intellectuals, religious groups, and nationalitles
Problems of evaluating the changing Soviet
Union and other Communist regimes, espe-
clally China.
R. E AfctWaser

21.375J Seminar In the Hlstorloel and
Polo Evolutlion of the SoViet Union
(Same subject as 17.600J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2) Next ofered 196.49
3-0-6
A reading subject on the history and poNtics of
the Soviet Union. Emphasizes Internal develop-
ments rather than foreign policy. Students dis-
cuss the readings weekly. All required readings
are In English, but supplementary readings in
Russian are available for those students wishing
them. Open to advanced undergraduates with
some previous work in the Soviet area. Meets
with 17.609 and 17.610.
L. R. Graham

21,79 Spanish CIvi War, 1936-39
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6
Examines how traditional conflicts In Spanish
society erupted Into civil war, almost immedi-
ately provoking a worldwide response. Exam-
ines the consequences of the CMI War for
Spain and the rest of Europe in light of poiti
nal, social, and economic issues selected by
students and the instrubtor. Special ettention
this year to literary responses to the war.
W B. Iifson
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21.380 HiNor and Germany Since Blamarok American History Chronological Series

Prereq.: -
U (1) Nint ofered 1988049
3-0-9

Bismark, Kaiser Wilhelm li, the Walmar Repub-
lic: belated nation-building and Industrialization,
total war, revolution (left and right). The mille-
narlan ideas, new political style, and rise of
Nazism. The regime: from the friendly fascist
internal German phase (to about 1938) to that
of totalitarianism, Imperialist aggression and
world war, terrorist and racist genocide of the
European Jews. The Germanies since 1945:
culture, politics, economies, society.
R. E. MacMaster

21.383 Revolution In the 20th Century
Prereq.: -
U (2) Next ofered 1988-49
3-0-6

The phenomenon of revolution as exemplified
by the experiences of Russia, China, and possi-
bly one or two other societies In the 20th
century. Among the aspects of revolution stud-
led are the weaknesses of the old order; the
revolutionary Ideologies; the origins and devel-
opment of the revolutionary leadership; the
takeover of power; the nature of the post-
revolutionary social and political order.
D. B. Ralston

21.384 War, State, and Society In the
Modern World
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

A study of how war has been waged In the
European world and elsewhere since 1500.
Among the issues to be considered are the
changing form and modes of war; the factors,
both technological and socio-political, which
have influenced them; the effects of war on the
social and political structure of the countries
involved.
D. B. Ralston

21.386 History and Psychoanalysis:
Ufe-Hisory
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

Applies psychology, especially psychoanalysis,
to the understanding of history. Emphasizes
individual life-histories. First part: examination
of psychological theories of Freud, Erikson, and
others, and then of case studies, such as of
Hitler and Gandhi. Second part: reports by
members of the class on their own attempts at a
life-historical study.
B. Mazlish

American History stbjecta are divded into two 21.400 Colonial America
categories: Basic Felds: 21.390-21.431 and .
Speial Subjecie and Seminars: 21.432-21 .49. U (2) N-x offed 1918-89

3-0-6

Basic Fields North American History to
attention to the developme
politics in the British coloni
the British, French, and Spi

introductory Series rections, witchcraft, and sl
social, and religious chang

21.390 American History to 1865 political ideology on the ev
(Revised Unit) Revolution. Readings are d
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
How and why the US had, by the time of the
Civil War, developed a society, economy, politics,
and geographical boundaries much like those
of today. Examines closely the different colonial
heritages of Spanish and British America; the
American Revolution; the establishment and
growth of the new nation; the Civil War, its
background and Impact. Readings are from
modern scholarship as well as critical writings
of the period by authors such as Winthrop,
Paine, Washington, Madison, Garrison, H.B.
Stowe, and Uncoln.
P Maler

21.391 American History Since 1868
(Revised Unit)
Proreq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

The rise of America to world power is chroni-
cled by focusing on key internal as well as
foreign policy developments and conflicts from
Reconstruction through imperialism, the world
wars, the civil rights movement, the women's
movement, Vietnam, Watergate, and beyond.
Assignments include speeches, novels, films,
and oral histories as well as pertinent historical
articles.
M. E McGen

21.392 War, Mmre and Sex: Tbplcs In
American History
(Now)
Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

Examines three central Issues in American life
through a topical rather than chronological
approach as a means to understand changes
in the role of morality, Individual freedom and
rights, power, the state, and cultural metaphors.
Focusing on particular cases drawn from the
entire span of American history, students
address issues of evidence and interpretation
in the historical discipline through studying
speeches, paintings, advertisements, diaries,
quantitative data, and scholarly works.
S. J. Deutsch, M. E McGer

recent writings on the pero
ments of our time.
P Maler

21.401 The American Re
(Reviesed Unit)

1763 with particular
nt of society and
as. Topics include
anish empires; insur-
very; economic,
s; war, politics, and
eof the American
rawn from the mst
id as well as docu-

voltio

Prreq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

English and American backgrounds of the Rev-
olution; Issues and arguments In the Anglo-
American conflict; Colonial resistance and the
beginnings of Republicanism; the Revolutionary
War; conatitution writing for the states and
nation; eflects of the American Revolution. Con-
cerned primarily with the revolutionary origins
of American government. Readings emphasize
documents from the period - pamphlets, cor-
respondonce, the minutes or resolutions of
resistance organizations, constitutional docu-
ments and debates.

SAler

21.402 The Establishment of the American
Republi, 1787-1850
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -

U (1) Next ofered 196849
3-0-9

Examines efforts to establish a new nation;
work out the meaning of republicanism; fulfill
the ideals of equality and freedom; maintain
social order; and create a democratic culture in
an era of rapid social, economic, and techno-
logical change. During that era, the country
expanded from the Mississippi to the Pacific,
and produced a railroad system, frontier reviv-
als, the Graham cracker, Wait Whitman, PT
Barnum, the modern factory, political parties,
and the abolitionist movement
A D. Kaledin

21.403 The CivIl War and Reconstruction
Prereq.: -

U (1) Next offered 198849
3-0-6

Anti-slavery and the intensification of section-
alism in the 18508; the secession crisis; political
and military developments in the Civil War years;
the "reconstruction" of Southern politics and
society after Appomattox.
M E McGerr



11"D -uar
01 A04 America I the IndustrM Ags,
1677-1017
Proreq.; -
U (2) Next ofered 198649
3-0-6
The social and political ImplIcations of Industri-
alization from the end of Reconstruction to
World War I. Focus Is on the way In which
conflicts of race, culture, class, and region
reshaped domestic politics and governance
and projected the nation Into world power.
Includes the emergence of the corporate econ-
omy labor and the workplace; transformation of
the political parties; populism; ImperialIsm; pro-
gresaMam; and rise of the regulatory state.
Readings from fiction and tracts of the period
and historical studies.
M. E McGerr

21.405 America In the 1Wentles and ThirtIes,
1917-1941
Prereq.: -
U (2) Next ofered 19668-49
3-0-6
American politics, society, and culture during
World War 1, the 1920s, and the Great Depres-
slon. Topics Include Impact of the war on
American society; changing gender roles, race,
and ethnicity; economy and culture of the
twenties; Impact of the Depression; and slgnifl-
cance of the New Deal. Readings In both his-
torical and literary materials, accompanied by
contemporary films.
S. J. Deutsch

21.406 Americo Since World War 1i, 1941 to
the Present
Premeq.: -
U (1) Next ofred 19816-69
3-0-6

The transformation of American politics and
society during and after World War 11. Topics
Include the deepening American Involvement
In world afairs; expansion of the role of govern-
ment; the civil rights movement, the new left,
and the women's movement; political andcul-
tural crises of the 1 960s and 1970s; rise of the
right

M.£McGew

Topical Series

21A09 American Ideas and Culture: From
the Puritans to the Civil War
(RIased Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

American thought and culture from the 17th-
century Puritans to the Civil War, as expressed
In the work of various classic American writers,
thinkers, artists (e.g., Edwards, Ranklin, Jefer-
son, Adams, Madison, Emerson, Whitman) and
as embodied In American Institutions, social
lfe, and law The Influence of social structure
and material circumstance on Ideas In America.
The emergence of the fundamental myths of
American culture.
A D. Kaledin

21411I Amerleen kdee aOW CAMur The 21AIS1 The Imm~rn ft"e ac
Modern Ass, 1020-1060 and 1111"1011y hi= 86~,Z I I9M
(RaOV11sed Unit) -.-

Prereq.: -
U (g) HUM-D
3-0-9
American thought and culture from the Jazz
Age and the "Lost Generation" of the 1 20s
through the counterculture of the 60s and the
neo-conservatism of the 70s. The fundamen-
talist-modernlst conflicts of the 1920a and the
1970s-80s. Developments In religious and poit-
loal thought; changing Ideas about men, women,
sexuality, ethnlcity race; the effect of technol-
ogy and professionalism on cultural life and
Institutions; the development of a youth culture;
the Impact of black culture; trends In art, itera-
ture, and popular culture.
A D. Kaledin

21.412J American Urban History I
(Same subject as 11.01 3J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-6

See description under subject 11.013J.
R. M Fogelson

21.413J American Urban History I
(Same subject as 11.01 4J)
Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-6

See description under subject 11.01 4J.
R. M. Fogelson

21.414 History of the American West
Prereq.: -
U (1) Next onfered 198849
3-0-6

Includes popular Images and uses of the west,
the Impact of the frontier on gender relations
and community formation, the west as a setting
for racial and ethnic contact and conflict, and
changind Federal policy. Materials include dia-
ries, fiction, and film.
S. J. Deutsch

21.41 6J American Womer's History
(Same subject as SP 420J)
Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

Starting with Pocohantaa and ending with the
1980s, students examine the female experience
In the US, focusing on Issues of power, race,
ethnicity, and class, and on concepts of work.
family, and sexuality, with their ramifications for
the world of both sexes. The reading combines
articles by current scholars with a large pro-
portion of primary documents (diaries, mem-
oirs, Interviews, fiction). In addition, two movies
are shown.
S. J. Deutsch

P-10194.: -

U (2) Next oflered 196649
3-0-6
Includes the background both of the Immi-
grants and of the Americans who met and tried
to "Americanize" them, definitions of "Ameri-
can"; mas migration movements including those
of blacks, Hispanics, and Asians; Federal Immi-
gration policy; life In the Immigrant community,
and Immigrant labor.
S. J. Deutsch

21.420 The Vietnam W, 194-1975
Prereq.: -
U (1) Next ofered 198649
3-0-6

Miltary, polltical, and social history of Indochina
confict with emphasis on American involvement
Includes Vietnamese nationalism and commu-
nism, American global Interests, strategy and
tactics, the Imperial presidency, and the anti-
war movement Assigments Include oral histo-
ries, military memoirs, goverment documents,
and films.
k E. McGerr

21A31 The founders of the Republic
(Rvised Content)
Preroq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

A study of politics and theory, personality and
power In the early decades of the American
Republic, as focused by the ideas and dreams,
the private lives and public careers, the ambi-
tions and rivalries of the major Founders: Wash-
ington, Adams, Jefferson, Hamilton, and Madison
Readings are mostly from the writings of the
aforementionad authors, Including a biography
of each.
A. D. Kaledin

Special Subjects and Seminars

21.432 Religion In America

Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-9
A history of religious life and thought In America,
emphasizing the 19th and 20th centuries. Main
topics Include developments In the major
churches; the evangellcal-revivalist tradition from
Jonathan Edwards to Billy Graham; original
American religions (e.g., Mormonism); recent
religious developments (e.g., Eastern religions,
therapeutic faiths, born-again Christianity satan-
Ic cults). The place of religion In American
culture and politics.
A D. Kaledln

A



OlOin Ameis .nW
(Sme subect as M 3104)
prere. .
U (2) Net60(# 419-80
3-0-6ee U
See description under subjecit STS 316J,.-
M. R. Smith

21 AS$1he AMIMln lPh0

Prers.: -
U ( HUM-D Net lered 198-40
3-0-9,
A study of 1) "What lwan Amerian?," 1.*., the
question of identy, starting with the examina.
tion of the concept itself and then of efforts
(e.g., by Tocqueville, Erikson) to describe and
analyze such a presumed character; and 2)
the applicatidn of psychological approabhes to
IndMduals (e.g., Jefferson, Uncoln), to persist-
ent themes (e.g., the fruntler hero, or cowboy),
and to collective phenomena and events (e.g.,
slavery, the American Revolution).
B. MUMzsh

21.430 Fortres America: The Ris of the
American Miltery, 1045-1975
Pr"re: -
U (2)Next oftred 198849
3-0-6
Critical examination of the development of a
large permanent military establishment in the
post-war period and the consequences of this
development for both domestic and International
policies. Topics include Ideological and politi-
cal justifloations for military establishments,
changing force structures, changing role of
military Institutions in foreign polcy, defense
budgets, Impacts of defense spending.
W B. MisOn

21.449 introducilon to American Studies:
Anrica Pauler CuMem
Preroq.:
U (2) Net offeed 19*0
3-0-9
Introduction to problems and methods in the
Interdisciplinary study of American culture. 1bplc
for 19-80 the study of American popular
culture. 1) Theories of popular culture, and the
history of American popular culture from
Barnum to World War H; 2) American popular
culture since 1946 - general themes and.
developments with evidence drawn from T.
movies, rook and country music, comedy,
"amusement" perks, popular fiction, and pop-
cult "stars"; 3) the Institutions, technology, and
business of popular culture.
A a Kaledln

History of AfiCa, 5at Asia, Latin 21ASI -- e Coioinlein
AmerlCa, and the Middle East _____________

aSame subject s 17.504J)

History of Africa U (1)
3-0-6

21.60 The Hisiy and Culture of the
Afrn Heriage
Prow.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9
The history of Africa, with attenton to the
peopling of black Africa, Africa's relationanip
with the New World since 1492, the siave trade,
the emergence of Africa into the modern world,
and the crisis In South Africa.
. Aoberg

21AS141 'Iietleantury Afrias: Pest,
Present, u and Pu I Y a
(Same subject as 17.551J)
Prereq.: -
U'(2)
3-0-9

The political emergence of modern At-a, con-
coentrating on colonial rule. African resistance
and rebellion; the triumph of Independence;
the period of Instability, decay and crisis; strug-
gle for South Africa; and the crisis of Inde-
pendent Africa In the 1980s.
R L Rote

21 A2 Comparative Afican Poitics: Crises
In Southern Africa
Preroq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6
Political and historical problems of South Africa,
Namibia, Zimbabwe, and other countries Par-
ticular attention paid to the development of
ap~hl In South Afr=c and to its possible
future aboltion. Also closely examines the lb-
eration struggle In southernAfrica, its successes
and falures. Role of American and European
polcy toward southern Africa looked at criti-
cally Analyzes the position of American cor-
porations.
R. I. Rotbee

21A455J Politc end H aeor - tertre:
Ths Afrian and Cr biVNpeience
(Same subet as 17.53J)
Prereq.: -
U (1) Next offered10645
3-0-6
The novels of Africa and the Caribbean mirror
the history and politics of both areas In earlier
as well as contemporary periods. In 1988 this
course emphasizes the problems of South Africa
and the mirroring and analysis of Its inner
complaint through literature. Among the authors
read are Abrahams, Achabe, Bel, Cary, Cost-
zee, Gordimer Greene, Lamming, Mulaisho,
Naipaul, Ngugl, Paton, Romaine, and Thoby-
Marcelin.
R. L Rotberg

Europpen and American hegemony In the Third
World, verieies of foreign political and eco-
nomic rule and Intervention the Intelectual
argument, and the economic and poltical
r~eponse of the Third World.
R. L Mofer

History of East Asia

210 e00 Asi HIMeOr Chin-10VIN UMi)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9

History of Chinese civlization from the Shang
through the Ch'ing dynasties (1500 BC-Ab
1911). lbpls Include the origins of Chinese
civilzation, Confucianism and laoism, the early
empire, the effects of Buddhism, the Tang-
Sung transition, popuiar literature, Ch'ing con-
quest end the late empr, 1 9th-century rebel-
Ron and decline.
P C. Perdue

21451 ReAt Asian Mistory: Japan
(Asvleed Unt)
Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

History of Japanese civiization from Its origins
to the present, concentrating on the period of
rapid transformation from the Ite 1bkugawa
period through the end of the American ocou-
philon (1800-1964). One major theme is the
distinctiveness tw Jspanese society and the
nature of foreign influence* on It
P C. Perdue

21.462 Soc0and Mo000mic O e nformelln
In Chins. A".90O-100
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3.0-6
in the year 1000 China was the world's most
populous, most urbanized, and most tech-
nologIcally advanced cIvlization. By 1900, it
had become one of the world's poorest natons.
Why? tudents examine long-term social and
economic change during this period, including
geography demograpf commerce, and ste
economic, policy, technO agicuture, pMou
lar culture, and collectiv action, concluding
with a discussion of the legacy for economic
modernization In China today.
P C. Perdue

L
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21A8 Revolution In Chine and Vietnam, 21A0 ltplonalism, inperlaim, Revolution: 2140 1peal'I b0pl1 in History
188041980 The Middle Pr.: -
(ReVised onIent) r - U III
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

Both China and Vietnam underwent a pro-
tracted process of social transformation and
revolutionary upheaval in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, and both successfully
conducted peasant revolutions directed against
Japan, France, and the US. The course com-
pares their revolutionary experiences, their
resistance to imperialism, and the socialist soci-
eties established after the revolution.
P C. Perdue

History of the Middle East

21.480 The Middle East, Islam, and the Wast
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

Surveys Middle East/Islamic history. Part I exam-
ines the Classical Age of Islam through themes
of Arab expansion and adaptation. Stresses
nomadic-urban encounters, soco-political insti-
tutions, Christian and Jewish minorities, cultural-
scientific achievements and their transmission
to Europe. Part i examines later Islamic states
and their background to modern Middle East
Emphasizes Europe's dramatic expansion after
1800 and Middle East reactions to it, including
rise of modern nationalisms and Islamic move-
ments.
P S. Khoury

21.481 The Middle East in the 20th Century
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9

Surveys major political, socioeconomic, and
cultural changes in post-WWI Middle East
through the lenses of religion, state, and nation-
alsm. Investigates Interwar Independence strug-
gles against Europe, followed by the emergence
of American-Soviet rivalry, radical nationalist
and socialist movements, and the growth of
modern states and societies after 1945. Exam-
Ines contemporary problems in historical per-
spectives: Arab-Israeli conflict, Lebanon War, oil
and regional security Iranian revolution, Islamic
fundamentalist movements.
R S. Khoury

21.4821 "M Islamic City": History Culture,
and Form
(Same subject as 4.683J)
Prereq.: -
G (1) Next offered 1988-9
3-0-6

See description under subject 4,683J.
R S. Khoury, Y 1|bbaa

U (1) Nex oft- 198-9
3-0-6

The Middle East's experience with nationalism
In the 20th century. Examines theories and
varieties of nationalism, Imperialism, and revo-
lution. Focus on Arab nationalism: its origins;
character of independence movements; rise of
radical pan-Arabism and relationship with radi-
cal Islamic and Marxist movements; special
place of Palestinian nationalism; and retreat
from pan-Arablsm after 1970. Comparisons
with Turkish, Iranian, and other third world
nationalisms, and with Islamic fundamentalist-
movements.
P S. Khoury

21.484J Modern and Irn.: Islam and
Polties in Historical v
(Same subject as 17.562J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) Next offered 1988-89
3-0-6

A comparative perspective is used to examine
the role of Islam, the human and physical envi-
ronment and Imperialist rivalries in shaping the
character of state and society in 20th-century
Egypt and Iran. Explores forces and events
that toppled the Egyptian monarchy In 1952
and the Shah of Iran in 1978-79, and which
brought about Nasser's and Khomeini's revolu-
tions. Examines the social/Idecloglcal bases
and aims of contemporary Islamic movements,
their approaches to women, economic devel-
opment and International relations. Open to
graduate students.
P S. Khoury

21.48Wel Poltios, Growth, and Development
In the Middle East
(New)
(Same subject as 1.255J, 4.71 5J,
11.488J, 17.558J)
Prereq.: -
0(1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.558J.
A Choucri, R Khoury, F Mcavenzedeh,

D. Lessard, R. Lewcock, W Porter

Arr.

21401 Spaulel bplos in History
Prereq. :-
U (2)
Arr.
Individual supervised work for students who
wish to study topics not covered In the regular
history oferings. Before registering for this
subject a student must plan a course of study
with some member of the History Section and
secure the Section Head's approval. Normal
maximum Is units; to count toward the
Humanities Requirement, 9 units are required
Nine-unit projects are occasionally approved.
R Adw



Anthropology/Archaeology

The OWs na eo sullot
dese d below We p"40dow"Sli four ares:
inkeduelrs -ela anmmuelogg teehnology
In oultural contextand archaeuing Students
are enouraged to take sublects frm each of
the grupG for a fuller overview of the field.

Introductory

21,50 Introducton to Antuipology

Prereq.: -
U (1) HASS
4-0-
An examination of the differences and similarl-
ties among nomadic hunters-gatherers, tribal
peoples, peasants, and modern complex soci-
eties. Is there a common human nature behind
the apparent diversity? Different cultural values
are seen in relation to ecology and social struc-
ture. The Impact of modernization and Western
Influences also studied
M Dlsekn

21.501 UnderstandIng Other Peoples
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-9

Anthropological understanding Is based on
extended, first-hand observations of differing
ways of life. Rom readings, films, and their own
projects In the Boston area, students sample
the challenges of doing fieldwork, the difficulty
of overcoming people's tendency to misunder-
stand one another and the discipline's theoreti-
cal concerns.
J. E. Jacson

21.502 Cultur Nature, end Human Nature
(Revisea Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-9
A detailed consideration of anthropology's con-
tributions to key problems and concepts In the
social sciences: culture, human nature, values,
roles, exchange, function, structuralism, social
change, model-bulding, theory-testing. Empha-
sie on the social and historical contexts In
which these basic Ideas have been developed.
S Pavek

21403 InMd*onn to AohagMel tihe O 1512 MYth itual, and Smnballem
to mustiUn Prereq.: -
(Rised Unit) 14%

Preq.: -
U (1) HASS
3-0-9
The path to and development of States and
empires In various parts of the world - an
overvisw of patterns in prehistory Focus on
how humankind exploited the environment,
shaped setlerents and forned larger, Increas-
ingly more complex sooal and political organi-
zations in the Americas, Southwest Asia, and
China.
A Seinberg

21.504 Approaches to Archaloy
Prereq,: -
U (2)
2-4-6

Studies various analytical techniques and
approaches used to "tease" the past out of
archaeological remains. Lectures and discus-
sions on methods of archaeology and their
theoretical underpinnings. Weeldy lab sessions
devoted to analyzing artifacts and data, and
testing the tools of archaeology. bplos Include
surveying and locating sites, excavation strate-
gies, dating techniques, analyzing ceramic and
lithic arifacts, studying organic remains, statis-
tics, uses of Inference, and experimental
archaeology. Consult A. Steinberg.

21.506 Human Origins and Adaptations
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-6

Examines the dynamic Interrelations among
physical and behavioral traits in humans and
environment, culture, and social practices to
provide an integrated framework for studying
human biological diversity. bplcs Include Issues
In evolution and adaptation; fossil and cultural
evidence for human evolution from earliest
times through the Pleistocene; evolution of tool
use, social behavlor, and organization; territorl-
ality and aggression; sex roles; concepts of
race. Consult A. Steinberg.

Social Anthropology
21.511 MagIc, Shamanism, and Witchcraft
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-9

A look at several Interrelated aspects of rell-
glous belief and practice, especially those often
considered the very antithesis of "scientific":
witchcraft and sorcery magic and divination,
curing rites, shamanism, messianic move-
ments, and the rise of new religions. Material
drawn from Western, non-Western, modem,
and bygone and "primitve' societies.
J. Howe

3-0-6
People everywhere construe their worlds sym-
bolically, and express themselves In myth and
rtual. Focuses on the social and political uses
of myth, ritual, and symbol in both traditonal
and modem societies, and relates theories
about them to everyday practical concerns.
J. HOwe

21.513 Religous Movements and Social
Chn
Prereq.: -
U (1) Next ooffred 1W8-69
3-0-6
New religions and religious movements, the
conditions that Inspire them. their eect on
society. Messlantsm, apocalypse, revelation,
cults, schismatic and unorthodox sects, nativ-
Ism, revitalization, revivalism. Examples from
the US (revivaism, communal sects, cults), from
Europe (medieval heresles and messanism),
and from third world societies (the Iroquois
Handsome Lake Religion, the Ghost Dance,
Cargo Cults, military messiahs).
J. Howe

21.514 CommunIties In Criss
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6
What happens when a community Is severely
stressed? Investigates crises In several Western
ad non-Westarn communl and the attempts
made to resolve them by political, religious, or
other means. Consult J. Howe.

21.521 Central American Society
Prereq,: -
U (1)
3-0-6

Central Americas heterogeneous population
Includes Indians, Afro-Americans, and Europe-
ans. Spain, England, and the US have been
significant influences. Focuses on land use and
agrarian relations, foreign intervention, repres-
sion, and revolution In an effort to explain the
present crisis.
U OIakn

21A23 Agrarian Soolity
Prereq.: -
U (2) Next offered 1988.69
3-0-6
A view of world history as seen from the
countryside. From a study of the ancient world
(Greece, Rome) and feudalism, considers mod-
ern peasant communities and plantations, and
examines farming systems, family structures,
political rights, and rural values. Studies rural
responses to urban pressures, Including mod-
ernization and revolution.
M Diskin

I
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(Same subject as SP 456J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HASS
3-0-9
The role of the family In human evolution, and
ass symbol In our own social and poltical lies.
1bpics include: sex marriage, and parenting;
the labor market; class, race, and ethnicity; and
the family's probable future.
J. E Jackson

21.631J Sex Roles: A Comparative

(Same subject as SP 456J)
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9

Each culture, Including our own, treats human-
kind's sexual dimorphIsm In a distinctive way.
Considers several theories of gender (Marx
and Engls, Ruud, and others), as well as such
topics as the origin of the sexual division of
labor, child-rearing, symbols of sexuallty, and
gender and poitcs.
J. E Jackson

21.532 Language and Culture
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6
Language is a primary means by which people
construct meaningful worlds In which to ive -
constructions Influenced by such factors as
ethnicity class, gender, personafty and political
status. Examines how we communicate as
social beings both verbally and nonverbally
and such phenomena as multilingualism, in-
guisto nationaism, and the evolution of pidgins
and creoles. Consult J. Howe.

Technology and Cultural
Context

21,A33J Autobiography In Science and
Endneering
(Same subject as STS 241J)
Prerq. -
U (1) Not noemd 1968-89
3-0-6

Examines the meaning life histories have for
their authors and the science and engineering
communities. Explores the relation between
exemplary figures' careers, the more usual
career patterns of their colleagues, and unusual
careers which are not used as models, such as
those of women, minorities, and scientists In
the Third World. Students collect individual life
histories of MIT graduates-
S- lsmwee

21,s4 Mara T111gs
(Same subject as BT 5004)
Prreq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

Anthropologists, famous for excursions among
exotic peoples, Increasingy study one of the
most bizarre socletipe of all - our own. A
cross-cultural perspective taking Into account
both "prmtive' scleftes and other Industrial-
Ized ones helps us to understand our own body
rituals, ethnic divisions, myths, living arrange-
ments, rites of education, sense of time, and
scientific cosmology
S. faweek

21.535J Camera and Culture
(Same subject as STS 626J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) Next oered 1'o8-89
3-0-6
See description under subject STS 626J.
S. Ihaeek

21.5M Crose-Cuural Studies of SOclentific
and Tohnalogicalillutione
(Same subject as STS 231J)
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-6

See description under subject STM 231J.
S. Ihweek

21.540 1Tchnology and Culture
sed t)

Prere.: -
U (1) HASS
3-0-9

Humans are cultural creatures who use tools to
control their physical and social environments.
How are technical knowledge and expertise
embedded In other aspects of a culture? What
are the sources and effects of technological
Innovation - and why does it sometimes lead to
decreasing control of the environment? Explores
such questions through case studies ranging
from Eskimo hunters to "high-tech" operations.
S. Ihwmeek

21.541J The Archaeology of hohnology
(Sam subject as STh 40W)
Preom.: -
U (1) Next olsred 194s"
3-0-6

Technologies of ancient and pre-Industrial soci-
eties as revealed by excavation, scientific analy-
sie of artifacts, ethnohistory. Case studies of
technologies Include cloth production among
the Inca, building In Imperial Rome, Iron Age
metallurgy of East Africa. Comparisons to filu-
minate Interactions of technologies with cul-
tures; the role played by materials processing,
labor organization, and ideology In the devel-
opment of industries; the formation of techno-
logical styles.
H N Lechenen

21.42 Cule and VeO V1al Aa
Prereq.: -
U (1) Net pineed 110-11
3-0-6

An anthropologioal poepectiveon the visual
arts focusing on the arts as cultural media and
as nonverbal means of social ommunloalbn
and contipulty. Material presented In Oe study
format, Including visual arts of small-scale,
non-Wstern societies, imperial arts of the Inca
and oman states, and contemporary art of
the US.
K N Lechtman

21.43J History and Anthropology of

(Same subject as 3.17J)
Prereq.: -
U (1) Nottoebe ofered 1906-SO
3-0-6
See description under subject 3.17J.
H. N Lechtman, L. W Nobbs

ArChaeology

Thaw subobt we divMed kio regiRnl and
topla, and subjects tuiunderles aue-
pices of the Center for itsesercb In

Regional

21.680-21.562 The Archaeology of Veo Amedics
I, U, 1i1, need not be taken in any perloulor
orde, nor is one a prerequisite for 8e olhers.

21.550 Archaeology of the Amnerics I:
Frst Ameriemns
Prowe.: -
U (1) Next ofered 198-
3-0-6

Indian cultures In North America from Palso-
Indian entry Into the New World over 10,000
years ago to European contact Includes PleIs-
tocene Palso-Indlan big-game hunters, devel-
opment of regional differences among Indian
groups, major pre-Columbian cultures (e.g.,
Southwestern Cliff Dwellers, Southeastern
Moundbullders), art and ritual (e.g., rook art,
ancient asnomy), eaio of prehistoric Indian
cultures to modern Indian groups.
Consult A. Steinberg.

21.51 Archaeology of the AmerisD H:
Anolent eamades
Prers.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

AnOent socieies of Mexico and Conra Amer-
los, from the earliest times to the Aztec and
Maye In A.D. 1500. Emphasizes understanding
major changes in human fe In the New World:
evolution from gathering to agriculture, origin of
pottery and other technological Innovatons,
and the origins of cities, states, and empires.
Consult A. Steinberg.
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21.552 Archaeology of the Arnerloes IlI:
The Ancient Andean World
Prereq.: -
U (2) Net offered 1988-89
3-0-6
Examines development of Andean civilization
which culminated In the extraordinary empire
established by the Inca. Archaeological, ethno-
graphic, and ethnohistorical approaches. Par-
ticular attention to the unusual topography of
the Andean area, Its influence upon local ecol-
ogy, and the characteristic social, political, and
technological responses of Andean people to
life in a topographically "vertical" world. Char-
acteristic cultural styles of prehistoric Andean
life.
H. A Lechtman

21.553 Archaeology of the Middle East
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

Focus on the rise of cities and empires In
various areas of the Middle East including
Anatolla, the Levant, Mesopotamia, and Iran.
Using archaeological and written sources, exam-
ines why such complex societies arose In this
area. Considers the role of temples and reli-
gious hierarchies, of crafts and trade in luxury
goods, of writing and bureaucracies, of class
stratification, In the rise of early empires.
Consult A. Steinberg.

21.554 Archaeology of Egypt
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-6

Egypt was the home of one of the first and
most spectacular civilizations in the world.
Focuses on how that civilization developed.
Rlaces Egypt's past from its first Inhabitants
through the reign of the Pharsoha with special
emphasis on 1) how complex political systems
evolved from the simple villages of predynastic
days; and 2) how agriculture developed In the
Nile Wlley and how it contributed to the growth
of civilization. Also considers the development
of religion, art, and writing systems. Consult
A. Steinberg.

Topical

21.560 The Archaeology of the City
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

That unique human construct, the city, Is the
focus. After discussing different approaches to
the study of the city, students look at examples
from the Near East, China, and the Greco-
Roman world to see how they evolved, differed,
and decayed. Physical and social plan, forces
that shape them, the present and future of
cities are among the topics discussed.
A. Steinberg

21.561 h* Deoine of Empkes
Prereq.: -
U (1) Next offered 1988-9
3-0-6

After examination of basic Institutions and
processes of empires from modern soolological
literature and recent examples, we derive some
generalities about how and why empires disinte-
grate. Considers frontiers, military power, bu-
reaucracy, ruling elites, religions, population
growth, raw materials and markets, and urbani-
zation. Generalities tested against examples cho-
sen from ancient and medieval times Including
Persia, Greece, Rome, Byzantium, and China.
A. Steinberg

Center for Materials Research in
Archaeology and Ethnology

CMRAE is an inter-Institutional center whose
subjeot am listed with the Anthropology/
Archaeology offerings and are open only to
graduate students and seniors by permission
of the Instructor.

21.582 Materials in Anoient Societies: Fauna
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-6-3

Scientific analysis of archaeological artifacts
help us understand the cultures that produced
them. Animal remains such as bone, commonly
found in archaeological sites, can provide Infor-
mation not only on post environmental condi-
tions and diet, but also on strategies of resource
exploitation. This laboratory course provides
an Introduction to faunal analysis and to some
of the special techniques developed to study
human/animal relations and animal economies.
Laboratories Involve Identification of animal
remains and their characterization through
macro- and microscopic techniques.
H. At Lechtman

Special Topics

21.598 Special bplos in
Anthropology/Archaeology
Prereq.: Any two subjects in Anthropology or
Archaeology
U (1)
Arr.
21.599 Special Topics in
Anthropology/Archaeology
Prereq.: Any two subjects in Anthropology or
Archaeology
U (2)
Arr.

Topics In anthropology or archaeology not
Included in other subjects. Students electing
this subject must secure the approval of the
chair of the Anthropology/Archaeology Pro-
gram. Normal maximum is 6 units; to count
toward Humanities Requirement, 9 units are
required. Exceptional 9-unit projects occasion-
ally approved. Consult J. Howe.

See 21.708 The OBie and 21.709 The Greeks

Music

The music subjects described below ore
grouped within five armes: Introductory sub-
jets, history/UterAture, theory/oomposition,
performance, and semInars/tutorials.

Although most students start with Introductory
subjects, thos who have vocal or instrumen-
tal trainng or exteneive exposure to music ae
encouraged to begin at a higher stsrting level.

Introductory Subjects

21.60 Introduction to Music
(Revised Content and Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-P
3-3-6

Enhances the listening experience by develop-
Ing analytical hearing and an understanding of
the major historical styles and genres of
Western music. Fundamentals of musical organ-
ization and design; major composers viewed in
historical perspective. Students also elect a
weekly practicum such as listening lab, com-
puter music lab, or participation In the MIT
Choral Society. Description of instructors'
approaches and practicum options Is available
from the Music Office, 14N-434. Coordinator:
J. S. Bambergor.

21.601 Fundamentals of Music
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
3-3-3

Study of fundamental concepts and basic
vocabulary of rhythm, melody, and harmony
with particular emphasis on sight-singing and
dictation. In support of this, a minimum of three
laboratory hours in aural, keyboard, or sight-
singing skills Included.
S Erdely, R Ambush

21.602 Bealc Musicianship
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
3-2-4

An integrated approach to basic musicianship,
which alms at deepening students' understand-
Ing of fundamental musical processes. Work
includes many kinds of listening exercises,
group sight-singing, In-class Instrumental per-
formance, and a keyboard laboratory for ele-
mentary score reading and beginning keyboard
harmony. Intended for students who are familiar
with notation and have some Instrumental/
listening experience. Students with consider-
able experience in performance and basic
theory should try to begin with 21.641.
B. Burleigh
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21.05 Developing Musloal Structures
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-3-6
What are the basic "primitives" of musical
structure? How are these developed to create
the complexity of great works? What Is the role
of analysis and description In developing per-
ceptual problem-solving abilities? Using the
LOGO computer music synthesizer system as a
"tool kit," students make multidimensional pro-
cedural analyses of a few significant pleces.
With these as models, new pieces are designed
and generated by turning the procedural analy-
ses into "procedural composition."
J. S Bamberger

21.615 Musical Acousos
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
3-0-6
An Introductory treatment of physical and psy-
chological aspects of musical perceptions and
production. Physical principles of woodwind,
brass, string, and percussion Instruments, as
well as the human voice are studied. Psycho-
physical topics such as the perception of pitch,
loudness, timbre, and rhythm are covered.
Sound propagations and acoustical properties
of rooms and concert halls and criteria for
their proper functioning are discussed. Elec-
tronic applications to music, such as sound
recording and reproduction, are surveyed.
C. Blair

History/Uterature

21.621 Western Music to 1750
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1)
3-0-6
European art music from its foundation in
antiquity through the Christian Middle Ages, the
Italian Renaissance, and the Baroque. Written
assignmenta offer the opportunity to write about
the music itself and about topics in the history
of musical style.
L Undgren

21.622 Western Music after 1750
(R sed unit)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
A chronological survey of European art music
during the Classic, Romantic, and Modern peri-
ods. Compositions analyzed In detall, and
placed within their historical context. Most writ-
ten assignments analyze musical works, so
score-reading ability Is helpful.
L indgren

21.623 World Mui1
Prsreq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2)
3-0-9

A comparative study of religious, court, theatre,
and folk music of Far-Eastern Asla,indla, and
the Islamic World. it deals with the functions,
theory, and practices of music, the role of musi-
cians, and the nature of the Instruments In their
respective societies.
S. Erdely

21.625 Vivaldi, BSch, and Handel
(Revled Unit)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

Representative works of three great composers
who wrote at the culmination of the Baroque era
In music are examined and related both to
compositions by their precursors and societal
and Intellectual developments of the time In
Italy, Germany, and England. Score-reading
ability helpful.
L Undgren

21.626 Haydn, Moart, and esethoven
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2)
3-0-6

A study of musical life during the second half
of the 18th and early 19th centuries through
representative works of these composers.
Emphasis on harmonic, melodic, and structural
development In relationship to Intellectual, artis-
tic, and social patterns of the period. Required
reading and listening assignments. Consult
Music office.

21.627 Schubert to Mahler
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1)
3-0-6

A survey of the principal developments In
musical style during the 19th century. Works for
consideration In weekly class discussions
drawn from the music of Beethoven, Schubert,
Schumann, Brahms, Berlioz, Chopin, Uszt'
Wagner, Verdi, Richard Strauss, and Mahler.
Required reading and listening assignments.
J. L Buffrick

21.628 1werntileCentury Music
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

A survey of major work of the 20th century,
beginning with Schoenberg, Stravinky, Bartok,
and Ives; continuing with Vrese, Webern,
Hindemith, Copland, Sessions, Britten, Prokofie,
and Dallaplccola, and closing with some recent
music.
J. KH.arbison

21.631 SymphonIe Music
(RvsdUit)

Prereq.t Permission of Instructor
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9
The evolution of symphonic forms from the
Baroque to the 20th century. Special attention
focused on the works of Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven. Recordings and opportunities to
hear live performances augmented by class
discussion.
S. Erdely

21.633 Operas of Mouart, Verdi, wgner
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

Focus on the ways In which music has Inter-
preted and enriched three dramatic texts set by
each composer A framework Is established by
a survey of three Baroque operas at the begin-
ning of the term, and three 20th-century works
at the end. Avallable videotape performances
serve as the basis for listening assignments
and analytical papers.
L E Lndgren

21.634 Pirn Music
-edeed Co-et)

Prersq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

A chronological survey of styles and functions
of music in American and European films. The
first half covers 1 9th-century forerunners, the
silent film, and music In synchronized sound
films up to 1960. The second half focuses on
Innovative uses of music from the '50. up to the
present Related topics include: theories of film
music, specialized genres (musical, documen-
taries, animated films), and the impact of video.
Ustening, reading, and viewing assignments
serve as the basis for papers and class
discussion.
M. Marks

21.635 Amerloan Music
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1) Next offered 1988-9
3-0-6

First half focuses on the role of music In North
American society (especially the Boston area)
during the 18th and 19th centuries. Second
half surveys the music of 20th-century North
America, Including "classical," Broadway show
film, and popular music, but excluding jazz.
L E. Undgren
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2146 Jas
(Revisd Unit)
Preoq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1,2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Historical survey beginning with early jazz,
Joplin, Morton, Armstrong, Smith; continuing
with a study of the Ellington, Basis, Goodman,
and Herman bands; and concluding with a
number of Individual performers - Parker,
Rollins, Monk, Holliday, Gillespie, Mingus,
Davis - and some recent developments In
writing and playing. Examination of jazz source
music: early blues, spirituals, show tunes. Some
Investigation of jazz-derived musics: post-
World War 11 pop and rock.
M. Harvey

21.637 Tladtional Music In Anerica
Prereq.: 21.601 or 21.602
U (2) HUM-D Next ofe 1988-89
3-0-6
A study of the four branches of American musi-
cal tradition; the Amero-Indlan, the Anglo-
Spanish-Ranch American, the Black American,
and the diverse ethnic traditions. Emphasis on
historical and broad cultural significance of this
repertoire. Permission of instructor required.
S Erdely

Theory/Composition

21.641 Harmony and Counterpoint I
Prereq.: 21.601 or 21.602
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-3-6

Basic writing skills in music of the common-
practice period (Bach to Brahms). Work includes
regular written assignments leading to the com-
position of short pieces, analyzing representa-
tive works from the literature, keyboard labora-
tory, and sight-singing choir.
J. Herbison, E Cohen, P Child

21.642 Hermcny and Counterpoint i1
Prereq.: 21,641
U (1, 2)
3-3-6

A continuation of Harmony and Counterpoint I,
Including chromatic harmony and modulation,
more elaborate contrapuntal textures, key-
board laboratory, and sight-singing choir.
E Cohen

21.64 WMting In Tnal Pm
Prereq.: 21.642
U (1, 2)
3-0-6

Written and analytic exercises based on 19th-
century small forms and harmonic practice
found in music such as Schubert LAndler and
songs, Schumann small piano pieces and
songs, and Chopin Preludes and Mazurkas.
E Cohen

21.644 Advanced Win6
Prereq.: 21.643

(1, 2)
3-M-
A study of compositional procedures during
the early years of the 20th century. Emphasis
on written and analytioal exerclses of music
which make use of elementary set operations
as found in selected Debussy Preludes and
Bartok MIkrokosmos, and the early atonal works
ofSchoenberg and Webern. Students expcted
to attend the weekly graduate seminar In
composition.
E. Cohen

21.645 Advanced Musical Analysis
Prereq.: 21.641
U (1)
3-0-0
21.646 Advanced Musiocl Analysis
Prereq.: 21.641
G(1)
3-0-6
An enrichment of musical perspective of par-
ticular value to performers. Study of various
concepts of musical structure and organization
and of the role of structure In musical percep-
tion, coherence, and performance. Factors that
provide compositional unity and uniqueness,
particularly the role of time In musical structure
(tempo, rhythm, meter), also examined exten-
elvely. Study of scores, listening to recordings,
readings, and a paper constitute out-of-class
work.
D. M. Epstein

21.646 Jazz Harmony and ArranIng
Prereq.: 21.602, 21.636
U (2)
3-0-6
Basic harmony for students Interested In acquIr-
Ing practical skill In nonclassical music; also
includes required listening, mainly jazz, as back-
ground for the written work. Serves as prepara-
tion for more advanced work In jazz and rock
arranging and In the composition of popular
songs. Permission of Instructor required.
M. Harvey

21.649 Musicianship for Performers
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-3-3
For Intermediate and advanced Instrumental-
Ists and singers, Tains students to understand,
by ear, basic organizing features of music from
Bach to Brahms, with the aim of producing
more musical playing. Includes intensive sight-
singing and score-readhig, tonal theory taught
by ear, Introduction to performance practice
tradition, and In-class performance projects. No
prerequisite, by audition. Consult Music office.

Performance

EAchv of the foin fuori earn siW unt
count oward i ta e Reuiremen h Hum
4ao, Arts, and 111lM cenos, by pullMan to
COO.

21.651 Voal Repertoire and Perormanse
(Revised Content and Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
2-4-0
21 .652 Wal= Repertoire and Performanos
(Revised Content and Unit)
Prereq.: -
G(1,2)
2-4-0
For the young singer Interested In the study
and performance of the vocal literature with
special attention to diction and vocal tech-
nique. 1bpic each semester Include German
Lleder or Rench melodies, as well as songs In
the English language. Participation in MIT Cham-
ber Chorus Is required (no extra credit). Admis-
sion by audition. May be repeated for additional
credit
J. Oliver

21.653 MIT Chamber Chorus
(Reieed Content and Unit)
U (1, 2)
4-0-2
Rehearsal and performance of choral repertoire
for small chorus, Involving literature from the
Renaissance to contemporary periods. Mem-
bership limited to 32 students by audition. May
be repeated for additional credit
. Oliver

21.655 Chamber Music Society
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
0-3-3
Study of chamber music literature through
analysis, rehearsal, and performance. Weekly
seminars and coaching. Open to string, piano,
brass, and woodwind players, and MIT students
of early music in the Wellesley Colleglum. By
audition. May be repeated for additional credit
M A Thompson

21.657 MIT Symphony
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
0-3-3
An option available to members of the MIT
Symphony Orchestra. Rehearsals prepare works
for concerts and recordings. Analyses of musi-
cal style, structure, and performance practice
are Integrated Into rehearsals as a means of
enriching musical conception and the approach
to performance. Ukewise, additional scores of
particular or structural or stylistic Interest are
read whenever time permits. May be repeated
for additional credit.
D. M Epstein
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21.66 Advanced Music Performance
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
1-2-3

21.669 Advanced Music Performanos
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
1-2-3

Open by audition to students who demonstrate
considerable technical and musical skills and
who wish to develop them through intensive
private study. Students must take a weekly
lesson, attend a regular performance seminar,
and participate without credit in an MIT ensem-
ble. Full-year commitment required. May be
repeated for credit. Information about lesson
fees, scholarships, and auditions available in
Music Office.
M. A. Thompson

Seminars/Tutorials

21.661 Beethoven
Prereq.: 21.642
G(1)
3-0-6

For students with a basic knowledge of har-
mony, counterpoint, and score reading. Back-
ground in serious Instrumental study also
desirable. Examines the evolution of Beetho-
ven's thematic, harmonic, and structural style
through a close study of his works. Looks at
how he was viewed by his contemporaries, and
at the changing comprehension of his music in
the past 175 years. Readings, class and concert
performances, both student and professional.
J. L. Buftrick

21.665 Structure of Musical ime
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2) Next oftred 1988-89
3-0-6

21.666 Structure of Musical Time
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next ofered 1988-89
3-0-6

Study of musical time in its structure, affect,
articulation, pacing, interaction with pitch. A
multifaceted focus, Interdisciplinary In nature.
Approached from a number of viewpoints: theo-
retical questions of music structure per se;
experiments In perception, cognition, and learn-
Ing; aspects of physiology and neurology; and
the relationship of all these to musical expres-
sion and affective response. Research projects,
discussions, and reports. Background in music
theory necessary.
D. M. Epstein

21.671 Digital MuslO Processing (A)
Prereq.: 21.642, 21.616
0(1)
3-4-5

Digital audio processing as an artistic music
production tool. Analysis, resynthesis of musical
Instrument tones. Nonlinear andlinear-predictive
synthesis. Perceptually based synthesis using
the auditory transform. Digital recording, pro-
cessing, editing. Digital reverberation, ambiance
control. Music-encoding languages, procedur-
ally defined scores, performer-like interpreta-
tion. Real-time synthesis on array processors
under gestural control. Human-machine interac-
tion in music performance. Assignments, syn-
thesis projects.
B. L. Wrcoe

21.672 witing for Computer
Performance (A)
Prereq.: 21.643, 21.671
G (2)
3-6-3

For those whose writing of music reaches a
point where they can exploit digital audio as a
new performance medium. Continues audio
processing techniques for realizing an original
composition by end of term. Examines repre-
sentative works, and stylistic relationship be-
tween instrumental and electronic writing. Meth-
ods of integrating these media, as found in
works of Davidovsky and Boulez. Directed com-
position of an original computer-synthesized
work, and preparation for its performance in an
end-of-term public concert.
B. L Vercoe

21.681 Music Composition (A)
Prereq.: 21.644
G (1, 2)
3-0-9

Directed composition of larger forms of original
writing Involving voices and/or instruments.
includes a weekly seminar In composition for
the examination of major works from 20th-
century music literature and for the presenta-
tion and discussion of student work in prog-
ress. Students expected to produce at least one
substantive work to be performed in public by
the end of the term. Open to qualified under-
graduates. May be repeated for credit.
Staff

21.682 Computer Music Composition (A)
Prereq.: 21.672
G (1, 2)
3-6-3

Directed composition of larger forms of original
writing using computer-processed sound, to be
performed either alone or with voices and/or
Instruments. Includes a weekly seminar In com-
position for the examination of major works
from 20th-century music literature and for the
presentation and discussion of student works
In progress. Students expected to produce at
least one substantive work to be performed In
public by the end of the term. Open to qualified
undergraduates. May be repeated for credit.
B. L. Wercoe

21.665J Muslsil AstlheOics and MediA
1behnology (A)

(Same subject as 4.925J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-3-3

See description under subject 4.925J.
7 achover
21.666 Projects In Music end Media (A)
(Now)
(Same subject as 4.926J)
Prereq.: 21.685J or Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-6-0

See description under subject 4.926J.
T Mchover

21.691, 21.692 Special 'bpics In Music
Prereq.: Any two subjects In Music
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Open to qualified students who wish to pursue
special studies or projects with members of the
Music Section. Students electing this subject
must secure the approval of the chairman of the
Music Section. Humanities credit for Special
Topics subjects awarded only by individual
petitions to the Committee on Curricula. Nor-
mal maximum is 6 units; to count toward
Humanities Requirement, 9 units are required.
Exceptional 9-unit projects occasionally ap-
proved. Consult Music Section office.

21.693, 21.694 Advanced bplcas in Music (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2)
Arr.

Opportunity for advanced study of musical
topics not covered by the regular subject list-
ings. Includes experimental subjects offered by
permanent and visiting faculty. Students seek-
ing an Individual program of study with a
particular faculty member must also obtain the
approval of the chairman of the Music Section.
Consult Music Section office.

21.695-21.699 Research in Music
Prereq.: 21.671
G (1, 2, 8)
Arc
Directed research on problems occurring in
the production, perception, or cognition of music,
aided by the techniques and discipline of sci-
ence and engineering. Individual or group work.
Available also to research assistants for non-
thesis work. May be repeated for credit with
permission. Coordinator: B. L Vercoe.
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Theatre and Dance:
Performance

Subjects in Thetoe and Danc offer an oppor-
tunIty for pr cNia experience in the pduo
tion and performanoe of plays and danos, Pr
subects deng with Mierab of the theatre
see 21.00, 21.006, 21.021,1,022, 21.086,
21.173 In ULtesturs and 21.216, 21.237,
21.20, 21.286,21.00, 21.300 In Foreign Lan-
guages and Uteralures. These *utgete plus
the ones disurited bloW onstitute the Drame
Progm, a field of oncentratin (see Chap-
ter VII),

21.700 Introduction to Acting
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-6

An Introduction to the principles of acting
through theatre games, exercises, textual anal-
ysis, and rehearsal techniques. Practical work
is designed to improve sensitivity to language,
emotional and physical expression, sensory
perception, and imaginative power. Classwork
Includes lectures, demonstrations, play semi-
nars, and acting workshops. Dramatic material
Is taken from Shakespeare and Arthur Miller.
Preference is given to freshmen and sophmores.
. E Campbell

21.701 Acting Shakespeare
Prereq.: 21.700
U (2)
3-0-6
A second-level acting course that seeks to
reinforce and develop basic principles estab-
lished in Acting I. Students are taught how to
use these principles in the study and practical
exploration of Shakespeare. Primary emphasis
is on language and how to decipher rhythm and
Image codes In the verse. 1wo plays are exam-
ined from an actor's point of view and practical
work Includes the preparation of a scene and
two monologues.
D. E. Campbell

21.702 Theatre Arts: Elementary Stagocruft
and Productoan 8tudis
Prereq.: -

3-0-6
Lectures and tutorial discussions cover the
areas of lighting design, set design, costuming,
make-up, properties, theatre sound, and ele-
ments of acting and directing. Each class mem-
ber undertakes two projects in the fall schedule
of Dramashop's one-act productions under the
supervision of a member of the Drama Program
staff. Written reports, Interpretation of the plays,
and reviews of outside performances supple-
ment the practical theatre work. Satisfies the
practicum requirement of a Drama concentration.
R. N Scanlan

21.70 peefrman ftrkIehopin Pram.
Prerq.: 21.702
U (2)
3-0-6

A seminar focusing on script Interpretation,
directing technique, and production planning.
Readings In Aristotelian dramatic theory pre-
code detailed study of several playe to acquire
facility In analyzing dramatic form and discern-
ing the underlying action pattern that gives
shape to a play. Class discussion and directed
scene work lead to the detailed planning of a
specific theatre production. Readings In dra-
matic theory, oral class presentations, and one
major paper required.
R. N Scanlan

21.704 Performance Workshop In Danoe
(R Conte)
Prereqw -
U (1.2)
3-4-2

Study of modern dance technique and impro-
visatilon/compoltion Is combined with an inves-
tigation of the theoretical aspects of the field of
dance. In the technique classes, the emphasis
is on learning coordination and rhythmic
sophistication, and in the inprovisation/compo-
sition classes, students compose dance studies
which may be included in student perfor-
mances. The academic portion of the course Is
devoted to reading and writing assignments
and discussions concerning dance history. One
paper Is required.
B. Soll

21.705 Special Tpics in Drama
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Designed to allow students to pursue topics of
Individual interest under the supervision of a
member of the Program in Theatre and Dance.
Requires the approval of the Dean of the School
of Humanities and Social Science. Normal
credit maximum: 6 units. Students who wish to
use Special Topics for Humanities credit must
register for 9 units and file a petition, approved
by the Dean of the School of Humanities and
Social Science, with the Committee on Curricula
R. N Scanlan

21.707 Spelal 1bplos In Dance
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
Arr.

Designed to allow students to pursue topics of
Individual interest under the supervision of a
member of the Program In Theatre and Dance.
Requires the approval of the Dean of the School
of Humanities and Social Science. Normal
credit maximum: 6 units. Students who wish to
use Special Topics for Humanities credit must
register for 9 units and file a petition, approved
by the Dean of the School of Humanities and
Social Science, with the Committee on Curricula.
B. SofI

T'aditlons and Texts

adfions and 1bits lea special intsrdlosol-
nary program of humanils subjects. Each
sublect involves the c0los examination of origi-
nal teuts, intensive classroom discussion, and
the writng of anslyal papers. The "is
(21.706) and The Grees (21.700) a consid-
ered foundation subteoe. It Is recommended
that one or both of thm be taan belre
other subjeots in thie program.

21.708 The ible
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9

An Introduction to major Biblical texts includ-
ing Genesis, Exodus, Job, the prophetic and
historic books of the Old Testament the Gos-
pels and Epistles. Stresses the place of the
Bible as foundation-text for central religious,
political, sexual, and ethical Ideas In Western
culture. Comparative readings In related tradl-
tions (Canaanite, Egyptian, Gnostic). Examina-
tion of selected nstances of the Biblical tradition
in later art music, literature.
Term 1: J. Buckley, A Sfelnberg
Term 2: J. Buckley, R. E Jones

21.70g The Grese
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9

Close study, through translations, of major
ancient Greek texts: liad or Odyssey, tragedy and
comedy, history, philosophy. Focus on the his-
torically changing perceptions of human excel-
lence, justice, and the locus, individual and/or
collective, of human salvation - If any. Collateral
attention to standards of beauty embodied In
Greek art and architecture (slides and Boston
Museum of Fine Arts).
Term 1: H. A. T O. Relche
Term 2: A. Kibel

21.714 The Renalssnoe and Reformation
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

Relationships between society and ideas in
northern Europe during a century of acute
social conflict Intellectual controversy, and
uncommon creativity in nearly every area of
thought and Imagination. The process of "ref-
ormation" and "rebirth" examined in both rell-
gious and secular contexts. Readings from
both "high" culture and "low" - Thomas
More, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Rabelals, and
Montaigne as well as from anonymous tracts
and novels.
R. M. Douglas
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21.717TheModern 111d 101.1e 70
Prereq.: -
U (2) Next ofered 1911-89
3-0-9
Role of the individual and the artist In modern
society dominated by politics, war, and technol-
ogy. 1bplos: reactions to 19th-century values,
and especially those of Marx and Freud; role of
myth; concepts of Illusion and reality; sexual
revolution and its Implications; new humanism
In art, music, philosophy, and literature. Authors
read Include Dinesen, Breton, Groplus, Marinetti,
Gide, Proust, Pirandello, Jung, Giraudoux,
O'Neill, Joyce, Eliot, Kafka, Malraux, Brecht,
Beckett, Lawrence, Leasing, and Solzhenitsyn.
R. E. Jones

21.716 The Amerloans
Prsreq.: -
U (1) Net oftred 190649
3-0-9

Major themes of the American Imagination as
revealed In American literature, historical writ-
Ing, and American art from the 17th century
through the 19th century. The development of
American Identity and mythology. Ideas about
the land, nature, purpose, the Indian, society
and the Individual, freedom and community.
Among authors read are Bradford and other
Puritans, Edwards, Jefferson, Franklin, Cree-
cosur, Emerson, Cooper, Whitman, Parkman,
Henry Adams. Among artists viewed: Copley,
Allston, Cole and other 19th-century landscape
painters, Eakins, and Homer.
A. D. Kaledln

The Wting Program

TiM suleots Nited below are gouped in the
three mor ~ of The Witing Prom: 1)

xpoetion end RhetOrie; 2) Creatie ;
end 3) tlenee end 1mlial ing, wt
each sea, introductor, intrmedlete, and
advanced gulgests ae ogfered. Introductory
subjects are deslgned for students with Oite
or no experense In Wrng; itermediste sub-

s are designed for students who have
mastered the elements of centenoe and pars-
grah structure; advanod su11eos a de-
signed for experienced writers who wish to
develop greeter compelense i one or nore
speoia fornis of writ

Exposition and Rhetoric

Introductory

21.730 ExposItory Iting
(ReVIsed Unit)
Prere.: -
U (1, 2)
3-0-9

For students who wish to write correct, clear,
and effective prose. Attention to constructing
effective sentences and paragraphs. Weekly
writing assignments. Students' writing is dis-
cussed frequently in class. Readings Include
essays that exhibit a wide range of rhetorical
techniques. Satisfies Phase I of the Writing
Requirement
H Rltvo, Aof Richardson, Staff

21.731 lutng and Experience
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
3-0-9

Students study the mechanisms by which fic-
tion writers, essayists, and poets transform their
experience Into scenes, voloes, and argu-
ments. Attention given to sentence mechanics,
paragraphing, punctuation, and word choice. In
weekly workshops, students present their writ-
ing to members of the group, and extensive
revising Is required. Satisfies Phase I of the
Writing Requirement
E E Choakowska Staff

21.732noduton to oohnlel
commwnleson
(edeed Unt)
Prereq.: -
U (1,2)
3-0-9
Stuents Intensively review the elements of
sentence and paragraph structure; spe i prob-
Iems In organizing and condensing technical
Information; and strategies for writing technical
descriptions, definitIons, classifications, and
analyses. Other topics Include writing to differ-
ent audienoss and preparing brief proposals,
lab reports, and graphics. Several short writing
assignments, frequent revisions, and two short
oral presentations required. Satsfies Phase I of
the Miting Requirement.
staff

21.734 Nyle
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-6
Intensive practice In writing clear prose. Fre-
quent short themes focus on dily experience.
Class discussions emphasize style. Reading
consists of short pubished pieces, to be ana-
lyzed In class, and student papers. Weekly
writing Includes a theme, commentary on work
by classmates, and a revision.
. R1tvo

Intermediate

21.735 WOting and Reading the Essay
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Examination of how to write formal and Infor-
mal essays. Extensive practice In composition,
revision, and editing; wide reading In the litera-
ture of the iay form from the Renaissance to
the present Isocussilon-workshop class style;
weekly discuaion of student work; study of
examples from published works; frequent
conferences.
M. Richardson

21.738 Words
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6
Designed to Increase appreciation of the verbal
resources of English and Improve skill In
exploiting them. Considers such topics as the
historical roots of the modern vocabulary, spe-
cialized and technical vocabularies, socially
loaded language, the connection between word
choice and tone, words as symbols. Regular
written assignments stress the way that Ideas
are shaped by words.
H. Rltvo
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21 .740 WrUAutoblogrphpl and Smugply

Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-9
Witing autqblography Is used as a vehicle for
improving style and studying the nuances of the
language. Uterary works are reed with an
emphasis on dilferent forms of autobiography
(esm fiction, etc.). Class examines various
stages of life, significant transitions, personal
strugges, and memories translated into narra-
tive prose, and discusses 1) what it means for
autobiographer and biographer to develop a
personal voice; and 2) the problems of reality
and fiNtion in autobiography and biography.
Students write in either or in both modes.
E. E. Chodeknwhs

Advanced

21.74" Advanced assay Workshop
Prereq. : Permission of Instructor
U (2)
3-0-9

For students with experience in writing non-
fictional prose, Advanced study of rhetorical
strategies and techniques of prose style. Con-
siderable writing and revision required. in addi-
tion to analyzing the work of class members,
students read and discuss the work of distin-
guished essayists chosen to represent a range
of prose styles, subjects, and biographical
patterns.
H. Ritvo

Creative Writing

Introductory

See subject 21.731.

Intermediate

21.7M5 WrMing and Reading Short Stories
(Reded Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9

Introduction to the short story. Students write
stories and short descriptive sketches. Read-
Ings from European and American stories from
the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries. Class dis-
cussion of students' writing and of the assigned
stories In their historical and social contexts.
R. Becker S. Strang

21.757 Pton WOishop
Prereq.: 21.755
U (1, 2)
3-0-6

For students Intre in writng fiction. May
be taken as a prerequisite to the Advanced
fiction Workshop, but its main purpose is to
encourage students to experiment with various
techniques of fiction writing. Weekly reading
and writing assignments; class discussion of
students' writing and of work of professional
writers.
L Kamel

21.7M6 Genre Plotion Workshop
(Now)
Prereq.: One Intermediate fiction writing subject
or Permission of instructor
U (1)
3-0-9
Students write stories In such genres as so-
ence fiction, fantasy, horror, crime fiction, "Inter-
national Intrigue," western fiction, and historical
fiction. Students read a range of authors from
Edger Allen Poe, to Dashiell Hammett, to Zane
Grey. The first few class meetings consist of
Introductory lectures and discussion, but most
of the class Is devoted to roundtable criticism of
the students' work. Enrollment limited to 16
students.
J Haldeman

21.76 Wt Scienme Fotion
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-6

Students write and read science fiction and
analyze and discuss stories written for the
class. For the first eight weeks, readings in
contemporary science fiction accompany lec-
tures and formal writing assignments Intended
to illuminate various aspects of writing craft as
well as the particular problems of writing sci-
ence fiction. The rest of the term Is given to
round-table workshops on students' stories.
J. Haildeman

21.760 MWting and Reading Poems
(Revised Unit)
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2) HUM-D
3-0-9

Examination of the formal structural and tex-
tuall variety In poetry. Extensive practice In the
making of poems and the analysis of both
students' manuscripts and texts from 16th-
through 20th-century literature. Attempts to
make relevant the traditional elements of poetry
and their contemporary alternatives. Weekly
writing assignments, Including some exercises
In prosody.
R. Becker

21.7M2 POetry Workshop
Prerq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6
For students with some previous experience In
poetry writing. Requent assignments stress use
of language, diction, word choice, line breaks,
Imagery, mood, and tone. Considers the funo-
tIons of memory, Imagination, dreams, poetio
Impulses. Throughout the semester, students
examine the work of published poets. Revision
stressed.
Stiff

Advanced

21.770 Advanced Piotion Workshop
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (1, 2)
3-0-6

For students with some experience In writing
fiction. Concentrates on the ways an author
manipulates his or her audience In the creation
of a particular vision of reality. Studies style;
point of view; distinctions of time and space;
stream-of-consciousness; all the strategies for
making a work of art. Outside readings assigned
on an Individual basis.
E E Chodahowska

21.771 Advanced Poetry Workshop
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2)
3-0-6

For students experienced In writing poems.
Regular reading of published contemporary
poets and weekly submission of manuscripts
for class review and criticism. Expects students
to do a substantial amount of rewriting and
revision. Classwork supplemented with IndIvId-
uas conferences.
Staff

21.773 Writing Longer Piotion
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2)
3-0-6

For students with some experience in writing
fiction who wish to experiment with its longer
forms (primarily the novella). The possibilities
and techniques of longer fiction studied In
examples of modem European and American
authors (i.e., Tolstoy, Conrad, Kafka, Bellow).
Class discussions of students' own work with
emphasis on revislon.
I Keme
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Introductory

Advonced

21.79$ S1ies ad lehnlilal Witig Prereq.: Permlesion of Instructor
Workslop G(1,2)
Peroem: 21.2 2-04

2.1 a aishllifle

ames VW "M5i1.f5 U (1) Oersagduate students who have wrling pro-
3-0-9 ats under way an intense revIw and slpby-
introduces students to the prooes of plan. step pracice in technical writing. Examines

Intermediate ning, writing, editing, and producing In-house mis1or types of technical docurnt and reviews
and professional nublications Olsouselons and o o, grWmnrr style, fornat, gMhi'ce,

21.777 The Sientifo Essa demonstrations cover the techniques of docu- and t 80ienti11 Publishing proeSS. iting
(Aevised Unit) ment design and productn with emphasis on and revising assIgnments are adapted to the
Prereq.: - current technologies used to prepare in-house preparation of one or two mjor doouments.

U (1,2) HUM-D documents. The problem of matchi form and K R. Anning, Skff
3-09 style to audience receives special at .

Students make a site visit to observe a large 217W- 21.7W eWe01 110 In inbig
Students explore prominent writing about aod- In-house production facdity. In addition to Indl- Preq: -
Ono and technology from the Renaissance to vidual work, students collaborate to plan, wrie, U (1, 2)
the present They examine the style, purpose, and produce a maior document Arr.
and context of historically Important papers .LaF/leftle
and essays. Discussion Includes the role of Primarily for students pursuing writing ad-
communication In science, the rise of scientific 21.70 Natureist W1ft vaned projects with the assistance of a me -
journals, and ethical issues in scientific writing. (Revised Unit) br of the miting Program. Students lecting
Readings Include works by Newton, Darwin, this subject must securslhe approval 6f the
Einstein, and contemporary author*. Several Proq - Director of the Viting Program and t$ Comi
short assignments and a longer esasy on a U (1) mittee on Curriculum. Normal maximum isf6
general or semi-technical subject required. 3-0-9 units; to count toward Humanities Require-
M Laeollefb, Staff Students write about nature in a ariety of ment, 9 units are required. Exceptional 9 unit

ways, aeshetlc and technical, In essays and in projects occasionally approved.
21.7M0 Scoentic and Engineering Witing technical documentsThey study the responses K Atrinng

to nature of 19th- and 20th-century naturallsts,
U (, 2) such as Audubon, Darwin,Thoreau, Lorenz,
2-0-7 Carson, and Goodall. They examine local publi-

cations and films of nature sooltles in New
introduction to the forms, functions, and style England, the Northwest and the South, as well
of technical documents: weekly sessions include as such modern forms as the environmental
grammar and composition reviews, editing work- Impact statement and the technical report Sev-
shops, and discusslon of the scientific publica- eral short and two longer writing assignments
tion process. Short assignments - including on general and semi-technical subjects.
abstracts, proposals, progress reports, and J. Parad/s
memos - build toward a written term paper
and oral presentation on a technical or semi- 21.792 Sclence and w"onloel Ming
technical subject Students should have com- Intiemship
pleted, or be working on, research that they can req.: 21.782
write about U 2
M. LaftJette, J. Parads, Saf 32)

21.7M2 Sonos Journlsmn Part-time internships In Boston-area media
Preo.: - and industries are arranged for students wishing
U (1,2) to develop professional writing and publishing

skills. Students planning to take this subject
must contact the instructor by November of the

A practical introduction to the craft of science previous term.
joumnasm: class discussion examines Impor- J. Paradis
tant Jsues in communicating technical infor-
mation to the public, such as the relationship
among science, technology, and the media.
Presenttione by professional science journal-
Ists are featured. Students write weekly exer-
oises. some of which are submitted for publica-
tion. Witing competence required.
M. Lafoteft

.
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212901 SeedINg Samw in
HUMani t wies, WAans and bhaIog I
(Same subject as 8Th 130J)
Preeq: --
U (1)
2-0-7
21.im NedIing Sengtiar in
Humanies, Solenc, and lheinology 11
(Same subject afT ST 131J)
Prerm: -
U (2)
2-0-7
S description under subjects STS 130., STh
131..
C. Kaysen

21.90JM Proet Seminar an the C~ntext of
Neseeroh and EngIneering Design
(Same subject as STS 132J)
Prereq.: -
U (2)
3-0-6

See description under subject STS 132J.
L L Bucciareil

21.914 Sports and Physioe 'eIning
Prersq.: Permission of instructor
U (2) Next offered 198-9
3-0-6
Social function of sports and physical training
in modern times, especially In the United States.
Readings. films, discussions. Group research
projects. Umited enrollment.
L Kampf

21.015 inteilistuels and Soclel Change
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
U (2)
3-0-6

Role and responsIblty of individuals who chal-
lenge the assumptions of the established politi-
cal and social order Discussion of current
Issues that have given rise to action and pro-
test asiting lectures by activists. Questions of
Individual commitment, and the avalable alter-
natives for action. Umited enrollment
N A Chame L Kampft

21.910 Contemporary leaues In POidas

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2) N xt clued 198-9
3-0-0
Selected topics In International and domestic
affairs. Emphasizes their relationship to US pot-
Ical, economio, and Ideological institutions. Crit-
ical analysis of capitalist ideology. Considers
strategies for social change.
N A Chomat, L Kampf

21.917 Currant l e u rntWlalifs

(Same subject as SP 4624)
Pro"q.:
U (2)
3-0-9
This course considers a variety of Ossues relat-
ing to women's lives, both In the public and
personal spheres. We begin by locldng at the
histrloial background of the current women's
movement, then move on to the present Topics
include equaly of opportunltg career vs home,
women health, abortion, women in politics,
race, and sexual preeene. We discuss some
of the gras roots organiting eround these
Issues. and visling sotatts lead some of the
discussions.
L Kempf, J. Seager

21.0W Anomnt Coamology
(Same subject as STh 223J)
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-S
Evidence for, and astronomical database of,
archaic cosmology. Myth, alignments, ritual as
pnumerte, technical languages In oral cul-
ture. Algebraic, geometric, numerate, musical,
biologlcal, soclo-juridical models In pre-Socratic
philosophy: Anaximander, Pythagoreanism,
Heraclitus, Parmenides, Zeno, Empedocles,
Democritus, Plato's 77maeus, and Aristotle. Col-
lateral readings In modem secondary literary
and-In works by Von Dechend, Karl Popper,
Schroedinger, Collingwood, D'Arcy Thompson,
T S. Kuhn.
H. A T O. Reich

21,"1 SPec OIa Npa In itaordleallnar
Studies
Prereq.: Any two subjects In Humanities
U (1)
Arr

21.992 special lbplce In interdleclpinary
Studies
Prersq.: Any two subjects In Humanities
U (2)
Arr.
Special topics Involving Interdisciplinary study
sponsored by members of e Deparent of
Humanities or Institute faoulty. Subjects vary
from year to year. Must have the approval of the
Humanites Undergraduate Office. Humanities
credit for Special Topis subjects awarded only
by Individual petitions to the Committee on
Curricula. Normal maximum Is 6 units; to count
toward Humanities Requirement, 9 units are
required. Excepional 9-unit projects occasion-
any approved.
T R. Aenf

Ma ets Phisepya SetBaitd
Und Coure 24, uipOe a nd hsdmi,

u nets in S0lanee14shnolg% and @SelaB y
are ited undegr that hadng In@heter.

Lifomistian about Ie following meew
be found Vfil Ole decrpta Of 0 n tp~iche
of Humaniies and So"ial Sa lee In titi
catalogue:

A-erim Oudies
Anclent and Mitess btudies
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Fli and Media Stimies
Ln Anwmcn tus"a

Wantudaulee
11editlns and ihts



Undergraduate S4bjot0

Prereq.:-
U (1, 2)
Arr
The Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program Is an excellent way for undergraduate
tludents to become familiar with the Depart-

ment of Nuclear Engineering. Student research
as a UROP project has been conducted In
areas of fieelon reactor studies, utiileation of
fusion devices, applied radiation research, and
biomedical applications. Projects Include the
etudy of engineering aspects for both fusion
and fleelon energy sources. UROP Department
Coordinator: R. 0. Ballinger.

22,002 Management i Engineering
Prom.~: -
U (1)
3-0-4
School-Wide Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on WINE page.
aRP uNI% AaA=

22.003 Nuclear : Threat and Aldance
Prereq. -
U (2) HAS

Sohool-WIde Electie Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page,
A. M. M01e1 R foneson, G. W Rad/ens,
E RofhachlM, J. R uliina

Pwsere18.02,8.01

3-0-9

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
S, $lem Sunder

22,011 $eWr in Nuclear Engineering
(22.010)
Pre .: -
U (1)
2-04
Surveys he range of topics overed by the
Department Introductory discussion of the basic
phenomena of fission and fusion power and
related aspects of reactor doeign. The many
aninPOWns of nuclear engineering for research
in biologt esar sciences, medicine, and pOys-
qr dicussed by guestotuer from the
apprpatedisolpine. A demonstration of the

WT Plsolor asresearch tol Is given.
L U UMdle

22.012 Seminar In Pudon and Plass

Prsreq.: -

U (1)
2-0-4
Lecture and discussion Introducing the range
of topics covered under the fusion option. Intro-
ductory discussion of the economio and sco-
logical motivation for the development of fusion
power. Contemporary magneto confinement
schemes, theoretical quesons, and engineer-
ing considerations are presented by expert,
guest lecturers. Concurrent work on the physics
of the solar and teneeal plasma environments
also covered. bur of Plasma Fusion Center
experimental facilties,
L .Huichnson

22.013 Apa lOan of Raditon In lenee,
Wvnlogs and Medicine

Prereq.: -
U (2)
2-0-4
Seminar explores a wide range of topics In
radiation effects and ises. Som. involve state of
the art experimental techniques, others make
use of unique laboratory faolities or novel com-
puter simulation programs. Each is a current
area of teaching or research for one or more
faculty members. Most lecOtur e accompa-
nied by laboratory demonstrations.
S. ylp, A. 0. BawngeK G. L slowne'l, S-H. Chen,
0. K fhrfng, K C Russoll

2M,02 kSbdudun1i Apple Nualeer amosise
22.000 Compubor Modes of PWiro and Preq 8.02, 1802
VOWtS!"n StS1e "i 14% an

3-0-
Introduces nuclear phyaics, emphasizing those
aspects that are applied in nuclear enginerg.
Elementary quantum theory; properties of
atomic nuclei; natural and induced radioactity;
croas sotions for nuclear reactions; alpha-,
beta-, and gemma-dec, Nuclear models: shell-
model, lquid-drop model, nuclear fission.
Slowing down and diffusion of neutrons. Neu-
tron-Induced chain reaodow Thermonuclear
reactions and the possibility of energy fom
nuclear fusion. introduce. radtion dostmetry.
N C Rasmussen

22021 uw Peles
Prer".: 22.02,. 03
U (1, 2)
4-0-8
lntroducas fisio reactor -vls Cm mo
tione Induced bneutrone, nuclear flssion,
slowing down neutrn In Infinite media,
diffusion theory the fewegroup approximaion,
and point klnaUs. Emphaas the nuclear
physics base of reactor delgn and their rele-
tionship to reaor engineering problems. Three
lecture hours per week meeting oorreny
with 22.211, plus a srate recitation; assign-
ments and quizzes are diferent from those in
22211.
K F IAneen, L LidA y

2.M 0 aghneanlng Dog Of Nuoleows er

Proraq4 -
U (1) D

Introduces nucar engineering a applied to
power plant design: Basic principles of nuclear
physics, reactor physics, and environmental
health phsicas; engineering and heat-transfer
principles. Description of various reactor types
(LW, LMPBet.). Emphasizes reabillty and
reactor safety methods for Improving design
end operation of future reactors.
U IN GOAry

22.031 Engineeri!g of Nucler iteelera
Prome.: 2.01
U (1,.2)
3-0-9
Engineering principles of nuclear reactors,
emphasirlg pow reactors. Pow plant ther-
modynamics, reaotor heat generation and
moal (singe-phas as woN as two-phs
oolant flow and heat transfer), and structural

mechanics. Engineering considerations In reaso-
tor design. Meets with 22,312, but examine-
tions difer
J. a MWt N O. SOu
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2O33 Nuclear Systems Design ProJet
Prereq.; 22.021, 22.031
U (2)
2-6-4

Group design project involving integration of
reactor physics, control, heat transfer, safety,
materials, power production, fuel-cycle man-
agement, environmental Impact, and economic
optimization. Provides the student with the
opportunity to synthesize knowledge acquired
In other subjects and apply this knowledge to
practical problems of interest in the reactor
design field. Meets with 22.33, but assign-
ments differ.
D . Lanning

22.04 Radiation Effects and Uses
Prereq.: -
U (2) SD
2-1-9
Current problems In science, technology, health,
and environment that Involve radiation effects
and their utilization. Medical and industrial
applications of radiolsotopes. Radiations in
research. Laboratory demonstrations of meth-
ods and instruments in radiation measure-
ments. Material presented is suitable for stu-
dents interested in a general appreciation of the
physical phenomena and their uses.
E R Gyftpoulos

22.061 Fusion Energy I
Prereq.: 8.03, 18.03
U (1)
3-0-9

Basic nuclear physics and plasma physics for
controlled fusion. Nuclear physics: fusion cross
sections, ignition condition, break-even con-
dition, Lawson criterion, elementary fusion reac-
tor, required plasma parameters. Plasma phys,
ics: definition of a plasma, single-particle orbits,
Coulomb collislons, fluid model, magnetic fusion
configurations, MHD equilibrium and stabity,
transport and heating. Meets three lecture hours
a week with 22.601, but with different assign-
ments and exams.
1. H. Hutchineson

22.0M2 Fusion Energy 11
Prereq.: 22.061
U (2)
3-0-9

Basic engineering and technology of con-
trolled thermonuclear reactors. Current confine-
ment devices: tokamaks, mirrors, alternative
concepts. Thermonuclear reactors: systems
analysis and design of power reactors, ignition
experiments, hybrid reactors. Reactor technol-
ogles: neutronics, blanket design, magnet de-
sign, first wall, materials and activation, heating
technology, tritium handling. Present reactor
designs: detailed critical review of prototype
reference reactor designs. Safety and environ-
ment. Meets with 22.602, but with different
assignments and exams.
0. R. Cohn

22.000 Undgraduate Psma Labotory R05 OM b t1 704%Wolgy a Law
Prereq.: 8.02
U (2) LAB
1-8-3
Basic engineering and scientific principles
associated with experimental plasma physics.
Investigates vacuum pumping phenomena and
gauge operation, normal and superconducting
magnetic field coils, microwave interactions
with plasmas, laboratory plasma production
including electrical breakdown phenomena,
Langmuir probe characteristics and spectros-
copy. Meets with 22.69, but assignments differ.
1. H. Hutchinson

22.070J Materials for Nuclear Appicetiee
(Same subject as 3.070J)
Prereq.: 3.091 or 3.14 or 22.071J
U (2)
3-0-9
Introductory subject for students who are not
specializing in nuclear materials. Application
and selection of materials for use In nuclear
applications. Radiation damage, radiation efects,
and their effects on performance of materials
in fission and fusion environments. Meets with
22.70J, but assignments differ.
R G. Ballinger

22.071J Phiecel MetsNurgy Prinolples for
Engineers
(Same subject as 3.071J)
Prereq.: 3.091
U (1)
3-0-9
Thermodynamics and stability of alloy phases.
Diffusion-controlled rate processes. Defect prop-
erties and mechanical properties. Emphasizes
structural evolution, structure-property rela-
tions, and the common features among various
materials. Introduces quantitative analysis in
physical metallurgy for engineering materials.
Meets with 22.71J, but assignments differ.
A. Mortensen

22.08 Energy
Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
Energy from a holistic viewpoint. Provision,
rational utilization and conservation, environ-
mental effects, policy, and Impact on other
sectors. Resources, technologies of conversion'
and utilization. Assessment of both deployed
and proposed energy systems and technologies.
Includes economic, social, and historic per-
spectives. Intended for third- and fourth-year
students interested in entering the energy field.
Meets with 22.81, but some assignments differ.
M. M. Mller

22.084 Inventions and Patents
Prereq.: 14.02
U (1)
3-0-6
School-Wide Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
R. H. Rines

Prsreq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
Schooi-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
J. . A*art

2.01 Human Faors In Design
(Same subject as 2.18J, 9.39J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2) HASS
3-1-8

See description under subject 2.18J.
D. 0. Lanning, t B. Sheridan, A Hein

22.00 Prinoiles of Nuclear Radiation
Measureiment and Proteoon
Prereq.: 22.02
U (2) LAB
2-6-4

Combines lectures, demonstrations, and experl-
ments. Covers effects of radiation on persons,
control of radiation exposure within applicable
standards, theory and use of a, #, V, and
n detectors and spectrometers, use of isotopes,
radiation shielding, and dosimetry. Includes
demonstrations and experiments using the MIT
research reactor, accelerators, and power reac-
tors, Meets with graduate subject 22.59, but
assignments differ.
K C. asmusen, 0. K Hr*ing

22.001 Special lbpe in Nuclear Engineering
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2, 8)
Arr.

For undergraduates who wish to conduct a
one-term project of theoretical or experimental
nature In the field of nuclear engineering, in
close cooperation with Individual staff members.
Topics and hours arranged to fit students'
requirements.
J. E Mayor

2202 Eng~nerfng Internship
Prerq.: -
U (1, 2, 8)
0-6-0

Provides academic credit for the first two Work
Assignments of XXII-A students affiliated with
the Engineering internship Program. Students
register for this subject twice. Students must
complete both Work Assignments In order to
receive the academic credit for this subject.
Enrollment limited to students registered in
Course XXII-A.
R. G. Balinger
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Nuclear Physics

22.111 Nuclear Phycls for Engineers I (A)
Prereq.: 22.02
G(1,2)
3-0-9

Fundamentals of nuclear physics for engineer-
ing students. Basic properties of the nucleus
and nuclear radiations. Elementary quantum
mechanical calculations of bound-states and
barrier transmission probability. Nuclear shell
model. Binding energy and nuclear stablity
Interactions of charged particles, neutrons, and
gamma rays with matter Radioactive decays.
Energetics and general cross-section behavior
In nuclear reactions.
K. AMIg, E P Gyflopoulos

22.113 Nuclear and Atomic Collision
Phenomena (A)
Prereq.: 22.111
G (2)
3-0-9

Principles and applications of quantum theory
of nuclear and charged particle collision cross
sections. Detailed study of partial wave and
phase shift analysis, time-dependent perturba-
tion theory, and Born approximation. Optical
model description of nuclear reactions. Atomic
stopping power. Thermal neutron Inelastic scat-
tering In condensed matter.
S. Yp

Nuclear Reactor Physics

22.211 Nuclear Reator Physlos I (A)
Prereq,: 18.076
G (1, 2)
3-0-9
Introduces problems of fission-reactor physics,
covering nuclear reactions Induced by neu-
trons, nuclear fission, slowing down of neutrons
in Infinite media, dIffusion theory, the few-group
approximation, and point kinetics. Emphasizes
the nuclear physical bases of reactor design
and their relation to reactor engineering
problems.
K F Hansen, L M. LIdsky

22,212 Nuclear Recslor Phyics 11 (A)
Prereq.: 22.211
G (2)
3-0-9

Problems relating to the operation of nuclear
reactors at power, Including few-group and
multigroup theory, heterogeneous reactors, con-
trol rods, poisons, depletion phenomena, and
elementary neutron kinetics. Attention directed
to the application of reactor theor!, to actual
reactor systems.
A. F Henry

22.213 Nuclear ReaolAr PPioes iIl (A)
Prereq.: 22.212
0 (1)
3-0-9
Current methods for predicting neutron behav-
lor In complex geometrical and material config-
urations. The transport equation and methods
for solving it; systematic derivation of group
diffusion theory. Applies homogenization, syn-
thesis, finite element, response matrix tech-
niques and nodal methods to reactor analysis.
A. F Henry

Nuclear Reactor
Engineering

22.311 Energy Engineering Principles
Prereq.: -
G(1)
3-0-9

Fundamentals of engineering thermodynamics,
fluid flow and heat transfer. Applications to
various energy sources. introductory subject
for graduate students without previous engi-
neering background.
M. J. Discofl

22.312 Engineering of Nuclear Rselors (A)
Prereq.: 22.311
G(1.2)
3-0-9
Engineering principles of nuclear reactors,
emphasizing power reactors. Power plant ther-
modynamics, reactor heat generation and
removal (single-phase as well as two-phase
coolant flow and heat transfer), and structural
mechanics. Engineering considerations In reac-
tor design.
J. E. Meyer N 0. Slu

22.313 Advanced Engineering of Nuclear
Reactors (A)
Prereq.: 22.312
G (2)
3-0-9
Advanced topics In nuclear engineering, empha-
sizing thermo-fluid dynamic design methods
and criteria for thermal limits of various reactor
types. Fundamentals of transient heat transfer
and fluid flow under operational and accidental
conditions. Detailed analysis of fluid flow and
heat transfer in complex geometries.
M. S. Karm/

22.314J Structural Mechanics in Nuclear
Power Tchnology (A)
(Same subject as 1.58J, 2.084J, 3.82J,
13.14J, 16.261J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
Structural components in nuclear power plant
systems, their functional purposes, operating
conditions, and mechanical-structural design
requirements. Combines mechanics techniques
with models of material behavior to determine
adequacy of component design. Effects consid-
ered Include mechanical loading, hydraulic
forces, elevated temperatures, neutron Irradia-
tion, and seismic effects.
M. S. Kaziml, 0. Buyukozturk
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22.32 Nuuleer Power Resoors (A)
Prereq.: 22.211 22.312
G (2)
3-0-9

A descriptive survey of engineering and phys-
ics aspects of current nuclear power reactors.
Discusoes design details, including require-
ments for safety of light- and heavy-water reac-
tors, high-temperature gas-cooled reactors, fast
reactors both liquid-metal and gas-cooled, and
the molten salt breeder reactors. Compares
reactor characteristics both in class and by
Individual student projects. Discusses develop-
ment problems and assesses potential for future
improvements.
D. D. Leanning, J. E Meyer

22.33 Nuclear Engineering Design (A)
Prereq.: 22.212,22.312
G (2)
2-6-4

Group design project involving integration of
reactor physics, control, heat transfer, safety,
materials, power production, fuel-cycle man-
agement, environmental impact, and economic
optimization. Provides student with opportunity
to synthesize knowledge acquired In other sub-
jects and apply this knowledge to practical
problems of interest in the reactor design field.
Meets with 22.033, but assignments differ.
D. D. Lanning,

22.341 Nuclear Energy Economics and
Palsy Analsi (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

A comprehensive assessment of the economic,
environmental, political, and social aspects of
nuclear power generation and the nuclear fuel
cycle. Quantitative applications of the principles
of engineering economics; comparison of alter-
natives, using discounted cash flow methods.
Technology assessment/policy analysis of Insti-
tutional alternatives for R&D, management, and
regulation; includes nuclear power plant licens-
Ing, nuclear waste management. and nuclear
power and weapons proliferation. Open to qual-
ified undergraduates. Term paper required.
R. K Lester

22.35 Nuclear Fuel Management (A)
Prereq.: 22.211
G (2) Next ofered 198-89
3-0-9
Principles of physics and engineering governing
and constraining the configuration, arrange-
ment, and time-dependent behavior of fuel for
nuclear reactors. Emphasizes in-core and front-
end aspects, and light-water reactor applica-
tions. Economic optimization of fuel cycles, fuel
design, and assembly management consider-
Ing both long-term strategic goals and short-
term tactics.
M. J. Driacol

22.361 1-Phase Flow and BolWng leet 2240J Advatood Reisbilty AnaOyis end
hnefer (A) Risk Assessment (A)
(Same subject as 2.57J)
Prereq. 22.312
G(2) Not to be offered1988-9
3-0-9

Phase change in bulk stagnant systems. Kine-
matics and dynamics of adiabatic two-phase
flow Dynamics and thermodynamics of forced-
convection two-phase flow with boiling and/or
evaporation. Thermal and hydrodynamic stabil-
ity of two-phase flows. Associated topics, such
as condensation and atomization. Both water
and liquid metal applications considered under
each topic where data exists.
N E bdrens, R Griffith, W M. Rohsenow

22,37 Environmental impacts of
Electriklty (A)

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2) Notto be ofered 198649
3-0-9

Assesses the various environmental Impacts of
producing thermal and electric power with
currently available technology. Compares Im-
pacts throughout both the fossil and nuclear
fuel cycles. Topics include fuel resources and
extraction, power station effluents, waste heat
disposal, reactor safety, and radioactive waste
disposal.
M. W Golay

22.38 Rcfability Analysis Methods (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Principles of the methods of reliability analyses,
including fault trees, decision trees, and rella-
bility block diagrams. Discusses the techniques
for developing the logic diagrams for reliability
assessment, the mathematical techniques for
analyzing them, and statistical analysis of re-
quired experience data. Discusses practical
examples of their application to the risk assess-
ment of nuclear power reactors and other in-
dustrial operations. Open to qualified under-
graduates.
N 0. Sku

22.39 Nuclear Reactor Operations and
Safety (A)
Prereq.: 22.211, 22.311
G (2) Next offered 198849
Arr.

Principles of operating nuclear reactor aye-
tems in a safe and effective manner. Empha-
sizes light-water reactor systems with transient
response studies, including degraded core rec-
ognition and mitigation. Consequence analysis
and risk assessment. Lessons from past acci-
dent experience. NRC licensing and regula-
tions. Demonstrations: operation of the MIT
research reactor; use of a PWR concept simu-
lator. Optional laboratory section Involves a
project at the Nuclear Reactor Laboratory.
D. D. Lanning

(Same subject as 13.63J)
Prereq.: 22.38, 22.82, 1.143J
0 (2) Next o1ered1989-89
3-0-9

Extended application and use of reliability and
probabilistic risk analysis methods. Methods for
common mode failure analysis and treatment
of dependencies. Bayesian statistics applied to
systems reliability and safety problems. Error/
sensitivity analysis. Time-dependent reliability
analysis, Markov models, systems availability,
and systems performance. Replacement and
maintenance strategy development. Case stud-
les of safety analyses In nuclear and nonnu-
clear areas.
N 0. Slu, E. 0. Frankel

I
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Numerioal and
Mathematical Methods

2241 NumedsaImthsde of Radihn
1wsrt (A)
Prom.: 18.070 22.212
0(2)Nxt ofere IS-0
3-0-9
Mathematical methods for the solution of neu-
tron/photon transport problems: detailed devel-
opment of discrete ordinatie and Monte Carlo
methods for apploatoe In radiation shilslding,
reactor analysl, and biomedical ddMostry
Discusses Iteration techniques for solution of
coupled difference equations. Group projects
on solving original transport problems by design'
and Implementation of computer codes.

22A Nunerlul Methods in Engineerng
An" "~ (A)
Prem., Permission of instructor
3 (2)
3-0-9
Applications of digital computers to the solution
of engineering problems. Reviews specific math-
emotical techniques (Unser algebra, Interpola-
tion, finite-difference equations). Numerical
solution of ordinary differentipi equations. Fun-
damentals of consistency, convergence, stabil-
it% and accuracy. Numerical solution of elliptic,
parabolc, and hyperbolic partial differential
equations. Special topics from nuclear reactor
physics, heat transfer, and fluid dynamics.
K F Hasn

22.43 Advanced Numerical Methods in
Engineering Analyss (A)
Prereq.: 22.42
a (1) Net ofered I198-O

Advanced computational methods Em es
solution of multidimensional problems Modern
iteratve techniques. Soluton of nonlinear equa-
tions. Numerical methods in two-phase flow
Finite-element methods with applications to
incompressible and compresible flows. Intro-
duction to numerical turbulence modeling. Addi-
tional special topics, varying with Interests of
the class and covering latest developments.
Assignments and group projects requiring use
of computer. Permission of Instructor required
for students without 22.42 background.
0. 0. Lanning

Radlation Interactions
and Applications

261 RadOation int1r9on and
ApplimesW (A)
Proreq.: 8.0
30)
3-0-9
Basic prinolples of Interaction of electromag-
netic radiation, thermal neutrons, and charged
patioles with Ianer. Introduces classical eleo-
trodynamics, quantum theory of radiation field,
0-0-dpendnt perturbation theory, transition
probabilities and cross sections describing Inter-
action of various radiations with atomic sys-
tems. Applications include theory of nuclear
magnetic resonance; Rayleigh, Reman, and
Compton scattering; photoeleotric effect; and
use of thermal neutron scattering as a tool In
condensed matter research.
8-H. Chart

22,63 SOatistlal Processes and Atomolago
Siniulations (A)

Prereq.: -

3-0-9
Statistical mechanics principles of equilibrium
and time-dependent properties of condensed
states of matter. Phase-space distributions,
time correlations functions, dnetic equations.
Ree energy coaloulations. Stochastic processes.
Continuum and molecular models for transport
Phenomena and phase transitons. Methods
and applications of molecular dynamics and
Monte Carlo simulations In statistical physics
and materials science.
a vip

2166J Sloisgiaind Me--I Applistos
of Radiation and Rdleleotopee (A)
(Same subject as HT 560J)
Prereq.: .272 or 22.111
00)
4-0-8
Principles of radiation production and interac-
tions. Radiation dosimetry, emphasizing appli-
cations and health hazards. Shielding of beta,
gamma, and neutron radiation from Isotope and
machine sources. Detection and spectroscopy
of bets, gamma, and neutron radiation. Neutron
activation analysis. Production of radioisotopes
and radiopharmaoeutloals. Principles of nuclear
medicine. Requires a comprehensive term paper
and presentation.
G. L BrownsI, Staff

22.s Pimnolp ofamd
(Same subject s 2.761, MS
Prereq.: Permission of Instruc
0 (2)
4-0-8

Wi l814 (A)
toJ)
$or

7, 1 '-" I -qr T7- 75T 77- ""T-

Principles of medical Imaging, Including X-ray,
nuclear medicine, ultrasound, NMR, emission-
and transmission- comput tomogOV, and
other modeds.. Two-dimensional and three-
dimensional Imaging techniques and displays.
Fundamentals of Image formation, physiology of
Image perception, physics of radiation and
ultrasound Interaction and detection, and phys-
lo of NMR. Quantification of images and reco-
struction algorithms. A comprehensive term
paper required.
G. L Brownell, R A Le, Staff

22.61 Magneti0 Reenanos - Analytlo,
lOMhmial, and Imaging 1hohniques (A)

(Same subject as HST 584J)
Prereq: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next misted i u o49
3-0-12

Se. description under subject HST 584J.
B. Rosen, S. L 7an

22.57J Radiation Blophics (A)
(Same subject as HST 588J)
Prereq.: 22.111
G (1)
4-0-8
Effects of Ionizing radiation, ultraviolet radiation,
and heat on biological materials, cells, and
tissues. Examines in vivo and in vitro mamma-
lian systems, and explores mathematical mod-
els for cell survival, emphasizing prediction. ,
Mlorostructural damage to call components such
as membranes, organelles, enzymes, and DNA
studied. Radiation syndromes In man, mutagen-
eels, and carcinogenesis also Investigated.
0. L BrownslI, Staff

22.71J General Thermodynemios I (A)
(Same subject as 2.461J)
Proreq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 2.451J,
E R GyfopOUlos, G. R Bereta

22.572J Ouantum Thermodynamio (A)
(Same subject as 2.452J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 2.452J.
.a Gyltpoulos, 0. P Beret.



SI 14 glAeof WAer ftm Plasmas and Contrll|d
mee weiit w.- Pootst (A) Fusion

Prereq.: 22.111
G (2)
2-6-4

Combings ilotures, demonsatrmtons, and experi-
ments. Covers effects of radiation on persons;
control of redlation exposure within apploable
standards; theory and use of a, A V. and n de-
tectors and spectromsers; use of Isotopes,
radiation shIelding, and dosimetry. includes
demonstrations and experiments using the MIT
research rsato, accelerators, and power mo-
tore. Meets with undergraduate sutNect 22.00,
but assignments dl10er Students hae choloes
In the experimonts they perform. rmerly 22.29
and 22.68.
M C. Rasmussen, 0. K Haring

2.601Fusin Energy (
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
S(1)
3-0-9
Basic nuclear physics and plasma physics for
controlled fusion. Nuclear physios: fusion oross
sections, Ignition condition, brsk-even condi-
tion, Lawson criterion, elementary fusion reo-
tor, required plasma parameters. Plasma phys-
los: definition of a plaws, singe-particle Orbits
Coulomb oclons, iluid model, magnetio fusion
conflgurations, MHD equillbrunand stabilty
transport and heatng. Meets three lecture hours
a week with 22.061, but with different assign-
mente and exams.
I. H. Hutchlnson

22,002 Pusion Enegy 11 (A)
Prereq.: 22.601 or 22.611J
G (2)
3-0-9
Basic engineering and technology of con-
trolled thermonuclear reactors. Current confine-
ment devices: toismakS, mirrors, alternative
concepts. Thermonuclear reactors: systems
analys and design of power reactors, ignition
experiments, hybrid remators. Reactor technol-
oges: neutronics, blanket design, magnet de-
sign, first well, materials and activation, heating
technology, tritium handling. Presont reactor
designs: detailed critical review of prototype
reference reactor designs. Safety and environ-
ment. Meets with 22.062, but diferent assign-
ments and exams.
D. R. Cohn

2S11J intoduction to Plasma PhysOs I (A)
(Same subject as .61J,8.61 )
Prrq,: 6.014 or 8.07, 6.018 or 8.08,
18.04 or 18,075
G(1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 8.613.
D. J. 8 ma A Bar U Poudliab

2.6$12 lnmduotiMn to Plasma Physcs 11(M)
(Same subject as 6.662J,8.614J)
Prereq.: 6.661J or 8.613J or 22.611J, 1.076
Q(2)
3-0-9
Unear waves and Instabllites In magneted
plasma; solutions of Vlasov-Maxwel equations
in homogeneous and inhomogeneous plasmas;
cnservaion principles for energy and momen-
tum; negative energy waves; absolute and con-
vective instabilities. Quasi-linear theory and
conservatlon principles; evolution of unstable
particle distribution funtons. CollisIonal trans-
port theory; okdrP4lanck equations; particle
diffuslon, thermal oonducuvity, and viscosity In
magnetized plase-a
A erm adeb

gild WM0 Thery of Mon l Fuler.
@vt aI(A)

(Same subject as 6.053J)
Prereq.: 22.601 or 72.61J or 6.6814 or 8.813J
G (1)
3-0-9
Development of Ideal MHD theory and applio-
ion to magnetic fusion systems. MHD model:
derivatn from ontmann equation and single-
particle guiding center drifts. Equilibrium: 0
pinch, Z pinch, scw pinch, Grad-shafrsnov
equation, RPfp tokamak, steliarator. Stablity: the
Energy Principle, kink modes, interchanges,
ballooning modes, Suydam criterion, Merier
criterion, Krusi-hafranov limit. Impact of
MHD equlibrium and stability on RPPs, straight
and toroidal tokamaks.
J. A Awldberg

21.616 MHD Theory of Magnetil Fuson
Swtisms|| AW
Prereq.: 6.653 or 22.615J
G (2) NOtto beofered 168940
3-0-9

Contnuation of 22.615J. Theory and applia-
tion of nonideal MHD theory. Resistive insia-
blties: taring modes, resistive interchanges,
resistive ballooning modes, nonlinear satura-
tion. Application to Mirnov oscillations, sawtooth
oliltions, and major disruptions in a toaumak.
Finite Larmor radius stabilization: rotational
stabilities in tandem mirrors, internal kinks and
Interchanges in toksmaks. Guiding center the-
cry: collialonless anisotropio model, equilib-
rium and stability of simple axisymmotric,
nonaxisymmetric and tandem mirrors.
J. R fReldborg

22a Engneeing Princlples for Fusion

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Next ofered 196864
3-0-0
Fusion reactor design considerations: Ignition
devices engineerng test faclities and safsty/
environmental concerns. Magnet principles:
resistive and superconducting magnetso ryo-
genic features. Blanket and first wall design:
liquid and solid breeders. heat removal, and
structural considerations. Hating devices: radio
frequency and neutral beam.
D. R. Cohn, J. E aysW J. . C. MWilams

22S4J Pleema Kineoc Theory (A)
(Same subject as 8.621J)
Prsreq.: 8.613J
G(1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 8.621J.
7 H. Dupree

22LJ Advaeod Topics In Plama Kinetc
Theory (A
(Same subject as 8.622J)
Prerq.: 6,621J or 22.64J
G(2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 8.622J.
T H. Dupree
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Prereq.: 22.611 Ior 6.051J or 8.6134, 22.64J
or 8.621J
G (1) Net ofered 1960M0
3-0-9
lransport theory analyzes the processes by
which partile energy momentum, and mass
diffuse across the magneoti field. Develops the
colislonal classical and neoclassical transport
theory of tokamaks (and stellarators), including
the theory of MHD equilibrium, particle orbits,
and Fokker-Planck operators, for the hydro-
genio and impurity lons, as well as injected and
alpha particles. Emphasites connection to
experimental confinement and achievement of
high beta.
0. J. Sfgmar

22.67 Princlplee of Plasma DiagnoeSce (A)
Prereq.: 22.611J or 6.651J or 8.613J
G (1) Net offered 19849
3-0-9
Introduction to the physical processes used to
measure the properties of plasmas, especially
fusion plasmas. Measurements of magnetic
and electric fields, particle flux, refractive index,
emission and scattering of electromagnetic
waves and heavy particles; their use to deduce
plasma parameters such as particle deneity
pressure, temperature, velocity, etc., and hence
the plasma confinement properties. Discussion
of practical examples and assessments of the
accuracy and reliability of different techniques.
L. H. Hutchinson

22.60 Plasma aboratory (A)
Prereq.: 22.611J or 6.6514 or 8.613J or 22.63
G (2)
1-4-4

introduces the advanced experimental tech-
niques needed for research in plasma physics
and useful in experimental atomic and nuclear
physics. Laboratory work on vacuum systems,
plasma generation and diagnostics, physics of
Ionized gases, Ion sources and beam optics,
cryogenics magneto field geerato, and other
topics of current interest; brief lectures and
literature references to elucidate the physical
bases of the laboratory work. Meets with 22.069,
but assignments difer.
L. H. Hutchinson

Nuclear Materials

22.70 Melais for NuVlser Apploedon (W
(Same subject as 3.711J)
Prereq.: 22.71J or 3.71J or 3.14
0 (2)
3-0-9
Introductory subject for students who are not
speolaizing in nuclear materials. Applications
and selection of materials for use in nuclear
applicatons. Radiaton damage, radiation effects,
and their efects on performance of materials in
fission and fusion environments. Meets with
22.070J, but assignments differ.
R. G. Bainger

22.7141 Plelcal Mstlwgy PrinAples for
Engineers (A)
(Same subject as 3.71J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-9

Thermodynamics and stability of alloy phases.
DIffuslon-cOntrolled rate processes. Defoet prop-
erties and mechanical properties. Emphasizes
structural evolution, structure-property rela-
tions, and the common features among various
materials. Quantitative analysis in physical met-
allurgy for engineering materials. Meets with
22.071J, but assignments differ.
A. Mortensen

22.72J Nuclear Puels (A)

(Same subject as 3.72J)
Prersq.: 3.13 or 3.14 or 22.71J or 3.71J
G (1) Next offered lon-SO
3-0-9
Behavior of nuclear fuels and fuel element
cladding materials in reactor cores. Experi-
mental observations; phenomenclogloial and the-
oretical modeling of radiation; and thermal-
Induced effects such as fuel and cladding
swelling, fission gas release, and radiation-
induced creep. Fuel design, performance mod-
eling, and reliability analysis using state-of-
the-art computer cods. Recent developments
in advanced nuclear and fusion related core
materials.
R. G. Balinger

22.73J Radiation Efeots in Crystalne
S0lde (A)
(Same subject as 3.73J)
Prereq.: 3.02 or 3.71J or 22.0714 or 22.71J,
22.74J
G (2)
3-0-9
Unified treatment based on governing princi-
ples in defect structures, thermodynamics, and
kinetics of equilibrium and nonequlibrium sys-
tems. Discusses phenomena of radiation offects
in metals and nonmetals used in fission reac-
tors, fusion reactors, nuclear waste encapsu-
lation, and ion beam technology. bplcs include
defect generation, damage evolution, radiation-
enhanced and induced-rate processes, radia-
tion effects on mechanical and physical prop-
erties.
K C. Russell

12,741 Ianisi schanler or Meterislsa oA
(ame subject as 3.39J)
Prereq.: 2.30,3.11 or 22.71J
G (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 3.39J.
R, M. N AWlou, . G. Bainger

22.77 Nuclear alse Management (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(2) Next offeed 16014
3-0-9
introduces scientific and engineering aspects
of the management of spent fuel, reprocessed
high-level waste, uranium mll tailings, low-level
wastes, and decommissioning wastes. Funds-
mental processes and governing equations of
radiation and radionucide transport Design
principles and evaluation methods for geologic
waste disposal systems. Interim storage, pro-
cessing, and transportation technologies Review
of nuclear waste management regulation. Open
to qualified undergraduates.
R. K Lecter

........... .... .... ................. ............. ........ ..... ....... . ...... I
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22.81 Energy Asesement (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
GO1)
3-0-9
Introduction to the broad field of energy, Includ-
Ing technologlcal, social, environmental, eco-
nomio, and political aspects. Energy povislon,
transformation, and utization. Development of
energy options for the future, and analyses of
present regional, national, and International
energy programs For graduate students ering
specific energy fields or fields in which energy
Is important, and who desire a holistic over-
view Meets with the undergraduate subject
22.08, but assignments differ.
M. Miller

22.82 EngineerIng Riskelenwt Analysis (A)
Prereq.: 18.02
G (2)
3-0-6
School-WIde Elective Subject Description given
at Ad of this chapter on SWE page.
A. W Drakt, A. R Odoni

22.821 Engineering Systems Analyss (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-6
School-Wide Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
R. de Neutlle, J. R Clark

22.641 Nuclear Weepone and Arms Control:
lchnlogy and Paey Issues
Preq.: -
G (1)
4-0-8

School-Wide Elective Subject Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
G. W Ralhjens, J. R Ruins

22.88 Entrepreneurship
Prereq.: -
G (2)
4-0-5

School-Wide Elective Subject. Description given
at end of this chapter on SWE page.
W C. Flwers

22.901-22.904 Speclal Problems In
Nuclear Engineering (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
Arr.

For graduate and advanced undergraduate
students who wish to conduct a one-term proj-
ect of a theoretical or experimental nature In
the nuclear engInerln field, In close coopera-
tion with Individual sta members. Arrangement
of topic and hours to fit students' requirements.
A P Henry

21.011 Seminar In Nucder EngljsrIng
Pre.: -
G(1)
2-0-1
21012 eminor in Nuclear Engineruing
Prereq.: -
G (2)

Restricted to graduate students engaged In
doctoral thesis research.
J. E Meer

22.01 Graduate Senin n rgy
Assesent
Prereq.: Permislsion of Instructor
G(1)
2-0-1

Primarily designed as a communlcation medium
among students conducting research in energy-
related areas, and as a means for obtaining
critical evaluation of their ongoing research
work. Covers topics ranging from technological
comparesons to environmental, social. resource,
and political Impacts, depending on current
student and faculty Interests.
R. K Lester

22.914 Graduate Seminer In Enegy

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)

Continuation of 22.913.
R. K. Lester

22.92 Advanced Engineering nternship
Prereq.: 22.092
0(1,2,8)
0-6-0
Provides credit for the third and fourth Work
Assignments for students affiliated with the Engl-
neering internship Program. Students register
for this subject twice. Students must complete
both Work Assignments to receive the aca-
demic credit for this subject Enrolnment limited
to students in the Engineering Internship

R S.M nger

22.931eahing Experience In Nuclear
Engineering (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Department
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr.

For qualified graduate students Interested In
teaching as a career. Classroom, laboratory, or
tutorial teaching under the supervision of a
faculty member. Students selected by Interview
Enrollment limited by the availability of suitable
assignments. Credits for this subject may not
be used toward Master's or Engineer's degrees.
N E. lbdreas
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24UN Undergraduate eesero
Prreq.: -
V (1, 2)
Arr.
Undergrduat research opportunities in Un-
guiftic and Philosophy. For further Information,
consult the Departmental coordinators,
Linguistics: W O'Nsl.
Plosophy: R N Block.

2400 intodudon to the Problems of

Prereq -
U (2) HUM-D

Introduction to the problems of philosophy In
partcular, to problems In ethics; metaphysics;
theory of knowledge; and philosophy of logic,
language, and science. A systematic rather
than historical approach. Readings from classi-
cal and contemporary sources, but emphasis
Is on examination and evaluation of proposed
solutions to the problems.
J. Hggnbotham

24.01 Contemporary Moral isese
(-esUni)
Prereq: -
U (1, HUM-D
3-0-9
Examination of some praotIallsues in moral
and social philosophy as they ocur In theoreti-
cal controversies related to conternporary expe-
rience. This year's topics center around moral
questions of the Juslfiability of taking life, includ-
Ing euthanasia, abortion, and capital punish-
ment as well as problems sesoolated with
human rights, prvacy, and affrmatm action.
Readings from great writers In the history of
philoeophs as well as from contemporary phi-
losophers and Supreme Court cases.
M.aifJman, R IteNOWn

24,07 C0eeslge In the History of Philosophy
Prere.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
Introduction to philosophy through its history.
Asadings In the works of such philosophers as
Plao, Aristole Aquinas, Descartes, Hums, and
Kant Emphasis on becoming closely acquainted
with Important historloial texts and examining
fundamental ph"Wsophlssues as they appear
in wore that haie been usualy Influenal in
the historical development of Wstern philos-
opy
Atm ann

2408 Doe M n Mind-PW Unk)
Prereq -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
introduces that pert of phlosoply concerned
with the mind, with special attention to the role
of science in the study of the mind. Quesdons
discussed: Do people awys act selfishly? is
human reson Inherently defctive? Are social
and intellectual diferences due to genetic dif-
ferences? Are some ideas Innate? Are the two
hemispheres of a human brain really the brains
of two different persons? Wll computers ever
think - Indeed, are we, ourselves, computers?
N Slock

24.00. Clmelhe in Polilial Phileophy
(ised Unit)
(Sam subject as 17.1131)
Prersq., -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9
introduction to conceptions of social justice
through a close study of classical works in the
history of poltical philosophy that~resent com-
plete and systematiO accounts of human nature
and just assoclation. Ileadings: Plato's aOub-
NO, Hobbes's Leiathan, Rousseau's Social Con-
Qot, and Marxs German Ideoogy.
J. Cohen

24,113 Philsophy in lm and Lie stur

Proerq -
U (2)
3-0-9

Study of some maior works in both media as
relevant to problems in aesthetics, as well as
other areas of phlosophy, Includes the nature
of artitc truth in literature and In fm; the
ontology of the photographic image; the rela-
tionship between verbal and nonverbal expres-
siveness. Readings In philosophy and literature,
and viewing of several fms.
I. Singer

24.110 Nature of Selenillio Knowledge
(24.0J)

U (2) WO ofd19g-g
3-0-6
An Introduction to fundamental philosophical
problems concerning the nature of solenoe and
Its development. H0 for example, Is scientific
knowledge arrived at; In what circumstances
are theories rejeoled and replaced; what orie-
ria or values govern these processes; and what
gives their outcome such re4abity? Are facts
given once and for all, independent of theory
or does g heory change what it is to
be a fot? Do scientific theories describe an
underlying reaity, or do they merely provide an
economical systematization of concrste experi-
mental results?
7 Kuhn

24.11IJ introdustIon to Cognilve Solenus
(Same subject as 9.82J)
Prereq. -
U (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 9.62J.
0. N Osherson

24.110 MInds and tahines
Pro".q: -
U (2)
3-0-9
Examinaton of problems In the intersection of
arnifil Intelligence, peyhg and phio@
phy Issues diecusseed: whether people are
luring Machines, whether computers can be
consclous, imitations on what computert can
do, computation and neuropINIM the luring
test, the analog/digital distinctlon, el's the
orem and mechanism, the relation between
simulation and explanation, whether some
aseocts of mentally are more resistant to pro-
grming than others,
N Block

24.130 The MeanIng of ile
(24.02)
Prereq. -
U (1)
3-0-9
Problems of human experience approached
through ph-osophll analysis.- Quesons about
the meaning of life, the nature of death, and the
creation or discovery of value studied through
readinge In contemporary phlso^ as well
as in the history of phIoeopty Enrollment Imlted,
L. Singer

Course 24 Unguldtlos
and Philosophy

Philosophy

I
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24.111 Inroduole to M hilosphy of

Prereq.: -
U (2) Net ofted 1U .K

Examination of views on the nature of meaning,
references, truth, and their relatonships. Other
topics may include relationships between lan-
guage and logic, language and hhowledge,
language and fesligt language and acts per-
formed through its use. No knowledge of logic
or linguistics presupposed.
S. Oromberger

24,171 lntrOduulon to Phenomenology
Prereq.: -
U(1)
3-0-6
The philosophy of Edmund Husserl. Readings
from Logical investigations, Idead I, Cartesian
Meditations. The Idea of Phenomenology. Dis-
cusslon on the concepts of Intentionalty, found-
ing, phenomenogloal reduction. Survey of the
development of phenomenology since Husserl.
G-C. Rote

24.172 Being end Tis
Prome.: -
U (1) N ered 19K-S9
3-0-6
The philosophy of Martin Heldegger and Its
Influence on contemporary thought, stressing
existential views on the foundations of science,
the critique of classical logic, and Cartesian
thought. Readings from Heldegger's Being and
ime.

G-C. Rote

24.200 Sooretas and Plato
Prereq.: One Philoeophy subject
U (2)
3-0-9

The quest for the historical Socrates; Socratic
questions, dialectic, and paradoxes. The philOc-
ophy of Plato's middle period, with emphasis
on the theory of forms and Its bearing on ethics
and theory of knowledge. Plato's critical dia-
logues. Some attention to Socrates's predeces-
sors and to Arlatotle.
D. Brink

24.202 Moden Plioeoplan Descartes
to Kant
Prereq.: One Phlosophy subject
U (1)
3-0-9
Philosophic thought In Europe during the 17th
and 18th centuries. The continental rationalists:
Descartes, Spinoza, and Leibniz; the British
empiricists: Locke, Berkeley, and Hume; Kant.
R HoW

24.203 Aspecls of IlyWCsntury Philoesphy 2423 Philosophy of Law
Prereq.: One Philosophy subject
U (1)
3-0-
Study of several mejor works In European and
American phiosophy. Emphasis on moral the-
ory In the writngs of Bergson, Santayana,
Sartre, Areud, and others.
L Singer

24.210 Problem in the Philosopi of Love
Prem.: One Philosophy subject
U (2)
3-0-9
Philosophical issues in the study of affective
bonding: e.g., the distinction between appraisal
and bestowal as types of valuation, the nature
of Idealization, the development of ego Ideals,
and the relationships among love, desire, emo-
tion, and reason. Readings In recent philosophy.
L. Singer

24.211 Theory of Knowledge
Prereq.: One Philosophy subject
U (1) INudofles d 19K8M
3-0-9
Study of problems concerning our concept of
knowledge, 6ur knowledge of the past, our
knowledge of the thoughts and feelings of
ourselves and others, and our knowledge of the
existence and properties of physical objects In
our Immediate environment.
J. Higginbotham

24.221 Melphylsois
Prersq.: One Philosophy subject
U (2)
3-0-9
Study of basic metaphysical Issues concernIng
existence, the mind-body problem, personal
Identity, causation and Its implications for free-
dom. Classical as well as contemporary read-
Ings
R. Clrtnght

24.231 lMos
Prereq.: One Philosophy subject
U (2)

Systematic study of central theories In ethics,
including egolsm, act and rule utitarIanIsm,
intultionism, emotivism, rights theories, and
contractuallem. Discussion and reading* also
focus on problems associated with moral con-
filots, justice, the relationship between rightness
and goodness, objective ve subjective moral
judgments, moral truth and relativism.
D. Brink

24.233J Poitical Philosophy
(Same subject as 17.IOJ)
Prereq.: One Philosophy subject
U (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 17.105J.
J. Cohen

Prereq.: One Philosophy subject
U (1)
3-0-9
Examination of fundamental Issues In philoso-
phy of law such as the nature and limits of lew
and a legal system and thu relation of law to
morality, with particular emphasis on the philo-
sophIcal Issues and problems associated with
privacy, lberty, justice, punishmen and re-
sponsiblity. Historical and contemporary read-
Ings, including court cases. Permission of
Instructor required for students without the aboe
prerequisite.
D. Brink

24.241 Logic
Preq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
Introduction to the alms and techniques of
formal logic. The logic of truth functions and
quantifiers. The concepts of validity and truth
and their relation to formal deduction. Appl-
cations of logic and the place of logic in
phiosophy.
G. S. Boolos

24.242 Logic I
Prereq.: 24.241
U (2) Nex od N198M4
3-0-9
The central results of modern logic: the com-
plateness of predicate logic, recursive func-
tions, the incompleteness of arithmetic, the
unprovabillty of consistenoy the indefinabilty of
truth, the Skolem-Lowenholm theorem, non-
standard models. Permission of instructor
required for students without the above pre-
requisite.
G.8. SBolos

24.262J1heory of inductive Infieencs
(Ne4
(Same subect as 9.66J)
Prereq.: 9.62J
U (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 9.66J.
D. A Oeherson

24.292 Speae Tbpics In PMioeoplW
Prereq.: Any two subjects In Philosophy
U (1)
Arr.
Open to qualified students Mho wish to pursue
special studies or projects. tudents electing
this subject must consult the Department Head.

24.21 SpecIall Tpios in Philosophy
Prereq.: Any two subjects in Phlosophy
U (2)
Arr.
Open to qualiie students who wish to pursue
speoial studies or projects. Students electing
this subject must consult the Department Head
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24A00 PRsemiar i hilosophy I (A)
Prereq.: Permission o instructor
G (1)
6-0-18

24A01 Pfosminer in PhIlosophy 11 (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
6-0-18
Advanced study of the basic problems of phi-
losophy. Intended for first-year graduate stu-
dents In philosophy.
A orwich

24A10 aplos in the History of
PhocophyM (
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1,2)
3-0-9
Intensive study of a philosopher or philosophi-
cal movement Content varies from year to year,
and subject may be takdn repeatedly with
permission of Instructor and advisor.
M. lardImcr, R AIfonan

24.501 Problems in Metaphylics (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G3(2)
3-0-9
Metaphysical problems centering around a
number of interrelated philosophical issues
about the Identity across time of physical
objects, persons, and events. Readings from
both classical and contemporary sources.
R. Carfwrght

24.61J Problems of Mental
14epreesntsun (A)
(Same subject as 9.671J)
Prereq.: Three Philosophy subjects and
Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-9
Topics: the case for mental representation;
doubts about the Intelligibility of mental repre-
sentation; the relationohip between Internal lan-
guage and external language; dos meaning
come from mental representations or beliefs;
the syntactic theory of the mind; conceptual
role semantios and procedural semantics; nar-
row content; the two-factor theory of the mean-
ing of mental representations,
N Bock

24.620J Theory of Inductive Inference
(New)
(Same subject as 9.6614.)
Prerq.: 9.62J '
G(1)
3-0-9

See description under subject 9.661J.
D. N Osheron

24.601 lIps in M"ri Philosophy (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
Systematic examination of selected problems
In morel philosophy. Content varies from year to
year. Subject may be taken repeatedly with
permisolon of instructor and advisor.
D. Brink

24.611,1 Poitlal Philosophy (A)
(Same subject as 17.10"4
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 17.106J.
J. Cohen

24.625J Philosophies of Social Scoence (A)
(Same subject as 17.104J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(2)
3-0-9

See description under subject 17.104J.
Consult Department headquarters.

24.701 1bplos in Logic (A)
(N"w)
Prsreq.: 24.241

3-0-9

Soundness, completeness, and compactness
of first-order logic; Lowenhelm-Skolem theo-
rems; Craig interpolation lemma; Beth defin-
ability theorem; deoldability of monadic logic
with Identity; Turing machines; recursive func-
tions and their definitions; Godel Incomplete-
ness and extensions; undecidabilty of dyadic
logic; Tarsid's theorem; nonstandard models of
arithmetic.
G.S. Bo os

24.711 1bplos in Philosophical Logic (A)
Prreq.: Permission of Instructor
(3(1) Nednxt ofee 196649
3-0-9

Problems of ontology, epistemology, and phi-
losophy of language that bear direotiy on ques-
tions about the nature of logic and the analysis
of concepts of logical theory, such as logical
truth, logical consequence, proof. Content varies
from year to year, and subject may be taken
repeatedly upon permission of Instructor and
advisor.
G. Boolos

24.727 Logic and Language (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

Philosophical Issues in logic and the analysis
of language; the role of logical and linguistic
analysis In philosophy, as exemplified In con-
temporary and near-contemporary work roughly
from Carnap (1937) onward. lbplos and read-
Ings given special emphasis may vary from
year to year.
J. Hginbo tham

24.001 Philosophy of Mithemells (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Next ofafed 186-06
3-0-9
Examination of major philosophies of mathe-
matics - oglm, formallsm, Intuitionism - on
the nature of mathematical proof, existenoc of
mathematical entities. and related Issues. It is
strongy recommended that students have taken
24.241 or equivalent
G. . Boolos

24.810 1bpls in Philosophy of Soeleo (A)
Prereq,: Permission of instructor
Q (2) Next fered 19649
3-0-9
Topics in the foundations of science: the nature
of concepts and theories, the distncton between
empirical and theoretical knowledge claims,
rest mnd Instrumentalist Interpretation of such
claims, and the analysis of scientific explana-
tion. The central topic varies from year to year;
subject may be taken repeatedly with the per-
mission of Instructor and advisor.
S. Brombergec 7 S. Kuhn

24.6 Philosophy of Sclentific
Development (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
Q3(2)
3-0-9
Study of problems presented by the concep-
tual changes that accompany scientific advance.
Tb what extent, for example, do such changes
preserve the meaning (or the reference) of
scientific terms? Can the cognitive content of a
discarded theory be represented In a language
adapted to use with Its succssorl f not what
sort of communication Is possible between the
proponents of competing theories, and what
sense can be made of the notion of scientific
progress?
T . Kuhn

24.891 Specil Graduate tplos in
Phlspy(A)

Prereq.: -

Arr.

24.892 Special Graduate lbpla In
Philosophy (A)
Preroq.: -
G(2)
Arr.

Open to qualified graduate students In philoso-
phy who wish to pursue special studies or
projects. Consult Department headquarters.



Unguistics

00d1W St*udy of Laug
("oi UnM)
tame subject as 21.321J)

U (1, 71 HUIM-D
3-0-9
What Is language? What does knowledge of a
language consist of? How do children larn
languages? Is language unique to humans?
Why are there many languages? How do lan-
guages change? Is any language or dialect
superior to anotW? How am speech and wri-
Ing related? Context for these and similar ques-
tions provided by basic examination of Internal
organization of sentences, words, and sound
systems. Assumes no prior training In inguistics.
J. INWf IbN~ 1W I*I

24,.01.1 Languge and Its Struoture
(Revised Unit)
('ime subject as 21.322J)
Prereq.: 24.900J
U (2)
3-0-9

Detailed examination of fundamental concepts
and issues In linguistic theory, with emphasis
on explanatory models In linguistics and their
bearhig on Issues In philosophy and cognitive
psychology, Phonology: phonetk features, the
organization of phonological systems, phono-
logical change; examples from Engilah and
other languages. Syntax: deep and surface
structures, properties of syntactic rules, syn-
tax, and semantics; a survey of the major syn-
tactic processes of Engish.
J. IN hieft K hisle

24.915 lements of .Inguistc Theory (A)
Prereq.: -
G (1) Next ofered 1961-19
3-0-9
Fundamental aspects of major branches of
Hngultic research: phonology, syntax, seman-
tics, pragmatics. Foundational issues: organi-
zadon of grammar, hteraction of componems,
relation to psychology and theory of knowl-
edge. Prim? Ny for noninguists with a profes-
sional Interest In inguistics. Undergraduates
with permission of Instructor only.
J. Hlgginbotham, S. Bromberge M. Hfet
N A Chomsky

24.921 Special Graduate lbplo in
Ungulesc (A)
Prere.: -
G (1)
Arr.

Open to qualified graduate students in Inguis-
tis who wish to pursue special studies or
projects. Consut Departmen Headquarters.

34. SPe GldstSeplO I
Up 111e (A)
Prersq: -
G2)
Arr.
Open to qualified graduate students In linguls-
COs who wish to pursue special studis or
projects. Consult Department Headquarters,

241.931 Unguieto Strunturee:Rumnins wA
Prereq.: 24.951, 2461
G (1) Net offe 10ed1111161
3-0-9
1bplos In the syntax of the Roanop lan-
guages, with emphasis on the application
of modern theory to classialo problems of
Romance Unguistics and the Impications of
data drawn fom the Romance languages for
general inguistic theory. Some knowledge of a
Romance language required.
R. S. Kayne

2C49I-a I Vmer of a
WWW"N , 0 i L*WP(A)

Prersq.: 24.951
G (2)
3-0-6
Detalled examination of the grammar of a lan-
guage whose structure Is signiflcantly diferent
from English, with speolal emphasis on prob-
lams of interest In the study of ingulstic univer-
sals. A native speaker cd the language assists
when possible.
K L hle

249."W Ungu Theory and Seowed
LWAngag A@qulemo
(Same subject as 21.320J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Net ofered 1988-8
3-0-6
Reading and discussion of current linguistic
theory first language scquisition research, and
date concerning adui second language acquI-
siton. Focus on development of a theory of
second language acquisitIon within a theory of
Universal Grammar. Emphasis on syntactic, lex.
Icl, and phonologal development. Examina-
tion of ways In which this body of data confronts
theorie of language.
IN O'Ns/, I. Rynn

24.61 Inroduullon to Lnguiutie I:
Synltx (A
Prereq.: 24.901J
G(1)
3-0-9
Introduction to theories of syntax underlying
work currently being done within the lexical-
functional and grwrnment-binding frameworks.
Organised into three Interrelated parts, each
focused upon a particular area of concern: 1)
phrase structure, 2) the lexicon, and 3) prIn-
ciples and parameters. Grammatical rules and
processes constitute a focus of attention
throughout the course, serving to reveal both
modular structure of grammar and Interaction
of grammaticl components.
K L Nale

24*51 itmndisommi- to Mnst1shd I 11Thse~voflanmnr
Prereq.: 24.901
0(2)
3'0*9
Problems in constructing an explanatory the-
cry of grammagoal representation. 1bplo drawn
from current work on anaphorn, oaseridng,
control, argument structure, Wh- and related
constructions. Study of language-partlculr
parameters In the formulation of linguistic
universals.
R & Keyne

24*661 roduolon to nguieeM IN:
UnemIWS IUNUU"f (A)
Prereq.: 24.961
G (1)
3-0-9
The nature of inguistio universals that mam it
poasible for languages to dffer ad place mimb
on these differences. Study of selected prob-
lam areas, showing how date from particular
languages contribute to the development of a
strong theory of universal grammar and how
such a theory dictates solutions to traditional
problems in the syntax of particular languages.
R. &. Kayne

24.967ntroduuon0 nto gulAlo Theory at
an Advanced Lee (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
3-0-9
Discussion of conceptual and methodological

ss: goals of linguistic theory and is place
in t study of thought and beheaor; dsecrp-
tiv and explanatory theories, the natre use,
and acquisition of knowledge of language com-
pared with other cognitive systems; elaons of
form, meaning, and language use. xmnMation
of theories of transformational generaive gram-
mar as they have evolved and ae now being
pursued: theory of base, transformations, We
manic interpretation of formal structure, logi-
cal form, and conditions on the form and
functioning of ruis.
ML A Chamekhy

24.966 Unguleelo 6truegure()
Prereq.: 24.962 or 24.957
G (1)
3-0-9
Current work on topics In syntax and seman-
tics. Permlalon Instructor required.
At A Chomsa

24.6 Worlihop ii S*nitx and

Prersq.: Permission of instructor
G0(1)
3.0-9
An Intensive group tutoral/seniner for disus-
slon of research being conduced by partiol-
pants. No sudor allowed.

. Kayne J. iggknboftham

P"TT , .
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24.00 Seminar In Semantics-PWA Com"

Prereq.: 24.973
G (1)
3-0-9

Examination in depth of the comparative syntax
and semantics of some particular construction
type, with choice of construction varying in
different years. Topic for 1987-88: restructuring
and complex predicate formation In Romance,
Germanic, and various polysynthetic languages
(e.g., Eskimo).
K. Hale, R. Larson

24.961 introduction to iUnguistics IK:
Phonology

Prereq.: -
S(1)

4-0-6
Alms and principles of a scientific description
of the phonic aspect of language. The mecha-
nism and acoustics of speech. Distinctive
features as the descriptive framework. The pho-
neme. The phonemic system of a language.
The interrelations between phonology and other
linguistic levels. Some problems of historical
phonology. Practical exercises. This subject is a
core offering in Cognitive Science.
M. Helle, D. Sterlade

24.962 Advanced Phonology (A)
Prereq.: 24.961
G (2)
3-0-9
Continuation of 24.961. Special emphasis on
problem solving.
M. Halle, D. Sterlade

24.964 Theory of Phonology (A)

Prereq.: 24.981
G (1)
3-0-9

Review in depth of one of four major topics in
modern phonology: stress and meter (1987-88).
syllable structure (1988-89), tone (1989-90).
D. Slorlade, M. Helle

24.965 Morphology (A)

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Structure of the lexicon and its function in
grammar. Properfes of word-formation rules.
Problems of selection, productivity, composi-
tionality. Systems of inflectional categories: case'
tense. Phonological aspects of word structure:
allomorphy, cyclic phonology, constituent struc-
ture, boundaries. Detailed analysis of lan-
guages wah complex morphology.
M. Halle, D. Sferade

24.9664 Laboratory on the Physlolou
Acosns and Peroeption of Speeh (A)
(Same subject as 6.542J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Not to beofered 198Oo9
2-2-8

So* description under subject 6.542J.
H. Klaft

24,964 Speech Communiuetlon (A)
(Same subject as 6.641J)
Prereq,: Permission of Instructor
G (2) Wtt ofmared 19649
3-0-9
Se. description under subject 6.541J.
S. J. Kayse; K N SWena

24909 Worklhop in Phonology and
Morphology (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9

An intensive group tutorial/seminar for discus-
slon of research being conducted by partial-
pant@. No auditors are allowed.
D. Slsade

24.970 Introduction to Semantics
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-9

Basic Issues of form and meaning in formal-
ized and natural languages. Conceptual, logi-
cal, and linguistic questions about truth, refer-
ence, and modal and intensional notions. The
role of grammar in language use; ocntext-
dependency. Ambiguities of structure and of
meaning; dimensions of semantic variation in
syntax and the lexicon.
R. Larson

24.973 Topls in Logic and Semantics (A)

Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Current work on semantics and questions of
logic and meaning for syntactic systems In
generative grammar.
J. Higginbotham

24.079 Semantic Theory (A)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
3-0-9

Seminar on current research In semantics and
generative grammer. In addition to reading and
discussion, students may present original
research. Topics may very from year to yar.
J. Higginbotham, R Lason

24.98 Lnguletlo Change (A)
Prereq.: 24.951, 24.961
G (2) Nut offred 198-89
3-0-9

Review of Insisnces of change in phonology
morphology, and syntax. Examples to be drawn
from various language familes, Indo-European,
as well as others. An attempt to develop a
general theory of linguistic change.
W O'NeA6, D. Sfedade

24*902 Surey of Gmnera lngultis I
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
Rese.ag and discussion of certain important
papers in syntax, semantics, and phonology
designed to famliarize the student with ontral
ideas in current inguistic research. Selection of
papers and organisation of discussion is pri-
marily in the hands of seminarpartiolpants.

24.993 Ttutel in IJnguistics and slated
Plowi M

Proq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1,2)
Ar.
IndIvIdual or small-group tutorial In which stu-
dents, under the guidance of a faculty member,
explore the interrelations with linguistics of
some specified ares. Consult Department Head-
quarters.

I



Heath Solenoe and
Teohnology

soemiArdew 10w611001 Hr 00 Human Pensmw (A)
Iemesterw~a~eebe@1w Wrsf

si e P DWhig tot e eT Pr .: 7.01,601.6 So

Suxwft~vg to lake T 1O$M 4-st 4-8
fieen espiseue i RMI Um0410,
Ho 010 Hmnan Puoullnal AnaOM
Pwreq.; Permselon of Inhtruotor

Lecturs, deteltd abortory diesollons and
proeotlons provide a thorough exploron of
the pose structure and func n of the human
body Pundamnta princlples of bloengnerng
are employed to promote analyucl approachws
to understanding the body's deslgn. The embry-
ology of major organ systems Is prwented,

tohr with certain re-eeno to oeUo
dvelopment, as a besls for compshndng
anatomIcal ompleiy. Correlaton olnios strae
both normal and abnormal functions of the
body, gut leoturers focus on current prob-
lems In organ syem resewarch.

F A Jen*ns, d, L Geh * W C Ayeys, and
Amodabe

HPI 060 11ne nd Conne*lie mi74ue (A)
Prereg.: Permisslon of Instruotor
G (2)
1-2-4
Growth and development of normal bone and
joints, tw process of minerlnson, the blo-
physics of bone and resPons .troe and
fracture, calcium and phos0hob homeotals
and regulation by paratIrold hormone and
vitamin D, and the pathogensels of mtabolo
bone diseases and disease of conneoltive Us-
suo and joint, with onsiderntion of possible
mechenisms and underyng metabolo derange-
ments. Meets first half of the term.

Enrollment UmeItd.
0. A Robwon, W C HeM J. T Polke Jf,
A L SchiOe C Sledgo

Pigm.: 7.01,7.06

8-0-S
introducton to the orlanalln, atrutre, and POlMsIogy and 0utpoplolgy ofOW
funoftn of normal oee and iesee; patholoio endoorthe ysenm, fours eur
principles of owuler I*urs InNammgen, cir- weeI eminerdCW ue 0r of nt" larine
vuAtory dwordars, knnunrlogie Mur kdoo- syslern. l lso ilude~ "W W M*

don, nuitImnal dioders, dirds plslologlal Ansp ,sto. At .equen olrf
neopleasI, and tadon in hnans. c selon, POn* we iso ente ho demnn
turs, onferences, laboraleries wth ozexamin. slrat* p al mlee Iemd in t did
tion of microscopic and grM speom*ns, and to lbuls. Enrelkehnt mnd, pen n of
auto ae audes. Enrom nt Omped Per- insbuor required.
misslon of instruor regakd. A, Adft &. it *VaW INgyft
I. Godman A K Abse, 0. A hr en,
A . uAcheen, Aasoolas HPT N0 o Humespsdee aW

Peos4: 7.01, 7*., PnnIfan of Inuer
Q2)
244

GO)4 , . Lcluee lbmwry aslew and *il ase
341diukln designed to provide h sudnt
..wh a oler une dn of the svite1logm

Deals with the mechanisme of pelhogensele of endoorinOlpo pelegy of human repro-
btateria, viruss, and oter microorame, duhdon. Emphasis I an quantUhoe alsntygo
Approsoh span mechanisms from molecular techniques and the role of technology In repro-
to ognil asp"cte of diss.1 bplos seleoled duoive solenc. The courel aW InWVOe the
for Intrinslo intered over the damon- student In the wider aspects of rerduoftn
strated spectrum of hoplo*ogio meoha- such as prnteW diagnole, £70 er talon,
nieme. Enrolment lnted. Permission of InAruo- abortion, msnopause, and oorbospun.
tor required. A KMPh* Q Aef & C Suao AsoM
R Schee J. MakslAnos, H. Mon

WIT 000 PisWel Pikbleg4111 to

(Hrbed aOnd UnlQh
Prer".: 8,01, 8.02, 18.01
G(1)
4-4
Normal and disturbed pfWelogal funoton
analyzed by involdng underlyeel prk)-
cple: oonervadon W, *uld diusion,
heat transfr osmosle, eotrQ0guelon, recodon
kinelos, feedback-ontrol moot - ms. ind
viduL toplse intoduced * wni
hiAtorle. 1%o weedy emineroniees to
anelys oas, hear ude rport, discuss
the weldy problem assignmernt. Lectrues
ofgrd as needed to preset sure nd ftb.

Ish context
FA . WMr R, J, ohfet u, M r
R. %pbck

HIT 0On Hmn IN1111" )
Flom., 7.06
GO)~
344
An IWsnWlvo ar of kw b*Op OfWQMahu
and p lh UoWpy of bloieand t be
forming 0OP with sy"em60 00Oid5gi
of hemetopolsals, the "ormed element"-blood
omesasn, blood groups and Immunogole
Ins, and other plasma proteins, EMpIselsiven

aquly to didaclc dicousalon and analySs of
nlol problem. metossoseond half of the

term. Enrolment Pmited. oPennissiOf kiirUo-
toK "NOM4
IN a W H. G1u1(& RWbkO a noseber

HST

NT 040 iMhenlemsh 0
PliegeWels (Q
U.mAft71A 70M
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HOT 000 Carioaular gmahes 8elogy (A) HOT 130J TM. Human NerWous 71wem The HOT 10N HeleW *nnl enpd Anal al
- ~.. -Nwumolefto(A) 0111111u1-0- udgtl1n(A)

Prereq.: 7.01 Or 18.01, 18.02
G (2)
3-3-9
Normal and pathologic physiology of the heart
and vascular system. Emphasis Includes hemo-
dynamics, electrophysiology, gross and micro-
scopic pathology, and clinical correlates of
cardiovascular function In healthy and In a
variety of disease states. Special attention given
to congenital, rheumatic, hypertensive, arterio-
sclerotic, and coronary heart disease and
cardomyopathy. Enrollment: lectures - open,
laboratory - limited. Permission of instructor
required.
W H. Abelmann, J. T Fallon, W Gamble,
R . ark

NST 100 RespIratory PathophysIology (A)
Prereq.: 7.01,7.05, 8.01
G (2)
1-2-5
Lectures, seminars, and labs which cover the
development of the lung; its histology and cellu-
lar function; and physics of gases, physiology
and gas exchange as it relates to health and
disease. Problems of gas transport and acid-
base balance are reviewed; pathophysologyof
common respiratory disorders presented. Ses-
sions with patients with lung disease. For M.D.
candidates and other students with back-
ground in science. Enrollment limited. Permis-
sion of instructor required.
D. C. Shannon, L Ginns, H. Kazeml, E. Abrk,
C. A. Hales, J. C. Vtaver

HOT 110 Renal Pathophysiology (A)
Prereq.: 7.01, 7.05
G (2)
2-1-5
Topics Include the normal and pathologic
functioning of the kidney. Emphasis on electro-
lyte and water metabolism - the role of Na+,
K+, H+, water, and renal failure. Included also,
the pathophysiology of clinical renal disorders
such as acute and chronic domerulonephritis,
pyelonephritls, and vascular disease. Enroll-
ment limited. Permission of instructor required
C. Coggins, H. Ronnke, J. V Bonvenfre
L Feng

HSf 120 Gsatroenterology (A)
Prereq.: 7.01, 7.05, 8.01
G (2)
3-6-4

Presents the anatomy physiology, biochemistry,
biophysics, and booengineering of the gastroin-
testinal tract and associated pancreatic, liver,
and biliary systems. Emphasis on the molecular
and pathophysiological basis of disease where
known. Covers gross and microscopic pathol-
ogy and clinical aspects. Formal lectures given
by core faculty, with some guest lectures by
local experts. Selected seminars conducted by
students with supervision of faculty Enrollment
limited. Parmisslon of Instructor required.
M C. Carey, D. Antonoll, R. H. Schapiro,
J. R. btrnde, J. L. Madara

(Same subject as 9.014J)
7.01, 7.05, Permission of instructor
G(1)
8-3-6
This subject encompasses an Introduction to
1) the anatomy and fine structure of the mam-
mntan central nervous system (brain and spi-
nel cord), 2) the physiology of nerve cells and
of neural systems (special emphasis on son-
sory, motor, and neuroendocrine systems), 3)
neurotransmitter actions and neurotransmitter-
coded neural systems In the brain, 4) molecular
neurobiology and neurogenelcs. Included In
the course are five clinical demonstratlons
A. M Grayblel, W 0. QuInn, M Sur R H. Schiller,
E Bizz, and cinical demonstratlons by M A.
Samuels, . ' yler R. R. leung, T D. Sabin,
M R Alexander

Prereq.: HST 130J
G (2)
4-0-8

Discussion of physiological and biochemical
mechanisms of peripheral and central nervous
systems' diseases. Lectures emphasize ad-
vances In the basic sciences as they apply to
the muscular dystrophies, myasthenla gravis,
peripheral neuropathles, pain and nociception,
suprasegmental control of movement, multiple
sclerosis, Alzhelmer's and Huntington's dis-
eases, epilepsy, sleep and biological rhythms,
strokes, and disorders of emotion and lan-
guage. Enrollment limited. Permission of Instruc-
tor required.
U. A Moskowitz

HSFT 141 Molecul Basis of name CInical
Disorders (A)
Prereq.: 7.05
G(1)
4-0-6

Cofducted as a seminar to study a variety of
human diseases and the underlying molecular
and biologic basis for the pathogenesis and
pathophysiology of the disorders. Lectures by
faculty and seminars conducted by students,
with tutorials and supervsion by faculty When-
ever possible, appropriate patients presented
and discussed. Appropriate for students who
have had a course in biochemistry and/or
molecular biology.
P M. Gallop, 1. M London, Assocale

HST 170 Immunology
Prereq.: 7.05
G (1)
4-0-8

A version of General Immunology 7.73, organ-
Ized for HST students in the biomedical scI-
onces curriculum.
H. At Eisen

Prereq.: 18.02
S(J)
3-0-3
introduce* statistical logic and technique as a
basis for clinical decisions and scientific infer-
ence. Students leam to perform elementary
statistical oalculations and acquire the con-
cepts and vocabulary to read biomedical iters-
ture critically and communicate productively
with statistical professionals. Includes proba-
bility theory, normal sampling, chi-square and
t-teste, analysis of variance, lnear regression,
and survival analysIs. Case studies Include
applications to diagnostic screening, clinical
drug trials, and physiological experiments.
Emphasis on experimental studies rather than
epidemiology.
H. Feldman

Prereq.: -
0(1,2,8)
Arr

For teaching assistants In HST where the teach-
ing assignment Is approved for academic credit
by the Department R. G. ark

H8T 199 Research In Health Solences and
Technology
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1, 2, 8)
Arr

For research assistants in HST where the
assigned research Is approved for academic
credit by the Department Hours are arranged
with research supervisor . . Alark

HOT 200 Introduction to CInIOca Moicine (A)
Prsreq.: Permission of Instructor
G (2)
9-25-12
February through May, Monday, Wednesday,
Friday. Students eam the basic skills involved
In examination of the patient and are Intro-
duced to history taking and patient interview
Students exposed to clinical problems in medi-
cine, surgery and pediatrics in groups of two or
three students under one faculty member. Find-
ings reported through history taking and oral
presentation of the cases to the class. An
Intensive subject serving as prerequisie to
clinical clerkships. Enrollment limited to stu-
dents in M. D. Program.
E. Braouneld, W H. Churchill, D. Brooks,
J. Muller Assaodaes

HST 131 Pathophysiology of the Nervous HOT 1961 eaching Health Sciences end
System (A) 1hchnology

_7 . '7 '"r
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HOT 201 Introductlon to Ciniel Medicine HIT2 Oaneall. Msdieinebhelegy HOT 04 m , Ptyslegsenasy
and Medicia ngineering I(A) interbfe (A) and Morte
Pere.: HST 01048T 030, HST 090,
HOT 100, HST 110, HST 130J, 7.06
o (J)
0-20-0

Required for doctoral students In MEMP pro-
gram. Students 1) develop skill In patient
interviewing and physical examination; 2)
become proficient at organizing and communi-
cating clinical Information In both written and
oral forms; 3) begin Integrating history, physical,
and laboratory data with pathophysiologic prin-
cIples; and 4) become familiar with the clinical
decision-making process and broad economic,
ethical, and soclologIcal Issues Involved In
patient care. Permission of Instructor required.
R. G. Ark, UP Kane, C J. Haem, Assoclates

HST 202 Introduction to Clinical Medicine
and Medical EngineerIng H (A)
Prereq.: HST 201
G (S)
0-20-0

Strengthens the skills developed In HST 201
through a six-week clerkship In medicine at
Mount Auburn Hospital. Students serve as
full-time members of a ward team and partici-
pate in longitudinal patient care. In addition,
students participate In regularly scheduled
teaching conferences focused on principles of
patient management.
C J. Htaem, R G. Whrk, Assoclaste

HOT 203 Clinical ExperIence in Medical
Engineering and Medical Plalos (A)
Prereq.: HST 201, HST 202

(1, 2, 8)
0-40-0
An individually arranged full-time three-month
directed study In a clinical environment where
active medical engineering/medical physics
Investigation Is in progress. Students are actively
engaged In patient cars, particularly those
aspects that Interface closely with technology.
Students also focus on in-depth exploration of
the technical and research area. Term paper
required.
E G. Cravalho, R G. Mark Assoctates

HOT 204 Physical Diagnosis and
H PDoductory Clnil Exper (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
0 (2)
3-0-3
Supplement to HST 200 for students In the
M.D. Program. Sessions devoted equally to
ophthalmology and otolaryngology.
W H. Churchill

Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (J)
3-0-3
Brief introduction to medical decision making
and to techniques for evaluation of diagnostic
tests. A few diagnostic technologies examrined
In some depth to show how the strengths and
limitations of the technology Impact its clinical
usefulness. Each student examines one tech-
nology In depth and presents findings to the
other students. Introduces students to the use
of technology In medical dellsion making. Stu-
dents learn how to evaluate diagnostic tests,
and how to Integrate the information from diag-
nostic teats with clinical data.
J. A Parker

H@T 521J Biomed"Ial Insport
Phenomena (A)
(Same subject as 10.49)
Prereq.: 10.301, 10.302
G (2)
2-0-5
See description under subject 10.49J.
C. K Colon, M. L Ittrmush, W U Deen

HOT 530J Ultrasound: Physlos, Biophylosi,
and 14hnology (A)
(Same subject as 2.76J, 6.562J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Next ogerd 198869
4-1-7
See description under subject 2.76J.

SR Leie, F R. Morgenthuler

HOT 5631 41sers, Miorewaves, Utroviolet,
Magnellc Plaids, and Ultesound In

=omedioal Sloenes (A)
(Same subject as 2.762J)
Prerew. Permls, Ion of Instructor
G(1) Next 1Rawl 1694
4-1-7
See description under subject 2.762J.
P R Lele, Stlff

HOT 641J QuantitatIve Phyiology: Cells and
Tseues

(Same subject as 2.791 J, 6.021 J)
Prrq.: 2.02 or 6.002 or 6.071; 8.02; 18.03
U(1)
4-2-6
See description under subject .021J.
T F Ybeis, R. C. Lee,/. V VMnas

HOT 542J QuantItthe Physiology: Organ
Twensport Syslems
(Same subject as 2.792J, 6.022J)
Prereq.: 2.20, HST 541, 2.791J, 6.013
U (1)
3-2-7
See description under subject 6.022J.
R. G. Atk R. D. Kamm

(Same subject as 2.73J, 6.023J, 16.3614)
Prereq.: 2.02 or 6.003 or 16.30; HST 541J
U (2)
3.2-7
See description under subject 6.023J.
L. .3ung, R. W n, L . ftahkop

HST 6441 PW res, and Plows:
Saehlound forf Psiblogy (A)
(Same subject as 6.66 J)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 6.561J.
A J. Grodzinsky

H$T 560J Computers and Patient Cars
(Same subject as 6.523J)
Prereq.: -
G (2)
2-0-4
An overview of present and potential uses of
computers in patient care. Topics: medical-
Information systems, Input of physician prog-
ress notes and orders, ambulatory medical
record, automated medical consultation and
diagnosis, medical education and clinical simu-
lations, data analysis in clinical Investigations.
Open to undergraduates.
G.0. Bmet

HOT 560J!l an Medical
A~fan" of and

aosonanpne (A)
(Same sub as 22.65J)
Prere.. 22.111
G0(1)
4-0-8

See description under subject 22.5W
G. L Brownll, Sleff

HT 561J Prinogis of Medical maging (A)
(Same subject as 2.71J, 22.657)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2)
4-0-8
See deecription under subject 22.56.
. L &"Wne, R R L",e Staff

HST U6& Radian Wophphic (A)
(Sam subject as 22.57J1)
Prereq.: 22.111
GO1)
4-0-8
s description under subject 22.57J.

SIONf
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(Same subject as 2.781J, 16.606J)
Preq.: Permission of instructor
G (8)
844-
Introduction to modern computer-based Instru-
mentation through a major bloengineering labo-
ratry project In whlh each student develops
electronic circut, interfaces them to a micro-
computer, and combines them to form an Instru-
ment Claseroom material focuses on eleo-
tronic circuit elements, networft signal and
syeem reppeenaona, logic and diga design,
elementary programming, and phySologIcal
background. No background in electrical engi-
needng or programming required.
S K Bums, a RAow

HST 575J Uloslsgfmnius Pmuject Laalmry
(Same subject as 6.121J)
Prereq.: 6.002 or 6.071
U (2) LAS
2-8-2
See description under subject 6.121J.
S. K Bum, A . A*

HOT 01 . uom.lal S.nal P,oeeg (
(Sam. Subject as 16.356, 6.55J)
Prer 6.003
G0(2)

Fundamentals of digItal dgnal processing of
particular relevance to problems in biomedical
research and dnical medicine Easel princl-
ples and algorthms for data acquialdton and
displr fiterng and feature extracton. abo-
ratory projectes ,vAde practcal experience In
processing physlologic dala, with eample
from neurophyAlolog cardlologW and speech-
processing.
B. Delguftt, W A. Sbeber P A echt

HST 384J Magnei NeemnPno - Analyti,

(Same subject as 22.561J)
Prereq.: Permission of Inry cr
0(2)
3-0-12
Introduction to basic NMR theory including a
quantum mechanical deecription of the NMR
experiment. Examples of bIochemical data
obtained using NMR summaized along with
other related expermont. Detaled study of
NMR imaging techniques Includes disousions
of basic cros-secinnl Image reconelruotlon,
image contresK low and r-time knaging, and
hardware design considerations. Exposure to
laboratory NMR spectroscopic and imaging
equipment included.
B. Rosen, S L an

HT OTd .eissl0Meseurenments (A
(Same subecteas 6.566J1)
Poereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(1)
3-3
Fundamental principles of measurements.
itaneducers and instrumentation interfaced to

biological systems In medicine, research, and
biotechnology Principles Ilustrated using ther-
met, eiotricl, chmlo, and mecharlal mess-
urements. PrWt-oened laboratory provides
practical exposure to medical engineering con-
cepts, and methods for computer-based aOquI-
silion and interpeaon of Information obtained
via mesurments on biological sysems. Some
backound In electronIcs and Ife sCIOnoes Is
assumed
J. C. VeW . J. Edlef, R. .Nwbonw

HOT 600 SiomeiBoei EngIneering Oemnur
Prereq.: -
G (1, 2)
1-0-0
Biekldy graduate seminars presented by MST
students. Course Is deelgned to provide students
wth a broad exposure to current resech In

-imdie engineering and meal oyos
ocan01is.a n V e. espos, chedued beten
tudent preoentions, are used to broaden the

scope of the seminars.
a J. Edeff

HO7561 monwad EngIneering tesearch
Sembler

0(1,2)
2-0-0
Dewlopment of professional speaking sil. In
the communicatin of research pogress. Stu-
dents prsent thir reserch, emphisalging clear
statement of the goals, sIgnificance, and cur-
rent status of their work. Con&i wtten
feedbeck ghen by each member of the audI-
ence. Required of a students ~0lated wth the
H Somedie Engieerig Center
J C Veiw

MST go5 ionel in Upd"a Engkoerin
ld M" hs

Prreq: -
0(1,2)
2-0-0
Hosplel-based tudorial for Medical e
medical physics doctoral studsnts. OmaN group
seseons to examine sle-of-the-art a s8-
tions of technology to Otent cars; explore
anh research programs wih maor biomedical
engineerng content; and discuss the eco-
nomic, social, and ethical (rpications of tech-
nology In hewft care.
R. G. Awk

........ .... . ....... .. ........... .... ....... ................... -------------- ........... ........... ......... ... .A m ,

HOT US pefl tplos in Me i

Prereq. -
U (1, 2,8)
Arr.

For undergraduates deslring to carry on sub-
stantiel projects of their own choosIng In medi-
cal engineering or medical physics. Wrfk may
be of experimental, theoreloal, or design nature.
Coordinator: E. G. Cravalho.

HOT On Spealpliesa in Medical
Engineering and icl Phis (A)
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
0(1,2,)

Assigned reading and special problems or
research on special topics, ether theoreical,
experimental, or clinical. Arranged on individ-
ual basis with Instructor. Coordinator: E. G.
Craveiho.

HOT 0001pois in the Bonomios of Hath

Prereq.: -a W

Introduction to sme of he problems in te
resource allocation of t health-care sector.
Brief introduction to economic theoy Topics:
rising healh costs, national healh Insurance,
cost-benefit analysis and optimization, regula-
tion and the structure of the Industry (cnral
izaton vs decentralizaton), technology assew-
ment, and planning cinical trials. Emphasis
more on posing te Important questions and
examining diferent methods of analysis rather
than arriving at defnitive answre.
A DesAky

HOT 01Jl Heallh Boonomics

(Same subject as 14.21J)
Prersq.: 14.01
U (1) HASS
3-M

See description under subject 14.21J.
J. a ft"l

H8T002 Current Eonomic and Reguaitory
wableme in ibxoology
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-9
Examinaion of tools avalable to economists
and toxicologists for decision making in a
regulatory environment. Case method used
with lectures on topics such as multistage
cercinogeneses, diet and cano carcinogenesis
and mutagenesis tet some aspects of FA
and EPA regulatory kwg extrapolation of thst
reseuts, decision making and risk assessment.
J. . Hens
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Wo ifs Studiw Program

0P 401oin*ouptipn to Woens ftldif e I (Same subject as 21.4161)
prosw.: -
U (1) 'IM-O

An Interdleciplinary subject that draws on ltr-
sturM, hieOri pSyhclogg shlo6oph anthro-
poIW and fparnilet thoy to: 1) examine our
cultural assumptions about gender 2) trace the
Oet of the new scholarship on traditional
disciplines, and 3) increase awareness of the
hislory and o0eronoe of women as 1alf the
world's population.
Lndo Coufm n

SIR402 ontsVpry Issue In
Women's wie. Shlowisue
in Mediw Totuogy
Prer.: Permission of Instructor
U (2)
3-4-9
lechnologloal Innovation rapidly changes the
face of medical care. This cours examines:
1) how thes Innovations Change the decisions
we must male, 2) whethe new decisions repr-
sent genuine opportunities or tragic hoiloes,
and 3) what are the risks or potentals for
abuse. Particular attention Is given to the per-
spectives of women deigners patients and
providers. The technologies examined Include
technologie for procreation, Imaging technolo-
gle, and Intensive-care lie-support technolo-
gies.
C. "A9fbck

UP 404 Spacal lbpls in Womnfs Studies
Prer.: Permission of Instructor
U (1, 2)
3-0
SP 406 pele1Mio in Wo n f's Studies
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
GO)
3-"-
Individual supervised work for students who
wish to study topics not covered In the regular
Womeds Studies oflerings. Before registering
for this subject students must plan a course of
study with some member of the Women's Stud-
is faculty and secure the Dlrectors approval.
R. Perry

U (1) HUM-D
3-0.9

S20 Awmnifggiy a

Beo description under subject 21A16J.
S. J. O~e

UP 414 New Weonis WVeS
(Same subject as 21 .29J)
Preq.: -
U (1) Neetoed 16".6
1-0.g
See descripion under subject 21.2M.
M. iok E.\ WbIbn

P 4326 No el in islo Europ and
Latin kwsdoe
(Same subject as 21297J)
Preq.: -
U (1) HUM-D
3-0-9

See description under subject 21.297J.
M. PAonlct a 1016ds011"

SP 4341 Cour'tshIp'T nes in Ronanos

(Same subject ss 21.300J)
Prersq.: -
U (2) HUM-D Not to be ofered 1940-
3-0-6
See description under subject 21.300J.
M. Reenok

SP 4S6. Waimn iUttr
(Revleed Unl )
(Same subject as 21.041J)
Prereq.:One subject i Iert"re
yU(1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 21.041.
a Perry

OP 452J Current leues In the Wome~9
Movement
(Nots)
(Same subject as 21.917J)
Prers.: -
U (2)
3-0-9
See description under 21.917J.
L Kampf, J. Seager

UP 466 Se Rolem A Comparalle

(Same subject as 21.531J)
Prreq.: -
U (1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 21.631J.
J. E Jockon

a A. X000i8402 deito nder ubec 8TSmno 4

(Same subject as 58M 40J)
Pr'eq: -
U (1) Net offeed 1666141
3-0-6
UP 45 Gender and OlncI
(Same subject as TS 461J)
Prersq.: Permission of Instructor
G (1) Nw t00eed 1"0M64
3-0-

Seedesripionunder subject 5TR 451..

414W flsrMdOL I Sloto
(Sam SUN"ec as 7.55)
Pre:-
U (2) KASS
3-0"
See subject description under 7.56J.
At Abpkn

See le . Par " esu in o21.00 (Mb.
duestelo ptelismi Woments menl MAH.);
mid N Uses ese~on of 2.7560 (mlns end
amig ht Str *D HI. 4 fO

SP 41CO 1ely

(Same subject s 21.6301)
Proeq.: -

U (2) HUM-D
3-0-4
See description under subject 2130.

UP 40J Psllhofo of Oeider
(Same subject as 0.71)
Proreq.: -
U (2) Net t be offered 1040
3-0-
See description under subject 9.76.
8.& £Cemwy

OP 474J VirgIn, Herlot,

(Same subject s 4.644J)
Pre"e. -
U (2) Neat oeared 1911110
3-0-0
See description under subject 4.6441.
A Mabnor

UP 4W W nd Computers
(Sam subject as 88 41
Prereq.: -
U (2) Noel be offered 1666-
3-0
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M15 202 Seminer in t HiSory of Science
end bahnlogy

Prereq.: -
G (1) Net ofered 1094
3-0-9
intensie reading and analysis of key works In
the history and historlography of science and
technology. Alms at exploring simnlarites and
diflerences between the two fields and at Intro-
ducing students to basic Interpretive issues,
bibiographic sources, and professional stan-
dards. 1bplos change from year to year.
L A Grahnm, A Smi R BuPck

78 ci00a land Pl011 rploations
of Sc1enes
Preraq.: -
U (2)
2-0-7

as5 207J Social0and POl1i1mplotion
of Soence
(Same subject as 17.336J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
G (2)
2-0-10

Historical and contemporary studies of the
interaction of science with social and poltical
values. Examines the use of scientific theories
and findings to support conclusions about the
proper organization of society and poNtics.
Emphasis on how scientists have viewed the
relationship of their scientific work to moral
and ethical Issues. Graduate students are
expected to write a major research paper.
R Suck, C. Keysen

ST 210 Anerican Sclence Slne I 18s
Prereq.: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-6

History of science and technology In the US
from the 1930a Depression, through World War
11, to the 1980s. Includes stomic bomb project,
space race, computer revolution, environmental
movement, blotechnology Focuses on patterns
of funding, International inks, government-
Industry-academic relations, public under-
standing, response of the sciendfic community
to new social responsibilities. Issues studied in
relation to relevant social, economic, and poi-
cal developments during the period.
C tVeWr

575 211 Russian Sliene and Sliety
Prereq.: -
U (2) Nud o-eed 1911-149
3-0-6
M 2'J Rusan Odom n nd Socety
(Same subject as 17.614J)
Prereq.: -

G(2) Next fered 109640
3-0-9
An introduction to the history of Russian and
Soviet science. 1plos: Introduction of Western
sclence to Russia, reception of Darwinism,
Influence of Marxism on Soviet scientific devel-
opment, social and pcIci context of Soviet
science, role of dissidents In Soviet scientific
ie, and organizational and policy questions.

Required readings In English; supplementary
readings in Russian also available. Graduate
students are expected to write a maor research
paper.
L R. Graham

rM 220 Hist" o f Modem Mathem a"e
Prereq.: 18.02
U (2)
3-0-9

Development of algebra in the 16th century
and of the calculus of Newton and Leibniz.
1rocs applications of calculus In the work of
18th-century mathematicians such as Euler,
Lagrange, and Laplace. The development of
rigorous analysis by Cauchy Bolzano, Dedekind,
and Welerstrass In the 19th century. Rise of
abstract algebra, emergence of complex analy-
sis, and development of set theory.
K R. Aftnning

OM 223J Anent Coomlogy
(Same subject as 21.930")
Prer: -
U (2) HUM-D
3-0-6

See description under subject 21.930J.
H. A . Rseiche

87 231J Cros-Cultural 1tudies of
Scientific and16 chnologloo lisiutione
(Same subject as 21.536J)
Prere.: -
U (1)

Analyses several studies of laboratories and
research groups around the world to Invesgate
how culture impinges upon scientific aotvty
Evalustes ley terms in the study of science and
technology for their cultural assumptions by
using those terms to explicate these laboratory
studies. Discusses the design of ethnoguaphic
studies of scientific and technologloal labora-
tories.
S. Naeek

51M 241J Auoblography in Solence and

(Same subject as 21 .633J)
Prerq.: -
U (1) Net ofered 191-19
3-0-6
See description under subject 21.533J.
S. asewek

518300 HIstory of '1hnlogy in
Amerias 1: 171-176
Pere: -
U (1) HUM-D Net o 1e1d108-0
3-0-9
A study of Amercas rural, agrarian, and arti-
san society from 1787 to the Centennial Exhibi-
tion of 1876. Examines the emergence of
Industrial capitalism within this settlng: the ris
of the factory system; machinoaciture; and
new forms of power, transport, and communi-
cation. Views technology as part of the larger
culture and reveals Innovation as a process
conisting of a range of possiblities that are
chosen or rejeoted according to social criteria
of the time.
1. A Smith

VT 301 afowYof1 wfhnolog In
ArnwrloalkII 117 Piheen

Preq.: -
U (2) HUM-D Next ofired 1011-9
3-04
The second part of a two-te'm survey with the
same themes and alms as STS 300. Focuses on
the maturation of industrial capitalism after
1876, with the emergence of large industrial
corporations, national and international mar-
hats, and the hallmarks of science-based Indus-
try: professional engineers, organized research,
and significant institutional integration among
schools, laboratories, and workehope.
M. R Smith

STS 306'The a 0011and Potl
hMploetlone of bahnology
Prereq.: -
U (2) Next clue 196a
2-0-7

Sl 307 The Social P Piclal
hupi-atan of llolcgfy
Prereq.: -
G (2) Next oeed 19- 49
2-0-10
Examines the social and political implications
of technology. Historical and contemporary stud-
les are used to explore the Interaction of tech-
nology with social and poitcal values. Emphasis
on how technological devices structure and
systems influence the organization of society
and the behavior of its members. Examples
drawn from the technologies of war, transporta-
tion, communication, production, and repro-
duction. Graduate students are expected to
write a major research paper
L R. Graham, P Buck



1"40*

A ompn*e study of sx communido assess-
ing the socfal dIslocatns and adjuslments of
an Industrelisng econony The work ethic,
craft qustoms, kinship ties, business atttudes,
poitcal ideologies, socoal n"uo"Inaton, and the
growing speed and scale of mechanised pro-
duction ar among the ftore treated. The goal
is to understand why some communtse entered
the industrial age more esaly than otherS.
Students submit thematic essays ddrssing
various aspects of Industriaiation and culture
chasnge.
Ut R. Smith

MT1% The idutieloevioluem: A SoONl
and Cuural Histlry (1750-1850)

(Same subject as 21.371J)
Prreq.: -
U (2) Net 0"e" 10-"5
3-0-9
See description under subject 21.371J.
S. AOM

O 325 3t Entsrprie and
1- 1,1 Ohangs 00a
Persp an ft Ane-W Expedenos

Prerq. -
U (1) HUM-D Next ofered 196.45
3-0-9
A history of the role of the mitary In promotng
and developing new technologis (from medie-
val times to the present. Examines the deslgn,
deployment, and difusion of new technologies;
the behavioral/Wcial problems that occurred
with the Introduon; ad their Influenc an
colonilaism, industrialization, and warfere in the
modern world.
M. f. Sm, L l9ng

S 400J The Arhoesology of I1ahnology
(Same subject as 21-541J)
PrMg.: -
U (1) MeMt ofere18d 8-88
3.4
See description under subject 21.541J.
H. N Lchman

-yg 340 0 s nleg 0 -010
- f14ersg.: -

U (1)
2471
i% 00-7 lit

GO1)
2-0-7
Examines the rapId growth of biotechnology;
focuses on relation of academic sOlendts and
univeraltse to Industrial and medoel appics-

"ons of research. Connects hiltorioal beck-
ground with contemporary Issues to view
bIotechnology In context of university education
and reserch, funding of solenos, academio-
industrial links, regulatory Iesues, rols and
responelbilties of solentists, end pubio expec-
tations and percepions. Evaluates profselonal,
InitIlonal, and pub-poloy Olernatves.
C. V1#E M. L. Gfbr

S3 410 mhlblaleauss In Solenos and

Prereq.: -
U (1)
3-0-6
Ethicsl problems of scientits and enginees
as studente, employees, consurants, and advi-
sore Case Studies of on-thsqob ethlcal diem-
mas and reaspones of teosnidM professionals
in such feld as *eseons technology, nuclear
eneg genetio egining, chemical engi-
newng, computer sclenoe end biomedicine
Iuss Include social respanslblity confts of
Interest, wlatleblowing, and the role of profe-
tlonal socls Emphasis on olhs discoussion.
Student frojects In fied of their interest
C. binsr

MS 41W Conlsrels on the
Centol of
(Same subject as 8.206J)
PRere: -
U (2)
2-0-7
Role of scientiss and engineers In antilpatng
and c ing negative eft of technolog.

eentains by indiduals, who haw played
major roles In such Iususs Hisrcal and our-
rent cases studied through reading, discus-
slons, Isotures, and student reports. 1bplos:
alrnatlve to the nuclear arms race; environ-
mental and heath hazards; opportunities for
involvement and alternative career posalbIuse
C lie . riANd

011 450 nsewA g adnwg
(ems subject s 4$)
Proerq: -
U (1) it e0 d 11.0
3-0-
NN 41J6enderrw Pnd en
(Sam subject as, SP 458.1
Prere.: Permission of Instuor
G(1) Nml attred1900.03

Survey the influence of gender Ideology on the
development of modem solence; espswil Its
enecls on prevailing conceptione of objecthi
the goals of solmnce, and the plas of women
Insolence. Explores Implicatin for ontempo-
rary solintflo precdoes, methodologies, and
reserch -gnds

M in

(Same subject Se 17.306J)
Prereq: -
0(1)
3-0-
See descrpon under subject 17.306J.
E£8. ShInM0f, H. Sepofay, C. Kayeen,

Technoloy and the Organization
of Industrial Soolti*

STS IN Modern Ties
(Sins subject as 21.5344)

U (2)
3-0-6

Ses dsecripon under subject 21.534J.
Consultn Has
.35 02 hs Profeslon of EngIneering

Prereqg: -
U (2) HUM..D
3-0-
Prctios and dilemmas of the snginsedng pro.
feasion. Analys the role of engineer the
conception, deslgn, manufeoture, and merkt
ing of a eOphleloaled consumer product SMud-
les the hIstory of some major inducsries (eg..
automobile, communlcatons, blomediloleero-
space) In 20th-century US. Examines sPINoel
sooncmic, cl, and ethical ipiopns. May
be taken as 12-unit HUM-C subiect (ectures,
reaions, three fuN term pepr) or as under-
rduele seminar (lectures end three short

papers).

#T1W Poi54 e of indis40 e n IWi (A)
(Sams sub)ect s 17.154J)
Prsreq.: Permission of instructor
G(1)
3-0-9
See description under subet 17154J.
C.9s

I k



., s a. a

MuO 011 COpMMOW Nis OVrNe
Pro".: -
U 2)
3.046
The socialocontext and consequenoses of indue-
trWWiln and the development of the madet
eoonnoy. Theitues and shortcomings of the
maretl economy as seen by Is exponents and
cditi, examined in the Ight of fie historOl
devlopment ary and iae indu ling sool-
etse compared. Intenelations of market apital-
lam, technological change, and poltocl evo.lu.
tion.
C. Xyen

973 siIU ofptl~eS* e
'ata

Itemsu Develpmen (A)
(Same subject as 14.674J, 15.6741)
Pre".: 14.64 or 15.663
Q(1)
3-0-4
See description under subject 15.674J.
Pt Thomas

mu S Nuluewtr: Ihret and AoidAnoe
Prerq -
U (2) HASS
3-0-4
Engineering School-Wide Elective Subject.
Description given at end of this chapter on $WE

ga.
110.AMM R Ue fu ,G. W Reilens6
E.RothschildJ. RRuing

mu 57WJ Prolems of Advaniced Intra
Selee (A)-

(Same subject as 17,166J)"
Prar': 17.158J
0 (2) Nedxt l6 155-S
3-0-9
See description under subject 17.186J.
S. Beroes M. J. PAbre

Cuftural Dimenions of Science and
lbchnology

mu# NO0bdhnologesi Soulaly and lis Crime-lgit UnlQ

U (2) HUM-D
3-0-9
The emergence of ec~4Owog o-.
sly has prood strng cdrica mtost 
affirm the value of a more "natural," sinple,
emotonaly$ te, and rvrental - -lan.si
to the environmenL These alterative visions
are eamined in two periods in AmerIca:1) the
mid-i9th century and 2) the 1960s. Focuses
on the usefulness of thesevisionsas crieis
Of (or poseible enatv to) the complexity
of advanced industrial society.
K nievmb, L Mnx

Of5 G0I LMb^Idhs111 andni dA 5 0nle OW s aCnO w4 ,
InP 5 o ( a ubiect as 21.54)

(Same subjeot as 21.103J)
Pre.sq -

U (2) HUM-O
3-0-9
Study of the interplay among hmaginative fer-a
ture, t prevaling Ideologies, and collstIve
xpedlenoe in the US, emphasIging critical

reading within an historical context.l Readings
chiefly drawn fronrelseulo Amerlcan writers of
the 19th oentury but woriw *om eerier and
later sediods Included: ff SB#Ftegersid, P4ank-
In, Jellereon, Emerson, do lboqueville, Thoreau,
Whitman, Hawthome, MehMe,Max Wber and
D. H. Lawrence.
L Ahr

sW 40 Perspetves on lalology

Prore.: -
U (1)HUM-D
3-0-9
A discussion of the centralIty of the machine as
fact and metapho, emphasiing Its place In
theories of technology and society ieveals
how technologigel power Is cental to modern
O 4aa nd poy Rasdings indude te work

of Smith, Thomas Carlyle, Kad Marx
Chares 0lekens, Rank Nords, Lewis Mumford,
and Jacques Ellul.
L An M. R Smith

M Mo b*odusd to Cuktra CdUMl.
Pre.: PermIssion of Instructor
U (2)
2-0-7

M73 004 boedulon to Cutua Crlsm
Prereq.: Permission of Instructor
G(2)
2-0-7
Examines modem concept of culture as it
emerged during the industrial liavoluton and
considers some of the theores and mWthods of
analyeis that have been developed around that
concpt. A Vmng en basl ltheorie considered
are thoe aaeoclated with Mom Emerson, Amnold,
and Moud. Second half enamines more reent
elabomatns of the culture concept in the work
of such theorlas as Panofft Suds, Benjamin,
Marcue, Foucault. Graduate students pursue
topics In geater depth.
L Arx

#$ 02W AmerIcan14Sevision: A Cultural

(Same subjeot as 21.032J)
Prereq.: One subject in Uerature or Science,
1bchnologm and Sowlety
U (2)
3-0-9
See description under subject 21.032J.
0. Thorbum

U (2) Next Ier 04- 1is"
U-64
How OgaO m to be poduce Od
read as documentary evidence in soence, las
hs11"t ropolow and famile w pho o-
graphsand 1photogrpc technology shAe
and arPOOe dbth cultureelAft~whthey
are used as as study In iw relations
between technology and culture.

ft 00 Compute r CultMOO O11p0 U si0n,
mud the lndbdust (A
Prerq. Perso n ofintuctor
(3(1)
3-3-4

Te computer pseea s It ehoe #s md-
Oda and contemporary culm. Suboulturee
of the computer wrdd; computational theories
of mind; computer metaphors in the cultuwe
and relationehips between people, machines,
and progamming. Emphaslse ethnographlo
and Individual case study approsohe ch
student must undertalo a supervised research
project.

NM Iftl Perapecivee on Computers and
sodty W
(Same sublect as 6.M0J)
Prr.: Permission of Instructor
GO1)
3-0-9
See description under subject 6.SAJ.
J. vabzenbaum

-To NS Wm n and O mpter
(Same subject as SP 480J)
Prereq. -
U (2) Nottoboofered 150654
3-0-6
An exploration of factors that may imit or
inhibit women's participation in the nascent
computer culture. includes math-phoba and
machine-phobia, programming atyles, personel-
Ity styles and gender social and psylchogloal
efole of office automation and computer work
at home.
S. R. lnWid

I
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Pbooligy and
Policy

"0 11J PROsemnar in Thnology and

(Sam subject as 13.g61J)
".: Permission of Instrndtor

GO1)

Explores the diversity of values that complicate
the soleoon of polley: personal moral deI-
Wlwns values inherent i various professions,
and cultural diferences. Case projects of
incresing complexity explore these questions.
Integral assessments of issues and processes.
Emphasis on developing the particpant's sidlls
In maling verbal and written presentations.
Introductory oore subject Intended for TPP
stucits. Permission of instructor required.
J. t XOdoW LL .BuccAreN, A. de NuMIle

P 124 Prosmiar' in Tbamnlogy and
Polloy 11 (A)
(Mend COnMMn and Unit)
(SPme subjP as 13.9624)
PIreoq.: TPP I114
G(2)
3-0-6
Presents means to integrate the diversity of
value hsld by participants in policy formation.
Pirst, builds on social welfare theory, to show
ho4 formal models of technology can be
used to build concensus, identity points of
contention, and form a basis for negotiation.
Then, explores Issues in negoiation, especially
the importance of process In determining out-
comas.1%o major case p-ojecs, an analysis
and a negoution, Illustrate the material.
J.T K1idoW A Albor, . de NeuMle

TW 13J LeadershS Seminar in Tbchnology
anl POWs (A)
(Same subject as 1.96n)
Prer".., Theis Registration
Q(2)
2-0
Seminar focusing on the ef~otive practice of
technology and policy. Centers around cessions
with senor professionals, combined with read-
Ingo and discussions of leadership. ExamInes
the sudents' theses as examples of academic
and professional leadership. Primarily intended
for students in their final year of the lbohnol-
ogy and Policy Program.
R. do NbuMlle

TPP 21 Enginering ByeSls Analysli (A)
Preow., Permission of insrucor
G (1)
3-0-6
School-Wide Elective. Description given at the

end of this chapter on MW a.
a do NeuDWMN, J. R Clark

TMP22 The Piuy.Uling Prsses (A)
(Sam e r as r 7.2204)
Prere.: Plermission of Instructor

3-0-9
See description under subject 17.220J.
M. Ups

TPP 3w Law Tohnolmg and Pubis Poft
(Same subject as 3.576J)
Prr.: Permission of instructor
0 (2)
34-S
In-depth examination of the reistiorship between
technology and the legal system. Five major
areas discussed: 1) responses of the legal
system to new social problems created by new
or exisUng technology; 2) technological change
In response to legal action; ) changes In legal
theory and praotce resulting from new techni-
cal developments; 4) responses of the poit
system to prolferating technology; and 5)
equity/marikt ohangse brought about by the
law-technology interaction.
N A. Ashford, C Q Caldrt

TPP 3J Environmenta a Pollution
Control (A)
(Samne subject as 1.81 14
Prere Permission of Instructor
0 (1)

See description under subject 1.811J.
A A Ashford, C. Caldart

TPP 34J itgullion of Cheoia ib
Radiaes, and liotechnology
(Same subject as 1.8124)
Prereq.: 1.81 14
G (2)
3-0-6
See description under subject 1.812J.
N A. Ashford, D .Haes, C. Caldart

TPPW N41hel og uIri ad t W ee Mde

(Same subject as 10.806J)
Prereq.: Permission of instructor
GO)

See description under subject 10.0M.
I A AShA .L. L a"e

5P1 01 1 in the Eawlmnmn 
and -pgeto

(am subject s1.7264
Prere. Permission of Instructor

40-
See description under subject 17254.
H. hemond, 0. Ab

TO 5W4 Climibels n bi nnsn
01114 an onan

(Same subjsct as 10.724)
Pr4M.: Permission of Instructor
GO1)
3-0-0
See description under subject 10.72J.
J. A, OWN"ila. A R Baoflm

TPP 64 Ch1em1ise 1i tIe Environmenti
Humaen Das

(Same subject as 20.006J)
Proq.: -
U (2)
4-0-6
See description under subject 20.006J.
IN G. Th~lly

7WP 54J Clhaleals lIn the Eiwirini*

= andmAwLgo & 1

(Sam subject as 11.363, 15,650J)
preme.: -
Q (2)
3-0-8
See description under subject 11.3M3.
L 8ueas&", J. R. fihrtfto J. . ~$ar



Aeroepaco Stud0l0

AS 11 IWAir Poree aley

Pruseq. -
U(1)
1-0-1

Examinea the role of the US Air Force In the
contemporary world by studying national seou-
ndty objectves and the use of national power
to acheve objeotves. Includes background,
misuion and organization of the Air Foros, and
the tunotlons of Ie forces. Emphasis leon the
development of oral and writen communica-
tIons aldi.
G. G. N61son

AS 111 a deW*" LebrWr
Prereq.: -
U (1)
0-1-0
introduction to the cuetome, traditions, and
oourtes of the Air Foros through seminars,
guest speakers, and appropriate fleid tripe.
0. L Lovero

AS 12The Air Foroelbdey
Prerq.: -
U (2)
1-0-1

Continues the study of the US Air Force and t
role In the contemporary world. Includes Air
Reserve Forces and other US Armed Forces,
Compares and contrast US and Soviet military
power and capabNs.
G.. Actn

AS 121 Leadershp Laboratory
Prareq.: AS 111
U (2)
0-1-0
Continuator of AS 111 with emphasis on the
role andrsaponelble of an Air Force Junior
officer.
D. L. Loverro

A 21 US Air Power: Ascension to

prre".: -
U (1)
1-0-1
History of the development of air powe from
Its beginnings through World War I. Emphasis
on the doctrine governing the employment of
air power and how It developed. Also examines
how technology has aected the growth of air
pow.
8.8. 1lg

AS 211 Ladershp Laboratory
Prereq.: AS 121
U (1)
0-1-0
Emphasltee development of techniques used
to direct and Inform. Studente ar assigned
leadership and management poeIlonsln the
AS 111 programs described above.
0. L Loverm

AS 22 US Air ower: Ky to Detrenmos
Presq.: Permission of Instructor
U (2)
1-0-1

Continues the history of air power since World
War 11, with emphasis on the US Air Force.
includes the role of air forces In conflicts, and
the effet of space-age technology on air pow.
Also examines the employment of US air power
In peaceful ways,
8.8. .1bIg

AS 221 Leadership Laboratory
Prereq.: AS 211
U (2)
0-1-0

Continuation of AS 211. Adds a special pro-
gram In preparation for Flid1 ining.
D. L Loverro

AS 31 Management and Leadershp
Preq.: -
U(1)
3-0-3
Study of management and leadership from the
point of view of tW Air Force junior olllost
The Individual motivational and behavioral pro-
cosaes, leadership, communication, and group
dynamtc are overed to lprovide a foundation
for the development Of the junior ~8floar' pro-
feselonal skills as an Air Force offlcer
R. L OftA N. Larson

AS 311 Leadgrho Laboratory
Prereq.: AS 221
U (1)
0-1-0
SupervIsory practice and exercise of leader-
ship functons in controling and direotng soy-
Itles of the cadet corps. Development of leader-
shIp potential in a pracical supervised training
laboratory.
0. L Lovero

ASS3 Mana ieen and Leaderip
Prereq.: AS 31
U (2)
3-0-3
Continuation of AS 31, with special emphasis
on the basic managerial processe lnvidng
deiSion making, utiling analytical aids In
planning, organizing, and odntraling in a chang-
ing environment Organiational and personal
values, management of forces In change, organ-
lzational power, poitic, and managerial strat-
egy and taoos are disoussed within thevon-
text of the military organization.
A. L 99ms MND. Larson'

AS 321 Leadership Laboratory
Prereq.: AS 311
U (2)
0-1-0
Continues AS 311 emphasis on supervisory
and leedership skills. Emphasis on advantages
of an Air Force career.
D. L Lovsno

Amtosp as sols w not for Mfr e(Of



y Science1

AS 41 Amssest Abeneleoewrll Pet MS 111n elnsuolln tli W V and flAmy
OMapiGeM M.a11 .oderfh
Prereq: -
U (1)

Examines the development of American Nallonal
Security Plcy through discuselon of the verl-
ou goups afeoting policy nVegglptse our-
rent Wosues of national and regional security
Issues. Emphasis on Integration of current
event into Coure topics. Students are aslkd
to challenge current ideas on National Security
Potok
C L Loverro, B. K Alzernad

AS 411 LeadershIp Laboratory
Prereq.: AS 321
U (1)
0-1-0
Exercise of management functions In planning,
supervising, and directng cadet corps aciM-
ties. Acquire profiolency in mMiary leadership
$1i6
D. L Loverro

AS 43 leues Por day's Mlitary
Prereq.: AS 41
U (2)
3-0-3
Study of selected les that aieot the military
todIpy.bplos include the Was of armed conft'
equal opportunity and training, woman in com-
bat the mMiry igleoleym, and the military as
a preisslon Emphasis on dudent presenta-
tion and ittave.
D. L LonM, 9. K MAfresW

AS 431 Laadserhip Laboatory
PrMrq.:AS 411
U (2)
0-1-0
Continues AS 411. Includes preparation for
profsslonal duties
a. Loveno

1-2-1
Invooesiae the generalized employment of the
US Arm statin With the 110rMellaio Of US
foreign poicy and the uses of mltary power In
diplomacy Covers the development ',f Army
combat power in rms of personrk d organ.-
ikation. Emphasies knowledge of current mil-
tary events and their Impact on the nation, and
writen and verbal communications ekls.
J. I Connore

S 121 11 Army bday
Prreq.: -
U (2)
1-2-1

Discusses interface between Active Army,
Natlonal Guard, Reserves, and iiian work
force; inrervie and Intra-aliance support
Examines organikation and role of company-
sized units; smal-unit i"a and combined
arms concepts. Speoaltils of soldiers are
related to operational unit missions. introduces
principles of war and relates them to actual
historical events.
J.INcnn

me 21 Instruottonal Mtilhdolegy
Pree.: -
U (1. 2)
2-0-1

Designed to prode the student with theoreti-
cal and practqoal experience in preparing and
presenting aofeti oral prseatis. invee-
gates the psychology and prinls of learning,
speech techniques integration of audio-visual
medla, programmed instruction techniques, toer
and exminlto construction, and classroom

technilues Every student required
to d heeral presentaions The student
Is critquod and evaluated by the instructor and
other members of the seminar
R Bouchard

Prereq.:
U (1)
1-2-1
Introduction to military leadership and manage-
ment *rtous leaderelIp theories discusd=
and an "integated Leadership Model" devel-
oped. Ueng this model, the class InWuigales
the kondWua - his or her n*d* goals il-
tude% and bshavor; the group - It goels
structures, roles, and norms; and the leader -
his or her style, behavo. needs, and goals.
Tbplcs such as interpersonal communications,
motivation, and counseing discused. Case
studies am used to enhan6e clssroom effort
A J. erainl, J:

Preq.: -
U (2)
1-2-1

Acquaints students wih the functional branches
of the Arm% to include their employment, Initial
entry positions, and the assignment paesM
assolatd with each branch. Each funallonel
branch studied In suicient detal to provie a
basic understandin. The Army's Officer Per-
sonnel System s introduced and
addressed from the point of view of the indMd-
ual oglocrs management of his or her own
nmary experience.
A. J. Sernft Ar

MS 31 Smal-Unit os
Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
2-0-1
Addresses the leadership of small units con-
duotng conventional combat operations. Et-
ments of terrain apalysis and application to
ofenlve, delnslve, and reterade operations
discussed along with eather considerations
and their impact on combat operations. Current
orga and hardware associated with
small tactical combined arms formations
reviewed.
A J. Sweuf, dA
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Mi 311 Mi1ery Mangement
Prereq.: -
U (1)
1-2-1
Concerned with the Integrated management of
Army units and activities. The commander and
the staff examined in detail, with emphasis on
the various formal and informal methods used
to acquire information, anticipate and forecast
requirements, make decisions, implement those
decisions, and supervise and evaluate the
results. Nature and role of combat support
activities discussed,
A. J. Serefini, Jr

MS 321 Land Navigation
Prereq.: -
U (2)
1-2-1

Students acquire the ability to determine point
locations accurate to within 10 meters, and
learn the fundamentals of direction and dis-
tance determination both on a map and on the
ground. Familiarizes students with the funds-
mentals of terrain analysis to include the ability
to construct accurate terrain profiles. Familiar-
Izes students with the techniques used in inter-
pretation of aerial photographs, to include
determination of scale and direction, and identi-
fication of objects on the ground.
R. Bouchard

MS 41 Mltary History

Prereq.: -
U (1, 2)
2-0-1

Examines the development of the US Army.
Emphasizes giving the student a better under-
standing and perspective regarding the history
of the US Army, the roles military professionals
have played In shaping the US, and where the
military profession fits into the society it serves.
Equips the student with the tools necessary to
analyze military operations at all levels, using
historical methodology. Stimulates an interest in
the study of military history leading the poten-
tial Army Officer to a mature, informed concept
of his role as a leader in the US Army. An
American Revolutionary War Battlefield study
trip is included during IAP to meet the 45-hour
Military History Requirement for Army ROTC
Cadets.
A. J. Seraifini, Jr

MS 411 Miltary Law and Administration
Prereq.: -
U 11)
1-2-1

Provides the military science student with an
introduction to the United States Military Justice
System. Develops historical and legal basis, as
well as modern practical application, of Military
Justice. Prepares student for a leadership posi-
tion that Inherently involves administration of
discipline and justice. Includes discussion of
practical aspects of small-unit administration.
E D. Hammond

MS 421 Miltery bemicad PrMW signAism
Prerq.: -
U (2)
1-2-1

Brings together material on two mejor topics:
the military s a profession, and morality and
war. Stresses ethical dimensions of the military
profession and juxtaposes positions of well-
known scholars. Themes examined include the
inextricable association of human values with
the military profession and the resolution
required when crucial military values are per-
ceived s at odds with the parent soclety.
E D. t~mmond
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Nav Solenoe'

NS11 intsduee.noiaaloene

U (1)
2-0-1
Genel introduction to seaposer and the naval
asvO, coveding an overview of the organize-
tion and hioriel deveo ment of the US Navy
and b tactios and equipment Cowre the basic
tenete of navel courtesy and customs, diol-

ine, leadership, and ship construction, as wanl
as the major challnges facing today's Naval
o0w
K L Callhan

we 12 NOvel Ships rnMm P
Pmrsq: -
U (2)

Lecture series on technological fundamentals
of applied and planned Naval Ships Systems
from an enginering viewpoint. Toplos: stablity
propulsion, ship control, and compartmentation.
At E Brun

N8 21 Nael Ships ylesme IP
Proreq.: 18.02,8.01
U (1)
3-0-3
Basic system-modeing techniques and state
variable representations. Examples taken from
systems found on naval ships and aircraft.
Laser fundamentals, applications, side-looking
rad, and radar holography discussed. Selected
readinga on naval weapons and fire control
systems.
A E Brunson

NS 22 Seepower and Maritmw Aflra
Proreq.: -
U (2)
2-0-2
Exploration of the general concept and history
of esapower (including the merchant marine
Ond oceanographic research), the role of var-
cue warfare components of the Navy In support-
Ing the Navys mission, implementation of sea-
power as an Instrument of natonal poicy, and a
comparatie study of US and Soviet naval
strategies.
K . Calaan

NS 1 NvWigaLIOh wanaval Opergese P MS 41 Laderehl and Managentent i
Prereq. -
U (1)
2-2-4

Prerw: -
U (1)
2-0-4

Comprehesve study of the theor princlples,
and procedures of pioting and cosial naviga-
tion, Including mathematics of navigation, prac-
tical work lrolng navigational instruments,
sight reduction by pro frm and computer-
ized methods, charts, pubiostions, and voyAge
planning-
C. A. Souar

N 8 2 NavIgalOln endlNava Operllone l
Prerq.: -
U (2)
3-0-3

Comprehensive study of tactical and planning
considerations relatie to employment of naval
forces, Including communications, tactial for-
mations and dispoions, relaWe moton, ma-
neuvering board, and nautical rules of the road.
C. R Souer

N9 33 Moder Wrbre
Prereq.: -
U (1)
2-0-2
Study of warfare as an Instrument of political
action throughout modem history. Interrelation.
ship with other components of statecraft streseed
as lathe Influence of economic, peychologioal.
moral, political, and technological factors on
strategic thought Great leaders and military
organizaions of history examined to discover
the Ingredients of their successes.
M. C. %yor

N9 34 Mane Corp one and o80U
Prereq.: -
U (2)
2-0-2

Overview of general miary subjects and con-
Oentraton on Marine Corps manll-unit tootics
and leadership in preparation for Marine 1st
Class cruise, "Bufdog." Covers the basic tenets
of land navigaton, the MIS rifle, ogensie com-
bat operations and orders and leadership at
the fire team and squad level. Siteses the
development of indivdual leadership sklis and
self-confidence. Practical exercises in land
navigaton and tactocs conducted at local mil-
tary training areas.
M. C byor

Partilcipative study of management theory
Includes the historical development of manage-
ment; role of the manager; manager productlv-
ity; sling objedvee and priorities organiatoen
theory the controlling function; performanos
appal;mativetion; individual nterpesonl
and group behavior theory;leaship theory;
communloations; organizational change and
development; decision-maing; th raelatonship
between authority responslibiliy and accounts-
bliythe Interface between technical and
behaviorl factors ie incled. The goal of the
coue Is to better understand efectv and
efflolent work with superiorspeers, and subor-
dinates to ostmize the use of scarce resources.
Historical and hypothetical Naval Service sce-
nados are Included.
J. G. 1ikd
NO 42 LeadershIp and Management 11
Prerq.: -
U (2)
2-0-2
Gives the student a basic background in the
duties and responsbilies of a Junior division
and watch offloer; strong emphasis on the
Junior o~siers responsiblftiles in the area of
training, counweing, and career development
Student familiarized with equal opportunity pro-
grams and drug/alcohol rehablitation pro-
grams. Principles of leadership reinforced
through leadership oase studies.
J. G. Verd

NS 43 Amphibious #rlare
Prereq.: -
U (2)
2-0-2
Historical and tacioal analysis of amphibious
warfare. Seeks to define the conoept, explore
its doctrinal origins, and trace its evolution as
an element of naval policy during the 20th
century. Case study approach used to provide
the prospective Marine Corps ofer wih the
fundamentals of amphibious tactios
M C. kyor
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